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Studies in the Synoptic Problem, by Members of
the University of Oiford, ed. W. Sanday,
New York, 1911.

Also see below, Harnack; Loisy; Luke.

Gregory VII.: Add to sources: A Selection of the

Letters of HUdebrand, Pope Gregory VIL . . .

by G. Finch, London, 1853.

Habakkuk: G. G. N. Stonehouse, Introduction,

Translaiion, and Notes on the Hebrew Text

of the Book of Habakkuk, London, 1911.

Hammurabi and his Code: E. Wohlfromm, Un-
tersuchungen eur Syntax des Codex Hamr
murabis, IConigsberg, 1910.

Harnack, A.: Neue Untersuehungen zur Apostd-
geschichte und zur Abfassungszeit der synop-
Hschen Evangelien, Leipdc, 1911.

Hebrew Language: C. E. Hesselgrave, The He-
brew Personification of Wis£>m: its Origin,

Development and Influence, New York, 1911.

Hegel: J. O. Knott, Seekers after Soul, Boston,
1911 (the seekers considered are: Job, Plato,

Kant, Hegel, and Browning).

Hellenistic Greek: L. Radermacher, Neutestor-

menUiche Orammatik, Tubingen, 1911.

Hexatbuch: J. S. Griffiths, The Problem of Deute-
ronomy, London, 1911.

F. p. Ramsay, An Interpretation of Genesis,

Washington, D. C, 1911.

HrmTEs: A. Gleye, Hittitische Studien, part 1,

Leipsic, 1910.

Holland: Gedenkstukken der algemeene Geschiedenis

van Nederland van 1796 tot 1840, vol. v., ed.

H. T. CJolenbrander, The Hague, 1910.

Acta der particuliere Synoden van Zuid-HoUand,
vol. iu., 1646-66, ed. W. P. C. Knuttel, The
Hague, 1910.

HuLSEAN Lectures: E. A. EdghiU, The Revelation

of the Son of God: some Questions and Con-
siderations arising out of a Study of Second
Century Christianity. Being the HuUean Lec-

tures for 1910-11, London and New York,
1911.

Idealism: C. Diman, Les Deux Idialismes, Paris,

1910.

P. Natorp, PhUosophie, Ihr Problem und ihre

Probleme, EinfiJLhnmg in den kritischen

Idealismu^s, Gdttingen, 1911.

A. Wernicke, Die BegrUndung des deutschen

Idealismus durch Immanuel Kant, Ein Beir

traa zum Verstdndnisse des gemeinsamen
Wtrkens von Goethe und Schiller, Brunswick,
1911.

Ignattus op Loyola: D. Angeli, Sant* Ignazio de

Loyola nella vUa e neWarte, Lanciano, 1910.

Immortality: F. Blades, Is the Life ofMan etemalf

New York, 1911.

G. L. Dickinson, Religion and Immortality,

Boston, 1911.

India: T. C. Hodson, The Naga Tribes of Manipur,
New York, 1911.

Innere Mission: J. F. Ohl, The Inner Mission: a
Handbook for Christian Workers, Philadel-

phia, 1911.

Isaiah: C. D. Ginsburg, Isaias. DUigenter revisus

juxta Massorah atque editiones principes cum
variis lectionibus e mss. atque antiquis versioni-

bus collectis, London, 1909.

R. H. Kennett, The Composition of the Book of
Isaiah in the Light of History and Archeology,

London, 191 1 ; idem, The Servant of the Lord,

New York, 1911.

G. W. Wade, The Book of the Prophet Isaiah.

With Introduction and Notes, London, 1911.

Israel, History of: R. Lescynsky, Die Juden in
Arabien zur Zeit Muhammeds, Berlin, 1910.

M. Gemoll, Grundsteine zur Geschichte Israels.

AlUestamentliche Studien, Leipsic, 1911.

C. F. Lehman-Haupt, Israel. Seine Entwick-
lung im Rahmen der WeUgeschichte, TU-
binffen, 1911.

M. L5nr, Israels Kulturenturickelung, Strasburg,
1911.

James, W.: E. Boutroux, WiUiam James, Paris,

1911.

Jeremias, a.: The Old Testament in the Light of the

Ancient East: Manual of Biblical Archcsol-

ogy, 2 vols., London, 1911.

Jesuits: C. Coppens, Who are the Jesuits? St.

Louis, 1911.

Jesus Christ: K. Dunkmann, Der historische Jesus,

der mythologische Christus und Jesus der

Christ, Leipsic, 1910.

P. Jensen, Hat der Jesus der Evangelien unrk-

lich gelebtf Frankfort, 1910.

A. Drews, Die Christusmythe, part 2, Die Zeug-
nisse fUr die Gesf^ichtlichJceit Jesu, Jena,

1911.
W. A. Grist, The Historic Christ in the Faith of

To-day, London, 1911.

G. Jahn, Ueber die Person Jesu und aber die

Entstehung des Christentums und den Wert
desselben fur modeme GebUdete, mit einer

KrUik der Evangelien und der neuesten Schrif-

ten aber Jesu, Leyden, 1911.

Jesus Christ, Monogram op: F. J. Ddlger, l)fiv^

Das Fischsymbol in frUhchristlicher Zeit, vol.

i., Rome, 1910.

Jews, BiIissions to the: A. L. Williams, A Manual
of Christian Evidences for Jewish People,

Cambridge, 1911.

Jor: See above, Hegel.
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John THE Apostlb: J.Cha,iaDaji,JohnthePretbyier
and the Fourth Oatpd, London, 1910.

J. T. Dean, Visiaru and RevelaUona. Diacounea
an the Apocalypse^ London. 1911.

A. Merx, Das ^vangelium aes Johannea naeh
der ayrUchen im Sinaikloster gefundenen Par
limpsiaihandscknft erUhdert, fierlin, 1911.

John, Saint, Order of: J. Delaville le Rouix, MS-
langea aur Vordn de 3. Jean da Jirwialem,
Paris, 1910.

Kant: See above, HboeIi.

ICiNGDOM OF God: See above, Duhm.
Korea: M. C. Fenwick, The Church of Chriat in

Corea, New York, 1911.

Lamaism: a. Cunningham, Ladakj London, 1854.
A. H. Francke, Hiatory of Western Tibel, Lon*

don, 1907.

LoisT, A.: A propoa d'hiatoire dea rdigiona, Paris,

1911 ; idem, Jiaua et la traditUm SvangHique,
ib. 1911.

Lollards: J. Gairdner, LoUardy and ths R^orma-
tion in England^ vol. iii., Xcndon, 1911.

Lord's Supper: F. Graebke, Die Konatruktion der
Abendmahialehre Luthera in ikrer Enlyncklung
dargeateUt, Leipsio, 1908.

Luke: H. Koch, Die Ah/aaaimgazeU dea lukaniadi/en

Geachicktawerkea. Eine hiatoriachrkriHache

und exeaetiache Unterauchung, Leipsic, 1911.
Also see above, EUrnack.

Luther: L. P. Winter, A lAfe of Martin Luther,
the Great Reformer of the leth Century, Nash-
viUe, 1911.

Lutherans: The Book of Concord; or, the Symbol-
ical Booka of the Evanpelical Lutheran Church;
tranal, from the ortginod Languagea, wOh
Analyaea and exhauative Index; etL by H.
Eyater Jacoba, Philadelphia, 1911.

L. B. Wolf, Missionary Heroes of the Lutheran
Church, Philadelphia, 1911.

McGiffert, a. C: Proteatant Thought brfcre Kant,
New York, 1911.

Magic: T. W. Davies, " Magic " Black and While
(2d ed. of Magic, DivinaJtion, and Demanology
Among the Hebrewa and Their Neighboura,
London, 1897), Chicago, 1910.

T. de Causons, La Magie et la aorceUerie en
France, vol. iii., La Sorcellerie de la Riforme
d la Rivohdion. Lea Couventa poaaMa. La
FranC'MaQonnerie. Le Magnitiame animal,
Paris, 1911.

Mark: M. J. Lagrange, ^vangile adon aaint Marc,
Paris, 1911 (translation and commentary).

Marriage: See above, Divorcb.

Martinbau, J.: Prayera in the Congregation and in
College, London, 1911.

Mary, Mother of Jesxtb Christ: See above,
Beissel.

Mennonites: D. Philips, Enchiridion; or Hand
Book of the Christian Doctrine and Rdigion,
composed {by the Grace of God) from the noly
Scriptures for the Benefit of cm Lovers of ths

Truth, Elkhart, Ind., 1910.

Messiah: E. A. (lordon^ Mesaiah: the Ancestral
Hope of the Ages, Liondon, 1911.

E. F. Scott, The Kingdom and the Mesaiah,
Edinburgh, 1911.

Methodists: J. R. Gregorv, A History of Method-
ism, chiefly for the Use of Students, 2 vols.,

London, 1911.

MntACLBs: J. M. Thompson, Miradsa in the Nev
Teatament, New York, 1911.

Missions: J. M. Buckiev, Theory and Practice ef

Foreign Miaaiona, New York. 1911.
S. M. Zwemer, The Unoccupied Miaaion Fields

of Africa and Asia, London and New York,
1911.

Also see above, Lutherans.
MiTHRA, Mtthraism: T. Kluse, Der MithrakvU,

Seine Anfdnge, Entwicklungageachickte und
aeine DenkmOler, Leipsic, 1911.

MoABiTB Stone: See above, Bennett.

MoRERLT, G. : Miss C. A. E. Moberly, Didce Lknnum:
Geiorae Moberly, hia Famuy and JFriendi,

London, 1911.

Modernism: The Prieat: a Tale of Modemiam w
New England. By the Author of " Letters to

Hia HoUneaa, Pope Piua X," Boston, 1911.

Moffatt, J.: See above, Birucal iNTRODuenox.
Mohammed: D. B. Macdonald, Aapeeta of lalax^

New York, 1911.
E. Montet. De Vital priaent et de Vavenir de

Vlalam, Paris, 1911.

Mormons: C. A. Shook, The True Origin ofMormon
Polygamy, Mendota, 111., 1911.

Morrison, R.: J. F. Goucher, Growth of the Mit-
aionary Concept, chaps. i.-4L, Mew York,
1911.

Mysticism: E. Underbill. Myaticiam: a Sttidif in

the NatureandDevelopment ofMan*a Spiritual
Conaciouaneaa, London, 1911.

Nietzsche, F.: A. It. Orage, Friedrich Nietzadte,
the Dionyaian Spirit of the Age, Chicago, 1911.

Non-Conformists: G. L. Turner, Original Records
ofEarly Nonconformity under Peraecution and
indulgence, London, 1911.

Non-jurors: H. Brozap, A Biography cf Thomas
Deacon, the Mancheater NonrJuror, London,
191L

Occam, WiUiIAM of: F. Kropatscheck, Occam und
Luther, Gateisloh, 1900.

Oswald, Saint: A. C. Champneys, Saini Oawdd,
London, 1911.

Palestine: Kate B. Scheuennan, The Holy Land
aa aeen through Bible Eyea. Being a Record
of a Journey through Syria, Paleatine and
Europe in the Yeara 1908-09, Seattle, 1910.

L. L. Henson, Reaearchea in Paleatine, Boston,
1911.

E. Himtington, Paleatine and Its Tranaformor
tion, London and Boston, 1911.

Paton, J. G.: A. K. Lansridge and F. H. L. Paton,
John G. Paton: Later Yeara and FarewdL
A Sequel to John G. Paton, an Autobiography,
2d ed.. New York, 1910.

Paul the Apostle : R. Bultmann, Der StU der pau-
linischen Predigt und die kynisch^toische Dia-
tribe, Gottingen, 1910.

J. R. Cohu, St. Paul in the Light of Modem Re-
search, New York and London, 1911.

J. Weiss, Der 1. Korintherbrirf, Gottingen,
1910.

T. W. Drury, The PrisonrMinutry of St. Patl
London, 1911.

C. H. Dudley, St PauVa Friendahipa and his

Frienda, Boston, 1911.
A. Robertson and A. Plmnmer, A Cntuxd and

Exeqetical Commentary on the First EptaUe (J
St. Paul to the Cortnthuma, London, 1911.
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Pbace Movements: H. M. Chittenden, War or
Peace: a Present Duty and a Future Hope,
Chicago, 1911.

pMA-RTfiFEa ANP Sadducees: W . Csspaxi, Die PhoTu
sder bis an die Sehwelle dee Neuen TeatamentSf
Gross Lichterfelde, 1909.

PixA.xoKisM. See above, Hegel.
PoHi^B, J.: Dogmatic Theology, vol. i., God, St.

Louis, 1911.

Pope, Papacy: Add to bibli(Mmiphy: H. Grisar,

Geschichte Rome und der Pdpete im MittelaUer,

Freibure, 1898 sqo. (to be in 6 vols.), Eng.
transl., History of Koine and the Popes in the

Middle Ages, vol. i., London, 1911.

PRAGMATraM: L. B. Macdonald, Life in the Making:
an Apvroach to Religion through the Method
of Moaem Pragmatism, Boston, 1911.

Pbophsct: O. Procksch, Die kleinen prophetischen

Schriften vor dem ExU, Stuttgart, 1910.

Mary A. Taylor, The Historic Aleaning ofProph-
ecy, Cincinnati, 1911.

H. Wace, Prophecy: Jewish and Christian,

London and Milwaukee, 1911.

PBcyrESTANT Episcopalianb: Constitution and
Canons for the Government of the Protestant

Episcopid Church in the United States of
America Adopted in General Conventions,

1789-1910, New York, 1910.

Pbkudepiqrapha: J. Viteau, Les Psaumes de Sal-

omon, Paris, 1910 (with introduction, Greek
text, translation, and notes).

Rei> Cro68 Societt: H. Bundle, With the Red Cross
in the Franco-German War, A. D., 1870-71.
Some Reminiscences, London, 1911.

Rbfobmation: Documents Illustrative of the Conti-
nental Reformation, ed. B. J. Kidd, London,
1911.

Rkuoion: J. M. Hodgson, Religion: the Quest of
the Ideal, Edinburgh, 1911.

Reljgion, Philobopht of: J. J. Crourd, Philosophie
de la rdigion, Paris, 1910.

Revelation: G. A. Cooke, The Progress of Reveta-
Hon, New York, 1911.

Revivals: T. B. Kilpatrick, New Testament Evan-
gelism, New York, 1911.

Reward: V. Kirchner, Der " Lohn " in der alten

PkUosophie, im hUrgerlichen Recht, besonders

im Neuen Testament, GOtersloh, 1908.

Robinson, J. A.: The Advent Hope in St. PauVs
Epistles, New York, 1911.

RoaCEUNUs: F. Picavet, Roscelin, phUosophe et

ihSologien, d'aprks ta Ugende et d'aprhs I'his-

toire. Sa place dans Vhistoire a^nirale et com-
parie des philosophies nUdi&vales, Paris, 1911.

Rousseau: G. Valette, Jean Jacqites Rousseau
Genevois, Paris, 1910.

Russla: M. Tamarati, V6glise gforgienne des

origines jttsqu^d nos jours, London, 1910.

Saints: Hagiographica orierUalis. BibUographie
des textes hagiooraphiques publiis en arabe, en
armenien, en ethiopien, en copte et en syriaque,

Brussels, 1910.
Vila sanctorum Danorum, ed. M. C. Glertz, part

2, Copenhagen, 1910.

Sai^vation Armt: A. M. Nicol, General Booth and
The Salvation Army, London, 1911.

Sakdat, W.: See Gospel and Gospeis.

Schopenhaubb: T. Ruyssen, Schopenhauer, Paris,

1911.

Scotland: G. Anderson, The Scottish Pastor, Edin-
burgh, 1911.

Scotland: J. Dowden, The Medieval Church in
Scotland: its Constitution, Organization and
Law, New York, 1911.

Seven Sleepers of Ephbsus: P. M. Huber, Die
Wanderkgende von den sieben SchUtfem,
Leipsic, 1910.

Siam: Mrs. L. Milne, Shans at Home, London, 1910
(contains 2 chapters on Shan history and
literature by W. W. (Cochrane).

Sin: M. L. Burton, The Problem of EvU, Chicago,
1910.

Sinai: M. J. Rendall, Sinai in Spring, London,
1911.

Socialism: C. Noel, Socialism in Church History,

Milwaukee, 1911.

Sobcbry: V. J. Mansikka, Ueber russische Zauber-
formdn mil BerUcksichtigung der Blut- und
Verrenkungssegen, Helsingfors, 1910.

Soteriologt: E. Krebs, Der Logos als HeUand im
ersten Jahrhundert. Ein religions' und dog-

mengeschichUicher Beitrag zwr Erldsungslehre,

Freiburg, 1911.

SouLE, J.: H. M. Du Bose, Ltfe of Joshua Soule,

NashvUle, 1911.

South Sea Islands: W. Churchill, The Polynesian
Wanderings. Tracks of the Migration deduced
from an Eccamination of the Proto-Samoan
Content of the EfaU ana other Languages Of
Melanesia, Washington, D. C, 1911.

Spain: G. H. B. Ward, The Truth about Spain,
New York, 1911.

Speaking with Tongues: E. Lombard, De la glos-

solalie chez les premiers chritiens et des phi-
nomhnes similatres, Paris, 1911.

E. Mosiman, Das Zungenreden, Tubingen, 1911.

Spiera, F.: Add to biblio^phy: P. Schaf, Die
SUnde wider den hetligen Geist . . . ne&st

einen . . . Anhange Hber das Lebensende des

Francesco Spiera, Halle, 1841.

Stoicism: V. Arnold, Roman Stoicism, Cambridge,
1911.

SuNDATH9CHOOLs: A. H. McKiimey, Practical Pedct-

gogy in the Sunday School, New York and
London, 1911.

Symbolism: F. E. Huhne, The History, Principles,

and Practice of Symbolism in Christian Art,

6th ed., London, 1911.

Talmud: Add to bibliography: The most impor-
tant parts of the Mishnah are edited from
MSS., translated and explained by H. L.
Strack as follows, all at Leipsic: Yoma, 1904;
Abhodha Zara, 1909; Sanhedrin Makkoth,
1911; Pesahim, 1911; Berakhoth and the
three Babhoth will appear 1912-13. Add
also: H. L. Strack, Jesus, die Haretiker und
die Christen nach den dUesten judischen Angar
ben, Leipsic, 1910.

Tertuluan: R. Heinze, Tertumans Apologeticum,
Leipsic, 1911.

Theism: G. Wobbermin, Monismus und Mono-
theismus, TObingen, 1911.

Theodoret: Kirchengeschichie, ed. L. Parmentier
for the Prussian Academy, Leipsic, 1911.

Thomas Aquinas: P. CJonway, Saint Thomas
Aquinas of the Order of Preachers, 1226-74,
London, 1911.

Time, Bibucal Reckoning of: F. Westbere, Zur
neutestamenilichen Chronologie und Gclgothas

OrHage, Leipsic, 1911.

Transfiguration: E. Curling, The Transfiguration,

With other Sermons, London, 1911.
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BIOGRAPHICAL ADDENDA

Adler, H. N.: d. in London July 18, 1011.

Atterbury, W. W.: d. at Bennington, Vt., Aug.
6, 1911.

Bernard, J. H.: Chosen bishop of Ossoiy, 1911.

Curtis, E. L. : d. near Rockland, Me., Aug. 26, 1911.

Dargai: E. C: Elected professor of homiletics in

the Southwestern Baptist Theological Semi-
nary, Fort Worth, Tex., 1911.

Devins, J. B.: d. in Brooklyn, N. Y., Aug. 26, 1911.

Dunning, A. E. : Retired from the editorial stafif of
The Congregatumalist, 1911.

EwALD, H. A. P.: d. at Erlangen, Germany, May
27, 1911.

Hughes, T. P.: d. at King's Park, Long Island,
Aug. 8, 1911.

Inge, W. R.: Became dean of St. Paul's, London,
1911.

Kirn, O.: d. at Leipsic Aug. 18, 1911.

Eniqbt, G. T.: d. at Medford, Mass., Sept. 10,

1911.

MoRAN, P. F.: d. at Sydney, New South Wales,
Aug. 16, 1911.

Morgan, G. C: Becomes president of Cheshunt
CoUe^, Cambridge, in 1911, without resign-
ing his pastoral work.

Paget, F.: d. in London, England, Aug. 2, 1911.

Partridge, S. C: Enthroned bishop of Kani^«
City June 27, 1911.

PIBRSON, A. T.: d. in Brooklyn, N. Y., June 2, 1911.

Power, F. D.: d. at Washhigton, D. C, June 14,

1911.

Revel, A.: d. at Florence, Italy, Nov. 22, 1888 (see

vol. X., p. 3).

RoBSON, G.: d. at Edinburgh Aug. 2, 1911.

Simons, W. E.: Succeeded Achelis as professor c^

practical theology at Marburg, 1911.

Strong, A. H.: Resigned presidency of Rochestc
Theological Seminary to take effect in 1912.

ADDENDA ET COBBIGENDA

Vol. i., p. 173, col. 2, line 23 from bottom: Read
" Ohio ^' for " 111."; p. 350, col. 2, line 2:

Read " T. J. Crawford " for " T. G. Craw-
ford "; p. 352, col. 1, line 37: Read " Trum-
bull " for " Trumbell."

Vol. ii., p. 68, col. 1, lines 44 and 47: Read " Greek
'Testament " for " Bible."

Vol. v., p. 162, col. 1, line 46: Read " Schulta John-
son " for " Schultz, Johnson."

Vol. vi., p. 19, col. 1, line 45: Read " Foster " for
" Forster," and line 19 from bottom read
" C. Elliott " for " E. Elliott ": p. 124, col,

2, line 16: Read *' C. J. BaU ^' for *' C. F.
Ball "; p. 208, col. 1, line 25: Read " H. R.
Reynolds " for " R. H. Reynolds "; p. 225,
line 4 from bottom: Read " 1893 " for
" 1894 "; p. 227, col. 1, line 13: Read
"Thomson" for "Thompson"; p. 254,
col. 1, last line: Read " 410 " for " 140 ";

p. 267, col. 1, line 26: Read " Albert " for
" Robert''] p. 345, col. 2, line 4 from bot-
tom: Read " homiletics " for " polemics,"
and line 3 from bottom: Add " but did not
accept"; p. 346, col. 1, line 28 from bot-

tom: Read "Sparks "for "Spark"; p. 486.
col. 2, Une 13: Read " Cassel's " for '* Ca^
sels'."

Vol. vu., p. 378, col. 1, line 6: Read " Birks " for
" Sinks.'*

Vol. viii., p. 3, col. 1, line 4: Read " passed " for
" based "; p. 143, col. 2, signature: Re&d
" Odhner " for " Odhner."

Vol X., p. 110, col. 1, line 40: Read " Chamier " for

"Chanier"; p. Ill, col. 2, line 18: Read
" G. R." for " G. B."; p. 131, col. 1, Une 21^:

Read " FeUx " for " Filix "; p. 188, col. 1.

line 22: Read "M. Bristol " for " T. Brb-
tol "; p. 302, col. 1, line 19 from bottons:
Read "Bahnes" for "Balme"; p. 370, coL
1, line 21 from bottom: Read " 1887-8S

"

for "1899"; p. 401, col. 2, line 16: Read
" W. R. Greg '' for " R. W. Gre^ "; p. 402,

col. 1, line 28 from bottom: Read " New
York " for " London."

Vol. xi., p. 19, col. 2, signature: Read " G. E." for
" D."; p. 130, col. 2, line 17 from bottom:
Read " mosaische " for " moadisdie"



LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

Abbieviationa in common use or self-evident are not included here. For additional information con-
cerning the works listed, see vol. i., pp. viii.-xx., and the appropriate articles in the body of the work.

-*^*
1 1876 •qq.. voL 63. 1907

Adv advemu, acainst ''

American Journal qf PhiMoffu, Balti-
*

I more, 1880 sqq.
American Jaurmd cf TheoloffifM Ghicogo,

1897 sqq.
AreMv fUr ifcolMtaeftef KirdtenrtdU,

( Innabruck, 1867-61, Mains, 1872 sqq.
Arehiv /fir LUteratur- und Kircheng*-

ALKG. < acUdkte dee MUtdaUert, Frabuis, 1886

AJP..

AJT..

AKR.

.Amerioan
Abhandlunifen der MUnehener Akademie,

Munieh, 1763 aqq.
Anie-Nioene Fainen, Amerioan edition
by A. Cleveland Coze, 8 vols, and in-
dex, Buffalo, 1887; voL ul, ed. Allan
Mensiee, New York, 1897

Apoe. ApoeryphiL apocryphal
Apol Apoloina, Apology
Axwh Arabic
Aram AramAto
art article
Art. Schmal Schmalkald Artielaa
A^w> j Acta eandorum, ed. J. Holland and othen,^^"' 1 Antwerp. 1643 sag.

*Q%jr jActo aandorum omnie 8, BenedicH, ed.-^^^
1 J. MabUlon. 9 vote., Parto, 1668-1701

Aeeyr Ans^an
A. T AUee Teeta$neni, ** Old Testament "

AoKS. Con Augsburg Confession
A. V Attthoriaed Vernon (of the English Bible)

Am. ..

AMA.

ASF.

Baldwin.

Bardoihewer,
GeeehichU..

Bardenhewer,
Patreiooie

Bayle,
fheUenant. . ..'i

Bensinger,
ArehAdoffie...'

Binghani.
On^tncs

Bouquet, Jgsgmff

Bower, Popee.

BQR.
BRO
Cant
cop

J. M. Baldwin. Dictionary o/ Philoeophy
and PewAologv, 3 vola. m 4, New York,

O. Bardenhewer, OetehtehU der aWnrchr
hehen lAUeratw, 2 vols., Freiburg, 1902

0. Bardenhewer, Patrologie, 2d ed., Frei-
burg, 1901

The Dietionary Hietoriedl and Critical of
Mr. POerBa^ 2d ed., 6 vols., London,
1734-38

1. Benainger. HArdieehe ArdkOologie, 2d
ed., Freiburg. 1907

J. Bin^luun, Orvinss eedeeiaotiecB, 10
vols., London, 1708-22; new ed., Ox-
foid, 1866

M. Bouquet, ReeueQ dee hietoriene dee
OauUo et de la France, continued by
various hands. 23 vols., Paris. 1738-76

Archibald Bower. Hielorv of the Pqpee
. . . «o 1768, oontinyedhv 8. H. Cox,
3 vols., Philadelphia. 1846-47

BapHet Quartedy Review, Philadelphia,
1867 sqq.

8eeJaff«
Canticles, Song of Solomon

" chapter
"

ru:fK..* A ..i^n-. ( H. Geillier, uietoin dee autewn eaerte elCe^fa^ AulsMrsJ
ecdieiaeliqitee, 16 vols, in 17, Paris,•'"*^ ••• I 1868-69

CIO,

CIL.

CIS.

Chron Chronieon, '* Chronicle "

I Chron. I Chronicles
II Chron 11 Chronicles

Corpue irtecripHonum Oneeantm, Berlin,
1826 sqq.

< Corpue tnecripHonum LaHnarwn, Berlin,

Corpue ineeriptUntum BemiHearum, Puis,
1881 sqq.

eod. codex
ecd. Theod eodex TTteodoeianue
Cd Epistle to the Coloesians
col., eols. column, columns
Conf Confeeeionee, " Confessions "

I Cor First Epistle to the Corinthians
n Cor. Second Epistle to the Corinthians
COT See Schrader

j The Church Quarterly Review, London,
* "

I 1876 sqq.
CQR.

DB..

DCA.

DCB.

DCG.

Deut.

Corpue roformalorum, hefsan at Halle,
1834, vol. Itttix.. Berlin and Leipsic,
1906 soq.

'M. Creignton. A Hiatory of the Papacy
from the Great Schiem to the Sat* of
Rome, new ed., 6 vols.. New York and

.
London, 1897

Corpus Bcriplorum Chrietianorum orienla-
Uum, ed. J. B. Chabot, I. Quidi. and
others, Paris and Leipsic, 1903 sqq.

Corpus eeriptorum eedeeiaalieorum Ijaii-

norum, Vienna, 1867 s(iq.
Corpue ocriptorum hiUoria Byeantime, 49

vols.. Bonn. 1828-78
C. W. Currier. Hietory (^RAigioue Orders,
New York, 1896

Deuteronomist
Dan Daniel

J. Hastings, Dietionary of the Bible, 4
vols, and extra vol.. Edinburgh and
New York, 1898-19(H

W. Smith and S. Cheetham. Dictionary
ofChristian Antiquities, 2 vols., London,
1876-80

'W. Smith and H. Waoe, Dietionary of
Christian Biography, 4 vols., Boston,

;

1877-^87
J. Hastings, J. A. Selbie, and J. C. Lambert.
A Diehonary of Christ and the Gospds, 2
vols., Edinbuigh and New York, 1906-
1908

.Deuteronomy
De vir. ill De viris Ulusiribue
DGQ See Wattenbach

L. Stephen and S. Lee, Dietionary of
National Biography, 63 vols, and
sup^ement 3 vols., London, 1885-1901

S. R. Driver. Introduction to the Literature
of the Old Testament, 10th ed.. New
York, 1910

Elohist
^T. K. Cheyne and J. S. Black, Eneydo-

padia Biblioa. 4 vols., London and
New York. 1899-1903

EccL Bedeeia, " Qiurch "; eedeeiaaHeus, ** ec-
clesiastical

"

Ecoles Ecclesiastes
Eoclus Ecclesiasticus
ed edition; edidit, " edited by "

Eph Epistle to the Ephesians
Epiet Epietda, Epietola, " Epistle." '* Epistles "

Ersch and Gru- ( J. S. Ersch and J. Q. Gniber. AUgemeine
ber. Encyldo- 1 EneyUopOdie der Wissenachaften und
pddie ( KUnste, Leipsic. 1818 sqq.

E. V English versions (of the Bible)
Ex Exodus
Esek Esekiel
fasc fasciculus
Fr French
p*;.>/i*;«k trn i J* Friedrich, Kirchengee^ichie Deutsd^t nednch, KD..^ |^,^^ g vols.. Bamberg. 1867-69
Gal Epistle to the Galatians

n..,.. a^^^m { P« B. Gams, Series episcoporum ecdesia^^™^55^ i CalholictB, Regensbuig. 1873, and sup-
•P»*»P*^"» • •

I plement. 1886
n-i- .n^ TT.««i,F ( H. Gee and W. J. Hardy, Documents

°DJSl;SS^r'j SSdS?74
*'^*^ '^*"''* '''^'

Germ German
QQj^ S GdtUngiedte GeLehrte Aneeigen, Gdttingen,

1824 sqq.

nik>w«n ru^i^ E. Gibbon. Hietory of the Dedine and

fl«5 VflD i f^ <^ ^ ^^^ Empire, ed. J. B.

DNB

Driver, Introduce
Hon

R

and Fall.

Gk..
Bury, 7 vols., London, 1896-1900

Greek
The Sources and Literature of
History ... to 14S6, London.

(C. Gross,

•1 fST"
Gross, Sources.

Hab .Hi^akkuk
TtmAAm^ -«^ f A. W. Haddan and W. Stubbs, CouncHe
atStS^r^^l *^^ Ecdeeiastical DocumenU ReUUing^bbs. Counri ^ Q^^^ Britain and Ireland, 3 vols..
***•

I Oxford, 1869-78
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Bmf.

Hi«
Haiduin. Coi^*

eSiia

HaraadcLAtero-

Hauek, iTD

Hauok-HsnoK.

Heb.
Hebr

H0fele.C(Midlt«ii-
QttdiickiM

Heimbacfaer.Or-
dtn und K<m"

Halyot, 0rdr€9
mOVIMftQUM. . .

HendanoD, 000-

Bafen to patristic works on haraaiea or
Iwretioi. TertuUian't Dt proteripliotM,
the Pro9 hainmit of XraiuBUi» the
PanarUm of Epiphaniui, ate.

Haoni
J. Harduin, ConeUionim cogeefio reoia

mtupima, 12 vole.. Pkrii, 1716
A. Harnack, Hi§tary cf Dooma . . . from
Ae 5d Oerman tgRiUm, 7 vob., Boston,
1806-1900

A. Hamaok, Omehiehit dm- aUehfiattidktn
LitUrahtr hit Bumlriu; 2 vols, in 3,
LeiMie. 1803-1004

A. Hauck. KirdisnoetcMehle Dwiadt^
tatuU, vol. I. Leipsie. 1004; vol. ii.,

1000; vol. iii.. 1006; vol. iv.. 1003
Rmienekylopddie fUr proiMianHa^ DU-

oloffis vvi^ Kireh€t founded by J. J.

HersoiL3d ed. by A. Hauek, Leipsio,

Epistle to the Hebrews.Epistle I

.Hebrew

Hist..

HULted.
Horn
Hos.

Ital.
J...
JA..

C. J. von Hefela, CpneaistitfssdUdUf. eon-
tinned by J. BergenrOther. vols. L^vi,
viii.-tx.. Fraibufs. 1883-«l

M. Heimbuoher. Di$ Orden und Konof'
goHanen der kaiholueken Kirch*, 2d ed.
8 vols., Paderbom. 1007

P. Helyot, HtMltnn de§ ordrm monoB-
UquM, nlioietue et mUitairet, 8 vols.,
Paris, 1714-10; new ed.. 1830^42

E. F. Henderson, Sd^et Hulorieal Doat^
menu of the MiddU Agee, London, 1802

.History, hietoire, hietoria

Hitiona tftittititHni. eoofsiicp. '* Churoh
History"

HomUia, homiUiai,
Ho

JaeobuB,
DtoCionory.

Jaff«. BieO...

Jafr<, /{svstto. .

JA08

JBL,.

JB

JB
Jer.

Josephos, Ant .

.

Josephus, Avion
Josephus, lAfe.
Josephus, War.
Josh

JPT

JQR

JRAS

JTB
Julian, Hyfo^

ncHogy ,

KAT..
KB
KD
KL.

Krflcer, Hittory

Knimbaohar.
GeeehidUe.,..

Labbe, ConeUia

Italian
Jahvist (Yahwist)
Journal Aeiaiiqne, Paris, 1822 s(|q.

A StandardBMe Dictionary, ed. M. W. Ja^
cobus, . . . E. £. Nourse. . . . and A. C.
Zenos, New York and London, 1000

P. Jaff^ BiUioAeoa rerum Oermani-
eorum, 6 vols., Berlin, 1864-73

P. Jaff^ Reoeeta ponHfUum Romanorum
. , , ad annum 1166, BerUn, 1861;
2d ed.. Leipsio, 1881-^

Journal of the American Oriental Society,
New Haven, 1840 sqq.

Journal of Biblicai Literaiure and Bxego-
tie, first appeared as Journal of the
Society of Biblical lAterature and Exe-
0«tis, Middletown, 1882-88, then Boe-

, ton. 1800 sqq.
The Jewieh Sncydopedia, 12 vols., New
York, 1001-06

Hie combined narrative of the Jahvist
(Yahwist) and Elohist

Jeremiah
Flavius Josephus, *' Antkiuitiee of the
Jews "

Flavius Josephus, " Against Apbn "

. Life of FhiViuB Joeephus
Flavius Josephus, " The Jewish War "

Joshua
i JahrbOeher /Br proteekmHeehe Theolooie,

Leipsic. 1S76 sqq.
The Jewtah Quarteriy Review, London,

1888 sqq.
Journal ^ tike Rc/yA Am/Oic Sodgty, Lon-
don, 1834 sqq.

Journal <^ TheUogieai Studiee, London,
1800 sqq.

J. Julian, A Dictionary of Hymntiogy,
revised edition, London, 1007

SeeSchrader
See Sohrader
See Friedrich, Hauok, Rettbeig
Welaer und Wdte'e KirchefiUxikon, 2d

ed., by J. Hergenrdther and F. Kaulen,
12 vols.. Freiburg, 1882-1003

Q. KrOger, Hitton/cf Bariy Chrietian
LitercSure in the Firet Three Centuriee,
New York, 1807

K. Krumbaeher, OeeehiehU der byaan-
Uniechen Littemtur, 2d ed., Munich,
1807

P. Labbe. Soeroruffi concUiorum nova et

amjiieeima coOecHo, 31 vols., Fkuence
and Venioe. 1750H»

Lamentations

T<ani^n, BecL
Htet

Lat
ij.

Lanigan. 1

landToAe
Im, 1820

.Latin, Latinised

ISUi Century,,5i^.'«i
Ire-

Dub-

l^
Lev

Liohtenbergar,
BSR

Lorens,i>00

LXX.

L«0M| Letrum
Leviticus
F. Uehtenberger. BtteydopSdie dm eei-

encM nlwisuess, 13 vols., Paria, 1877-
1882

O. Lorens, DeuteeMandt Gaedkiekieqad'
ten im Mittdalier, 3d ed.. BerfinnksT

The Septuagint

.^ann. La
Body Middle Agee,'London,'190^ sqq.

*" *' Sanctorum
31 vols..

~

Matt.

I Mace IMaeoal
II Mace IIMaocL
Mai, Nova eof-jA. Mai, Scrivtorum ...

leetie 1 lectio. 10 voC; Rome, 1826-^38
Mai Malachi

Mann, Popes . . .
] %S*if*K?V-^»« < «*•. ^«P!»

a. D.
Mansi, ConeUia. < ceUeetio nova,

* Venioe. 1728
Matthew
Monumenta Oermania hietorica, ed. G. H.
PWts and others, Hanover and Ber-
lin, 1826 sqq. The foUowing abbreviar
tions are used for the seetioiis and
sobeeotions of this work: Ant, A.ntigu»-
tatee, " Antiquities "; Auct, ani.,JLme'
torte aniifuieeimi, '* Oldest Writen ";

Chron, mMt., Chronica minora, " Lemr
Qironieles "; Dip., Dtplomote* " Di-
plomas, Documents "; Bpiet^ Ejne-
tdm, ''Letters"; GsK. poirf. Romu,
Oeeta ponHftcum Romanorum, " Deedi
of the Popes of Rome "; Leg., Lega,
" Laws "; Lib. de lite, Ubdli de m
inter regnum et eaeerdaHum eagctdorum
n. et sit. ooneeripH, ** Books oonoemiog
the Strife between the Ovil and £ede-
siastical Authorities in the Eleventh
and Twelfth Centuries": Nee., No-
erdogia Oermania, ** Necrology of
Germany"; Poet. Lat tavi Car^
Poetm LaHni avi CaroHni, " Latia
Poets of the Osroline Time": Poet
Lot. med. eni, Poeta LaHni mmdii avi,
"Latin Poets of the Middle Ans*-;
ScripL^Scrivtoree, " Writers ": Script,
rer. Oenn,, Strxptoree reru$n C7ef hmzr^

fttiii
*' Writers on Germsui Sub-

- "; Script, rer. Lanoob., Scriptorm
Lanoobardicarum et Italicantm^

" Writers on Lombard and Itahaa
Subjects "; Script, rer. Merov., Scrip-
toree rsrum Afsrovin^rtcoruai, ** Writen
on Merovingian Subieots "

:Mioah
H. H. Mihnan. Hietory of Latin Chrie-

tiamtu, Indudino that of the Popee to

. . . Nieholae V„ 8 vols., Landcs.
1860-61

;C. Mirbt, QusBsn eur Oeechichte dee Papet-
tume una dee rOmieehen KaAolieieuuie.
TQbangen, 1001
P. MinM, Patrolooia eureue comtjdetua,
terieejh-mca^ 162 vols.. Paris, 1857-66

MGH.

sects'

V-

Mie

Mibnan, Loltn

Mirbt. QiiiBsa.

^^^
] ssries Orooo. 102 voU

w-or jJ. P. Migne, Patrdooia curvue cowudetue,^^^
1 terieeLatina, 221 vols., Paris, 1S44-64

MS., MBS Manuscript, Manuscripts

Muratori, Scrip- SL. A. Muratori Return Itaiu
toree 1 fores, 28 vols.. 1738-61

iNeuee Arehiv der Oeedleehaft
.

NA i deuteehe Geedkichtakunde,
( 1876 sqq.

Nah Nahum
n.d. no date of publication

Neander CJkn.- j A. Neandw. OenenU Htstoiy ^ IW C»n»:

fian dhureh. .

|

Neh
Nioeron, Mi-

.N

tian Rdii/ion and Church, 6 voIl.
Index, Boeton, 1872-81

R. P. Niceron, Mimoiree peur merrir h
Vhietoire dee hommee iUuetrie . . . , 43
vols., Paris, 1720-45

F. K NielBen, Hiatory of the Papacy in
the Nineteenth Century, 2 vola.. New
York. 1006

F. Nippold, The Papacy in the Nineteenth
Century, New York, 1000

Neue kirMiche Zeitechrift, Leipsio. 1880

W. Nowaek, Lehdmeh der hdieitieAn
Archddoyie, 2 vols., Freiburg, 1804

Eup no place of publication

^The Nioene and Poet-Nicene FaAere. lit

series, 14 vols.. New York, 1887-02; 3d
series, 14 vols.. New York, 1800-1000

» ^ (New Testament, Novum Teatam
"• *

I ^otiMOtt 7ssfamsii<, issues Tm
Num Numbers
Ob Obadiah

Nielsen. Fapoey.

Nippold, Papacy.

NKZ
Nowaok, iircAd-.
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\ Beoediet

O. T Old Tastament
OTJC See Smith
P Frieetly doeument

L. Pastor. The H\
Pastor, FDpat.

mdi BfMdita, "Order of St.

(Ke Popea from
Aif$B, 8 vole..

Richardaon, Bn-
cydopaadia.

Racfater, Kinhen-

Bobineoo. Ae-

Later Be-

As Cloae cf ihe M\
London, 1881-1908

PBA \^^^ eeeUma Atn^ieana, ed. J. A. Qilee.

iff 1 34 vole.. London, 1838-46
PEF Palestine Exploration Fund
I Pet First Emstle of Peter
II Ptt Second Epistle of Peter

( B. Platina, Lives af the Popeefrom . . .

Platina, Popss. . < Qregory VII. to . . . PatSlL, 2 vols.,

f London, n.d.

HitL not.. Pliny, Hietoria naturalie
{A. Potthast, Bibliotheea hietoriea medii

cm. Weoweieer dureh die Qeediiehte-
. ^tpyfct, Berlin, 1896

Prov Proverbs
Pa Psalms

PSBA iProeeedim of the Society cf BiUieal
I iircA«olo9V. London, 1880 sqq.

q.v.. oq.v ouod {qwe) vide, " wbieh see "

iUnke. Popes. I^o^®? Ranke. Hutm of the Popee,t^MMiM^ M-vgmm, . .
I 3 ^^j^ London, 1906RDM Revue dee deux mondea, Pftris, 1831 soo.RB See Hauek-Hersoff

Reich. Doctt- I E. Reich. SeUd Doeumenta IttuetraHna Me-
metUe | di4Bval and Modem Hietorv, London, 1905RRJ fisrue des itudee juivee, Paris, 1880 sqq.

Rettbers. KD \
P- W. Rettberg. KirehengeeehidUe Deuteeh-n«vto«s. etay- .

. ^ ^^ 2 vols., Gdttingen, 1846-48
Rev Book of Revelation

RHR ^^TSo***
''****'^ **«• reUoiona, Paris,

fE. C. RidSardson, Alphabetical Subied In-
J dex and Index Sncvdopaedia to Period-
» uxd Artidee on ReUoion, 1890-90, New

Yort 1907
A. h, Richter. L^fbudi dee kathoUadien

•^i. •^"W***? KirehenredUa, 8th
ed. by W. KahL Leipdo. 1886

E. Robinson, Biblical Reaeardtea in
PafeaHne, Boston, 1841. and Later
BM%etd Reaearchea in Paleatine, 3d ed.

. of the whole. 3 vols.. 1867
I J. H. Robinson, Readinoa in European
' , S}'i?^t 2 vols.. Boston. 1904-06
\ J. H. Robinson, and C. A. BcArd. Devdop-

meni of Modem Europe, 2 vols.. Boston.
. ( 1907
. .Epistle to the Romans '

S Revue de thSoloyie et de philoaophie,
' 1 Lausanne, 1873

R- V Revised Version (of the Enfflish Bible)
«? ataeulum, " century "
I Sam I Samuel
II Sam II Samuel

8BA ^^^ft?y**r^ *^ BerUner Akademie,
I Berhn. 1882 sqq.

„„„ i^'JI^ MOUer and others, The SacredSBB < Booke of the Eaat, Oxiord, IS79 atiq.,
f vol. xlviii., 1904

oo^if. i*^ ^S^tf ^If^P^ Teatatnent (" Rain-SBOT -{ bow Bible''), Leipsic, London, and
f Baltimore, 1894 sqq.

SchafT. (Jhrtelitm\^'^^^^.^**'^^^*^<^f»''i*^n Church,
c5&e*^^^1 ^- ^-*7'' ^v^iy. New York.1882-92.

i vol. v., 2 parts, byA S. Schaff. 1907-10
P. Schaflf, TAs Cresrft of Chriatendom,
3 vols.. New York, 1877-84

E. Schnder, Cuneiform Inacriptiona and
the Old Teatament, 2 vols,. London,
1885-88

E. Schrader, Die KeUinadiriften und doe
^ AUe Teatament, 2 vols.. Berlin. 1902-03
E. Schrader. KeUinadiriiaidie Bibliothek,

r« ® TP^" Berlin. 1889-1901
'*^«'^°**'^' OeachidUe dee jUdiadien

Vdhaa im Zeitalter Jeau Chriati, 4th ed.,
3 vols., Leipsic 1902 sqq.; Ens. transl.. 5

. vols.. New York. 1891
Sertpt Scripiorea, " writers "

ScriinBoer,
J
F. H. A. Sorivener. Introduction toNew Tea-

Introduetum . . \ tament Critidam, 4th ed.. London. 1894

f«? SnUenHa, "Sentences"
°- J Soddaa Jeau, ** Society of Jesus "

SMA jSi^npaberu^ie der Manchener Aka-
1 demte, Munich. 1860 sqq.

Smith. Kinaki9..\'^\£j Snuth^ Kinahip andMarriage in^
I Bony Arabta, London, 1903

Robinson, Suro- \

peanHiatory.

.

Robinson and
Beard. J#odem
Europe

Bom
RTP

Sehall, Crasds. ..
;

Schrader. COT,

Bckamder, KAT .

'

Schrader, JCB. .. •

Sehfircr,
Oeechickle

Smith, OTJC, I W. R. Smith, The Old Teatament in the

\

Jewiah Church, London, 1892
Smith, PropheU., \ ^:r^r.??\*^ Propheta of larad ... to
° .~*^VJ l„,<^ Siq!^^ Century, London, 1895
Snuth. ReL o/iW. R. Smith. Refioion cf the Semitea,
Sam \ London, 1894

S P C K (Society for the Promotion of Christian
} Knowledge

Q p Q i Society for the Propagation of the Gospel
( in Foreign Parts

sqq and following
Strom Stromata, "Miscellanies

"

». sub voce, or sub verbo
Swete. Introduc- \ H. B. Swete. Introduction to the Old Tes-
_ **on

I lament in Greek, London, 1900
Syr Syriac
Thatdberand (O. J. Thatcher and E. H. McNeal, A

McNeal.iS(mrce^ Source Book for Medicaval Hiatory,
Rook I New York, 1906

I Thess First Epistle to the Thessalonians
II Thess .Second Epistle to the Thessalonians

ThT
«. . . . - - -

Tillemont,
moirea...

MS-

Thedoffiache Tiidachrift, Amsterdam and
Leyden, 1867 sqq.

L. S. le Nain de Tillemont, Mhnoirea
ecdiaiaatiquea dee aix premiere

^ ^. Je, 16 vols.. Paris. 1693-1712
I Tim First Emstle to Timothy
II Tim Second Epistle to Timothy
„ ,„ ( Theologiacher Jahredterieht, Leipsic. 1882-
TJB

-J
1887, Freiburg. 1888, Brunswick, 1889-

i 1897. Berlin. 1898 sqq.
Tob Tobit

Quartalechrift, Tabingen,

Wattenbach.
DOQ

Wellhausen.
Heidentum..

Wellhausen,
ProUgomena.

lestj

iW. Ws
< audi
( 6th <

TO j Thedogiache^^
1 1819sqq.

TS i^'^^ Kobinson. 7*exte and Studiee,
) Cambridge, 1891 sqq.

TSBA i
Traneadiona of the Society of Biblieal

I Archaology, London, 1872 sqq.

TSK J Theotoifiedie Studien und Kritucen, Ham-'^^
1 buig. 18268qq.
[
Texte und Unterauchungen tur OeechidUe

fpU \ der dUchria&ichen Litteratur, ed. O. von
I

Gebhardt and A. Harnack, Leipsic,
I 1882 sqq.

Ugolini. 7'%esau-tB. Ugolinus. Theaaurua antiquitatum
rus » aacrarum, 34 vols., Venice. 1744-69

V. T Vetua Teatamentum, Vieux Teatament, "Old
Testament "

Wattenbach. Deutaddanda Geachichta-
guellen, 5th ed., 2 vols.. Beriin. 1885:
6th ed.. 1893-94; 7th ed.. 1904 sqq.

J J. Wellhausen, Reete arabiachen Heiden-
I tuma. Berlin. 1887
J. Wellhausen. Prolegomena tur Geachichte

laraeU, 6th ed.. BerUn. 1905. Eng.
transl.. Edinbura^, 1885

.
Zeitaduift far Aaayriologie, Leipsic,

1886-88, Berlin, 1889 sqq.
T. Zahn. Einleitung in daa Neue Teata-

ment, 3d ed.. Leipsic. 1907; Eng. transl.,
Introdudion to the New Testament, 3
vols., Edinburgh. 1909

T. Zahn. Geachichte dee neuteetamentr
lichen Kanona, 2 vols.. Leipsic. 1888-92

Zeitaduift fur die alaeatamendiche Wia-
aenachaft, Giessen, 1881 sqq.

ZeitathriftfUr deutachea AUerthum und deut-
ache Literatur, Berlin, 1876 sqq.

Zeitackrift der deutachen morgenlAndiachen
GeaeUachaft, Leipsic, 1847 sqq.

Zeitaduift fUr deutache PhUdogia, Halle,
1869 sqq.

Zeitaduift dee deutachen PalOatina-Ver'
eina, Leipsic, 1878 sqq.

Zechariah

ZA

Zahn, Einlei-
tung

Zahn, Kanon..

ZATW
ZDAL

ZDMQ
ZDP
ZDPV

Zech.
Zeph Zephaniah

\Z^tedtri(t filr die hiatoriad^ Thedogie,
published successively at Leipsic,

f Hamburg, and Gotha. 1832-75

ZKO i ^^*fS^!pf^ f^ Kirchengeachichte, Gotha,

ZKR

ZKT

ZKW

•1

ZNTW.

ZPK....

ZWT,.
1868 sqq.

Berlin, TO-

ylogie, Inns-

machaft und
(80-89
lUidie Wia-

undKirche,

B Thedogie,
67. Leipeie,



SYSTEM OF TRANSLITERATION

The following system of trensUtemtioii has been used for Hebrew

:



THE NEW SCHAFF-HERZOG

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF RELIGIOUS KNOWLEDGE

SOH OF KAH: An expression occurring in the
four Gospels as referring to Jesus no less than eighty-

one times, elsewhere in the New Testament in this

sense only onoe (Acts vii. 56). In addition to these

instances, it is found in Dan. vii. 13 and Enoch
xxxvii.-lixi (cf. Job xxv. 6; Ps. viii. 4; Num.
xxiii. 19; Eidc. ii. 1 et passim; Rev. xiv. 14). In
the Gospels this title is associated with Jesus in

three relations: his earthly life (Marie ii. 10; Luke
xix. 10), his sufferings (Mark viii. 31), and his sec-

ond advent (Matt. xxv. 31, xxvi. 64). The obscur-

ity which veils the origin of the term whether traced
to the book of Enoch, or to Daniel, or to both, as
well as the various and contrastihg uses of it, has
given rise to wide diversity of interpretations.

Among these are: (1) he was man and nothing hu-
man was foreign to him (F. C. Baur, ZWT, 1860,

pp. 274 sqq.) ; (2) he is the heavenly ideal man (W.
Beyschlag, Die CkrUtologie des Neuen TestamenUy

pp. 9 sqq., Berlin, 1866) ; (3) he is head of the race

in which type and ideal are realized (V. H. Stanton,

Jewish and Christian Messiah, p. 246, New York,

1886); (4) it indicates a Messiah to whom suffering

and S3rmpathy are natural, destined to glory through
suffering (A. B. Bruce, Kingdom of God, p. 176,

New York, 1880); (5) it calls attention first of all

to the lowliness of his appearance (H. H. Wendt,
Die LehreJesu, p. 440, GOttingen, 1890; Eng. transl..

Teaching of Jesus, ii. 139, Edinburgh, 1892); (6) as

man, his glory lies through suffering, as the servant

of Yahweh (V. Bartlett, Expositor, Dec., 1892, pp.
427-443), or as in the book of Daniel (R. H. Charles,

Book <4 Enoch, Appendix B, Oxford, 1893); (7) a
contrast is set up between his lowliness and his

greatness (G. Dahnan, Die WorU Jesu, Leipsic,

1898; Eng. transl.. The Words of Jesus, pp. 255

sqq., Edinburgh, 1902); (8) it contains a veiled

desigpation of messiahship (G. B. Stevens, Theol-

ogy of the New Testament, p. 53, New Yoric, 1899;

cf. Otto Holtzmann, Ltfe of Jesus, p. 168, London,

1904); (9) it signifies Jesus' human naturci i.e.,

" man " in general (N. Schmidt, Prophet of Nasareth,

p. 120, New York, 1905). The expression " son of

man " means that the kingdom c^ God, although

originating in a supersendble world (Dan. vii. 13-

14), is established among men by one who is ex-

empted from no position or lot which belongs essen-

tially to his fellow-men in the purpose of God. If

by virtue of inner ethical unity with the Father

Jesus has become aware of his unique vocation as

XI.—
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Messiah, yet he will interpret this consciousness by
a term which, instead of dissolving the tie between
him and other men, only discloses the deeper iden-
tity of ideal aim which belongs to him and them
alike. C. A. Beckwith.
Bibuograpbt: The mibjeot is diaeuased in the principal

trestiaes in the life of Jeaua Chiist, e.g., Keim, and Weiss;
of coune in the commentaries on Daniel and on the Ckn-
peb, some of which contain excunuses on the subject; in
the works on messianic prophecy (see under Mbsbiah,
MKasxANxaif); in the commentaries on Enoch (see imder
Pbkudbpxorapha); and in the discussions of Biblica] the-
ology, especially H. J. Holtimann's, i. 246-204, Freiburg,
1896. Consult further: C. H. Weiase, Dm Evangdien/mge,
pp. 22 aqq., Leipdc, 1856; F. C. Baur, in ZWT, 1860,
pp. 277 sqq. ; T. Colani, Juua Christ el 2m croifaneet mesnaift-
iquea, pp. 74 sqq., Strasburg, 1864; W. C. Van Manen,
in ThT, 1890, p. 644, 1894. pp. 177 sqq.; H. H. Wendt,
Die Lehre Jeau, pp. 441 sqq., QAttingen, 1890; W. Balden-
sperger, SdbaAewuaataein Jeeu, pp. 169 sqq., Strasburg,
1892; R. H. Charles. Book of Enoch, pp. 312-317,
Oxford, 1893; J. Wellhausen, Imuiitiache vnd judieche
OeechichU, pp. 346 sqq., Berlin, 1895; idem. Skitxen und
Vomrbeiten, vi. 187 sqq., ib. 1899; H. Lietsmann, Der
Menachenaohn, Tflbingen, 1896; idem, in Theologiache
Arbeiten aua dem rheiniachen Predigerverein, 1898, part 2,

pp. 1-14; N. Schmidt. JBL, 1896. pp. 36-53; A. lUviUe,
Jeaua de Na»areth, ii. 190 sqq., Paris. 1897; O. Dalman,
Die Worte Jeau, pp. 191 sqq.. Leipsic, 1898, Eng. transl..

The Worda of Jeaua, Edinburgh, 1902; Schmiedel, in
Protealantiaehe Monatahefte, 1898. pp. 252-267. 291-308,
1901. pp. 333 sqq.; J. F. H. Gunkel, in ZWT, 1899. pp.
581 sqq.; P. Fiebig. Der Menachenaohn, Tabingen. 1901;
J. Drummond, in JTS, Apr. and July, 1901; G. B.
Stevens, Teadtino of Jeaua, pp. 91 sqq.. New York, 1901;
W. Bousset, Jeaua, New York, 1906; F. Bard. Der Sohn
dea Menachen, Bine Unterauehvng aber Begriff und In-
halt und Abaicht aaikher Jeaubeaeichnung, Wismar, 1908;
E. A. Abbott, The Meaaage of the Son of Man, New York.
1909; DB, iv. 579-589; BB, iv. 4705^0; DCG, ii. 65&-665.

SONER, ERNST. See Socinqs, Faustus, So-
CINIANB, I., § 3.

SONG OF SOLOMON
(SONG OF SONGS, CANTICLES).

The Interpretation; Dramatio Theory (f 1).

Namtive of the Drama (i 2).

Objections to this Theory (f 3).

Syrian Marriage-week Theory (} 4).

Objections to thia Theory (} 5).

Authorship and Date (} 6).

The Song of Solomon (Song of Songs, Canticlee)

is the book which follows Ecdesiastes in the arrange-

ment of the English Bible. The title in Hebrew,
" Song of Songs which is Solomon's," conveys the

idea that it is the noblest of songs, the author

of which is Solomon. It is clearly a love song, but
whether to be understood of earthly or spiritual love
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Ib the question. Its date is long after Solomon's time.

Since the time of Herder its unity has been denied

by many, and it has been regarded as

I. The In- a collection of love songs. But com-
terpretation;mentatorB agree on the principal

Dramatic characters as being King Solomon, his

Theory, beloved (a peasant maiden), and
the daughters [i.e., female residents]

of Jerusalem. Peculiarities of speech abound from
beginning to end. And there are characteristic ex-

pressions which repeat themselves with slight varia-

tions throughout (cf. ii. 7, ill. 5, viii. 4, and v. 8;

iii. 6, vi. 10, and viii. 5; ii. 17, iv. 6, and villi. 14;

ii. 6, and viiii. 3; i. 2 and iv. 10; ii. 5 and v. 8).

Many parts are parallels (cf. ii. 8 sqq., iii. 1 sqq.,

and V. 2 sqq.). In view of the many unmistakable
interrelationcdiips and indications of unity which
bind the poem together (cf. i. 6 with viii. 12), it

may be regarded as proved that the parts of the

poem are well welded together. But since different

voices are heard in the song and since the scenes

change, the piece can not be taken as purely lyric;

it is dramatic poetry, examples of which are foimd
also in the Psabns (ii. and xxiv.). But it is neces-

saiy for the understanding of the whole to mark
off the scenes, to determine the dramatis pertona,

and to apportion the text among them although the

text contains no express directions for doing this.

Near to King Solomon stands a celebrated beauty
who in vi. 13 is called the Shulamite (from the

village of Shulam, modem Sulam, formerly Shu-
nem; cf. I Kings i. 3), a maiden from the country

characterized by a noble grace and imaffected hu-
mility. According to the older view not only is this

one honored by the king, but his enraptured pref-

erence is prized and his affection tenderly returned;

the newer and till recently dominant conception

was that she afi&rms her love for a third person and
over against the homage of the king sets the praise

of a simple shepherd of her native heath until finally

the king yields the field and fidelity conquers. Into

the mouth of this rival of Solomon's certain parts

are put, or at least the maiden speaks them as

though they were the words which he would speak
were he present. It is evident how differently the

poem will be construed whether the viewpoint is

that of a pouring-out of confession of love by two
united spirits or the contest of two rivals in which
the simple shepherd gains the victory over the king.

The last view is held by so weighty authorities

that it is in the main points to be followed. Ac-
cording to Ewald and others the following story is

gained from indications in the poem.
2. Narrative In one of his journeys to the north of

of the his kingdom the king had come to the

Drama, neighborhood of Shulam when some
in his train found in a nut-garden (vi.

11-12) an attractive maiden in a condition of de-

lighted ecstasy. Although somewhat hardly treated

by her own people and put to guard a vineyard

near, she displays so rare a grace that the king de-

sires her for his harem. "With this encounter the

first scene begins (i. 1 sqq.), in which she states that

she has given her heart to a shepherd of her own
home to whom she will be true in spite of all the

allurements of th9 king and of his surroundings.

The conflict intensifies in the course of the poem
as the suit of the king becomes more ea^er and

pressing. While he praises her, she answers with

the eulogies of her beloved. In this elevated state

of feeling she hopes to see him and to hear his voice

(ii. 8 sqq., iii. 5, cf. viii. 4) ; in her dreams she seeks

him in the streets of Jerusalem until she finds him.

The contest reaches its climax when Sdomon makes
her the offer of his throne. As his queen in due

right he carries her to his capital, but even this faib

of its purpose, since her vision returns to her be-

loved. The king then makes a final attempt to wio

her by the influence of magical words (vi. 4. sqq.)-

But as her longing for home becomes still niore irre-

sistible he renounces her and dismisses her in peace

to her own possessions. In the last act she arrives

home with her friends where the bonds of love

are sealed. The moral of the piece is in viL 6; love

is imconquerable, inextinguishable, impurchasable.
True love wins the victory.

It can not be denied that this hypothesis is very

attractive and avoids many difficulties, putting as

it does at the dose a moral which is drawn from an

incident portrayed in dramatic colors,

3* Objec- but perhaps not altogether fictitious,

tk>ns to in the life of the splendor-loving king.

this Theory. The moral verity harmoniously ex-

pressed at the dose becomes not un-

worthy of the higher tone of the canonical books
generally, even though allegory have almost nothing
to do with the poem. The firmly-true betrothed
may as well have her memorial in the Scriptures as

the virtuous wife. Still on a closer exaznination
tins understanding of the poem is not altogether im-

assailable. Decidedly against it is the following cir-

cumstance: iii. 6 to V. 1 describes precisely the royal

wedding-day, ending in the royal bridegroom's grai-

ification in the assured obtaining of all his desires.

If this wedding, according to the conception of tiie

rivalry of the diepherd, must become tragic, while
not once in this passage does the required impotence
of love appear, through the last words cf the Shu-
lamite (iv. 16) the whole finely conceived iheor>' of

the unwillingness of the shepherd-betrothed to yield

to the king falls apart. In this section, where the re-

lations of love find their most concrete form, the
sponsors for the shepherd theory find no support.
Decisive appears vii. 11 sqq., where the Shulamite,
in words impossible to misunderstand, promises
herself, her person (her own vineyard), fully and
wholly to Solomon, but only a moderate reward to
her guardians, her brothers, in which she refers to

the general custom followed by Solomon.
Other reflections against the shepherd hypothe-

sis have only recently been appreciated. The hy-
pothesis set forth by Herder and others of an un-

connected anthology of marriage soni^s

4. Syrian has been accepted, for example by
Marriage- Budde and others who find in Wets-
week stein's commimications about the cde-

Theory, bration of marriage in modem Syria

the solution of the puzzle. The latt«>r

published in Bastian's Zeitschrift fUr Ethndogie,

1873, an article on the " Syrian Threshing Floor
"

in which the threshing-floor in the " king's week "

comes in for discussion. The primitive threshing-
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Implement, consistiiig of two plain planks bent out-

ward, is uised in the marriage week to make the

throne upon which bride and groom take their seat

of honor, as they play for the week the part of kixig

and queen, watcl^ng the games produced in their

honor and listening to the songs sung in competition.

Among these songs is always one which commends
the beauty of bride and groom, for the composition

of which they summon the best poet obtainable.

An especial part is the sword-dance song which the

bride sings on the evening before the wedding (while

with a sword she keeps at a distance the groom),

the gJngiTig of which gives the company an occasion

to extol her charms; on the second day the praise

of the wedded queen is sung with more of reserve.

On this interpretation it follows that the poem has

to do with a marriage among peasants in town or

oountiy in which the bridegroom plays the part of

king. Just so the Shulamite appears only once, is

so called with reference to Abigail of Shunem, the

most beautiful woman in Israel, and is herself the

most beautiful of women. The sword dance of

the bride, and particularly the song in praise of the

betrotJied, is discerned in vii. 2 sqq., though it

should stand at the beginning of the poem; the

more moderate song to Uie wedded bride is seen in

iv. 1-6, that to the spouse in chap. v. The entire

poem is a collection of songs which have no other

bond than that they sing of wedded love; more-
over, they are not arranged in the order in which
they are employed. Budde discovers not less than

twenty-three such songs or fragments, while Siegfried

discovers only ten.

But not even with this explanation has the last

word been spoken. That the unity of the whole is

strongly evident was remarked at the first. The
form is throughout delicate and refined

S Objeo- and leaves the productions of the

tions to threshing-floor poet far in the rear.

this Theoiy. With this delicacy is contrasted the

simple rusticity of scene in many of

the parts. The contrast between the court dames
and the shepherdess appears in chap. i. Different

is the fact that the Shulamite extols her beloved

as white and ruddy (v. 10; cf. 14), which, accord-

ing to Lam. iv. 7, describes his noble rank whUe she

h^self, aooording to i. 5-6, can not disavow the

evidences of her country origin. She nowhere ap-

pears as queen, a position which is demanded on
the Budde hjrpothesis. That the Wetzstein data of

t-he mamage-week usages and songs are very serv-

iceable in the explanation of the Song, Franz De-
litisch long ago perceived. He saw in vii. 2 sqq.

the description of the dancer (but of the sword
there is here no word) ; while the Hebrew marriage

festival continued seven days, varied performances

of a festal character found place without necessita-

ting a very complete unity, such as the playing of the

maiden lover, her searchon all sides,and herfindingof

happy oompanicmship. Budde's remark may also be
noticed, to the effect that the Song is a text-book of

the Palestinian-Israelitic wedding ceremony. But
this text-book is not a collection of shepherd- and
peasant^eongs, though the most beautiful popular

songs are found therein; it is an art-poem, perhaps

composed for the celebration of some definite mar-

riage, the composer of which represented the groom
as Solomon and the bride as the Shulamite. The
union of these two were, according to our hypothe-
sis, set forth, as Delitzsch and Zockler rightly per-
ceived. So ^e loves in him not the king, nor does
she require sensual pleasure nor riches; she seeks
only to find in him resl companionship as though he
were her brother and friend and of the rank of shep-
herd as she is herself. Such love is strong as death
and unpurchasable. It the rural environment is

looked on rather as poetic adornment than as trust-

worthy narrative, let iv. 8 have its weight and one
need not have recourse to Budde's theory of a gloss.

How the Song is to be understood the last act
teaches. It is the love of a bride with its longings

and hopes, its search and discovery, its disillusion-

ing and surprises, the pure love wbdch as a divine

spark suffers nothing impure and through its might
overcomes all earthly obstacles, set forth here in

rare completeness in the two noblest exemplars the

author could find. This object is in itself not un-
worthy of the Bible, all the more that the opposi-

tion to a simply sensual or sham affection works out
in the poem. Were there not something lofty and
mjrsterious in the love of a bride for her husband,
it could not elsewhere be used as the picture of the
holiest relations. The value of the canonical Song
of Songs becomes noticeable first when one remarks
the singular worth of the king whom it mentions.

Solomon was to the consciousness of his times like

David the anointed of the Lord, the Messiah, who
stood to the people for the invisible King of kings.

If now such a king, in the way the poet describes

as he follows some tradition, seeking a purer and
holier love than he found in the capital, determined
to elevate a simple daughter of the people to the

highest honor, the while she offered him wifely love

in complete purity, such a marriage would be like

that of the Messiah sung in Ps. xlv., an achieve-

ment in the visible kingdom of God, which would
find itself repeated the oftener among posterity

the more they learned from the prophets.

Without difficulty the notion might spring up
that Solomon was himself the author of this poem
which deals with himself. Anew in favor of this

has been adduced the imagery of the

6. Author- Song, built up out of the plant-world,

ship and the geographical relations with the

Date. whole Solomonic kingdom from Leba-
non to Engedi, the connection with Ps.

Ixxii., attributed to Solomon, the poet of 1,005 songs

(I Kings V. 12). But the person pictured in the

poem with the brilliancy of Solomon is evidently a
matter of poetic interest in one who is removed from
the poet in time. The vocabulary of the poem is

individual, the little piece having between fifty and
sixty hapaxlegomena; if it is pre-exilic, it must be-

long to the north. Crr&tz has found little sympathy
with his idea that the poem displays a knowledge
of Greek custom and is dependent upon the Idyls of

Theocritus. Oettli argues for a pre-exilic date, Konig
and Strack place it about 500 b.c. Under the shep-

herd hypothesis the piece would have been lost;

into the Judaic canon this anti-Solomonic tendency-

writing could not have come nor Solomonic author^

ship been attributed to it. Also on the threshing-
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floor hjrpotheds the lofty designatioii of the Song
and the allegorical interpretation are hard to ex-

plain. How comes it that the scribes did not recog-

nise this song which on the hjrpothesis was sung at

every Palestinian wedding, and that the playing at

being king was so grossly misunderstood, a custom
which has lasted imtil modem times? On the ex-

planation given here the Song has higher claims on
regard, and the time of its composition is entirely a
subordinate question. (C. von Orelu.)
Bduoorapht: On matten of introduetion eonmilt the
works named in and under Bibucal Intsoduction, eep»-

daUy Driver, pp. 43(^-463; J. O. Herder, LMer dtr lAA^,
die AlUaten vnd BchOruten auM dan Moroenland; Letpaic,

1778; E. Cunits, Hial. crUiquB de VinUrprtUUicn du eaift-

Hque dea eantiquea, Strasburs, 1834; A. L. Newton, Ths
Song of Solomon Compared vfUh oHufr ParU of Seripture,

New York, 1867; £. Renan, L« Cantique de* eantig^ee^

• . . aoec une Hude etir le plan, V&ge et le earaeUre du
pohne, 4th ed.. Paris, 1870; S. Salfeld. Dae Hoke Lied
Salomone bet den judieehen ErkUkrer dee Mittelaliere, Ber-
lin, 1879; Q. Bickell, Carmina Veterie TeeUamenU, Inna-
bruek, 1882; J. Q. Stickel, Dm HoheUed in eeiner Einheit
%md dramatieehen Oliederuno, Berlin, 1888; R. Marttneatt,

in American Journal of Philology, 1802, pp. 307-328; W.
Riedel, Die Aueiegumg dee HoKen Liede in der judieehen
Oemeinde und der griechieeken Kirehe, Leipaio, 1S98; DB,
iv. 680-697; BB, i. 681-605; JB, zi. 466-467.
Commentaries are: H. Ewald, QAttingen, 1826; J. C.

D6pke, Leipsio. 1820; B. Hinel, Zurich, 1840; E. J.

Magnus, HaUe, 1842; F. BAttoher. Leipdo, 1860; F.
Delitnoh, Letpaic, 1861; H. A. Hahn, Breslau, 1862;
Q. Burrowes, Philadelphia, 1863; E. W. Hengstenbeic,
Beriin, 1863; J. QiU. London, 1864; F. Hitag, Leipsio,

1856; C. D. Qinsbuig, London, 1867; L. Withington,
Boston, 1861; J. F. Thnipp, London, 1862; R. F. Little-

dale, London, 1860; A. M. Stuart, Philadelphia, 1860;
H. Cowles, New York, 1870; H. OrfLte, Vienna, 1871;
F. C. Cook, in Bible Commentary, London, 1874; O.
Zdckler, in Lange's Commentary, New York, 1876; B.
Schftfer, Manster, 1876; T. Gessner, Quakenbraok, 1881;
8. J. KAmpf, 3d ed., Prague, 1884; P. Schegg, Munich,
1885; W. C. Daland, LeonafdsviUe. N. Y., 1888; J. 0.
Stickel, Berlin, 1888; W. £. Qri£Ss. The IMy among Thome,
Boston, 1880; 8. Oettli, Noxdltngen, 1880; Le Hir, Paris,

1800; D. Castelli, Florence, 1802; M. Rainsford, London,
1802; R. A. Redford, in Pulpit Commentary, New Yoric,

1803; J. W. Rothstein, Halle. 1803; M. 8. Teny, Cinein-

nati. 1803; C. Bruston, 2d ed., Paris, 1804; E. R^vea-
Uud. Paris, 1805; K. Budde. Freiburg. 1808; C. Siegfried,

Gdttingen, 1808; P. Baarts. Nuremberg, 1001; A. Harper,
in Cambridge Bible, Cambridge, 1002; V. Zapletal, Frei-

burg, 1007; 0. C. Martin, in Century Bible, London. 1008;
P. Haupt, I^psic, 1008; J. Hontheim, Freiburg, 1008;
P. JoQon, Paris, 1000.

SONG OF SONGS. See Song op Solomon.

SOPHRONIUSy so-fr6'nt-ns: The name of two
men of note in the early Church.

1. A contemporary of Jerome, whom the latter

describes {De vir, ill,, cxxziv., NPNFf 2 ser., iii.

384) as " a man of superlative learning " who wrote
while a lad a Lavdes Bethlehem, and later a book on
*' The Overthrow of Serapis " (i.e., the destruction

of the Serapeum in Alexandria in 392). But per-

haps his beet title to distinction in Jerome's eyes
was his translation into Greek of certain works by
the latter, vis., De virginitate, Vita Hilarian, and of

Jerome's rendering of the Psalter and the Prophets.

The translation of the Vita was published by A.
Papadopulos-Kerameus in Analekta Hieraaolymitikee

sbrachuologiae, v. 82-136 (St. Petersbuxg, 1898).

Reoently Sophronius has been held to be the author
of the Greek translation of Jerome's De vir. iU., this

upon the authority of Erasmus, for which further

authority fails. The translation in que^tlVB be-

longs perhaps to the period between the sixth or

seventh and the ninth century.

9. The sophist and patriansh of Jerusalem; b. at

Damascus; d. in 038, his day in the Greek Church
being March 11. He tells at the dose of his pane-

gyjic of St. Cyrus and St. John of his origin at

Damascus of parents known as Plynthas and Myro.

He was a monk. His birth year has been guessed

as 650, in which case he must have been eighty or

eighty-five when he became patriarch—^not impoao-
ble, indeed, but unlikely, considering his activity.

His learning must have been noteworthy, his title

of " sophist " referring to his lectures on rhetoric.

He was in Egypt in 579, but was not then a monk
entering the cloister on his return in 580, making
that his home for thirty years, though leaving it for

journeys through Palestine in company with JohL

Moschus. During the lifetime of the Patriarch

Eulogius (d. 607) the two friends visited Alexandria

again, coming into close relations with Eulogius and

with his successor, Johannes Eleemon (q.v.). There

Sophronius was attacked with a disease of the eyes,

the cure of which he attributed to the saints Cynu
and John. During the stay there, lasting ten years,

news came of the capture of Jerusalem by the Pe^
sians in 614, which led Sophronius to compose an

ode of lamentation. Soon after the friends went to

Rome, where Moschus wrote the Pratum vpiritu/aU,

which he dedicated to his companion. There Mos-

chus died, and Sophronius carried his body back

to Palestine probably in 619 (not 634), after which

he reentered the monastery. In 633 he was again

in Alexandria to treat with the Patriarch Cyrus

against union with the Apollinarians (see Mono-
thbutbb); failing in his mission there he went to

Constantinople, where he fared no better; in 634 be

was made patriarch of Jerusalem, a reward for hi«

activities against monothelitism and monergisn^

In his inaugural, he dealt with the doctrinal con-

test, and called attention to the danger from the

Saracens. He lived to see the assault on Jerusalem

and fell into the hands of Omar, probably at the

beginning of 638, and soon after died, probably an

exceedingly aged man.
The uncertainty whether Sophronius the sophist

and Sophronius the patriarch are the same person

appears also in considering his writings, though they

furnish strong argimients for the identity, especially

in the rh3rthmic law of the double dactylic close

which appears in the writings. Yet this was a com-

mon practise and the argument is not conclusive.

So the Anacreontic odes appear to belong to the

sophist, and one from the time of the patriarchate

is not yet known. Of the prose works nuiy be named
such hagiographic writings as (1) the Laudes in SS.

Cyrum et Johannem (AfPG, facxxvii. 3, cols. 3379-

3676), the saints to whom Sophronius attributed

relief from the trouble with his eyes; it falls into

two parts, the encomium and a narrative oi seventy

miracles by the saints, and was written before 615.

(2) The life of Johannes Eleemon, probably a joint

composition of Sophronius and Moschus, completed

by the former after the death of the latter; it is no

longer extant, but probably Simeon Metaphrastes

copied it in the first chapters of his Vita. (3) VUa

Maria ^EgypUa (MPQ, ut sup., cols. 3697-3726)
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is attributed to him on account of a notice in the

Munich manuscript, but John of Damascus does

not name the author and its authorship is disputed

also on internal grounds. (4) Ada martyrii Anaa-

,ta»i<B Pergiw is ascribed in a Florentine manuscript

to Geoi^ of Pisidia and printed in his works {MPO,
xcii. 1680-1829), but by Usener is attributed to

Sophronius on the basis of the Berlin manuscript

Phill. 1458. (5) According to Papadopulos-Kei^

ameus (ffterosoIymihJbS BiUiothiki, iv. 162-163, St.

Petersburg, 1899) a life of the Four Evangelists is to

be ascribed to Sophronius. (6) The Pratum Spir-

iiuale of Moechus was possibly revised or edited by
Sophronius, to whom tradition ascribed it. In
MPG (ut sup.), cols. 3201-3364, appear eight (or

nine) orations, to which A. Papadopulos-Kerameus
(in AnaUda, ut sup., v. 151-168) adds a tenth. Of
dogmatic works may be noted the Epistola synodica

(MPO, ut sup., cols. 3147-3200), two fragments on
confession of sins and the baptism of the apostles

(cols. 3365-72) and one on a decision of Basil of

Csesarea (cols. 4011-12); and possibly a collection

of about 600 sayings of the Fathers; a " Dogmatic
Discourse on Faith" (cf. Papadopulos-Kerameus,
BMudh^i, ii. 403, ut sup.). The prayer still re-

cited on Epiphany in the Greek Church (MPO, ut

sup., 4001-04) is carried back to Sophronius.

In the histoiy of Greek church poetry the Anar
creontic odea ascribed to Sophronius are very cele-

brated; many critics, indeed, compare them with
the products of the golden age of Greek literature.

With this valuation Krumbacher totally disagrees,

but his harshly unfavorable decision (Oeachichte, p.

672) is not well supported. Many of the poems have
a warm, appealing, and personal note, together with

a certain independence in the choice of poetic

figures. Twenty-two odes are to be found in MPO
(ut sup., cols. 3725-3838), and some of them appear
in various reprints and anthologies. The first thir-

teen arose in the period of his first stay in the mon-
astery, the rest either during his wanderings or dur-

ing his second monastic period. Sophronius also

wrote occasional poems.
The foregoing discussion assumes the identity of

Sophronius the patriarch and Sophronius the soph-

ist. This identity has been disputed. The problems
are better settled by assuming the identity than by
aawiming two personaHties, and tradition supports

this, especially as represented by John of Damascus
{MPG, zciv. 1280, 1316, 1336) and Johannes Zonaras
(" Life of Sophronius," in Papadopulos-Kerameus,
Analeda, ut sup., v. 137-151). A final decision

must be awaited until a final critical edition of the

works appears. (G. KRt^OER.)

Bibuookapht: On 1: G. Wntiel, in TU, xiii. 3 (1895);
O. von Gebhaidt, in TU, xiv. 1 (1896); M. Schans, Oe-
aehiehU dor rfnnUelMm Litteratwr, iv. 407-408, 448-449,
Munich. 1904; DCB, iv. 718; CeOUer, Auieura mnerU,
vi 278-279. viL 653, 595; XL, xi. 519-520.
On 2 ooDSult: John of Damascus, MPO, xeiv. 1280.

1310. 1336; Phottus. in MPQ, ciii. 668; Eustathius, in

Mann, ConcUia, ziH. 60; Krumbacher. Oeachichle, pp.
188 sqq. ct passim; Fabricius-Haxles, BibUoUieca Oriaca,

ix. 162-169, Hambois, 1804; A. Mai, SpicOegium Ro-
momon. iiL, pp. .-xx.,10 vols., Rome, 1839-44; E. Bouvy,
PoHea el mHodea, pp. 16^182, 195 sqq.. Ntmes, 1886 (on
the hteraTy characteristics); H. Usener, Rdigianage-
mkiehmche Unterntchtmoen, i. 326-330, Bonn, 1889; H.

Oelser, in HitUniaehe ZeUtchnft, bd (1889), 4; idem,
LeorUioa* von Neapolia Leben dea heiligen Johannea dea
Barmhanigen, pp. 117-120, Freiburg, 1893; W. Meyer. Der
akteniuierte SaUaehluaa in der griechiachen Proaa vom 4. 6m
Mum 16. Jahrhundert, GiVttingen, 1891; Johannes Zonaras,
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SORBONNE, ser'ben: A school at Paris, founded
in 1254 by Robert de Sorbon (1201-70), canon of

Notre Dame and confessor and counselor of Louis
IX., for poor theological students, and later domi-
nating not only the theological faculty, but also

the entire University of Paris. Primarily designed

for those who were unable to pay the high prices

demanded for board and lodging, and
Foundation to instruct those who were not in symr

and pathy with the scholastic subtleties

Oiganiza- propounded in the other schools, as
tioxL well as with the added design of having

the teachers reside in the same house

as their pupils, the Sorbonne was established in the

Rue Coupe-Gorge, opposite the baths of the Em-
peror Julian. Robert himself made a small endow-
ment for his foundation, which later received many
augmentations, although he earnestly desired that

the institution might never become rich. The mem-
bers of the Sorbonne were not bound by monastic

rules, and its regulations, formulated by Robert
after eighteen years of testing, remained almost un-

changed imtil the Revolution. According to these

regulations, published at Paris in 1740 under the

title DiscipUna Sorbona domus, there were three

classes of members of the Sorbonne: socii (" fel-

lows "), who were not bound to residence within

its precincts; hospiU8 (" guests ")i chiefly priests liv-

ing in the house; and heneficiarii (" beneficiaries")^

who were either poor French aspirants for the min-

istry receiving free maintenance while preparing for

the priesthood, or well-to-do foreign students who,

on payment, might reside there for several months.

The 80cU and haspites formed the majority. The
latter were admitted only after a rigid e3camination

in character and theology, and no one could become
a 80citi8 unless he had been a hospea for several

years, the new aociua likewise pledging himself in

the chapel of the Sorbonne to obey all the regula-

tions and never to enter a monastic order. The
hoapiteB and aocii, both those who enjoyed free resi-

dence and those who paid (the change originally

being three sous weekly, later increased to six), ate

at the same table and had the same rights, the house

providing bread and wine, although other food had
to be purchased. When a hospea received his licen-

tiate in theology, he gave place to another. No one

was permitted to remain longer than ten years, al-

though the title of sociiui SorboncB was inalienable.

The officers were elected by the members, the term
being for one year, except in the case of the presi-

dent (praviaor), who had control of discipline. The
prior kept the keys and directed the studies and
examinations, the librarian had chai^ge of the books,

and the censor drew up the reports of the council.

There was also a standing committee, composed of

the oldest socii elected from each '' nation " (cf.
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Untversittes) which supervised the moral condi-

tions of the Sorbonne, as well as a finance conunit-

tee and a committee to supervise the clergy. The
aodi met in general assembly four times annually.

Robert de Sorbon sought not only to furnish

shelter for poor clerks, but also to provide thorough
theological instruction for them, the mornings being

devoted to Old-Testament exegesis and the after-

noons to the interpretation of the New Testament.

For two centuries the teachers were chosen from
the former socii or haspiUs, nor was it

Courses of imtil 1532 that a legacy rendered pos-

Study. sible the foimdation of a paid lectiire-

ship. Between 1577 and 1625 six other

chairs were establishedi and later still teachers were
drawn from other colleges of the university, while

as early as 1270 Robert de Sorbon, recognising that

students of divinity should first have a good liter-

ary and philosophical training, established, as an
annex to the Sorbonne, the GoUdge de Calvi for this

purpose. In the Sorbonne itself the course was
threefold: reading and interpretation of the Bible

and of the maxims of the Church Fathers, disputa-

tions, and preaching. The exegetical exercises were
held twice daily, each student being required to write

a summary of the main points presented; the dis-

putations, upon some theme previously announced,
took place between two students each Sunday, a
aocius being the presiding officer; but preaching
seems to have received little attention. A most im-
portant part of the Sorbonne was its library, founded
by Robert and enriched with manuscripts by Guiard
d'Abbeville, while in 1469 the prior of the Sorbonne,
acting in harmony with the rector of the university,

established the first printing-press in France, whence
the Bible of 1478 was issued.

The Sorbonne furnished the leaders of the Uni-
versity of Paris who, in the fifteenth century, de-

manded the reform of the Church by a general coim-
cil; but in the following century the institution

became hostile to the new spirit, cen-

History. suring the writings of Erasmus and
Faber Stapulensis, and condemning the

works of Luther and Melanchthon. In the seven-

teenth century it was the leader of Roman Cathol-

icism in France, and such prelates as Richelieu,

Mazarin, De Retz, and De Noailles considered it a
distinction to be elected provUor of the Sorbonne.

Richelieu in particular manifested a£fection for the

institution, taking one of its hospitea for his confes-

sor, completely rebuilding it, and desiring to be
buried in its chapel. A century later the Sorbonne
defended the new spirit of the times, but in 1791
the Convention decreed the suppression of the
** priests of the Sorbonne," although the 160 aocii

were unmolested, and even Revolutionary vandal-

ism spared the chapel with its tomb of Richelieu.

When, after the concordat. Napoleon organised the

University of France (1808), he establi^ed at the

Sorbonne a faculty of Roman Catholic theology, to

which the Bourbons added the faculties of letters

and sciences, the whole organisation bearing the

name of Sorbonne. Since, however, Leo XIII. re-

fused the institution canonical recognition, it be-

came useless for the education of the higher clergy,

and it was accordingly suppressed by the Chamber

of Deputies in 1885. Since that year the Sorbonne
has been entirely rebuilt (1889), and by reorganiza-

tion it now forms part of the University of Paris.

(G. Bonet-Mauby.)
Bibuoorapht: C. E. Bubeus, Hiat, UnweniiaHa Pariaenau,
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Reims. 1888; O. Orterd, Noa adieux h la vieiUe Sorbonne,
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Description and Extent (| 1).

Anunc Primitive Races (| 2).

Amonc Civilised Peoples (| 3).

Amonc Hebrews (| 4).

In the Christian Ghureh (| 5).

By sorcery as viewed by Christians is meant an
employment of demonic power in the service of men,
and it is therefore regarded as a gross sin against

God because the Christian should trust in God alone.

Christian conceptions thus square with

I. Detcrip- those of the Old and the New Testa-

tion and ment. Among polytheistic religions the

Extent phases of sorcery are many and varied,

and a definition sufficiently comprehen-
sive is difficult to give. Its operations neither depend
upon competent physical experiences nor do they

rest upon ethical mediation; it is arbitrary meddling
of men with supernatural or at least secret powers.

As a rule sorcery deals with spirits—personal powers
of the unseen world, whence is the connection with
religion. The sorcerer works through word, look,

gesture, and varied operations such as the tying of

knots, the giving of drinks and concoctions, behind
which a profounder meaning and connection lie

hidden. One precondition for the rise of belief in

sorcery is the existence of a realm of unexplained
and inexplicable phenomena; the laiger this is, the

more room there is for sorcery, so that the latter

reigns in the lowest culture. Moreover, there must
be a trust in man's ability to accomplish such works
in unison with higher powers. Animism and poly-

demonism arc the native homes of sorcery, mono-
theism and ethics make against it. The relation to

religion depends upon the conception of religion;

some regard sorcery as an evidence of religion and
a tendency of religious life, others as a conscious
alienation from deity. Some members of the an-

thropological school regard it as the first stage in

religious development, deriving prayer from sorcery

or avertive exercises. The lowest races show, how-
ever, a sense of dependence upon the unseen; their

attitude is not one of command entirely. Soroezy
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is a later phenomenon in development, is allied to

Magic (q.y.)i is found alongside of religion, but in it

religion itself is not to be found. Indeed, sorcery

tends to drown out religion or to drive it into the

background; the more meager religion is, the more
luxuriant are the parasitic growths of sorcery. Yet
it is a fact that the sorcerer or Shaman (q.v.) often

seeks power through a loftily conceived divinity re-

garded as good, aiming to subject lower and ill-dis-

posed spirits. Magic is sorcery technically developed.

Among races of the lower order there is often a
science of secrets to which only the consecrated are

admitted. Sorcery also has relations with Divination

(q.v.), and the professions of sorcerer and diviner

are often plied by the same person, who claims to

have insght into the unseen and to be able to con-

trol more or less the course of events.

Among primitive peoples, then, sorcery is espe-

cially at home. Ignorance of nature leads to the

belief in the possibility of supernatural operations

in the sphere of man. The sorcerer covers himself

with a veil of secrecy, speaks in dark figures, per-

forms acts that are outr^, thus giving

2. Among the impression of secret power and in-

Primitive scrutable doings. The r^ults expected

Races, from the exercise of these activities

cover the field of man's needs and de-

sires; moreover, evil spirits are warded off or con-

ciliated, the cooperation of good spirits is gained.

There are sorcerers and coimter-sorcerers; the dan-
gerous exerciser of these powers must be mastered
by a more powerful one. The method is not to sub-

ject oneself to the will of God, as in true religion,

but magic works as a concurrent with religion, and
is thus irreligious and irrational. It is regarded in

two wa3r8—as a serious crime, when it produces
damage; and as a high art when it averts injury and
brings a blessing. To the user it seems not at all

wroxkg to injure an enemy by sorcery, though it is

a crime to use it against a friend or blood brother.

Among the vicious means of sorcery, as regarded by
the most varied peoples, is the evil eye, which is be-
lieved by many to be able to affect with illness and
death those on whom it is cast, while the possessors

are supposed, as in Africa, to meet in the desert to
counsel how they shall effect their purposes. So the

suspicion regarding vampires as the cause of death
and illness is a concomitant of sorcery. From this
" illegitimate " use of these means is distinguished

a ** legitimate " method, which takes especially the
form of protecting from evil powera and the increase

of the natural good of man in life—^well-being, fruit-

fulness, and poasesmons—^having the ability to ward
off evU spirits. Charms and potions are employed,
which, however, require for their proper use the ad-
vice of the expert. In pestilences and epidemics
the counsel of these experts is needed to define the
causes, and in case of guilt to determine the blame.
Thus a connection is made with 60othsa3ring and
the deliverance of oracles, while the Ordeal (q.v.)

is under the guardianship of this branch in the

preparation of potions. Through these means the

sorcerers in some regions, as in Africa, wield enor-

mous power and influence, especially as sickness is

regarded as the work of demons, whose work must
be undone through the counter-sorcerer or the medi-

cine man. One of the means employed by this class

is the word of power, which binds to or looses from
evil, and this word only the sorcerer knows and can
turn to a hundred uses. The formula is usually an
unintelligible or irrational expression, the names
of divine and demonic powers being included and
their assistance invoked. At times the effigy of the
person to whom evil is to be done is treated as the
person himself is expected to suffer [after the man-
ner of S3rmpathetic magic; see Comparative Re-
ligion, VI., 1, a, § 5; other methods of using magic
are described in that place]. The formula used has
often a similarity to prayer, but it is utterly with-

out ethical relations and has in mind the arbitrary

will of the sorcerer, not submission to deity. A sim-

ilar difference exists between prophecy and sooth-

saying; prophecy depends upon the will of God,
soothsaying contemplates man's self-chosen pur-
poses and employs not inspiration but certain means
of attaining its ends, such as the Lot (q.v.), the in-

terpretation of various natural phenomena, and the
like, a set of rules being formulated to this purpose.
The spirits of the dead are also evoked. See also

Dream.
Sorcery appears also as a custom of the civilized

peoples of antiquity, and shows a great tenacity of

persistence even in connection with a grade of cul-

ture with which it is not in harmony. In coiirse of

time sorcery becomes a complicated art, and its

bonds are dissolved only by the ad-

3. Among vance of thought, as when magic in

Civilized illness gives way to medicine, astrol-

Peoples. ogy to astronomy, and the like, though
superstitious practises persist with real

advance in knowledge (see Superstition). There
seems to remain a feeling that external and cor-

poreal affaire are governed by the imseen, and irra-

tional elements and practises abide, even in partial

connection with religion. This is especially true of

peoples like the Chinese, among whom a certain

stage of civilization has been reached with a result-

ing stagnation. The religion of early people had
magical elements and therein showed their heathen
character. The relation to deity is not piuely re-

ligious, but is influenced by external factors. Thus,
in Babylonia (q.v.) while such literature as the
" penitential psalms " shows high ethical conscious-

ness and a realization of sin and of repentance, the
usages reveal magic practises, burning of spices, and
the like. So in Egypt (q.v.), the " Book of the

Dead " contains a chapter dealing with purity of

heart and conscience as the essential condition of

happiness after death, yet the most of the book is

taken up with directions of magical character di-

recting the soul in its course. Similarly Zoroas-

trianism (see Zoroaster, Zoroastrianism) is full

of ethical truths, yet magical conceptions aboimd
and Ahura Mazda comes to earth to act as priest of

sorcery. Similar facts meet one in India. As among
primitive peoples, so among the more advanced
exists the idea of an illegitimate sorcery, which is a
crime. Thus the Twelve Tables of the Roman law
contained enactments against these practises, as

did the Cornelian law against assassins and poison-

ers; the possession of books on magic was a crime
[cf . for a strong passage the sixth satire of Juvenal].
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Apuleius stood trial for witchcraft about 160 a.d.,

and Constantinian and Justinian legislation dealt

with it.

The Hebrew religion took strong ground against

sorcery from the beginning, though residuary traces

from the former heathenism or reintroduction from
surrounding sources occurred and had

4. Among to be combated. The Hebrew word
Hebrews, keieph, which forms the basis of the

common terms for sorcery, etc., in

Hebrew has its Assyrian cognate, and its occurrence

in the feminine indicates that women were the chief

practisers ef the art. Death was the penalty for

the crime (Lev. xz. 27; I Sam. xxviii. 9, cf. zv.

23), it being a sin which ranks with idolatry. Pas-

sages like Isa. ii. 6 show the reimportation of the

practise from the East and from Philistia; but the

prophets inveigh against the degradation of the

worship of Yahweh into a spirit cult. The height

of prophetic religion was not maintained among the

people, especially imder Assyrian influence sorcery

resumed an imwonted sway; and after monothe-
ism had come to its own, magical remainders and
superstition furnished a background of demonic
powers among which the imagination worked.

Especially was belief in demons rife in the post-

exilic period, though their place was that of sub-

jection, not of equality with God, and did not a£fect

the doctrine of his unity; the name of God was in-

voked as an avertive power. Yet this very fact

was employed magically, the name of God and of

the archangels, particularly the tetragranmiaton,

being used both orally and written and regarded

as a powerful charm. So people fell into sorcery

almost imconsciously, these means being used as a
sort of holy magic to oppose the unholy magic of

other kinds of sorcery. The Talmud treats often of

the sorcerers referred to in the Old Testament, in-

terpreting their names generally arbitrarily; its

general spirit is that of condemnation; though the

methods of sorcery were to be studied, the better

to combat them. Some of the great rabbis received

instruction in the art, while men generally accepted

sorcery as a fact; still the true Israelite was re-

garded as so imder the protection of God that the

art was powerless against him. The Cabala (q.v.)

contributed to the degradation of religion from this

source, as is so often the case with mystic Supersti-

tion (q.v.). The Haggada and Midrashic references

to the superstition of the people are numerous, and
around the person of Solomon stories gathered with

reference to his mastery of the demons, whose help

in building, e.g., he compelled. These legends were

taken over by Islam, where the same general posi-

tion with regard to sorcery obtained as in Judaism.

Mohammedan missionaries often sell sentences from
the Koran as amulets, and indeed the entire book
serves such a purpose to those who can not read it,

being regarded as an avertive of evil and a means
to insure good fortune.

Christianity from its beginning has been no less

uncompromisingly opposed to sorcery than Juda-
ism; it has regarded these practises as a tiuning

away from God and as dealing with ungodly powers.

Jesus was himself suspected of using sorcery (Mark
iii. 22; Luke zi. 15, etc.), to which aspersion he re-

plied by showing that this would be dividing the

kingdom of evil against itself. The exorcists of

Ephesus used thename of Jesus in their

5. In the work. The episode of Simon (Acts

Christian viii. 9 sqq.) is instructive, while not

Church, less illustrative of the common estima-

tion is the episode of Elymas in (Dyprus

(Acts ziii.), who received the rebuke of Paul and
severe punishment. A center of heathen sorcery

at that time was Ephesus, where amulets with an
ambiguous inscription and a representation of

Diana were sold, and one of the triumphs of Chris*

tianity was the burning of costly books dealing with

the art (Acts xiz. 19). Distinction was made then

between the wonder-working of the apostles and or>

dinary magic (II Cor. zii. 12), though that might be

misunderstood as simple magic (Acts v. 15, xiz. 12)

and the real connection lost, the conception passii^

to the shadow and the napkins, etc., from tiie per-

sons of the apostles. So on the confines of Chris-

tianity belief in magic showed itself in the material-

inng of the means of grace after heathen-magical

methods of thought, in the magical use of " the

word of power ** and like ceremonies. Of course, a

more spiritual and more nearly religious conception

inheres in Christian surroundings, the divine power?
being supposed to work under ethical conditions.

The Christian ritual and cultus were affected by tl«

magical remains which inhered in the life of the

peoples converted to this faith or which came in

through contact with heathen peoples, though such

ideas were always attacked by the Churoh. In the

early Church, Gnosticism was a breeding-point for

these conceptions and practises. In the Middle Ages

the belief in witches hieui its rise in the old German
faith in spirits. Even those who combated the

effects of this heathen heritage showed themselves

imder the spell of surviving superstitions, and the

inquisitors manifested more of gruesome seal than

of wisdom in their measures. These errors were

due, however, rather to the condition of the natural,

mental, and juristic sciences than to theology. New
forms constantly arise, an ezample of which is Spirit-

ism (q.v.), in which direct opposition to Biblical

commands is discernible. Another ezample of this

same class of novelties is the so-called crystal-ga-

sing, while the various phenomena of spiritualism,

hypnotism, somnambulism, and the like illustrate

the older sorcery in its connection with soothsaying

(see Magic). Hardly less dangerous are the phe-

nomena of suggestion, even in its relation to the

medical profession, though it is brought into con-

nection with the Bible and prayer. Iliese illustra-

tions show that danger of lapse into sorcery is not

altogether a thing of the past. See Superstition.

(C. voN Orelli.)
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Let PlamUB moffi^uet «t la wedUrie, Mouliiu, 1809; J. N.
Sepp. Oriml und Oceideni: KapHa Hber der NaehuiU der
Natw Zavbenfferk und Hexenweaen in alter und neuer Zeit,

Berlin. 1008; E. Cnwley, The Tree of Life, pp. 50, 70,
253-254. LoDdon. 1005; L. R. FameU. Evolution of Re-
iioion, Loodon, 1905; H. A. Junod. Tke Theory of Witch-
craft amonoet Sottth African Nativee, Cape Town, 1007;
A. Abu i>i» Apoloffie dee Apuiejua von Madaura und die
antike ZmAerti. QiesBen, 1008; A. Bertholet, RtHoione'
getehichthchee Leeetnieh, pp. 150 oqq., TObingen, 1008;
W. Caland. AUindieche Za^itereL DartteUuno der aUindi-
aehen Wiknei^pfer, Amsterdam. 1008; K. Frank, Babw
Umiache BettckwOrunaereliefM, Ldpaio, 1006; J. E. Haniscm.
PtvUgomena to the Study of Greek ReUgion, 2d ed.. Cam-
bridge. 1008 (oontauia much on avertive procedure); T.
Schermann, Orieckieehe Zavberpapyri und doe Oemeinde-
und Dankg^bet im I. KlemenAriefe, Leipaie, 1000; I. King,
The Developmenl of ROigion, A Study in Anthropology
and Social Paychology, New York, 1010.

SORTES APOSTOLORUM or SAIVCTORUM
(Lat., ''Lots of the apostles" or "saints"): A
means of foretelling the future by opening the Bible
at random, the passage on which the eye first lights

being taken as an admonition of the deity in regard
to the problem prompting such means of divination.

The term is probab^ derived from the Vulgate of

Acts i. 26 and Col. i. 12, and the usage is wide-
spread, pagan Rome thus consulting Vergil, Islam
the Koran, and China the sayings of Confucius.

While rejecting divination with pagan writings, the
Christians employed the Bible for this purpose (cf

.

Augustine's account of his conversion, Confessianea,

VIII., xii. 2^-30, Eng. transl. in NPNF, 1 ser., i.

127-128), despite the disapproval of Church Fathers
(cf. Augustine, Epi8t., Iv. 37, Eng. transl. in NPNF,
1 eer., i. 315; Jerome on Jonah i.). It became espe-

cially prevalent in the days of Gregory of Tours
(Hist, Francorutnf iv. 16, v. 14, 49), although it was
forbidden by the synods of Vannes (465),A^e (506),

Orl&uis (511), and Auxerre (between 570 and 590),

as well as by Gregory the Great (Epiat,, ix. 204, xi.

33). The Carolingian legislation against the tortea

apoMorum (cf. MOH, Leg,, sectio iii., part 1, p.

64) was reenforced, partly on the basis of Lev. xix.

26, by the prohibitions of the Church, yet the sys-

tem had official sanction in determining the charac-
ter of bishops elect (cf. e.g., William of Malmesbury,
Gesia ponHficunt Anglarum, i. 214, 219, etc.). Greek
monks made a similar use of " The Sayings of the
Fathers " while the humanists returned to Vezgil.

There were a number of minor ways of consulting

the sariea apaaUdorum, and in the later Middle Ages
lot-books circulated throughout Christendom. In
more recent times Pietism especially a£fected di-

vination by the Bible; and it is stiU practLsed in

many places. (Cf. also Dtvinatign, III.; Lots,
Hebrew Use of.) (E. von DoBSCHt^rz.)

BiBuoomAPHT: Besides the literature under Divination,
coDsolt. H. Winnefeld, Sortee Sangalleneee, Bonn. 1887;
P. Cusel, Weihnaehien; UreprHnge, BrAuehe, und Aber-
glaid>en, Berlin, 1862; F. Rocquain, Lea Sorta dea aainta ou
dea ap6trea, pp. 457 sqq., Paris, 1880; R. Heim, Ineonta-
mania maoioa OnBca-Latina, Letpeic, 1803; J. R. Harris,
in American Journal of PhOciogy, ix. 68; idem, in Journal
of TheUegieal Siudiea, u. 1, pp. 7-8; idem. The Annotatora
of Codex Baxa, pp. 4&aqq., London, 1901.

SOTER, se/ter: Pope c. 166-174. According to

Hegesippus (in Eusebius, Hist, ecd., IV., xxii.) and
Irenaeus (Hear,, III., iii. 3) Soter was successor of

Anicetus, but the papal lists make him follow Pius.

Eusebius (Hist, ecd.^ TV., xix.) makss his episco-

pate reach from the ninth to the seventeenth year
of Marcus Aurelius; the " Liberian Catalogue

"

gives him a pontificate of nine years, three months,
and two days; Lipsius assigns as his dates 166 (167)-

174 (175). A fragment of a letter from the Corin-

thian Dionysius (in Eusebius, Hist, ecd.y IV., xxiii.)

makes Soter revive an old custom and send a
hortatory letter to the Corinthians which Hamack
identifies with the so-called II Qement. A late

tradition makes Soter one of the earliest writing

opponents of Montanism. (A. Hauck.)
BnuoaRAFBT: Liber ponH/lealia, ed. Mommsen in MOH,

Oeal, porU. Rom., i (1808). 16; Jaff6. Regeala, i. 9; R. A.
Lipeius. Chronologie der rOmia^^en Biaehdfe, p. 86. Kiel,

1860; J. Langen, Oeachichte der r&miachen Kirche, i. 162
sqq.; T. Zahn, in Forachungen eur Oeachichte dea neutea-

tamentUehen Kanonat v. 51 sqq., Leipeie, 1802; Hamaok,
Litteratur, i. 680, ii. 1, pp. 440 sqq.; idem, in TU, xiii

(1805), 48-40; Bower, Popea, i. 14; Platina, Popea, i. 31-
32; DCB, iv. 721-722.

S0TERI0L06T.

Definition (| 1).

Relation to Mediation (| 2).

Relation to (Christ's Prophetical Work (| 3).

Relation to the Atonement (| 4).

Rehitaon to Justification (| 5).

Relation to Christ's KiD«ly Office (| 6).

Simmiaiy (| 7).

Soteriology is that branch of Christian theology

which treats of the work of the Savior ; it is the doc-

trine of salvation, so far as such salvation has been
wrought out by the second person in the Trinity.

It is to be carefully distinguished from Christology

(q.v.), which treats solely of the per-

z. Defini- son of the Redeemer—^his incarnation,

tion. his divinity, and his humanity, and
the combination of these two elements

in his single and perfect personahty. Yet it should

be borne in mind always, that any adequate con-

ception of his soteriological work must be based on
right views, antecedently obtained and established,

respecting the Christ as he is in himself—the ap-

pointed and qualified savior of men. Soteriology

does not include the conciurent work of the Son of

God in other spheres, such as creation, or providence,

or moral administration. Nor does it include those

aspects of salvation which involve, on the one side,

the elective purpose and love of the Father, or, on
the other, the interior ministry of the Spirit in the

application of saving grace. While the Son is con-

cerned with the Father in the original plan of re-

demption and in the selection of those in whom that

plan becomes effectual (see Predestination), his

specific work lies rather in the execution of that

plan, and in the actual securing of redemption to

all who believe. While, again, the Son is concerned

wdth the Holy Spirit in the conviction of sinners,

and in bringing them, through regeneration and
i^anctification, into the full enjoyment of the salva-

tion provided (see Holy Spirit), his primary work
is rather the provision itself on which, as a divine

foundation, this subsequent work of spiritual resto-

ration must be based. The Father creates, pre-

serves, governs, plans, elects, as introductory; the

Spirit eodightens, educates, sanctifies, and completes

the saving process in the individual soul; the Son,

acting as intermediate, represents, reveals, instructs,

atones for sin, placates law, and lays a foundation
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in justice, whereby, under an economy of grace,

every one who believes in him, the Father and the

Spirit concurring, may be saved.

The most general conception of this specific work
of the Son of God is expressed in the term media-
tion (see Mediator). His peculiar mission is to

interpose, in the temper of grace and
2. Relation for the purpose of both forensic and
to Media- spiritual reconciliation, between man

tion. as a sinner, and the Deity againstwhom
man has offended, with whom he is

morally at variance. As a mediator, the Son of

God, who was also the Son ofMan (qq.v.), was amply
quaUfied, both by inherent endowment and through
official appointment; and in his work of mediation,

he is actually successful in removing alienation,

in restoring the lost harmony between God and the

sinner, and in securing to man a complete and blessed

and eternal at-one-ment with his heavenly Father.

This generic work of mediation is generally de-

scribed by Calvinistic theologians under the three

specific forms indicated in the terms prophet, priest,

and king (see Jnsus Christ, Threefold Ofticb op).

It has been questioned whether this distribution is

in all respects desirable; whether, by the division

of the one work into these three parts or offices,

our sense of the essential unity of that work is not
impaired; and whether the underlying idea of me-
diation is not weakened by such multiplicity of

particular fimdions and rdations (J. J. van Oos-
tersee, ChriaHan Dogmatice, | cviii.. New York, 1874).

Is this central idea adequately expressed in these

three forms? Do they contain neither more nor less

than the underlying conception? And, where the

distribution is made, are these three offices always
kept in their proportionate place, and severally in-

vested with tiieir proper dignity and value in the

one mediatorial work? Whatever answer may be
given to these questions on exegetical or specula-

tive grounds, there is no adequate reason for reject-

ing an analytic presentation which has gained such
defimte expression in current evangelical creeds

(Heidelberg Catechism, Ans. 31 ; Westminister Con-
fession, chap, viii.) and has been so extensively

adopted as a regulative guide in modem theology.

Studying soteriology in this triple aspect, there

appears first the prophetic function of the Savior,

as including that entire revelation of saving truth

which he, as the divine Logos, came
3. Relation among men to make. All religious,

to Christ's and especially all inspired, teachers

prophetical who were prior to him as revealers of

Work, sacred doctrine or duty, were only

messengers to prepare the way before

him; and all who followed c^ter had it as their mis-

sion simply to elucidate and expand what he taught.

Christ was the one perfect Logos, in virtue both of

his eternal relationship within the Trinity (see Trin-
rrr) and of his specific appointment as the Word
of the Godhead to man. In him resided all the qual-

ifications requisite to the complete fulfilment of this

prophetical work, and from him came in highest

form, and with most commanding power, all the

truth which man needs to know in order to his sal-

vation. This prophetical function may be subdi-

vided into direct and indirect—direct teaching

through the formal enunciation of saving truths,

and indirect t^eaching through the superadded power
of example and personality. Christ, as teacher and
prophet, becomes an enduring pattern also. In

himself, as well as in his message, was light; and
the light was the life of men. It may be queried,

whether, in consequence of the strong inclination

of Evangelical Protestantism to exalt the priestly

work of our Lord as central, this prophetical mis-
sion has not been relatively too much ignored, and,
more specifically, whether the Biblical view of him
as the true norm and example of our humanity has
not been surrendered too much to the uses of those
who altogether reject his priestly character and

Concerning this priestly function, it is needless
to repeat what has been said elsewhere (see Atone-
liXKT; Calvinibii, I 5; Jesus Christ, Thbeefou)
Oftice op; Priest, Priesthood; Sacrikice).

The essential fact in the case is the voluntary and
vicarious surrender of himself by our Lord as a sac-

rifice before Ckxi for sinners, on account of their sin,

and in order to expiate sin, and to seciue the recon-
ciliation and restoration of man as sinful to God.
As a sacrifice, Christ was inherently and judicially

perfect, a lamb without blemish and without spot;

as a priest, he was in every way qualified for the

sacrificial work in which he was thus engaged; and
his administration of the priestly office was volun-
tary, official, and acceptable. In him both the

Aaronic priesthood and the peculiar priesthood of

Melchisedec were singularly blended. He was, in

his own person, the absolute culmination of the

priestly as well as the prophetic order and idea. As
priest and as sacrifice he was perfect.

That this vicarious intervention and offering of

himself in behalf of mnners and for sin was an essen-

tial part of the mediatorial work of the Savior, is

too clearly revealed in Scripture to be
4. Relation questioned by any who receive its tes-

to the timony in the case as conclusive. The
Atonement exigencies of that moral government

against which the sinner had rebelled,

the requisitions of justice as an eternal principle in

the Deity, and the needs of the soul itself in order

to its spiritual recovery, alike required—as the Bible

in multiplied ways asserts—such a sacrifice of hun-
self, even unto death, on the part of the Redeemer.
\^thout this, mediation woidd have been both in-

admissible and ineffectual (see Satisfaction. For
differing views on the nature and the extent of the

atonement see Atonebient). Whatever may be the

views of believers as to either the nature or the

extent and scope of this sacrificial work of Christ,

all are agreed in regarding the fact itself as both
unquestionable and vital. That the Lord suffered

as well as taught, and that he suffered on account
of sin and in order to save men from it, and that
through his suffering men are actually saved from
both the condemnation and the power of evil, and
that this salvation is immediate and certain, and
will be complete at last—these are the great facts

of grace which lie at the basis of the Evangelical

system, and which constitute the foundation of all

Evangelical hope.

Justification (q.v.) is the divine act of pardoning
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sin, and accepting sinners as if they were righteousi

on the ground generically of all that Christ has done
in the muniu triplex of mediation, and

5. Relation specifically on the ground of what he
to Justifi- has suffered as well as done in our be-

cation, half as our great high priest and sacri-

fice. To accept the sinner as if he were

righteous, and to adopt him (see Adoption) into

the family of God, and make him an heir of spiritual

privileges and blessings, without requiring from
him repentance, and return to loyalty, as conditions,

and with no provision for his deliverance from the

legal penalties incurred by his sin, would be an un-

worthy transaction. .The only adequate warrant
for such acceptance and adoption must be found,

not in any worthiness inherent in the nature of

man or any merit seen in his life, nor even in his

faith and repentance viewed as concomitants or

consequences, but in the mediatorial, and especially

in the sacrificial, work of Christ.

The kingly office of the Savior is a necessary ele-

ment in his broad work of mediation. He is king

because he has been prophet and priest; he is also

king inherently, as divine. His king-

6. Relation dom commences in the believing heart,

to Christ's and is essentially spiritual: it is an
Kingly authority exercised in love, and for

Office. the purpose of salvation. His church,

as composed of those who have thus

submitted to him personally, is his gracious empire;

and over that empire he is the supreme head, every-

where and always. This kingdom was founded by
him before his earthly advent; it has been extended

through many lands and centimes by his grace and
power; it will continue to increase, through the

agency of the forces now incorporated in it, until it

has filled the earth. The notion, that, as a kingdom
of love, it will ere long be supplanted by a kingdom
of power, in which Christ will visibly appear as an
earthly monarch, subduing his enemies by irresisti-

ble strength, and exalting his saints with him to a
species of temporal domination (see Millennium,
Millenabianibm), is at variance with the truth.

Beyond this earthly empire of the Lord as already

defined, may be discerned his princely exaltation

even now, at the right hand of the Father, to be ad-

vocate and intercessor for his people. This advo-
cacy and intercession are to continue until all who
arc his are finally brought together with him into

what b literally the kingdom of heaven.

Returning from this survey of the specific fimc-

tions or offices of Christ to the underlying idea of

mediation, in one view may be com-
7. Sommaiy. piehended the full doctrine of salvar

tion as wrought out by him in behalf

of man. There is indeed a subjective soteriology,

which includes especially the work wrought within

the soul of man by the Savior through his spirit, and
which is expressed in the terms regeneration and
sanctification. But objective soteriology, which is

here under consideration, is summed up ratiier in the

triple phrase of Aquinas

—

Chriatus legidaior, sacerdos,

rex. To the Protestant mind it is pictured forth es-

sentially in the term justification, which, equally with

regeneration and sanctification, shows wherein the

divine salvation consists. E. D. Mosrib.

Bibuogbapbt: The place of the topie in syBtematio theo'-

ogy is diBcuflsed ia Q. R. Crooks and J. F. Hunt, Theo-
loffical Encyclopadia and Methodology, pp. 465-457, New
York, 1894; and in A. Cave, IrUradvetion to TKeolooy* oon-
suit Index under " Salvation, Doctrine of,'* Edinbuiish,
1896. The subject hardly needs a separate bibliography,
being a topic treated in practically all works on systematio
theology (see Dogma, Dogmatics; e.g., Bhedd, ii. 353-
587, iii. 400-470; Hodge, U. 455-608), which usually pro-
vide abundant references to literature. Moreover, relevant
literature is noted under the articles to which reference
is made in the text, especially under Atonemint, and
Satufactign.

SOTO, sa^tO, DOMINGO DE: Spanish Dominican;
b. at S^ovia (45 m. n.w. of Madrid) 1494; d. at

Salamanca Nov. 15, 1560. Educated, after a youth
of poverty which obliged him to b^gin as a sacristan

in the village of Ochando, at Alcala and Paris, he
became, in 1520, professor of philosophy at the
former university, gaining a reputation as an op-
ponent of nominalism. At this same period he also

began his commentaries on Aristotle's " Dialectics
"

(Salamanca, 1544), " Physics " (1545), and " Cate-

gories " (Venice, 1583), as well as the preparation

of his own SummvlcD (Salamanca, 152<), abridged ed.,

1539 and often). Determining to embrace the mo-
nastic life, he entered the Dominican order at Burgos
in 1524, being professed in the following year and
tfilqng the name Domingo instead of his baptismal

Frandsco. He now taught philosophy and theology

at Buigos until 1532, when he returned to Sala-

manca as professor of scholastic philosophy. He
Was an important figure at the CJouncil of Trent,

where he maintained that the Roman Catholic

Church did not teach assurance of grace, likewise

defending Thomistic teachings regarding the doc-

trines of original sin, justification, predestination,

good works, etc., these controversies also bearing

fruit in his 2>e natuara et graHa libri tres (Venice,

1547) and Apofogia . . . decertUudinegraHcB (1^7),
When, in 1547, the council was transferred to Bo-
logna, de Soto returned to the court of Charles V.,

who made him his confessor, and in 1549 appointed
him to the bishopric of Segovia. Not only was the

latter honor declined, but in 1550 de Soto resigned

his post of confessor and retired to the monastery
at Salamanca, where he became prior. About this

time he wrote his anti-Protestant CommerUarii in

epistolam Pavli ad Romanoa (Antwerp, 1550), and
he also sought to allay the controversy between
Sepulveda and Las Casas regarding the treatment
of the American aborigines. In 1552 he resumed
teaching at Salamanca, but in 1556 he retiuned to

his monastery and was again chosen prior. His
chief works, besides those already mentioned, were
De ratione tegendi et detegendi aecretum (Salamanca,

1551); De justiiia et jure libri eeptem (1556); In
quartum librum Sententiarum commerUaria, eive de
eacramentis (2 vols., 1557-60) ; and the still imedited

De ratione promtdgandi Evangdium and In primam
partem Sancti Thames et in utramque eecundam comr
mentarii, (O. ZOcKLERf.)

Bibuoobapht: N. Antiaius, Bibliotheca Hiapaniett i* 255-
2S8, Rome. 1072; J. Qu6tif and J. ifechard, Scriptoret or^

dvnia pradieatorumf ii. 171 sqq., Paris, 1721; N. Paulus,
Z>. Soto und die Beichte in NUmberg, in Der Katholik,

1890, i. 282-288; G. Hoffmann, Die Lehre von der Fidee
impliciia innerhaXb der katholieehen Kirehe, pp. 227-230,
Leiptio, 1903; KL, zi. 530-^531.
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SOTO, PETRUS DB: Spanish Dominican; b.

at Ck>rdova about 1500; d. at Trent Apr. 20, 1563.

He entered the Dominican order at Salamanca in

1518 and quickly attained a reputation as a rigid

and learned Thomist. Charles V. made him his

confessor, but his order appointed him vicar for the

Netherlands, and later he became professor of the-

ology at the newly founded seminary of Dillingen,

where he wrote his catechetical InBtUutionea Chria-

HancB (Augsburg, 1548), Meihodus confessianis, 9ive

doctrina pietaHaque CkrUHana epitome (Dillingen,

1553), Compendium doctrina Caiholiea (Antwerp,

1556), and Tractatua de inetitutione aacerdotum qui

evb episcopis animarum curam geruni^ eive manuals
dericorum (Dillingen, 1558), tiie latter his chief

work. His Aaeertio Catholiea fidei drca artieuloe

confeesUmie (Antwerp, 1552) involved him in a con-

troversy with Johazm Brens (q.v.), thus occasion-

ing his Defeneio Caiholiea eonfeaeionie et edioliorum

drca confeeaionem (1557). De Soto later accom-
panied Philip II. to England, where Maiy appointed

him professor of theology at Oxford, but on the

queen's death in 1558 he returned to Dillingen. In
1561 Pius IV. summoned him to Trent, where he
bravely defended the sacramental nature of the

priesthood and episcopal rights, but died before the

council adjourned. (O. ZOcKLERf.)

Bxbuoorapht: J. QoAtif and J. iBohftrd* Scriptoret ordinit

pradietUorum, ii. 183 aqq., Parii, 1721; KL, zL 531-632.

SOUL AND SPIRIT, BIBLICAL CONCBPnONS OF.

Biblieal Tenns (I 1).

Distinotion Between Soul and S|»irit (f 3).

Pauline Doctrine (| 3).

Spirit, Divine and Human (| 4).

Origin of Soul and Spirit (| 6).

ConaequenoeB of Sin (| 6).

Bearing on Pexaonality of Jesui (| 7).

" Spirit
"—in classical Greek, pneuma, like the

Hebr. mah—denotes not merely the breath as syjo-

bol of life but also life itself in distinction from
aOma. The soul (Goth, aaiwaloj Hebr. nepheah, Gk.
paychB, Lat. anima) signifies in general the life as it

animates the individual material or-

z. Biblical ganism which is the medium of its

Terms, action. Both spirit and soul are applied

to man (Job x. 12; Ps. xxxii. 2;

Esek. XXXvii. 8; cf. with Gen. xlvi. 15, Ex. i. 5),

and also to animals (Eccl. iii. 19 sqq.; Gen. vi. 17,

vii. 15, 22; Ps. civ. 30; Gen. i. 20, 30; Job. xii. 10;

Rev. viii. 9). The animal nepheah is identical with

the animal body. " Spirit " indicates that the cresr

ture originates in and is bound to God (Ps. dv. 29;

Job. xxxiv. 14 sqq.; Ezek. xxxvii. 5, 9, 10; Rev.
xi. 1 1) . The Old but not the New Testament speaks

of the nepheah of God (Lev. xxvi. 11; Judges x. 16;

Isa. xlii. 1). Soul and spirit are sometimes used

synonymously (cf. Gen. xlv. 27 with Ps. cxix. 175;

I Sam. XXX. 12 with I Kings xvii. 21, 22; Ps. cxlvi.

4 with Gen. xxxv. 18) . The Septuagint never trans-

lates nepheah by pneuma, ruah veiy rarely by paychi

(cf. Gen. xli. 8; Ex. xxxv. 21). SGma and pneuma
(cf . I Cor. vii. 34) are opposed to each other as are

aarx and pneuma; not aarx but aOma is opposed to

paychSf hence aarx and pneuma, aSma and paychi

are the proper opposites; pneuma and paychJB are

interrelated as are aarx and aOma, Soul and spirit

are not seldom sharply distinguished—not merdj
in point of view (Wendt). (1) Dying is a givinf

up of the pneuma and of the paychU, but it is never

said that the spirit, but only that the soul, dies or

is killed (Judges xvi. 16; Matt. x. 28; Mark ziT.

34). (2) Pneuma and paychi are often used inter-

changeably with reference to sensation and impulse,

knowledge and self-consciousness (Matt. xi. 29;

I Cor. xvi. 18; Luke i. 46, 47), but only the soul is

the subject of willing and desire, inclination and

aversion (Deut. xii. 20; I Sam. ii. 16; Job xxiii.

13; Prov. xxi. 10; Isa. xxvi. 8; Micah vii. 1), and

of redemption (Isa. xxxviii. 17; Matt. xvi. 26; cf.,

however, I Cor. v. 5; I Pet. iv. 6). Consciousness,

perception, and willing are indeed ordinarily re-

ferred to the heart, but when the emphasis is to be

laid on the hidden state to which these feelings be-

long, soul and spirit are used (see Hbabt, Biblical

Usage). (3) The dead are designated as spirits

(Luke xxiv. 37, 39; Acts xxiii. 8-9; Heb. xii. 23:

I Pet. iii. 19; cf... however. Rev. vi. 9). (4) Moet

important of ail, nepheah and paychi refer to the in-

dividual, the subject of life, while ruah and pneuma
are never used of the subject as individual.

As an independent subject, pneuma is always

something other than the human spirit. The db-

tinction depends on the original difference in terms:

spirit is the condition, soul the maoi-

2. Distinc- festation, of life. Whatever bdongs
tion Between to the spirit belongs to the soul also,

Soul and but not everything that belongs to tiie

Spirit soul belongs to the spirit. It does not

suffice to speak of the inner being of

man, now as spirit, now as soul; one must re^rd

the spirit as the principle of the soul, the divine

principle of life, included in but not identical with

the individual. Spirit may be distinguished but

not separated from the soul. Body and spirit are

not two poles between which is the soul. Since the

soul includes the spirit as part of itself, it may be

called spirit. The soul may sin and die, but the

spirit, as a divine principle having its source in God.

can neither sin nor die. The human soul is indeed

boimd to corporeality, yet it survives death because

it possesses the Spirit of Ckxi as its immanent prin-

ciple of life. The loss of the body caused by death

will in those who share in the consummation give

place to a redeemed corporeality (I Cor. xv. 42 sqq.;

Rev. vi. 9). The occasion for a distinction between
soul and spirit lies in the religious consciousness of

the difference between the actual man and his di-

vine destination (cf . Plato's distinction between a

rational and an irrational, a mortal and an imnK»^
tal division (E. Zeller, Plaio and the Older Academy,

pp. 413 sqq., London, 1888). To understand this

one has but to see the meaning of the spirit for man.

and the relation of the human spirit to the Spirit c^

God. The Spirit of God is indeed wherever life is,

but man possesses this in a unique degree (Gen. L

26-27, ii. 19-20; cf. Eccles. iii. 19-21), since he

alone is conscious of dependence upon God. And
it is the Spirit of God in him—^the principle of his

true life—^which gives him his special relation to

other creatines and to God and provides the foun-

dation for his consciousness and will.

Here then arises the question whether the Spirit
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of God is an immanence of God (cf. John xiv. 23;

Rom. viii. 9 sqq.; J. C. K. Hofmann, Weiasagung
und ErfaUimg, i. 17 sqq., Ndrdlingen, 1841), or a

created spirit (cf. Job xxxii. 8, xxxiii.

3. Psauline 4). According to the New Testament,
Doctrine, the Holy Spirit which dwells in be-

lievers is always distinguished from the

spirit of the believer (cf. Rom. viii. 16). Two views

of the Pauline psychology are: (1) That Paul knows
no pTieuma of t^e natural man (Holsten, Weiss,

Holtzmann) ; (2) that he knows such a pneuma, but
not as divine or related to Crod (LQdermann, Pflei-

derer). The Scriptures, however, leave the question

of the relation of the human spirit to the Spirit of

God unanswered. Holsten's view rests on a dual-

istic conception of the opposition of the flesh and
spirit (see Flesh), as the opposition of the finite

and infinite, where spirit is identical with the in-

finite. But the Pauline doctrine of pneuma is that

of a divine principle of life, related to the human
spirit. LQdermann and Pfleiderer abandon Hoi-
stents position and recognise a Pauline pneuma ton

anthropou, but their theory is neither clearer nor
more acceptable. LQdermann conceives of the

pneuma as a substantial subject for the nou8f not
to be interchanged with the psychS; no substance
is, however, suppoeable which is not identical with
some himian power. Pfleiderer admits that Paul
knows of a pneuma alongside of the 9arx (PauUni&-
mus, 3d ed., p. 215). He appears to regard the
pneuma as the general divine spirit of life—^the Old
Testament nephesh, identical with the psychS, But
when be conceives it as the indifferent substratum
both of the nous and of the sarXf without relation to
God, he is at odds with the apostie. According to
Weiss, God recognises no pneuma which belongs to

man by nature, for he always thinks of the psychS
as in immediate unity with the sarx, hence the psychi
can not be the bearer of a bodily life independent of

the higher spiritual life. H. J. Holtzmaim (Lehr-

buck der neuUsimaendichen Theologie, ii. 15 sqq.,

Leipsic, 1887) maintains that according to Paul
there is no natural pneuma in man; if Paul appears
to teach the contrary, this is due to use of popular
instead of exact language. It may, however, be de-
clared that Paul knew of a pneuma tou anihrdpau,

that the pneuma hagion never takes the place of our
spirit, or fills in a cleft caused by sin. The paychi-

ko8 of Jude 19 is not in contradiction to the human
pneuma, but to the Holy Spirit of redemption (cf

.

Rom. viii. 9, 11, 14, 16; I Cor. H. 3-4). Regenera-
tion, due to the *' outpouring of the Spirit " (Isa.

xliv. a-4; Joel ii. 28-29; John iii. 5-6; Titus iii.

6), is the self-appropriation of God's grace through
the Holy Spirit in relation to our spirits. Moreover,
the Spirit assures our spirit that we are children of

God.

The spirit of man is God's Spirit—spirit of God's
Spirit^^nly so far as it is of like nature with this;

it is not then strictiy created " out

4. ^irit, of nothing," nor an emanation, nor an
Divine and induea in ccrpcre Spiritua divini, ut

Honum. iia dicam, parHcula (Oehler), yet

this last is nearest the truth. The
S|Mrit of God entering the human organism begets

the soul which therefore bears and propagates the

imperishable because divine power of life. The con-
nection of the human spirit, which is thus the ground
of the human soul, with the Spirit of God is one of

essential fellowship of spirit with spirit. The dis-

tinction between soul and spirit is the peculiar char-

acteristic of the Biblical idea of the nature of man.
The Scriptures do indeed contain trichotomy (not

that of Plato, however), resting on the experience

of sin and salvation (I Thess. v. 23; Heb. iv. 12),

but this does not exclude a decisive dichotomy, as

I Pet. ii. 11 where the soul or spirit is regarded sim-

ply with reference to its spiritual destination as the

b^uer of the divine principle of life (cf. Phil. i. 27).

On the basis of the foregoing discussion one finds

a solution of various debated questions. First, as

to creationism and traducianism. If the soul bears

the spirit, not as an indwelling of the

5. Origin Spirit of God, but as spirit of God's
of Soul Spirit, and is so connected with cor-

and Spirit poreality that this can only become
the body of the soul, then the trans-

mission of the bodily life is at the same time the

transmission of the soul, and with the soul the spirit.

Life is from life, soul from soul. There is thus no
room for a creative act in which spirit originates

(cf. Ps. cxxxix. 13, 7; Isa. Ivii. 16; Zech. xii. 1;

Job xxxiii. 4), all life is from the Spirit of God (Ps.

civ. 30; Acts xvii. 28). Traducianism and not gen-

erationism is right. The preference of Scholasticism

and Roman Catholic theology for creationism de-

pends on their theory of sin, especially original sin

and sensuousness; on the other hand, Lutheranism,
on account of its deeper knowledge of sin, especially

of original sin, declared for traducianism. Although
this view is without explicit Scriptural proof, yet it

is recommended by the doctrine of the world, by the

relation of God to the world and to creative po-

tencies, as well as by the conception of soul and
spirit (cf . F. H. R. Frank, System der ckrisUichen

Wahrheity i. 382 sqq., Erlangen, 1878).

The task of man lies in willing and determining

his soul in accordance with the inner divine prin-

ciple of life. He has, however, through sin turned
from his spiritual divine destination,

6. Goose- so that now his own will strives against

quencea the impulse of the spirit, and the latter

of Sin. makes itself felt only in the conscience.

The divine nature appears only as a
demand, a law awaking the consciousness to the

sense of its inner discord (cf. Rom. ii. 15) between
the divine principle of life and the noue Us sarkos

(see Fi£sh). The side of man's nature turned from
God and to the world apart from God gets the upper
hand and he becomes flesh

—

sarkikos and sarkinos,

i.e., kata sarka, and sarx. Thus the soul, in spite of

its immanent spirit, becomes sinful, and the entire

life of the spirit suffers. Hence the divided ego,

pictured by the apostle in Rom. vii., the half-

hearted man, constantly wavering between God and
himself, is a divided soul (Jas. i. 8, iv. 8; cf. Matt.

xxvi. 41). So far as the divine principle of life is

not renewed by the Holy Spirit, the sinner is psy-

chikos in opposition to pneumaiikos. As a conse-

quence of sin he no longer controls his life, but has

become a victim of phthoraj i.e., of death as the op-

position of eternal life. In the loss of his corporeal-
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ity his soul suffera; but smoe it beare the Spirit of

God, it can not die; in this connection of death and
immortality lies the sharpest conceivable torment
(see Hades; Immobtautt). Had the natural and
just consequences of sin followed directly upon the

first sin, history would have ended whm it began
and the creative thought of God would have been
annulled. But now the redemptive purpose has

become the principle of conservation, and the pa-

tience of God has postponed the judgment and the

end, in order that man may once more by trustful

acceptance of the promise share a renewing of his

spirit (Jer. zzzi. 31 sqq.; John vii. 39; Acts i. 4-5;

Rom. viii. 4). Yet the changed condition of his

life caused by sin has not ceased. A constitution is

transmitted which renders sin a natural necessity

without its ceasing to be sin and subjecting to those

conditions which are involved in a wrong relation

to God and our divine destination. Psyckikos des-

ignates man not simply as sarkOcoa or harmatifloM

as interchangeable with these (cf. I Cor. iii. 1), but
according to his natural condition and because he

is at present tarkinoa and hamarUUaa, he does not
share the divine principle of life.

The true knowledge of the relation of the soul and
the spirit is of great significance in relation to the

person of Christ. The preexistence and incarna-

tion of Christ do not imply the union of two per-

sons in him, but the subject of the

7. Bearing incarnation is identical with the man
on Person- Jesus, and accordingly the spirit of the

altty of Son of God is the personal principle in

Jesus, him. But this does not justify Apol-

linaris' conception of a divine principle

of life, with body and soul as the human aspect of

Christ, resting on the distinction between spirit,

soul, and body. On the contrary, the Spirit of God,

as this belonged to the eternal Son, was the prin-

ciple of growth of the God-man in the womb of the

Vix^; the child of the mother along with his life

from her received his human soul. "Die soul is the

bearer of the spirit, hence Jesus is man according to

spirit, soul, and body—^human spirit, human soul,

and human body, and yet divine-human; in the

soul of Christ God's Spirit and man's spirit are so

united that there is no duality of personal life. There
would be no person of Christ without the incama-
tion. He who is eternal God has in spirit, soul, and
body become perfectly member of our race. But one
must hold that this fact is not dependent on our
capacity to think it, and the limits of its conceivar

biUty are not the limits of its truth, or of the neces-

saiy expressions of faith. See Heart, Biblical
Usage. C. A. Beckwith.
Bibuoorapht: F. DelitHch, BiUieal PaycMogy, Edin-

buxsh, 1867; J. T. Beck. Oi4tftn«f of Biblical P&yckiAooy,
ft). 1877; H. H. Wendt, Die Btgriffe Fleiaeh uad Geiti im
bibliKhm Spraehcebraueh, Qotha, 1878; C. I. Iv«9. The
B«U« Doctrine of the Soul, Philadelphia. 1878; E. White.
Life in Chriel, London. 1878; C. M. Meul. The Soul Here
and Hereafter, Boston, 1870; J. B. Heard. Tripartiie Na-
ture of Man, Edinburgh. 1882; B. Weias. BiMieal Theol-
ogy ofthe N. T„ 2 vols., ib. 1882; W. P. Dickson. St. PauTe
Uee of the Terms Fleeh and Spirit, Glaacow. 1883; Q. F.
Oehler. Theolon of the O. T., New York. 1883; A. West-
phal. Chair el espril, Toulouse. 1885; E. WAraer. Biblitehe
Anlhropoloffie, pp. 77 sqq., Stutt«art. 1887; H. Schulte.
Theology of the O. T., London. 1802; J. Laidlaw. BihU
DoOrine of Man, Edinbuxsh, 1806; W. Beywhli«, Th^

oLooy ofthe N, 7*., 2 vols., ib. 1890; O. FfleidevBr, PawHmia-
mue, pp. 60 sqq.. Leipaio, 1890, Eng. tnmsl., London. 1897;

T. Simon. Die Peyehologie dee Apoetele Paulus, Gdttinfleo.

1897; F. E. Biightman. inJTS, ii (1900), 273 sqq.; W. H.

Schoemaker, in JBL, zxiii (1894), 13 sqq.; E. W. Win-
stanloy. Spirit in the New Tealament, London. 1908; P.

Toige. Seelenglavbe und Uneterbliehkeitehoffnuno im AUem
Tedttmenl, Leipsic. 1909; DB, u. 14-16, iv. 163-109; EB,
ii. 1634^0, iv. 4751-54; DCO, ii. 608-070, 671-073.
For the arebeolocy and symbolism of th^ subject in

early art the reader should oonsult F. Gabrol, Dietianmain
d^archMogie ehriUenne el de liturgie, i. 1470 sqq.*(faae. v.).

Paris. 1904 (exoeedincly nob, and with a wealth of

Uterature).

SOULB, sOi, JOSHUA: Methodist Episcopal

South; b. at Bristol, Me., Aug. 1, 1781; d. at Nash-
ville, Tenn., Mar. 6, 1867. He was converted 1797,

lioeused to preach 1798, and admitted into the Xew
England Conference, 1709; was presiding elder,

with the exception of one year, 1804-16, when he

was appointed book-agent in New York. He was
the author of the plan for a delegated general con-

ference of the church, which was accepted at Bal-

timore in 1808; and was editor of the Methodist

MagcainBy 1816-19. He preached in New York
1820-22, and in Baltimore, 1822-24; was elected

bishop, 1824; and at the division of the church in

1844, he adhered to the Methodist Episcopal Church
South, and thereupon moved to Nashville, Tenn.
He was a presiding officer of great executive abUity,

and in the graver and more important councils of

the church had no superior for discreet judgment,
and prudence in counsel. As a preacher he was slow

and deliberate, but always sound in doctrine, strong

in argument, and vigorous in style. He was a man
of remarkable strength, both of character and of

intellect.

Bibuoorapht: The subject is treated in the works 00 the
Methodist Episcopal Church North and South under
MBTHODisfn, such ss those of A. Stevens, C. Elliott, N.
Banffi, Q. Alexander, and J. M. Buckley (for bibliociaph*
ical data see vii. 356 of this work).

SOULS^ SLBBP OF. See Iioibiuckdiatb Stats.

SOUTER,sau'ter, ALEXANDER: Sootch-EngiiBh

Presbyterian layman; b. at Perth, Scotland, Aug.
14, 1873. He was educated at the University of

Aberdeen (M.A., 1893) and Gonville and Caius Col-

lege, G^unbridge (B.A., 1896). From 1897 to 1903
he was assistant in humanity and lecturer in Latin
and in classical paleography in the University of

Aberdeen, and since 1903 has been Yates professor

of New-Testament Greek and exegesis in Mansfidd
College, Oxford. He was an examiner in the Uni-
versity of London in 1906 and in the University of

Aberdeen in 1906-10, and a representative of the

Joint Board of the Scottish Universities for 1906-
1907. He has edited R. Ogilvie's HortB Latin<B (Lon-
don, 1901) and the twenty-eighth book of livy (in

collaboration with G. Middleton; Edinburgh, 1902),

and has written De codicibus manaacriptU Auffua-
tim qruBferurUur Qutjutionum Veteria el Novi Tesla-

menti (Vienna, 1905) and A Study of Ambrosiaater
(Cambridge, 1905).

S0X7TH SEA ISLANDS, MISSIOlffS m THE: Un-
der this term are included the various groups of

islands lyiog between the continent of America
on the east and Australia, the East Lidies, and

the Philippines on the west, and south of 20^
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north latitude, with the exception of Fiji and the

Hawaiian Talanda, to which separate articles are

devoted.

Anstnl or Tabnai IsUuids: A small group ex-

tending from about liSP to 151^ 50' west longitude

in about 22° south latitude, under French control,

with a steadily decreasing population (1,400 in 1880,

1,000 in 1900). The principal islands are Rurutu,
Tubuai, and Rapa Iti. A terrible epidemic having
appeared in Rurutu in 1821, two of the chiefs re-

solved to sail to a happier land. One of them, Auura,
after long exposure reached the Society Islands and
eventually landed at Raiatea, where he met the
Rev. John Williams (q.v.)of the London Mission-

ary Society. In three months he and his companions
had learned to read and went back to Rurutu
accompanied by some Christians from Raiatea.

These were the first of a large company of South Sea
Islanders who have been foreign missionaries. The
idols were soon given up, and Christianity was firmly

established. John Williams visited some of the
islands in 1823. In 1887 two of the members of

the native church in Rurutu volunteered for mis-
sion work in New Guinea. As the islands passed to

French rule the Paris Missionary Society took over
the work in 1890, and now has 8 stations, 10 native

pastors, 477 chun^-members, and 624 scholars.

Bismarck Archipelago! A large group lying north
of eastern New Guinea, in 145^-165° east longitude,

and about 6° south latitude, part of which was for^

meriy known as the New Britain Archipelago, since

1884 under the German flag. The native population

(1906) is about 188,000 with 299 non-native colored,

and 463 whites. The principal islands are Neu Pom-
mem, Neu Mecklenbuig, Neu Lauenburg, Neu Han-
nover, Admiralty, Anchorite, Commerson, and
Hermit. The Methodist Biissionary Society of

Australaaia under Rev. Geoige Brown, with teachers

from Fiji and Samoa, began work in 1875 in New
Britain and New Ireland—^nowNeu Pommem and
Neu Mecklenburg. It has 186 churches, 18 preaching-

stations, 8 missionaries, 5 missionary sisters, 7
native ministers, 12 catechists, 168 native teachers,

249 class leaden, 4,608 church-members, one col-

lege, named after Rev. Geoige Brown, 6 training-

institutions with 109 students, 189 Sunday-schools
with 5,481 scholars, 196 day schools with 5,463

scholars, and 21,017 hearers. In Neu Pommem
the Roman Catholics number 15,045, with 24
mission priests, 37 lay brothers, 28 sisters, 82 native

catechists, 75 head- and sub-stations, 85 schools,

4,123 8clK>lais, and 479 children in 13 orphan
asylums.

CaxoliiM Uaiids: Lying north of the Bismarck
Archipelago, these islands cover about 140^-163°

east longitude, in north latitude 5^-10^. Since 1899
they have been in possession of Germany by pur-

chase from Spain. The native population is about
55,000, with about 140 whites. The Spanish dis-

coveries in these seas in 1686 were followed by a
series of religious expeditions. The American
Board of Commiasioners for Foreign Missions

began work on Kusaie and Ponape imder Revs. B.

G. Snow and Luther Halsey Gulick (q.v.) in 1852,

and with valuable help from the Hawaiian Evan-
gelical Association the work prospered. In 1857

the Rev. Hiram Bingham (q.v.) of the American
Board arrived, and work was soon begun in the
Marshall and Gilbert Islands (see below). In 1865
the mission was extended to the Truk Archipelago.

The Protestant missionaries were expelled by the
Spanish government in 1887, but retumed in 1900,

and before long there were 135 native workers, 57
outstations, 99 schools, 2 printing-houses, 2 dis-

pensaries and 5,500 communicants. The American
Board is handing over its work in the Caroline

Islands to the Liebenzeller Mission, and has now
only five missionaries in these islands. The Roman
Catholic mission was established in 1887, and now
has 1,880 adherents, 12 priests, 12 lay brothers, 6
sisters, 18 head- and sub-stations, 7 schools, and 200
scholars.

Cook or Hervey Islands: These islands, belonging

to Great Britain, lie between 157** and 170® west
longitude and about 20® south latitude. The prin-

cipal islands are Rarotonga, Mangaia, Aitutaki, and
Atiu (Vatiu). The group was annexed to New
Zealand in 1901. In 1821 Papeiha and Vahopa-
ta. Christians connected with the London Mis-

sionary Society from Raiatea in the Society Islands,

landed in Aitutaki where Christianity was soon ao-

ceptedl Papeiha passed on to Mangaia, but it was
not till 1825 that the mission was established there.

Papeiha was also the apostle of Rarotonga, which
was discovered by the Rev. John Williams in 1821,

who frequently visited the island between 1823 and
1834. When he landed the people were ignorant of

Christian worship, when he left he did not know of a
house in the island where family prayer was not
offered morning and evening. Over 500 men and
women have passed through the Training Institu-

tion begun in 1839, many of whom have gone to

evangelize other islands. The London Missionary

Society now has 3 missionaries, 21 ordained natives,

23 day schools with 1,283 scholars and 22 Simday-
schools with 1,152 scholars, and 4,885 adherents.

The Roman Catholics arrived in 1894, and now
have 6 priests and six sisters and about 100 converts.

The Seventh Day Adventists began work in 1890,

and have one missionary and 50 adherents.

BUice Islands: These islands, under British con-
trol, are situated 176^-180° east longitude and 5"

to 11^ south latitude. The area is about fifteen

square miles, and the population about 2,400. The
principal islands are Sophia, Ellice, Nukufetan, and
Vaitupu. In 1861 Klikana and other Christians

from Manihiki in the Penrhyn Group were carried

by stress of weather some 1,200 miles to Nakulsels
in the Ellice Islands. Elikana, who was a deacon,

began preaching Christianity. Rev. Archibald

Wright Murray, of the London Missionary Society,

from Samoa visited the islands and settled Samoan
teachers there in 1865. Some years previously a
knowledge of the tme God had been brought by a
man named Stuart, who was the master of a trading-

vessel from Sydney. The group is now worked with

the Tokelau Islands as part of the Samoan mission.

In the two groups there are 13 ordained natives,

1,488 church-members, 2,411 adherents, 13 day
schools with 1,428 scholars, and 13 Sunday-schools

with 1,543 scholars.

Gflbert Islands: These islands, belonging to Great
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Britain and conosting of atolls, lie on both eideB of

the equator between 172^ and 177^ east longitude.

They have an area of 166 square miles and a popu-
lation of about 30,000 natives and 100 whites. The
principal islands are Tarawa, Apamana, Aranaka,
Tamana, Marakei, and Nonouti. After a brief

visit in 1855 the American Board of Commissioners
for Foreign Blissions began work in 1857 under the
Rev. Hiram Bingham, with the help of Hawaiian
teachers, and he after seven years' labor retired be-

cause of ill-health to Honolulu, where he devoted
himself to literary labor for the Gilbert Islanders,

and took charge of a Gilbert Island colony. The
American Board now works in the nine northern
islands, two southern islands, and Ocean Island.

There are training-institutions at Kusaie in the
Carolines, and in Ocean Island. Three mission-

aries work for the group, and much progress is

made. The London Missionary Society began work
in 1870 and for thirty years the islands were served

by native teachers from Samoa. In 1900 a resident

missionary was placed in the island of Bern. The
London Missionary Society now has 2 missionaries

with 5 stations in the Southern Islands, 13 ordained
natives, 19 preachers, 576 church-members, 5,281

adherents, 28 Sunday-schools with 1,568 scholars,

29 day schools with 1,462 scholars, and a training-

institution. The Roman Catholics started work in

1892, and there are 12,965 Roman Catholics, 1,800

catechumens, 19 priests, 13 lay brothers, 20 sisters,

87 catechists, 15 head- and sub-stations, 98 schools,

and 3,310 scholars.

Loyalty Islands: This French group, consisting of

the three laxge islands of Uvea, Lifu, and Mar6, and
a number of very small ones, lies in 166^-168° east

longitude and about 20^-22^ south latitude. They
have an area of about 800 square miles and a popu-
lation of over 15,000. The Rev. Archibald Wright
Murray of the London Blissionary Society, from
Samoa, visited Mar6 in 1841, and found that a
Christian from Tonga had been working there for

seven years. Two teachers from Samoa were settled

in Maj:^ and the work prospered. In 1854 two
missionaries began their residence there. In 1841

Pao from Rarotonga began his apostolic service.

The Rev. Samuel Macfarlane arrived in 1859. Two
yeara later a training-institution was started. Na-
tive Christians from Mar6 carried the Gospel to

Uvea m 1856. The London Missionary Society has
now one missionary in Lifu, and in Lifu and Uvea
there are 37 ordained natives, 101 preachers, 37
Sunday-schools with 2,243 scholars, 2,348 chureh-
members, and 6,173 adherents. The Paris Mis-

sionary Society has one missionary in Mar6. The
Roman Catholics came in 1864, but were not firmly

established till 1875.

Marianne or Ladrone Islands: The Ladrone group,
bought from Spain by Germany hi 1899 (with the

exception of Guam, which is held by the United
States), consists of about twenty islands in 142^-

148^ east longitude and 13^-21'' north latitude, with
a population of about 2,700 natives. Guam has an
area of about 200 square miles and a population of

11,490, of whom 331 are foreignere. The Jesuits

settled in these islands in 1667. In 1907 the mission

became an apostolic prefecture, and now has 12,216

adherents and 6 priests. The American Board of

Commissioners for Foreign Missions opened a sta-

tion in Guam in 1900, and is represented by one
married missionary and 50 church-members.
Marquesas Islands: These islands, under tiie

French flag, are closely grouped on both sides of 140^

west longitude and in 9^-11^ south latitude. They
have an area of about 480 square miles and a popu-
lation of about 4,000. The laigest islands are Nuka^
hiva and Hivaoa. In 1797 William Pascoe Crook
of the London Blissionary Society landed from the
ship " Duff " and stayed two years. Other abor-
tive attempts were made by the same society in

1826, 1829, and 1834, and by the American Board of

Commissioners for Foreign Blissions in 1833. In
1853 a Blarquesan chief whose daughter had mar-
ried a Hawaiian asked for missionaries from Hawau,
and in response Kanwealoha and othere went.
There are now 600 Christians under the care of
Hawaiian teachere. The ParisBlissionary Society has
5 stations, one missionary, and 2 native pastors. The
Roman Catholics number 2,800 with 8 priests, 7 lay

brothers, 12 sisters, and 29 head- and sub-stations.

Marshall Islands: This group, belonging to Ger-
many and situated northeast of the Carolines (ut

sup.) in about 161''-171'' east longitude and 4*'-13°

north latitude, has an area of about 1,400 square
miles and an estimated population of about 10,000.
The principal islands are Bfajeru, Jaluit, Blulgrave,
Ralicik, and Blentschikoff. Tlie American Board of

Commissioners for Foreign Blissions paid these
islands a brief visit in 1855, and opened a mission
in 1857 under Dr. 0. Pierson and Rev. E. T. Douane
with the help of Hawaiian native teachers. In 1880
the headqiiarters were removed to Kusaie in the
Caroline Islands, and a training-<x>llege was opened
there. Some Gilbert Islanders trained at Kusaie
opened work in Nauru or Pleasant Island, where the
Pacific Phosphate Co. employs about 1,500 MarwhitT]

and other ielandera. In 1899 a resident missionary
was placed there, and substantial progress ensued.
The American Board has now 4 missionaries for the
group, two residing at Kusaie, 20 churches, 83 places
of worship, 3,371 chureh-members, 4,163 Christian

Endeavorere, 87 schools, and 1,417 scholara. The
Roman Catholic mission has 7 priests, 8 lay brothers,

15 sisters, 4 head- and sub-stations, 6 schools, 170
scholars, 323 Roman Catholics, and 523 catechumens.
Hew Caledonia: This island is imited tuKier

French control with the Loyalty Islands (ut sup.)

and the Isle of Pines. It is a long, narrow island

lying northwest and southeast in 164^-166^ east

longitude and 20^-23^ south latitude. Its area is

7,650 square miles, and the native population of the
group is about 28,000; the white and other popula-
tion, including convicts, numbere about 26,000. The
London Blissionary Society settled native teachers
from Samoa in the Isle of Pines and New Caledonia
in 1840. Four years later three of them were mur-
dered in the Isle of Pines, and the rest were removed
in 1845. The French, who took possession in 1853,
would not allow the mission to be recommenced in

1861 and subsequently, but some native evangelists

from Uvea in the Loyalty Islands have worked
there occasionally. New Caledonia is now a French
penal colony, wi^ over 7,000 convicts. The Roman
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Catholics b^gan work in 1847, and have a bishop,

49 priests, 33 lay brothers, 100 sisters, 32 head- and
sub-stations, 50 churches, 45 schools, 1,033 scholars,

and 32,500 adherents. The Paris Missionaiy So-

ciety maintains two missionaries.

Dutch New Gufaiea: The part of the island of

New Guinea (lying north of Australia) belonging to

Holland extends from the western coast to 171°

east longitude; the area is 151,780 square miles, and
the population is estimated to be 200,000. The first

missionaries to New Guinea were C. W. Ottow
and J. G. Geissler who were sent to Dutch New
Guinea by Pastor Gossner of Berlin in 1855. The
Utrecht Missionary Society, which sent mission-

aries thither in 1862, has now 4 missionaries, 1,200

Christians, 3,000 attendants at worship, 30 native

helpers, and many schools. There are 1,200 Roman
Catholics, 210 catechumens, 7 priests, 8 lay brothers,

5 sisters, 4 stations, 13 schools, and 404 scholars.

British New Ouhiea or Papua: To the British

belong, under the name of the Territory of Papua
(since 1006), the southeastern part of New Guinea
from 171^ east longitude eastwards and the islands

between 141^ and 155° east longitude and 8° and
12° south latitude. The area is about 00,540 square
miles, with a population estimated at half a million

natives with about 1,200 others. The London
MissJonaiy Society began work in 1871 under the

Revs. Archibald Wright Murray and Samuel Mo-
Fariane, with teachers from Mar6 and Lifu. They
settled at first in the Torres Straits Islands and
established a training-institution in Murray Island;

in 1872 some teachers were settled on the mainland.

The Rev. William George Lawes, from Nive, arrived

1874, and the Rev. James Chalmers from Rarotonga
in 1877. Cbahners, with Rev. Oliver Tomkins, was
killed and eaten by cannibals at Goaribari in 1001,

Native teachers from the South Seas have rendered

conspicuouB service, especially Tepeso of Mar6, in

the Loyalty Islands, and Ruatoka of Mangaia, in

the Cook Islands. The training-institution is now
at Vatorata. There are now 15 head stations, 188

out-stations and schools, 38 Sunday-schools with

1,000 scholars, 15 missionaries, 2,514 church-mem-
bers in New Guinea and the Torres Straits Islands,

188 South Sea and Papuan native teachers, and
14,000 adherents. The society's sphere extends over

1,000 miles of coast line from the Dutch frontier to

Mihie Bay. The Methodist liissionary Society

of Australasia began work in 1801 under the Rev.
George Brown, with South Sea teachers. Its sphere

is from Milne Bay to Cape Vogel. It has 62 churches,

200 other preaching-places, 10 missionaries, 120
native teachers, 127 class leaders, 1,407 church-

members, 2,150 catechumens, 4 training-institu-

tions, 83 Sunday-schools with 4,166 scholars, 77
day schools with 3,005 scholars, and 22,065 at-

tendants at worship. The Anglican Mission con-

nected with the Australian Board of Missions, whose
sphere is from Gape Vogel to Mitre Rock, began
work in 1801 under the Rev. A. A. Madaren. It

now has a bishop, 8 clergy, 5 laymen, 10 ladies, 30
South Sea teachere, 16 Papuan teachers and evan-

gelists, 540 members, 432 catechumens. The Roman
Catholics, with headquarters at Yule Island, number
4,507, with 25 priests, 20 lay brothers, 37siBterB, 15

catechists, 20 stations, 28 schools, and 1,506 scholars.

Oeiman New Guinea (Kaiser Wilhehn's Land):
The northeastern section of New Guinea, together

with some adjacent islands, has been in German
possession since 1884. The area is estimated at
70,000 square miles, and the native population at

110,000, with 184 whites and 207 others (mostly
Chinese). The Neuendettelsau Blission began work
in 1886. It has 13 stations, 45 churches, 2,180
chureh-members, 1,414 communicants, 1,350 cate-

chumens, 3,305 adherents, 35 missionaries and
assistants, 18 native preachers, and 25 schools. The
Rhenish Missionary Society began work in 1887.

It has 4 stations, 12 missionaries, 3 native teachers,

04 baptised natives, 75 communicants, and 7
schools with 206 scholars. The Roman Catholics

number 1,000 with 24 priests, 20 assistants, 20
sisters, 10 stations, and 10 schools with 405 scholars.

Hew Hebrides: A group of islands in 166^-

171^ east Iqngitude and 15^-21^ south latitude, under
the joint supervision and protectorate of France and
Great Britain. The population is estimated at
80,000. The principal islands are Espiritu Santo,
Mallicolo, Aurora, Pentecost, Tanna, Sandwich, and
Efate or Vate. The mission history of the New
Hebrides falls into three periods: (1) From 1830
to 1848, when it was under the care of the London
Missionary Society. (2) From 1848 to 1864, when
the Presbyterian missionaries from Nova Scotia

and Scotland had chaise, assisted by the Marine
Service of the London Missionary Society. (3)

From 1864 onward, when the Presbyterian churches
of Australasia undertook the responsible control.

The Rev. John Williams (q.v.) of the London
liissionary Society left Samoa in 1830 with a party
of Samoan teachers for the New Hebrides. He
placed three of them at Tanna and proceeded to
Erromanga, where with James Harris, who was on a
visit from Sydney, he was murdered and eaten by
cannibals. Visits to various islands in the group
were soon afterward paid by the Revs. Thomas
Heath and Archibald Wright Murray from the
same mission, and teachers were settled. In
1842 the Rev. George Turner and Henry Nesbit
of the same mission made a few months' stay in

Taima, but had to withdraw through the hostility of

the natives. Three years later native teachers

from Samoa and Rarotonga were settled in Taima.
In the early days of the New Hebrides Mission,

Christian teachers from other islands did splendid

service, of whom at least 100 came from the London
Missioiuuy Society's training-institutions. During
the second period, native agents from the same
institutions were placed at nine or ten of the islands.

In 1848 the Rev. John Geddie was sent out by
the Presbyterians of Nova Scotia and settled in

Aneiteum. Four years later he was joined there

by the Rev. John IngUs of the Reformed Presby-

terian Chureh of Scotland. Geddie retired in 1872.

The following memorial is put up in his memory:

—

" When he landed here in 1848 there were no Chris-

tians, when he left in 1872 there were no heathen."

In 1854 another futUe attempt was made on Taima,
but in 1858 Rev. John G. Paton (q.v.) with two
other missionaries from Scotland settled there.

Now after more than sixty years' toil there are three
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well-eetablished mission statiooB in Tanna with

scores of out-stations and some thousands of con-

verts. Paton spent afterwards fifteen years at

Aniwa. In 1857 the Rev. Geoi^ge N. Gordon, a
Presbyterian from Nova Scotia, settled on Erro-

manga. Three years later he was killed there with

his wife, and some twelve years later his brother,

James D. Gordon, was also murdered there. In

1864 the Australian Presbyterians took the respon-

sible control of this mission, now called the New
Hebrides Mission. It works in the southern islands

of the group, and is supported by the Presbyterian

Church in Canada, New Zealand, Australia, and
Scotland, with the help of the special John G.

Paton Mission Fund. It has now 27 missionaries,

5 hospitals, 300 native teachers, 20,000 professing

Christians, and 20,000 other adherents. The work
in the northern Hebrides is carried on by the Melane-

sian Mission. When Geoige Augustus Selwyn (q.v.)

was consecrated bishop of New Zealand in 1841, it

was suggested that he should carry on a mission

among the Melanesian Islands. From 1847 to 1849

he made many missionary voyages among these

islands. In 1850 that part of the island world was
adopted at a meeting of bishops of Australasia as

their special sphere under the Australian Board of

Missions. The Rev. John Coleridge Patteson (q.v.)

joined the mission in 1855 and was consecrated

bishop of Melanesia in 1861; he made many mis-

sionaiy vY)yage8 and established teachers in many in-

lands. He was murdered in 1871 at Nakupu in the

Solomon Islands (see below). The work was ef-

fectively carried on by Rev. H. Codrington and
George Sarawia, the native deacon. In 1877 Rev.
John Richard Selwyn was made bishop and carried

on the work successfully. The headquarters are now
in Norfolk Island. The language of Mota in the

Banks Islands has been made the lingua franca of

the mission, and every scholar is trained in it at

Norfolk Island also, and teaches it on his return

home. The work is carried on in three of the north

islands of the New Hebrides, and also in the Banks
Islands and Torres Islandis, with 9 deigy, 344

teachers, 1,181 communicants, and 2,202 hearers.

It has a hospital and training-school in Norfolk

Island, with central schools in several of the groups.

Samoa: The Samoan group, extending over ap-

proximately 167*»-174° west longitude and 13^-16*'

south latitude, is (since 1900) partitioned between
the United States and Germany, the latter possess-

ing all west of longitude 171^. The laigest islands

under German rule are Upolu, Manono, Apolinia,

and Savaii; and under American, Tutuila and Ma-
nua, in the former is the commodious harbor of Pago
Pago. The Rev. John Williams visited the islands

of this group in 1830, and found that a mission had
been started by some Christians from the Mar-
quesas Islands, who after drifting about for three

months had been carried to Manua. The first

resident white missionary settled in 1836, the

printing-press was established in 1839, the Manua
Training Institution was founded in 1844. Under
the Revs. George Turner and Charles Hardie, a
central school for girls at Papauta was opened in

1891. There are now 11 missionaries, 174 ordained
natives, 326 preachers, about 200 churches, 8,861

church-members, 232 Sunday-schools with 9,263

scholars, 211 day schools with 7,975 scholars, and

24,912 adherents. The Wesleyan Missionary Society

b^;an work in 1835, and that mission is now under

the chaige of the Methodist Missionary Society of

Australasia. It has 47 churches, 29 preachiisg-

stations, 3 missionaries, 5 native ministers, 35

catechists, 96 teachers, 487 class leaders, 255 local

preachers, 76 Sunday-schools with 1,783 scholars,

and about the same number of day schools and

scholars, 2,683 chiuxsh-members, and 6,778 attend-

ants at public worship. The Roman Catholics be-

gan work in 1845, and have a bishop, 22 priests, 12

lay brothers, 13 sisters, 15 stations, 25 schools, azid

6,315 adherents. The Mormon Mission has 17

elders and 303 adherents. The Seventh Day Ad-

ventists arrived in 1890, and have 2 missionaries,

10 adherents, and one school.

Santa Cruz: This group, under British control

lies north of the New Hebrides between 165® and

170® east longitude and 8®-12® south latitude; is

sometimes reckoned with the New Hebrides. The

laigest ishmds are Santa Cruz, Tupua, and Van:-

koro. Alvaro de Mendana of Peru made a disastrous

attempt in 1567 to found a colony in the island

which he named Santa Cruz. After his death his

widow returned home with the colonists. In 1856

the Rev. John Coleridge Patteson (q.v.) visited the

island, but did not land till 1862. Two years later

he spent two days in the island, but the mission

boat was attacked by the natives and two Norfolk

Islanders named Ekiwin Nobbs and Fisher Young
lost their lives. In the next year or two Patteson

paid more visits, but was not able to make much
advance. In 1871 he attempted to land at Nukapu,
one of the islands in the group, and entered a natir?

canoe and went ashore. He was soon killai.

Joseph Atkin and Stephen, a native of Bauro, died

from wounds they had received. Bishop John
Richard Selwyn visited Santa Cruz three year?

later, and had some of the natives educated at

Norfolk Island, the headquarters of the Melanesian

Mission. The work is now well established through-

out the islands of the group under that mission,

with 22 native teachers, 11 schools, 77 baptized,

16 conununicants, 4 catechumens, and 221 hearers.

The Society Islands or Tahiti Archipelago: This

group, under French rule, extends over 148^-155°

west longitude and 15^-18^ south latitude. It is

sometimes made to include the Austral Isles (see

above). The principal island is Tahiti, with an area

of 600 square miles, while Moorea has an area of

about 50 square miles. The total population is

about 15,000. Biissions were begun by ^e London
Missionary Society, whose ship " The Duff " under
the command of Captain James Wilson reached
Tahiti in 1797 with 30 missionaries. Severe hard-

ships were endured and the missionaiy band ^iis

soon much reduced in numbers. The first Christian

church in the Pacific was dedicated here in 1800,

and the long night of toil ended in 1811, when the

conversion of King Pomare and the burning of idols

in several islands ushered in a brighter day; a

printing-press was established in 1817, and a Tahi-

tian Missionary Society started in the following year.

The Rev. John Williams arrived in 1817, and lot
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fifteen years made Raiatea his home. A complete

Bible was published in 1830, chiefly through the

labors of Rev. Heniy Nott, one of the first mission-

aries, who rendered forty-eight years of valuable

service. In 1836 two French Roman Catholic priests

who attempted to settle in Tahiti were expelled by
the queen, but shortly afterwazds the Roman Catho-
lics wece established in the island by the French gov-
ernment. The Paris Missionary Society has 18 sta-

tions, 5 missionaries, 1 1 European teachers, 27 native

pastors, 4,615 church-members, 253 catechumens,
1,794 scholars. There are 7,008 Roman Catholics,

23 mission priests, 10 lay brothers, 24 sisters, 80
catechists, 85 stations, and 14 schools with 207
scholarB. The Seventh Day Adventists arrived in

1892, and have 7 missionaries, 73 adherents, and
one school with 30 scholars.

Hme or Savage Jslasd: See Vol. xii., supple-

ment.

The Solomon Islands: These islands lie in 155^-

163° east longitude and 5''-ll'' south latitude. The
lazge eastern island Bougainville and some smaller

islands and islets belong to Germany; the western
islands have since 1899 been in possession of Great
Britain, and these include the important ishmds of

Choiseul, Mahaga, Guadalcanar, Malayta, and
Chiistoval; area 8,357 square miles, population
about 150,000. The Roman Catholic missions were
begun in the South Solomon Islands by the Marist
Fathers in 1845 under Bishop Epalle, who with
three priests was killed and eaten by cannibals on
Ysabel Island. In 1895 a mission w^ begun in the
NorUi Solomon Islands. There are now in both
groups 390 Roman Catholics, a bishop, a rector, 20
priests, 12 stations, 1,180 catechumens, and 12

schools with 357 scholars. The congregation of

The Sacred Heart has also 12 priests at Issoudun.
The Melanesian Mission began work in the Solomon
Islands in 1857 under Bishop G. A. Selwyn and Rev.
John Coleridge Patteson. It now has stations and
schools on moat of the group, with 11 cleigy, 393
teachers, 151 schools, 8,026 baptised, 1,822 com-
municants, 1,163 catechumens, and 2,377 hearers.

The Methodist Missionary Society of Australasia

commenced work in 1902 under Rev. George Brown.
It now has 27 churches, 13 preaching-stations, 4
missionarieB, 2 missionary sisters, 127 class leaders,

68 church-niembers, 12 South &e& teachers, 6 Sun-
day-schools with 1,050 scholars, 15 day schools

with 857 scholars, and 8,800 hearers. The South
Sea Evangelical Mission began work in these islands

in 1904. It has on four of the islands 11 mission-

aries, 4 stations, and 45 out-stations with native

teachers, 1 boarding-school with 100 scholars;

about 430 islanders have been baptised.

Tongia or Friendly Islands: The Tonga Islands lie

south of the Samoan group and east of the Fijian,

in 173^-177** west longitude and 15*'-23® 30' south

latitude; area 390 square miles, population 22,000.

Since 1^99 they have been under British protection.

Mission work was begun in 1797 by the London
Missionaiy Society, whose ship " The Duff

"

settled ten naJadonaries there. Three of them,
Daniel Bowell, Samuel Gaulton, and Samuel Harper,
were killed by natives and the mission was aban-
doned without fliMocesB in 190Q. Th^ Wesl^an

Methodist Missionary Society reopened the work in

1822 under the Rev. W. M. Lawry, but he left in

the following year so that the Wesleyan Methodist
Mission practically dates from 1826 when the Rev.
John Thomas landed. In the mean time some native

missionaries, sent from Tahiti, in the Society Islands,

to open a station in Fiji, were detained through
stress of weather in Tongatabu. Other workers
were soon sent from Tahiti, and the adherence of a
chief and 400 people was gained, and a chiuxsh was
built. After the Rev. John Thomas, who was the

evangelist of Tonga, the Rev. Stephen Rabone and
Thomas Adams and others consolidated the work.

A most remarkable featiure of the past thirty years

has been the Tubou College, founded by Dr. Egan
Moulton, where a niunber of yoimg men have been
trained for New Guinea and other mission fields.

The whole group has been Christianized, and Tonga
has taken its place among the civilized nations.

In 1885 the Rev. Sidney Baker, who was afterwards

premier, caused a disruption by foimding the Tonga
Free Chureh, which, though not connected with any
conference, has remained loyal to Methodist doctrine

and polity. It has 15,000 adherents. The original

Wesleyan Chureh claims about 5,000, and there is

a prospect of reunion in the near future. The
Roman Catholics have a bishop, 22 priests,

and 14 stations. The Seventh Day Adventists,

who arrived in 1890, have 4 missionaries, 12 ad-

herents, 2 schools with 69 scholars.

Arthur N. Johnson.
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SOUTH, ROBERT: Church of England prelate

and preacher of first rank ; b. at Hackney, Lon-
don, Sept. 4, 1634; d. in London July 8, 1716. His
father was a wealthy London merchant, who af-

forded his son every advantage for a thorough edu-

cation. His preparatory studies were pursued in

the Westminster School, where he became a king's

scholar, under the famous master, Dr. Richiud
Busby. In 1651 he was admitted as a student of

Christ Church, Oxford (B.A., 1655; M.A., 1657, also

1650 at Cambridge; B.D., and D.D., 1663; and D.D.,

at Cambridge, 1664) . During this year he composed
a Latin poem congratulating Oliver Cromwell on the

peace which he had concluded between England
and Holland. South waa ordained in 1658 by one

of the biabopi who had been deprived of his bishop-

rio during the protectorate. In 1660, the year of the

restivation of the monarchy, he was elected orator

to the University of Oxford, and preached before the

ix^yal commission a sermon entitled the Scribe In-

strudedf which immediately placed him in the &ont
rank of English preachers. He delivered the uni-

versity oration when Clarendon was installed chan-
cellor of Oxford—a discourse which so impressed
Clarendon that he appointed him his domestic chap>
lain. This led to his installation, in 1663, as the

prebendary of St. Peter's, Westminster. In the

same year he took the degree of doctor in divinity;

and in 1670 he was made a canon of Christ Church,
Oxford. In 1678, he was presented to the rectoiy

of Islip in Oxfordshire, the revenue of which, aome
£200, he filled, half to the payment of hia curate,

and half to educating and apprenticing the poorer
children of the parish. He soon became one oi the

king's chaplains, and preached a sermon before

Charles II., marked by invective against Cromwell,
and, what is not very common with South, violalioa

of good taste. This recommended him to the mon-
arch, who suggested his appointment to the next
vacant bishopric. But South declined all such

offers. While he was a strenuous defender of the

English church, he was a determined enemy of the

Roman Catholics. The concealed popery of Charles

and the open popery of James met with determined
opposition from South. His stiff loyalty led him to

refuse to sign the invitation, drawn up by the arch-

bishop of Qmterbury and bishops, to the prince of

Orange to assume the throne; but subsequently,
when James had formally abdicated, and the crown
was settled upon "^l^^lliam and BCary, South gave in

his allegiance to the new government. While he
did not seek the honors of the Establiahmsit, he
was the determined enemy of dissent, and preached
against it. He opposed ^e Act of Toleration (see

LiBBBTT, Riuoious). When an attempt was made,
through a royal commission, to unite the Diaaenters
with the Established Church, by modifying the lit-

urgy, South entreated them to part with none of its

ceremonial. In 1693, due to his ArdmadvergionM
upon Dr. Shedoek'a Book, enHded: A VmdiocUum of
the Holy . . . Trinity (London, 1693; cf., Triiheiem
Charged upon Dr, Sherioek'a New Notion of the Trin-
ity, 1695), he had a controversy with William Sher-
lock, a fellow churchman, and dean of St. Paul's,

who, in his construction of the doctrine of the Trin-
ity, fell into tritheism. South advocated the Nicene
view. The last part of his life was clouded with
sickness and debility which laid him aside from the
active duties of his calling.

South's distinction is Uiat of a preacher, and he
is second to none in any language. No one has
combined and blended logic and rhetoric in more
perfect proportions. He argues closely and rigor-

ously; but the argument never interferes with the

fluency and impetuosity of the discourse; even such
subjects as predestination and the Trinity are made
popular and interesting by his powerful grasp and
handling, and all this is heightened by his remark-
able style. The closeness and intimacy of the con-

nection between thought and word is hardly excelled

by Shakespeare.
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South was a Calvinist at a time when the drift

of the High-church episcopacy, which he favored,

aet strongly toward Arminianism. Though anti-

Puritan, and bitterly so, in regard to polity, both
civil and ecclesiastical, he was a Puritan in theology.

John Owen was not a higher predestinarian than he,

and Richard Baxter was a lower one. It must have
been from an intense conviction of the truth of this

type of doctrine, that South, in the face of all his

prejudices and ojf his ecclesiastical and courtiy con-

nections, defended it with might and main. For this

reason, the great anti-Puritan has continued to

have warm admirers among Puritans and Non-con-
formists.

There have been many editions of his Sermons
(best ed., 12 vols., London, 1704-44, with a memoir
of his life and writings in vol. xii., 1717; reissued,

ed. W. G. T. Shedd, 6 vols., Boston, 1866-71).

W. G. T. SHEDDf.
BnuooaiPBT: ITie standard mflmoir it that in the S«r-

tmona, at mip. Consult further John Baibei^s funeral ora-
tion, TK€ Character of (he Rev. amd Learned Dr. Robert
Smtlh, Loodoo, 1716; A. h Wood, Atheam Oxumenaee, ed.-

P. Bliss. It. 831-«32. and FaeH, u. 168. 182. 200. 276.
281, 334. 4 Tok.. London, 1813-20; W. C. Lake, South
the Rhetorician, in J. £. Kempe, Claeeie Preaeher§ of the
BnoHah Chunh, 2 series, London, 1877-78; W. H. Button,
The EnoH^ Church UStS-iTU), pp. 288. 208. London,
1903; DNB, liiL Tl&'TTJ.

SOUTHCOTT, sQUtfa'oet, JOANNA, AND THE
SOUTHCOmANS: The founder of a short-lived

English sect (b. at Gittisham, 14 m. n.e. of Ex-
mouth, Devonshire, Apr., 1750; d. at London Dec.
27, 1814) and her followers. Interpreting the text

Rev. xii. 1 sqq. as signifsring the speedy advent of

the Messiah, she declared herself to be the bride of

the Lamb, and, although sixty-four years old, an-
nounced tiiat she was about to give birth to the
future Messiah, this belief being caused probably
by tympanites. She required her followers to keep
the Jewish laws regarding clean and unclean meat
and the observance of the SabbatJi. A magnificent
cradle was made to receive the future prince, or
" second Shiloh," and both Joanna and her ad-
herents waited patienUy for her delivery. She died,

however, of the disease named above ; but her
tracts, some sixty in number, and her works, of
which the most important were The Strange Effects

of Faith, with Remarkable Prophecies , , . of Things
which are to come (2 parts, Exeter, 1801-02; contains

autobiographical material); A Dispute between the

Woman and the Power of Darkness (London, 1802)

;

Divine and Spiritual Communications (1803) ; TTom^
ing iothe Whole World from the Sealed Prophecies of
JoonnaSouMcott (2 parts, 1803); The Second Book of
Fmons(1803); Copies and Parts of Copies of Letters

and Communications, written from Joanna Souihr
coU (1804); Second Book of the Sealed Prophecies

(1805); A Caution and Instruction to the Sealed

(1807); The True Explanation of the Bible (7 parts,

1804-10); and The Book of Wonders (5 parts, 1813-

1814), were stiU eagerly read by her foUowera, who
did not abandon hope of the predicted Messiah.

The gradually dwindling sect assembled for a time
in Lcmdon to hear the words of the prophetess Elisa-

beth Peacock, and later met in the house of her son,

in Trafalgar Street, but it is unlikely that it sur-

vived the year 1880. (O. ZOcKLBBf.)

Bibuoorapht: A oonsidenble literature, belonging to the
period of her life and a very few years after her death, is

indicated in the Britieh Mueeum Calalooue^ s.v. The
ouroea are her own writings, which contain, in fragmen-
tary form, oonaiderable biographical detail. Consult: The
Life and Death of Joanna Southcott, London, 1815; (J*

Faiifoum), The Life of Joanna SouthcoU, the Propheteee,
fJb. 1814; MemoirM of the Life and Mieeion ofJoanna South'
eoU, ib. 1814; The Life and Propheciee of Joanna South-
eott, ib. 1815; J. H. Blunt. Dictionary of Secte, Heretiee,

.... pp. 5S8-670. Philadelphia. 1874; DNB, liii. 277-
279; Alice Seymour, The Expreee, Containing the Life and
Divine Writinge of Joanna Southcott, London. 1909.

SOUTHGATB, HORATIO: Protestant Episcopal
missionary bishop; b. in Portland, Me., July 5, 1812;
d. in Astoria, L. I., Apr. 12, 1894. He was grad-

uated from Bowdoin College, Brunswick, Me., 1832,

and from Andover Theological Seminary, 1835, and
was ordained deacon the same year; was engaged,

under appointment by the Protestant Episcopal

Churchy in investigating the state of Mohammedan-
ism in Turkey and Persia, 183&-38; ordained priest,

1839; missionary in Constantinople, as delegate to
the oriental churches, 184(M4; Episcopalifm mis-
sionary bishop for the dominions and dependencies
of the Sultan of Turkey, Oct. 26, 1844-49; was rec-

tor of St. Luke's Church, Portland, Me., 1851-52;
of the Church of the Advent, Boston, Mass., 1852-

1858; and of Zion Church, New York aty, 1859-

1872; and then took up his residence at Ravens-
wood, L. I. He is the author of Narrative of a Tour
through Armenia, Kurdistan, Persia, and Mesopo^
tamia (2 vols.. New York, 1840); Narrative of a
Visit to the Syrian (Jacobite) Church of MesopotamicL

(1844); A Treatise on the Antiquity, Doctrine, Minn
istry, and Worship of the Anglican Church (in Greek;
Constantinople, 1849); Parochial Sermons (New
York, 1860); and The Cross above the Crescent, a
Romance of Constantinople (Philadelphia, 1877).

Bibuoobapht: W. 8. Perry, The Bpiaeopate in AmerieOt p.
103. New York, 1896.

SOUTHWORTH, FRANKLIR CHESTER: Uni
tarian; b. at North Collins, N. Y., Oct. 15, 186a
He received his education at Harvard University

(B.A., 1887; M.A., 1892; S.T.B., 1892); was a
teacher in secondary schools, 1887-^9; served the

Unitarian church at Duluth, Minn., 1892-97, and
the Third Unitarian Church, Chicago, 1897-99; was
secretary of the Western Unitarian Conference,

1899-1902; and became president of the Meadville

Theological School, dean of the faculty, and pro-

fessor of practical theology in 1902.

SOWER, sO'er, CHRISTOPHER (CHRISTOPH
SAUR): American printer and publisher;

Laasphe (18 m. w.n.w. of Marbuig), Germany, 1693;

d. at Germantown, Pa., Sept. 25, 1758. He studied

at the University of Halle; in 1724 he emigrated to

America and settled as a farmer in Lancaster county,

Pa., but removed to Cermantown in 1731 and prac-

tised medicine there. In 1738 he acquired, largely

from philanthropic motives, a printing-press at

Gtermantown, and began the publication of a Ger-

man almanac, which was continued by his descend-

ants for sbrty years. In 1739 he issued the first

number of the HochrDeutsch pensylvanische Qe^

sehichis-Schreiber, a religious and secular journal

that exerted a huge influence upon the Gennans of
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Pennfiylvania. In 1743 he brought out a large

quarto edition of Luther's translation of the Bible.

This was the first Bible in a European language

printed in America. The type Wks brought from

Frankfort. Thereafter he issued many other works,

both in German and English. In the German books

the German form of his name is used. In connection

with his printing business he established a paper-

mill, a small ink factory, and a type-foundry, the

first in America. Sower wrote Ein abgenOtkigter

Bericht (Germantown, 1739; Eng. transl. in The
Pennsylvania Magazine, xii. 78-06, Philadelphiai

1888), pertaining to his quarrel with Conrad Bedssel,

foimder of Ephrata (see Communism, II., 5); and
Vereckiedene chriadiche Wakrheiten (1748), an an-

swer to Franklin's Plain TnUh (Philadelphia, 1747).

SOZOMEN, ses'O-men, SALAMANIUS HERMIAS:
Church historian; b. at Bethelia, a town near Gasa,

Palestine, c. 400. He came of a Christian family,

his grandfatb^ having been converted to Christian-

ity, together with his household, through a miracle

reputed to have been wrought by Saint

Life. Hilarion (q.v.) by casting out a demon
from a neighbor Alaphrion. These were

the beginnings of Christianity in the place, and
Alaphrion is said to have built churches and clois-

ters, while the grandfather of Sosomen was cele-

brated as an exegete. Under Julian, on account of

his faith, he was forced to seek safety in flight (Hist,

ecd., v., XV.) . Sozomen seems to have been brought

up in the circle of Alaphrion and acknowledges a
debt of gratitude to the monastic order (I., i. 19).

He appears familiar with the region around Gasa,

and mentions having seen Bishop Zeno of Majuma,
the sea-port of Gaza (VII., xxviii. 6) . It is probable

that he visited Jerusalem (II., xxvi. 3). Later he
adopted the vocation of advocate, in which capacity

he was active in Constantinople at the time he com-
posed his history.

, Sozomen wrote two works on church history; the

first (cf. Hist, ecd.f I., i. 12), which has entirely dis-

appeared, comprised in twelve books the history of

the Church from the ascension to Licinitis. Euse-
bius, the Clementine Homilies, Hege-

Two sippus, and Sextus Julius Africanus

Works; were used in this history. The second
Editions, and longer work was a continuation of

the first, and was dedicated to Em-
peror Theodosius the Younger (editio princeps by
R. Stephens, Paris, 1544, on the basis of Codex
Regius, 1444). The text was first placed on a firm

foundation by Valesius (Cambridge, 1720), who used,

besides the text of Stephens, a Codex Fucetianus
(now at Paris, 1445), " Readings " of Savilius, and
the indirect traditions of Theodorus Lector and
of Cassiodorus-Epiphanius. Reading reprinted the

text of Valesius adding collations of a Codex Castdr

lani episc. and a " Codex Jones." Hussey's pos-

thumous edition (largely prepared for the press by
John Barrow, who wrote the preface) is important,

since in it the archetype of the Codex Regius, the

Codex Baroccianus 142, is collated for the first time.

But this manuscript was written by various hands
and at various times and therefore is not equally

authoritative in all its parts. [The ed. by R. Hus-

sey, Oxford, 1860, ought to be mentioned.] The
'' Church History " of Sozomen has not been pre-

served in its entirety, as is shown by the fact that

IX., xvi. 4 promises matter which is not forth-

coming. How much of the history is wanting can
be estimated from the preface, where it is said that

the work was to extend to the seventeenth consulate

of Theodosius, that is, to 439 a.d., while the extant

histoiy ends about 425, so about half a book may
be wanting. GOldenpenning supposed that Sozo-

men himself suppressed the end of his work because
in it he mentioned the Empress Eudocia, who later

fell into disgrace through her supposed adultery.

But this assumption can scarcely be correct, sinoe

Nioephorus and Theodorus Lector appear to have
read the end of Sozomen's work.

From what has been said, the history must have
been written between 439 and 450, the latter the
year of the death of Theodosius. Sozomen ootainly

wrote after Socrates (cf. Socrates, HieL
SottrcM ecd.j I., xxxviii. 9 with Sosomen, HieL
of the ecd., II., xxx. &-7). The literaxy r&-

"Church lationship of these writers appears
History.'' everywhere. Valesius asserted that

Sozomen read Socrates, and Hussey
and GOldenpenning have proved this. For ezant-

ple, Socrates, in I., z., relates an anecdote which he

had heard, and says that neither Eusebius nor any
other author reports it, yet this anecdote is found
in Sosomen, I., xxii., the similarity of diction show-
ing that the text of Socrates was the source. Doubts
have been expressed as to the truth of Sosoznen's
claim in his preface that he used in his history re-

ports of the councils, imperial letters, and other doc-

uments; but closer investigation shows this to be

correct. He also seems to have consulted the laws
(cf. XVI., i. 3, regarding the installation of patri-

archs over the five dioceses of the Eastern Bmpire,
where he cites more correctly than does Socrates).

The ecclesiastical records used by Sosomen are

principally taken from Sabinus, to whom he con-
tinually refers. In this way he uses records of the
sjmods from that of T^re (335) to that of Antioch
in Caria (367). As an example, in 11., xxvii. 14, he
treats of the council of Jerusalem and says: ** When
they had done this they wrote to the emperor and
to Uie church of Alexandria and to the bishops and
clergy in Egypt, the Thebald and Lybia." Socrates
speaks of the letter to the emperor and to the Alex-
andrians, but he knows nothing of the other iettas.

Sozomen appears also to have consulted the Hi&-
toria Athanaeii and also the works of Athanasius;
for he completes the statements of Socrates from
the Apologia contra Arianoe, lix. sqq., and copies
Athanasius' Adv. epiacopoe JBgypti, xviii.-xix. He
also consulted the writings of Eusebius and Ru-
finus. The Vita Constantini of Eusebius is expresdy
cited in the description of the vision of Constantine,

Rufinus is frequently used, and especially instruct-

ive in this respect is a comparison of Sozomen, II.,

xvii. 6 sqq. with Socrates, I., xv. and Rufinus X.,
xiv. For the anecdote regarding the childhood
of Athanasius, Rufinus is the original; Socrates
expressly states that he follows Rufinus, while
Sozomen knows Socrates' version, but is not 8a1a»-

fied with it and follows Rufinus more closely. Of
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secular historians Sozomen probably used only

Olympiodorus. A comparison with Zosimus, who
also made uae of this writer, seems to show that the

whole ninth book of Sosomen, excepting the re-

flections of the author, is nothing more than an
abridged extract from Olympiodorus. Oral tradition

is occaaonally utilised, also the Vita ArUonii of

Athanasius, lists of Persian martyrs (II., xiv. 5),

logoi of Eustathius of Antioch (II., xix. 7), the

letter of Cyril of Jerusalem to Constantius concern-

ing the miraculous vision of the cross (IV., v. 4),

letters of Julian (V., iii. 4), and other sources.

The spirit and interest of Sozomen's history is

clearly apparent; he follows the thread of the naiv

rative of Socrates but seeks to improve upon and
to excel his original by elegance of diction, and by

the use of excellent sources of which
Character he makes sldlful use. Generally he
of the follows his authorities closely, some-

History, times almost literally; when they dif-

fer, he occasionally gives the various

versions. The historical exposition is altogether

impersonal; Sozomen assumes (III., xv.) that the

task of history is to assemble facts without adding
anything to them, hence he indulges in little criti-

cism and usually adopts the views of his sources.

This he does to such an extent that he has been
chaiged with Arianism and Novatianism. In real-

ity, in accord with his legal training, he has no opin-

ion in theological questions; at the same time he
was thoroughly pioi2S and a great admirer of mo-
nasticism. The attempt of Sozomen to compose a
better church history than that of Socrates was only

partially successful. He frequently offers additional

material but rarely improves upon his prototype.

The errors into which Socrates fell in his treatment

of the Eastern Chmtsh, and especially touching the

first phase of the Arian controversy, are quietly

copied by Sozomen. But as to the Western Church
he was better informed and has made several im-
portant corrections. Still, those who would use his

work should seek to disengage his citations from
the context, and endeavor to reach his original

sources. (G. Loeschcke.)

BiBUOGBAnrr: Hie most oonTeiiient Eng. transl. is in

NPNP, 2 8er., toI. iL, where useful pzolegomena are to be
found. The editaons named in the text are usually ao-

rompftnied by a Vila. Consult: Fabridua-Harles, B«&-
liotKaa Oraoa, vii. 427 sqq., Hamburg. 1801; F. A. Hols-
hauKn, De fonHbuM tjuibuM Soeratet, SoMomenu* . . . tm
ntni, Gdttmgen, 1825; Nolte* in TQS, 1861, pp. 417 sqq.;

J. Roeenstein, in Forwehuno^n ntr deuUchen OetchichU, i.

167-204, Gdttingen, 1862; A. GOldenpenning and I.

Iflaad, Der Kaiser Theodonut der Otomm, pp. 21 sqq.*

HaDe. 1878; C. de Boor, in ZKG, vi (1883-«4), 478-494;
A. GOldenpenning, Die Kirehengeaehichte dee Tfieodard
van Kyrrhat, pp. 12 sqq., Halle, 1889; P. Batiffol, in

Bvatntinieche ZeUaehnfU vii (1898). 265-284, z (1901),
128 sqq.; Baidenhewer, Patroloffie, p. 333, Eng. transl.,

St. Louis, 1906; J. Bides, La Tradition manuecriU de Soto-
mkne H la tripartUe de Theodore le leeteur, in TC/, zxzii.
2b (1906); Ceillier. Auteurt eaerit, viii. 626^34, zi. 102-
103. 220; DCB, iv. 722-723; /CL, xi. 534-536; and the
litefatare named under Socrates (the chureh historian).

SPAETH, sp^t, PHILLIP FRIEDRICH ADOLF
THEODOR: Lutheran; b. at Esslingen (7 m. s.e.

of Stuttgart), WOrttemberg, Oct. 29, 1839; d. in

Philadelphia June 26, 1910. He was educated at
the University of Tobingen, where he completed

fiia studies in 1861, and, after being a tutor in the
family of the Duke of Argyle in 1863, was pastor of

St. Michael's and Zion's Lutheran Church, Phila-

delphia (1864r-67). After 1867 he was pastor of St.

Johannis' German Lutheran Church in the same
city, and professor in the Lutheran Theological

Seminary, Philadelphia, after 1873. From 1880 to

1888 he was president of the General Council of the

Evangelical Lutheran Church in North America.
He edited the General Council's German Simday-
school book in 1875 and the same body's German
church book in 1877, as well as the magazine Jvr-

gendsfreund in 1877, being also joint editor of the

Ministerium of Pennsylvania's Documentary His-

tory (Philadelphia, 1898). His independent works
include EvangeUen dea Kirchenjakres (Philadel-

phia, 1870) ; Brotsamen von des Herm Tische (1871)

;

General Council of the Evangelical Lutheran Church
in North America (1885); Liederluat (Allentown,

Pa., 1886); Saatk&mer (Philadelphia, 1893); Dr.

WUhdm Julius Mann, ein deuiach-amerikanischer

Theologe (Reading, Pa., 1895); Biography of Dr,
Charles Porterfield Krauth (vol. i., New York, 1898);

Annotations on the Gospel according to St. John
(1896). His " Order of Lutheran Worship " has
been translated into English by H. D. Spaeth (Bur-
lington, la., 1906).

SPAIN: A kingdom occupying the greater part
of the most westerly peninsula in southwestern
Europe; area (including the Canary Islands and
the Balearic Isles) 196,173 square miles; popula-
tion (1900) 18,618,086. The inhabitants nearly all

belong to the Roman Catholic, which is the State

Church. The constitution of 1875 declares (art.

11, § 2) that no one shall be molested on accoimt
of his religious opinion or in the exercise of his wor-
ship, provided the due observance of Christian

morals is maintained; but declares again (§ 3) with
apparent contradiction that ceremonies and public

evidences other than of the state religion shall not
be tolerated. By the term " public evidences

"

waa implied not only the building of chiuxshes whose
object is distinctly recognizable from without by
such marks as portals, towers, or inscriptions, but
also the singing of sacred music. On this account,

for instance, the Evangelical Germans at Barcelona
had to dispense with a tower in building a modest
house of worship in 1903. This spirit of intolerance

is explained by the fixed public estimate placed

upon the unity of the Roman Catholic faith, which
is a result of the early age of Christianity in Spain.

After the rapid progress of Christianity from the

first till the third century there followed a period

of much stress; first through the Arian Visigoths

and other Germanic races, but far more through
the plundering and lawless violence of the Moorish
conquerors. Yet the Church maintained at least

three archbishoprics out of six, and twenty-nine

bishoprics. But the religious ardor waa especiaUy

revived and tenaciously developed in the persistent

and bitter wars for the expulsion of the Moham-
medans.
An invigorating reinforcement was constituted

by the four orders of knights, which originated for

the restoration of the sovereignty of the Roman
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Catholic faith in Spain. Hand in hand with thia

was the work of the new numastio orders, espe-

cially the Dominicans, who sproad rapidly and
gained in influence from 1215, obtaining in 1233 the

administration of the Inquisition (q.v.)f introduced

in 1215. This institution attained a more definite

organisation in Spain than elsewhere. By agree-

ment in 1483, the king was authorised to nominate
to the pope the grand inquisitor, and the court of

first instance of this institution was subordinated

to the royal supreme court. The Inquisition op-

erated first against the spiritual remnants of Moor-
ish Islam; then against those of the Jews after the

act of expulsion in the sixteenth century; and,

finally, after a brief restraint, against the incom-

ing Evangelical movement. The auloB dafioi such

as were accused of heresy and executions by gar-

roting occurred frequently, and at not a few places;

for not only had a number of Evangelical congre-

gations organised themselves, but also very reso-

lute martyrs died for the cause. By the close of the

century, the Roman Catholic Church had been com-
pletely reestablished, not without bloodshed. Such
ecclesiastical disturbances as arose until after 1850

consisted in the occasional opposition of kings and
governments to the popes' excessive claims of in-

dependence and the power of the Jesuits: for ex-

ample, the king's acquisition, from 1757, of the

right to nominate bieiiops; the expulsion of the

Jesuits, in 1767; retreiichments on ecclesiastical

property, from 1789, after the number of the clergy

had been fixed in 1768 at 149,800 in a given popula-

tion of 9,307,000 souls. In 1808, under Napoleon's

king, Joseph, many larger cloisters were abolished;

and in 1835, the smaller ones were likewise dosed.

In 1850, the Church relinquished all its real posses-

sions, and these were afterward awarded to the

separate congregations. In the way of compensa-
tion, the State guaranteed the maintenance of pub-
lic worship and the clergy; and the pope obtained

the right to nominate a spiritual dignitary in every

diocese.

By the concordat of 1881, the hierarchical ap-
portioimient of the country provided seven metro-

politan districts and thirty-eight bishoprics as fol-

lows: Burgos, with mx suffragans; Santiago de
Compoetella, with five; Granada, with five; Sara-

goesa, with seven; Toledo, with four (including

Madrid); Valencia, with five; and Valladolid, wit£

six episcopal sees. In addition, the abbot who has

jurisdiction over the provinces of the orders of

knighthood, who has residence at CSudad Real, has

episcopal rank. There are 2,200 parishes divided

into two classes. A new Evangelical movement
arose in Spain in 1855 through the Spaniard Fran-

cisco de Paula Ruet (q.v.)> who, returning from
Italy, where the Waldensian preaching was being

eagerly received, published the Evangelical faith in

Bfuxielona. The cause was further promoted by a
man of spiritual force, Matamoros. However, im-

prisoimient and exile were used against the move-
ment until after the end of Bourbon rule in 1868.

From that time, and after the return of the Bour-

bons in 1874, not a little has been done through the

efforts of Evangelical associations and cireles in

Great Britain, Switserland« and the Qerman states

of the Rhine toward creating an Evangelical idiom-

ship composed of native Spanish. Most sucoeesfui

was the Rhenish Pastor Fliedner, in Madrid. Then
is, however, no Spanish Evangelical Church as such,

but there are four separate ones. What is known

as the Iglesia Espafia Reformatoria was organised

by the Anglican Spanish Church Aid Society; and

is, accordingly, High-chureh in its order and wor-

ship. It comprises eleven congregations and is di-

rected by a bishop. The Methodists and the Bap-

tists, together with the Plymouth Brethren, have a

smaller scattering of congregations and memben.
The strongest Protestant body is the Iglesia Evan-

gelica Rqiafia, as founded by Fliedner and continued

by one of his sons. This has twenty-one distinct

oongr^gationsy and thirty-sLx preaching-etatioos.

The supreme government is vested in an axiniial

synod. The total number of Spanish Protestants

is estimated at 13,000 to 14,000. Also tiie Germans

have two Evangelical congregations in Spain; one

in Madrid, and a stronger one in Barcelona, with

two associate congregations. There are a great

many weekly chureh periodicals and other traeta

in dreulation, furnished from England, Scotland,

North America, and Germany for the support d
Spanish Pft>testanti8m. See the following artide.

W^GOxt

BnuooEAPHT: On the lensnl and Roman OathoBe M^
toiy of Spain oonault: D. J. Saens d'Asuirre. CoUtctu

maxima wneiUorum ommwn Spania, 2d ed., 6 vola., Rome,

1763; H. Floras, Btpatia morada (with oantinuatiani).

61 Tolt.. Madrid. 1764-1870; F. W. Lombke. Getekiekk

von Spamen (continued by fichsfer and Schiirmaehfer),

e vole., Hamburg, 1831-03; P. B. Gams, Die Kirdunee-

•eki^U von Spanim, 6 vols., Retensbuic, 1862-79: P.

RousMlot, Let MifUQveB otpoffnoh, 2d ed., Paris. 1889;

O. DieiokB, Dot mcdeme OeideaUben Spanietu, heipoc

1883; idem, Dat mcdeme Spanien, Berlin. 1908; P.

FAister. Der Binfiuee der Inquiaition auf doe gtitliee

LAenderSpanier, Berlin, 1890; O. Werner, Orhia terranm

eaiholieua, pp. 38^9. Fieibuii. 1890; H. C. Lea. Chapten

from the Rdioioue HieL. of Spain amneeied toiih the Iwpi-

eitiofi, Philadelphia. 1800; idem. Hiatory of the InguimtiM

of Spain, 4 vols.. New York, 1906-07; F. Heyriek. Tkt

Churdi in Spain, London, 1802; M. R. Burke, HitL ol

Spain, 2 vda., London, 1900; M. A. S. Hume, The SpemA
People, London, 1901; A. Astiian. Hiatoria de la ComptOxA

de J49ue on laaeieUneiade Bepalia, Bfadrid. 1002 sqq.; W.

Webster. Gleandngo in Chureh HitL in Spain and Fnmu,
London, 1903; H. Lederoq, UEepagne ekrtHenne, Fsrii.

1906; G. Rudy, The Cathedrale of Northern Spain. Their

Hielory and their ArehUeehtre, toadher with much ofltUmd
eoneermno their Biahopo, Rvlera, ele„ London, 1906; K.

Hibler, GeaehiehU Spaniena unter den Hohabwrffem, vol L.

(Sotha, 1007; M. Andujar, Spain of To-day from WiOM,
New York, 1009; W. W. OoUins, CaihedTal CiHee of Spaa,

lb. 1909; H. Giessen, Die ehriaaiehrorabiaehe LiUraha iff

Moaanber, Leipsie, 1909; C. C. Perkins, BuOdera ofSpaa,

2 vols., London, 1909; R. lyier, Spain: Study of her Lift

andArU, New York. 1909; KL, id. 639-561.

On Protestantism in this oountiy consult the literstnn

undw the foUowins artioles. and: The Spaniah Refomti
Church, The DedaraHon att forth by the Central Cmuit

tory . . . wiih aome AeeowU of the Membera and thar

MeeHnoa ai QihnUar, . . . 1868, London, 1868; J. A.

Wylie, Daii^bteak in Spain; dt fMio Reformation, Loadoo.

1870; F. 0. J. Grape, Spanien und daa BvanoaHum, HsDe.

1806; H. E. Noyes, Church Reform in Spain. A Shut

Hiatory of the Reformed Bpiaeopal Churchea of Spain eai

Portugal, London, 1807; E. Sehlfer, BeUrHoa aur GaackieUi

dea apaniachen Proteatantiamua und der InquiaiHon t» 18.

Jahrhundert, 3 vols., QQteiBloh, 1002; G. Borrow, Tht

BibU in Spain. Ute ed., London, 1008; F. E. and H. A.

Clark, TheOoepelinLaHn Landa, pp. 126-160, New Toik.

1000; G. H. B. Ward, The Truth abotd Spain, Uadim
1011.
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L like RafonnAtaon in Spain.
The Eaiiy MoTem«nt H 1).

Protestant MoTement H 2).

n. Antiderical Movements.
Political Opposition (ft 1).

Dissent and Unbelief ii 2).

m. Evangdical Activities.

Protestant Societies (ft 1).

Schools and Other Acenoies (i 2).

Summaiy of Conditions H 3).

Opportunities H 4).

L The Refoxmation in Spain: At the doae of the

Middle Ages the type of Christianity prevailing in

Spain was more militant, more independent, more
Evangelical^ that is, more nearly Prot-

I. The estant, than that to be found in any
Baily other nation of Christendom. More

Movement militant, because the 700 years' war
which the Christians of Spain had

waged with the Mohammedans had given strength

and tenacity to their religious sentiments; more in-

dependent, because the unbroken spirit of the Span-

ish rulers and people had secured the interposition

qI the secular authority to combat the deteriorating

influence of the Roman Curia upon the local church;

more Evangelical, because twenty years before

Luther nailed his theses to the church door at Wit-
tenberg the Spanish church had felt the purifying

and regenerating influence of a reformation laigely

Protestant in spirit and aims. This reform was the

outcome of a plan conceived by Queen Isabella,

upon the union of the peninsular states to form the

Spanish kingdom in 1492. Its execution was ac-

complished imder the leadership of Francisco

Ximenes de Gsneros (see Xdcbmes ds Cibnxbob),

a Franciscan inonk and confessor to the queen. The
concordat of 1482 had given the Spanish crown the

right of visitation and of nomination to benefices.

Cisneros was permitted to use these powers to re-

store the strictest monastic discipline in the con-

vents, and to purge the secular clergy of those

abuses which were common to the time. Having
improved the morals of the Spanish clergy he set

himself to overcome their ignorance and lack of cul-

ture. The reading and study of the Bible were made
a special feature in their training, something previ-

oudy unknown; new schools of theology were es-

tablished, with courses in Bible ez^esis; and a
band of scholars was collected at Alcala in 1502,

who undertook at the expense of Cisneros the prep-

aration of the celebrated Complutensian Polyglot

(see Bibles, Poltolot, I.). About the same time
he was instrumental in the establishment of uni-

versities at Alcala, Seville, and Toledo, where the

study of the classics was fostered and a large qrm-
pathy was shown with the labors of Erasmus and
the Humanists. Unlike Luther, Cisneros made no
direct attack on the abuses or authority of the

papacy, yet when he encountered the opposition of

the pope, in dealing with the abuses of the local

church, he assumed an attitude of virtual inde-

pendence, and was protected in it by the Spanish
rulers. Hie immediate influences of this movement
were largely confined to the clergy, but it gradually

WTooght a distinct change in the religious life of

the whcde nation and devebped in Spain a unique

typ^ of Roman Catholicism. In its essential fea-

tures it represents a partial and limited devel-

opment of the Protestant thesis, and, with its

Humanistic and Evangelical tendencies, it was fitted

to serve as the natural foreruimer of a truly Protes-

tant Reformation. At the same time, catching up
as it did the religious zeal and initiative of the
Spanish people and fusing them into a relatively

pure and intelligent form of Catholicism, it forged

the very weapon that was destined to give the

death stroke to Evangelical Christianity on Spanish
soil, and trained the leaders who were to rally the

forces of Roman Catholicism in the sixteenth century

for the long and bitter struggle against Protestant

principles throughout Western Christendom.

The advancement of the Spanish monarch to the

imperial throne in 1520, as Charles V., opened a wide
channel for the introduction of Lutheran and Re-

formed teachings into Spain. At first,

2. Protes- Luther's doctrines were generally re-

tant ceived among the educated classes with
Movement interest and favor, and their spread

was helped for a time by the liberal

tendencies prevailing among the Spanish hierarchy,

as well as by the temporising policy of Charles V.

in dealing with Luther and tiie Protestant princes

of Germany. With respect to Charles' attitude, it

was even asserted by the confessor of the emperor,

who himself favored the Protestants, that Charles

secretly sympathised with the movement and that

he hoped to use Luther as a lever for forcing upon
the German church a Reformation after the Spanish

model. Subsequently a gradual reaction against

reform among the Spanish clergy and a change in

the policy of Charles made Protestantism a pro-

scribed religion in Spain, narrowed the circle of its

adherents to the more earnest and daring spirits,

and, after the Diet of Augsburg in 1530, subjected

the Protestants to a persecution constantly growing

in severity. The principal features marking its

growth were its almost exclusive confinement to

^e privileged and educated classes; the hick of

organisation, except small congregations at Seville

and Valladolid; the large numbers from the Roman
Catholic clergy and theologians who embraced it;

and especially the large numbers of persons among
its converts, illustrious either for their rank or

learning. Notable among them are the follow-

ing: Alphonso Valdes, secretary of Charles V.;

Alphooso de Bemaldez, chaplain to the emperor,

who suffered condenmation in 1537; Bartalome

Carransa y Miranda, archbishop of Toledo, who
was condemned for holding Protestant views; Rod-
erigo de Valera, who laid the foundations of the

church in Seville and was condemned by the In-

quisilaon in 1541; Juan Gil, otherwise known as

Doctor Egidius, a famous preacher of Seville who
was nominated in 1550 to the bishopric of Tortosa,

but before his installation was condemned for her-

esy; Don Carlos de Seso, a distiiiguished nobleman
who did much for the Protestant cause throughout

Spain; Jayme Enrinas and his brother Francesco

de l<^«in^ (qq*v.), two young men of noble birth

who were converted wHle students abroad, the

former of whom suffered martjrrdom in Rome in

1546^ and the latter translated the first Spanish ver-
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sion of the New Testament and had it printed at
Antwerp in 1543 for distribution in Spain. Beddes,
many convents of monks and nuns, especially those

in the neighborhood of Seville and Valladolid, were
laiigely leavened with the Protestant heresy. In
spite of this impetus, Protestantism was effectually

suppressed in Spain after a brief career of scarcely

half a century. The chief repressive agency was
the Inquisition, which assumed in Spain, as the
joint instrument of civil and religious absolutism,

its sternest form, and made use of the most drastic

and arbitrary methods. But it is to be remarked
that the Protestant forces in Spain were paralysed

and finally overcome, not so much by the violent

persecution at home as by the unfavorable impres-

sion made upon the Spanish people by the actions

of Protestants abroad. The uprising of the German
peasants in 1524 in behalf of social reform caused
great alarm among the privileged classes in Spain
and greatly prejudiced them against the introduc-

tion of doctrines which seemed to foment revolu-

tion elsewhere. Greater antagonism was aroused

by the alliance of the Protestant princes of Germany
with the king of France, Francis I., the bitter enemy
of Spain, and later was increased by the revolt oif

the Protestants in the Netherlands against Span-
ish rule, so that aft^ a time Protestants came to

be looked upon not only as heretics but as traitors

and rebels, and it became increasingly difficult for

any loyal Spaniard to embrace Protestantism. Prior

to the abdication of Charles V. in 1546 the activities

of the Inquisition against Protestants were some-
what restricted, and though Philip II. on his accoH
sion gave it a free hand, tiie work of extermination

was not begun in deep earnest until 1557. The first

" auto da (6 " was celebrated at ValladoUd in 1559,

and thereafter the work of executing Protestant

victims in the principal cities of Spain was con-

ducted under the joint auspices of Church and State,

combining the features of a religious festival and
a popular holiday. In 1559 it is estimated that

there were 1,000 Protestants in each of the cities,

Seville and Valladolid, and a relatively large num-
ber in other sections of Spain. By the year 1570
Protestantism in Spain was cut off, root and branch,

practically aU of its converts having suffered either

banishment or martjrrdom, and for the three cen-

turies that followed the blood of its martyrB was
as seed in barren soil.

n. Anticlerical Movements: If it was fanatical

patriotism allied with ecclesiastidsm that crushed

the Protestant movement in Spain in the sixteenth

century, it has been an enlightened

z. Political patriotism arrayed against ecclesiaeh

Opposition. ticism that has afforded a shield for the

Evangelical forces in Spain in modem
times. The radical and revolutionary philosophy

of the French skeptics of the eighteenth century

early foimd an easy, though a restricted, ground in

Spain. Under its tuition many Spaniards saw their

coimtry fastened on by a parasitic tribe of nearly

140,000 priests, nuns, and sacristans, and they wel-

comed the Voltairean estimate of their worth. The
cataclysm of the French Revolution did still more
to disseminate the seeds of popular freedom, and
before the downfall of Napoleon, liberalism was fuUy

bom in Spain and prepared to enter, as in other Latin

countries, into the long war against absolutism and

clericalism. The first decisive step was taken in

1812, during the exile of King Ferdinand VII. The
Spanish cortes, assembled for the first time in many
years, was largely composed of lawyers and literary

men, and though they swore to tolerate no faith

but Roman Catholicism in the land, they abolished

the Inquisition, curtailed the power of the clergy,

and framed a constitution. The restoration of Fer-

dinand in 1814 resulted in the overturning of their

work and a violent persecution in the vain attempt

to exterminate the Liberal party. From the death

of Ferdinand, in 1833, untO 1873 occurred a seri^

of heated revolutionary conflicts between the liberal

and conservative elements, with alternating vic-

tories, but with the anti-clerical cause steadily

gaining ground. In 1851, by the concordat estab-

lished with the pope (see Congobdats and Deldi-
iiTNQ BuLiB, VII.), the monastic orders were limited

to three. In 1854 the Liberals, being then in power,

after granting compensation, sold the church lands.

In 1858 and again in 1868 religious liberty and free-

dom of worship were proclaimed, but this meant

only freedom to attack the Church of Rome, and

full religious tolerance was by no means established.

In 1873 the cortes proclaimed a republic, but this

was overthrown by the army and Alphonso XII.

was seated on the throne. From that time onward
the monarchy has continued, and political questions

have usually been settied by an appeal to the elec-

torate, rather than to force. Politics among the

leaders has laigely degenerated into a scramble for

the spoils of office, accompanied by more or less

compromise with the church party, but there haa

come to Spain in these years, through the spread of

liberal principles, an increasing measure of civil

and religious liberty. The most significant event

for Protestantism of late years was the returning

to power, in the election of 1910, of Premier Joa^

Canalejas and his party, upon a platform pledging,

among other reforms, absolute freedom of worship,

civil supervision of conventual establishments, and
the laidsation of schools and colleges. The sag-

nificance of this may be seen when it is imderstood
that, previous to 1910, the Protestant denomi-
nations and missions were prohibited from di»>

playing any insignia of worship or of propagating
their doctrines publicly; and that, according to a

recent count, the number of monks and nuns and
other ecclesiastical officials in Spain totalled 154,517»

receiving about eight million dollars yearly directly

from the national treasury, besides various exemp-
tions and privileges. The first step in the execution

of this program brought about a break with Rome,
the papal nuncio was recalled, and at the dose of

the year he had not returned to the Spanish court.

Another phase of this anticlerical movement is

the constantiy diminiflhing respect shown by lay-

man and ecclesiastic for ecclemasti<aJ

a. Dissent authority even in the sphere of religion,

and This tendency is noticeable in the in-

Unbelief. dependent spirit animating the several

orders in their relation to each other

and to the local deigy. Indeed, so looee has

grown the bond between them and so bitter has
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become the antagonlam that the assertion is more
than justified that the eccleeaastical miity existing

within the Roman Gatholic Church in Spain is

scarcely more real than that existing between the

principal Evangelical denominations of Protestant

countries. Again, this spirit has manifested itself

within the ranks of the secular cleigy in their pro-

tests against the tsrranny and abuses of their supe-

riors in the hierarchy, and they have usually been
supported in their contentions by the conmion peo-

ple. The most striking instance of this occurred in

a movement originating in Sept., 1898, and led by
an emin^it Spanish priest, Seguismimdo Pey Or-
diex. This brilliant priest was bom in Vich, in the
north of Spain, educated in the University of Sala-

manca, and was for many years a parish priest in

Mallorca and Barcelona. The despotism of the
bishops became so offensive that he began to com-
bat them in a weekly newspaper which he published

and called El Urbion, This paper being suppressed

by the bishop of Mallorca, Pey Ordiex went to Barce-
lona and founded a second paper, and, when this

was suppressed, still a third. El CoamopoUUif which
was condemned by the church in Nov., 1900. The
rupture finally came because of the refusal of Pey
Ordiex to ob^ an arbitrary order of the bishop of

Barcelona, whereupon he was publicly suspended
by tiie bishop, and forbidden to enter a church. He
began to speak to the people in the open air, in

theaters, and in public halls, attacking clericaUsm

and preaching the Gospel. He at once became the

popular idol and quickly gathered a great company
of followers estimated at 100,000 or more. Among
the number were at least 1,000 of the most zealous

priests and fiiars in the various provinces of Spain.

The movement was not properly organized, and,
after two years, when the enthusiasm had somewhat
abated, Pey Ordiex fell into a trap skilfully laid by
the Jesuits and was compromised in the eyes of his

followers; his influence was destroyed, and the move-
ment collapsed, but it had demonstrated the readi-

ness of many people and priests to respond to a
stirring appestl against ecclesiastical abuses in be-

half of freedom and purity in religion. Still another
manifestation of this spirit has been the gradual,

silent revolt of the great body of intelligent laymen
against the asserted authority of the Roman Catho-
lic Church. This drift has been in progress for more
than a century and it has moved apace with the

spread of culture and republican principles. Joseph

M'Cabe (Decoy ofthe Church ofRome, p. 88, London,

1909), writing in 1909, says: '' Of the four or five

million adult males inthe cotmtiy [Spain], only about
one million are Roman Catholics, and these are for

the most part illiterate." A distinguished visitor to

Spain in 1910, speaking of the men of intelligence,

sajTs: " lliere are tens of thousands in the country

whose only use for the Church is at marriage, chris-

tening, and burial services." And this must be the

feeling that oppresses the viator to Spain when he

sees the few scattered worshipers in the magnifi-

cent cathedrals in the cities, and hears the contemp-

tuous and jesting manner in which the average in-

telligent Spaniard refers to the liaisons of the priests,

the worship of saints and images, the miracles

wrought by relics, the pretentious ceremonies of the

church, or the solemn assumptions of the Roman
pontiff.

nL Evangelical Activities: The memorable revo-

lution of Sept., 1868, and the proclamation of liberty

of conscience and worship by the new ** provisional

government " threw Spain open for the first time
to all kinds of Evangelical work. The opportunity

was speedily improved by the entrance
z. Protes- of missionaries, representing various

tant Protestant denominations of Great
Societies. Britain, Ireland, the United States,

Germany, Holland, Switzerland, and
Sweden. In 1910 Protestant missions were con-

ducted in forty-four large cities, with out-stations in

149 villages and towns; the total number of build-

ings regularly employed for Protestant worship
bdng 116. The following societies were at work:

(1) ^^lesia Espafiola Reformada, or the Reformed
Church of Spain. This church is the outgrowth of an
independent movement initiated and conducted
exclusively by native Spaniards, but fostered and
supported by the Spanish and Portuguese Church
Aid Society, oiganized in 1867 among English and
Irish Episcopalians. Under its auspices The Church
of the Redeemer was oiganized in Madrid in 1869,

and subsequentiy ten other churches were founded
and imited to constitute The Reformed Church of

Spain, under the leadership of Bishop Juan Bautista

Cabrera, formerly a Roman Catholic friar who was
consecrated to his office by the archbishop of Dublin,

in 1887. The number of congregations has increased

to more than a score, the most important of which
are found at Madrid, VaUadolid, Salamanca,

Villaescusa, Monistrol, San Vicente, Malaga, and
SeviUe. Schools are conducted at each of these

places and at niunerous others. (2) The American
Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions opened
its first mission in Spain at Santander in 1871, in

chaige of Rev. William H. Gulick, a Congregational

minister, and his wife, Alice Gordon Gulick. At
Santander Mrs. Gulick first established her cele-

brated school for girls. Later, in 1881, it was
moved to San Sebastian, and after the Spanish-

American War it was moved to Madrid and estab-

lished in commodious quarters under the name of

the *' International Institute for Girls." An off-

shoot of this same school is the International College,

now under the charge of the (Congregational)

Woman's Board of Missions of the United States. In

these schools many girls have been fitted to become*

Protestant teachers, or the wives of Protestant

workers throughout Spain. The first church was or-

ganized in Santander in 1876 with seventeen mem-
bers. Subsequentiy churches and day schools were
established at San Sebastian and other points with

a central station at Madrid. In 1899 these churches,

seven in number, of the Congregational polity, were

imited with twelve of the Presbjrterian order which
had been foimded by the several Presbyterian so-

cieties named below. This is an oiganic union with

a ministry of twenty-three ordained pastors and
five evangelists, and is called The Spanish Evan-
gelical Church. (3) The United Free Church of

Scotland, through the agency of the Spanish Evan-
gelization Society (founded in Edinbuigh in 1885),

has established missions and schools in Seville,
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CadiSy Huelvay Granada, and various other plaoes.

(4) The Irish Presbyterian Church has opened
missions and schools in Ck>rdova and Puerta Santa
Maria; and conducts a theological school in the

latter place which has done not a little in training

evangelists and pastors. (5) The Dutch Presbyte-

rians are reported to have stations at Malaga,

Almeria, and Cartagena. (6) The Refonud
Churches of Lausanne, and Geneva, Switserland,

sustain missions at Barcelona, Reus, Tarragona,

and Pontevedra. (7) The English Wesleyan Meth-
odists undertone their first mission in Spain in 1816
from Gibraltar. This was soon abandoned because

of the Roman Gatholic opposition. Other efforts

were made from 1830 to 1840, with Cadii as a
center, but were also abandoned. The mission was
revived in 1869, at Barcelona, and a growing work
has been conducted in that vicinity and in the

Balearic Isles, just off the coast. The woik at Bar-
celona lias prospered greatly of late years under
the leadership of Rev. Franklyn G. SmiUi. (8) The
German Lutherans have an important work in

Madrid, with several stations in the province, and
a publication house which has done much to supply
the country with evangelical literature. In Madrid
also is located, in a fine building, the celebrated

Lutheran ''(College of the Future" (Colegio de
Porvenir). (9) The American Baptist Missk>nary

Union has a station at Barcelona, with several

preaching-points in the province. (10) The Swe-
dish Baptists support one missionary in Valencia

who has charge of several small churches. (11) The
Plymouth Brethren (q.v.) have chapels and schools

in La Corufia, Marin, San Tom^, Vigo, Figueras,

Barcelona, Madrid, and various other pkoes through-
out the kingdom. (12) The Christian Endeavor
Societies have been organised in connection with the
Protestant churohes throughout Spain and, to quote
the words of a Protestant missionary on the field,

" No other agency yet operating in Spain has [so

vitally] produced the spirit of Christian feUowship
and [so] helped toward vital union in Evangelical

work as the Christian Endeavor." The number of

societies is forty-eight, with a total membership of

1,549. Conventions are frequently held in the
principal cities and practically all the Protestant
communions are represented.

In 1910, statistics show that primary schools were
conducted by Protestants in fifty-one of the principal

cities and towns of Spain, wiUi 167 teachen and
6,462 pupils. Secondary schools were conducted

in the larger Evangelical oentere such
2. Schools as Alicante, Huelva, Rio Tinto, Madrid,
and Other Santander, and Seville. The higher
Agencies, institutions of learning were the " Pres-

byterian Theological Institute," at
Puerta Santa Maiia, the " International College,"

and the ** International Institute for Girls," both at
Madrid^ and at Barcelona "The College of the
Future." Two Protestant hospitals are located in

Madrid, one in Barcelona, and a medical dispensary

in Figueras. The Protestants have two orphanages
in Madrid, and one at Escorial. The principal Evan-
gelical periodicals are La Luz, Amigo de la Infanda,
and Eafuerzo ChriaUano, all published at Madrid;
£1 Evofi^wtoy at Barcelona; ElHeraldo,Bt¥igaist-

as; El Camo, at Valencia, with others making eLeven

in all, most of which are issued monthly. The British

and Foreign Bible Society, which entered Spain in

1868, has a central depository in Madrid and sup-

ports several cdporteure. Three other Protestant

depositories and publishing-houses in Madrid, two

in Barcelona, and one in Figueras, issue devotional,

controversial, and educational literature at a low

price. All of these agencies have been useful in the

spread of Protestant culture and Evangelical Chria-

tianity throughout Spain.

The great hindrance to the propagation of

Evangelical Christianity in Spain in modem times

is the existing ecclewiastical corporation, with the

ignorance, intolerance, and irreligion which it has

fostered among the people. Thestrong-

3. 8am- est ally of the Protestant forces is the

maryof new national spirit which has gradu-

Conditions, ally emerged in the course of a centuiy

and has come in large measure to domi-

nate Spanish thought and feeling, especiaUy sinoe

the loss of colonial possessions has centered the in-

terests of the nation on internal enterprises.

It is not surprising that the transition from the

medieval to themodem point of view in the national

consciousness of the Spanish people has been ac-

companied by a general drift toward skepticism.

To them the RooouEm Church has appeared as the

opponent of progress in every sphere, religious,

social, intellectual. Therefore they say, "away with

the Chureh "; and as Rome has consistently claimed
to be the only representative of Christianity, the

only true religion, they say " religion is Roman-
ism, and we will have none of it." At the same
time it could hardly be expected that they should

assume other than an indifferent, or even hoetHe,

attitude toward Protestantism. Thdr knowledge
of Protestantism has come exclusively from their

priests, who have presented to the people only cari-

catures of the Reformers and of Protestantiani and
have filled the minds of the people with preju-

dice and contempt for any enterprise promoted by
Pft>testants. More than this, the Roman Cathblk
Chureh, by its emphasis on forms, ceremonies, and
non-essentials, and by its failure to give the people
the Bible or adequate instruction in the fundamental
principles of morality, has perverted the conscience
and corrupted the morals of the great m&as of the

people tosuch an extent that there can be little to ap-

peal to them in the high moral teachings of Evangel-
ical Christianity; and this is notoriou^y true of the

entire Roman Catholic body, notwithstanding the

fact that within it there are now thousandsof sinoere

and faithfxd Christians, especially in the convents.
If the Protestant propaganda is to meet success-

fully the present crisis in Spain, the Protestant
leaders by taking a stronger grasp on the agencies
already in use and those which Ik ready at hand,

and by a sjnnpathetic approach, and
4. Oppor- specific adaptation of their methods to

tonities. the Spanish point of view, raust speed-
ily strive to attract the attention and

win the respect of all classes. The opposition of the
ecclesiastical corporation can best be pffaet by an
intelligent and earnest effort to reach the individuals
within the ranks of the dergy, to invite them to
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enter the Protestant ranks, and to provide means
for their supixnrt and training until th^ can be
fitted for active woik. A converted Spanish friar,

one who has the right to know, asserts that there are

thoosands of the purest and most sealous priests

and friars in Spain, who are diasatiBfied with their

own religious status and inexpressibly grieved at the

pitiable manl conditions which prevail among their

brethren throughout Spain, and these would gladly

welcome Protestantism, if their minds could he dis-

abused of prejudice and they could be convinced

that it was purer than Romanism. This is a point

of strategic importance, which has hitherto been al-

most entirely overlooked by Protestants. The
ignorance of the great mass of the people can be
overcome only through the public schools, and Prot-

estants should not only prosecute with all vigor the

woik of thdr own sdiools but should show their

sympathy in every way with the cause of liberal

education. To meet the intolerance and preju-

dice of the people the Protestant forces must be-

come more aggressive. Through the secular press

and on the {datform they must challenge the asser-

tions of Rome and show themselves willing and able

to defend the doctrines and history of Protestantism

before the bar of reason, and must show that Protee-

tantism is at least entitled to the consideration of

intelligent men. It must be demonstrated that

Christianity is not necessarily compromised by the
history and vicious practises of the Roman Catholic

Ghurdi, and that true Christianity is not inconsist-

ent with human freedom and progress in any sphere,

scientific, social, or religious. In other words, they
must provcdce both the Romanists and infidels to

public discussion of the issues involved, and must
project the Protestant enterprise generally upon such
a plane as will appeal to the intelligence, the imagi-
nation, and the patriotism of the Spanish people.

This was the metiiod of Luther and the Reformers,
and it is justified by its fruits. To meet the irreligion

of the people the surest method, both of attack and
defense, is to give them the Bible. This must be
accompanied by an aggressive evangelism that will

restore vital religion and quicken the conscience of

all dasses; while ever3rwhere Protestant leaders

must insist upon such standards of morality among
the converts as will commend the teachings of Prot-
estantum to the whole people and put to shame the
licentious abuses tderated under the present relig-

ious regime. Juan Ortb Gonsalbs.
The following is the text of an address (copied

from Bvangdieal Chritiendom, Nov.-Dec., 1910, p.

130), signed on behalf of the British organization of

the Evangelical Alliance by the presklent, chairman,
treasurer, and general secretary, which was for-

warded to Seiior Canalejas, the president of the
coonefl of ministers, for transmission to H. M. the
king of Spain:

—

TO mS MAJESTY DON ALFONSO XIH.,
KING OF SPAIN.

&,—On behalf of the Council and Members of the

Evangelical Alliance (British Oigaiusation), repre-

senting Evangelical Christians of various Churches
throu^out the British Empire, we humbly address

to Tour Mi^esty this ezpvessiQn of our heartfelt

gratitude for the publication of the Royal Order off

June 6th, 1910, which interprets in its natural

sense Article XI. of the Spanish Constitution, and
grants to Spanish Evangelicals the toleration which
the framers of the Constitution desired to give them.
We are convinced that this wise step has secured

for Spain the good-will of all progressive peoples.

We rejoice with all friends of Religious Liberty

that those who are unable to accept the State religion

are permitted to worship God in accordance with
their conscience, free from the disabilities which
compelled them to conceal their existence as mem-
bers of the Evangelical Churches, and subjected

them to many inconveniences.

We earnestly trust that this enli^tened policy

will be continued until Spanish Evangelicals enjoy
the Religious Liberty extended to Roman Catholics

by Protestant nations.

Bibuoobapht: BesidM the litemtore imder the following
artida, oonmilt: H. Dalton, Di* eoanotliaehe Bewtgung in
Spanien, Wiesbaden. 1872; W. Pranel, Daa Bvanodium.
in Spanien, Freienwald. 1877; F. E. and H. A. Clark, The
Ooepd in Latin Land$, New York, 1909; J. ITCabe, Ths
Decay of the Chun^ of Rome, ib. 1909.

SPAIN, SQCTEENra-CENTURY REFORMATION
MOVEMENTS IN: The Evangelical movement
in Spain was preceded by, and partiy simultaneous

with, the movements of the mystics and Humanists.
The mystics, called alumbradoa, " enlightened/' fol-

lowed Pietimn, and showed a certain independent
attitude toward the external precepts of the Church.
Francesco de Ossuna, 1527, in part three of his Abeiv-

cedario (Toledo, 1527), laid stress on the worthless-

ness of all good works, and on " faith alone." The
Humanism of Erasmus found an enthusiastic ad-

mirer in Alfonso de Valdds (q.v.), the imperial

secretary. His brother Juan (q.v.) labored in be-

half of the principle of justification by faith within

the Roman Church, particularly in Italy, before

attempts at reconciliation with the Protestants had
been given up. Great persecution was encountered

by the brothers Jaime and Francesco de Ensinas
(q.v.) of Old Castile, from the now aroused Church.

Francesco de San Roman, sent to Bremen, 1541,

attended an Evangelical church service and was
deeply stirred by the sermon of Jacobus Probst.

He read Evangelical literature and drew up a Span-
ish catechism. Upon his return to Antwerp, he was

' seised and imprisoned for eight months. At Louvain
Ensinas discouraged him from preaching because of

his meager training and experience, but, borne away
by his zeal, he went to Rc^nsbuig, where the em-
peror was presiding over the diet. Here his im-
portunities caused his arrest and at the departure

of the emperor, July 29, 1541, he was taken to Italy

and Spain in chains and at Mallorca delivered to the
Spanish Inquisition. He was brought to Valladolid,

and, refusing to recant, was burned in 1542. Fran-
cesco de Ensinas, after going to Wittenberg and
translating the Greek New Testament into Spanish,

was imprisoned in 1543, but escaped two years later.

His brother Jaime translated a catechism into

Spanish, but in 1545 was arrested in Rome and died

at the stake, 1547. Juan Diaz of Cuenca, the native

town of the brothers Vald^, studied theology at
Paris for thirteen years, and was made a convert

by Jaime Exudnae. After sojourning several months
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at Geneva with Calvin, 1545, and aaosting Butser at

the colloquy at Regensbuiig;, he retired to Neubuiis-

on-the-Danube and published his brief Summa
(1546). At the instigation of his brother Alfonso,

attached to the papal court at Rome, he was treach-

erously assassinated Mar. 27, 1546.

The first Evangelical groups as nuclei of a con-

gregation were formed at Seville. Juan Peres de
Pineda, prior of the church of Osma, and secretary

of the imperial embasqr at Rome, 1547, was there im-

pressed by the papal abuses. After his return to

Andalusia he became director of the Colegio de
doctrina at Seville, and made an effort to promote
true piety. Threatened by the Inqmsition, he emi-

grated in the fifties to Geneva. In the mean time,

Rodiigo de Valera, a layman, who by diligent study
of the Latin Bible had been led to depart from the

Boman doctrine and who had preached his new faith

in the streets, influenced Juan E^dio, who worked
in unison with Constantino Ponce de la Fuente,

from 1533 powerfxd preacher at the cathedral.

The latter issued Confesaio hamintB peccatoria

published in the Seriniutn anHquarum of Dr.

Gerdes (Groningen, 1749-65) and Summa, in Ea-
pafiolea Reformadoa (lladrid, 1847). Egidio, sus-

pended by the Inquisition (1552) from preaching

and lecturing for ten years, retracted, but died in

repentance at Seville, 1556. In 1555 seven men and
women from Seville fled to Geneva, and likewise

twelve monks from the Isidore monasteiy at Seville.

Peres who had been at Frankfort, 1556-58, secured

permission at Geneva to be preacher of a Spanish

congregation. He had published a Spanish transla-

tion of the New Testament (Geneva, 1556); Sumario
breve de doctrina Christiana (1556); the Commen-
tary byJuan de Vald^ on Romans (q.v. ; 1557), and
on I Corinthians (1557). In 1557 some of his publica-

tions were brought to Seville. Their discovery led to

the arrest of a great number of people who were sus-

pected of hereby; others fled from the country. Con-
stantino was placed under arrest. Similarly there

arose an Evangelical movement in the capital, Vallar

dolid, and vicinity, on the initiative of Carios de
Seso, of Verona, who in Italy had become acquainted

with the doctrine of the Reformation. He cautiously

gathered adherents, particularly the family of Casal-

la, among them the court preacher Augustin de
Casalla. In 1558 the Inquisition interfered and May
21, 1559, there took place in Valladolid an auto daf€
of Protestants. Cazalla retracted but was burned
alive; a brother and sister were garroted; a brother

and sister condemned to imprisonment; and the ex-

humed remains of the mother were burned. The
only one who refused to retract was the advocate
Antonio de Herrezuelo, who suffered a heroic death.

In Aug., 1559, Carransa, archbishop of Toledo, was
arrested; after an imprisonment of seventeen years

he was condemned to abjure heresy. On Sept. 24,

1559, an aido daf6 took place in SeviUe. A house in

which Evangelicals had frequently held meetings
was torn down. The king attended a second auJto da

Ji in Valladolid, Oct., 1559, and took an oath that

he would assist and favor the Inquisition. Carlos

de Seso was burned ; also Juan Sanchez the sacristan

of another brother of Augustin Cazalla, who in turn

was garroted, In Seville, Dec. 22, 1560, Julian

Hernandez^ a lay brother of the Isidore cloister, and
others were sent to the stake. The remains of Egidio
and Constantino, who had died in prison, and the ef-

figy of Pineda were consigned tothefiames. Several
anUoe da fi followed in 1562 with a number of vic-

tims including Garcia Arias, called Maestro Blanco,
who had kindled evangelism in the monastery. With
these autoa, but barely mentioned, the Evangelical
movement in Spain was practically smothered. Tlie

rest of the acts of the Inquisition pertain to resident
French, Dutch, and English traders and seamen,
apart from any national movement. A group of

French Protestants were thus executed at Toledo^
1565.

From the group of fugitive monks of San Isidro

originated the Artee InquieiHania (Heidelbeiig, 1567),
under the pseudonym Reinaldus Gonsalvius Mon-
tanus, the reliability of which was evidently made
uncertain by the author's hatred of his tormentors^
and his southern temperament. Of the other fugi-

tive monks of San IsidroAntonio delCorro arrived at

Geneva, 1557; he soon went to Lausanne to study
at the academy. Theodor Beza (q.v.) honored him
with his friendship. In 1559 Corro with the rec€»ii-

mendation of Calvin returned to southern France in

order to be nearer to his countrymen. In 1563, he,

together with his convent friend Cassiodoro de
Reyna and Valera (ui sup.) printed the Spanish New
Testament in one of the castles of the Queen of

Navarre. Corro was proscribed at Toulouse, but
escaped by flight. In Bergerac, where Reyna
visited him, he was forbidden to preach because he
was a foreigner. Juan Perez de Pineda met the same
fate in Blois. All these fugitives from Seville were
sheltered in Montaigis by Ren^ of France (q.v.).

In 1566 Cknro followed a call as preacher to Antwerp.
For the queen regent, however, a Spaniard as Evan-
gelical preacher was objectionable. William of

Orange desired that the Evangelicals of the Nether-
lands should declare for the Augsburg Confession
in order to assure imperial aid. The Evangelical

preachers were banished from the Netherlands,

however, and Alva's regime began. In themean time
Corro had gone to England. At London his known
friendship with Reyna, who had gone there from
Geneva, 1559, and taken charge of the Spanish con-
gregation and left Eiigland because of unfounded
charges, barred Corro from the French congrega-
tion. He served the Italian, but was denied the

communion and deprived of the pulpit by the bishop.

He united with the Anglican Church, and under
the auspices of the legal corporation of the Knights
Templars in London delivered Latin theoiogical

lectures. He became religious teacher in three in-

stitutes of the University of Oxford, 1597; was
theological censor of C!hrist Church College, 1581-85;

received a prebend of St. Paul's, London, 1582; and
died, 1591, at London. He traiisformed the Epistle

to the Romans into a dialogue between the apostle

and a Roman (London, 1574). His Latin paraphrase
of Ecclesiastes (1579) has been printed several times.

Highly esteemed as a theologian by the Armini-

ans, he denied predestinated reprobation and is said

to have opposed the interference of the State against

heretics. When Cassiodoro de Reyna left England
in 1565 he settled with his family at Frankfprt-on*
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the-Main, where he made his living in the silk trade

and walked on his translation of the Bible (Basel,

1568-69), which is the first complete Spanish Bible

translated from the original languages. Frankfort

conferred on him dtisenship. In 1578 he became
FVench pastor of the adherents of the Augsbuig Con-
fession at Antwerp. In 1585 he returned to Frank-
fort, and became, 1594, preacher of the Netherland
colony of theLuUieran persuasion. Cipriano de Va-
lera (ut mp.) fled with his friends from San Isidro to

Geneva and in 1562 was burned in efllgy like Reyna
and Corro. He studied at Cambridge (B.A., 1560;

M.A., 1563); was fellow of Magdalen College; and,

1566, was connected with Oxford. He publidied Los
dos TratadoB del Papa idela Miaa (1588); Tratado

para conftrmar loa pobres Cantivaa de Berberia (1594)

;

a new edition of the Spanish catechism of Ceneva of

1559 (1596); El TesUxmento Nuevo of C. de Reyna
(1596; 1870); IruiUtuMm de la ReUgion Christiana

(1597), a translation of J. Calvin's Institutes; and
La BiUiaofC.de Reyna (Antwerp, 1602 sqq.; 1869).

Pedro Gal6s, a young CatiJonian, was arrested about
1559atRome because he had asserted that it was un-
necessary to confess to a priest and to abstain from
meat on certain days, and was compelled to abjure.

He studied at Bologna and Paris, and became pro-

fessor at Geneva, 1582. Afterward he went to

southern France and taught in several places until a
Calvinistic pastoral conference found him unsound
in doctrine. On the way to Bordeaux, with wife

and children, he was captured by members of the
hdy league and in 1593 surrendered to Spain. In
the prison of the Inquisition at Saragossa he declared

that the doctrine of the Roman church was fre-

quently in contradiction with that of Christ and the

Apostles. His second trial was completed after

his death, and his remains were dug up and burned,
Apr. 17, 1595. Melchior Roman of Aragon entered

the order of the Jacobins. In the province of Tou-
louse he was i^pointed Procureur Provincial and
sent to Rome; subsequently he became provincial

vicar and confessor of the Dames du CSiapellet

d'Agen. The sight of a victim burned at the stake

made a deep impression upon him, and he entered
the Reformed church at Bergerao in 1600.

(Theodob SchXfer.)
Bduoobapbt: T. MoCrie, Htat, of the Progreaa and 8vp'
preenon of ike Rtformation in Spain, Edinbuivh, 1820
mud 1856; A. de Gastio, Hial. of Rdiounu InioUranee in
Spain^ London. 1863; MhnoireB de Franeieeo de Bnnnae,
2 yob., Bnuaels, 1862-63; H. Dalton, Die evangeUache Be-
weoung inBpanien, Wiesbaden, 1872; E. Boehmer, Spamth
Reformen of Two Centuriee, London, 1874-83; M. Droin,
HieL de ia rtformaUon en Bepagne, 2 vols., Laiuanne,
1880; H. Mencodea y Pebyo. HieL de loe heUrodoxoe Be-
palkeUe, 3 vob., Madrid, 1881; J. LaasoUe, Ln Riformeen
Bepagne an xti. eiide^ Paris, 1883; J. Stouffhton, TheSpan-
iah Refmnere, London. 1883; C. A. Wilkens, GeechichU dee

epameehen ProteelanUemue, GQtexsloh, 1888, Eng. transl.,

SpatUak Proieetanle in the lOth Century, London, 1807; M.
F. van Leonep De HereomUng in Spanje in de eeetiende

eeuw, Haarlem, 1001; E. SchAfer, BeiMUfe eur GeeckiehU
der epanieehen ProteetanHemue . . . <m 10. Jahrhundertt 3
vob., GOteralob, 1002; idem, SeviUa vnd VaUadolid, die

eeangeiieehen Oemeinden Spaniene im Re/ormaHonealter,
Ha]le,1003.

SPALAXm, spa-la-ttn', GBORG: German Re-
former; b. at Spalt (21 m. s.w. of Nuremberg) Jan.

17, 1484; d. at Altenburg (26 m. s. of Leipsic) Jan.

16, 1545. His family name was Burkhardt, which

he changed to Spalatin—^from his birthplace—after

a frequent custom of the humanists. He was edu-
cated at the universities of Erfurt (1498-^, 1505)

and Wittenberg (1502-03), early coming into con-

tact with humanistic circles. In 1505 he began to

teach in the monastery of Geoigenthaly and in 1508

was ordained to the priesthood. In the following

year he was appointed tutor to the prince who later

became Elector John Frederick, although here, as at

the monastery, his innovating tendencies rendered

his position imcomfortable. In 1511 he was for a
time one of the guardians of the princes Otto and
Ernest of Bninswick-LOnebuig, although without
severing his connection with the court of their uncle,

Elector Frederick the Wise, who, in the following

year, appointed him his own librarian—a most con-

genial post. Spalatin gradually became the elector's

most trusted confidant and a power at court, but
though he was a priest, he had taken orders merely to

escape the trials of a poverty-stricken humanist and
poet. His association with Luther, whom he seems
first to have met at Wittenberg, changed his life, and
even before he broke with the ancient faith, he had
found in the Wittenberg theologian his most ac-

ceptable adviser. It was Spalatin, moreover, who
won the elector to sympathy with Luther, even while

endeavoring to restrain the more impetuous Augus-
tinian from the course into which he was plunging,

and it is to Spalatin that the vacillating tactics of

Luther during the earlier years of the Reformation
are to be tra^.

In 1518 Spalatin accompanied the elector to the
diet of Augsburg, and conducted negotiations with
Cajetan and Miltitz, and he was likewise present at

the election and coronation of Charles V. as well as

at the Diet of Worms, while during Luther's con-

cealment at the Wartbuig he provided means for

him to correspond with Wittenberg. Despite the

difficulty of his position with the elector, who still

remained faithful to the Roman Catholic Church,
Spalatin constantly sought to win him over to the
views of Luther, who demanded the abolition of

the ritual maintained in the seminary at Wittenberg.

After the death of Frederick the Wise, Spalatin still

remained in the service of the court, although he was
now able to take up permanent residence in Alten-

burg, where he had received a canonry in 1511, and
where he also assumed the position of preacher

vacated by the departure of Wenceslaus Link (q.v.).

On Aug. 13, 1525, he delivered his first sermon, but
his demand for a change of conditions in the Alten-

burg senkinary led to bitter controversy, complicated
by his speedy marriage, which led to his depriva-

tion, altJiough by the aid of secular law he rein-

stated himself and gradually carried out his pro-

posed reformation. In 1526 he accompanied Elector

John to the Diet of Speyer, where he took a promi-
nent part in formulating instructions for the perma-
nent embassy to the emperor determined upon by
the diet. He was also employed repeatedly in

visitations. In 1530 he attended the Diet of Augs-
burg, later accompanying the elector to the elec-

tion of Ferdinand at (>)logne. In 1532 he attended

the Diet of Schweinfurth; in 1535 he went with
Elector John Frederick when the latter visited Vi-

enns^ to do homage; and he was a leading figure in
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mioh important matten as the peace of Gadan (1534)

and the formulation of the fichmalkaid Artidee.

Throughout his life he was deeply interested in the

University of Wittenberg, of which he had been ap-

pointed a visitor as early as 1518, and which he
regularly visited two or three times each year.

In 1536 he sought to be relieved of his many duties,

and from this time on he became more and more
melancholy, although he remained active until the

last.

Spalatin was a prolific writer, although some
of his works still remain unpublished. His only

really original contributions, however, are historical

studies, especially on Saxon and contemporary
themes, these including his Chnmican et annaiea (ed.

J. B. Mencke, Scriptarei rerutn Oermamoarum, ii. 590
sqq., Leipsic, 1728-30) and his biography of Freder-

ick the Wise (ed. C. G. Neudecker and L. Preller,

Oeorg Spalatiru hUtorucher NaMau und BrisfB au»
dm OnginalhandBariften, Jena, 1851). A still more
valuable source for the histoiy of the Reformation
period is afforded by his voluminous correspondence,
of which only a small portion has appeared in print,

although almost all the arehives of Germany contain

specimens, the library at Weimar being especially

rich in this respect. (T. Kou>b.)
Bibuoorapht: G. Sohlefol, Hiat. vitm (7. SpaUUitU, Jena,

ie03; J. Wacner, O. SpaiaHn %md dU JUfmmaHon dtr

Kirehm und SehuUn in AUenbwrg, Alteabuis. 1830; E.
EnceUuudt, G. SpaUMtint LAm, Leipaio. 1863; A. Seal-

heim, O, Spalatin aU tilehnadur Hidoriograph, Halle,

1876; G. Beibig. Spalaiin vnd aewi VtrfUUinit mu Martin
Luther, HaUe, 1906; and works on the life/il Lather and
the Reformation in Qennany.

SPALDING, spel'ding, FRANKLIR SPENCER:
Protestant Episcopal missionary bishop of Salt

Lake; b. at Erie, Pa., Mar. 13, 1805. He was edu-

cated at Princeton (A.B., 1877^ and at the General
Theological Seminary (graduated, 1891), after

having taught in the Princeton Preparatory School

in 1887--88. He was ordered deacon in 1891 and
ordained priest in the following year, being minister

of All Saints', Denver, Col., during this time, and
from 1892 to 1896 was principal of Jarvis Hall

Military Academy in the same city. He was then
rector of St. Paul's, Erie, Pa. (1896-1904), and in

1904 was consecrated missionary bishop of Salt

Lake, his diocese comprising all Utah, the eastern

half of Nevada, the western half of ddorado, and
part of a county of Wyoming.

SPALDING, JOHANN JOACHDI: German Lu-
theran; b. at Tribsees (24 m. s.w. of Greifswald)

Nov. 1, 1714; d. at Berlin May 22, 1804. After

studying at the University of Rostock (1731-33),

he was for several years private tutor, private

secretary, etc., also finding considerable time for

writing. In 1748 he published at Greifswald the

work which first brought him distinction, the (?e-

danken Hber die BetHmmung des MeMchen, in which
he earnestly combated the increasing materialism of

his time. A year later he was chosen pastor of Las-

sahn, where, though too radical for his congregation,

he found opportunity for studying and trans-

lating standard worics of English deism and anti-

deism. In 1757 Spalding was called to Earth as first

preacher and provost, and here he wrote, against

Pietism, his secpnd great work, Oedanken ^ibjpr dim

Weri der Qe/Me tm Ckrialefaum (Leipsic, 1761;

Eng. transl., ThoughU on (he Value of FeeUnffM tn

Bdiqion, London, 1827). In 1764 he was called

to Berlin as provost, supreme consistorial councilor,

and first preacher at the Marienkirche and St.

Nicholas'. Here for more than twenty yeans be

enjqyed the highest reputation as a pulpit orator,

his sermons being collected in a number of volumes.
It was at this time also that he published the work
which exposed him to much attack, the l/e&er du
NutgbarkeU des PredigtamU und deren Be/drctenmg
(1st ed. anonymously, Berlin, 1772), in which be

advocated the preaching of ethical sermons only,

to the complete ignoring of dogmatic problems.
The true motive oi this position was the desire to

retain only what he deemed essential, to oppose the

shallow ix^delity proceeding from France and Eng-
land, and to reconcile Ghristianity with the spirit

of the times. This same attitude led Spalding to

write his Vertrauie Briefe, die Rdiffion betreffend

(1st ed. anonymously, Bresiau, 1784), which have
a distinct interest in that they give a vivid picture

of the shallowness and religious indifference then
prevailing in the higher circles of society.

In 1786 the situation was abruptly changed by
the accession of Frederick William II., and feeling

himself put at a decided disadvantage, Spalding
secured the acceptance of his resignation in 1788.

He then retired to private life, and now wrote his

last work. Religion, eine AngdegenheU dee Menachen
(1st ed. anonymously, Berlin, 1797), while after

his death his autobiographical Lebensbeechreihung

von ihm adbat was edited by his son, G. L. Spalding
(Halle, 1805). He was neither a great theologian
nor a great philosopher; he was essentially a popu-
larixer who sought to bring the divine truths of

Christianity close to the hearts and wills of rational

men, though himself far from being an adherent of
the Enlightenment, Rationalism, or Deism (q.v).

(J. A. WACaCNMANKf.)
BiBUoaaAPHT: The ehief oaroe it the Ld>end>€tehreibw^
von ikm MtbM, ed. his Km, Q. L. Spalding. HaUe. 1905.
Ooniult further: J. M. Sehrtekfa, CkriaUieKe Kirckenge-
•ehiehU mt der Rtformatum, Wii. 138 sqq., Leipsic, 1808:
F. K. G. Hinohing, HietariBch-liUerarimihea ffandbmch
barUhmier Permmen, zii. 1, pp. 208 sqq.. ib. 1808; K. G.
Sack, in TSK, 18d4, part 4; Q. W. Fnmk. GetehiehU der
pnUdanH$eken Tkeolooie, iiL 03 sqq.. Leipeie, 187ft.

SPALDIRO, JOHN LANCASTER: Roman Catho-
lic bishop of Peoria, 111., nephew of the following;

b. at Lebanon, Ky., Jmie 2, 1840. He was educated
at Mount St. Mary's Coll^^e, Emmitsburg, Md.,
at the University of Louvain, Belgium, and in

Rome, where he was ordained priest in 1863. After
an additional year of study, he returned to the
United States. In 1865 he was secretary to the
bishop of Louisville, Ky., and in 1869 built, and
was rector of, St. Augustine's (colored) Church at
Louisville, while in 1871 he was chancellor of the
diocese of Louisville. From 1872-77 he was ciirate

of St. Michael's, New York City, and in the latter

year was consecrated bishop of the newly created
diocese of Peoria, which office he resigned in 1906.

He is the author of Life of Archbiehop Spalding of
BaUinwre (New York, 1872); Eeeaya and Reviewe

(1877); RdiqimuMieaiMi, of ihe Irish People {\^Sd)\

Jseetwr^ and Di^covrf^ (1882); EdufioHan and the
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Higher Life (Chica^, 1890); ThingM oj the Mind
(1894); Mean8QndEfui9ofEducaiifm{\%^b)\ Songa,

duefly frmn the Oerman (1896); Thoughte and
Theoriee cf Life and EducaHon (1897); Oppor-
tunity and other Esaaye (1900); Aphorieme and
ReflecHone (1901); God and the Soul (New York,

1901) ; Rdigion, AgnoaUeism and Education (Chicago,

1902); Socialism and Labor (1902); Glimpeee of

Truih (1903); The Spalding Year Book (1905);

Religion and Art, and Other Eeaaye (1905).

SPALDING, MARTIN JOHN: Roman Catholic;

b. near Lebanon, Ky., May 23, 1810; d. at Baltimore,

Md., Feb. 7, 1872. He was graduated from St.

Mary's Coll^;e, Lebanon, Ky., 1826; studied the-

cAogy in St. Joseph's Seminaiy, Bardstown, 1826-30;

completed his course in the Propaganda College

in Rome, where he was ordained priest Aug. 13, 1834

;

was pastor of the cathedral at Bardstown, Ky., 1834-

183S, 1841-48; president of St. Joseph's Theological

Seminary, Bardstown, 1838-40; pastor of St. Peter's

Church, Lexington, Ky., 1840-41 ; coadjutor bishop

of Louisville, Ky., 1849-50; bishop 1850-^; arch-

bishop of Baltimore from 1864 tiU his death. He
founded The Catholic Advocate, Louisville, in 1835,

and was connected with it until 1858; The LouimnUe
Gu/ordian in 1858; was main promoter of the Catho-
lic Publication Society and Catholic World, both
New YoriL City. While coadjutor bishop, he estab-

lished a colony of Trappist monks at Gethsemane,
near Bardstown, Ky., and a house of Magdalens in

connection with the Convent of the Good Shepherd,

and while bishop of Louisville he btult a magnificent

cathedral in that city. In 1857 he founded the

American C<»Uege in Louvain. Spalding was the

author of D'Aubigne^e Hidory of the Great Reformat
turn in Germany and Stritzerland Reviewed (Balti-

more, 1844; subsequently enlaiged and reissued as

Hiatory cf the Protestant Reformation in Germany
and SwiUeriand ; and in England, Irdand, Scotland,

the Netherlands, France, and Northern Europe, 2 vols.,

Louisville, 1860); Sketches of the Early Catholic

Missions in Kentucky, IVST-ISS?: . . . Compiled

from authenOc Sources, vnth the Assistance of . . . S.

T.Badin {IS4^); Lectures on the General Evidences of
Catholicity (1847); L^e, Times, and Character of the

Right Rev. B. J. Flaget (Louisville, 1852); Mis-
ceUanea: comprising Reviews, Lectures, and Essays
on Historical, Thedogical, and Miscellaneous Sub-
jects (1855); and edited, with introduction and
notes, Abb^ J. E. Darras' General History of the

Catholic Church (4 vols.. New Yoric, 1865-^).
BiBuooKAnrr: J. L. Spalding. Life of AnhbUhop Spaldino
ofBaUimon, New York, 1872; T. O'Qonnan, in Anmiean
Chwth HiaUtry StriM, ix. pMBim, ib. 1805.

SPA1I6E1IBBR6, spdng'en-berH, AUGUST GOTT-
LIEB: Bishop of the Unity of the Brethren; b. at

Kiettenbog (34 m. e. of G6ttingen) July 15, 1704;

d. at Hermhut Sept. 18, 1792. In 1717 he entered

the cloister school of Ilfeld and in 1722 the Univer-

sity of Jena. Here he became amanuensis of Johan-
nes Franciscus Buddeus (q.v.), whose house was a
center of lietiflm, through whose influence his entire

life was tranafonned, and he resolved to study the-

dogy. In 1725 his development underwent a new
change as he was attracted by a circle of mystical

separatists and afterward by Gichtelianism (see

XI.-3

GiCHTEL, JoHANN Georo), but after the death of

Johann Otto GlQsing, the leader of the Gichtelians,

in 1727, and his first contact with the Hermhuters,
he regained the simple faith of the Bible and the

Church. In the summer of 1728 Zinsendorf so-

journed at Jena advocating his movement, and
soon gathered a circle of Pietistic students, among
whom Spangenbeig took a leading position. In
1729 Spangenbeig took his master's degree and de-

livered philological and philosophical lectures, but
his whole heart was with the movement of Zinsen-

dorf, with whom his relations became most intimate,

especially after a visit to Hermhut (Apr. 21-28,

1730). He continually took part in the affairs of

the community, and Zinsendorf at various times

claimed him as collaborator. In spring, 1732,

however, Spangenbeig accepted a call to Halle as

adjunct in the theological faculty and assistant in

the orphans' home, but did not sever his connection

with Hermhut. By his attempts to connect him-
self with a circle of Pietistic citizens of separatistic

tendencies, he became involved in a conflict with
his superiors. Early in 1733 he was called before a
series of conferences of officers of the orphans'

home, it being considered a duty of the teachers to

conform with the principles and practise of the

church. Spangenbeig was finally deposed and left

the city on Apr. 4, 1733. With his dismissal the

rupture between the movement of Zinsendorf and
the Halle movement became complete.

Spangenbeig then formally joined the Brethren.

Immediately after his dismiBsal from Halle Zinzen-

dorf made him his assistant and entrusted him with

various diplomatic missions in connection with

his plans of colonization. Spangenberg brought
colonists to Copenhagen and made the contracts in

1733, superintended the beginnings of the colony

on the Savannah river (1735), and finally turned

to Pennsylvania in order to care for the Schwenck-
feldians (1736^9) who had emigrated under the

protection of the Moravian Brethren. The time

from 1739 to 1744 Spangenbeig spent in his native

country. During this stay in his native country he
had opportunities to show his talent for organization.

He organized the Brethren in England and founded
in London an auxiliary society for mission work, the

Society for the Furtherance of the Gospel among the

Heathen (1741). But his best work was achieved in

America. In 1744 the synod of Marienbom ap-

pointed him bishop and entrusted to him the super-

vision of the work in America. Here two settle-

ments of the Brethren were founded in Bethlehem
and Nazareth, large areas of land were purchased,

in New York and Philadelphia congregations

were formed, while preaching-stations and school-

houses were scattered all over the coimtry. The
financial difficulties which arose were solved by
Spangenbeig through the peculiar oiganization at

Bethlehem, the so-called " common economy,"
according to which all work was done in the interest

of the whole community, which in its turn provided

for the needs of individuals. Spangenberg returned

in 1749 to Europe, but in 1751 he resumed his work
in America and founded a second great complex of

colonies in North Carolina. In 1762 he again left

America and made his permanent abode in Germany.
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He became member of the provisiomd board of

directoiB formed after the death of Ziiixendorf

(1760), and until his death took a leading position

among the Brethren, one of his services being his as-

sistance in fonnuiating their ^stem of doctrine. It

is chiefly owing to Spangenbeig that the Congrega-

tion of Brethren was saved from developing into

sectarianism and that it maintained friendly rela-

tions with the Evangelical church. Among his

literary works were DMaratian iiber die geUher gegen

una aiisgegangenen Beschuldigungen . . . (Leipsic

and GOriitz, 1751); Dariegung richiiger Antworien

auf mehr ala SOO Beachuldigungen gegen den ordi-

nariumfratrum . . . (1751); Apologetische Sehluaa-

achrift ... (2 parte, 1752); Leben dee Herm
NicoUma Ludwig Orafen und Herm von Zimendorf
... (8 parte, 1772-1775; Eng. transl.. The Life of

N. L., Count Zinzendorf, London, 1838); Idea fidei

fratrum oder kurzer Begriff der chrieUichen Lehre

in den evangdiechen BrOdergemeinen (Barby, 1779;

Eng. transl., ExpoeUion of Ckridian Doctrine,

London, 1784). Spangenbeig was also a writer of

hymns, ten of which went into the denominational

hymn-book of 1778. Some of these have been ren-

dered into English, among them " The Church of

Christ that he hath hallowed here,'' by Miss Wink-
worth. (G. Reichel.)

Bibuoorapht: SpannenbeiiK left in manuscript three ao-

oounte of hie life, of which the firat has not been pub-
lished, the second and third appeared in Archiv fUr neu-

etie KirehenoeachichU, i. 40 sqq., ii. 429-487, and NaeK-
richten aus der BrUdergemtinde, 1872, pp. 135-180. Let>

ton of his are published in Der BrUderbotet 1872, pp. 9
sqq., 241 sqq., 1874, pp. 10 sqq., 1876, pp. 309 sqq.; and
in J. Bernoulli's Sammluno kurter ReMbeachreSbung, xvi

(1784). 195 sqq., is found a sketch of him by a oontem-
poriry, Jftnichen. Sketches or lives have been written by
J. Loretx, in Laueitxieche MonaUachrifU 1793, i. 336-368,

u. 13-31, 75-89: J. Risler, Baiby. 1794; K. F. Ledder-
hose, Heidelberg. 1846; C. J. Nitzsch, in Evangdiechea
Jahrhuch. 1855, pp. 197 sqq.; O. C. Knapp, ed. O. Frick,

Halle, 1884; and (best of all) by O. Reichel, Tabingen,
1906.

SPANGENBERGy CYRIAIETOS: Son of Johann
Spangenberg; b. at Nordhausen (105 m. w. of Leip-

sic) June 7, 1528; d. at Strasbuig Feb. 10, 1604.

He began study at the University of Wittenbeiig in

1542; took his master's degree in 1550, and in the

same year the counts of Mansfeld made him preacher

at the Church of St. Andrew in Eisleben. Afterward

he became town and court preacher in Mansfeld,

and in 1559, after the death of Michael Coelius, gen-

eral dean of the county and assessor of the Eideben
consistoiy. He was a zealous champion of pure

Lutheranism, combating the school of Melanch-

thon. The theologians of Mansfeld became the

stanchest partisans of Flacius. The three counts,

Volrad, Karl, and Hans Ernst, were in ecclesiastical

affairs under the influence of Spangenbeiig, whose
authority grew wherever anti-Philippine Lutheran-

ism appeared. The severe invectives of Hieronymus
Menzel, general superintendent of Mansfeld, and of

Spangenberg induced Elector August in 1567 to cite

them to Dresden to vindicate themselves, but as

Counts Volrad and Christoph protested against such

summons as an intrenchment of their rights, the two
theologians refused to go. Spangenberg had offended

the theologians of Electoral Saxony especially by
seven sermons De prcBdeetinatione (Erfurt, 1567), in

which he taught the aenmm arbUrium in the sense of

the older Reformed theology. In Mansfeld there de-

veloped also the tragedy of the controversy on hered-

itary sin which had a fatal influence upon the future

life of Spangenbeiig. As early as 1560 Flacius had

used against Strigel the expression that hereditary

sin is the substance of man. Spangenbeig came to

the defense of Flacius after the issuance of Johann

Wigand's treatise. Von der ErbeHnde, with its blunt

condemnation of Flacius, with the final result that

in 1575 Spangenbeiig and his adherents were excom-

municated and Spangenbeig himself was forced to

flee into the district of Sangerhausen where he occu-

pied himself with the composition of historical worla

and of polemical treatises. In 1578 he, together with

his protector. Count Volrad, was expelled from

Sangeihausen and went to Strasburg; but in 1581

he was appointed preacher at SchUtssee-on-the-

Fulda in Hesse, where he was allowed to remam
until 1590. During this quiet time he concluded ias

laige works of history, but in 1591 he was deprived

of office though he was allowed to live in Vacharon-

the-Werra. About 1595 Count Ernst of Mansfdd,

the nephew of Count Volrad, brought about Spangen-

beig's return to Strasbuig, where he spent the rest of

his life.

Spangenbeig left an immense number of writings,

in many respects faithfully following the lines of his

father's literaiy activity. He furnished practical

commentaries on Thessalonians (1557), the pastoral

epistles (1559 sqq.), Corinthians (1559 sqq.) ; and

compiled tables on the Pentateuch (1563) and other

historical books of the Old Testament (1567). Ef

also continued the hymnological work of his father

CkrieUiches QeaanghUMein, Von den fUxnembtUn
Feden (137 songs, among them some of his own,

1568); Cithara Lutheri, a series of sermons on the

h3nnns of Luther (1569, reprinted Berlin, 1855);

Der game Paalter . . . geaangeweiae und IH achone

geiatreiche Lieder . . . derlid)en Patnarchen (1582).

Among his sermons special mention may be made of

Theander Lutherua (1589), a cycle of twenty-one

sermons on Luther. His polemical writings refer

chiefly to the controversy on original sin, on syner-

gism, and on the Lord's Supper. In German litera-

ture he has a place as composer of spiritual comedies

(1589-90) . But his chief services were in the sphere

of history, his most prominent works being Chranicon

Corintkiacum (1562); Manafeidiache Chronica (Eis-

leben 1572); Hiataria Manickearum (Ursel, 1578);

Sdchaaiache Chronica (Frankfort, 1580); Quern'

furtiache Chronica (Erfurt, 1590); Adela Spiegd

(Schmalkald, 1591-94); Hennebergiache Chronica

(Strasburg, 1599) ; Bonjfaciua oder deutache Kirchen-

Hiaiorie von 71Jt-766 (1603), and others.

(G. Kawbrau.)

Bibuoobapbt: TIm principal oolleotion of Spttncenbeis'f

letten is by H. Rembe, 2 parts, Dresden, 1887-68. thougfa

otheiB are printed in J. Feoht, Hietorim eedeaituUca aaeuH

XVL, supplement, Frankfort, 1684, and in ManafOder
Blatter, zjdi. 155 sqq. On his life oonsult: M. Adsm,
VUm Oermanorum theolooorum, pp. 781 sqq.. Frankfort,

1653; J. Feoht. ut sup.. Apparatus, pp. 107 sqq.; J. G.

Leuokfeld, Hiai, Spangenberffenaia, Quedlinbui«. 1712 (the

best); H. Rembe, in the reprint of Spangenbeiv's Formv
tofbuehlein, Dieeden, 1887; W. Hots, in BeitrOge attr het-

aiaeken Kirchengeaehichte, iii. 205 sqq.; J. J. 1. von DSO-

inger. Die R^fermaHon, ii. 270 sqq., KagBoAmrg, 1848;
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J. W. Pncer, M. Fladtu Ittyrieua tmd MifM ZeU, vol. iL,

Eiianfea, 1861; A. G. M«yer, Dcr FJacidfiMiitiM m der
QmkckaSi MamafM, Halle, 1873; ADB, zsnr. 37 oqq.

SPAHGSHBBRG, JOHAHH: German theologian;

b. at Hardegsen (10 m. n.n.w. of Gottingen) Mar. 29,

1484; d. at Eisleben (43 m. s. of Magdebuig) June 13,

1550. He was educated at Gottingen and ^beck; in

1508he entered the Univeraity of Erfurt (B.A., 1511).

Afterward Count Botho of Stolbeiig called him as
swtoT to the Latin School in Stdbeiig; about 1520
he became also preacher at the Church of St. Ifartin.

He accepted the teaching of Luther and was soon
known and esteemed as a prominent preacher of the
Goepel. In 1524 the council of Nordhausen ap-
pointed him preacher of the Church of St. Blasius

where during an activity of twenty-two years he es-

tablished the Evangelical doctrine, and after the
disturbances of the Peasants' War carried out a new
church order in a conservative spirit. Spangenbeig
rendered especially valuable services for ^e ad-
vancement of higher education in Nordhausen. As
the cathedral and municipal schools had perished
in the storms of the Peasants' War, Spangenberg
opened a private school in his own house until the
council at his request in 1525 established a new
Latin school in the Dominican monastery, for which
Spangenberg wrote text-books. In 1546, at his last

visit to Eisleben, Luther proposed Spangenberg
to the counts of Mansfeld as general inspector of all

churches and schods in the county, and in this

new position Spangenberg remained until his death.
Of his numerous writings mention may be made of

ProBodia in unan piventutia NorthuMncB (Augsburg,

1535); QucutUmea musiecB in usum achola Nort-
hunana (Nurembeiig, 1536); Evangdia d4mnnicalia
in veniadaa versa (1539); ArtipciosiB memarioB
ISbdlui, in usum stvdioaorum coUedua (Wittenberg,

1539); Computus ecdesiasticus (1539); Margarita
theohgica (1540; Eng. transl., The 3u </ Divinitie,

Umd(m,l&48); Gross Kaieehismus . . . Lutheri , . .

inFragstUckeverfassetilHl); Bin new TrostbUMin
far die Kraneken, UndvomehrisUichenRitter(lHl-
1542); Alt und neue geisUiehe Lieder und Lob-43eseng

von dtr Geburt Christi . . . /Or die junge Ckrislen

(1543); PsaUerium carmine Elegiaeo redditum (1544)

;

Cantiones ecdesiastiea laiina simul ae synceriares

quadampreKuloe . . . Kirchengesdngedeutschdurehs
9onU» Jar . . . (1545); Des ehdichen Ordens
Spiegel und Regd (1545); Kommentar mar Apostelr-

geachiehte (Frankfort, 1546); Explicationes evangdi-
onm H epistdarum^ qua daminieis didms mors
usUato proponi in ecdesia populo solent, in tabtdos

. . . rsdaeUs (Basil, 1564), edited by his son Qyri-
akus (q.v.). (G. Kawerau.)

Bduoobapbt: H. MennI, J^pietdim mi memorism Jo^hamiM
Spangmbm^, l^ttenbeii, 1551; idem. Narratio kuionea
d» turn eecUrim in eomUaiu Manufddtnti, reprodoeed in
ZtilKkriit dm Hamermmt, xri (1883). 86 oqq.; M. Adam.
Viim a€rmamorum iKmtogontm, p. 08. Fnmkfort. 1663;
J. 0. Leuekfeld. VmhemerU huloriteke Naehriehi von dmn
LAm md SekrifUn Jokann Spanotmberg; Quedlinbtui.
1720: E. Q. FftntemAim, MUthmtwugen su aiiMr QtsdviehU
Urn 8€kuUnm Nordhatuen, pp. 22 Kiq., NoidhauMH, 1824;
0. H. EUppel. Deia$eh4 Ldtene^ und CkaraktmbOd^ i. 1
aqq.. Bramon, 1863; K. Krumhaar. Die OraffachaU Mmu-
MU km B^hrmaHtmumiaUm', pp. 345 aqq.. Eidebflo, 1855,
T. PteKhmaim, Die Beformakon in Nordhausen, Q|>t 19
qq.. Bafle, 1681.

SPANHEIMy spOn^oim, BZBCHIEL, BARON:
Eldest son of Friedrich Spanheim the Elder; b. at
Geneva Dec. 7, 1629; d. at London Nov. 7, 1710.

After 1642 he studied philology and theology at
Leyden, and in 1650 returned to (Geneva. In 1656
he became tutor of Karl Ludwig, elector of the Palat-

inate, when studies in political science led him into

a diplomatic career for which he showed great apti-

tude. By order of the elector he went in 1661 to
Rome to investigate the intrigues of the Roman
Catholic electors against his sovereign. After his

return in 1665 the elector employed him as ambassa-
dor at different courts, finally in England where
after 1679 he was charged also with the affairs of

the elector oi Brandenburg. In 1680 he entered the

service of electoral Brandenburg as minister of

state. As ambassador of the great elector he spent
nine years at the court of Paris, and subsequently

devoted some years to studies in Berlin, but after

the Peace of Ryswyk in 1697 he returned as am-
bassador to France where he remained until 1702.

In 1702 he finally went as first Prussian ambassador
to England. Bia principal works are Disputationea

de usu et prcestantia numismatum antiquarum (Rome,
1664; best edition, 2 vols., London and Amsterdam,
1706-17) and Orbis Ramanus (London, 1704; Halle,

1728). He also edited with Petavius the Opera
of Cyril of Alexandria and of the Emperor Julian

(Leipsic, 1696). (S. D. van Veen.)

Bibuoorapht: A sketch of Spanheim'a life by I. Verbuis
18 prefixed to the Amsterdam ed. of the DiaputationM, ut
sup.

SPANHEIM, FRIEDRICH, THE ELDER: Cal-

vinistic professor at the University of Leyden;
b. at Amberg (35 m. e. of Nuremberg) Jan. 1, 1600;

d. at Leyden May 14, 1649. He entered in 1614 the

university of Heidelbeiig where he studied philology

and philosophy, and in 1619 removed to (Geneva to

study theology. In 1621 he became tutor in the

house of Jean de Bonne, Baron de Vitrolle, governor

of Embrun in Dauphin^, and after three years he
visited Switzerland (Creneva), and France (Paris),

and England, returning to (Geneva in 1626 and be-

coming professor of philosophy; in 1631 he went over
to the theological faculty, and was rector of the acad-

emy 1633-37. In 1642 he removed to Leyden as pro-

fessor of theology. In Holland Spanheim became
one of the most decided defenders of the Calvinistic

doctrine of predestination against Amyraut. He
published anonymously, Le Scldai suedois (1634), a

history of the Thirty Years' War until 1631; Le
Mercure suisss (1634); Commeniaire historique de la

vieeidela mart de . . . Ckristofle Vicomte de Dohna
(1639). His principal theological works are. Dubia
evangdioa (3 vols., Geneva, 1631-39; Eng. transl.,

Englands Warning hyOermanies Woe, London, 1646)

;

Disputatio de gratia universali (3 vols., Leyden,

1644-48); Epislola ad Buchananum super contra-

versiis . . . ineedesiis Anglicanis (Leyden, 1645).

Against the Anabaptistshewrote Varice disputationes

anti-AndbaptisticcB (1643) and Diatribe kistorica de

origMs, progressUf sectis et nomtntbus anabaptist'

arum (1645). (S. D. van Veen.)

Bebuogbapbt. a. Heidan, Oratlo fundnia in ebitum . . .

P. SpanKmnii, Leyden, 1649* Biiyle. Diehonary, v. 103-

196. Nioeron, MSmeine, zziz. 36. J. Seoebier, Hial. lU-
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Uraire tU ChnH*, iL 191 aqq., Gcnara, 1780; Iiolit«nlM(vv,

BSR, xL 6M.

SPANHBIM, FRIBDRICH, THE T0UH6BR: Son
of Friediich the Elder; b. in Geneva BCay 1, 1032;

d. at Leyden May 18, 1701. He studied at Leyden
(M.A., 1648), continuing his studies in tiieoiogy after

the death of his father, and in 1655 accepted a call to

assist in reoiganising the University of Heidelberg,

having previously received his doctorate at Leyden,
whither he went as professor of theology in 1670,

giving instruction after the next year in church
history, becoming librarian in 1674, being four

times rector, and in 1684 becoming professor pri-

marius.

The results of his literary activity, whichwas great,

were collected in his Opera (3 vols., Leyden, 1701-03).

They included works in history, exegesis, and dog-

matics, to which must be added a certain polemic

activity against Arminians, Cartesians, Gocceians,

and Jesuits. In this last respect important is his

De novianmU circa re9 aacras in Bcigio diasidiU

epiatola (Leyden, 1677). His ihecAogy was con-

servative, and he opposed the " novaiore9." His
commentary on Job is regarded as of high value.

He issued also a BrevU Introductio ad kUiariam utHr

tuque^ TestamenH (1694), and a large number of ser-

mons! (The list of his writings takes up two pages

in the British Museum CaUdogue.]

(8. D. vanVsbn.)
Bibuooiiafht: The funenl omtion by J. Tri^Andlua was

published at Leydea. 1701, and wm included in vol. ii. of
Bpanheim's Opera^ ut sup. Sketches of his life are given
in their alphabetical place in Nioeron, Mhnoirm, ttjt. 11-

26 and in Chauffepi^'s Nowmu ZHcTumfiotrs, Amsterdam,
1750^56.

SPARROW, Wn^LIAH: Protestant-Episcopalian;

b. at Charlestown, Mass., Mar. 12, 1801; d. at

Alexandria, Va., Jan. 17, 1874. His parents re-

turning to Ireland in 1805, he attended a boarding-

school in the Vale of Avoca; returned to America,

181 7; was a student att)oluinbia CoUege, New Yoric,

1819-21; professor of Latin and Greek at Miami
University, 1824-25; ordained in 1826; colaborer

with Bishop Chase in founding Kenyon College;

eleven years Milnor professor at Qambier; and
professor of systematic divinity and Christian evi-

dences in the Theological Seminary of Virginia,

1840-74. During the civil war (1861-64) he carried

on the work of the seminary in the interior of Vir-

ginia. At its close his unique relations to both
sections enabled him to exert important influence

in restoring the Protestant Episcopal Church in

Virginia to its former ecclesiastical relations.

Sparrow was recognized as the ablest theologian

and the most original thinker of the evangelical

school in the Protestant Episcopal Church. He
bowed with unquestioning faith to the supremacy
of Scripture, yet welcomed modem criticism as an
ally; all his thinking proceeded on the conviction

of the ultimate harmony of revelation and science.

An earnest Evangelical and a zealous Protestant,

he was usually classed as Arminian in theology;

yet he abhorred the narrowness of theological sys-

tems, and led his pupils to independent thought
and rational inquiry. He was an earnest Episco-

palian, but put doctrine before order; hence he felt

himself ai one with Protestant Christendon^ anc| re-

joiced in the Evangelical Alliance as an expressioD

of Protestant unity. Although he sympathized

with the difficulties of Bishop George David Cum-
mins (q.v.), he deprecated his secession, and re-

mained firm in his adherence to the church. Per-

haps no man of his time in America did more to

cheek the spread of the tractarian theology. He was

an earnest antagonist of the dogma of a tactual

apostolical succession, holding it to be essentially un-

scriptural and anti-Protestant. To his great intel-

lectual powers he added the influence of exalted

piety, a character of great modesty and humility,

and a life of simplicity and self-denial. His life-

long feebleness of health unhappily prevented his

entering the field of authorship; but a number of his

occasional sermons and addresses were published.

In collaboration with J. Johns he wrote Memoir

of Rev, W. Meade (Richmond, 1867); and, inde-

pendently, Sdect Diaceuraee (New York, 1877).

BnLiooaA.PHT: C. Walker, Life and Corrmpondtnee of IftB-

MM Sparrov, Philadelpliia, 1876.

SPBAKI1I6 WITH TONGUES.

BttMl New-TMtam«iit Paancn (f 1).

ManifMtationa in the Eariy Chureh (f 2).

Old-Testament and Ethnic Panlleb (5 3).

The New-Testament Phenomena (f 4).

Meaning of QloHa (f 6).

Of the eariy Christian phenomenon called " speak-

ing with tongues " (Gk. gloeaoUdia) I Cor. x]i.-xiv.

gives a fairly comprehensible picture. It is repre-

sented as an activity of the Spirit of God coming

upon man and constraining him to external ex-

pressions directed to God but not understood by

others (xii. 10-11, xiv. 2), during which the soul life

is passive and the understanding in

z. Basal abeyance (xiv. 14-15); the condition

Hew- is that of Ecstasy (q.v.), the utterances

Testament are words or sounds of prayer or praise,

Fassaget. but are not clear in meaning (xiv. 5,

13-16), and give the impression to the

hearer of being mysteries or insane expressions (xiv.

2, 23), and need, at any rate, to be interpreted,

though an unbeliever mi^t see in the phenomenon
a divine sign (xiv. 21-22) . Three sets of illustrations

used by Paul serve to niake this clear: in the use of

pipe and harp distinct and separate notes are neces-

sary to give meaning, a definite set of sounds of the

trumpet is required to give the signal to battle,

and knowledge of a strange tongue is needed in

order to interpret it (xiv. 7-11). This phenomenon
seems to include sighs, groanings, shoutings, cries,

and utterances either of disconnected words (such

as Abba, hosanna, hallelujah, maranatha) or of con-

nected speech of a jubilating sort which impresses

the observer as ecstatic prayer or psalmodic praise.

Other passages in the New Testament refer to the

practise. So the ungenuine Marie xvi. 17, as well

as Acts X. 46, xix. 6, refers to something like that in

I Cor. xii.-xiv. But Acts ii. 1-13, referring to the

events at Pentecost, needs to be distinguished,

though the phenomena mentioned in verses 4 and

13 range themselves with those of I Cor. xiv. 21,

23. But the intention of the writer in Acts is not

to describe ecstatic speech, it is rather to describe

a miracle of tongues. The noise resulting, happen-

ing at the festival of weeks, drew a large concourse,
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and in venes ^11 are named nations representa-

Uves of which each heard in his own tongue the di»-

ciples make known the wonders of God. While only
four varieties of speech are necessarily involved, the
implication is that these Galileans were enabled to
speak the Goq;)el in the languages of the world. But
the problem here presented is difficult. How could
men of different nationality hear, each of them, all

the disciples speaking his mother tongue? and it is

not suggested thatcertain disciples addressed groups.
Indeed, this appears to be within the region of

legend. Moreover, it would not be strange for the
Jew of verse 9 to hear a Galilean speak his mother
tongue; the conjectures of TertulUan, Jerome, and of

modem men that some other word is to be read for
" Judea " does not help in view of the text, and the
conclusion is that the stoiy of the miracle is a late

intnisicxi. The speech of Peter in verses 17-18 im-
plies a prophetic inspiration, but says nothing of

stnioge tongues. The enlargement which is to be
seen here can be traced to Judaistic sources, as in the
belief that the law of Sinai was not to be restricted

to the Hebrews but to be given to the nations in a
miracle like that of Pentecost (cf. Philo, De aepien-

arioy and De deealogo^ {{ 9, 11). Such a conception
as this, embodied in the work of the Alexandrian
Jew, could easily become the basis of an insertion

like that in Acts ii. This conception is the more
easily understood in that the character of Luke's
representation is to make Christianity universalistic.

Related phenomena appear elsewhere. In I Cor.

zii. 1-3 Paul evidently means by the pneumalikoi

especially those in ecstasy; in verses 4-11 he shows
that the working of the Spirit is varied, and in xiv.

37--39 the pneumaHkoi may be those who speak with
tongues. He also places here the prophets who were
endowed with the Spirit alongside those speaking

with tongues; wiUi verse 39 should be
2. Manifes- compared I Thess. v. 19-20. Paul had
tations in not had occasion to warn at Thessalon-*

the 'BmjAj ica against ecstatic and related phe-

Chnrch. nomena (cf. II Thess. ii. 2). Gal. iv. 6
and Rom. viii. 1&-16, 26-27 are to be

brought into this relation, in which the crying (Gk.

krazOn) of the Spirit and its testimony are distin-

guished from that of man's spirit. It is God's
spirit wiach speaks within us, and when we know
not how to pray, the Spirit makes intercession with
unutterable groanings (Rom. viii. 26), and this God
understands (verse 27). The apostle himself has had
experience of this speaking with tongues (I Cor. xiv.

18; cf. n Cor. xii. 1, in which he describes ecstasy,

and note verse 4, which is to be placed with I Cor.

ii.9). Somewhat unrelated to this species of ecsta^
are the phenomena of Rev. i. 10, iv. 2, xvii. 3, xxi.

10, which deal with apocalyptic vision. Justin

3fartyr rdates that in his own times spiritual gifts

were active in the Church {TryphOj Ixxxii., Ixxxviii.,

Eng. transl., ANF, i. 240, 243-244) though it is not

certain that speaking with tongues is here intended;

in chap, xxxix. he speaks of seven kinds of gifts,

and this seems to combine Isa. xi. 2 and I Cor. xii.

7-10, though speaking with tongues is again not

mentioned. The *' Address to the Greeks," chap, x.,

hardly comes into account here, since the Greek
doctrine of inqnration is here under discussion.

In the Acta Perpetua et FdicUaJtU, viii., the Spirit

overpowers Perpetua and constrains her to utter-

ance of a name of which she had not thought. The
description of the outbreak of Montanism in Euse-
bius, Hist, ecd.y V., xvi. 7 sqq. {NPNF, 2 ser., i. 231)
does not exclude speaking with tongues, though the
concern here is not with unmeaning and unintelligi-

ble speech but with prophetic utterance, and not ozily

Montanus but two women had the seizures. Epi-
phanius {Hcbt., xlviii. 4) makes Montanus describe

his experience as a taking-out of his own heart by the
Lord and the implanting of a new one. Tertullian

(Adv, Mardonemf V., viii., Eng. transl. ANF, iii.

445-446) seems to include, among his demands of

Marcion, that the latter explain what seems to be a
claim to glaaaolalia, and the same thing is probably
meant when In his Ds reaurrectione camia there is a
kind of utterance mentioned which no one can know
without interpretation. A weighty witness for the

continuance of this gift is presented by Irensus
(Hear., v., vi. 1), who speaks of " many brethren in

the Church who . . . through the Spirit speak all

kinds of languages " (ANF, i. 531), and he evidently

refers to the phenomena noted by Paul. Yet it can
not be decided whether Irensus meant speech in

foreign languages like that of Pentecost or a phe-
nomenon like that of Corinthians. But that some
such phenomena were in his mind is clear, with
a probable reference to I Cor. xiv. Chrysostom ap-

pears at a loss to describe the facts, which are no
longer manifested in his times. In a book that is

half Jewish and half Christian, the Testament of

Job, is a description of the ecstatic speech of the

daughters of Job, one of whom used the method of

one class of angels; and this implies the conception
of a foreign tongue. Yet the phenomenon is not
altogether common, and it can not have been im-
portant in the apostolic Church; later manifesta-

tions of which church history knows, such as those

of the Irvingites, must be explained as repristina-

tions of the events of Pentecost and early Christian-

ity.

Conditions similar to those outlined in the fore-

going are indicated in the Old Testament, where the

influence either of the Spirit of God or of an evil

spirit is represented as producing exalted, enthusias-

tic, ecstatic speech or action. To the examples
noted under Ecstasy (q.v.) may be

3. Old-Tes- added the seventy elders of Num. xi.

tament and 24-30, and the illustrations furnished

Bthnic by Jer. xxiii. 32, xxix. 26. Having a
Parallels, connection with these phenomena is

the condition of the prophet when
having his vision; the consciousness however per-

mits the prophet to give a clear and connected ac-

count of wluit he sees and an interpreter is not

needed, and nothing is said in this relation of ecsta-

tic speech. But the things seen in the visions ap-

pear to the prophet to be psychological realities.

The Greek-Roman world furnishes many evident

parallels. The Greek oracles were mediated through

priests or priestesses who uttered what the divinity

suggested to them while their consciousness was in

complete abeyance. Another characteristic of the

giving of oracles is the obscurity or unintelligibility

of the oracle, which ever needs explication. So
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Plutarch (De pythia oraadia) brings out the com-
plete passivity of the pythia, Henditus {Sermo,

Ixxix.) notes the necessity of elucidation of the orade,

Dio Chrysoetom {Oraiio, x.) remarks upon the use

of rather uncommon, poetic, strange, and circum-

locutory expressions. Very illustrative for this

class of phenomena is the description which Plato

gyves in the Timcma of the mantis or prt^het. He
says that the inspired and true seer's art is not prac-

tised under full consciousness, but that the vision

comes when the understanding is under constraint,

or in sleep, sickness, or ecstasy, and what he sees

or says under such circumstances is to be inter-

preted by one who has his reason. The last is the

^t of the prophet. This representation is analogous
to that of Paul, except that the latter does not znake

the prophet interpret the utterances, but speaks of

an interpreter of the same. In post-Homeric times
the cult of the Dionysiac orgies made their entrance

into the Greek world. According to this, music,

the whiriing dance, and means of intoxication had
power to make men " full of deity," to produce a
condition in which the normal state was left behind
and the inspired perodved what was external to
himself and to sense. The soul was supposed to

leave the body, hence the word *' ecstasy," a being
out of oneself, while other expressions used were
** to rave " and '' to be in the divinity," the latter

expressing the thought that in its absence from the

body the soul was united with deity, and so the deity

spoke in and from the person in that condition.

At such times the ecstatic person had no conscious-

ness of his own. It was to this quality that Philo

attributed the prophet's power (De spec, leg., IV.,

viii.), while Plato regarded true poetry as the result

of divine inspiration throi]gh the poet's being entheai—" in the divinity." Out of the Dionysiac rites,

then, developed a species of prophesying which
through ecstasy put itself into connection with the

divine and spirit world and so foretold the future.

Cicero {Pro Sexto, x.) joins prophesjong and mad-
ness, and in De divinatione, I., Ixvii., ateerts that it

was not Cassandra who spoke, but the divinity in-

closed in the himian body. A prophetess officiated

in a Thracian temple of Dionysus as did the pythia
in Delphi. And this same frenzy spread into Italy

(Livy, XXXIX., viii. sqa.). Origen {Contra CeUum,
VII.,ix.,Eng.tran8l. in ANF, iv. 614) quotes Celsus

to the effect that both in and outside the sanctua-

ries people exhibited ecstatic phenomena and uttered

unknown, unintelligible speech. In modem times,

such demonstrations are not entirely unknown, as

in the case of the dervishes (see Dervish).
Consideration of these examples enables one to

arrive at a decision regarding the New-Testament
speaking with tongues. It is significant in this

connection that the two places, Jerusalem and
Corinth, where the phenomenon in question ap-

peared recall the Old-Testament phenomena and the

practise in the Greek world. Accord-

4. The New- ing to the opening verses of I Cor. xii.

Testament it appears that the Corinthians had
Phenomena, asked Paul how one could recognize

the working of the Spirit of God. They
had learned that the demonstrations of demons
were like the operations of the Christian charismata.

but th^ had no means of discriminating. Paul

then recalls for them that th^ had had experience

of the power of demons, but that now they were
ruled by the Spirit of God; no one so ruled could

call Jesus accursed, nor could one call Jesus Lord
except in the Holy Spirit (I Cor. xii. 2-3). Paul then

made the distinction rest upon the content of

spiritual qualification (I Cor. xiv.). While the physi-

ological basis of the phenomena was the same in the

two dasses, Paul saw a distinct difference; the Corin-

thians were in danger of putting undue stress upon
this one gift, perhaps because it was connected with

memories of their old life; but as a matter of fact

it was of value solely to the one who experienced it

unless it were interpreted to others. Hence Paul
would regulate its emplogrment; it was to be used

only whui an interpreter was present, and not by
more than two or three at a time even then, that no
confusion might result. Indeed, prophepy waa a far

more desirable gift than speaking with tongues. A
slightly different condition is that of Pentecost,

where the events resemble the ecstasy of the Old
Testament and of the Greeks; but a new force is at

work in that it makes them rejoicingly speak of the

wonderful worics of God, and have new knowledge,
inner illumination, and firmness in propagating the

news of the Grospel.

In considering the meaning of glona, *' tongue,"

in the various combinations in which it appears in

referring to the phenomena in question, it may be

said that this word is used in general to deeognate

the organ of speech, to denote a method
5. Meaning of speech (in which it has various

of GUmhl significations), and also speech itself.

But in the passages in the New Testa-

ment under discussion it is best to take glosmi in the

metaphorical sense as a technical term denoting a

strange and unwonted form of words. With this

meaning it occurs not only in the literary monu-
ments but as employed by the common people es-

pecially in referring to phenomena which seemed
supernatural or unordinaiy, like the utterances of

the pythia, of poets, or of the muses. This could
then easily be taken over by Christianity to express
something different from " teaching " and from
prophecy, something which impressed one as being
of the nature of secrets or as inspired. No insuper*

able difficulties inhere in this meaning. The most
important arises from the fact that the term seems
to have been used in Jerusalem before it -was in

Corinth, and could not have derived directly from
the Greek worid. The explanation may be offered,

however, that in IV Mace. x. 21, and often in the

Psalms (e.g., Ps. cxxvi. 2) the tongue is used to mean
the instrument of the praise of God. The Jews also

thoi]ght of the tongue as the unconditioned instru-

ment of God and of his Spirit, and from this " to

speak with tongues " could easily come to mean an
ecstatic and jubilant method of speech in praise of

God. So that if gloeaa means " tongue," " to speak
with other tongues " or " with new tongues " would
be analogous to the expression in I Cor. xiii. 1,

" Though I speak with the tongues of men and
of angels." On Greek soil gloeaa was employed
to express an unusual, poetic, or imintelligible

method of expression. Whether Paul as a Hdlenist
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gave the expreasion the peculiar cast it has in

I Corinthians or whether he borrowed it, it is

equally explicable from the basis here afforded.

(P. Peine.)

BrauooBiTHT: The liteimtavB of eipeeial worth in that oon-
tamed in the eommeotuieB on Acts and I Coxinthians,
many of which contain excunuses on the phenomena of
Penteooet, with which may be employed the discuasions
in the works on the history of the Apostolic Aite—e.g.,
McQiffert, pp. SO-61, 308, S21-622. 526; in the works on
genenl church history, e^., Schaff, ChrxaUan Chwreh, i.

230-243; and in works on the life of the Apostle Paul,

e^C., Conjrbeaie and Howson, vol. i., chap. xiii. Consult
further: F. Bleek. in TSK, 1829, pp. 3-79. 1830, pp. 46-
64; F. C. Baur, in Tubinotr ZeiUchrift fitr Theolooie, 1830.

pp. 78-133; idem, in TSK, 1838, pp. 618-702; M. Schneek-
eobuzcer. BeitrOot sur EinUUung in doM N. T., Stuttgart,
1832; D. Sehults, Die Geistergaben der trtUn ChriaUn,
Breslau, 1836; Wieseler, in TSK, 1848, pp. 703-772;
C. Bohm. ReiUm mii Zunoen und Weiata^en, Berlin, 1848;
A. Hilgenfeld, Die Oloaaolaiie in der alien Kirehet Leipsict

1850; E. RossteuBoher, Oobe der Spraehen tm apaatolieehen

ZtitaUer, Uarbuig, 1860; A. Maier, Die QlotaoUdie, Frei-

buTK. 1856; W. A. Van Hengel, De Gave der Talen, Ijoy-

den, 1864; J. Glod, Der heUige Oeiel in der HeUeverkHndi'
Qvng dee Pafdue, pp. 337-346, Halle. 1888; C. Weis-
icker, Dae apoetolieehe ZeitalUr, pp. 689 sqq., 2d ed.,

FreibttiK. 1892, £nc. tranal., 2 vols., London, 1894-95;
M. BeraBlius. De KeOigt Oeiet en eijne Werkingen vcigene
ket . . . N. Veibond, Utrecht, 1896; A. Wright, Same
N, T. PnUeme, pp. 277-302, London, 1898; H. Ounkel,
Die WirkwHfen dee heOioen Geietee, pp. 18-20, 2d ed., G6t-
tingen, 1899; H. Weinel, Die Wirkwioen dee Qeietee und
der Geieler, pp. 71-100, Freiburg, 1899; D. Walker. The
Gift cf Tomauee and Other Beeaue, London, 1906 (conserv-
ative in tone): C. Lombard, De la gloeeoUUie chex lee pre-
mtert ChrUiena el dee phtnomhiee eifnUairee^ Lausanne,
1910; DBT, iv. 703-796; BB, iv. 4761-76.

SPECHT, speHt, THOMAS: German Roman
Catholic; b. at TOrkheim (25 m. 8.8.W of Augsburg),
Bavaria, Jan. 29, 1847. He was educated at the
Lyceum of Dillingen and at the University of Mu-
nich (D.D., 1875) . He was ordained to the priesthood
in 1873; was curate at St. Ubich's, Augsburg
(1875-81); and professor of religion and Hebrew at
the gynmaaium at Neubuig, Bavaria, until 1887.

Since 1887 he has been professor of apdogetics and
dogmatics at the lyceimi of Dillingen, and librarian

since 1902. He has been an episcopal spiritual coun-
selor slnoe 1901. He has written Die Wirkungen
des eueharialuchen Opfers (Augsbuig, 1876); Die
Lehre von der Einheit der Kvrche naeh dem heiligen

Augutiin (Neuburg, 1885) ; Die Lehre von der Kirche
nach dem heiligen AvgueUn (Paderbom, 1892);
GtechichU der ehemaUgen UniveraUdt DiUingen
(Freiburg, 1902) ; Geaefdchte dee k&niglichen Lyceums
DiUingen (Regensburg, 1904); and Lehrbuch der

Dogmaiik (vol. !., 1907).

SPEB, spft, FRIBDiaCH VOH: German Roman
Catholic religious poet; b. at Kaiserswerth (27 m.
n.n.w. of Cologne) Feb. 25, 1591 ; d. at Treves Aug. 7,

1635. In 1610 he entered the Society of Jesus, and
after ordination to the priesthqod became, in 1621,

professor of grammar, philosophy, and etbdcs in the

Jesuit college at Cologne. Four years later he was
sent to Padert)om as cathedral preacher, and in 1627
became parish priest in WOrzburg. In the fdlowing
year he was transferred to Lower Saxony, where he
distinguished himself as a successful leader of the
Roman Catholic Counter-Reformation, especially at

Peine in the diocese of Hildesheim. While at WUrz-
burg. Von Spee was required to perform the last

offices of religion for some 200 persons executed for

witchcraft, although he believed them all to be
innocent, later aaaailing the entire system of trial

for witchcraft in his Cautio criminalia, aeu de pro-

ceseibue contra aagaa (Rinteln, 1631), the first edition

of which appeared anonymously. For several

months he was seriously ill at Hildesheim, ap-
parently in consequence of a Protestant attempt to

assassinate him, and for a time he lived at the little

village of Falkenhagen, but in 1632 he was again

teaching moral theology at Cologne, inspiring the

Medulla theologies moralis of Hermann Busenbaxmi
(q.v.). Subsequently he was parish priest at Treves,

where his devotion to the sick and wounded during

the si^e and after the capture of the city by the

imperial and Spanish troops in 1635 exposed him to a
contagious fever of which he died.

It is, however, as a religious poet that Von Spee is

now best known, both his Tnttz Nachtigall, oder

geietliche-poetiech Luet-Waldlein (Cologne, 1649)

and his OiUdenes Tugendbuch (1649) having passed

throi]gh repeated editions, the latest of the Tnttz

NachtigaU, including the poems of the GiUdenea

Tugendbuch, being that of A. Weinrich (Freibui^,

1908), and of the Tugendbuch that of F. Hattler

( 1894) . Two of his hymns have been translated into

English: " Bei stiller Nacht, zur ersten Wache " as
" Within a garden's bound "; and " Der trUbe

Winter ist vorbei " as " The gloomy winter now is

o'er." (O. ZOcKLERf.)
Bibuoorapht: lives have been written by J. B. Diel. 2d

ed.. by B. Duhr. Freiburg, 1901; H. Cardauns, Frank-
fort, 1884; I. Gebhardt, Hildesheim. 18Q3; R. M Oiler, in

Hietoriech-politiedie BUUter, cxxiv (1900). 785 sqq., cxzv
(1901). 430 sqq.; in ADB, zxxv. 92 sqq.; and KL, xi.

575 sqq. ; ef. T. Ebner. F. Spee und die Hexenproxesee eeiner

Zeit, Hamburg. 1900.

SPEERf ROBERT ELLIOTT: Presbyterian lay-

man; b. at Himtingdon, Pa., Sept. 10, 1867. He
was educated at Princeton College (A.B., 1899)

and also studied for a year at Princeton Theological

Seminary. He was secretary of the Student Volun-

teer Movement for Foreign Missions in 1889-90 and
instructor in English Bible in Princeton College in

1890-91. Since 1891 he has been secretaiy of the

Presbyterian Board of Foreign Missions. In 1896-

1897 he made a tour of the Christian missions in the

orient, visiting Persia, India, China, Japan, and
Korea. In theology he ia Evangelical, and has

written Studiea in the Goapd of Luke (New York,

1892) ; Studies in the Book of Ade (1892) ; The Man
Christ Jesus (1896) ; Missions and Politics in Asia

(1898); A Memorial of a True Life (1898); Rememn
her Jems Christ (1899); The Man Paul (1900);

Presbyterian Foreign Missions (Philadelphia, 1901);

Christ and Life (New York, 1901); Principles of

Jesus applied to some Questions of To-Day (1902);

Missionary Principles and Practice (1902); A
Young Man's Questions (1903); A Memorial of

Horace Tracy Pitkin (1903); Missions and Modem
History (2 vols., 1904) ; Young Men who Overcame

(1905); Marks of a Man; Essentials of Christian

Character (1907); Master of the Heart (1908); Afc-

morial of Alice Jackson (1908); Paul the All Round
Man (1909); Servants of the King (1909); Second

Coming of Christ (1910); and Christianity and the

Nations (1910).
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SPBLLMSTER, HBIIRT: Methodist Episcopal

bishop; b. in New York Gty Nov. 25, 1847. He was
educated at New Yoric University (A.B., 1866) and
Union Theological Seminary (graduated, 1869).

For thirty-five years he held various pastorates of

his denomination in and around Newark, N. J., and
in 1004 was elected bishop.

SPENCB, JAMBS: Synod of United Original

Seceders; b. at Evie (20 m. e. of Kirkwall), Orkney
Islands, May 22, 1845. He was educated at the

University of Aberdeen, and in theology in the

Original Secession Hall, Glasgow, and New College,

Edinburgh; became minister of the Original Seces-

sion church at Auchinleck, Ayrshire, 1870, and so

remains. In 1876 he was appointed professor of

^stematic theology in the divinity hall of his com-
munion in Glasgow, and was transferred to his

present chair of Biblical criticism, 1895.

SPENCB-JOUBS, HBNRT DONALD MAURICB:
Church of England; b. at London Jan. 14, 1836.

He was educated at Corpus C^hristi, Cambridge
(B.A., 1864), and was ordered deacon in 1865 and
ordained priest in the following year. He was pro-

fessor of English literature and lecturer in Hebrew
at St. David's College, Lampeter, Wales (1865-70);

rector of St. Mary-de-Crypt with All Saints and St.

Owen, Gloucester (1870-77); and principal of

Gloucester Theological College (1875-77) ; vicar and
rural dean of St. Pancras, London (1877--86), and
since 1886 has been dean of Gloucester of ^hich he
had been honorary canon since 1875. He was select

preacher at Cambridge in 1883, 1887, 1901, and 1905,

and at Oxford in 1892 and 1903. In 1906 he was
elected professor of ancient history in the Royal
Academy. In theology he is a moderate evangelical.

He has contributed the volumes on I Samuel and the

Pastoral Epistles to Bishop EUicott's Commentary
(2 vols., London, 1880-^), and on Acts (in collabo-

ration with J. S. Howson) to Schaff's Papular Ccmr
merUary on the New Testament (New York, 1880).

He also edited The Pulpit Commentary (48 vols.,

London, 1880-97) in collaboration with J. S. Exell,

to which he himself contributed the section on Luke
(2 vols., 1889), and edited and translated the Didaehe

(1885). As independent worics he has written

Dreamland and Hidory: The Story of the Norman
Dukes (London, 1891); Cloister life in the Days of

Cmw de Lion (1892); Gloucester Cathedral (1897);

The Chwdi ofEngland (4 vols., 1897-98) ; The White

Robe of Churches of the Eleventh Century; Payeefrom
the Story (/ Gloucester Cathedral (1900); The His-

tory of the English Church (1900); Life and Work of

the Redeemer (1901); Early Christianity and Paganr-

ism: A History, A,D, ej^m (1902); The Golden

Age <^ the Church: Studies in the Fourth Century

(1906); and The Early Christians in Rome (1910).

SPENCBRf HERBBRT: PhOoeopher; b. in

Derby, En^and, Apr. 27, 1820; d. in Bri^^ton Dec.

8, 1903. He was a son of William George and Har-
riet Holmes Spencer. His father was a sehoohnaster

and private teacher. £Qs eariy education was un-

academie, partly at home, partly under an uncle.

^Pter trials at engineering (1837-46), and journal-

ism (an eooDomiflt newspaper, 1848-^), he became

contributor to various reviews. He was an eariy

convert to the doctrine of development already

formulated by Lamarck. In 1855, four yean be-

fore the appearance of Darwin's Origin of Species,

he published Principles of Psychology, based on the

principles of evolution. Evolution is defined as a
continuous change from indefinite, incoherent

homogeneity to definite, coherent heterogeneity of

structiuB and function, through successive differ-

entiations and integrations. By a law of the per-

sistence of force, the entire universe, inorganic,

organic, and superorganic, becomes both more spe-

cialized and complex and at the same time more
organic and unified. Three laws are appealed to:

homogeneity tends to heterogeneity; heterogeneity

tends to integration and equilibrium; the equilib-

rium reached is unstable and tends to dissolution.

In his enlarged Principles of Psychology (London,
1870-72) he treats consciousness from a genetic

point of view as analogous to developing biological

organisms. Certain tendencies of mental reaction

are traced to racial heredity and hence the ezplanan

tion of what appear to be iimate or intuitive ideas.

Society is an organism and social institutions are the
product of development with two opposing tenden-

cies—the State and the individual; with the in-

dividual lies the initiative, only he must be pre-

vented from aggressive self-assertion (Principles of
Sociology, 1877). In the field of ethics development
is also ^e rule. The moral sense is traced to the

experience of the race; conscience originates in

social customs, either permissive or restrictive; the
moral life is an equilibrium between the daima of

altruism and egoism. Pleasure is indeed the sun^
mum bonum, but it must be defined by such an
ideal adjustinent to environment that moral con-

duct will be seen to be a perfectly natural function-

ing; this, however, is a condition only possible in a
future and final stage of social development when
the sense of duty dhall wholly disappear (Data of
Ethics, 1879; Justice, ib. 1891). His ettitude toward
ultimate reality is twofold: intellectually, a modi-
fied agnosticism; religiously, a feeling of mystery
and awe. Agnosticism springs from the irreconci-

lable contradictions in our assertions concerning the
Absolute, and is partly resolved by the neceaauy
affirmations of an " Infinite and Eternal Energy,
from Which all things proceed." Even if religions

have a history, they are reducible to a sense of awe
vdiich is awakened by the ultimate mystery of the
universe (cf. First Principles, 1862, rev. ed,, 1867).

The chief significance of Spencer is found in two
directions: first, his cxi^anation of consdousneeB
and all human institutions by reference to a law of
functional development; secondly, while he has
been denounced as a materialist, jret many parts
of his writings are charged with postulates and iin-

plications which require only further elucidation

to disclose their essential theinn. His relationa with
America, which he visited aiKi where he had a large
circle of readers, were from the first reciprocally

cordial. C. A. Bbckwith.
Bduoobapht. Speneer's Sytitm of Swu^eUe PkHompk^
appMiwI in 10 voli., London, 1860-97, 16 voli., ib. uid
New YoriE. igOO. new vnifonn ed. of bk ITodba, 18 vo^
.New Yoik. lOia For bk life eonralt: H. Spenov. An
A^tkibiognphw, 2 voli.. London and New York, 19M;
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D. DimeMi, L</« and Letten of Hmbeii Spencer, ib. 1906
(the autlioriaed biogmphy); S. H. MeUone, Leaden of
Rdigwu Tkovghl in the Nineleenth Century* London, 1002;
Home Life vUh Herbert Spencer, ib. 1006.

On bis phikMophy consult: G. S. Bforzii, BntitA TAoitfAl
and Tkinken, pp. 337-388, fl>. 1870; W. B. Oreen, The
FetU of Coneeioueneee and the Philoeophy of Herbert

Spencer, New York, 1871; B. P. Bowne, The PhUoeophy
of Herbert Spencer, ib. 1874; J. L. Porter, Science and
ReodaUon, Belfast, 1874; R. Watts, An Examination of
H, Spencer^e Biological Hypotheeie, ib. 1876; C. Wricbt,
PkOotopkieai Dieeneeione, pp. 43-0«, New York. 1877;
E. Blanc Lte NouoeUee Baeee de la morale d^aprie M,
Htrberi Spencer, Lyons, 1881; T. R. Birks, Modem Phye-
ieal Fataliem aaid the Doctrine of Evolution, induding an
Examination of Mr. H, Spencer's * Firel Principlet,* 2d
ed.. London. 1882; W. H. Rolph, Biologieche Probleme
sr^Uieh ale Verench einer rationellen Ethik, Leipeic, 1882;
C. E. Beeby, The Woes of the Ooepd, London, 1884; T.
Fainnan, Herbert Spencer on Socialiem, ib. 1884; J.

Iveraeb, The Philoeophy of Herbert Spencer Examined, ib.

1884; W. Arthur. Rdioion without Ood, and Ood without

Rdigion, part 2. ib. 1885; P. 8. Bridel. Lee Baeee de
wtorale ivolutionieU d^aprie H. Spencer, Paris, 1886; K.
Gaquoin, IHe Orundtage der epencer'eehen Philoeophie,

Beilin. 1888; A. Roder, Der Weg sum OlUck. AufOrund
finer DaretMung der Entwickdungelehre H. Spencere,

Leipsic 1888; J. Watson. OoepeLe of Yeelerday: Drum-
mend, Spencer, Glasgow, 1888; C. Laurens, L'^volution et

M. Herbert Spencer, Lyons, 1880; D. G. Thompson, Her-
beri Spencer, New York, 1880; E. Grosse, Herbert Spencer'

e

Lehrt von dem Unerkennbaren, Leipeic, 1800; B. F. Un-
derwood, Herbert Spencer's Synthetic Philoeophy, New
Yoik, 1891; E. A. £. Shirreff, Moral Training: Froebel
and Herbert Spencer, London, 1802; A. Weismann, Dae
Krimplaema, Jena, 1802, Eng. transl., Oerm Plaem, Lon-
don, 1803; K. Basse, Herbert Spencer's Philoeophie der
GssehiehU, Leipeic, 1804; W. H. Hudson, Introduction to

tht Philosophy of Herbert Spencer, New York, 1804; E. de
Roberty, Auguete ComU et Herbert Spencer, Paris, 1804;
J. M. Bdsch, Die entwicklungslheoretische Idee soeialer

Gerechtiokeit, Zurich, 1806; G. Vidari, Roemini e Spencer,

Milan, 1807; G. Allievo, La Peicologia di Herbert Spencer,
Turin. 1808; F. H. Collins, An Epitome of the * Synthetic

Philosophy,* 4th ed., London, 1800; J. Dubois, Spencer et

Is prindpe de la morale, Paris, 1800; J. Ward, Naturaliem
and Agnoetieiem, London, 1800; H. MaepherK>n, Spencer
and Spenceriem, New York, 1000; J. Royoe, Herbert
Sperteer, ib. 1004; C. W. Saleeby, Evolution, the Maeler
Key, 5b, 1006 (entertaining, eandid. lucid); J. A. Thorn-
Km, Herbert Spencer, London and New York, 1006; W. P.
Steenkamp, Het Agnoeticieme van Herbert Spencer, Am-
sterdam. 1010.

SPSnCERf JOHH: Enf^iah theologian and He-
braist; b. at Bocton (near Blean, 3 m. n.w. of

Canteibuiy), Kent, baptized Oct. 31, 1630; d. at
Ely Hay 27, 1693. He was educated at Corpus
Christi College, Cambridge (B.A., 1648; M.A., 1652;
B.D., 1659; D.D., 1665), and then served the par-

ishes of St. Giles and St. Benedict in Cambridge; had
the care of Landbeach in Cambridgeshire (1667-^)

;

became prebendary at the cathedral of Ely (1671);

archdeacon of Sudbury (1677); and dean of Ely in

the same year. In 1667 he was chosen master of

Corpus Christi College, Cambridge. Not without
justk^ has he been caJled the founder of the science

of comparative religion, tracing as he did the rela-

tions between Hebrew and other Semitic religions.

Id his first treatise, DitaertaJtio de Urim et Thummim
(Cambridge, 1669), he derived these emblems from
the Egyptians. This treatise prepared the way for

his chief woric, De legibus H^cBorum riiualUma et

eamm ratUmibus libri tree (1685; in four books,

Tobingen, 1732). Here he investigated the Origins

of the Mosaic ritual and arrived at the conclusion

that the Mosaic religion was not wholly baaed upon

revelation, but was to a certain extent derived from
existing customs. Spencer's views were severely

attacked by men like Hermann Witsius, John
Edwards, and others. Spencer replied with a care-

fully revised edition of his work to which was ap-

pended a fourth book, which appeared only after

his death, in 1727, edited by Leonhard Chappelow.
Besides these works, Spencer published A Diecmirw
concerning Prodigies (London, 1663; 2d ed., 1665,

with an appendix, Treatiae concerning Vulgar Proph-
eciee). His chief work is still regarded as the most
important work on the religious antiquities of the

Hebrews.
Bxbuookapht: DNB, liii. 360-360 (where may be found

references to aoatterins notices) ; a life by C. M. Pfaif was
prefixed to book iv. of the Tabincen edition of the De
legibus.

SPENER, PHILIPP JAKOB. See Pietism, I.

SPEHGLBRf spongier, LAZARUS: Town clerk

of Nurembeiig and zealous adherent of Luther; b.

at Nurembeig Mar. 13, 1479; d. there Sept. 7, 1534.

In 1494 he entered the University of Leipeic, but on
his father's death, two years later, was obliged to

terminate his studies. He then entered the Nurem-
beiig chancery, becoming first town clerk in 1507 and
a member of the council in 1516. A decided admirer
of Staupits, and publicly aocUsed of " being a
disciple or fdlower of Luther," Spengler wrote, late

in 1519, his SchtUgred und ckrieUiche Anttoort einea

ehrbaren LUbhabera ckrietlicher Wahrheit, in which
he boldly defended Luther's teachings. The work,

which ran through five editions within a year, ex-

posed its author to much hostility, especially on the

part of Johann Eck, and Spengler was included in the

bull of excommunication against Luther. In com-
pliance with the desire of his superiors, and in the

interest of Nurembeig, Spengler yielded externally,

thoi]gh only that he might gradually lead the council

and city to his own position, his attitude being

strengthened by his observations during his attend-

ance, as delegate of the Nurembeig council, at the

Diet of Worms in 1521 . His name is intimately con-

nected with the beginning and gradual development
of the Reformatibn in Nurembeig. At his suggestion

the Irish monasteiy of St. iGgidius was transformed

into a Protestant gymnasium; he proposed the

church visitation of 1528 in the territories of Nurem-
beig and Brandenbuig; the formulation of the Nu-
remberg-Brandenburg church order was largely due
to him; and it was in great part his reluctance to

make war upon the emperor that prevented Nurem-
berg and Brandenburg from joining the Schmalkald
League. He also maintained continual correspond-

ence with Wittenbeig, especially with Luther, with

whom he sided against Butzer in the Eucharistic con-

troversy, exactly as he had opposed the compliant

position of Melanchthon at Augsbuig in 1530. Be-

sides the Schutered already mentioned, Spengler

wrote Schrift-Ermanung und Undlerrveyaung eu

einem tugenhaften Wandd (1520); Bin trdsUiche

Ckrietenliche dnweieung vnd arleney in alien wider-

wertigkeiten (Nuremberg, 1521); Bin kurtzer Begriff

ude eich ein warhaffter Christ in aUem seinem wesen

und wandd, gegen got vnd seinen nechsten haUen soU

( 1525) ; Trost in Cleinmutigkeit der heUigen Bvangdii

aachen bdangend (1529); ChrisUiehe Troatadtirift
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aanU dem 54, Pmltn auagdefgt (1529); Eyn kwrtur
atummg aiut den BeptUichen Reehien, der Deerei vnd
Deeretalen (1530), and a number of minor works.

He is also supposed to have been the author of

the anonymous Hauptartikdf dureh wdche gemeine
ChriatenKeil bisher verfUhri warden, dameben aueh
Grund und Afueigen eine$ ganten rechten chriaUiehen

Weaens (1522). Spengler wrote two hymns, one of

which, " Dureh Adams Fall ist gans verderbt/'

was translated by Bishop Miles Coverdale in 1539,

and in other versions is still used by the Moravians,

also appearing in the Evangdieal Luiheran Hymnal
published at Columbus, O., in 1880. (T. Koldb.)
BiBUOOBAnrr: U. Q. Hftuadorf, Ltbarub^Khrmbtmo mm*

ehrUttichen PoKiiei, . . . LoMori SpemoUn, Nurambeii,
1740; M. M. Mayer. Sptitoienama, lb. 1830; F. Roth, Dif
BinfQhrufio der Rtjormaium in NUmberg, WOnbuic. 1886;
P. Drews, W. Pirkheimtr* SUUwio Mur BefumaHcn, Leip-
ic. 1887; G. Ladewig, DU Poliiik Numberg* im ZeUaUtr
dtr Refarmaiion, Odttinsen, 1803; P. Kalkoff. Pwkkmmen
und SpenoUn Ldaung vam Bann*, tSMt, Breaku. 1800; H.
WMtann«yer, in BtAMo* «w hautriaiAtn KvrehmpnckiekU,
vol. ii., Erlanten, 1806; cf. idem, I>cr hrandniburgia^
nUrnbtrgitehe KirehmiordnunOf ib. 1804; K. BchomlMHim*
Zur Poliiik de» Markgrafm Omng von Brandtnburg, Mu-
nich. 1006; Julian, HymMlogw, p. 1072.

SPERATUSy sper^'tus, PAUL: Reformerof Fru»-
ria and one (^ the oldest Protestant hymn-writers; b.

at ROtlen (a village near Ellwangen, 45 m. e.n.e. of

Stuttgart) probably Dec. 13, 1484; d« at Maiien-

werder (45 m. s.8.e. of Dansig) Aug. 12, 1551. He
studied in Paris and Italy, and protnibly at Freibuig

and Vienna. About 1506 he was ordained to the

priesthood and was later ennobled as a papal and
imperial palsgrave. As a priest he was stationed at

Salsbuig in 1514, became cathedral preacher there

in 1516, removed to DinkelsbOhl in 1520, and in

July of the same year became cathedral preacher in

WOrsbuig. His Lutheran sympathies, conq>licated

by his marriage and his debts, forced him to flee

on Nov. 21, 1521, to Salzburg, only to be speedily

expelled. He then accepted a call to Ofen, in Hun-
gary, but his denunciation of monastic vows in a
sermon preached by him in St. Stephen's, Vienna
(Jan. 12, 1522; printed at Kdnigsbeig in 1524 as

Sermon vom haken OdObde der Taufe), led the theo-

logical faculty of Vienna to excommunicate him on
Jan. 20, 1522. This precluded a position at Ofen, but
before long he found a place at Iglau, where, in

1523, he was imprisoned by the bishop of OlmOts
and condemned to death, escaping this fate only by
the intervention of influential friends on condition

that he would leave Moravia. He then went, by way
of Prague, to Wittenberg, where he assisted Luther

in the preparation of the first Protestant hymnal
(1524). In 1524, on the recommendation of Luther,

he was called to Kdnigsberg by Albert of Prussia

(q.v.). There he was court chaplain until 1529, and
from 1530 until his death was Protestant bishop of

Pomerania, with his residence at Marienwerder.

It was largely through his efforts that East Prussia

was thoroughly Lutheranized, and its religious con-

ditions completely reorganized. In all this he was
aided by Johaimes Briessmaim and Johann Polian-

der (qq.v.) ; and with George of Polentz (q.v.), bish-

op of Sandaiui, Ehrhard of Queiss, bishop of Pome-
rania, and (Councilor Adrian ci Waiblingen he

conducted the first and most important church visi-

tation in the duchy of Prussia (1526), also taking
a prominent part in the second visitation of 1528.

In Jan., 1530, Speratus succeeded Ehrhard of Queiss
as bishop of Pomerania, where, despite the greatest

financial difBeulties, he displayed marvellouB ability

in the Protestantizing of Prussia. He seems to have
inspired the division of Prussia into three district

synods and one national ^ynod, and from 1531 to

1535 he made every effort to suppress the Schwenck-
feldian movement (see Schwencktbld von Obsio,
Caspab, ScHWBNGKVBLDiANS), lus task being made
still more difficult by Albert's harboring of Dutch
Protestant (though non-Lutheran) refugees. The
Monster outrages, however, led the duke to require

unity of doctrine in Prusdain the spirit of the Lu-
theran church order of 1525 (the ArHkd der Ceremo-
nien und anderer Kirehenordnung, in the preparation
of which Speratus himselfseems to have had a share).

Speratus stood ready in 1537 to attend the pro-
posedecumenical coundl atMantuaoncondition that
free expression of opinion be allowed and the Bible
be taken as the basis of all decrees, at the same time
maintJiining the right of reststance to the forcible

suppression of religious opinions. In 1549 he 'was

arbiter in the dispute between the Melanchthooian
Lauterwald and the Osiandrian Funck, and though
he died too soon to become a prominent figure in the

Osiandrian controversy, after it had been allayed

the life-work of Speratus became fully effective,

influencing the Chureh in East Prussia until the rise

of Kantian rationalism. Besides translating some of

Luther's worics from Latin into German and assist-

ing in the preparation of the J^tfidi Geaaii^ . . . aUee

aua Orund g&ttlicher Schrift (K6nigsberg, 1527), he
wrote Wie man treUen aoU au/a Kreua, wider aUe
WdL zu aiehen bei dem Evangelio (Wittenbeis, 1524);

the lost Epiatola ad Baiavoa vagantea; and probably
the Epiacaparum PmaaicB Pomeaanienaia atque Sam-
bienaia amatUuHonea aynodalea evangdieca (manu-
script in the arehives at K6nigsberg). The g;reater

portion of his dogmatic writings and of his corre-

spondence is edit^ by P. Tschackert in his C7Hhm-
denbuch aur Refarmatumageackichte dea Heraogihuma
Preuaaen (3 vols., Leipsic, 1890). Of the five hymns
of Speratus two have been tnmslated into English:

'' Es ist das Heil uns kommen her " as " To us salva-

tion now is come "; and " In Gott gelaub ich, daas

er hat aus nicht " as " In Gk)d I trust, for so I must "

(by Miles Ooverdale, who also made a version of the

former hsrmn, "Now is our health come from
above "). (Paul Tbchackbrt.)
BnuooBAmr: As aofaioes use should be made of hSm wocks
M given in the text, and of hia BrUfwoehod^ in P. Tbdwck-
ert, UfkymdaOtveh 9w Reformationveochiehte de» Henog-
thumM Preuaaon, 3 vols.. Leipsio, 1890. Conault further:

C. J. Gboack. Pavlua Speratua, lAben vnd Lioder, Bnm»-
wick, 1861; P. Tachackert, Pavl Speraiua von Rdilen^

Halle, 1801 ; T. Kolde, in BeHrage rar bttyeritehen Kireh^w^
QoaehiehU, vol. vi., part 2. Erlangen. 1899; B. Schumacher.
NiederiAndioehe Anaiodlungai im Henogtum Preu—en rm-
ZeU Henoo AOtrvehU, Leipsio, 1903; J. Zeller. Paiilv*

SptnUua, MifM Harkunft, mn Studienoang, und oeing

T/UUi^eeU hit 15$$, Stuttcait, 1907; Julian. Hymnoicn,
pp. 1073-74.

SPBTER, spoiler or spoir, BISHOPRIC OF: A
German diocese first specifically mentioned in 614
although Christianity may have been implanted in

the region during the Roman period. It later be-
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came part ol the aichdioeeae of Maiiu, the laiiger

portioD of the aee beiog on the right bank of the
Rhine, and the smaller portion on the left bank.
The northern and southern limits respectively were
Altrip and Lauterbuig, while in the east the diocese
extended to the present WOrttembeiig circle of
Ja^ and in the west to the vicinity of Pirmasens.

(A. Hauck.)
For a long time after the rise of Lutheranism the

diocese of Sp^er, although almost invariably ad-
ministered by faithful and able prelates, was exposed
to many vicissitudes. In 1546 the deanery oi Weis-
senbuig was incorporated in the diocese, but a few
years later the tnx^ of Mazgrave AUbert of Bran-
denburg-Culmbach plundered and desecrated the
cathedral. The majority of the old monasteries
came into the possession ci adherents of the new
faith, although sturdy resistance was made to Prot-
estantism both in its religious and its political

aspects. In 1621 Ernest oi Mansfdd again sacked
Speyer, and in 1632 the victorious advance of Gus-
tavus Adolphus led the bishop to make alliaru^ with
the French. This union, even though aided by
Swedish neutrality, could not protect the diocese

against the horrors of the Thirty-Years' War, and
for ten years (1635-45) the bishop was a prisoner
at \^eima. The years following were devoted to
the restoration of the almost ruined diocese, but
the War of the Paktmate and of the Orleans and
Spanish successions brought new distress upon

Speyer, while occasional conflicts between city and
diocese still further complicated the situation. The
wars of the Polish and Austrian successions also

worked to the disadvantage of the see. In 1801 that
portim of the diocese to tibe left of l^e Rhine, which
had been permanently occupied by the French, was
divided between the sees tA Mainz and Strasburg,
while the district to the right of the river was later

shared by Freiburg and Rottenburg. In 1817 the
Bavarian concordat created a new diocese of Speyer,
which is identical in limits with the Bavarian
Rhenish Palatinate and forms part of the arch-

diocese of Bamberg.

Bibuoorapbt: AnnaUt 8j»ir€n$e§, ed. Q. H. Perti. in MGH,
Seript., zvii (1861), 80-86; FonUa rerum Oermaniearum,
ed. J. F. BAhmer and A. Huber, iv. 31&-356, Stuttgart,
1868; F. X. Rcmlinc, UrkundKche GeaehuAU der ehemal-
ioen AbUien und Kldwier tm jeUioen Bkeinbayem^ 2 vols.,

Neuatadt, 1836; idem. Das RtformaHoruwerk in der PfaiM,
Mannheim, 1846; idem, OetchiehU der Biechdfe tu Speyer,
2 vota.. Mains. 18fi2-M; idem, Urkvndenbueh gur Oe-
•chidUe der Bieehdfe tu Speyer, 2 vols., ib. 1852-63; idem,
Der Speyerer Dom, lb. 1861; idem, Die RkeinpfaiM in der
RevolvHon 170M-W, 2 vols., Speyer, 1866; idem, Neuere
Oeaehiehte der Bieehdfe mu Speyer, ib. 1867; W. Molitor,
Die ImmumUU dee Dcmee tu Speyer, ib. 1869; Urkunden
Mur GeeehiefUe der Stadt Speyer, ed. A. HiJsaxd, Stras-
buis, 1886; N. Meyer-Schwartao, Der Dom tu Speyer,
Berlin, 1893; J. Zimmetn, Der Kaieerdom tu Speyer, Lud-
wjgshafen, 1897; Urkunden tur pfaltiechen Kirchenge-
eehiehte im MiUdaUer, ed. F. X. QlaaBohrftder, Munich,
1903; KL, a. 689-614. For list of the bishops consult
Qams, Seriee epieeoporum, pp. 313-316; and Hauck-
HerMs. BB, xviiL 689.

I. Diet of 1628.
The Politkal Situadon (f 1).

Demands of the Estates (f 2).

Chanced Politieal Situation;

baavy to the Emperor (f 3).

SPETER, DIETS OF.

n. Diet of 1629.
The Emperor's Poaitian (f 1).

Roman CSathoUo Frepondennoe
(12).

WithdrawaloftheEvaoselioals (1 3).

L Diet of 1526: When Archduke Ferdinand
opened the imperial diet in Speyer June 15, 1526,

the political situation was unfavorable to the

friends of the Reformation. Through the peace of

Madrid, Jan. 14, 1526, the Emperor Charles V. had
gained a free hand, and could hope to enforce within
the German emfnie the provisions of the edict of

Worms. The South German Roman
I. The Catholic princes had formed a compact
Political aQiance at Regenaburg in July, 1524;

KtuatioiL the North German princes, at Dessau
on June 26. So when, early in 1526,

Duke Henry of Brunswick reached Spain, to entreat

the emperor's support in behalf of the ancient faith,

Charks jojrfully acceded to the appeal. On Mar.
23, 1526, he aimounced that he expected to start

for Rome in June, then to proceed to Germany to

put an end to Lutheranism.

Accordingly, the imperial instructiona to the
estates at Speyer deixianded no more than ad-

visement over the wa3rs and means whereby the

ordinances of the Church might be administered as

usual. But although the chkfs of the Evangelical

party, Elector Joh[i of Saxony and Landgrave
Philip of Hease, had not yet arrived, the two princely

colleges, on June 30, demanded some action in the

matter of terminatiiig abuses. The dUes declared

The " Protest " (f 4).

Roman Catholic Chaises (f 5).

m. Diet of 1542.

IV. Diet of 1644.

the execution of the edict of Worms to be impossi-

ble. At the same time they demanded that such

practises as opposed the word of God
a. Demands be abolished. On July 4, this memorial

of the of the cities was communicated to the

Estates, princely colleges, and it was accepted

unaltered. At this juncture, each of

the three tribunals, electoral, princely, municipal,

elected a separate committee, whose office was to

decide between abuses to be abolished and the good
practises to be retained. The anti-Roman temper
of Uie major part of the German nation again came
openly to the front, and powerful reenforoement was
received by the arrival in Speyer of Landgrave
Philip on July 12, and of Elector John on July 20.

By an agreement subscribed at Toigau May 2, ap-

proved by other Evangelical princes on June 12, the

leaders pledged themselves to open confession of the

Evangelical truth. The committee for the princes

endoi^ the marriage of priests and the cup for

the laity as articles worthy of resolute endeavor,

but the municipal committee proposed to leave to a
free vote with every estate of the realm how it would
deal with ceremonkd affairs until convention of the

council. Subsequently, on July 30, a " great com-
mittee " was appointed for further consideration of

the whole matter; but on Aug. 3, Archduke Ferdi-
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nand appeared with the abrupt and summary noti-

fication that an imperial collateral advice of Bfar.

23 prohibited all that procedure, and called simply

for the execution of the edict of Worms. Most ojf

the estates heard this communication with aversion.

Finally the princely colleges agreed to inform the

imperial comnuasioners that, in the question of re-

ligious belief, each estate would " so abide and
behave that it might render loyal account before

God, his imperial majesty, and the kingdom.''

A memorial tendered on Aug. 4 by the cities to

the estates called attention to the alteration in the

political situation since the debated instructions had
been decreed. The en^Mror, being now

3. Changed at war with the pc^, must admit the

Political practical inexpediency of the mandate
Situation; of Worms. Since a council could not

Embassy convene at short notice, it was advised

to the that they report by despatches and en-

Bmperor. vays to the emperor concerning the

present state of affairs, and bmech
him to suspend the edict of Worms, and to approve
the natioiud assembly that had been forbidden by
the emperor. So eariy as Aug. 6, the estates con-

curred in the cities' proposal, and the instructions

to be despatched with the envoys were concluded

Aug. 21. The envoys were to remind the emperor
that while some of the imperial estates were still of

the former faith and practise, others adhered to a
different ecclesiastical teaching, which in their

estimation was also Christian; therefore let both

parties hold their own way in behalf of the Chris-

tian truth. The emperor was entreated to come to

Gennany as soon as practicable, so that counsel

might be devised through his presence. Further-

more, he was asked to bring it about that within a
year and a half a '' conunon free council " should be
set afoot on German soil, or, at all events, a free

national assembly. He was also asked to set at rest

the matter of the edict of Worms. This proposition

was adopted in the diet Aug. 27, and accepted by
the imperial conmiissioners. The friends of the

Reformation had cause to be content with the result

of the diet. While the proviso which gave to the diet

its lasting historical significance brought about no
permanent peace, it was designed to aid in tiding

over the momentary embarrassment by a truce that

deferred the ultimate decision. But inasmuch as

the regulation of the religious issue never came
to pass, and as neither the council nor the national

assembly, nor even the proposed embassy to the

emperor, was realised, the embassy being expressly

forbidden by the emperor, on May 27, 1527, the

Evangelical estates of the realm held themselves to

be justified by the diet's ruling to continue and com-
plete the reforms already begun in their jurisdictions.

In this way the resolutions of Speyer came to be the

legal foundation for the Evangelical party's further

innovations in religion. But since the Roman
Catholic estates, in their suppression of the Gospel,

could also appeal to the ruling of Spejrer, the rdig-

ious division of the German nation dates effectively

from this diet.

TL Diet of 1539: The political situation had be-

come stUl more threatening for the Evangelical

estates when a second imperial diet convened at

Speyer in 1529. Charles V., just then on the point

of eonduding peace with the pope, was resolved to

inake an end of Lutheraniam in the

I. The empire. At the opening of the diet od

Bmpefor's Bfar. 15, the imperial address to the

Position, estates expressed in the bluntest tenns

the emperor's disfavor on account of

the " pernicious errors " abroad in Germany, seeing

they had even caused tumult and riot. The emperor

would cooruve no longer at these disorders; the

council, which the pc^, too, would now gladly pro-

mote, was to be convdced as soon as possible, lill

then the emperor forbade, under penal^ of the ban

of the empire, that any <me be coerced or enticed

into unrighteous belief. From the former ruling of

Speyer, there had ensued " great mischief and mis-

understanding over against our holy faith "; where-

fore the emperor did now repeal the same, and com-

manded the regulation prescribed in his manifesto.

In the diet, this time, the Roman Catholic partj

had vastly the majority. Among the eighteen mem-
bers of the " great committee " that was i^pointed

on Mar. 18 for drafting the diet's

a. Roman enactments, only three were Evangel-

Catholk ical. Hence the Roman Catholics

PMpooder- carried their motions, notwithstanding

ance. the Evangelical meinbers' resistance.

No later tiban Mar. 22, the committee

resolved to lay before the diet the repeal of the pie-

ceding decree of Speyer. The committee's memoiisl

was communicated to the estates on Apr. 3, and

accepted by the princes Apr. 6 and 7. But when

the Evangelical princes declared that they would

not be foroed from the former decree of Speyer. tbe

motion was returned to the committee for modifie*-

tion, with the proviso, however, that the ''sub-

stance" thereof should remain unchanged. The

memorial, so unpalatable to the Evangelical party,

was left practically unaltered, was referred to the

princely estates on Apr. 10, and adopted on Apr.

12, although Elector John at once made it publkly

known that he would protest against it. Shortly

afterward, it was delivered to the cities for final

passage. When the municipal enyays were sum-

moned one by one to pronounce whether they ac^

cepted the decree, twenty-one cities yielded ther

assent on Apr. 12 and 13; others answered evasively.

All the rest, however, besides the still protesting

cities of Frankfort, Hall in Swabia, Goelar, and

Nordhausen, had the courage to refuse oomplianoe.

On Apr. 12, the Evangelicsd princes caused a writ

of grievance to be read aloud, wherein they offered

searching arguments for their declension of the ma-

jority resolution, and begged for its alteration. But

the estates answered merely (on Apr. 13) that tbi^

had delivered their decree, t<^ther with the grier-

ance, to the imperial commissioners. The estates

being then assembled in solemn convocation on Apr.

19, the commissioners, through King Ferdinand,

aimounced that in the name of the emperor they

adopted the resolution of the estates. Touching tlie

grievance of the Evangelical estates, they remari^d

that they had taken cognizance thereof, and left the

same to stand or fall by its own weight, and they

trusted that the estates concerned would not refuse

the ruling by majority duly decreed.
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Thus the mtuation of the Evangelical estates had
come to be serious. In the imperial diet, they stood

comjdetely isc^ted. Yet the Evangelical leaders

held finn and unanimous^ even though the opposi-

tion attempted to effect their separation by utili-

zing the dissension between Luther and
3. Wifh- Zwingli. The magistrates of Evangel-

dxmwal of ical cities, especially of Nurembeig and
the Evan- Strasbuig, contributed not a little, by
gelicala. their animating instructions, to the

result that their advocates in Speyer
maintained their courageous determination. After

the imperial commissionerB' ultimatum, EHector

John, Margrave Geoige, Landgrave Philip, and
Prince Wolfgang of Anhalt, as also the chancellor

of Dukes E>nBt and Franz of LOnebuig, who had not

yet reached Speyer, returned to the audience cham-
ber, whence they had withdrawn for a brief con-

sultation, and protested orally against the decree,

stating aJso that they would take no part in any
subsequent proceedings of the imperial diet. And
when Jacob Sturm announced that the Evangelical

cities adhered to the protestation, they filed in the

records of the diet a writ of protest, which mean-
while had been hasUly drawn up by the Saxon
chancelIcM>, wherein they declared that they were not
bound, without their assent, to vacate ibe former
unanimously resolved decree, and that they pro-

tested against the majority ruling as null and void.

For the drafting of a second, more explicitly de-

tailed writ of protestation, they commissioned the

chancellor of Brandenburg, George Vogler, who
now prepared with the utmost expedition a draft,

which is still extant in the district arehives of Bam-
beig, in sixteen folio pages. This dociunent meeting
with the i^>probation d[ the Evangelical princes, a
dean copy thereof was despatched to King Fer-

dinand on Apr. 20. At first, indeed, he accepted the

same, but afterward he retiuned it with disapproval.

At the last moment, Duke Henry of Brunswick and
Margrave Philip of Baden made an attempt at medi-
ation that found ready response with the Evangelical

princes, but was rejected by Ferdinand. The decree

was Signed on April 22; and the diet, wherein the

Evangelical princes no longer took part, was dosed.
The protesting delegates announced, however, that

they meant to conduct themselves peaceably and
friendly toward all estates.

For security against hostile attacks. Elector John
and Landgrave Philip, on April 22, had an " under-

standing " with Nurembeig, Strasbuig, and XJlm, as

to which more particular terms were to

4. The be defined in June, at a diet in Rotach.
" Protest.'' On Apr. 25, the formal act of protes-

tation was vested with legal finality

by an attested instrument of appeal, wherein all

antecedent records were duly cited and reviewed.

In this connection, the counselors of Elector John of

Saxony, Margrave George of Brandenburg, Dukes
Ernst and Franz of Ltkneburg, Landgrave Philip of

Hesse, and of Prince Wolfgang of AxSudt, protested

by every form of law against the decree; and at the

same time appealed to the emperor, the council, the

national assembly, indeed to every impartial Chrich

tian judge. The delegations of the fourteen cities

made simultaiieoilB dedaration of their adlKuedoe to

this appeal. The Evangelical princes departed from
Speyer on Apr. 25 and straightway arranged for the

publication of the protestation. This was effected

by the landgrave on May 5, and by the elector on
May 12. A deputation, whose members were deter-

mined at Nuremberg on May 26, was to convey the

appeal to the emperor. These envoys did also set

out in July, but not till Sept. 12, at Piacenza, could

they deliver their message to the emperor. On Oct.

12, he then assured them that he expected the pro-

testing estates to obey the decree, since otherwise

he must proceed against them with severe measures.
Lastly he had the envoys arrested, nor were they
released until Oct. 30.

It was from the protest at Speyer that the ad-
herents of the Reformation obtained the designa-

tion of " Protestants " (see Protestantism), and
this act received a worthy memorial in the commem-
orative " Chureh of the Protestation," erected by
means of gifts from all Evangelical countries, and
solemnly dedicated on Aug. 31, 1904.

The " protest " from which thus " Protestants "

derived their name has been charged by Roman
Catholics with being a protest against tolerance as

expressed with reference to the edict of Worms by
the diet. But the edict bound those who main-
tained it to deny to Luther and his adherents all

rights, even of food and shelter, and
5. Roman permitted their spoliation and persecu-

CatfaoUc tion; the diet's terms required the

Chaiget. execution of these commands. The
directions of the diet further did not

admit the Intimacy of the Reformation where it

was already deeply rooted, and forbade further

progress; had the Evangelical party signed this,

they would by that fact have admitted the Refor-

mation to be at fault. The diet further attempted
to prohibit preaching against the Roman Catholic

doctrine of the sacrament of the Lord's Supper, even
where the Lutheran position was held by the major-

ity; since it also required that the mass be not abol-

idMl in Evangelical jurisdictions, even the Evangel-

ical clergy would have been compelled to read mass,

and this involved practically the prohibition of the

Evangelical celebration of the Lord's Supper. The
charge which has most behind it as stated by Roman
Catholics is that of intolerance by Evangelicals, in

that the masses had proceeded to the length of riot

in their opposition to Roman Catholic observances

and institutions. The medieval theories were in

this respect still in practise. On the other hand, the

Roman Catholic position was no better, but ex-

plicitly invdved the extinction of Protestant re-

ligion and practises. But the " protest " embodied
a dear and concrete presentation of the principles

of Protestantism, and was a courageous statement

in the face of an adverse majority.

in. Diet of 2542: The purpose of this third im-

perial diet of Speyer, opened by King Ferdinand on
Feb. 9, 1542, was to afford him sdd against the

Turks, who were doeely pressing Austria. The Prot-

estant estates declared themselves ready to attend

on condition that the religious peace of Nurembeig
(see NuRBMBBRG, Religious Peace of), whose
provisions had been renewed at Regensburg in 1541,

be maintained intact. It was not until Apr. 1 1, and
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after protracted negotiatioiis, that a ruUiig was de-

yised by which the denied aid was granted, and the

status of peace, as at Regensbuig, was eztoided for

five years. By the terms of a bond to the Protestant

estates, executed by Ferdinand's order the day be-

fore, the Regensbuig "declaration" was also to

remain in force during the same period. The Roman
Cathdie estetes did not recognise this arrangement,

but accepted a proffer tendered by the papal legato

Morone, for convening a council on Aug. 15, at Trent.

The Evangelical estates made written protest against

the place selected.

IV. Diet of 1544: At the brilliant fourth im-
perial diet of Sp^er, opened on Feb. 20, 1544, by
Charles V. in person, the emperor egpeaahy labored

to obtain the support of the empire in his war with
France. The Protestant estates again made their

consent depend upon the condition that the Regens-
buig " declaration " be renewed; and th^ de-

manded that this proviso be embodied in the diet's

ruling, a point which the Roman CathoUc estates re-

fused. After months of prolonged negotiations, it

was finally resolved, on May 27, to defer the draft-

ing of the proper provisions to the emperor. In this

connection the Roman Catholic estetes announced
that they must needs endure what the emperormi^t
resolve. The ruling of the imperial diet, as then

sealed on June 10, yielded essential concessions to

the Protestante. On occasion of a new imperial

diet, in the ensuing autumn or winter, when the em-
peror hoped again to be present, th^ would ar-

range on what footing they should stand in the dis-

puted articles of religion, until the council. The
proceedings were to be outlined in advance, accord-

ing to projecte of reform that were to be furnished

by the emperor and the estetes. Meanwhile the

public peace should be observed; whereas the decree

of Au^urg and the trials pending before the su-

preme court for the cause of religion should be sus-

pended. The cleigy, endowmente, cloisters, schods,

and hospitals, irrespective of religious confession,

were to continue in Uie enjogrment of the incomes to

their credit in 1541. The supreme court itself was
to be supplied anew with devout and learned judges,

without regard to religious affiliations. The Roman
Catholic estetes were far from satisfied with this

measure, while the pope formally protested against

it in a brief of Ai]g. 24. But indeed, even the Prot-

estento, whom the emperor at this diet had treated

with more favor than ever before, could not feel

altogether content with the actuU result. The
emperor's concessions were merely provisional, and
were equivocally worded ; nor did the Roman Catho-
lic estetes deem themselves bound thereby. Then
again, the aid of the empire, that had been granted
the emperor, not only so strengthened his material

power that he was able to advance victoriously into

France and force to his will the peace of Crespy
(Sept. 14, 1544), but freed his hand, by the same
stroke, for contingent action against the Protestants.

For that matter, the evidence that Charies had not
changed his mind in relation to the Reformation,
but had fully harbored the intention of opposing it

with force if occasion required, came dearly to light

in the outbreak of the SchmaUcald war, a few yeare

later. Jtjuub Nst,

Bebuoobapbt: TIm mbieet is treated more or Itm follr in

th0 iPorlBi on the hktoiy of the Refoiinstioi&, and the

traatmenti of the life of Lather cnentty deal with xL

Ako to be noted is the litenture under Phiuf of Hxsbb;
F. B. voa Buebolte, OtrnMehU dsr lUffim^ttg Firdutamd
dei£Msn,Toli.i.-a.. Vienna. 1831; G. Ecelhaaf. I>eirfat&f

GmekiehU im ZeUalUr der R^flvrmaium, Beilin, 1886. On
the diet of 1526 oooMilt: W. Friedenshais. Zur V,kv
•cMcMs d«e lovvaiiweA€i» BtmdMMCs, Maibuis, 1884; idem, i

Der Bmek§tag 9U Spmer ISte, Berlin. 1887; Q. Knirenii, 1

Johaim Agneoia, pp. 00 eqq.. Beilin, 1881; J. Nesr. Dtt
BmekMagm Speier ISte, Hnmbuig. 1889; idem, in ZKG,
vuL 800 sqq.. ix. 137 sqq.. idi. 834 sqq.. 693 eqq.; A.

Kluekhohn* I>«r Rmdutag m 8pm«r tStS, in HuloriaAe
Zmiaekrifi, IrL 193 eqq.; J. Janasen. Hial. of Ihs OmTmam
PmpU, r. 69 sqq., St. Loois. 1903; CawUnidge Modem
Hiatorw, iL 196, New Yoric. 1904; Ranke. Popes. L 79-

80; Hefde, ConetlMiveseMeAte. iz. 464 sqq.; T. Bcieser.

Der Speierw RtJehttag von 1626 und die rdiffi^oe Prage div

ZeO, Leipaie. 1910.

On the diet of 1639 eooanlt: J. J. MoUer. Bidarie voa

dom oMMoeUoeken SUkmdo-Proiotlaiiom tu Speifor, Jena.

1705; J. A. H. Tlttmann. Die Prototiatiom dor ooamgdir
•ckm SUtndo auf dom Reiehalage ou Speier . . . J6B9,

Leipsie, 1829; A. June. OeockichU dm Roidutaga gu Svogtr,
8tnri>uqu 1830; J. Negr, OooMehU dot Bojehtjagt tu

Spoior . . . 1669, Halle, 1880; idem, Dio PniookUion der

ooamgoUoehon Sidmdo su SpoUr . . . 1669, Halle. 1890;

E. Heoser, Dio ProiottaHom von Spoier, Neustadt, 1904;

idem. Die AppeUaHon and Proloeiation der evan^

gOieehen SUkndo eu Spoior 1669, Ldpaie, 1906: J.

Tinsinn. HieL of the Oenmm People, v. 188 sqq., St
Look, 1903: Cambridge Modem Hietorg, iL 208-204, 206.

830, New Yoik, 1904; Hefele, ComeOiengeaehiehte, ix.

M8»qq.
On the diets of 1642 and 1644 coosult: Tlie work of

Boeholts. ut sup.; also Janasen. ut sup., pp. 164-172, 247

eqq.; A. de Boor, BeHrAge aur OeeeMehto doe Speierer

Beiehelage . . . 1644, Stnabttig. 1878; Cigmbridge Mod-
em Hielorg, ut sup., pp. 77. 244, 661.

SPIKKKR9 spVker or spoi^ker, GEORGB FSEDER-
ICK: Lutheran; b. at Klk Ridge Landing, Md., '

Nov. 17, 1844. He was educated at Baltimore Orty

Cdlege and in the Lutheran theological senoinaiies

of Gettyabuig and Philadelphia, bemg graduated
from the latter in 1867. He was acting profeeeor of

Gennan in Penn^lvania College (1864-66); pro-

fessor at the Keystone Normal School, Kutztown.
Pa. (1867-68); professor of Hebrew at Muhlenberg
Coll^ (1887-04); and since 1894 profeseor cf

church history, Old-Testament thedogy, and in-

troduction in the Lutheran Theological Seminary
at Philadelphia. He was pastor of the Lutheran
Church at Kutstown (1867-^), and occupied a pul-

pit of the same denomination at AUentown^ Pa.

(1883-04). He is associate editor ol the Lutheran
Church Review, and has written Commeniary on II

CorirUhiang (New York, 1897), besides translating

L. nutter's Compend oj Lutheran Theology (Phila-

delphia, 1868) and K. A. Wildenhahn's Martin
Luther (in collaboration with H. E. Jaoobe; 1883).

SPIBRA, spt-^'ra, FRAHCESCO: Italian jurist;

b. at attadella (13 m. n. of Padua), Italy, 1502; d.

there Dec. 27, 1548. Interest in Spiera is due to the

fact that the Protestants of the sixteenth century
used his case as an example of the dreadful conse-

quences of the sin against the Holy Gho6t» sinoe be

discerned Evangelical truth, but denied and ab-

jured it for external reasons. Spiera had won ao

esteemed position in his native town; and a weD
bestowed house, in which ten children grew up, xp-

peared to insure his happiness. Besidee the Scrip-

ture0» there feO into his hands various Evang^ieal
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writin^B, such as " The Benefit of Christ's Death/'
"Doetrine (M and New," and ** Summaiy of

Saered Seriptiue," which instilled in him doubt as to

the Romen Catholic t^mchings on purgatoiy, venera-

tion of the saintSy etc. With othera he was ar-

nigned before the inquisition at Venice; and his trial

came off between May 24 and June 20, 1548. The
minutes of the trial are still extant in the archives

si Venice, and are reprinted in Comba's Frar^
etM» Spiera (1872). On the latter day in St. Mark's

Sfriera made sc^mn abjuration of his " errors," and
flubscribed the abjuration, which he then repeated

on the fdlowing Sunday in Cittadella, after mass
in the cathedral. On returning home, so he related

it lumself, " the Spirit," or ^ voice of his con-

science, b^gan to reproach him for having denied

the truth. Amid grounds of comfort that either he
or his friends advanced, and a state of despair that

grew more and more hopeless, there b^an a ter-

riUe strugn^e within himself, which soon so affected

even his sturdy physique that it gave occasion for

conveying him to Padua to be treated by the most
edebrated physicians. The treatment was vain, and
the conflict, which Veigerio and others witnessed,

ended in his death, shOTtly after his return to his

home. That Spiera laid violent hands on himself

is later invention. K. Benrath.

BiBuoaaApBT: C. 8. Cniio, P, Spierm . . . kUlona, Genera,
1560 (n (oontains aoooimts by Curio, M. QrikMOdui, H.
Seotus and 8. Oeltrus, with prafaoe by Cklvin and apol-

QSy Iqr Verieinw); P. P. Vergerio, La Hitloria di M.
Frame. Sjriera . . . , [Tdbinsen], 1651, reprinted Floranoe,

1883; H.'Baeoii,Rdatianofth€FeareftMB9laUofFraneU
Spin, London, 1838, very numeioiiB editions, latest ap-
parently Manchester. 1845; F. Laurenee, Hiat. de FraofoU
Snira, Leyden, 1646; £. Ck>niba, F. Spiera, Bpiaodio ddla
raf^rma rtHoiota «n Italia, Rome, 1872; C. R6nneke.
Fnmceaoo Spiera, Hambuis, 1874; K. Bennth, OeeehiefUe

der Befbnaaiion in Venedig, pp. 35-36, Halle, 1887; W.
Sonuneifelt, F. Spiera, ein UntfUUAHeher, Leipsie, 18M;
Caadnidae Modem Hietory, a. 304-395, ifew York, 1904.

SHFAMEt JACQUES PAUL: French Calvinist;

b. at Paris 1602; executed at Geneva Mar. 23 (or

25), 1566. He was at first a Roman Catholic and,

having studied law, became a parliamentaiy coun-

selor and later a counselor of state. He tl»en sud-

denly took orders and was made canon, as well as

ehanodlor of the University of Paris, etc., besides

aecompanying the cardinal of Lorraine to the Coun-
cil of Trent as his vicai^general. In 1548 he was
consecrated bishop oi Nevers, but eleven years

later resigned his see in favor of his nephew aziid re-

tired to Geneva, where he soon professed open al-

legiance to Protestantism. This step was clearly

due in great measure to his adulterous relations

with Catharine de Gaqienie, whom he had induced

to abandon her husband, and with whom he lived

after the tatter's death. To legitimate the two
children of this union, Spifame pretended to reveal

the state of affairs to the council and consistoiy of

GenevBy alkiging that his orders had prevented him
Iran manying the woman, and that he had been
foreed to leave Paris because of his fear of perseou-

tion. The miioD was declared legitimate on July 27,

1659, and Beia and Calvin readily accepted him as

pastor, so that in the fdUowingyear he became minis-

ter at IsBOodun. Other coogrogatiODS soon desbed

Ub servieeey among them his old dsty of Nevers, but

though Calvin urged him to accept this post, Spi*

fame was next found in Bouiges and Paris. Y^ih
the outbreak of the first religious war he became a
still more important figure, particularly at the
princes' diet at Frankfort (Apr.-Nov., 1562), where
he was the envoy of Cond^. While returning to

France, he came into the midst of military opera-

tions, and until the concluding of the Ti^aty of

Ambdse (Mar. 19, 1563) was civil governor of

Lyons. He then went back to Geneva, where he had
meanwhile bem elected to the Council of Sixty, and
in Jan., 1564, he accepted the invitation of Jeanne
d'Albret, queen of Navarre, to visit Pau to ar-

range her affairs. Here he committed the as-

tounding indiscretion of declaring that her son,

Henry IV., was the offspring of adultery, and in

Apr., 1565, he returned to Geneva. Suspicions now
began to cluster around him; he was supposed to

be intriguing with France, either to become bishop

of Toul or to be made oontrdler of finances; his

nephew, who knew the true story of his relations

with Catharine de Gaspeme, declared his two
children incapable of inheriting; and he was form-

ally charged with insulting the queen of Navarre.

On ICar. 11, 1566, he was imprisoned, especially as

there were rumors that he had forged papers at-

testing a common-law union with Caths^e de
Gaspeme in 1539 while her husband was still alive.

Investigation proved the falsity of his documents,
and though he pleaded that his adultery was out-

lawed and denied all other charges brought against

him, his acts of forgery were deemed by the council

to be sufficient reason to condemn him to be be-

headed. (EUGBN LaCHENICANN.)

BnuooBAPaT: Tlie aeoount of the trial and oonfeeiioo of

Spifame was printed at Geneva, 1666. Consult further:

T. Besa, HiM, eecUeiatUque dee iglieee reformiee , . , de
Framee, ii. 156 aqq., Geneva, 1580, new ed. by J. W. Baum
and A. E. Cuniti, 3 vols., Paris, 1883-«8, also ed. P.

Vesson, 2 vols.. Toulouse, 1882-83; Calvin. Opera, vols.

zviii.-xzi. paanm; J. Spon, Hiet, de Oenive, vol. ii., Geneva,
1730; J. 8en6bi«^ Hiet, liiUraire de Qenhfe, i. 384-386,

ib. 1786; E. and E. Haac. La France praieelante, ix. 309
sqq., Paris, 1860; BvOeUn de la eocUU de Chiet, du protee-

tantieme francaie, iz. 276-277, zii. 488, xlviii. 228 sqq.;

lichtenbeiier, BSR, zi. 674.

SPINA, spt'na, ALFOHSO DB: Spanish anti-

Jewish and anti-Mohammedan apologist of the

fifteenth century; d. at Orense (115 m. s.w. of Leon),

Galida, 1469. Entering the Franciscan order, he

became rector of the University of Salamanca, and
in 1466 was consecrated bishop of Orense. He is

generally, and probably justly, held to be the author

of die anonymous FwtcHidwn fidei contra JvdcBos,

Saracmoe dUoaqus ChritHanm fidei immicoa (n.p.»

1487 and (tften), which, according to its preface,

was written by a Franciscan teacher at Valladolid

in 1458. The woik is in four books: the first prov-

ing the mesdahship of Jesus from the fulfilment of

prc^beey; the seccmd deaUng with heretics and their

ittfLnifftif^ pMniAniAntii; the third attacking the Jews;

and the fourth polemising against the Moham-
medans, with an interesting, though one-sided, ao»

count of the struggles between the Christians and

the Saracens. (O. Z^aojsBt)
BDWBDaBAniT: J. A. Fabriolat, Dslsofnt argtmeHlorum d

evOobus teripiormm . . . , pp. 676-676, Hambuig. 1735;

R. Omoo, ^MMMffiM cKfifKl, iU, 9t«-322. Paris, 1706;
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J. M. Sehrtekh. ChrutUehs Kinhmgmekkhtt, xxz. 673-
674. iMfmo, 1802; I. M. Jott, (htekiehU 4m Jmdmthwma
Mid MWMr 5«Um, m. M. lb. 1860. R. OrMta, GMckiiMt
der /Miem viii. 228^229, fb, 1800. Eng. tnivL. 6 rok^
PUlMtolphk. 1801-M: /IT, sL 6ia

SPDIOLA, Bpt-ndla, CRI8T0VAL ROJAS DB:
Bpantah Roman CathoUe advocate o£ union; b.

near Roermond (27 m. n.e. of Maertricht), Holland,

1626; d. at Vienna Mar. 12, 1695. He was edu-
cated at Cologne and at an early age entered the
order of the Obaervantine Frandaeana. He taught
philoaophy and scholastic theology at Cologne, and
rose to be general of his order. In 1661 he was
called from Madrid to Vienna to become confes-

sor of Biaria Theresa, wife of Leopold I., and in 1668
was consecrated titular bishop of Tina, while in 1685
he was made bishop of Wiener-Neustadt. Thor^
oughly versed in diplomacy and irenic in tempera-
ment, he labored unceasin^y to reconcile Protes-

tantism with the Roman Catholic Church, willing

to make certain concessions for the furtherance of a
plan which lukewarm Protestantism and notable

oonversions from its bickerings rendered plausible.

In 1671, after gaining the approval of the papal

nuncio at Vienna, Spinola began negotiations with
German Lutheran and Reformed princes and theo-

logians, but in nearly every case his advances were
met with profound distrust. His most favorable

reception was in Brunswick and LOnebui^, and
especially in Hanover, where he had the sympathy
of the converted duke, Jchn Frederick, bs well as of

Gerhard Walter Molanus and Gottfried Wilbelm von
Leibnits (qq.v.). The first conference, in 1676,

amounted to little, but in 1683 Spinola made ver-

bally a number of concessions, such as communion
under both kinds, marriage of the clergy, continued
possession of secularised estates of the Church, the

suspension oi the decrees of the Council of Trent, and
remission of formal adjuration, the sole require-

ment being recognition of the supremacy of the pope.

At a conference over which Molanus presided the

plan proposed by Spinola was practically adopted,
but when the proceedings became genendly known,
they aroused the anger of Protestants, while Roman
Catholics regarded them as futile. Nevertheless,

Molanus and Leibnits remained in correspondence
with Spinola, and in 1601 the plan was submitted to

Bossuet, who bluntly rejected the entire afifair, de-

manding unconditional submission to the authority

of the Church and the Council of Trent, although he
was unable finally to break off negotiations until

1694. Meanwhile Spinola had entered into com-
munication with the Hungarian Protestants, having
received, in 1691, an imperial appointment as com-
missioner general for the promotion of religious

union in Austria. Here again his hopes were ill-

founded, and although a conference was esEpected to

be held in 1 693, it never took place. After the death
of Spinel a few attempts at Roman Catholic and
Protestant union were made by his successor, Graf
of Buchheim, and by Leibnits, only to prove equaUy
abortive. (Paul Tbchackbrt.)

Bebuoobapbt: J. D. Omber. ComnmeU tpttioUei L§Sbtd-
Hani, i. 411 sqq.. Hanover. 1722; J. Sebinidt. in Oreim-
bo(en, ISeO. nos. 44--45: J. X. Kied, Der Priedentpian dm
LeibniM gur Wiedereinioiino det ffcfrwMiten dkn§Uiehtn
Kuthm, Padflriyom, 1904; KL, zi. 620-036.

SPIHOZA, spt^iG'sO, BARUCH (BBIISDICT DE):
Philosopher; b. at Amsterdam Nov. 24, 1632; d.

at The Hague Feb. 21, 1677. His parents were Jew»
who had been driven from Portugal by religious

persecution. He devoted himself to the study of the

Bible and the Talmud; was instructed in Latin by

Frans van der Ende, a celebrated physician of

naturalistic qrmpathies; and, turning to free philo-

sc^hical speculations, was exconmiuxdcated by the

synagogue. Employing himself with the study of the

Cartesian philosophy and the development of his

own, he dwelt near Amsterdam, 1656-60 or 61 ; at

Rhynsburg near Leyden tmtfl 1664; at Voorbuig
near The Hague until 1670; and at The Ha^ue from
1670 until his death, supporting himself by grindiD^

lenses. In 1673 he declined a call to the profeseor-

ship of philoeophy at the University of HeidelberjL

so as not to restrict his liberty of thought. Hi^

works written at the Hague, 1660-77, were, Reni

De9eart€$ prindpiorum p9dlo9ophuB (2 parts, Am-
sterdam, 1663); TraeUiiuB iheoUfffico-polUicus (Ham-
burg, 1670); and, most important of all, Eihiea

ordine geometrico demonttraiaf which, together with

TradaiuB poliHcua, TractatuB de irUellectus emenda-
Honef and EpittoLa, was published in Opera potihuma
(Amsterdam, 1677). His De Deo hamine, ejusqut

fdieilaU was not known before it appeared in a

Dutch translation (Halle, 1S52).

For the basis of his method Spinosa depended
on Ren^ Descartes (q.v.) and for his point of view

in part upon the influence of Giordano Bruno (q.v.).

Aiming to arrive at mathematical certainty, he pro-

ceeds by a method of exact demonstration, analogous
to the geometry of Euclid, with series of definitions,

axioms, propositions, and proofs. His fundamental
notion is that of substance, which he defines as
" that which is in itself and is conceived by itself,

i^., the conception of which does not need the con-

ception of any other thing in order to be formed.''

There is but one substance, which is absolute and
infinite, and is Gkxl. Nothing can be predicated of

it, because " all determination is negation." It can

be comprehended only by attributes which belong

only to the mind. Having neither intellect nor wiiL

it caimot have an ultimate end in view, but is the

inmianent cause of all things. There beinf; nothing:

to constrain it, it is absolutely free, acting from an

inner self-determination or necessity. This sub-

stance has two fundamental attributes cognisabk
by man; namely, thought and extension, although

an infinite number of attributes is possible. There

is no extended substance as separate from thinkiny

substance. An attribute is "that which the mini
perceives as constituting the essence of substance."

Movement, intellect, and will, on the whole, are

infinite modes or affections of substance; all in-

dividual things are finite and changing modes. A
" mode is that which is in something else, tbrou^
the aid of which also it is conceived." Modes of the

attribute of extension are physical objects; modes
of thought are ideas. There is no causal nexus be-

tween the attribute and modes of extension on th«

one hand, and the attribute and modes oC thought

on the other, inasmuch as they belong to the same
substance; althou^ in either attribute there are

chains of cause and effect, and between the two
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aeries there is a complete parallelism (crdo idearum
idem eat ac ardo rerum). Finite things including

individuals being only modes, God is no individual.

Likewise succession in time or duration holds among
existences or modes; but essence or substance is

non-temporal, and God is eternal.

Man as an individual, being a mode, first sees

things in relation to himself discretely, or the world
of things as ntUura naiurata. He thus has inade-

quate ideas by opinio or imaginoHo, Ratio afifords

adequate ideas of the common agreements of things.

Intuition is the full perception tub specie cBtemitatis

of God as infinite substance in immanent causation,

or natwra naturans. The criterion of truth is truth

itself; for the human mind in so far as it has a true

idea is a part of the infinite divine intellect. Voli-

tion is a form of assent to, or dissent from, the idea,

and is identical with it; just as will is identical with
intellect. Man as a mode, being conditioned by
the multiplicity of things about him, is in a state oif

constraint, having inadequate ideas (in the form
of duration) of the complex self as affected, of the
things affecting him, and of the affections or pas-

sions thus produced. This is commonly illustrated

by the fact that the same thing appears differently

to different men from different points of ^dew. But
man b active when he has adequate ideas, or when
anjTthing follows from his essence or nature clearly

understood: he is passive when he has inadequate
ideas. Desire or conscious appetite as an affection

is the assertion of man's essence toward this greater

freedouL The agreeable transition to a higher

degree of perfection is the occasion of the passion

of joy; the opposite is the occasion of sadness. Joy
accompanied by the idea of its external cause is the

passion of love; sadness so accompanied is hate.

Impotence to prevail over one's passions is bondage,

or the opposite of freedom. Evil, which is relative,

is impediment. To get rid of a pasdon, i.e., an af-

fection or a state of suffering, is to have a clear idea

of it. This means to know all things as necessary.

He who has such a knowledge of self and passions

rejoices, and the idea of the external cause of such

supreme joy involves the love of God, just as ad-

versely the knowledge of all things as necessary in-

volves the knowledge of God as immanent cause.

This is what Spinosa calls the intellectual love to

God conceived under the form of eternity. As God
has only adequate ideas and is not subject to pro-

gressive perfection and passions, he cannot be af-

fected by love or hate. In God, so far as he may be
explained by the essence of man conceived " under
the form of eternity," the loving subject and the

object loved are one and the same; the intellectual

love of God denotes absolute acquiescence by the

divine in the law of his nature. The inteUectual

love of the mind to God is a part of that love, based
upon the intellect which is part of the infinite divine

inteOect and therefore immortal, i.e., non-temporal.

Virtue, which is the power to produce that which is

according to one's essence, or nature, is not-the re-

ward of happiness but its own reward.

In the Tkeotogico-politicue Spinoza argues for

religious freedom so long as the interest of the State

in good works is satisfied. He maintains that theol-

ogy and philosophy have nothing in common, and

XI.-4

repudiates the authority demanded by the former
over the latter on the grotmd that theology deals
with the anthropomorphic attributes and relations

of God and philosophy with clear notions. In dar-
ing and imagination and fidelity to method, Spinoza
ranks as one of the greatest philosophers. The
practical lessons which his system taught, those of

necessity and stoical resignation, were best illus-

trated in his own life. Undermined by consump-
tion, harassed by persecutors, and burdened by
overwork, he was a model of patience and sweet
kindliness. See Pantheism, § 4.

Bibugorafbt: Tlie chief editiona of the Opera are by H.
E. Q. Paulus, 2 vols.. Jena, 1802-03, C. H. Bruder, 3
vole., Leipeio. 1843-46, J. van Vloten and J. P. Land,
2 vote.. The Hague, 1883, and 3 vols., 1895-^; Eng.
tnuial. of the chief works by R. H. M. Elwes. 2 vols.,

London, 1883-84; Fr. tranal., by p. Saiaeet, 2 vols.,

Paris, 1842, 2d ed., 1861; by J. O. Prat, Paris, 1863. and
by C. Appuhn, Paris. 1907 sqq. Further details respect-
ing partial eds. and issues of separate works are given in
the BriiiA Muteum Catalogue, s.v., and in Baldwin, Die-
Uanary, ill. 1, pp. 488-480 (followed by a veiy full general
bibliography). Special works translated into English are
Traetaiue theolooioo-poUtieuB (by R. Willis). London, 1689.
reissues, 1737. and another, 1862, 1868; the Ethica, by
W. H. White, London, 1813, 2d ed. by A. H. Stirling, ib.

1894, by R. H. M. Elwes, ib. 1884, by H. Smith, Cincin-
nati, 1866, and selections by Q. S. Fullerton, New York,
1892, 2d ed.. 1894; Traetaiue de ifUeUeetu9 emendatiene by
W. H. White, London, 1896; Prineiplee of Deecartet' Phir
loeophy, London, 1907; and Short Treatment on Ood, Man
and hie WeU-Beino; tranel. and ed., teith an Introduction

and Commentary and a Life of Sjrinota, by A. Wolf. New
York. 1910.
As sources for a life consult Der Briefweehad dee Spinoea

tm Urtexte, ed. H. Qtnsberg, Leipeic, 1876; Die Briefe
mehrer OeUAften an Benedict von Spifutea und deeeen Ant-
worten, ed. J. H. von Kirchmann, Beriin, 1871; and
Lettroe inSditee en fran^aie, translated and annotated by
J. O. Prat. Paris. 1884, 2d ed., 1886. Consult further:

F. Pollock, Spinoea, hie Life and Philoeophy, 2d ed., Lon-
don, 1899; M. Saverien, Hiel. dee philoeophee modemee,
Paris, 1760; A. Saintes, Hiel. de la vie et dee ouvragee de
B. Spinosa, ib. 1842; C. von Orelli, Spinoea'e Leben und
Lehre, 2d ed., Aarau, 1860; J. B. Lehmann. Spinoea:
eein LebenelnUi und eeine Philoeophie, Warsburg, 1864:

K. Fischer, Barueh Spinoea*e Leben und Charakter, Heidel-

berg, 1865, 4th ed., 1898; S. S. Coronel. Bar. dCEepinoea
in de lijet van syn Hid, Zalt^Bommel, 1871 : J. van Vloten,

Barueh (FBepinoea, eijn leven en eehriften, 2d ed.. Schlie-

dam, 1871; J. E. Linter, Spinoea, London, 1873; H. J.

Bets, Levenechechte van Barueh de Spinoea, The Hague,
1876; H. Qtnsberg, Leben und Charakterbild B. Spinoeae,

Leipsio. 1876: J. Martineau, A Study of Spinoea, London.
1882; W. Bolin, Spinoea, Beriin, 1894; J. Freudenthal.
Die Lebenegnchiehte Spinoeae, Leipsic. 1899; P. L.

Couchoud, Benoit de Spinoea, Paris, 1902; J. Freuden-
thal, Dae Leben Spinoeae, Stuttgart, 1904; S. von Dunin-
Borowski, Der junge De Spinoea. Leben und Werdegany
tm Liehte der Wdtphiloeophie, Mttnster, 1910.

On the philosophy of Spinosa consult: C. Schaar-
sehmidt, Deecartee und Spinoea; uricundlich^ Daretdluny
der Philoeophie Beider, Bonn, 1850; B. Auerfoach, Spinoea;

ein Denkeiieben, Mannheim. 1855; E. Saisset, Prieureeure

et dieciplee de Deecartee, pp. 185-352, Paris. 1863; F. W.
Barth, Eiruge Oedanken Hher Atheiemue und hber die

Meinungen dee Spinoea, Brandenburg. 1868; P. W.
Schmidt, Spinoea und Sehleiermacher, Berlin. 1868; M.
Bnisch. B. V. Spinoea'e Syetem der Philoeophie mil einer

Biographie Spinoeae, ib. 1870; J. A. Froude, Short Studiee

on Qreat Subjecte, London, 1873; R. Albert, Spinoea'

e

Lehre iAer die Ezietens einer Subetane, Dresden. 1875;

Q. Buaolt, Die OrundeUge der Erkenntniee-Theorie und
Metaphyeik Spinoeae, Berlin, 1875; M. Arnold. Eeeaye in

Criiieiem, pp. 237-362. 3d ed.. New York. 1876; H. J.

Bets, Spinoea en de vrijheid. The Hague. 1877; T. Cam-
erer. Die Lehre Spinoeae, Stuttgart, 1877; M. Dessauer,

Der SocraUe der Neueeit und eein Oedankenechate, Cdthen,

1877; R. Flint, Anti-theietie Theoriee, pp. 353-375, notes

547-652, Edinburgh and London, 1879; J. Martineau,
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A Study of Spinata, 2d ed., London. 1883; A. B. MO08,
Bruno and SpinoaOy London, 1885: A. Baltser, 8v%nota*9
Entwicklunovang intbe9ondtm nach seinen Briefen ge-

wehUdert, Kiel, 1888; J. Caird, Spinoza, Edinbuish and
London. 1888, new ed., 1901; J. Stem, Die Phitomphie
Spinotaa, Stuttgart, 1890; R. Wonns, La Morale de
Spinoza, Paris, 1802; Q. J. BoUand, Spinota, ib. 1899;
E. Ferri^re, La Doctrine de Spinoza, ib. 1899; 8. Rappaport,
Spinoza und Schopenhauer, Berlin, 1899; R. Wahle,
Kurze ErklArung der Ethik von Spinoza, Vienna, 1899; J.

Zulawski, D<u Problem der Cauealitot bei Spinoza, Bern,
1899; J. D. Bierens de Hann, Leveneleer naar de beffin-

aelen van Spinoza, The Hague, 1900; J. H. von Kirch-
mann, ErlAuterungen zu Benedict von Spinozaa Ethik,

Leipsic. 1900; H. H. Joaobim, A Study of the Ethice of
Spinoza, Oxford, 1901: B. Auerbach, Spinoza, Stuttgart,

1903: R. A. Duff, Spinoza*9 PoUOcal and Ethical Philoeo-
phy, Qlaagow, 1903; J. Iverach, Deacartea, Spinoza, the

New Philoeophy, Edinburgh, 1904; E. £. Powell, Spinoza
and Rdioion, Chicago, 1906; W. PrOmen, Spinoaae Re-
ligionabegriff, Halle, 1906; J. A. Picton, Spinoza, a Hand-
book to the Ethice, London and New York, 1906; A. Wen-
sel. Die WeUanachauung Spinoaae, Leipsio, 1907; F.
Erfaardt, Die Philoaophie dee Spinoza im lAehte der Kritik,

ib. 1908; J. Stem, Die Philoaophie Spinozaa, 3d ed.,

Stuttgart, 1908; K. Fiooher, Oeaehiehte der neueren Phi-
loaophie, vol. ii., 6th ed., Heidelbeig, 1909.

SPIRES. See Speter.

SPIRIT OF GOD, BIBLICAL VIEW OF: Aooord-
ing to the final Old-Testament presentation, the
Spirit of God is the divine power which proceeds

from God in creation and preservation in nature and
in human historical life, especially in Israel. This
power of God is active at the precise point where
eneigy is manifested, i.e., the Spirit of God is the
immediate cause of all kinds of change; it comes
and goes, it is given or withdrawn wholly according

to the divine will. Special attention is directed to
unusual forms of human action which are attributed

to this Spirit—^heroism, genius, prophetic utterance,

singular personal consecration, in a word, all rare

individual physical and religious phenomena. In
their suddenness, strangeness, involuntariness, irre-

sistibleness, and in their results they seem to reveal

a more thaii human power. Religious psychology
had not yet distinguished the form from the ulti-

mate source of these experiences. The obverse of

this conception appears in the belief in the influence

and possession of men by evil spirits, and later by
Satan as the prince of demons. For the history of

this belief one would need to trace the development
of the notion of the power of discamate good and
evil spirits over men in its varied stages of unfolding

from animism through poljrtheism up to ethical

monotheism (see Comparative Religion, VI.).

The conception of the good Spirit of God influencing

men differs from the Greek and other national

ideas of divine possession, (1) in the concentration

of the entire divine activity in one personal source,

and (2) in the aim to which the activity is directed—^furtherance of the theocratic ideals. Distinctive

redemptive functions are rarely attributed to the

Spirit of God in the Old Testament.
The New Testament has no elaborated doctrine

of the Spirit of God. There is material for the per-

sonal and trinitarian aspect of the Spirit, but the

time was not ripe for the theological construction

of the Constantinopolitan Creed (q.v.) . On the other

hand, many allusions imply that the Spirit is an
influence or a form of the action of God or of Christ

(see Holy Spirtfi I.). In the New Testament, how-

ever, one discovers several lines of development
in the idea of the Spirit. (1) The tendency to hypos-
tatixe the divine power of action appears alratdy
in the Okl Testament (cf. Isa. xliv. 3, xlviii. 16, bd. 1 ;

Gen. i. 2; Ps. 11. 11), and is part of that movement of

thought which was accelerated by Aryan influences,

in which God becomes metaphysically elevated
above the worid, while his withdrawal and isolation

are compensated for by the introduction of interme-
diary beings and forcesby which his will was effected.

Moreover, before the close of the apostolic age the
Spirit has begun to be differentiated from the
Father and the Son. (2) Whereas in the entire Old
Testament and in many portions of the New Testa-
ment the Spirit is conceived of as transcendent,

intermittent, and frequently miraculous in action,

yet side by side with this eariier and common
notion, in the later writings of Paul and Jcrfm—^not in the Synq[>tics—^the Spirit is presented as
an immanent and abiding personal power. For
this change no other occasion need be sought than
that which springs from the permanent neoeesities

of Christian experience—a continuous inner redemp-
tive influence by which the follower of Christ is

quickened and empowered for eveiy good work.

(3) This idea of the immanence of the Spirit of God
completes itself in the removal of the divine activity

from the region of nature whether of the physical

worid or of the human soul, and in the entire refer-

ence of it to the ethical and spiritual life.

C. A. Beckwith.
BiBuooaAPHT: The reader should consult the wotki on

Biblioal theolocy given in the article on that subject, espe-
cially the works of H. Schults, DufF, and Bennett on the
Old Testament, and of Bejrschlac, Holtsmann. Adeney,
Stevens, and Gould on the New; the subject is treated
also, mofe or less fully, in the literature given under Holt
Sprarr (q.v.). Consult further: C. A. Beckwith, ReaU-
tiea of Chfiatian Theoloffy, pp. 277-280, Boston, 1906;
H. H. Wendt, Die Beoriffe Fleiaeh und Oeiat im btbHochen
Sprachgebraueh, Gotha, 1878; H. Gunkel, Die Wirkut^en
dee heiHoen Oeiatea nach der . . . Anachauung der apoa-
toliachen ZeU und der Lehre dm Paulua, OAttingen, 1888;
K. v(m Lechler, Die bO>liaehe L^ira vom heStioen Oeiale,

Leipsio, 1899; I. W. Wood, The Spirit ofCM in BibHeal
Literature, New York, 1904. Further discussions wiO be
found in the various works on ssrstematic theolocy (jsas |

DOOMA. DOOMATIOS).

SPHUTUAL COlfTBlfTMElfT: The harmony
of personal feeling with outer conditions; adf-
satisfaction being the harmony of personal feeling

with inward conditions. Contentment presupposes
that the means for the satisfaction of the necessities

of life are inadequate (Prov. xvii. 1), and signifies

a willingness not to suffer the inner equanimity to

be disturbed h^ the scantiness of outward means
(Phil. iv. 11-12; I Tim. vi. 6). While such content-
ment may be natural, and conditioned by climate,

social order, racial instinct, or national circum>
stances, it may also be acquired as a cultured relig-

ious and ethical state of life, and as such it is a re-

quirement of Christian religiousness (Matt. vi. 2&-34;
I Tim. vi. 8; Heb. xiii. 5). Discontent is unworthy
of the Christian, who must remember that, thou^
all is his (I Cor. iii. 21-22), he can not lose his soul

to the world since he belongs to Christ. Religiotusly

it is the inner result of the piety produced by the

theistic contemplation of Cod, which obtains quie-

tude and peace of soul through its conviction gf the
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dbine goveniaiioe both o£ the indiTkiual (Pb. ezrL 6)
and o£ the univene. YetsucfaaatiflfaetkmiBactivey

finding room for enda and aimsy the deairB of im-
provemait, and the joyoua taking up of tasks.

There is a wide differenoe between the satisfaction

based on natural instinct and temperament and that
founded oo religious ethical sdl-euhuxe, even
thon^ temperamental prediq;>ositions are of the
utmost importance in thB ethical woild. Dissatis-

faction is aroused by instincts, desires, and pasrions;

is stimulated by sensibilily and the imagination;

and may be awakened by the ezereise of the will

and by kleals; but reeeives few stimuli from the

understanding, and almost none from the reason.

Cauistianity does not teach satisfaction with all

public conditions. It demands dissatisfaction with
an that is evil, corrupt, morbid, and disorderly; and
requires that this disapproval be not mordy a
matter of opinions and words, but that it enlist the
refomung activity within the confines of vocation.

8df-satisfaetion,in both the Pharisaic and the Stoic

sense, is opposed to Christian teaching, which re-

jects the moral sdf-complaceney of the natural man
(Lake xviiL 11 sqq.)» because it is an insuperable

barrier to rqientanoe (Luke v. 90-32) and to the

kiogdom of heaven (liatt. v. 3-6). The power that

is possessed in the kingdom of God is ixyt one's own
slre^gth (I Cor. iv. 7), but the divine gift of grace

(I Cor. XV. 10), so that there is no jdace for sdf-

glnrification (I Cor. L 31). The higjiest Christian

I

capability is proportionate to the most humble sense

I

of penonal incapabiHly (II Cor. iiL 5, zii. 8-10).

i

Persistent Christian dissatisfaction with one-

j
self, therefore, does not denote a peaceful disquie-

;
tade, but the sense of indispensable and limitiess

dependence on divine grace, which in Christ does not
impair strength, but sets it free (Phil. m. 12 sqq., iv.

13). (L. Luoa.)

SPISirUALISM, SPHtlTUAIISTS: Terms ap-

plied to the belief in the actuality of interoouise

between the living and the spirits of the dead and
to thoseiHm bold this bdief. Such a bdief has been
ezietent in practically all stages of culture (see

DivmATiON; Maoic), and in the

Roman Emj^ manifestations similar

. to those common to modem " Spuitu-
alism" were reported. To those who

hold to the belief in modem times, ^dio have formed
wiiatiii some respects coiiesponds to a denomina-
taoo, the name "Spiritualists'' has been given.

Many of these accept, for instance, the statement
that the writii^fps oif Swedenborg (q.v.) were the

result of communications from qyhits; while the

dedantions of Andrew Jackson Davis (b. 1826)

are treated as part of the evidences for the alleged

fact. BmFrineiple94^ Nahtn^herdirinsRevekiHon$,
and a V&U» to Mankind (Sew York, lBi7)iB Bead to

have ran through fifty editions. Since the middle of

the nineteenth centuiy Spiritualism has gained in the

United States a huge foUowing. The riw of this

movement goes back to 1848, the year of the

"Rodiester knodrfngw,'* thou^ the Shakers (see

Comnmmic, 11., 1 10) claim that similar phenomena
b their communities in 1837-44 had resulted in

y^Mbh c^mnninicati^ns fnm Am Lee. The

Bttily

"Rochester knookings" were first heard in the
family of John D. Fox of HydeviDe, near Rochea-
ter, N. Y., alwajrs in the presence of his daughters
Margaret and Kate, and continued after the removal
of the family to Rochester, communications being
made by rappings after an established code. These
and more violent demonstrations were given near
Stratford, Conn., always, it was churned, without
visible human agency. The phenomena grew still

more varied and even violent in character as the
area enlarged, including table-tipping, playing on
musical instruments, levitation of various objects

and even of the medium, appearance of objects in

the atmosphere, spirit writing, and materialisation.

Mediumship became a lucrative profession, and the
returns offered temptations to fraud which were not
resisted, while the frauds were often exposed. But
interest became extended and believers many. As
early as 1856 adherents were reckoned at neariy

2,000,000 m the United States (North American Re-
view, Apr., 1855), while over a dosen periodicals were
devoted to the interests of the cult. The move-
ment was introduced into England through Mrs.

Hayden in 1852, whOe the Davenport brokers in-

tensified the impression already made by the

phenomena which they exhibited there in 1864. Dr.

Hemy Slade was also distinguished by the character

of the exhibitions which he gave. In Germany
spiritistic writing was introduced by Baron Ludwig
von Guldenstubbe (d. 1873) in 1856, who received

in twelve years more than 2,000 conununications in

twenty different languages, but the substance of

these was trivial and even jejune.

A new stage was begun with the advent of the
Tttp^fi^imw Daniel Dou^^as Home, William Stainton

Moses, and Mrs. Leonora Piper, and with the inves-

tigations undertaken by men of science of inter-

national reputation. Home was a
Later Scotchman by birth, but lived for some
Slq^ years in America in the house of an

aunt, where the manifestations were
begun in the form of violent movements of the furni-

ture. He visited England, where Mr. (now Sir)

William Crookes accepted the materialisations,

which Home tiien showed, as probably genuine.

Home's travels extended to Italy, Russia, and
France, but faJs work was discredited by the results

of a suit at law which obligated him to return £65,-

000 to the heirs of a rich widow. Moses (b. 1840;

studied at Bedford and Exeter College, Oxford, B.A.,

1863; d. in London 1892) became convinced of the

troths of Spiritualism, became a medium against

his own predilections, exhibited remarkable trance

phenomena, and also automatic writing which was
claimed to evince the personality oT spirits of per-

sons long dead. But he resented investigation by
scientists as casting suspicion upon his honesty and
sincerity. The general trend of the later phenomena
has been outside of materialistic happenings and
in the direction of communications of information

supposedly beyond the sphere of personal knowl-

edge of tl^ mediums. Sudi communications, cover-

ing a number of years, were preserved by Moses and
appeared hi his Spirit Idem&ty (London, 1879) and
iSpM Teaelwng» (1893). Sunikriy, the exhibitions

of Mrs. Piper are apart from the physical and cou-
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sist of communicatioos of varied chancier. She
first became a medium in 1886, and eocm after came
under the observation of Professor William James of

Harvard and of Dr. Bichaid Hodgson, secretaiy of

the American branch of the Society for Psychical

Research. The various sets of phenomena, an out-

line merely of which is given above, aroused scien-

tific interest, and have been under consideration

by various learned or scientific bodies. One of the

year 1884 from the University of Pennsylvania
achieved little because of inability to come to an
understanding with the mediums. In 1882 the 8o>

ciety for Psychical Research wss formed in Eng-
land for the accumulation and investigation of data
upon this and related subjects. Parts of the results

of the work of this organisation are presented and
reviewed by F. W. H. Myers in his Human Penon-
ality and iU Survival of Bodily Death (London, 1903),

while the whole range of alleged spiritistic phenom-
ena is reviewed by F. Podmore in Modem Spmtuai-
um (London, 1902). The general trend of opinion

among scientists, when considering phenomena of

the sort under consideration, from which the ele-

ment or possibility of fraud has been eliminated, is

that the manifestations are not those of spirits, but
are to be referred to powers of the human mind
which are beginning to be the objects of systematic

study, such as the " subliminal consciousness

"

and various other phenomena, many of these com-
ing in the domain of abnormal psychology. One
of the characteristics of most of the " communica^
tions," the inherent unimportance, has thus re-

ceived explanation. The way is probably being

prepared for a scientific explanation of other kinds

of manifestation, which have been supposed to show
the interference of spirits, by profotmder and patient

study of the lower regions of psychology. The ex-

posure of those '* mediums " who resorted to fraud

and the formulation of tests by which to assure the

reality of the manifestations presented have reduced

the field to be covered, while they have also greatly

diminished the number of adherents of spiritualism.

The belief in the actuality of communication be-

tween discamated spirits and the living drew to-

gether in various places those of like mind, and led

in the course of time to the formation of bodies

corresponding to congregations and
Organized churehes in other Christian denomina-
Form. tions, and utimately to the formation

of a national organisation, through

which a statement of belief and platform of prac-*

tises have been issued. Thus determined, the belief

of Spiritualists involves the actuality of communica-
tions, as stated above; they reject the doctrine of

the Trinity and of the deity of Christ, and also that of

the supreme authority of the Scriptures; they hold

to the existence of an infinite intelligence expressed

by the physical and spiritual phenomena of nature,

a correct understanding of whiksh and a following of

which in life constitute the true religion; the con-

tinued conscious existence of the spirit after death

is a postulate, and with this goes belief in progress

as the universal law of nature. All legislation re-

specting the observance of Sunday as a holy day is

opposed by the National Spiritualists' Association,

f» also all attempts to unite Qhurch and State,

sectarian instruction in the public aehools, the

granting of q)ecial favors to the deigy, and the ap-

pointment of paid chaplains in the public service;

the organisation favors equal taxation of all secular

and ecclesiastical property, an educational qualifi-

caticm for all voters, and the elimination of sex as a

criterion of availability for civil office and the suf-

frage. The Association has offices in Washington,
D. C, hc^ds annual conventions (nineteenth held

in l^chita, Kan., 1911), maintJiiTis a free library

at Washington, employs salaried missionaiiee, an

editor at laige, arranges for lectures and camp-
meetings, carries on correspondence with ox^^aniza-

tions in other lands, and has at Whitewater, Wis.,

the Morris Pratt Institute with a two-years' course

of instruction. It reports twenty-two state aaaocia-

tions, 437 active local societies with 216 others

meeting iiregulariy, 32 camp-meeting associations.

120 churehes and temples with a valuation of $2,-

000,000; 75,000 avowed adherents with a constitu-

ency of neariy 2,000,000; 370 ordained nunisteTs,

and 1,500 public mediums. W. H. Larrabeb.
Bibuooxapbt: J. W. Edmoadi and O. T. Dexter. Spir^
maium. New York, 186i-66; E. W. Capron. Modtm Spir-

UuaUtm; iU FaeU, Boflton, 1865; R. Ware. Bxj>erim€nt<d
imvetHootianM of th€ Spirit Manifutationa, New York.
18M; R. D. Owen, PootfitlU on tke Boundary of Another
World, Philaddphia. 1850; idem. The DAatahU Land ht-

hMOT <Am WoHd and tho Ntxt, New York, 1872; V.
Howitt, The Hut. of tho Supemattiral in AB Age» amd
Naiunu, London, 1863; A. De Morgan, From Mattrr te

Spirit, ib. 1863; H. Tuttle, PkOooophy of Spiritual ExiM-
one$ and of the Spirit World, 2d ed., Boston, 18C4; idea.
Arcana of Nature, new ed., London, 1908; W. McDooald,
Spirituaiiem Identical toith Andent Sorcery, New Teda-
ment Demonoloyy and Modem Witchcraft, New York, 1866;

£. Saifnt, Planehette, or the Deepair of Science^ BoeUn.
1800; H. 8. Oloott, PeopU from the Other World; wmder-
ful Doinga of the " Eddy Brothere," Hartford, n. d.: E. W.
Gbx, Spirituaiiem Anewered by Science, London. 1872;

M. Hull, Contnut: Evangdiam and Spirilualimn com-
pared, Boston, 1874; J. M. Peebles, Saere of the Aoea;
ancient, msdieMl, and modem Spirituaiiem, 6th ed.., Bos-
ton, 1874; idem, Spirituaiiem D^ned and Defended, ib.

1875; F. O. Lee, The Other World, London, 1875; idem.
Siohte and Shadowe; ExampUe of the Supemaivral, ib.

1804; A. liahan, PAsfiomena of Spirituaiiem aeientifiadiv

Explained and Expoeed, New York, 1876; W. B. Carpen-
ter, ifesmcrMm, Spirituaiiem . . . hiatorieally and orim-
tifleally Coneidered, London, 1877; D. D. Home. Li^kta
and Shadowe of Spirituaiiem, ib. 1878; T. B. Hall. Mod-
em Spirituaiiem, Boston, 1883; J. W. Traesdell, Bottom
Facte eoneeming Spirituaiiem, New York, 1883; J. Chester
Earthly Watehere at the Heavenly Oatee; the falae and true

Spirituahem, Philadelphia, 1886; E. Ouraey mad F. W.
Msyeis, Phantaeme of the Lurino, 2 vols.. London. 1887:
F. Johnson, The New Peyehic Studiee in their R^atian U
Chrietian Thoughi, New York. 1887; J. C. Street. The
Hidden Way acroee the Threehold, Boston. 1887; Sir W.
Crookes, Reeearehee in the Phenomena of Spirituaixem,
London, 1801; A. R. WaUaos, Miradee and Modem
Spirituaiiem, new ed., London, 1805; J. Jastrow, Fad
and Fable in Peyehology, Boston, 1001 (advene to apir-

itiialistie claims); F. Podmore, Modem SpirUuaUemi, 2

vols., London, 1002 (history of the movement in Ti!T*gi.»»w4

and America); idem. The Newer Spirituaiiem, ib., 1910:

E. W. Cook and F. Podmoro, SpirituaUem; ie Oommtan-
eadon with the Spirit World an aceompHahed Fad f ib. 1903
(gives both sides of the argument); F. W. H. Myen.
Human Pereonality and ite Survtoal of Bodily Death, ib.

1003 (important); E. T. Bennett, Phyeieal Phenotnena
popularly Claeeed under the Head of Spirituaiiem, ib. 1906;
J. H. Hyslop, Borderland of Peyehieal Reeearch, Boston.
1006: idem, Eniomae of Peyehieal Reeeonh, ib. 1906: J. G.
Raupert, Modem Spiritiem, London, 1004 (critical exami-
nation of the alleged phenomena); idem. The l>anger9 of
Spirituaiiem, ib. 1006; D. P. Abbott. Bthind the Seenn
with Mediume^ GSuGago, 1007; C. Flannnarion, Mtfoterioua
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FweM; Forem, Bottan, 1907; C. M. Lum, The Theonf of
Sfmimalmm, St. Louk. 1007; W. N. Wilraii, Theoeornnia:

A« Spmi WoHd explormi, Londoo. 1907; W. F. Bamit,
Oiifl« TknJkoido/a New WaHd of Thoughi, AnBxami'
mUan ofOke Phenomena of SjriritwMein, lb. 1008; H. Gv-
nogton. The Peifehieal Phenomena of SpiriiuaUem^ Fraud-
wlmd and Genmne^ ib. 1008; G. DeUune, Svidenee far a
Futme Lift, ib. 1906; J. Robertson. SpiniuaKem: theopen
Door to the uneeen Unioeree, ib. 1908; C. Lombroso, After
Death—Whaif ib. 1909; Sir OUvw Lodco. The Survival of
Man, ib. 1910; Amy Eliia Tsnnor. Shidiee in SjrirMem,
N«v Tofk, 1910 (a thoioiigbgoinc leview of the reoent phe-
BOBMoa of apiritann, with deddedly advene dedaon); T.
Flonmoy, Beprite et mSdiume, Paria. 1911; the Uteratura
Mfar I^TCHICAL RmBAIMTH AMD TBM FUTUBB Lm.

SmtlTUALS. See Francis of Aasisi, III., 1 4-

5; Quyi, PmiBB.

SPUTA, 8^t% FRIEDIUCH ADOLF WILHBLM

:

Gernuui PtotesUnty son of Karl Jobann Philipp

^tta (q.v.); b. at "^ttingeii (35 m. n.e. of Bruns-
wick), Hanover, Jan. 10, 1852. He was educated
at tbe univensties of GM^ttingen and Erlangen

(1871-75); was teacher in ^ high school at

Hanover (1876-77); inspector of the Tholuck
Seminaiy at Halle (1877-79); assistant pastor at

BoDn (1879-81), and pastor at Ober-Kassel, near
Bonn (1881-87); privat-docent for Evangelical

tbecdogjr at the University of Bonn (1880-87);

and went to Strasburg as professor of New-Tes-
tament exegesis and practical theology, as well as

universty preacher (1887). Besides editing the

MmuOnchrift fUr CfoUeadiensi und kirehUche Kunat
mnce 1896, he has written:

Der Brief doaJidime Afneanae on Arieiidee (Halle, 1877);
Die iiimgioeha Andaeht am Luther>yy»ilAum (1883); Der
KnabeJeene, vine kibfieehe €^eeehiehte und ihre apokryphiaehon
Xntetdiungen (1883); Luther und die evanoeHet^ Oottev
dieiut (1884); Der zweiie Bri^ dee Petrue und der Brief dee
Juia* (1886); Die Paeeionen nach den vier Bvanodieten von
Beinneh SehHU (Leipeic. 1886); Heinrich StAUte, vein Leben
Mitf«eHwX«ifM<(Hildbuish, 1886); /V«2wfe» (3 vob.« Bonn
and 8tr^>uis. 1886-99); Drei kirehliehe Feetepiele far
Weinaehten, Oetem und Pfingeten (Strubuic, 1889); Die
Ogei^taruno doe Johamtee untereueht (Halle. 1889); Chrieti

Predict an die Oeieter der UnterweU (0«ttiii«eii, 1890); Zur
Befarm dee evamgdieehon KuUue (1891) ; Die Apoetekfeeehiehte,

ihre QueUen und deren ffeeehichaicher Wert (Halle, 1891); Zur
Geeddehte und UUratur dee UnJtrieteniume (3 vols., G6ttin-

SBB, 1803-1907) ; Der Bniwurfder preneeieehenAgendo (1893)

;

Verteidioung doe preuoeiechon Agendenenhourfee (1894); Doc
OeeangbvA far die ovtMngdieehen Qemoinden von Bleaeo-

LoAringon kriHot^ beiouehtet (Stiaabuis. 1894); Cfotteedienet

und Kunet (1895); Ludwig Sehdberieine mueiea eaera far
Kirehenehdre (GMtiiicen. 1895); Der Brief dee Jakobue
untereudU (1806), J. Ztoicke Gebete und Lieder far die Jw
gend (1901); Unterow^ungen Hber don Brief dee Pavlue on
dU JSamt (1901); Mvoik und Kunetpflege auf dom Land
(Beriiii, 1902); *Dae MagmfUat oin Pealm der Maria und
nidd der SKeabelh (Tflbincen. 1902); Die Kd4Mowegung in
De^addand und die Beform der AbondmahUfeier (05ttiD|en,

1904); Die Konetaneer LiederdidOer (Hambuis, 1904);
** Bin footer Burg iet uneer Qott," die Lieder LuUtore in ihrer

Bedoutung fOr doe evangeUedke Kirthonlied (CMttincen, 1905)

;

Strdtfragon der Qeodnkhio Jeon (1907); Dae Tettament
Bii^ und doe None TeetamentilWr)', Jeoue und die Heidon-
miwdon (Qiuaion, 1909); Doc Johanmee-Bvat^dium aio

QudU der OoodddUo Jeeu (GAttincea. 1910); and BdMge
tur Frage naeh der goietliAon Dichtung dee Herooge Atbrodd

\ (KAnifriMm, 1910).

SPITTA, KASL JOHAHH PHILLIPP: Gtern^an

Lutheran hjrmn-wiiter; b. at £Uuiover Aug. 1 (or

July 31), 1801; d. at Buigdorf (13 m. s. of Celle)

Sept. 28, 1859. He was Sdticated at the University

of (35tt^gen (1821-24), though he there devoted
more ati^stioii to poetry and music than to theolr

Ogy, as is shown by his anonymous SangbiUihiein

der LiAefikr Handwerkdeute (Gdttingen, 1824). In
1824 he became a private tutor at LOne, near Lttne-

burg, where true religion was for the first time
roused within him, and during his residence here

the greater and better portion of his hymns were
composed. From 1828 to 1830 he was curate at-

Sudwalde, and from 1830 to 1837 was military and
prison chaplain at Hameln, where, despite ration-

alistic opposition, he succeeded in reviving relig-

ious life and in gaining the esteem of both ecclesias-

tical and military authorities. In 1837-47 Spitta

was pastor at Wechold, near Hoya, where he again

succeeded in reviving interest in religion, as he also

did while stationed as superintendent at Wittingen

(1847-53). At Peine, on the other hand, where he
was pastor in 1853-^, religious life was too dead
for l:dm to achieve any great results. In 1859 he
went as superintendent to Buigdorf, but died sud-
denly within the year.

The attitude of Spitta was distinctly one of de-

vout Lutheran orthodos^, filled with deep religious

conviction, but absolutely free from sectarianism

and fanaticism. At the same time his fidelity to

Luther's teachings rendered it impossible for him
to accept calls to the unionistic congregations of

Barmen (1844) and Elberfeld (1846). He published

anonymously two volumes of BibUache Andaehten
(Halle, 1836-39), but his chief fame was attained by
the phenmnenal success of his PaaUer und Har/e (2

ser., Pima and ^Leipsic, 1833-43, and in innumer-
able editions si^ce, e.g., (jotha, 1890, Halle, 1901;

Eng. transl., by R. Massie, ** Lyra Domestica," 2
ser., London, 1860-64, and in part by Lady E. A.

Durand, " Imitations from the Qerman of Spitta

and Tersteegen," 1873). [A large number of his

hymns have been rendered into English; cf. Julian,

Hymnology^ pp. 1075-80.] After his death a further

collection of his hymns was published under the title

Naehgdauene geisUicke Lieder (Leipeic, 1861), and
later still his Lieder aua der Jugendzeit appeared

(ed. Peters, 1898). (Wilhelm Nellb.)

BnuooBAPHT: The one biograpby is by K. K. MOnkel,
Leipdo, 1861, 2d ed., with notes by O. Mejer, 1892, with
wlidoh should be oompared the biographioal sketch in L.

Spitta's ed. of the Pealter und Harfe^ pp. i.-ezxxvi.,

Gotha, 1890: Goosult further: E. E. Kooh. Qeeehiehie

dee Kirehenliedee, vii. 232 sqq., Stuttgart, 1872; 8. W.
DuiBeld, Bnglidi Hymns, pp. 239-241, 149, 426, New
York, 1886; W. Nelle, PhiUpp Spitta, ein GedenkbOchlein,

Beriin, 1901; idem., Oeeehiehte dee deutedton evangeliedten

KirehonUode, 9d ed., Hamburg, 1909; and Julian, Hufnn-
dogy, pp. 1075-80.

SPITTLBR, spit^er, CHRISTIAN FRIEDRICH:
Qerman Luthenm layman distinguished for his

services in behalf of missions; b. at Wimsheim (a

village of WOrttembeig near Leonberg, 8 m. w.n.w.

of Stuttgart) Apr. 12, 1782; d. at Basel Dec. 8,

1867. After a brief trial of the revenue and admin-

istrative service (1796-1800), he was called, in 1801,

to Basd asassistant in the CSiristentumsgesellsohaft

(see CHBiBTBMTUiiBOBSBLuscHArr, Dnc Deutsche),
where he kept the books and conducted the oone-

spondence both of this society and of the Bible and
tract society which it soon established. In 1807 all

secretarial work was placed in his hands, and in the

following year he reodved the official appointment
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to this position, which he retained for the remainder
of hia life. In 1812 he founded a publiahing-houee

at Basel, and in 1834 a lending library, but in 1841
he limited his establishment to Bibles, tiacts, and
the publication of the literature of the Christen-

tumqgesellschaft. He was by no means a clear or

systematic thinker, and his work was characteriied

by a lack of fixed plan which was reflected by the
premature and impracticable nature of many of his

projects, yet nearly all the activities, institutions,

and undertaldngs of the Innere Mission had in him
their pioneer. The diversity of his philanthropic in-

terests was marvelous. Diuing the war of 1812-13
he labored in behalf of all in distress, regardless of

nationality, station, and creed, and in ^ war of

1866 he niade provision for the distribution of Bibles

and the care of the sick; while during the Greek
War of Independence he established a society for

the moral and religious betterment of the Greeks
and a short-lived institution for the training of a
niunber of Greek slaves whom he ransomed, even as

he provided an Knglish school for the children of

the English workmen engaged in tunneling the
Hauenstein. In 1812 he established a home for poor
students of theology, and in 1830 an institution for

distributing Bibles to poor children; in 1833 he
changed the Greek institution already mentioned
into an asylum for deaf-mutes which still flourishes

at Riehen near Basel; and he was also instrumental
in the founding of several other philanthropic insti-

tutions. The development of the deaconess system,
like Jewish missions, found an enthusiastic advocate
in him, and to him was ultimately due the estab-

lishment of the seminary for teachers of ragged
schools at Beuggen.

Spittler is particularly noteworthy for his effort

to carry Protestantism into Roman Catholic dis-

tricts and unchurched Protestant regions, by means
of peasants, artisans, and other laymen, who should
travel from place to place and in their wanderings
spread the tenets of the faith. He soon realised

that a certain degree of training and organisation

was necessary for such missionaries, but after a
number of abortive attempts (including the estab-

lishment of colonies of such laymen about a day's
journey apart, and the training of quasi-missionaries

for Palestine), he was compelled by the missionary
society at Basel to restrict his activities to the In-

nere Mission and the education of missionaries to
work among the German emigrants to the United
States. Real progress now began, and in 1854
Spittler's " Chrischona " foimded some small com-
munities in Sfickingen and Rheinfelden, whUe a
number of missionaries were even trained for the
foreign field. The long-cherished plan of sending
missionaries from the " Chrischona " to Abyssinia
also seemed on the eve of realisation when the war
between England and Abyssinia (1866-68) put an
abrupt end to all such plfuis. While, however, the
foreign missionary field of the '' Chrischona " was
practically annihilated at the time of Spittler's

death, his Innere Mission work was most success-

ful, and has been most prosperously carried on to
the present day. (Wilhblm Bornemamn.)
Bibuoorapht; The one complete biography is by J. Kober,

Baael, 1887, eiooe the more ambitious C. F. SpiUUr m

Bakmm mmer ZtU, Basel. 1876. bccmi by Spittler't

adopted daughter, raaehed only the end of vol. L. com-
ing down to 1813. Oonsult further: T. JIger. JtJbob LmA-
wio JOatr, mn LdmubOd, Basel. 1808; W. Hmdam. G*-

tekieku dm FUtiamwt ta dm rnkmnuriwchmk raformntm
Kirdim, pp. 403^604. Oonstanee. 1001.

8PITTLSR, LUBWIO TIM0THBU8: German
Protestant church historian; b. at Stuttgart Nov.

11, 1762; d. there Mar. 14, 1810. He eariy devel-

oped a marked interest in histoiy, and the main
subjects of his study at TQbingen (1771>75) were

philoeophy and church histoiy. His publicatioDs

while lecturer at TQbingen (1777-79) included his

KritUehs UnUrmidmng dea seehzigMien Laodicdischen

Canana (Bremen, 1777) and the anonymous Ge-

ackiehte dea kanoniaehen Rechta hia onifdU Zeiien de»

faladien laidara (Halle, 1778), the hitter wimiing
him an appointment as professor of church history

and the histoiy of dogma at Cx5ttingeii in 1779.

Here his lectures developed into his Orundrisa der

QtackkhU der chriaUiehen KvrcKe (G6ttingea, 1782),

a work long much admired, being both somewhat
popular in tone and deddedly rationalistic. To
church histoiy Spittler also contributed, among
other works, his De uau textua Alexomdrini apud
Joaepkum (Gdttingen, 1779); Oeadiiehte des Kdcha
im AbendmM (Lemgo, 1780); and Vcn der ehemal'
igen ZinabarkeU der nardiachen Reiche an den r&mi-
achen 8tM (Hanover, 1797), as well as his Vodea-
ungen iHber die CfeacMehU dea KirehenredUBy and
Utber die QeachiehU dea M&nehtuma (both in his

Sdmm&iche Werke, x.); Vorleaungen aber die Ge-
aMdUe dea Papattuma (ed. H. E. G. Paulus, Hei-
delbeig, 1826); QeackkhU der KreuatUge (ed. C.

Mailer, HafaDiburg, 1827); and QeachiehU der Hier-
archie von Oregor VII, hia avf die Zeiien der Refar--

maHMti (ed. C. MOller, 1828).

In 1782 Spittler began to lecture on general his-

toiy, and in 1784 he ceased all courses on church '

history, so that his writings were henceforth prac^
j

tically restricted to secular histoiy, political econ-
omy, and statistics. He was one of the most
popular and influential of the GM^ttingen professors,

alUiough his political attitude caused the king to re-

gard him with little favor. In 1797 he accepted the
invitation of Duke Frederick Eugene of Wurttem-
beig to return to his native dty as a privy councilor,

but the sudden death of his patron was almost fatal

to his plans, and though he was created a baron in

1806, and made minister of state, curator of the
University of TQbingen, etc., his real influence was
scanty, nor could his new honors compensate for the
days at Gk)ttingen. The SQurmSii^he Werke of Spit-
tler were edited in fifteen volumes by K. Wachter
(Stuttgart, 1827-37; the vols, of chief interest for

the theologian are i.-ii. and viii.-x.).

(N. BONWSTBGH.)

Bibuoobapht: Q. J. Planck, UAm- SpitOar aU Hitiorikm:
OAttincen. 1811; K. L. von Woltmann. ITerfce. ziL 311
qq.. Berlin. 1S21; A. H. L. Heeran, HitionadU 1Fcri«.
vi. 515 aqq.. 15 vole., OAttincen. 1821-26; D. F. StxmuM.
KUina SehHfUn, pp. 68 sqq.. Leipair, 1862; Q. Waits.
GMtifneen ProfeMmftan, pp. 245 aqq.. Ootha, 1872; P. X
von Wecele, OatehiekU der dmtttdk^ Hidorioomvhit, pp.
872 aqq., Munich. 1885; ADB, xxzv. 212 aqq.

SPOILS, RIGHT OF (JtMspotu); The claim of the
Church, the clergy, or secular rulers to a share in
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the estates of deceased ecclesiaBtios. The Church
persistently adhered to the Roman law until late in

the Middle Ages, but made an excep-

The Claim tion in regard to the laws of property,

of tbm which in the Roman code had been
ChurclL developed with a rigid consistency.

When, at least in later times, burial

was refused to laymen who had bequeathed noth-

ing to the Church (cf. E. Friedbeig, Definium inter

tedesiam et dviUUem regundorum jiidiciOf p. 187,

Ldpsic, 1861), it is not strange that the Church con-

sidered itself heir of the clergy and as mother as-

sumed the heritage of her own children, the priests.

According to the older church laws the right of

ecclesiastics to dispose of their possessions was not
restricted; but bi^ps were early required to make
a will, and they were subject to penalty if they did

not devise in favor of the Church or c^ blood-rela-

tions. Theodosius II. (408-450) awarded to the

Church all possessions of ecclesiastics which had
not been disjx)eed of by will. In course of time the

obligation to make a will was extended from the

bishops to all holders of benefices. But strong ob-

stacles continually met the desire of the Church to

become sole heir of clerical possessions. Ecclesias-

tics disregarded church ordinances and seized the

possessions of deceased colleagues. Various cotm-

cils and synods condemned the right of spoils and
prescribed severe punishments, but without avail.

Ecclesiastics at times did not wait for the death of

a brother, and the right of spoils was extended even
to the estate of the pope. To do away with these

abiises, Charlemagne appointed ceamomi for the

administration of church possessions, but without

success. A capitulary of Charles the Bold issued in

844 seems to have been more successful.

The laity also tried to obtain a share in the estates

of deceased churchmen. As long as the cleigy lived

according to Roman law, their right to dispose of

their property by will was acknowledged by the

State; but when they were subjected

Claims of to the law of the country, they could

Secular make their wills only under the same
Ritlen. restrictions as laymen. If they left

no wUl, their property did not go to

their relatives or to the Church, but the manor-
lords, later the church-patrons, claimed it; and after

Frederick I., the German kings claimed the estates

of the bishops. It is true, Frederick I. threatened

with severe punishment aU those who tried to cur^

tail the liberty of ecclesiastics in making a will, but
neither he nor his successors regarded their own
laws and promises. Even after the emperors had
renounced the right of spoils, it was maintained by
the German princes. Conditions were not differ-

ent in England, Scotland, Sicily, and France. The
right of spoils was practised in France especially.

The Church there complained that the rulers de-

Ia3red to fill episcopal seats in order to enjoy their

revenues so much the longer. Gradually the same
abuse started anew within the Church itself. Ab-
bots claimed the possessions of priors and regulars;

bishops the estates of their canons, priests, and other

clergy, even the estate of whole churches; priors

and chapters the estate of bishops; and all this in

spite of the continued prohibitions of councils and

popes. The liberty of making wills, which had been
granted by the State to ecclesiastics, was now re-

stricted anew by the bishops. And even after it

had been granted again, there still remained of the

right of spoils the Ferto (fourth of a mark), which
the clergy had to leave to the bishop and this was
customary in some German states as late as the

nineteenth century (cf . E. Friedberg, Kirchenrecht,

p. 562, Ldpsic, 1003).

Even the popes, who had so zealously opposed
the robbery of churches, claimed the right for which
they had envied the bishops. In France the kings

shared with the pope the spoil of churches and eccle-

siastics. It was in vain that the Uni-
The Claim versity of Paris denounced such abuses.

of the The leaders of the protesting party
Popes, were thrown into prison, and fear and

terror led others to keep silence. But
when the consequences of these abuses clearly

showed themselves, when bishops were regarded as

the worst debtors since their estates offered no se-

curity to creditors, Charles VI. ordered, in 1385,

the abolishment of the papal right of spoils for

monasteries and bishoprics. After a few years, how-
ever, the Council of Constance was forced to oppose
the same abuses, also in vain; but in France at least

the reintroduction of the right of spoils failed,

owing to the rigid opposition of the French kings.

In 1643 Louis XI. repeated the ordinances of

Charles VI. and emphasized his edict by threats

of severe punishment. But even the resistance of

secular princes, which found the willing support of

the Church, did not induce the popes to deprive the

apostolic treasury of the lucrative spoils. As late

as 1560 Pius IV. forbade all ecclesiastics to make a
wUl without the permission of the apostolic seat,

and did not hesitate to declare future donations in-

vaHd, whUe Pius V. (1567) and Gregory XIII. (1577)

reasserted the old claims. It is true, however, that

these were the last phenomena on a large scale of an
abuse that had been practised for centuries by lay-

men and ecclesiastics with equal rapacity, which
abuse in Italy even yet has not been abolMied.

(E. FRIEDBEROt.)

BiouoaRAPHT: L. Tliomassin, Vetua et nova eedetiw dia-

ciplina. III., ii., chape. 61-57; ZeiUchrift fUr PhiloaophU
ttnd katholiache Theologies parts 23-25; S. Sugeoheim,
StaatMben dea Klenu im MiUeialter, i. 267 sqq., Berlin,

1830; A. Friedbeis> De finium itUer eecleeiam d civitatem

regundorum judicio, pp. 220 sqq., Leipsic. 1861 ; E. Fried-

benK. Lehrbueh dea . . , KirchenrecfUa, { 179, Leipsic,

1903 (useful for refereaoes to late literature); KL, zi.

657-461.

SPONDAnnS, spon-da'nus, HEIIRICUS (HENRI
DE SPONDE): French Roman Catholic convert,

church historian and bishop of Pamiers; b. at

Maulton (25 m. s.w. of Pau), Gascony, Jan. 6, 1568;

d. at Toulouse May 18, 1643. He was brought up
in the Reformed faith and studied at the College at

Orthes and the Academy of Geneva. He practised

law at Tours and won such distinction that Henry
IV. appointed him maitre dea requitee for Navarre.

On Sept. 21, 1595, he renounced the Reformed
tenets, and through the influence of Cardinal

Jacques Davy du Perron (q.v.) he obtained a
canonry. In 16CX) he went to Rome, where he be-

I came a close friend of Csesar Baronius (q.v.), whose
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AnnaUa he continued to 1622, and was there or^

dained prieet on Mar. 7, 1606. Spondanus remained
at Rome until 1626, when Louia XIII. nominated
him bishop of Pamiers, in which capacity he mani-
fested the utmost diligence in the extirpation of

heresy. In 1630 failing health obliged him to resign

his see, and, after devoting himself to literary labors

at Paris, he finally retired to Toulouse. His wri-

tings were as foUows: Difence de la didanUion du
sieur de Sponde par Henry de Sponde wnjrhre eontre

lee caviUaHans dee ministres Bonnet et Souie (Bor-

deaux, 1597); Lee CimitUree eaeret (1508; Lat. ed.,

much enlarged. Puns, 1638); Annalee ecdeeiaetUi

Cardtnalte Baranii in epUamen redacH (Paris, 1612);

Annalee eacri a mundi ereaiume ad ejuedem redemp-
Honem (1637); and Annalium Baronii continuaHo
ah anno 11$7 ad annum 16££ (1639).

(EuoBN Lachxnmann.)
BiBUoaaAPirr: Them is % biography by P. FriKn prafized

to the AnmaJ^wn Baronii otmHnuatio, ut sup. Consult
also: £. and E. Haac. La Franc* proUaUmie, ix. 316, Paris,

1860; lichtenbeiier, i?5i2, zL e03-ee4.

SPORTS, BOOK OF: A royal proclamation drawn
up by Bishop Morton for James I., issued by that

king in 1618; republished by Cbarles I., under the

direction of Laud, in the ninth year of his reign.

Its object was to encourage those people who had
attended divine service to spend the remainder of

Stmday after evening prayers in such ** lawful rec-

reation " as dancing, archery, leaping, vaulting. May
games, Whitaun ales, Morris dances, and setting of

May-poles. The proclamation was aimed at the
Puritans, and Cbarles required it to be read in eveiy
parish church. The majority of the Puritan minis-

ters refused to obey, and some were in consequence
suspended. See Puritans, PuiUTAinsif, § 13.

BnuooRAPHT: D. Wilkins. ConeQia Magna Britannia, ir.

483, London, 1737; W. Beoham, DieUonary of Rdioion,
pp. OStMMO, ib. 1887; W. H. Hutton, Tk9 Bngliah Church
iieeS-17J4h pp. 107-108, ib. 1903.

SPOTTISWOOD, spet'is-wud (SPOTTISWOODB,
SPOTISWOOD,SPOTSWOOD),JOHN: Archbishop
of Glasgow; b. at Mid-Calder (12 m. s.w. of Edin-
buigh) 1565; d. in London Nov. 26, 1639. He
studied at Glasgow University (M.A., 1581); suc-

ceeded his father as pastor at Calder, in 1583, when
only eighteen; in 1601 accompanied the duke of

Lennox as chaplain in his embassy to France, and
in 1603 went with James VI. to Ei^land; in 1603
was made archbishop of Glasgow, and in 1605
privy-councilor for Scotland; was transferred to St.

Andrews in 1615, so that he became primate and
metropolitan; on June 18, 1633, crowned Cbarles

I. at Holyrood; and in 1635 was made chancellor of

Scotland. He was at first opposed to the intro-

duction of the liturgy into the Church of Scotland,

but, seeing that it was inevitable, he resolved to

further the royal wishes, and personally led the
movement. Owing to the opposition offered he
tried to modify the policy of tiie king, but in 1638
the covenant was signed, and he was forced to re-

move to Newcastle for his safety, and in 1639 went
to London, where he died. He wrote The Hietory

of the Church ofSooOand (gOS-ieiS) (London, 1655;

best ed., 3 vols., with life of the author, Edinburgh,
1847^1).

Bibugorafbt: A life of the author was prefixed to the

original ed. of The Hutory, and another Cby M. RuaseD)

to the EdinbuDih ed., ut sup. Ckmsult further: J. F. a
Gordon, Scotichronicon, i. 360-616. Glaafow, 1S67: DSB,
liii. 412-^16; and the literature on the Church of Sootbad
given under PBBSBTTBBiAim.

SPRA6UE, sprfig, WILLIAM BUELL: American
Presbyterian, pulpit orator, and biographer; b. in

Andover, Conn., Oct. 16, 1795; d. at Flu^iing, N. Y.,

May 7, 1876. He was graduated from Yale Collie
in 1815 (A.M., 1819) ; was private tutor for about

a year; was graduated from Princeton Theological

Seminary, 1819; and was immediately ordained

pastor of the Congregational Church in West Spring-

field, Mass., as a colleague of Joseph Lathrop; on

the death of Lathrop, Sprague was left sole pastor,

1820-29; was pastor of the Second Presb3rterian

Church of Albany, 1829-69; he then removed to

Flushing, N. Y., where he died.

Sprague attained very high eminence as a preaches

and spoiker, and was besides a voluminous auihor.

More than 150 of his sermons and occasional dis-

courses were published by request. He published

more than a dosen other separate works, among
which may be mentioned Lettere from Europe in

1828 (New York, 1828); Lecturee on Revivals oj

Rdigion; with an introductory Essay by L. Woodt

(1832); Hfe of Rev. Dr, E. D, GHffin (1838); TU
Life of Timothy Dunght (1844); Aide to Early Re-

ligion (1847) ; Worde to a Young Man*e Conscience

(1848); VieUs to European Celdjriiies(lS55); Mem-
oirs of ,., J. McDowell, D.D., and . . , W. Mc-
Dowdl (1864); Ltfe ofJedidiah Morse, D.D. (1874).

The great literary work of his life was the An-

nals of the American Pulpit: Notices of American
Clergymen to 185S (vols, i.-^., Trinitarian Congre-

gationalists, iii.-4v., Presbyterians, v.. Episcopa-

lians, vi.. Baptists, vii., Methodists, viii.. Unitarians,

ix., Lutherans, Reformed, Associate, Associate Re-

formed, and Reformed Presbyterians; 9 vols.,

1858-61). The manuscript of the tenth and con-

cluding volume was completed for publication be-

fore his death; it included Quakers, German Re-

formed, Moravians, Cumberland Presbyterians,

Freewill Baptists, Swedenboigians, and Univer-

salists.

SPRBCHBR^sprek^er, SAMUEL: Lutheran (Gen-

eral Synod); b. near Hagerstown, Md., Dec. 28,

1810; d. at San Diego, Cal., Jan. 10, 1896. He
studied at Pennsylvania CoUege and Theological

Seminary, Gettysbuig, Pa., 1830-36; was pastor

at Harrisburg, Pa., Martinsbuig, Va., and Cham-
bersbuig. Pa., 1836-49; president of Wittenberg
CoUege, Springfield, O., 1849-74; and from 1874

was professor of systematic theology there. He
was the author of Groundwork of a System of Evan-
gelical Lulheran Theology (Philadelphia, 1879).

Bibuographt: P. O. Bell. Poriraiiurc of the lAfc o/Samwd
Snrccher, PhilAdelphia, 1907.

SPRENG, SAMUEL PETER: Evangelical As-

sociation; b. in Clinton Township, O., Feb. 11, 1853.

He was educated at Northwestern College, Naper-
ville, HI. (A.B. 1875), and, after holding various

pastorates in his denomination and being presiding

elder from 1875 to 1887, was elected, in ihe latter

year, editor of The Evangduxd Messenger, the offi-
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dal oigan of the Evangelical AsBodation, a poeition

which he still retains. He was likewise president

of the Missionary Society of the Evangelical Asso-

ciation in 1894-95 and secretary of the same body
in 1901-07, and a member of the committee to re-

vise the discipline of his denomination in 1895-99,

while he has also been book editor since 1887, and
president of the Young People's Alliance of the

Evangelical Association since 1895. In theology he
is " an Arminian of the Evangelical type," and has
written Bays of Light on the Highway to Success

(Cleveland, O., 1885); Life and Labors of Bishop
John 8eyf>ert (1888) ; History of the Evangdical As-
sociation (New York, 1894); and The Sinner and
his Saviour: or, The Way of Salvation made Plain

(Cleveland, 1906).

SPRIHGy GARDIHER: American Presbyterian;

b. at Newburyport, Mass., Feb. 24, 1785; d. in

New York Aug. 18, 1873. He was graduated from
Yale College, 1805; taught in Bermuda, 1805-07;

was admitted to the bar, 1808; abandoned law for

theology, and studied at Andover Theological Semi-
nary, 1809-10; was ordained pastor of the Brick

(Presbyterian) Church, Aug. 8, 1810, and held the

position till hds death. The first four years of his

ministry were years of steady, quiet growth, but
from 1814 to 1834 there were frequent revivals. He
took part in the formation of the American Bible

Socie^ (1816), American Tract Society (1825), and
American Home Missionary Society (1826). His
congregation first met in Beekman Street, but in

1856 removed to Fifth Avenue and Thirty-sixth

Street. After 1861 he had a colleague. His minis-

try was remarkable both for length and power. His
principal publications were Essays on the DisHnr-

guiMng Traits of Christian Character (New York,

1813); Memoirs of the Rev. S. J. Mills, Late Mis-
sionary to the Southwestern Section of the United

States (1820); An Appeal to the Citizens of New
York, on Behalf of the Christian Sabbath (1823) ; The
Attraction of the Cross; designed to illustrate the lead-

ing Truths, Obligations, and Hopes of Christianity

(1846); The Bible not of Man; or, the Argument for
the divine Origin of the sacred Scriptures, drownfrom
the Scriptures themselves (1847); First Things, A
Series of Lectures on the great Facts and moral Les-

sons first revealed to Mankind (2d ed., 2 vols., 1851);

The First Woman (1852); Pulpit Ministrations; or,

Sabbath Readings. A Series of Discourses on Chris-

tian Doctrine and Duty (1864); Personal Reminis-
cences of the Life and Times of Gardiner Spring (2

vols., 1866) ; and occasional sermons and collections

of sermons.

BxauooRAPsr: Besides his PermmtU ReminUcenestt at sup.,

ooDsult the Memorial Diteoune of J. O. Mutray, New York,
[1873]; and S. Knapp, HiH. of fl« Brick Prerinfterian

Chvrek, N. Y., New York, 1909.

SPRING, SAKUEL: American theologian; b.

at Northbridge, Mass., Feb. 27, 1746; d. at New-
buryport, Mass., Mar. 4, 1819. He graduated at

Princeton (College in 1771; studied theology under
John WitliKvpoon, Joseph Bellamy, Samuel Hop-
kins, and Stephen West (qq.v.). In 1775 he be-

came a chaplain in the continental army, joining a
volunteer corps under Benedict Arnold, with which,

he marched to Quebec. He was ordained to the
ministry Aug. 6, 1777, and became pastor of the
Second Congregational Church at Newburyport,
Mass., which he served for over forty-one years.

He was one of those who gave a powerful impulse
to the cause of theological education, culminating
in the founding of Andover Theological Seminary,
He also assisted in the organization of the Massa-
chusetts Historical Society and the American Board
of C]k>mmis8ioner8 of Foreign Missions. He was an
editor of T?ie Massachusetts Missionary Magazine,
His most memorable theological treatises are: Dia-
logue on the Nature of Duty (1784); and Moral Dis-

quisitions and Strictures on the Rev. David Tappan's
Lectures (2d ed., 1815).

Bxbuogbafbt: W. B. Sprague. AnnaU of the Ameriean
PvlpU, ii. 85-89. New York, 1869: W. Walkerin American
Church Huiory Seriee, iii. 323. 332. 349^51. ib. 1894;
idem. Ten New Enoland Leadere, paasim. ib. 1901; A. £.
Dimning. ConoregaHonaliate in America, pp. 286-288, ib.

1894.

SPRIHZL, sprin^il, JOSEF: Roman Catholic;

b. at Lmz (100 m. w. of Vienna), Austria, Mar. 9,

1839; d. at Prague Nov. 8, 1898. He studied in the
priests' seminary at Linz, 1857-^1; was ordained

priest, 1861; studied in the priests' institute at

Vienna, 1861-64; became professor of theology in

the Linz Seminary, 1864; professor of dogmatics
at Salzbuig University, 1875; ordinary professor

of the same at Prague, 1881; spiritual councilor to

the bishop of Ldns Feb. 23, 1873, and of the prince-

bishop of Salsbuig Jan. 28, 1880. He published Die
altkatholische Bewegung im Lichte des katholischen

Glaubens (Ions, 1872) ; Handbuch der Fundamentalr
theologie (Vienna, 1876); Die Theologie der apos-

tolischen Vdter (1880); Compendium summarium
theologia dogmaticce in usum prcdectionum academic

oarum condnnatum (1882).

SPROULL, spraul, THOMAS: Reformed Presby-

terian (Old School); b. near Freeport, Pa., Sept.

15, 1803; d. in Pittebuig, Pa., Mar. 20, 1892. He
was graduated from the Western University of

Penn^lvania, Pittsburg, 1829; was pastor of the

Reformed Presbyterian Congregation of Allegheny

and Pittsburg, 1834-68; professor in Reformed
Presbyterian Western Theological Seminary, 1838-

1840; in the united Eastern and Western Semi-
naries, 1840-45; again from 1856; and professor

emeritus from 1875. He edited The Reformed Pres-

byterian, 1855-62, and The Reformed Presbyterian

and Covenanter, 1862-74, both published in Pitts-

burg, Pa. Besides sermons, be wrote PrelectUms on
Thaiogy (Pittsbuig, 1882).

SPURGEOlf, spur'jim, CHARLES HADDOlf:
English Baptist; b. at Kelvedon (40 m. n.e. of

London), Essex, June 19, 1834; d. at Mentone (13

m. n.e. of Nice), France, Jan. 31, 1892. His father

and grandfather had been Independent ministers.

From the age of seven to fifteen he was educated in

a school at Colchester; he spent a few months in

an agricultural college at Maidstone in 1842; and
in 1849 became usher in a school at Newmarket,
kept by a Baptist. As a youth he was subject to

inner restlessness and conflict and dated his con-

veraion from Dec. 6, 1850, at the chapel of the Piinu-
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tive Methodists in Colchester, on which occasion he
was deeply stirred and greatly relieved by a sermon
preached by a layman on Ln. xlv. 22. However,
the study of the Scriptures brought further mis-

givings and he was not content until he was im-
mersed. This took place in the Lark at Trieham
May 3, 1851, and he then united with the Baptist

communion. In 1851 he became usher in a school

at Cambridge, and entered the lay preachers' asso-

ciation in connection with the Baptist church meet-
ing in St. Andrews Street, Cambridge. Forced by
circumstance he preached unprepared his first ser-

mon in a cottage at Teversham near Cambridge, at

the age of sucteen. His gifts were recognised at

once and his fame spread. He preached in chapels,

cottages, or in the open air in as many as thirteen

stcUons in the villages surrounding Cambridge, and
this after his school duties for tl^ day were past.

In 1852 he became pastor of the small Baptist

church at Waterbeach, and in 1854, after preach-

ing three months on probation, he was called to the
pastorate of the New Park Street Churcb^ South-
waik, London. Only 100 persons attended his first

service; but before the end of the year the chapel

had to be enlazged, and he preached in Exeter Hall

during the alterations. When the enlazged chapel
was opened it proved at once too small, and a great

tabernacle was projected. Meanwhile, in 1856,

Spuigeon preached at the Surrey Gardens music-
hall to congregations which numbered 10,000 peo-

ple; and at twenty-two he was the most popular
preacher of his day. In 1861 the Metropolitan Tem-
ple, seating 6,000, was opened and there he min-
istered tmtil his death, retaining his popularity and
power as a preacher to the end.

Beside preaching, other enterprises made their

demand upon his eneigy. In 1855 he accepted his

first student for the ministry; soon a class assem-
bled in his house every week for instruction in the-

ology, pastoral duties, and other practical matters.

This work was assigned mainly to a tutor. Out of

it grew the Pastors' College, located first in his house;

under the Tabernacle, 1861-74; and, after 1874, in

the New College buildings. The local mission work
of these students in the slums formed the nuclei of

new Sunday-schools and churches, a circle of which
banded around the central church. Its internal

needs were provided by a number of auxiliary asso-

ciations. Spuigeon was president of a society for

the dissemination of Bibles and tracts employing
the service of ninety cdporteurs. The StockweU
Orphanage was incorporated in 1867 with an en-

dowment of £20,000 given by Mrs. Hillyard. It

grew to a group of twelve houses and aooammodated
500 children.

The figure of Spuigeon was a composite one.

Methodist by conversion. Baptist by profession, he
was fundamentally Calvinistic by descent and is

sometimes called *' the last of the Puritans." He
was minded to carry his obduracy even to the ex-

tent of disunion among the churches. In 1864 he
invited a controversy with the Evangelical party in

the Church of Engli^d by a powerful sermon, Bap-
tUnuU Regenerationf a doctrine which he opposed;
300,000 copies were sold, and niunerous pamphlets
written in reply, the most important was by a Bap*

tist, B. W. Noel, EvangdUxd Clergy Defended (1864),

in which Spuigeon was censured for intitxlucing

needless divisions among men of like faith. He,
however, ended by withdrawing from the Evan-
gelical Alliance. He also watched with misigivings

the growth among Baptists of what seemed to him
indifference to ortibodoxy, deploring that not enough
stress was laid on Christ's divine nature. He op-

posed what he called the " down-grade " movement
of Biblical criticism; and, not being able to win the

Baptist Union to his view, he withdrew in 1887,

remaining independent until the end of his life, al-

though ^Sl a stanch Baptist. Personally unam-
bitious and unselfish, industrious in his escaeting

parish service and incessant Biblical study, human
in Qsrmpathy and sane on social questions, demo-
cratic in temperament, he was ever seaious in the

gospel of grace and redemption, and fearieas in de-

nouncing evil and upholding what he deemed true

and right. As a preacher his eariy success was due
to the sensation of his youth, his spontaneous humor,
the fervor of his appeiUs to tiie conscience, but most-
ly to his natural gift of oratory. With a dear sym-
pathetic voice and ea^ gesture, he knew how nuset

effectively to present his appeal for salvation, pro-

jected from a shrewd comment on contemporary
life and sustained upon his characteristic expository

treatment of Scripture derived from the dd Puritan

divines. He was in later life a great sufferer from
gout, and frequently was obliged to leave his

pulpit.

The results of Spurgeon's literary labors bad an
enormous circulation. He conducted The Sward
and the Trowel, a monthly church magasine; and
published more than 1,900 sermons, including, from
1855, a sermon every week, contained in The Metro-

poUtan Tabemade PidpU, continued after his death
(49 vols., London, 1856-1904). Other works were.

The Saini and kU Savior (London, 1857); Morn-
ing by Morning; or DaUy Readings for the FamUy
or the Closet (1866); Evening by Evening (1868);

John Ploughman's Talk (1869); and JoAn Ploughs
man's Pictures (1880). Famous also is Our Own
Hymn Book, with paraphrases of Psalms (1866).

His most important work was The Treasury ofDavid,
an exposition of the book of Psalms (7 vols., 1870-

1885). In view of his own lack of higher training,

he was dependent in Biblical work upon the research

of his assistants for scientifical material and on the
Puritan divines for method and point of view; and
his commentaries are practical and homiletical

rather than scientific. Shortly before his death be
completed The Oospd of the Kingdom^ a p<^nilar

exposition of Matthew (1893).

BiBUOGXAPBT. Besides Spuiieoa'a Autebiogmpky, Com-
ViUd frcm hi» Diary* LdUra, Reeordt, by kit Wtfe €md ftu

Smntary, 4 vole., Londcm. 1897-1900, then are biosm-
phiee by: G. H. Pike, new ed., London. 1887. R. H.
Goowell. Phihulelpbia, 1892; J. D. Fulton. Chicaco. 1882.
O. C. Lorimer. Boeton, 1892; R. SUndler, Fnm tke

Vthm** Deak to th^ TabemaeU Pwilpit, New Yoric, 1892,
H. L. Wayland. Phfladelpbia, 1892. J. J. EUk. new ad.
London. 1902; C. Ray, ib. 1903, cf. the same authoi's
A Maarvdou* Minutry, lb. 1905. Consult further* X
Femandea, Noneonfbrmily m Souihwark, London. 1882;
W. Wniiama, Pemmdt AcmuMaeencet of CharUo Haddem
Sptavoon, New York, 1896; W. M. Hioa, Ttf Spmffoom
Family, London, 1906.
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SPURGBOH, THOKAS: English Baptist; b. in

London Sept. 20, 1856. After studying at the Pa&-
tor*8 College of the Metropolitan Tabernacle, Lon-
don, 88 well as in South Kensington, he visited Aus-
tralia and Tasmania in 1877 and again in 1879, and
from 1881 to 1889 was pastor of a Baptist church
in Auckland, New Zealand. He was then an evan-
gelist of the New Zealand Baptist Union until 1893,

when he succeeded his father, Charles Haddon
Spurgeon (q.v.), as minister of the Metropolitan
Tabernacle. He resigned this position in 1908, in

consequence of ill-health, and has since been presi-

dent of Pastor's College and of Stockwell Orphan-
age, London. Besides a volume of poems. Scarlet

Threads and Bits of Blue (London, 1892), he has
published several collections of sermons: TheOoapd
of the Orace of God (1884), Down to the Sea (1895),

Light and Lave (1897), God Save the King (1902), and
My Goepd (1902).

SRAWLETy srSO!, JAMES HERBERT: Church
of England; b. at Handsworth, Birmingham, Dec.

13, 1868. He received his education at King Ed-
ward VI.'s School, Birmingham, and Gonville and
Gaius College, Cambridge (B.A., 1891; M.A., 1895;

B.D., 1903; DJ>., 190^; was made deacon, 1893,

and priest, 1894; was curate of St. Matthew's, Wal-
sall, Sheffield, 1893-95; vice-principal of Lichfield

Theological College, 1895--97; lecturer in theology

at Selw3m College, Cambridge, since 1897, and tutor

since 1907, being also curate of St. Maiy the Less,

Cambridge, 1898-1906, examining chaplain to the

bishop of lichfield since 1005, and general secretary

of the Central Society for Sacred Study. He has
published The Epiadee of St, IgnaHiu, Trandated
uoiih Introduction and Notee (2 vols., London, 1900);

and The Catechetical Oration of St. Gregory o* Nyeea
(Cambridge, 1903).

STABAT MATER. See Jaoopons da Todi.

STACXHOUSB, THOMAS: Church of England;
b. at Witton-le-Wear (10 m. 8.w. of Durham), Eng-
land, 1677; d. at Beenham (8 m. w.s.w. of Reading)

Oct. 11, 1752. He studied at St. John's College,

Cambridge; was head master of Hexham grammar-
school, 1701-04; orrlained priest in London, 1704,

becoming curate of Shepperton in Middlesex; was
minifltter of the l**^tigltwli ChuTch in Amsterdam from

1713; eurate of Finchley, 1731; and in 1733 was
relieved from extreme distress by an appointment
to the vicarage of Beenham. He is remembered for

his New Hietory of the Holy Bible, from the Begin-

ning of the Wotid to the EetabUshment of Christianity

(2 vols., London, 1737; best ed., 6 vols., Edinbuigh,

1767); he was also the author of Memmres of the

Life^ Characterf Conduct and Writinge of Dr. Francis

Atterhury, Late Bishop of Rochester, from his Birth

to his Banishment (2d ed., London, 1727); A Com-
plete Body of Divinity . . . Extracted from the Best

Andeni and Modem Writers (1729; best ed. 1755);

A Drfenee of the Christian Rdigion from the Several

Obieetions of Modem Antiscripturists; wherein the

Hteral Sense of the Prophecies contained in the Old

Testament, and of the Mirades recorded in the New,
is explained and vindieated, in wkUh is induded the

whole State of the Controversy between Mr. Wwdston

and his Adversaries (2d ed., 1733); A New . . .

Exposition of the AposOes* Creed (1747); The Life
ofour Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ. WiththeLives
of the Apostles and Evangelists (1754).

Biblzoorafbt: J. Niohola, Literary Anecdotet of the 18th
Century, iL 393-390. 9 vols., London. 1812-15; DNB,
m. 442-443.

STADE, shtd'de, BERNHARD: German Protes-
tant; b. at Amstadt (20 m. s.w. of Weimar) 3Cay
11, 1848; d. at Giessen Dec. 7, 1906. He was edu-
cated at the universilies of Leipsio (1867-69; Ph.D.,
1871) and Berlin (1869-70), and in 1871 became
assistant in the library of the former institution,

where he was also privat-dooent in 1873-75; pro-

fessor of Old-Testament exegesis at the University
of Giessen (1875-1906), and rector in 1882-^, and
1896-97; after 1894 he was overseer of the theo-

logical students at Giessen. In addition to his work
as editor of the Zeitschrift fOr oUtestamenUiche Wis-
senschaft, which he founded in 1881, he wrote
Ueber den Ursprung der mehrlautigen Tatwdrter der

Ge'eeepmche (Leipsic, 1871); De Isaite vaticiniis

^thiopids (1873); Ueber die alUestamentlichen Vor-
stdlungen vom Zustande nach dem Tode (1877);
Lehrbuch der hebrdischen Sprache, vol. i. (1879); De
populo Javan parergon (Giessen, 1880); Ueber die

Lage der evangdischen Kirche Deutschlands (1883)

;

Geschiehte dee Volkes Israd (2 vols., the second half

of the second volume in collaboration with O. Holtft-

mann; Berlin, 1887-88); Hebraisches HandwMer-
buch sum AUen Testament (in collaboration with C.

Siegfried; Leipsic, 1893); Die Reorganisation der

theologischen FakuUOt su Giessen (Giessen, 1894);
AusgewdhUe akademische Reden und Abhandlungen
(1899); The Books ofKings 'm The Polychrome Bible

(in collaboration with F. Schwally; New York,
1904); BMische Theologie dee AUen Testaments,

vol. i. (TQbingen, 1905); and Einst und jettt, RUch-
blieke und AuMicke (Giessen, 1905).

STAEHEUll, sht^e-lin, jOHANlf JAKOB:
Swiss theologian; b. at Basel May 6, 1797; d. at

Langenbruck (15 m. s.e. of Basel) Aug. 27, 1875.

His entire active life was passed as decent or pro-

fessor in the University of Basel. He came under
the pietistic influences of the WOrttemberg school,

and devoted himself as a scholar to Semitic studies.

His literaiy activity began in 1827 with a disserta-

tion which discussed the Blessing of Jacob. In Pen-
tateuchal criticism he issued Kritische Untersuchr

ungen Ober die Genesis (Basel, 1830), in which he
advocated the application to Bible study of histor-

ical linguistic work and the comparison of Biblical

literature with other oriental writings. This was
followed by Kritisdie Untersuchungen ti&er den Pen-
tateuch, Josua, Richter, Samuel, und KOnige (Berlin,

1843), in which he anticipated in certain respects

the r^ulte of more recent critics. The last work of

this character was Das Leben Davids (Basel, 1866),

an interesting account of the different phases of

David's career. A second series of St&helin's wri-

tings is concerned with the Hebrew prophets, for

example, Die messianische Weissagungen (Beriin,

1847), in which he cast some light on the relations

of these prophetical texts to the New Testament;
and his Die Propheten dee AUen Testaments (1867).
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For many yean St&helin devoted his attention to
the Psalms, the results of which he printed mainly
in ZDMG. His chief work, however, is SpezidU
Einleitung in die kanonitehen BUcher dea A. T^ (El-

berfeld, 1802), though his presentation of the sub-

ject lacked fonn and attraction, and this interfered

with the popularity and usefulness of his work.
Moreover, he had an insufficient sense of proportion;

the material points are often thrust in the back-
g;round in favor of philological observation. Yet the
value of his contributions to the critical and relig-

ious investigation of the Old Testament can not be
questioned. (E. StIbsun.)

STABHBLni, RUDOLF: Swiss Protestant theo-
logian; b. at Basel Sept. 22, 1841; d. there

Mar. 13, 1900. He studied at the gymnasium
of his native dty, also at the university there
and at Lausanne, Berlin, and TQbingen. He
undertook pastoral duties at Stein-on-the-Rhine
in 1866, and the next year at Arlesheim. Sickness
oompelled a rest from duties in 1871, which he
took in Sicily, and this resulted in his Reiaebriefe

aiK Italien (Basel, 1003). Upon his return he set-

tled in his native city as a private teacher in the
theological faculty and was soon after appointed to
the chair of church history, becoming regular pro-
fessor in 1875. After declining a call to succeed Har-
nack at Marbuig, he was seiised by a disease of the
eyes, which threatened to stop his work on the biog-

raphy of Zwingli, but by the help of his wife and of

friends he was able to bring out the two volumes,
Htddreich Zwingli (1895-97). The rest of St&helm's
works are in part preparatoiy studies for this chief

production, partly studies out of the history of Hu-
manism and of the Reformation, some of which ap-
peared in various serial or university publications.

In a period of theological and ecclesiastical change
Stfthelin kept aloof from all extremes, and main-
tained as a moderate the respect and admiration of
all by his sincerity, nobility of manner, and regard
for the feelings of others. (O. Kirn.)

Bibuoobapht: K. Stoekmeyer. R, Siah^in, Basel. 1901;
idem, in A. Bettelheim*8 Biograj^iachstJafuimeht v (1903).

STAEHLm, sht^'Un, ADOLF VON: German
ecclesiastical administrator; b. at Schmahingen in

the deaconry of Ndrdlingen (60 m. e. of Stuttgart)

Oct. 27, 1823; d. at Munich May 4, 1897. He en-
tered the University of Erlangen in 1840, and later

spent two years in the Seminary at Munich. He
was assistant pastor at Windsbach and other places
until, in 1856, he was placed as pastor at Tauber-
scheckenbach, whence he went to Rothenbuig in

1860, and to N5rdlingen in 1864, where he became
first pastor, and also a leader in the matter of re-

form of the schools, writing on this his first produc-
tion, Zur Schtdre/orm (Nbrdlingen, 1865). In 1866
he was called to Ansbach as consistorial councilor,

and during his activity there of thirteen years wrote
among other things, Da8 landesherrliche Kircherir

regiment und eein Zueammenhang mU Volkekirchenr

turn (Leipsic, 1871). In 1879 he was called to the
upper council of Munich, and in 1883 to the head of

the government of the church in Bavaria, which
brought him into relations with the civil power as

councilor. In all these relations sobemeas in action

and wise thoughtfulness distinguished his aotians.

(T. Koo>E.)
BnuooRAPirr: T. Kolde. Adolfvon SUtMUn, Eriansen. 1897;
O. St&blin, OberkotuUlorialiniUidoiU D, Adoif vcn SUMxn,
Munich, 1898.

STABRX, WILLY OTTO ALEXANDER: Okl-
Testament scholar; b. at Beriin Dec. 15, 1866. He
received his education at the universities of Beriin

and Marburg, 1887-02; was engaged in vajious

places in the teaching office, 1894-1903; became
privat-docent for Old Testament at Jena, 1905, ex-

traordinary professor, 1908, and ordinaiy professor,

1909. He has issued Dae Deuteronomunif eein In-

halt und eeine literariaehe Form (Leipeic, 1894);

Studien gur Rdigian und Sprachgeechidite dem alien

TesUunent (2 vols., Beriin, 1899); Ueber den Ur-

eprung der Ordllegende (TQbingen, 1903); Die Enl-

etehung dee alten Teetament (Leipsic, 1905); SOnde
und Onade nach der Voretellung dee alien Judeniume,
beeondera der Diehter der eogenannten BueepmUmen
(Tabingen, 1905); NeuteetamenUiche Zeiigeechichte

(2 parts, Leipsic, 1907); an edition of Jeeaiae
Dichtungen {IWI)\ Die jidiechraram&iechenPapyri
von Aeeuan, eprachlich und eachlich erkldrt (Bonn,
1907); an edition of Amos, Nahum, and Hahakkiik
(Leipsic, 1908); Dae aeeyrieche Wdtreich tm UrieU
der Propheten (G6ttingen, 1908); and AranUHache
Urkunden eur Oeechichte dee Judentume im VI. und
V, Jahrhundert vor Chrietum (Bonn, 1908).

STABUBLDff, KARL FRIEDRICH: German the-

ologian; b. at Stuttgart July 25, 1761; d. at
GOttingen July 5, 1826. He studied philosophy and
theology, particularly exegesis and oriental lan-

guages, at TObingen, 1779-84; and was professor of

theology at G6ttingen, 1790-1826. He lectured in

almost all the departments of scientific theology.

He published, Oeechichte und Geiet dee SkepHdsmus
(2 vols., Leipsic, 1794) ; Grundriee der Tugend- und
Rdigitmelehre (GSttingen, 1798-1800); PhOoaopk^
eche und bMiedie Moral (1805) ; and Neuee Lehrbuch
der Moral far Theologen (1815). In these works he
passed from a speculative and critical to a more em-
pirical and authoritative point of view. He was the
first to attempt a history of ethics, 1794-1812 and
later. His Oeechichte dir SiUenlehre Jeeu (4 vols.,

1799-1822) he did not complete. He confined

himself later to the preparation of Oeechichte der
chrieUichen Moral eeit dem Wiederaufleben der TFis-

eenechaften{lSOS), In addition appeared, 6esc^t<:Aie

der philoeophtechenf hebrdiechen und chrietUchen

Moral (Hanover, 1806); and Oeechichte der Moral-
philoeophie (1823). In church history he left Uni-
verealgeechichte der chrieUichen Kirdie (Hanover,
1806); Oeechichte der theologiechen Wieeenechaflen

(2 vols., Gottingen, 1810-11); GeechichU dee Ra-
tionaliemue und Supranaturaliemue (1826); and
Oeechichte und lAtteratur der Kirchengeechichte (Han-
over, 1827). (J. A. WAOSNMANNt.)
BnuooRAPHT: Tlie chief oouroe b the SdhMOnographie, ed.

J. T. Hemaen, OOttincen. 1826. Consult further G. W.
Frank, 0€9ckiehU der proU$tanHaehon TKoolooio, uL 292
SQq., Leipiio, 1875; ADB, zzxv. 616 sqq.

STAFF or CROZIER. See Vbstiobnts and Ik-

SIQNIAi EcCLBSIAflTICAL.
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STAFFORTIAll BOOK: The nmne Qf a confession

of Baden-Duilach in.the seventeenth centuiy. After

the religious peace of Augsbuig, the Margrave Karl

II. introduced in 1556 thie LuUieran church order.

After his death in 1577, the guardians of the three

sons subscribed to the Book of Concord (q.v.);

but when they had attained to the government in

1584, the. eldest, Ernst Friedrich, who received

as his share the lower part including the cities of

Duilach and Pforzheim, manifested his dissatis-

faction with the Lutheran confession, and intro-

duced CalvinisUc theologians at the school at Dur-
lAch, and attempted to introduce by force the

Refoimed faith in his dominion. A printing-press

was established at the castle at Staffort, 1509, and
the Staffortian Book was issued. In the shorter

edition, covered by pp. 359-^555 of the laiger, only

the articles are treated on which the adherents of the

Augsburg Confession (q.v.) differed. Caution is

prescribed against the new Semipelagians who
accept foreseen faith as the cause of election. Rep-
robation is very guardedly touched upon. Earnest

protest is raised against the doctrine of ubiquity

and the confusion of natures. Appeal is made to

the Augsburg Confession and Apolqgy in behalf of a

doctrine of the sacrament that does not coerce faith

out of its proper position. Regeneration is repre-

sented as the redemptive gift of baptism, and
spiritual sustenance of the " essential body and
blood of Christ, together with all his treasures and
merits," is claimed for believers only. The larger

edition, ChrisUichea Bcdencken und erhMiche wd-
fundierte Motiven, attempts (pp. 1-358) a criticism

of the text of the Fonnuia of Concord (q.v.). The
effort to enforce it raised a stubborn conflict. At
Pforzheim the recalcitrant clergy were dismissed;

for weeks there were no pastors; and the new Cal-

vinistic preachera met with organized civic resist-

ance. Ernst Friedrich prepared to move against

the city by force of arms, when his death (1604)

ended the strife. His successor returned to Luther-

anism. (E. F. Karl Mt^LUSR.)

Bibuoobapht: G. A. Salig, VoU$Ulndio9 HUUnU dtr auff
huraiaehgn Canfeanon, pp. 748 sqq., Halle, 1730; J. C.

SaM\m, BifUeituno indie OetchiehUdtr MarkgroMchaft . . .

Baden, iv. 252 oqq., Carbnihe. 1770; K. F. Vierordt, G«-

•ehiehte der evangditehen Kirehs in dem OroaaherMogthum

Baden, ti. 29 aqq.. ib. 18M; E. F. K. M Oiler. Die BekmiM-
ninehriften der reformierien Kirche, Leipiie, 1903.

STAHLy shtol, FRIEDRICH JULIUS: German
ecclesiastical jurist and statesman; b. at Munich
Jan. 16, 18Q2; d. at BrQckenau (50 m. e.n.e. of

Frankfort-on-tbe-Main) Aug. 10, 1861. He was of

Jewish parentage, but embraced Christianity in

his seventeenth year. He studied jurisprudence at

WOrsburg, Heidelberg, and Erlangen; and was
professor at Erlangen, 1832; at Wttrzburg, 1832;

and at Berlin, 1840. In Berlin he gathered crowded

audiences, not only of juridical students, but of men
of all ranks; as when, in 1850, he lectured on Die ge-

genwdrtige Parieien in Stoat und Kirche (Berlin,

1863). He also held the highest positions in the

state government of the Church, and took an active

part in Prussian pditics. His brilliant parliamen-

tary talent soon made him one of the most prominent

leaders of the conservative party, both in political

and ecclesiastical affaus. His ideas are clearly de-

fined in Die PhUotaphie des RechU (vol. i., Oe-

8chichteder Rechtaphilaaophief Heidelberg, 1830, vol.

ii., Rechla- und SUuMehrt, 1833; rev. ed., 1847). Of
the fimdamental problems of himian life, he con-

sidered two solutions as possible, both philosoph-

ically and juridically,—one on the basis of pan-
theism, and one on the basis of faith in a personal

God who has revealed himself to man; one giving

the absolute power to the mass of the people, the

majority, and one organizing the State after the idea

of the highest personality, as a sphere of ethical

action. What lay between those two extremes
he despised as destitute of character. But his

own choice he expressed in '* No majority, but
authority I " In Die Kirchenverfaasung nach Lekre

und Recht der ProUstanten (Erlangen, 1840), he
aimed at a restoration of the old Protestant doc-

trine of church constitution. He held that the

three i^ystems, episcopal, territorial, and collegial,

represented different views of the nature of church
govenunent, and were the outgrowths of the pre-

vailing sentiment of three epochs of development;
respectively, the orthodox, the Pietistic, and the

rationalistic. Stahl advocated the Episcopal order.

In his Die lutherieche Kirche und die Union (1860)

he opposed a formal union of the two Protestant

churches. Among his other works are Der chrisUiche

Stoat und eein VerhSUniee zu Deiamue und Juden-
thum (Berlin, 1847) ; and DerProteslanHemuedla polir

Hichee Princip (1856). (Rudolph KOoELf.)
BfBUOGBAPHT: P. A. 8. Tan L. Brouwer. Stahl redivivue.

The Hague, 1862; Permee, Samgny, SUM, Berlin, 1862
(biogiuphies).

STAHR, star, JOHN SUMMERS: Reformed
(German) ; b. at Applebachsville, Pa., Dec. 2, 1841.

He was educated at Franklin and Marshall College

(A.B., 1867), with which he has been cormected

ever since, being tutor in German and history (1867-

1868), assistant professor of the same subjects (1868-

1871), professor of natural science and chemistry

(1871-89), acting president (1889-90), and president

(since 1890). After studying theology privately, he
was ordained to the German Reformed ministry in

1872 and assisted Benjamin Bausman, later supply-

ing the pulpit of the First Reformed Church, Read-
ing, Pa. He has been a member of the International

Sunday-school Lesson Committee since 1890, and
has also been a consulting member of the editorial

staff of the Standard Dictionary^ a member of the

eighth Council of the Alliance of Reformed Churches

hdd at Liverpool in 1904, and president of the East-

em Sjmod of the Reformed Church. In theology he

is a progressive conservative, '' holding to the fun-

damental verities of the Christian faith and doctrine

in the sense that our apprehension of them is ad-

vancing with the progress of himian experience and
scholanhip." He has been an editor of The Re-

formed Church Review since 1905, and translated J.

Grob's Ltfe of Zwingli (New York, 1883).

STALKER, JAMES: United Free Church of ScoU
land; b. at (Meff (17 m. w. of Perth), Perthshire,

Feb. 21, 1848. He was educated at the University

of Edinburgh (M.A., 1869), New College, Edinburgh

(1870-74), and the universities of Berlin (1872) and
Halle (1873). He held pastorates at St Brycedale's,
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iOrkealdy (1874-97), and St. MaMhew's, Glasgow
(1887-1902), and mem 1902 has been pitifcflBor of

church hifltoiy in the United Free Cfaisrch College,

Aberdeen. He was Lyman Beedier lecturer on
preaching at Yale in 1891, Cunningham lecturer in

New Cc&gB, Edinbuigh, in 1899, and in 1901 was
(say lecturer in LouisviUe B^ytwt Seminary and
also lectured at Richmond Pteebyterian Seminary.
In theology be *' rests his faith on the threefold

foundation of Scripture, tradition, and peraonal ex-

perience, with emphasis on the third." He has
written The Ltfe ofJe9U8 Chrut (Edmbai^ 1879);

The New Song: Sermanefar Chiidren (1883); The
Life of SL Paul (1884); Imago ChrieU (London,

1889); The Preacher and hit ModeU (1891); The
Four Men (1892); The Trial and Death of Jeeue

(1894); The Two Saint Johne (1895); The Chridel-

ogy of Jeeue (1999); The Seven Deadly Sine (1901);

The Seven Cardinal Virtuee (1902); John Knox, hie

Ideae and Ideale (1904); The Atonement (1908);

The Ethic of Jeeue according to the Synoptic Qoepde
(London, 1909).

STALL, STLVANTJS: Lutheran; b. at Eliaaville,

N. Y., Oct. 18, 1847. He was educated at Pennsyl-

vania College, (jettysbuig, Pa. (A.B., 1872), after

which he studied theology there and at Union The-
ological Seminary for two years. He held pastorates

in his denomination at Cobleskill, N. Y. (1874-77),

Martin's Creek, Pa. (1877-M), Lancaster, Pa.

(1880-88), and Baltimore, Md. (1888-1901). In
1901 he retired from the active ministry to be-

come the head of his newly established Vlr Publish-

ing Company, Philadelphia. He edited StaiVe

Lutheran Year Book and Hietorical Quarterly (1884-

1888), while from 1890 to 1901 he was associate

editor of The Lutheran Observer, He has prepared
Paster's Pocket Record (Albany, N. Y., 1875);

Minister*s Handbook to Lutheran Hymns in the Bock
of Worship (Philadelphia, 1879); How to pay Church
Debts (New York, 1880); Methods of Church Work,
Rdigious, Social^ and Financial (1887); Five
MinuU Object Sermons (1894); Talks to the King*s
Children (1896); Bible Sdedionsfor Daily Devotion

(1896) ; What a Young Boy ought to Know (Philadel-

phia, 1897); WfuU a Young Man ought to Know
(1897); What a Young Husband ought to Know
(1899); What a Man of Forty-five ought to Know
1901); Faces toward the Light (1903); The Social

Peril (1005); and Parental Honesty (1905).

STAHCARI, stOn-ca'ri (STAHCARO), FRAH-
CBSCO: Unitarian; b. at Mantua, Italy, in 1501;

d. at Stobnits, Poland, Nov. 12, 1574. He entered

a religious order, and evidently underwent a sys-

tematic training in theology, since bis method,
for instance, in his first theological work, De trinitate,

is scholastic in type. Stancari appeared promi-
nently first in 1543, when he lived in Chiavenna;
at Basel, in 1546, he issued a Hebrew grammar.
In course of the shifting life that was especially

common with Italian fugitives, he was later found
at Oaoow, whence, after seisure as a heretic, he
escaped to Kdnigsberg, there to teach in the high

school. But becoming involved in strife with Osian-

der, only three months elapsed before he requested

his dismi99iQU. Afterward, at Ftankfort-on-the-

Oder, he oontimied the controversy in his Apologia
contra Oeiandrnm, and the elector of Brandenburg
intervened, while Melanchthon, in 1553, published
a Reeponsio deeonirovereiis Stancari {CR^ zziiL 87).

He thenwent toPdand, Hungary, and Transjrlvania,

but returned to Pincaow in 1558. He there aaao-

dated with sueh men as Tismanini and Blandrata
(q.v.); and contended for the pit^xMition that Christ
is a mediator with God only in his human nature.
The dispute reached beyond the borders of Poland;
Calvin answered in a " Response " of the Genevan
Church (Tradalue theologici, p. 682); while in a
further message (Bpistola et responsa, p. 290)
Zurichers made answer, also through Josias Simler's

Reeponeio ad maledieum Fr, Stancari Hbdbim (1563).
Both new and old material on the subject has been
compiled by Wotschke in letters and other docu-
ments, in Britfweched der Sdnweixer mit den Poien
{Archiv fikr R^ormaJtiono-GeeMditet Ergtoanings-

band iii., 1908). In several of these documents,
lismanini protests against the theology of Stan-
cari, which was combated in Poland as b^ng
Nestorian. Yet it had significance in the history of

dogma, as in opposing it the attempts of the
Lutheran theologians to carry the point of thdr
Commuttioatio idicmatum (q.v.) gained special conse-
quence. Wigand(Z>eiStoncari9fno, 1585) and Schlu5-
selburg {Catalcgus hcareticorum) were opponents ci

Stancari. K. Bensa>th.
BiBUoaxAPBT: Souiwt are: The letten oC Cblvm, in ha
Opera in CR; S. Oneehowski, Roxolam CMmmra: mivt d€
Staneari funtda rwgne Poionim Mda, Oolocne. 1563; Ori-
eheviama, ed. J. KoneDiowBki, pp. 722 aqq., Cnoow, 1891
(oontotnii dx JetteiB by Stanori) . Oooralt further: Bayle.
Dietiimary, r. 226-233 (quotes extensively from sources);
8. Lubienski, Hidoria rtfifrmaUoni^ Polomcm, Freistadt,

1686; C. HMtknoch, Prtuaaiacke Kvrche^Huioria, i. 330
sqq.. Frsnkfortt 1686; Q. J. Pleook, OtackkhU . . . «m-
ssres pniaianHwchm LtMbtgriff*^ iv. 449 sqq.,. 6 vols..

Leipaie, 1781-1800; H. Deltoo, Johanmm a Imoo, Goth*.
1881; and WotoofaJce, in AUpreuBaiadU Momdmmekrift.
1909.

STAHDING FISHES BIBLE. See BibleVebsionb,
B, IV., { 9.

STAHFORD, CHARLES: En^ish Bi^tist; b.

at Northampton (45 m. w. of Cambridge), England,
liar. 0, 1823; d. in London Mar. 18, 1886. He
commenced preaching, 1839; entered the Baptist
College at Bristol, 1841 ; became minister at Lough-
borough, 1845; Deniges, 1847; co-pastor in Ixmdon
of the Denmark-place Church, Camberwell, 1858,
and was sole pastor from 1861 till hia death. He
was the author of Central Truihs (London, 1860);
Joseph AUeine: his Companions and Times; a Mo-
morial of " Black Bartholomew," 1662 (1861); /n-
strumental Strength; Thoughts for Students and Pas-
tors (1862); Home and Church (1871); Homilies
on Christian Work (1879); Voices from Calvary;
a Course ofHomilies (1881) ; From Calvary to Olivet.

Being a Segud to " Voices from Calvary" (1884);
The AltemaUves of Faith and Unbdief (1885) ; The
Evening of Our Lord^s Ministry, being Preludes to
" Voicesfrom Calvary," A Course ofHomilies (1886)

;

together with a collection of sermons, and many
BDudler works.

Bibuoobapht: CharUM Stanford* Memoriu and latfsi s. ed.
his wife. London. 1889; BaptiM HanObook, 1887, pp. 120-

122; DffB, iiU. 478-479,
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STAHGE, CARL: Gennan Protestant; b. in

Hambuig Mar. 3, 1870. He was educated at the

universities of Halle and Gdttingen (1888-02) and
at Leipsic (1893-94), became privat-dooent at Halle

in 1895, extraordinary professor of systematic the-

ology in the University of Kdnigsbeig in 1903, and
professor of the same at Greifswsld in 1904. He has

imtten Die ehrisiUche Ethik in ihrem VerhdUnis zur

modemen Ethik (Gdttingen, 1892); Die eyetematir

tchen Primipien in der Theoioffie dee Johann Muedue
(Halle, 1897); Dae Dogma und eeine BeurteUung in

der neueren Dogmengeeckichte (Berlin, 1898) ; Eitdeiir

ung in die EtMk (2 vols., Leipsic, 1901-02); Der
Gedankengang der KrUik der reinen Vemunft (1902);

Luthers OUeeie ethieche Dieputaiionen (1904); Heile-

bedeutung dee Oeseteee {19(A); Woe iel eehri/tgemOeef

(1904); TheoUfffieche Avfadize (1905); and Dae
Fr9mmigkeiteideal der modemen TheoHogie (1907).

STAHISLAUSi stOn^is-lSs : The name of two saints.

1. Bishop of Cracow, and patron-saint of Poland;
b. near Cracow (210 m. n.e. of Vienna) July 26,

1030; d. there May 8, 1079. After studying canon-
ical law at Gnesen and Paris he entered the clerical

profession at Cracow. He was a stem ascetic, dis-

tributed his patrimony amongst the poor, and boldly

denounced the cruelty and licentiousness of Boleslas

II., king of Poland, whom he finally excommuni-
cated. In revenge, the king murdered Stanislaus

while he was celebrating mass near Cracow. Mir-

acles are ascribed to the bishop before and after his

death. In 1253 Iimocent IV. canonised him. Many
altars and ch\irches were built to his memory in

Poland. His day is May 7.

2. Jesuit; b. at Kostcou (50 m. e. of Breslau,

Germany), Poland, Oct. 20, 1550; d. in Rome Aug.
15, 1568. In his fourteenth year he went to Viezma
where he was an object of admiration because of his

exemplary life and his remarkable progress in stud-

ies; he had there a vision of two angels and the Vir-

gin Mary, who urged him to become a Jesuit; after

seeking admission to the order at Vienna, which was
refused on account of his father's aversion to the step,

he finally went to Rome, where he was admitted Oct.

28, 1567. He predicted the day of his death, and on
account of his severe ascetic practises was beatified

by Clement X., 1670, and canonised by Benedict
XIII., 1726. His day is Nov. 13.

BnuoomArar: On 1: Tlie VUa by Johannei Loocinufl
(DloffOKh) wHh other matter and oonunentaiy is in ASB,
May, ii. 198-280. Other aoeoimte and details are in MGH,
Saripi., zziz (1892), 604-517. A Carmen Sappkiewn in
viiam gUniotiammi martifru Stanidait by P. CoUimaehufl,
was printed at Craoow in 1511. Consult further: R.
Roepell, OewcHehte PoUnt, i. 100 sqq., Hambuis, 1840;
H. Zeiosbefi, Die polnieehe GeeekiekUeekreSbyng dee MiUA-
aUers, pp. 71. 82-00. 206-288. Leipsic. 1873. On 2: The
VUa by Uibano Ubaldini is given in Analeela BoUandiana,
ix (1890). 360-378. zi (1892). 416^467. with abundant
literature.

STAHLET, ARTHUR PEHRHTN: Church of

Englazul; b. at Alderley Rectory (32 m. e.s.e. of

IJverpool) in Cheshire, Dec. 13, 1815; d. at London
July 18, 1881. He was the grandson of Thomas
Stanley, sixth baron of Alderley Park, and the son of

Edward Stanley, bishop of Norwich. At Rugby
(182^^4^ he became attached by an ideal friend-

^p to Thomas Arnold (q.v.), attended by an ad-

miration and affection which served to shape the

motives and activities of all his life. He entered

Baliol College, Oxford, 1834; became a fellow of

University College, 1838; and was ordained, 1839.

In 1840-41, he made the first of many journeys
abroad, his interest in foreign lands being en-
tirely historical, while he was indififerent to sce-

nery. He became college tutor at Oxford, 1843-51

;

and select preacher there, 184d-47. These discourses,

Sermone on the Apostolic Age (Oxford, 1847),

marked a crisis in his career, at a point of transition

between the old and the new at Oxford. They
showed a divergence from the views of both ec-

clesiastical parties; acknowledged obligations to

Arnold and German theology, and demanded free

inquiry in the matter of Biblical study. Stanley was
appointed secretaiy of the Oxford University Com-
mission, 1850, the report of which was mainly his

work; and canon of Canterbury, 1851. A journey
to the Holy Land and Egypt in 1852 resulted in the
publication of Sinai and Paleetine (London, 1856).

Memoriale ofCanterbury (1855) exhibits the develop-

ment of his taste for ecclesiastical landmarks, and
illustrates lus gifts for dramatic, pictorial narrative.

He was professor of ecclesiastical history at Oxford,
1856-^, to which was attached a canonry of Christ

Church, in which he was installed, 1858. At the

same time he was appointed examining chaplain to

Archibald Campbell Tait (q.v.), then bishop of Lon-
don. To this period belong Three Introductory Leo-

turee on the Study of Ecdeetaetical Hietory (Oxford,

1857) ; Lecturee on the Hietory of the Eastern Church
(London, 1861); and Lecturee on the History of the

Jewieh Church (3 vols., 1863-76).

Through the lecture-room, pulpit, and in social

life he exercised a remarkable influence over the
young men at the university, but he was not an
intellectual leader among his elder colleagues. He
eschewed party spirit, and his sense of justice and
championi^p of freedom led him to defend J. W.
Colenso, although regretting lus work (The PerUor-

teuch, London, 1862 sqq.); and, likewise, in the con-

troversy caused by the Eeeaye and Reviews (1860),

while disapproving of some of the essays, he pleaded
against the unfairness of indiscriminate censure.

His courage to battle against inert ecclesiasticism

and his moderately stated consideration of all sides

of a problem, secured him, as champion of liberal

ideas, a growing support from men of the press,

science, and society as a whole.

In 1864 he was installed dean of Westminster, a
position which he made conspicuous until his death.

A year before, he was married to Lady Augusta
Bruce, daughter of the fifth earl of Elgin and
friend of the queen, and his married life was re-

markably filled with happiness, so that when his

wife died in 1876, he was deeply affected and did

not long survive her. In 1862 he accompanied the

Prince of Wales to the East. These events issued

in unrivalled opportunities, so that by the further

extension of political, literary, scientific, and ec-

clesiastical connections, facilitated by his charac-

teristic saootr-/atre and his brilliant social relations,

he obtained that extraordinaiy influence which,

for more than a decade, made him one of the most
prominent figures in the English capital. West-
miiMter Abbey afforded the material embodimeut
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of hiB catholic ideal of a nattonal church, reconciling

under the spell of its vast and silent historical per-

Bpeedve every variety of creed and promotive
activity. He endeared its historical memories and
lessons to the people by the woric MemoriaU of
WeMtminsler Abbey (London, 1868); enhanced the

attractiveness of its worship for throogs representing

all classes, placing his pulpit at the dii^osal of deigy-
men of every shade of opinion and of laymen, and
admitting even Unitarians to the communion.
At certain hours he conducted parties through the

aisles of the sacred edifice, communicating Ids rich

treasures of information as well as his enthusiasm.

He wove the charm of his personality about the high

and the low, gathering even the poor, sick, and
disconsolate from the most wretched quarten of the

city in the garden festivals of the deanery.

On account of the character of his personal in-

fluence the leadership of the Broad-chureh party

devolved upon him unsought. He published ad-

dresses and brochures on the most important relig-

ious and social questions of the day; showed his in-

terest in the Old Catholies (1872); favored a move-
ment for the reunion of the Anglican and Oriental

Churehes; and used his influence for the return of

the dissenten into the State Church. In his Biblical

and historical methods Stanley was the grateful

pupil of Arnold, to whom he erected a glorious

monument of loyalty. The Ltfe and Correepondence

pj Thomae AmM (London, 1844), a wo^ that as-

sured him his position at Oxford and in the worid of

letters. His friends admit that his Biblical woric was
neither profound nor exact; but he won the soul of

the people as the interpreter of the great rector of

Rugby. In the depreciation of dogma, however, he
opposed Arnold, and he was also governed thereby

in his ecclesiastical principle. The Church, being

rational, may not dose her doors to any member of

the nation, and must represent all views and aspira-

tions of the nation. His time he regarded as a period

of transition. The first task of the modem theo-

logian, as he conceived it, is the study of the Bible

for the sake of its content. The Biblical scholar must
subordinate all the immaterial, temporal, and
secondaiy to the essential and supernatural ele-

ments. He represented as a churehman a broad

catholic tolerance, emphasising the character of the

formulsB of the Anglican Church assumed to be
universal and mediating. He was enthusiastic in

the recognition of the truth that binds all Christian

bodies. He advocated the union of Church and
State more and more positivdy. This he under-

stood to subsist (1) in the recognition and promotion
of religious faith in the community on the part of

the State, and (2) the subjection of religion thus

formulated to the control and conduct of the

Church at large by the authority of law. With such

views he was at variance with both of the great

churoh parties. From the evangelicals he was
estranged by his contempt of dogma, by his

views on Biblical criticism, inspiration, justifica-

tion, and the punishments of hell, and by toler-

ation of ideas weU-nigh Roman OEitholic. From
the High-churehmen he differed on fundamental

prindples, disagreeing essentially even where there

was formal accord on outward doctrine and practise.

The extravagances of ritual, such as vestments, in-

cense, and the posture of head and hands, he treated

with amused contempt. By the combination of a

pious interpretation with an honest truth-eearching

criticism, Stanley was the sagadous and inspiring

advance combatant of a new order of Biblical and

historical study. He visited the United States in

1878, and, as a result, there was published Ad-

dreaeee and Sermona Delivered in the United Stakt

and Canada (New Yoric, 1879). Other worics are a

commentaiy on the epistles to the Corinthians (2

vols., London, 1855); QueetUms oj Church and

State (1870); Leetwree an the History of the Church

of Scotland (1872); Addreaaee Delivered at St.

Andrew (1877); and Ckrietian InstUvtions (1881;

new ed., 1906).

BiBUooaAPHT: The indispaDaable woria are: R. E. Pn>-

ihao. Lift amd Ccrrttpandenct of Dean Siatdey, 2 vob..

London, 1803. new ed.. 1000; idem. IxtUn and Vtna »/

Dmn StamUy, fb. 1806. Ocnuult further: J. Q. Rogen,

iiii0iiean Chwth PortraiU, Edmbui«h, 1876; G. G. Brad-

ley. BeeoiUetiont of A. P. Stanley, London and New Yoii.

1882; A. J. C. Hare, Biographieal Sketehee, London. 1895;

F. Lockei^Lampeon. My Confidentm, lb. 1806; E. Abbott

and L. Campbell. Benjamin JomU, 3 vols., ib. 18e7H»:

JuUa Wedgwood, NvMtUenih CenUtry Teaeken, ib. 1909;

DNB, Ut. 44-48.

STARTOH, VmCBHT HEURT: Church of Eng-

land; b. at Victoria, Hong-Kong, June 1, 1S16.

He was educated at Trinity College, Cambridge

(B.A., 1870; M.A., 1873), and was ordered deacon

in 1872 and ordained priest in 1874. Since 1872 he

has been fellow of his college, of which he was junior

dean (1874>76), senior dean (1876-84), and tutor

(1884^89), and divinity lecturer (1882-^9). Since

1889 he has been E3y professor of divinity in Cam-

bridge University and canon of Ely. He was uni-

versity extension lecturer in 1873, select preacher at

Cambridge in 1874-78 and at Oxford in 1896-98.

Hulsean lecturer in 1879, Cambridge Whitehall

preacher in 1880-82, and examining chaplam to

the bishop of Ely from 1875 to 1905. He has writ-

ten The Jewieh and the Christian Messiah (Lcm-

don, 1887); The Place of Authority in Matters of

Religious Bdief (1891) ; and The Oospds ae Histori-

cal Documents, parts 1 and 2 (Cambridge, 1903-09).

STAPFBR, shtap^fer: The name of a distinguished

family of Bernese theologians.

1. Johann Friedrich Stapfer: The best-known

of the elder generation; b. at Brugg (17 m. n.w. of

Zurich) 1708; d. at Diessbach (a village near Thun,

16 m. s.t.e. of Bern) 1775. After studying at Bern

and Marburg and traveling in Holland, he was

military chaplain in 1738-40 and private tutor at

Diessbach in 1740-50, while from the latter year

until his death he was pastor at Diessbach, declining

no less than four calls to Mari)uig. His first great

woric was his InstUutUmes thedogica polemiaK unir

veraoB (5 vols., Zurich, 1743-47), followed by his

Orundlegung tur voahren Religion (12 vols., 1746-53).

The latter woric, which was mainly dogmatic in

character (the InstUutiones being largely symbolic),

was supplemented by the/much inferior Sittenlehre

(6 vols., 1757-66) and was abridged by the author in

two vdumes (1754). His theological position was

one of orthodox ratioDalism of the mild Reformed

type.
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2. Jdhaniies Stapfer: Brother of the preoeding;
b. at Brugg 1719; d. at Bern 1801. He was pastor
of Aarbuig, and in 1756 he was appointed professor

of dogmatic theolpgr at Bern, where he was pro-
fessor of didactic theology from 1776 until his re-

tirement from active life in 1796. He was a popu-
lar preacher, and his sermons were collected in

seven volumes (Bern, 1762-1806). He collaborated

in the revision of the Bern P9almenbuch and wrote
Theologia arudytica (Bern, 1763), a ^stematic
presentation of the chief tenets of faith.

8. Daniel Stapfer: Brother of the preceding.
After being pastor at Murten, he was called, in

1766^ to the cathedral in Bern, and attained the
reputation of being one of the best pulpit orators

of his time.

4. Phifipp Albert Stapfer: Elder son of the pre-

ceding and the most distinguished of the fao^y;
b. at Bern Sept. 23, 1766; d. at Paris Mar. 27, 1840.

He was educated at Bern and GOttingen, and then
visited London and Paris, bdng in ^ latter city

during the eariy part of the French Revolution.
Returning to Bern, he was appointed, in 1791,
deputy professor to Johannes Stapfer (see above),
likewise being a teacher of languages at the acad-
emy. On his uncle's resignation in 1796 he
was made his successor. The events connected
with the overthrow of the old Swiss Confederation,
however, entirely changed the course of Stapfer's

life, who, being in sympathy with the new govern-
ment, was sent on an embassy to Paris, in 1798.

While there, he was appointed by the Helvetic
Directory ministerofsciences, arts, bidldings, bridges,

and streets, a position which he accepted after some
hesitation. Here he rendered valuable service in

stemming the tide of irreligion then prevabnt in

Switserland, and accomplished still more tangible

results in the organisation of schools and charities.

In 1800-03 he was ambassador to Paris, but on the
fall of the Helvetic Republic in the latter year he
retired to private life. In 1806 he removed to
France, where the remainder of his life, except for

less and less frequent visits to Switzeriand, was
pasnd, his residence at first being Belair, near Paris,

and later Talcy, near Mer. During these latter years
he woriced quietly but efifectually in behalf of French
Protestantism, upon which, while himself becoming
steadily more orthodox, he brought to bear the in-

fluence of German theology; nor should his labors
in an philanthropic causes be foigotten. Among
his woiioBmention may be made of hL Z>e phUoaophia
Socratit (Bern, 1786); Eimge Bemerkungen aber
den Zutiand der Rdigion und ihrer Diener in Hd-
vetien (1800); and Mdanges pkUotapkuruea, lU-

Urairts, hiatoriquea el rdigieux (2 vols., Paris, 1844;
contains a biography by Vinet).

5. Friedrich Stapfer: Younger brother of the
preceding; d. at Meikireh (a village near Aarbeig,

12i m. n.w. of Bern) 1840. In the euly years of

the Hdvetic Republic he was assistant to his brother
at the University of Bern, where he was appointed
professor of didactic theology in 1801. Bdng un-
Boeoesaful as a teacher, he became, in 1805, pastor
at Diessbach, near Thun, but in 1818 was recalled

to Bern as professor of Biblical studies. On the
victory of the Liberals and the reoiganization of the

XI.-6

university in 1833 he again resigned, spending
the remainder of his life as pastor at Meikireh.

(W. Hadorn.)
BiBUoaBAPHT: G. Measel, KirtMiehM HantOexikan, part

65, pp. 391-392, Ldpaio, n.d.; H. J. Leu, AUoemeinea Hel-
MfiacAes . . . Lexicon, xvii. 613 sqq., supplement v. 606
aqq., 20 vols., Zurich, 1747-66; ADB, xzxv. 460 sqq.;
R. Luginbahl, Ph. Alb. Stapfer, Basel, 1887. Luginbahl
ed. in QueUen der echumMertechen Oeaehichte, xi.-zii. and in
Arehiv dee hieUniechen Verein, Bern, vol. ziii., the oone-
spondence of Philipp Albert Stapfer.

STAPFER, EDMOUD LOUIS : French Protestant

;

b. at Paris Sept. 7, 1844; d. at Paris Dec. 13, 1908.
He was educated at the Lyc^ Bonaparte, Paris, and
the theological facility of Montauban (1864-68),
and also studied at the universities of Tttbingen and
Halle (1869-70). He was pastor of the Reformed
church in Tours (1870-76); was maitre de confe-
rence in the Protestant theological facility at Paris
(1877-90); professor of New-Testament exegesis in

the same faculty (1890-1906) of which he was
dean (1901-06). In addition to making a French
translation of the New Testament (Paris, 1889), he
wrote J^8ii8 de Ncuareth et le ddvdoppement de aa
penaie par lui mtme (1872); Lee Idiea rdigieuaea
en PaUetine an temps de Jieue-Ckriet (1876); Le
Palestine au temps de Jieue-Chriet (1884; Eng.
transl. by A. H. Holmden, Palestine in the Time
of Christ, London, 1886); Le ChAteau de Laley
(1888); Jieue^hrist, sa peraonne, son auloriU (3
vols., 1895-98; Eng. transl. by Mrs. L. S. Houghton,
3 vols., New York, 1896-98); La Mart et la resur-

rection de Jisus^krist (1898); a-volume of sermons
(1904); and De VHat actud du protettantisme en
France (Paris, 1908).

STAPHTLUS, shta-fai^us, FRIEDRICH: Lu-
theran theologian, subsequently Roman Catholic

polemist; b. at OsnabrOck (70 m. w. of Hanover)
Aug. 27, 1512; d. at Munich Mar. 5, 1564. He
studied at the University of Cracow, and later at
Padua. About 1533 he returned to Danzig, but in

1536 went to Wittenbeig where he remained about
ten years.' In 1541, at the recommendation of

Melanchthon, he became private tutor of Ck>unt

Ludwig of Eberstein and Neugarten. In 1545 he
accepted a call from Duke Albrecht of Prussia to
the newly founded university of Kdnigsbeig. In
the very beginning he involved himself in a con-
troversy with Gulielmus Gnapheus (Fullonius, q.v.),

who as a teacher and lecturer of the university was
accused by Staphylus of leaning toward Anabaptist
views; by continual attacks Staphylus finally drove
Gnapheus away. After the resignation of Geoig 8a-
binus (Aug., 1547), Staphylus bNscame rector of the
university, but as such did not justify the hopes of

the duke and of his friends at Wittenbeig; in 1548
he gave up his theological lectures and served the
duke as coimcilor. In the controversy with Osian-

der he still represented the Lutheran position, but
the general instability caused by continual dog-
matic dissensions induced him to adhere more
closely to the dogmatic consensus of the Roman
Catholic Church and in this way he gradually ar-

rived at an un-Evangelical conception of tradition

which after his remo^ to Danxig in Aug., 1551, led

him to oppose the Protestant norm of the perspicuity
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of Scripture and to advocate the authentic interpre-

tation of the Church. The decisive step was taken

by him at Breslau, whither he had gone from Dan-
zig, where, during a severe illness toward the end of

1552, he received the Lord's Supper after the

Roman rite and confirmed his rehabilitation as a
Roman Catholic by confession. He then removed
to Neiase, the seat of Bishop Promnitz, in whose
service he erected a school and was active in other

directions. Hand in hand with Canisius, he aided in

the restoration of Roman Catholicism in Austria and
Bavaria. Being elected superintendent of the Uni-
versity of Ingolstadt toward the end of 1560, he under-
took a reformation of that demoralised institution.

He hailed the idea of a general council, but thought
that it shotild be preceded by negotiations between
the emperor and the Protestants in order to win
their consent. A great advantage, according to him,

cotild be derived from the inner discord of Uie Prot-

estants. In 1562 Emperor Ferdinand requested

Staphylus to extract from the opinions of difiFerent

theologians a definite statement of what in the name
of the emperor should be presented to the council as

a program of reform. It appeared as ConntUaHo
imperatoris Ferdinandi I. iuuu instUuta de artic. ref,

in Cone. Trident, prop. Staphylus published also:

Synodus sanctorum patrum antiqtiorum contra nova
dogmata Andrea Oeiandri (Nuremberg, 1553);

TheologicR Martini Lutheri trimembris epitome (1558)

;

Scriptum coUoquentium Augutt. Coitf. . . . cum
oppositie annotationtbus (1558); Historia et apologia

. . . de diseolutione coUcquU nuper WormatiaB in-

etUuti (Nisse, 1558). In these polemical worics

against the Protestants he criticised especially the

idolatry of Luther and opposed to Protestant sub-

jectivism the objective norms of tradition and the

consensus of the Church. His last work was, Vom
letzten und groseen Ahfall, eo vor der Zukunft dee

Antichrist geechehen eoU (Ingolstadt, 1565). By
AhfaU, " apostasy," he meant Lutheranism.

(P. TSCHACKERT.)
Bibuoorapht: His Opera were dicested into a ringle vol-

ume, Ingolstadt, 1613, and selections are in Q. T. Strobelt

Miacdlanun literariachen InhalU, i. 219 sqq., ii. 226 sqq.,

6 vols., Nurembeis, 1778-82, and in J. Q. Schellhom,
AmemUatea historia eccleaicutiecB et liUraria, i. 611 sqq., ii.

564 sqq., 2 vols.. Erfurt, 1737-40, as well as in the same
author^s ErgiiUlichkeiten, ii. 136 sqq., 337 sqq., 409 sqq.,

Ulm, 1763. Sources are the sketch by his son in the Opera^
ut sup.; that by Strobel, MiaceUanetn^ ut sup., i. 3-4;
C. Hartknoch, PrtuniKhtn Kirchen-Historiat pp. 295 sqq.,
Frankfort, 1686. Ck>nsult further: C. A. Salig, VolUtAM'
toe Hiatorie der augaburgiachen Konfeaaion, ii. 902 sqq.,

3 vols., Halle, 1730-36; M. TOppen, Die GrUnduna der
UniveraitAt au KdnigaberOf psssim, K6ni0ibeis, 1844; W.
Mdller, Andreaa Oaiander, 309 sqq., et passim, Elberfeld,
1870; P. TBchackert, Urkundenbuch aur Rejormationa-
Oeaehiehie dea Herwogtuma Prettaaen, i. 294 sqq., and voL
iii., Leipeio, 1890; ADB, zzxv. 457 sqq.

STARBUCK, EDWin DILLER: Writer on the
psychology of religion; b. at Bridgeport, Ind.,

Feb. 20, 1866. He received his education at In-

diana University (B.A., 1890), Harvard University
(M.A., 1895), and Qark University (Ph.D., 1897);

was professor of mathematics in Vincennes Uni-
versity, Ind., 1891-93; assistant professor of edu-
cation in Leland Stanford Jr. University, Cal., 1897-

1903; professor of education in EarUiam College,

Ind., 1904-06; and of philosophy in the State Uni-

versity of Iowa since 1906. His interest for theol-

ogy lies in his contributions to the peycholQgy ci

religion, among which may be noted: Psu^Jutlogy

of Religion (London and New Yoik, 1899; Germ,

transl., Leipsic, 1909); a series of studies on " The

Child Mind and Child Religion" in The Biblical

World, Jan., 1907-08; and on, " Beinforcement to

the Pulpit from Modem P^chdogy " in The Hom^
letic Review, 1907-09. His theological position is

that of monistic idealism.

STarcs; shtark, JOHAITH FRIEDRICH: Ger-

man author; b. at Hildesheim (18 m. s.e. of Han-

over) Oct. 10, 1680; d. at Frankfort-on-the-Main

July 17, 1756. While at the Univeraity <^ Gifisseo

he was greatly influenced by the hours of devotion.

After being preacher at the home of the poor and

orphans at Frankfort, he became deacon of the Ger-

man chureh at Geneva, 1709-11; pastor at Sachsen-

hausen 1716, and at Frankfort, 1723; and member
of the consistory 1742. Starck represented a mild,

practical Pietism after the model of Spener, and his

career of thirty years at Frankfort was marited by

private meetings for devotion after the Sunday
afternoon services, interest in maintwning the

sacred observance of the Sabbath, the seeking of

souls, and personal charity. He exerted a^ far-

reaching influence by his numerous devotional

writings. His principal work, which made^ his a

household name in all Evangelical Germany, is Tag-

lichee Handbuch inguten und hdeen Tagen (4 parts,

Frankfort, 1727; 6 parts, 1731; latest ed., 1907;

Eng. transl.. Daily Handbook, Philadelphia, no date).

The work is composed of long prayers, introduced by

a brief instruction based on a passage of Scripture to

induce a devout attitude on the subject <rf tAic peti-

tion. The prayer is followed by a hymn written by

Starck. Some of his sermons were published as

Sonn- und Feettage-Andachten Ober die Evangdien

(Reutlingen, 1864); the same Ober die Epieieln

(Stuttgart, 1845; Nuremberg, 1881). He was the

author also of OHldnes SchatekOetlein (Frankfort,

1857). (Hebmank Beck.)
Bibuoobapht: The eurrant editioDB of the HianeKnaA eon-

tain a sketch. The fundamental aouroe is the aecoimt

funiiebed by himself in E. F. Neubauer's Waekriehlen turn

den jetatUbenden TheoUtgen, ii. 884-898. ZOllichau. 1764.

Consult further: J. M. H. DOring, Die geUhrten Theolagen

Deutaehlanda, iv. 307-^11. Neustadt, 1835; E. E. Koch.
Geaehiehte dea KifvKenlieda wtd Kirehengeaanoem, iv. 543-

649, Stuttgart, 1876; C. QrasM, Die aUen TrSaUr, pp.

336-370, Hermannsbuis, 1900.

STARKE, shtor'ke, CHRISTOPH: German exe-

gete; b. at Freienwalde (33 m. n.e. of Berlin) Mar.

21, 1684; d. at Driesen (64 m. n.e. of Frankfort) Dec.

12, 1744. He studied at Halle, coming ander the

influence of Spener and Breithaupt (qq.v.) ; became
pastor and teacher at Nennhausen near Rathenow,
1709; first preacher and military chaplain at Zhieeen,

in 1737, where the rest of his life was passed. He
wrote in German a well-known theological-homileti-

cal commentary upon the Bible under tlie Latio

title Synopsis Bibliothecas exegeticte in V. et N.

Testamentatum (9 vols., Leipsic, 1733-41). The
parts on the Psalms, the writings attributed to

Solomon, and the major prophets were contributed
by his son, Johann (jeotg. See Bibles, Annotated,
I., 8 5.
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STARS.

1. In the Old TeiteiiMai.

G«nenl Conceptions in the Old TestuMn* (i 1).

Fixed Stan; ConsteUations (| 2).

Signifieanoe of Stan for Hebrawe (| 3).

Hebrew Stai^Wonhip (| 4).

n. Slar-Deitaee.

Oenenl Aspeete of Stai^Wonhip (f 1).

In Babylonia (I 2).

In Eorpt (I 3).

China and Japan (| 4).

L In the Old Testament: In the general mention

of atara in the Bible nothing unusual appears. Men
speak of their innumerability (Gen. xv. 5), bril-

liancy (Dan. xii. 3), lordship (Wisdom vii. 29) , and
height above the earth (Isa. xiv. 13);

X. General stars also figure in dream (Gen. zxxvii.

Conceptions 9) and prophecy (Num. xxiv. 17). Of
in the a scientific knowledge of the stars there

Old are no traces in t£e Old Testament,

Testament though Wisdom vii. 19 attributes to

Solomon knowledge of the position of

the stars during the course of the year; nevertheless

close observation of the heavens by the Hebrews is

to be assumed, especially in connection with the

seasons and agriculture by way of observing the

days when certain constellations either disappeared

or appeared in connection with the sun. Of course

the Hebrews observed the changing course of the

planets, though this does not receive specific men-
tion; Jude 13 probably refers to comets. Two planets

receive spedfic mention, Saturn (see Remphan) and
Venus. The latter appears in II Peter i. 19 as the

announcer of the coming day, Christ appears Rev.

xzii. 16 as " the bright and morning star," and re-

ceives (Rev. ii. 28) the morning star (i.e., its bril-

liancy) as the prise of victory, while the high priest,

Simon, is compared with the morning star (Ecdus.

1. 6). Venus is the symbol of a brilliant humanity
(Isa. xiv. 12), where the Hebrew ?idd (or helal) is

probably the morning star. Indeed it may also

mean the moon, since its derivation from the verb

hakd, " to give light," might give rise to designation

of either, but the waning moon only is visible in

the morning.
Fixed stars appear to be mentioned in Amos v.

8 (the Pleiades); Isa. xiii. 10, where the English
" constellations " adequately represents the Hebrew
" Oriona "; Job ix. 9, the Bear or Arcturus, Orion,

the Pleiades, and " the chambers of the south ";

Job xxxviii. 31-32, the Pleiades, Orion, the signs of

the Zodiac, and Arctiuns or the Bear.

2. Fixed Two pairs of Hebrew words occur, kenl

Stua: and ikmah, of which the first probably

CoosteUa- is Orion and the second the Pleiades; to

tiooa. this as the meaning of kesil the Septua-

gint testifies, as well as the Syriac and
the Taigom. The Hebrews saw in the constellation

of Orion a human form, a giant chained to the

heavens, and post-Biblical tradition called him
Nimrod. The Septuagint also testifies to the Pleiades

as the rendering of kimah. Bar Ali (Gesenius, The^

tauruSf p. 665) confirms this, though he points out

other meanings for the word and many Syrians un-

derstood by it Arcturus. The Talmud's use sLows
that kimah is not to be understood of a single star

(cf. Job xxxviii. 31), and the conception seems fre-

quent that the Pleiades were bound together by
bonds, and were spoken of as a rosette or a nose-
gay, while the Talmud (in Berachoth 58b) speaks of

the Pleiades as of 100 stars. Stem has supposed
that kimah is Sirius, i.e., that the stars of Job ix. 9
are all in the same declination of the heavens. In
that case, since kesil is surely Orion, the other names
in the passage designate Sirius, the Hyades, and the
Pleiades. Hofifmann, who in general agrees with
Stem, then makes the " sweet influences " (Job
xxxviii. 31) refer to the overflow of the Nile, pre-

ceded by the early rising of Sirius. But this must
be rejected as impossible; no Hebrew could have
understood '' canst thou bind the refreshings of

Sirius? " This and like interpretations are shattered

on the imperative conclusion that kimah must mean
a group of stais. The Arabic equivalent of this

word means " heaps "; the Assyrian cognate kimiu
is used for " family." Many, with the Syriac ver-

sion, find mention of Orion and the Pleiades in Job
XV. 27b, but this must be rejected. In Job ix. 9
and xxxviii. 32 there is mention of a constellation—^Hebrew *<i8h or 'aytsA, Syriac HyiUha, Septuagint
Hesperoa, Vulgate Vesper—^which is definitely iden-

tified either as the Hyades or as the chief star there-

in, Aldebaran, and this is confirmed by the Talmud
{Berachath, 58b), although the latter would also lead

to an identification with Aries. The identification

of this with the Great Bear, attempted by some, has
practically no support. The '' chambers of the

south " of Job ix. 9 is probably to be explained by
the many bright stars in Ai^, the Cross, and the

Centaur visible on the southem horizon in the regal

period of Hebrew history, out of which, however,

definite figures had not been made. The Hebrew
mazzaroth of Job xxxviii. 32 is probably a scribal

error for the mazzalath of II Kings xxiii. 5, though
it may represent a different pronunciation of the

same word. It is of Assyrian origin, and denotes
" position," i.e., of astral deities, and then the dei-

ties themselves. The passage in Job is best explained

by thinking of the zodiacal constellations, that in

Kings by the planets in general; the rendering
" Hyades " offered by Stem and Hoffmann does not
reconunend itself, nor does the Syriac rendering
" Great Bear."

The Hebrews had no dear notion of the nature of

the stars; in Gen. i. 16 they are called ** lights " set

by (Sod in the heavens, only in poetic literature do
they appear as living beings. But that to them was

ascribed a causal relation in connection

3. Signifi- with the course of natiue as they arose

cance of or set may be plausibly suspected. It

Stars for was a fast assumption that Grod was
Hebrews, their creator (Gen. i. 14-18; Ps. viii.

3-4), that he appointed for them their

rigidly appointed courses (Jer. xxxi. 35), and that

they are in subjection to him (Isa. xl. 26). Expres-

sions like that in the last-cited passage to the effect

that (jod caUs them by name do not imply that

they were conceived as living beings, while Job
xxxviii. 7 is only a literaiy figure, as is that in

Judges V. 20; Isa. xxiv. 21, ** the host of the high

ones," has nothing to do with the stars, as there is

no connection immediately between verses 22 and
23 (see Sabaotb). Prophetic declarations of par-
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ticipation of the heavenly bodies in the events of

great world criaee is also poetie diction or expres-

siona which deal with fateful appearances in the

heavens (e.g., Joel ii. 10). With the significance of

the constellations men did not so concern themselves

that there resulted a science of the stars in Israel;

the references in the Old Testament to an art or

science of this sort imply such among the Babyloni-

ans, however (Isa. xlvii. 13; Dan. v. 11), though
in tiie last passage Daniel appears as leader among
readers of the stars, and this shows that among the

Jews of the author's times some had taken up a
profession which they plied till the Middle Ages.

This art of astrology flourished in Babylon, E^^iit,

Rome, during the Middle Ages in Christian circles,

and especially among the Arabs. It was denounced
by Cicero, Tacitus, and the Christian Fathers, yet

flourished not only among the ignorant but even
among the better informed. An event in the

heavens contemporary with some mundane happen-
ing was related to the latter as cause, in the general

ignorance of the course of nature. Hence astrology

was by pious people not regarded as opposed to

true faith in God, while it was considered also that

the signs read in the heavens were given by Qod
himself and so astrology was discriminated from
Sorcery (q.v.).

The star of the Magi (Matt, ii.) was probably a
conjunction, in the sign of the fidi, of Jupiter and
Saturn in the year of Rome 747, a coincidence

which Abarband states was regarded by Jewish

astrologers as an indication of the Messiah. Cal-

culations of the api)earance of definite

4. Hebrew constellations for certain countries

Star- were made by the Babylonians. In an
Wordiip. assmned significance of the stars is one

root of star-worship, though the two
developed very differently. Even in Babylonia there
was great difference between the mythological and
the astrological significance of the stars. But star-

worship is an old heirloom of the Semites, found
among all branches. Especially was this developed
in Babylonia, where the entire pantheon had rela-

tion to the stars; and this su^^ests that the Su-
merian religion, adopted by the Semites, was laigely

astral, though perhaps the Semites had already de-

veloped it. It does not follow that with the Semites

star-worship was the original form of their religion;

even the Babylonians, whose deities were so closely

related with the stars, knew that the gods and the

stars were different beings. Nothing proves that

the Yahweh religion of Israel had anything to do
with worship of the stars. The Astarte and Baal
worship apart, star-worship comes in during the late

r^gal period. The cults which Amos denounced
were idolatries of his period, not Mosaic in deriva-

tion. Before him there is no trace of this worship
in Israel, and to this refer such passages as II Kings
xxi. 3, 5, and the prohibition of Deut. iv. 19, xvii.

2-3. In Judah Manasseh probably introduced the

cult, and Josiah attempted to destroy it (II Kings
xziii. 4-^) though it arose again (Jer. vii. 18, xix. 13).

(W. LOTE.)

H. Star-Deities: Actual adoration of the stars as

such is not so easily established as common opinion

would lead one to suppose, though that it took place

is hardly open to question. The basis of this cult

was primarily the animistic conception of stazB as

living beings due to the fact of thdr ap»

X. Oenenl parent motion, combined later with the

Aspects of assumption that they influenced the af-

Stu^ fairs of earth. ThusCioero (De naJtura

Worship, dwrum) testifies to the existence of

a beli^ in the divinity of the con-
stellations. The accounts in classical mythology
and poetry of the origin of constellations and stars,

such as the story of the Eleiades or of Cassiopeia, are
not to be mistaken for worship; they are merely the
exereise of a rude philosophy attempting to account
for origins or of the pleasing fancy of the poetic inv-

agination. The comparative insignificance of star-

worship is easily accounted for by the vast number
of the stars, which made individualisation (one of

the first steps to worship) difficult except in the case
of the planets which, by their motion, seemed to em-
phasiie their several degrees of importance, and of

a few fixed stars whose superior brilliance marked
them out or whose position made them remarkable,

such as Sirius and the North Star.

What closely resembled star-worship and perhaps
involved it existed in Babylonia. Indeed the ideo-

graph for star is the sign of deity thrice repeated
(cf. P. Jensen, Kasmologie der BaibyUmUr, pp. 4^

44, Strasburg, 1890). In the Marduk
a. In Baby- cycle of myths that deity is said to have

kmk. set the courses of the planets and to

have assigned guardianship of them to

certain deities (cf. translation of part of a tablet

accessible in DB, i. 191). Thus he himself assumed
as his charge Jupiter, gave Venus to Ishtar (Ishtar

was also associated with Sirius), Saturn to Ninib,

Mara to Nergal, and Meroury to Nebo. These deities,

possibly as representative of the planets, are charac-

teristioally pictured as riding on certain animals,

some of them mythological, and in this form received

homage (such a representation is easily accessible in

A. Jeremias, Dojb aUe TettamerU im Lichte det alten

OrienU, fig. 6, p. 11, Leipsic, 1906). This order of

assignment was not universal in Babylonia, since

both Nergal and Kaiwan are known to have been
associated with Saturn, and Ninib and Nergal with
Mars, while a deity Gud-bir had Jupiter. Marduk,
Ninib, and Nergal, with Shamash, are in another re-

lation regarded as representing the sun and con-
trolling it at critical points of its diurnal and annual
motions. Similariy, and perhaps consequently, Jupi-
ter, Mars, Mercury, and Saturn took the same prom-
inence in their nightly places as the sun in its corre-

sponding positions, and were compared with that
body in its relative importance. The Pleiades (iSt-

bitU, ** the Seven **) were worshiped in Babylonia,
and the name oocun in incantation texts as that
of a group of demons (Schiader, KAT, pp. 413,

459), possibly represented in Canaan by Beer-
sheba; in this case the word is wrongly etymolo-
gised as " well of swearing " (Cen. xxi. 30, xxxi.

33). The sun, moon, and Venus were thought of

as in control of the sodiacal signs, and so of all the
influences that effect on the earth increase and
decay, light and darkness, cold and heat, life and
death.

In E^gypt star-worship was, in historical times.
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not that of the star itself but of the divinity con-

ceived as animating it. That this is a developed
conception is at onoe evident, and points to the

earlier belief in the life and divinity of

3. In the heavenly body itself. The fact of

Eorpt a certain type of star-worship is estab-

lished by the figuring of the deities of

Jupiter, Saturn, Mercuiy, liars, and Venus as
mounted on their boats (this fixes their divine char-

acter, as it is the EJgyptian method of representing

the joume3ring8 of the gods and corresponds to the
Babylonian method referred to above, where deities

are riding various animals), and n^alring their prog-
ress under the guidance of Orion and Sirius (E. Le-
f^ure, Les Hypogees rcyauz de Thebes, part 4, plate

xzzvL, Paris, 1886). So there was a Sothis or Isis-

Sothis, the deity of Sirius or the Dog Star. But the
notice of such divinities is rare, and invocation of

them is not frequent.

In China among the objects of imperial worship
at the capital are the Pleiades, the five planets, and

the constellations, as well as the stany
4. China heavens as a whole. The high cere-

and Japan, monies of this worship take place at
the winter solstice at the Temple of

Heaven situated in the southern part of the Chinese
dty of Pddng. There are tablets to the souls of these
bodies, as well as to the sun and the nux>n, which
last are included in the worship. In the conunon
or popular religion these bodies have either a far

less prominent place or none at all, though certain

heavenly bodies which superstition connects with
wind and rain receive special attention. These
bodies are supposed to be the agents of the Yin and
the Yang, the male and female elements of the uni-

verse. The star-cult in Japan, so far as early testi-

msmy (the Nihongt) is concerned, is confined to the
star-deity Amatsu mike hoshi {" dread star of

heaven ") or Ame no Kagase wo ('' scarecrow male
of heaven "), a malignant god who was vanquished
in the cosmic battle between forces malign and be-
nign (for control of man), and to Vega and the
North Star, whose worship came from China (W. G.
Aston, Shinto, p. 142, London and New York, 1905).

The worship of the mtalign deity was probably avert-

ive. Sinularly in India the worship of Saturn is

that of a malignant and dreaded deity, who is pro-

pitiated by sacrifice.

The indications of star-worship among primitive

peoples are elusive and unsatisfactoiy, and the most
that can be said with certainty is that much of the
material is rather that of folk-lore and mythol-
ogy than of ritual. Yet it may be noted, for exam-
pie, that the Berbers offer worship to Venus, the
Pleiades, Orion, the Great Bear, and the Little Bear.
For some details of folk-lore, cf. J. G. Eraser, Oolden
B&ugh, n. 19 sqq. (London, 1900).

Geo. W. Gilmorb.
BnuoomAFBT: J. G. Rohde. Venueh Hber dot AUer det
TurkreimB vntd dm Unpnmg der StendtHder^ BiwIau,
ISOO; M. A. Stem, in ZmUehrift fUr Wiaunaehaft und
Ld>€H dm yiKicftfiiifM, iii (1864-^), 25»-276; E. von
BuDMQ, Binheit der RiUffion, Beiiin, 1870; idem. Die
Plejaden y»d der Tterkreie, ib. 1879; Q. Hoftnann. in
ZATW, m (1883). 107-110; C. Ploix, La Nature dee dieux,
Parii, 1888; P. Jenaen. Koemoloffie der Babifianier, Straa-

bwf, 1800; R. H. Allen, Star-Namee and Their Mean-
vige. New York, 1809; R. Brown. Beeearehee into the

Origin of the Primitive Conetdlatione of the Oreeke» PhiBtU-

eianBf and Bobyloniane, 2 vols., London. 1900; C. Tbom-
on, Beporte of Vie Magieiane and Aelrologere of Nineveh
and Babylon, London. 1900; F. Hommel, Der Oeetim-
dien&t der aiten Araber und die altieraditieehe UAerliefer'

una, Munich. 1901; L. Frobeniua, Dae Zeitalter dee Sonnen^
gottee, vol. i., Berlin, 1904; Q.SchiAparelli,ii<<ftmomytn(A«

Old TeetameiUf chaps, iii.-v., London, 1905; A. Jeremias,
Dae aite TeelameiUim LichU dee alien OrierUe, 2d ed., Leipsic,

1906; idem, DaeAUerderbabyUmieehenAetronomie^Loipaie,
1908; F. Wilke, Die aetralmythologieche WeUaneehauung
und doe Alte Teetament, Lichterfelde, 1907; H. Grinune,
Dae ieraelitieehe Pfingelfeel und der PlejadenkuU, Fader-
bom, 1907; Sohrader, KAT, pp. 020 sqq.; Smith, 8en^
itee, passim; Benainger, ArehOologie, pp. 169, 185-160,
186, 391, et passim; DB, i. 191-194, iv. 613; BB, iii.

3354-167. iv. 4779-86; JB, id. 627-528. For details of
worship in separate countries reooune must be had to the
literature under the articles on Arabia, Assyria, Baby-
lonia, China, India, and the like, and to some extent to
that under Gomfaratptm Bbuqion.

STATIOH: A word having several significations

in liturgical and historical theology.

1. Stations as Fasts: Fasting was a practise of

the early Christians derived from Judaism, which ob-

served Monday and Thursday (cf. Luke xvii. 12).

With the early Christians these days were super-

seded by Wechiesday and Friday. In the time of

Hermas (III., v. 1) these fasts were already

known as "stations," being compared with the

sentiy duty of soldiers (cf. Paid's frequent use of

military metaphors and similes; Tertullian, '' On
fasting," xiv.; "On prayer," xix.; Eng. transl.,

ANF, iv. 112, iii. 687). At first optional and not a
precept, the observance of stations became obliga-

toiy in the pontificate of Innocent I. (402-^17).
" "Die two stational days were also marked by meet-
ings for worship. But these were held in different

manners in different localities. In some places the

liturgy, properly so called, was used; that is, the

Eucharist was c^ebrated. This was the custom in

Africa at the time of TertuUian, and at Jerusalem
toward the end of the fourth century. In the

Church of Alexandria, on the other hand, the sta-

tion did not include the liturgy " (L. Duchesne,
CkrisHan Worship: ito Origin and EvohUion, p. 230,

London, 1904). Duchesne thinks that the usage at

Rome was like that of Alexandria as described by
Socrates (Hiai ecd., V., xxii.; Eng. transl. in NPNF,
2 ser., ii. 130-134). It is certain that the mysteries

were not celebrated on Fridays either at Alexandria

or at Rome. Nothing is known of the Wednesday
service, and it was abandoned in the West, a fact

which scandalized the Greek Church and became
one of its grievances against the Latin Church.

The observance of stations ia clearly indicated in

the Gregorian Sacramentary. "The place of the sta-

tion is always expressly indicated, unless the name
of the saint alone is sufficient to designate the

Church at which the festival was held. For in-

stance, it was not deemed necessary to say where the

station was on the days of St. Marcellus, St. Agnes,

St. Sylvester, etc. But for the days of Lent, for the

festival of the Holy Innocents, and for that of St.

Felix of Nda, the Church is indicated. There are

sometimes even two indications, when the station

is preoecVBd by a general procession. In that

case the Church is denoted from which the proces-

sion starts, and that also wherein Mass is celebrated.

Similar indications are given when there are several
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Btatiozis on the same day, or several stopping^laoes

in a procession, as, for instance, at the festival of

Christmas, on the day of the Greater Litany, and at

Vespers in Easter Week " (Duchesne, tU tup., pp.
122-123). Liturgical stations for Monday and
Thursday were instituted later, but the eariy Cliurch,

with the exception of Wednesday and Friday, rec-

ognized no other station except Maundy Thuraday.
Saturday is sometimes erroneously called a station

day, but the service for that day is really the Blaster

Vigfl anticipated.

2. Stations of the Cron: This practise, familiar

to every one who enters the Roman Cathdic Church,
is of modem origin. It is said that Alvar of Cordova
(q.v.), upon returning from Palestine, caused various

oratories to be constructed in the Convent of St.

Dominic, forming " stations " where the chief in-

cidents of the passion were portrayed. The idea

was no doubt suggested by a reminiscence of the
I crusades, during which period indulgence was
granted those who in person visited the Holy
Sepulcher. The Franciscans, who were the eccle-

siastical custodians of the holy places in Jerusalem,

borrowed the idea and developed it into the " Road
of the Cross" (Via cmcis) with fourteen distinct

stations. The practise obtained but slowly in the

church. It was not until late in the seventeenth

century that the stations were officially recognised

by the popes—^Innocent XL, 1686; Innocent XII.,

1694; Benedict XIII., 1726; Gement XII., 1731.

Each of the fourteen stations recalls some particular

incident of the passion, but not all of them are to be
found recorded in the New Testament, for example
that which has to do with St. Veronica. Each
station is marked by a cross which alone secures in-

dulgence; pictures are not necessary, though they
are commonly found. The fourteen stations are as

follows: (1) The judgment of Pilate; (2) the taking
of the cross; (3) Christ's first fall; (4) Christ's

meeting with his mother; (5) The bearing of the

cross by Simon of Cyrene; (6) the wiping of Christ's

face with a handkerchief by St. Veronica; (7)

Christ's second fall; (8) Christ's word to the women
of Jerusalem, " Weep not for me "; (9) Christ's

third fall
; (10) Christ stripped of his garments; (11)

the crucifixion; (12) Christ's death; (13) the de-

scent from the cross; (14) the burial. An unauthor-
ized innovation sometimes added is a fifteenth,

the discovery of the true cross by St. Helena (see

Cross, Invention op thb).

The stations may be within or without the church
edifice. The privilc^ of instituting them pertains

to the Franciscan Order. Bishops not belonging

to this order and even simple priests, when duly
authorized, may, however, establish stations of the

cross within churches, but not without.

8. In French Usage: In France, imtil the recent

dissolution of the concordat of 1801, the word
" station " had a particular application. The
fifteenth article of the Articles Oiganiques, of

eighteenth Germinal, year X (1801), provided that
" Solemn preachings, called sermons, and those
known under the name of Stations, at Advent and
Car^me shall not be made save by such priests as
have received special authorization of the Bishop."

James Wbstfall Thompson.

Bibuoobapht: Jj.Tyycmkaatsn,TraiUhiMlonqf»«etdoomaiiqy»
mr diMn ponta de la dUcipline d» CigUM, part ii., chap. 15,

Parii. 1682-^: Binsham, Orioinea, XUl., iz. 2. XXI..
ill.; Duchesne, at eup.; H. liemke. Quadraoeaimal'FiUlen
der KireKe, Paderfoom, 1864; H. niuraton. The 8iaUon» ij

the Croee, their Hiet. and Purpoee, London. 1906; DCA» n.

1928-20.

STATISnCS» ECCLESIASnCAL: A numerical
representation of the progress and state of theChurch
within given periods by the collation and classi-

fication of religious data. For a long time [in

Germany] the church registers furnished the prin-

cipal material for all statistics, and hence it ia that
thedogians have taken a prominent part in the

development of this science. But perceiving that

private studies in this respect are not sufiScient, in

more recent times the authorities of State and
Church engage in the periodical publication of

official tables, thus making possible more accurate
and complete statistics. In the German Empire
the quinquennial census includes also ecclesiastical

data. The state church authorities make a tabu-
lated report of their districts annually, and these

are collated by a statistical committee under the
German Evangelical auspices. These results are

supplemented by those of societies and private
labors, and official experts in empire, states, and
cities, by improved methods, carry them to further
results and conclusions and ccnnbine them with
those pertaining to other vital interests. Statistical

year-books appear also in most coimtries. The In-

ternational Statistical Institute of London assembles
every two years a special congress for the niutual
promotion of statistical labors. The statistics of

missions provides a comparative survey at the time
being of (Christianity and the non-Christian religinns

Besides, denominational statistics has at the present
time obtained a prominent place, not only in de-
termining the relative losses and gains but also in

the study of significant problems. Specially valu-
able are these methods for the unbiased tabulation
of such items as theological growth and congrega-
tional offerings. An application to the concrete
conditions and relations of the church life of the
present has been made by P. Drews, Evanffelisehe

Kirchenkunde. This presents, among other results,

the increase and decrease of communicants in the
state churches, the ratio of baptisms to births, of

sacred ceremonies to marriages, of burials to deaths,
the number of members who vote for the governing
board of the church, as well as conclusions from the
numbers of those entering and leaving the churches.

(F. W. DlBELTOS.)
In the United States of America the decennial

census now includes materials upon religious de-
nominations, and under the general law regarding
the census, dated May 23, 1850, in the censuses
taken since that year the government has been
approaching more nearly the idea of completeness.
The publication of the special report on Religious
Bodies, 1906, issued by the Department of Com-
merce and Labor, Bureau of the Census (2 vols.,

Washington, 1910) makes available to the general
public the latest governmental tabulation of statis-

tics, and affords a review almost exhaustive of all

matters which are institutionally connected with
religious life. Other data (annual) are furnished by
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the handbooks of the variouB deDominations, in

most cases these being the result of compilation by
centnl officers or authorities in each religious body.

STAUFF, shtauf, AR6ULA VOH (AR6ULA VON
GRUMBACH): First authoress of the German
Refomiation; b. before 1490; d. at Zeilitsheim in

Lower Franconia, 1554. She received an unusuaUy
good education; under Duke Albrecht of Bavaria
(d. 1508) she became lady-in-waiting to Duchess
Kunigunde, and probably while at court married
Friedrich von Grumbach of Franconia. She early

adopted the doctrine of Luther, with whom she was
on terms of friendship after 1522, and became a
lealous student of the Bible. Her first step in

Ihenuy activity was induced by the condenmation
of Arsadus Seehofer (q.v.). On Sept. 20, 1520,
on the ground that no one else had protested against

forcing Seehofer to deny the Gospel, she addressed
to the rector and University of Ingoistadt a protest,

which was printed and widely circidated. The
religious edict of Bavaria of Mar. 5, 1522, against
ail Lutheranism did not change her attitude and
she declared that " One must bow to authority,

but concerning the Word of God neither pope, em-
peror, nor prince has the right to command." When
she continued her literary activity, the authorities

of the university would not deign to answer a
woman, but requested the duke to punish her.

Chancellor L. von Eck advised to depose her hus-
band and to send her into exile. Her husband was
deposed, but no further steps can be proved, while
the medieval contempt of woman makes it probable
that no further notice was taken of her. Although
she soon ceased to write, she continued to take a
lively interest in the Reformation and maintained
her intercourse with the Reformers.

(T. KOLDB.)
BnuoomArar: Q. C. Bisfer, Ltben der Arguia von (Tnim-

baeh, Stuttsart. 1787; F. F. Lipowsky, An/ula von Grum-
hack, Munich, 1801; H. A. Pistoriua, Frau Argvla von
Onmibaeh vnd ihr Kampf mit der UnwernUU Ingolatadi,

Mj^deburg, 1845; E. Engftlhardt, Argvla von Ortunbaeh,
die bayeriaehe Tabea, Nuiembei«. 18S0; C. Prantl, inAMA,
III. Khwse, vol. xvii.; 8. Rieiler, OeechichU Bayemt, iv.

80 sqq., Gotha, 1899; T. Kolde, in BeUrOgt »ur baven9ehm
Oeachiehie, voL xL, Eriangen, 1905.

STAUPirZ, shtou'^pits, JOHANll VON: Augus-
tinian vicar-general and friend of Luther; d. at

Salzburg (156 m. w.8.w. of Vienna) Dec. 28, 1524.

He came of a noble family, but the earliest certain

date in his life is that of his matriculation at Leipsic

in 1485 as Johaimes Stopits de Mutterwitz, the last

word of this entry appearing to give his birthplace,

which may be Motterwitz near Lelsnig (25 m. s.e. of

Leipsic) or Moderwitz near Neustadt-on-the-Orla

(24 m. s.e. of Weimar). A further notice in the

university records of Leipsic mentions that Oct. 30,

1489, N. Stopitz, " Master of Arts of Cologne," was
received into the faculty of arts; if this entry relates

to the subject of this sketch, it implies a period of

study at Cologne. In 1497 as master of arts and
reader in theology he was received into the Augus-
tinian monastery at TQbingen, where he became
prior; on Oct. 29, 1498, baccalaureus biblicus, on
Jan. 10, 1499, sententiarius, proceeding to licentiate

and doctor in theology in 1510. His maiden ^say,
Deciaio quaiiania de audiencia misie in parochiali eo-

dena daminicia et festivis didms, appeared at TQb-
ingen Mar. 30, 1500, and in three subsequent issues

there was appended a catechetical effort. By 1503
Staupitz was prior of the monastery at Munich, and
openly advocated in addresses the positions taken
in his first publication, in the direction of purifica-

tion of monastic life, but was opposed by the Fran-
ciscan Kaspar Schatzgeyer. He was next caUed
by Frederick the Wise to the direction of the newly
founded University of Wittenberg, becsming first

dean of the theological faculty; and in 1503 he was
made vicar-general of the Augustine Observantist
congr^ations in Germany. In the latter office his

first care was the codification and publication of the
constitution, printing it in 1504. One note in this

constitution was the recommendation of Bible study.
He was concerned also for the strengthening and
spread of the order and for the care of the individual

houses; to the rebuilding of the Wittenbeig cloister

he gave much attention, and received therein Martin
Luther (1508), with whom he came into contact at
Erfurt during one of his visitation journeys. Him
Luther afterward praised as having led him into a
knowledge of the grace of God, and it was Staupits
who incited Luther to aspire to the doctorate in

theology.

Even after Staupitz settled in South Germany, he
remained in essential concord with Wittenberg.
An evidence of this is the letter of introduction

given by Spalatin to Johann Lang addressed to
Staupitz, in which the last-named was enthusias-

tically greeted as a friend of Conrad Mutian and of

Reuchlin (cf. Gillert, Der Briefwechsel dee CanraduM
MuHanua, i. 170, ii. 151, etc., Halle, 1890). Carl-

stadt opened his explanations of Augustine's De
spirUu et lUera (1519) with a preface (dated Nov.
18, 1517) in which he spoke of Staupitz as a " pro-

moter of sincere theology and a distinguished

preacher of the grace of Christ" (cf. H. Baige,

Andreae Bodenetein van CaHsUuU, i. 90 sqq., ii. 533
sqq., Leipsic, 1905). Staupitz was often engaged in

long journeys of visitation to the religious houses of

his order—^like that of 1514, when he was in the

Netherlands, and that of the summer of 1516 to the

Lower Rhine and Belgium. When not on these

tours of duty, he lived in Munich, Salzburg, and
especially in Nuremberg, where he was in close

touch with such men as Christoph Scheurl (q.v.),

Hieronymus Holzschuher, Lazarus Spongier, Wili-

bald Pirkheimer (qq.v.), and Albrecht DQrer. In-

deed, Staupitz was universaUy beloved. Erasmus
said: "I indeed greatly admire Staupitz" (A.

Horawitz, Eraemiana, ii. 597, Vienna, 1879).

Light is thrown upon the relations of Luther and
Staupitz after 1518 by the researches of P. Kal-
koff {Forechungen zu Luthere rGmiachem Prozeea,

pp. 44 sqq., Rome, 1905). Following the direction

of Leo X., in February of 1518 the promagister of

the order, Gabriel Venetus, notified Staupitz that

Luther had been denounced to the pope as a heretic

and urged him to call Luther to account. Staupits

notified Luther of the bad impression his teaching

was making; the latter on March 31 replied that the

charge was unjustified and declined to alter his be-

havior. But Luther at Heidelberg set forth before

associates of his order an explanation of his position
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and promised to justify himself to the pope through
the viear-genend by a detailed exposition of his in-

dulgence theses. Thereafter Staupits was under
suspicion of the Curia as a follower of Luther.

Staupits advised Luther to withdraw to a cloister

and so relieve his superiors, spiritual and temporal,

from the embarrassment he was causing them, and
later suggested a retirement to the University of

Paris. His dealing with Luther at this juncture

was not that merely of superior officer, but of friend

and like-minded thinker. He wished also to relieve

the order from the danger of sharing in Luther's

fortunes. On Aug. 20, 1520, Staupits laid aside his

•office as vicar-general.

The next activity of Staupits came through a call

of the cardinal-bishop Matth&us Lang as court

preacher to Salsburg, but the pope required of him
a sworn statement of non-participation in Luther's

articles. Staupits refused on the ground that he
woidd not take back what he had never advanced;
in this Luther with some right saw a half-lie. In

order totally to part Staupits and Luther, Lang
made Staupits abbot of the old wealthy Benedictine

abbey of St. Peter in Sabburg. Staupits had now
become frightened because of the new attacks of

Luther in the matter of monastic vows and the mar-
riage of priests, the abolishing of the mass, and the

exit of monks and nims from the houses. In his

office as abbot he devoted himself to religious in-

struction and the service of souls with a singular

seal. Two deliverances of Staupits are of impor-

tance here. In one, of the year 1523 (printed in

C. Gftrtner, SaUbtirgiache gdehrte UrUerhandhmgen,

ii. 67-72, Salzbuig, 1812), he mildly reproached

Stephan Agricola (q.v.) for opposing his subjective

opinion to the decisions of the Chureh. The second,

later in the same year, was sharper, and advanced
the propositions that heretics must be punished since

the sheep must be protected from the wolves, that

the adherents of liUther were by the pope's bulls

and the emperor's edicts placed in the position of

heretics, that a single proved point of heresy was
sufficient to convict, and that Agricola was guilty in

many points. On Dec. 28 Staupits had a stroke of

apoplexy which brought him to his end.

Of his printed worics the following may be named:
the Decisio qucestUmiB, ut sup.; Vcn der Nac^oig-
ung des wiUigen Sierbens Christi (Leipsic, 1515);

LibdluM de executione cBtema pradesUnaHoma (ed.

Scheurl, Niu^mberg, 1517); Van der Lube Oattea

(Leipsic, 1518); and Von dem heiltgen chrieUiehen

Olattben (n.p., 1625). (O. Clemen.)

Bibuoorapht: The Gennan writiziai of Staupiti ware ed-
ited by J. K. F. Kneake. Potedam, 1867. A life, usiiic a
rich fund of new sources and antiquating earlier aooounts
is T. Kolde's Die deutaehe AuotuHnerkonoregaiion und Jo-
hann von Staupits, Gotha, 1879. For readers of English
the best consecutive account is in C. UUmann, Reformen
before the Reformation, ii. 234-263. Further literature is

by L. Keller, Die Reformation und die dUeren Refarmpar-
teien in ihrem Zuaammenhanoe dargeetelU, Leipsic, 1886;

idem, Johann von Staupits und die Anfiinge der Reforma-
tion, ib. 1888 (cf. T. Kolde in ZKO, vii., 1886. pp. 426
sqq.): A. Ritschl, Die chrietliche Lehre von der Reehtfer-

tioung und Veradhnuno, i. 124 sqq., 3d ed., Bonn, 1889,

Eng. transl. of earlier ed., Critical Hist, of the Christian

Doctrine of JutHfieation and ReooneUiation, Edinburgh,
1872; E. Favre, in LOtre ChrMen, vi. 17-84. Valuable
periodical literature is indicated in Richardson, BneydO'
P9dia, p. 1041; the reader is also directed to the Utara-

tun under Lutbxb, since the biocraphies of that Refonner
oontain neosHarily many references to the subject of this

sketch.

STAVE, std've, ERIK ERIKSON: Swedish
Protestant; b. at Gustafs (a village of Dalame)
June 10, 1857. He was educated at the University

of Upeala (1880-^), where he became privat-dooent

for ex0ge8is in 1889, and was substitute professor in

the same university for exegesis, dogmatics, and
moral theology (1892-09). In 1899 he was ap-

pointed associate professor of exegesis at UpsaJa,

and since the following year has been full professor

of the same subject. Since 1901 he has been editor

of the quarterly Bibelforakarenf and has written Om
apotieln Paidi f&rhdUande HU Jeeu hietoriaki lif och

lOra (Upeala, 1889); Sj(fn Genneearet och des$

nttrmaate omgifningar (Stockholm, 1892); Genom
PaUsHna, Minnen frdn en reaa v&rm 1891 (1893);

DanUie hok dvereaU och % korthet fdrklarad (Upeala,

1894); U^ber den Einfiuae dea Paraiamua auf das

JudefUuM (Haariem, 1898); BUder frdn landtbe-

foUcmngena lif i PaUatina (Upeala, 1899); Mai-
teua^evangdiei vOagdi J&r hSbeUOaare (1900); BUder

fiAn/cikeU lif i PaUatina (Stockhohn, 1901); Om
Gawia Teaiamenteta meaaianaka prafeUor (Upeala,

1903); and BiJbiiaka f&redrag f&r ungdam (1904).

STBARHSi LEWIS FREHCH: American Con-

gregationalist; b. at Newbuxyport, Mass., Mar.

10, 1847; d. at Bangor, Me., Feb. 9, 1892. He was

graduated from the Allege of New Jersey, PxincetoD,

N. J., 1867; studied at Princeton Theological Semi-

nary, 1869-70; in the universities of Berlin and Leip>

sic, 1870-71; was graduated from Union Theological

Seminary, New Yoric, 1871-72; was pastor of the

Presbyterian Church of Norwood, N. J., 1873-76;

professor of history and belles-lettres, Albion CoUege,

Albion, Mich., 1876-79; from 1880 professor of sys-

tematic theology in the Bangor Theological Semi-

nary. He was the author of Evidence of Christian

Experience: Ely Ledurea far 1890 (New York, 1890);

Henry Baynton Smith (1892) ; and the posthumous
Preaenl-day Theology; with biographieal Sketch, by

G. L, PrenOaa (1893). Just before his death be de-

clined on conscientious grounds a call to the chair

of systematic theology in Union Theological Semi-

luuy, New York. He was one of the most promising

of American theologians of his day.

STBARHSi OAKMAff SPRA6UE: American
Baptist; b at Bath, Me., Oct. 20, 1817; d. in New-
ton Centre, liass., Apr. 20, 1893. He was graduated

from Waterville College, Me., 1840, and from New-
ton Theological Institution, Mass., 1846; was in-

structor in Hebrew there, 1846-47; pastor at

Southbridge, Mass., 1847-54; Newark, N. J., 1854-

1855; Newton Centre, Mass., 1855-68; and from

1868 was professor of Biblical interpretation of the

Old Testament in Newton Theological Institution.

He translated Sartorius' The Peraan and Work of

Chriat (Boston, 1848); was author of A Syllabus of

the Meaaianic Paaaagea in the Old Teatament (1884);

and Introduction to the Booka of the Old Testament;

vrith Analyaea and lUuatrative LUenOure (1888).

STEBBINSi GEORGE COLES: Congregational

evangelist; b. at East Carlton, N. Y., Feb. 26, 1846.

He was educated at Albion Academy, Albion, N. Y.
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(graduated, 1866), and after 8tud3riDg muaio in

Rochester, Chicago, and Boston, was director of

music in the First Baptist Church, Chicago (1870-

1874). He then occupied a similar position at the

Clarendon Street Baptist Church and Tremont
Ten4>le, Boston (1874-76), and was associated with
D. L. Moody and I. D. Sankey in their evangelistic

work (1876-99), touring Great Britain and the

United States. He likewise spent a winter in India

in evangelistic work with G. F. Pentecost, and in the

same work has made other extensive tours in Egypt,
Palestine, and Europe. Since 1880 he has been con-

ductor oi music at the Northfield Conferences,

Northfield, Mass. Besides being one of the editors of

Gospd Hymns, nos. a-6. New York, 1877-91 (in

collaboration with I. D. Sankey and J. McGrana-
ban), and other popular coUections of hymns, he has

compiled The Norif^fidd Hymnal (1904).

STECKy shtec, RUDOLF: Swiss Protestant;

b. at Bern Jan. 18, 1842. He was educated at the

universities of his native city, Jena, and Hei(ielberg,

and, after being pastor at the Reformed Church in

Dresden (1867-^81), was appointed in 1881 to his

present position ojf professor of New-Testament
exegesis at Bern. In theology he belongs to the

extreme critical school; he is a member of the

Swiss Geschichtsforschende Gesellschaft. He has
written QaUUerbrief, nach seiner Echtheit untersucht

(Berlin, 1888); DiePiscatorinbdundihreEin/ilkrung
in Bern m Jahre 1684 (Bern, 1897); Der Bemer
JeUerprotees, 1507-1509 (1902); Akten dee JeUer-

prozeseee (Basel, 1904; and Die ereUn Seiten der

Bibd, SchSpfung, Paradiee und SUndenfaU, Sinl-

flut (Bern, 1909).

STBDINGBRS^ THE: Name of the inhabitants

of the lowlands on both banks of the Weser near the

North Sea; th^ were mostly Frisians who retired

to these marshlands from the bishopric of Utrecht

in the twelfth century. They acknowledged the

territorial authority of the archbishops of Hfunburg-

Bremen, but actually lived in independence, with-

standing the attacks of the counts of Oldenburg
and of Archbishop Hartwig II. The struggle was
resumed, however, with great energy by Gerhard
II., one of the most prominent archbishops of

Hajnburg-Bremen in the thirteenth century. With
the aid of his brother Hermann von der Lippe, he

j^thered an army in order to enforce his tithes and
humiliate the peasants. On Christmas eve, 1229,

in a dedsive battle the peasants won a brilliant

victory. In order to avenge the death of his brother

and crush the Stedingers the archbishop sought the

aid of the Church. He called a diocesan synod at

Bremen in 1230, and charged them with heresy and
contempt of the sacrament. By the bull of Pope
Gregory IX. (1227-41) a crusade was preached

against them, in order to carry the synodal judg-

ment into effect. The bishops of Minden, LObeck,

and Ratceburg, aided by the mendicant friars of

North Germany, soon succeeded in gathering an

army of crusaders; but the first crusade in the

winter of 1232-33 failed. The Stedingers advanced

to Bremen and found an important ally in Otto of

LOnebuig, duke of the Guelphs. The wrath of the

arehbish^ was only increased by these misadven-

tures. The pope now requested still other bishops,

those of Paderbom, Hildesheim, Verden, Monster,
and OsnabrQck, to preach the crusade against the

Stedingers. At his instigation also there was made
a solemn compact between the archbishop and the

council of Bremen (Mar., 1233) against them. In
June, 1233, the second crusade was undertaken,
and first against the East Stedingers. Hundreds of

men under arms were slain, the captives burnt as

heretics; the others, indudkig wives and children,

were reduced to submission by fire and sword,

murder, spoliation, and rapine. The West Stedin-

gers repulsed the hostile attacks, although their

position became more and more desperate owing to

the reduction of the East Stedingers, the failure of

expected aid from Friesland to arrive, and the deser-

tion of their ally. At the same tune the number
of the crusaders was increased by a fresh bull, ad-

vancing them the same indulgence and privileges

as those extended to the crusaders to the Holy Land.
Notwithstanding, the third crusade under the leader-

ship of Coimt Burchard of Oldenburg ended with
a defeat of the crusaders and the death of their

leader at Treffen. The fanatical preaching of the

crusade on the part of the Dominicans swept over

all the low countries, and the revolting tales of heresy

and superstitious horrors were exaggerated. The
bull of Gregory authorizing mediation for peace

came too late. The fanatic hosts of the coimts of

the broad lowlands, variously estimated from
10,000 to 40,000, assembled against the 2,000

StedingersP The decisive battle took place Sunday,
before Ascension Day, May 27, 1234, at Altenesch.

The Stedingers were overwhelmed by numbers; few

resorted to flight; most of them, including women,
were slain in battle. A small remnant escaped to

the Frisians, and others remained, in submission to

the archbishop. The territory was divided between
the archbishop and the count of Oldenbiug. Six

months after the battle the pope ordered a rededica-

tion of the churches and burial-places, and in 1235

the anathema upon the Stedingers was removed.

In memory of the victory a special festival took

place annually at Bremen, by order of the arch-

bishop, on the Saturday before Ascension Day, until

the beginning of the sixteenth century. Oli the

six-hundredth anniversary of the battle, in 1834,

there was dedicated a monument in honor of the

heroic peasants. (A. Hauqk.)
BiBUoaRArar: Souroes for history are to be found in MOH,

Seript., xvi (1860), 197-231, zziii (1874). 83. 616. 266,

zxv (1880). 604, and ib. DeuUehe Chnmiken, u (1877).

236 aqq. The earlier aooounte are mxperaeded by H. A.
Sohumaoher. Die SUdtinoer^ Bremen. 1865. For oompar-
ison there may be consulted: F. W. Schlrrmaeher. KaiUer

Friedrich ii., i. 227 sqq.. Q6ttin<en. 1859; E. Winkel-

mann. OeBchiehU Kaiaer Friedricha li.f ii. 437 sqq.. Ber-

lin, 1863; R. Usinger, Deutache-dAniache Oeachichie, pp.

160 sqq.. ib. 1863; O. Denio. OeachichU dea ErtbiMuma
Bremen^HambtarOf ii. 110 sqq.. ib. 1877; J. Felten. Oraear

IX., p. 220. Freibuig, 1886; Hefele, Coneaimoeachiehte, v.

1018 sqq.

STBBLE, ANKB: English hynm-writer; b. at

Broughton (10 m. w.n.w. of Winchester), England,

1716; d. there Nov. 11, 1778. She was the daughter

of a Baptist minister. Her personal sufferings are

reflected in her verse, for she was always an in-

valid. Her Poema on Subjects chiefly Devotional,
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by Theodotia (2 vols., London, 1760) were reprinted,

to which was added A Third Volume CanaitHng of
Misedlaneoua Pieces in Verae and Proee (Bristol,

1780), with a biographical preface by Dr. Caleb
Evans; the profits in each case being devoted to be-

nevolent uses. The whole were reissued at Boston,

Mass., in two volumes, 1808, and again as Hymns,
Psalms, and Poems, By A. Steele. With Memoir by J,
Sheppard (London, 1863). Her hymns, to the num-
ber of sixty-five, were included in Ash and Evans's
Collection, 1769, and were accordant with the best

taste of that period, and remarkably adapted to

public worship. Dr. Rippon (1787) used fifty-six of

them, and Dobell (1806), forty-five. To probably a
majority of the hymn-books published in England
and America she is the largest contributor after

Watts, Doddridge, and Charies Wesley. Althougji

few of her hjrmns can be placed in the first rank of

lyrical composition, they are full of genuine Christian
feeling and are natural and pleasing. She had more
elegance than force, and was less adapted to stand
the test of time than her masculine rivals, though
a fragment of her hynm, " Father, whatever of

earthly bliss," may last as long as anything of Watts
or Doddridge.

Bibuoobapht: BeiidM tha prefatorial memoin noted in

the text, consult the treAtiaet on EngUiih Hymns given
under Htmnologt, particulariy S. W. Duffield. pp. 635-
638 et pMsim, and Julian, Dietumary, pp. 1089-00; also

DNB, Ut. 128-120.

STBELB, DANIEL: Methodist Episcopalian; b.

at Windham, N. Y., Oct. 6, 1824. He was educated
at Wesleyan University (A.B., 1848), where he was
a tutor from 1848 to 1850. He then held pastorates

of his denomination in various cities in Massa-
chusetts until 1862, when he was appointed pro-

fessor in Genesee College, Lima, N. Y., a position

which he occupied until 1871. In 1872 he was
elected first president of Syracuse University, while

from 1884 to 1893, when he retired from active life,

he was professor in the Schoc^ of Theology of

Boston University. He has written a Commentary
on Joshua (New York, 1873); Binney's Theological

Compend Improved (1874); Love Enthroned (1875);

Milestone Papers (1878); Commentary on Leviticus

and Numbers (1891); Haff Hours with St. Paul

(1896); Defense of Christian Perfection (1896);

Gospd of the Comforter (Chicago, 1897); Jesus

ExuUant (1899); A Sub^UuU for Holiness, or An-
tinomianism Revived (1899); and Ha^ Hours With
St. John's EpisOes (1901).

STEELE, DAVID: Reformed Presbyterian; b.

near Londonderry, Ireland, Oct. 20, 1827; d. at

Philadelphia June 15, 1906. He was educated at

Miami University, Miami, O. (A.B., 1857), where
he was professor of Greek in 1858-59. He was
licensed to preach in 1860 and ordained the following

year (1861), after which he was pastor of the Fourth
Reformed Presbyterian Chim^h, Philadelphia, until

his death. From 1863 to 1875 he was professor

of Greek, Hebrew, and pastoral theology in the

Theological Seminary of the Reformed Presbyterian
Church, Philadelphia, and after 1875 was professor

of doctrinal theology in the same institution, thus
filling a pastorate of forty-five years in one church
and occupying chairs in a sin^e institution for forty-

three years. From 1867 to 1877 he edited The Re-

formed Presbyterian Advocate, and published several

sermons and addresses, and a History of the Reformed

Presbyterian Church in North America (in the Jour-

nal of the Presbyterian Historical Society,

STEEHSTRA, stdn'strfl, PETER HENRY: Prot-

estant Episcopalian; b. near Franeker, Friesland,

Holland, Jan. 24, 1833; d. at Robbinston, Me., Apr.

27, 1911. He was educated at Shurtleff CoUege,

Upper Alton, HI. (A.B., 1858), and entered the Bap-

tist ministry, but became a Protestant Episcopalian

in 1864 and was rector of Grace Church, Newton,

Mass. In 1868 he was appointed professor of He-

brew and Old- and New-Testament exegesis in tiie

Episcopal Divinity School, Cambridge, Mass., and

was professor of Hebrew literature and interpreta-

tion of the Old Testament in the same institution,

1883-1907, when he became emeritus. Besides

translating and editing Judges and Ruth in the

American edition of Lange's Commentary (New

York, 1872), he wrote The Being ofOod as Unity and

THniiy (Boston, 1891).

STBIGER, stoi'ger, WILHELM: Swiss theo-

logian; b. at Flawil(15m.w.of St. Gall), Switzei^

land, Feb. 9, 1809; d. at Geneva Jan. 9, 1836. He
studied theology at Tdbingen and Halle, where he

opposed the rationalistic tendency. Returning to

Switierland in 1828, he was ordained at Aarau, and

corresponded for the church periodical of. E. W.

Hengstenberg at Berlin, whither he repaired, 1S29,

as collaborator. In its columns appeared, anony-

mously, the noted brochure, Bemerkungen aber die

hallesche Streitsache und die Frage 6b die evangdisch-

en Regierungen gegen den Rationalismus evuu-

schreitenhaben(LBipeaD,lS30). This was followed by

his first book, Kritik des Rationalismus in Wegscheid-

ers Dogmatik (Berlin, 1830). In Biblical wo^ he

wrote an excellent commentary on I Peter (1832),

and at the same time was called as professor of New-

Testament exegesis to Geneva. There be began to

publish with H. A. C. Haevemick (q.v.) a journal,

Mdanges de thMogie r^ormie (1833-34), and com-

menced his commentaries on the Pauline Epistles,

but on account of his untimely death was able to

finish only the first volume, on Colosaiana (Erlangen,

1835). (K. F. STEIGERt)

STEIN, stcdn, FRANZ JOSEPH VON: German
Roman Catholic; b. at Amorbach (33 m. 8.e. of

Darmstadt), Bavaria, Apr. 4, 1832. He was edu-

cated at the University of Wttrzburg (D.D., 1859),

and was ordained to the priesthood in 1855. After

being a curate at HUders, Heidingsfeld, and

Schweinfurt, he was instructor in religion at the

gymnasium in WOnsburg 1860-65, and was then

appointed associate professor of moral theology at

the university of the same city, where he was fuU

professor of moral and pastoral theology in 1871-

1878 and rector magnificus in 1875-76. In 1878 he

was consecrated bishop of WUrsbuiig, and in 1897

was enthroned archbisiiop of Mimich and Freising.

He has written Historischr-kritische Darstdlung der

pathologischen Moralprinxipien (Vienna, 1871) and

Studien Hber die Hesychasten des vierzehnten Jahr-

hunderts (1874).
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STEIHBECE; stah/hee, FRANZ ALBERT JO-
HAimES: Lutheran; b. at Potadam (17 m. 8.w.

of Berlin) Aug. 6, 1873. He received his education
at the Klofiter Gymnasium at Magdeburg, and at

the universities of &]angen and Berlin; he was
then a private tutor at Rome and Potsdam; served

as inspector and next as assistant preacher at the

cathedral in Berlin; was pastor at Erfurt, 1903-08;

he then became extraordinary professor of practical

theology in the University of Greifswald. He has
published Daa VerhdlinU von Theologie und Erkennt-

ms-Theorieen (Leipsic, 1898); Das gMiche Sdbtir

beumsatsein Jetu nach dem Zeugnis der Synoptiker,

Eine Uniemtchtrng zur ChriMogie (1908); and
Der KonfirnumdenunterriclU naeh StoffwahL, Charak-
Ur und Airfbau (1909).

STEIHDORFF, stoin'dOif, 6B0R6: E^grptol-

ogist; b. at Deesau Nov. 12, 1861. He was
educated at the universities of Beiiin and GOttingen
(Ph.D., 1884), and was in Beriin from 1885 to 1893
as an assistant at the Royal Museum, being also

privat-docent for E;g3rptolQgy at the university

in 1890-93. In 1893 he was called to Leipsic as

associate professor of the same subject, becoming
hononuy professor in 1900 and bdng appointed
to his present position of full professor in 1904. He
has inade extensive travels and excavations in

Egypt, and in 1904 delivered a course of lectures in

the United States under the auspices of the Amer-
ican Committee for Lectures on the Histoiy of Re-
ligions. Besides editing the German translation

of G. Maspero's L'ArchMogie igyptienne (Leipsic,

1889) ; G. Eber's AegyptUche Studien und Verwand-
tes (Stuttgart, 1899); Baedeker's ^gypien (Leipsic,

1901); and Urkunden dea dgypUtehen AUeriuma
(1904 sqq.); he has written KoptiBche Gramma^
tik (Bertin, 1894); Grab/unde dea mMeren Reicha

in den kdnigliehen Muaeen tu Berlin (2 vols., 1897-

1901); Die ApoktUypae dea Elieu, eine unbekannte

Apokcdypae und BruchatHeke der Sophoniaa-Apoko'
lypse (Leipsic, 1898); Die BlOihezeU dea Pharaanen-
reiche9 (Bielefeld, 1900); Dwrch die libyache WOate
zur Amanaoaae (1905); and The Rdigian of the

Ancient EgypHana (New Yoik, 1905). He is also

editor of the Urkunden dea dgyptiachen AUertuma
(19C>4r-08), and of the Zeita^trift fUr OgypHache

Sprache und AUertumakunde (in collaboration with
A. Erman).

STSIHHOFER, stoin^hMer, MAXIMILIAN
FRIBDRICH CHRISTOPH: German theologian;

b. at Owen (18 m. s.e. of Stuttgart) Jan. 16, 1706;

d. at Weinsbeig (27 ul n. of Stuttgart) Feb. 11,

1761. After studying theology at TQbingen, he
visited Hermhut and met Count Zinsendorf (q.v.),

who secured his appointment as court chaplain to

the count of Reuss at Ebersdorf. He entered with

his congregation the fellowship of the Unity of the

Brethren in 1746, but after two years retired from

it and returned to WOrttemberg, where he occupied

various pastoral fields. Steinhofer had a remark-

ably impressive and pious personality. He be-

longed to the WOrttemberg school of Biblical

theology. His aim was to enrich and deepen the

Christian knowledge of redemption, and his inter-

pretation of Scripture was conveyed with a warm

pietistic spirit. His works are commentaries on
Hebrews (Schleiz, 1743 and 1746), Colosdans (Frank-
fort, 1751), and I John (TQbingen, 1762); TOgliehe

Nahrung dea Glaubena nach den wichUgaten Sckriftr

ateUen aua dem Ltben Jeau in 8S Reden (1764; re-

issued, with autobiography, Ludwigsbuig, 1859);
Evangeliacher Glaubenagntnd in Predigten fUr aUe
Sonn-, Featr- und Feieriage (1753); Evangeliacher

Glaubimagrund in der heUaamen Erkenntniaa der

Leiden Jeau ChriaU (TQbingen, 1759); CkriaUiehe

Reden nach den Zeugniaaen dea Briefa Pauli an die

ROmer (1851); ChriaUdogie (Nuremberg, 1797);
and Die HauahdUung dea dreieinigen GoUea (TQ-
bingen, 1761). (Hermann Beck.)
BiBuoomAFBT: Besides the autobiography in the Tdoliehe

Nahrung, ut sup., oonsult: C. Orosse. Die aUen TrUtUr, pp.
461>468. Hennazmsbuis, 1900; A. Knapp, Xttw^fttem-
&«rvMe&e CharakUre, Stuttgart, 1870.

STKIUHUBER, stoin^Q-ber, ANDREAS: Jesuit

and cardinal; b. at Uttlau (15 m. s.w. of Passau),

Bavaria, Nov. 11, 1825; d. in Rome Oct. 15, 1907.

He studied first at Passau, then in the Collegia

Germanica in Rome (1845-54), fitting himself for

the priesthood. Having returned to Bavaria he
was a secular priest, and as such catechist to the

children of Duke Maximilian. In 1854 he entered

the Society of Jesus, taught philosophy, then
theology, in the University of Innsbruck, but from
1867 to 1880 was rector of the CoUegia Germanica
in Rome. He then became consultant to the Propa-
ganda and Inquisition. In 1894 Leo XIII. made
him a cardinal deacon, with the title St. Agatha in

Suburra; and called him to the prefecture of the

Index. He exerted great influence during the latter

part of the pontificate of Leo XIII. and imder the

present pope. He was sternly opposed to the ideas

comprehended under Modernism (q.v.) and urged

the pope to issue his encyclical Paacendi dominici

gregia (Sept. 8, 1907) condemnatory of it. His
principal publication is Geachichte dea CoUegium
Germanicum^Hungaricum in Rom (2 vols., Freiburg,

1895).

STEINMETER, stoin'moi-er, FRANZ KARL
LUDWI6: German Evangelical theologian; b.

at Beeskow (43 m. s.e. of Berlin) Nov. 15, 1811;

d. at Berlin Feb. 5, 1900. In 1830 he entered the

University of Berlin where he came into close per-

sonal contact with Neander and was influenced by
Schleiermacher's preaching. In 1835 at the Seminar
at Wittenberg he was permanently won by Richard
Rothe (q.v.) ; he was assistant preacher in the same
institution, 1837-40; and in 1840 accepted a call

as preacher and teacher to the military academy in

Kidm; in 1843 he became preacher in Nowawes,
a colony of Bohemian weavers near Potsdam. In
1848 he established himself as privat-docent at the

University of Berlin, and in the following year be-

came also first preacher of the Charity, the famous
hospital of Berlin. Here his extraordinary gifts of

preaching showed themselves for the first time, and a
select congregation gathered under his pulpit. In
1852 he was called as professor to Breslau where
he taught exegesis and dogmatics; in 1854 he ac-

cepted a call to Bonn as professor of practical

theology and preacher to the university, and in

1858 removed to Berlin as professor of the New
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Testament and of practical thedogy and preacher

to the univeraity. Steinmeyer ib important in the

history of preaching. He is the representative of a
strictly synthetic method which stands in closest

connection with his ritualistic ideal. Starting from
the idea of Schleiermacher, he regarded the sermon
as that part of the divine service the function of

which is to elevate the devotion of the worshiping

congregation to adoration. Of his woriu may be

mentioned: BeUrdffe turn SehriftverMAndnU in

Predigten (4 vols., 2d ed., Berlin 1859-66); ApoUh
getische BeitrOge (4 vols., 1866-73); BeUrOge Mtir

praktuchen Theologie (5 vols., 1874-79); BeUrOge

gur Christologie (3 parts, 1880-82); Dis Wunder-
UUen dea Herm (1884); Dis Parabdn dea Herm
(1884); Die Rede dee Herm auf dem Berge (1885);

Dae hoheprieeterliche Oebei (1886); BeUrOge gum
Veretandnie dee Johanneiechen Evanigeliume (8 parts,

1880-^3); Studien iiber den Brief dee Paulue an die

R&mer (2 parts, 1894-95). After his death several

collections of sermons and his lectures on homiletics

appeared, ed. Reyl&nder (Leipeic, 1901).

(O. Kawsraxt.)

BnuoomAFBT: R HMipt, in Batle toa9 du kaaU roL zxiiL;

L. BohullM, in SvanedtKhs Kirthmueittme, 1001. pp. 97
aqq., uid in BiograpMaehM JaMfbueh, v (1008), 84S wiq.:
J. Bauar, in MonaiMchnft /«r die kirthUeht Praxit, 1008»

pp. 405 iqq.. 444 wiq.

STBITZ, staits, OBORO EDUARDs German
theologian; b. at Frankforton-the-Main July 25,

1810; d. there Jan. 19, 1879. He studied atTQbing-
en, 1829-31, and at Bonn, 1831-33; tought in his

native city, 1833-42; was pastor at Sachsenhausen
and Frankfort, 1842-79, and member of the consis-

tory from 1873. He wrote Dae r(fmieche Buee-

eakrament (Frankfort, 1854); and Die Privaibeichte

und PHvaiabeobdUm der hUheriechen Kirche aue den
Quellen dee XVI. Jahrhunderteaue Luthera Sekriften

und den alien Kirehenordnungen dargeeUiU (1854).

(H. Dechent.)

Bzbuoorapht: Jung und DMbent^Zir Srifinenmoo^ • • •

Bduard SteUa. Zwti RetUn, Fnnkfort, 1870.

STBLLHORll, FREDERICK WH^LIAM: Luther-
an; b. at BrOninghorstedt, Hanover, Germany, Oct.

2, 1841. He was educated at Concordia College,

Fort Wayne, Ind. (A.B., 1862), and Concordia
Seminary, St. Louis, Mo. (1865); was pastor at St.

Louis, Mo. (1865-67), and in DeKalb County, Ind.,

until 1869. He has held professorships in North-
western University, Watertown, Wis. (1869-74),
and Concordia College (1874-81), and has been
professor of theology and Gennan in Capital Uni-
versity since 1881. In 1894 he was appointed
president of the university and served until 1900,

and since 1903 he has been dean of Uie theological

seminary attached to the same institution. In
theology he is a very conservative Lutheran. He
was editor of the Lutherieche Kirchenseiiung (Co-
lumbus, O.), from 1881 to 1898, except for a veiy
brief intermission, and has edited the Theoiogieche

ZeUbldUer since 1882. He is the author of Kwrtge-
faeeUe Wdrterbuch eum griechiechen Neuen Teeta-

meni (Leipdc, 1886); A Brief CommmUxry on the

Fcfwr Oosjpde for Study and Devotion (Columbus,
O., 1891); AnnotaHone on the Acta of the ApoaUee

(New York, 1896); The Error of Modem Missouri

(Columbus, 1897); Die Paatoraltfiefe Pavli aber-

aetat und erkUbrl (GQtersloh, 1899); and a commeo-
taiy on Romans (1899).

8TBLZLB, stelsOe, CHARLES: PreBbyterian;

b. in New York City June 4, 1869. He was educated
in the public schods of his r'^tive city and at Moody
Bible Institute, Clucago (1894-95), after having

been for many years a machinist. He was then

pastor of Hope Chi^, Minneapolis, Minn. (1895-

1897), Hope Chapel, New YoA City (1897-99), and
Markham Memorial Church, St. Louis, Mo. (1899-

1903). Since 1903 he has been superintendent of

the Presbyterian Department of Chureh and Labor,

a division of the Home Mission Board. Heoiganized
the Labor Temple in New York Oily in 1910. He is

also director of the department of (Christian sociology

in the Bible Teachen' Training School, New Yoik
Gty. He is widely known as a lecturer and has

written The Worhngman and Social PrMema (New
York, 1903); Boye of the Street: How to Win Them
(1904); Meeaagee to Workingmen (1906); Chris-

Uaniiy'e Storm Centre: Study of the Modem City

(1907); Leltera from a Worhingman (1908); Prin-

ciplea of Sveoeeaful Church AdverOaing (1909); and
The Church and Labor (1910).

STBHHSTT, JOSEPH: English hymn-writer;
b. at Abingdon (6 m. s. of Oxford), England, 1663;

d. at Knaphill, near Hughenden (16 m. n.e. d
Reading), July 11, 1713. He received an excellent

education at the grammar-schoc^ of Waliingford;

settled in London as a schoolmaster in 1685; and
in 1690 he was ordained pastor of a Baptist con-

gregation in Devonshire Square, London, which he

served till his death. He was liie author of AdrUe
to the Young: or, the ReaaonaUeneea and Advan-
tagee of an early Converaion to Ood DemonttralM
(London, 1695); Hymne in CommemoraUon of thi

Sufferinge qT • . • Jeaue ChrieL Compoeed for

the Ceietfration <^ Hie Holy Supper (1697; Sid ed.,

with thirteen more hynms, 1709); A Version of

SoUmon*e Song </ Songa, together with the XLVth
Paalm (1700); An Anawer to Mr. D, Ruaaen'a Book
Entitul'df " FundamerUala without a Foundation^ or,

a true Picture of the Anabaptiata" . . . (1704);

Hymne Compoeed for the CdebraHon of the Holy
Ordinance of Baptiam (1712); also there was pub-
lished The Worke of Joeeph StenneU . , , .To

which ia prefixed aome Account cf his Life (4 vob.,

1731-32). Stennett was the author of the hymn
" Another six dasrs' woric is done," which in the

original had fourteen stanzas.

BnuoGRAPHT: Besides the leoount in the Worfc*, at sop^
oonsult: Walter 'Vnison, Hiai, and AnHquMn of Ditmnh
ino Chwrehm in London, ii. 602 sqq., 4 vo&s., Ixmdop.
1808-14; 8. W. Duffield. BnglUh Hymns, pp. 35-36. Kev
York, 1880; DNB, Ur. 160; Julian, Hymnoloow, p. 1091.

STBUHSTT, SAMUEL: English hymnist; b. in

Exeter, England, 1727; d. in London Aug. 24, 1795.

In 1748 he became assistant to his father as pastor of

the Baptist Church in Little Wild Street, London,
and in 1758 his successor, remaining with tlie church
till his death. He was a fine scholar, held a very

prominent position among the dissenting ministefs

of London, enjoyed the confidence of Geoige TIL.
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and had John Howard for a frequent hearer and an
attached friend. Stennett's works are: DiBCOvraes

an Personal Rdigion (2 vols., 1769; 4th ed., Edin-

burgh, 1891); Remarks on the Christian Minister'a

Reaoone/or Administering Baptism by Sprinkling or

Pouring of Water (London, 1772); An Answer to the

Christian Minister's Reasons for Baptizing Infants

(1775); Discourses on the Parable ofthe Sower (17S6),

His works were collected as The Works ofS, StenneU

. . . With some Account of his Life and Writings by
W. Jones (3 vols., 1824). His best hymns are " On
Jordan's stormy banks I stand," " Majestic sweet-

ness rits enthroned," " Tis finished! so the Saviour

cried."

BiBuoaBAPBT: Bendaa the Lifs in the WoHtt, ut sup., oon-
suit: S. W. Duffield. Bnt^uh ffymtM, pp. 443-444. New
York. 1886; Julian. H»mnolow, pp. 1001-02; DNB, Uv.
160.

SIBHOGRAPHT AHD CHURCH HIST0R7.

Stenocnphy in Trials of Ghristtans (| 1).

GoDeetioiis for the Aeta Maitynun (| 2).

Use by the Cbureh Fathen (| 3).

Use in Ghureh Gooneils (I 4).

Medieval and Modem Disuse (i 6).

Notarii or independent (non-official) stenographers

were accustomed to take down the thrilling words
spoken by the eariy Christians in the Roman catsr

combe or in their examination by the magistrates.

Thus they performed a great service, for these

wotxisy dieulating thereafter under cover of secrecy,

were instrumental toward converting those who were
not yet Christians, in reviving the courage of the

faint, and were no less transporting to others who
were hazarding their lives that they might publicly

hear some expression of their adopted creeds.

Thus it was that Christ's teachings became spread

to the very ends of the Roman world. Nor was this

the only service rendered by stenography to the new
religion. For the Church owes to the shorthand art

the preservation of the Acts of the Martyrs; both
those records which have been preserved intact, im-

der the form of legal examioations concluded by
a verdict, and other proceedings which for want of

being stenographed, or else having been distorted in

sequel to the loss of the originals, have come down
augmented by tradition, and adorned with miracles,

in the shape of tales and legends.

The proconsular tribunids had their special re-

corders, in the guise of stenographers, who were
known as exceptores, who belonged to the officium,

and reproduced the debates which ran their course

in their hearing. As officials these are

I. Sten- to be distinguished from the notarii,

ogimphy hi who had no such rank. The legal ex-

Trials of aminations, once taken down by the

Christiass. aid of shorthand notes (in a form of

syllabic abbreviation), were transcribed

in fullf handed over to the judge, and included in

the brief of the case at issue. 'Hie judicial arohives

{archiwm proconsvlis) became the depository of

these court reports, which formed the official col-

lection of the public records (acta pMica) to which

there is frequent reference by various writers, in-

cluding Eusebius, Cyprian, Apollonius, and Jerome.

These acts are precious not only because they give

the family names and Christian names of the ac-

cused, together with their qualities; for whether or

not the judge was acquainted with the party ap-

pearing before him, he was first expected to take
official cognizance cl his identity; but because they
furnish certain interesting particulars about the

future martyr and the proconsul's state of mind. As
an example use may be made here of the dialogue be-

tween Tatian Dulas and the Governor Maximus, his

examiner. Dulas says: " My God is the true God.
He beccune man, was crucified, laid in the sepulcher;

he rose again the third day; he sits at the right hand
of the Father." Answers the governor: " Wretch,
thou seest plainly thou hast two gods." Dulas:
*' Thou errest in speaking of two gods; for I adore
the Trinity." Governor: " Thou hast then three? "

Dulas: '' I confess and adore the Trinity. I believe

in the Father, I confess the Son, and I adore the Holy
Ghost." Astounded by these replies, to which he
can ascribe no meaning, Maximus then says to the

accused: " Try to explain to me how, believing in

one only God, thou canst yet proclaim three? " The
record from which this passage is taken is evidently

authentic; such a series of questions and answers
could hardly be invented. The Christians would
then seek to obtain copies of the Acts of the martyre,

and had to pay dear for them to the people of the

offieium. " It being of moment," as is stated in the

Acts of Tarachus, Probus, and Andronicus, "to col-

lect the evidence bearing on our brethren's con-

fession, we have obtained for 200 denarii, from one
of the recorders named Sabastus, the right to copy
the Acts." The reading of these copies kindled the

courage and increased the number of the believers.

Accordingly the Roman magistrates directed their

attention to the matter, and measures were more
than once taken to put an end to these secret com-
munications. When Vincent of Saragossa was ex-

amined, it was forbidden to commit the debates or

proceedings of the case to writing. In the history of

the mart]^om of Victor the Moor, a pagan magis-

trate, who distrusted the venality of his agents, took
pains to insure that the " Acts " of the trial G^oidd

not be distributed, or circulated abroad. "Ano-
linus, the proconsul, even had all the exceptores

apprehended who happened to be in the palace, to

satisfy himself that they were concealing no note,

no writing. These men swore by the gods and the

emperor's weal that they would secrete nothing of

the kind. All the papers were brought forward;

whereupon Anolinus had them burned in lus presence

by the hands of the executioner. The emperor
highly approved this measure" (L. P. and £.

Guenin, Hist, de la stinographie dans VaniiquiU et au
mayen dge, Paris, 1908).

In the year 92, Clement, bishop of Rome (q.v.),

ordered a compilation of the first Acts of the martyrs.

In 237, Bishop Anterus (q.v.) continued the work
of Clement. He made a careful research of the

Acts of the martyre among compila-

a. CoUec- tions of the exceptores and the notarii;

tioni for which he then deposited in the custody

the Acta of the fourteen churches constituting

Martyrom. Christian Rome. In a painting of the

undergroimd cemetery of St. Calixtus,

Anenghi reports having seen Bishop Anterus repre-

sented as being surrounded by notarii, who appear
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to be hi^TiHing him roUs or volumes carried in baskets.

Prosecuted by the Prefect Maximus, Anterus paid

with his life for the seal he had displayed in collecting

the materials accumulated for two centuries past by
the proconsul's exceptores. His successor P'abian

(q.v.) pursued the work with a new ardor. The
Liber pontificaU» [ed. Mommsen in MOH, Gesl. pont.

Rom,, i (1898), 27] mentions that this pope reen-

forced the seven notarii with seven subdeacons who
collected the Acts intact and referred them to the

deacons. He suffered martyrdom in the time of

Emperor Decius (q.v.). All the bishops of Rome,
for that matter, have concerned themselves with

compiling the Acts that were so precious to the

Christians. In a letter to a bishop of Vienne,

one of the second-centuzy bishops advises the

collection thereof with no less care than the

bones of the victims they deecribe. The Acts

of the saints, as ultimately compiled by the Bol-

landists, form fifty-six huge folios, which were
published from 1659 to 1794 (see Acta Mabttbxtm;
Holland, Jan, Bollandistb). When finally, after

300 years of struggle, the Christians witnessed C!on-

Btantine adopting Christianity and abjuring the old

gods whom his defeated rival had invoked in vain,

ihe Church in triumph had then another part to

play; from a persecuted Chiuch there arose a dom-
inating Church, and the great men placed at its

head assured to it the supremacy over civil society

and over the emperors themselves.

Christianity owed too much to the spoken word
and its inseparable adjunct, stenography, not to

continue employing these two very powerful ele-

ments of touching the masses with practical effect;

and the notarii, whose function has been shown as

it existed at the outset of the struggle between the

Chureh and the Empire, still potently aided the

Christian orators in spreading their

3. Use by doctrine. In particular, the Fathers

the Church of the Chureh had stenographers in

Fathers, their service, and in the most varied

conditions [cf. Jerome's chance re-

mark in Epist,, cxvii., Eng. transl., NPNF, 2 aer.,

vi. 220: " my volubility has baflled the expedi-

ents of shorthand "]; while other notarii, freely

practising their profession, took down the sermons
of the Fathers in churehes, and sold the copies to

the wealthy among the faithful who were prevented

by the condition of their health or other causes from
coming to hear the sacred word. These great orators

were not wont to elaborate their worits at leisure;

their discourses were neariy always improvised,

being homilies pronounced in the chureh before the

people; and later these discourses, being collected

together by the notarii, became books. They thus

belong to the history of Christian preaching, and
exhibit its primitive model. A text selected from
the Bible and commented upon, such is the origin of

all the pulpit literature of Christianity; while the

constant themes of these informal efforts were the

contempt d riches, charity in all its forms, the fear

of the Lord, the practise of household virtues (see

Pkbachino, Histort of). The pagan rhetoricians

both shunned and disdained improvising. They
would have refused to speak at length, without long

preparation, before emperors and the great of this

world. On the contrary, among the Christian

oiaton, the speaker would have blushed to prepare,

to refine in advance, the phrases of a honcifly. A
Father of the Chureh entered the pulpit with the

Qoq)el or the Old Testament, read a verse therefrom,

and spoke as his heart and his thought inspired him.

The notarii, taking down his words, reproduced them
and spread them abroad to the four winds of heav^.
Moreover, where would the Christian orator have

found time to elaborate and polish his discourses?

The bishops had not only to speak, as rhetoricians

might, but they were obliged to baptise, iDstnict,

administer the Chureh, govern the same, contend for

its interests against princes or magistrates, against

other and opposing churehes; they had the poor

and captive to look after, and, in critical hours, to

bear all the burden of persecutions. By this very

activity, this affluence of speaking and action alike,

these men carried the palm over the rhetoriciaiis.

While the latter, devoid of convictions, were shutting

themselves up in their schools, and laborioi];^

fashioning their periods, the often unpolished, but

ever living, word of Christian priests was despolliiig

them of l£e worid.

To stenography, then, and to it alone, is owing
the enormous bulk of materials, of so much use for

the history of the Chureh, and, consequently, for the

history of society, which antiquity has bequeathed

us in this department of preaching and spoken djs-

course. One may mention Tertullian {Opera, Paris,

1641), Cyprian (Opera, ed. Baluse, Paris, 1726),

Athanasius, whose " Discourses agiunst the Gen-

tiles," " Letters to the Bishops," " Apology against

the Arians," " Exposition of the Faith," " life of St
Anthony," and other works, fill four fdio volume
(Padua, 1778), Origen, the most prolific of either

sacred or profane writers, who had with him seven

notarii, writing incessantly under his dictation, be-

sides the skilled young giriswho assisted him as ec^-
ists. This was the Origen of whom Jerome could say

in his letter to Paula, " Who has evermanaged to

read all that he has written? " (Letter xxix. of the

Benedictine edition, no. xxxiii. in MPL, xxii., cf.

ANF, vi. 46); and in fact, even the slight portion

of his works transmitted to modem times fills no

less than fifteen octavo volumes (WOrzbuig, 1780-

1794). One may adduce still further Ambrose, who
dictated to his stenographers day and night; and
the works of Basil, which are contained in three

folio volumes (Paris, 1721-30); two folio volumes
are to be credited to Gregory Naziansen (Benedic*

tine edition, Paris, 1768-1840); thirteen folios to

John Chrysoetom (Benedictine edition, Paris 1718-

1738); five huge folios to Jerome (Benedictine

edition, Paris, 1696-1706), the sole remains of the

6,000 '' volumes " which this great orator is mp-
poeed to have dictated according to Isidore of

Seville (the word volume in this connection is to be

taken in the sense of its antique use, whereby, for

instance, each book of the ^neid, or of the woiks

of Homer, formed a volume). The writings of

Jerome afford an interesting study from the pro-

fessional standpoint. They discover an intenshr

of animation that strikes all who have read them.

Everywhere is perceived the man of utterance

whose soul is diffused through his words agbw.
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Hie style is inconect; certain expresdoiis appear
rtraoge; the fonn sometimes astonishes, yet all to

no puipose; for, to counterbalance this, everything

is alive with intense animation, and all because

of "writer's cramp/' which compelled dictation;

but of this surely Jerome had no good reason to

oomplain, if it hindered him from writing himself.

The fact is, while he improvised and dictated, hia

thought, flowing from his lips, was taken down by
the notarii and immediately " translated " to their

notes, or from them; and yielded a work for im-

mortality. As touching Augustine, eleven folio vol-

umes (Benedictine edition, Paris, 1679-1700) are

necessary for accommodating that part of his worics

which has been transmitted, so voluble was he.

Thus, not one author of antiquity, not Aristotle

or even Cicero (though he, too, was indebted im-
mensely to stenography), has left a bulk of docu-

ments to be compared with what is supplied by
most of the Church Fathers; leaving out of account

the appreciable qualification that what the years

have spared constitutes but a very scanty portion of

those full tides of eloquence once " taken down " by
the stenographers on their waxen tablets. (On the

tablets cf. the work of Gu^nin, ut sup., and La Revue
de gUnoffraphie frangaiee, June, 1906.)

To the shorthand art, those who concern them-
selves with the history of the Church are still further

indebted for documents of another class. The de-

bates of most of the councils and synods, and, in

particular, those of the Synod of

4. Use in Carthage in the year 411 (on the

Church synod of Carthage cf. L. P. and E.

Councib. Gu^nin, ut sup.; L. P. Gu6nin, in the

Proche verbaux of the 8th Inter-

national Congress of Stenography at Brussels,

1905; and the Revue de aUnographie fraii^im. May
and September, 1906) were preserved by stenog-

raphy. The ^ynod of St. Basil, so called because in

the basilica by that name near Reims, which con-

vened on June 17, 991, and pronounced the depo-
sition of Amulf, archbishop of Reims, was one of the

last, if not the last, whose proceedings were thus

taken down. The stenographer, in this instance,

was Gerbert, who became pope under the name of

Sylvester IL (q.v.).

Along with the Latin language, the shorthand

notes, or a system of syllabic writing once applied to

Latin, become swamped in the xnedieval daricness

(cf. E. Gu^nin, Lee NcUe Hroniennea et la eUnogra-

-phie tyUabique latine, Paris, 1909); nor does the

shorthand art make its appearance again until a
long while afterward, and then it was

5. Medie- bawd upon wholly different principles.

Yal and Neither, in modem times, in France

Modem at leasts does the Church accoimt sten-

Dinite. qgrapl^ to be so much as a very useful

a^—not to say an indispensable ad-

jimct. Among preachers, there are some who write

their sermons and recite them; others, distrusting,

doubtless, their oratorical talent and maybe, too,

the skill of stenographers, try to avoid the repro-

duction of what they utter. So in 1851 there was a
formal protestagainst such reports of their discourses

made by such eminent preachers as Lacordaire and

De Ravignan: ''More than ever do we see the

spread of enterprises aiming, as they directly an-

nounce, to publish verbatim issues of sermons, lec-

tures, instructions, delivered in the churches of

Paris by the most celebrated preachers; and this

against the express wish of these preachers, against

their incontestable rights, and to the prejudice of

the dignity and liberty of the sacred Word. Con-
sequently, the priests imdersigned, who more than

others have had to suffer from this lamentable in-

dustry, avow that not only are they averse to these

reproductions, but that the same are generally in-

exact, marred, and even so deformed as to com-
promise, in outward opinion, the purity of their

orthodoxy and, to that extent, the authority of their

mission. They declare, besides, that there has even
been abuse of their names imder cover of attributing

to them entire discourses which they had not de-

livered, but which were the work of others, or had
been drawn from works already printed.

" Independently of this declaration, whichthey be-

lieve it their duty to render public at once, the priests

imdersigned reserve to themselves the right to bring

lawful action against the authors of these counter-

fdto, and to have recourse to that ecclesiastical

authority upon which devolves the punitive control

of churches; with reference to the stoppage of these

imworthy abuses." E. GutNiN.
Considering the amoimt of writing which the or-

dinary preacher has to produce dming the year it

is remarkable that so few employ any of the numer-
ous systems of short writing which are now pub-
lished. Many of these are very easily acquired and
well adapted to his purpose. Shorthand is more in

use in Great Britain than in America, and still more
so in Germany. In America shorthand is rarely

practised by preachers, but not a few in cities dic-

tate their correspondence and their sermons to

professional stenographers. But in the eighteenth

century the non-conformist clergy made extensive

use of the systems which had been evolved from the

primitive system called Characterie, invented by
Timothy Bright, a clergyman of the Church of

England, and pd^hshed in 1588. The best known
of Uie numerous writers of modifications of Bright's

system is Philip Doddridge (q.v.), who not only

himself wrote Rich's system (1699) but made its

learning obligatory on all the students of his acad-

emy (C. Stanford, Philip Doddridge, p. 78, New
Yoric, 1881).

Bibuoobaprt: J. Westby-Oibaon, The Btbliooraphy of
Shorihafid, London. 1887; F. Fauvel-Gouraud. Practical

Comophonoomphy, pp. 31 sqq.. New York, 1850; R.
Fischer, Die Stenographie nach Oeachichte, Weten wid
Bedeuiuno* Leipaic, 1800; M. Levy, Hiat. of Shorthand

WriHfHtf London, 18S2; T. Anderson, Hiat. of Shorthand,

London, 1882; I. Pitman, Hiat. of Shorthand, London,
1884; H. Moeer, Attgemeins Geaehiehie der Stenographie,

vol. i., Leipsic, 1889; M. Gitlbauer, Die drei Syateme der

grieehiachen Tachygraphie, Vienna, 1894; K. Faulmann,
Oeachiehie und Litteratur der Stenographie, Vienna, 1895;

J. W. 2Seibig, Oeachiehie und Literatur der Oeachwind-

aehreibkunat, new ed., Dresden, 1899; A. Cappelli. Lexi-

con abbreviaturarum qua in lapidibua, eodicibua et chartia

prmaerHm medii-€eoi oecwrrunt, Milan, 1899, Germ, transl.,

Leipsio, 1901; F. W. G. Fort, " On Old Greek Tachy-

gntphy,*' in Journal of BeUenic Siudiea, xxi (1901). 238-

2S7 (provides very full bibliography); A. Meister, Grund-

riaa der Oeachiehtawiaeenachaft, chap, x., Anhang 1. pp.

124-127, Leipsic, 1906 sqq.; idem. Die Qeheimachrift im
DienOeder pApeUichen Kurie, Padeibom, 1906; A. Menti,
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O^aehiehU un4 Sytieme dw gritehimhM Taeh^graphis,

Beriin, 1907.

STEPHAH; FOUHDBR OF THB ORDBR OF
GRAMMONT. See Ga^iocoNT, Ordbb of.

STEPHAH, Btef'On, XARTIH, STBPHAHISTS:
Lutheran, and originator of the congregation which
became the nucleus of the Lutheran Minouri Sjmod;
b. at Strambetg (130 m. n.e. of Vienna), Moravia,

Aug. 13, 1777; <L in Randolph County, lUinois, Feb.

21 , 1846. He was of humble parentage, and became
an apprentice to a weaver. In 1708 he went to

Breslau, where he soon became intimate with piet-

iatic circles, and entered the gymnasium. From
1804 to 1809 he studied theology at Halle and Leip-

sic in a naixow way, but not without energy; and in

1810 was called to a church in Haber, Bohemia,
then was appointed pastor of the congregation of

Bohemian exiles in Dresden. He was a Lutheran
of the strictest type, and his success as a preacher

and an oiganixer was extraordinary. Though he
severed his connection with the Moravian Brethren,

and though the revival movement he started

bore a decidedly separatistic character, his con-

gregation grew rapidly, and gifted and serious

men became devoted to him. He maintained
stations all through the iraUey of the Mulde, sent

out young missionaries whom he had educated, and
found followers even in WQrttemberg and Baden.
The separatistic tendency, however, of his work, and
perhaps, also, the very success of his labor, brought
him into conflict with the regular clergy of Dresden;
and certain peculiarities in his personal habits and in

his arrangements finally brought him into collision

with the police, and he was suspended from the
ministry in 1837. In the spring of 1838 the congre-

gation for which he originally had been appointed
pastor formally brought accusation against him,
and in the fall he secretly left the city for Bremen,
where he was joined by no less than seven hundred
followers; and at the head of this congregation,
" the Stephanists," he sailed for America on Nov.
18. Though his early ministerial life had been
brilliant and remarkable, unconunendable qualities

now became apparent that cast a blemish upon his

early success and character. Before the vessel ar^

rived at New Orleans, he had himself elected bishop
and made master of the emigration-fund; and at St.

Louis, where the colony stopped for two months, he
gave himself up to a life of pleasure. A tract of land
was finally bought at Wittenberg, Perry County,
Mo. ; and in Apr., 1839, the luger portion of the con-
gregation, and the bishop, removed thither. Hardly
one month elapsed, however, before new accusa-
tions came from Dresden, and, as the statements
made were foimd to be correct, he was deprived of

his dignity and excommunicated. But the congre-
gation, after passing through various vicissitudes

and troubles, prospered, and became the nucleus of

the " Missouri " type of High-ch\uch Lutheranism,
which adheres most closely to the symbolical books,
and has its headquarters in the Concordia College at
St. Louis (see Lutherans, III., 5, § 1). His writings

embrace Der CkritUiche Olaube (a collection of

sermons, Dresden, 1825); Herzlicher Zwruf an aUe
evangdiachen ChriOen (1825); and Oabenfitr unaere

ZeU (Nuremberg, 1§34).

Bibuoosapht: Von Foleiui, Dis CffetUUAe Mmmtno vnd
dw Potior Siephan, DraBdea, 1840; Vefaae, Die SUpkan-
tehg Autwandenmg naeh Ammica, ib. 1840; C. Hoch-
tetter, OMchiehU der MtMowi Synode, ib. 1886; H. £.

Jftoobe. in Ameriean Church Hi$lory Smiea, iv. 396 aqq..

406. New Yoric 1803. Scattexing referenoes wiQ be found
in mueh of the Utemtuie under Lutbmbamb.

STEPHEN: Christian protomartyr, and the first

named of the seven who, according to Acts vi. 5,

were appointed to take care of the poor and to

"serve tables'' (see Deaoon, I., §§ 1-2). That
Stephen was a Hellenist is not expressly declared

but is probable, since the trouble described would
best be relieved were Hellenists chosen to the office,

and Acts vi. 9 is thus best explained. Although
service of the tables was the especial function of

the seven (verse 2), teaching was not excluded (verse

9). The testimonies of the apostolic and postapo»-

tolic age show that while in e&Ay times both bishops

and deacons received and distributed gifts for

charity, the later diacoiuite grew out of the office

to which Stephen was elected.

But the significance of Stephen does not lie in his

cormection with the seven. He is the first discii^e

whose teaching led to a conflict with Judaism: he

is the Christian protonuutyr. His death was the

occasion of an outbreak of persecution which led to

the spread of CSiristianity. The report given in Acts

vi. 1-viii. 3 is generally received as essentially his-

torical, though it contains difficiilties. It is not a
unit, the stoning and the charges being repeated

(vii. 58^9, vi. 11, 13-14); for Stephen's speech

either two sources or a source edited must be sup-

posed. Was Stephen the victim of mob law or of

legal procedure? In the first case the Romans had
a case against the people; in the second case tiie

sanction of the Roman procurator was required, of

which Acts knows nothiiig. It has been sought to

parallel the death of Stephen with that of Jesus, but

the parallel fails in many particulars. The chai;ge

against Stephen (Acts vi. 13-14) is that he as-

sailed the temple service and the law, saying that

Jesus would destroy the Temple and alter Mosaic

customs (Acts vi. 13-14). His speech sets forth that

Ciod's activity was not restricted to a definite place

or time, that Israel had always striven against God's

will, persecuted the prophets, disregarded God's law,

and had done with Jesus as their forefathers had
with Jesus's forenmners. Had Stephen really as-

sailed Jewish institutions, he would not have been

entrusted with his office as things then were.

Stephen's proposition had as basis Isa. Ixvi. 1 ; note

also Jesus's declaration in John iv. 20-24, and with

Acts vi. 14 cf. Mark xiv. 58, xiii. 2. The teaching of

Stephen links itself with that of Jesus in its inner

meaning, as when Jesus assailed the externalising

of service (Mark vii. 6 sqq.) or called the genera-

tion adulterous (Matt. xvi. 4) or demanded a higher

righteousness tfaiiEui that of the Pharisees (Matt. v.

20), while the Jews regarded the ideas of their times

as identically Mosaic. This latter was the view of

the Hellenistic Jews (Acts vi. 9, ix. 29, xxi. 27-28),

illustrated by Philo's declaration (Viia Mons, n. 3).

If Stephen took the view of Jesus, to the Hellenists

the charge would seem correct, he would seem to be

changing the customs left by Moses.

Since Schneckenburger the teaching of Stephen
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and that of the letter of Barnabas have been re-

garded as related, seeming (wrongly) to point to

postapostolic times. The epithet of " uncircumcised

in heart and ears " goes back upon prophetic ex-

pression, though a spiritualizing of circumcision is

excluded by Acts vii. 8. Moses' law is to Stephen
** lively oracles " because Stephen saw in Moses the

complete antetype of Jesus, who expressed the full

content of what Hebrews had possessed since Moses.

In Barnabas Judaism is mere extemalism, which is

opposed to Christianity as the free religion of the

Spirit. The representation of Barnabas is totally

different from that of Stephen, especially in the

significanoe given to Moses. Similaiiiy in Heb. iii.

5-6 the religion of the Old Testament is the incom-
plete antetype of that of the New, Moses being the

een'ant, Christ the Son. While the representation

of Stephen reminds also of Philo, no connection be-

tween Philo and Stephen is to be traced.

Acts pictures Stephen as the forerunner of Paul,

and as such many still regard him, although it is true

only in a limited sense. In Christianity Stephen saw
the divine revelation of the Old Testament; Paul,

a new religion in contrast with it. Stephen saw in

the law the living divine word; Paul, a mediating
instrument which could not give life (Gal. iii. 17-21).

The mission to the Gentiles was not within Stephen's

ken; for Paul this was the essence of his apostolic

call. Yet the persecutors of Stephen rightly felt

that there was in his st4uid danger to the exclusive-

ness and absoluteness of the revelation to Israel, and
the persecuting zeal of the Pharisaic Saul had justi-

fication therein. It is notable that against Paul
practically the same chaige was brought as against

Stephen (cf. Acts vi. 13 withxxi. 28). The Church
early began to celebrate St. Stephen's day, in general

on Dec. 26, though in some places on Jan. 7. The
legends regarding him are collected in Tillemont,

Mhnmres (vol. ii., Paris, 1701). (P. Feinb.)

BnuooRAnrr: Tbe literature on the Acts Cfiven under
Luke) in the shape of commentaries and introductions
difrnMfs the Uterary and other features of the narrative;

whfle woria on the Apostolic Ace discuss the history.

Consult: F. NitaMh, in TSK, 1860, pp. 470-^602; F. C.
Baur. Pmdva, L Z9-^2, TQbin«en, 1866; W. J. Gonybeare
and J. S. Howson. Life, Time* and TraveU of St. PatU, i.

66-77. New York. 1869; E. ZeUer, ContenU avd Origin of
Aeti, i. 237-246, ii. 175-176. London, 1875; F. W. Fanar,
Life and Work of St. Paid, chap, viii., 2 vols., London,
1879 and often; W. Schmidt. Berieht der ApoaleloeeehiehU

^b€r StephanuB (Prosramm). 1882; A. Sabatier, The Apo»-
Oe Paul, pp. 3^-46, London, 1891; K. Schmidt, Beweia
dee 0tatd>€n9, 1892, pp. 69-86; J. Weiss, in TSK, 1893.

pp. 489-501; C. von Weiasftcker, The Apoeloiie Age, i. 62-
71. New YoA and London. 1894; A. Hilgenfeld, in ZWT,
1895. pp. 384-412; A. C. McQiffert, Apoeloiie Age, pp.
78-93. New York. 1897; W. M. Ramsay, St. Paul the

Travdler, pp. 372-377, London. 1897; Kranichfeld, in

TSK, 1900, pp. 641-562; B. W. Baoon, in Biblical and
Semitic StwHee, pp. 211-276. New Haven, 1902; O. Pflei-

deier. Dae Urehriatentum, 3d ed., Beriin, 1902, Eng. tnmsl.,

PrimitiM Chrieiianiti/, New York, 1906: R. Schumacher,
DerDiakonStephanue, Mflnster, 1910; Soltau. in ZiVTIT,
1903, pp. 142-150; Tillemont, Mhnoiree, ii (1701). 1-23;

JTL, ri. 771-774; DB, iv. 613-615; JBB. iv. 4787-97.

STEPHEN, stfvn: The name of nine popes.

Stephen L: Pope May 254-Aug. 257. He was
intent upon the elevation of the position of the bish-

ops in general and of his own position as bishop of

Rome in particular. After certain Spanish bishops,

Bastlides of Emerita and Martialis of Legio and As-

XI.-6

turicai had been deposed as being libeUatici (see

Lapsi), a certain Sabinus was elected bishop of

Emerita. But the deposed bishops appealed to

Stephen, and he fell back upon the principle ad-
vanced by Calixtus that a bishop can not be deprived
of office, and would not acknowledge their deposition.

He does not seem to have carried his point, however,
for the Spaniards asked the advice of African Chris-

tians who confirmed the Spaniards in their position.

Stephen was involved in dispute also with Cyprian of

Carthage (q.v.) on the question of the baptism of her-

etics. Cyprian argued against the pope that convert-

ed heretics should be rebaptized, which Stephen
regarded as an offense against the tradition of the

Roman church, which was based on Peter and Paul

(see Heretic Baptism, § 1). While Stephen did not

claim the position of bishop over the whole church,

whose decisions were to be obeyed everywhere, as the

successor of Peter he claimed to act as the represent-

ative of the Roman tradition and required uncon-

ditional obedience to it. (A. Hauck.)

Bibuoobapht: Souroee are: ZAber ponHflealie, ed. Momm-
en in MGH, Geet, pont. Rom., i (1808), 33; Cyprian, Epiet.,

Ixvi., Izzi (Ixviii., Izadi.; Eng. tnmal. in ANF, v. 367-
360, 378-379); Eueebius, Hiat. eed., VIII., ii. sqq., Eng.
tnmal. in NPNF, 2 aer., i. 293 aqq.; Jaif6. Regeeta, i. 20.

Consult further: J. Ernst, Papet Stephen I. und der Ket-

gertaufetreU, Mains, 1905; J. Langen, Oeechiehte der rdmir

•cA«n KtnM L 313, Gotha, 1881; Hamack, Litteratur, i.

410, 425, 666, ii. 2, pp. 62, 348, 356 sqq. et passim; idem,

Dogma, ii. 87 sqq., et passim; Bower, Popee, i. 30-34;

Platina, Popee, i. 52-53; Milman, Latin Chrietianity, i.

88-00; DCB, iv. 727-730 (valuable); and the literature

under HxBBTio Baptxbm.

Stephen IL: Pope 752-757. The policy of

Stephen was conditioned by the relation of Rome to

the Lombards. After Gregory III. had sought in

vain the aid of Charles Martel against Lombardic

aggression, Pope Zacharias had both maintained

peace with his dangerous neighbors and had gained

the objects of the papal policy without foreign aid.

But his death seemed to the Jx>mbards the oppor-

tune moment to realize their steady aim, the in-

corporation under their rule of the remainders of

Gmek dominion in Italy (see Papal States).

Stephen sent an embassy to King Aistulf in order to

obtain the maintenance of peace, but Aistulf sum-

marily rejected aU overtures and seems to have

doubted (possibly with reason) the pope's good faith.

Stephen, therefore, in 753, after failing in obtaining

help from Constantinople, sought the aid of the

Fnmks. Pippin was inclined to grant the requests

of the pope, seeing that he owed much of his power

to the spiritual authority of Peter's successor. At

a personal meeting with the pope in Jan., 754, after

considerable n^otiation through embassies, Pippin

agreed to conquer the exarchate of Ravenna and to

deliver t^ the pope these territories, and to force

Aistulf to renounce claim to dominion over Rome.
The pope himself spoke of placing the Roman
church and the Roman people under the protection

of the Prankish king.

Stephen remained during the winter in St. Denis,

and Pippin began to fulfil his promises by sending an

embassy to Aistulf requesting him to comply with

the Roman demands, but in vain. At the Prankish

assemblies of Bemaco (Braisne near Soissons or

Bemy-Rivito in Aisne) and Carisiacus (Quierzy
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near Laon) in 764 the league between the king and
the pope was ratilied by the noblea, and it was
decided to send an anny against the Lombards.
The pope showed his gratitude by anointing on July

28, 754, in St. Denis Pippin and his two sons kings

and patricians of Rome and binding the Franks
under menace of ban and interdict never to elect a
king except from the house of Pippin. Before the

outbreak of the war Aistulf made an attempt to

separate Pippin from Stephen, and for this purpose

in the spring of 754 sent the monk Karlmann,
brother of Pippin, who since 747 had lived in Italy,

across the Alpe to remind the king of the solidarity

of the Prankish and Lombardic interests. Karl-

mann met his brother in Quierzy, but he came too

late. Pippin put his brother into a monastery at

Vienne, where he soon afterward died. All en-

treaties of Pippin and Stephen by other embassies

to yield peacefully were disregarded by Aistulf, for

the incorporation of Rome and Ravenna was a vital

question for the Lombardic kingdom. Here the

sword had to decide and the decision favored the

Franks. In the autumn of 754 Aistulf was forced

to make peace; he promised indemnification to the

Roman church and the surrender of Ravenna and a
number of other cities between the mountains and
the Adriatic Sea. Stephen returned to Rome vic-

torious; but the joy of victory was short-lived.

Aistulf broke his promises, and in the winter of

755-756 marched against Rome and besieged the

pope. In order to maintain the results of the first

war of the Lombards, Pippin had to undertake a

second campaign. He was again victorious; Aistulf

now surrendered Ravenna and twenty other cities to

Stephen with a deed of donation, while Rome came
to be regarded as a province of the Prankish king-

dom. The death of Aistulf (Dec., 756) delivered

Stephen from apprehension; he lived to see the

enthronement of the Prankish prot^ Desiderius

(Mar., 757), and died Apr. 27, 757. (A. Hauck.)

BnuoGRAFHT: Souraes are: hibffr ponHfieaiU, ad. L.

Duohome, L 440, Paris, 1886; the oontinuataoa of Frede-

Sar's Chrtmiean, ed. B. Kruseh, in MGH, Scripi. rtr.

Mmn., ii (1888). 168-193; Jaff4. Reffeala, i. 271-272;
Acta rtffum et impenUorttm Karolinorumf ed. T. Sickel,

ii. 380-381. Vienna. 1868; the Epittola in Bouquet. Re-

eueUt vol. v.; the Epialola et decreta, in MPL, vol. bcxxix.

Consult further: A. von Reumont, OeaehiehU der Sladt

Rom, ii. 113 sqq.. Beriin, 1867; R. Bazmann. Die PolUik
der Pdpele, i. 233 sqq.. Elberfeld. 1868; P. Oenelin. Die
Schenkunoevereprechen und die Schenkung Pippine, Vienna,
1880; H. Thelen. Die Loeung der Sireiifraoe fiber die Ver-
handlungen Pippine mil Stephan II., Oberfaausen. 1881;

W. Martens, Die romieehe Frage unter Pippin und Karl
dem Oroeeen, pp. 6 sqq.. Stuttgart. 1881; idem. Neue Brer^
terunoen xvar rOmiechen Fragey ib. 1882; idem, BeUvckbmg
der neueeten Kontrovereen, Munich. 1808; Hiiseh, Die
Sehenkungen Pippijie und Katie dee Oraeeen, Beiiin, 1882;

J. Langen, Oeeehichte der rdmiechen Kirehe, ii. 649 sqq..

Bonn. 1885; K. Lamprocht. Die r/Hnieehe Frage, Leipsic,

1889; F. Qrecorovius. Hiat, of the City of Rome, ii. 272-
304. London. 1894; G. SchnQrer. Die Enielehvng dee
KirehenslaaU, Cologne, 1894; T. Lindner, Die eogenannien
Sehenkungen Pippine .... Stuttgart, 1896; J. A. Ket-
terer, Kari der Oroeee und die Kirche, Munich, 1898; H.
Lilienfein, Die Anechauungen von Staai und Kirche, pp. 8
sqq.. Heidelbeng. 1902; Hauck, KD, ii. 17 sqq.; Bower,
Popee, ii. 90-108: Platina, Popes, i. 189-192; Milman.
LaHn Chrieiianiiy, ii. 417-424; DCB, iv. 730-735. The
literature under Papal States is of primary importance
hers.

Stephen HL: Pope 768-772. He waa a Sicilian

by birth; under Gregory III. he came to Rome
where he entered the monastery of St. Chrysogonus.
Pope gSftchariaa took him into his service and con<

secrated him presbyter of St. Cecilia; he had close

relations also with Stephen II. and especially with
Paul I. This explains his election by the opponents
of Constantine II., which signified the intention to

adhere to the Prankish alliance. The first care ci

Stephen was the entire removal of his predecessor.

Therefore he asked Pippin and his sons to send some
bishope versed in Scripture and canon law to Rome,
so that Constantine might be condemned at a sjmod
in their presence. When the papal l^ate arrived

Pippin was already dead, but his two sons met the

desire of the new pope; the intended synod was held

Apr. 12-14, 769, in the Lateran basilica in the pres-

ence of twelve Prankish bishops. The most impor-
tant work of the synod was not the deposition oi

Constantine, but the regulations concerning election

of popes, which was put into the hands of the clergy,

the share of laymen being restricted to acclamation
after the election and to the signature of the proto-

col of election. The third matter discussed at the

qmod referred to the veneration of images, which
waa confirmed in opposition to the Gredcs (see

Images and Image Worshif, II., § 3).

Stephen appears but a tool of the party which
elected him, unable to stop the bloodshed of the

period. The difficulties of Stephen's position arose

from his relations with the Lombards. The Roman
leaders Christophorus and Sergius had o\'erthrown

Constantine with the aid of the Lombards; but it

immediately appeared that their interests and
those of the Lombards were not identical. The two
party leaders now openly opposed the Lombards
and became the spdcesmen of the demands of the

Church. But Stephen perceived that the Roman
and Lombardic powers were too unequal for him
to venture on a rupture, imless he could oppose

Desiderius with a superior ally. Thus he turned to

the Franks. Soon after the Lateran i^nod be ad-

dressed a letter to Charles and Carloman in which

he asked their assistance in his attempt to enforce

the still unsatisfied claims of St. Peter from King
Desiderius. But Stephen saw that his design had
little chance of being carried out. Since the death of

Pippin the government of the Prankish empire had

lacked unity, the relations between Charles and

Carloman being strained; moreover, since CharLs
had married Desiderata, the daughter of the Lom-
bard king, the Lombardic and Prankish relations had

improved and the policy of the Franks had changed.

In the winter of 770-771 the pope came to an agree-

ment with Desiderius. Desiderius demanded the

overthrow of the leaders of the anti-I^mbardic

party, while he himself made concessions toward

satisfying the Roman demands. Christophorus

and Sexgius took up arms for their defense; but

their resistance was unavailing, and Stephen tvas

compelled to sacrifice to his foes the men to whom
he owed his position. In consequence of the over-

throw of the leaders of the Prankish party in Rome
the guidance of the papal policy fell into the hands

of Lombard partisans. Desiderius broke his

promises; yet tibe pope was unable to extract any

advanta^ from the breach between Franks and
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Lombards which occurred in 770. Stephen died

Sept. 24, 772. (A. Hauck.)

BauooHirHT: SooroM an: LAer potif^/loolw, ed. L.

Dacfaenie. i. 468, Pariii. 1886; the Epiatolm in Bouquet,
Jt«nMtl, vxA, .. in MPO, vol. xcviii., and in J. Qretaer,

Votumm epiaUiarunh Optra, vol. vi., 17 vols., Regena-

buxi. 1734-40; Einhaid's Vita Karoli Maoni, in MOH,
ScripL, u (1820). 443-463; Ja£F6, Regiia, \. 286. Con-
•olt further: A. von Reumont, QfchichU der Stadi Rom,
ii. 121 aqq., Berlin. 1868; R. Baxmann. Die PoUtik der

PApeU, i. 262 aqq., Elberfeld, 1868; S. Abel. JahH>iieher

dee frtatkieeken Reiehee unter KaH dem Qroeeen, ed. B.'

Simaoo, pp. 61 aqq.. Leipeic, 1888; H. DopffeU KaieeHvm
«nd PojMCweeAMl. pp. 16 aqq., Fxeibux«. 1880; F. Qraco-
revioi, Hui, of the City of Rome, ii. 327-343, London. 1804;

L. Duehone, in Reeue d'hiat. et de litUraiure rdioieueee,

1806. pp. 238 aqq.; J. A. Ketterer, Karl der Oroeee und
die Kvdke, pp. 10 aqq.. Munich, 1808; Hefele, ConeOienr

geetkiehU, vL 433 aqq.. Fr. tranal., iii. 2, pp. 727 aqq.,

'Eat' tiaaal.. v. 331 aqq.; Manai, ConeUia, v. 680 aqq.;

Bower. Popee, ii. 114-126; PUtina. Popee, i. 104-108;

Milman* Latin ChrieHanity, ii. 433-«30; DCS, iv. 736-

738; and the literature under CHABLmcAoiis.

Stephen IV.: Pope 81&-817. He was a Roman
and of noble birth. Like that of his predecessors,

his poliey involved agreement with the Franks;

roDsequently after his election he induced the Ro-
mans to swear obedience to Louis the PiouSi whom
in Oct., 816, he crowned emperor at Reims. On this

occasion the alliance between the pope and the

Prankish rulers was renewed. In Nov. he returned

to Italy and died Jan. 24, or 25, 817.

(A. Hauck.)

Bouoobapbt: Souroea are: Liber powt^fieaHa, ed. L.

Duehane. ii. 40, Paria, 1802; Jaif6. Regeeta, L 316; J.

Gratwr, Volumen epietolarum, in Opera, vol. vi., 17 vola..

Eeaenabuix. 1734-40; and the Vita of Louta the Pioua,

m MGH, Script., ii (1820), 686 aqq. Ck>n8ult further:

R. i*«-nw»>»»n
, Die PoUtik der PApele, i. 328. Elberfeld. 1868;

jr. Lancen. OeeckiehU der rOmiechen KireKe, ii. 707, Bonn,

1886; B. Simaon, JahtbHeher dee frtinkiechen ReieheB, i.

66* Leipaic. 1874; H. Dopffel, KaieeHum und Papet-

wteKed, i. 46, Freibuiv. 1880; F. Qresoroviua, Hiet. of

the Citv of Rome, iii. 33-46, London, 1806; Bower, Popee,

n. 102-103; Platina. Popee, i. 200-210; Milman, Latin

Ckrietiamti/, iL 618-610; Ifann, Popea. v. 111-121.

Stephen v.: Pope 885-891. This pope lived in a

period of decline ci the Roman bishopric. In the

negotiations with Emperor Basil and his son Leo

VI. concerning Photius he adhered to the Roman
standpoint; not to him, however, but to Emperor

Leo was it due that the decision of Rome was finally

acknofHedged. In the policy toward the newly

founded Slavonic church he followed his predecee^

aors, owning on the one side to preserve the connec-

tion of that church with Rome, on the other side

to concede to it only a small measure of in-

dependence. But in tiie relations to the ooddent

he was powerless. The decline of the empire under

Charlee the Fat had an immediate influence upon

the papacy and the Church. After the deposition of

Charles in Nov., 887, began the period of the less

powerful rulers, on whom the popes became more

and more dependent. Stephen died on Sept. 14,

801, having previously crowned one of these kings,

Guldo of Bpdeto, emperor, Feb. 21, 891.

(A. Hauck.)

BDUOOEAivr: Souroea are: Liber pontiflealia, ed. L.

Duehene, iL 101, Paria, 1802; fragmenta of documents,

ed. P. Ewald, in NA, v. 300; Jaff^, Regeeta, i. 427; J. M.

Watterieh. Ramamorym pontific^nn . . . vita, i. 83, Leip-

«ie, 1869; and the BpieloUf in Pou<)aet, ^etwO, yol. ix»

Cksnault further: A. von Reumont, Oeaehiehte der Stadt

Rom, iL 218 aqq., Berlin, 1868; R. Baioociann, Die PoUtik
der PApete, ii. 62 aqq.. Elberfeld, 1860; E. DOmmler, Oe-
echiehte dee oetfirOnkieehen Reichea, iii. 248 aqq., Leipaic,

1888; H. Dopffel, Kaiaertwn und Papetweched, pp. 152-
163, FreibuTB. 1880; J. Langen, Oeaehiehte der r&mieehen
Kirehe, iii. 280 aqq., Bonn, 1802; F. Gregoroviua, Hiel. of
the City of Rome, iii. 208-215. London, 1805; Bower,
Popee, ii. 204-206; Platina, Popes, i. 236-236; Milman,
Latin Christianity, iii. 105; Mann. Popee, vi. 367-402 et

paaaim.

Stephen VL: Pope 896-^97. After the death of

Formosus, who had crowned Amulf emperor, the

faction of Spoleto elected a pope of their own party,

Stephen VI., the short pontificate of Boniface VI.

alone intervening. Stephen's consecration took

place proliably in May, 896. He was one of the most
violent opponents of Formosus. His short pontifi-

cate is disgraced by his unheard-of judgment upon
Formosus after his death (see Foumosus). The
horror aroused by this outrage led to a sudden up-

rising of the people (July, 897) on which occasion

Stephen was murdered. (A. Hauck.)

Bzbuoobapht: Souroea are: Liber pontificalie, ed. L.

Duoheane, ii., pp. zviii., 220, Paria, 1802; Jaff6, Regeeta, i.

430; J. M. Watterieh, Pontificum Romanortim . . . vUa, i.

35 aqq., Leipeic, 1862; the Epietola, in Bouquet, RecueU,

vol. ix.; and the Epietola et privilegia in MPL, vol. cxxix.

Conault further: Mann, Popee, vii. 76 aqq.; E. DOmmler,
Auxiliue und Vvigariue, pp. 10 aqq., Leipeic, 1866; idem,

Oeaehiehte dee oetfr&nkiachen Reiehee, iii. 426, ib. 1888;

A. von Reiunont, Oeaehiehte der Stadt Rom, ii. 224, Berlin,

1868; R. Baxmann, Die PoUtik der PapsU, ii. 70, Elber-

feld, 1860; H. Dopffel, Kaiaertum und Papetweehad, p.

157, Freiburg, 1880; J. Langen, Oeaehiehte der rdmiachen

Kirehe, iii. 303, Bonn, 1802; F. Qregoroviua, Hiel. of the

City of Rome, iii. 226-220, London, 1805; Bower, Popee,

ii. 300; Platina, Popee, i. 237-230; Bfilman, Latin Chrie-

Uanity, iii. 110-111.

Stephen VIL: Pope 92&-031. His pontificate

fell during the time when Theodora and Marozia

ruled in Rome. The pope vanished so completely

into the background beside bis ambitious mistresses

that information concerning him is very scanty.

(A. Hauck.)

Bibuoobapht: Liber pontificalie, ed. L. Duchesne, ii. 242,

Paria, 1802; J. M. Watterieh, Pontificwn Romanorum
. . . vita, i. 33, Leipaic, 1862; Jaff6. Regeeta, i. 453;

A. von Reumont, Oeaehiehte der St€idt Rom, ii. 231, Berlin,

1868; R. Baxmann, Die PoUtik der PdpaU, ii. 00, Elber-

feld, 1860; J. Langen, Oeaehiehte der rdmiaehen Kirehe,

iii. 333, Bonn, 1802; F. Gregoroviua, Hiat. of the City of

Rome, iii. 282, London, 1805; Bower, Popee, ii. 311;

Pbttina, Popee, i. 247-248; Mann, Popee, viii. 180-100.

Stephen VHL: Pope 939-942. His pontificate

was coincident with the rule of Alberich, the son of

Marozia, as prince and senator of the Romans in

Rome; and his importance was small compared

with that of the energetic Alberich, who regarded

Rome as his property. But before foreign powers

Stephen upheld the claims of the papacy, threaten-

ing France and Biugimdy with the ban unless they

acknowledged Louis d'Outremer as king, which they

were forced to do. (A. Hauck.)

Bibuoobapht: Liber pontifieaUe, ed. L. Duchesne, ii. 244,

Paris, 1802; JafF6, Regeeta, i. 457; J. M. Watterieh, Pon-

tijlewn Romanorum . . . vUa, i. 34, Leipeic. 1862; A. von

Reumont, Oeeehichte der Stadt Rom, ii. 233. Berlin. 1868;

R. Baxmann, Die PoUtik der P&paU, ii. 03. Elberfeld. 1860;

J. Langen, Oeaehiehte der rdmiaehen Kirehe, iii. 333. Bonn,

1802; F. Qregorovius. Hiat. of the City of Rome, iii. 317,

London, 1805; Mann. Popee, ix. 200. 212 aqq., 232; Bower,

Popee, «. 313-^14; PUtina, Popea, i. ?40-250,
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Stephen IZ. (FrM^c of Lorraine): Pope 1057-
1058. He was one of the three aons of Duke Goielo
of Lorraine. He was educated at Lai6ge, and be-

came archdeacon at the church of St. Lambert.
Leo IX. induced him in 1049 to go to Rome, where
he became cardinal deacon, and in 1051 chancellor

and librarian; in 1054 he was a member of an em-
bassy to Constantinople, returning after the death of

Leo and retiring into the monastery of Honte Caasino

(1055), the abbot of which he became two years
later. In the same year (1057) Victor II. died, and
Fr^^ric was elected in his plaM. Since the election

occurred without imderstanding with the widow of

Henry III., it implied an open violation of the im-
perial rights; at the same time it showed that the le-

furm party considered it the right time to abolish im-
perial control over the papacy. If this was the aim,
there could have been found no more suitable person
than FrM^ric for the papal chair, since his brother

Duke Godfrey, as husband of Marchioness Beatrix
of Tuscany, possessed the chief power in Italy. But
an immediate rupture with the empire was avoided.

The activity of Stephen was directed in the first

place to the enforcement of the law of celibacy; but
more important for the future was his attitude to-

ward the Patarenes of Milan. By not merely toler-

ating, but even approving, revolutionary procedures,

he formed the union between the papacy and the

democrats of Upper Italy which was so successful

for both parties. He died at Florence Mar. 29,

1058. (A. Hauck.)

Bibuoosapht: Liber ponHfiealu, ed. L. Dnebane. ii. 279,
334. 356. Paris, 1892; Jaif6, Regetta, i. 653 aqq.; J. M.
Watterich, PonHfieum Romanorum . . . vita, 1. 188 aqq.,

Lripsic. 1852; A. von Reumont, OeachiehU der Stadt R&m,
ii. 351, Berlin, 1868; R. Bazmann, Die PoliHk der PApete,
u. 262. Elberfeld. 1860; J. WattendorfT. Papet Stephan
IX., Paderbom. 1883; Q. Meyer von Knonau. JahthHeher
dee deutechen Reichee unler Heinrieh IV. vnd Heuiriek V..

i. 30 aqq.. Leipeie. 1800; J. Laacen, Oeechiehte der rdmi-
echen Kwhe, ill. 404. Bonn. 1802; F. Oregorovius. Hiel.

of the City of Rome, iv. 70-111. London, 1806; Mann.
Popee, X. 381 aqq.; Bower, Popee, ii. 363-366; Platina,
Popee, i. 276-277; Milman, LaHn Chrietiemiiy, iii. 270-
204; Hauok,KD,ia.6608qq.; Hefele, C<mcaiai0MdbM*te,
iv. 701.

STEPHBH BAR ^XTDHAILB (^UD(H)AILI or

SUDAILI): Syrian mystic of the sixth century.

He lived for a time in Egypt as the pupil of one John
the Egyptian, and later resided at Edeasa and
finally at Jerusalem. He was a contemporary of

Jacob of Sarug (q.v.), who addressed a letter to him,
while Philoxenus (q.v.) wrote certain priests of

Edessa concerning him. He is said to have taught
that the punishments of hell were finite, and that

baptism and the Eucharist were superfluous. He
receives a special anathema in the creed of Philox-

enus and in the Jacobite ordination lituigy. Ac-
cording to Barhebncus, Stephen was the author of

a work '* On the Hidden Mysteries of God," which
was ascribed to Hierotheus, a disciple of St. Paul
(MSS. in the British Museum and Biblioth^ue
Nationale, and at Berlin; the British Museum MS.,
cod. Rich. 7189, is evidently the very one used by
Barhebneus). The exact relation of the woric to
Dionysius the Areopagite (q.v.) is not yet entirely

clear. It is held by A. Merx that not only the medie-
val mystics of the West, but also the Mohammedan

Sufisy derived their most fruitful concepts from the

Syrian mystic, Stephen bar ^udhaile. E. Nestle.
BxBUOOBAnrr: Older literature and eoaroeB are: Abul-

faiaj (Bariiebneus), Hiet. ecd., 1. 221; J. S. Aifunani.
BiUioiheea arieiUalu, L 303, ii. 30-33, 200; J. Abbeloos.
De vHa et eeriptie 8, Jaoabi Bathnarum Sartigi epieeopu
Louvain, 1867. Consult further: A. L. Frothinghatn, On
the Book of Hierotheue by a Syrian Myetie of the 6th Cenn
tury, in Proeeedinge of the American Oriental Society, 18g4,

' pp. x.-xiii.; idem, Stephen bar SudaUi, the Syrian Myetie
and the Book of Hierotheue, Leyden, 1886 (cf. Loots in

Theoloyieehe Literatuneituno, 1884, pp. 664-655, and
Bithcen in theaame, 1887, no. 10); V. Ryvel, Dae " Buck
dee Hierotheue:* in ZKO, x (1887), 156-158; A. Menc
Die Idee und Gr^ndUyung einer aUoemeinen GeechichU der

Myetik, Heidett>ei|, 1803; W. Wrisht. A Short Hiet. of
Synae Literature, pp. 76-77, London, 1804; R. Duval,
La Littiratwe eyriaque, pp. 358-360, 438. Paris, 1809;

C. Broekdmann. in Litteratur dee Oetene, vii.* 2 (1007). 2&

STBPHEH DB BORBOHS (DB VELLAVILLA):
Dominican author; b. at Belleville (24 m. n. of

Lyons) c. 1190; d. at Lyons c. 1261. He studied

at the cathedral school in MAcon and at Paris. In

1223 he was in Lyons among the Dominicans whose
first settlement he had witnessed in Paris. He was
lealous in his attempt to convert heretics; in V^ze-

lay (Yonne) he preached the crusade agunst the

Albigenses; about 1235 he labored in the diooese of

Valence in Dauphin^ to convert the Waldenses (q.v.)

and soon afterward was entrusted with the conduct

of Inquisition agamst them. The last years of his life

he devoted to the book which made him famous,

TraeUUu9 de diverttU maleriU prwdicabUibus, ardina^

H» el diaiineUe in teptem partee aecundutn sepiem

dona Spiritue Sandi. It was primarily intended to

be used in the preparation of sermons, and was a
compilation of anecdotes, illustrations, incidents,

and the like, taken in part from previous compila-

tions, in part derived from contemporaneous events

in his own oflkial life. It is of historical value as a
source of knowledge of the thirteenth oentuiy.

(FERBIKANn GOHBS.)

BiBUoaaaPHT: J. Qu4tif and J. Echaid, Seriptaree ordtmt
preBdieatorwn, i. 174 sqq.. Paiw, 1710; Hiet. lititraire de

la France, six. 27 sqq.; A. Leooy de la Marche, La Chaire

francaiee an moyen-dge, pp. 106 aqq., ib. 1868; idem. Ante-
dotee hietoriquee, Uyendee et apotoguee, tirie du recueH in-

SdU dritienne de Bawrbon, ib. 1877; B. Haurteu. in Jota^

nal dee eavatOe, 1881, pp. 501 sqq., 730 sqq.; K. MoUer.
Die Waldeneer und ihre eineelnen Grvppen, Qothn, 1866;

KL, id, 766-767.

STBPHBH HARDING. See Habdino, drBFHXN.

STBPHEH OF TOURNAI: Canonist; b. at

Origans shortly before 1130; d. at Toumai in Sept.,

1203. He received his first instruction in his native

dty, and entered the chapter of St. Evurtius of the

Congregation at St. Victor. He must have been
canon and cantor as early as 1152. He then received

permission to complete his studies in Bologna,
where he heard Bul^uns on civil law and Rufinus on
oanon law. In 1167 Stephen became abbot of St.

Evurtius, and ten years later abbot of St. Genevieve
in Paris, belonging to the Congregation of St. Victor.

In 1192 he was elected bishop of Toumai. The
work, completed about 1160, that made his name
famous, was his Summa on the Decretum OraiianL
It had an important influence upon eodesiastieal

jurisdiction and canon law in the Middle Age&
Stephen was a gifted and enthusiastic preach^.
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though his Bermons betray the exaggerated rhetoric

(tf hiathne. (Fsrdinand Cohrs.)
Bibuoobafht: A wleetkm of the Opera was published by

C. du Molinet, Paria, 1679, whence, with a supplement, it

was repioduoed in MPL, ccxi. 205-M2. His" Letters

"

were fixvt published by J. B. Maason, Paris, 161 1 ; thenwere
taken into the MPL, ut sup.; forty of them are in Bouquet,
RectteO^ xix. 282-^306; and a new ed. was issued by J.

Deaflve. Lsttrct d'Btienne de Toumai, Valenciennes, 1893.
Consult: F. Miiam^n, BeUiHgt nr OtachiehU derjurUtiaehen
LitUraiurdm MittdaUera, Vienna, 1867; J. F. von Schulte,
Gt^ekichU der QudUn und LUUrtUwdM kanowUchtn Reehta,

i. 133 sqq.. Stuttcart, 1875; L. Bouisain, La Chain fran-
^aiae au xH. aikU, Paris. 1879; H. Denifle, ChartuUuriwn
tanvenHatu Pariaienna^ i. 12 et passim, Paris, 1889; Arehiv
far katkaiiaehaa KinhenraiM, Ixvi (1891), 460; Detdaeha
Zeiiaekrift fltr KireUitradU, III., i (1892), 262 sqq.; KL, id.

770-771.

STEPHSHS^ ESTlKimiK, STEPHAHXTS: The
name of a difltingiiwhed Parisian family of printers,

which did most brilliant service in the interest of

hterature, and by their publications promoted the

cause of the Reformation.

1. Henxy, the first printer of this name, had an
establishment of his own in Paris from 1503 to 1520.

lie was on friendly tenus with some of the most
learned men of the day, Bud^, Bri^onnet, and Faber
Stapulensis (q.v.)> &nd had among his proof-readers

Beatus Rhenanus. Among his publications were
Faber's editions of Aristotle, the PaaUerium quin-

cuplrx, and his commentary on the Pauline Epistles.

Henry left three sons, Francis, Robert, and Qiaries.

Francis published a number of works (1537-17)

which had no bearing upon theology. His few im-
pressions, chiefly issues of the classics, were all in

Latin except PaaUerium and a llorm Virffinia in

Greek. Charlet studied medicine, wrote some works
on natural history, and gained an honorable position

both as scholar and as author. In 1551 he assumed
control of the Paris printing estabUshment, on
Robert's departure to Geneva, and printed a num-
ber of works till 1561, using the title " royal typog-

rapher " (hfpographuB regiua) . One of his works that
long remained an authority was a Dictionariurn

Latino-GaUicum, 1552. He published a number of

smaller editions of Hebrew texts and targums, which
were edited by J. Mercier.

2. Robert, the second son of Henry, and the
founder of the splendid reputation which the name
of Stephens still enjoys, was bom in Paris, 1503,

and died in Geneva Sept. 7, 1559. He early became
acquainted with the ancient languages, and entered

the printing-establishment of Simon de Colines, who
married his mother upon his father's death. He
corrected the edition of the Latin New Testament of

1523. This work was the first occasion of the endless

charges and criminations of the clerical party,

especially the thedogical faculty of the Sorbonne,

against him. In 1524 he became proprietor of the

press of his father. In 1539 he adopted as his devices

an olive branch around which a serpent was twined,

and a man standing under an olive-tree, with grafts

from which wild branches were falling to the ground,

with the words of Rom. xi. 20, Ndi altum mpere,

.wed time, " Be not high-minded, but fear." The
latter was called the dive of the Stephens family.

In 1539 he received the distinguishing title of
" Printer in Gredc to the king." But the official

vecognitioa and the crown's approval to his under-

taking could not save him from the censure and
ceaseless opposition of the divines, and in 1550, to

escape the violence of his persecutors, he emigrated
to Geneva. With his title of " royal typographer "

Robert made the Paris establishment famous by his

numerous editions of grammatical works and other

school-books (among them many of Melanchthon's),

and of old authors, as Dio Cassius, Eusebius, Cicero,

Sallust, Caesar, Justin. Many of these, especially

the Greek editions, were famous for their typograph-
ical elegance. In 1532 he published the remark-
able Theaaurae lingua latin cb, and twice he pub-
lished the Hebrew Bible entire—^in 1530-44, thirteen

parts, in four volumes, and 1544-46 in seventeen

parts. Both of these editions are rare. Of more
importance are his four editions of the Greek New
Testament, 1546, 1549, 1550, and 1551, the last in

Geneva. The first two are among the neatest Greek
texts known, and are called mirificam; the third

is a splendid masterpiece of typographical skill, and
is known as the Editio regia; the edition of 1551 con-

tains the. Latin translation of Erasmus and the Vul-

gate, is not nearly as fine as the other three, and is

exceedingly rare. It was in this edition that the

versicular division of the New Testament was for the

first time introduced (see Bible Text, IL, 2, § 2,

III., § 3). A number of editions of the Vulgate also

appeared from his presses, of which the principal

are those of 1528, 1532, 1540 (one of the ornaments
of his press), and 1546. The text of the Vulgate

was in a wretched condition, and Stephens's editions,

especially that of 1545, containing a new translation

at the side of the Vulgate, was the subject of sharp

and acrimonious criticism from the cleigy. On his

arrival at Geneva, he published a defense against the

attacks of the Sorbonne. He issued the French
Bible in 1553, and many of Calvin's writings; the

finest edition of the InstitiUio being that of 1553.

His fine edition of the Latin Bible with glosses

(1556) contained the translation of the Old Testa-

ment by Santes Pagninus, and the first edition of

Beza's translation of the New Testament.
Three of Robert's sons, Henry, Robert, and

Francois, became celebrated as printers. B^foiSi
the second (b. in 1540), printed on his own account
in Geneva from 1562-82, issuing a number of

editions of the Bible in Latin and French, and some
of Calvin's works. French writers identify him with

a printer by the name of Estienne in Normandy,
whither he is supposed to have emigrated in 1582.

Robert^ the second (b. in 1530; d. in 1570), began
to print in Paris on his own account in 1556, and in

1563 received the title of Typographus regiva; his

presses were busily employed in issuing civil docu-

ments. He held to the Roman Catholic faith and
thus won the support of Charles IX., and by 1563

appears to have fully reconstituted his father's es-

tablishment in Paris. His edition of the New Tes-

tament of 1568-69 a reprint of his father's first

edition, and equal to it in elegance of execution, is

now exceedingly rare.

8* Banff^ second, the eldest son of the great

Robert, and without doubt the most distinguished

member of the family, was bom in Paris, 1528, and
died at Lyons March, 1598. He displayed in his

youth a genuine enthusiasm for Greek and Latin;
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and hb father took special pains with his education,

and, as a part of his general training, he undertook
in his nineteenth year a protracted joiuney to Italy,

England, and Flanders, where he busied himself in

collecting and collating manuscripts for his father's

press. In 1554 he published at Paris his first in-

dependent work, the Anacrcan. Then he went again

to Italy, helping Aldus at Venice, discovered a
copy of Diodorus Siculus at Rome, and returned to

Geneva in 1555. In 1557 he seems to have had a
printing-establishment of his own, and, in the spirit

of modem times, advertised himself as the '* Parisian

printer " (typographua partBienns). The following

year he assumed the title, iUudria vtri Hvldriei Fug-
geri tgpographua, from his patron, Fugger of Augs-
burg. In 1559 Henry assumed chaige of his father's

presses, and distingiiished himself as the publisher,

and also as the editor and collator, of manuscripts.

Athenagoras, Aristotle, .fischylus, appeared in 1557;

Diodorus Siculus, 1559; Xenophon, 1561; Thu-
cydides, 1564; Herodotus, 1566 and 1581. He im-
proved old translations, or made new Latin, transla-

tions, of many Greek authors. His most celebrated

work, the Theaawrus Ungues grcsca, which has
served up to the nineteenth century as the basis of

Greek lexicography, appeared in 4 vols., 1572, with
a supplement in 2 vols. Of the Greek editions of the

New Testament that went forth from his presses,

there deserve mention those of Besa, with his com-
mentary, 1565, 1569, 1582, 1588-89, and the smaller

editions of 1565, 1567, 1580. A triglot containing

the Peshito appeared in 1569, of which some copies

are in existence, bearing the date L3rons, 1571. In
1565 a lai^e French Bible was printed. Heniy's
own editions of the Greek New Testament of 1576
and 1587 are noteworthy; the former containing

the first scientific treatise on the language of the
apostolic writers; the latter, a discussion of the
ancient divisions of the text. In 1594 he published

a concordance of the New Testament, the prepara-

tory studies for which his father had made. Much
earlier he translated Calvin's catechism into Greek,

which was printed in 1554 in his father's printing-

room.
Henry was married three times, and had fourteen

children, of whom three survived him. His son
Paul (b. 1567), of whose life little is known, as-

sumed control of the presses. Two of Paul's sons

were printers—Joseph at La Rochelle, and Antoine
(d. 1674), who became '' Printer to the king " in

Paris in 1613. Fronton Le Due's Chrysastom, and
Jean Morin's Greek Bible (3 vols., 1628) were issued

from Antoine's presses. His son Heniy succeeded to

the title of '' Printer to the king " in 1649, and his

work closed about 1659. He left no children, and
was the last of the family who took active interest in

editing and printing, llie high standard that had
been established by the early Stephens was main-
tained to the last, and the publications of the later

publishers were mainly in the division of Greek and
Roman classics.

BiBUOGBAPHT; M. MaittftiTB, Stephemorum hidoria, vittu

ip9orum ae li&rot wmpUdens, London, 1709; idem, HiU.
iypooriiphorum€UiQUii4PaT%unntan, 2 vols., ib. 1717; . A.
Renouard, AnnaUB de Vvnjnimerie det BitUnne, ou hiiL de
to famHU dM Sttimne «t de U9 Sdiiiona, 2 parte. Pftris,

1837-38; Q. A. Gmpdet, Robert Bitienne , , . §t U roi

Franecta /., Paiii, 1830; L. J. Feuc^re, Eami Mr lo vie

el lee oueragee de H. Setienne, Paris. 1853; E. Frommaim,
AufeiUee eur OeeehiehU dee Buehhandele im 18. Jahrkv^
deri, Jen*. 1876; P. Schaff, Companion to the Greek Tee-

tament arid the Bnglieh Vereion, pp. 236-237. 636-539.

New York, 1883; F. H. Reusch. Index der verbatenen

BUeher, i. 152. 337. 416. ii. 166. et poasim. Boon. 1885;

Nouoeata doeumeiUe eur lee Betienne, imprimeure parieiene,

1617-1666, in Mimoiree of the Paris Society of Hktozy.
vol. xzii.. Paris. 1895; G. H. Putnam. Booke and their

Makere during the MiddU Agee, ii. 15-100. New York.
1897; idem. Ceneorehip of the Chwth of Rome, L 102. 228
aqq.. 296. 238. 411. ib. 1907; P. Renouaid, /mprwiewt
parieiene depute 1470 jue^u'h la fin du XVI, eUeU, Paria,

1898; A. Qaudin, Hiet. de Vimprknerie en France au xr.

et xpi. eikU, Paris. 1900; L. Radigeur. MaUree imprienemra
et owniore iypogmphoe, 1470-1906, Paris. 1903.

STEPHENS^ THOMAS: En^^ish Jesuit and mis-

sionary. See India, I., 4, } 2.

STBRCORANISTS: The name given (from

ttereu8, " excrement ") in the Middle Ages to those

who might possibly lK>]d, as a theoretical position,

that the body of Christ, received in the Lond's Sup-
per, was masticated, digested, and finally excieted.

It was first mentioned as a possible error and re-

jected by Radbertus Paschasius (De carpore et

aanguine Domini^ zz.) in reference to the pseudo-
Clementine Epistle to James, but Radbertus did not

assert that it was held by his opponents. Amalarius
of Mets (q.v.) left the question open whether the

body of Christ was eaten and digoted in a natural

way, but appealed to Matt. xv. 17. Rabanus ap-

pealed to the same pssssge. But after the doctrine

of transubstantiation had been adopted, the question

concerning the natural eating of the body ol CSirist

no longer permitted discussion. The term " Ster^

coranist " seems to have been used first by Cardinal

Frederic of Lorraine, later Pope Stephen IX., in his

Responno give ooniradidio adoenua Niceta Peo-

toraH UbeUum, xxii., and thence came into quite

common use. (A. Hauck.)
BiBUOOBAPinr: L. d'Aeheiy, SpieUeifium, uL 330. Parii.

1723; C. M. Pfaff. De etereoranietie medU ovi, Tobincen.
1750; J. M. SehrSokh. KirehengeechiehU, zxiii. 429 aqq..

85 ols., Leipsio. 1772-1803; J. Bach, Dogmengeackiekle
dee MiUdaUere, i. 185-186. Vienna. 1873; K. Werner.
Qeibeii von AurHlae, pp. 165-166, ib. 1878; J. SehiraDe.
Dogmengeechichte dee Mittelaltere, p. 630. Freibuni. 1882;

J. Schnitser. Berengar von Toure, pp. 205 sqq.. Btattsait.

1892; R. Mftnchemeier, Amalar von MetM, pp. 106 aqq..

HQnater. 1893; JCL, zi. 782-783.

STERNB, LAURENCE: Churoh of England,
clergyman, wit, and novelist; b. at Qonmel (46 m.
n.e. of Cork), Ireland, Nov. 24, 1713; d. in London
Mar. 18, 1768. He was the great gnmdson of Rich-
ard Sterne, arehbishop of York, and his father was
an officer in the anny, whose death in 1731 left

Laurence unprovided for. Young Sterne was a

student at Halifax, but was unsystematic in his

woric; by his uncle he was sent to Jesus College,

Cambridge (B.A., 1736; M.A., 1740), where phys-
ical weakness was indicated by a hemorrhage of tJie

lungs before he finished his studies. He was ordered

deacon in 1736 and ordained priest in 1738, this

step being taken on the advice of his unde, who had
sent him to college; but his tastes and temp«a-
ment were not such as really to qualify him for the

ministry, the work of which was probably always
irksome to him. He became vicar of 8utton-in-the

Forest in Yoricshire, 1738; prebend of Qivendak
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in Toric eathednJ, 1740-41; commisBaiy of Picker-

ing and Pockliogton in the same year; the next
year he married Eliaabetb (Eliza) Lumley, who
was possessed of a small patrimony; in 1742-43

Sterne received in addition to his other charges the

living oi Stillington; he also at this time attempted
to add to his income by farming. His first pnblica-

tioD was a charity sermon (York, 1747). A second
commissaiyship was awarded him in 1747, and a
claim by another upon his first office of this kind
led to Sterne's entrance on the field of satiric himior,

.4 PoliUcal Rcmance addresBed to , eaq. of
York (1769), often appearing later as The Hittory

ofa Wcerm Waich Coat, This line of woric proved so

congenial that he continued it, and began to write

the work which marks his place in English litera-

ture, TrUtram Shandy, the first two books of which
were published by himself (late in 1759) after the

work had been refused by a London publisher. The
work found instant success, a second edition was
arranged for by the publisher, and its continuance
was assured upon contract at the rate of a volume
a year. A volimie of sermons was also put tluDUgh
the press. In 1760 he became perpetual curate of

Cozwdd, retaining his other charges of Sutton and
Stillington, which were served by curates. His
residence at Coxwold was broken by a visit to

France, where he was lionized, and by frequent

journeys to London on business connected with the
publication of the later volumes of TrUtram Shandy,
of sermons, and of his SerUimerUal Journey. His
works were first collected in 7 vols., Dublin, 1779,

then in 10 vols., London, 1780; a late edition is by
G. Saintsbury, 6 vols., 1894.

BauooBAnrr: P. Fit«fendd, Lif* of Laurtnet Sterne, 2
vols., London. 1864, 2d ed.. ib. 1896; W. M. Thaokeray,
The SngUeK Htanowriete of the 18th CerUury, 2d ed., ib.

1853; P. S. Stapfer, Lattrenee Sterne, ea pereonne et eee

9wrte, Paris, 1870; E. Scherer, Studee eritiquea de lit-

Uraivre, pp. 195-221, ib. 1876; H. D. Tmill, Life of Sterne,
new ed.. London, 1889; L. Stephen, Houre in a lAbrary,
iii. 13»-174, ib. 1892; J. Texte, J.-J. Roneeeau et lee

originee du eoetnopolUieme liUiraire, pp. 337-^64, Paris,

1895; DNB, Ut. 199-221.

STERHHOLD, THOMAS: One of the founders

of English psalmody; b. either at Southampton,
England, or on the Hayfield estate near Blakeney
(20 m. n. of Bristol, England), about 1500; d. Aug.
23, 1549. He studied at Oxford but did not take a
degree; was groom of the chambers to Henry VIII.

and Edward VI. He is said to have versified fifty-

one psalms, of which nineteen appeared in 1548,

and thirty-seven the next year, immediately after

his death (for other data, and developments after

Stemhold, see Htmnologt, IX., | 2). The work
was continued by John Hopkins of the Woodend,
Aure, Gloucestershire (B.A., Oxford, 1544; said to

have held a living in Suffolk). The Whole Booke of
Piobru CoUeded into EngUeh Metre app^red 1562,

and was bound up with innumerable editions of the

Pra3rer Book; making for two centuries or more the

only or chief metrical provision of the Church of

England. Since 1700 or so, it has been called the
" Old Verricm," in distinction from its rival, Tate

and Brady. Of its contents about forty-one psalms

bear the initiak of Stemhold (the only notable

sample of his skill being a few stansas of Ps. xviii.),

and sixty-four, those of Hopkins. The rest are by
Thomas Norton, a lawyer who translated Calvin's

Institutes, and d. about 1600; William Whittingham,
b. at Chester, 1524; d. 1589; educated at Oxford;
married Calvin's sister, and was from 1563 dean of
Durham; and William Kethe, who was in exile with
Knox at Geneva, 1555, chaplain to the English
forces at Havre 1563, and afterward rector or vicar
of Okeford in Dorsetshire. Kethe is memorable as
the author of the only rendering now much used of

all these, '' All people that on earth do dwell
"

(Ps. c), which hais a venerable solidity and
quaintness.

BiBLXOOBApar: 8. W. Duffield, Bngluh Hymne, pp. 526-
520, New York, 1886; N. Livizi«Bton. The Scottieh Met-
rical Pealier of A. D. 1633, Edinburgh, 1864; Julian,
Hymnolagy, pp. 860-861, 863; DNB, liv. 223-224.

STERRY, PETER: Puritan; b. in Surrey; d.

in London Nov. 19, 1672. He was graduated from
Emmanuel's College, Cambridge (B.A., 1633; M.A.,

1637; fellow, 1636); was one of Cromwell's chap-
lains, one of the fourteen divines proposed by the
Lordis in May, 1642, and sat as an Independent in

the Westminster Assembly almost from the first.

He was characterised as mystical and obscure, but
his doctrines of conversion and of religious life, of

Christian experience, duty, and hope were of the
usual Evangelical type. Among his works may be
mentioned The Clovda in Which Christ Comes (Lon-
don, 1648); four Parliament sermons, The Spirit'

$

Conviction of Sinne (l(A5); The Teachings of Christ

intheSoide(lQ4S); The Comingforth of Christ in the

Power of his Death (IQ50); The Way of God with kis

People in These Nations (1657); Englands De-
liverance from the Northern Presbytery, Compared
with its Deliverance from the Roman Papacy; or a
Thanksgiving Sermon on Jer. xvi. 14, 16 (1652);

Discourse on the Freedom of the Will (1675); The
Rise, Race, and Royalty of the Kingdom of God in the

Soul ofMan together vnth an Account of the State ofa
Saint's Soul and Body in Death (1683); The Ap-
pearance of God to Man in the Gospel and Gospd
Change, to Which is Added an Explication of the

Trinity, and a Short Catechism (1710).

Bduoorapht: D. Neal. Hiti. of ihe PuriUxne, ed. J. Toul-
min. 5 vols., Bath. 1793-97; B. Brooke, Livee of the Puri-
fan«, iii. 347, London, 1813; A. 4 Wood. Athena Oxon-
ieneee, ed. P. Blias. iii. 197. 912. 1170. 4 vols., ib. 1813-20;
D. Masson's Life of MiUon, paMim. 6 vols., ib. 1859-80;
DNB, liv. 224-225; and the literature under WBSTMiNarmi
Standards.

STEUDEL, JOHAHH CHRISTIAN FRIEDRICH:
German theologian; b. at Esslingen (8 m. s.e. of

Stuttgart) Oct. 25, 1779; d. at Tubingen Oct. 24,

1837. He was educated at Tubingen, 1797-1804;

was vicar at Oberesslingen 1802-06; tutor at

Tubingen, 1806-08; studied Arabic and Persian

at Paris, 1808-10; was deacon at Canstatt, 1810-

1812; after 1812 subdeacon and deacon at Tubing-
en and professor of theology, 1815-37. In 1822
he became morning preacher at the principal church
of the city and after 1826 senior of the faculty and
assessor of the seminary inspection. His lectures

at first were on the Old Testament, including later

oriental languages, and after 1826 dogma and apolo-

getics. He founded in 1828 the ZeUschnftfUr Theo-

logie,
' A rational supematuralist, Steudel is usually
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regarded as the laat representatiye of the older

TObingen School (q.v.). With his wriUngs he op-

posed Roman Catholic union in 1811-16, and the

union of the two Protestant churches in 1822. He
wrote C7e6er die HdUbarkeU de$ Glaubena an geachichl-

liehe Offenbarung GoUsa (Stuttgart, 1814); Glau-

bendekre (TObingen, 1834); and Theologie dee Alien

TeetamenU (Berlin, 1840). He entered into a
sharp controversy with D. F. Strauss upon the ap-

pearance of the latter's Ijtben Jeau,

(0. F. OEHLBRf.)
Bebuografht: Th« memorial tAdnm hy Domer and the

•ketch of the life by Dettincer are in TUbino^r ZmUehrift
for Theoloifie, 1838, part 1. Ooonilt further H. A. Lan-
derer, NwmU DogminiftteMehU, pp. 170 mvi„ HeObroim,
1881.

STEUSRHAGBLy stei^er-nfl^gel, KARL: German
Protestant; b. at Hardegsen (10 m. n.n.w. of

Q6ttingen) Feb. 17, 1869. He was educated at the

University of Halle (1887-91) and at the theological

seminary at Wittenberg, and became privat-docent

for Old-Testament exegesis at Halle in 1895, and
extraordinary professor in 1907. Besides editing

the ZeiUchrift dee deulechen PdUuHna-Vereine since

1903, he has prepared the volumes on Deuteronomy
(1898) and Joshua (1899) for W. Nowack's Hand-
kommentar turn AUen TeetamerUf to which he has also

contributed AUgemeine EirUeitung in dae Hexaieueh

(1900), and has written Der Rahmen dee Deutero-

namiume (Halle, 1894); Die Entetehung dee deuiero-

nomiechen GeeeUee (1^)6); Die Einvoanderung der

ieradUieehen Stdmme in Kanaan (Berlin, 1901);

Hebrdiecke GrammaHk (1903; 3d ed., 1909); and
Meihodieche EinUitung zum hebrdiechen Sprackunter'

ridU (1905).

STEVENS^ ABEL: Historian of Methodism; b.

in Philadelphia, Pa., Jan. 19, 1815; d. in San
Jos^, Gal., Sept. 12, 1897. He was educated at Wes-
leyan Academy, Wilbraham, Mass., and at Wesleyan
University, Middletown, (jonn.; he completed a
course of study at the latter institution in 1834;

joined the New England Conference in 1834; was
appointed to churches in Boston, Mass., and Provi-

dence, R. I. ; became editor of Zion'e Herald, Boston,

1840; The National Magazine, New Yoric, 1852;

The Chrietian Advocate, New York, 1856; was
joint editor, with Drs. McClintock and Grooks,

of The Methodiel, 1860-74; and pastor of churches
in New York City and Mamaroneck, N. Y. On
retiring from editorial life, he traveled extensively

in the United States and then in Europe, where he
settled finally at Geneva, Switzerland, taking charge
of the American Union Church tiiere, and became
correspondent of American journals. In a series of

works that remain the standard authority he reduced
the history of Methodism to a connected narrative.

He was the author of Sketchee and Inddente (New
York, 1843); Memoriale of the Introduction of
Methodism into the Eastern States (2 vols., 1848-

1852); Essay on Church Polity nSiT); Essay on the

Preaching Required by the Times (1855); Essay on
The Great Reform in Systematic Beneficence (1856);
The History of the Religious Movement of the Eight-

eenth Century, Called Methodism (3 vols., 1858-61);

Life and Times of Nathan Bangs (1863); HiOory

qf theMethodist Episcopal Church in the United States

(4 vols., 1864-67); The Centenary of American !

Methodism (1865); Women of Methodism: Us three

Foundresses, S. Wesley, the Countess of Huntingdon,

and B. Heck; with Sketches of their female As-

sociates (1866); Madame de StaH: Study of her lAfe

and Times (2 vols., 1881) ; Character Sketches (1882)

;

Christian Work and Consolation; the Problem of an
effective and happy Life (1882).

STEVEHS^ GEORGE BARKER: Congregational-

ist; b. at Spencer, N. Y., July 13, 1854; d, at New
Haven, Conn., June 22, 1906. He was graduated

from the University of Rochester, N. Y., 1877, and
from Yale Divinity Schod, New Haven, Conn.,

1880; became pastor of the First Congregatiomil
^

Church, Buffalo, N. Y., 1880; and of the First

Presbyterian Church, Watertown, N. Y., 1S83;

studied m Germany, 1885-86; and was professor of

New-Testament criticism and interpretation, Yale
Divinity School, New Haven, Conn., 1886-95. He
published Pauline Theology; a Study of the Origin

and Corrdation of the doctrinal Teachings of the

Apostle Paul (New York, 1892); Ji^nnine The-

ology: Study of the Doctrinal Contents of the Gospel

and Epistles of the Apostle John (1894); Doctrine and

lAfe: Study of some of the principal Truths of the

Christian ReUgion in their Rdation to Christian

Experience (1895); Theology of the New Testament

(1899); Messages of Paul (1900); Messages of the

AposOes (1900); Teaching of Jesus (1901); and
Christian Doctrine of SalvaHon (l90Si). He edited

Quysostom's " Hoiniliea on Acts and Romans " in

NPNF (1 ser., vol. xi., New Yoric, 1889); and A
Short Exposition of the Epistle to the Galatians (Hart-

ford, Conn., 1890).

BnuoGBAPHT: W. Wftlk«r, George Barker Sieeeme: an Ad-
dreee. New Hawo, 1906.

STEVENS^ PETER FATSSOXJZ: Reformed Epis-

copal bishop; b. near Tallahassee, Fla., June 22,

1830; d. at Charieston, S. C, Jan. 9, 1910. He was
graduated from the South Carolina Military Acad-
emy, Chaileston, S. C, in 1849, and was connected

with this institution as professor of mathematics
1853-^57 and of belles lettres 1857^9, and as super-

intendent 1859-61. After serving in the Con-
federate Army throughout the Civil War, he was
ordained priest in the Protestant Episcopal Church,

but in 1875 became connected witli the Reformed
Episcopalians, and four years later was appointed
bishop of the special jurisdiction of the South,
having special oversight of the colored churches of

that region. In 1890-96 he was also professor of

mathematics in Glaflin University.

STEVEHS^ WILLIAM ARNOLD: Baptist; b. at

Granville, O., Feb. 5, 1839; d.at Rochester, N. Y.,

Jan. 2, 1910. He was educated at Denison Univer-
sity, Granville (A.B., 1862), Rochester Theological

Seminary (1865), and the universities of Harvard,
Leipsic, and Berlin (1865-68). He was professor

of Greek at Denison University (1868-77), and
after 1877 was professor of New-Testament exegesis

at Rochester Theological Seminary. He edited

Sdect Orations ofLysias (Chicago, 1876); and wrote
Commentary on the Epistles to the Thessaloniam
Philadelphia, 1887); Oudine Handbook ef the Life ef
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Chritt (in coUaboratioii with E. D. Burton; New
Yoik, 1892); Harmony of the'Gospds for HisUnical

Study (with the same collaborator, 1894); and L{/e

tfthe ApodU Paul (Rochester, 1894).

STEVENS^ WILLIAM BACON: Protestant Epi»-

copal bishop of Pennsylvania; b. at Bath, Me.,

Jidy 13, 3815; d. in Philadelphia, Pa., June 11,

1887. He attended Phillips Academy, Andover,
ilasB., but was obliged, through failure of health,

to give up his studies; he then spent two years in

travel, and on his return graduated from Dart-
mouth, Hanover, N. H. (M.D., 1837); he practised

as a physician in Savannah, Ga., 1838-43; was
ordained deacon 1843, and priest 1844; was his-

torian of the State of Georgia, 1841; professor of

belles-lettres and moral philosophy in the Univer-
sity of Georgia, Athens, Ga., 1844-48; became
rector of St. Andrew's, Philadelphia, Pa., 1848;

assistant bishop of Pennsylvania, 1862, and bishop

1865. He was in 1868 appointed by the presiding

bishop to take chaige of the American Episcopal

churches on the continent of Europe, and held the

position for six years. He edited with prefaces and
notes the Georgia Historical CoUectUms (vols. i. and
ii., Savannah, 1841-42); and is the author of A
History of Georgiafrom its First Discovery by Euro-
peans to the Adoption of the Present Constitution in

1798 (vol. i.. New York, 1847; vol. ii., Phikdelphia,

18o9); The Parables of the New Testament Prac-

HcaSly Unfolded (Philadelphia, 1855; memorial ed.,

1887); ConsoUUion: the Bow in the CUmd (1855);

Sunday at Home: Manual of Home Service (1856)

;

The Lord's Day, its Obligations and Blessings (1857)

;

The Past and Present of St, Andrew's Church, Phila-

delphia (1858); Sabbaths of our Lord (1872); Ser-

mons (New York, 1879); and many addresses,

charges, essays, and occasional sermons.
Bzbuoqbafbt: The memorial ed. of the PanMea (ut mip.)

eontains a sketch of the life. Oonmilt further W. S. Perry.

Tks Ejriaeopate in Ameriai, pp, 151-153, New York, 1896.

STEVEHSON, JAMES HENRY: Methodist Epi»-

copal, orientalist; b. at Peterborough, Ontario, Apr.

16, 1860. He was educated at McGill University

(A.B., 1889) and at the Wesleyan Theological Col-

lege at Montreal, Canada (graduated, 1891). He
was a teacher in 1^ public schools of Ontario (1879-

1881); pastor in Islington, near Toronto (1890-91);

and later spent three years (1896, 1899, 1902) in the

British Museum copying Assyrian contract tablets,

while during 1900 he was a student in Berlin.

He has been professor of Hebrew at Vanderbilt

University since 1892. Besides being associate edi-

tor, with H. C. Toknan, of the Vanderbilt Oriental Se-

rieSy he has written Herodotus and the Empires of the

East (with Tolman; New York, 1898); and Bcinflo-

man and Assyrian Contracts, with Aramaic Refers

ence-Notes (1902).

STEVENSON, JOSEPH ROSS: Presbyterian;

b. at ligonier, Pa., Mar. 1, 1866. He was grad-

uated from Washington and Jefferson College (1886)

and McCormick Theological Seminary, Chicago,

ID. (1889). He studied for a year at the University

of Beriin, then was pastor of the Broadway Presby-

terian Church, Sedalia, Mo. (1890-94) ; became pro-

feesor of church history in McCormick Theological

Seminaiy (1894) ;
pastor of the Fifth Avenue Pres-

byterian Church, New York (1902-09); and of the
Brown Memorial Church, Baltimore, since 1909.

STEVENSON, WILLIAM FLEMING: Irish Pres-

byterian pastor and organizer of mission work; b.

in Strabane (65 m. w.n.w. of Belfast), Ireland, Sept.

20, 1832; d. at Rathgar, Dublin, Ireland, Sept. 16,

1886. He was of that Ulster Presbyterian stock

which has given a special character to the northern

province of Ireland. He was graduated from the

University of Glasgow (M.A., 1851), and finished his

theological studies in Scotland and Cremumy. Occa-
sional passages in his writings show that while in-

terested in the speculative and critical sides of Ger-

man theology, it was the warm, spiritual, Christian

life of Gennany, as displayed in German hymns and
missions, which attracted him most. In 1856 he

was licensed to preach by the Presbytery of Stra-

bane, became town missionary, and worked in the

fever-stricken lanes of the poor part of Belfast. In

1860 he accosted the call of the newly organised

Rathgai^road Presbyterian Church, situated in a
suburb of Dublin. Stevenson was the first minister

of this church, and it was his first and only regular

chaige. Literary work occupied much of his atten-

tion. His Praying and Working (London, 1862;

new ed., 1886) is of interest to the student of social

problems, as well as to the friends of missions.

Lives and Deeds worth Knowing (New York, 1870),

composed of collected articles, and publish^ with-

out authority, is not less interesting. Hymns for

Church and Home (London, 1873) has a scholarly

accuracy and thoroughness which make it very val-

uable to hymnologists.

In 1871 Stevenson was called to the work which,

in some sense, was the most important of his life,

becoming coadjutor with James Morgan, the con-

vener of the Assembly's Foreign Mission; and in

1873 he became sole convener, while retaining the

pastorate of his church. Successful as a preacher

and a pastor, he seemed even better fitted for this

new work, which he assimied with great diffidence,

and in its interest he undertook extensive journeys.

In 1881 he was unanimously chosen moderator of

the General Assembly of the Presbyterian Chiurch

in Ireland. As a pulpit orator, Stevenson belonged

to the first rank.

Bxbuoobapht: His Life and LeUert wna issued by his wife,

London, 1888, and a sketch is given also in the 1886 edi-

tion of Prayino and Workino, ut sup. Consult further

DNB, Uv. 267-268.

STEWARD. See MirrHODisrrs, I., § 8.

STEWART, ALEZARDBR: Church of Scotland;

b. at Liverpool Jan. 27, 1847. He was educated

at Queen's CoUege, Liverpool (1862-64), United

CoUege (1864-68), and St. Mary's College, St. An-

drews (1868-71), and at the imiversities of Heidel-

beig and Leipsic (1869-70). After being minister

at Mains and Strathmartine, near Dundee, from

1873 to 1887, he was appointed professor of eyB-

tematic theology at the University of Aberdeen in

1887, and principal and primarius professor of di-

vinily at St. Maty's College, St. Andrews, New
Brunswick, in 1894, which position he still holds.

He was Croall lecturer in 1902. In theological posi-
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Uon he 18 " a moderate broad ehurchnian, averse

to all extremes and laying stress upon the rational

and ethical elements in religion while recognising

and allowing for the emotional and mystical ele-

ments/' and holds " that forms of belief, oiganisa-

tion, and worship are necessary, but that special

forms may change and pass away with fuller light

or changed circumstances." He has written Hand-
book of Chrittian Evidencea (Edinburgh, 1892) and
Life of Chntt (London, 1905).

STEWART, DUGALD: Scotch philosopher; b.

at Edinburgh, Nov. 22, 1753; d. there June 11,

1828. He was educated at Ekiinburgh University,

176&-d0; and attended the lectures of Thomas
Reid (q.v.) at Glasgow, 1771-72; b^gan to teach

mathematics at Edinbuigh in 1772; succeeded his

father as professor of the same, 1775-85; and was
professor of moral philosophy, 1785-1820. From
1809 he lived in retirement at Kinneil House, Lin-

lithgoshire, engaged in preparing the substance of

his lectures for publication. Stewart was the rep-

resentative and expounder of Reid's "philosophy
of common sense " after the latter's death. He
was greatly distinguished for elegance and eloquence,

and his lectures were thronged not only by native

students, but by many young men of position from
England. Like Reid he made philosophy dependent
on inductive psychology, maldng much of external

perception as furnishing evidence of objective real-

ity; but, though approximating pure empiricism,

yet he strenuously opposed that school with intui-

tionism, representing intelligence as fundamental to

the process of knowledge. He repudiated the on-

tological argument and was a thorough nominal-

ist. His works were, ElemerUa of the Pkilomtpky oj

the Human Mind (3 vols., Edinbuigh, 1792-1827);

Oudinea of Moral PkOoaophy (1793) ; and PhUoeo-

phy of the Active and Moral Powere of Man (2 vols.,

1828). The CoUeded Works are by Sir W. Hamil-
ton, with biography by John Veitch (11 vols.,

1854-60).

Bibuoobapbt: Berides the bmfnphy by J. Vaitoh, io vol.

z. of the WoHt9, consult: F. Homer, in Bdinburvh R0-
view, vii (1806). 113-134; S. Parr. W(»rka, vU. 642-653.
London, 1828; M. Stewart (son of Dugald). Life ofDugaid
Stewart, in Annual Bioffraphy and Obituary for 1829, pp.
266-200; A. H. Everett, StewaH*» Moral PhUom^phy, in

North American Review, zzxi (1838). 213-267; H. Cock-
bum, Memoriale, panim, Edinbursh, 1866; J. McOosh,
Scottiah PkUoeophy, New Yoric, 1886; S. LeaUe. BnaUek
Utaitariane, L 142-168, London, 1900; DNB, Uv. 282-
286.

STEWART, GBORGB BLACK: Presbyterian;

b. at Columbus, O., Feb. 28, 1854. He studied at

Princeton College (B.A., 1876; M.A., 1879) and at

McCormick Theological Seminaiy and Auburn Theo-
logical Seminary (graduated 1879); was pastor of

Calvary Church, Auburn, N. Y., 1878-84, and of the

Market Square Church, Harrisburg, Pa., 1884r-99;

and became president of Auburn Theological Semi-
nary and professor of practical theology, 1899. He
has written Study of the Life ofJesua (Boston, 1907),

and is the editor of the Auburn Seminary Record,

STEWART, JAMES: United Free Church of

Scotland; b. m Edinburgh Feb. 14, 1831; d. at

Lovedale (near the east border of Cape Colony,

South Africa, 700 m. n.e. of Cape Town) Dec. 21,

1906. His early education was at the Edinburgh
high school and at the Perth academy. His father

had a farm in Perthshire and one day in his fifteenth

year while James was plowing one of its fields the
determination to be a foreign missionary was sud-
denly formed. With this mode of life in view after

leaving the academy, he entered upon higher studies,

first in Edinbuigh University (1850-52), then in

St. Andrews (1852-^), again in Edinburgh (1854-
1855), and in the divinity hall of the Free Church
there (1855-59). He did not go in for honors but
for a wide culture. That he put in much of his time
on botany comes out in the two elaborate and beau-
tifully illustrated books which he published while
an undergraduate: A Series of Botanical Diagrams,
Exhibiting the Structure, Physiology and Classifica-

tion of Plants. With explanalory Notes (London
[1857]); and Stewarts Botanical Chart, comprising

a Tdhular View of Structural and Physiological Bot^
any [1857]. Both were teztrbooks in Scottish

schools and colleges for many years. With the end
of still better fitting himself for his chosen career
he studied medicine in Edinbuigh (1859-^1 and
1865-66) and took his d^^ree.

In 1857 David Livingstone visited Scotland and
pleaded for men to enter the open door into Africa's

heathen worid. Stewart was one of those who re-

sponded to this appeal. In 1859 he formally offered

himself to his chureh for this service, and, as he could
not be sent at once, became an active preacher of

the missionary cause among his own countiynken.

In 1860 he became a probationer, but with no idea

of settling. In 1861 he went to South Africa and
met Livingstone, who cordially welcomed him. He
went up tiie Zambesi and into Central Africa and
returned to Scotland in 1864. In 1866 he married
and went back to Africa, there to spend the rest of

his life. In 1841 the Rev. William (Sovan had
founded an institute at Lovedale, and in 1867
Stewart became his associate and in 1870 his suc-

cessor. The place had been named for the Rev.
John Love, D.D. (1757-1825), a Presbyterian divine
who in 1795 founded the London Missionary Society

and was its first secretaiy. Stewart believed that
God had made the black man of the same blood as

the white man and was accordingly susceptible to

the same educational influences. This was a novel
idea, but he succeeded in finding persons of means
who enabled him to teach the blacks the profes-

sions, the arts and sciences, and industrial pursuits,

including farming. He took black girls and trained
them in similar fashion for teachers, nurses, house-
keepers, wives, and mothers. He demonstrated on
a great scale his theories, for under him the Love-
dale Institute became one of the triumphs of mis-
sions. He won great fame by doing these things,

and as '* Stewart of Lovedale " was known the
world over long before he died. He was indeed the
first great industrial and educational missionaiy.

But though to many his theories were the interest-

ing thing, to him the missionaiy interest was domi-
nant, and the thousands who came under his influ-

ence felt that dearer to him than anjrthing dse was
his religion, and that he wanted his colored friends

to know his Savior as the best acquisition they could
make.
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In 1873 he had the satisfaction of starting at

Blythswood, named after Captain Blyth, magistrate

of the Fingoes, a second Lovedale. In 1874 he made
a tour in Scotland in the interest of both institu-

tions, and also proposed the African mission now
known as Livingstonia. In 1899 he was moderator
of the general assembly of the Free Church of Scot-

land. In 1902 he delivered the Duff missionary lec-

tures at Edinbuigh. His life was too crowded with
practical matters to allow him leisure for authorship

of a general nature, but he produced these volumes
which were in the line of his work: Lovedale, Past
and Preeent (Edinburgh, 1884); L&vedale Illustrated

(1894) ; Lvoingttania, Us Origin (1894) ; Kafir Phrase
Book and Vocabtdary (Lovedale, 1898); Dawn in

the Dark Continent^ Africa and its Missions (the

Duff lectures; Edinburgh, 1903).

Bxbuogbapbt: J. Wells, The Lift of Jamm StewoH, Lod-
doQ.1908.

STEWART, ROBBRT LAIRD: Presbyterian; b.

at Munysville, Pa., Aug. II, 1840. He was grad-

uated from Washington and Jefferson College (B.A.,

1866; M.A., 1867) and from the Western Theolog-

ical Seminaiy (1869); was pastor at Conneautville,

PiL, 186fr-73, and at (k>lden, Col., 1873-79; was
also superintendent of schools, Jefferson Ck>unty,

Col., 1874-79; pastor of the Mahoning Church, Dan-
ville, Pft., 1880-90; and after 1890 professor of pas-

toral theologyi BibHcal archeology, and Christian

evidences in the theological department of Lincoln

University, and also dean of ihe faculty. He has
written The Place and Value of Pastoral Theology in

the Curriculum of Theological Study (1894); The
Land of Israel (1899); Memorable Places among the

Holy Hitts (1903); and Sheldon JaAson, PaO^nder
and Prospector of the Missionary Vanguard in the

Eodcy Mountains and Alaska (1908).

STEWART, WILLIAM: Chim^ of Soothmd;
b. at Annan (14 m. B.e. of Dumfries), Dumfriesshire,

Aug. 15, 1835. He was educated at the University

of Glaqgow (B.A., 1861; B.D., 1867), where he was
examiner in mental philosophy (1867-70). He was
minister of St. (ieoigeVin-the-Fields, Glasgow
(1868-75) ; since 1873 has been professor of divinity

and Biblical criticism in the university of the same
city, and dean of the faculty of theology since 1895.

He has written The Plan of St, Luke's Oospd (Glas-

gow, 1873).

SnCHARION. See VianaBNTS and Insignia,

ECCLBSIASTICAL.

STICHOMBTRY.
I. In QcnenL
Use of the Tenn (f 1).
" Stkhos *' EquivBknt to ** Hexameter Line " (f 2).

TUb fleasttxemeot Confinned (f 3).

Partial Stiehometry (i 4).

Cola and Commata (i 5).

n. New-Teatament StiGhometiy.
EuthaUua (i 1).

Ettthaliua Teeted (f 2).

L In Geneial; The data of stiehometry consist

chiefly of subscriptions at the close of manuscripts,

expressing the number of lines which are contained
in the book that has been copied; of marginal an-

notations from point to point, expressing the extent

of the previous text; or of quotations and allusions

which are found in various writers, which indicate

either the locality of some passage in

X. Use of a quoted work, or the compass of the
the Term, whole or part of the works of a given

author. For example, at the close of

Isocrates, Busiris, in Codas Urbinas, ther^ is, in

the archaic character, the number 390; while on
the margin of the same work, in the more recent

character, there is on fol. 22^, 10 (§ 25), before

TtArruv airtoij the number 2 (b); and on 25^, 12

(§ 39), before ytYov&raq ^ rob^, the number 3 (r);

and these numbers represent the second and third

hundreds of lines measured on some exemplar, either

actual or ideal; Diogenes Lafirtius quotes a pas-

sage from CSuysippus, kgt^ rovf x'^^ <rr^Xo^t ^"^^

Qalen estimates the extent of a certain portion of

the works of Hippocrates at 240 verses; roin-ov rov
pipXiov rd pt^ KitrcL rd iv ypd/ifia ftipog t6 irparov

e«C on' oTixovf k^iiKBi (Galen, In Hippokratem de naXr

ura heminis, xv., p. 9). Full collections of such
data may be found in F. W. Ritschl, Opuscula phi-

lologica, i. 74 sqq., Leipsic, 1866; and in T. Birt,

Dm anUke Buchvjesen, chap, iv., Berlin, 1882.

Everything in these data suggests that the numera-
tion haa reference to standard lines or copies; and
since the actual niunber of lines in the manuscripts
never tallies with the slichometric record, and we
are unable to point to any copies which do furnish

an agreement, it is evident that there is somewhere
a common unit of measurement upon which these

subscriptions and quotations are based: in other

words, the stichos must have an element of fixity in

it, even if it be not absolutely fixed. It is impor-
tant, therefore, to determine in what direction the

meaning of stichos deflects from its normal indefinite

sense of " line," " row," and " verse."

The term stichos is of itself extremely vague. It

may be nothing more than row or line; as when
the Septuagint uses it for the rows of stones in the

high priest's breastplate; or, in a mili-

a. " Stich- taiy sense, it may represent the num-
08 " Equiv- ber of men in a rank or file of soldiers,

alent to especially the latter; and so in other
" Hex- cases. But in literature it is easy to

ameter demonstrate that the stichos is de-

Line." fleeted in meaning in the direction of

a hexameter line. In the first place,

such a unit is conveni^t for the comparison of

prose-works with poetry; in the next place, actual

instances of prose-passages are reduced to their

equivalent verse-lengths; in the third place, the

term is used of hexameter poetry, in distinction

from any other; and, finally, any given work may
be divided into hexameter rhythms and results

compared with the transmitted numerical data. If

these points be taken in order, it may be said that

the prose-imit is more likely to be taken from poetry

than that the unit of measurement for poetry is like-

ly to be adopted from prose; for the line of poetry

is already measured in a sensibly constant imit, and
no reason exists for a change of that imit. The only

question that would arise here is whether there may
not be expected a variety of units of measurement;
as, for instance, an iambic imit in distinction from
a hexametei unit. It is suflicient to observe at this
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point, that such varieties of measurement, if they

exist, are extremely rare. In regard to the actual

reduction of a prose-passage to its equivalent verse-

length, there is an important case in Galen (v. 655,

ed. Kohn), where, having quoted a sentence from
Hippocrates, he continues:

elf /ihf olrof 6 Xdyo^ hwka Khi rpidicovTa ev^Xafiuv 6irep

ioTi dvoiv Kai ^fiiaeu^ kiruv i^oftirpuv xri.

If Galen, according to this, then reckons thirty-

nine syllables as being -equivalent to two hexameters

and a half, or, as he continues, eighty-two syllables

to five hexameters, the hexameter can himlly be
different from a sixteen-oyllabled rhythm. The as-

siunption is easy that stichometric measurement is

made by preference in syllables of which sixteen go
to the hexameter, or unit-verse. The number six-

teen invites attention as being the number of syl-

lables in the first line of the Iliad, and as being a
square nimiber, a peculiarity which alwa3rs had a
certain attractiveness for early calculators. That
the term stichos deflects in the direction of hexam-
eter verse as against any other line of poetry which

might have been chosen for a proper unit of meas-

urement, will appear from Montfaucon {Bibl. CoU-
lin., p. 597), where there is quoted from a tenth-oen-

tiuy manuscript a catalogue of poets as writers by
stichoi, and writers of iambics can only have re-

sulted from a specialization of the meaning of the

term stichos by constant use in a particular sense.

In the demonstration of the same point by actual

measurement, the most important researches are

those published by the late C. Graux (in Revue de

PhUologie, Apr., 1878), in which he demonstrated,

by an actual estimation of the number
3. This of letters in certain works, that the

Measure- stichos represented not a clause, nor a
ment number of words, but a fixed quantity

Conflxmed. of writing. The average number of

letters to the verse he found to vary
between narrow limits, generally thirty-four to

thirty-eight letters; and an enumeration of the

letters in fifty lines of the Iliad opened at random
supplied him with an average of 37.7 letters to the

verse. This very important identification of the

stichos with the hexameter is the starting-point for

a great many new critical investigations as to the

integrity of transmitted texts, their early form, etc.

Whether the unit of measurement is a certain num-
ber of syllables, or a certain niunber of letters, is

not at first sight easy to decide. It is tolerably cer-

tain that the measured line is, as above stated, a
space-line, and not a sense-line; but to discriminate

between a letter-line and a syllable-line is a more
delicate matter. If the former be adopted, the unit

should probably be fixed at thirty-six letters, be-

cause this is the nearest symmetrical number to the

average hexameter. There are very few instances,

however, in which the actual letters of a line are

foimd to be numbered; while the custom can
readily be traced of limiting a line by tbe division

of the syllables, in the earliest manuscripts. More-
over, there is the actual measurement in the passage

quoted from Galen; and Pliny seems to allude to

Uie custom of syllable-counting, when, in one of

his epistles, he demands an equally long reply from

his correspondent, and threatens to count, not only

the pages, but the verses on the page, and the eyl-

Ubles of each verse {Ego nan paginae tantum, aed

vereui eUam syUabamiue numerabo; Pliny, iv. 11).

The preference must, therefore, be given to the

«yllable-line. It is comparatively easy to count the

eopmass of a book in sixteen-oyllable rhythms, but
a toilsome process to estimate with equal accuracy

the number of thirty-six-letter lines.

It is interesting to compare the relative sixes of

the two line-units. M. Graux deduces 37.7 as the

average hexameter in letters, and Diels (Hermes,

vd. xvii.) makes the average of the first fifty lines

in Homer to be 15.6 syllables. A verse

4. Partial of sixteen syllables is then equivalent

Stidiometiy.to about 1.074 verses of thirty-six let^

ters each. In precisely the same way
as M. Graux determined Uie average nimiber of

letters to the verse from the total stichometry, in

the manuscripts of Herodotus, Demosthenes, Kuae-
bius, Gregory of Nasiansus, etc., one may examine
the partial stichometry. This has been done for

Isocrates by Fuhr (Rkeinieches Muaeum, xxxvii.

468) ; for tli^ Plato manuscripts, by Schanz (Hermes,
xvi. 309); and for the Demosthenes manuscripts,

by W. V. Christ, in the able discussion entitled Die
AtUcusausgabe des Demasthenes (MOnchen, 1882).

The partial stichometry is of the highest value for

the study of texts; and in every case the data which
it supplies are found to accord very closely with the

fundamental statements above as to Uie paleo-
graphical meaning of the word stichos. Th^ are

traces of partial stichometry in the great Vatican
manuscript of the Old and New Testaments (cf.

E. Nestle, in Canrespanden^BlaU fur die Gdekrien
und ReaUehulen WOrUembergs, 1883; and J. R.
Harris, Stichometry, pp. 59-64, London, 1893). The
foregoing investigations received striking and unex-
pected confirmation through the discovery by Pro-
fessor Mommsen in 1885 of a Ust of the canonical

books of the Old and New Testaments and of the
works of Cyprian in the Phillipps Library at ChA-
tenham. These lists were accompanied by stich-

ometric annotations, to which the scribe attached
the information that the index of verses in the city
of Rome is not cleariy given, and elsewhere, through
greed of gain, they do not preserve it in full; but
that he went through the books in detail, counting
sixteen syllables to the line, according to the stand-
ard line of VergU, and appended the number d
verses. The importance of this statement is evi-

dent. There was not only a stichometry of the Vul-
gate and of the works of Cyprian by which the pur-
chaser of books in Carthage or elsewhere could be
protected against the rapacity of the booka^er,
but the hexameter standard was cleariy defined as
the unit of measurement.
Some degree of confusion is introduced by the

existence, apparently, in early times, of an alterna-

tive iambic verse of twelve syllables,

5. Cola and as well as by the introduction of wri-
Commata. ting by cola and commata. The latter

of these points has been an especial

ground of combat, in consequence of the counte-
nance which the custom seemed to lend to the theoiy
of sense-lines in opposition to space-lines. The ex-
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planation of the matter seems to be as follows: when
the eariier uncial form of writing was deserted for one
more convenient for purposes of reading and recita-

tion, the text was broken up into short sentences,

named, according to their lengths, cola and com^

maia; and in some instances an attempt was made,
not cmly to number these cola, so as to fonn a oolom-

etiy similar to stichometry, and sharing the advan-

tages which it offered for reference and book-meas-

uring, but even to aoconunodate the arrangement

of these cola so as to reproduce the original number
of verses. Thus the rhetorician Castor (C. Walz,

RheUfret Qrceci, iii. 721, Stuttgart, 1834) discusses

the pseudo-oration of Demosthenes against Philip

as follows: rovrov rov }Ayov ari^o/iev Kord, k&Xov kotoV'

T^avrtf eif r^ mo&nfra rw K^iki^v Kara t6v aptBfuv

Tw eyuifuvov iv rcwc apxaioii fiifiXioic, 6c ifUrff^ev

avrbf 6 ^fiooBhnK Tbv litov X6yov, It seems also

that this change of form took place first for those

books which were publicly recited, or which had
a semi-poetical structure; so that the (Adeat Bible

manuscripts desert the continuous uncial writing in

the Psalms, in Job, the Proverbs, Canticles, etc.; and
St. Jerome proposed to imitate this peculiariy di-

vided text in tbe prophets: " What is usually done
in the cases of Demosthenes and Cicero, vis., that

those writings which are in prose and not in verse

are arranged in cola and commaia, we also, looking

to the convenience of the readera, distinguish a new
interpretation by a new kind of writing " (preface

to oommentazy on Isaiah).

XL Hew-Tcstunent Sttchometry: In turning to

the New Testament, and particularly to the epis-

fles, it will appear that the theoiy already advanced

is completely confirmed, and that there is a veiy

powerful critical implement for the restoration of

eariy New-Testament texts in the tra-

I. Etttha- ditional data. As before, both total

Una. and partial stichometiy exists. There

is, however, a good deal of variation

between the transmitted data, arising from various

causes, such as variation in the text, variation in

the unit employed in the measurement, difference

in versions measured, and difference in the abbre-

viations employed. The greatest authority, how-
ever, for New-Testament stichometiy, is found in

the work of Euthalius (q.v.), ed. L. A. Zacagni, Col-

lectanea monumentorum veterum ecdeouB Otobob ac

LatinoB (Rome, 1698; MGP, bcxxv.). Euthalius

was a deacon of the chureh of Alexandria, and after-

ward bishop <^ Sulci in Sardinia. (For modem dis-

cussions with reference to Euthalius, his history and
f^lf>^'^Mtfi**<^i office, besides the literature under

EcTHAUUS, consult Ehrhard, in CentralblaU fUr

Biblwthekoweoen, viii. 9, pp. 386-411; Von Dob-

schQU, in the same, x. 2, pp. 49-70. These dis-

cussions do not affect the problem of stichometiy.)

He has frequently but erroneously been credited

with the introduction of stichometiy to the New
Testament, and these verses which he measured have

been by many persons identified with the colon-

writing previously described. There is veiy little

ground for any such ideas; and it appears that the

stichoi mentioned by Euthalius are hexameters of

sixteen syllables, a very alight allowance being made
for certain common abbreviations. The work of

Euthalius consisted in editing the Acts and Catho-
lic Epistles, with a complete system of prologues,

prefaces, and quotations: eveiy book was divided

into lections, and to every lection, as well as to the

greater part of the prefaces, was appended its nu-
merical extent. The verses were also marked on the

maigin from fifty to fifty. There is thus a mine of

sUchometric information sufficient to test any theory
in the closest manner. Moreover, the work has this

importance, that Euthalius professes to have meas-
ured his verses accurately, and to have employed
the best manuscripts, viz., those preserved in the

Pamphilian Library at Caeaurea. It is consequently

permissible to set a high value on the measurements
made, on the ground of antiquity as well as of

accuracy.

It remains to test these results given by Eutha-
lius for the lections of the Acts of the Apostles; and,

no account being taken of the abbreviations which
might have been found in the text, the

2. Eutha- text of the Acts in Westcott and Hort's

liui Tested. New Testament will be divided into

sixteen-syllabled rhythms. If allow-

ance were made for abbreviation, the results would
have been somewhat less, as a syllable might be sub-

tracted at eveiy occurrence of the words dedc and
Xptorbc, and two syllables for each occurrence of

liiaoifi and icSfpioc, with perhaps a few other rarely

recurring words, as iraiijp, obpavSc. The data for

Euthalius are taken from Cod. Eacorial, ^. iii. 6, as

there are some errore in Zacagni's figures. Allow-

ing for one or two obvious corruptions, such as the

dropping of the figure p in lection 6, the agreement
is veiy complete.

The lines of the following table are nearly hex-

ametera, so that the table affords a picture of the

arrangement of an early bicolumnar codex:

Leotion.
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lijpothesis propooed with ngud to the nature of

the Euthalian stichoi.

Junn
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SUer

1624, he was sent back to Erfurt, and remained a
prifloner at the hospital \intil he died. He b said to

have repented of his errors.

Stiefd was a highly gifted man, well educated,

and very familiar with the Latin and German Bible.

The theological bickerings which then prevailed in

the pulpits repelled him, and dry dogmatic disser-

tations turned him from the Church. He had been
studying the writings of Thomas Mtknser (q.v.) for

a long time, whose fundamental ideas he adopted:
the renunciation of infant baptism and the Lord's

Supper, as taught by the Church, the control of the

secular power, and the Scripture as a dead letter;

and the advocation of dreams and visions and of

the inner word of the Spirit. The community idea

of MOnser he followed in practise.

(Paul Mbder.)
Bduogbafht: The one work of acoenbility and value iii

P. Meder, Der SchwOrm^r Emjaa Stiefd, in Jetknubenehi
da BrfwUr Chsehiehf- und AUerivmmereina, 1898.

STIEFEL (STTFEL), MICHAEL: German Re-
former and mathematician; b. at Easlingen (8 m.
8.e. of Stuttgart) 14S6 or 1487; d. at Jena Apr. 10,

1567. He entered the Augustine monastery of his

native city, and in 1511 was consecrated priest. He
first assumed an active part in the Reformation
«ith the treatise. Von dor Christfenmgen rechtge^

grundten Leer Dodoris Martini Luthera (1522), being
specially affected by reading the book of Revela-
tion. He took refuge in Bfay, 1522, with Hartmut
of Cronbeig; but upon the surrender of Cronberg
Oct. 15, he fled to Wittenbeig, and. Mar., 1523, be-

cante court preacher of Count Albrecht of Mansfeld.
With great seal he devoted himself to mathematical
studies, setting up a strange cabalistic system by
transforming letters into the so-ealled trigonal num-
bers 1, 3, 6, 10, 15, 21, thus disclosing secrets of the
Bible. Luther, however, assured him of the futility

of his practise, from which he desisted for awhile.

Luther also sent him as preacher to Chiistoph J6r-

ger of Toilet and Kreusbach, a nobleman in upper
Austria. Compelled to flee from Austria in 1527,

he found refuge in Luther's house, where he col-

lected and transcribed the works and letters of

Luther, until Sept., 1528, when he became pastor

in Lochau. From 1532 he returned to his apoca-

lyptical calculations and published Ein RechenbHeh-
lein Vcm End CkritH, Apocalypsis in Apocalypnm
(Wittenberg, 1532). He unearthed the mysteries of

the history of the Scripture, the Church, and the

papacy, and calculated the date of the advent of

Christ as eight a.m., Oct. 19, 1533. Inconsequence
he was brought to Wittenberg by the officers of the

elector, held in confinement for four weeks to await
the elector's sentence, and only the intercession of

Luther and Melanchthon saved him from prison

and secured his reinstatement in the parish of Hols-
dorf, 1534 or 1535. Holding himself aloof from
prophecies, for fourteen years, he prosecuted gen-
uine mathematical studies, resulting in ArUhmetica
irUegra (1543); and DeuUche ArUhmeHca (Nurem-
berg, 1545). He matriculated at Wittenberg, 1541,

probably for the purpose of giving mathematical
instruction to students. During the Schmalkald
war Stiefel returned to his cabalistic play with
numbeiSy was expelled frgm Bobdorf by the soldiers

of Spain, fled to Frankfort-on-the-Oder, and thence

to Prussia, and was stationed at Memel, where he
carried his calculations on Daniel into the pulpit.

After a brief stay in Eichhols, near Kdnigsberg, on
account of antagonism to Andreas Osiander (q.v.)

there, he returned to Saxony as pastor of BrUck.
At Eichholz he issued Ein aekr wunderbarliche Wort-
rechnung Sampt einer mercklichen ErJderung etlicher

Zcden Danidia und der Offenbarung Sand Johannia

(1553), composed of a mass of strophes, the sen-

tences of which afforded the apocalyptical numbers
and disclosed their mysteries. His partisanship for

Flacius against Melanchthon induced him to go
from Electoral Saxony to the territory of the Ernes-

tines. After 1559 he held mathematical lectures at

the University of Jena. His German explanation

of Revelation, which he represented as a prophecy
of all history, finally reached the Thomas library of

Leipsic; for specimens, see H. Pipping's Arcana
lnbliothec€B Thoma, pp. 70 sqq. (Leipsic, 1703).

(G. Kawerau.)

Bibuoorapht: Q. T. Stxobel, Neu9 Beiirdge, i. 1, pp. 6
qq., Nuzembets, 1790; T. Keim, ReformatumMOtUr dw
ReiehMaUuU BuUnoen, pp. 77 aqq., Easlincen, 1860; G.
Botsert, Luther und WikrtUmberg, pp. 7 aqq., LudwignbuxSt
1883; ADB, zzxvi. 208 sqq.; TSK, 1907, pp. 460 oqq.

STIER, stiver, RUDOLF EWALD: German
Biblical theologian; b. at Fraustadt (57 m. n.w. of

Breslau) Mar. 17, 1800; d. at Eisleben (40 m. n.w.

of Leipsic) Dec. 16, 1S62. He entered the Univer-

sity of Berlin in 1815 to study law, but finding this

subject HI suited to his poetic taste, he was regis-

tered as a theological student in 1816; but his

romantic spirit led him to the pursuit of poesy,

adopting Jean Paul as his ideal, and engaging in

correspondence with him. In 1818 he went to the

University of Halleand became president of the Halle

Burachenichaft. In consequence of the decease of a
young woman whom he loved and a change of life in

that intense period of religious revival, he abandoned
his literary adventure and took up the study of

theology seriously at Berlin, 1819. From 1821 to

1823 he occupied a position in the seminary at

Wittenberg, where he devoted himself to a compre-
hensive study of the Bible. In 1823 he took a posi-

tion in the teachers' seminary at Karalene, and in

the following year became teacher at the mission

seminary at Basel; was pastor at Frankenleben,

1829-^; at Wichlinghausen, 1838-47; spent a
season in literary retirement at Wittenberg, 1847-

1850; was called by the consistory of Magdebuig
to the office of superintendent at Schkeudits, 1850;

and was superintendent at Eisleben, 1859-62. Dur-
ing all these years Stier's main interest was in Bib-

lical study in which J. von Meyer's annotated Bible

was his basis and guide. Not satisfied with the

Lutheran version he collaborated with Von Meyer
in the production of his last edition of 1842, and
in his own (Bielefeld, 1856) he made extensive al-

terations. His translation is specially valuable for

the parallel passages given. His exegetical works
are practical and devotional, here and there pare-

netic, and somewhat lacking in dogmatic relevance

and pointedness. He was author of Siebzig auage^

wdhUe Paalmen (Halle, 1834) ; and of commentaries
on Ephesians (1846; popular ed., Berlin^ 1859), on
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Hebrews (2d ed., Brunswick, 1862), and on James
(2d ed.y Leipsic, 1860). His experience of the inner

life, familiarity with ascetic literature, and a fresh

and piquant interest, mark these as well as his

widely distributed Reden des Uerm (2d ed., 5 yols.,

Leipsic, 1851-^; Eng. transl., WordB of the Lard
Jemu, 8 vols., Edinbiugh, 1855-^, 4th American
ed.. New Yoik, 1864), a commentaiy on the Gos-
pels; and Beden dec Herm vom Himmd her (1850;

Eng. transl., WanU of a Ri$en Savior, Edinbiugh,

1859), on the Acts and Revelation. He represented

a doctrine of direct and oiganic inspiration, accord-

ing to which the personality of the authors disap-

pears entirely, and the Holy Spirit implies in one
passage what he expresses in idl others. This in-*

spiration was not of the letter but oi the Word.
He upheld, however, the integrity of the canon,

being influenced more by chureh tradition than by
historical criticism, and is to be characterised as a
dogmatic mystic. Mention should be made of the

wdU-known and useful Pdyglot Bible prepared
together with K Q. W. TheUe (4 vob., Bielefeld,

1846-65). (F. A. THOLUCxf.)
Bduoobapht: C. I. Nitacli, Rudolph Siior alt Thmdogt,
fiumea. 1865; Q. and F. Stier, Bwald RudolfStimr. Sd ed.

Wittenbeis. 1871; J. P. Lacroix. Tko iAfo of R. Stior,

New York, 1874; M. A. LMiderer. Nouodo Dogmmigo'
oeMehU, p. 371. Heilbrooa, 1881.

STIGELy stt'gel (STIGELIUS), JOHAHH: Ger-
man humanist; b. at Frimar, near Ootha (77 m.
S.W. of Leipdc), May 13, 1515; d. at Jena Feb. 11,

1562. JohaJm Stigel was a manwho held a prominent
position in the Wittenberg circle of Melanchthonian
humanists, because of his extraordinary endow-
ments. He entered the University of Wittenberg,

1531, where he first studied the ancient languages;

and, later, medicine, physics, and astronomy; and
soon became famous through his poems. By 1541

hewas at Regensbuig ; and foracongratulatorypoem
to Charles V., GermanicB epittola grahdataria (1541),

he received the imperial thanks and the title, poita

laureattu. In 1543 he received the profesBura Tertn-

nana at the University of Wittenbeig, and lectured

on Terence, Hesiod, and Ovid. At the outbreak
of the Schmalkald war he removed to Weimar, and,

in 1547, to Jena, where he, with Victorinus Strigel,

established a higher gymnasium, teaching rhetoric

and poetics. This was the foundation of the new
university, at the dedication di which, 1558, he
delivered the oration. Difficult was his somewhat
neutral position in the Philippist controverqr (see

Phiupfists), on account of his friendships

in both camps, and just before the downfall

of Flacius, 1561, it became almost intolerable.

His poems indicate a pious and pure heart,

and include elegies on Johann Friedrich, duke of

Saxony, and Luther. (Collections were published

as Pohnata (in 9 books, Jena, 1566-72; 2 vols.,

1577; 3 vob., 160(M)l). A German hymn may be
found in Kircherdied, iv. 541 (Leipsic, 1862-77) by
C. E. P. Wackemagel; ^and his Latin spiritual

hymns (ib., i. 481-490). Besides, he was author
of Oratio de origine et usu nermonis (1559) ; Annota-
Hones in QuintUiani iruUttUumum librum x., in P.

Melanchthon's AnnoUUiones in QuinUlianum, 1570;

and De anima commentarii, MdanchUumU explicaUo

(Wittenberg, 1575). (G. Kaw»rau.)

Bibuoobapht: Among souroes »re hie eoneepondenoe, in

CR, vob. iii.-iz. Gooeult: K. Gdttlinc, Vila J, Stiadii
Thuruigi, Jena, 1858; H. Finoeliue. Oratio de viia et obihi

/. Stigelii, ib. 1S63; M. Adam, Vitm Qemanorum phO-
ooopkorum, HeidelbeiB. 1616; ADB, xxxvl 228 eqq.

8TIGMATIZATI0R: The spontaneous forma-

tion of wounds on the penons of Christians similar

to those received by Christ from the crown of thorns,

crucifixion, and the spear. No reports of stigma-

tisation date earlier than the thirteenth century,

Francis of Assisi (q.v.) being the first who was aif-

fected with it, this taking place in 1224 at Mt. Al-

vema in the Apennines. Besides his, the Roman
Catholic Church relates about eighty other cases,

some of them exhibiting only a partial stigmatiza-

tion; not all, however, are so strongly attested as

that of Francis. Sin^ cases of stigmatiaation have

been observed even in recent times, attested both

by men of repute and by many thousands who ob-

served them. A case of this kind is that of Anna
Kathaiina Emmerich (b. of pious peasants in 1774

near Coesfeld, 20 m. w. (^ MOnster). From her

youth she showed deep religious feelings and a rare

modesty and humility. In 1803 she entered the

convent of Agnetenbeig, where she was affected

with chronic ilineBB. Soon after 1811 her body began

to show complete stigmatisation, which remained

with her until 1810, when the scars were healed

after prayer, though eveiy Friday they assumed a

red color and exuded blood. A similar case is that

of liaria von Mdri (b. 1812 at Kaltem, 61 dl s. of

Innsbruck, d. 1868), who showed stigmata in side,

hands, and feet, witnessed by over 40,000 persons.

The most recent instance is that of Louise Lateau

of Bois d'Haine near Charieroi, 30 m. s. of Brussels

(b. 1850; d. Aug. 25, 1883). Stigmatisation may.

therefore, be accepted as a fact, but its explanation

is to be sought.

Roman Catholics regard stigmatisation as a mira-

cle, and Gregory EX., Alexander IV., and other

popes have put themselves on record in the case of

St. Frauds. But the phenomenon may be explained

in a natural way. The hunmn souL possesses not

only normal but what pass as abnormal pdwers. A
work of art, for instance, owes its origin iA>i merely

to reason, but also to a subconscious instinct for

creation. The same instinct appean in dream life,

while unconscious powera direct the functions of

the human organism. It is noteworthy that St
Francis and the other notable examples among the

stigmatised su£Fered from morbid conditions from

which an excess of pqrchic influence upon a morbidly

inclined and wesk body is intelligible. Protec-

tants, therefore, while admitting stigmatiaation, do

not attach to it the same value as Roman Catho-

lics; on the other hand, it is admitted that stigma-

tisation shows itself onily in those who in glowing

love have devoted themselves to the Savior.

(Julius HAMBER(ffiB.t)
The phenomenon is one that is known outside re-

ligious circles. The exudation of blood through the

skin is recognised by the medical precession and is

described in many books on dermatology. Tliere

is, of course, no miracle in connection with the

phenomenon.

BiBuoaaAFHT: Hie liteimtura under FaANcn, SAiwr. or

AsBisif etpeeially the life (Fkweh and English) by P. Sa-
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batier. to whieb isattaohedaeritioal study of stigmata, and
that by F. E. Chavin de Malan. chaps. 14>15, Paris, 1846;

A. Psleotti. Hiatoria admiramda de Jstu Chritti atiomo'

abut, ed. R. Gibbon, Antwerp, 1616; BvangdimJie Kir-

cAcncnfiMff. 1835. pp. 180-201. 345-390; A. Tholuok,
YermiachUSchriften, i. 07-133. Hambux«. 1839; the intro-

duction to Daa hiUare Leiden uneerta Herm Jeeu Chriati,

Mnnieh, 1852; J. Ennemoser, Der MagnaUamua im Ver-

Adttmt nar Natw imd aur RMjion, pp. 92-05. 131-142,

Stuttiait. 1853; B. Johnen. Lotdae Lateau. Kain Wunr-
der, aondem TAuscAiifHr, Leipsio, 1874; A. Rohlinc, Louiae
Lattau, Padeibom. 1874; Chaxbonmer de Batty, Maladiea
d faadUa diveraea dea tnyattquaa, Bnissels, 1875; P.
JfaJTinke, Louiae Lateau, Beiiin. 1875; T. Schwann, Mein
Gutaehten 4ber die VeraueKe an Louiae Lateau, Cologne,
1875; Wariookont, Louite Lateau, Rapport nUdieal aur
la atigmatiaie de Bote d^Haine, Brussels and Paris, 1875;
Die Stiffmatiaierten dea 19, Jahrhunderta, Regensbuxg.
1877; C. Berens, Louiae Lateau nach den neuealen Beobaeht-

uagen und Eraeheinungen, Paderbom, 1878; J. J. von
Gdrrei, The Stigmata: a Hialofy of varioua Caaaa, Lon-
don, 1883 (a tiansl. of part of Die ehrialliche Myatik, ii.

410^456, 404-510, 4 vols., Regensbuzg. 1836-42); P.
Pansier, Lea Manifealationa oculairea de VhyaUrie, Paris,

1892; A. Imbert-Goubeyre, La Stigmaiieation, Vextaae
diaine, at lea miradea de Lourdea, 2 vols., Paris, 1894;
P. Janet, The Mental StaU of Hyaterieala, A Study of
Mental Stigmata, New York, 1901.

SnLESy EZRA: American Coiigregationalist;

b. at North Haven, Conn., Dec. 15, 1727; d. in New
Haven May 12, 1795. He was graduated from Yale
CoUege, 1746; was tutor th^e 1749-55; he studied

theology but turned to law, and was admitted to

the bar in 1753; practised law two years, but re-

turned to the ministry in 1755; he was pastor in

Newport, R. I., 1755-77; in 1777, when the place

was occupied by the British, he removed to Ports-

mouth to become pastor of the North Church. In
Sept., 1777, he was elected president of Yale Col-

lege, where he was professor of ecclesiastical history

till 1780, when he became professor of divinity. He
was accounted in his day the most learned and ac-

complished divine of the United States. He pub-
lished An Account of the SeUlement of Bristol, R. I.

(Ph)videnoe, 1785); and A History of Three of the

Judges of King Chariee /., Major Creneral WhaUey,
Major General Goffe, and CoUmd Dixwell, who . . .

fled to America and were secreted . . . for near thirty

Years. With an Account of Mr. T. Wale of Narror

ffonsett, supposed to have been one ofthe Judges (Hart-

ford, 1794). He left an unfinished Church History

of New England, and more than forty volumes of

manuscripts.

BxBuoomAPHT: Gonsult the Life by A. Holmes, Boston,
1798; that by J. L. Kiii«dey, in J. Sparks's Library of
Amerioan Biography, 10 vols., ib. 1834-38; W. B. Sprsgue,
Anmde of the American Pulpit, I 470-479. New York.
1859; W. Walker. Ten New England Leadera, paastm, ib.

1901; and The Literary Diary of Bsra StUea, ed. F. B.
Dexter, 3 vols. New York, 1901.

STILLIirGy JOHANN HEINRICH JUNG-: Ger-

man mystic and writer of devotional works; b. in

the village of Grund (23 m. n.e. of Gdttingen) Sept.

12, 1740; d. at Carlsruhe Apr. 2, 1817. His name
was Johann Heinrich Jung, but in the last twenty
years of his life he called hJTnuplf Jung-Stijling be-

cause he had written his autobiography under the

name of Stilling. He was the son of a poor tailor

and school-teacher and grandson of a charcoal-

burner. In his tenth year Stilling was entrusted to

the rector of the Latin school at HUchenbach, where
be studied Latin, mathematics, and histoiy, and

XI.—

7

attracted the attention of Pastor Seelbach, who in

1755 made him school-teacher at Litsel, at the age
of fifteen. Here he read Homer, and also the works
of Boehme, but lost the favor of Seelbach by his in-

tercourse with separatists. Stilling returned to his

home and assisted his father, but after a short in-

terval began to teach again in Dreisbach and Kle-
feld. In 1762 he went as joume3rman tailor on his

travels, ultimately reaching Solingen, where he
found work and spiritual advancement in the com-
munities influenced by Spener and Tersteegen. Then
he became tutor in the house of a well-to-do mer-
chant. After a short time spent with a tailor, he
taught again in the family of a merchant named
Flender who gave him leisure and the means to

continue his studies, especiaUy in ancient and mod-
em languages. During this time he became ac-

quainted with the Roman Catholic preacher Molitor

in Attendom who was veiy successful in curing dis-

eases of the eye and taught him his methods. From
1770 to 1772 Stilling studied medicine in Strasbui^g,

where he became acquainted with Herder and
Goethe. He then settleid as physician in Elberfeld.

In 1778 he received a call to Kaiserslautem as pro-

fessor in the school of political economy. After

the removal of this school to Heidelberg in 1784
and its connection with the university. Stilling

went to Heidelbeig, and in 1787 to Marbuiig in the
same capacity. But, in spite of his success as teacher

and physician, he became dissatisfied with his call-

ing, and gave up his position in Marbuiig (1803) to

accept a call of Elector Karl Friedrich of Baden,
who settled an annuity upon him so that he might
devote himself entirely to his religious calling and
propagate religion and practical Christianity through
his correspondence and literaiy activity. He lived

in Heidelberg as a witness of the living Gkxi and
herald of Christ, 1803-06; the rest of his life he spent
in Carlsruhe.

Stilling was a " patriarch of revivals " who, in

the time of indifference and of the atrocities of the

French revolution, showed thousands of people

where salvation from moral degeneration could be
found, and led them again to a profounder religious

feeling. His books still have influence, being the

products of immediate personal experience. Three
works of Stilling have especially established his fame
and importance: Heinrich SOUings Jugend (1777);

Heinrich Sailings JUngKngsjahre (1778); and Heinr
rich sailings Wanderschaft (1778) . The first of these

won Croethe's ardent admiration. Of his attempts

in the domain of belles-lettres, only Theobald oder

die Sehwdrmer (1784-i85) survived, and even that

because it contains contributions to the history of

the Separatists. Heinrich SaUings hdusLiches Leben

(1780) and Heinrich Sailings Lehrjahre (1804) are

continuations of the stoiy of his life mentioned
above, but they lack the depth and originality of

the first works. Das Heimweh, Scenen aus dem
Geisterreiche, Siegesgeschichte der chrisUidien Re-

ligion and Theorie der Geisterkunde, works of a mys-
tical nature, were soon forgotten, but Stil^'n? showed
the irresistible power of personally experionced faith

in his periodical publication, Der graue Mann (1795 -

1816), and in Der christliche Menschenfreund (1803-

1815); Taschenhuch fitr Freunde des Christentums
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(180&-16); and Bibliache EnMungen (1808-16).

The poems of Stilling were collected after his deaUi

and published by his grandson W. E. Schwan
(Frai^ort, 1821); his SdnUliche Schriften appeared

Stuttgart, 1835-39; and SamUiche Werke, in the

same place, 1841-44. (A. Fretbe.)

Bibuoorafbt: There have appeared in Eng. tmifll., Theory

of Pnewnatdoffy, Loadon, 1834; Heinrieh StiUino, 3

parte. London, 1835-30 (tranol. of the Juoend, Junglinoo-

fohre, and Wanderachaft, ut sup.); Auiotnooraphy, 2 vob..

ib. 1835. 2d ed., 1842. abridged. 1847; and Intereating

TaU», ib. 1837. For Stilling** life his autobiographio

writingi. as indicated in the text, are of oouxse authori-

tative. Among sketches of the life may be named that

by A. O. Rudelbach, in ChrUaiehe Biographie, LAono-
beoehrmbitnotn dor Zougon dor ehrioUiehen Kireho, i. 435-

514, Leipsic. 184^-^60; the anonymous LAonaoooehiehU,

3d ed.. Beriin, 1859: and ADB, xiv. 007-705. Consult
further: Nessler. Etudo ihSoUgiquo our Jung amino,
Strasbuig. 1860; and Stilling's correspondence with his

friends. Beriin, 1905.

STILLINGFLEET, EDWARD: Church of Eng-
land bishop of Worcester; b. at Cranbome (22 m.
w. of Southampton) Apr. 17, 1635; d. at Westmin-
ster Mar. 27, 1699. He was educated at St. John's

College, Cambridge (B.A. and fellow, 1653; M.A.,

1656; B.D., 1663; D.D., 1668). He then served as

private tutor, and in 1657 became rector of Sutton.

Just after the Restoration, he published his Irenir

cum, a Weapon Salvefor the Churches Wounds (Lon-

don, 1661), an attempt at a compromise between
the established church and the Presbyterians. The
following year appeared his Originea Sacra, or Ror
Honal Account of the Christian Faith as to the Truth

and Divine Authority of the Scriptures^ in which he
dwelt upon the knowledge, fidelity, and integrity of

Moses, and the inspiration of the prophets, as in-

ferred from the fulfilment of their prophecies, and
extended the work in the line of a genend apologetic.

While in many points the work is superseded by
later productions, it remains a storehouse of learn-

ing, and displays much logical ability and lawyer-

like habits of thought. This volume was followed,

in 1665, by A Rational Account of the Grounds of the

Protestant Rdigion, a publication issued to meet the

Jesuit account of the Laud-Fiaher controversy. In
1665 he became rector of St. Andrew's, Holbom,
and preacher at the Bolls Chapel; in 1667, prebend
of Islington in St. Paul's, exchanged for Newing-
ton in 1672; royal chaplain in 1667-68; canon in

Canterbury cathedral in 1669; archdeacon of Lon-
don, 1677; dean of St. Paul's, 1678. The Unrea-

sonableness of Separation (2 parts, 1681-^2) gave
unmistakable proof that he had abandoned the

moderate opinions, and dropped the conciliatory

temper, expressed in his Irenicum, This brought on
him answers in the way of defense, written by Owen,
Baxter, and other non-conformists, and he candidly

acknowledged his mistake. His Originm BrkamUccB
(1685) was an investigation of the souroes of Brit-

ish ecclesiastioa] history (standard ed., 2 vols., Ox-
ford, 1842). In 1669 he became bishop of Wunses-

ter, and as such took part in the oammissxon for

revising the Book of Common Prayer. In 1095 a
violent dispute w«nt on among certain non-eonfann-
ists respecting Antanomianism; and somis of the

disputants appealed to Stillingfleet as a sort of ar-

bitrator, a circumstance which showed that by this

time be had recovered his reputation as a healer

of strife. An active mind like his would meddle in

all sorts of questions, and he could not refrain from
taking part in the great doctrinal controversy of

the age. A Discourse in Vindication of the Doctrine

of the Trinity was published in 1697. StOlmgfleet

was a metaph3rBician, as well as a divine, and criti-

cised Locke's Essay on the Human Understanding

the same year, following that up soon afterward by
a rejoinder to liocke's reply. Other works are The
Council of Trent Examin'd and Disproved (1688);

and Sermons (4 vols., 1696^1701). A collected edi-

tion of his works, with his life by Richard Bentley,

was published (6 vols., London, 170^10).

BxBuooaArar: Besides the Life by Bentloy in the WorkM,
ut sup., consult: G. Burnet, Hiot. ofhia oven Timo, 6 toIb^

Oxfoiti, 1833; T. Baker. Hiol. of the CoUoge of 8t. John
. . . Cambridoe, ed. J. E. B. Mayor, iL fl08-7O3, London.
1860; DNB, Ux. 37&-^78.

STILLMAN, CHARLES ALBERT: Southern
Presbyterian; b. in Charlestown, S. C, Mar. 14,

1819; d. at Tuscaloosa, Ala., Jan. 23, 1895. He
received his education at Oglethorpe University,

Midway, Ga. (B.A., 1841) and at the Theological

Seminary at Columbia, S. C. (graduated, 1844);

was licensed by Charleston presbytery in 1844;

in the same year served as substitute pastor of the

Second Presbyterian Church of Charleston for ax
months during the absence of the pastor; was or-

dained by the presbytery of Tuscaloosa, Ala., in

1845; was pastor at Eutaw, Ala., 1844-63; at

Gainesville, Ala., 1853-70; and at Tuscaloosa, Ala.,

1870 till his death. He was moderator of the gen-

eral assembly in 1876.

He was on the editorial staff of The Southern

Pretbyterian for a number of years, while that paper

was published in Columbia, S. C. To him, more
than to any one else, was due the founding at Tus-

caloosa, Ala., of an institution for the training of

colored ministers. From the time of its founding in

1878 up to within a few months of his death, he ^-as

the superintendent of the institution and watched
over it with fatherly care. When he resigned from
the superintendency, the general assembly in recog-

nition of his services named the school the Stillman
Institute for Training Colored Ministers.

R. C. RCED.

STIRLING TRACT ENTERPRISE. See Tract
SOGIBTIES, III., 3.

STOCK, EUGENE: Church of England layman:
b. at Westminster Feb. 26, 1836. He received his

education at private schools, and was in mercantile
life till 1873, though he acted as honorary editor to

the Church of England Sunday School Institute,

1867-75; he was in suoceasion editor, editorial sec-

retary, and general aecretaiy of the Church Mission-
ary Society, 1873-1906, and vice-president since

1906; member of the London diocesan coiiferaioe
sinoe 1882, member of the house of Is^men of the

Canterbuzy eodeaiastieal province sinoe 1886, and
diooeean reader for the diocese of Loodon dnoe 1801

;

and contributor to the American Sunday School
Journal, 1873-Sl. He belongs to the Evangelical
party in the Church of England. He has published:
Lessons on the Life of our Lord (London, 1871, and
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often, 200,000 copies sold); Lesaons on the AcU of

the ApoaUet (1872); Story of the FuhrKien Mi8n4m
</ the Church Missionary Society (1877); Steps to

Truth (1878, many editions, also translations into

other languages); Japan and the Japan Mission of

the Church Missionary Society (1880); Lesson Studies

in Genesis (ISSS); History of the Church Missionary

Society (3 vols., 1899); One Hundred Years of the

Church Missionary Society (1899); Short Handbook
(^Missions (1904); Notes on India for Missionary

Students (1905); The Story of Church Missions

(1907); Talks on St. Luke's Gospel (1907); and My
Recollections (1909).

STOCK, SmOH. See Simon (Simbon) Stock,
Saint.

STOCKFLETH, stec'flet, HUS JOACHIM CHRIS-
TIAH VIBE: Norwegian missionary; b. at Fredriks-

stad Jan. 11, 1787; d. at Sandefjord (58 m. b.s.w.

of Christiania) Apr. 26, 1866. By the death of his

father, who was a preacher, in 1794, his mother was
left in dire pover^ with three children of whom
XOs was the oldest. She afterward moved to Copen-
hagen in order to give the two oldest boys a legal

education. Nils, however, had a strong inclination

for theology. In 1805 the mother died; and the

two boys, overcome by sickness, grief, and over-

woik, were brought into a hospital in great destitu-

tion. Nils received a lieutenancy in the army dur-

ing the European war, and upon the conclusion of

peace (1814) was honorably discharged with the

rank of captain. He then returned and entered the

Norwegian army. He became a tutor in the family

of a rural preacher near Waldres in 1818, which led

to a revival oi his desire for the study of theology.

He entered the University of Christiania in 1823,

and was ordained a missionary to Finmark (north-

ernmost Norway) in 1825; and in spite of his weak
hmgs and his paralysed right arm, he, accompanied
by his wife, went to VadsO on the Arctic Ocean, the

same year. Finmaik has an area of 18,250 square

miles and a scattered Finnish population of 21,000,

eitherengaged in the fisheries or following with their

reindeer a nomadic life inland. As the only other

church district was without a pastor, Stodcfleth's

field included this wide extent. At itue beginning
of the eighteenth century, the Finns of this prov-

ince were only nominally Christians, demoralized by
the liquor traffic and the selfish spoliation of the Nor-
wegians. The Gospel had been planted by the zealous

teacher Isaac Olsen (1703-16) and by Thomas
von Westen (q.v.), the " Apostle to the Finns." In
order to serve the six churches Stockfleth was
obliged to make long and perilous journeys, some-
times by boat, sometimes by sled, even as far as

into the Russian empire. Finding the woik under-
taken beyond one man's strengUi, he determined
to confine himself to the ministry of the Lapps,
sharing with them their huts and fare, in order to

master their speech and win their confidence. At
one>fourth his former income he therefore assumed
the Lebesby pastorate (1828). His work was an
inoesaaDt itineraiu^; he tarried usually about eight

weeks in a district and stopped only briefly with
the families scattered miles apart. More and more
the conviction increased upon him of the inadequacy

of the literature for the Finns. With great exer-

tion he had translated Erik Pontoppidan's expla-

nation of the catechism, the New Testament, and
the book of Genesis. These he consigned with others

to the flames in 1830. He was more and more im-
pressed with the necessity for the establishment of

the Lappish literaiy language upon a new basis.

In preparation for this work he spent the years
1831-^ in Christiania, Copenhagen, Stockholm,
and Helsingfors, holding conferences with leading

scholars. Having returned to Finmark in 1833, he
invented a new phonic alphabet. In 1836 he jour-

neyed to Christiania to publish his writings, and
prepared two students in the Lappish language.

The year 1837 he spent in Finland for a more thor-

ough study of Finnish, and, upon his return to

Christiania, published a primer and reader, Luther's

Shorter Catechism, a translation of Matthew and
Mark, and a Biblical history. This was done at the

expense of the Storthing, which authorized also a
complete translation of the Bible. Then he turned
his attention again to the mountain Lapps (1840-

1845, 1851-62), alwa3rs intent upon the instruction

of pastors for the people. The history of all his

missionaiy expeditions he published in his Daghog
over mine Missumsreiser i Finmarken (Christiania,

1860), with an appendix giving an excerpt from the

most important writings on Finnish history and
language. An episode in the last period of his work
was a wave of religious frenzy originating from the

preaching of Lars Lewi Lsestadius in a neighboring

Swedish diocese. This movement threatened the

public peace as well as public and private morals.

Stockfleth hastened to the scene, and for six months
waged battle against the morbid outbreak. Ex-
hausted in strength, he retired in 1853, after having
been pensioned; and spent the remaining years of

his life (1853-^) at the baths of Sandefjord. His
" Religious Letters " (1845) show a profound relig-

ious life. (J. Belsheim.)
Bibliographt: The principal souroe is his own Dagboo* ut

sup. Sketches of his life axe by J. Forachhammer, Copen-
ha«en. 1867; and C. H. Kalkar, in F. Piper's Evanod-
imJus KaUndar, 1867. Consult also H. Steffens. Ueber
die happen imd Potior Stoekfietha Wirkaamkeil unter
dieeen, Berlin, 1842.

STOCKTON, THOMAS HEWLINGS: Methodist

Protestant; b. at Mount Holly, N. J., June 4, 1808;

d. in Philadelphia Oct. 9, 1868. Converted in the

Methodist Episcopal Church, he joined the Meth-
odist Protestant Church on its oiganization, and in

1829 was placed upon a circuit. He was stationed

in Baltimore, 1830; was chaplain to the house of

representatives, 1833-35 and 1859-61, and to the

senate, 1862. He preached in Philadelphia, 1838-

1847; in Cincinnati, 1847-50; as associate pastor

in Baltimore, 1850-56; as sole pastor in Philadel-

phia, 1856-68. He was one of the most eloquent

preachers of his day, and was an anti-slavery pio-

neer. He compiled a hymn-book for his denomina-
tion (1837), and published Sermons for the Pecple

(FittsbuiiS, 1854); Poems, with Autobiographic and
Other Notes (Philadelphia, 1862); and Book above

AU; or, the Bible the only sensihlCf infallible and di-

vine Authority on Earth: Discourses (1870).

Bibuoorapht: A. Clark, Memorise TribtOe to the Life, Chat'
r, and Work of the Rev. T. H. Storkton, New Yoik
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IseO; J. Q. Wiboo« lAf*, ChaneUr md DeaA of Sm.
T. H, SioekKm, Phfladelphift, 1800.

STODDARD, CHARLES AUGUSTUS: Ptaby-
terian; b. in Boeton, Maas., May 28, 1833. He was
educated at Williams College, Williamstown, Mass.
(A.B., 1854), the Univenity of Edinbuigh and Free
Church of Scotland Theological Seminary (185&-66),

and at Union TheologiciJ Seminary (graduated,

1850), after which he was pastor of the Washington
Heights Presbyterian Church, New York City, until

1883. In 1869 he was associate editor, in 1873 part
owner, and from 1885 to 1002 editor-in-chief of The
Observer; he has also been active in directing and
promoting various philanthropic enterprises. He
edited The Centennial CeUbratUm of WtOiame
College (Williamstown, Mass., 1894) and has
written Acrose Russia from the BaUie to the

Danube (New York, 1891); Spanish Cities, with

Olimpses of QibraUar and Tangier (1892); Beyond
the Rockies (1894); A Spring Journey in California

(1805); and Cruising Among the Caribbees (1805;
new ed., 1003).

STODDARD, DAVH) TAPPAll: Congregational

nussionaiy; b. at Northampton, Mass., Dec. 2,

1818; d. at Urumiah, Persia, Jan. 22, 1857. He
studied at Round Hill Academy and Williams Col-

lege; was graduated from Yale College, 1838, and
from Andover Theological Seminaiy, 1841; sailed

as nussionaiy to the Nestorians, 1843, among whom
he labored successfuUy. From 1848 to 1851 he was
in America on a visit. He was particularly inter-

ested in the Nestorian youths whom he gathered in

the seminary established in 1844 at Urumiah. His
theological lectures, which embraced a complete
course of doctrinal theolpgy, he delivered in Syriac.

His Orammar of the Modem Syriae Language was
published in the Journal of the American Oriental

Society, New Haven, Conn., 1855.

Bibuoorapht: J. P. Thompson, Mtmoir of Daeid Tog/paKk

atoddard. New York, 1868.

STODDARD, SOLOMOH: Congregationalist; b.

in Boston, Mass., 1643; d. at Northampton, Mass.,

Feb. 11, 1720. He was graduated from Harvard
College, 1662; was chaplain in Barbados for two
years; preached at Northampton 1660-1720, when
he was succeeded by his grandson, and colleague

from 1727, Jonathan Edwards. From 1667 to 1674

he was first librarian at Cambridge. He is remem-
bered for his theory that '' the Lord's Supper is in-

stituted to be a means of regeneration," and that

persons may and ought to come to it, though they

know themselves to be in a '' natursJ condition."

He wrote The Safety of Appearing at the Pay of
Judgement, in the Righteousness of Christ (Boston,

1687; 3d ed., 1742); The Doctrine of Instituted

Churches Explained and Proved from Vte Word of
Qod (Boston, 1700; a reply to Increase Mather's

The Order of the Qospd, Professed and Practised by

the Churches of Christ in New England, Justified,

Boston and London, 1700); An Appeal to the

Learned, Being a Vindication of the Right of visible

Saints to the Lord*s Supper, though they be Destitute

of a saving Work of God's Spirit on their Hearts;

Against the Exceptions of Mr, Increase Mather

(1700); A Guide to Christ, or the Way of Directing

Souls that are under Conversion (1714); An Answer
to some Cases ofConsdenoe (17^).
BDLEOoaAFHT: W. B. Spfacofl, AnmaU of Ao Ammean

Pfdvit, i. 179-174, New York, 1860; W. Walker, Cneda
and Platjormo of ComongationaHom, peorim. ib. 1803;

idem. In Amoriean Church Hutory Sonoa, m. 180-182,

188, 251, 2M. ib. 1804; idem. Ten New BfHfimd Leaden,

pp. 210, 227, 232, 245-247, ib. 1901; L. W. Baoon. TKe

CottertoatioiuakU, pp. 81. 113, 117, 110. ib. 1004; F. H.
Foster, Oemotie HieL of Now Bnglamd Theology, pp. 30. 32,

36^10, 51, Chieefo. 1007.

STOBCKER, stuk'er, ADOLF: German United

Evangelical; b. at Halberstadt (31 m. s.w. of Mag-
debuig) Dec. 15, 1835; d. at Nuremberg Feb. 25,

1008. He was educated at the universities of Halle

and Berlin (1854-^57) ; was private tutor in Neustadt

(1857-50) and in Kurland (1850-63); became pas-

tor at Seggerda, near Halberstadt, where he re-

mained until 1866, when he was called in a similar

capacity to Hamersleben; from 1871 to 1874 he was
militaiy divisional pastor at Meti (1871-74); was
court and cathedral preacher at Berlin (1874-91);

in 1801 his political views caused his disznissal. In

1878 he beoune a member of the general s3mod of

the Evangelical (Church. Stdcker's chief fame is

due to his foundation, in 1878, of the Christian so-

cialist party, and to his sturdy advocacy of anti-

Semitiwn, sinoe he regarded Judaism as a danger

both to CSiristianity and to the political strength of

Gtermany.

Stoecker was elected as the avowed advocate

of these views to the Pkiissian diet in 1870, re-

taining office until 1808, while from 1881 to 1893

he was likewise a member of the Reichstag, re-

elected in 1808. He served as president of the

Christlich-Sosialer Verein, which, owing to the

decline of the anti-Semitic movement in Germany,
had diminished in prestige. In 1887 he founded

the Deutsdie evangdische Kircheneeitung, which he

edited after 1802. He wrote CAristfic^^oziaZ (Biele-

feld, 1884); Eins ist Not, ein Jahrgang Valkspredig-

ten Oberfreie Texts (Berlin, 1884); O Land, h&re dee

Herm Wort, ein Jahrgang Volkspredigten aber die

Epistdn (1885); Den Armen wird das Evangelium
gepredigt (1887); Die sotialen und kirchlichen

NotstandeingrossenStadten{8tuttg^it,l88S); Wan-
deU im Geist (Berlin, 1888); Die sonntOgliche Pre-

digt (1880); Salt der Erde (1802); Wach auf, evan-

gdisches Volk (1803); Dreizehn Jahre Hofprediger

und Politiker (1805); GesamnuUe Schriften (1896);

Verheissung und ErfUJXung (1806); Dae Evangelium
eine Gotteskraft (1000); Bestdndig in der Apostd
Lehre (1001); and Das Leben Jesu in tOgUchen An-
dachten (1003).

STOBSSBLy JOHAHll: German thedogian; b.

at Kitsingen (10 m. s.e. oi Wtkrsbuig) June 23,

1424; d. at Senftenbei^g (33 m. n.e. of Dresden)
Mar. 18, 1576. After tiOdng his degree at Witten-
beiig in 1540, he was called, as an anti-Philippist,

to Weimar by Duke John Frederick as chaplain,

and in this capacity he Uxk, part with Maxinriilian

M6rlin, court chaplain at Cobuig, in introducing

the Reformation in the maigravate of Baden-Dur-
lach in 1556, vigorously opposing eveiything diver-

gent from strict Lutheranism. In the same spirit

he opposed Melanchthon at the colloquy oC Worms
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in the following year. He was made superintend-
ent at Heldbuiig;, and in 1558 Uxk part, wilii M6r-
lin and Simon Musaeus, in the preparation of the
Wdmar "Book of Confutation," which they de-

fended against Victorinus Stiigel and Pastor
HOgel in a special Apciogie in 1559. The next year
Stosael and Moriin accompanied John Frederick
to Heidelbeig, in the hope of keeping the duke's
father-in-law, E3eetor Frederick the Pious, firm in

Lutheranism. This proved impossible, however,
and shortly after StOssel's return a change became
apparent in his own attitude. In ensuing contro-

vendes between Lutheran and Galvinistic theolo-

gians both he and M6riin assumed an intermediate

position, and in this frame of mind became co\m-
cilore of John Frederick, though at the Naumbuig
Diet of princes in 1561 they stUl worked on the side

of Flacius. But when SUSssel was appointed, first

temporarily and then (Sept., 1561) d^nitely,
superintendent in Jena, his mediating position bs-
came more pronounced, and with his iLnitation of

the theological controversy of the Jena professors

and the elevation of the Weimar consistory, at his

instance, to the supreme church authority in Thu-
ringia, with himself as its assessor, the breach be-

tween him and the Flacian party became complete,

60 that when Flacius and Wigand protested in

writing against him, he lodged complaint against

them at court.

The result of this controvert was the deposition
of both his opponents and the rout of their whole
party, while Stossel was appointed to a theolog-

ical professorship and undertook the difficult task
of mediating between the Flacian deigy and the
synergistic Strigel. But his SuperdedcaraHo, com-
posed to this end, caused fresh dissension and the
dismissal of some forty recalcitrant pastors in 1562-
1563, as well as a bitter literary controvert. Stri-

gel, suspicious of Stossel, resigned from the faculty,

and for a time St5ssel was the sole theological pro-

fessor at Jena, of which he was rector in 1563, 1565,
and 1567. After the fall of John Frederick, his

brother and successor, John William, recalled the
exiled pastors in 1567, and they issued, against

Stdssel's Superdetiaraiio, their own Respansio
exidum Tkurin^icorumf compelling all who had sub-
scribed to his work to resign. Through the influence

of the Elector August he was appointed super-
intendent in Mohlhausen, whence he was trans-

ferred to Pima, becoming ecclesiastical councilor

and confessor to the elector. In May, 1570, at
the colloquy of Zerbst, he sought recognition for

the Corjnu doctrincB PhUippicum. But his plea for

the crypto-Calvinism of the Philippists doomed him,
and in March he was confined to his house in Pima,
where he signed a declaration submitted to him by
the elector. At the Diet of Toigau, however, his

di8req)ectful utterances about hi^ personages
were brought to formal notice, in August he was re-

moved to the fortress of Senftenbeig, and in Jan.,

1576, again underwent a formal triad.

StiSssel's revulsion from the Flacians of Jena
receives its explanation from their terrorism, but
his change to crypto-Calvinism is more difficult to
account for. Many of his contemporaries ascribed
it to unworthy motives; and it is impossible to tell

how far personal ambition was the cause, or how
far the reason lies simply in the development of hia
views of theology and of the Church.

(G. Kawerau.)
Bibuoobapht: H. Heppe, Oeaehxehte des Proteatantismtu,

volt, i.-ii., Marburs, 1852-63; A. Kluckhohn, Friedrich
der Fromme, pp. 60 aqq., N6rdlingen, 1879; R. Hofmann,
OeMd^iehU der Kirche A. Marten in Pima, pp. 38 aqq^
Firna, 1890; ADB, zzxvi. 471 aqq.

STOICISM: One of the philosophic-ethical

schools of ancient Greece and Rome. The founder
of Stoicism was Zeno of Citium in Cyprus (d. in

Athens c. 260 B.C.), originally a trader, who in mid-
dle life determined to reside permanently in Athens.
Here, in the Stoa poikUe, the colonnade adorned
with frescoes of patriotic themes of Attic legends

and history, he was wont to meet his followers,

hence the name. The formal resolutions of the At-
tic government in his honor seem to attest the sub-
stantial consistency of his conduct and of his doc-
trine. Neither his direct successors, Cleanthes of

Assos (d. about 220 B.C.), and Chrysippus the Cili-

cian (d. about 207 B.C.), nor Pansetius (d. 112 B.C.)

and Posidonius (d. about 60 b.c.) can be here dis-

cussed. What is of interest is the attitude of the
school toward religion and ethics.

Formally the Stoics were materialists. Even
deity, divinity, God, was to them a substance, ether,

the most delicate and all-pervasive element. In
the periodic processes of cosmic making and unma-
king, whether through fire or deluge, this alone i$

imperishable and eternal. Of this substance are the

individual souls of men, but they are not inmiortal.

"God," "universe," "the world," "fate," "provi-
dence," " Zeus," all these as well as " reason " are

merely terms and names for one and the same thing

(Diogenes Laertius, vii. 135). God is immanent in

the world, dissolving it in cosmic periods into himself

and creating it again out of himself. Intelligence

and providence pervade and permeate the world.

Past and future are infinite eternities, the present

only is limited. Toward the physical personifica-

tions of the so-called religion of the Greeks, this

school assumed an attitude which, when superficially

considered, appeared to be conservative, but it was
in effect destructive. They resorted to allegories

and allegorical interpretation. This matter and
method found its way into the schools of those who
expounded Homer and Hesiod, and was reasserted

later on by Comutus in Rome, a contemporaiy
of Claudius and Nero, as well as by Neoplato-
nists like Porphyry and Servius. How practise

of sincere worship could abide with this allegor-

ical dissolution of Hera, Athena, Zeus, and the

rest it is hard to see; at the same time the scan-

dalous elements of Homeric anthropomorphism
were abolished, names, legends, and symbols being

preserved.

The relation of man to himself, to God or the

world, and to his fellow men, is best expressed in

the axiomatic postulate that " man must live in con-

sonance with nature "; here they differed profound*

ly from their chief adversaries, the Epicureans, as

well as from the Greek contentment with mere phys-

ical felicity. They claimed that " nature," " God,"
" reason," direct man to seek the highest good in
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virtue, not in pleasure. This was the voice of that

nature, that rational ideal of giving sovereignty to

God in man, to that precept which will justify

conduct before the universal reason, and thus make

it by implication obligatory on all* Thus the Stmcs

elevated Socrates to a dominating position. Be-

tween virtue and moral wrong there are no inter-

mediate steps or gradations. Nor are there any de-

grees of difference or elevation within the category

of virtue or of vice. Virtue, unless it appeare in ac-

tion, is of no value. What men mainly cherish, the

boons of health, wealth, honor, power, pleawue,

must not be the objects of action, for they are neither

good nor bad in themselves, but are intermediate

or indifferent (adiaphara).

Stoics thus took a distinctly spiritual ground, and

a vigorous " contempt for the world " can not be

denied to some members of the school. At the same

time everything, at bottom, is centered iii the sub-

ject, and suicide is commended as a termination of

trouble or as preservation of freedom. Cato, the

opponent of Osar, and afterward, under the em-

perors, Pietus Thrasea, Seneca (q.v.), Lucan, Coiv

nutus, and his pupil the poet Persius, Hdvidius

Priacus, and Epictetus were notable adherents of

this school, which really made great demands on its

followers, and gained from the general body of their

various contemporaries a large measure of respect,

being by far the most virile form of thought which

arose among the ancients. The Antonine emperors,

whose creed Stoicism was, did much for the improve-

ment of slavery, but Marous also directed a perse-

cution of the Christians. See Natuhai. Law.
E. G. SiHLER.

Bibuoorafht: Souioei are Diosenw Lwjrtiiia, book vii..

Eng. tranflls. were publiahed. London, 1688, 1006. and in

Bohn'a Libmry, 1863; Plutarch, from hia Opera, beat ed..

ed. T. Doehner and othen. 3 vola.. Paria. 184^-66. may
be named De Stoicorum repuanantiiM, De plaeitu phthao-

phonm; Cicero. De natura deorum, Eng. tranal.. Ix>ndon,

1896. De finxbua, Eng. tranal., ib. 1890; Epictetua. Worka

(Eng. tranal.), new ed.. Boston. 1891; idem, DisoovneB,

2 vola., London. 1897 (a fine ed.. publiahed by Humph-
reya). other tranalationa are inued by Dent. London.

1899. and by Bell. ib. 1903; Mareua Aureliua. Qolden Book,

ed. W. H. D. Roijae, London, 1900 (another tranal.. 1906);

idem, Meditationa, Edinbungh, 1904 (a fine edition). Lon-

don, 1905 (in Standard Library), with title Mareua Aure-

liua to Himadf. tranal. and introducttona by O. H. Kendall.

London and New York. 1901; idem, ThouohU, London.

1890. with introduction by J. L. Spalding. London and

New York, 1900; Seneca. Minor Dialoguea, London, 1886;

idem. MoraU, ib. 1888; idem. On BenefiU, ib. 1887; idem.

TranquiUity of Mind and Providence, New York, 1900.

The subject is discussed in the works on the history of

phfloaophy by H. Ritter, 4 vols.. Oxford. 1836-46; J. E.

Erdmann. New York, 1893; H. Bitter and L. Preller

8th ed., by E. Wellmann. Gotha, 1898. Consult further:

W. W. Capes, Stoicism, London, 1880; E. Zellcr; Stoiea,

Epicureans, and Sceptics, London, 1880; D. Tredemann,

System der stoischen PhQosophie, 3 vols., Leipaic, 1776;

A. Grant, The Ancient Stoics, Oxford, 1858; M. Arnold,

Marcus Aurdius, in his Easaya in Criticism, series 1,

London, 1865; F. May Holland. Heign of the Stoics, New
York, 1879; G. P. Weygoldt, Die PhUoaophie der Stoa

nach ihrem Wesen und ihren Sehicksalen, Leipaic, 1883;

T. Jordan, Stoic MoralisU in the First Tu>o Centuries,

Dublin, 1884; H. de Stein, Die Psychologie der Stoa, 2

vola., Berlin, 1886-88; J. Favre, La Morale stoteienne,

Paris, 1888; C. H. Herford, The Stoics as Teachers, Cam-
bridge, 1889; F. W. Farrar, Seekera after Ood, new ed.,

London and New York, 1891; A. C. Pearson, in hia Fraff

* Iva k&YK alp«r iroMiv (Diogenes Laerti\ia, vii. 108) is ea-

entially as soimd aa Kant'a '* oatogorical impormtive."

m^^ of Zeno and Cleanthm, Cambndg^ 1891, T W^

RoUaatoii, TAa Teackine of Bpuieius,lM6gm, IWl. J. tf.

Lightloot^ SL Paul and Seneca, « »>»J2^«*!S*^ P^
JLioaiolic Aoe, London. 1892; A. S^lfU^^
iJiophia der mitOeren Stoa, ^^/^k1w« I^
Slates and Saints, Glasgow. 1893; ^^^'^^^i,^^
tos ynd die Stoa, Stuttgart, ^^ij^^^/*^^
Stoikera Bviktet, ib. 1894; A. W. Benn, The PhUosopltv

^^t^LTh^ 1898; 'a. i>y~ff:i>«;,ff**^^
stoa, Beriin, 1898; T. Gompera, Greek r*«i*eri, 3 voh.,

L«Sci!^l-05; 'a. P. Ball.
•^J^^-^C^r^^.f^'r^ h"

tkeoeU of Claudius: a Study, New YoA. 1902^ H.

8. Davi^ Cfreek and Roman Stou:um, Boaton. 1«». E.

Renan. Marcus AureUus, recent lasue. ^^f^J^rl'
E. A. Abbott. SHanus the ChristuM, L^don. 1906 (a

hiatorical novel, but valuable); ^^^^J^^^^
tianinthe Second Century, Jopdon. 1906; W. H. D.

Rouae. Worde of the AneUmt Wise, Ixmdon. 1906 (adec-

tiona from Epictetua and Manma Auraliua); W. L. Da^id-

on. The Stoic Creed, Edinburgh, 1907; Bt. Gf>'W» Stoek.

Stoieiem (in PhOoeophies, Andent and Modern^, Edm-

buigh. 1908. New York. 1909; T. ZWmAi, Ct«ra »
wSdd der Jahrhunderie, Leip-ic. ^^l/'^-^"^
Marcus Aurdius and the Later States, BdmbujBh, 1909,

R. D. Hicka. Stoic and Epicurean, Ixxuton and Ncw^ oi^

1910; E. V. Amokl. Roman Stoicism, Ix>ndon. 191 1 :
and

the literature under Encnrrua, Mascub Auwujto

AifTOMurua. and Sbmbca.

8T0KBS, GBORGB THOMAS: Iiiah eodesias-

tieal biBtorian; b. at Athlone (70 m. w. of Dublin),

Ildand, Dec. 28, 1843; d. in Dublin Mar. 24, 1898.

He studied at Galway grammaiHBcbod and at Queens

OdIWe, Galway; was graduated from Trinity Cd-

l^^Dublin (B.A., 1864; M.A., 1871; BJ)., 1881;

and D.D., 1886); was vicar of All Saints, New-

town Paik, Dublin, 1868-98; became aasiBtant to

tbe regius professor of divinity, 1880, and professor

of ecclesiastical history in the University of Dub-

lin, 1883; librarian of St. Patrick's library, Dub-

lin, 1887; and prebend and canon of St. Andrew,

1803. He published Irdand and the CMc Chwdi.

A History tf Irdand from 8t, Pairiek to the En^^iA

Canqued in 1172 (London, 1886); a commentaiy

on the Acts, 2 vols., in The Expositar's Bible (1888);

Ireland and the Anglo-Norman Church. A HiMory

of Ireland and Irish ChristianUy from the Anglo-

Norman Conquest to the Dawn of the Reformaium

(1889); Dudley Loftus: A Dublin Antiquary </ the

seventeenth Century (DubUn, 1890); The Idand

Monasteries of Wales and Irdand (1891); St. Fediin

of Fone, and his Monastery (1892); Greek in Gaul

and Western Europe down to AJ>, 700. The Knoui-

edge of Greek in Ireland between AJ). 600 and 900

. . . (1892); Calendar of the lAber Niger Alani

(1893); and, in collaboration with C. H. H. Wright,

The WrUings of St. Patrick; . . . a . . . Tranda.

tion, . . . with Notes (1887).

BiBUOGRAPirT: DNB, Supplement iiL 301-302; Athenmgm,
Apr. 2. 1898.

STOLBERG, FRIEDRICH LEOPOLD, COUFT:
German author and convert to the Roman Catholic

faith; b. at Bramstedt (23 m. n. of HambuiK) Nov.

7, 1750; d. on the estate of SondermGhlen near

OanabrUck (65 m. s.s.w. of Bremen) Dec. 5, 1819.

After the removal of his family to Copenha^n, he

was educated there, together with his brother Chiid-

tian, two years older than himself. Klopetodc, a

friend of the family, exercised a deep influence upon

the two boys. They studied at Halle in 1770-71,

and at Gottingen in 1772-73. In G6t1ingen they

became a part of the well-known "Hainbund,"
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which Dames a certain period of development in

modern poetiy. In 1775 the two brothers under-
took a journey through Germany to Switzerland,
making the acquaintance of prominent men, in

Frankfort aasodating with Goethe, and at Geneva
mee^ Voltaire. In 1776 Friedrich Leopold was
appointed ambassador at the Danish court by the
priDC^-bishop of Labeck and the duke of Olden-
buig. The literary productions of Stolberg were at
that time in the region of lyrical poetiy. At the
same time he occupied himself with the study of

the Greeks, translating the Iliad, also some portions
of iSachylus, and composing several dramas in the
Greek form. In 1785 he was sent on a mission to
St. Petersburg, where he met Klinger. In 1789 he
was appointed Danish ambassador in Berlin, and
in 1791 the prince-bishop of Lobeck appointed him
president of the government in Eutin, but before

he entered his new position, he traveled to Italy,

and also visited MOnster, where he met the Princess

Galitzin, a devoted Roman Catholic. MQnster at

that time was the seat of a Catholicism in which
Biblical Christianity predominated over Romanism.
An interview with the pope later filled Stolberg with
admiration. In 1703 he returned to Eutin and en-

tered his new position, but remained in close con-

tact with the circle of MQnster while Voss, with
whom he had hitherto been in close relations, seemed
the representative of superficial rationalism. In
1793 Princess Galitzin returned his visit; in 1794
Stolbeig visited in Miinster, being powerfully at-

tracted by FOrstenberg and the princess. The
change in his opinions appears in a letter to F. H.
Jacobi, written in February, 1794, in which he
says: '' I know and love the mysticism of a Plato,

one of my first favorites . . . but the kind of rev-

elation that was granted them remains as distinct

from that of the Bible as the heaven is above the

earth "; while later it was declared of him: " The
miserable condition of Protestantism, that leads to

deism, atheism, to a rationalism that eats and des-

troys all mystic roots like cancer, the philosophy

of Kant, and the whole Enlightenment repelled him
more axid more." In 1798 he visited the Brethren

in Hermhut to see whether he could there find peace

and rest. On June 1, 1800, Stolbeig, together with
his family, adopted the Roman Catholic faith in

the chapel of Princess Galitzin. By this step he
offended most deeply all Protestant North Gennany,
but especially his older circle of friends, Voss,

Jacobi, Gleim, and others. After tendering his res-

ignation to the duke, Stolberg retired into private

life and settled near MQnster, on the estate of LQt-

jcnbeck. In 181 1 he removed to the estate of Taten-

hausen near Bielefeld, and in 1816 to Sondermiihlen.

Meanwhile he had published his lyrical poems, to-

gether with those of his brother Christian (Leipdc,

1779, new ed., 1821, and separately Vateridndiache

GedichU, again combined with those of his brother,

Hamburg, 1815). He was the author also of Zwo
SchrifUn det heiligen Augustin wm der tvahren Re-

ligion und von den Sitten der hatholiechen Kirche

(1803). But the work which filled almost the whole

remainder of his life was his Geschichte der Rdigion

Jeeu Chriati (16 vols., Hamburg, 1806-18). It ex-

tends only to the year 430, and wsa continued by

F. von Kerz (vols, xvi.-xlv., Mainz, 1825-46) and
by J. N. Briachar (vols, xlvi.-li., 1849-53). The
work shows a lack of critical discernment and sys»

tern, and a hasty pen. He also published L^ben
Alfreds dee Grosaen (MQnster, 1817), with an intro-

duction on Anglo-Saxon history; and Bin BUchlein
von der Liebe (1818; Eng. transl., A LiUU Book of
the Love of Ood, London, 1849), a coherent repre-

sentation of the Biblical doctrine of love. His Reiae

in DeiUsMand, der Schweiz, Italien und SicUien (4

vols., Kdnigsberg, 1794) was translated into Eng-
lish (2 vols., London, 1796-97). (A. Freybb.)
Bibuoobafht: Biographies have been written by A.

Niooloviu*. liaina, 1846; T. Men«e. 2 vob.. Ootha. 1882;
J. Janaaen. 3d ed., Freibuis. 1882; and K. Windel. 2d ed.,

PotKlam, 1806. Consult further: C. F. A. Schott, Vom9
und Stolberg, oder der Kampf dea Zeilaltera rwiachen Lieht
und Verdunkclung, StuttffEurt. 1820; W. von Bippen,
SuHner SkitMen. Zur Ktdtttr- und LUtenUuroeachicfUe dea
18. Jahrhundert, Weimar, 1859; W. Herbst, Johannes H.
Vo9$, vol. ii., Leipsie, 1874; also J. H. Hennes, F. L. Oraf
9U ^cUberg und Herwog Peter Friedrich Ludwig von Olden-
hurg aue ihrem Briefweeheel, Mains, 1870.

STOLE. See Vestmsnts and Insionia, Eccls-
SIASTICAL.

STOLB FEES, SURPLICE FEES: Name applied

to fixed contributions to the clergy for certain offi-

cial services rendered, paid by the person at whose
behest such service is rendered. In a

Histoiy in wider sense the term includes the fees

the Roman of such lower cleigy as cantors, oigan-

Catholic ists, and sacristans. The term first

Church. app)ears in the later Middle Ages, and
originated in the fact that the clergy

in the Roman Catholic Church, then as now, was
obligated to perform those offices clad in the stole.

In the Eastern Church these fees are known by the

corresponding term for stole, epitrachelium. In the

Middle Ages there is mention of jitetitia, jura preehy-

teri, and jura parochialiaf or the fee is designated ac-

cording to the particular service performed, as baptis-

tertumj nupHcBj or aeptdtura. In the early Church, the

bishops furnished the support of the clergy, but many
voluntary gifts were made as evidences of gratitude,

as well as for support. But, by authority of Matt.

X. 8, the acceptance of a volimtary gift for the per-

formance of a holy act was expressly forbidden.

Nevertheless, the desire of the people to retain the

good-will of the clergy and prove their own ac-

knowledgment, on the one hand, and the cupidity

of the latter, on the other, led not only to offensive

practise among the ordinary clergy, but even the

bishops came to accept gifts for such transactions

as ordination, dedication of churches, and confirma-

tion. Again and again it became necessary for the

Church to forbid the practise, excepting, however,

voluntary gifts to the support of the cleigy (I Cor.

ix. 11-14; Matt. x. 10), if not given specifically for

services performed. This standpoint appears in

the ecclesiastical enactments of the twelfth centiiry.

Meanwhile an influence among the lower churches

and clergy operated to restrict the right of stole

fees. This was the Germanic system of private

temples. In the north, even in pagan times, the

earl or private owner imposed upon those who fre-

quented his temple a toll for the maintenance of the

same and the support of his priest, as well as fees
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for specific services. The west and south Germans
brought this custom with the eyvtem of private

temples into the Church, and now the latter had to

encounter as a qrstem what before appeared only
as more or less scattered abuses. The Oiurch was
a private enterprise of the landlord, who was not
content with voluntary offerings and gifts, but de-

manded a fixed price for eveiy important service

by the priest, who was his private official. Natur-
ally, this was extended to include baptism, marriage,

penance, and unction; and, in combination with the

other Germanic principle recognising not free serv-

ices but only those recompensed as efficacious, the
system soon extended to the churches in the hands
of the bishops and became universal. The stole

fees were regarded as legal appurtenances of the

churches, and were included in sales and investi-

tures. In spite of earnest protest by legislation

and through its representatives, the Church was
not able to restrict this barter of religious offices,

entrenched as it was behind the power and self-in-

terest of the landlord and the legal order. In the
end, when the danger of lay domination was, in

principle at least, removed by the substitution of

the right of Patronage (q.v.), the Church was not
unwilling to assume this qrstem of fees as resting

upon custom, not without, inside of certain limits,

a commending acquiescence in its origin. This took
place in connection with the act on Simony (q.v.)

of the Fourth Lateran Council under Innocent III.

in 1215. Extortion for spiritual official services

was forbidden, but where the payment of fees was
according to established custom it was commended
and sustained. To make this consistent with the
prohibition of simony, such payments were not to

be understood as specific recompense for the serv-

ices, but simply as a tribute rendered in view of the
obligation of clerical support and the recognition of

parochial jurisdiction. It was also understood that
the clergy were not to regard such fees as per con-
tract, nor to direct their ministry accordingly; and
for the poor the necessary services were to be gratis.

In following times the acceptance of such contribu-

tions was made legitimate and it was only a step
to sanctioning the right of the clerical to demand
compensation, and also the legal obligation on his

part to render the service. To this day the right

to stole fees within " laudable custom " has retained

the sanction of the Roman Catholic Church.
In the Evangelical church, some of the older reg^

Illations either wholly or partly abolished the stole-

fees; as, for instance, for baptism and the com-
munion. Generally, they have been permitted and

remained customaiy in the Evangel-
Histoiy in ical church. Where, as in electoral

the Evan- Saxony, demand of them was forbid-

gelical den until the seventeenth centiuy, the
Church, communion excepted, the practise of

payments as free-will offerings per-

sisted with reference to baptism and coiSession.

Under the new regime of state government from the

sixteenth centiuy the states have assumed the con-

trol of, and, with the concurrence of the spiritual

authorities, r^ulated, the system of stole fees.

This standpoint has not been universally main-
tained, however, since the authorization of the

autonomy of the Roman Catholic Church in 1848.

In fact, the right of the respective churches to fix

and regulate fees for ecclesiastical transactions is

inaliensJble; yet obligations involved are imposed
upon the subjects of the State for the enforcement
of whieh the State must lend its arm. Hence, the

matter may not be whoUy left in the hands of the

Church, and the State is also entitled to the pri\>

lege of a normative cooperation. This rule prevails,

for example, in Prussia; in Austria, on the other

hand, alterations in the regulations are reserved by

the State after the concurrence of the bishops. A
state concurrenoe takes place where the Evangelical

church possesses organised government and by the

adaptation of presbyterial and synodal elements

maintjiinB a certain independence, and where the

regulation of stole fees therefore devolves on the

church boards in conunon with the parish organs. In

principle, the obligation of paying stole fees pertains

only to the members of the chureh of the officiating

clergyman, which members alone are in a position

to require the services. This is the present concep-

tion. But formerly, before the parity of the churches

was established, the members of the merely toIer>

ated bodies were forced to pay the fees to the pas-

tor of the prevailing church, even where they were

performed by pastors of their own confession.

Voices have been raised in the Roman Catholic

Church for the abolition of stole fees, namely, in

the Council of Trent, and spontaneously in the

eighteenth and nineteenth ooituries,

Elforti at though in vain against the practical

Abolition, difficulties involved. More eamestJy

was the practise felt to be improper

in the Evangelical church (b^;inning with Spener}

and its abolition was demanded. Until the last

quarter of the last century this demand was met

only in isolated instances. In 1818 Nassau, 1849

Oldenburg, and 1871 Brunswick abolished the fees

in lieu of recompense from church funds or other

sources. The introduction of the civil register and
civil marriage by imperial statute (1875) provided

for an indernnification of the clergy, and occasioned

in a number of states the aboHtion of stole fees for

baptisms, wedding ceremonies, and publishing of

the bans, either in all churches or the Evangelical

alone. Universal abolition was conaummated in

Prussia in 1890-1900. In Baden the redemption

of the stole fees is assigned to the churches; else-

where it is effected by state provisions. In Prussia

the churches are reeciforoed, if the redemption taxes

make an increase in the total expenses, by a state-

church fund.

While the Old Catholics did not adopt the sys-

tem at all, it is in full sway in the Eastern Church,

as well as in the Roman Catholic

Modem Church. Those entitled to stole fees

Practise, in the latter are the parish priest, a

clerical whose position is materially

the same, or an assistant, either on formal assign-

ment by the parish priest or through special title.

Stole fees must be authorised by church statute or

recognised custom. They usually occur in connec-
tion with baptisms, publishing of bans, marriages,

the blessing and attendance upon the deceased, and

the churching of women. It is excluded in nssped
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to the di^ienaation of the other sacnutneiits, as the

oommunion, extreme unction, and ordination, and
frequently, penance. In individual diooeees the

fees in connection with baptisms, penance, and the

chuichiDg of women are dispensed with. The amount
depends on the regulations or local custom. The
eariier practise of proportioning the tax according

to the rank of the person is discontinued, but in-

stead there is introduced a grading according to the

means of the applicant, that is, his civic assessment.

Hie regulation of the stole-fee system is \mder the

jurisdiction of the bishop, with the advice of the

priests and his assistants. By a decree of 1896 this

is conditioned by previous concurrences in provin-

cial synods or bishops' conventions. Disputes, ac-

cording to canon law, are subject to the ecclesia»-

tieal courts. In Prussia the state courts, by virtue

of state control, may hear and adjudicate com-
plaints. In Bavaria the administrative boards and
administrative courts control disputes and enforce

payments, and in Austria these, in addition, punish
exorbitant charges by a fine and enforced resti-

tution. From stole fees are to be excepted the

stipends for masses, and fees for burial sites, pews,

utensils, and candles. The legal administration of

stole fees according to Evangelical church law is

similar to the Roman Catholic. They must not be
asked in advance, nor must the rites be suspended
untU pa3rment has been made, and the necessary

official services must be rendered to the poor. Those
legally entitled are the official pastors, or, relatively,

church treasuries, or those who administer the pas-

toral income. Tlie whole amount is r^ulated by
the chureh order or canonical precept with allow-

ance for local observances. . The levy and approval
of the taxes belongs to the chureh governing boards.

With the introduction of presbjrterial and synodal

provisions the initiative to alteration devolves upon
the congr^^tional organs. (U. Stuts.)

BtBuoaaAivr: H. M. O. QwJImann, Kune OeaekiehU der
&(40«6flArem G6tttnien. 1786; F. F. Fertaoh. Dot Bmehl-
Oddinder proUdantiMehen Kirehe, QMOsen, 1830; J. A. H.
TEttnuum, Uiber die Fixianmg der StolaAiihren, Leipsio,

1831; P. BaldAuf, Die . . . StolgAHhren in dm detm^
reichiecKen Frovineen, Graa, 1836; E. L. Hagon, Die
pfarramaiehen Beaoldungen, NeuBtadt, 1844; F. Kolde-
Mty, Dae Alter der StolffebfJtren in der evatHfAutheriaehen

Kifche dee Hemgtwne BrauneAweig, Brunawiok, 1871;
R. D. Uriin, Leool Ovide to the Clergy, London, 1881;
H. W. Grippe, The Law RdaUno to the Church and Clergy,

ed. C. A. Cripps. London, 1886; J. H. Blunt, Book of
Church Law, Reeieed by Sir W. G. F, PhOlimore, London,
1888; G. Boicrt, Die StoUfAHhrenfraoe in der evangelieehen
Landeekitehe WlkrUemberge, Stuttsart, 1891; A. Luehaire,

Manuel dm inetituHone francaieee, piriode dee CapiHene
direeu, pp. 360-^61, Paris, 1802; L. Benario, Die Stol-

gAnhren naeh hayerieehem Staatekirehenreeht, Munich,
18»4; V. Kail, OrundeHg* dee bayeriechen Stolrechtee, WQx*-
buTK, 1894; U. Stuts, Die Bigenkirche ale Element dee

mittelaiieHieh'germanieehen Kirehenrechte, p. 27, Beriin,

1806; idem, Oeeehiehte dee kirehliehen Bent^fisialweeene,

i. 1, pp. 03, 272, ib. 1806; J. Imbart de U Tour. Lee
Paroiaaea ruralee du tv. au xi. aiide, Paris, 1900; C.

Meuier. Bayeriachee Kirchenvenndgenarecht, ii. 200 eqq.,

Stuttcart, 1001; B. Kaltner, Die neue Siolordnung fitr

daa Herwootum SaUburg, Bitknn. 1004; G. LOttcert, Bvar^
gdiachea Kinhenreeht in Rheinland und Wealfiden, pp. 663
sqq., Qatenloh, 1006; BfiUsoh-Peasi^, Dae Kirehenreehi

der morgcnlAndiaehen Kirche, 2d ed., pp. 646-^647, Moetar,

1006; A. Fieieeu, Der . . . Pfitrrawanif und aeine Aufhe-
bungm Oeaterreieh und den deutachen Bundeaataaten, Pader-
bom, 1006; Hauck. KD, U. 273, 717. iv. 21. 48.

STOKE OF MBSELA. See Moabite Stone.

STONE, BARTOH WARREN: Disciple of Christ;

b. near Port Tobacco, Md., Dec. 24, 1772; d. at

Hannibal, Mo., Nov. 9, 1844. He graduated from
the academy at Guilford, N. C, in 1793; taught in

Washington, Ga., and studied theology, then en-

tered the Presb3rterian ministry as a licentiate in

1796, being ordained as pastor of the churches at

Caneridge and Concord, Ky., 1798; in 1801 he was
led to renounce Calvinism, and with four other

clergymen formed the Springfield Presbytery in

1803, though this was dissolved in 1804 and formed
into the Christian Church (see Chbibtians, 2); he
then turned for a time to farming and teaching,

meanwhile preaching and founding churches in

Ohio, Kentucky, and Tennessee; in 1826 he was
editor of The Christian Messenger; in 1832 he as-

sisted in a union of the churches known after him as
" Stoneite " with the " Campbellite " churches in

Kentucky (see Disciples of Christ, } 1); after re-

moving to Jacksonville, III., in 1834, he continued

to labor for the denomination until his death, both
by preaching and editing. He wrote Letters on the

Atonement (1805); Address to the Christian Churches

(1805); and Letters to Dr. James Blythe (1822).

BiBLio<nLkPHT: B. B. lyier, in Ameriean Church Hidory
Seriea, xii. 11, 13, 20, 22, 31, 32, New York, 18M, and in

genenl the works on the early histoiy of the dfunomina-
tk»8 with which he was oonneeted.

STONE, DARWELL: Church of England; b. at

Rosset, Denbighshire (19 m. s. of Liverpool), Sept.

15, 1859. He received his education at Merton
College, Oxford (B.A., 1882; M.A.. 1885; B.D.,

1909; D.D., 1909); was made deacon in 1883 and
priest in 1885; was curate of Ashbourne, Derby-

shire, 1883-84; vice-principal of Dorchester Mis-

sionary College, 1885-^88, and principal, 1888-1903;

librarian of Risey Memorial Library, Oxford, 1903-

1909, and principal of the same since 1909. He
" accepts the^rinciples of the Tractarian movement
in the Church of England, and is a student of the

history of doctrine and criticism." He has pub-

lished : Holy Baptism (London, 1899; 4th ed., 1905)

;

(htdines of Christian Dogma (1900; 4th ed., 1908);

Christ and Human Life (1901); Meditations for Use

in Retreat (1902); The Church of England, An Ap-
peal to Facts and Principles (1903; in collaboration

with W. C. E. Newbolt); The Invocation of Saints

(1903); The Discipline of Faith (1904); The Holy
Communion (1904); The Christian Church (1905);

and A History of the Doctrine of the Holy Eucharist

(2 vols., 1909).

STONniG, HEBREW USE OF: The employment
of stones as a weapon of offense is common to vari-

ous stages of civilisation. Cases may be cited from

the heroic age of the Greeks {Iliadj iii. 57; iEschy-

lus, Agemomnonf 1608) or from their historical

period (Thucydides, v. 60; Pausanius, VIII., v. 8),

while the Roman mobs were not averse to the use

of stones as weapons (Cicero, Pro domo, v.; Quinti-

lian, DedamatiOt XII., xii.). It was a custom also

to throw stones toward the grave of a hated indi-

vidual. It is not surprising to hear that in Persia

Antiochus Epiphanes was reputed to have met his

death by stoning (II Mace. i. 16), and that in Israel
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also stones were thus used (Ex. xvii. 4; I Sam. zzz.

6; Matt. zzi. 35, and many other places). The ques-

tion is interest^—^what is the source of stoning

as a punishment imposed by the governing body?
The practise of stoning by official direction is wider

than has been supposed. While this does not appear

in the code of Hammurabi (see HAUunRABi and
HIS Ck>DE), Arabs are known to throw stones at the

grave of a tranagiessor and at the pUce where a
shameful deed has been committed; this method
of execution was employed by Persians, Macedo-
nians (Curtius, De rdniB gutia Alexandri, VI., xi.

38), and Spaziiards. The scholiast on Euripides,

OruUs, 432, makes the death of Palamedes occur

by stoning, and many other cases are reported (cf.

O. Crusius, BeUrOge, p. 20, Leipsic, 1886). There
needs no special explanation of the use of this means
of punishment—^that it involves a certain rough-

ness or low state of culture is not true. Thus Israel

revealed in its earliest code of laws in several re-

spects a nobler sense of humaneness than the code
of Hammurabi, as is proved by its prescriptions r^
garding the care of animals (Ex. xx. 10) and the

treatment of slaves and the poor (Ex. xxi. 2, 20, 26,

etc.). Two reasons may be assigned for the custom
of stoning among the Hebrews. The first was a
notable and lively ethical consciousness which was
evident throughout Jewish histoiy with a certain

earnestness in punishment of certain kinds of

breaches of law. There was also apparent a definite

effort to bring the liveliest realisation to the largest

number of people possible of the heinousness of cer-

tain transgressions by making part of the people

executors of justice. Bensinger'sees also in the par-

ticipation of so many an effort to release themselves

from guilt.

This punishment was decreed among the H^
brews, according to the Old Testament, in cases

where the vitality of the nation was assailed, i.e.,

when its religious consciousness was offended; as

when true prophecy was imitated by false prophecy
(Deut. xiii. 6-11) or by soothsaying and sorcery

(Lev. XX. 27), when Yahweh's oneness was assaulted

by the practise of idolatiy (Deut. xvii. 2 sqq.), when
Yahweh's sanctuary was invaded by incompetent
persons (Ex. xix. 12), in cases ctf blasphemy (I Kings
xxi. 10), or desecration of the sabbath (Num. xv.

32-35), or when the ban was brdcen (Josh. vii. 25).

IzfHammm^i's code stealing from the temple was
the one capital crime in this categoiy. In addition

to these religious offenses, the worst sins against

morality were punished by stoning, such as extreme
filial impiety (Deut. xxi. 18-21), cursing of parents

(Lev. XX. 9), breach of betrothjd vows (Deut. xxii.

20-24), adultery (Uv. xx. 10; cf. Esek. xvi. 40,

xxiii. 47), incest (Lev. xx. 11, 12, 14), pederasty

(Lev. XX. 13), and unnatural crime (Lev. xx. 15, 16),

The one case, of adulteiy, in which the law does not
explicitly threaten stoning, while Esekiel (ut sup.)

shows that to be the method of punishment, sug-

gests that other transgressions were also visited with

stoning. L^al execution with the sword occurred,

according to the Old Testament, when sentence was
by the king and execution was by the militaiy

(II Sam. i. 15; I Kings fi. 25; II Kings x. 25). In
the New Testament stoning is the punishment for

blaq>hemy (Acts vL 13, vii. 58) and for adultezy

(Jdim viii. 5). The Mishnah (Sanhediin, viL 4)

regards as punishable by stoning the offenses

enumerated above, which either by express direc-

tion or by assured deduction were in the Old Testa-

ment so indicated; but Sanhediin xi. 1 indicates for

adulteiy death by strangling, and in general the

Talmud divides capital penalties according as they

are executed by stoning, burning, the sword, or

strani^ng.

Req)ecting the canying-out of the sentence the

Bible directs that it be done outside the dwelllng-

place of the oonununity (Lev. xxiv. 14; I Kings

xxi. 13; Acts vii. 58), and that the witnesses cast

the first stone, to the end that witness-bearing be

done with greater circumspection (Deut. xiii. 10,

xvii. 7; John viii. 7; Acts vii. 58-59). TheTahnud
gives the following directions (Sanhedrin, vi.): As
soon as judgment is pronounced, the condemned is

to be led away to the place of execution, which is at

a distance from the court of judgment; one person

remains at the entrance of the court-house with a

large cloth in his hand, while another, on horseback,

is at a considerable distance away, yet within sight

of the first; in case some one affinns that he has

testimony for the condemned, the signal is given

with the doth, and the horseman rides at once to

suspend execution; the condemned is brought back,

and this may be done four or five times. Similariy

execution may be suspended if the accused allies

that he has something vital to offer. In case he pro-

duces what is found essential, he goes free; other-

wise he is led forth, while some one precedes him

announcing: Such a one, son of so and so, is led

forth to be stoned for such an offense; so and so are

the witnesses; whoever has anjrthing to produce in

his favor, let him produce it. When the condemned

is distant four ells from the place of execution, he

is stripped almost nude. The place of stoning is the

height of two men. One of the witnesses casts a

stone, and if this does not kill the man, then an-

other, and then, if death has not ensued, the peo-

ple take up the task. Those so executed are after-

ward hanged (Rabbi Elieser); othere say that only

blasphemere and idolatera are hanged; Elieser di-

rects that men and women both be hanged, other

authorities, only men. The Jerusalem Gemara in

the tract Sanhedrin gives the directions on folios

23-24, the Babylonian Gemara on folios 42-49.

The latter affinns (folio 43a) that with reference

to IVov. xxxi. 6 before the stoning noble women

gave to the condenmed wine with frankincense in

it to produce stupefaction. (E. KOnio.)

BnuoaaATBT: For the practise amonc non-Ianelitie peo-

ples consult: W. Wachsmuth, HeUenuche AUmtumakyndB,
ol. ii.. part 1, Beilase 3, HaUe, 1829; K. F. Hennann,
GritchucHe PrivaUUUrlUmer, ed. K. B. Stark, 73. 5. Hei-

delbets, 1870; Pauiy, ReaUncyklopddie dor Haanaehen

AUertumaunMenacfiaft, ed. W. S. Teuffd, Stattsart. 1S70;

F. Justt, Geachiehte dea aUen Peniau, p. 62. Berlin. 1879:

Haberland. in ZeiUehnft fUr Vdikerpayeholoffis, zii (1880),

289-309. For the practise among the Hebrews much of

the literature under Law, Hbbrxw, Cztix. anb Cbiminal.

fe pertinent, and for purposes of comparison that under

Hammurabi and his Cods. Consult further: F. S. Biag,

Da laptdoKtme Hdfraorum, Frankfort, 1710; C. B. Mi-

ehaelis, De judieiiU pomnaque capiiaiibtu in Seriptum aocra

eommmwratu, Halle, 1749: H. B. Fassel. Daa moaaiadt-
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rahbutiaehe StrafyttU wnd ttrafnekaieh* 0enehi9-Ver'
faknm, QrooB-Kaniiaft. 1870; P. B. Benny, Criminal Code
of th* Jew aeeoirdino to tho Talmvd MoMoeheth Synhedrin,
London. 1880; 8. Mendelsohn.'Tho Criminal Juriaprudence
of tKo Ancient HAmn, Baltimore. 1891; 8. Mandl, Dor
Bonn, pp. 22-23. BrOnn. 1898; R. Hinet. Die Strafe dor
SUiniauno, in the Ahhandlvngon of the Royal 8azon
Academy. Philoaophical-historical clav. xxvii. 7 (1909);
Benxincer. Archdolooie, p. 277; DB, i. 527; BB, iii. 2722;
JB, iii. 554-658; aad the commflntariea on the paaBagee
cited m the text.

STORCH, HIKOLAUS. See Zwickau Prophets.

STORR, GOTTLOB CHRISTIAN: See Tubingen
School^ The Oldbb.

STORRS; RICHARD SALTER: Congregation-

alist; b. at Braintree, Mass., Aug. 21, 1821; d. in

Brooklyn, N. Y., June 5, 1900. He was the grand-

son of Rev. Richard Salter Storrs (1763-1819) of

Longmeadow, Mass., and the son of the Rev. Rich-
ard Salter Storrs (1787-1873) who was for sixty-

three years the eminent pastor of the Congr^a-
tional church of Braintree, Mass. He was prepared

for college at Monson Academy and graduated at

Amherst College in 1839. After two years spent

partly in teaching and partly in the study of law
in the office of Rufus Choate in Boston, he entered

the Andover Theological Seminary from which he
was graduated in 1846. He was immediately called

to the Harvard Congregational Church at Brook-
hne, Mass., but after a year of service there he ac-

cepted an urgent invitation to become the pastor

of the Church of the Pilgrims, Brookl3m, N. Y.,

which had been organized two years before. He
was installed Nov. 19, 1846. In spite of numerous
calls to important churches in New York, Boston,

and elsewhere, he remained in this position till his

death, performing all its duties until 1899, when he
was made pastor emeritus. In 1896 the fiftieth

anniversary of his installation was celebrated not
only by the church but by various organizations

throughout the city and by a notable meeting of

citizens in the Academy of Music. He was a preacher

of great eloquence and power, an orator who was
much in demand on important occasions, a recog-

nized leader in the church, an eminent and influ-

ential citizen. He wss one of the founders of The
Independent and one of its editors, 1848-61; was
for several years prominent as a lyceum lecturer;

was president of the American Board of Commis-
sioners for Foreign Missions 1887-98, a critical

period in its history; was for many years a trustee

of Amherst College and of various benevolent and
missionaiy societies; was one of the fotmders and
for a long time president of the Long Island His-

torical Society and an incorporator and officer of

the Brookljrn Institute of Arts and Sciences, ren-

dering important services to both these institutions,

besides serving for a time as park commissioner and
as commissioner of the civil service; and was the

orator of the day when the statue of Lincoln was
unveiled, when the city of New York celebrated the

centennial of the Declaration of Independence, July

4y 1876, when the first Brooklyn Bridge was opened

to the public, at the semi-millennial celebration of

the birth of John Wyclif in 1880, and on many other

occasions. Two of his most remarkable orations,

delivered several times in 1875 and 1876, on " The

Ottoman and the Muscovite " were spoken without
notes and were never printed; several others were
collected and published after his death in a volume
entitled Orationa and Addresaes (Boston, 1901). In
addition to these and to numerous occasional dis-

courses his most important publications are: The
Constitution of the Human Soul (New York 1857);
Preaching without Notes (1875); The Divine Origin

of Christianity Indicated by its Historical Effects

(1884); Bemar<fo/C2atrmua; (1888); and Addresses
on Foreign Missions (1899). E. B. Coe.

Bzbuoobapht: E. A. Park. Richard 8. Storro: Memorial
Addreae, New York. 1900.

STORT-BIBLES. See Bibles, Hiotorical.

STORY, ROBERT HERBERT: Church of Scot-

land; b. at Roseneath (22 m. n.w. of Glasgow),
Dimbartonshire, Jan. 28, 1835; d. at Glasgow Jan.

13, 1907. He was educated at the universities of

Edinbuigh (M.A., 1853) and Heidelberg (1853),

and received his theological training at Edinburgh
(185^-56) and St. Andrews (1856-57). He was
minister at Roseneath (1860-87); professor of

church history in Glasgow University (1887-98);

from 1898 until his death he was principal and vice-

chancellor of the university. In theology he be-

longed to the liberal school. Besides editing the
Scot Magazinef he wrote Memoir of the Life of Rob-
ert Story (Cambridge, 1862); Christ the Consoler

(Edinbuigh, 1865); Life and Remains of Robert

Lee (2 vols., London, 1870); William Caratares: a
Character and Career of the Revolutionary Epoch
(1874); Creed and Conduct (Glasgow, 1878); and
The Apostolic Ministry in the Scottish Church (Lon-
don, 1897). He likewise edited The Church of Scot-

land, Past and Present (5 vols., London, 1890-91).
Bxbuograpby: Memoir of R, H. Story, by hia Daughtertt

Glaacow. 1909.

STOSCH, JOHAHR ERNST GEORG: German
Protestant; b. at Bautzen (30 m. n.e. of Dresden)

Sept. 2, 1851. He was educated at the univer-

sities of Leipsio and Erlangen (1871-74); became
curate in Ispringen, 1874; pastor in Rosenthal, near
Kdnigstein, 1877, and at Helmstftdt, 1880; mis-

sionary in India, 1888; pastor in Berlin (1892) and
privatrdocent for the science of missions in the Uni-
versity of Berlin, 1902; in 1907 he became pastor

primarius at Neuwedell (Neumark). He has writ-

ten: Briefe Ober die Offenbarung SL Johannis (1892);

Sankt Paulus der Apostd (Leipsic, 1894) ; Die Augen-
geugen des Lebens Jesu (Gatersloh, 1895); AUlestar

mentliche Studien (6 vols., 1896-1903; Eng. transl.

of the first vol., Die Entstehung der Genesis, 1896,

under the titie " The Origin of Genesis," London,

1897) ; Imfemen Indien, EindrUcke und Erfahrungen
im Dienst der lutherischen Mission unter den Tamu-
len (Berlin, 1896); Der pastoraJrtheologischer Ertrag

der Bergpredigt (1898) ; Zeitgedanken uber die heilige

Taufe (1902); Das Heidentum als rdigidaes Problem

(1903); Far heilige GiUer, Aphorismen zur geschicht-

lichen Rechifertigung des alien Testaments (Stuttgart,

1905); Der innere Gang der Missionsgeschichte in

Grundlinien (GOtersloh, 1905); Die Prophetie Israels

in rdigionsgeschichdicher WOrdigung (1907); Die
apostdischen Sendschreiben nach thren Oedankenr'

gdngen (3 vols., 190S-10).
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STOUGHTOR, JOHH: Congregationalist; b.

in Norwich, England, Nov. 18, 1807; d. at Ealing

(8 m. w. of Charing Crofls), London, Oct. 24, 1897.

Ho studied at the Norwich grammai^^chool; waa
engaged in law till 1828, when he entered High-

bury College, Islington; was pastor at Windsor
1833-43, and at Kensington 1843-74; professor of

historical theology and homiletics in New College,

St. John's Wood, London, 1872-84; and Congrega-

tional Union lecturer 1855. He edited The Svanr
gdical Magazine for many years, and was author of

the following works, many of which have passed

through several editions: Ledum on Traeiarian

Theology (London, 1843); Spiritual Heroes; or

Sketches of the PuritanSf their Character and Times

(1848); P. Doddridge, his Life and Labours: a een^

tenary Memorial (1851) ; Stars ofthe East: or Proph-
ets and AposUes (1854); Ages of Christendom be/ore

the R^armatum (1857; the Congregational Union
lectures for 1855); The Pen, the Palm, and the Ptdr

pit (1858) ; Church and State Two Hundred Years ago,

A History of ecdesiasiical Affairs in England from
leeo-es (1862); Ecclesiastical History of England
(5 vols., 1867-74; from the Revolution to the Rea-

toration); Homes and Haunts of Luther . . . With
. . . Illustrations (1875); Our English Bible: its

Trandations and Translators (1878); The Progress

of Divine Revdation, or the Ur^olding Purpose of
Scripture (1878); Religion in Enffland under Queen
Anne and the Georges, 17018-1800 (2 vols., 1878;

new ed., 6 vols., 1881); Worthies of Science (1870);

An Introduction to Historical Theology: Being a
Sketch of doctrinal Progress from the ApostoUc Era
to the R^ormation (1880); William Wilberforee

(1880); Footpnnts of Italian Reformers (1881);

WiUiam Penn, the Founder of Pennsylvania (1882);

Congregationalism in the Court Suburb (1883); The
Spanish Rrformers, their Memories and Dwdling
Places (1883); Howard the Philanthropist and his

Friends (1884); Rdigion in Enffand from 1800 to

1850 (1884); Golden Legends of the (Hden Time
(1885); The Revolution of 1688 in its Bearings on
Protestant NoncoT^ormityllSSS); Shades and Echoes

of Old London (1889); and LighU and Shadows of
Primitive Chruiendom (1801; new ed., with title

Lights and Shadows of Church Life, 1805).

BzBuooaAFHT: Benda the autobiogimphio KtttilUttiofnM of
a Long Lif*, 2d ed., London. 1894, ooomilt Q. K. Leww.
John Stovghton, D.D. A ShoH Record of a Umg Lifo, fb,

1898.

STOW, BARON: Baptist; b. at (Croydon, N. H.,

June 16, 1801; d. at Boeton, Mass., Dec. 27, 1860.

He waa graduated from Columbian College, Geoige-

town, D. C, 1825; became pastor of ^e Baptist

church in Portsmouth, N. H., 1827; of the Baldwin
Place Baptist Church, Boston, 1832, and of the

Rowe Street Church in the same city, 1848, retain-

ing this connection till his retirement from active

work in 1867. He was active and influential as a
member of the executive committee of the American
Missionary Union, and was noted aa a pulpit orator.

He assisted in compiling the Psalmist (Boston, 1840;

a hymnal); and edited Daily Manna for Christian

Pilgrims (1846; new ed., London, 1871), and Aft*-

sionary Enterprise (1846; a volume of sennona on
missions); and v/as besides the author of Memoir

of Harriet Dow IIB32); History of the Baptist Mis-
sion to India (1835); History of the Danish Mission

to the Coast of Coromandd (1837); The Whole Fam-
ily in Heaven and Earth (1845); Christian Brother-

hood (1850); and First Things (1850).

Bduoobafst: J. C Stockbridgs, Momair of Em, Ban»
Stow, Piovidenee, R. I.. 1806; R. H. Ne^le. Tlu PeuCor
Md Proadm: a Momonal of ... B, Stow, Boston. 187a

STOWEy CALVm BLLIS: Congregationalist; b.

at Natick, Mass., Apr. 26, 1802; d. at Hartford,

Omn., Aug. 22, 1886. He studied at the academy
in Gkurfaam, Me.; was graduated from Bowdoin
College, Brunswick, Me., 1824, where he waa libra-

rian and inatructor, 1824-25; waa graduated from
Andover Theologioal Seminary, Mass., 1828; waa
assiatant teacher of sacred literature in Andover
Seminary, aa well aa editor of the Boston Recorder,

1828-30; started his career aa a university preacher,

1830; waa professor of Latin and GrecJc in Dart-

mouth College, Hanover, N. H., 1831-33; of

Biblical literature. Lane Theological Seminary, Gn-
dnnati, O., 1833-^50; of natural and revealed relig-

ion, Bowdoin College, 1850-^2; and of sacred litera-

ture, Andover Theological Seminary, 1852-64. He
made a tour of Europe in 1837, investigating the

varioua syatems of elementary instruction, the re-

sults of which were embodied in his Report on EU-
mentary Public Instruction in Europe (Hairisbuig.

1838). His wife waa Harriet Beechcr Stowe, author

of Unde Tom's Cabin. He translated Jahn'a His-

tory of the Hebrew Commonwealth (Andover, 1828),

and from the Latin Lowth's Lectures en Hebrew
Poetry (1820), both with additions; and wrote In-

troduction to the Criticism and Interpretation of the

Bible (vol. i., Cincinnati, 1835; vol. ii. not pub-

lished); and Origin and History of the Books of the

Bible. Pt. 1. New Testament (Hartford, 1867).

Bduoobafst: lUustntive matter will be ioimd in the life

of HarriBt Beeeh>r Stowe by her won, G. K Stowe, Bot-

toa, 1809: The Life afid Ldtgn cf HorriH Bmeker Siowc bf

her Son and Orwndoon, New Yoi^, 1011.

STOWBLLiHUGH: Church of En^bnd, hymnist;

b. at Douglas, Isle of Man, Dec. 3, 1799; d. at

Pendleton (3 m. n.w. of Manchester), England, Oet
5, 1885. He entered, in 1810, St. Edmund Hall.

Oxford (B.A., 1822; M.A., 1828); became curate

of Shepsoombe, Gloucestershire, 1823, and a fev

months later of Trinity Church, Huddersfield, York-

shire; in 1828, vicar of St. Stephen's, Salfoid, Las-

cashire, where he became first incumbent of Chzist

Church, Action Square, 1831; honorary canon of

Chester Cathedral, 1845; chaplain to Lee, bishop

of Manchester, 1851 ; and later rural dean of Ekxdes.

He waa popular and effective as a preacher. He
edited A SdecOon of Psalms and Hymna Suited to

the Services of the Church of England (ICaachester,

1831); and wrote The Pleasures of Religion, irU
other Poems (London, 1832); The Duty of Engtasd
in Regard to Oie Traffic in Intoxicating Drinks (Leed^^

1840?); Tractarianism Tested by Holy Scripture

and the Church of England, . . . Sermona (2 vc^.
London, 1845), and other oollectiona of sermoBs;

and A Model for Men of Business; or, Lieetures as

the Character ofNehemiah(lSbi) . He was also noted

aa the author of the hymn " From every stonnr

wind that blows," aind numerous othere publsbed
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by his son in the 12th ed. of the Sdection o/Paalma
and Hymns (1864).

BiTiTJoamAFHT; Rev. J. B. Manden, Mtmoin ofth» IaU omd
Laboun of Btv, Hi^h AoimS. London. 1868; 8. W. Diif-

fiekl. Bnoli9h Humiu, pp. 160-167, New Yorii, 1886;
Julian, HymmoUnnff PP- 1090-07; DNB, W. 7.

STRABO, WALAFRIBD. See Walafbibd
Strabo.

STRACi; HBRMARH LEBRECHT: German
Protestant theologian; b. in Berlin May 6, 1848.

He studied at the universittes of Berlin and Leip-

sic (Ph.D., 1872; Th. lie, 1877; Th.D., 1884), and,

after teaching at the Kaiser Wilhehn Gymnasiiun
in Berlin (1872-73) and working in the Imperial

Library at St. Peterabuig (1873-76), became ex-

traordinary professor of theology at the University

of Berlin in 1877, and honorary professor in 1010.

While acknowledging the full right of critical inves-

tigation, he is " convinced that such investigation

can be and ought to be combined with reverence

for the Holy Scriptures and earnest Christian faith."

That Christ died for us and rose again he regards as

an irrefutable fact. He has made it one of the tasks

of his life to promote Christianity among the Jews
by combating Antisemitism and refuting misrep-

resentations regarding the Jews and their ritual

practises. His literary activity has been extensive.

His more important publications are, Prolegomena

critica in V, 7*. Htbraicam (Leipsic, 1873) ; Katalog

der hebrdi&chen Bibelhandechnften der kaiserUchen

offendichen Bibliothek in St, Petersburg (in collabo-

ration with A. Harkavy, 1875); Prophetarum poe-

teriorum codex Babylonicua PetropoUtanue (1876),

which was published at the expense of Alexander

II. of Russia; Abraham FvrkowUech und eeine Ent-

deckungen (1876); five Mishnah tracts: SprHehe

der voter (Carlsruhe, 1882; 3d ed., Leipsic, 1001),

VersShnungstag (Bertin, 1888; 2ded., Leipsic, 1004),

G6tzeruUenst (Berlin, 1888; 2d ed., Leipsic, 1909),

Sabbath (Berlin, 1890), SanhednnnMakkoth (1910);

EinleUimg in das AUe Teetament (1883; 6th ed.,

Munich, 1906); Einleitung in den Talmud (Leipsic,

1887; 5th ed., 1911); Daa Bhd im Olauben und
Abergiauben der Menschheit (Munich, 1891; 8th ed.,

1900); Orammatik des BibUach-AramOiachen (Leip-

sic, 1895; 4th ed., 1905); Die SpriUhe Jeaua, des

Sohnes Sirache (1903); Daa Weaen des Judentums

(1906); and Jeaua, die Hdretiker und die Christen

nach den dlteaten jUdiachen Angaben (1910). In col-

laboration with O. Z5ckler he edited the Kurtge-

faseter Kommeniar zu den heUigen Schriften (Munich,

1886 sqq.), to which he has contributed the oom-
mentariee on CSenesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers,

and Proverbs. He also edits the Nathanad; Zeitr

schrift far die Arbeit der evangelischen Kirche an
IstojA (Berlin, 1885 sqq.), the Jahrbuch der evangel-

isehen Judenmtssion (Leipsic, 1906 sqq.), and the

publications of the Institutum Judaicum, a Jewish

missionary society in Berlin.

STRAHGB, ROBERT: Protestant Episcopal

bishop of East Carolina; b. at Wilmington, N. C,

Dec. 6, 1867. He was graduated from the Univer-

sity o^ North (Carolina in 1879, and from Berkeley

Divinity School, Middletown, Conn., in 1883. He
vraA ordered deacon in 1884 and ordained to the

priesthood in 1885. He was a missionaiy to the

negroes of southern Viiginia during his diaconate,

and was then rector of the Church of the Good
Shepherd, Raleigh, N. C. (1885-87), St. James',

Wilmington, N. C. (1887-1900), and St. Paul's,

Richmond, Va. (1900-04). In 1904 he was conse-

crated bii^op-coiEuijutor of East Carolina, and in

1905, on the death of Bishop Alfred A. Watson, suc-

ceeded him in the full administration of the diocese.

STRANGER: The transUtion in the English

versions of the Hebrew ger, " a wanderer, traveler,"

and especially ** an alien living in a foreign land."

Originally all individual rights were based upon the

blood-relationship which, according to the old Sem-
itic view, bound the members of the tribe together

(see CoMPARATivB Religion, VI., 1, b). A rela-

tionship corresponding to ^t of consanguinity

could, however, be brought about artificially, and in

this way aliens were often taken into the tribe.

There was also the relationship corresponding to

protectorship or guardianship; the fugitive or out-

law could place himself under the care of a family,

and in this way acquire a degree of citisenship.

Otherwise, the alien, merely passing through or re-

siding temporarily in the territory of a tribe, en-

joyed no rights except the hospitality usually ac-

corded to strangers. This, however, is held sacred

in the orient, and as a guest the stranger is safe in

the tent even of his enemy. Accordingly, in Israel

there was always a distinction made between the

ger, the stranger who was under the protection of

some family, and the nokhri, who was an alien and
stood in no relation to the tribe and could claim

no legal rights (Gen. xxxi. 15; Job xix. 15); and
even the humane laws in Deuteronomy for the pro-

tection of the poor and needy leave the alien out of

account (Deut. xv. 3, xxiii. 20). The ger, on the

other hand, enjoyed legal protection in a comparsr

tively high degree. He had the right of conntibium

(see Familt and Marriage Relations, Hebrew) ;

and the children of such a union were Israelites

(I C!hron. ii. 17). The ger, unless he was a Canaan-

ite, had not the right of hereditary possession in

real estate (Isa. xxii. 16; Esek. xlvii. 22). Impar-

tial treatment before the courts had been assured

to hun by the Book of the Covenant (Ex. xxii. 21,

xxiii. 9).

Deuteronomy deprived the ger of the right of

marriage (Deut. vii. 1 sqq., xxiii. 4); but it repeated

the command to treat him humanely, to allow him
to take part in festivities (Deut. x. 18, xiv. 29, xxiv.

14 sqq.), and to grant him justice before the courts

(Deut. xxiv. 17, xxvii. 19). He is put on a level

with Levites, widows, and orphans, and is recom-

mended as an object of love, of which as a stranger

he is doubly in need. But all this is made a matter

of compassion, not of law; and the ger*a legal status

was inferior. This was true of the nokhri in a still

higher degree (Deut. xiv. 21) . The ger had to adopt,

in a way, the religion of his protector; but anciently

very little was required in this respect, and he might

retain his aaera (Deut. v. 14, xvi. 11 sqq.; cf. I Kings

ii. 7-8; Deut. xiv. 21).

In the matter of religion, the Priest-code was
more exacting, in order that there might be no sic
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among the people of Israel. The ger was required

to avoid 'everything that was unclean for Israelites

(Lev. xvii. 8 sqq., xviii. 26, zx. 2; Num. zix. 10

sqq.), to obaervc the Sabbath, to fast on the Day
of Atonement (Lev. xvi. 29), to avoid leavened

bread at the Passover, and not to profane the name
of Yahweh (Lev. zziv. Id). Further, he was as re-

sponsible for any violations of the Law as were
tike Israelites (Num. xv. 14 sqq.). On the other

hand, he was given equal rights before the ooiurts

instead of the bare right to appeal to the eompas-
sion of the judge (Lev. xxiv. 22; Num. xxxv. 15).

By submitting to circumcision the get became a fidl

citisen (Gen. xxxiv. 15; Ex. xii. 48; Num. ix. 14).

Othtfwise he might not keep an Israelite as a slave,

but had to treat a servant as a free wage-earner

(Lev. XXV. 47 sqq.). The right of connvbium was
also denied him (Esra ix. 1 sqq., x. 2 sqq.).

I. BSNCINOXB.

Bibuoobafst: A. Bertliolet. DU SidLwng dm ItnuUtm ymd
Juden su dm Frtmdm, Fivibius, 1896; M. Peisker. Die
BtgUhjmg der NiehturadiUn tu Jahve naeh der Aiueha%^-

yng der aUi9ndiH§ehmi QudUnackriflm, GiBnen, 1909;
Bensincer. ArdUiologi^, pp. 284-286. 293; DB, u. 49-41.
iv. e22-e23; BB, iv. 4814-18.

STRASBUR6, strasl^ilrg, BISHOPRIC OF: A
German diocese first definitely mentioned in the

sixth century, although both ancient remains and
the testimony of Irensus (Hoar,, I., x. 2) prove that

Christianity had entered upper Germany during

the Roman period. The old diocese lay on both
banks of the Rhine. On the left bank it practically

coincided with the modem Lower Alsace, except

that the southern boundary was somewhat further

south, while in the north the district beyond the

Hagenau forest belonged to Speyer and that be-

yond the Vosges to Mets. On the right bank the

diocese extended from the mouth of the Els be-

yond Baden-Baden, stretching inland to the Black
Forest. (A. Hauck.)

Strasbuig eagerly embraced the Reformation
and became one of the strongholds of Protestant-

ism, the adherents of the ancient faith being ex-

posed to bitter persecution. Even some of the

canons renounced the Roman Catholic faith, and
from 1592 to 1604 thero was internecine strife as to

whether a Protestant or a Roman Catholic should

be bishop of the diocese. Protestant supremacy
in Strasbuig was finally ended by the Peace of West-
phalia, and the see then became part of France, al-

though the bishop continued to rank as a prince

of the Empire on account of his territories on the

right bank of the Rhine. During the French Revo-
lution Roman Catholicism, like every form of xelig-

ioui suffered heavily, but by the concordat of 1801

the diocese was reorganisod, becoming coterminous

with Alsaoe. Hitherto fonning part of the archdio-

cese of Mets, Strasburg was made a suffragan see of

BoBonym in 1822. Henceforth it leoiained un-

changed until 1870| when Alsaoe became Qerman
territory, and ainoe 1874 the diooeee has been under
the immediate jurisdiotiaQ of the pope.

BDUooaATHT: J. D. Sohopain. Ahatta flliiiiitiiB, 3 vols.,

OotmBT, 1761; idem. Atmtia , . . dlplomaHoa, 2 vols.,

Mannheim. 1772-76; P. A. Ozandidier, HiM. de ViffUae €l

dm ipiqutB ds Strambourg, 2 vols., Stnebais. 177^-78;
Code hUtoriqtte H diplomaUqut d$ la vOU Je StrcMbourg,

ib. 1843: Urkunden und Akten der SiadUSinuAmg, 10
ok., ib. 1870 eqq.; H. Moller. Die Redauratitm dn
KaikoKciemue in Sirattbutg, Halle, 1882; J. Frita, Dae
Territoriwn dee Biathume Straetbttrg wn die MUU dee 14.

Jakrhunderte, Kdthen. 1886; A Eriohaon, U^giise fra/k-

ftdee de Sirtubowv au JO, tiide, Paria, 1886; A. B«um,
Magietrat %md ReformaHion in Straetburg, Stnabuis. 1887;
W. Homins, Briefe von Straednarger Rejormatoren, 1S48-
JS64, ib. 1887; Kleine Stneebtavor ChwUk^ 1424-1616,
ib. 1880; A. Seybotb. Stnuboyrg hidorique, ib. 1804; Die
BiechCfe von Straetbwrg von 169B bie 1890, Sb. 1887; A.
Meiater. Der Stnuebvrger Kapitdetreit 1538-09, ^b. 1809;
W. Kothe. Kirehliehe Zuel&nde StraeAurge in 14- Ja&r-
hundert, Freibius. 1903; F. F. Laitaehub, Straeabwg,
Laipaio. 1003; £. von Borriea, OeeckiehU der Siadt Sinae'
burv. Stnabiuv. 1006; RegeaUn der Biech6/e von Stmae-
burg, Innabniek, 1907 aqq.; Hauck, JCD, 4 vola., paawim;
Qama, Seriee epieeoponun, pp 316-316, aapplemc&t 76-77.

STRAT09, 90RMAH DUMEinL JOHH: Church
of England, bishop of Sodor and Man; b. at Somers-
hall (13 m. w. of Derby), Derbyshire, Nov. 4, 1840.

He was educated at TVinity College, Cambridge
(BA., 1862), and was ordained priest in 1865. He
was curate of Market Drayton 1865-66, vicar of

Kirkby Wharfe, Yorkshire, 1866-75, and vicar and
rural dean of Wakefield 1875-02. In 1892 he was
consecrated bishop of Sodor and Man, of which he

has also been dean since 1805. He was proctor in

York Convocation for the aichdeaconry of Craven,
1880-^; honorary canon of Ripon, 1883-88, and
of Wakefield Cathedral, 1888-02; and archdeacon
of Huddersfield in 1888-02. In theology he is an

Evangelical Churchman, opposed to the ritualistie

movement. He has written ThovghUfor Communis
eanU (London, 1005).

STRAUSS^ Straus, DAVID FRIEDRICH: Ger-

man radical theologian; b. at Ludwigsbui^g (9 m.
n. of Stuttgart) Jan. 27, 1808; d. there Feb. 8,

1874. Strauss was the son of a merchant. He at-

tended the Latin school in hia native

Baxiy town and in 1821 entered the seminary
Life. at Blaubeuren, whence he passed in

1825 to the University of TQbingen,
where he was a faithful and industrious studoit.

His former teacher, Ferdinand Christian Baur (q.v.),

formerly at Blaubeuren, but now at TQbingen, re-

lieved what Strauss deemed the dulness of the uni-

versity courses. During his student days Strauss

was much taken with the teachings of Schleier-

macher, Schelling, and Hegel, and graduated with

high rank, having obtained a good theological and
pUlosophical foundation.

Strauss acted as vicar for a while at a viDage near

Ludwigsburg, and then journeyed to Berlin, 1831-

1832, in order to study the Hegelian philosophy at

its source. He also heard Schleiennacher, but was
rather repelled by his lecture style. He read the

manuscript of Schleiermacher's lecturee on the life

of Jesus, and resolved on returning to TObingeKL,

where he received an appointment as repetent, with

the privilege of lecturing at the imiveraity, of whicb

he took advantage, giving courses oa Hegel's logic^

the histozy of modem philosophy, and Flato. He
arouBsd great enihusiaBm for the HegeUan philoso-

phy among the students, and thought, of entering

the philosophical faculty, but, meeting with some
opposition from the university authorities, he re-

turned to his theological studies. His Le6en Jan»

(2 vols., Tabingen, 1835-36; Eng. transl., 3 voJs.,
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London, 1846) was written at this period, in the

sbort space of one year.

The impreaaion of profound theological scholar-

ship which the " Life of Jesus " makes on the reader

is the more remarkable in view of the
^ Life of fact that it was the work of a young
JmoM/' man of twenty-seven. There were at

that time three parties to the contro-

versy on the problem of the life of Jesus: super-

naturalists, who accepted the New-Testament nar-

ratives and miracles; rationalists, who rejected the

miracles; and radical rationalists, who rejected the

Gospel nairatives as fabrications, though this posi-

tion was held practically alone by Paulus at Heidel-

bex^. Strauss took an independent position. He
began with the assumption that the Gospel narra-

tive must be interpreted exactly like any other his-

torical work. But although he rejected the min^
cles, he refused to attribute intentional fabrication

to the Evangelists. To reconcile these two posi-

tions, he advanced his " mythical " theory. This
conception he derived from Hegel's philosophy of

religion. Philosophical ideas are preceded by m3rth-

ical presentations which are comparatively inac-

curate, but are true to the intellectual state of the

myth-maker. But even though an idea be promul-
gated with full knowledge on the part of its author
of its fictitious character, it may be called " m3rth "

if it is accepted and passed on confidently by the

multitude as being in hannony with their religious

feelings and ideas. A certain remoteness in time is

necessary to constitute a myth. Hence the Gospel

of John could not have been written by an eye-

witness, i.e., not by John the apostle, llie synop-

tic Gospels do not claim to have been by eye-wit-

nesses. Another Hegelian conception Strauss ap-
plied to the theory of the life and personality of

Jesus. According to the superoaturalists, Jesus

was a unique and perfect personality, and, as such,

God's son. Strauss replies that the " idea " does
not realise itself in this fashion—by pouring itself

in all its completeness into one example; but rather,

through a multitude of examples that mutually sup-
plenoent one another. The true God-man, hence, is

not an individual, but humanity as a species. The
writers of the Gospels, he asserts, had before their

eyes the Messianic prophecies of the Old Testament,
and ascribed to Jesus words and deeds that should
have been his according to the prophecies; in doing
so, however, they often added original ideas and
breathed a new soul into the old material. Strauss'

work was throughout critical. In his opinion, the

time had not yet come for a constructive picture.

His book caused so great a sensation that one
may call the year of its appearance, 1835, a turning-

point in modem theology. It brought squarely be-

fore the Christian world the question:

Rafolti Who was Jesus, the founder of the
ttpoobii GhristianreUgian? StnnuBhadtobear
Onwr. almost alone tiwstonn of attacks that

fbUowsd. He was released from his

r^etentship and tnasferred to the lyosum at Lud-
wigsbuxg. This position he soon left and removed
to Stuttgart, where he wrote his SbreUschriften wur

Verieidiffung meiner Sdinft abtr dae Ld)en Jesu und
fur CharaaerifUk der gegenwdrtiffen Theologie (1837),

which is one of his most brilliant performances. His
friends succeeded in getting him an appointment to
the University of Zurich, but clerical opposition

prevailed, and he was not pennitted to enter upon
his duties. He refused to resign voluntarily, but
drew to the end of his days the pension of 1,000
francs that was granted him, a laige portion of

which he spent in charity.

His next most important work. Die chrisUiche

Glaubendehre in ihrer geschichdichen ErUwickdung
und im Kamp/e mit dor modemen WtMenscha/t (2

vols., Tabingen, 1840-41), was begun while he was
preparing to go to Zurich. It is more

Later negative in character than the L^en
Life and Jesu, sharply polemical, and from a
Works. literary point of view superior to his

first work. It bears clear traces of the
author's sense of the injustice that had been done
him. During the following twenty years Strauss
wrote nothing on theology. His marriage to the
operarsinger, Agnes Schebest, proved unhappy.
For a short time he represented Ludwigsburg in the
WOrttembeig Landtag. He published a volume of

political speeches (1847) and biographies of Schu-
bart (2 vols., Berlin, 1849), Christian M&rklin (1850),

Nikodemus Frischlin (Frankfort, 1855), Ulrich von
Hutten (3 parts, Leipsic, 1858-60), and Hermann
Samuel Reimarus (1862). Strauss returned to the-

ology in 1860 with a translation of the conversations

of Ulrich von Hutten, to which he prefixed a polemic
against the WOrttemberg prelate, Mehring. He
then set to work upon a new Leben Jesu fUr daa
devJtache Volk (1864). While the work was still in

manuscript, though nearly completed, Renan's
brilliant " Life of Jesus " appeared, and Strauss for

a while thought of letting his own work go unpub-
lished. But, on second ^bought, he concluded that
his book might serve for the German people just as
Kenan's did for the French. The new work was an
attempt at positive construction, but the author
finally was obliged to admit that the data for such
an attempt were insufficient: ** It all still remains
in a certain sense a tissue of hypotheses." He was
unable to bridge the chasm between the Christ of

faith and the Jesus of history. In the winter of

1869-70 Strauss delivered some lectures from which
arose the masterly little work on Voltaire (1870).

The outbreak of the Franco-Prussian war called

forth two patriotic open letters to Ernest Renan
that met with universal applause in Germany. In
1872 he again issued a popular version of a theme
he had handled long before: Der aUe und der neue

Otaube, Artistically it was a masterpiece, accord-

ing to Zeller on the same high plane as the work
on Voltaire. It aroused, however, a storm of criti-

cism and even of abuse for its skeptical views. To
the question, " Are we still Christians?'' the author

answers bluntly, " No." To the question " Have
we still religion? " he replies, " Yes or no," anoord-

iag to one's conception of religion; the old belief in

a pttBonal God and in immcfftality is gone; there

remains the feeling of absolute dependence on the

univene. The tone of the book in discussing the

nature of the soul is materialistic. The author

adopts the Darwinian theory and takes his stand

frankly on the ground of natural science. His last
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illnesB followed soon after the publication of the

book, while attack and oriticinn were still proceed-

ing. A series of poems written on his death-bed,

breathing pious resignation, show how truly in his

own way he possessed religious feeling. In 1910 a
sightly memorial was erected to him in his home
town.

In the critical study of the life of Jesus, Strauss

stands at the middle point. All previous investigar

tions converge in him, and all later work, either in

agreement or opposition, takes him as its point of

departure. He accomplished his greatest feat at

the beginning of his career. The remainder of his

life was tragically incomplete. Even his bitterest

enemies—^with the single exception of Nietssche

—

have admitted that he was a brilliant writer and a
brave, truth-loving man. (T. Zieolxb.)

BzBUooiuraT: StnuM* 0^mm$neiU SehrifUn, ed. E. ZeUw*
appeared in 12 vols., Bona. 1876-78. On bis life and
works consult: E. Zeller. D. F. Strauu tf» ssiiMm LAen
und weinem SehrifUn geachildert, Bonn, 1874, Enc. tiansL,

London. 1874; E. Mussaid. Exanun eriHqti* du wyaUms
d€ Straun, Qen^ve, 1830; De Valenti, H^d, 8trau»» und
der Chr%aten0latib0, Basel, 1843; C. Albrecht, Epochs atta

der StratuaefueU, Biel, 1863; J. Cairns, FaU§ CkriiU aind

tKs True, Edinburgh, 1864; C. E. Lutbaidt, Die modmiim
DanUllunoen dtM LAena Jeau, Leipsic, 1864; O. Baoe.
Daa Pringip dea MyUiua im Dienal der ehriaUiehen Poaition,

Leipsio. 1865; O. P. Fisher. Eaaaya on the SupermUwal
Origin of Chriatianity, New York, 1866; H. Rofers, Raa^
aon and Faith, London. 1S66; W. H. Soott, The Chriat of
the ApoatU'a Creed, New York, 1867; B. Bauer, PAOo.
Strauaa und Renan %md daa Urehriatenihwn, Berlin, 1874;
W. Lang, D. F, Strauaa, Leipsic, 1874; J. de LeRoi,
D. F, Strauaa, Paris. 1875; H. Ulriei. Der PhO&aoph
Strauaa: KrMk aeiner SehHft ** Der aUe und der neue
Ola^Ae,'' Halle, 1873. Eng. transl.. PbiUdelphia, 1876;
A. Hausrath, D. F. Strauaa icnd die Theotogie aeiner Zeit,

2 vols.. Heidelberg. 1876-78; C. Schlottmann, David
Strauaa ale Romaniiker dee Heidenthuma, Halle, 1878;
H. KOnkler. Zum Gedaehtnia an David Friedrieh Strauaa,

IViesbaden, 1808; S. Eck, D. F, Strauaa, Stuttgart, 1890;
K. Harraeus, D, F. Strauaa, Leipsic, 1001; O. Qramsow,
David Friedrieh Strauaa, Chariottenbuig, 1004; K. Fischer,

Ueber D. F, Strauaa. OeaammeUe AufaOtae mit Einleitung

von H. Falkenheim, Heidelbeig, 1008; H. Kard. Ein Vor-
k&mpfer modemer Wdianaehauung, Oedenkworta an
David Friedrieh Strauaa (dasu ein JugendbUdnia), ZOricb.

1006; A. Kobut, David Friedrieh Strauaa ale Danker und
Eraieher, Leipsio, 1006; T. Ziegler, David Friedrieh Strauae,

2 vols., Stnisbuig, 1008; A. L6vy. David Fridhic Strauaa.

La Vie et Fatuvre, Paxw. 1010.

STRAUSS, JAKOB: Reformer in Hall, Wertheim,

and Eisenach; b. at Basel between 1480 and 1485;

d. possibly in Baden probably in 1533. He received

his early education in his native town, left there in

1405 and became teacher in Wertheim, Strasbuiii;,

probably in Horb also; in 1515 he went to Freibuig,

where he took his bachelor's and doctor's degree,

and was afterward Evangelical preacher in Berch-

tesgaden. In 1521 he went to Schwas in the TVroI,

but was compelled to withdraw before the Francis-

cans under Michel von Bruneck and went to Hall,

where he lectured to priests upon the Gospel of

Matthew and preached in the churches and in the

open air before vast crowds upon confession and the

monastic life, attacking the hierarchy and demand-
ing the administration of both elements in the sac-

rament. He was guarded by the citizens from at-

tack, but was compelled to leave there in May,
1522, amid the bitter weeping of the people, to

whom he sent on May 16 from Haslach Ein kuner
UfUerricki von erdichktm Bruderschaften, He went

to Saxony and on Aug. 4 was in Kembei^g, where a

sermon preached in Hall was printed: Eine versten-

dige MtUich Leer Hber doe Wort 8. Paiuhis: der

Menech eoU mch edba probieren, etc. In September
he went on Luther's recommendation aa preacher
to Count Georg of Wertheim, but his domineering
ways caused his dismissal the next month. He was
at Weimar at Christmas, 1522, and at the beginning
of 1523 at Eisenach aa preacher, where he printed

his document on the Weimar disputation and his

WunderbarUch BeichAiUhlein^ abolished the mass,

pictures in the churches, and the use of oil and the
chrism in baptism, advocated the marriage of priest&

and wrote Wider den aimoneiachen Tauff, und
erkaufien^ ertidUen Kryaam and Fege/euer und Op/er

JUar die Toten. He replied also to those who slan-

dered and accused him in a number of pamphlets.

He aosailed the burdens of taxation, church endow-
ments, pa3rment of interest. Luther, bdng appealed

to, attempted to correct Strauss' mistaken seal and
to moderate it, and Melanchthon did the same in

1524. The result was a more temperate advocacy
of his principle that the Mosaic law should be a
basis for church law in a tract of 1524, though de-

manding the introduction of the jubilee jrear. In

1524 Duke Johann Friedrieh charged Strauss with

a visitation in Eisenach and neighboring parts, and
this Strauss conducted imprudently, arbitrarily de-

posing and instialling ministers. Disaffection arose

among the peasants, which Strauss tried in vain to

quell; after the rebellion Strauss waa arrested and
tried, submitted, and was discharged. His position

in Eisenach was untenable. He was at Nuremberg
in 1525, and later went to Hall in Swabia; he re-

ceived a rebuke from CEoolampadius, whom he had
challenged to a disputation. Meanwhile Strauss was
made preacher in Baden-Baden, where he entered

the sacramental controversy, and wrote against

Zwingli. In 1527 he wrote again against (Ecolam-

padius' Antisyngramma, who, however, did not ddgn
to notice Strauss. Little is known of his career after

that, though it is probable that in disappointment

he reentered the Roman Catholic Church.

He was a restless, turbulent spirit, combining de-

ments of the new and the old, proud of his erudi-

tion, yet unpractical, having a deep sjrmpathy for

the people, strong in his critical faculties but with-

out constructive ability. G. Bossert.

BiauooBAraT: Ayn fremUUeh geapreeh awifoehen, ain,em

BarfHaaerMltneh aua der ProvvnaOaterreyeh, der Obaervanz.

und ainem Ldffelmaeher, cf. ZeUaehtift dor deuieehen PkH^
logie, zxxviL 75 qq.; F. A. Sinnacher, BeHrdge xur Gf^

aehiehte der biechdfliehen Kirthe von Saben und Brixen, viL

1888 eqq., 314, 7 vols.. Innabniok, 1821 sqq.; O.T.Strabel,
Miaeettaneen, iii. 1-04, 6 parts, Nurembeis, 1778-82;

C. A. Cornelius, Oeachichte dee mItntUriechen Aufnahn,
U. 243 sqq., 246, Leipno, 1800; Schmidt. Jakeh Strauxs,

Programm dm Reaigymnaaiuma, Kiiwnanh. 1865; G.

Kawerau, Johann Agricola, pp. 61 sqq., Berlin. 1881:

H. Neu. Oeachichte der evangMachen Kirehe in der Graf-

aehaft Wertheim, Heidelbeig, 1003. A number of refer-

enoei to further infoimatioa are given in Hauek-HerBoc
RE, six. 02.

STRAWBRID6B, ROBBRT: Methodist Episro-

pal pioneer and lay preacher; b. at Drummer's Nave,

near Carrick-on-Shannon, Ireland; d. near Baltimore

in 1781. He seems to have been a local preacher

before his emigration to America, which took place
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between 1760 and 1765; he settled on Sam's Creek,
Frederick Co., Md., and soon began to hold meet-
logs and to preach in his own house, later building

a log meeting-house, and the MintUds of 1773 re-

cord him as assisting Francis Asbuiy (q.v.); again
he appears in 1775 as second preacher on Frederick
circuit, but acting as with the full rights of an itin-

erant, including the administration of baptism and
the Lord's Supper; in his ministrations he appears
to have manifested an independent spirit, and to
have determined on the exercise of full ministerial

functions in spite of directions from the conference.
In 1776 he moved to a farm, the full use of which
was granted to him during his life; but he continued
to preach, and, the Revolution causing many min-
isters from England to withdraw, he took charge
of the churches at Sam's Creek and Bush Forest,

Harford County, remaining as pastor until his death,
but not recognising the authority of conference.

BnuooaAFHT: J. B. Wakel«y, Lowl ChapUn JUeovered
from the Bariy HiaL of Ameriean MethotUmn, New York,
1858: W. Hamilton, in Mdkodut Quartaiy Review, July,
1856; N. Bmog^, Hiet. of the Melhodiet Epieeopal Chwth,
4 vob., ib. 1860; W. B. Spncue, Annate of the Ameriean
Pidlrit, vii. 3-^, ib. 1861; J. M. Buokl«y, in American
Chveh Hietory Seriee, v. lia-116, 201, ib. 1896; and, in
ganeml, worka on the eaily hiatoxy of Methodinn in

STREAllEy ANIIESLET WILLIAM: Church of

England; b. at Eastersnow Rectory, County Ros-
common, Ireland, Apr. 8, 1844. He received his

education at Trinity College, Dublin, and Emmanuel
College, Cambridge (B.A., 1874; M.A., 1877; B.D.,

1891; D.D., 1895); he was made deacon in 1875
and priest in 1876; has been fellow of Corpus Christ!

College, Cambridge, since 1875; was dean of the
same 1877-^83 and 1886-92, Hebrew lecturer there
1875-97 and from 1906 to the present; curate of

St. Luke, Chesterton, Cambridge, 1883-85; senior

proctor. University of Cambridge, 1891-92; and
vicar of Grantchester, Cambrid^, 1898-1904. In
theology he is a moderate Anglican. Among his

literary productions are to be noted Prolegomena
(part vii.) to TregeUee* Greek Testament, edited jointly

tptth F. J, A. Hon (Cambridge, 1879); The Treatise

Chagigah Translated from the Babylonian Talmud,
with Introduction and Notes (1891); Jesus Christ in
the Talmud (1893); The Double Text of Jeremiah
(1896); The Age of the Maccabees (IS98); an edition

of Ecdedastes for the Churchman's Bible (London,
1899), of the Psalms for the Temple Bible (1902),
and of Esther for the Cambridge Bible for Schools

(1902). He has also translated Karl von Hase's
HamBmch der protestantischen Pclemik as Hand-
hook to the Controversy with Rome (2 vols., 1906).

STRICBXER, GIVENS BROWN: Presbyterian;

b. in Strickler's Springs, Va., Apr. 25, 1840. He
was graduated from Washington College, Washing-
ton and Lee University (A.B., 1868), and Union
Theological Seminary, Va. (1870). He was ordained
to the ministry of his denomination, 1870; was
pastor of Tinkling Spring (]1iurch, Augusta County,
Va. (1870-83); of the Central Church, Atlanta, Ga.
(1883-96); and was appointed prctfessor of ^ystemar
tic theology in Union Theological Seminary, Rich-
mood, Va., where he still remains. During the Civil

XI.-3

War he served in the " Stonewall Brigade " of the
Confederate Army.

STRI6EL, strt'gel, VICTORINUS: German
Melanchthonian theologian; b. at Kaufbeuren (36
m. S.S.W. of Augsburg) Dec. 26, 1524; d. at Heidel-
berg June 26, 1569. He studied at the University
of Freiburg, 1538-42, and then at Wittenbei^, where
he attached himself to Melanchthon. After his pro-
motion in 1544 he gave private instruction at Wit-
tenbeiig. During ^e Schmalkald war he went to
Magdeburg and then to Erfurt, where he lectured
acceptably. He received a call to Jena, wher«
he, together with Johazm Stigel, opened the new
Gymnasium academicum. He be^^ with lectures
on philosophy and history, subsequently also on
the Loci of Melanchthon. He was, however, soon
involved in the theological controversies of the
time; his relations with Melanchthon and the senti-
ments and tendency of the theologians in Ernestine
Saxony were destined to lead £m into conflicts

which destroyed the happiness of his life. Melanch-
thon tried in vain to induce him to accept a call to
Augsburi^. Matters assumed an especially critical

condition after Flacius (q.v.) went to Jena in 1657.
Strigel published a written statement to the effect

that he did not approve the attitude of Flacius
toward the Wittenberg theologians. The domina-
ting influence of Flacius made itself felt inmiediately
at the Ck)Iloquy of Worms (see Worms), where
Strigel together with the other deputies of Thuringia,
in accordance with the instructions of Flacius, was
compelled to participate in the protest of the Gnesio-
Lutherans and contributed to the lamentable out-
come of the colloquy. When Flacius induced the
duke to order the drtiwing-up of the Weimar Book
of Confutation, Strigel, Schnepff, and Superintend-
ent HQgel were entrusted with the task, but against
their desires. In the ensuing discussions at Weimar
Flacius and Strigel were involved in dispute, but the
former gained his point, and Strigel returned to Jena
in an embittered state of mind. The polemic was
continued in their lectures; the duke tried to recon-

cile them, but in vain. At the begiiming of 1559
there appeared the '' Book of Confutation," sanc-

tioned by Joharm Friedrich and modeled in the
spirit of Flacius. HOgel and Strigel refused to ac-

cept it, the latter because of the condemnation of

the thesis that the rational will of man cooperates

in conversion and regeneration; he rejected the

doctrine of Flacius that the attitude of the will is

purely passive, and that the Holy Spirit is given

to those who reject him. After the refusal of Strigel

to be silent, he, together with HQgel, was imprisoned

on Mar. 27, 1559, but they were released on Sept.

5, at the intercession of the university, the mOst
prominent Evangelical princes, and even the em-
peror; Strigel, however, was suspended from teach-

ing. The duke finally conceded to the general desire

that Flacius and Strigel should discuss the disputed

points in a colloquy, which took place on Aug. 2,

1560, in the old castle at Weimar, in the presence

of the duke, the court, and a large audience from
all estates; but the only point discussed was the re-

lation of human will to divine grace in the act of

oonversior^. Strigel presented the synergism of his
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teacher Melanchthon, with a protest againflt the

charge of Pelagianiam. The initiative in conversion

he conceded to the Word and the Spirit of Qod, but
he asserted that the will cooperates. Against this

view Flacius formulated the thesis so fatal for him
at a later time, that original sn is the very substance

of the natural man. After thirteen sessions, from
Aug. 2 to Aug. 8, the disputation was broken off

without result. Both parties were requested to re-

main silent until the matter was fully decided. As
Flacius did not conform to this request, he, together

with his closer associates, was dismissed Dec. 10,

1561.

Before rehabilitating Strigel, the duke asked

Christoph of WQrttembeig to send two theologians

to bring about an agreement. Jacob Andre& and
Christoph Binder arrived for this purpose at Weimar
in May, 1562. After an oral discussion a declaration

was formulated which was signed by Strigel and ap-

proved by all present. It stated that the natural

man is entirely incapable of doing good, but that he
has preserved the capacity to be converted. The
Dedaratio Victorini (as it was called) only caused
new dissension. But few signed it; most of the

preachers, instigated by men like Hesshusen and
Flacius, preached against it as being ambiguous,

and refused their signature. Consequently about
forty preachers were deposed and expelled. On
May 24 Strigel was rehabilitated and resumed his

lectures, but he felt the discomfort of his position

so much that in autiunn, 1562, he went to Leipsic,

with the intention of never returmng. He was ap-

pointed professor in Leipsic, and on May 1, 1563,

began his lectures on theology and philosophy.

Here his doctrine of S3mergism became still more
evident than before; he taught that the human will

must not be inactive in conversion, but must itself

will obedience; faith is a gift of God, but is not given

to those who resist it, but to those who listen and
incline themselves; the innate image of Ciod is not
completely destroyed and extinguished. He lec-

tured especially on dogmatics and ethics, but sud-

denly in Feb., 1567, his lecture hall was closed and
he was prohibited from teaching because of the sus-

picion that he inclined toward Calvinism in the doc-

trine of the Lord's Supper. This suspicion was not
without foundation. He went to Amberg in the

Upper Palatinate where Frederic III. was on the

point of abolishing Lutheranism and introducing

Calvinism; here Strigel openly confessed the Re-
formed doctrine of the Lord's Supper. On Sept.

14, 1567, he entered a new position as professor of

ethics in Heidelbeig, but was soon called away by
death.

Strigel always was and remained a true Melanch-
thonian. He distinguished himself by his efficient

philosophical training, his dialectic cleverness, and
his brilliant oratory. His extensive literary activ-

ity lay in the sphere of philology, philosophy, and
history, and in Biblical, patristic, and systematic

theology. He wrote commentaries on Psalms ( 1563,

1567), Isaiah (1566), Wisdom Literature (1565),

Daniel (1565), Jeremiah (1566), the Pentateuch

(1566), Joshua (1567), Samuel, Kings, Chronicles

(1569), Ezra, Nehemiah, Esther, Ruth (1571), Job
(1571), Ezekiel (1570), Minor Prophets (1570), Rev-

elation (1569-71); and the New Testament (1565-

1583). Still more esteemed, though dependent on
Melanchthon. were his dogmatic text4K)okB, Lod
thsologici, quibua loci communes . . . PkiUppi Me-
lanchihonis illtuirantur . . . (ed. Pesel, 4 parts,

Neustadt, 1581-84), the most in^xulant work of

dogmatics of the school of Mehmchthon in the nar-

rower sense; Hypomnemata in epitomen philoaopkuE

moralis PhtUppi Mdanchihonia (ed. Pesel, 15S2);

Enchiridion theologicum (1584); Enchiridion lo-

corum theologicorum (Wittenberg, 1591).

(G. Kawerat7.)
Bibuoobafst: Souiom an: DitpvUOio tU onginaU ptc

eato €l lib€ro oHntno tnier M. FladumlU. cf F. Sinaeiium
. . . Vinarim . . . tseo . . . habita, ed. 8. Muamm,
1662 and 1M3; V. StHifdu epiatola aliqual d€ negoei^
wudiaruUeo, Neustadt, 1584. Lettera are in Mattkai,
WetenbMii Papimanu», Wittenberg, 1500; J. Voigt.
Brufw0eh9d der htrOhmUaUn GeMirten mil Henog Al-
br0chi, pp. 575-404, KAnigsbeig, 1841; EL L. J. Heppe.
OeachiehU dt» deuttehen Prote&laniismuM, voL L, BeOage
6-8, Maxbius, 1853; of. 0. Wolf. Zur OemhiehU der
deuttehen Frotutantum^n, lS6S-^9, pp. 300 eqq., Berlin,

1888. Consult: H. Erdmann, De Stno^ianumo, Jeoa.
1668 and 1675; J. C. Zeumer. Vita jnofumntm Jenem^
mum, pp. 16 eqq., 2 parta, Jena, 1703-06; H. Men, HiM.
vita 0l eontravm-na V. Striodii, TObincen, 1732; G. J-

Planck, OeachiehU de* proUatantiachen Lehrbemiff** vol ir.,

Leipaio. 1796; J. C. T. Otto. De V. Stnodio l%X>ericris

maitu in eodmiaa Lulherana vindiee, Jena, 1843; A. Beck,
JohannFriedriehderMittUre, vols. i.>u., ib. 1843; J. J. I.

on DdUinger, Dm Reformation, ii. 237 sqq., 325 eqq.. 3
vols., Regensbois, 1846-48; H. L. J. Heppe, at sap., i.

167 sqq.. 102 sqq.. 208 sqq.; idem, Dogmatik dee de^dechen
Proteetantiemve im 16. Jahrhundert, i. 163 sqq.. Gotlka.

1867; W. Prager, Flaeiue, vol. ii.. Eriangen, 1861; J.

JansMn, Hiet. of the German people, viL 145. 27&. 355. z.

263. London, 1006-06; ADB, zzxvi 500 sqq.

STRIGOLIIIKL See Russia, L, { 2.

STROHSACKER,8trO'Ba</'er,HARTMAini: Au^
trian Roman Catholic; b. at Mautembach (a vil-

lage near Krems, 88 m. n.w. of Vienna) July 6, 1870.

He entered the Benedictine order in 1888, after com-
pleting his gsrmnasium education; studied at the

Benedictine seminary at Gattweig (1889-03), and
at the University of Innsbruck (1893-97; D.D..

1897); was professor of philosophy and dogmatics
at the seminary of Gdttweig (1897-99); and sinoe

1899 has been professor of dogmatics at the Bene-
dictine university, Rome.

STRONG, AUGUSTUS HOPBHIS: Baptist; b. at

Rochester, N. Y., Aug. 3, 1836. He was educate^i

at Yale (A.B., 1857) and at Rochester Theological
Senunary (graduated 1859), completing his educa-
tion in (^rmany in 1859-60. He then held paftor-

atea at the First Baptist Church, Haverhill, Mass.

(1861-65), and at the First Baptist Church, Qeve-
land, O. (1865-72; became professor of sybtematk
theology and president of Rochester Theologies
Seminary 1872); reedgned presidency in 1912. Ho
has written SysUmatic Theology (Rochester, 18S6)

:

Philosophy and Religion (NewYork, 1888) ; The Gir&t

Poets and their Theology (Philadelphia, 1897) ; Chri .'

in Creation and Ethical Monism (1809) ; Systematic

Theology (3 vols., 1907-09); and OuUines of Sys-

tematic Theology (19C8).

STRONG, JAMES: Methodist layman; b. m
New York Aug. 14, 1822; d. at Round Lake, N. Y.
Aug. 7, 1894. He was graduated from Wesleyan
University, Middletown, 0>nn., 1844; teacher of
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ancient languages in Troy Gcmference Academy,
West Poultney, Vt., 1844-46; owing to failure in

health he occupied himself in study and held vari-

ous eoonomic positions, 1846-57; was professor of

Biblical literature, and acting president of Troy
University, 1858-61; and professor of exegetical

theology in Drew Theological Seminary, Madison,
N. J., from 1868. He was a member of the Old
Testament Company of revisers; and was the author
of Harnumy and Exposition of the GospeU (New
York, 1852); Harnumy of the GospeU in the Greek

of the Received Text (1854); Jrenice: A Series of
Essays showing the virtual Agreement between Sd-
ence and the Bible (New York, 1883); and edited

Daniel (1876) and Esther (1877) in the American
edition of Lange. His most important work was
the editing, at first with Dr. McGintock for 3 vols.,

and afterward alone, of a Cydopctdia of Biblical,

Theoiogioal, and EcdesiasHcal Literature (10 vols..

New York, 1867-81; with a supplement in 2 vols.,

1885-87) ; the work was b^un in 1853. He also pub-
lished a literal translation of Ecclesiastes (1877).

Bibuoqrapht: Melhodiat Renew, IxzW (18M). 783-788;
J. W. MendeabAll, in Old and New TealameiU Shideni, idr
(1892). 71-75.

STROHG, JOSIAH: Congregationalist; b. at

Xaperville, 111., Jan. 19, 1847. He was educated
at Western Reserve CoUege (A.B., 1869) and at

Walnut HiUs Seminazy (now Lane Theological

Seminary), C^dnnati, O. (graduated 1871). He
was home missionary at Cheyenne, Wyo. (1871-

1873) ; insl4ructor in natural theology in Western Re-
serve College (1873-76); pastor at Sandusky, O.

(1876-81); secretary of the Ohio Home llissionary

Society (1881-84); pastor in .CTincinnati (1884-86);

secretary of the Evangelical Alliance (1886-98).

Since 1898 he has been president of the American
Institute of Social Service. Besides editing Social

Progress from 1904 to 1907 he has written Our
Country (New York, 1885); The New Era (1893);

The Ttoeniieth Century City (1898); Religious Move-
ments/or Social Betterment (1900) ; Expansion (1900),

The Times and Young Men (1901); The Next Great

Awakening (1902); The Challenge of the City (1908);

Studies in the Gospd of the Kingdom (1910); and
My ReUgian in Everyday Life (1910).

STRONG, HATHAN: Congregationalist: b. in

Coventry, Conn., Oct. 16, 1748; d. in Hartford,

Conn., Dec. 25, 1816. Having been graduated at

Yale College in 1769, he pursued the study of law

for a time; was tutor in Yale College in 1772-73;

and, after a brief course of theological reading, was
ordained pastor of the First Congregational Church
in Hartford, Conn., Jan. 5, 1774, holding this pas-

torate nearly forty-two years, and making the

church the strongest in the state. During the early

part of his work, in the midst of the colonial troubles

with Great Britain, he published many political

papers which exerted a wide and deep influence.

These and other discussions were characterized by a
wit sometimes keenly sarcastic in character. During

the last twenty years of his pastorate he became
eminent as a revivalist, and was, in the beet sense

ol the term, a pulpit orator. His knowledge of

bqnian nature was remiirkable. This gave him an

exceptional degree of authority among the churches,

and a rare degree of skill in conducting revivals.

He was an indefatigable student; but his learning

was developed in his intellectual character, not in

his references to books. He was also a pioneer in the

cause of Christian missions, and has been regarded
as the father of the Connecticut Missionary Society

(1798), the oldest of the permanent missionary so-

cieties in the land. His most noted work was The
Doctrine ofEternal Misery Consistent ioith the Infinite

Benevolence of God (1796); he published also two
volumes of Sermons (1798-1800); and was the pro-

jector and principal compiler of the Hartford Col-

lection of Hymns (1799), to which he contributed

several hymns, among them "Swell the anthem,
raise the song."

Bzbuoobapht: W. B. SpiBgue* AnnaU of the Ameriean
Ptdjni, ii. 34-41, New York, 1859; F. H. Foster. New
Bngland Theolooy* PP. 200-210, Chicago, 1907.

STRONG, THOMAS BANKS : Church of England

;

b. in London Oct. 24, 1861. He was educated at

Clhrist Church Collie, Oxford (B.A., 1883), and
was ordered deacon in 1885 and ordained priest in

the following year. He was lecturer of his college

(1884r-1901), where he was also student (1888-1901)

;

and has been dean since 1901. He was examining
chaplain to the bishop of Durham 1889-1901; and
has been examining chaplain to the bishop of Lon-
don since 1905. He was Bampton lecturer in 1895,

and has written Manual of Theology (London, 1892)

;

Christian Ethics (Bampton lectures; 1896); Doc-
trine of the Real Presence (1899); Historical Chris-

tianity (1902); and Authority in the Church (1903).

STRTKER, MELANCHTHON WOOLSEY: Pres-

byterian; b. at Vernon, N. Y., Jan. 7, 1851. He
was graduated from Hamilton College (A.B., 1872)

and from Auburn Theological Seminary (1876).

He held pastorates at Presbyterian churches at
Auburn, N. Y. (1876-78), and Ithaca, N. Y. (1878-

1883), at the Second Congregational Church, Hol-
yoke, Mass. (1883-85), and the Fourth Presbyterian

Church, Chicago, 111. (1885-92), and since 1892 has
been president of Hamilton College, Clinton, N. Y.
He has written The Song ofMiriam (Chicago, 1888)

;

Church Song (hymnal; New York, 1889); Dies
Ira, with Versions (Chicago, 1893); Hamiltonf Lin-
coln, and Addresses (Utica, N. Y., 1895); Letter of
James (Boston, 1895); Lattermath (poems; Utica,

1896); College Hymnal (New York, 1897); WeU by
the Gate (sermons; Philadelphia, 1903); and Baccon

laureate Sermons to the Graduating Classes of Hamil-
ton College 1893-1906 (Utica, 1905).

STRYPE, JOHN: Historiographer of the English

Reformation; b. at Houndsditch Nov. 1, 1643; d.

at Hackney Dec. 11, 1737. After passing through
St. Paul's school, he entered Jesus College, Cam-
bridge, 1662, from which he was transferred to

Catherine Hall (B.A., 1665; M.A., 1669). He was
made curate of Theydon Bois, Essex, and of

Low Leyton, Essex, 1669. Archbishop Tenison con-

ferred upon him the sinecure of West Tarring, Sus-

sex, 1711, and he was lecturer of Hackney, 1689-

1724. He published vol. ii. of J. LighlfooVe Works
(London, 1684); Memorials of , . , Thomas Cran-

mer, ArMishvp of Canterbury, Wherein the History
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of the Church and the R^crmation of ii during the

PHmacy of the eaid Archbiahop . . . are greaUy ittue-

trated . . . InthreeBooke,2paitB(l(m);Ltfeo/the
Learned Sir Thomae Smith (Oxford, 1096); Hietar-

ieal Colleetiona of the Life and AeU of , . , J, AyU
mer, Lord Bishop of London in the Reign ef Queen
Elizabeth (London, 1701); The Life of the Learned
Sir J. Cheke, Kt, . . . (1705); his moet important
work Annate of the R^ormaHon and EeUMiehment of
Rdigion and . . . other Oecwrrencee in the Church of
England; during thefiret twelve Years of Queen EUs^
abeth*s . . . Reign: . . . With an Appendix, 2 pute
(1708-09; a 2d ed., more complete, 4 vols., 1725^1,
Oxford, 1824); The History of the Life and AeU of
. . . EdmundOrindal . . . Archbishop of . . . Can^-

terbury, 2 parts (1710); The lAfe and Acts ofMatthew
Parker, . . . Archbishop cf Canterbury, 2 parts

(1711); The Life and AcU of John Wkitgift . . .

Archbishop of Canterbury, 2 parts (1718); Ecdesia^
tioal Memorials Rdating chiefly to Religion, and the

Reformation of it, and the Emergencies of the Church

of England under King Henry VIIL, King Edward
VL, and Queen Mary the First (3 vols., 1721).

Strype was a diligent collector of materials, but
lacked literary style and skill in methodical ar-

rangement. The complete works of Strype were

issued at Oxford, 1822-40, in 27 vols.

Bibuoobafst: GTK. MiitJanrf, Remartu am Ih* Firtt Vot-

ume ofSirvp^s Lift of ArehbUhop Crammer, Londoo, 1848{
DNB, Iv. 67-^.

STUART, CHARLES MACAULAT: Methodist

Episcopalian; b. at Glasgow, Scotland, Aug. 20,

1853. After completing Ids high-school studies in

his native dty, he left Scotland for the United

States, and was educated at Kalamasoo College,

Kalamazoo, Mich. (A.B., 1880), and at the Oarrett

Biblical Institute, Chicago. Entering the ministry

of his denomination, he remained in its pastorate

until 1885, when he was associate editor of the

Michigan Christian Advocate for a year. From 1886

to 1896 he occupied a similar position on the North-

western Christian Advocate, and since 1896 has been
professor of sacred rhetoric in the Crarrett Biblical

Institute. Besides editing the Methodist Hymnal
(New York, 1905), and The Books and their Message

(1910), he has written Descriptive Text of Photo-

gravures of the Holy Land (New York, 1890); Life

and Selected Writings of Francis Dana Hemenway
(in collaboration with C. F. Bradley and A. W.
Patten; 1890); Oospel Singers and their Songs (in

collaboration with F. D. Hemenway; 1891); Vision

of Christ in the Poets (1896); and Story of the Master-

pieces (1897).

STUART, CLAREHCB BSMB: Plymouth
Brother; b. at Tempsford Hall, Sandy (8 m. e. of

Bedford), England, 1828; d. at Reading 1903. He
was grandson of William Stuart, Archbishop of

Armagh; went from Eton to St. John's College,

(}ambridige, where he took his master's degree, after

obtaining a 'Tyrwhitt university scholarship in

Hebrew. About the year 1860 he entered the ranks
of the Brethren at Reading, where he continued to

reside until his death. He wrote on the sacrifices,

the Church of God, textual criticism of the New
Testament (he was of the Tregelles school), and criti-

cised William Robertson Smith's Lectures on the

Old Testament in the Jewish Church, In 1885 he

put forth a pamphlet on Christian Standing and
Condition, which aroused acrimonious diaeussicHi

culminating in a division of the Brethren, not yet

healed (see Plymouth Bbxthren). This was fol-

lowed by a series of papers on propitiation, in which
Stuart insisted on the detailed fulfilment of the pres-

entation of the Savior's blood, immediately after

death, in the heavenly sanctuary; this doctrine abo
was obnoxious to old associates. There followed

expositions of the Ckxpels and Acts, of the epistles

to the Romans and the Hebrews, and of the Psalter.

A pamphlet entitled The Critics: shall we follow

themt did battle for traditional views of the CM
Testament. Stuart adhered closely to belief in ver-

bal inspiration. With independent judg^nent he
held firmly the general body of doctrine, prophetic
as well as eocleiaastical, characteristic of the Breth-
ren. E. E. Whitfield.

STUART, 6B0RGB HAT: Presbyterian layman;
b. at Rose Hall, County Down, Ireland; d. at Chests
nut Hill, Philadelphia, Pa., Apr. 11, 1890. He came
to Philadelphia in 1861, went into business and
accumulated wealth. He was for many years presi-

dent of the lierchants' National Bank of Philadel-

phia. He acquired a national reputation as a phi-

lanthropist and Christian worker. During the Civil

War he was president of the Christian Commisaion.
Later he was president of the Philadelphia biuich
of the Evangelical Alliance, vice-president of the

American Bible Society, of the American Tract So-

ciety, and of the Natioiial Temperance Society, and
was prominently connected with many other relig-

ious and philanthropic associations.

BnuooBAPBT: Lif9 of Omroe B, Stuart, written by kimmiS,
tdited 6y B, B, Thompwi, Pbiladdphia, 1890.

STUARTy MOSES: American Hebraist; b. in

Wilton, Corm., Mar. 26, 1780; d. at Andover, Maas.,

Jan. 4, 1852. He was graduated from Yale Col-

lege with the highest honor (1799); taught school

at North Fairfield and Danbiuy, Corm.; studied

law and was admitted to the bar 1802, and the same
year was called as tutor to Yale; pursued the study
of theology with President Dwight, and was or-

dained pastor of the First Congregaticmal Church,
New Haven, Conn., 1806, showing remarkable talent

as preacher and pastor; became professor of sacred
literature in Andover Tlieological Seminary in 1810,

retaining his place there until his retirement in 1848.

His first literary work was a Hebrew grammar,
which was circulated among the students in manu-
script because it was not possible to print Hebrew
in this country at that time; when it was finall}''

printed (1813), he was oompdled himself to set up
part of the type for lack of compositors equipped
for the task; later editions long remained the text-

books for American students. To Americans be
brought the knowledge of what was being done for

Biblical scholarsJiip in Germiany, and thus founded
in America the scientific study of Biblical archeologj
and linguistics. For his services in this department
he has been caUed " the father of American Biblical

literature"; in the course of his labors he trained

more Hb^ 1,500 ministers, 70 professors cff
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presidents of coU^es, more than 100 foreign mis-

sionaries, and about 30 tranfilators of the Bible

into foreign tongues.

His literary work was extensive. He translated

Winer's Greek Grammar of the New TeetamerU (1825;

in collaboration with Professor Robinson), and
Roediger's Gesenius' Hebrew Grammar (1846); pre-

pared commentaries on Hebrews (2 vols., 1827-28),

Romans (2 vols., 1832), Revelation (2 vols., 1845),

Daniel (1850), Eoclesiastes (1851), and Proverbs

(1852); and wrote, besides his Hebrew Grammar,
LeUere to Rev. WUliam E. Channing . . , on the

Divinity of Christ (1819); Letters to Rev. Samuel
Miller . , . on the Eternal Generation of the Son of
God (1822); Hdrrew Chrestomathy (1820); Elemenr
tary Principles of Interpretation, from the Latin of
EmesU (1842); Hints on the Prophecies (1842);

Critical History and Defence of the Old Testament

Canon (1845); Miscellames; consisting of Letters

and Sermons, on the Trinity, the Atonement, etc.

(1&46); and Exegetical Essays (1867).

Bebuoorafht: The Funtrat Sermon, by E. A. Park, was
pubUshed, Andover. 1852. Consult further W. Adama,
Di^eowrse on the Life and Servicee of Moeea Stuart, New
York. 1852; W. B. Spncue. AnruiU of the American Put-
pit, u, 475-i81, ib. 1859; W. Walker, in American Church
Hialory Seriee, in. 341, 352-363. 356. fb. 1894; idem. Ten
New BivlttMd Leaders, pp. 372, 388, 308, 416--il7, ib. 1901.

STUBBSi CHARLES WILLIAM: Cliurch of Eng-
land; b. at Liverpool Sept. 3 1845. He was
educated at Sidney Sussex College, C!ambridge

(B.A., 1868), and was ordered deacon in 1868 and
ordained priest in 1869. He was senior curate of

St. Mary's, Sheffield (1868-71), vicar of Granbor-

ough, Bucks (1871-84), and of Stokenham, Devon-
shire (1884-n88); rector of Wavertree, Liverpool

(188S-^4); dean of Ely (1894r-1906); and bishop

of Truro since 1906. He has been honorary fellow

of his college since 1904, and was select preacher at

Cambridge in 1881, 1894, 1896, and 1901, and at

Oxford in 1883 and 1898-99, Lady Maigaret preach-

er at Cambridge in 1896-97, select preacher at Har-
vard in 1900, and Hulsean lecturer in 1904-05. He
has written, in addition to several volumes of poems.

Origin and Growth of Sentiments of International

Morality (London, 1869); Village Politics: Ad-
dresses and Sermons on the Lobowr Question (1878);

The Mythe of Life (1880); Christ and Democracy
(T^niversity sermons; 1883); God's Englishmen:

Sermons on the Prophets and Kings ofEngland (1887)

;

For Christ and City (livexpool sermons; 1890);

The Land and the Labourers (1890); Christ and Eco-

nontiee (1893); Christus Imperator (1894); A Creed

far Christian Socialists, with Expositions (1896);

Historical Memorials ofEly Cathedral (1897); Hand-
book to Ely Cathedral (Ely, 1898); Charles Kingdey
and the Christian Social Movement (London, 1898);

The Social Teachings of the Lord^s Prayer (Univer-

sity sermons; 1900); Pro Patrial (cathedral and
university sermons; 1900); In a Minster Garden:

Colloquies of Ely (1901); Cambridge and its Story

(1904); and The Christ of English Poetry, Hulsean

lectures (1905). He has edited Matthew and Mark
for The Temple Bible (London, 1901); and Verba

Chriati: Sayings of the Lord Jesus, Gruk and Eng-

lish (1903).

STUBBS, WILLIAM: Church of England bishop;

b. at Kjiaresborough (16 m. n. of Le^) June 21,

1825; d. at Oxford Apr. 19, 1901. He studied at
Christ Church CoUege, Oxford (B.A., 1848; M.A.,

1851); was fellow of Trinity Ck)llege, Oxford (1848-

1851); of Oriel (1867-84); honorary fellow of Bal-

hol (1876-84); honorary student of Christ Church
(1878-84); vicar of Navestock, Essex (1850-67);

librarian to the archbishop of Canterbury, and
keeper of the manuscripts at Lambeth (1862-67);

examiner in the schools of law and modem history,

Oxford (1865-66); regius professor of modem his-

tory (1866-84); select preacher (1870); examiner
in the school of theology (1871-72); and of modem
history (1873, 1876, 1881); rector of Cholderton,

Wilts (1875-79); canon of St. Paul's, London (1879-

1884) ; member of royal commission on ecclesiastical

courts (1881); became bishop of Chester (1884),

and was translated to Oxford (1888) . As a historian

and critic he belonged in the front rank of English

scholars. He was one of the foremost contributors

to the BoUs Series; was the editor or author of

Registrum sacrum Anglioanum (Oxford, 1858);

Chronides and Memorials of the Reign of Richard /.

(2 vols., London, 1864-65); Benedidus Abbas (2

vols., 1867); Roger Hoveden (4 vols., 1868-71); Se-

lect Charters (1871); Councils and Ecclesiastical

Documents (vol. iii., 1871); Walter of Coventry (2

vols., 1872-73); Constitutional History of England

(3 vols., 1874r-78) ; Memorials of St. Dunstan (1874)

;

The Early Plantagenets (1876) ; The Historical Works

of Ralph de Diceto (2 vols., 1876); Works of Geroase

of Canterbury (2 vols., 1879); Chronides of Edward
I. and II. (2 vols., 1882-83); Seventeen Lectures on

the Study of Mediaeval and Modem Church History

(1887) ; The " Gesta Regum " of WiUiam of Malmes-
bury (1887-89) ; and, posthumously. Ordination Ad-
dresses, ed. E. E. Holmes (1901); Historical Intro-

ductions to RoUs Series, collected and ed. A. Has-

sall (1902); Letters, 1826-1901, ed. W. H. Hutton

(1904) ; Visitation Charges, ed. E. E. Hohnes (1904)

;

Lectures on Early English History, ed. A. Hassall

(1906); and Germany in the . . . Middle Ages, ed.

A. HassaU (2 vols., 1908).

Bzbuoorapht: W. H. Hutton, WiUiam Stvbbs, Biahop of
Oxford, 1896-1901, London, 1006.

STUCKENBBRG, JOHH HENRT WILBURN:
Lutheran; b. at Bramsche (60 m. s.w. of Bremen),

Germany, Jan. 6, 1835; d. at London May 28, 1903.

He was educated at Wittenberg College, Springfield,

O. (A.B., 1857), and at the universities of Halle

(1859-61), Gdttingen, Tabingen, and Berlin (1865-

1867). He held Lutheran pastorates at Davenport,

O. (1858-59), Erie, Pa. (1861-65), Indianapolis,

Ind. (1867-68), and Pittsburg, Pa. (1868-74), being

also chaplain of the 145th Pennsylvania Volunteers

in 1862-63; he was professor of theology in Witten-

beig Theological Seminary (1874-80), and from 1880

until his retirement from active life in 1894 was pas-

tor of the American CSburch in Berlin. In theology

he was a liberal evangelical, and wrote Ninety-Five

Theses far the Seventh SenvirCentennial of the Refor-

mation (Baltimore, 1868); History of the Augsburg

Confession from its Origin till the Adoption of the

Formu&io/Concord (Philadelphia, 1869); Christian
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Sociology (New York, 1880); Li/$ of Immanud
Kara (London, 1882); Final Science (New York,

1885); /fUroducfumeotA«iS(udyo/PAao0op^(1888);
The Age and the Church (Hartford, Conn., 1893);

Tendendee in German Thought (1896); Introduction

to the Study of Sociology (New York, 1897) ; The S^h

cial Problem (York, Pa., 1897); and Sociology: or,

The Science of Human Society (2 vols., New York,

1903). Ho also translated C. R. Hagenbach's Oer-

man Rationalitm in ite Rise, Progrees, and Decline

(in collaboration with W. L. C^Btge; Edinburgh,

1865).

STUDENTVOLUKTBER MOVEMENT FOR FOR-
EIGN MISSIONS: A movement originated at the

first international conference of Christian coU^e
students, held at Mount Hermon, Mass., in 1886, at

the invitation of the late D. L. Moody.
Origin, Or- Of the 250 delegates who attended,

ganizatton, twenty-one had definitely decided to

Purpose, become foreign missionaries when the

conference opened. Of this number
Robert P. Wilder of Princeton, Tewksbury of Har-

vard, and Clark of Oberlin had come with the con-

viction that God would call from that laige gather-

ing of college men a number who would consecrate

themselves to foreign missions. Before the confer^

ence closed 100 of the delegates had recorded their

" purpose, if God permit, to become foreign mis-

sionaries." At the conference it was decided that

a deputation should be sent among the colleges,

and four students were selected for this purpose.

Of the four selected. Wilder alone was able to go,

and John N. Forman, also of Princeton, was induced

to join him. The expenses of the deputation were

borne by Mr. D. W. McWilliams, of Brooklyn.

Messrs. Wilder and Forman visited 176 institutions,

including a majority of the leading colleges and
divinity schools of Canada and the United States.

In the summer of 1888 about fifty volunteers at-

tended the student conference at Northfield. It

was there decided that some organisation was nec-

essary, and a committee was appointed by the

volunteers present to effect such an organisation.

This committee met in Dec., 1888, and an oigan-

ization was effected, taking the name of the Stu-

dent Volunteer Movement for Foreign Missions

which is incorporated under the laws of the state

of New York. There is an executive committee,

a board of trustees, and an advisory committee.

This movement is in no sense a missionary board.

It never has sent out a missionaiy, and never will.

It is simply a recruiting agency. Those who be-

come student volunteers are expected to go out as

missionaries under the regular missionary oigan-

izations of the Church. It does not usurp or en-

croach upon the functions of any other missionary

organization. It is unswervingly loyal to the

Church, and has received the endorsement of every

leading missionary board on the continent. It is

primarily a movement of students, and it is not in

any sense an oi^ganization forced upon the students.

The purposes are as follows: (1) To awaken and
maintain among all Christian students of the United
States and Canada intelligent and active interest in

foreign missions; (2) to enroll a sufi&cient number

of properiy qualified student volunteers to meet the

successive demands of the various missionary boards
of North America; (3) to help all such mtemling
missionaries to prepare for their life-work and to

enlist their cooperation in developing the xnissian-

ary life of home churches; (4) to lay an equal bui^

den of responsibility on all students who are to re-

main as ministera and lay workers at home, that

they may actively promote the missionary enter-

prise by intelligent advocacy, gifts, and prayer.
Student volunteers are drawn from those who

are or have been students in institutions of higher

learning in the United States and Canada. Each
student volunteer signs the " declara-

Methods of tion," which is as follows: " It is my
Work, purpose, if God permit, to become a

foreign missionaiy." The work for

which the movement, as an agency of the Church,
is held responsible is the promotion of the mission-

ary life and activity in the institutions of higher
learning in the United States and Canada, in which
more tbin 250,000 students are matriculated. From
these should come the futiu« missionaries and mis-

sionaiy leaders of the Church. Therefore no woik
can be more Important than that of making each
student center a stronghold of missionaiy intelli-

genoe, enthustasm, and activity. To accomplish
this a staff of secretaries is employed, offices are

maintained in New York City, and conferences and
conventions are held. Besides administrative sec-

retaries, -there are traveling secretaries; and this

position is usually held for one year by a student
volunteer ready to go to the mission fidd. Returned
missionaries also have been employed. The number
of traveliog secretaries is determined by the funds

at the disposal of the executive committee. The
traveling secretaries visit the colleges, deliver ad-

dresses on missions, meet with missionaiy commit-
tees and volunteer bands, oiganise mission-study

classes, and in every way possible promote the mis-

sionary activities of the colleges—but the chief <^
ject of their work is by public address and personal
interview to lead students to give their lives to mis-

sionaiy service. The student volunteers in an in-

stitution are oiganised into a volunteer band, which
has as its objects to deepen the missioiiary purpose
and spiritual lives of the members, to secure other

volunteers, and to promote missions in the college

and in the college community. Once in four yeara

an international convention is held. Six such con-

ventions have been held; at that of 1910 there

were present 2,054 students and professors lepre^

sentii^; 735 institutions.

The Volunteer Movement has reached by its

propaganda nearly if not quite 1,000 institutions of

higher learning in North America. In a large ma-
jority of these the work was the fir^

Results, real missionary cultivation which they

ever received. It is the testimony of

professors and other observers that even in the in-

stitutions which had already be^i influenced in dif-

ferent ways by the missionary idea, the Volunte^
Movement has very greatly developed missionaiy
interest and activity. Because the Student Volun-
teer Movement is a movement for foreign missioDs,

the principal proof of its efficiency is to be found
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in the going forth of its members to the foreign
mission field. It is gratif3rixig, therefore, to note
that the movement has on its records the names of

4,784 volunteers who, prior to Jan. 1, 1911, had
reached the mission field, having been sent out as
missionaries of no less than fifty different mission-
ary boards of the United States and Canada. About
one-third of the sailed volunteers are women.
The sailed volunteers are distributed by countries

as follows:

Mexioo 162
Centnl AoMriea 28
South Ameriea 288
West IndiM 146
Latin uid Greek Church oountriee of Europe 21
Africa 503
Turkish Empire 174
AxBbis 21
Penia 30
India, Bunna, and Ceylon 924
Siam. Laos, and Straits eettlements 70
China 1.380
Korea 210
Japan 401
Philippine Islands 145
Oceania 58
MaseeUaneous 107

Total 4.784

In order to be of greater service to all the mission
boards in helping them to secure the most capable
men and women to go as missionaries, there was
established in the fall of 1907 the candidate depart-
ment. The work already done has demonstrated
the wisdom of this forward movement. Almost
every board has been aided during the past year in

finding properly qualified candidates. In 1894 the
movement began to promote the systematic and
progressive study of missions among students. At
that time there were less than thirty classes cany-
ing on such study in all the institutions of North
America. During the first year there were oigan-
ixed 144 classes with an enrolment of 1,400. In the
year 190^10 there were in 596 institutions 2,379
classes having an enrolment of 29,322. At the be-

glinning of this period there were no text-books

available for the classes. Since 1894 a text-book
literature has been created, not only for the stu-

dents, but the work, taken up by other organisa-

tions, has been pushed in the churches among yo\ing

people's societies, women's missionary societies,

and in the Sunday-schools, so that now the annual
sales of missionary text-books by these different

agencies has passed the 100,000 mark. This mission

study work is developing an intelligent and strong

missionary interest and is striving to make that
interest permanent. It is an invaluable help in pre-

paring miasionary candidates for their life-work, is

making the conditions favorable for the multiply-

ing of the number of capable volunteers, is develop-

ing right habits of praying and giving for missions,

and is equipping those who are to become leaders at

home to be real ciUsens of a world-wide kingdom.
The movement has also stimulated gifts to missions

by students. When it b^gan its work less than
$10,000 a year was being contributed toward mis-

sionary objects by all the institutions of the United
States and Canada. During 1909-10 29,000 stu-

dents and professors gave over $133,761, of which

more than $90,000 was given to foreign missions
and $37,000 to home missions. Eighty-nine insti-

tutions gave $300 or more each. Many colleges and
theological seminaries are supporting entirely or in
laige part their own representative on the foreign
field. The movement has been helpful also in raising
the standards of qualifications of intending mission-
aries. During the past twenty years in particular it

has emphasi2ed that those who are to become mis-
sionaries should possess the highest qualifications.

It invariably encourages students to take a regular
and thorough coII^e or imiversity course and to
press on to such graduate courses as may be required
by the agencies imder which they expect to go
abroad. The leaders of the movement have always
insisted that no student volunteer was prepared for
his high calling unless he were spiritually qualified.

Hence the movement has guided and stimulated
volunteers to form right devotional habits such as
that of personal Bible study, secret prayer, and the
practise of religious meditation.

Great as the achievements have been, the work
is not and will not be finished while there is an in- *

creasing demand for missionaries. New missionaries
are needed to fill the places made vacant on the
mission field by the death or retirement of the old
missionaries, to reach the unevangelized millions
in the countries where missions have already been
established, and to occupy the countries which are
at present without a single missionaiy, or where no
work has as yet been attempted. Tliese recruits

must be found among the students.

F. P. Turner.
Bibuoorapht: Reports of the Executive Oommittee and of

the international oonventiona, published by the organisa-
tion from time to time.

STUDITES. See Acgbmeti.

STUMBLING-BLOCK, STONE OF STUMBLING:
The translation in the English versions of the He-
brew miksholf makshdahj ebhen negheph, and the
Greek proakomma, lithos ton proskornmatoe, shaiv-

doUm, the fundamental idea of which is either an
object in the way over which one may stumble or a
weighted trap used for catching wild animals, which
falls when the bait is touched. These terms may
represent persons or things good in themselves, as
when (I Cor. i. 23; I Pet. ii. 8) they are applied to
Christ, the guilt resting upon those " which stumble
at the word, being disobedient "; and moral guilt

may be incurred by a Christian if, when he should
uphold his faith, he weakly denies it or conceals it

for fear of giving offense. On the other hand, he is

always to take the ideas and feelings of others into

consideration (cf. Matt. xvii. 27). An offense which
involves blame to the giver does so because it leads

to sin, if only by confusing the moral judgment, in

the awakening of a doubt about the character of

the agent or the action or about the correctness of

another's habitual convictions. Sin is thus made
easier, and the one who gives offense incurs the guilt

of consciously or unconsciously leading another into

temptation. It is from this standpoint that St.

Paul exhorts the Corinthians to abstain from meat
offered in sacrifice (I Cor. viii. 7-13, x. 28), laying

down his principle of Christian liberty, " Ail things
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are lawful unto me, but all things are not expedi-

ent " (vi. 12, X. 23, 32). (Rxtdolt HomANN.)

STUHDISTS. See Russia, II., $ 7.

STUPA: A mound of masonry, usually dome-
like, employed by Buddhists to commemorate a
notable event, mark a sacred spot, preserve a relic,

or to serve a combination of these purposes. The
terms dagoba and tope are employed to some ex-

tent as equivalents, the latter having reference to

the form and the former to the purpose as protect-

ing a relic. The shape has been explained as due
to the tradition that Buddha, bom among a race

descended from the Scythians, directed that his re-

mains be buried in Scythian fashion (cf. Herodotus,

iv. 71, 72, 217; and the notes and plans in Rawlin-

son's transl., iii. 57-63, New York, 1875) under a
raised mound (S. Beal, Catena of the BuddkUt Scrip'

iuresfram the Ckineeey pp. 126-130, London, 1871).

The period during which these structures were
raised coincides rou^y with the middle stage of

the dominance of Buddhism in India, c. 250 B.C.-

250 A.D., though some rebuilding was done as late

as the eighth centuiy. Those brat worthy of men-
tion are (1) that at Sanchi, Bhopal, Central India,

having a horiiontal diameter of 106 feet and placed

upon a cireular platform 120 feet in diameter, and
having a perpendicular radius of forty-two feet.

It is constructed of bricks laid in mud covered with

a layer of ciuseled stone, and has a tee or flattened

surface on the apex (the place where usually the

relic was kept) fourteen feet in diameter. The whole
is surrounded by an elaborately carved stone rail-

ing. (2) A second important example is found at

Manikyala, near Raval Pindi, in the Punjab (where

these structures are especially numerous). (3) The
finest of all, perhaps, was that at Amravati, in the

Madras Presidency, the sculptures of which are now
in the British Museimi. (4) One of great historic

interest is twelve miles from the Limibini Garden
(the traditional birthplace of the Buddha, about 110

m. n.e. of Benares), and covered that part of the

ashes of the saint which fell to his own Sakhjra clan.

(5) A notable series of groups are in the vicinity of

Bhilsa in Bhopal, and number between twenty-five

and thirty. Most of these are in a most ruinous

condition, the Mohammedans and others having
used them as quarries of material for later struo-

tures. The Chinese Buddhist pilgrim Hiouen
Thsang (seventh century) reports that what are

known to have been some of the earliest were al-

ready in ruins. Gxo. W. Gilmokb.

Bduoorapht. J. FeicuMon, Hiti. of Indian and BotUm
ArdiHeUure, book I., ohap. iii., London, 1891 (giv« ex-
cellent outs, one on title-pace); idem, in Royol Awiotie

Society*s Journal, new serieB, iii (1868). 132-106; K. Rit-

ter. Die Stupae, Berlin, 1838. H. H. Wilson, Ariana An-
Uqua, pp. 55-118, London, 1841; A. Cunnincham, Tho
BhUoa Topee, ib. 1854; idem, in Royal AaiaHe Soeiel^e
Journal, xiii (1852). 108-114; J. Buiven. Natee on iKe

Amaraoati Stttpa, Kadras, 1882; J. Buiceas, The Buddkiet
Stupae o/ AnuMTOvaH and Jaooayyapeta, London, 1887;
and the following articles in the Royal Aeiatie Societies

Journal, new series, v (1870), 164-181 (by 8. Beal), ziv
(1882), 332-334 (by W. Simpaon). 1902. pp. 29-15 (by J.

BuTsess).

STURM (STURMI) OF FULDA: Disciple of

Boniface, first abbot of Fulda (q.v.), and apostle of

Hesse and Saxony; b. in Bavaria in 710; d. at
Fulda Dec. 17, 779. He came of a distinguished

Christian family, and was sent to Boniface for in-

struction while the latter was in Bavaria; he ac-

companied Boniface on at least one of his missioii-

aiy journeys, and for further education was undo*
the care of Abbot Wigbert at Fritzlar, being made
priest in 740. He was then a missionary in Hesse
for three years; but, feeling a strong inclinatioxi for

the monastic life, he was encouraged by Boniface
to build an abbey, and after some indecision settled

at Fulda, receiving a gift of the land from Carlo-
man through the intercession of Boniface, erecting

the first structure and becoming its first abbot tinder

the Benedictine rule. After the death of Boniface,

when great efforts were made to carry the body to

Mains for entombment, Sturm carried out the
wishes of his master for burial at Fulda. LuUus of

Mains attempted to disregard the exemptions se-

cured by the abbey, and Sturm was the defender;

but in consequence he was charged with disloyalty

to Pippin and banished to Jumidges in Normandy,
758, but was permitted to return in 760 and received

into Pippin's good graces, this result bdng in part
due to the favor in which Sturm was held through-
out the Franldsh kingdom. Sturm was also re-

garded highly by diarlemagne, and was employed
by him in diplomatic affairs, and it fell to his lot

to carry the Grospel to the regions brought under
the Frankish's Idng's dominion in Saxony. His
accomplishment was not merely the planting of the
abbey and its erection into a strong and influential

institution, but the impulse to general education
and cultiu^ which he imparted and the results of

this in churches and schools in central Germany.
BnuooBArar: The fundamentsl souroe is the Vita by

Egil. abbot of Fulda. SlS-822. in ASB, iii. 2, pp. 209-
284, with discussion of the year of death and aooount of

the oanonisatioQ by MabiUon, pp. 284-286. also in MGH,
Seripl., ii (1829). 365-377. and MPL, ov. 423-^444; there is

a Geim. transl. by W. Aradt, Berlin. 1863. Consult fur-

ther: O. F. Uaelear. Hiei. of Chrietian Mieaione during
ike MiddU Aooe, pp. 211-217. Cambridge. 1863; idcnw
ApoeUet of Medieval Europe, pp. 132-138. London. 1888;
F. J. Nick. Der heUio* Sturmiue, enUr Abt von Fulda,
Fulda. 1865; J. Kayser. Der heaige Siurmu der erete

QluvbenAoU dee Paderiwmer Landee, Padeibom. 1866;
A. Ebert, Attgemeine Oeechiehte der lAieratur dee MiOel'
altere, iL 104-106. 121, 144. Leipsio. 1880; B. Kuhlmaan,
Der heiUife Sturmi, QrOnder Fuldae und Apoetel Wettfalene,
Padeibom. 1800; Rettbeis. KD, i. 371. 607 sqq.. 616 aqQ.;
Haoek, KD, vol. iL passim.

STURM, Sturm, JAKOB: Gennan reformer; b.

at Strasbuig Aug. 10, 1480; d. there Oct. 30, 1553.

He was educated at Heidelberg (B.A., 1503); and
at Freibuig (M.A., 1505), where he studied theology

in connection with law after 1506. He maintained
relations with the greatest humanists of hia day,

and was highly esteemed by Erasmus. He was fiist

a clerical of the lower order; occupied the position

of secretary to the cathedral provost at Strasburg,

1517-23; was an earnest member of the Strasbuig

society of learning; and in 1522 devised a plan for

the reorganisation of the University of Heiddb^g.
In 1524 he entered the municipal service, being

elected to the great council, as a member of which
he represented Strasbuig and other imperial cities,

in the govenunent of ti^ empire. From 1526 he
was one of the " ooUoge of thirteen/' was chosen
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Stadtmeister thirteen times from 1527, and soon
advanced to the leadership of Strasbuig statesman-

ship. The wise moderation of Strasbuig in the

Peasants' War Was due to his influence. His fear-

less championship of the Protestant cause and his

eloquence at the Diet of Speyer of 1526 (see Speteb,
Diets of) secured for his city the leadership in

upper Germany. In the quiet movement of the

Reformation at his native city, he took the ground
of liberty of conscience in church matters, recog-

nising neither pope nor emperor in matters of faith.

Hence Strasburg became a center of toleration and
freedom. He held aloof from the Eucharistio con-

troversy, declining the communion for years; but
was present at the conference at Marbuig (q.v.)*

At the Diet of Speyer in 1529 he advocated the abo-
lition of the mass, took sides with the protesting

estates, and assisted Philip of Hesse to prevail upon
these not to concur in the condenmation of the

Swiss. At the Diet of Augsbuig (1530) he helped

in drawing up the Confe^aio tetrapolitana and strove,

though unsuccessfully, for unity. He participated

in the deliberations before the Wittenberg Concord
of 1536. Simultaneously he was employed upon
ecclesiastical organisation at Strasbuig; he was
president of the synod of 1533, and took a part in

the preparation of the church order which appeared
in 1534. Shortly after he succeeded in founding
the Strasburg gjrmnasium. Since 1528 he had been
one of the supervisors of public instruction. During
the Interim, he humbled himself, though uncon-
quered, to the emperor, thus parting with M. Butser,

whom he had hitherto supported; yet sustaining the

dignity and Protestant freedom of the city. As a
strategic point on the Rhine, he took every precau-

tion to fortify Strasburg against the French. Sturm
held the respect of aU parties as well as of his op-

ponents and of the emperor; and from 1525 to 1552

represented the city of Strasburg ninety-one times

at political and religious conferences. Unsurpassed
as an administrator and statesman in the history

of Strasbuig he was a man of deep moral and re-

ligious conviction, of circumspect wisdom and high-

minded Christian patriotism.

(Johannes Fickeb.)

Bduoosatht: Soutom are: E. Winkrimwin, Urkunden-
buck der UmwenitiU Heidelberg, i. 214 aqq., Heidelbei«.

1886; the Open of Zwingli. paaaim; PoUtUehe Korre-
epondene der Stadt Straedturg im ZeitaUer der Reformat
fum. ed. H. Virck and O. Winckelmaim, vols. i.-iii., Stno-
buDK. 1882-97; J. Striekler. Akteneammlung der eekweu"
ischen ReformationaQeachiehUt ISMlSt, 6 vols., Zurich.
1S78-84: luid H. Lena, Briefwecheei Landgraf PhUipp dee
GroaamiUiifen van Heaaen mit Bueer, 3 vob., Leipmo, 1880-
1891. For biograpbioal material oonault: J. Stunn, Con^
aoUxtio ad aenatum ArgenHnenaem da morte . . . Jaeobi
SttermU, Straaburg. 1563; Stein, Jacob Sturm (Jena die-

aertatioo), Leipeie. 1878; H. Baumgarten, Hiatoriaehe und
politiacke AufaOiae imd Reden, pp. 468 sqq., Stnabuig,
1894; ADB, xxxvi. 6 bqq. For liffht on varioua aidei of
Stunn'a activities consult: A. Jung, Oeaehiehte der Re/or-

matum der Kirehe in Straadntrg, vol. i., Leipdo, 1830;
T. W. lUhrich. Oeaehiehte der Rejormation in Blaaaa icnd

beeondera in Siraaaburg, 3 parti, Strasbuig, 1830-32,
A. W. Stiobel. Hiat. du gymnaae proieatant da Stratbourg,

ib. 1838; J. W. Baum. Capita und Butaer, Elbexfeld, 1860;
H. Baumgarten, Ueber SUadana LAen und Briefaeehael,

Straabuis, 1878, A. Baum, Magiatrat und Reformation in
StraaAurg bia 16»9, lb. 1887, C. Engel, Daa OrOndunga-
jakr dea proteatantiaehen Oymnaaiuma au Straaaburg, pp.
113 aqq.. ib. 1888; idem, UAooU loftn at Faneianne aea-

dhnie de StroAourg {1638-1691), ib. 1900; M. Foumier
and C. Engel, VUnineraM de Straabourg et lea acadhniea
proteatantea franpaiaea, Paris, 1894; J. W. Richard, Philip
Melanehthon, pp^ 18, 176, 186, 226, 264, New York. 1898;
8. M. Jackson, Htddreich Zwingli, pp. 312, 324, 330, 2d
ed., ib. 1903; Cambridge Modem History, u. 204. 268. ib.

1904; and works on the histoiy of Strasbuig.

STURM, JOHARIIES: German humanist and
schoolman; b. at Schleiden (60 m. s.w. of

Cologne) Oct. 1, 1507; d. at Strasbuig Mar. 3,

1589. He entered, in 1521 or 1522, upon his hu-
manistic studies at the school of St. Hieronymus
at LOttich and completed them at the University

of Louvain, where he had a share in a printing-

press and issued several Greek works. Visiting

Paris in 1529 to sell his books, he was induced to

teach dialectics and give lectures on Gicero and
Demosthenes. Influenced by the writings of M.
Butser, he adopted the principles of the Reformar
tion. After participating in the attempt to recon-

cile the Protestant and Roman Catholic parties

in 1534, upon a new outbreak of persecution, he
repaired to Strasbuig to organise the new gymna-
sium. Dependent on Melanchthon, he followed the

principle of training in rhetoric and eloquence,

based upon Humanism and Evangelical piety, for

the offices of the Reformation movement and the

State.

Although a Protestant, Sturm had many Roman
Catholic connections and always cherished the hope
of a reunion. His oratorical talent and diplomatic

aptitude qualified him for many embassies in behalf

of Strasbuig, the Protestant estates, and the king

of France. He attended the conferences at Hagenau
and Worms, 1540; of R^ensburg, 1541; and went
with Butser to meet the elector of Cologne, 1542.

After helping to negotiate peace between England
and France, 1545, he again went to France, 1546,

at the outbreak of the Schmalkald War, to procure

the aid of Francis I. A personal friend of many
French Protestants and especially of Calvin, Sturm
preferred the Reformed teaching on the Eucharist,

but, desiring a reconciliation, shared the attitude of

Butser and Melanchthon. He spared no sacrifice

in behalf of liberty of conscience for France, even

demanding German aid to the Huguenots. For this

he incurred the suspicion of the Lutherans. After

the death of Jakob Sturm (q.v.) and with the stricter

enforcement of the Lutheran confession after 1555,

Sturm became involved in continuous violent con-

troversies. He upheld the broader views of Butser,

which formerly prevailed at Strasburg, being also

influenced by his Biblical and humanistic tendency

toward a non-dogmatic Christianity. This contro-

versy, lasting more than thirty years, marks the

division of the Strasbuig church from its past. A
consensus in 1563 on the basis of the Wittenbeig

Concord did not last long. Sturm was engaged to

organise a number of schools upon the model of his

own, among which was the gymnasium at Lauingen,

1564. In 1566 he secured an imperial privilege for

an academy, which was dedicated 1567. But the

complaint of the theologians against the Reformed
tendencies of himself and some of his professors

became ever louder. The intensely partisan Johann
Marbach (q.v.) brought on an acrimonious strife

over the school, which a referee decided in favor of
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Stunn in 1575. But soon after, the ooearion of the
introduction of the Formula of Concord (q.v.) at
Strasbuig reopened the conflict. Coaraer in method
was the assault of Johannes Pappus (q.v.), who was
supported by L. Osiander and Jdcob Andreft (qq.v.)

of WOrttembeig. Many virulent pamphlets were
exchanged. The result waa the removal of Sturm
from the rectorship. He spent his last years at his

rural house at Northeim. He had a sanguine, sym-
pathetic nature, easily attracted or violently re-

peUed, and was lacking in self-control. To this may
be added his arrogance and increaaing passion of

temper as motives of his controversial spirit, pro-

voked when his broad, international, humanistic

attitude refused to be pressed into narrow confes-

sional molds. His eminent capability aa an oigan-

iser and teacher made the Strasbuig high school

world-renowed and one of the best attended of the

time, and histoiy has assigned him the fame of
" the greatest of the great school rectors of the six-

teenth century." (JoHAmnss Fickbb.)

Bebuoobafst: The book of nUMt value is C. fiohmldt. La
Vie §1 let tmvaux de Jean Sturm, Stnabuii, 1855 (oon-
taine list of the work* of Stunn and alao names the eaiiier

literature). As souroea to be oonsulted are: J. Oamera-
rius. Bpielolarym libri V poeterioree^ pp. 496-^605, Frank-
fort, 1506; Zanchii ejnelolarum Ubri dvo, passim, Han-
over, 1600; Aeehami fitmilittrium epUtotamm Hbri III,

pp. 629 sqq.. ib. 1610; Feeht, Hiat. end, erne, XVI., ntp-
plemeiUum, pp. 836, 877, 886-«96, Fruikfort, 1684; A.
Schumacher, Gelehrter Manner Briefe an die Konige in
DAnemark, ii. 311 sqq., Copenhacen, 1758; Zurich Let-
tere 0668~ieCB), Parker Society, Cambiidse, 1846; the
Opera of Calvin and MelanohUum in the CR; and A. L.
Hexminjard, Correepondanee dee refarmaieure, 9 vols.,

Geneva, 1864-97. For discussions of Sturm's life and
activities consult: L. Kackelhahn, Johann Sturm, Straee-

hurge ereter Schtdrektor, Leipsio, 1872; E. Laas, Die Pdda-
ifogik dee Johann Sturme, Berlin, 1872; E. and £. Haac,
La France praleetanU, iz. 318 sqq., Paris, 1850; F. von
Besold, Briefe dee PfaUgrafen Johann Ceuimir, 3 vols.,

Munich, 1882^1003; R. Zoepffel, Johann Sturm, Der erete

Rtktor der Straeeburger Akademie, Strasbuis, 1887; H.
Veil, in Featechrift dee proteetantiechen Oymnaeiume tu
Straeeburg, ib. 1888; 0. Sohmid, in K. A. Schmid, Oe-
echichte der Brtiehung, ti. 2, pp. 30 sqq., Stuttgart, 1880;
F. Paulsen, Oeechiehte dee gtUhrten Unterriehte, passim,
2d ed., Leipsic, 1806-97; BouriUy, in BuUetin de la eo-

eiki de Fhiet. du proteetantieme francaie, 1900, pp. 237 sqq.,

477 sqq.; idem and Weiss, in tiie same, 1904, pp. 97 sqq.;

Q. Herts, Dae Sehulvesen der deute^ien Reformation, pas-
sim, Heidelberg, 1902; T. Ziegler, Oeechiehte der Pudo'
gogik, pp. 73-91, 2d ed., Munich. 1904; ADB, xxxvh, 21-
38; much of the literature under Sturm, Jacob, especially

the works there named of C. Engel, M. Foumier and C.

Engel. H. Baumgarten, and T. W. RJ^hiieh, and the PoliH-
ache KorreapondenM der Stadt Straeaburg.

STURM, JULIUS KARL RBIlfHOLD: German
poet and hymnist; b. at KOstrits (30 m. s.s.w. of

Leipsic) July 21, 1816; d. at Leipsic May 2, 1896.

He received bis preparatory training at the gymnar
sium at Gera, 1829-37, and studied theology at

Jena, 1837-41. He served as tutor at Heilbronn,

1841-44; then was tutor of Prince Henry XIV. of

Reu89-Schlei2-Gera, 1844-47; and attended the

prince in the gymnasia of Schleis and Meiningen,

1847-60. His first volume of secular and religious

poetry appeared with the title GedicfUe (Leipsic,

1860). He served as pastor at Gdschits, 1860-67,

and at Kostrits, 1867*78; was church councilor

there, 1878-85; and privy councilor after 1886.

Among a long series of poetic publications may be
named; Fromme Lieder (1862); Ztoei Rosen oder

daa HohdUd der Lube (1854); Neuefromme Lieder

und GediehU (1868) ; FUr daa Haue (1862) ; leraelitr

ieche Lieder (2d ed., Halle, 1867); AMfwdrte (1881),

and Dem Herm mein Lied (Bremen, 1884), both
collections of religious poems; and his last poems,
in Freud und Leid (Leipsic, 1896).

(A. Fbstb£.)

BnuooBAFsr: £. Heyden, Oalerie berUhmier und merk-
wUrdiger Reueeenldnder, Frankfort, 1858; O. Knias,
Oeieaiehe Lieder im 19. Jahrhunderi, pp. 543 sqq., 2d ed..

Oaterrioh. 1879; Zuppki. in Unaer Vogtland, u. 1 (1895).
2-10; R. Ktoic, in Daheim, tttji. 37 (1896). S&2 sqq.;

F. Holfmsnn, in R. Virehow end F. von HoltaeodorfTs
Oemeineerel&ndliche vrieeenechaftliche Vofirdge, p^rt 306.

Hsmbuis, 1898; K. L. Leimbach, AuagewdhlU dettiaehe

Dichtungen, iv. 2, pp. 345 sqq., 13 vols., Fisnkfort, 1899;
Julian, Hgmnalogy, p. 1100.

STUTTGART, stnt'gOrt or stflt^gOrt, STHOD
AND CONFESSION OF: The convention in 1359

which gave solemn sanction to the Lutheran doe-

trine of the Lord's Supper. The immediate occa-

sion of the synod was an accusation brought against

Bartholom&us Hagen, pastor at Dettingen, and
preacher to the Duchess Sabina of WOrttembeig,
mother of Duke Christopher, of being an adherent
of the Swiss doctrine. At the command of the

duke, Hagen was cited to appear in Apr., 1559, at

Stuttgart and was given a month's time to offer a

categorical explanation on the article of the pres-

ence of Christ. After this had been referred to all

the superintendents and their judgments received,

an extraordinary synod was summoned at Stutt-

gart, which consisted of four general superintend-

ents, the clerical and lay members of the consistory.

the rector, and the theological faculty of the Uni-

versity of TObiogen, and all the special superintend-

ents of the oountiy. The synod met on I>ec. 13,

1559. Jakob Andre& (q.v.) was appointed to con-

duct the disputation with Hagen before the assem-
bled synod, presenting, after a oonfeience with

Johann Brena (q.v.), Uie same arguments on the

ubiquity that appeared later in the " Confession '* of

the synod. Hagen was finally obliged to confess hi^

defeat and to acknowledge the doctrine of the Won-
tembezg Chiuch as true and Scriptural. On Dec.
19 Brena presented a formula which waa signed by
all the theologians, and published in German and
Latin under the title, Cortfeesio et doctrirta tkeo-

logorum et miniatrerum verbi Dei in dueaiu Wirtem-
bergenei de vera prmeentia corporis et aanguinxs Jesu
ChrisH in aena dominica (TObingen, 1560-61). The
main points are here summarized: (1) In the Lord's
Supper, by virtue of the Word, or institution of

Christ, the true body and blood of Christ are truly

and essentially given and transferred with the

bread and wine to all who partake; so that both
the body and the blood, as given by the hand of

the minister, are received by the mouth of those
who thus eat and drink. (2) The nature and sub-
stance of the bread and the wine are not trans-

formed, but are ordained and sanctified by the Word
of the Lord to serve in the distribution of the body
and blood of Christ. Yet they are not merdy sym-
bols, but just as the substance of the bread and
wine is present so also the substance of the body
and the blood is present, and by means of those
signs is truly given and received. (3) This does
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not imply a confusion of the bread and the wine
with the body and blood of Christ, there is no spa-

tial enclosure but only such a sacramental union of

the bread and body as is described by the Word
of the Lord; hence, there is no sacrament aside

from the use. (4) The ascension of Christ into

heaven is no obstacle to the doctrine, inasmuch as

Christ in his majesty and glory at the right hand
of the Father fills all things not only by his divin-

ity, but also by his humanity, in a mysterious way
conceivable not to reason but only to faith. (5) Not
only the pious and v.orthy, but also the godless and
hypocrites receive the body and blood, the latter

to their judgment; therefore to be received by the

godless does not detract from the glory and migesty
of Christ, because as a just judge for him to punish

the impenitent is as laudable as to show grace to the

penitent. This ** Confession," which was claimed

to rest upon Scripture and to be in accord with the

Augsbuig Confession (q.v.) and the Wittenberg

Confession submitted to the Council of Trent, was
forthwith incorporated with the WOrttemberg
church order.

The historical significance of the Stuttgart Synod
lies in the fact that there, for the first time, was the

difference between the Lutheran and the Calvinistic

doctrines of the Lord's Supper sharply distin-

guished; namely, the three main points: giving

and receiving by hand and mouth, partaking by the

unbelieving, and the founding of the doctrine of

the Lord's Supper on the teaching concerning the

person of Christ and his sitting at the right hand of

the Father. Epoch-making was the last, in which
Brenz, in strict dependence upon Luther, coor-

dinated the doctrine of the Lord's Supper with

Christology, which occasioned a renewal of the doc-

trine of Ubiquity (q.v.), a name charged by the

opponents but disavowed by Brenz. This synod
marked a ralljing of the original Lutheran doctrine

at a crisis in which it had been well-nigh supplanted

by the ever-spreading view of Calvin and Melanch-
thon. Moreover, the advancing unionistic tendency
promoted by the alliance of the influences of Me-
lanchthon and Calvin was thwarted, and for Ger-

man Protestantism the cleavage was fixed. Duke
Christopher vainly hoped to make the '' Confession

"

a basis for his tireless efforts to effect union, and
despatched it throughout Germany and France, but
it was almost universally ignored. Within WQrt-
temberg this assertion of the conservatism of its

reformer and organizer, Brenz, marked the begin-

ning of a new scholastic theology, and proved not
only exclusive to neighboring lands for a centiuy,

but also oppressive to many of the clergy at home.
(H. Hebmeunk.)

Bibuogbafht: The eonfeirion is printed in Ada H acripla

p^AUea teeUrim WtrUmbergiem, ed. C. M. Pfaff, pp. 334
mqq., 340 iqq. , TQbincea, 1720. Matten of importanoe are
to be found in the Opera of Calvin, vols, xvx-ziz., espe-

cially xrn. 022-e26. zix. 350-353 (in CR, xliii.-zlvii.).

Consolt further: J. V. AndrsA, Pama Andreana Ttfior€aetn»^

pp. 94 iqq.. Strssbuis. 1630: C. A. Salic, VMtUkndigt Hii-
torie dtr aitotpurffiaeht Confetaion, in. 424 sqq., Halle, 1735;
C. F. 8chnurrer, BriAvtenmotn tier wUrUemberffUchen ITtre/k-

0nnfi)rmaHoiu- tend Odehrtenoetehiehie, pp. 259 aqq., TO-
bin«en, 1798; Q. J. Planck, GtsekiehU <Ur BnUtthuno de»
prateaUmiuehen LdnbtoriffBt v. 2, pp. 398 sqq., Leipsio,

1799; J. Hartmann and K Jicer. Johnm Brmu, iL 372

sqq., Hambuig. 1842; H. Heppe. OtxhiehU de» detdwcKen
ProtealaniumuB, i. 311 sqq., Bfacbuis, 1852; H. Schmid,
Der Kampf der luiheriaehen Kirche tan LtUhera Lthrt vom
Abtndmahl, pp. 226 sqq., Leipsic, 1858; B. Kugler,
Chridoph Henog xu Wiriemberg, ii. 171 sqq., Stuttsart,
1872; WitrUembergiMehs KirchmifMehiehU, pp. 393-^94,
ib. 1893; W. K6hler, BiUioffrapkia Braniiana, nos. 368-
370, 391, 600, Leipsio, 1904.

STYLITES (PILLAR SAINTS): Anchorets who,
in their desire for complete separation from the

world and extreme asceticism, passed their lives on
pillars. The first pillar saint was Simeon the Elder,

who was bom in Sisan or Sesan, in northern Syria,

about 390. Originally a shepherd in the lonely

mountains, he visited a church for the first time at
the age of thirteen and immediately resolved to be-

come a monk. His extreme asceticism caused the
monks to expel him, and after living for three years

as a hermit near Tel Neskin (Telanessa), continuing

excessive mortifications, he began, about 420, his

pillar life. This he selected, he said, in consequence
of a divine revelation, as well as to escape the im-
portunities of the masses. He accordingly built

himself a pillar, at first only four ells high, but later

reaching tiie altitude of thirty-six or forty eUs.

The later stylites practically imitated Simeon
with slight modifications. They lived on the cap-

itals of pillars of varying height, these capitals being

sufficiently large for the construction of a small cell

on them. They were surrounded by a railing to

keep the stylite from falling, and communicated
with the ground by a ladder.

Simeon at first roused sentiments other than ad-

miration. The Nitrian monks, fearing the loss of

their prestige as incomparable patterns of monas-
ticism, threatened him with exconmiunication; and
the Mesopotamian abbots likewise disapproved his

ascetic methods. But the purity of his life and mo-
tives soon silenced his critics, and Simeon became
renowned as a worker of miracles, a healer of the

sick, and a converter of the heathen. He was a
powerful factor in promoting peace and in the cause

of the suffering and oppressed; he also took part

in church polity, as when, in 429, he induced Theo-
dosius II. to revoke an edict which restored to the

Jews of Antioch their synagogues, and, in 457, the

Emperor Leo I. asked his advice concerning the

troubles in Egypt, whereupon the saint espoused

the cause of Chalcedonian orthodoxy in two letters

to the emperor and Bishop Basil of Antioch. Until

his death, in 459, Simeon remained on his pillar.

The example of Simeon Stylites was quickly imi-

tated, at first by only a few, but later by so many
that the stylites formed a regular order in the East.

The immediate pupil of Simeon and his first succes-

sor was Daniel of Maratha near Samosata, who
began to live on a pillar in the vicinity of Constan-

tinople shortly after his teacher's death. like Sim-

eon he zealously defended the Chalcedonian creed,

even leaving his pillar once for this purpose. He
enjoyed the special protection of Leo I., who built

for him a new pillar and later prevailed upon him
to permit the construction of a tiny cell on the

pillar to protect him against the elements. Daniel

died in 493. In the sixth century lived Simeon the

Younger. He is said to have left his father's house

at the age of five and to have lived as a stylite for
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nxty-nine yean until his death in 506 near Antioch.
He sought to mupaas Simeon the Elder in his au»-
terities, against tiie warnings of his teacher. Dur^
ing the reign of Heraclius, Alyphius lived as a sty-

lite at Adrianople in Paphlagonia. Like nearly all

the stylites he reached an advanced age, though
for the last fourteen years of his life he was unable
to stand, lying crouched on his pillar until his death.

Mention may finally be made of the stylite Lucas
the Younger, who in the tenth centuty lived on a
pillar near Chalcedon, reaching the age of 100 years.

Many other stylites are known by name, and the
system was flourishing in the tenth oentuiy. The
last stylites known were among the Ruthenian
monks in 1526.

Stylites were most numerous in Syria, Palestine,

and Mesopotamia, though they were also found in

Greece and in the Russian church. Only one effort

is known to have been made to introduce stylitism

into the West. In 585 a deacon named Wulflaicus
erected a pillar near Treves, but the bishops com-
pelled him to descend from it and then destroyed
it. Occidental antagonism to extravagant asceti-

cism, episcopal opposition to a body of men who
might easily withdraw from their control, and un-
favorable climatic conditions all combined to ren-

der stylitism impossible in the West.

(Q. GbOtemachbr.)

Bibuoorapht: Seveiml early VUm of the MiUer Simeon mn
collected, with commentary, in A3B, Jan. L 281-286; the
Vita by Theodoret of Ksrros, HiaL rdigioaa, zzvL; the
Ada mJHt^kwily aacribed to Ooamaa ia in 8. E. Aaiematti,
Ada aandorMm moifyriim, iL 268-^98, of. ib. 230 iqq. (a
poem by Jacob of Sams), Rome. 1748. Consult further:
0. Lautenaack, D« SimwnB Stylita, Wittenberi. 1700;
F. Uhlemann, Symeon der tnU Sikvlemhrnliift in Syriem,
Leipaio. 1846; P. Zinserle. Lebtn und Wirken dsa fuaigen
Simwn StylitM, luubruok, 1865; H. Delehaye. in CompU
rendu du S. eonoria tdentifiq^ dn eathaiiquM h BruzdUa,
vol. v.. BruBselfl. 1895; E. Marin. Lm MoiMM d* Cotutan^
tinopU, Paria, 1807; H. lietamann. Das LAtn dn keiligen
Symton Stj^iiM, Leipaic. 1908. A Vita of the younger
Simeon with commentary ia in A3B, Hay. . 208-401.

SUARSZ, swa'reth, FRANCISCO: Jesuit scholas-

tic; b. at Granada, Spain, Jan. 5, 1548; d. at Lisbon
Sept. 25, 1617. He was of noble birth; studied law
at the University of Salamanca, 1561-64; but
decided to enter the order of Jesuits. After his

novitiate of three years he studied philosophy at
Salamanca; lectured on Aristotle at Segovia and
Avila after 1572, and on theology at Valladolid,

1576-78, at Rome, 1578-85, at Alcala, Spain, 1585-
1592, at Salamanca for a year; and at the Univer-
sity of Coimbra, Portugal, 1597-1617. His lectures

are said to have been sensational in their popularity.
Spanish grandees came to hear the " prodigy and
oracle of his age," and in an episcopal approbation
of one of his writings occurs the term, '' a second
Augustine "; but Suares never relinquished his

modesty. He lived only for knowledge and pious
exercises. He fasted three times a week and on no
day took more than one potmd of nourishment,
and flagellated himself daUy with a wire-woven
scourge.

Suares's literary activity was directed mainly
to the discussion of the Aristotelian philosophy
and to scholastic theology. His works were pub-
lished, Opera omnia (23 vols., Venice, 1740-51;

28 vols., Paris, 1856-61). The last two volumes oC

the fonner of these two editions contained meta-
physical disputations and a complete index to the
metaphysics of Aristotle, and was so widely recog-
nised that it formed a text-book in Protestant
institutions for a long time. Vols, i.-xx. consist of

disputations and comments on Thomas Aquinas.
As vol. ix. represented the "congruism" of Luis
Molina (q.v.), it failed to receive the imprimatur
of the pope, and was not allowed to appear until

1651. In the field of morals Suares discussed only
the three theological virtues (vol. xi.), the State,
religious discipline, and the duties of monks (vols,

xii.-xv.). In accordance with the taste of the age
and 61 his order, he heaped up scholastic probl^ns
without end by means of his remarkable gift of

invention, and with a refined subtlety resolved them
by means of dialectic. He wrote his Drfenmo fidei
catholtcm et apoMica advenua angUcaruB ^ettot er-

roret (Coimbra, 1613) at the instance of Pope Paul
V. sgainst James I. of England and the English
oath of allegiance, in which he laid down the prin-
ciple that the pope had the power to depose tem-
poral rulers for heresy and schism, and that this

must be accepted as an article of faith on the
ground of the power of the keys. James had the
book publicly burned by the executioner in front
of St. Paul's. It was also burned in Paris, but
Philip II. of Spain accepted the principle as genu-
inely Roman (Catholic, and the pope gratefully ap-
plauded the work in a personal letter to the author
Sept. 9, 1613. (O. ZOcKUBRf.)

BuuooRAnnr: Tha one work of importenoe fa C Wemcr.
F, SuarM ymd dU SekoUutik der UtMten Jakrkumdeirt; 2
vofa., RaiMiabuis. 1801. Cooault further: the biocimphy
printed with tha ooUeeted worka; B. Sartolo. El Z>oetor
P. atnrm, 2d ad., Ooimbm. 1731; KL, xL 023HI20.

SUBDBACOH: A clerical order in the Roman
Catholic and Greek Churches, ranking next below
the deacon. The orders in the andent Cliurch
were only those of bishop, presbyter, and deacon
(see Oboanization or the Eablt Chitrch).
From the diaoonate branched the subdiaooziate,
not unifonnly, however, as shown by its frequ^it
absence as late as the middle of the ninth century.
Pope Cornelius mentions among the dei^gy at Rome
seven subdeacons, which goes to show the existeaoe
of the office by 250, as well as its origin at Rome.
When Alexander Sevenis divided the dty into
seventeen administrative districts, Fabian, not to
exceed the Apostolic number, added seven sub-
deacons to the seven deacons for the coneepondiDg
ecclesiastical divisions. In Spain they arementioned
in connection with the Synod of Ancyra (c. 305);
in Africa, according to Cyprian, th^ existed at the
middle of the third century, and in the Blast they
were known at the middle of the fourth. The sub-
deacons performed minor ftmctions. They might
handle the holy vessels when empty; they received
the oblations, had superintendence of the graves of
the martyrs, guarded the church doors during the
communion, and poured the water into the chalice,
to which duties was added the n>>i>i*t«"g of the epistle.
Gregory the Great extended the obligation of celi-
bacy to the subdeacons, and a council under Urban
II. granted them permission to become bishops.
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In the Eastern Church they remained a lower order,

but in the West Innocent III. decided that they con-

stituted a higher order. Their ordination, however,

differs from that of deacons; they are not presented

by the archdeacon, and the ordination is the " tradi-

tion of instruments and vestments." The age of

consecration fixed by the Council of Trent is the

entrance upon the twenty-second year. One year

must intervene before tJie diaconate is reached,

a rule from which the bishop may depart. The
office of Bubdeacon is assumed as transitional, and
its functions are fulfilled chiefly by laymen and
presbyters. In the Evangelical Church, when it

occurs, the title subdeacon indicates a diJBFerenoe of

outer rank only, not of ordination.

(E. FniEDBBROt.)

Bibuoobapht: An adequate and aathoritatiTe hiitorioal

preMaUtkm will be found both in Bmihain. Origins,
m.. u.. and in DCA, u. 1938^9. Consult further: H.
Beuter, Daa S^Adiakonat, deaaen hutoriaehs Bntretekdung
und liiurgiMeMMfumiatudie Bedeuiwig, Augibuig, 1800;

F. Wieland. Die gmeiitehe Bntwiekeluno der sooenanmUn
Ordinm minorm m dm enUn Jahrhundeiien, Rome, 1897.

SUBINTRATIOH. See Transubstantiation,

11., § 4.

SUBnrTRODUCTJS VIR6INES (STRBISAKTOI)

:

A name for female ascetics who lived together with

men although both parties had taken the vow of

celibacy with earnest intent. It is a nickname that

arose relatively late when the practise was con-

denmed, and has had not a little influence in con-

fusing opinions on this form of asceticism. The
practise was widely prevalent throughout Christian

antiquity. In Antioch Paul of Samosata had
several young girls in his entourage (Eusebius, Hist,

eed., Vn., XXX. 12 sqq., NPNF, 2 ser., i. 316).

In C]rprian's time dedicated virgins dwelt with

confessors, clericals, and laymen. The rigorous

Tertullian advised well-to-do Christians to take

into their houses one or more widows '' as spiritual

consorts, beautiful by faith, endowed by poverty,

and sealed by age," and seated that " to have
several such wives is pleasing to God '* (" Ex-
hortation to Chastity," xii.; "Monogamy," xvi.;

Eng. transl. in ANF, iv. 56-57, 71-72). Among
heretics the chiefs of the Valentinians lived with
" sisters " (Irenaus, Hoar., I., vi. 3, ANF, i. 324);

the Montanistic Alexander was bound in spiritual

marriage with a prophetess (Eusebius, Hitt. ecd.,

v., xviii. 6 sqq., NPNF, 2 ser., i. 236), and the

Marcionite Apelles had two spiritual wives, one the

prophetess, Philumene (Tertullian, ProBscriptUme,

zxx., ANF, iii. 257). This spiritual marriage,

springing from ascetic motives, had its real place in

Monasticism in which it retained its original form,

even far into the Middle Ages. In the desert, where
the monk and his companion dwelt in seclusion,

she frequently became his servant. It should,

however, not be forgotten that the motive that

drew them both into the desert was a common as-

cetic ideal. In the ancient Irish Church, the organ-

isation of which was built upon asceticism, men and
women of distinction were permitted to participate

in ecclesiastical functions. In the cloister, monks
and nuns lived together until 543 (Haddan and
Stubbs, CovmcOe^ ii. 2, p. 292). Wh«D the Irish

missionaries came to Armorica, the Gallic bishops

regarded it specially censurable that they were
accompanied by women who like the men exercised

sacramental ftmctions. A new form of spiritual

marriage was developed as the wealthy circles in

the great cities entered the Christian Church.

Rich widows and maidens disdained marriage, but
in order to provide a master over their houses and
estates joined themselves in spiritual marriage

to priests or monks. This variation did not always

lead to happy results; the woman retained both
the possession of her property and the reputation of

unwedded chastity. No matter how seriously

asceticism and the soul-tie were taken, the clerical

could not escape compromise, and his position

varied all the way from steward or chaplain to

spiritual paramour. This was the r61e acted by
the Frendi abb6 in the seventeenth and eighteenth

centuries. At the time of Chrysostom (MPG,
xlvii. 405 sqq.) the abuse was prevalent in Constan-

tinople, and likewise in Gaul according to Jerome
(Epist., cxvii., NPNF, 2 ser., vi. 215-220). Best

known is the spiritual marriage of the clergy.

Marriage being disparaged, and the deigy being

required to lead spiritual lives, celibacy became the

rule and spiritual marriage followed. The purity of

the original motive gradually declined. The spirit-

ual bride became a mere housekeeper, suspected of

being a mistress. She came to be called mulier

extranea, received the same recognition as a maid-
servant, and Spanish synods about 600 ordered

that she be sold as a slave and the proceeds given

to the poor (e.g., Synod of Toledo, 580, capitulum

5, Hefde, CancUiengesckichte, iii. 51, Eng. transl. iv.

410, Fr. transl. iii. 1, p. 225). Gregory IX. dis-

tinctly prohibited clerical concubinage. Likewise

in the Orient the syneiaaktoe was regarded as no
more than a housekeeper of the clerical by the

twelfth century. Practical exigencies had replaced

the earlier common ideal. The original motive of

cohabitation was the natural result of two op-

posing tendencies in early Christianity: fraternal

love fostered in communal life; and ascetic contempt
of the sexual relation, and the rentmciation of

marriage as sensual. The inconsistency of the social

ideal of intimate community life with another that

increased the distance between man and woman
resulted in this unnatural combination of asceticism

and fraternal love, with a form of cohabitation

which in its moment of spiritual enthusiasm failed

to foresee its pitfalls. Naturally, at first Christians

of the highest standing, such as prophets, bishops,

and confessors, lived in spiritual marriage. 'Die
" spiritual wives " were those who, as " brides of

Christ," enjoyed especially honorable consideration;

such were the widows, virgins, and prophetesses.

The opinion of the Church regarding the institution,

at first favorable, however, changed, and beginning

with the Synods of Elvira, Ancyra, and the Canned
of Nicssa in the fourth century the edicts against

oodwelling with eubintroducta do not cease. In

case of (Usobedience the clergy were corrected or

dismissed, and the monks and laity received stem
warning. The change of attitude on the part of the

Church was caused by its rapid increase in the

first throe oentw^ wA the absorption of elementq
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which undermined the austerity against carnal

sins. Spiritual marriages tolerable in small com-
munities could not be entrusted to large societies of

mixed elements, and the increasing sternness of the

prohibitions prove the obstinate resistance to the

effort at extermination. Concerning the remoteness
in time of spiritual marriages, first mention occurs

in the Shepherd of Hennas {Vinofu, I., i. 1, Eng.
transl., ANF, ii. 0; SimilUudes, ix. 11, 3, 7; x. 3,

Eng. transl., ANF, ii. 44-47, 55). The passage I

Cor. vii. 36--38 has been brought into connection

with spiritual marriage (E. Qrabe). In the De vUa
corUemplaHva, a genuine work of Philo, reference is

made to the TherapeutsB in Eg3rpt who repudiated

marriage and the sexual relation and dwelt together

in ascetic companionship like the later Christian

ascetics, except that the element of fraternal love

was there absent. It is to be concluded that spiri-

tual marriage belongs, in the primitive life of Chris-

tianity, to an ascetic effort to replace marriage with
brotherly love, and was not an outgrowth of clerical

celibacy and monasticism. (H. Achslib.)

Bibuoobapht: H. AofaaUi, Virvinm tvbi^ttroduetm, Mi
Beitrao turn I Kor, mt., Leipde, 1M2 (ef. JOliobor, in

Archiv fUr RMgionawuteiuchafU viL 373 aqq.); Ftaudo-
Cyprian, De gingvlttriiaU eUrieorum (edition of it promised
In TU, new eeriei, iz. 3); DCA, IL 1039>1941; and the
ootnfflflntariei on I Gor. viL

SUBLAPSARIANISlf : The view held by moder-
ate Calvinists, first applied to the Remonstrants
(q.v.), according to which the decree to create log-

ically preceded the decree of the fall. God deter-

mined to create the worid and man notwithstanding

the fact that he foresaw man's fall. Cf. Supralap-

sarianism and Infralapsarianism in Calvinisii, { 8.

SUBMISSION. See Obsdisncb.

SUBORDINATIONISM. See Antttrinitarian-

xsic; and Christoloot, II., 2.

SUCCESSION, APOSTOLIC
1. The Anglican View: The handing on of the

ministerial commiasion and authority, given by
the Lord Jesus Christ to his apostles, by a regular

chain of successive ordinations. It presupposes the

formation by Christ of a visible Church on earth, an
oiganised society, the kingdom, or the embodiment
of the kingdom, which the Messiah was to set up,

to carry on his work by witnessing to the truth

revealed, by ministering covenant gifts of grace,

and by guiding and training its members in life

and character. If Christianity were a philosophy

scattered broadcast for men to follow as isolated

individuals, there would be no need of or room for a
succession of ministers. The theory of a traditional

ministry is linked with the belief in a visible Church,
corresponding, in its outward organisation and its

inward spiritiial life, with the law of the Incarnation.

Specialised functions belong to an organised body.
In the society which he formed, Christ ordained a

particular body or order of ministers to act for him
and with his authority. Out of the general company
of the disciples he chose the twelve that they should

be with him and then go forth in his name. By a
trial mission during his own earthly ministry they
were in part prepared for the commissions he gave

them to represent him when he left the earth (Matt.

xxviii. 18, 10; John xx. 21-23). The twelve apostles

formed a distinct company within the general

society; within the body mystical, as within the

body physical or social, there is a differentiation of

functions. This is marked in the New Testament,

^•S*f l>y certain powers being conferred on the
Seven, who preached and baptised, but apoetles

were sent after them to confirm (Acts viii .) . Doubt-
less all acted as organs of the body, representing the
whole society, but they were like the eye or ear in the
natural body, divinely appointed and constituted

organs, whose functions cannot be changed at wHl,

nor the limitations of their several commissions
enlarged. Accordingly while the officers may and
should be chosen from below, they are ^uiowed
with authority from above—^not merely deputed
from below. This authoritative stewardship or
pastorate was intended to be perpetuated in every
generation. The gifts were not personal but
official. God's gifts last as long as the needs which
they are designed to supply. The authoritatively

commissioned ministry is the normal instrumeQtal-

ity through which Christ, the exalted and invisible

head of the Church, working by his Spirit, com-
municates to his people his promised gifts of grace.
It is the guaranty of his presence and action.

The episcopate (see Bishop; Epibcopact) is the
normal oigan for transmitting this authoritative

ministerial commission, the organ of spiritual go^
eration. Here certain distinctions must be made.
(1) In the New-Testament writings the names
"presbyters" or "elders" (see Presbyter) and
" bishops " are apparently used to designate the same
officers, the pastors of local churches. It was not
till later that the title " bishop " was reserved for a
single chief pastor who presided over a number
of presb3rters (see Organization or the Easlt
Church). But in the New-Testament writings,

though the names are interchangeably used, a
difference of ftmctions may be recognized. Timothy
and Titus exercise authority over the presbyters as
over the church generally in their respective dis-

tricts; while others cooperate, they are respon-
sible for ordaining men to the ministry (I Tim.
iii., v.; Titus i. 5-9). The oiganization seen in its

beginning at Ephesus and in Crete seems to have
been thoroughly estabHshed in Asia Minor before
St. John, the last of the original apostles, passed
away, and thence it spread, if it had not already
been independently adopted, generally throughout
the Christian Church. (2) The " bishop " differed

in two respects from the apostle proper, to whose
authority in general he succeeded. The original

apostles had tiieir special function as witnesses to
what they had seen and heard with the incarnate

Son (Acts i. 8, 21, 22; I John i. 1-4). This, of course,

could not be handed on. The bishops were limited in

the exercise of their office, each to one church in a
district, whereas the apostolic office had been more
general. The twelve exercised a concurrent or

collegiate world-wide jurisdiction. (3) It is possible

that in some churches the rule by a body of presby-
ters continued for some time after the monamhical
episcopate had been elsewhere established. But
this would make no exception to the doctrine of

apostolic succession rightly understood, since this is
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concerned not so much with the exact form of the

ministry, as with the transmission of the commission
to execute ministerial functions by those who have
received authority to transmit it. The college of

presbyters at Alexandria, to which Jerome refers,

was probably a college of pre8b3rters possessed of

full ministerial power, including the right of or-

daining.

All this was generally recognised in the Christian

Church for 1,500 years. Where the rule was then

reluctantly abandoned, this was done (as was
thought) by force of necessity, as the lesser of two
evils, in order to preserve a pure faith.

Two further points should be mentioned. It was
to the consentient testimony of the Scriptures and
of the due successors of the Apostles that Irensus
(a.d. 180) appealed against false t>eaching (ffcer.,

iii. 2, 3). As a matter of history the traditional

faith has been linked with the traditional ministry;

the one has very largely depended on and failed

with the other. The episcopate with its chain of

succession serves as a link of historical continuity,

such as is needed in a universal spiritual society.

Akthub C. a. Hauj.
n. The Syrian Succession: The doctrine of apos-

tolic succession, which includes necessarily the his^

toric episcopate as continued generation after gen-

eration in sJl branches of the Christian chiurch, was
scarcely ever questioned (or denied) during the con-

ciliar and medkval ages. The first serious opposition

occurred when various leaders of the sevend reform-

ing movements of the sixteenth century had gained

sufficient popular support to enable them to dispute

the truth of the traditional Catholic teaching of an
ecclesiastical hierarchy consisting of three orders,

bishops, presbyters, and deacons.

Of the immediate results of the ecclesiastical

conflicts of that memorable period in the progressive

development of the Western church, the first, the

steady and continuing weakening ojf the inner or

spiritual authority of the Latin church, as exem-
plified by the increasing deviations from the accepted

doctrines of the medieval theologians, was soon fol-

lowed by the defiance of its outer or hierarchical

authority, by the ordination of presbytera by
presbytera instead of by bishops. This departure

from the historic, ecumenical order of the Catholic

Church was then and is even now justified by the

appeal not only to the assumed presbyteral polity of

the Apostolic Church, but also by the citation of the

statements of certain of the Fathers and ecclesias-

tical historians of the primitive and oonciliar ages.

Although the pre6b3rteral polity was first introduced

by the German reformers into those parts of con-

tinental E^uope which had generally accepted their

ecclesiastical leadership, through the influence of

the Genevan reformers it soon passed into Scotland

and England, in which latter country it in turn gave
birth to an even more radical departiu^ from the

episcopal government of the Latin chiurch, Congre-

gationalism or Independency. There are, as a re-

sult of these various reforming movements in the

Western church, the three distinct theories of the

Christian ministry, the episcopal or monarchical, the

presbyteral or collegiate, and the congregational or

democratic, corresponding closely to the tbl?e

modem forms of the secular state, autocracy,

limited monarchy, and democracy (see Polttt,
Eccl2S8Iabtical). The solution of the question of

apostolic succession, or the constitution of the dxria-

tian Church, is of even greater importance to-day

than during the Reformation and post-Reformation

periods, because the antagonisms and polemics of

those centuries are all but forgotten, and the con-

sciousness of the weakness of the divided Western
Church IB inspiring an increasing longing for the

suppression of sectarianism, and for the restoration,

especiaUy in America, of that imposing unity and
visible solidarity which was the glory of the post-

apostolic age.

It is a fundamental fact, not sufficiently recognized

or emphasised in the discussions of the original

constitution of the Christian ministry, that the

apostolic age of the Church was a formative period

diuing which neither the New-Testament canon, the

polity, nor the ritual was defined decisively or fixed

finally. Therefore it is in the post-apostoHc or con-

ciliar canons and decrees, rather tlum in the primi-

tive or ante-conciliar writings descriptive of the tran-

sition state from a Judeo-Hellenic to a pan-Hellenic

homogeneous ecclesia, that this debated question

of the received polity of the one holy, catholic, and
apostolic Church of Christ can find a satisfying his-

toric solution of the perplexing problems involved.

That monarchical episcopacy, as it has been es-

tablished for many centuries in both the Latin and
the Greek church, was not known in the apostolic

age, is no longer authoritatively asserted by eccle-

siastical historians of the present period. The
earliest evidence in favor of the former, or tradi-

tional, theory, are the well-known quotations from
the epistles of Ignatius of Antioch (q.v.). These
impassioned pleas for the willing recognition of each

parochial bi^op as the only head of the Christian

congregation of the city, used again and again as

positive proof of the apostolic authority for a mon-
archical episcopacy, are now met by other equally

credible citations from contemporaries and even
from later writers, whose several statements suggest

unmistakably that isolated peculiarities of a per-

sisting presbyteral poUty were well known to them.
That monarchical episcopacy, whether or not owing
its final form to the Apostle John, as one tradition

asserts, became slowly and silently the prevailing

polity of the entire Christian Church, as is admitted
by all historians, can be explained only on the as-

sumption that the experience of the early Church
with sectarianism, already evident during the apos-

tolic age, emphasized the necessity of concentrating

in the bishop, as the head of the established pres-

bytery of parochial clergy, that spiritual authority

which was formerly exercised in common by them
with the itinerant prophets and other apostolic

coworkera mentioned in the Pauline epistles, the

Didache (q.v.), and other newly discovered authen-

tic descriptions of the congregations and services of

the primitive period. The correctness of this theory

of the general adoption of episcopacy in its final

form, is indicated by the fact that in the first ecu-

memcal council of the Church, convened at Nicsa
in 325, bishops from all parts of the then known
wQrl4 as89mbled (ts the sole representatives of their
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several sees, for the dieeunum and the definition of

the fundamentals of the Christian faith, summarised
in that creed of the Catholic church accepted by
every separate branch which professes orthodoxy.
FurUiermore, among the decisions of the preparatory
synod of Alexandria in 324 is one concerning the
question of the ordination of presbyters by presby-

ters (Athanasius/' Defence against the AriBOis," 12,

76, Eng, transl. in NPNF, 2 ser., iv. 107, 140). This
synodal action recognising the exclusive right of

Uie bishops to ordain presbyters (reaffirmed in a
similar case by the Council of Sardica in 347, Canon
20) was evidently not contested by any opponent
during the subsequent sessions of the Nioene Coun-
dl, which not only declared the accepted faith, but
also decided other less vital questions affecting the
ritual and the clergy in general. The authoritative

canonical action of the assembled bishops in refu-

sing to recognise the regularity of non-episcopally

ordained presbyters can be rejected by any dissent-

ing communions only by repudiating in Mo the
apostolic authority of this the first undisputedly ecu-
menical synod oi the undivided Christian Chureh,
in declaring definitely what is and what is not
binding on all who accept the teachings of Christ

and of his apostles and their successors.

This, then, should be the authority for the prin-

ciple of the historic episcopate, the authority of the

Catholic Church as it developed under divine direc-

tion from its formative state under the care of the

apostles themselves, through various minor changes
in its primitive polity necessitated by its varying

needs, until, at the time of the Council of Nicsa,
unity in polity and organisation had been fully

attained dirough the general acceptance of the doc-
trine that the bishops, as the recognised successors of

the apostles, are the centers of Christian and Catho-
lic conmiunion. This doctrine of apostolic succes-

sion is not only Scriptural in asserting the authority

of the apostles, and of their recognised successore,

in exereising the plenaiy power of binding and of

loosing (see Keys, Power or the), committed to

them by CJhrist himself, but is also consistent

throughout with the historic development of the

ecclesiastical hierarehy, which recently discovered

writings of the primitive periods describe in

detail.

The several departures, during the troubled times

of the Reformation, from the established episcopal

polity of the entire Catholic Chureh, both East and
West, have scarcely justified their introduction, in

view of the division and subdivision which have re-

sulted in every Reformed church that has rejected

the historic episcopate universally accepted (until

the Reformation) since the ecumenical Council of

NicflBa. While, on the contrary, those Reformed
churches which retained the historic episcopate, the

Anglican and Scandinavian communions, have been
comparatively free from sectarianism, a positive

proof in modem times of the truth of the traditional

Catholic teaching, that the bishops are ever the

centera of unity in the diristian Chureh (through-

out the centuries). There is this further view of ihe

historic episcopate, considered in connection with
the question of reunion, not only ot the divided

chvirehes resulting from the Western Refonoationy
|

but also of their eventual intercommunion with the

older Latin, Greek, and Eastern branches of the

One Holy (iatholic and Apostolic Church of Cihiist.

That the restoration of the primitive historic epis-

copate with its college of presbyters, assisted by

the deacons and subdeacons and lower orders of

lajrmen, developed so practically for effective pii»*

toral service by the successore of the apostles them-

selves, will work marvels in regaining the wavering

allegiance of the unchurched people of our free secu-

lar states by solving the pressing problems of our

intricate modem civilisation, can neither be doubted

nor denied.

Then, if this be generally recognised, the question

must naturally arise: From what source can a his-

toric episcopate be obtained, since both the Latin

and the Greek churehes view with suspicion the

several churches developed from the reforming

movements of the sixteenth century, and have re-

peatedly insisted that intercommunion with them

can be secured only by the unreserved and unques-

tioning aoc^tance of their respective dogmatic de-

crees on the Catholic faith, the seven sacrammts,

and their ritual in its entirety? Heretofore there

was no independent historic episcopate in the West-

em patriarchate which was not derived directly or

indirectly from the Latin church of the pre-and post-

Reformation periods. Therefore, all episcopal suc-

cessions in the Westem church are involved in

the notorious apostasies, heresies, and simonies of

those past centuries, fiUed as they were with

mutual papal depositions, accusations, and counter-

accusations of irregularity, invalidity, and schism,

ftnHlng usually with mutual anathemas and excom-

munications.

But in the year 1801, the Sjrrian patriarch of

Antioch, to whom can be ascribed as the historic

successor of the first bishop of Antioch, the Apostle

Peter himself, whatever preeminence and primacy

of jurisdiction the leader of the apostolic college

could impart to another, authorised the elevation

to the episcopate of the Old Catholic priest P^
Vilatte (q.v.) of Wisconsin. The solenm patri-

archal bull permitting this canonical arehiepiscopal

consecration by eastern prelates, of a westem pri^^

and investing him with the plenary power and apos-

tolic authority of the primatial dignity, is given

verbatim as translated from the authentic Syrian

original.

"In the name of the Essential, Eternal, Self

Existing, Almighty God: His servant Ignatius

Peter lU., Patriarch of the Apostolic See of AniioA
and the East.
" We, the humble servant of Grod, heroby allow

the consecration by the Holy Ghost of the Priest

Joseph Ren6 Vilatte, elected for arehiepiscopal dig-

nity, Archbishop-Metropolitan in the name of Mar

Timotheus, for the chureh of the Mother of God in

Dykesville, Wisconsin, United States, and oiher

churehes in the arohdiocese of America, vis., the

churehes adhering to the orthodox faith, in the

name of the Father, amen; and of the Son, amen;

and of the living Holy Ghost, amen.
" We stand up before God's majesty, and raising

up our hands towards his grace, pray that the Holy

Ghost may descend upon him, as he did upon tte
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apostles at the time of the ascenflioii of our Lord,
Jesus Christ, by whom they were made patriarchs,

bishops, and priests, and were authorised to bind
and loose, as written by St. Matthew.

" We, therefore, by virtue of our authority re-

ceived from God, authorise him to bind and loose,

and elevating our voice, we offer thanks to God, and
exclaim, ' Kyrie Eleison, Kyrie Eleison, Kyrie Elei-

son.' Again, we pray to God to grant him cheer of

face before his throne of majesty, and that we and
he may be made worthy to gloitfy him, now and at
all times for ever and ever.

** Given on the seventeenth of Konum Kolim of

the year of our Lord, eighteen hundred and ninety-

one (corresponding to tihe twenty-ninth of Decem-
ber, eightepji hundred and ninety-one) from the
patriarchal palace of the monastery of Hardin."

" (Signed) Ionatius Pbtbb III."

The ceremony performed in conformity with this

apostolic authorisation was unique in the simul-

taneous use of both the western and the eastern

rites of episcopal consecration. The Portuguese
Archbishop Alvares, himself consecrated by Syrian
prelates, conferred the episcopate on P^re Vilatte,

accordiiig to the forms of the Latin ritual, while
concurrently, the two co-consecrating Syrian metro-
politans likewise conferred the episcopate according
to the forms of the Syrian ritual, so thiat the validity

of this new apostolic succession in the western
patriarchate is indisputable either respecting ca-

nonical authority, intention, or rite. It will be no-
ticed that the title of consecration of P^re Vilatte

is stated as archbishop-metropolitan of the arch-

diocese of America. This plenary canonical power
was consistently conferred on Archbishop Vilatte

by the patriarch of Antioch, because it is admitted
by all imbiased canonists tluit, as the Western con-
tinent was unknown during the conciliar ages, it is

obviously exempt from the exclusive jurisdiction of

any patriarch, either of the eastern or western
branches of the Holy Catholic Church of CJhrist.

There is therefore in the western patriarchate,

besides the Latin succession of the Independent
Catholic Church of Holland, derived in 1724 from
the French Bishop Varlet, the canonical Syrian

succession of Archbishop Vilatte, who has already

been solemnly recognised in his archiepisoopal

character not only t^ the diurch of Holland, but
even by the Holy Office of the Roman Catholic

Church*
In view of this fact, the several reformed com-

munions in the Western Church are not now de-

pendent for a historic episcopate, either upon the

disputed Anglican succession dating from the EUsa-
bethan restoration, or upon the valid but irregular

succession of the Old Catholic bishops of Europe,
since there is now available this newer apostolic

and canonical episcopate derived direct from that

first center of Christianity itself, that oldest of all

the branches of the primitive Clhurch, the Syrian

Church of Antioch. Ebnest Marorander.

BnuooaAFBT. W. E. Qladitooe, Chwth Prineipl§9 Can-
mderwd m thmr RmviU, Loodon, 1840; W. Palmer, A
TrmHm tm Ut» Church of ChriM^ 3d ad., 2 vols., Londoa,
1843: H. P. Liddon, A Father in Chrui, 3d ad., London,
1885; C. Gore, The Church and the Minietry, London,
1889; J. TDd, Pntetlant Bpiaoopaey m BeMon to Apoe'

XI.—

9

tohc SveeeamoH, London, 1889; W. Eoria. The Reunitm
of Chriatendom in ApoetoUeai SueeeeeioH, London, 1896;
C. H. Wallar, Apoetotieal Sueeeeeion, St. Leonards, 1895;
J. Brown, Apoetotieal Succeaeion in the Light of HieUmt
mud Fact, London. 1898; R. C. Moberly. Minieterial Prieat-
hood . . , vfith an Appendix upon Roman Criticiem of
Anolioan Orders^ London, 1897; T. F. Lockyer, The Evan-
Odieal Succeaeion, or, the Spiritual Lineage of the Chrietian
Church, London, 1899; R. Bruce, Apoatolie Order and
Unity, EdinbuiBh, 1903; W. H. M. H. Aitken, Apoetolical
Swxeaeion in the Light of the HieUny of the Primitive
Church, London, 1903; R. E. Thompson, The Hietoric
Bpieoopate, Philadelphia, 1910; and the literature under
Aposiouo SuocBsaiOM.

SUCCOTH-BBNOTH: A term used in II Kings
xvii. 30, evidently as the name of a deity of Babylon.
The passage in which the term occurs (verses 24-
41) describes the settlement in the district of Sa-
maria of the colonists brought by Saigon from dif-

ferent parts of the Blast to replace the northern
Israelites carried by him into exile after the cap-
ture of Samaria (q.v., II., 1, | 1). The phrasing of
the passage is peculiar in that it is said that these
settlers " made " (Hebr. 'aw) the deities and " put
them in the houses of the high places." Appar-
ently the idea is that they made images of the dei-

ties and put them in the shrines left by the Hebrews;
possibly, however, the meaning is simply that they
installed the worship of these deities on the high
places. At first sight the passage seems very cor-

rupt, for out of seven deities named only one, Ner-
gal, is certainly recognisable (see Adrammelbch;
Anammelech; Ashdia; Nibhaz; and Tabtax);
and yet it seems to pass the bounds of probability

that in a short passage from a context tiiat is gen-
erally clear six out of seven names should be so
utterly distorted as to be unrecognisable.

Witii slightly different vocalisation the term
should mean '' tents of (the) daughters," yet no
deity is known whose name or title could be even
approximately thus represented; and Marduk as
god of Babylon is the deity whose name would be
expected here. The various attempts at solution

offered in the commentaries and eLsewhere throw
little light on the subject. Selden (De dia Syria,

ii. 7) supposed a shrine where marriageable girls

(banoth) offered their virginity as a religious duty;

Gesenius (Theaaunu) changed bancih to hamoth
{" high places "). A number of students see in the

term a corruption of Zirpanitu (Zirbanit), t&e name
of Marduk's consort. No progress is made by com-
parison of the word with the sikktdh of Amos v. 26
(cf. R. V. margin). And other suggestions in the

commentaries display ingenuity but give no solu-

tion which has commanded acceptance.

To be remembered is the fact that the colonists

introduced by Saigon were almost certainly from
the lower orders, who worshiped, in all probability,

deit^ or spirits of an animistic sort whose names
have not been transmitted. As in modem times in

non-Christian lands (e.g., India) the state cults are

often not those of the masses of the population

(Kipling makes a countryman in Kim speak oi " the

good ' little gods' "), so in ancient times it is de-

monstrable in many cases that the objects of wor-

ship were deities whose names do not appear in the

official records. Some of these names may in exact

or coofuaed form be present in the text awaitiDg
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future light. At present nothing aatufactoiy can
be made out of Suocoth-benoth.

Geo. W. Gzucore.
BnuoQBAFBT: Bcddn the eommmtaiiM on Kiafi oon-

ralt: P. 8ebols. OnUenOitiut und ZavbtriMtem 6m dm
pUm BAr^^m, pp. 407-409. Receoabuis. 1877; F. De-
UtMoh, Wolaodiu PandiM, pp. 21fr-2ie. Leipaie. 1881;
A. JaramJas, Da» A, 7. im lAchU det altm OrUnU, p. 322,
fib. 1004. Bog. traiMl., London, 1011; Nad. in ZKT, 1004,
pp. 417-418; DB, W, 026; BB, iv. 4820.

SUDAILL See Stephen bab ^udhailb.

SUBSDHD, FRIBDRICH OOTTLOB. See
TuEBiNQEN School, the Oldbb.

SUSVIyBwl'vcd^INSPAIHyTHB: A branch of the
Germanic people of that name which removed from
the Rhine during the migration of nationa. More
inconstant than the other migratoiy peoples, the
Suevi manifested six religious epochs in ^eir his-

toiy: (1) In the heathen period (409-148 or 449),
under tiie longs Hermeric and Rechila, these tyrants
occasionally came into conflict with the Roman
Church; but while they plundered the property,
they were indi£Ferent to the religion of tlieir con-
quered subjects. The oiganisation of the Church
remained intact in Galida, the core of the kingdom
of the Suevi. (2) During the first Catholic period

(448 or 449-c. 464), the Suevi were brought into
the Chureh under King Rechiar and remained Cath-
olics under his successors until 463 or 464. Many,
however, may have clung to their primitive forest

heathenism. Rechiar, in spite of his orthodoxy,
married the daughter of the Arian Visigothic King
iTheodoric I.; and he surpassed his heathen prede-
cesBon in love of plunder. He was vanquished and
made captive at Astorga (456) by the Visigothic

King Theodoric II. (3) The first Arian period (c.

464r-c. 650) followed when Remismund had re-

stored his shattered kingdom and married a Visi-

gothic woman, perhaps a relative of Theodoric, in

order to establish friendly relations with his more
powerful neighbor. He went over to Arianism, and,
with the help of the renegade Ajax, led over a ma-
jority of his people. Under Euric (466-485) the
Suevi lost all thcdr possessions in the southeast of

the peninsula, and were driven back to Galicia, and
during this dsjrk and little-known period the diocesan
organisation continued. This statement is sup-
ported by an inscription found at Braga which nar-

rates that a nun Marispalla dedicated a church
under Ejng Veremundus, impl3dng freedom of cul-

tus to Roman Catholics, and by ^e letter of Pope
'^^giliu8 of 538, to the resident bishop Profuturus
of Brsga, whidi shows that the Arian regime did

not in the least disturb the Rcmian church organisa-

tion; that free intercourse with Rome was sJlowed
to the orthodox episcopate; that the orthodox
clergy were allowed a free hand in combating all

hemies, Priscillianiam as well as Arianism; and
that Arianism refrained from propaganda by peace-

able persuasion no less than orUiodoxy. (4) The
second Catholic period continued from c. 550 to the

collapse of the kingdom 585. About the middle of

the sixth century tiie Arian kings were replaced by
Catholic princes. Zealously orthodox kings like

Theodemir (559 or 560^70) and Mire (570-683)

succeeded in winning back the great majcHity of

the people, assisted by the Pannonian Martinus (d

680), abbot of Dumium and later metropolitan oi

Braga, who was known as the " Apostle of Galida.'

It IB disputed whether the reaction came unde
Carraric (550-^9) or Theodemir (559 or 560-570).

Miro was conquered (583) by Leovigild, Uie last

Arian Visigoth long, and made a vassal. Leovigild

took advantage of the contests for the throne thai

broke out after the death of Miro to incorporate tk
kingdom of the Suevi in his kingdom as tlie proTinoe

of Galicia. (5) and (6) were the second Arian (5S5-

586) and the third Romanizing (587 and 589) peri-

ods. After their absorption Leovigild, wialdng to

attach the Suevi to his moderate Arianiam, withoot

using measures of force, appointed Arian duplicate

bishops to certain dioceses, namely, Lu^^, Oporto.

Tuy, and Viseu. Many Suevi adopted Arianism to

please their new ruler. A little later they showed
themselves just as hospitable to the opposite re-

ligious policy of Recared (586-601), and became
again Roman Catholics at the command of this

" Spanish Constantine." (Franz GOrres.)

BauooEAPHT: 8001001 are: Tha oontinaatioa of the Hienv
nymJAD CKnmeon by HydAtiut, in MOH. AwaL AnL. zi

(1803). 21-26. 85^03. 212 aqq.. also JoMineB BidaRo^,
Chraniea, and the Hui. OoiKonan of laidora of Seville in ti^

ame volume; Iridora of Seville, 8ue9orum Aiitoruz, in his

Opera, ed. Arevalttt, viL 134 aqq., Rome, 1803; Martin d
Brace. Formyla d* viia honetia, ed. A. Weidner, in a Mag-
deburg Programme 1872, pp. 3-10; Martin of Braca. Dt
eorreetioiu ruatieorum, ed. C. P. Caapazi, Christiania. ISSl
Consult further: J. Aaehbach. OeacKiehie der Watgoikm,
Frankfort, 1827; F. W. Lembke, GfchiekU «om Spa«<«.
Hamburg, 183 1 ; P. B. Oama, Kirthengeadiiehimvon Spanien,

oL ii., 3 vols., Regeoabuig, 1882-79; F. Dahn. Die Kvni^e
der Oermanen, vols, v.^vi., Leipeie, 1870; L. Geley. L'E*-

pagne dee Goihe et dee Arabee, Paris, 1882; J. DiSseke. a
Zirr, zxviii (1886). 506^508; F. Gdrnss. in yaJb6tieA<r /sir

proteebmHeeke Theciogie, adL 132-174. and in ZWT, zzm
(1885). 31»-^25. zxxvx.. 2 (1893). 542-578; E. Pei^Pu^^i
H%a€.delaeiiidiUytcianee$ocialeadelaBepanaOoda,4 vofau

Valencia, 1896; J. Ortega Rubio. Loe VieigodoM en Bepaia,

Madrid, 1903; R. de UraAa y Smenjaud, la L^idadam
gdHeo-fUepana, Madrid. 1905; DCS. iiL 845-848. 624;

KL, viiL 922^024; and literature on GoiBa.
I

SUFFBRIRO: Any state of physical or mental

pain. In the general view, anything detnmental
|

to self-preservation is an evil, anything favorable

to self-preservation a good. In many respects the

Cliristian view is just Uie opposite. Here aelf-pr»-

ervation is thought of not for this natural life but

for life eternal. Thus, what would seem to be an i

evil becomes a good when viewed «tf6 specie cBtemita-

tUf and similar]^ a good becomes an evil. Sickness^
|

for instance, by awakening the religiaus con*,

sciousness, becomes a good; and riches, by encour-

aging worldllness, become an evil. Even from tbe

worldly point of view suffering has value, since it
I

develops character and enriches ezperieooe. From

'

the Christian point of view, a good is that wfaicJi
j

promotes the attainment of the Idngdom <^ Gcki, I

which is the highest good, and an evil is that which 1

opposes its attainment. However, it is a mistake
|

to suppose that pain and suffering cease to be surh

for the faithful; if th^ did, they would lose their
j

potentiality for good. It would be fantastic t4)

deny that for the Christian real pain and evil stfl I

exist. God sends to every Christian his meaforej

of suffering, and particularly those persecutioos

incident to the enmity of the world (John xv. 1S-2I

:
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Matt. V. 10-12, z. 38, xvi. 24). To practise asceti-

dsm and inflict pain on oneself is not only un-
necessary but antagonistic to God (Col. ii. 23).

The task of the Christian is rather to bear patiently

the sufferings actually sent by God and make them
a means of righteousness (Heb. xii. 11; II Cor. iv.

16) . For the real Christian all trials and tribulations

contribute to the attainment of the highest good
(Hom. viii. 26). Of course suffering may have just

the opposite result, in case of a weak Christian

(Matt. xiii. 21). It is the moral obligation of the

Christian to take effective action against threaten-

ing reverses, and his position in the world makes
this neoessaiy. Stupid resignation is as unchristian

as rank fatalism.

Pain and suffering are the means appointed by
God to wean the Christian from the pleasures of the

worid and the flesh and bind him close to the king-

dom of God. Whom the Lord loveth he chasteneth,

and if he sends afflictions he sends at the same time
strength to bear them or overcome them (II Cor.

i. 3-8, iv. 8-9). God may send sufferings and tribu-

lations to punish offenders (Ps. zxxviii. 5; Lam. i.

14; £2x. xz. 5), to prove and educate his children

(Heb. xii. 5-12; II Cor. xiii. 5), or to glorify himself

(John ix. 3, xi. 4). (L. Lemme.)

Bibuoorafbt: E. Bniritt, The Miuion ofOreat Sufferino;
London, 1866; W. G. Eliot, The Dimsipline of Sorrow,
Boston, 1868; E. de ProMcniw, The MyMtery of Suffering,

New York, 1809; J. Hinton, The Myetery of Pain, Boa-
ton. 1803; C. C. Hall. Doee Qod tend Trouble f ib., 1894;

D. O. MeaxB, Inepired through Suffering, New York, 1897;

V. C. Harrington, The Problem of Human Suffering . . .

fifnrn the Standpoint ofa Chrietian, ib. 1899; G. MQller. Dae
LeidaU die Wwnd dee OlHekea, Beriin, 1899; J. H. Brookes,
The Myaiery of Suffering, New York, 1903; J. Hinton, The
Myetery ofPain, London* 1909; P&re Laurent, The Mieeion
ofPain, ib. 1910.

SUFFRAGAN: A title applied to certain classes

of bishops (see Bishop; Bishop, Titular; and
Vicar). The word does not appear to have been

employed in classical Latin, but is frequent in the

ecclesiastical language of the Prankish kingdom
(MGH, Leg. I, Cap, reg. Franeorum, p. 79, 1836),

where it appears in the sense of ** helper," and so,

e.g., Amalarius of Treves (q.v.) understands it. The
term becomes equivalent also to " vicar." The term
" suffragan " is applied to titular bishops who assist

or substitute for diocesan bishops; also to diocesan

bishops, expressing their relation to the metropoli-

tan [cf. Bingham, Origines, II., ziv. 14-15]. The
ordinances bearing on the relative rights of suffra-

gans and metropolitans are coUected in Gratian,

causa m., qu. 6 and DC. 3. For suffragans in the

United States see Protestant Epibcopauanb, II.,

§ 1. (A. Hauck.)

SU6ER: Abbot of St. Denis; b. in 1081, prob-

ably in the neighborhood of St. Omer; d. at St.

Denis Jan. 12, 1151. He was the contemporary of

St. Bernard and Abelard, and one of the greatest

statesmen France produced during the Middle Ages.

He was educated in the monastery of St. Denis,

together with Louis VI.; and when the latter

ascended the throne, in 1108, he immediately called

the monk to his court, and made him his principal

councilor. In 1122 Suger was elected abbot of St.

Denis; but be remained at the court, and continued

to live as a man of the world till 1127, when he
came under the influence of the refonnatory move-
ment of his time. He at once assumed the habits
and practises of severe asceticism, but he continued
to be a politician rather than an ecclesiastic. After
the death of Louis VI., in 1137, he was appointed
regent diuing the minority of Louis VII., and again
when the latter, in 1149, made a crusade to the
Holy Land; and during his lifetime hardly any-
thing of consequence took place in French politics

without his immediate intervention. His leading

idea was the consolidation of the monarchy as a
divinely established institution. He was planning
and preparing to conduct in person a crusade when
he died. His writings embrace Libellus de coneecra^

iione ecdeeicB a se cddificatcB et trandatUme corporum
8, Dianysii ac eodorum eiuafada anno 1140; Liber
de rfhuB in sua adminietraHane gestis; and Vita

Ludovid VI, Orosei eive Crassi regis Francorum

(t UST), PhUippi 7. filii; all of which are found
most conveniently in MPL, clxxzvi. 1211-1340.

They were also edited by A. Lecoy de la Marche,
Paris, 1867.

Bibuoobapbt: The eariy life by the monk and aaeooiate
W. Suger is in MPL, olxxxvi 1193-1208, and in the ed.

of the " Works " by Leooy de la Marche, ut eup., pp. 377-
411. Consult further: J. Baudouin, Le Minietre fldile,

reprteenti eoue Louie VI. en la peraonne de Suger, Paris,

1640; M. Baudier, Hiet, de radminiairati n de Suger,
abbS de St. Denye, Paris, 1645, new ed.. 1660; F. A. Qer-
vaise, Hiet. de Suger, abbi de St. Denie, 3 vols., Paris,

1721; A. Nettement, Hiet. de Suger, Paxis, 1842; A. de
Saint-M6iy, Suger, ou le France au xii, eiicle, Limoges,
1851; F. Combes. L'il6MiSu0«r, Paris, 1853; A. Huguenin,
£tude eur Vabbi Suger, Paris, 1855; L. de Cam6, Lee Fon-
dateure de FuniU fran^aiee: Suger, Paris, 1856; J. L. T.

Bachelet, Lee Orande Miniatrea fran^aia, Rouen, 1859;
A. V6tault. Suger, Paris, 1871; P. VioUet, in Bibliothique

de VtcoU dee ehartea, xxxiv. 241-254, Paris, 1873; E.
Mtoault, Suger , , . rigent de Prance, pire de la palrie,

Paris, 1884; A. Leooy de la Marche, in La France ehri-

tienne, 1896, pp. 148 sqq; Hiet. lUthuire de la France, xii.

361-362; KL, xi. 975-^77; Ceillier, Auteure eacria, ziv.

373-376 et ]

SXnCERUS, swt'ser-us, JOHANNES CASPARUS
(HANS KASPAR SCHWEITZER): Philologist,

author of the Thesaurus ecdsaiasHcus; b. at Zurich

June 26, 1620; d. there Dec. 29, 1684. He began
his studies in the schools of his native city, and
completed them at Montauban and Saumur, return-

ing in 1643 to Zurich for his examination, and being

sent as pastor to Basadingen in Thuigau; he was
called to teach in Zurich, 1644; became inspector

of the Alumnates and professor of Hebrew, 1646;

professor of catechetics, 1649; of Latin and Greek
in the Collegium humanitatis, 1656; and of Greek

at the Carohnum, 1660; retired on account of fail-

ing health, 1683. He served theology well through

his works in philology, many of them going through

several editions. Among his published works may
be named: SyUoge vocum Novi TestamenH (Zurich,

1648); Navi TestamenH dictionum sylloge Orceco-

Latina, issued by Hagenbuch in 1744 as N, T. Glo»-

sarium OrcBCO-Latinum; the celebrated Thesaurus

ecdesiasHcus (2 vols., Amsterdam, 1682; encyclo-

pedic); and Lexicon OrcBca-LaHnum et Latino^cB-

cum (1683). He left other works in manuscript,

among them his api>aratus for a new edition of

the lexicon of Hesychius. (P. Schweixer.)
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SUICERUS, JOHAI^ITES HEINRICH: Swiss

theologian, son of the preceding; b. in Zurich in

1646; d. in Heidelberg Sept. 23, 1705. He studied

in Zurich and Geneva; was professor of Greek and
philosophy in the gymnasium at Hanau 1665-67;

then became pastor at Birmensdorf near Zurich; in

1683 succeeded his father at the Carolinum; and
went in the spring of 1705 as first pastor and eccle-

siastical coimcilor to Heidelberg. He caused con-

siderable excitement by the publication of his book
on Revelation (1674), and it was suppressed, but
he had it and his Lapis Lydiua printed anonymously
in Holland (1676), after which he received a repri-

mand from the council of Zurich. Outside of his

conunentary on Colossians, his other works were on
subjects in philosophy or church politics.

(P. SCHWEIZER.)

SUICn)E: The intentional killing of oneself,

the term excluding both the shortening of life by
excess or recklessness, and self-sacrifice, or the sur-

render of life to gain a higher moral good, since only

in suicide is there a conscious and deliberate con-

tempt for life per ae and an entire absence- of desire

to attain any superior good (as in self-sacrifice) or

even a greater degree of pleasure (as in excess or

recklessness) . The history of suicide reveals marked
variations according to race and period. Among
peoples of simple civilization and those with a

fixed code of morals and an unshaken

History, belief suicide is very rare, and is

deemed unnatural and reprehensible.

This was the view of the early Greeks, and of the

Pythagoreans, Plato, and Aristotle; but with the

decay of national tho\ight and character Stoicism

tau^t indifference to life and death as mere exter-

nal phenomena, and advocated voluntary surrender

of life as a means of gaining independence for the

soul. This view, which failed to distinguish clearly

between self-sacrifice and suicide, and was also

irreconcilable with the Stoic doctrine of the virtu-

ous man's submission to the universe, was eagerly

defended by the Romans of the early Empire, par-

ticularly by Seneca (q.v.). While Biblical religion

conquered this attitude of despair and the useless-

ness of life, neither the Old nor the New Testament

contains any specific prohibition of suicide, though

the principles enimciated in the sixth command-
ment and in such passages as Rom. xiv. 7-9, 1 Cor.

vi. 10, and Eph. v. 29 may be extended by analogy

to suicide. Even where cases of suicide are recorded,

as of Saul (I Sam. xxxi. 4), Ahithophd (II Sam.

xvii. 23), Zimri (I Kings xvi. 18), and Judas (Matt,

xxvii. 6, Acts i. 18, 25), there is no word of con-

demnation of the act in itself. On the other hand,

Paul once prevented suicide (Acts xvi. 27-28).

The lack of express prohibition finds explanation

partly in the extreme rarity of suicide among the

Jews, and partly in the national abhorrence of it,

the sole exception being when patriotic motives

entered into the question (Judges xvi. 28-30;

II Mace. xiv. 37-46; Josephus, Ant., XIV., xiii. 10).

Christianity worked here, not by prohibitions, but
by creating a new attitude of mind, teaching the

fatherly love of (3od (I Cor. x. 13; I Thess. v. 9),

giving life a distinct ethical content (Phil. i. 22 sqq.),

and interpreting suffering as a divine dispensation

(Rom. V. 3 sqq., viii. 18). The early Church firmly

opposed suicide, although practically the only case

in which such a tendency appeared was in the

overzealous desire for martyrdom (see Martths
AND CoNFESSOBs). Whether, in time of persecu-

tion, Christian women might commit suicide to

escape dishonor was a moot question, lauded by
Eusebius, Chrysostom, and Jerome, but condemned
by Augustine (fie civitate Dei, i. 16 sqq.), the latter

position also being taken by church councils, some

of which forbade the suicide honorable burial (Or-

leans, 533, canon 15, Hefele, CtmcUiengeschichUf

ii. 757, Eng. transl., iv. 187, Fr. transl., ii. 2, p.

1135; Braga, 563, capitulum 16, Hefele, ut sup.,

iii. 19, Eng. transl., iv. 385, Fr. transl., iii. I, p. 180).

The rise of the tenet of personal freedom in the

period of the early Illumination wrought a marked
change, although many of the earliest works advo-

cating the permissibility of suicide could appear

only posthumously, as J. Donne's BiathancUos

(London, 1644) and D. Hume's essay on suicide in

his Two Essays (1777). In the general literature of

the eighteenth century suicide was frequently dis-

cussed as a psychological and moral question, as

by Rousseau, Montesquieu, and Goethe; but while

these authors advocated a less rigorous attitude,

theologians and all the best philosophical writers,

such as Spinosa, Wolff, Mendelssolm, Kant, and

Fichte, condemned it. Modem pessimism main-

tains a rather indeterminate position toward the

problem.

The increasing frequency of suicide had been sta-

tistically proved in the nineteenth century, the rate

being at least trebled in the great civilised coun-

tries. A lazge number of suicides, about a third,

may be traced to mental derangement, thus indi-

cating a close connection between sui-

Conditions cide and insanity. Suicide is more fre-

and quent in cities than in the country,

Remedy, increasing with ease of conmiunication

and the progress of education; it is

far more frequent among Protestants than among
Roman Catholics, but is in inverse proporUon to

crimes against the person. All this does not imply

that higher culture involves despair and disgust for

life, but that as needs increase, the number of those

increases who, unable to satisfy these needs, des-

pair since they have within themselves no means of

consolation. The highest percentage of suicides is

found among the Germanic peoples, next coming

the Romance peoples and the Slavs. ^The reasons

for the excessive frequency of suicide among the

Teutons has been ascribe({ either to the use of in-

toxicants or to the results of imrestricted investi-

gation in science and religion, although it seenoa

more probable that the true explanation lies in

Germanic idealism and individualism, with a touch

of sentimentalism, which is ill adapted to cope with

stem and circumscribing conditions. A still more

potent factor than all others, however, is the decay

of religion and of moral conviction during the nine-

teenth century, which has deprived large maises

of influences most potent in counteracting the toid-

ency to suicide; for it is only a spiritual and inward

strength which can enable the individual to stand
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against the preBSure and the vidasitudee of ccunplez
modem civiluation; though natural elasticity and
strong senae of duty may gjve siinilar results within

a limited azea, the only reliable foundation of a
patifTfice and a hope which do not fail even in the
most desperate situations is religion. And as once
Christiamty brought new regard for life into a de-

cadent civilisation, so only tiie Gospel can heal the
destructive and deadly tendencies of modem cul-

ture. The battle against suicide thus becomes, in

the last analysis, identical with the validation of a
Christian view of life and morality. He who knows
that he has a duty to perform toward God is bound
to go on, be conditions what they may; and he who
isocmvinoed that there is foigivenees for the penitent
and help for the fallen can never despair. The
Christian Church has naturally condemned utterly

an act which she can not but regard as absolute

negation of the fear of God and of trust in him, and
as an insult alike to divine judgment and to divine

grace. It is, therefore, inadvinble to break down
the barriers erected by law and custom against the

suicide, for such procedure would only invite still

greater laxity of public opinion. While in some
eases the suicide may deserve pity rather than
blame, the act itself must uncompromisingly be re-

garded as morally impossible for the Christian. At
the same time, it is hopeless to look for great results

merely from laws and disciplinary measures; only

the Gospel can create a new spirit, and thus heal

the evils of modem civilisation. (O. KntN.)

Bduoobafrt: C. F. Stftadlin. OmekiehU dtr Yonidhmom
tmd lAkrtn vom Selbatmard, Qditincan, 1824; A. Wacner,
2>M OmetMmasngkmi in den seheMbir wiUkHriiAen mentd^
Kehmn Handhmaen, Hambuis. 1864; A. Lefoyt, Lt Sui-
cide anden et modeme, Paris, 1881; T. Q. Maauyk, Der
Sdbetnutfd aie aoeiale Maaeenencheinung dm modemen
CmKnfton, Vienna, 1881; H. MoneDl. Der SdbHtmard,
l4sipflw, 1881, Ens. tnmal.. Svicide, London, 1881; J. J.

CyDea, Suicide; Stvdiea on its PkOoeophy, N«w Yofk,
1882; Q. GarriflKA. Le Suicide done tamtiiuiU et done let

taupe modemea, Paris, 1885; M. Imhofer, Der Selbetmord,

AosilNirs, 1888; C. A. Geiser, Der SeOtetmord m kiaeei-

edken AUerUan, Auff^uxs. 1888; E. Ifotta, BUMogra^
dei euieidio, BeUinaona, 1800; E. Rebfiaeh, Der SeBtet-

nuffd, Beriin, 1803; E. Darichdm, Le Suicide, Parii, 1807;
H. H. HflOKm, Suicide, Oxford. 1807; F. H. P. Corta,

The BAiee of Suicide, London, 1808; J. Gunihffl, The
Monde of Suidde, 2 vols., London and N«w Yoric, 1000;

H. Bart, Der SeB>etmord ale eoeitdalalitHwehe BrecheinuHg,

Cologne, 1005; H. A. Knoe, Der SeOfehnord im IB, Jekf
kundert; and Die Uraaehen der Selbebnordh(hiJlgkeU, 2
oli^ PreilHUS, 1006; W. W. Wertoott, On Suidde, Lon-
don, 1006; W. Sparic Der Setbatmord, aeine Polgen umd
aeme Verk^hmg, Fk«ibui|. 1000.

SOIDAS^ swt'dos: Greek lezioographer. Nothing
is known of the personal history 61 Suidas, even his

period is only with probability assigned as that of

Jobaamem TzimiBoes, Basil II., and Constantine IX.,

therefore before the end of the tenth century; his

home is conjectured to have been Samothraoe. His
Greek leadcon, probabljr finished c. 976, is a most
inqxirtant, even indiq)ensable, referenee4xM>k for

the rlntwim] i^iflologtBt, and is equally valuable for

the theologian and church historian. He drew upon
older dictionaries and collections, upon Hesychius

Ifileeius for facts of literary history, upon the dic-

tionary of Harpokratio, perhaps also upon that of

Photins, upon the Biblical f^osnton, and upoa the

scholiasts. His articles on secular and ecclesiastical

histoiy are derived chiefly from the book of ezoeipts
of Konstantinos Porphyrogenitos and from Geoige
the Monk. He also read a great number of sources
at first hand. From all this it is easy to explain the
manifokl character of Suidas' work. It resembles
now a lexicon, now an encyclopedia. It is a reper-

torium for the study of the classics and the Bible,

of secular and ecclesiastical history.

Of interest from a tbeolqgic^ point of view are
especially the Biblical glosses derived from Hesy-
chius and such Greek exegetes as Theodoret and
(Ecumenius, relating to Biblical names and the
more important New-Testament words and con-
ceptions. It is still worth while to consult Suidas
on such words as SiKowaivii, SiKoUtfia, 66^a dt€%,

iturraeif, ehxaptarU^ ^f*^, irAovnoc, irveiffta, fvxtxdf.

The theological and dogmatic point of view of

the work may be infened from such entries as

Be6c. The general scientific and philosophic in-

terest of Suidas appears abundantiy. Finally

Suidas offers a large register of patristic names
and choice excerpts, enriched with biographical

and literary details. The notice of Hypatia's life,

studies, and death may be dted. The opinion of

the author and his church appears not seldom in

the account. For example, IMonysius the Areop-
agite receives the appellation of " the most famous
man," who attained the summit of Greek wisdom,
and as a pupil of Paul was by him made bishop of

Athens. Chrysoetom is praised yet more hi^y.
His ek>quence was like the cataracts of the NUe
and was never equaled; only God could count the

number of his works.

The lexicon was first issued by Demetrius Chal-

kondylas (MOan, 1490; Aldine ed., Venice, 1514).

Other editions are Cambridge, 1705, by Kflster; Ox-
ford, 1834, by Gaisford; best ed. by Bemhardy,
Halle, 1853; and the reprint by Bekker, Berlin,

1854. (Philipp Meteb.)

Bduoobapst: The introduction in Bemhardy's ad., nt
op.; KnunlMeber, Oeeekichte, pp. 602-670, when a

' laiie ttit of helps is fnmiihed; Fabricitts-HArlei, BibUo-
theea Ormea, vi. 3MMW6, Hambuis, 1706.

SUIDBBRTy swid'b&rt: Apostle of the Frisians;

d. at what is now Kaiserswerth in Mar., 713. He
was one of the twelve who under the leadership of

Willibrord (q.v.) began the mission to the Frisians.

He was chosen bishop by his companions and placed

at the head of the imdertaking, and this has given

rise to many explanations of the passing over of

lll^librord, the real leader; the probable reason

was Willibrord's youth and Suidbert's maturity.

Suidbert was consecrated by Wilfrid of York late

in 092 or eariy in 093. Soon after his return to his

fieU of work he abandoned it and went to labor

beyond the Rhine among the Bructeri, a courw
probably to be explained by a difference between

him and Pippin, who had the r^t of confirmation

of bishops in his realm. The only notice of Suid-

bert's success is Bede's brief statement that "by
hii preaching he led many into the way of truth

"

{Hiti. eed., v. 11); but this success aroused the

animonty of the heathen Saxons who scattered the

Suklbert was then preseoted with the
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island on which he founded the cloister of Kaisers-

werth, where he passed the remainder of his life.

(A. Hauck.)
BiBUoaBAnrr: Eaifly mateiiAl ia eoUeetad in A8B, Apr.,

iii. 802-n806, lUrah. i. 97^86; ASM, Ui. 1. pp. 23»>2i6:
ftnd MPL, cxxjdL 547-550. 557-^550. Consult further:

Bede, Hut. ecd., v. 11; P. Hober, Die voriMroUngitekm
ekfidliehm OlaubentboUn am Rhein, Frankfort, 1868;
K. W. Bouterw«k, Swidbert, dtr Apottd dn htrgieehm
LamUa, Elbarfeld. 1850; P. P. M. Alberdingk-Thijm, Dir
hMiUge WiUOnerd, pp. 108 aqq.. MOnator. 1863; W.
Diekamp, Dit FaUchung der VUa 3. SuidbmH^ in HiMaft-

uche9 Jahrbueh der Q&rrwQndUehafU ii (1881), 272-287;
AnaUeta BcUamdiana, vi (1887). 73-79; R«ttb«i«. KD,
ii. 396, 450, 524; Hauek, KD, i. 437. ii 357; DNB, It.

155; DCB, iv. 745; CeUlier. AtOtwn marU, xai 218. 783.

SUIDGER. See Clement II.

SULPICIAHS: A congregation the foundations of

which were laid by Jean Jacques Oiier (q.v.) in

1642. The society arose through the promise of

great usefulness afforded by the seminaiy founded
by Olier first at Vaugirard and later moved to the

church of St. Sulpice at Paris. This society received

the protection of Anna, queen-regent of Austria,

and being devoted principaUy to the cause of edu-
cation was soon engaged in that work in other sem-
inaries established in various cities of France, in

Canada, and in 1790 in the United States. TheSul-
picians are bound by no vows, but have been noted
for their fidelity to the church which they serve and
for the model of "regularity" which they have
furnished. In the United States St. Mary's Sem-
inary and St. Charles' College in Baltimore are^mder
their care, as was the seminary of Brighton, diocese

of Boston, till 1011, and they have the spiritual

direction of the students of theology in the Catholic

University at Washington. The events of the years
100^-06 in France (see France, I., | 5) bore with
especial hardship upon this congregation, bringing its

activities to an end, and leaving North America the

most important field of work.

Bibuoorapht: Beiidea the literature under Oubh, Jban
Jacqusb. consult: G. M. de Fnigee, /. /. Oliet, Paris,

1Q04; Vie de Emery . . . prMdie (Fun precie de FhieL du
ehninaire el de la eompaanie de St. Syljnee, 2 vols.. Paris^
1852; J. St. Vancan, in The DiiMin Renew, 1866, pp. 22
sqq.; J. H. loard. Traditione de la eompagnie de prHree
de St. Sulpice, Paris, 1886; M. Siebensartner. Sehriften
wid Einriehtunoen eur BUdung der Oeietlichen, pp. 428
sqq., 431 sqq., Freiburi, 1002; Heimbuoher, Orden ymd
Konoregationen, iii. 442-449.

SULZER, SmON: Swiss theologian of Lutheran
tendencies; b. in the Haalithal above Meiningen (24
m. S.S.W. of Lucerne) Sept. 23, 1508; d. at Basel
June 22, 1585. He was educated at Bern under the
humanist Rubellus of Rottweil and at Lucerne
under Oswald Myconius (q.v.); in 1530 he was in

Strasbuig, where he heard lectures from Butser and
Capito, and in Basel in 1531, where Simon Grynseus
(see GRTNiEus, 1) taught him, where he also helped
the printer Herwagen, taught at the Collegium,
later the Pftdagogium; in 1533 Capito and Butser
had him called to Bern as a teacher with occasional
preaching duties and the work of inspecting six dis-

trict schools; in 1536 he went to Basel to continue
his studies, and the same year visited Luther at
Wittenbeig. From this time his Lutheran tend-
encies becfune marked. In 1538 he was again called

to Bern, and in 1541 succeeded Sebastian Meyer as

leader of the Lutheran movement; then he and his

following strove in vain to abolish the oath th&t

bound ^ prepchers to a recognition of Zwingli's

doctrines and to introduce the Lutheran view of

the Lord's Supper. In 1544 he succeeded Kuni as

preacher, but in 1548 was deposed from his positiaQ

after a quarrel which, it is supposed, he provoked

in order to pose as a martyr in the Lutheran cause.

He was made pastor at St. Peter's, Basel, 1549;

professor of Hebrew, 1552; successor to Oswald

Myconius at the minster, and antistes of the Basel

church, 1553. He was happy and active in his

double position, defended the persecuted Lutherans,

and advocated union between Germans and Swiss.

He could not conceal his anti-Zwinglian viewi,

which ultimately became plain to eveiybody.

Sulaer's efforts to introduce Lutheran ideas in

Basel had no lasting effect. He never dared to put

aside the first Basel Confession of 1534, although be

relegated it to the background. After his death, the

Basel church was brought back to Zwinglianism and

united to the Swiss churches. His efforts were more

successful in Baden. He became acquainted with

Margrave Kari II., who in 1555 began the Refor-

mation of the lower part of his maigravate. Sulxer

recommended and ordained over twenty pastois,

and was named superintendent of Roteln, Schopf-

heim, MoUheim, and Hochbeig. His activity was

remarkable, but his undeniable services to the

schools of Bern and the churches of Basel and

Baden are somewhat shadowed by his weak charac-

ter and his injudiciously partisan opposition to the

traditional Swiss church. (W. Hadork.)
BiBUooaAFKT: Hundeshaceu, in F. Tnehsel's BeiMge nr

Cheehichte der echweiKeriecK-reformirten Kirche, pp. 106

sqq.. Bern, 1844; G. Linder. Simon SuUer und eein Aeiel

an der RehrmaHan im Lande Baden, Heidelberc. 1890;

A. Fhiri, Bemer SchuLordnung von 1548, Beclin, 1901.

SUMBR. See Babylonia, V.

SUMMA DER 60DLIKER SCRXFTURSN: Tie

first clause in the title of a noted book which first

appeared in Leyden, 1523. The full title reads:

Summa der Oodliker Seriftwrtn, oft ten duyUche Th^
dogitf leerende en onderwijeende aBi

History menschen, vxU dot Christen ghdoue is,

of the waer doer wi aUegader salich vordn,

Work, ends wat dot doepsd beduyt, nae die

leeringe dea heUigen eoang^ja ende

einte PauweU epikdn. It was suppressed by the

stadtholders in the name of Charles V., orders were

given for its destruction as containing prohibited

doctrines, all persons were forbidden to own, read,

buy or sell the book, while in 1524 the publisher,

Jan Zwerts, was banished for life and his fortune

confiscated. Fresh editions continued to appear,

however, as well as translations into other languageB,

although it was placed on the Index of the Chmch
and on that of the Louvain Theological Faculty.

In England various edicts issued in 1526, 1535, 1539,

against the Latin original and the 'Rngliah versioa

(The Summa of Holy Scripture, 1542, etc., five edi-

tions). The Sorbonne condemned it in 1550, in

Italy it was found on all the indexes after 1549,

in Spain the indexes of Valdes, 1559, and Quiroga,

1583, mention it, and it was known at the court of

Charies V. It had an important part in the Ref'v-
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mation in the countrieB named. Having perfonned
its mission during the Reformation, the book was
forgotten until 1877, when Professor Boehmer, of

Zurich, discovered in the public library a copy of

the Italian vernon and enabled Professor Milio, of

Florence, to publish it in Rivista Cristiana and in

a special edition. Benrath found a Dutch edition

of 1526, published a German translation (Leipsic,

1880), and judged that there must have been an
earlier original Dutch issue in 1523. It appeared,

also, that a second part was published in low Ger-

man, presumably the following year, the author of

which claimed the authorship of the first part, but
the second part was written originally in low Ger-

man, and does not appear in other languages. The
first part, however, with the prologue, is a translsr

tion, and from the Latin, as Benrath surmised and
Van Toorenenbergen proved, the author himself

being the translator.

An edition of the Latin and the oldest Dutch
translation were published by ^of. J. J. van Toor-

enenbergen, of Amsterdam, in 1882. The Latin,

(Economiea Christiana in rem ChrU-
The Latin, tianam insUtuena, quidve creditum in-

genue Christianvm oportet, ex evangdicis

Uiaia erutaf was published, Strasbuig, 1527. Com-
parison shows that the Summa is much less com-
plete than the (Eamomiea, which was evidently

intended to enlighten the minds of the deigy and
educated laity regarding the truths of the Gospel,

and also to combat the corruptions of monastic life,

and especially the illusion that the life, in itself, was
sanctified. One portion is practical; the other,

theoretical. The Summa is adapted to the popular

understanding, and consequently is abridged in

many places, especially those portions that refer to

monastic life. The author was at first reluctant to

publish the Latin original, and it is questioned

whether he indorsed its publication in 1527. Van
Toorenenbeigen surmises that a friend of the author,

Gerardus Goldenhauer, being in straitened circum-

stances, handed over the work to the Strasbuig

publisher, Christian Egenolphus. The original

Glamomiea was probably written in 1520. The
author was evidently still in the Roman church and
desired to reform, but not abolish, monasticism.

The influence of Luther's writings is traceable,

among others the ** Sermon on Baptism " (1510),

the " Babylonian Captivity," and " A Christian's

Liberty " (1520). In the Summa, the Reformers
also speak. In the edition of 1523 is a formula for

the celebration of the Lord's Supper: Dot Testa-

ment Jesu Christi datmen tot noch toe de misse ghe-

noempt heeflf verdugtsit) duer Joannem Oecolamr

podium to Addenburch, and in the edition of 1526

is an entire chapter taken almost verbatim from
one of Luther's writings. In all editions prior to

1526, the twenty-ninth chapter contains a merci-

less condemnation of war, unless it be for the

protection of subjects from foreign or internal op-

pression. This is evidently an almost verbatim
transcript of Luther's treatise of 1526, Oh Kriegdeute

ouch im sdigen Stande sein kOnnen, The author

must be responsible for this change of sentiment,

as no one else would have ventured to introduce it,

and on the title-page of the edition of 1526 stand

the words " new and thoroughly revised edition."

The author's name does not appear on either the
(Eoonofmioa or the Summa. Van Toorenenbergen
and Benrath both incline to ascribe the author^p
to Hendrik van Bommel, a preacher in Wesel in

1557, who then acknowledged himself the author
of Summa der deutschen Theologie, which had ap-
peared thirty years earlier.

The (Economiea consists of two parts, the first

containing fifteen, the second fourteen, chapters;

the Summa contains thirty-one chapters and a pro-

logue. The first fifteen chapters of

Contents, both works treat of the doctrine of

faith under the same headings: What
is baptism; What baptism insures, and that it is

not a mere sign; What Christians celebrate in bap-
tism; What C^hristian faith is and what those must
believe who would be saved; On the surest way of

salvation; That by God's goodness alone, and not
by works, are we saved; 'In what manner our salva-

tion is assured by his death who gave us his Testa-

ment; How, according to the Gospel, faith is never
without works; Faith stirs your souls to obey God's
commands; Who is a son, and who a hireling;

Two kinds of men in the Christian world; The fruits

of faith; Of many beliefs mentioned in Holy Scrip-

ture; The condition of Christendom; That death
should not make us sorrowful. In the fourteen

chapters of (Economiea (second part), the author
shows how all conditions of men should live accord-

ing to the Crospel, and also in chaps, xvi. to zzxi.

of the Summa; but in (Economiea eight chapters

are devoted to monks and nuns, and in the Summa
only four, which are materially abridged, with a
special chapter on parents who dedicate their chil-

dren to monastic life. Chaps, xi. and zii. of (Eoon-

omica deal with the rich, the married, burghers, and
magistrates; chap. xiii. shows that the Gospel for-

bids war; chap. xiv. closes with the inquiry: ** By
what Crospel authority may princes levy taxes?

"

and discusses the corresponding duties of subjects.

In the Summa, chap. xxii. deaLs with the question

of married life; xxiii. with the Christian rule of

children by parents; xxiv. considers the life of the

middle classes; and xxv. tells how the rich should

conform to the teaching of the Gospel. Chap, zxvi.,

which treats of worldly and spiritual rule, shows that

the author was familiar with Luther's Von wd&ieher
Obrigkeit; chap, xxvii. points burgomasters, magis-

trates, and other ofiKcers to the Gospel; xxviii. re-

sembles chap. xiv. of (Economiea; xxx. deals with
the life of men- and maid-servants and day-laborers;

and xxxi. with widows.
A truly remarkable work is the Summa, and it

indicates that a wholesome spirit of reform pre-

dominated in the Netherlands earlier than else-

where, where was, so to speak, an individual refor-

mation, of which the Summa was the expression.

It also bears evidence of a growing sympathy with
Luther and Zwingli. In fact, the Netherlands sup-

ported and furthered the reform movement in other

countries partly by the Summa, which spread abroad
and fostered the intellectual awakening of the re-

form spirit. (S. D. van Vben.)

Bebuogkafbt: Beridea the introduotkmfl to the editiops

named in the text, oonsult the artiideB in the Th§oiogi^
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teh0 Shidim (of Utnoht), i (1888). 818-323, aad U (1884),
447-461, by H. Q. Kteyn. ii (1884), 146-182, by Van
TDoraoflobeivea; K. Boontli, in JPT, vii. 127 aqq.;
D(lirtenii0ok, in OGA. 1878, and KaUenbiMofa, in the mom,
1883; P. Boigtmdb dm Oroot, in D* Ti^dgpi^gd, 1882-83;
and M. A. QooHcn, in Odoofm Vriihmd, 1882.

SUMKBHHART, KOHRAD: Scholastic theo-

logian; b. at (}alw (20 m. wjlw. of Stuttgart),

WOrttemberg, or more probably in the village of

Sommeohardt (dose by (}alw), between 1450 and
1460; d. at the monastery of Schuttem near Offen-

buig (17 m« 8.8.W. of Carlaruhe), Baden, Oct. 20,

1502. He waa a representative of the scholastic re-

action against William of Occam's formalism, which
constituted the realistic transition to humanism,
and has been lauded as a precursor of the Refonna-
tion. Summenhart studied first at Paris, and in
1478 went to Tubingen, where, from 1489, he lec-

tured on canon law, sociology, and natural philoeo-

phy. The writings left by Summenhart, nudnly Us
Tabingen lectures, fall into three groups. The
TraetatuM bipartUu8 de doamis (Hagenau, 1407)
and SepHpertitum ajm» de eoniradibus pro/mv conk-

•denHa (1500) belong to the borderiand of theol-

ogy, sociology, and canon law. The second group
oonsists of Commeniaria in nLmmam pkytiee AlberU
Magni (Freibuig, 1503), essaying a pious explana-
tion of nature. The third group is composed of oc-

casional addresses: OraHo funArit pro Eberhardo
(Tabingen, 1408); Quod deui homo fieri vohterit;

and TraeUUuluB exharUUoritu ouper deeem difeetUma

viroruM monasUcorum (1498), against monastic
abuses. (H. Hbbmbijnk.)
Bibuogbaprt: J. J. Mbser, VOm profmmmtm TMngmuium,

pp. 38-41, Tabinoen, 1718; F. X. TinMnmann, Komnd
SwnmmUuMH, ib. 1877; K. SteifF, Dm' enU Buehdnaek <»
THhinoen, pp. fiO-83, 228-233, ib. 1881; H. Hennalink,
Dm th4oloo%ach€ FakvUM m Tubinom^ var dw Ai/ormafion,

pp. 10^-182, 194-106, ib. 1908; Wm^mOmoimh* VimUir
iahnhtfU /Br LaiiidmgmekkkU, 1008, pp. 331 aqq.

SUMMBKBELLi MARTTH: Free Baptist; b.

at Naples, N. Y., Dec. 20, 1847. He was educated
at the CioUege of the Gty of New York (A.B., 1871),

pursued a post-graduate course in New York Uni-
versity (1886-89; Ph.D., 1889), and was non-resi-

dent professor of pastoral theology in the Christian

BibUcal Institute, Stanfordville, N. Y. (1874-1901).

He has held successive pastorates at tiie Christian

Church of the Evangel, Brooklyn, N. Y. (1866-M),
the First Christian C!hurch, Fall River, Mass. (1880-

1886), St. Paul's Evangelical Church, New York
City (1886-88), and the College Church, Bates (Al-

lege, Lewiston, Me. (1888-98). He was instructor

in diurch history at C^bb Divinity School, Lewis-

ton, Me. (1895-98), and was elected president of

the Palmer Institute, Starkey Seminary, Lakemont,
N. Y., in 1898, which position he still occupies. In
theology he holds to " fellowship for active Chris-

tians of every name on the basis of vital Christian

piety." He has written Special Services for ChrU-
t&an Ministers (Fall River, Blass., 1885) and is joint

author of The People's Bible History (Chicago, 1895).

SUMHERFIBLD, JOHN: Methodist Episcopal;

b. in Preston (28 m. n.w. of BCanchester), England,

Jan. 31, 1798; d. in New York June 13, 1825. He
was educated at the Moravian Academy at Fairfield,

near Manchester; was sent into business at Liver-

pool; removed to Dublin, 1813; was converted in

1817, and next year became a local Weslejan

minister. In 1819 he was received on trial in tie

Methodist Conference of Ireland, and in Mar., 1821.

having emigrated to America, in the New Yoik

conference. He leaped into astonishing popularity

by reason of his eloquence, and in 1822 he preached

in Philadelphia, Baltimore, and Washington, eveiy-

where heard by great crowds. Because of iU-health

he was in France and England, 1822-24, retummg
to New York Apr. 19, 1824, but he was not able

again to do full work. He was a founder of the

American Tract Society. His Sermons and Skddin

of Sermons was published (New York, 1842).

BiBUoaBAPBT: liwwBre written by J. HoIlaiid,N«wTorit.

1829, aad W. M. WOUtt, PhiladelphiA. 1857. Coiuah

farther: N. Baaoi, Hitft. ofthe M. B. Chwch, uL 324-329.

New York, 1880; W. B. Sptecue, AwnaU of the Amman
F^tpU, viL 830-864, ib. 1881; and Utemtara (ondcr

MeraoDien) on the early hktoiy of Methodisn in

SUMMBRSi THOHAS OSMOHD: Methodist

Episcopal South; b. near Coiife Castle (18 m. ej.e.

of Dorchester), England, Oct. 11, 1812; d. at Nash-

ville, Tenn., Hsy 6, 1882. His eazly religious train-

ing was Calvinistic. He came to America, 1830,

and united with the Methodist Church; joined the

Baltimore Conference, 1835; was ordained deacon,

1837, and elder, 1839; was an oiganiser of the first

Texas conference, 18^, and a missionaxy to Texaa,

1840-^3; member of the Alabama aHifereDce,

1843-76; and secretary of the Louisville Conveo-

tion in 1845, at which the Methodist Episcopal

Church Ek>uth was organised. In 1846 he was ap-

pointed by the general conference to assist Bishop

Wightman as editor of The Southern Christian Ad-

vocate, published at C3iarleston, S. C; while th^e,

he edited for four years the Sundaiy^ckool Vigiier.

He was the general book editor for the organiiatioD

of the church, editing some 300 volumes; he re-

moved to Nadiville in 1855, where he took diaige

of The Quarterly Review; performed pastoral work

in Alabama, 1862-66; in 1866 was elected editor of

the Nashville Christian Advocate; was professor of

systematic theology in Vanderbilt University, Nafih-

idlle; also dean of the theological faculty and ex-

offido pastor, 1874^82. He was secretary of every

general conference of his church, devoted much time

to hymndogy, and was chairman of the committee

that compiled the hymn4x>ok, which he edited.

Possessed of encyclopedic knowledge, and always

abreast of the times, he was thoroughly Wesle}^
and Arminian in his creed, but in hearty sympathy

with all Evangelical denominations of ChrisUans.

He edited Songs of Zion: Supplement to the Hymn^

booh of the Mdhodist Episcopal Church South (Nash-

ville, 1851); Biographical Sketches of Itinerant

Ministersf Pioneers within Bounds of the Methodid

Episcopal Church, South (1858); and wrote Baptism:

its Natwrsy Perpetuiiy, Subject . . . With Strietum

on HowdVs " Evils ofInfant Baptism " (1852); com-

mentaries on the (jOi^)els (1868-72), the ritual

(1873), and the Acts (1874).

Bebuookapht: O. P. Fttagerald, Dr, Sueuner*, a Life Sieth

NaahviUe. 1884.

SUMNER, JOHN BIRD: Archbishop of Cante^

bury; b. at Kenilworth (44 m. n.n.w. of Oxfcml),

En^and, Feb. 25, 1780; d. in Addington (12 m. a
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of Charing Cross) Sept. 6, 1862. He studied at Eton,
1791-98, and at King's College, Cambridge (B.A.,

1803; M.A., 1807; D.D., 1828). In 1802 he be-

came assistant master at Eton; was rector of

Maple Durham, 1820-48; became canon of Dur-
ham, 1820; biahop of Chester, 1828; archbishop of

Canterbury, 1848. He was untiring in his efforts to

provide for schools and to further the erection of

churcbes, and had consecrated more than 200 new
churches by 1847. He was the leader of the " evan-
geUcal party " in the Church of England, and ear-

nestly opposed to Romanism and the Oxford move-
ment. His primacy covered the restoration of the

Roman Catholic hierarchy to England, the period of

Essays and Reviews (q.v.), and the revival of the

synodicai power of convocation. His publications in-

chide commentaries cm Matthew and Mark (London,

1831), Luke (1832), John (1835), on Romans and
I Corinthians (1843), 11 Corinthians, and Galatians,

Ephesians, Philippians, and Colossians (1845), and
Thessalonians (1851); also, A Treatise an the Reo-
ords of the CreaHon, and on the Moral Attributes of
the Creator; with particular Reference to the Jewish
History, and to the Consistency of the Principle of
Population with the Wisdom and Goodness of the

Deity (2 vols., 1816); The Evidence of Christianity,

Derivedfrom its Nature and Reception (1824); 5er-
mons on the Principal Festivals of the Christian
Church; to which are added three Sermons on Good
Friday (1827); Four Sermons on Subjects Relating
to the Christian Ministry (1828); Christian Charity,
its Obligations and Objects, with Reference to the

Present State ofSociety, in a Series ofSermons (1841)

;

On Regeneration and Grace (1850); Practical Re-
flections on Sded Passages of the New Testament
(1859); and nimierous occasional sermons.

BfBUooaAPHT: DNB, W. 169-170 (sivw rafennoes to soa^
terms aotioei).

X. AmoDc the Hebrews.
NuMs and TitlM (| 1).

Geoeral CdDoeptkma (| 2).

WoxBhip (I 3).

Date of IntxodttotiQQ (f 4).

n. In Other I«nda.

SUN AND SUN WORSHIP.

1. In General.
2. Babylonia.
8. Egypt.
4. Ammea, Syria, and Phenieia.

Place Names (| 1).

Personal Names (| 2).

Monumental Testimony (| 3).

Arabs and NabatMUW (| 4).

5. The Hittites.

6. India.

7. China and Japan.
8. Western Indo-European Peoplea.
9. Primitive Peoples.

L Among the Hebrews: In the Old Testament
the usual name for the sun is «A«meflJ^ aname which,

with various vocalisation, appears in most of the

Semitic languages, as in Babylonian-As83rrian,

Aramaic, Arabic, Phenidan, and Pal-

I. Hamcs myrene (cf. the name of the god
and Titles. Shamash, Babtlonia, VII., 2, | 4, and

see below, 11., 2). The signification of

the word is unknown (Brown-Driver-Briggs, He-
brew and English Lexicon, p. 1039, Boston, 1906).

The word is in the Hebrew prevailingly masculine,*

but sometimes feminine (as in Gen. xv. 7), as is the

Aramaic shemsha; the Assyrian-Babylonian form

is invariably masculine, and the Arabic (shams) is

always feminine (Albrecht, in ZATW, xv., 1895, p.

324). Poetical names for the sxm in Hebrew are

iammah (probably " the glowing one "; Job xxx.

28), and heres (Job ix. 7; meaning of the root of

the word doubtful). In Glen. i. (where the sxm is

not called shemesh, but is spoken of as the greater

of the ** two great lights ") the purpose of Uie sun
is given as " to rule the day," " to divide the light

from the darkness," and " to be for signs, and for

seasons, and for days, and for years "; that is, the

function of the sun was conceived as being to indi-

cate morning, noon, and evening, the seasons of the

year, and therefore the religious festivals in their

* An interesttnc <|uestion is raised with rafefenoe to the
tender of MhmneA in Qen. zzxvii. 9. The *' mm and the
moon and the eleven stan *' [signs of the sodiac] represent
Jacob, Rachel, and the eleven brethren of Joseph <ef. verM
10) . But the word for " moon " is invariably masouline, and
it is arpied that eonsequently ^^emeth must here be feminine.
On the other hand, the order in verM is as above and the
sun oorzeeponds in place to Jacob, the moon to " thy mother,"
and so on. Moreover, where Semitic Babylonian influence
prevails the male is the superior (note the insignificance of
Babykmian female deities after Sumerian Influence had b».
come decadent; see Asstbia, VII., | 1), and in theology
the sun takes precedence of the moon.

recurring times. The sun as a measurer of time
naturally comes into connection with both the Day
and the Year (qq.v.; see also Moon; and Time,
BiBUCAL RscKONiNQ of). The arrangement for

an intercalated month in later times reveals the

fact that the lunar year was made to square, at

least approximately, with the solar year, at any
rate in the later period of Jewish history.

The Hebrew notions regarding the sxm were those

of the region in which Palestine was situated, and
of the period when Babylonian influence prevailed.

The luminary was regarded as " going forth " in

the morning from his pavilion at the

a. General eastern end of the heaven (cf. the seals

Conceptions, in which the Babylonian Shamash is

represented as issuing from a gate, rep-

resented by posts, in W. H. Ward, Seal Cylinr

ders of Western Asia, chap, ziii., Washington,

1910) with the joy and confidence of a bride-

groom (Ps. xix. 5), while his setting is called an
" entering " (i. e., of gates in the West; cf. the cog-

nate Babylonian thought, P. Jensen, Kosmologie

der Babylonier, p. 9, Strasburg, 1890); and this in-

volved the idea of a subterranean course in the

night in order to be in his place of rising in the

morning (Ps. idx. 5-7; Eccles. i. 5, the latter a
conception slightly more developed). An eclipse or

darkening of the sun was considered to be ominous

of evil, and is one of the signs constantly associated

with the Day of the Lord (q.v.; cf. Job iii. 5; Isa.

ziii. 10; Joel ii. 10, iii. 15; Amos viii. 9; Matt.

xxiv. 29, and often). Interference with the orderly

cotu^ of the sun is conceived as within God's power
(Job ix. 7), and its progress is reported to have been

stayed to work salvation in battle for Israel (Josh,

z. 12-13) or even reversed as a sign to Hesekiah

(the shadow of the dial or steps is reversed, II Kings

zz. 9-11; the sun itself, Isa. zxzviii. 8). With the
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exegesis of these passages the present article does

not deal further than to say that the attempt to

relieve the earlier passage of difELculty by calling

attention to its poetical character seems unneces-

sary because of the existence of the second and
much later passage, where not merely suspension

of progress but actual reversal equivalent to forty

minutes in time is stated as an actual fact (if the
" degrees " be of a circumference). If the Hebrews
of Heaekiah's age and later could accept as historical

such an event, it is not necessary to have recourse

to the usual palliative explanations of a statement
arising so much nearer a primitive (and more credu-

lous) age dealing with the stopping (apparently for

twenty-four hours, cf. Josh. x. 13, last clause) of

the sun's progress. The efiFects of the sun's action

on the earth were, according to Hebrew belief, in

general, the production of crops (Deut. xxxiii. 14;

II Sam. xxiii. 4); it was his also to give light (Glen,

i.; Ecdes. xi. 7; Rev. vii. 16) and heat (Ps. xix. 6).

In respect to this last function it is noteworthy that

the references to the scorching heat of the sun, to

what may be called its malign influence, are com-
paratively infrequent (Ps. cxxi. 6; Isa. iv. 6, xxv.

4, xlix. 10; Jonah iv. 8; Rev. xvi. 8-0), though the

conception of its malevolence comes out frequently

in other lands, as in India (see below, II., 6) and in

Babylonia, where Neigal was a god of destruction

(see Babylonia, VII., 2, | 4). 'The prevailing Bib-

lical idea of the sun was Uiat of its might and glory

as a luminary, and these naturally became the basis

of poetical comparison for heroes and the faithful

(Judges V. 31; II Sam. xxiii. 4; Ps. xix. 5-6; Cant,

vi. 10); Yahweh is himself in metaphor <»Bdled a
sun (Ps. Ixxxiv. 11; Isa. Ix. 19), and his healing

grace is in the same manner compared with a sun
of righteousness (Mai. iv. 2). The passage in Isa.

xxiv. 23 is noteworthy—the glory of the restored

Zion and Jerusalem is to be so great that even the

sun in his brightness will be abashed (there does
not seem any basis for the quite common exegesis

of the passage which regards the sun and moon
here as demonic powers which are put away, e.g.,

W. von Baudissin, in Hauck-HersQg, RE, xviii. 510,

and SemUische Studien, i. 118 sqq., Leipsic, 1876).

The evidence for the worship of the sun among
Israelites is limited and late. II Kings xxiii. 11

records the destruction of the chariots and removal
of the horses of the sun from the Tem-

3. Worship, pie at Jerusalem. Ezek. viii. 16 de-

scribes a vision of the prophet in which
he saw twenty-five men at the door of the Temple
worshiping the sun in the East and " putting the

branch to their nose " (i.e., using a branch as sym-
bolic of the productive powers of the sun; cf. J. G.

Eraser, Golden Bough, passim, 3 vols., London,

1000; tree-worship often combines with the cult of

the sun). With respect to the chariot and horses of

the sun the most obvious source is Babylon (see be-

low, n., and cf. Jensen, Koamologie, ut sup., pp. 108

sqq.; Schrader, KAT, p. 368). It is hardly likely

that so early as this the influence of the Persians is

to be seen (cf. F. Spiegel, Eraniache AUerthurM-

kunde, ii. 66 sqq., Leipsic, 1873; for references to

the Persian sacred horses cf. Herodotus, i. 180, vii.

55, viii. 115; Xenophon, Cyropcddia, VIII., iii. 12;

and the Mihir Yaat, | 13, Am. ed. of 8BE, iil., part

2, p. 122, speaks of the *' swift-horsed sun "). The

idea of the chariot of the sun appears outside of

these sources and the Greek myths in £lnoch, Izxii.

5, Ixxiii. 2, Ixxv. 3, 4, 8, where sun, moon, and sUis

are supplied with chariots; Baruch, Apocalypse,

vi.; and the Mandffians placed the seven planets in

chariots. The conception of Yahweh or of the Sod

of Man riding on the clouds (Ps. civ. 3; Dan. vii.

13) has no relationship to this idea. Further evi-

dence of sun-worship in Israel is furnished by the

existence of sun-pillars (Hebr. I^ammamm, k. V^
" images," R. V., " sun-images "; for representa-

tion of one to " Uie lord, Baal-Qamman," cf. Ben-

singer, Arehdologie, p. 183) which the reforming

kings are said to have destroyed (II Qizon. xir.

5, Hebr. verse 4, xxxiv. 4, 7) against which the

exilic and post-exilic prophets speaking in Isa. xvil

8, xxvii. and Eaek. vi. 4, 6, and the priestly writer

(Lev. xxvi. 30) uttered their threats.* Other evi-

dences adduced to prove the existence of worship

of the sun among the Israelites do not bear exam-

ination. Certainly the name of Samson, even though

it be derived from Bhemesh (which is not altogether

sure) does not show this cult; it is not at all neces-

sary, nor is it the best explanation of the episode

to regard it as a sun myth, since it is rather an accre-

tion of legend about a character whose exploits were

probably in fact just such as suit the heroic period

of a nation's development. And as little faith is to

be put in the assumption that the horses and chsriot

of fire by which Elijah was translated are those of

the sun. The much later practise of the EsKnes

(q.v.), as given in Joeephus, War, II., viii. 5, d
directing their worship toward the sun instead of

toward Jerusalem is hardly suflicient, in view of the

general Pharisaic character of their beliefs and cus-

toms, to convict them of following the cult of the

sun. The Mandiean practises were not Jewish but

Babylonian in origin. Dr. Briggs, in his commas
tary on Psahns (vol. i.. New York, 1006), sera in the

first part of Ps. xix. a hymn to the sun.

All indications point to a late date for the impor-

tation of this cult into Israel, and also to its derivar

tion from the peoples in the immediate environ-

ment, and (less likely) from Assyria. It is true that

the Chronicles (II Chron. xiv. 3) reports that Asa

suppressed this worship; but the parallel and eariier

passage in I Kings xv. omits motion

4. Date of of the pLUars, though it specifies mi-

Itttrodoc- nutely the anti-idolatrous activities of

tion. that Idng. The same situation is n-

peated with reference to Josiah (II

Chron. xxxiv. 4, 7; cf. II Kings xxiii.). So that

apparently the earliest mention of the sun-pillars

is found in Elsekiel, and this squares with the other

data already examined. The mention of the horses

and chariot of the sun, however, carries this feature

* The word for " min-pillar " in these paasaces is the tame

88 that found in an inscription on an altar at Palmyra lad

now in the Ashmolean Museum at Oxford, E^land (D. G.

Hogarth, AvihorUy and Archwology, pp. 135. 139. Loodoo,

1899), and in the name Baal-Hamman, who was a son-deitr

of 0arthage,*88 is shown by a votive pillar and by inscriptiaas

(W. Gesenius. Sertpiwm Knffui»9ue Phanieim tntmvmea^

table 21, Leipsic. 1807). Other timoes of this name are qaita

frequent in Anunean environment.
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back of the time of Joaiah. It must be borne in mind
that while such place-names as Beth-shemesh, Har-
heres, Timnath-heres, and Heres (see below, II., 4, |
1) favor the supposition that the worship of the sun
had loci there, it does not follow that diuing Israel-

itic times this cult was followed. Biblical place-

names in Palestine in general date back to pre-

Hebraic times, and the worship at those places, if

worship there was, was Canaanitic. The probable
date of the introduction of such worship as is im-
plied in the horses and chariot of the sun (II Kings
xxiii. 11) and the vision of Esekiel may perhaps be
given as the reign of Manaaseh (q.v.), who was a
contemporazy of the vigorous and aggressive Esar-
haddon and Asshurbanipal. It is a priori probable
that a king with so decided heathen tendencies as
Manasseh would adopt a cult which was so popular
as the cult of the sun was in the neighboring lands
(see below, II., 3) and in Assyria, especially as
his policy was pro-Assyiian and not pro-Egyptian.
And th^ are indications of a wide-spread distrust

of the power of Yahweh in the days of the declining

kingdom, just before the exile, which would favor

this period.

n. In Odier Lands. 1. In General: That, if

not in temperate, yet in tropical or sub-tropical re-

gions the sun should from primitive times be an
object of worship is no occasion for wonder. The
fedings of awe which manifested themselves in early

ages were only heightened as man's capacity for

increased recognition, as time went on and experi-

ences enlarged, of the influence of the sun on the
earth and its contributions to the well-being of man.
So that in some form, explicit or implicit, either as

itself a divinity, or as the seat of deity, or as in

some other way related to the gods, in probably
every inhabited land the sun has received homage,
influenced thought, and contributed to human de-

velopment. Even in architectural matters it has
had much to say, controlling the orientation of

structures down into late Christian times, so that

cathedrals often stand with their altars so placed
that worship is directed to the East, the place of

the rising sun. Some nations have found the sun's

power and significance too great and his activities

too varied to be expressed by homage to a single

deity, and numerous sun-gods were imagined, and
to each was given his own cult and worship.

A fundamental law in religious psychology is that

the human mind works out into similar forms in

different countries the same or similar conceptions
dealing with similar material. Hence, it is not sur-

prising that the symbols for the sun are so few yet
so universal. Thus the disk or circle, with or with-

out wings, sometimes with rays (these rays may be
outside the disk or on the face of the diek; for ex-

amples of both cf. A. J. Evans, in Journal ofHdUnic
Studies, xxi., 1901, pp. 108, 161); again it is sur-

mounted by a human figure, and often occurs with
the accompaniments of serpents (see Serpent in
WoBSHiP, etc., lY., ) 1), is the almost universal

symbol.* Other common symbols are the eagle or

* Several of tbeee symboli are repixxlaoed on a nncle
pec* in J. B. Deane. Wonhip of th^ Serpent, p. 61, London,
1833; for a PhaDioiaa f*^»**pi<> cf. Benaincer, ArehOohgie,
p. 180.

hawk, eagle- or hawk-headed figures of gods, the
winged horse, the scarab, possibly the swastika.
When the figure takes the human form, it usually

appears as vigorous and youthful, with golden hair
and often golden horns, while a rayed crown or rays
of light issuing from his body serve in other cases
to identify him. The benefactions attributed to him,
apart from the obvious ones of light and heat, are
quite conunonly those of life and fertility; and in

lands as disassociated as Semitic Syria and Dravidian
India he is connected with wells and springs (possi-

bly in a way similar to the popular occidental super-
stition which speaks of the sim as '' drawing water "

when its oblique rays are seen shining in the distance

through rifts in the clouds; cf. for this relationship

with water, W. H. Ward in AJT, ii., 1898, pp. 116-
118). The same thing occurs in Gfymbolism when,
from the symbolic disk, there emanate not only rays
of light (indicated by straight divergent lines) but
also streams of water (indicated by parallel wavy
lines. A representation of Shamash with streams
of water issuing from his body is in A. Jeremias,

Daa AUe Testament im Ldckte des alien Orients, p.
Ill, Leipsic, 1906; that the streams represent water
and not light is proved by the fish swimming in
them). In accordance with this conception, the
flowers and incense offered to him are sometimes
thrown into a stream. His course in the heavens
is conceived as made on foot (as occasionally in

India), on horseback, in a chariot, or in a boat, the
form of representation depending upon the cos-

mological notions of the different peoples. As a
deity who in his daily journey passes over the earth
and looks down upon the deeds of men, it is not
strange that he should be now the eye of Ouranos
or Varuna (Heaven) who sees all and reports to
that exalted deity, or again that he should be the
judge of men and gods, or once more (as pure light)

the champion of truth and an agent in ethical up-
rightness. Still further, occasionally the sun ap-
pears as a culture deity, conceived as giving laws
to men, leading the advances of civilization, and,
on the reverse side, punishing those who break the
laws of gods and men. And, once more, it ought
not to surprise that the sun may have two opposing
aspects, that he may be regarded as kindly and as
miklign, so that in Babylonia (see below) he is both
Shamash and Nergal, and that in India the Aryana
could, while in the temperate land of the five rivers,

sing gloriously in his praise and in central and south-

em India affirm " yon burning sun is death."
2. Babylonia: In this land, early and late, sun-

gods were numerous, though the number tended
ever to decrease. Chief among these was Shamash,
who of this class of deities figures most frequently

in inscriptions and on seals. He is the successor of

or identical with the Sumerian Utu, whose principal

shrines were at Larsa and Sippara (see Babtlonia,
IV., §§ 4, 11, VII., 2, § 4; a veiy excellent repro-

duction of the figure and inscription of the Sippara
Shamash, with the sim's disk and light rays and
water streams, is given in R. W. Rogers, Religion of

Babylonia and Assyria, p. 84, New York, 1908). At
Sippara there were horses and a chariot sacred to
hiiin, with which were associated a laige number
(140 in one list) of sacred objects, and to the chariot
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sacrifioefl were offered (in one ease of a white sheep;

cf. DB, iv. 629). With this should be connected

possibly the horses and chariot of the sun mentioned
in II IQngs xziii. 11 (ut sup., I., { 3). But the wor-

ship of Shamash was not confined to these places.

He represents the beneficent power of the sun and
the ethical side of life. He was portrayed on the

monuments and seals in two postures, sitting and
standing, the latter including his posture as he is

represented as emerging from the gates of day (cf

.

W. H. Ward, Seal Cylinders of Western Aeia, Wash-
ington, 1910; H. Gressmann, AUorientalieche Texie

und Bilder, ii. 12, cf. p. 67, TQbingen, 1909). Some-
times he journeys in a boat, and once is figured as

stepping on a human-headed bull. He wears a
tiara, sometimes rajred, and rays of light and some-
times streams of water proceed from his shoulders

or other parts of his body. He carries a serrated

sword, or a club, or both, and occasionally a battle

ax. He is spoken of in the inscriptions as supreme
judge, avoucher of truth, giver of oracles, bestower
of life and health. The inetal particularly associated

with him waa gold, aa silver was with Sin, the moon-
god. In the course of history this deity became so

important that he absorbed into his own personal-

ity the sun-gods of minor cities. The worshiper

often brings a goat or an antelope as a sacrifice.

Some noble hymns to him are extant (cf. M. Jaa-

trow, Rdigian of Babylonia and Assyria, Boston,

1898; Germ, ed., issued in parts, Giessen, 1902

sqq.). His consort Aa often appears, sometimes as

intercessor. While Marduk appears as a sun-god,

his part in this sphere is unimportant. Another
deity related to this luminary waa Ninib, associated

especially with the sun of early morning and of

spring, a god of fertility and the guardian of botm-
daries, aa well aa a war-deity. In the case of Ninib,

as of Shamash, the process of coalescence with other

gods waa protracted, so that in his person were
summed up many early local gods of the field, in

later theology regarded as his manifestations. Ker^
gal was specifically the sun of high noon and of sum-
mer, hence the sun which brought destroying heat,

fever, pestilence, and death, therefore belonging

also to the deities of the nether world. Associated

with the sun as fire was Gimi, known in Assyria

principally as Nusku; testimonies to him are derived

mainly from the magical texts, a fact which shows
what was regarded as his chief concern. In the

Assyrian Asshur there was originally seen a solar

deity, but his position at the head of the pantheon
of the warlike Assyrians led to the entire obscura-

tion of this significance. Nevertheless, this origin

is perhaps to be discerned in his symbol, the disk,

winged and surmounted by the figure of a warrior

discharging an arrow (remember the Greek figure

of the rays of Apollo shooting his arrows, in the first

book of the II.ad). For Tammus as a solar deity

see the article on the subject. It may be added that

Semitic solar deities seem in large part to have
gained the ascendency over Stunerian lunar gods.

Sin being the one marked exception.

8. Bffypt: It is demonstrable that in this coun-
try worship of the sun is prehistoric. Besides the
disk, plain and winged (for a fine example of the
latter cf. A. Wiedemann, Rdtgion of the Ancient

Egyptians, p. 75, New York, 1897), a symbol laigdj

employed was the obelisk, and pyramids and mas-

tabas (tnmcated pyramids) served the same pur-

pose. The great center of sun-worship was On (qv.),

the Greek Heliopolis and the Hebrew Beth-sbemesh;

there is the sacred spring connected with the Hdy
Family as a resting-place on their flight into £gyp^
still known as " the spHng of the sun." In ^^pt
the great importance of the Nile led to the concep-

tion that the gods made their journeys on boats

over the Nile of the heaven, and the solar deity ^2s

supposed to have two, the " Madet " boat for the

morning and the *' Sektet " boat for the afternocs

or night, and these figure laigely on the monuments.

The sun-god most noted of all, and indeed the

chief deity of Egypt, was Ra, portrayed as a hawk-

headed man, or as a hawk, and he wears a disk en-

circled by the uraeus or the serpent Khut. In his

journeys on his boats the course was kept by nu-

merous other gods. His nightly travel involved a

conflict with the serpent Apepi, and the story of

the first conflict quite closely parallels that of the

conflict of Marduk with Tiamat (see Babtioxu,
VII., 3, 1 4), excepting the creation of the firmament

out of Tiamat's split corpse. As in Japan, the eartj

dynasty claimed descent from the sun. In the pro^

ess of amalgamation of deities so noteworthy in

Egypt, Ra became combined with various other

sun-gods, whose names he took. Apparently be

had different names in the various parts of his daily

course: " O thou who art Ra when thou risest and

Temu when thou settest "...'' I am Kbepera

in the morning, Ra at noonday, and Temu in the

evening " (E. A. W. Budge, Gods of the Egypdam,

i. 335, 352, London, 1904). For hymns of praise to

him cf. Budge, ut sup., pp. 335-348, and Wiede-

mann, ut sup., pp. 40-42, 44-^1, 111-118, 136.

Myths concerning him are numerous, the m(^

famous being that of Isis and the serpent (aee

Names, I., § 1). Hathor was originally the female

counterpart of Ra, and in the religious texts wears

on her head horns and the solar disk. She was aJiso

connected with the star Sothis (Sirius), '* the second

sun in heaven." Bast was identified with Rat (tne

feminine form of Ra), and sjrmbolises the heat of

early and late summer. Of Horus it is difficult to

speak, since one can not say how many deities of

that name there were. Over twenty forma of Horus

are noted by Budge. In some of these, or, to ex-

press it in another way, in some of his phases Honis

was solar, and appears both as the rising and as the

midday sun, often wearing in the texts the solar

disk. He was also represented in the more philo-

sophic texts as one of the chief forms of Ha, is gi^'en

a hawk's head, and is reported as transforming

himself into the winged disk with the uneus. His

temples were apparently in all parts of the coun-

try. Next to Ra is Amen—often united with Ra

as Amen-Ra, whose attributes he possesses, two

hymns speaking of his '' rays (shining) on all faces

"

and of his " sailing over the sky in peace " (Budge,

ut sup., ii. 5, 7) ; as a crown he wears horns and

the double disk. Similarly be is lord of the Sektet

boat and is said to shine in the eastern and the

western horizons. Apparently, however, it was

only by this imion with Ra that he was associated
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with the Biin, and by it he absorbed " all the attri-

butes of Ra and of every other ancient form of the

sun-god " (Budge, ii. 11). Thus he became in the

later empire the mightiiest of the gods of the land.

Aten (» disk of the eoun) is noteworthy because of

the attempt of Amenophis IV. (1375-^ according

to Breasted, HiUory of the Ancient EgypHoMf p.

428, New York, 1908; for an account of the at-

tempt itself cf. the same author, pp. 264 sqq.),
'' the heretic king/' to create a monotheism by mar
king the worship of Aten dominant in the land.

Conflict with the priests of Thebes caused him to

build his capital at Tell Amama, and the revolution

at his death, with the covering up of a part of the
records, is responsible for the existence of the fa-

mous Amama Tablets (q.v.). This deity is note-

worthy for the portrayal of him in this reign as a
disk the rays from which terminate in hands (sym-
bolizing the blessings he bestows), and in some
cases two of the hands hold out the ankh (the sign

of life) to Amenophis and his consort, the handle
being toward the recipients (cf. Budge, ut sup.,

vol. ii., chap. iv.). Solar deities were doubtless nu-
merous in f^gypt, especially local gods, such as the

ancient Menthu, later Menthu-Ra and Qer-shef,

god of Herakleopolis, who was granted many of

the attributes of Ra.
4. Aramea, Syria, and Phenlola: In the region

thus designated the indications of sun-worship are

numerous and persistent. In the Canaanitic por-

tions the place names have some significance, those

who deny this fact not having takea
ilT~* fully into account the very early habit

of indicating the kind of sanctity in-

hering in a place by the name attached to it. The
names are En-shemesh, " fountain of Shemesh

"

or '' of the sun," Josh. xv. 7, xviii. 17; Ir-shemesh,
" city of Shemesh," Josh. xix. 41; cf. Isa. xix. 18;

Betb-shemesh, " house " or '' temple " or '' city of

Shemesh," Josh. xn. 16; Her-heres, '' mount of

the sun," Judges i. 35; Timnath-heres, " territory

of the sun," Judges ii. 9; and possibly the Kir-

heres of Jer. xlviii. 36, with which, however, cf. the

Kir-hazeseth or -hereseth or -hares of II Kings iii.

25; Isa. xvi. 7, 11; and Jer. xlviii, 31. It will be
noticed that these names occur mainly in connec-

tion with the early histoiy of Israel and as the

names which the places had (presumably) when
the Hebrews entered the land. The easiest expla-

nation and the most likely is that the names indi-

cate the presence of sanctuaries dedicated to the

sun. Other secondary and general evidences of this

cult are the use of the disk, especially on coins, both
winged and plain, and psurticularly the disk in a

crescent. In one case a coin of Baalbek has the sun
mounted on a chariot, and in other instances he is

on a steed (cf. e.g., L. Heusey, in Comptes vendue

de Vacad&mie dee inacripHana, 1902, pp. 190-200).

This does not take into account the existence of

the disk in inscriptions or monuments left by in-

vaders, such as that of Rameses II. at Nahr al-

Kalb, nor the many coins of late times which bear

the diak, though in many cases these are evidential.

It has been supposed that possibly the rayed star

ao frequently seen above the crescent in Syrian

monumental remains and coins represents the sun,

not a star such as Venus; but the probability is

that a star is meant. The cromlechs of Syria are

possibly to be connected with sun-worship. One
reason for this is that the Dravidians still employ
these monuments in that cult, while some of these

places are used in worship of the phallus with rites

that differ hardly at all in many particulars from
those of the sun (cf. C. R. Conder, Heth and Moabf
pp. 218-219, London, 1883), and connections of sun
and phallic worship are not difficult to find.

To these lines of evidence is to be added for this

region the formation of personal names. Quite
prominent in this relation is the name of Shamash

2 Paraonal
(^°^®^®' ^* ^^ vocalised). Thus

'ir^mA^ there may be adduced from Phenida
AdonrShmah, 'bdrShmah (Greek Hdio-

doroe, borne by a Phenician in a Greek environ-

ment, CIS, no. 117, 2; the Greek equivalent for

Shamash is found in a Beirut inscription Kronen
Hdiou hamoa—cf. Ceccaldi, Revue orchMogique,
xxiii., 1872, pp. 25^-256). Yet it is noteworthy
that actual worship of Shamash under that name
does not appear in Phenicia, so far as monumental
evidence goes; it is inconceivable, however, that

Phenicians did not know its significance. The
fragments of Sanchuniathon (q.v.; in Eusebius,

PrcBparaHo Evangdtca, £ng. transl., pp. 37 sqq.,

Oxford, 1903) report sim-worship among the Phe-
nicians, and this author traces the cult back to the

earliest men, who called him " Baal of Heaven "

(ib., p. 39). From Edessa come the names *mathr

Shmshf "maid of Shamash," BrShmah, "son of

Shamash," 'bd^hmah, "servant of Shamash"
(Sachau, in ZDMG, xxxvi., 1882, pp. 145 sqq.,

163; Doctrina Addai, ed. Phillips, p. 39, London,
1876, Eng. transl. in ANF, viii. 663). Attention

has frequently been called in this work to the real

significance of names into which " servant of " and
" maid-servant of " enter as elements, they being

regarded as proofs of the worship in the region of

the deity whose name forms the second element in

the compound. At the same time this may not al-

ways be assumed as evidence of worship contem-
poraneous with the person bearing the name, since

nomenclature often persists after the recognition

of its significance is lost. From Emesa, also from
BCaglula near Baalbek and from Palmyra, comes
the name in Greek form Samaigeramoa (CIG, 4511;

attested also by Photius, BiUiotheca, 181; S. A.

Cook,* G'^oMory of Aramaic InacripHona, Cambridge,

1898; M. Lidsbarski, Ephemeria fttr aemiHache Epi-
grapMk, Giessen, 1906). Strabo (XVI., ii. 10-11)

mentions a Samsikeramos as an officer in Emesa
whose origin (?) was in Apamea; and Josephus
(Ant., XVIII., v. 4) knows of a long of Emesa beai^

ing that name; while a Baalbek Latin inscription

also contains it (CIL, iii. 14387a). From Palmyra
come Br-Shmah, TymrShmah (

—

^hdrShmah), while

inscriptions containing " to Shmah " are frequent

(cf. Cook and lidzbarski, ut sup.); and KUyr-
Shmah and Shmahr'dri are found (CIS, nos. 87, 97).

Baudissin (Hauck-Henog, RE, xviii. 507) is in-

clined to accept the ending ah' as an abbreviation

for the Aramaic form of the word ahemeah, and so

to increase greatly the volume of testimony; but
the hypothesis can not be said to be proved.
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Oennont-Qanneau (Archive$ du wiMtiont $eien'

iifiquM et UtUraireB, 3d series, xi. 182, no. 23, Paris,

1885) describes the bronze head of a statue with

^ rayed crown from Tripoli (cf. Gress-

manua' """"*» ^* "^P' "• ^^)» ""^^ numerous

Testimony, evidences of the same sort might be
' adduced. Julian (OraHo, iv.) speaks of

Edessa as long the sacred territory of the sun. At
Emesa honey was offered in sacrifice to the same
deity (Athensus, xv., emended text). One of the

deities of this city was Elagabalus, who became a
solar god (he was perhaps a god of the hill-top), and
his namesake the Roman emperor (see Elagaba-
lus) endeavored to force his cult upon the empire

as the sole legitimate worship (cf . J. H. Mordtmann,
in ZDMOj xxxi., 1877, pp. 01-99); a conical stone

stood in the temple of this deity, and this, once
more, shows that between sun-worship and the

phallic cult there were interconnections. The coins

of Emesa often bear the image of a deity with rayed
crown. For Palmyra the fact of the existence of

the cult is so well-known as hardly to need addi-

tional testimony. While Shm$h (however vocal-

ised) is the predominant object of worship, other

deities there were brought into relations with the

sun; coins of the dty bear the usual head with

rayed crown, and monolingual and bilingual in-

scriptions add further witness. The worship of

Shamash appears to have been very ancient. One
deity known as Mlkb*l (" Baal is Idng " ?) is identi-

fied as Sol on an altar inscription in Rome, and the
solar eagle is present (Lddsbarski, ut sup., p. 477,

no. 2). The predilection for solar deities in this

region is perhaps in this dty most strongly repre-

sented, as is attested by the fact that the deity

Yrhb'l ('' Moon is lord "; cf. yareah as a name for

the moon in Moon, Hebrew Conceptions of, | 1)

was identified with the sim (CIL, iii. 108), and a
relief of this god wears the rayed crown of a solar

deity (Ronsevalle, in Compies rendus de Vacadhnie
det inacnptian8f 1903, pp. 276 sqq.). At Baalbek
the evidences of sun-worship, outside of those be-

longing to the Roman imperial age, are well known;
among these are many evidences of Egyptian, in-

fluence on the art side at least, the disk with urous
appearing in the reliefs; there are also traces of

Phenician influence. The Greek name Heliopolis is

indicative of the controlling worship of the place,

and the bronses and other art objects found there

show both the rayed crown and gilding. The coins

often cany this same crown together with an eagle,

while the inscription CIL, iii. 14386d. mentions the
sun. Even Balanios, originally perhaps a form of

Hadad (see Rimmon) came to be accepted as solar.

Farther east, at Hierapolis on the Euphrates, Lucian
{Dea Syria, ) 34) reports a temple in which was a
throne for the sun-god, but no image of him; and
from a place called Nisib to the north comes a
bronse eagle which bears the inscription Hdiot (R.
Dussaud, Notes de mythoHogie eyrienne, Paris, 1903)—^the connection of the eagle with the sim-god,
which has been assumed in the foregoing, is made
certain for the Semitic region by the very numerous
occasions in which they are brought together, by
the explidt identification just noted, and by the
Arabian conception of an eastern and a western

Naar (" eagle "), evidently referring to the lisiiig

and the setting sun. The same connection so com-

mon in Egypt is confirmatory, not evidential. A

laige number of additional witnesses might be ad-

duced from the region south of Hermon and east

of the Jordan, but most of them would be but sup-

plementary to the testimony already dted. In the

Amama Tablets Akissi of Katna near Emesa speab

of Shamash as the God of his fathers; the Senjirli

and Nerab inscriptions name Shamash apparently

as one among a number of ddties; Shamash vas

worshiped at Gebal (Amama Tablets, nos. 87, 65

in Winckler's numbering). There was an Amorittc

ddty Shardm, '* heat," who is perhaps to be con-

nected with the sun (Schrader, KAT, p. 415); Ner-

gal is mentioned on a Canaanitic seal cylinder at

Taanach, probably as the name for a local sun-god

(E. Sellin, Teff Ta'annek, pp. 27, 105, Vienna, 19(M),

and is mentioned also in the Amama Tablets, nos.

13, 26, 37. The Egyptian ddty Amon-Ra was

known in North Syria and was identified ^ith

Shamash at Gebal. One of the eight temples of

Gasa was dedicated to the sun.

From ancient testimony like that of Servius (an

annotator of Vergil's JEneid, on i. 729) tiiere is

raised the presumption that in this region where the

name Baal is used of a ddty, the sun

*•
-^jjfJ"

is meant. It has already appeared

^'tliair
**"^* *^® **^® ®^ *^® sun-god varied,

** now appearing as Bd or Baal, Greek

Deepotie; now aa Melek or " King " Gnek BasUeus,

and later as Mar, Syrian for " Lord." Not infre-

quently he reodved also the title '' savior," espe-

cially when he was regarded as a ddty of healing.

Even Saturn was blended with this cidt in late Ro-

man times. The spread of the Mithra cult only em-

phasised the general tendency, for as a solar god

he gained recognition, although the myth disUn-

guished him from the sun and made him the sub-

duer of that luminary and the muttt^r smaigning

tasks to it. Even Tammus (q.v.) at Byblos, be-

came a sun-ddty (E. Renan, Mieeian de Ph^nde,

plate zxxii. 2, Paris, 1864; Macrobius, Saiumaha,

I., xxi. 1, " Adonis is surely the sun "). As bearing

QQ the later Nabatean conceptions it noay be re-

membered that in Arabia Shams was feminine, and

the testimony of proper names attests the fact of

worship. Aramaic names among the Nabatsans
(q.v.), such as Skmahrgrm (see above, | 2), do not

carry condudve weight, because of the borrowing

of language which characterised the Nabatsans.

Yet much might be said for the original Nabatsan
origin of this name. Strabo (XVI., iii. 26) mpotis

that these people had altars to the sun on their

houses, and the tendency is to see the sun in Dusares

(see Nabataans, II., {3; cf. J. H. Mordtmann, k
ZDMQj xxiz., 1875, pp. 99-106), espedaUy as the

epithet " invindble " so common in assodatioD

with solar ddties is applied to him. This solar cha^

acter may, however, have been acquired after he

came to Aramean soil, for the indications are plain

that he was originally a god of fertalily (lidi-

barski, Ephemerie, ut sup., p. 262).

6. The Hittitas: In the present state of finuted

knowledge of the Hittites reserve respectiQg their

religious ideas is eminently beoamiQg Fran the
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iDscription of Rameses U. giving the account of the

treaty with the Hittite King Khetasira (cf. W. M.

Mailer, Der BUndnisvertrag Ramaes II. und des Che-

HUrk&nig8, Berlin, 1904; W. H. Ward, SeaU, etc.,

ut sup., pp. 257 sqq.), it is clear that the solar disk

was employed among the Hittites (this is abundant-

ly evident also from other remains), and there are

references to a sun-god localised as '' god of Are-

nena," but also universalized as ** lord of all lands."

The quite numerous seals reveal the worship of

Shamash (or his Hittite equivalent; these seals show
this deity in attitudes characteristically Babylo-

nian), as well as of a deity similar to Nergal. The
entire question of borrowing is here on the carpet,

priority between native conceptions and the accept-

ance of Babylonian-Assyrian gods being hard to

decide (J. Ciarstang, Land of the HiUite8, p. 322,

London, 1910). The series of art-remains plainly

influenced by Egyptian ideas do not here come into

consideration.

6. India: A distinct change is to be perceived in

passing from the immediately Semitic environment.

The emphasis upon the sim as an object of worship

is lost, and other objects fairly divide with him the

attention of devotees (only about thirty of the

1,028 hymns of the Rig Veda are to the sun-deities)

.

In India, the land of many races and of different

grades of dvilization contemporaneously present,

interesting features are to be discerned, one of which

is that in the Vedas there can be traced the advance
of the Aryan invaders as they enter the land from
the northwest and advance into central and south-

ern India. The difference in the conception of the

sun in the Rig Veda and in the Athiu^a Veda is

noteworthy; in the former the sun is the quickener

and giver of life, in the latter he becomes deadly

and Uie cause of death (E. W. Hopkins, Religions

of India, p. 44, Boston, 1895). In early times and
under favoring environment Surya, the principal

Yedic deity, son of Aurora, was " the shining god,

the red ball in the sky " (Hopkins, ut sup., pp. 40-

41). He is also called Savitar, " the quickener or

generator," and comes later to be identified with

the local Brahmanic deity Bhaga and with Pushan,

while in Hinduism he appears as Vishnu, who trav-

ersed the dome of heaven in three strides, thus win-

ning the worlds for the gods, who holds the solar

disk as his emblem, and has the eagle-man as his

companion. In the earlier time this deity was felt

as a stimulating force, author of birth, giver of life

even to the gods, and donor of wealth. He drives

across heaven with his seven steeds, and notes in his

course all that passes. Sometimes again he is the

eye of Varuna {Ouranoe, " Heaven "), the creation

of Mithra and Varuna. A little farther on in time

the advance of the priestly conception is seen, and
the statement is made that he is '' the priest's

priest," the " arranger of sacrifice " (Rig Veda, v.

81), and in later time his glory was as the divider

of time for the sacrifice. As Pushan the bucolic

deity he was bestower of a prosperity in which the

rural or pastoral ideas are predominant, though

Uioee of the warrior or priest are to be seen inva-

ding. The later sun-god is Vishnu, whose hymns
in the earliest collection are few, celebrating his

tliree strides, his anchoring of the earth, and his

munificence. In the Brahmanas the sim has the

power to draw forth and out a person's vitality and
to cause his death; and so he is regarded often as

malignant {Satapatha Brahmana, II., iii. 3, { 7,

Eng. transl., SEE, American ed., ix. 343). As the

priesthood developed its power, the sdlar gods, like

the others, lost much of their divinity in the thor-

ough anthropomorphization they underwent. Yet
in the epics Surya retains much of his old grandeur

and under Hinduism regained much of his eminence
as creator, furnishing ^e rain which refreshes the

earth and so acting as the provident father of his

family. So in the Bhagavad Oita (III., iii. 36 sqq.)

occurs a hymn where are chanted the 108 names of

the sun, while the poet thinks " that in all the seven

worlds and all the &ra^ma-worlds there is nothing

superior to the sun." Among the Hindu sects nat-

urally there are some devoted particularly to the

Sim; and it is curious that a feature found in Egypt
and elsewhere repeats itself here, since some sects

direct their worship to the sun of the morning, others

to that of noon, and still others to the evening sun,

while some unite all in their worship as offered to a
triad or trinity. The Sauras of southern India are

an existing sect of this sort. In the festivals the

second of the four New Year's days is sacred to

Agni or Surya, and Feb. 4th to the sun. Some of the

finest temples in India tell of the ardor of his wor-

shipers. For early hymns to solar deities cf. Hop-
kins, ut sup., pp. 17-18, 48-50, the translations

noted at vol. ii., pp. 249-250 of this work, and R. W.
Frazer, Literary History of India, pp 49-50 (New
York, 1898).

7. China and Japan i The sun in China is not
marked out for especial distinction in worship. The
sacrifices to him belong not in the first or highest

grade into which cultic offerings are divided, but
in the middle or second grade. In Peking he has

a laige walled park with open altar terrace outside

the East Gate, where the especial sacrifices by the

emperor or his representative are offered in the mid-
dle of spring. In Japan in the Shinto pantheon (see

Japan, II., 1) the sun-goddess Amaterasu-O-Mi-
Kami (or Amaterasu no Oho-Kami, " Heaven-shi-

ning-great-Deity "; or, to use the now common Chi-

nese equivalent of her name, Tien-sho-dai-yin) is

chief, bears the title " ruler of heaven," and is said

to be unrivaled in dignity. It must not be under-,

stood from these expressions that there is any lord-

ship over the other deities, nor is the idea quite that

of the worshiper in Eg3rpt, who in addressing any
one deity heaped up phrases of adoration as if no
other deity existed. The goddess had her supposed

sphere of influence, however, and her worship is his-

torically perhaps the most important in the island

empire. The mythology of the Japanese is in spots

peculiarly crude and repulsive, to say nothing of its

occasional obscenity. Thus in the theogony the

origin of Amaterasu is traced to the ablutions of the

primitive creation deity Izanagi, who made the
" descent into hell " to see his dead consort. This

compelled ceremonial purification on his return, and
in his ablutions as he discarded garments and
washed away filth, these became deities of various

grades, and the sun-goddess took form from the

washings of his left eye (those from lus right ^yo
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producing the moon-god). Native oonceptione vary
from the animistic, which induce wor^p of the

physical sun (still to be seen), to the anthropomor-
phic which regards her as a deity whose sphere of

control centers in the sun. She figures as a benefi-

cent goddestf whose chief care is the welfare of man-
kind, in the exercise of this providing them with
seeds and showing them how to cultivate rice. The
mirror is her emblem, and as such is in itself an ob-

ject of reverence and worship, with ceremonies pe-

culiar to itself. The sun crow, a fabulous creation,

is her sacred bird and messenger (cf. the eagle-hawk
of the Egyptian-Semitio-Greek deities and the ravens

of Wotan or Odin) . Fora prayer to this deity offered

in 870 A.D. cf. W. G. Ashton, SMnio, pp. 125-127

(London, 1905). The idea of different sun-gods for

different parts of the day reappears in Japan.
Wakarhirume (" young-sun-female ") is the morning
sun, as is also Ho-no-fldkari, while Ho-no-susori is the

noon sun and Ho-no-wori the evening sun. Other
mythical sun-gods are known, as Nigi-haya-hi
(" gentle-swift-sun ")» <^d Hiruko, the first-bom of

Isanagi HT^d Isanami.

8. Western Zndo-Bnropean Peoples: Among the

Aryan nations of the West the cult of the sun takes

a relatively unimportant place. The Greeks and
Romans, it is true, were devoted to Apollo. But the

mature form of this deity is the result of a long

period of development, as is manifest from the di-

verse epithets and the variant rites employed in his

worship. Amalgamation with other gods is evident,

and that solar deities were among these is imques-
tionable. Helios (L>atin, Sol) and Apollo were orig-

inally distinct (cf. L. R. Famell, CulU of the Greek

States, iv. 136 sqq., Oxford, 1907), and the meiging
of the two was completed only by the Romans of

imperial times, so that not imtil the Christian era

was Apollo made to ride in the chariot of the sun,

and apparently not till the Roman period in Greek
history did he receive the rayed crown. The iden-

tification of Helios and Apollo at the end of the

second Christian century is explicitly attested by
Pausanias (VII., xxiii. 8; Eraser's transl., i. 364,

London, 1898), but how much earlier this had come
about is uncertain. Among the gods who went into

the composition of Apollo is a (>etan deity figured

with ra3rB streaming from his shoulders much like

.those of the Babylonian Shamash (ut sup., II., 2;

cf. A. J. Evans, in Journal of Hellenic Sttidisi, xxi.,

1901, p. 170) . The identification of Apollo had, how-
ever, been growing for centuries, and it was in part

due to this phase of his being, though also to his ac-

tivities as an oracle god and to his relation to music,

that he was one of Qie most influential members of

the Greco-Roman pantheon. He inspiied some of

the noblest productions both in art and literature

(cf. the Homeric hymn to Apollo, Eng. transl. and
discussion by Andrew Lang in Homeric HymnMf Lon-
don, 1899). The early Teutons and Scandinavians

undoubtedly had a cult of the sun—such antiquities

as a sun chariot with six wheels and disk and horse

being conclusive (cf. K. Blind, ** A Prehistoric Sim-

Chariot in Denmark," in Westminster Review, dx.,

1903, pp. 552-558). Evidential also is the cyde of

festivals at critical points in the year,—at the winter

and summer solstices and in spring and autumn.

But the Teutonic pantheon as reflected in the Eddas
and sagas seems to contain no sun-deityimleas Balder
be one. That he was a light-god is dear, but that he

was solar is disputed.

0. Primitive PeopXea : In the barbarous stage of

dvilisation, as well as among the more advanced

stages, the cult of the sun is often registered by sym-

bolic acts which, though they do not alwajrs involTe

actual worship, yet are indicative of a high degree

of reverence. Such are the Sioux customs of look-

ing toward the sun when they smoke the oeremonial

pipe and of presenting to him the caliunet; that ci

the Natches of smoking toward the east at sunrise,

and that of burial of the dead facing the east as

practised by Ainus, Guarayos, Yunanas, and Aus-

tralians. Sometimes the evidence demonstrates

worship, as is the case amongmany American Indiali

tribes which perpetuate the sun-dance, an annual

ceremony performed during the first week of July.

In this ceremony the sun's benefactions are remem-
bered and he is praised as the giver of life to man
and its supporter, the donor of com and the one

who makes it grow, and also as giving success in

the himt. At that time prayers are offered for con-

tinuation of his gifts and sacrifices are made to him.

Primitive peoples often registered their adoration

of the sun by cruel rites, especially by human sacri-

fice. In Central and South America the first-born

was usually the sacrifice to the sun (cf. J. G. Frazcr,

Qolden Bough, il. 52 sqq., London, 1900; where

cases are collected). In the Astec region one of the

great deities of tiie official cult was the sun-god

Ometecutli (" twice lord/' i.e., supreme lord), and

a sort of derivative was Uitsilopochtli, the sun of

spring, summer, and autunm, whose messenger was

die humming bird. He was bdoved, the people

called themselves his children, and they delighted

in praising his qualities of kindness and his benefac-

tions. His worship was performed eight times each

twenty-four hours, conducted by courses of priests.

At three annual festivals his gloiy was celebrated,

in Bfay, August, and December. At the last was

performed one of the rites which so astounded the

early Roman Catholic missionaries—^the making of

an image of the sun-god in dough mixed with the

blood of slaughtered infants, piercing it with an

arrow (to typify the death of tiie fading sun), and

then eating it in sacramental fashion. The winter

sun, Tescatlipoca, brother of Uitsilopochtli, was

different in qualities, being stem where his brother

was kind, a god of judgment and retribution. Among
the Ck)nds, a Dravidian tribe of India, the sun was

the chief object of worship and to him human sacri-

fices were offered, which were later represented by

a tnftnilrin of straw. Similarly the Khonds of India

offered human beings in sacrifice to him, though he

was not their chief deity. The Santhala regard the

sun as the highest of all spirits. Among other

Dravidian trib^ he was adored both as the creator

and as the paradise of souls. Qj-^. W. Gilmore.
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L History of Obaenrance of Sunday: The
earliest traces of the olieervanoe of the firat day of

the week in remembrance of Christ's resurrection

is foimd in the Pauline period of the

I. The Apostolic Age. Preceding this, Cbna-
Apostolic tians had, after the example of Christ

Age. himself and as a continuation of the

Old-Testament custom, kept the Sab-

bath, but with some freedom as to the method of

its observance. At first daily meetings were held

for the expression of thanks for salvation. But soon

a movement began among gentile Christians (cf

.

I Cor. xvi. 2 wiUi Acts xx. 7) to hold longer serv-

ices on Sunday characterised in part by the collec-

tion of free-wiJl offerings. The name, " the Lord's

day/' became a designation for it (Rev. i. 10; Igna-

tius, " Magnesians," ix., £ng. transl., ANF, i. 62;

Didache, xiv.) . The author of the Epistle of Barna-

bas (chap. XV., ANF, i. 147) speaks of the day as

the " eighth day " uid justifies its observance as

celebrating the resurrection of Christ, his first ap-

pearance to the disciples, and his ascension. The
day is called Sunday by Justin Martyr as commemo-
rating the creation of light on the first day of the

creation and also the awakening of Christ, the
" Sun of righteousness," from the darkness of the

grave. After Justin, the mention of the Lord's day
as the weekly observance of the CSiristians becomes
ever more frequent. Opposed to the claim that the

Christians in celebrating Simday had indirectly

appropriated a day already observed in honor of a
heathen deity, it is to be considered that in addi-

tion to the motive for observing that day assigned

by Justin Martyr and Barnabas, the great aversion

of the early Christians to idolatry would preclude

the possibility of such appropriation.

From Tertullian (De corona, iii., ANF, iii. 94)

and other sources it appears that, after the Apos-

tolic Age, since Sunday was a day of rejoicing,

fasting and kneeling at prayer was not observed.

TertuUian advised that the ordinary daUy routine

XI.—10

of labor be avoided, not out of respect to the Old-

Testament law (Ex. XX. 8-0), but because it was in

keeping with the purpose of devoting the day to a
celebration of joy. This conception of

a. To the Sunday continued for a number of cen-

Reforma- turies; as late as 538, at the Third
tk>n. Synod of Orleans (Hefele, ConcUienge-

sckichU, ii. 778; Fr. transl., ii. 2, p. 1162;

Eng. transl., iv. 208-200), Uie idea that meals could

not be prepared on Sunday and that other like work
could not be done was condemned as Jewish super-

stition. Sunday was first regulated by civil author^

ity in 321, under Constantine, directing that the

day be hallowed and observed appropriately. By
this law juridical and industrial activities were sus-

pended. The laws regulating Simday observance

were gradually made more comprehensive and
stringent by subsequent emperors, forbidding par-

ticipation in or attendance at places of public amuse-
ment and prescribing a more humane treatment of

prisoners on that day. A synodical decree of 585

(canon 1, Synod of Macon; Hefele, ConcUUruge-

aehichte, iii. 40, Fr. transl., iii. 209, cf. note 2, Eng.

transl., iv. 407) established severe punishments for

the desecration of Sunday.* But these strict regula-

tions were not borrowed from Old-Testament legis-

lation, the day being only broadly regarded as

corresponding to the Old-Testament Sabbath. '' Sab-

bath signifies rest, Sunday signifies resurrection,"

taught Augustine (on Ps. cl.). Not until the time

of ^e Carolingians did the idea of substitution of

Sunday for the Old-Testament Sabbath prevail in

(Ilhristian Europe. Charlemagne's numerous strict

Simday regulations were explicitly based upon the

Old-Testament command to keep the Sabbath day
holy, and henceforth, throughout the Middle Ages,

the Old-Testament idea of the Sabbath was the basis

for laws regulating the observance of Sunday. And
the situation in the East repeated that in the West,

labor being strictly prohibited on Sunday—as by
lioo the Isaurian,
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After the Reformatioa Qennaii Protestantism

turned awsy from the Judaiang theory back to the

original conception of Sunday obeerv-

3. Pott- anoe. Luther's Laiger Catechism
Reformation taught that one day is not essentially

Conceptions better than another, but that, since it

of Sunday, is not possible to devote each day in

the week to a special religious celebra-

tion, one day should be set apart for that purpose

and that, to avoid the unnecessaiy disturbance

which an innovation would occasion, it should con-

tinue to be Sunday. The Augsbuig Confession

(art. xxviii.) protests against the Sabbath substitu-

tion theory. However, there was not entire agree-

ment among the eariy Protestants on this subject,

there being a number who advocated literal acUier-

enoe to the Sabbath law of the Old Testament.
Others, on the contrary, held that Sunday was only

a symbol of the resurrection and that no outward
formal observance was required on that day. But
the more commonly accepted view among Protes-

tants sanctioned a moderately liberal observance of

Sunday. Even the stringent Simday regulations of

Calvin were not the outgrowth of the substitution

theoiy. Scotch and English Presbyterians returned

to the idea that Sunday took the place of the Old-

Testament Sabbath and that consequently no labor

is to be permitted, the entire day being devoted to

worship (Schaff, Creeds, i. 777-778). This doctrine

found aooeptance among Anglicans and had some
following in Holland and Germany. However, op-

position to the Puritan Sunday was present among
both Anglicans and Presbyterians. In England
the oontroveny was bitter throughout the seven-

teenth century. The Presbyterian theologians

strongly protested against an edict of James I. in

1616 (see Spobtb, Book of), allowing participation

in certain pleasures on Sunday. But the edict found
defenders among Anglican prelates and theologians.

It may be noted that, in a revival of the dispute

toward the end of that century, John Bimyan took
a position favoring the freer conception of Sunday.
John Milton in On Christian Doctrine (vol. iv. of Ids

Prose Works, London, 1848-53) recorded opinions

partially at variance with those of the Westminster
Confession. In the controversy which was then in

progress on the continent, the development of the

extreme views of the anti-Sabbatarians is note-

worthy. They held that Christians are not com-
manded to devote any particular day to a special

celebration, and that everything which a Christian

may do, be may do to the gloiy of God. Ordinary
labor need not, therefore, he suspended on Simday,
provided only the hearts of the laborers are in a
correct attitude toward God.
Thus three main tendencies developed regarding

the observance of Sunday: the Puritanical, the ex-

treme anti-Sabbatarian, and tiie mod-
4. Three erate Lutheran. The first of these

Theories positions is represented best in the

of Sunday, strict Sunday laws of Scotland and of

the New England colonies. That Sun-
dayshould be most carefidly observed as a day of rest

and that the State should support them in securing

such an observance, was held as a fundamental right.

HQwever, there were always men of influence who

opposed this view, and in America particularly the

influence of the Sunday-school has tended to mod-

erate, in some measure, the earlier Puritanical Tier

of Stmday observance. In England there has been

during tlie last quarter of a century, under ik

influence of anti-Sabbatarian and even iireligbiB

utilitarian ideas, a reaction against the formal ob-

servance of Sunday. The Sunday League, arpt-

ised July 2, 1875, at a meeting in Westminster

Palace Hotel, in London, is in favor of allowing

participation in harmless Stmday amusements, par-

ticularly in the larger cities. Here and tiiere, where

the influence of this organization has reached,

museums, public gardens, and libraries have been

opened on Sunday. A more radical tendency is that

which supports public lectures on secular themes on

Sunday afternoons.

In Germany there developed a strong movement

about the middle of the nineteenth century in favor

of a more careful observance of Sim-

5. Recent day as a day of rest. Through a series

Xovementi of church conventions and by the isue

in Germany, of a large number of publications ida-

ting to the subject, the great extent of

Sunday labor was brought to public attention, and

the necessity of protecting the laborer in his right

to Stmday rest. The govenmiente of Pniasia and

WOrttemberg responded to the appeal of the Prot-

estant church there (1850) by enforcing Sunday ob-

servance in all branches of the governmental servioe.

The religious periodicals championed the cause with

great seal. Tlie movement waned for a period but

revived about 1874 as one of the phases of the Kv^

turkampf. In both Germany and Switierland nu-

merous organisations were brought into ezisteDce

for the purpose of strengthening the movement, and

these have been united since 1876 in an intenia-

tioiud congress. The movement has resulted in

Germany in a ntunber of recent laws enforcing the

observance of Stmday as a day of rest.

(O. Z6CKLEBt

)

n. Sunday Legislation: Laws respecting Sab-

bath-keeping or l£e observing of Sunday have ne^
been religious only, but have had also a hygienic

basis. So far as the acts of obeoraoa

z. Origin have been detailed in legislation, the

and Charao- ooiuse prescribed has always heea rest

ter of the and quiet. In fact, the word ^'Sab-

Sabbath, bath " has never been the name of &

day of the week at any time, but has

always been descriptive of human conduct on the

day in question. Although the spirit may be idig*

ious and distinctly Christian, the idea of phymcal

rest and quiet is at the bottom of all the regula-

tions in all Sunday legislation, llie Mosaic amials

record the command from Sinai to keep the Sab-

bath holy, but its details relate largely, if not wboOr,

to the enforcing of physical rest. It must not be

assumed that these were new r^:ulations. It vas

beyond doubt the writing into t^e Decalogue of &

law previously existing and observed, whether writ-

ten or unwritten. How early those regulations were

first made does not appear, but it is impossible from

the whole of that record to conclude otherwise this

that it was a regulation for htmian conduct whieb

had been given from the very ori^ of the huma?
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nee, and that contemporaiy with it waa the week
of seven days aa a division of time. So far aa is

known the Hebrews never had names for the days
of their week, but knew them by numbers only.

Aside from the Bible record, the division of time
into weeks, consisting of seven days each, one of

which days was by law made a rest day, appears
very early in the history of oriental peoples, other

than the Hebrews (see Wbbk).
Upon the basis of the archeological discoveries of

the last half-century it is claimed by many arche-

ologists, with apparent justification, that the Ak-
kadians, who inhabited North Babylonia long before

the time of Abraham (see Babtlomia,
a. The V., | 1), divided time into periods of

Week, weeks, and that each week consisted

of seven days, named for the sun, the
moon, and five of the planets. One day of each
week, orthe seventh, fourteenth, nineteenth, twenty-
first, and twenty-eighth days of each month, each
known as Sabatu, waa a rest day, on which all labor
was unlawful, and even the king was interdicted

from labor and from ordinaiy and royal pleasures

(see Wsbk). The regulations in that regard will

compare in drastic repression with any of the re-

quirements of the mythical blue-laws of Connecti-
cut. The weekly calendar of seven days was un-
known to the early Greeks. Their week consisted

of ten days. The early Bomans divided the year
into months and the months into three unequal and
vaiying parts, the Kalends, of thirteen to fifteen

days, the Ides, of seven to nine da3rs, and the Nones,
of nine days. The Egjrptians, Hke the Assyrians
and Babylonians, were advanced astronomers, and
in very remote time, but how early is not known,
had their weeks of seven days each. How they came
to have weeks of seven days like the Akkadians, the
Assyrians, and the Babylonians is not known. Nor
is it known why they sdso called their days for the
son, the moon, and five of the planets, lliis £)gyp-
tian division of time was introduced into Rome and
supplanted the Roman calendar, but the time of the
innovation is not certainly known; some authori-

ties placing it in the second and others in the fourth
century of the Christian era. In this Roman week
of seven days, one day was named for the sun, and
called " day of the sun." It is clear that this naming
it after the sun was whoUy distinct from and uncon-
nected with the worship of the sun or of Apollo,
who, in Greek, and later in Roman, mythology rep-

resented the sun, and was worshiped in Greece on
the seventh day of each month, and in Rome on a
like day, and not on the first day of the week of
seven days, the day in the calendar named for the
sun. With the progress of the Greek armies under
Alexander many oriental customs disappeared, and
with the destruction of the Jewish nation and the
supremacy of the Roman empire, the general and
open keeping of the Mosaic law as to Sabbath ob-
servance ended, though the Jews privately continued
the observance.

Not until the Christian religion had made its con-
verts throughout the Roman Empire, and the body
of Christians had become so great as to be an ele-

l^ent to be reckoned with, does legislation ooncem-
ing the rest day again recur. The QuU/^ms ha4

|

passed through the throes of persecution, and had
been deprived of property and of civil rights.

Constantine had ruled in Gaul and
3. Roman Britain, where he had ameliorated the
Legislatton conditions for Christians. And when
for Sunday, he came to power in 313 a.d., he

was joined by Maxentius in the cele-

brated edict of Milan, by which civil rights were
accorded to Christians, their property restored, and
general reUgiouB liberty guaranteed to all. In 321
A.D. Constantine, having become sole emperor,
issued his famous edict, prohibiting certain labor
and trades on Sunday. (" Let all magistrates and
people of the city, and all who work as artisans,

rest on the venerable day of the sim "; text and
transl. of the edict given in Schaff, Christian Church,
iii. 380, note 1). Exceptions follow as to farmers
and vine-growers, who might otherwise lose their

crops. However one may strain not to see in this

edict of the Roman emperor any recognition of the
religious element or of Christian rites, it remains
clear that it waa not the inauguration of a feast to
the sun, or to Apollo the heathen representative

of the sun, for it was not ApoUo's day. Apollo
never was worshiped on the first day of the week,
nor on the seventh day of the week, but upon
the seventh day of the month, which was his festal

day. It is also beyond dispute that it was a set-

ting apart by law for the first time of the first

day of the week as a/esfum, or feast day, which day
was then kept holy only by Christians, who ob-
served it as a rest day as wcJl as a day of worship.

By the edict of Constantine the keeping of the day
in the same manner as Christians kept it was en-

joined by making physical labor unlawful on that
day. Sixty-six years later, 387 a.d., in another
Roman decree, Simday is called " The Lord's Day."
This constitutes l^al recognition of the Christian

name for the day, used by Christians from themiddle
of the first century. In 302 a.d., another Roman
decree forbade on that day all exhibitions that might
turn away attendance from the mysteries of the
Christian religion. The Sunday le^slation of the
Roman empire never went backward. The decrees

of Valens, Valentinian I., Gratian, Valentinian II.,

Theodosius the Great, Honorius, Arcadius, Theo-
dosius II., Leo I., and Athenius, between 364 and
467, added other inhibitions, but also made from
time to time exemption from certain prohibitions

of the law. In the time of Justinian 685 a.d., the
laws of the empire on the subject were gathered
into the codes, which contained the law of the Ro-
man empire, and from the year 800, when Charle-

magne was crowned, this code was of force and
effect all over the "Holy Roman Empire," that
" complex Prankish empire," a State composed of

many states. During the Middle Ages there were
decrees and canons of popes and of councils concern-
ing the observance of Sunday, which, though eccle-

siastical, were of dvil force because enforced by the

civil power.

It would seem that English Simday legislation

got its impulse and initiative from the Christian re-

ligion. Such early statutes as are known foUowed
the advent of Augustine in England and the con-

Tersioii of the S^txon kin^ to Christianitjr. They
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appear aa eariy aa the Heptarchy. Ina reigned

Idng of Weawz from 688 to hia abdioation in 726.

He began aa a warrior, then became a
4. Eailj Btateman and law-giver, and died a
SngUgh religioua reduae. 'I^^ien he had added

Legislation, much to his kingdom by war upon hia

neighbors he gave a code of laws,

known aa the " West Saxon code," in which was a
law for observance of Sunday which prohibited all

WQiic on that day. In the east of England, the king-

dom of Kent, the home of Augustine and the fi^
of his success, it is strange that there is no earlier

record of Sunday laws. Perhaps ecclesiastical canona
were deemed enough. But in the time of Withred,
long of Kent, in 096, a statute waa enacted forbid-

ding labor from Saturday at sunset to Sunday at

sunset. This recalla an early New England custom
aa to the beginning and ending of Sunday observ-

ance. The same law made free Uie slave who worked
on Sunday by his lord's command, and enslaved
the free man who worked without his lord's com-
mand. Other severe penalties are mentioned. In
747 Eidelbald, king of the Iferciana, enacted the

observance of the Lord'a day by all, and forbade
all business, joumejrs, and meetings. Before 900,

Alfred, king of Wessez, and ** over-lord " of the
Saxon kingdom of England, had enacted a law for

Sunday observance. Earlier than 930, the kingdom
of the West Saxona and Meroia having been united,

Athelstan the king, also " over-lord " of the other

kingdoms, by his statute forbade all merchandising
on the Lord'sday. Edgar, king of thesame realm
959-975, enacted a furUier Simday law forbidding

Sunday trading, folkmotes (meetings of the people),

heathen songs, and devils games on that day, and
he is said to have enacted that Sunday began at
three on Saturday afternoon and continued until

daybreak of Monday. Ethelred, long of the
same kingdom 978-1016, enacted that all " himting
bouts," trafficking, courts, and worldly works were
forbidden on Sunday; yet allowed courts to sit on
occasions of necessity. Canute, the first Danish
king of England, came to that throne in 1017, and
reenacted Sunday laws forbidding himting and
worldly work on Sunday, and also marketing, ex-

cept for necessity, and forbade capital punishment
on that day. Tlie Saxon dynasty was restored in

1040, and Edward the Confessor about 1056 en-
larged the Sunday law of Canute. Lord Mansficdd,

in a decision of a lawsuit (Swann vs. Browne, 3
Burrow, 1599) which involved the question whether
a court could make a valid judgment on a Simday,
is authority for the statement that both William
the Conqueror and Henry 11. ratified and confirmed
the canons of the councils of Tribury and Saint

Medoro and the ordinances of Edward the Con-
fessor as to Sunday observance, and decreed that

the codes of Justinian on Sunday observance were
the law of England. Successive acts of parliament
on Sunday observance became the law of England
(e.g.: 1354 a.d., the 28th of Edward 11., chapter

14; 1388 A.D., the 12th of Richard II., chapter 6;

1410 A.D., the 11th of Henry IV., chapter 7; 1428
A.D., the 6th of Henry VI., chapter 3; 1449 a.d.,

the 27th of Henry VI., chapter 5; 1464 a.d., the

4th of Edward IV., chapter 7; 1552 a.d., the 6th of

Edward VI., chapter 3; 1603 ajo., the Ist of James

I., chapter 25; 1625 a.d., the Ist of Qiaries L,

chapter 7; 1627 a.d., the 3d of Charles I., chapter 1).

The Puritan ideas obtained ascendency in Eng-

land and in 1676 a.d., 29 Charles II., chapter 7,

was enacted. This statute was the most compre-

hensive and severe and the most detailed of any

English Sunday law. Its purpose as expreased in

its title waa for ** the better obeerva-

5. Legisla- tion and keeping holy of the Lord's

tive Rflsolti Day, commonly called Sunday.'* It

of Piirita&- enacts the careful execution of all

ism. fflristing laws relating to the Lord's

day; commands exercises public and

private of piety and of religion on that day; for-

bids all labor, work, or businoss of ordinary calling,

works of dutfity or necessity alone excepted, but

exempta children; forbids the crying or exposng

for sale of wares, merchandise, fruit, herbs, goods,

or chattels on pain of forfeiture; forbids travel by

horse or boat, except aa allowed by a magistrate;

relieves the parish of responsibility for robbery of a

Sunday traveler; makes void aU service of 1^
writs or proceedings, except in case of treason, mur-

der, and breach of the peace; but its provisions are

not to apply to dressing of meats in private fam-

ilies, or in inns, cook or victualing houses, for such

as can not be otherwise provided; also the crying

and selling of milk before 9 A.11. and after 3 pjh.

This statute has been practically the law of Eng-

land ever since. It has been modified in particulars

and exceptions, and other regulations have been

made by subsequent statutes, but the law remains

substantially the same to-day. At the time of the

American Revolution the statute of Charies 11. had

been for more than 100 years the law of England

and of its colonies. With this history of Sunday

legislation in England for more than 900 yeais

(from 747), the Puritans came to America. They

came with the traditions, dvil and religious, of the

mother country, particulariy those which developed

with the Reformation in England; their colonial

regulations aa to Sunday-keeping tiierefore could

not fail of such influence. To tiieir account has

been laid the fabulous " blue-laws," tiie reports

concerning which were an exaggeration of the facts

and ridiculous in some things as appljring to dumb
beasts and inanimate objects. It is, however, true

that there were colonial laws on the subject of Sun-

day-keeping which partook strongly of tiie religious

spirit of the English laws on the same subject and

tiiat of the English Puritanswho settled the colonic

They were enacted in Massachusetts Bay Colony-

The Dutch authorities of the West India Colony

enacted Sunday laws for the New Ketheriands in

1641, 1647, 1656, 1657, and 1663. In 1665 the

" duke's laws " (duke of York's laws) took effect in

the English colony of New York, and they con-

tained a provision against profaning Sunday; colo-

nial statutes for preventing desecration of Sunday

were enacted also by the general assembly of that

colony in 1685, and again in 1695, which were in

effect at the time of the American RevohitioD.

When the independence of the American odonies

was proclaimed, the continental congress called

upon the colonies (then called states), each for itself
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to frame and adopt a constitution, and these con-

atitiitions all recognised liberty of conscience and
freedom of worship, and also liie God of the Chris-

tian, and obligation to him for all benefits. These
features have been retained in the subsequent
amended constitutions of the original thirteen states

as well as in the constitutions of all the states later

admitted into the union, until in the constitutions

of all but one of the American states God and the

true religion are recognised, and in twenty of them
his worship is guaranteed, and in not one is any
other worship guaranteed. It matters not that the

federal constitution forbidding establishment of re-

ligion as a legal national institution has not '' God "

written in it, for that constitution is but an instru-

ment to provide a union of the several states, all

but one of which constitutionally recognises God.
And yet Sunday laws have been enacted by con-

gress, which has forbidden the pursuit of studies at

the military and naval academies on Simday.
With such origins for the foimders, such tradi-

tiona for its settlers, such laws of the mother coun-

try in force in the colonies, and such recognition of

the true God in the constitution of the

6. Legisia- states, it would have been strange

tion m the indeed if in the legislation of the states

Several laws for observance of Sunday had not
States, been enacted. In the several original

states, and in the many states admitted

from time to time, Simday laws followed until in all

the states of the American Union except one (and

that on the western frontier) laws have been enacted

for the observance of Sunday, not as a day of wor-

ship, but as a day of rest and quiet. In New York
they appear as early as 1788. They are not uniform

in language but agree in substance, forbidding by
some formula labor and work and business on that

day, except for necessity or charity. Some of them
limit prohibition to work, labor, or business for

profit or amusement,^r to secular work, and in most
states make the fulfilling of a contract on Sunday
unlawful, and in some the making of a contract;

also the serving of legal process, or the holding of

courts. In many states all noise and disorderly

conduct are prohibited; also sports for purposes of

money-making through admission fees. There is

often in these statutes such a recognition of others

who continually observe another day as holy time,

as permits such to pursue their labor or calling, but
in such manner as shall not disturb the quiet, re-

pose, or worship of those who regard Simday as a
holy day. These laws have not always preserved

the orif^nal language, but have from time to time
been amended. Attacks are continually made upon
these statutes principally on the ground that they
are imoonstitutional, but the laws have been uni-

formly upheld by the courts of the several states and
by the supreme court of the United States. These
attacks have come almost exclusively from Seventh
Day Baptists and Jews, who have never proposed

to make any other day a rest day, but have pro-

posed only to destroy the rest day of Sunday.
But Sunday legislation in modem times has not

been confined to Christian England or Christian

America. The Code of Justinian remained the law
of the territory of the Roman empire until IqpJly

abrogated. Its provisions as to observance of

Sunday may have become obsolete and disregarded,

but the influence of the Church and
7. Condi- the decrees of councils and popes have
tk>n8 in kept it in force. It may with the
Enrope. political changes and the social changes

of medieval and modem times have
ceased to be observed, but the law remained, en-

forced or unenforced. In modem times the Sunday
l^jslation of the countries of continental Europe
has gone forward. In France such legislation has
had a varying history. In 1793 the convention
abolished the week of seven days, and with it Sim-
day, and all other then and now known names for

days, substituting a week of ten days. The seven-

day week with its names of days was restored under
Napoleon. Since then, in the history of that peo-

ple during the struggles with the Roman Catholic

Church and with rationalism and atheism there have
been attacks upon everything that has religious re-

lationship, and hence upon Sunday-keeping. The
excess of this virulence brought all worlonen to

demand one rest day in seven, and in 1906 a law
was enacted requiring a rest of one day in seven for

all workmen, preferably on Sunday, but not requir-

ing it on that day; in practise, however, Sunday
was the choice. In Belgium, after many years of

discussion and agitation, in 1905 a law was enacted
guaranteeing one day of rest in each week to all

workmen, but it does not require closing of shops.

In HoQaiid since 1815 Sunday rest has been required

by law. The statute is religious in character, and
includes so many exceptions that it does not
command the loyal obedience of the people. In

Germany the claim is that after the Franco-Prus-

sian war the German Emperor William I. was
Gfympathetic toward Sunday legislation, but that

Bismarck opposed it on the groimd that the closing

of factories would increase the consumption of beer

on the idle day, cause deterioration in physique,

and tend to disorder. No progress was made until

in the reign of William II. a great reform was com-
menced, and in 1892 laws were enacted for what is

called Sabbath rest in commerce, and Sabbath rest

in industry, reducing hours of work on Sunday to five

hours after 7 a.m. The hours from 9 to 11 a.m. were
earlier protected for public worship. These laws,

however, gave some discretion to municipalities as to

limitations of the hours, and the result has been

a lack of uniformity of application. In Norway
labor in factories, opening of drinking-shops from
6 P.M . of Saturday to 8 a.ii. of Monday, and the

printing and publishing of newspapers are unlaw-

ful. In Sweden buying and selling are unlawful,

and public places of amusement must be closed on
Simday. In Russia in 1906 a Sunday law was
enacted restricting labor engaged in industry or

commerce on Sunday and on holidays. The enforce-

ment is another question. Greece and Servia are

without Sunday legislation. Rumania enacted a
Sunday law in 1907, which was abrogated the next

year, and now has no Sunday statute. The dual

empire of Austria-Hungary has for twenty-five

years been struggling with the matter of Sunday
legislation, and the hitest statute enacted in Aus-

tria in 1905 provides for a Sabbath in commerce.
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limitisg work from four to mx hours. In Huofuyy
8inoe 1801, there has been a Sunday rest law. In
Switierland, consisting of several independent can-

tons united for limited purposes, the State lacks

uniformity in Sunday laws. Five of the cantons
have laws requiring rest in commerce. This coun-
try is such a resort of tourists that no law could be
obtained to limit Sunday as regards their enters

tainment and amusement. In Italy in 1907 a Sun-
day law was enacted by which labor must cease and
shops must be closed after noon on Sunday. In
Spain in 1004 a Sunday law was enacted, but has
since been very much changed. Bull fights on Sun-
day were unlawful, but the popular clamor for that

brutal sport compelled the modification of the law
to permit restoration of bull fights on Sunday.
Porteftf has a Sunday law, but it is practically

ignored. In Tnrksy the Mohammedan keeps Fri-

day as his Sabbath; the Jew, Saturday; the Chris-

tian, Sunday. This land has many of all these peo-

ples, and to require physical rest or business sus-

pension for all three would leave but four days
in the week for other than religious duties. Hence,
no Sunday legislation exists or can exist in the

Ottoman empire.

From this ^^urvey, it is impossible to avoid the

conclusion that, although the manner of Sunday-
keeping is physical rest and quiet for one day in

seven, yet the general and exclusive choice of Sun-
day for that time of rest, is due to the influence of

the Christian religion. Although observation may
show that Christian reUgious imd hygienic require-

ments are not loyally observed and enforced l^ all,

this does not contradict the teaching of history that

its provisions are Christian. All attacks upon these

laws are in violation of the best interests and assail

the health and manhood of the people. Such at-

tacks are mainly commercial, aiming to destrcy any
rest day whatever, and never aim to substitute

another day of rest for the Sunday of rest.

Ralph E. PniiaD.
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I. HisEtoiy.

1. Eariy Religioua Instnietioo.

Early Ethnic Religious Training
«1).

Hebrew and Jewish Religious Ed-
ucation (f 2).

Early Christian Schools (| 3).

Schools in the Reformation Era
U4).

Anticipations of Modem Sunday-
school (I 5).

2. Modem Sunday-schools.
Tha Raikes Schools (| 1).

Popular Interest Aroused (f 2).

Voluntary Services of Workem
(13).

I in Great Britain (I 4).

SUNDAT-SCHOOLS.

In America (I 5).

In Denmark, Germany, and Nor-
way (i 6).

In Other European Countries (| 7).

n. Sunday-school Societies.

1. In Great Britain.

London Sunday-school Union (| 1).

Other Societies (| 2).
* 2. Societies in America.

Early Societies Local (I 1).

American Sunday-school Union
(»2).

Results of this Society's Work (| 8).

Other Societies (| 4).

8. Gonventiains of Sunday-school
Workem.

Conventions to 1862 (i 1).

1869-1910 (I 2).

Other Conventions (| 3).

in. Modes of Instruction and Litaiar

ture.

Earlier Methods (| 1).

Transition to Systematised In-
stmction (f 2).

Various Systems Tried (I 8).

The International Lessons (I 4).

British Simday-Bchool Literators

(»5).
American Literature (I 6).

Conclusion (| 7).

IV. Statistics of Sunday-achools.
1. United States.

2. Great Britain and Ireland.

3. Other Countries.

The Sunday-echooi may be defined as an assem-

bly of persons grouped in classes, with teachersi on
the Lord's Day, for the study of the Bible, for moral
and relin^ous instruction, and for the worship of

God. "Die modem Sunday-school grew out of a
movement to provide religious instruction for poor

and neglected children, near the close of the eight-

eenth century. In its present popular form, it seeks

to teach and to train all whom it can reach in the

performance of the duties owing to God and to

neighbor, as these duties are set forth in the Jewish

and Christian Scriptures.

L ffistoxy. 1. Barly BeUsions Instmotioii: Re-
ligious instruction of the young and the unlearned

has, from the earliest histoiy of the human race,

been recognized as a sacred duty. In early times

all primary instruction centered in the family, the

father was teacher and priest of the

household (Gen. xviii. 10). The more
advanced education was, however,

often provided in connection with tem^
pies, indicating how large a place re-

ligion had in the nations of great antiquity. The
recent explorations in Babylonia, as at Sippara and
Nippur, have not only shown that fully equipped
schools existed in the days of Abraham and earlier,

but they have also made known the methods of

those sdiools, since multitudes of tablets have been

found giving varied forms of school exercises of

pupils, illustrating the pedagogical methods in the

schools of Chaldea and Babylonia when Abraham
and his fathers were children. Hymns and relig-

ious texts formed part of the extensive equipment
used. Among the Semitic peoples, religious instruc-

tion in accord with school methods, therefore, was
known and practised long before Abraham's day,

1. Barly
Xthnio

Beliclcma
Training.

and the glimpses of the fact which appear in the

Hebrew narratives, reveal its existence, and come
out unmistakably in the record of the " first " and
great commandment (Deut. vi. 4-0). And these

are unexpectedly and signally confirmed by the

school-tablets foimd in Babylonia and by a law of

Hammurabi (see Hammubabi and His Code), for-

bidding a lost child's recovery by its parents, when
adopted and ** taught " a handicraft or trade by
its foster-father (§| 18&-189; £ng. transl. in DB,
Extra Voliune, p. 605).

Faithful religious instruction of the young wIub

given by Abraham, with military training (Gen.

xiv. 14; cf. Job i. 5), and was enjoined in the ob-

servance of the Passover. The lloeaic

8. Hebrew l&w required children and adults to

and Jewish come together before the Lord at
Beliiriotis certain seasons to hear the law, and to
Bduoatlon. have it explained, in addition to the

instruction given in the family (Deut.

xxxi. 10-13; Josh. viii. 34, 35). Joshua gathered

the people at Gerisim and Ebal, where the law of

God was impressively proclaimed anew. The proph-

ets, from Samuel to Elijah and Elisha, promoted
religious instruction, teaching the people God's will,

besides maintjuning the so-c^ed " schools " of the

prophets. Jehoshaphat appointed a royal educa-
tional commission to reestablish systematic relig-

ious instruction throughout the Hebrew nation,

and a similar effort was made by Josiah (II Chron.
xvii. 7-9, xxxiv. 30-33). In like manner Esra
gathered the people with the children into a na-

tional Bible assembly or school, wherein the priests

taught and explained the meaning of the law of

God, similar to modem methods of school instnu^

tion. In New-Testament times, schools for reUg-
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iouB instniction were held in oonneetioa with Jewish

Qouigoguee in every city and important village of

F^estine. These schools were part of an extooded

qrstem of religious instruction. lightfoot finds

four kinds of schools and tiwehing among the Jews:

(1) the elementary school; (2) the t4'nching of the

synagogue; (3) the higher schools, as those of Hillel

sjid Shammai; and (4) the Sanhedrin, which was a
great school, as well as the great judicatory of the

nation. Some have questioned the prevalence of

elementary schools in the time of Christ's child-

hood; but, according to the Talmud, synagogue
schools were of earlier origin, and had then become
common. They used the Hebrew Scriptures, and,

Later, little parchment rolls prepared for children.

The Mishna says, " At five years of age let children

begin the Scripture, at ten the Mishna, and at thir-

teen, let them be subjects of the law." In this

period a synagogue presupposed a school, as now a
church implies a Sunday-sdiooL Hence the Church
and Sunday-school, not the Church and district-

school, parallel the Jewish system. The methods
in these schools were not unlike those of the mod-
em Simday-school. Questions were freely asked

and answered, and opinions stated and discussed.

Such a Jewish Bible school, no doubt, Jesus entered

in the temple when twelve years old. Paul was
" brought up at the feet of Gamaliel," a phrase

which impliai the customary posture of Jewish stu-

dents at a school. The apostolic age was remark-

able for the activity of these schools. Every town
having ten men, giving themselves to divine things,

was to have a synagogue; and every place having

twenty-five boys, or, according to Maimonides, 126

families, was compdled to appoint a teacher, and
for forty or fifty boys, two teachers. In the apos-

tolic period teachers were a recognised body of

workers quite distinct from pastors, prophets, and
evangelists (I Cor. xii. 28, 29; Eph. iv. 11; Heb.
V. 12). The special work of teachers in the apos-

tolic church was to instruct the yoimg and the in-

experienced in religion and in the way of salvation

through Jesus Christ.

The Christian schools were founded upon the plan

of the Jewish synagogue schools. These schools or

catechetical classes were to aid in pre-

J!lT~^ paring new converts for full church
Ohristlan ^P .. . i

Bohoola. i<^CDiD®™up, and also were an unpor-

tant means of instructing the young
and the worldly in the -knowledge of God, and of

salvation through Jesus Christ. Thus in the fourth

century a.d., Gregory the Illuminator (see Armenia,
III., I 2) founded Bible schools for the children

throughout Armenia. The sixth general coundl at

Constantinople (680 a.d.) required the presbyters

to hold schools in country towns and villages, to

teach all children sent to them without pay or re-

ward, except as parents made them a voluntary

present. Schools were effective and aggressive mis-

sionary agencies of the early churches, and are aptly

termed the Sunday-schools of the first ages of Chris-

tianity. They were graded, the pupils being divided

into two, three, and four classes, according to their

proficiency. They committed passages of Scripture,

and were taught the doctrines oonoeming God
creation, providence, sacred history, the fall, the

incarnation, the resurrection, and future rewards

and punishments. Their books were portions of tbe

Bible, sometimes in verse, Old-Testament histny

and antiquities, sacred poems, and dialogues. Wben

the eccle8iasti<»J spirit overcame the apostolic and

Gospel teaching, the study of the Bible was laigetr

displaced by ritual ceremonies and priestly confes-

sionals. A few faithful continued to teach Uie Bible.

as the Waldenses and the Lollards.

Classes and schools for the religious instructioii

of the yoimg were among the agencies recogniied

as indispensable by the Protestant R&-

*'lS*^^^
formers. " Christian schools must be

TlsfViiMia
established and maintained," dedaied

tion Mg%. Luther, ** for God maintaina the church

through the schools." He prepaicd

Biblical catechisms and lessons for such schools in

1629. Calvin in 1636 issued similar catechisms in

fifty-eight sections, for teaching the young in Ge-

neva. Alarmed by the spread of the Reformation,

which he strenuously opposed. Carlo Borromeo

(q.v.), arehbishop of Milan, gathered boys and giris

for religious instruction. He separated them into

two divisions, and grouped them into large classes.

with a priest aided by a layman for the boys, and &

matron for the girls, that they might be taught tbe

doctrines and discipline of the Roman CaUioIic

Chureh. Similar schools were established through-

out his diocese by the cooperation of bishops,

priests, and the Jesuits, the instruction aiming to

hold the people to the Roman Catholic faith and to

prevent them from accepting the Reformer's do<y

trines and instructions from the Bible. The religious

instruction in Borromeo's schools was concentrated

chiefly upon the Church's decrees and confessions,

while that of the Reformers was upon Christ and the

Bible. The way was further prepared for the modem
Sunday-school movement by the labors of ZiKingli,

Besa, Melanchthon, Spener, Francke, and ZinKS-

dorf (qq.v.) on the continent; and in Great Britain

by John Knox, Baxter (qq.v.), and the English

and Scottish Reformers, who recognised the scbod

as a part of the divinely appointed mission of the

Church. Luther would '' that nobody be chosen as

a minister if he were not before this a school-magta'/*

The Heidelbeig Catechism declared as a require-

ment of the fourth commandment " that the min-

istry of the Gospel and the schools be maintained."

The first Scottish general assembly directed thst

the second of the two public services on every Lord's

Day be given to worship, and the catechising of the

young and ignorant. The Church of England as

early as 1603 required "every person, vicar, or

curate, upon every Sunday and holiday, for half

an hour or more, to instruct the young and ignorant

in the ten commandments, the articles of belief, and

in the Lord's Prayer." In America eariy Protes-

tant settlers regarded it as a duty of the Church and

the State to maintain schools wherein religion and

the Bible were taught. Some form of catechetical

and religious instruction, therefore, widely prevailed

in connection with the Protestant and Reformed

Churehes of Europe and America for more than a

century before the origin of the modem popular

movement. The religious influence of the schools,

it is true, declined in the seventeenth and eighteenth
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centuries, but it was partly because the school

method was misused or neglected, and greater em-
phasis was laid upon proclaiming and preaching

than upon interlocutory teaching of the Gospel.

Religion and morals suffered a sad decline in conse-

quence. Great and godly men saw and lamented
their Tnistakes in this respect. Thus Bishop Joseph
Hall (q.v.), Henry More (d. 1687), and George
Herbert (q.v.) placed catechizing in the forefront

for effectively planting the Gospel in the minds of

men. John Owen (d. 1683) declared that " more
knowledge is ordinarily diffused among the yoimg
and ignorant by one hour's catechetical exeroise,

than by many hours' continual discourse."

These facts account for the fact that many places

claimed to have had Sunday-schools previous to

those in Gloucester, England. Among the many
worthy instances only a few can be

^'^^^' noticed. It is claimed that Sunday-
'^~|^" schools were begun in Scotland by John

S^^. Knox about 1560; in Bath, England,

school. ^^^> ^y Joseph Alleine; in Roxbury,
Mass., 1674; in Norwich, Conn., 1676;

^ in Plymouth, Mass., 1680; in Newton, N. Y., 1683;
by Bishop Frampton, England, 1693; in Glasgow,
Scotland, 1707; by Uie Schwenckfelders, in Penn-
sylvania, 1734; in Bethlehem, Conn., by Joseph
Bellamy, 1740; in Ephrata, Pa., by Ludwig H&cker,
1740—a school giving gratuitous instruction, hold-

ing children's meetings and blessed by many con-

versions, maintained for thirty years among Geiv
man Seventh Day Baptists, and broken up by the
war of independence; in Philadelphia, Pa., by Bfrs.

Greening, 1744; in Norham, Scotland, by Rev.
W. Morrison, 1757; in Brechin, Scotland, by Rev.
David Blair, 1760; in Catterick, England, by Rev.
T. Lindsey, 1763; by Rev. E. Wheelock, Columbia,
Conn., 1763; by Miss Harrison, Bedale, England,
1765; by Oberlin, at Walbach, 1767; by Miss
Hannah Ball, High Wycombe, Ikigkind, 1769; by
W. Gait, Do8^h, County Antrim, Ireland, 1770; by
Rev. J. W. Moffatt, Nailsworth, Enghmd, 1772; by
Dr. Kennedy, Bright, County Down, Ireland, 1774;
by Kindennan, in Bohemia, 1773; by A. Cromp-
ton, Little Levers, near Bolton, England, 1775; by
David Simpson, Macclesfield, England, 1778; and
by many others in the decade, 1770 to 1780. These
were, in some cases, catechetical schools and classes,

giving religious instruction, yet not wholly parallel

with the methods of the modem Sunday-school as

devoted to the study of the Bible.

2. Xod«m Simday-aohools: The pioneer schools

mentioned above, were isolated, often with cate-

chisms as the chief text-books. They did not arouse

popular interest, nor did they come into affiliation

one with another, tending toward organized move-

^ _^ ment or toward a system of religious

1^^^ instruction, with the Holy Scriptures

Seliools. ^ ^^ ^^^^ text-book. Of this great

movement Robert Raikes, Jr. (q.v.), is

justly called the founder. He was editor and pro-

prietor of the GUmcesUr Jowmal, Gloucester, Eng-
land, and a strange mixture of the " dandy " and
of the r^ormer. Before he was of age, he b^an
visiting the two prisons of Gloucester, to relieve the

borroTB ot prison life, and to reform the prisoners.

His sympathies were widened, his charity deepened;
his fsdlures in prison reform set him thinking, until

he reached the conclusion that '' vice is prevent-
able." Twenty-five years later, when he was forty-

four years of age, he began a '' new experiment,"
as he called it, of ** botanizing in human nature."

Going into the suburbs of the city, where many
youths were employed in the factories, his heart was
touched by the groups of ragged, wretched, cursing

children. He knew their parents, homes, and hab-
its; none ever entered the house of God. It was
useless to appeal to such parents. He had tried to

reform adults and had failed. George Whitefield

had tried to reach the masses in Gloucester, but
with meager results. Raikes was moved, therefore,

to apply his maxim that " vice is preventable."
'' B^gin with the child, for idleness is the parent of

vice," and "ignorance is the cause of idleness";

therefore, " b^in by instructing the child." These
seem like trite statements now, but they were, the
result of long, deep thought by Raikes. Here was
his mission. And the Rev. Thomas Stock, head-
master of the Cathedral School, whom he met in

his walk, was the man to help him. He started his

first Sunday-school in Sooty Alley in 1780, paying
Bfrs. Meredith for teaching tiie wretched little street

children, whom he persuaded to come to her kitchen

for instruction. Mrs. Meredith found the boys
" terrible bad," and soon the pupils were transferred

to Bfrs. Bfaiy Critchley's in Southgate Street, whose
house extended to Grey Friars, facing the south
poreh of the St. Bfary de Crypt Chureh. Raikes
lived nearly opposite the chureh. Bad as the boys
were, the '' girls were worse." The children were
required to come with clean hands and faces, hair

combed, and with such clothing as they had, though
shoes and clothes were sometimes provideid. The
boys were " strapped " or " caned " by Raikes him-

self, for misbehavior; the girls were subdued by
other means. The children were to remain in school

from ten to twelve, then go home; to return at one,

and, after a lesson, to be conducted to chureh; after

chureh service to repeat portions of the catechism;

then to go quietly home about five, without play-

ing in the streets. Attentive scholars received re-

wards of Bibles, Testaments, books, combs, shoes,

and clothing. The head teachers were paid a shil-

ling a day. Raikes engaged four women in his

schools, and procured other employment for them
as rewards of diligence, which " may make it worth
sixpence more." The Rev. Thomas Stock " went
around to the schools Sunday afternoon," says

Raikes, " to examine the progress made, and to en-

force order and decorum among such a set of little

heathen." The boys were in classes of five, the ad-

vanced pupils acting as *' monitors," or teachers,

teaching the younger pupils their letters. The girls

in a separate room, with white tippets on ^eir
shoulders and white caps on their heads, were in

classes also, with " monitors " or sub-teachers over

them. This was nearly ten years before Dr. Bell

or Joseph Lancaster introduced the *' monitorial

systems" into the week-day schools of England,

a[nd his biographer, Harris, affirms that Raikes

maintained these monitors without change and his

I schools have continued unto this day.
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For about three yean, Raikee looked upon his

schools as an experiment. When William Fox,
William Wilberforoe (q.v.)i and the Wealeye—John

fi Pomilar ""^ Charles (qq.v.),—and Jonas Han-

Intmit ^^y* came as the guests of Raikes and

roused* ^ neighbors, he explained his plan,

asked their counsel, and took th^ to

the school to hear the children repeat prayers, the

catechism, answer Bible questions, and sing Watts'
hymns. It is recorded that they were astonished,
'* caught the fire," and extended the movement.
Contraiy to a popular notion, it is now affirmed that

Raikes used " voluntary teachers," or monitors over

small classes. " The system," says Harris, the la-

test biographer of Raikes, " was founded on, and
supported by, voluntary dfort; paid masters and
mistresses were at first necesBary, but they gradually
disappeared; the monitors over classes were unpaid
and voluntary from the beginning of his schools."

The paid "master" and ''mistress" <A Raikes'

schools were the superintendents; the dass teachers

were unpaid and voluntary, selected and directed

by the paid master or mistress. When satisfied that

his scheme had passed the experimental stage,

Raikes published a brief notice of it in the Olouee$Ur

Journal of Nov. 3, 1783, which was copied into the

London papers. The Genlleman'a Magatine also

published a letter of Raikes' of Nov. 25, 1783, in

full, and a little later, another description by Raikes
was given in the Arminian Maganne edited by
John Wesley. These and many other published

accounts extended knowledge concerning the new
movement, while numy pulpits repeated the story

and praised the institution. By these means the

knowledge and character of these Sunday-schools

were rapidly diffused throughout the Christian

world.

The schools of Raikes, and of the earlier promoten
of the new movement, chiefly aimed to reach the

children of the poor, and of those who neglected the

^ _ . church. The scheme commended itself

*

tKTv'^' ^ thoughtful and philanthropic minds;

^^rriofm of l^^urn^ <^ influential persons became

Workers, its warm advocates. It met with criti-

cism and opposition from some profes-

sors of religion and churchmen, who questioned its

wisdom and its usefulness. The arehbishop of

Canterbury was moved to call together bishops and
clergy to seewhat shouldbe done to ctop it. William
Pitt seriously considered the introduction of a bill in

Parliament for the " suppression of Sunday-schools."

In Scotland, teaching on the Sabbath by laymen
was pronounced an innovation and a breach of the

fourth commandment. Sunday-schools (m the new
plan, however, continued to multiply in face of op-

position, extending with marvelous rapidity in Eng-
land, Wales, and Ireland, more slowly in Scotland,

upon the continent, and in America. Experience

soon proved that even paid " masters," to say noth-

ing of paid teachers, made the system expensive,

tending to limit its usefulness. If dass-teachers and
monitors could give their time, why might not per-

sons competent for masters, and for all the instruc-

tion, be found to act without pay? Next, therefore,

to founding the system, the most important step

was to replace paid supervising '* masters " and

" mistresses " and the few paid instructors by \'d-

untaiy and unpaid superintendents and teachos.

Raikes used unpaid dass-teachers from the fim,

but paid superintendents. Sir Charles Reed credits

Oldham, England, with having been the first Sun-

day-school to difiplace paid by gratuitous instruc-

tion. John Wesley notes Sunday-schools at Bolton,

England, in 1787 " having eighty masters (teacheis)

who receive no pay but what they received from the

great Master." ThefamousStoclqxirt Sunday-school
in 1794 paid only six of its thirty teachera. A Sun-

day-school in Passaic County, N. J., in 1794, having

children from a cotton factory, gave them gnUa-

tons instruction, and Samuel Slater, of Pawtucket,

R. I., had a similar school, with unpaid teacherB^ fo?

factory operatives. William Brodie Gurney iatio-

duoed gratuitous instruction into several Sunday-

schools in London, England, about 1796; andsmiilar

schools were promoted by Rowland Hill about the

same time. Wholly gratuitous instruction speedily

became a popular feature of the institution, and dis-

placed the eaiiier plan of paid supervision and partly

paid instruction. The adoption of the Simday-

school as a mode of religious instruction for children

of the Chureh came more slowly into favor. But

it had a remarkable growth, under the improved

feature oi wholly voluntary instruction and man-

agement, which adapted it to the needs of poor

communities and parishes in city and coimtiy.

The growth of modern Sunday-schools was phe

nomenal. While published reports of the meirte-

ship vary widely, showing imperfect enumerataoD

and defective census with gaps filled by mere esti-

mates, yet the following figures give some idea of

the average progress, at different peii-

*•***•* ods during the past century. Raike&

~|^fj* in a letter to the Gentlemen's Mago-

Britain.
'^^^^ 1787, estimated the number d
children in Simday-schools at 250,000.

This was evidently an over-estimate, for the same

magazine in 1800 gave the number as only 156,400.

A parliamentary census of England and Wales in

1818 reported 6,463 Sunday-schools, with 477^
scholars, and 19,230 day-schools having 674^
scholars. A similar census in 1833 reported a zoem-

bership of 1,548,890. An educational census dt

EngUnd and Wales in 1851 reported 2,407,642 Sun-

day scholars, which was 260,000 more than were

reported by the same census for all the public and

private [secular] schools in the country at that time.

At the same period it was said that there were 292,-

549 Sunday scholars in Scotland, and a total in

Great Britain (including Ireland and some islaiids)

of 2,987,980 in 27,048 Sunday-schoob, having 325,-

450 teachers. At the Raikes centenary ia ISSO,

reports and estimates placed the number of SundAj

scholars then in Great Britain at 6,060,677, with

674,704 teachers. At the world's Sunday-schod

convention in 1889 it was reported that Great Brit-

ain (including Ireland) had 44,944 Sunday-schools

with 704,286 teachers and 6,695,399 scholars. In

1907, at the Rome convention. Great Britain and

IreUnd reported 44,399 Sunday-schools, 684,343

teachers, and 7,450,374 scholars. J. Hairy Hairis

computes that the Sunday-schools in Great Britain

involve an annual expenditure of about £700,000;
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and including incidentals, such as excursions, so-

cials, and other items, the amount equals £1,200,000
per annum for the schools in Great Britain alone.

The growth in America was even more phenom-
enal than in Great Britain. In 1825, the American
Sunday-«chool Union reported in its connection

1,150 Sunday-schoob with 11,295

teachers and 82,097 scholars, and com-
puted from reliable data that there

were in other Sunday-schools in this country and
British America and the West Indies upward of

61,000 Sunday scholars, making a total for North
America of 143,097 scholars. The reported conver-

sions in the schools of the American Sunday-school
Union were] as remarkable as the growth of the

schools. In 1828, the number of teachers in these

schools reported as professing Christ was equal to

about four per cent of the entire number of teachers.

In 1829, the number of schools connected with the

American Sunday-school Union increased to 5,901,

with 52,663 teachers and 349,202 scholars. This

rapid growth was further increased by the effort,

national in scope, in 1830 to plant a Sunday-school

in every needy community throughout the newly
settled valley of the Mississippi. About eighty

Sunday-school missionaries were employed to visit

the 8,000 to 10,000 destitute settlements estimated

to be in the valley; 2,867 new Sunday-schools were
organised and 1,121 revived within about eighteen

months, and not less than 20,000 adults and 30,000

scholars in the Union's schools professed conver-

sion, as many as " 17,000 in a single year, it was be-

lieved." And in 1831, the semi-centennial of the

founding of the system by Raikes, the American
Sunday-school Union reported that the number in

the United States enrolled as members of the Sun-
day-school may be safely estimated at upward of

600,000. In 1851 the membership in the United
States and Canada was computeid at 3,250,000.

Meanwhile, besides the extension work of the Amer-
ican Sunday-school Union, which for over eighty

years formed an average of three and one-half new
Sunday-schools per day, the larger denominations
separately began a vigorous Sunday-school exten-

Bon and improvement in their respective churches.

At the first international Sunday-school conven-
tion in 1875 the United States and Canada were re-

ported to have 69,272 Sunday-schools with 788,805

teachers and 6,062,064 scholars. The latest statis-

tics (1910-11) from the most trustworthy sources

give the number of Sunday-schools held by Prot-

estant churches in the United States and its

possessions at 193,495, with 1,749,894 teachers and
15,380,694 scholars.

Schools enrolled in English-speaking lands are

now computed at about 263,000, with about 2,500,-

000 teachers and about 24,000,000 scholars, while

all the rest of the world not speaking English is to

be credited with about 65,000 schools, upward of

300,000 teachers, and about 4,000,000 scholars.

These facts indicate the phenomenal growth
in English-speaking lands. It is also to be taken
into account that in connection with this in-

stitution not less than 15,000,000 yoimg people

and adults also receive instruction. In connection

with the movement is often found a ** children's

day," on which the services are wholly for the chil-

dren and in large part consist of exercises in which
they have the principal parts. The system has not
Aiade such great gains in the continental countries

of Europe, as in Great Britain and America. The
Roman Catholic and Greek churches

'^^ ^ have not placed emphasis upon instruo-

g^^*» tion directly from the Bible, but from

^^^ ' catechisms, creeds, and confessions pe-

Norway. culiar to them. The large bodies of

Protestants on the continent believe in

religious instruction in their day-schools, which some
there deem equal, if not superior in efficiency, to

the method pursued in the modem Sunday-school.

Thus, in Denmark, all between seven and fourteen

years of age are compelled to attend day-school,

and religious instruction is obligatory. Dissenters

(numbering less than one in 100 of the population)

can have their children excused from religious in-

struction in the State schools by showing that they
are satisfactorily taught elsewhere. In 1907 it was
computed that of " children's services " and Sun-
day-schools together, there were in Denmark about
1,000, having an attendance of about 80,000, the

numbers having more than doubled in the last

twenty years. In Germany, day-school attendance

is compulsory and religious instruction required by
the State. The kind of religious instruction thus
given varies with the different views of the parish

clergyman and the village teacher in charge of the

school. The modem Sunday-school is there widely

looked upon as designed for the lower classes. Chil-

dren of the better class rarely attend. Yet Sunday-
schools on the " class " or " American " system
were begun in Prussia about 1834, received a new
stimulus from the American Albert Woodruff about
1862, are extending among the free or dissenting

churches, through Uie work of the centennial mis-

sion of the London Union, and are wiiming their

way slowly into State churches. Many Evangelical

Lutherans, however, say: " Luther taught us how
to teach the Bible in our schools; why do we need
Sunday-schools? " The State views every one as a
Christian who is not a Jew, Moslem, or pagan. Some
see two kinds of Sunday-schools in Germany; those

in State churches and those in dissenting churches.

Some of the former adopt the class system, others

do not. The free churches generally welcome the

modem class system in Sunday-school. The reports

for 1910 give about 9,000 Sunday-schools of all

kinds in Germany with about one million scholars.

The modem Sunday-school system was introduced

into Norway, with the free-church movement, about
1850, and is extending into the State churches,

about three-fourths of all Sunday-schools in 1898
belonging to them, and they use lessons of their

own. Including the " children's services " and Sun-
day-schools in the State churches there were in 1910

upward of 1,000 schools in Norway. Many of the

free-church schools are coordinated in a union and
use the International Sunday-school Lessons.

Sweden introduced Sunday-schools also into the

free churches about 1851, and the system is gaining

strength in the State churches (see statistical table).

The first Sunday-school in Sweden was organised

about 1833 in Stockholm by the daughter of an
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English ooDflul; it was foUowad by a few othen, but

continued only a short time. In 1851 P. Pkhnquist

oi the same city saw the exhibit of
T^OthOT Sunday-school work in the great exhi-

j^^^^^ bition at London, and began a Sunday-
' school for the poor childran on his re-

turn, which became the germ of the qrstem of

the free (Baptist, Wesleyan, and Congregational)

churches of Sweden. In 1853 Lady Ehienbuig be-

gan a similar school, which introduced tlie system

into the State church. For twenty years the new
system had a slow growth. In the first five years of

this century, greater activity in extensbn and im-

provement of Sunday-schoob has been secured

through special missionarifiSi though in 1909 there

were districts and provinces where Sunday-schoob
are unknown. Holland has a strong Sunday-school

society, chieflysupported bythefree and Evangelical

churches, that for several years has promoted the

extension and improvement of Sunday-schools, re-

sulting in about 200,000 children in 2,000 schools.

In Switserland Sunday-schools are popular in ail

the German Evangelical cantons. The qrstem has

been adapted to the special conditions of the people,

training of teachers, and the btest improved meth-
ods are studied in the land of Zwingli and oi the

Reformed churches. In the French cantons of

Switserland, the modem Sunday-school method
has been in use for over fifty years. " Childrens'

services " have been held, the children being grouped

in classes, each class in charge of a teacher for '' cat-

echetical exercises," followed by the general address

of ** instruction " by the minister, the course of

study being Old-Testament history and New-Testa-
ment doctrines. In the land of the Huguenots,

Sunday-schools early found a footing, but not a
hearty welcome. The upheaval in civil affairs, the

domination of the Roman Catholic priesthood, and
the disruption of Church and State in France in

this century have prevented a wide extension of

Bible-study. Lately there has been a revival of in-

terest, the Protestant churches have a wide-open

door, the Gospel can be extended freely by the best

Sunday-school methods, and the opportunity for a
large increase of the 1,200 Sunday-schools (with

74,000 members) never was brighter in France than
since the separation of CSiurch and State. Russia,

under rigid laws, has hitherto frowned on Bible-

study save by those only who adhered to the Greek
Church. Among the few dissenting or free churches

of the empire, some Sunday-schools were founded.

It was reported in 1910 that there were about 1,000

schools having about 66,000 scholars in Russia,

taught in different languages, on the Dnieper, Volga,

and Don rivers, and along the Black Sea. The sys-

tem of Bible-study by Uie Sunday-school method
is not welcome in ^e Greek CSiurch. Bohemia, the

land of Hues, has about a quarter of a million of

Protestants, among whom Sunday-schools find

favor; the greater number of Bible scholars, how-
ever, study at home; the home department gener-

ally outnumbering those in the schools. Italy was
late in receiving the Sunday-school. It has a nar

tional committee and " Union " formed in 1891,

which is still doing effective work in the extension

of Sunday-schools in the face of great difficulties.

In Spain the Sunday-school exists by sufferance &s

do all Protestant bodies, though the spirit of re&s-

ious toleration is gaining strength in the Spanish

mind (see Spain, Evanobucal Work in).

In the other countries of the world, except in

India, Austria, and the Philippines and Hawaii,

Sunday-school extension is dependent upon Prot-

estant missions maintained by the missionsiy so-

cieties of Christian lands. The Sunday-echods m
comparatively few, and can not be increased except

through mission agencies. The effici^icy and eoQ&*

omy of the Simday-school, modified to meet con-

ditions in non-Christian lands, fit it for a far wid^

usefulness in propagating the Gospel than alnu^

any other means within reach of the Church.

n. Sunday-school Societies. 1. In Great Bzitain:

The magnitude of the task of " t.ftaching t-he Bibie

to the world " attracted the attention of Christian

philanthropists, and after several public confereoees

in London, William Fox, Jonas Hanway, Hemr
Thornton, and Thomas Raikes (brother of Hoben

Raikes) with three others formed The Society for

the Support and Encourag^nent of Sunday-ficho(»s

in England, Sept. 7, 1785. As its work extend^i

beyond England, the title was changed some ye&is

later to include the British dominions. Owing to

the long title, it was popularly known as "The

Sunday-school Society." It leased rooms, emplovcd

teachers, and provided Bibles and books gratui-

tously. In 27 years it founded and aided 3,730

Sunday-schools, having 303,981 scholars, donatine

8,001 Bibles, 70,537 Testaments, 329,695 spdlinf-

books and primers, and expending £4,383 15s 4d

After 1811 its work was limited to grants of claas-

books and Scriptures. This society dissolved ia

1864.

As the advantages of voluntary teachers and

wholly gratuitous instruction became apparmt.

schools discontinued paid teachers altogether. Row-

land Hill, pastor of Surrey Chapei,

^' I^don London, England, formed a Sunday-

I^ T' *^^^ ^^ *^ purely voluntary pltt-

V^mL William BrodieGumey, a young Chre-

tian la3rman, fired with seal for this

service by meeting Williun Fox, John Howard the

philanthropist, and others, proposed a confoenee.

to consider the extension of schoob with voluntary

teachers only. This was held in Surrey Cbape!,

July 13, 1803, and resulted in the formation of the

London Sunday-school Union. This society is co^

ducted by members of different Evangelical de-

nominations, through a general committee of fiftT-

four persons, who render service gratuitously. For

more than a century, it has promoted the work ia

Great Britain by publishing suitable record and

reading-books and other requisites at a low price,

and by issuing cards, periodicals, and helps fo:

teachers. The Sunday School Teachers MwiJ^
Magazine, foimded by its secretary, W. F. UoTd,

in 1813, was a pioneer in that line and was oofi-

ducted with rare ability. The Sunday^diool Chrofi-

ide, now issued by the London Union each week, is

the foremost periodical of its class in Great Britain-

The Union, by means of auxiliary unions, extended

the system throughout the British dominions. It

has provided a system of teachers' training-dasses
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or ingtitutes in which penona by study and exam-
i have been fitted for teaching. It Becured a

I fund " bom which loans were made without

to churches and oiganisations erecting

buildingE and class-roQms, and maintains a laige

veferoiee libraiy and reading-room tor teachers and
otherB, at a subscription price of one shilling per

aumnn for each person. Since 1864, the union has
aided in maintaining special missionaries to extend
Sunday-schools on^ continent, in India, and else-

where. At its centenary in 1903, it reported in its

eoDnection, through its auxiliaries, 9,584 Sunday-
flehods, 213,226 teachers, and 2,252,497 scholars.

AflOiated with it is the International Bible Readers'

AsBodation, having 800,000 to 1,000,000 members,
in nearly 100 countries, who are (hedged to read an
asHgned portion of the Bible daily. Its chief sup-

port is from the Congregationalists, Baptists, and
Ptaflbyterians. The other dissenting bodies and the

Qiurdi of England each have separate Simday-
Bchool societies.

The Church of England Sunday-school Institute

was formed in 1843, " to extend, improve, and d»-

Y^hp the Sunday-school qrstem in the CSiurch of

Enjj^d" and ''to secure efficient

tfgwhing therein." It is directed by a
committee of about 50 persons, 25

dogTmen and 25 laymen. The work is promoted
through branch or local associations (about 400),

and through publications, institutes, teachers, ex-

aminatjons, and lectures. Its benevolent receipts

in its Jubilee year (1893) were £2,213, and from sales

of publications £10,869; m its sixtieth year (1903)
the benevolent receipts were £1,339, and from sales

£9,032 (about the average yearly receipts). In
1910 the number of scholars for EngUnd and
Waka in its schools was 3,153,476, and of teachers,

212,712. Its total annual receipts have slightly

diminiahed in the last twenty years. Its lessons

comprise a course of five years' study, based on the

Bible and Prayer Book, and conforming to the
church calendar. The Weeleyan Sunday-school
Unkm was formed in London in 1875. In seven

years, it enroDed about 6,500 schools, 123,000

teachers, 830,000 scholars, with £700 annual benevo-
lent receipts. It has steadily advanced in all

bnaefaes oi its operations. Its report for 1907 gave

:

aehoob, 7,566; officers and teachers, 133,108;

aefaobuB, 1,000,819. This showed a decrease of

28,858 from the previous year's report, but themem-
ben of the ** pleasant Sunday litemoon classes

"

showed a gain of 33,271, leaving a net gain of 4,413.

Hie Sunday-school Society for Ireland was formed
in 1809. At the end of fifty years it had 2,700

ediools, 255,000 members, and it is still doing a
useful work. There are Sabbath-school societies in

Edinbuigh and Qla^gow, and in several countries

on the continent of Europe. The India Sunday-
sefaool Union and the Australian Sunday-school
Union at Melbourne are doing an effective work,
having affiliation with, or encouragement from, the

London Sunday-school Union.
i. ibt Amsvioa: Christian philantfaropistB

abounded in America, and were eariy awake to the

advantages of the Sunday-school. Bishop William
White, Dr. Benjamin Rush, Matthew Oueft and

nine others held a meeting in Philadelphia Dee. 19,

1790, which resulted in forming The First Day, or

Sunday-school Sm^rty, for the " estab-

*j"J««r liahmentirf Sunday-schools." It se-

y^^^^l
cured funds, rented rooms and halls

for holding schools, had both paid

and voluntary teachers (hi 1794), and secured a
charter in 1797. In 1791 it petitioned the state

legislature to establish '* free public schools." In
ten years it expended ui rents, salaries, and gifts ci

books about $4,000. When voluntary teachers dis-

placed all paid " masters " in Sunday-schools, the

society appropriated its funds to supply iieedy

sohoob with religious literature, issued on the union

principle, a benevolent work which it still continues,

having granted about $40,000. The " First Day "

is therefore the ddest eristing Sunday-school society

in the world. The changes in the inodem Sunday-
school movement in the beginning of the last cen-

tury, such as introducing the systems into the

churches, displacing all paid masters with voluntary

teachers, and transferring the sessions of the schools

from rented rooms and halls to the churches, and
the like, checked the spread of the new movement
for the first decade of that century. But organisa-

tions for promoting Sunday-schools sprang up in

many parts of this country. The Union Sodety for

the education of poor female chUdren was formed
in Philadelphia in 1804, chartered in 1808; the

Evangelical Society in 1808; and half a dosen other

local uidon societies a few years later in Philadelphia

were in part the result of liie aealous labors of Chris-

tian men and women. The Rev. Robert May, in

1811, also popularised a ifystem of reward tickets,

primers, and the wider adoption of small classes,

under voluntary teachers. In 1815, Eleaser Lord
visited Philadelphia and studied its Sunday-school

methods, then returned to New York so fired with

enthusiasm that two societies were at once formed
there—the New York Female Sunday-school Union
(Jan., 1816) and the New York (male) Sunday-
school Union Society (Feb., 1816). Meanwhile the

several local Sunday-school unions in Philadelphia

united in founding The Sunday and Adult School

Unicm, 1817, which became the largest in America,

within seven years having over 700 affiliated schools

and auxiliaries.

The New York Sunday-school Union proposed a
national society as early as 1820, and this was sec-

onded by other unions until 1824, when the Phila-

delphia Sunday and Adult School
8. Amezi- Union was chaiiised into a national so-

^^£^\ ^^ ""* named the American Sun-

S'nioi^ day-ediool Union, the various unions

elsewhere becoming auxiliary to the

new national union. This " Union " is composed of

persons of different evangelical denominations who
voluntarily unite toi^ther, " to establish and main-

tain Sunday-schools, and to publish and circulate

moral and religious publications." The union is

not therefore anti-denominational, nor undenomr
iruitional (for all its members and workers are

actively connected with some denomination), nor

is it strictiy interdenominational, since it does not

aim to bl^id or act for organised denominations,

nor do ecclesiastical bodies appoint its officers and

L
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managers; it is a voluntaiy ** union " oi individual

Chriatiana d different churcliea for promoting the

study oi the Bible and the Simday-achool cause.

It is conducted by a board of officers and thirty-sue

managers, all laymen. It employs lasrmen and min-
isters as missionaries to foimd Sunday-schoob in

new communities and in those removed from
churches, issues libraiy books, dictionaries, com-
mentaries, maps, records, tickets, primers, teachers'

tracts, manuals, lesson helps, and Sunday-school
records and requisites in great variety, and also

nine periodicals. In five years after its organisa-

tion, the American Sunday-school Union issued

over six millions of copies of Sunday-school works,

published 200 bound volumes for libraries in Sun-
day-schools, started a Tmehen' Magazine and two
other periodicals, was receiving and expending an-
unally over 176,000 in promotion oi the cause, had
in its connection 6,000 schools with 60,000 teachers

and over 400,000 scholars, and one-half its schoob
reported in 1833 that 2,607 teachers and 6,121

scholars had professed Christ in that year alone.

Among important measures inaugurated and popu-
larised by this union may be noted: ibe qrstem of

free lending or circulating libraries oi religious books,

the first American monthly magasine for Sunday-
school teachers, 1824; the first weekly folio journal

for Sunday-schools, 1831; the employment of mia-
sionaries specially to establish Simday-sdiools,
1821-24 and continuously since; a world's monthly
concert of prayer for Sunday-schools, 1826; a sys-

tem of selected uniform Bible lessons for Sunday-
schools, 1826; a national scheme to plant a Simday-
school in every needy settlement in the Mississippi

valley in two years, 1830; a similar scheme for the
entire south, 1833; proposing and planning the
first and second national Sunday-school conven-
tions, 1832, 1833; graded lessons and Unum Qties-

Hona, 1829; a simultaneous invitation, July 4, 1833,

to all '^ suitable subjects oi Sunday-school instruc-

tion in the United States to attend some place for

Bible study, on the following Sabbath, July 7" ; the
issue of low-priced illustrated Sunday-school period-

icals for children, providing special records and
manuals for conducting and improving Sunday-
schools, establishing and furnishing suppUes to aux-
iliaries (400) in all parts of the land, which were to

supply the same to Sunday-schools connected with
them, below or at actual cost; and finally, organis-

ing state Sunday-school unions from 1825; and
later, teachers' normal institutes and lectures, to
inform and train officers and teachers in better

methods of instruction, and also of discipline in,

and the conduct of, Sunday-schools.
In the first decade of the twentieth century (1901-

1910) it founded 24,992 schools, with a membership
of 963,412, in which were reported 98,659 professed

conversions, and 1,062 churches of dif-

8. Beeolts ferent denominations following from

j£[jj^?^ the schools planted, and over 305,000

Work, copies of the Scriptures provided for

those without the Word of GSod. The
Union employed in the ten years 2,594 missionaries,

exclusive of superintendents and secretaries, an
average of about 260 a year. It expended in benevo-

Uaa% work in th^ decade, $2,110,000. In eij^hty-six

years the union claims to have formed in Ameria

121,038 Sunday-schoob, with over 655,000 teachen

and 4,770,000 scholars. It has preserved a deUikd

record of every school, its precise location, the name

and address oif each superintendent, and the num-

ber oi teachers and scholars in each school, wbeo h

was formed and when revisited, for fifty years pa^t.

The union, from time to time, enlists students in

colleges and seminaries in the work of Sunday

scho^ extension under direction of a regular nb
sionary. Thus, it claims to have organiaed an aver*

age of nearly four schools a day for every day of

the last 86 years, and to have distributed Bibles

and publications to the value oi about $15,000,000:

having reeponded to 335,000 requests from achoiM

with over 20,000,000 members for aid and enooor-

agement in ibe study of God's Word. The unkn

conducts all its operations on a thoroughly systeo

atic plan (financial, publication, including eduo-

tional, and missionary extension), each feature

being under direction of a standing committee. Tbt

whole country is divided into great districts with a

district superintendent to counsel, aid, and direct

the labors of its force of missionaries.

It reports for the year ending Mar. 1, 1910, nev

schools organised and reorganised, 2,366, with ^•

527 members, and also 11,198 visited for aid in^

encouragement, having 739,495 members. Its re-

ceipts for 1910 were ^24,922 (exclusive of funded

bequests and gifts), and its expenditures t218,72S.

It employed 231 regular nussionaries, who reported

9,275 professed conversions for the year, viated

178,587 homes for instruction and prayer, and dis-

tributed 40,087 coines of Bibles and Testaments.

21,663 sermons and addresses to public assemblies.

88 new churches as the outcome of these uoioa

schools, $6,200 worth of religious books and period-

icals given to the needy, b^des grants for specbl

objects, as homes, hospitals, and prisons, and isso-

ing devotional commentaries, Bible wall rolls, charts,

maps, and lesson helps. The union ia supported by

voluntaiy contributions, and haa invested funds*

amounting to between $1,000,000 and $2,000,000.

the income from which is devoted to its beoeToleDt

work, including founding and improvement of Sun-

day-schools, and distribution of religious literature

issued by the Society as directed by the donors.

The leading denominations in America also hat?

Sunday-school unions, societies, or publishing de

partments. The Massachusetts Sunday-echool

Union, formed in 1825 by Oongregationalists, Bap-

iwm.
tists,and others, dissolved in 1832. TV

*?2~' Congregationalists then started the

*^*****^
Biassachusetts Sabbath-echool Society

which, after several changes, is now the Congre^gS'

tional Sunday-school and Publishing Society, asd

employs secretaries, editors, and agents to promote

Sunday-schools in that denomination. The Meth-

odist Episcopal Sunday-school Union was fonvd

in 1827, merged with its Tract Society in 1833, re-

organised in 1844, for promoting the movemeot in

that church and publifliung and distributiiig litm*

ture through the preachers attached to that denom-

ination, holding training-classes and Sunday-9<^
assemblies, and the Chautauqua (see CHAin-AtJQrA

Inotitittion) has aphiev^ a world-wide reputatiofi^
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The Protestant Episcopal Church formed a Sunday-
school Union in 1827, and was wannly supported by
many. Others, while conceding that Simday-schools

were useful for non-churchgoers, and those who were
poor and destitute, held that the church should teach
its children by its clergy, under thdr direction, in

families, and in parish schools. Yet Sunday-schools

have prospered under the fostering care of diocesan

authority, and through an efficient Sunday-school

commission. Courses of study and text-books are

provided that are suited to the worship and articles

of confession in that church. The Presbyterians

(North and South) have Sunday-school boards and
the Baptists (NorUi and South) have similar boards

and Sunday-school departments. Each of these em-
ploy colporteurs or agents, and provide an extensive

literature for the use of their respective schools.

The Reformed churches also maintain similar pub-
lishing-houses, and secretaries for promoting the

efficiency of their schools in instructing the young.
Besides these, there are upward of twenty-five pub-
lishing-houses of more or less prominence devoting

their chief attention and energy to providing pub-
lications and requisites for Sunday-schools in every

variety of form and character, so that if Sunday-
schools in America do not steadily improve and at-

tain increasing efficiency, they can not plead lack of

machinery and material.

8. Ooavemtioinaof 8anday-aohool Workers: Con-
ventions are used to awaken public interest, to dis-

cuss methods, to gather and disseminate informa-

tion, and to promote Sunday-schools.
^'^oa-vrnk" Local conferences and conventions for

IMI^ this purpose were held before 1820.

The first delegated convention, general

or national in its scope in America and representing

societies from all parts of the land, was held in

Philadelphia in 1824, to consider the formation of a
national society, and led to the organisation of the

American Sunday-school Union. In 1828 another
convention was held in the same city, when dele-

gates from fourteen states considered various meas-
ures for enlarging the operations of the " National,"

or American Sunday-school Union. Among other

measures commended were extension of Sunday-
schools in communities using the German language,

among seamen, the offer of premiums for suitable

publications, and plans for increased contributions

to sustain the cause. In 1830 conventions and
meetings were held in every important city of

America, in furtherance of the '' MiMassippi Valley
"

mission proposed by the American Sunday-school
Union. In 1832 the American Sunday-school Union
proposed a national convention for " considering

the principles of the institution (Sunday-school), and
improved plans for organizing, instructing, and
mansging Sunday-schools." At the call of the union
ninety delegates from thirteen states and one terri-

tory and the District of Columbia met, and decided
to can a national convention of Sunday-school
workers in New York, to be composed of delegates

appointed by the local unions, associations, and by
schools not connected with any union. This pre-

liminary meeting also appointed committees, and
authorised the sending out of a series of seventy-

ei^t '' interro^tories " grouped upder thirteea

heads, embracing oiganisation, mode of instruction,

system of lessons, libraries, infant schools, adult

Bible classes, visiting, and all measures tending to

improve the institution. Delegates from fourteen

states and territories met, discussed the questions

for two days, referred the answers to the interrogar

tories to a oonomittee to coUate and report later, and
proposed a second convention to be held in Phila-

delphia in 1833. The second convention approved
of the efifort proposed by the American Sunday-
school Union personally to invite every person on
July 4, 1833, to attend some Sunday-school the fol-

lowing Sabbath, July 7; uiged that religious in-

struction be given to inmat^es of jails, prisons, and
alms-houses, favored private Sunday-schools in

homes with irreligious parents, recommended that

sermons be preached for teachers and members of

Sunday-schools, and the training of the young in

mission-work. The special report on modes of in-

struction, prepared by James W. Weir and pub-
lished by ike American Sunday-school Union, was
based upon the information given in response to the

seventy-eight interrogatories. The replies made a
quarto volume of about 1,200 pages. A third na-

tional Sunday-school convention was held in Phila-

delphia in 1859. A general convention was held in

London, England, in 1862, attended by about 450
delegated workers from Great Britain, Ireland, the

continent, America, and Australia, and considered

the history, objects, and methods, with a view to

the improvement and extension of Sunday-schools

at home and abroad.

A fourth national convention in America was
held, 1869, in Newark, N. J., attended by 526 en-

rolled members from 28 states and 1 territory, be-

fi « AAo. ^^^ some from Canada and abroad.

1010.
'^^ purpose of this convention was
twofold, inspiration and instruction.

The fifth convention was held in Indianapolis, Ind.,

in 1872, attended by 338 delegates, from 22 states,

1 territory, and Canada. Meanwhile a conference

of publishers had arranged a series of " uniform
lessons " as a " trial sch^ne " as hereafter noticed.

This plan was adopted at the convention with great

enthusiasm, and prepared the way for the next and
first " international " convention at Baltimore in

1875, and the lesson committee through Dr. Warren
Randolph made its first report. Since 1875, the in-

ternational conventions have been held triennially.

The second was in Atlanta, Ga., 1878, with over 400
delegates, and promoted kindly feeling between the

northern and the southern states; the third in

Toronto, 1881; the fourth m Louisville, Ky., 1884,

when a third lesson committee was appointed and
four persons added to it from Great Britain, and
one from France. The fifth met in Chicago, HI.,

1887; the sixth in Pittsburg, Pa., 1890, where a
quarterly temperance lesson was adopted; the sev-

enth in St. Louis, Mo., 1893; the eighth in Boston,

1896, over 1,000 delegates present, marked by the

leadership of D. L. Moody; the ninth in Atlanta,

Ga., marked by the election of Marion Lawranoe as

general secretary; the tenth in Denver, Colo., 1902,

with 1,168 delegates, when special lessons for be-

ginners were approved; the eleventh in Toronto,

1905, with 1,988 delegates, when " advanced 1«9-
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I " were adopted, and the historical exhibit iHua-

trating the development of the Sunday-school by
Dr. Edwin W. Rice, and of the educational expoei-

tton of current Sunday-school material by Dr. C. R.
Blackall were marked features. The name was also

changed from "International Sunday-school Con-
vention " to ** Association," and it was proposed to

obtain a charter of incorporation. The twelfth con-

vention, 1908, in Louisville, Ky., appdnted a new
lesson committee instructed to prepare a thoroughly

graded course of lessons, in addition to the uniform
course of Bible study. The thirteenth convention,

191 1, met in San Fremcisco, Cal. The international

Sunday-school convention originated in a desire for

conference upon methods of organisation and im-
provement. The leading workm in it for about
twenty years did not favor asHuming or claiming any
continuous authority. When each convention

ended, all further action devolved upon the state,

county, denominational, and other organisations.

Some wished to make it an organic institution with

continuous power; this view finally prevailed, and
resulted in an incorporated association. The dele-

gates are appointed by state and provincial oigan-

isations, several of which also are incorporated under
independent charters. The representatives in all

these conventions and associations are mainly from
liiose workers who use the international series of

lessons. The Church of England, the established

Chivch of Scotland, the Protestant Episcopal, and
some branches of the Lutheran Church in the United
States, and the state churches on the continent are

not represented in the deliberations oi these con-

ventions beyond occasionally sending friendly

greetings.

Besides the above, there have been other notable

gatherings in the interest of religious education, as

the world's Sunday-school conventions in London,

o /wv England, 1889; St. Louis, Mo., 1893;
8. Other London, 1898; Jerusalem, 1904; Rome,

U^" ^^^' Washington, 1910; the next will

meet in Geneva, in 1913. Denomina-
tions have held assemblies to consider Sunday-
school work, and the London Sunday-school Union
invited a centenary meeting, to celebrate the found-

ing of modem Sunday-schools in London, 1880, with
a session in Gloucester, and in 1903 commemorated
its himdreth year by centenary meetings. The
American Sunday-school Union held a series of

meetings in Philadelphia in 1899, to celebrate its

seventy-fifth anniversary. The Religious Educa-
tional Association in America has also held several

noteworthy conferences in Chicago, Philadelphia,

Boston, and Washington, bringing together repre-

sentative educators to discuss measures, and tend-

ing to bring Sunday-school methods more fully into

harmony with accepted modem principles of edu-

cation as advoicated in the twentieth century.

in. Modes of Instruction and Literature: In the

modem Sunday-school movement two distinct

features came into prominence, making it to differ

from the preaching and children's services on the

one hand, and from venerable catechetical instruc-

tion on the other. These features were: (1) group-
ing of persons into small classes, each class having

^ teacher; (2) lessozis chiefly, if not wholly, from

the Bible. Even in Raikes' schools there ism

many children that must first be taught to rod

(and this was done that they might

I. BaiUar read the Bible for themselves); be-

Mefliods* sides teaching the catechism and

prayers, and singing, the scholars were

taught answers to Bible questions. Rukes took

great pains to have the children understand Bible

passages, so that they could " give the sense " to

parents in the home. Instruction in those early

Sunday-schools had the germ of a method radicallr

different from a mere parrotrrepeating of memorized

lessons. Mere memorising and reciting of the cate-

chism and of verses was carried to excess in the

catechetical schools of Scotland and elsewhere. Be-

fore the era of free public schools in America, it

was a necessity to teach the children of the poor to

read in the eariy Sunday-schools. To aid in remov-

ing a prejudice against these schools, because read-

ing was taught in them, the founders no doubt

thought a liberal use of the catechism a pnideot

measure, and this condition may have led to the

excess. Yet it is clear, from the latest investigs-

tions oi the rise of this early movement, that tbe

aim was specially to teach children to think ior

themselves. Raikes repeatedly laid strong empha-

sis upon this feature of his plan. It was inh^t
in his scheme from the beginning and was bound to

win its way. Free public schools spread slowly in

some portions of the United States, in the eariy part

of the nineteenth century, hence there Simday-

schools were forced to continue to teach puiHls to

read at a later date than in other portions. Yet tbe

great purpose of the Sunday-school, to teach the

Word of Qod, was steadily kept in view. The ad-

vance oi free day-schools in due time relieved the

Sunday-school of the apparently secular service of

teaching reading. However, it widely overiapped

what has been termed the *' memorizing era " as

the " memorising era " overlapped that of " limited

and uniform lessons." The period of ezcesave

memorising oi lessons in the Sunday-school v^
approximately from 1810 to 1824, in America. This

was also the period when the system was expandicg

from an exclusively missionary stage for the M-
dren oi the wretched, ignorant, neglected poor, and

began to be introduced in churches as an aid or sup-

plement to religious instruction in Christian fami-

lies. Catechetical teaching was the *' old time

"

form in such families; and Sunday-schools io

churches accepted it, thinking that if it was well

to memorise catechism questions and answers, ami

hjrnms and verses in some measure, it was better to

memorise as many as possible. So they offers!

rewards therefor, until the teachers were ov^-

whelmed with the astounding achievements d
pupils; some coming with an entire catechism, cs

with a whole book of the Bible for a single " raent-

orised lesson."

Meanwhile the " monitorial " or " mutual " pbn

of instruction came into public prominence, pop^
larised by the efforts of Andrew Bell, M.D., »

churchman, leading to the formation of the Na-

tional School Society in the established Church of

England, which provided that the articles and ior-

mulariee of that church should be taught to the
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bj a amyar
I oi all others. Thia action was siimulated

plan of instruction exploited by
Joseph Lancaster, a Quaker, known as

a. Xnasi- the Lancastrian system, on which the

tm to Sja- British and Foreign School Society was
Itmstiied founded. His pLin provided lessons
iBBtniction. from the Scriptures, but excluded les-

sons in denominational creeds and cat-

edusma. TUs society was largely sustained by dis-

lenten. These plans agreed in employing monitorial

or voluntary teachers, but differed widely on the
BjBtem of lessonsand subjectsoi study. Lancaster's

plans had a decided influence upon the instruction

in Sunday-schools in Qreat Britain and America.
Other influences followed, as the vigorous attacks of.

James Gall of Scotland upon the parish mode of re-

dting catechisms in Scotch churches. Gall also

advocated what he termed the '' lesson qrstem " of

instiuctian, which consisted in requiring the scholar

to "draw" some practical "lesson" from each
SBntcnce or clause in the lesson of the day. More-
over, the SundayHBchool teachers' magasines were,

for two or more decades, devoting column after

CQhmm in their journals to explaining and discuss-

ing the principles of education suggested by Bacon,

l^tout Comeaius, Locke, Pestalossi, Francke,

Kroebel, (Ul, Bell, Lancaster, Jacatot, Stow, and
othen, and stfting therefrom whatever seemed suit-

able or helpful in shaping lessons or methods of in-

struction in Sunday-schools. The diffusion of this

knowledge prepared the way for better schemes of

lessons, and improved methods of teaching. The
idea of a system of " selected lessons " uniform for

the entire school seems to have come about the

lame time into many minds, widdy separated, in

America and Great Britain. It was first put in

pnetise, as stated in the Appendix to the Report

for 1825 of the American Sunday-school Union
GsBued May, 1S26), in several schools in Albany,

Utka, and by fourteen schools in New York City,

and a list of "Selected Lessons" was published

first in a leaflet by 'the Union. The first year's

course comprised forty-nine lessons in the Gospels,

"chronologically arruiged according to the most
approved harmonies." " The selection is divided

into four portions, each designed to occupy the

Sabbaths of three months, for the convenience of a
qoarteriy examination of the acholars." The pro-

jectors hope that this plan will be so systematised,
" thai every school may be furnished with the same
lesson at the same time." Each lesson was limited

to from " ten to twenty versos," and among the ad-

vantages claimed tar the scheme were: " it pro-

mota uniformity," and united study by teaiJiers

during the week; aids the teachers' danes " con-

ducted by the pastor " for " expounding the seleo-
^ gives the scholar the " same lesson when he
to another school as would have been a»-

him in the school he left." WitUn a year

after tUa Hst of " Bible lessons " had been first pub-
liriiedy a book of questions in three gradea, prepared

by Albert Judson on these same " selected lessons,"

was published, as a help in the study (^ them. They
wese so " happOy adapted to advance the scholars

in an intimate and correct knowledge of the Scrip-

tans " thai H was said " the okl {dan of oommit-

XL—

n

ting large portions of Scripture to memory is

g^erally relinquished." About fifteen or twenty
ministers in New Yoric City gave weekly lectures on
the lesson to teachers; churohes were crowded at
the public examinations hekl quarterly in several

schoob on the " select lessons," and " scholars be-
came acquainted with the general truths of tiie

Scriptures." Judson's questions were soon com-
bined with another similar help, and the joint book
called Union QuetHoM issued by The American
Sunday-school Union, and the successive volumes
(12 in all) of these lesson helps covered the chief

books of the Bible. These Uniform Sded LeaaoM
with the Union QuettionB thereon were commended,
as the best then known, by the first and the second
national Sunday-school conventions, 1832, 1833,

and continued to be widely used for more than a
generation. Special helps, notes, and explanations

on the lessons were issued weekly in the (Union's)

Sunday School Journal of Philadelphia, and in book
fonn, the latter being a fivefold form of notes. For
instruction in the doctrines peculiar to each denom-
ination, the chief dependence continued to be cate-

chisms; particular Sundays often bcdng designated

for this purpose, by schoob using the Union Quea-
HoM and Uniform . . . Lessons. After a time,

many laige schools began to prepare for themselves
a course ci Bible-study lessons each year, and some
prominent in a denomination advocated or put forth

a series oi lessons intended to teach the doctrines

peculiar to the denomination, which soon drifted in-

to what has been termed the " Babel series " of

lessons in America.

In Great Britain about 18i2, the London Sunday-
school Union issued a double series of Bible lessons

(without the texts), one for the morning session of

the Sunday-school, and another for the

3. Various afternoon, giving brief explanations.

Systems doctrines, practi^ lessons, and ques-

Tried. tions on each lesson in a monthly tract

of twelve pages, duodecimo in sise, dif-

fering from the American lessons oi 1826 and on,

by omitting to provide for any review, either weekly
or quarteriy. The Leaoon System ci James Gall, the

Oraduaied SimyUaneoui Instruction by Robert Mim-
priss, the " training qrstem" of David Stow, and
the " collective qrstem " of the London Union were
popular in England about the same period. The
great defects (2 Gall's qrstem were said to be ab-

sence of all instruction, save as to meaning of words,

and the use of direct catechising. Mimpriss's was
better, but required too much mechanism, and is

limited chiefly to the (xospels. Stow's was without
a book of explanations, or questions, and required

separate rooms for classes, and was fitted in the

most part for infant classes only; the " collective

system " of 18i2 was laigely topical, ibe Bible texts

were too long to be mastered, suited better for

advanced Bible classes only, and failed to give a
comprehensive knowledge ctf the entire Scriptures.

Each of these Bystema was tried in America, and
each laid aside, after it had attained a brief local

popularity in different places. Meanwhile the way
was being providentially prepared for the interna-

tional untform lessons, llie uniform idea had been
partially k)st to sight, though continued in fact, in
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the annual seriea oi Union QuetHonM, and in the se-

ries of ExplanaUfry Question Books, Orange Judd's

LeaaoM for Every Sunday in the Year (1862-65),

lessons off the Sunday Teacher of Chicago, 1866,

Vincent's Berean Leeaontf McCook's Westminster
series, and Drs. Newton's and AUibone's Union
and Explanatory Lessons, with othen, indicated the

features off a new system that was coming.

Representatives of the foregoing systems of les-

sons, and of about twenty-five Sunday-school so-

cieties and publishers met in New York in August,

1871, and appointed a committee of five, who ar-

ranged a trial list of uniform lessons for 1872. This

proved so satisfactory that the national

4. The Sunday-school convention of 1872 at

Interna- Indianapolis approved the system,

tional and appointed a committee of ten (five

Lsiioni. ministers and five laymen) from five

different denominations, to select a
seven-years' course of study to cover the entire Bible.

This committee has been since continued with some
changes and modifications and the addition of the

British section to the American. Latterly, persons

of nine denominations serve on this committee,
comprising about 32 members (12 from the United
States, 3 from Canada, 15 from Great Britain, and
1 each from India and Australia). Since 1894, each
course of lessons has been limited to six years. In

1902 special lessons were provided for beginners and
in 1906 for advanced classes. In general, the plan

of study aims to give a comprehensive knowledge
of the Bible in six years, the lessons being selected

from the Old and the New Testaments alternately,

upon some intelligent system, presenting the im-
portant salient events, characters, doctrines, and
narratives of the whole Bible in the compass of each
six-years' course of study. Gradually, the ''uni-

form " idea has been modified by the demand for

graded courses of study suited to scholars of the

primary department, and another for advanced
Bible classes as stated above. The lessons are called
** international " because they are used in different

countries of the world, and probably more widely

than all other current systems of Sunday-school
study.

In addition to the above " Uniform Series " of

study, the International Lesson Committee began,

1908, a graded series of lessons for Sunday-schools.

The plan outlined is for each grade to have one year

of study, and a Bible text adapted to each succes-

sive grade. It recognizes beginners' department,

two courses of one year each; primary, three

courses, one year each; junior, four grades, each a
year; intermediate, four, and a similar number of

grades for senior and advanced departments. Thus,
when complete there will be from sixteen to eighteen

different grades and Bible texts studied in the same
school at the same time.

The Bible Study Union (Blakeslee) system of

Graded Lessons has been outlined for about twenty
years. Its plan provides six series of lessons to

cover the whole Bible; each series has four courses

issued in seven grades, as biographical, Old-Testa-

ment history, life of Christ, gospel history, apostolic

leaders, and apostolic chureh history. The Bible

texts are selected so as to give a uniform text or

theme off study in each department of the Sundiy-

school at the same time.

The Sunday-schoob of the Chureh of En^d
have a system of their own, adapted usually to the

chureh year. This chureh system is used, it is

claimed, by about one-half of the Sunday schoks

in England. A similar ssrstem is used by the Sun-

day-schools of the Protestant Episcopal Cbuith in

the United States and in Canada. Several branches

of the Lutheran Chureh also have a aeries of Bible

lessons conforming to the chureh calendar, and

many schools in Scotland and on the continent d
Europe have special courses and have not adopt<!d

the intematioiuLl lessons.

A new institution of the magnitude of the moi*

em Sunday-school would natursdly demand a litera-

ture. There was in the eighteenth century no juTe-

nile literature, of moment, in existencf,

5. British certainly none of a religious type.

Sunday- Sunday-schools created a religious re-

school vival, and an intellectual awakening.

Literature, which demanded a juvenile literature

It began in England with primers, ani

simple '' hints " for forming, conducting, and teach-

ing Sunday-achods, followed q)eedily by books of

prayers, hymns for children, selections of SciiptuR

for reading, and small periodicals. Youths' Mag>

sine (1805), ChiUTs Companion, Children's Fried,

and juvenile magasines by the score sprang into

existence. They were at first small leaflets, montli-

ly, each issue having from four to twelve pages.

The Repository or Teachers* Magazine began as &

quarterly (1813) of about fifty pages, and was late:

continued as a monthly for nearly forty years, and

followed by the Union Magazine, The Teacher, and

by the Sunday-School Chronide, London, weekly,

the leading journal for Sunday-school teachers is

Great Britain. The Chureh of England maintm' a

scholarly nuigasine for Sunday-school workers, as

do the Wesleyans. Scotland and Ireland sustain

similar journals worthy of note. Instructive relig-

ious books, narrative and didactic, for youth ra|»dlt

multiplied. Authors like Hannah More, Jane Taylor,

Rowland Hill, and Mrs. Sherwood devoted their

best thought to producing literature of this type-

Manuals and hand-books on teaching and principles

of education were issued in abundance, beginninc

before 1840. Training-classes for those intendin;

to become Sunday-school teachers have long been

maintained by the London Sunday-echool TnioiL

the Chureh of England Sunday-school Institute.

and other societies. Educational writers of note

prepared text-books for the instruction of thf£e

training-classes, constituting quite a body of lit^

erature, specially relating to instruction and

methods of teaching. A revival of interest in

this branch of the work sprang up in Great Bntais

and America in the first decade of the twentietJi

century.

In America, the literary awakening was ctcs

more significant. While Great Britain produced

many religious periodicals for the young. America

gave greater attention to books and a pernuneot

rather than an ephemeral juvenile literature. Men

like President Humphrey of Amherst CoUege, and

Dr. T. H. Gallaudet of Hartford, testify that, in
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Ibe firrt deeade of the nineteenth oentuiy, a helf-

hoolkB for ehildien exhausted the list of

; works that could then be dafwed as juve-

nile. The SundayHBchool had the task

(lAniericanof creating a juvenile literature and a
litWBturs. taste for it also. In this The Amer-

ican SundayHBchool Union was cred-

ited with leading the way. It secured some of the

KMt gifted of Christian writers to prepare works for

the young, setting forth Gospel truths in pleasing

Ibnn. Hie three Alezandera—father and sons

—

Dtb. Nevin, Edwards, Judson, Sears, D. Wise, Todd,
Dnrbin, Tyng, Hodge, Bedell, Packard, Newton,
Tnmibull, Schaff, AHibone, Hall, Rice, and the

Gaemseys, among many others, aided in producing
a juvenile religious literature in America, of the

foremost eharacter and in varied types of history,

biography, narrative, travel, interiocutory instruo-

tkn, and discourse, which were brought out, with
esgravings by the most skilled artists and engravers
of that day—an attractive literature, religious in

tone, forceful in thought and expression, and rich

in substance and variety, the most widel^ read, of

sU the literature current fortwo generations, in their

day. Statesmen and clergymen oi note here and
there declared that their first taste for learning

was acquired by reading the books issued by The
American Sunday-school Union. Composers of

moBClike Hastings and Lowell Mason, prepared
hjmns and scmgs for the young. Scmgs oi the chil-

dren from Sunday-school displaced the ribald, rol-

i

lieking songs and drove them from the street if not
I hum the face of the earth. Cheap Bible dictionaries,

antiquities, helps in Bible study, and libraries for

Sunday reading were issued by the tens of thou-

:
iuds, and scattered and read in every part oi

\

America. Primers and question books were pro-

duced by advice and cooperation of leading edu-
caton, college and theological professors, aid mil-

lions of copies distributed. Normal worics and
teachers' manuals by Trumbull, Vincent, and others

foDowed later. Hie influence ol this juvenile litera-

ture on the mind of the rising generation, in the
first half of the nineteenth century in America, has
not been surpassed by any produced since that era.

The seven! denominaticnial Sunday-school socie-

ties, and not a few private publishers also, have
been conspicuous in providing a juvenile literature,

until it was conceded that America had the most
abundant supply of such literature in the world,

and this was marked for the purity of its tone and
teaddng. The stronger denominations issue peri-

ocBeals and magasines, giving, from time to time,

articles and essays on to|Mcs and methods oi In-

struetion by foremost educators, and they have a
vide drculatioii. Among them are The BapHsi
7«8cler, Philadelphia; MethodM Sunday School
Jmtmal, New York; FUgntn Teadier, Boston;
Witimitiiier ToadteTf Philadelphia; American
Chunk Sunday School Magazine, ib.; Heiddborg
TmAer, ib.; Sunday School Worid, ib.; Sunday
SehoA Magazine, Nashville; BiHe Teadier, Day-
ton, O.; Sunday School Helper, Boston; Bameet
Worker, Richmond, Va. The medium of commu-

and of news, between workers of all

is the Sunday School Timiee, Phila-

delphia, the recognised representative weekly Sun-
day-school periodical of America, which has been
issued for half a century. For more than a genera-

tion the Inietnational Leeeone have been mdited
with causing a great revival in Biblical investiga-

tion and research, using and taxing the abilities of

the foremost Biblical scholars.

A revival of interest in sununer assemblies for

Sunday-school workers, in the first decade of the

twentieth century, has produced a new literature in

America on teacher-training and instruction. TUs
agency for promoting Bible instruction, which was
earlier known as the Chautauqua movement (see

Chautauqua Inshtution), was begun in 1S74 by
John H. Vinoent (q.v.). Renewed attention to

teacher-training has stimulated other persons to

form summer assemblies in all parts of the United
States, as educational forces for students of the

Bible. Several permanent Bible schools have also

created special departments in methods of study
and instruction, as Moody's Bible Institute, Ch^
cago; White's Bible Teachers' Training School,

New York, which have led to the issuing of special

text-books and a Hterature suitable for normal
class work. Each of the larger denominations has
provided manuals, instruction books, and courses

of study for intending Sunday-school teachers, and
offers a diploma at Uie satisfactory completion of

the course.

The Sunday-school movement, as to its numbers
•nd giory* appears in this historical sketch. The
weakness and defects of the movement are also

obvious. Foremost among these are:

7. Condo- (I) The organisation and machinery
skm. are oitea too complex and cumbersome

in proportion to the teaching and spir-

itual power, for its highest efficiency. (2) The em-
phasis is placed too much on the school idea only,

to the neglect, in party of worship and oi spiritual

training. (3) It fails to make adequate provisicm

for the adolescent period, and does not satisfacto-

rily hold the scholars passing into the adult stage.

The defects, however, will be remedied in tame.

The Sunday-school is destined to accomplish great

victories in the work of advancing the kingdoih of

Qod. The Sunday-school in the past thirty 3rear8

has concentrated upon its lessons and methods of

instruction a ripe scholarship, a wealth of learning,

a masterful marshaling of iJie widest knowledge
in critical investigation, stimulating explorations

in Bible lands, aiid the production of a literature

on Oriental maimers, habits, and customs, and a
keen discrimination in practical applications of

truth to modem conduct, never before surpassed

or equaled. More light has been thrown upon the

interpretation and illustration of the booloi of the

Bible for this generation than ever before in the

history oi the worid.

IV. Statistics of Sunda^^^kfaools.—1. XTnited

States t* The United States Census Bureau says

of the census figures for 1905: " These figures do
not inohide t^ mission Sunday-schools which
are maintisined by some bodies, notably the

•OooipiM horn the SpmUI Rflport of the United Stvtei

BoiSMi oa BeUstoue Bodiee forlQOft.
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Congregationalists and Presbyterian Church in

the United States of America, but which are

not connected with local organiiations." (These

are estimated at about 3,000 schools, with 108,000

membership.)

Stote or Territory.
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Exptnmon ofthe Synday School, ib. 1006; H. C. TnimbuU,
YaU Ledyrm on the Sunday School, New York, 1888; Maxi-

aoDA 0. Brown, SufUk^ School MovomenU in Amerioa, ib.

1901; J. H. Harris, Story of the Sunday School, London,
1902; W. H. Groser, A Hundred Yeare' Work for the ChO-
dnn, ib. 1903; O. S. Bfichael, Sunday School in the Deeelop-

mentofthe American Church, Bljlwaukee, 1004; W. Paret,

Plaet and Function of the Sunday School in the Church, New
York, 1906; Sunday SchooU the World Around. The Official

Reports ofthe WoHdTe Fifth Sunday-Schoole Convention in

Rome, 1907, London and PhOadelpbia, 1006; W. H. Wat-
80Q. Firet SO Yeare of the Sunday School, London, n.d., and
iiteimtun under lUixaa, Robbbt; and the Reeorde and Be-
port* or Annual Reporte 61 the following societiee and
eoDveatioQB; Fint Day or Sunday School Society, Phila-

delphia, 1700 eoq.; Sunday School Union, London; Sun-
day School Socie^ for Ireland; New York Female and
Male Sunday School Unions, 1816-24; Philadelphia Sun-
da}- and Adult School Unkm, 1818-24 (noe. 1-7); Amer-
ican Sunday School Union, 1825-1010; General Sunday
8dMX)! Ckmvention, London, in 1862; National and In-

ternational Sunday School Conventiona, 1860-1010;
World's Sunday School Conventiona; Churoh of England
&inday Sohocd Institute, London.
On methods and principles consult: J. W. Alexander,

The American Sunday School and ita Adjunete, Philadel-

phja, 1856; A. W. and C. £. Knox, The Infani Sunday
School, Cinemnati. 1870; J. S. Hart, Sunday School Idea,

Phikddphia, 1871; W. Abbott, Our Sunday School and
haw to conduct it, new ed., Boston, 1872; J. H. Vincent,
Ckurdi School and ite Offieere, New York, 1872; W. F.
Crafts, Through the Eye to the Heart, or, Eye-Teaehing in
ihtSuHday School, New York, 1873; idem, Plain Ueee of
the Bladdboard and Slate, New York, 1881; W. H. H.
Manh, The Modem Sunday School, Philadelphia. 1874;
£. W. Rice, OroamMoHon and Claeeifleation of Sunday
SchooU, Philadelphia, 1881; idem. Handy Hdpe for Buay
Workere, ib. 1800; idem. The Sunday-School; how to elari

and keep it, ib. 1000; A. E. Dunning, Sunday School
Library, Boston, 1883; B. Clarke, The Blackboard in the

Sunday School, London, 1884; E. G. Banner, ByPaAe
of Sunday-School Work, London, 1802; J. L. Huribut,
5er«n Graded Sunday SchooU, New York, 1803; A. E.
Winahip, Methode and Prtndplee in BibU Study, Boston,
1885; idem, Organvrino and Building up the Sunday-
Sdu)ol, New York. 1010; A. F. SchaufSer, Waye of Wort-
ing, Boston, 1805; E. Hobson, Prineiplee and Practice of
Teaching in their Application to Sunday SchooU, London,
1S96; J. Bailey, Sunday School Teaching, London, 1807;
I. P. Glack, Practical Primary Plan, Philadelphia, 1808;
W. H. Groser. Sunday School Teaeher^e Manual, 16th ed.,

London, 1808; A. P. Foster, Manual of Sunday School
Methode, Philadelphia, 1800; P. DuBois, Point of Con-
tact in Teaching, 4th ed.. New York. 1000; J. E. Hor-
rocka, Suggeetione towarde Improving the Inetruetion m
Svnday SchooU, London, 1001; H. Williams, The Refer-
nuition of the Sunday School, London, 1002; E. D. Burton
and 8. Mathews, Prindplee and IdeaU for the Sunday
School, Chicago, 1003; Q. W. Mead, Modem Methode in
Sunday School Wot*, New York, 1003; A. H. McKinney.
After the Prunary^Whatr New York, 1004; F.N.Pelou-
bet, Front Line of the Sunday School Movement, Boston,
1904; A. R. Wells, /Sunday School Probleme; practical

Plane for Sunday-School Teachere, New York and London,
1905; M. G. Brumbaugh, Making of a Teacher, Phila-
delphia, 1005; idem, DeodopmerU of the Sunday School,
Boston, 1006; M. Lawrence, How to Conduct a Sunday
School, New York, 1005; R. F. Y. Pierce, PencU Pointe
for Preacher and Teacher, Chicago, 1006; J. Adams, A
Primer on Teaching, with Bepeeial Reference to Sunday
School Work, Edinburgh, 1007; H. F. Cope, The Modem
Sunday School in PnncipU and Practiee, New York, 1007;
£. A. Fox, The Paetot'e Place of Privilege and Power in
the Sunday School, NaahviUe, 1007; F. Johnson, ed..

BQ)U Teaching fry Modem Methode, London, 1007;
H. T. Mussefanan, National Teacher-training Inetitute

Text4>ooke, Phihulelphia, 1007 sqq.; M. S. Littlefield,

Hand-Work in the Sunday-eehool; with an Introduc-
tion by P. DuBoU, Philadelphia, 1008; Q. H. TruU,
A Manual of Mieaionary Methode for Sunday-School
WoHeere, Philadelphia. 1006; G. H. Archibald. The Sun-
day School of Ta-Morrow, London, 1000; J. C. Gray and
0. S. Carey. The Claee and the Deak. A Manual for Sun-
day School Teachere, 4 vota., London, 1000; J. Qunn, Our

Sunday SchooU. Studiee for Teachere in Prineiplee and
Practice, London. 1000; P. J. Sloan, The Sunday-School
Director'e Guide to Sueceee, New York, 1000; H. H. Meyer,
The Oraded Sunday-School in PrincipU and Practice, New
York. 1010; R. P. Shepherd, Religioue Pedagogy in the
Modem Sunday School, St Louis, 1011.

SUNDAY, WILLIAM ASHLEY: Presbyterian and
revivalist; b. at Ames, la., Nov. 19, 1863. He re-

ceived his education at the high school, Nevada, la.,

and at Northwestern University; was a profes-

sional baseball player, 1883-90; assistant secretary

of the Young Men's Christian Association, Chicago,
1891-95; becameanevangelist in 1896, and has since

devoted himself with great success to that work, re-

ceiving Presbyterian ordination in Chicago in 1903.

STJllBSOENy ANDERS. See Andrew of Lxtnd.

SUPERANNUATION. See Vol. zii., Appendix.

SUFBRBR06ATI0N, WORKS OF: A concept
in Roman Catholic theology which has its place

in the doctrine of indulgences was justified by
the great scholastics through the notion of the or-

ganic unity of the Church. They asserted that the
sum total of the merits of Christ was greater

than was required for the salvation of man, and
that the saints also had done more and suffered more
than was absolutely required to insure their own
salvation, that these superabundant merits were
placed in the '' spiritual treasury " of the Church,
at the disposal of its viable head; that as the
Chureh is one, in this world and the next,

they may be applied to such of its members as
are still lacking in the required amount of works
necessary to satisfy the divine demands. This is

effected by indulgences, as an exercise of judicial

power for the living and per modum suffragii for

the souls in purgatory. The doctrine is set forth

in the Constitution Unigenitua DeiJUiua of Clement
VI. (1343), and implicitly sanctioned by the Coun-
cil of Trent in its aflSrmation of the doctrine of

indulgences. It was further established in the
condemnation of contradictory propositions of Lu-
ther by Leo X. (1620) and of Bajus by Pius V.
(1667), Gregory XII. (1669), and Urban VIII.

(1641), as well as by Pius VI. in the constitution

Audcrem fidei of 1794, against the Synod of

Pistoja.

The Roman Catholic doctrine of good works has
a threefold basis. It rests first upon the Augus-
tinian doctrine of grace together with the idea of

the universal operation of Giod. Thus considered,

a meritorious work in the strict sense is inconceivr

able; but another complementary idea comes in

—

that free man is bound to acquire merit before God
and through it to make satisfaction for his sins.

This idea, found as early as Tertullian, is the joint

product of Jewish legalism and Stoic moralism. A
third element comes in from the Stoic distinction

between the medium and the per/ectumf to say
nothing of the Jewish emphasising of special and
extraordinary virtues (cf. Tob. xii. 8). An appar-
ent sanction for the notion of a gradation in the
value of works was found in Matt. xix. 16-22 and
I Cor. vii. 26, 40. By degrees the doctrine of
" Evangelical counsels " (see Consiua Evanqel-
ica) was developed, and took ever deeper root with
the establishment of the ascetic life in the Church.
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Thus, while the practical significance of works of

supererogation is connected with indulgences, their

theoretical basis is found in the conception of merit
and of the nature of Christian perfection. Protes-

tantism, by dissolving the association of the entire

train of thought in which they find a place, did
away with them altogether. If the good works of

men are the product of God's free grace, the idea

of merit on man's part is ruled out; if Quist is the
one mediator and his death the one atonement,
there can be no more talk of even the possibility

of satisfaction on the part of man; and if he is alone

the head oi the Church, such a thing as a treasure

of superfluous works to be arbitrarily distributed

by an earthly head becomes a figment of the imag-
ination. (R. SXXBXBG.)

SnPBRnrTBNDBRT: The title of a Qeiman
ecclesiastical officer. Among later schoolmen ** su-

perintendent " was applied, as by Gabriel Biel (Super
quaUuor libroB »enientiarum, dist. 24, qu. 1), to bish-

ops, in so far as they were governing officers, this

translation of epukopoi occurring as early as Augus-
tine C'aty of God," xxix. 19) and in Jerome
(Epi9t., Ixnv.), and after them in the Ccrput juriM

carumici (c. II, C. 8, qu. I, and D. 93, c. 24). The
term was appUed in Saxony to the permanent su-

pervisory officers that were instituted after the

visitations had been completed (cf . E. Sehling, DU
V Kirckenordnungen des 16. JakrhunderU, i. 142

sqq.). The Saxon superintendents of 1527 and later

were intended to be no other than state executive

officials. But at the start they officiated as sub-

ordinates to the visitation committees, and after-

ward to the consistories. The example of Saxony
was often followed, though the term "superin-
tendent " was not generally retained. In South
Gennany the designation " dean " is occasionally

in vogue (as in Bavaria); in the German Reformed
churches " inspector," and, locally, ** metropoli-

tan," " senior," " ephor," " provost." But this in-

volves no material alteration. The bishops of the

Evangelical State Church of Balkan Transylvania

are superintendents.

Within the area of his province, the superintend-

ent exercises supervision over the official adminis-

tration and conduct of the clergy and of the inferior

church servants; also at times over the conduct,

and sometimes the studies, of ministerial candi-

dates, who come to him for permission to preach in

particular instances. Where pastoral vacancies

occur, he must provide proper supplies, conduct
the pastoral election, and induct the new pastor.

In the event of disputes between pastor and con-

gregation, he is the competent referee. He has, fur-

thermore, oversight of administration of church
property. To what extent the superintendent has
the right to define disciplinary penalties, or inde-

pendently to institute official suspensions, is a mat-
ter which varies according to special statutes. Va-
rious details of the superintendent's activity also

involve the cooperation of the civil organism.

There are superintendents of higher and lower

grades. The former class especially includes the

general superintendents, whose discretion in the

several state churches, however, shows very differ-

ent official features. In Old Prussia, they are ^•
itual consistoiial directors beside the temporal con-

sistorial president. Their sphere of action stretches

over an entire province; and, if need be, they exer-

cise very personal influence over the superintoideQts

and psstors under their jurisdiction. Elsewhere,

while certain superintendents are indeed members,

as well, of the church governing boards, it is only

in this attribute that they rank higher. Beoent

modifications in the superintendents' position have

their warrant in the introduction of presbyterial

and qrnodical constitutional arrangementa, bj

virtue oi which, in most German Evangelical state

churches, the previous consistorial church orgaiuzi-

tion has become a so-called mixed one.

The German Evangelical state churches ha^
for the most part, adopted the sjmodical limitatioD

ci the superintendent's office, which varies in diffe^

ent localities.

[The title is now substituted in the Methodic

Episcopal Church for that of presiding elder (see

MsTHODmn, IV., 1, | 8).] E. Sehung.

BauoaBAPKT: W. W. J. Sehmidt, Dm' Wirktav^ireu toi

dU Wirkungmrt dM SupmrinUndmUen in der cnavejucsko

Kinke, Quedlinbun, 1837; J. C. W. Augusti. BatrSge

tw Siatiatik . . . der eoaivaliadkcn Kirche, iii.. no. li

Laipdc 1837: E. Friedbeis, Dm g^UauU Verfiutuc-

rMAl der eeangelieehet^ Landeekinhen in Dmdaehland, Lop-

ie, 1888: and the worki oa Kihsbenraeht by A. L. Bidi-

ter, I 72, 8th ed., •d, W. Kahl« ib. 1886, and E. Fn«dbcif.

pp. 288 qq., Oth ed., &>. 1909.

SUPBRHATURAL KEU6I0N: The title of »

work in criticism which evoked much attention in

the last part of the nineteenth century. Its author,

Walter Richard Cassels, was bom in London in

1826. His early venttires in authorship were poet-

ical. His first book bore the title Eidolon; or, tk

Coune of the Soul, and other Poems (London, 1850),

a critic of which wrote in The Saturday Reiiev

(i. 236): " He must do more and also do less; and

we will hasard a prediction that he will at last do

something which will not be forgotten." The piv-

diction was fulfilled when, in 1874-77, he publ^ied

Supernatural Reliigion (3 vols.; latest popular ed.

1 vol., 1902). I ran through many editions, cau^

ing a stir similar to but more profound than that

made by Eaeays and Reviewe (q.v.).

To understand the piupoae of the book and the

stir it made, a word regarding the history of Bibse

study in England is neoessazy. In the eighteenth

centiuy Deism (q.v.) had niade a fierce and pro-

longed attack on the traditional conception of the

supernatural. The defense, in substance, consistAl

in showing that ** revelation " was a republicatioo

of '' reason " with divine authority, that author-

ity being authenticated by the supernatural in tvo

forms, (1) prophecy conceived as prediction of

events in the life of Christ, and (2) miradea. For

the time being the defense succeeded, in part be

cause deism was lacking in constructive force, bat

mainly because oi the vast revival of religion (Wes-

leyan and Evangelical movements; see Method-

istb; and Revtvaus). The traditional conceptioD

of Holy Scriptures was grappled to the heart of the

nation. England had no constructive philosophical

movement and no critical movement of her own.

The entire strength of the nation went into the
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stnigp;le with Napoleon and into commercial ex-

pansion. When interest in history revived, it came
in the form of the Oxford movement (see Trac-
TARiANiau), so that the critical question was still

further postponed. English orthodoxy stood en-

trenched and intact down to 1860. The assault was
opened by Essays and Reviews (1860; cf. F. Har-
n:K)n'8 brilliant sketch in The Creed of a Layman^
London, 1907), was continued by Ecce Homo in

1865, and in 1874 reached its climax in Supernatural
Religum.

The title of the book places it in close connection
with eighteenth-century deism. It is an assault

upon '^ supernatural " religion. Since that religion

connected itself inseparably with miracles, the piir-

po8e of the book is to bring the ** supernatural " to
the ground by knocking the miraculous underpin-
ning from beneath it.

" I contend that the historieal (uBumeat againat mira-
cles} IB the neoeHaiy complement of the philosophical aiva-
ment. . . . Hie preliminary affinnation ia not tiiat mira-
cles are impoaeible, but that they are antecedently incredible.
The counter-allegation ia that, although miracles may be
antecedently incredible, they neverthdeoB actually took
place. It is, therefore, necessary, not only to establish the
antecedent incredibili^, but to examine the validity of the
aDegation that certain miracles occurred, and this involves
the historical inquiry into the evidence for the Gospels "

(preface to 0th ed., pp. v.-vi.).

The purpose is to show that the canonical Gos-
pels are so far removed in time from the events
they record that they lose all competence as wit-

nesses to the reality of the miraculous. The author
conceived that by thus lopping off the '' supernat-
ural " from the religion of JesuSi the spiritual maj-
esty and the moral sublimity of Christ would shine

forth with beauty and clarity.

" Destructive must precede constructive criticism. It is

only when we clearly reoogniae that the Bible is not in any
ecclesiastical sense the word of God, that we can worthily
honor and enjoy it as the word of Man *' (pref., p. Ixzxii.).
" W« gain infinitely more than we lose in abandoning belief

in the reality of Divine Revelation. Whilst we retain pure
and unimpaired the light of Christian Morality, we relin-

quish nothing but the debasing elements added to it by
human supentitaon **

(ii. 480).

Essays and Reviews had not touched the question
of the supernatural in the life of Christ, but con-
fined its specific criticism to the Old Testament.
Supernatural Reliffian, on the contrary, touched
the very vitals of Christianity by assaulting the su-

pernatural in the life of Christ. English orthodoxy
had learned nothing from deism, it was not willing

to learn anything from Germany. So the attack
caused profound emotion and alarm. The strength

of the book was due first of all to the facts that its

author carried the art of the popularizer to a high
pitch of perfection, and that he used his art in the

interest of a dogmatic thesis. As a historical critic

he took his responsibility quite as lightly as the

positive dogmatist on the other side took his. His
art was not cramped or confined by original learn-

ing. He was fairly well read in German critical

scholarship,—an accomplishment decidedly rare in

the England of that day. His book is part of the

German invasion of England. But, while he massed
the conclusions of German scholarship in sweeping
and undiscriminating ways, he was altogether lack-

ing in the intellectual restraints of first-hand knowl-

edge. And he rode the argimient from silence till

its back was raw. HEintT S. Nash.

Bibuograpbt: M. H. Habexshon, The Wave of Seeptieiam
and theRock of Truth: a Reply to *'Supernatural Relioion,**
London, 1876; J. Kennedy, A Brief Defence of SupemaP-
ural Chrtetianitu, being a Review of the PhUoeophieal Prin-
ciple* ... o/ ... " Supemat%trai ReUoum," jh. 1876;
C. A. Row, The Supernatural in the New Teetament Poe-
eible. Credible, and Hietorical, ib. 1876; M. F. Sadler, The
Loet Ooepel and ite Contente; or, the Author of ** Super-
natural Rdioion " refuted by himself, ib. 1876; J. B. light-
foot, Eaeaye on . . .

** Supernatural ReHgion," ib. 1880
(generally regarded as a complete rejoinder). Many of the
later works on the criticism of the Gospels (see under Ck>s-
PBL AND Qobpbla) remark on the subject of this article.

SUPBRHATURALISM. See Rationalism and
SUFBRNATURAUSM.

SUPERSTITION.

Definition (| 1).

Etymology; Biblical and Other Usages (| 2).

Historical Usage in Religion (i 3).

Bases: Ignorance, Credulity (i 4).

Conservatism and Fear as Factors (16).
Hist6rical Effects (f 6).

Present Superstitions (i 7).

Present Consequences (i 8).

Contributions to Development (| 9).

Superstition may be defined objectively as either

the aggregate of erroneous beliefs and practises cur-

rent which may be traced to a combination of er-

rant reason with feeble will, ill-controlled emotions,

and ignorance more or less complete;

I. Deflni- or, any single act or belief which bears

tion. these marks. Subjectively, it is a
mental attitude, *^ a phyletic instinct-

ive desire to believe in certain causal relations which
have not been and can not be proved, either experi-

entially or logically, to exist " (F. B. Dresslar, Svr
persiition and Education in University of California

Publications, V., i., p. 141, n.p., 1907). The essen-

tial error of superstition is therefore in part the

misplacing of the source of causation. Psycholog-

ically, a superstition is often the result of inability

or unwillingness to cany on sustained thinking, in-

volving a consequent readiness to accept as correct

certain conclusions which have been handed down
without being tested as to their cogency. From
this same psychological standpoint, according to

scientific investigation, subjective superstition, or

the tendency to accept quasi-reasoning as effective,

is in part an emotional credulity inherited from
earlier periods; it is a species of atavism. Inas-

much as inherited mental reactions are not easily

changed, not only is there in this fact a partial ex-

planation of the persistence of superstition even
where education has in other respects produced its

effects, but also a partial palliation of the individual

moral culpability of those who, though educated,

still entertain beliefs of this character. More spe-

cifically, and from the standpoint of religion, super-

stition is a belief that is erroneous in that it asserts

a causal connection between supernatural powers
and events, real or conceived, in the world of sense.

It thus not only involves ignorance of the laws of

nature, but offends the enlightened reason in that

it opposes those dicta of revelation which have
found the sectirest sanction in human experience

and consciousness.
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Slight advance ia made toward a oomprehension

of the subject by a study of the etymology and
equivalents of the word, though a development in

meaning is traceable. The Latin miperMio {tuper

and store, " to stand still over or by a thing "; cf.

the Gk. deuicbiokmui, ''fear of the

a. Btymol- gods, religious feeling"; Germ. Aber-

ogy; Biblical y2au6e, for ObsryJoufte, ''belief to ez-

and Other cess/' Dutch, Biglove) expressed " ez-

Usagsi. oessive fear of the gods, unreasonable

religious belief," imd was opposed

to rdigio, " a proper, reasonable awe of the

gods" (Cicero, De naiura deorum, i. 42, 117, ii.

28, 72). It developed so as to mean a (religious)

performance over wad above what custom and the

nature of the case required, or one which was not
recognised by proper authority. In the authorised

version of the New Testament the word and its de-

rivative " superstitious " both occur. In Acts xvii.

22, in the celebrated address of Paul on liar's Hill

at Athens, " superstitious " translates wrongly the

Greek deitidainumettanmM (R. V., margin, " relig-

ous "). It is to be noted that an imfavorable mean-
ing is not to be accepted here, since it is not likely

that Paul would have prejudiced his case by charg-

ing his hearers, whom he wished to conciliate, with
" superstition." In Acts xxv. 10, " superstition

"

translates the Greek original deitidainumia, though
exactly what term Festus employed (as he prob-

ably spoke Latin) is of course not known. But, as

in the former case, Festus would hardly have gra-

tuitously offered offense to Agrippa and the Jews
by calling the religion of the latter " superstition,"

the word employed must have had a good sense (cf

.

R. v., text, " religion "). Outside these passages,

the word does not occur in the English Bible. The
meaning the word has taken in imxlem times fol-

lows a different construction of its etymological ele-

ments, and embodies the idea of " something sur-

viving " or " something left over (from an earlier

and leas advanced stage of culture)." This mean-
ing is in itself an explanation of many of the con-

crete facts of superstition—^they are survivals from
earlier usage or belief which persist against the pro-

nouncements of an enlightened reason. At the

same time it is not precluded either in fact or the-

ory that new " superstitions " arise from time to

«time.

In dose connection with the usage just noted is

that according to which the word is employed by
adherents of one faith to characterise the religious

beliefs and practises of adherents of another faith,

particularly those of a dead religion.

3. Historical Tacitus (" Annals," xv. 44) speaks of

Usage in the religion which had sprung from
ReUgk>n. " Christus, who had been put to death

by . . . Pontius Pilate " as exiHabilis

supentUiOf " pernicious superstition." On the other

hand the compliment was returned when, tmder
Christian influence a couple of centuries later, pagan
rites and worship were so denominated. TtiMB

Constantine in a law of 319, speaking of the pagan
religion of Rome, says: " They who are desirous of

being slaves to their superstition, have liberty for

the public exercise of their worship " (Codex Thet>'

dananua, IX., xvi. 1-2), only a little afterward

practically deiSning superstition as preeterUa vntr-

paHo, " antiquated usage." Even within the bounds

of the same religion great, indeed, irreconcilable,

difference exists as to what constitutes superstitioiL

Thus to Protestants very many Roman Catholie

beliefs and observances are nothing less than super-

stition. Among these may be named the veneratioD

of the Host, the adoration of images, the entire cult

centering about the Virgin Mary and the saints,

particularly the belief in such phenomena as many
alleged to have taken place at Lourdes and Loreto

(qq.v.), together with the strongly entrenched re-

gaid for relics, such as the Holy Coat (q.v.). Yet

to the devout Roman Catholic some of these things

belong to the very arcana of the religion, and

doubt of them seems little if at all short of blas-

phemy. Another illustration which comes from

the same region is the Roman (Catholic belief con-

cerning the liquefaction of the blood of St. Januarius

(q.v.), regarded by those of that faith as a recurrent

miracle, while scientists scoff at the explanation oC

the alleged miracle, and point to the fact that analy-

sis of the contents of the vial is refused. Of oouise

the guardians decline to allow decisive tests on ihe

ground of the sanctity of the relic. Agreemoit upon

what constitutes a superstition in many cases oC

this sort is unattainable. The difficulty is not re-

lieved if one considers that Roman Catholic author-

ities would almost certainly denounce as supersti-

tion the belief that incubation as practised in the

cult of Asklepios (cf. Mary Hamilton, IneubatUm^

or the Cure ofDUeaaee in Pagan Templee and Chri*'

turn Churches, London, 1906) resulted in cures,

though it is claimed that cures result from the prac^

tise as maintained in connection with certain saints

in Roman (Catholic churches in and near Naples, at

Amalfi, and elsewhere, as well as under the Greek

Church (cf. Mary £[amilton, ut sup., pp. 100 sqq.)-

And the case is stiU more complicated by the fact

that psychologists maintain the entire probability

of many cases of cures under both pagan and Chrb-

tian auspices, and offer what they deem scientific

explanation of the alleged cures.

On its subjective side or as a mental attitude su-

perstition seems to spring from four roots: (1) Ig-

norance, combined with the exceedingly prevalent

and characteristically primitive fallacy of post hoc

propter hoc, is a fundamental cause, lian has, bo

far as indications show, always sought

4. Bases: for the reasons of events, but in his

Ignorance; lack of knowledge of real causes has

Credulity, often linked things causally which are

not so connected. Thus, to give an

example of savage logic, the breaking of the fluke

of an anchor cast ashore from a wreck on the vest-

em coast of Africa having been followed by the

death of the man who conmiitted the act, his asso-

ciates regarded the anchor as a divinity which had

been offended by the mutilation and had punished

the evil-doer, and they thereafter did reverence to

the anchor as to a god (cf . E. B. Tylor, PrimiUve

Ctdturet ii. 143 sqq., London, 1877). Similarly,

bathing in a pool being followed by a scrofulom

affection, the natives of the region regarded the

pool as the haunt of a deity which was offended hy

the invasion and looked upon the disease as the
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penalty for the breach of the divinity's rights (cf

.

Tylor, ut sup., ii. 209 sqq.). In like manner, the

fact that contact with a chief, or with some article

belonging to him, had preceded some calamity to

the person who touched him led to the belief that
the chief and his possessions were taboo (see Com-
PABATIYE Reugiox, VI., 1, c), from which belief

has unquestionably resulted the death of many
natives of Australia, New Zealand, and other re-

gions {Old New Zealand, by a Pakeha Maori, pp.
83, 94-97, London, 1884; A. S. Thomson, The Story

ofNew Zealand, i. 103, ib. 1859). Thus, in some re-

spects, superstition takes the form of pseudo-science.

The cases are illustrative, and also representative

of an enormous body of facts in human history;

they serve to open up the wide range of primitive

and later superstitions, including the practises of

totemism, taboo, magic, fetishism, sacrifice, and the

like (see Comparative Religion; Fetishism).

(2) Involved in the foregoing is a credulity from
which enlightened reason o£fers the only escape.

That primitive and early man should accept either

explanations which occmred to him in accordance

^ith the methods of logic just exemplified, or those

which tradition had supplied, was to be expected.

Science, in the sense of careful induction, is a very

modem product, and is the acquisition even yet of

comparatively few. As a consequence, credulity is

one of the most persistent traits of the mass of man-
kind, and those who exhibit it are perhaps propor-

tionally almost as numerous in Christendom as else-

where. As a striking example of this it is possible to

cite the testimony of a clergyman at the trial of Dr.

C. A. Briggs (q.v.) for heresy in 1893 to the effect

that his mother in Scotland used to lay the Bible on
the doorstep to keep out the witches. This custom
is not yet entirely obsolete. Still widely prevalent

and productive of corresponding actions is the be-

lief in the validity of signs and omens, such as indi-

cations of the weather drawn from the inclination of

the horns of the new moon, or in prophylactics and
cures of various sorts such as that which regards

as a cure or preventive of rheumatism the carrying

in the pocket of a stolen potato, or as a cure for

warts the rubbing of the same with a piece of stolen

bacon rind (which is then to be buried). No reason

adequate to the alleged effects can be assigned for

the assumed causes, and induction finds no invari-

ability in such antecedents and consequences. So
that credulity is to be charged with a part at least

in the continuance of superstition. It is important
to note in this connection that credulity is in a sense

communicable. A superstitious person, who is al-

most invariably dogmatic in his attitude, easily

commimicates and diffuses his anticipations or his

dread and wins new adherents for his theories.

(3) The native conservatism of the human mind
lends itself to the acceptance and retention of ex-

planations or statements when once

5. Conaerv- they have become current. The au-

atism and thority of tradition is potent, and what
Fear as the fathers believed is often for that

Factors, reason alone taken as fact. So that in

this aspect superstition is an extenud-
isation of the native conservatism of the race.

(4) Fear is also an element. Dread of what may

happen often overcomes " common sense," and a
person who lives may even in the present tmder this

influence do that which he will in -other circum-
stances hesitate to acknowledge. The emotions are

in modem life, and with the utmost certainty have
always been, the strongest element in superstition.

Faith is " felt " in certain " indications " in spite

of the pronouncement of reason against them and
of the mandate of the will not to receive them.
Thus, as stated by Dresslar (ut sup., p. 160), " the
' will to believe ' and the reason for believing are both
impotent when opposed by a well-developed /eelinj^

to believe.
'

' In other words, the emotions may over-

ride both reason and will. It is susceptible of proof

that fear, as an emotion, is in part the result of cer-

tain physical conditions. This is illustrated by the

fact that at night, when what psychologists call the

subnormal and more primitive psychical forces are

to the front and man's rational and higher faculties

are less advantageously situated, the stress of su-

perstitious fear is accentuated. Similarly, physical

or mental or moral illness produces conditions

favorable to the operation of superstition. Shake-
speare noted the effects along this line in his saying,
'' Conscience does make cowards of us all " {Ham-
let, III., i. 83). In this respect superstition, like

Ecstasy (q.v.), belongs, so far as it is religious, to

the pathology of religion, and altogether to the

pathology of psychology.

Only the merest suggestion, comparatively, of

the all-pervasiveness and the harmful effects of su-

perstition in history can be afforded here. A brief

summary of the story is given as follows in J. G.

Frazer's Psyche's Task (p. 1, London, 1909): '' It

(superstition) has sacrificed countless lives, wasted
untold treasures, embroiled nations, severed friends,

parted husbands and wives, parents and children,

putting swords, and worse than swords, between
them: it has filled gaols and mad-

6. Histor- houses with its innocent or deluded

ical Effects, victims: it has broken many hearts,

embittered the whole of many a life,

and, not content with persecuting the living it has

pursued the dead into the grave and beyond it,

gloating over the horrors which its foul imagination

has conjured up to appal and torture the survivors."

How numerous its ramifications and products have
been is merely hinted in the following list of sub-

jects given as cross-references in a public-library

catalogue card: Alchemy, apparitions, astrology,

charms, delusions, demonology, devil-worship, di-

vination, evil eye, fetishism, folk-lore, legends,

magic, mythology, occult sciences, oracles, palini»-

try, relics, second sight, sorcery, spiritualism, super-

natural, totems, and witchcraft. And this list is

most incomplete. This force has pervaded all

provinces of life from the cradle to the grave, and,

as Frazer says, beyond. It establishes customs as

binding as taboo, dictates forms of worship and per-

petuates them, obsesses the imagination and leads

it to create a world of demons and hosts of lesser

spirits and ghosts and ghouls, and inspires to fear

and even worship of them. It has, even under
Christianity, sought and received the sanction of

the Church, as in the affirmation of Thomas Aquinas
(QiMxSifteto, xi. 10) regarding Witchcraft (q.v.) and
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in the bull Summia demderanieB of Innocent VIII.

issued in 1484 commanding the deigy to assist in

hunting out and punishing witches, and giving papal

autiiority to bdief in suocubi, incubi, and other

horrible figments of the diseased imagination (text

of the buU is in Beich, DoeumenU, pp. 200-201; cf.

further, Schaff, Chittian Church, v. 1, pp. 870 sqq.,

and 2, pp. 614 sqq.). And with equal force it has made
use of the State, from the time of Hammurabi (q.v.,

II., 2) to the Salic Law (zix. 2; Eng. transl. in F. A.

O^, Scwree Book, p. 64, New York, 1008), and
even much later (see Obdsal, {9). It reestablished

the pestiferous distinction between white magic
and black, a distinction which seems to have existed

in all grades of civilisation. Its deadliest power,

perhaps, is that by which it acquires influence over

the commonest affairs of everyday life, stifling

initiative, stagnating thought, poisoning the in-

telleot, and subjecting activities to the imagined

effects of chance happenings with which they have
no relation.

The statement just made may be exemplified by
reference to the list of current superstitions educed
by the inductive study of the subject by Dresslar

in the work already cited. The study was conducted

upon the basis of questions submitted

7. Present to students of normal schools (there-

Snpsf^ fore adults or adolescents) in (}alifomia
stitkMii. in the twentieth century. Things with

which superstitions were connected

were named as follows: salt, bread and butter, tea

and coffee, plants and fruit; fire, lightning, rainbow,

the moon, the stars; babies, birds, owls, peacocks

and their feathers, chickens, cats, dogs, cows, sheep,

swine, horses, rabbits, rats, frogs and toads, fish,

crickets, spiders, snakes, lisards, turtles, wolves,

bees, dragon flies; chairs and tables, docks, mirrors,

spoons, Imives and forks, pointed instruments, pins,

hairpins, combs, umbrellas (mostly unlucky), can-

dles, matches, tea-kettle, brooms, dishcloths, hand-
kerchiefs, gardening tools, ladders, horseshoes, hay;

days of the week and various festivals or fasts, es-

pecially Hallowe'en, birthdays; various numbers,

counting, laughing, singing, ciying; starting on a
journey and turning back, two persons simultane-

ously saying the same thing, passing in at one door
and out at another, walking on opposite sides of a
post, stepping on cracks, sneezing, crossing hands
while shaking hands, use of windows as exits,

stumbling; itching of palm, eye, nose, ear, or foot;

warts, moles; various articles of dress, shoes, pre-

cious stones, amulets and charms, rings, money;
wish bones; death and funerals, dreams, spiritisms,

weddings, and initials. Of course, even this long

list is most incomplete and might be expanded in-

definitely. The practical significance of the beliefs

registered in connection with these various beliefs

or actions is that activities and procedure are sup-

posed to be governed by them—action is indicated

or inhibited according as the " sign " is favorable

or unfavorable. A slavery with respect to action is

thus diown which ought to be anomalous in en-

lightened Christendom, and yet is manifested as

current.

A graver fact than the preceding is involved in

the lively of thought which is a consequence of

the attention paid to " signs " and '' omens." The

function of the Church as an educator and the laxige

field which is here opened bring the

8. Present subject in this aspect into view with

Conse- relation to religious duty. Knowledge

qnencfls. of the actual work of the Church war-

rants the statement that not sufficient

attention is paid to this side of the Church's pai-

deutic mission. The preoccupation of the mind by

such superstitious faiths can but retard the accept-

ance not merely of scientific but of religious tnitL

The very springs of healthy mental and spiritual

perception are poisoned while such trivialities are

permitted to control the sources of action. That

such effects are very far-reaching, even to the con-

trol in a measure of business concerns of immeasR

importance, is shown by the fact that some great

oorporations engaged in transoceanic transporta-

tion avoid Friday as a day of sailing, this custom

being undoubtedly due in considerable part to the

outworn sailors' superstition as to the misfortune

which surely awaits the voyagers who set out on

that day. And another consequence which is not

paltry is that by such beliefs fanposture is encou^

aged, while hosts of quacks in medicine,
palmists,

fortune-tellers, and " wisards " flourish on the

credulity of the ignorant and deluded, at the same

time that these beliefs are spread because the cun-

ning and ambiguous pronouncements of the im-

postors are interpreted as wisdom by the victims

and new strength is furnished to superstitious

growths. Of the results in loss of life in more back-

ward communities such as Russia and even Ireland,

of sacrifices and cruelties practised ev^i in the lat-

ter part of the nineteenth century and indeed in

the city of New York itself, t&ere is not space here

to treat. How terrible the current beliefs and the

almost contemporary consequences are may be dis-

covered from the accounts in the Pojndar Sdena

Monthly for 1898-09, pp. 207-218, of murders, e^.,

of helpless infants supposed to be fairy changelings

in the last part of the nineteenth century. And if

at such a period events can occur such as are there

recounted, the imagination must fail to portray what

has happened in the darker ages of human Ustory.

It is therefore no argument for the perpetuation

of superstition that some fruits of good have re-

sulted from its existence, such as those adduced by

J. G. Fraser (in Psyche's Task, ut sup.). Exam-

ination of savage and barbarous life reveals that,

for instance, the institution of taboo,

9. Contri- founded essentially upon superstiti(mi

btttions to has entrenched respect for certain

Develop- forms of government, especially those

ment. of a monarchical type, and in this way

has contributed to the development of

the body politic and consequently to society at

large. By this means the will of the individual baa

within certain lines been subjected to what is rec-

ognised as a conunon good, a basis for a partially

altruistic practise has been laid, and the exercise of

self-denial has been fostered. In a similar way re-

spect for private property has been enforced under

fear of penalty impending from supernatural pow-

ers. In certain stages of development the sugges-

tion and protection of the rights of ownership were
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necessBiy in order to an attitude toward communal
affaira which should make progress possible. And
though this end was not consciously present, the

historical effects are tmquestioned. Another social

institution, that of the family, has experienced

some degree of unfolding under the protection of

certain superstitions touching the relations of the

sexes. It can not be doubted that the passions and
lusts of man have been restrained, in part, it is

probable, under instinctive impressions that license

was injurious which registered themselves as super-

stitions, under the influence of which what is now
known to be immorality was decreased, e.g., penal-

ties of infidelity to marriage ties were imagined
which checked indulgence and the welfare of society

was thereby served. In a fourth way, namely, by
hedging about the life of man and by introducing

the fear of taking that life because of the penalties

which would follow, the respect and honor for life

itself upon which in so large measure present human
society is founded has gradually been built up. The
superstitions which have accomplished these results

are as varied as the peoples among which they have
worked; and under them and out of them man has
changed in character from savagery and barbarism
into something higher and more ennobling. These
facts are, however, no plea for the continuance of

illogical or irrational practises. To end them both
the Church, with all its auxiliaries, and the State,

employing especially educational means and proc-

esses, are obligated; the aim is to encourage man
to honor his Q^tor by the intelligent and rational

use of his powers as against the retention of customs
or beliefs which are impeached by reason and by a
lofty faith in God. Qbo. W. Gilmore.

Bibuoobapbt: The ana work diseufliing tuperatitioii from
the modem inductive standpoint is that by DresBlar, cited

in the text. The literature giving the supentitions of
various peoples is extremely abundant, and no attempt
w made here to exhaust the list. Only some works con-
cretely representative of the psychology of the subject
from different religions are cited. The list of works given
under F^tubum; Maoic; and WircHCRArr are of course
pertinent, and are not repeated here. Especially valua-
ble for concrete statements of superstition in the Americas
are the painst-alring ReparU and other publications of the
Smithsonian Institution. Sidney Hartland's /Vimiftvs
Paternityf London, 1010, a discussion of certain concrete
primitive supentitions, contains a very rich bibliography
which should not be overlooked; and H. WdMter's Primi-
Itre Secret Societiea, New York, 1906, in the footnotes re-

fen to Uteratuie on tnvels which are sources of vexy
numerous facts. Discussions ofsupentitions are. R.Blake-
man* PkOoeapkieal Baeay en Credulity and SuperetUion,

New York, 1849; C. Meyer, Der Aherolavbe dee MittelaUere,

Besd. 1884; A. Lang. Cuelom and Myth, London, 1884;
idem. Myth, Ritual, and Rdigion, ib. 1889; C.Rogge, ii6<r-

ffiaubc Volke^tJ>e, und Volkebraueh, Leipeic, 1890; L.
Strflmpell, Der Abergta^Jbe, Leipeic, 1890; L. J. B. B^rsngex^
Feraud, SuperetUiime el eunrivaneee StudUeeau point de vue
de leur origine el de Uure traneformatione, 5 vols., Paris,

1805-96; F. D. Bergen, Current Superetitione, Boston, 1896;
A. Tiehmann. Aberfflatd>e und ZatJberei, Stuttgart, 1898; A.
D. White, Hiei, of the Warfare of Science and TheoloQy in
Ckrietendem, 2 vols.. New York, 1898; E. P. Evans, in Pop-
ular Science Monthly, liv (1898), 206-221; idem. Criminal
Proeeadion and Capital Puniehment of AninuUe, New
York, 1906; A. Wuttke, Der deuteehe VoUeeaberglatAe der

Oegemeart, 3d ed.. Beriin, 1900; J. D. Hinch. Der Aber-
glmi>e, Bielefeld, 1902; C. F. Robinson, in American Jour-
nal of J2«ii0iott« Peyeholoffy, Aug., 1904, pp. 249 sqq.;

W. Fiseher, AberQlaube aller Zeiien, 5 vols., Stuttgart,

1906-07; E. WestennarBk, The Origin and Deodopment
of Mered Idea^ London, 190B; T. Sharper Knowlson,

Origine of Popular Superetitione and Cuetome, London,
1910.
Useful as source books for various superstitions are:

W. Ellis, Pdlyneeian Reeearehee, 2 vols., London, 1829;
T. Wright, Narrative of Sorcery and Magic, 2 vols., Lon-
don, 1861; T. F. Campbell, Popular Talee of the Weet
Highlanda, 4 vols., Edinbuigh, 1862; R. Taylor, Te Ika
A Maui; or New Zealand and ite InhabHante, London,
1870; S. Matier, The Land of Charity; a deecriptive Ac-
count of Travaneore and iU People, London, 1871; A. R.
Wallace, The Malay Archipdago, 6th ed., London, 1877;
S. Baring-Gould, Curioue Mythe of the Middle Agee, many
editions, e.g., Boston, 1882; J. Qrimm, Teutonic Myth-
ology, 4 vols., London, 1888; H. Spencer, Prineiplee of
Sociology, chaps. x.-xxvi., London, 1888; T. Parkinson,
Yorkehire Legende and TnuUtione, 2 vols., London, 1889;
A. B. Ellis, The Ewe-Speaking Peoplee of the Slave Coaet
of Weet Africa, London, 1890; R. H. Codrington, The
Melaneeiane, Oxford, 1891; J. Fiske, Mythe and Myth-
Makere, Boston, 1891; Q. B. Orinnell, Blackfoot Lodge
Talee, New York, 1892; J. Curtin, Hero Talee of Ireland,

London, 1894; idem, Mythe and Folk-Talee of the Rue-
eiane, Wettem Slave, and Magyare, Boston, 1903; F.
Granger, The Worehip of the Romane, London, 1895;
W. Crooke, Popular Religion and Folk-Lore of Northern
India, London, 1896; J. Abereromby, The Pre- and Proto-
hietoric Finne, 2 vols., London, 1898; B. Spencer and
F. J. Gillen, Native Tribee of Central Auetralia, London,
1899; idem. Northern Tribee of Central Auetralia, ib.

1904; J. G. Fraser, Golden Bough, 2d ed., 3 vols., London,
1900; J. G. Campbell, Superetitione of the Highlanda and
Idande of Scotland, Glasgow, 1900; idem. Witchcraft and
Second Sight in the Highlande and Idande of Scotland, ib.

1902; F. H. Gushing, Zuni Folk-Talee, New York, 1901;
H. G. Hutchinson, Dreame and their Meaning, London,
1901; G. F. Abbott, Macedonian Folk-Lore, Cambridge,
1903; E. B. TVIor, Primitive Culture, 2 vols., London,
8d ed., 1903; E. L. Daniels, Encyclopedia of Superetitione,
Folk-lore, and Occult Sciencee, 3 vols., Chicago, 1903;
A. W. Howitt, Native Tribee of South-Ead Auetralia,

London, 1904; E. Crawley, The Tree of Life, London,
1905; C. Partridge, Croee River Nativee, London, 1905;

A. C. Kruijt, Hd Animieme in den Indiechen Archipd,
The Hague, 1906; C. A. Sherring, Weetem Tibd and the

Britieh Borderland, London, 1906; E. M. Gordon, Indian
Folk-Talee, London, 1908; B. Thomson, The Fijiane, a
Study of the Decay ofCudom, London. 1908; A. C. HoUis.
The Nandi, their Language and Folk-lore, Oxford, 1909;
A. Freybe, Der deuteehe Volkeaberglaube in eeinem Ver-

hOUnie turn Chridentum und im Unterechiedevon der Zaur
berei, Gotha, 1910; T. G. Knowlson, The Orvtlu ofPopular
Superetitione and Cuetome, New York, 1910; The Laws of
Msnu, in SBE, vol. xxv.

SUPRALAPSARIANISM. See Calyixism, i 8.

SUPRBMACY, ACTS OF: Acts declaring the

king (or queen) of England the head (or governor)

of the Church of England and abrogating therefore

the authority of the pope.

Henry VIII., although bent on retaining the chief

points in Roman Catholic doctrine and worship,

resolved to abolish in time papal jurisdiction within

his realm. The rupture with Rome, at first at-

tempted by means of gradual steps, was definitely

accomplished in Nov., 1534, by the passing of the

Act of Supremacy (26 Henry VIII., chap. 1), which
conferred on the king the headship of the Church of

England. The sovereign became, without qualifi-

tion, " the only supreme head in earth of the

Church of England, called * Anglicana Ecclesia.'
"

This assumption of ecclesiastical jurisdiction was
relinquished by Mary, who likewise repealed all the

other enactments of her father's reign antagonistic

to papal authority. Elizabeth's first act, when she

felt assured of her position, was to nullify all the

religious restorations of her sister, Mary. Her Su-

premacy Act (1 Elizabeth, chap. 1) was passed in

Jan., 1559. It reenacted many of the antipapal
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acts of Henry VIII., and it vested the fulness of

eoclesiaAtical jurisdiction in the crown. It pre-

scribed for all holding office in Church and State

an oath recognising the Queen as "the only Su-
preme Qovemor of this realm as well in all spiritual

and ecclesiastical things or causes, as temporals,"

and provided penalties for those refusing to take it.

SDSroS, su'ri-us, LAURBHTIUS: German Car-
thusian; b. at Lobeck in 1522; d. at Cob)gne Ifay

23, 1578. Probably of Protestant parentage, he
was educated at Frankfort-on-the-Oder and at

Cologne, where he became acquainted with Petrus

Canisius; was won to Roman Catholicism, and, in

1541, became a Carthusian. All his subsequent life

was characterised by his seal for the exercise of the

rules of his order, uid, in his writings, by his pas-

sionate enthusiasm for his church uid Ids violent

hatred of the Reformation. Among his works was
a CommerUariiAS brevU rerum in arhe gutarum ab
anno 1600 uiqus in annum 1668 (Cologne, 1568),

which was continued by others to 1673, and was in

reply to Johann Sleidan's Protestant ComfiMyUam
de 9tatu reUgiania et reirepybUca, Carolo Quinio

CcB9are (Strasbuig, 1555), a famous history of the

Reformation. He also wrote HcmUim give eon^

cionea prcBtianHaninorum ecdenm dodorum in eoanr

gdia toHu8 anni (1569); and CancUia omnia (1567).

His main work was the VxUb oanetorum (6 vols.,

1570-75), republished with an additional volume
under the title, De probaU$ rnndorum kitioriia

(1618; 12 vols., Turin, 1875), which was recognised

by the BollancUsts as the b^ predecessor of their

own hagiology (ASB). (O. ZdcKUERf.)

Bduoobapht: A. BAa, Dm ComMrtUmi •§& dw Rtfarm^
Htm, ii. 338 aqq., Fraibttis, IMS; ADB, nzrU. 109; KL,
zL M»-1001; Dmr KaihoWb, 1863. tt. 416 iqq.

SURPLICB. See ViaTifBiiTs and Insignia,

Egclbbiastical.

SURPLICE FBEa See Stoub Fnoa.

SUSA. See Shttshan.

SUSAKNA, BISTORT OF. See Afogbtfha,
A, IV., 3.

SUSO (SUS, SUSB, SBUSB), HBIHRICH (AMAH-
DUS): German mystic; b. at Ck>iistance liar. 21,

1300; d. at Uhn Jan. 25, 1366. One of the great-

est of Crerman mystics, and the inspired proi^iet of

the religious Ijrric, he understood how through di-

vine love to influence a sinful world by the power
of human love and sympathy. He came of a noble

family, but took the name of his mother, a godly

woman, in preference to that of his worldly father.

Von Beig. Being delicate, he was destined for the

ministry, and was pennitted to enter the Domin-
ican monastery when only thirteen. Being dissatr

isfied spiritually with the monastic routine, he
sought to attain higher spirituality and devoted

hinuelf to the practise of asceticism, wearing a hair

shirt studded with nails and a cross a span long,

pierced with nails and needles, and remained for

years in utter seclusion, in order to tame his spirit

and subdue his body. While studying in Strasbuig

and Cologne, in his twenty-eighth year, he came
under the influence and t^wching of Eckhart (q.v.),

whom he defended from the chaige of heresy. Suso

practised asceticism until his fortieth year, when

his system was so exhausted that, in order to save

his body, he was forced to discontinue it. Return-

ing to his numastery he became lector and prior.

He sided with the pope in his dispute with Louis of

Bavaria, and was banished from (}onstance and

sent to Diessenhoven (1339-46). Here he began

work as an itinerant preacher, also hearing confes-

sions, and in his wanderings sought out the Domin-

ican convent of T98s (near Winterthur) and met

Elsbet Stagel, daughter of a councilor of Zuncn,

who was the original inspirer of the publication of

his biography. He subsequently retired to Ulm,

passing his later years in tl^ Dominican monasteiy

there. At what date he was summoned before a

council and his books condemned, as containing

false doctrine that contaminated the whole land, is

uncertain.

Among Suso's writings was the so-called Exem-

plaTf a collection of four treatises with a prologue:

(1) the " Biography "; (2) " Book of Eternal Wis-

dom "; (3) " Little Book of Truth "; (4) " Little

Book of Letters," to which was added an unabridged

book of letters. A fifth work is Horologium tapitn-

Ha; a sixth consisted of " Sermons," and there was

possibly a seventh, the MinMbuddein. The date

of these books is unknown. The ''Biography"

owed its existence to Elsbet Stagel, who wrote down

all that Suso had told her of Idis life. On leaming

this, Suso destroyed a portion of the notes and ex-

panded and revised the rest, not observing chrono-

logical order, but describing his inner life, using

his career merely as a guide to the attainment of

Christian perfection. He finished it shortly b^ore

his death. The ** Book of Eternal Wisdom " be-

came one of the favorite books of meditation of the

Middle Ages. Suso made a free Latin translation of

it, the Horologium 9apienHa, in order to present ii

to Hugo von Beauoemain, who was fseamX of his

order, 1333-41, and this fixes its probable date.

The " Book of Truth " is mainly devoted to the de-

fense of Eckhart, and to that end is directed against

the Beghards (see Bbqhards and Beouines) and

the Brethren of the Free Spirit (see Fbee Spebtt,

Brbthben of the), who distorted Eckhart's teach-

ings.

The aim of all Suso's teaching was to point the

path to perfection, as it was made plain to him in

his monastic study of the writings of Solomon, dur-

ing which time he had visions of Christ and of the

"^^rgin Mary. Many of his views and speculations

are derived from the great teachers of tlie Church,

John of Damascus, Augustine, Bonaventura, and

others. In certain points Eckhart's views are dis-

tinctly recognisable, as, for instance, the teaching

that in aspiring to perfection man becomes one with

God. Suso's aim, however, was not speculation;

he sought to make religion have a practical bearing

on life. (Ferdinand Cohbs.)

Bibuoobapbt: The writinflps of Sum were fint edited by

F. Fabxi, Au^ibuiE, 1482, then by A. Soi«e, 1512. L
Suriue' Let. traiiel., ColoKne, 1555, by H. Dxepeobroek.

Heinrieh Sums . . . Liben und Schriften, Resenabuif,

1839. 4th ed.. 1884, by Denifle, Munieh, 1880, .and by

H. E. Bihimeyer, Stuttgart, 1907; Fr. transl. by Thirot,

2 r6k., Paris. 1899; and the Briefe, ed. W. Pncer. Lap-

ie. 1876. Precer also edited an additional and pren-

ooily unknown writing in AMA, III. Klnimn, xxL 2, pp.
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435 wiQ. On Suso'i life and worin oooiuli: C. Sohmidi,
in TSK, 1843, pp. 836 iqQ.; F. Brieka. Henri 8uao, Qtna-
bus. 1864; Th€ Lift of Blm^d ffanry Suao, by ktrntdf,
truMl. fxom the Qeiman by T. F. Knox, London, 1866;
the Ptogfomm of the Qymnaaium of Duisbuis for 1809
by Volkmann; L. K&rofaer, in Frmburger iH'AceMiiarcAtv,

1868. pp. 187 wiQ.; F. Bdhiinger, Die Kirehe ChritU in
Ore Ztygen, zviiL 1 aqq., Statt«art, 1878; W. Pracer,
OeackiehU dm- deuUehm Myatik m MiUdaiUr, ii. 300 aqQ..
Leipsic 1881; F. Vetter. Bin Muatikerpaar dea 14. Jahr-
A«iMl««e, Baael. 1882; K,Qo«deikb,CfrundriM9urGeaeMekU
der deutacken DichtvuiQ, i. 212, Draden. 1884; R. Seebeis,
BiM Kampf urn jenaeiiigtt LAen: LdfenAUd mim mitUi'
aiUHieKm Fromman, Dorpat, 1889; K. Jiger, Haiwrieh
Sauaa aua Schwaben, Baeel, 1894; H. Delacroix, £tudaa
^Mat. al da payehologia du myaUeiama, Paris, 1908; R. A.
Vancfaan* Howra vrith tha Myatiea, L 341 aqQ., 8th ed.,
liondoo, n.d.; SchafT, ChnaUan Church, v. 2, pp. 233-234,
283 eqq.; ADB, zsmi 169 aqq.; KL, v. 1721-29.

SUSPENSION. See Jitbisdiction, Ecclbbias-
TICAI«, L, 1, I 5.

SUTELy sO^tel, JOHANN: Qerman Reformer;
b. at Altenmorechen near Melflungen (50 m. n.e. of

Gioaocn) 1504; d. at Northeim (48 m. 8.e. of Han-
over) Aug. 26, 1575. In 1518 he went to Erfurt to
study, and after the completion of his education
became rector in Melsungen. In 1530 he was called

to G5ttingen as EvangeUcal preacher. At first he
preached at the Church of St. Nicolaus; later he re-

ceived the pariah of St. John's as EvBngeli(»l super-

intendent. In 1542 Landgrave Philip of Hesse
called him to Schweinfurt to introduce the Refor-
mation there, where he formulated a church order
for the city under the title, Kirchenordnung BineB
Ekrharen Raiha dea hedigen Reicha Stadt Schweirir

/urt in Franken (Nuremberg, 1543); but the out-

break of the Schmalkald War compelled his flight

from the city in 1547. After a short activity as
pastor in AUendorf (1547-48), he became again
preacher in Gdttingen at tha congregation of St.

Alban (154^^55). In 1555 he accepted a call to the
Church of St. Siztus at Northeim, where he labored

until his death. He published AiUkd wider daa
pdpatUdie Volk in QOUingen (1531); Daa Evanr
{feUum von der grauaamen eraehrecklichen Zeratdrung

Jeruaalema (Wittenberg), with a preface by Luther;
Hisiaria von hasagro^ aua dem XL Kapitd daa Evanr
geiii S, Johannia gezogen (1543).

(Paul T^chackbrt.)
Bor^kmbapht: P. Itehaekert, Johann SuM, Bmnewiek,

1897: H.C. Beek,5«Mlt««, Sohweinfoit, 1843 dood only
for tbe Sehweinfnrt period).

SVBRDRUP, tsv&Kdrup, JAKOB UV ROSTBD:
Norwegian clergyman and statesman; b. in Chris-

tiama Mar. 27, 1845; d. in Beigen June 11, 1890.

He vras graduated from Nissens Skole (B.A., 1864)

and from the University of Christiania (Candidate

in Theology, 1867). A traveling scholarship from
the government enabled him to study the people's

high achools in Denmark (see Grundtvig) which
proved profitable to him when he oiganised a like

school in Sognedal. These institutions pay special

attention to influencing the personality of young
men and women, fostering an affection for country

and mother-tongue. The attempt is not to train

the pupils for any particular position in life or for

examination, but to fit the pupils by general cul-

ture for whatever sphere of life they are called upon
to enter. Sverdrup taught in such a aohod, 1£&1-

1878; in 1878 he was appointed parish priest for

LeikangerinSogn. He had aheady become a power
in local politics, and in 1876 had been elected mem-
ber of the Storthing, in which he h^d a seat tmtil

1884.

During these years of service in the Storthing he
was an active worker in the committee on ecclesi-

astical matters. In 1884 when Johan Sverdrup,
Norway's greatest statesman, was elected prime
minister, Jakob Sverdrup, his nephew, was made a
member of the cabinet, and in 1885-80 he was chief

of the department for ecclesiastical affairs and pub-
lic instruction. To him Norway owes the adoption
of two new series of pericopes (1887), and of a new
liturgy and book of worship (1880). Through his

efforts the State came to permit a greater latitude

in using the churches. When a new ministry was
formed, 1880, Jakob Sverdrup got a well-earned

respite as legislator. He was appointed parish priest

in Bergen, which anew elected him membw of the
Storthhig, where he served 1802-07. After a schism
in the liberal political party, he became one of the
leaders of the moderate wing. Twice he was re-

queisted by the king to form a new ministry—^the

existing union with Sweden was the burning ques-

tion—but he could not comply with the king's

wishes because of political opposition at home.
In 1805 he was a second time appointed member of

the cabinet and chief of the department for eccle^

siastical matters. With his gift of organising, fine

political intuition (a family birthright), and his

great learning, he was instrumental in having passed
a number of salutary measures regarding churches,

cemeteries, salaries of the clergy, etc. With the

resignation of the entire ministry Feb. 17, 1808, he
retiired from political life, and was appointed bidiop

of Bergen. But before he could be consecrated, a
painful disease, which kept him confined after Mar.,

1808, terminated his life.

Perhaps no one has worked so faithfully and ag-

gressively to give the State Church of Norway a
liberal form of self-government. He followed the

plan, originated by his father, of building up the

Norwegian church on a natioiial basis true to the

ideas of the Reformation. As leader of the demo-
cratic element in the western part of Norway he
was a strong opponent of High-church bureaucracy

as well as of the anti-Christian literary movements
which were undermining the morals of the Nor-
wegian people. An illustration of the first was his

continuous opposition to the High-church concep-

tion of the office of the ministry held by J. N. Skaiu-,

later bishop.

By his translations of French and German relig-

ious works, by his sermons, essays, debates—scat-

tered in an immense amount of printed matter, too

large to be covered here—^his name is familiar to

every household in Norway. He was coeditor of

Ny Lutherak Kirketidende, 1877-81. Of special in-

terest to the American reader is an article on the

oldest Norwegian theological school in America,

Augsburg Seininary, founded 1860, now quite Ang-
licised, in Lutherak KtrkeOdende, 1875, no. 14. like-

wise his FarkUxring overLuthera lille Katekiame (1803),

an abbreviated edition of his father's epitome of

Luther's catechism, which in 1808 passed through
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the nineteenth edition. It has been translated into

English by H. A. Uneth, Luther's SmaU Caiechinn

^xpfatned (Minneapolis, 1900). John O. Evjbn.

Bibuochupbt: J. B. HalvoiMn, Nortk ForfaUef^LtoBihon,

. 637 aqq., GhziitiMiiA, 1901 (oontaiiM a oomi»l«te Ikt of

his works).

SWEDEN.
I. Histoiy.
1. The Mjfliiooanr Period (830-1130).

2. The Roman Catholic Period.

Foundations (ID.
Oiianiaation (| 2).

The Heicht of Power (| 3).

Struggle of the Riung Nationality with the Hiei^

archy (I 4).

8. The Later Period.

The ReformaUon (1620-1611) (I 1).

Eocleeiaatioal Oivanlsation and Orthodoxy (| 2).

The Religious Awakening (| 3).

The Neologioal Period and the Nfaieteenth (Ssntoiy

(M).
n. statistics,

m. Swedish Theology of the Nineteenth (Ssntoiy.

Sweden is a kingdom constituting the eastern

side of the Scandinavian peninsula in northwestern

Europe. It has an area of 172,876 square miles and
a population (1909) of 5,476,441.

L History. 1. TheKissionary Period (880-1180):
In the begixming of the ninth century, the Norse
religion had assumed a strong monotheistio tend-

ency. Thor and Odin had acquired preeminence

over the other gods, who, on the other hand, were
multiplied in the direction of polytheism. This two-

fold tendency prepared the soil for the reception

of Christ, and Sweden was one of the few heathen
countries in which missionary activity took its in-

itiative from the natives themselves. The belief in

heathen deities was not in decadence, but the proc-

lamation of Christ was not in the eyes of the Scan-
dinavians necessarily inimical to their system of

religion; so that eveiywhere old Norse representa-

tions, with little alteration, could be transplanted

to the soil of triumphant Christianity. It was a
matter of outward test between the strength of

Christ and the ancient gods. This is why, all through
the Middle Ages, old national ideas and beliefs en-

deavored to reshape the Roman Catholic Church.
Great political interests had a share in Christiani-

iiEig Sweden, influencing the sending of the first mis-

sionary, An^gar (q.v.), in 830. Sweden became one
of the northern world powers in the ninth and tenth

centuries, taking part in the wars in western Europe

;

Denmark was at times under its control; and the

Russian kingdom was established by Sweden (Rub)

under Rurik about 860. Sweden was also in close

relation with the Byzantine orient at this time, and
of such importance as to attract missionary seal.

The missionary history falls into three periods. The
first consists of incipient sporadic ^orts for 150
3rear8 under the archbishop of Hamburg-Bremen.
After Ansgar's death in 865 his work was carried

on by Rimbert. Of the succeeding archbishops

Unni seems to have been most active in the Swedish
miasion, and died while on a visit to Biika in 936.

There were probably few Christians in this period;

the mission exerted no influence upon national in-

terests; the chief end seems to have been to bring

Sweden under Oerman domination and culture.

With the beginning of the eleventh century

external conditions changed. Christianised Den-

mark had obtained inner stability; with the help

of England King Olaf Tiygyesson (995-1000) of

Norway had Christianised his coimtiymen; and

after the battle of Svoldem (1000), Svend (Sweynl.),

the redoubtable long of Denmark, who had brought

England under his yoke (1014), annexed part of

Norway. His son Knut the Great, or Canute, bred

in Em^and, introduced T^ngliah interests. On the

other hand, the archbishops of Hambuig-Bremen
struggled to preserve their northern interests. The

work of evangelising was prosecuted with earnest

seal from two directions (10(XK-66), with the resoh

that the kingdom was won to CJhristianity. In 1006

Olaf Skottkonung, with many of his nobles, was

baptised at Husaby in West Cxothland, in spite of

the fact that he and his successors retained their

office as chief defenders of the heathen worship and

of the national temple at Upsala. It is disputed

whether Siegfried, who baptised Olaf, was Goman
or English, but the fact remains that West Goth-

land, bordering on Norway, first received C3iristian-

ity from Norway, probably through the English

priest, Sigurd, who is almost certainly the same as

Siegfrid, and in this manner came to be one of the

greatest saints of Sweden. He also preached in

Sm&land, where he is venerated as the founder of

the church in VexiO. One effect of the leaven of

(Christianity among the people was the awakening

of individual consciousness; there arose a desire to

hand down the names of their dead to posterity.

Most of the runic inscriptions date from this period;

and these stones show that Christianity was now
spreading to East Gothland, and as far as Svealanl

But West Cxothland was its head source, and the

first bishopric was nominally erected there at Skan
(Thuigot was first bishop of Skara, c. 1025). Those

called bishops in Sweden at this time were reaUy

missionary bishops. King Olaf and his sons, Anund
and Edmund, carried on a very prudent religious

policy, exerdsing no pressure to hasten the conver-

sions. The SwedUsh mission developed more rapidly

after Adalbert became archbishop of Bremen, and he

succeeded in maintjvining the dominance of (jerman

influence; Adalvard I. and Adalvard 11., ordained

by him, introduced Christianity to the north, the

former to V&rmland, the latter to Sigtuna in Upp-

land, which later became the chief seat of the church

of North Sweden. John the Monk was bishop of

Birka, the first monastic known to have worked in

Sweden after the time of An^gar. Stenfi, another

German missionaiy, went to Helsingland and be-

came the aposUe of the Lapps, and a rune records

that Jemtland was now Christianised. The first

church was built in (Gothland and around it the

town of ^^by grew. Asmund, a relative of Sigurd,

who had obtained access to IGng Edmund, sought

in Rome to obtain ordination independently of

Bremen; but Adalbert thwarted his plans.

The year of the Norman conquest in England,

1066, witnessed the downfall of Adalbert and the

severing of the relations with Germany, through

the reaction of heathenism in the German colonies.

All attempts, therefore, to unite Sweden with the in-

terests of the German Empire were at an end. Vx
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pope's desire was to free the north from Bremen and
attach it to his interest. Gregory VII. was the first

pope to interfere directly in Swedish affairs (two
letters addressed to King Inge, 1080 and 1081, in-

viting him to send ambassadors and contributions

to Rome). Stenkil, the last long capable of holding

together the kingdom, died in 1066, and the national

asembly was dissolved for a century. The antag-

onism between the provinces became more marked
(according to some, between two races, the Svea, or

Swedes, uid the Goths) ; the more prominent prov-

inces. West Gothland, East Gothland, and Uppland,
had each its royal stock, although for a short time
Stenkil's successors, who were of West Gothland,

maintained a certain preeminence over the rest of

the country. They were Christian, but had not the

wise tolerance of their predecessors; and thus the

opposition to the practically heathen Svealand and
the Upsala temple became more intense. The peo-

ple there demanded that the king should preside

over the heathen sacrificial worship. This discord

was-turned to good account by the missionaries in

spreading the Gospel. East and West Gothland
were, in 1100, the diief stronghold of Christianity,

and Svealand now joined them. According to leg-

end, David was the apostle to Westmanland, and
Esldl and Botvid were the apoeties to Sdderman-
land; and they all came from England or had been
educated there. Anselm, archbishop of Canter-

bury, who upheld the papacy, became interested in

Sweden, and it was partly due to him that Lund
was made the see of an archbishop of the northern
countries in 1104, although Sweden's formal de-

pendence on Bremen was not dissolved until 1150.

English bishops were also sent to Skara. The down-
fall of the ancient gods was due to the work of the

English missionaries; finally, in Uppland, where
Sigtuna became the seat of a bishopric; and by 1130
Sweden may be considered a Christian country.

8. The BomaaOatholic Period: A brief period

(1130-64) of national dissolution closed these in-

ternal conflicts simultaneously with the weakening
of English aggression by interior disturbances at

home; this appears to have been especially favor-

able to plans for Roman Catholic or-
' ganization in Sweden. Almost all

institutions which were favorable to

the Church and to the culture of the Middle Ages
entered at this time or strengthened their position.

Behind the work of organization was the strong
hand of Archbishop Eskil of Lund (1137-78).

Bishoprics were established in Skara, Linkdping,
Upsala (removed from Sigtuna), Strengnfts, Wes-
terfts, and later, WexiS, first mentioned in 1183;
Abo, in Finland, the last in the Biiddle Ages, was
founded by 1200. With Eskil's assistance the first

monasteries were erected in Sweden, and they be-
longed to the Clairvaux branch of the Cistercian

order. The most important of these were Alvastra
in East Gothland, 1143, and Nydala in SmIUand,
1144. Pope Eugenius III. attempted to make
Sweden an independent church province. As legate

he sent Nicholas Breakspear, afterward Pope Ac^n
rv., who, after erecting Norway into an archbishop-
ric, called the Synod of Unkdping in 1152. Owing
to disagreement on the primacy, the plan failed.

1.

Archbishop Eskil received the pallium intended for

Sweden, and the Danish Lund obtained the pri-

macy over Sweden. As a token of Swedish depend-
ence on the Church of Rome, the synod decreed the
annual contribution of Peter's pence. The first

missionary crusade was a sign that the Church was
awakening to self-consciousness. King Eric of

Uppland, the rival of King Sverker of East Goth-
land for the national throne, undertook a crusade,

in 1150, to heathen Finland, where, in the south-

western part, a mighty work of conversion was car-

ried on. It is impossible to determine whether there

was a political motive behind this, but Eric acquired
fame above all other Swedes as a warrior of God;
and when, shortly after, he was assassinated by a
Danish pretender to the throne, he was crowned as

a martyr, and thus became patron saint of Sweden.
He was revered also in Denmark and Germany.
Equal reverence was accorded in Sweden to the

Norwegian Saint Olaf, in the earlier Middle Ages.

The establishment of an archbishopric at Upsala in

1164 was the culmination of the work of establishing

the Roman Catholic Church; and Sweden became
a self-governing church province. This was the

result of the Gregorian policy of Alexander III., who
feared the growth of lai^e archiepiscopal dioceses;

and it was a powerful obstacle to Frederick I. in

attaching Sweden to German interests. But the

founding of this archbishopric was important as a
factor in the individual development of Sweden.
The primate of Lund still retained the right to con-

secrate the archbishop of Upsala; but the one desire

of the Swedish Church was to free Itself from this

vestige of foreign dependence.

The next period (1164-1305) was that of organi-

sation. Karl, the son of Sverker, soon gained recog-

nition in Svealand, and Sweden once more became
a united kingdom. The ecclesiastical system of law
and oiiganization served as prototype for the

developing state system; on the other hand, it was

^^ the papal policy to support a unified

^'i^M^^' kingly rule. Such a government was
^^*

indispensable to the inner organisa-

tion of the newly established church with respect

to the requirements of canonical law. The arch-

bishop of Sweden became the king's main support,

and Sweden's political unity was confirmed by the

establishment of the archbishopric. The descend-

ants of Sverker and Eric, reigning alternately for

ninety years, both depended on the support of the

Church, which, independent of their disputes, could,

with their assistance, erect new edifices. The jurist

pope, Alexander III., issued a number of decretals

to the king and bishops of Sweden; and two letters

(1171) may be considered the earliest basic laws of

the Swedish Church. Ecclesiastical jurisdiction in

criminal cases was demanded for the clergy, and
canonical testaments were to be admitted, in pica

U9U8, A conflict ensued between canonical and old

Germanic legal views. By 1200 the priests were
universally exempt from secular jurisdiction in

criminal law. A special priestiy status began. In
1219 John I., son of Sverker, placed the church
property outside the royal penal levy, thus origi-

nating ecclesiastical freedom from taxation. At
the instance of the popes, the establishment of
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cathedral chapten in the epiaoopal sees was begun;
about the year 1200 Upeala had regular canons.

This ooll^giate organiiation served as a basis for the

later devebpment of state law. During the papacy
of Innocent m., the long appealed for coronation

to the Church. While Gmnany and Denmark were
making conquests in Livonia, a Swedish crusade set

out for Esthonia. The long struggle for the suprem-
acy over the Baltic now began. The reign of Erie

m. (1222-60), the last of the old dynasty, was the

most important period in the oiganisation of the

Church, and it would seem as if anarchy had been
the best soil (or its development. The prelates ad-
vanced as the most powerful figures of the regency
and of the incipient institution of councils. Bishop
Bengt of Skara, a man of great political foresight,

visited Bome in 1220-21, and he established the

chapter at Skara, probably the first secular chapter
in Sweden. Bishop Bengt of Link5ping, his con-

temporaiy, establLdied a cathedral chapter in 1232,

and began the erection of a magnificent cathedral in

Link5ping. The chapter at Abo was founded at this

time. Arehbishop Jarler (1236-^66) restored as a
secular chapter the deftmct chapter at Upeala, and
introduced the mendicant orders. After 1230 mon-
astic life became a chief factor in the Swedish
Church; the rising cities from the bfynning of the

twelfth century were doeely identified with its inters

ests. The Frandscans came to Wisby in 1233, and
went from thence to various towns in 1240, and to
Upsala in 1247. The Dominicans, of more import-
ance, first established themselves firmly in Sigtuna,

where their cloister became one of the most famous
in Sweden, and then founded a scarcely less import-

ant one in Skennige. Many others were built in

various towns. A new crusade to Finland was tm-
dertaken in 1249. This had long been a pet scheme
of Gregory IX. to counteract the Palestinian politics

of Frederick II. At its head was the most powerful

man in the country, the king's jarl, Birger,A the old

race of the Folkungar. TavasUand was now con-

verted. King Eric on the demand of Innocent IV.

gave the church legal jurisdiction over certain of-

fenses of the laity, and exempted cathedral property

from taxation. The organisation of the lower dergy
and the episcopal divisions were confirmed. And
now Iimocent IV., in accordance with his greater

political schemes, sent the cardinal-bishop, Wilhelm
of Sabina, who understood northern conditions, in-

vested with great authority as cardinal-legate. He
knew how to turn the internal troubles to the

benefit of the Church. At a provincial synod at
Skennige (1248), it was decreed that the cdergy

be obligate!! to celibacy; and that the bishops pro-

cure and study the kst collection of decretals.

Innocent IV. supplemented the same by an ordi-

nance that the bishops should be chosen by the

cathedral chapter, and not, as heretofore, by popu-
lar vote and the sanction of the king. This was
the comer-stone of the Roman Catholic edifice. In
the next half-century, celibacy was very gradually
established and the canonical choice of bishops
simultaneous with the universal oiganisation of

cathedral chapters. The seat of the archbishopric
was transferned from Old-Upeala to Upeala in

1270, and its tnounbent presided over the great

national assemblies. Political events shaped them-

selves in the interest of the Church. The Folkun^
Magnus LadulAs overthrew his brother, Waldemar,

in 1275; but in return for the assistance of the

Church in his coronation had to grant aknost all

the demands made by Gregory X. in a decretal to

Sweden in 1274. By this means, all church property,

even the diocesan churches, became exempt from

taxation and the legal authority of the Church wa^

extended. The conditions by which the long vas

bound were ratified at the Synod of Telje, 1277,

which was the most important in the history of the

Swedish Church, whose independent position in tk
kingdom was now complete. Under the protection

of Magnus the mendicant orders took on new life

and many new cloisters were built, the most im-

portant of which were the Franciscan monastexy at

Riddarholm in Stockholm in 1270, and the monas-

tery of the Poor Clares at the Norrmalm in Stock-

holm in 1289. The Franciscans became the most

influential order; mendicant monks frequently be-

came bishops. Church instruction, carried on prin-

cipally by the Dominicans in Skennige, began to

improve. Swedes began to study diligently in Paris,

where they had a house, 1285. Collections of boob

were taken to Sweden, and the first Swedish writer

of any importance was Petnis de Dada, a Dominican

lector in Skennige (d. 1288). Educated at Colppe

he studied under Thomas Aquinas, and was of a

deep mystical nature. His language may be taken

as a Baii^>le of the speech of the thirteenth century-

Mysticism in Sweden began with him. In every

department the Church advanced under ro}'al

promotion, which was reciprocally requited; yet

the alliance bore the seed of future conflict. Progress

attained to less power than in the neighboring lands.

There was a tenacious adherence to the old Ger-

manic legal point of view, retarding canonical in-

novation. In important questions Uie Church was

forced to yield to King Magnus, as in the case of the

long-desired canonical testament law; and thus a

definite limit was set to the economic extension of the

power of the Church. The Swedes maintained tb^

ancient popular right of appointment to the lower

ecclesiastical offices in a manner almost unparal-

leled in church history. A fruit of the pIdJitical

awakening was the establishment of the Swedish

organic law which relatively culminated in the

granting of the code of 1300. In ecclesiastical speci-

fications this was an apparent compromise with

canon law, but in general the basic Swedish charac^

ter and standpoint were maintained. The last

crusade (1200) efifected the conversion of Karelia

and occasioned the begirming of the long Russian

wars. To the climax of outer and inner organisation

was IfM^lring only release from the primacy of Lund:

but this came practically with the dose of the thi^

teenth century when Nils Allesson, archbishop of

Upsala, received the pallium.

The dominant period of the Qiurch (1305-144S)

opens with the regent administration of Marshal

Torgils Knutsson who represented in Sweden the

bcig^nning of political reaction against the prepoo-

derance of the Church, which at that time was felt

all over Europe, and found its principal reprt^

sentative in Philip the Fair. Greater restrictioos
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noepiaoed an the Chinch's freedomfrom taxation,

the eedeeiastical taxation of the peasantry was
remitted, and church property was

Jbi!^ even confiscated; but this aroused the

"J**®* opposition of the prelates. The in-

famous King Biiger, when he had
attoined his majority, capitulated to the lay and
ipiixkaal rukrB. At the great conference at Streng-

0*8 (1905) the prelates allied themselves with the

ooUes against the crown, the control of the feudal

loidB b^gan, and the hierachy returned to power.
The struggle between Biiger and his brothers is-

floed in a complete revolution resulting in the ao-

eeaaioQ of Magnus, the three-year-old son of Duke
ikic, to the throne. The government conducted
by lay and q[)iritual lords was not advantageous to

the kingdom. Finally, the demands of Magnus
becoming too exactixig, and a parliament being

threatened, he was dq>o0ed and Albrecht of Mecklen-
burg was enthroned. His economic demands con-
flie^^g with the Church he lost its support and sub-

aequently his throne. The rule of Uie nobles was
fltiU further confirmed by the so-called Kalmar
Union of 1389. The consummation of outward
power was accompanied with intense internal ac-

tivity. The only bishop-saints are of this period.

Matthias of Lumping, the confessor of Bridget
(q.v.), was the foremost scholastic theologian in

Sweden of the Middle Ages and the first to attempt
atnmaiation of the Bible, the earliest attempt at
a German rendering. This period was the most
active in culture in Swedish history. Religion was
to a great extent robbed of its grossness, and be-

came an ennobling power. The monks and priests

BOW began to preach in Swedish. The rich culture

of the Middle Ages became so securely planted in

Sweden that it weathered all subsequent storms;

philanthropy on a large scale fostered by the Church
^iread over country and dty, and the treasures of

learning were rendered avidlable. The lenith of

development in the fourteenth century is in striking

eontzast with the decay of the Church elsewhere in

the West. St. Bridget (q.v.) was a contemporary
of Wydif, Petrarch, and Boccaccio; and she and
her order, in which all church activities were con-

centrated, stand as evidence of this floresoent

period of the Swedish church. At the beginning of

the fifteenth century the decline of the papacy
produced more pronounced results in Sweden.
Margaret and after her, Eric of Pomerania, the
ngeants, lived in Derunark; they were in accord
with the pope whenever it came to plimdering the
Church. Both pope and king repeatedly attempted
to name the archbishop at Upsala. Their most
degraded choice was the Dane, Jdns Jerkerson in

1408^ who was forced to leave Sweden in 1419.

These disputes resulted in the Church becoming
interBsted in the endeavors for reform and in the

growing national desire for an independent Sweden.
Although, during the papal schinn, Sweden had
united itself to the papacy, its church took part in

the reform coundlB, and recognised their authority

that of the pope, and preaching in Swedish
more and more into vogue, l^y churches

built. Almost forty years Bishop T^vast
served as the apostle of the Fbns, and bis vnork was

continued by the order of St. Bridget When the
great struggle for freedom began (1434) with the up-
rising of the peasants under the popular hero,

Engelbrecht, it found an advocate at the Counoil of

Basel in its prominent Swedish representative.

Nils Ragnaldsson, who became archbishop in 1438-
1448, and steered the Swedish Church with extraor-

dinary wisdom and piety through the political tem-
pests. A provincial synod at S9derk6ping, 1441,

passed sevml measures for the extension ^ a true

Christianity among the lower classes, and for the

foundation of an independent Swedish educational

institution; but the University of Upsala was not
founded until 1477.

The next period (1448-1520) is marked by the
struggle of the modem ideas of state with the hier-

archy following the victory of the papacy ever
the councils. In 1448 the Union was dissolved by

the election of Charles Enutsson as
*•

5J*'
**•**• long; a domestic kingdom serving the

g^J~ ,
national interest now arose. Nils

VationiU^^y^ ™ **^ y®"' ^^°* Bengtsson

with the Oxenstiema became archbishop. He
HIeraiohy. vra9 a tsrpical upholder of ecclesiastical

dominance, which saw the danger to

the Church of a powerful royal authority. King
Charles's investigations into the illegality of the

church holdings incensed all the prdates (1454).

J5ns led the hierarchy over to the side of the Danish
union; or rather, it united with the feudal nobility

in their struggles with the State. The disgrace and
death of J5ns, upon his flight in 1467, put an end
to his endeavors to combine all ecclesiastical and
political power in his own hands. His successors

with the suffragans followed in his steps. The
regents Sture had to accustom themselves to the

prelates as the opponents of national liberation and
reorganisation. An exception was Homing Gad,
bishop of LonkSpiDg from 1501 and one of the few
advocates of humanism in Sweden, a warrior and
poet inspired by deep love of coimtry. The pope
never confirmed his election, and he was excom-
municated in 1512, and gave place to Hans Brask,

the last noted prince of the Swedish Church. Brask,

after some vacillation, adopted the interests of the

hierarchy. The lower clergy, on the other hand,

were frequently loyal to their fatherland, and await-

ed a brighter future; as, for instance, Ericus Olai,

(d. 1486) , the most learned maninthe new university.

In this long struggle the Swedish hierarchy had
neglected tl^ peasantry. This caused the downfall of

the inner power of the Roman Church in Sweden.
None of the pre-Reformation influences elsewhere, as

humanism and hostility to indulgences, were present

in Sweden. The change came with a politicid crisis,

followed by political reestabliahment. Of this the

Reformation was an attendant circumstance.

8. The Later Period: The great Reformer of

Sweden, Olaus Petri (b. at Oerebro, 100 m. w. of

Stockholm, Jan. 6, 1493; d. at Stockhohn Apr.

19, 1552), studied at Upsala, Ldpsic, and Witten-

b^ with Luther and Melanchthon, 1516-18; and
became a deacon at the cathedral of Strengnfis in

1520. Eloquent; genial, and faithful, he here won to

his side the okl arehdeacon Lorens Andreft (q.v.),

tte greatest political ecclesiastic of the Swedish
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rafonnation, who introduced the new teachings to

Qustavus Vaaa, and was made seoretaiy to the king,

, _^ and counselor. For a short period,

Sefbrmation ^^^'^ the feudal and unionist policy

(1620-1611). '^^ reaped its reward in the Stockholm
massacre in 1205, the whole country

appeared to be crushed and lost; but the peasants of

DiJecarlia arose under Gustavus Vasa to fight for

national freedom. The Danish Christian II. had
executed the former leaders, among them most of

the bishops; in 1522 only two bishoprics were filled.

The popular uprising r^ulted in the establishment

of a national government, in 1523, in Strengnfis,

and the king, as the people's choice, was invested

with purely personal authority. In every depart-

ment, however, the Roman Church, forming a state

within a state, appeared as an obstacle, particularly

on the economic side; for after the war Sweden was
an impoverished, defenseless country, unless it could

avail itself of the wealth of the churches and monas-
teries. The king at once recognised the value of the

new teachings as a means to a popular national

regeneration, the principle of which was to unite the

whole population in the common obligation to

rescue and defend their fatherland, and in the com-
mon responsibility for the execution of necessary

measures and their consequences. The king was
the accountable personification of this union; the

entire people shared in his undertakings, and were
therefore responsible to him as long as he maintained
the defense and prosperity of the country. The
religious life of the people formed no exception, and
the king was obliged personally to conduct the

whole reform, so far as it came within the interests

of the State. It was Gustavus Vasa who decided

on the manner of introducing the Reformation, as

appeared at the decisive diet which he assembled at

Westerfts (1527). He compelled the decision of the

diet assisted by the nobility and the military party.

By this decision, the Church was freed from Rome
and the rule of canonical law; its possession were
placed at the disposal of the king (exceptthe parson-

ages), and the nobles were bound to the throne by
the acquisition on their part of the church property.

It was decreed that '* the Word of God should be
preached purely and plainly"; formally, religious

freedom for Protestantism only was introduced.

There was no loud demand for religious changes. In
fact, however, Protestantism had to ensue as the

successor of abolished Rome. All the estates sub-

scribed the resolutions, and in this manner the

national popular government, through its king,

maintained the right to watch over the develop-

ment of the Church. The inner work of the Refor-

mation meanwhile progressed slowly, guided by the
wisdom and prudence of Glaus Petri, who in 1524 had
been removed to Stockholm as preacher and secre-

tary for the city. In 1526 he translated Luther's
" Prayer-book," the first Reformation publication

in Sweden, and the same year gave the people a
translation of the New Testament, which had the

same influence on the language and culture of Swe-
den as Luther's translation of the Bible had in

Germany. He also collaborated in the publication

of the first h3rmnal. The Roman Catholics were
lacking in able defenders. Brask, who at first set

up a vigorous opposition, had to flee after the Synod

of Westerfts and died in exile in 1538. When Gus-

tavus Vasa supplied the vacated bishoprics by in-

stalling such men as were then available, consecu-

tion was performed by Petrus Magni, a monk d
the order of St. Bridget, who had hiniself received

episcopal consecration from the pope at Rome.

Thus the so-called " Apostolic succession " was pre-

served. The latest writings of Glaus Petri, which

were in accord with the decisions of the Synod of

Gerebro (1529), in regard to outward religious forms,

were the " Church Bfanual " (1529), the " Posdl/'

the '' Catechism " (1530), and the '' Swedish Mass"

(1531). Glaus Petri wss aided by his brother, Lau-

rentius, who became the first Protestant archbishop

of Sweden, 1531. A Swedish translation of the

whole Bible was given out by the brothers Petri in

1541, and new Reformation literature was spread

abroad. Under ultra-reform influence, Gustavus at-

tempted (1539-43) to do away with the office oi

bishop, to install " auperaUenderUen " over the entire

Swediedi Church, and to establish a sort of presby-

terian rule. Glaus Petri and Lorens Andrea, on ac-

count of their opposition, were sentenced to death

(1540), but were pardoned, though they did not

regain their former influence (botih died in 1552).

The opposition of the people recalled the king to his

former policy. A diet at Wester&s discarded more

Roman Catholic forms and usages, and a compila-

tion of church laws, Vadatena artildar (1553), dra^n

up probably by the archbishop, was the first attempt

to make the Church a purely Protestant organiza-

tion. Eric XIV., successor of Gustavus, not being

able to maintain the personal character of govern-

ment, the Church slipped somewhat from royal con-

trol, and its administrative forces, particularly the

archiepiscopate, increased greatly in importance

The great religious war of Europe now spread to

Sweden. Calvinism sought to establish a firm foot-

ing (1560-68) ; and Calvin himself corresponded «ith

Eric, and his followers presented to the king 3

formula of belief. This movement was opposed by

Laurentius Petri, and the result was an internal de-

velopment through which the Church became more

narrowed to Evangelical Lutheranism. A result, a^

well as the last work of Laurentius (d. 1573), %a5

the church order of 1571, which prevailed for a cen-

tury. A Counter-Reformation was threatened by

the fact that Catherine, wife of King John III., wa.'

a Roman Catholic. In 1574 the first Jesuit came to

Sweden. John, who had been imder the influeoce

of the party of Melanchthon and the developm^t
of the English Reformation, sought a safe middle

path. His '* Red Book," a new order of the ma.>?.

was to reunite the Swedish Church with the old tr»3f

Roman Catholic Church. The papal obstinan' to

the compromise put an end to Roman influence ir

1580; but the controversy concerning the Red Book

and cryptopapacy constituted the baptismal fin> o^

Lutheranism and produced a generation of stanrK

characters, so that upon John's death (1592) it ^~i>'

with the support of Ehike Charles, son of Gustavus I •

completely triumphant. The synod called by Dub
Charles, now regent, in Upsala (1593) was the mo^

important in the history of the Swedish Lutberac

Church. The Red Book was prohibited and all
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bound themadveB to stand by the " pore word of

God, the three eymbole, and the unaltered Auga-
boig ConfeaBion." Calvinism was discarded, in

qnte of the protests of Duke Charles. At this synod
the independence of the Church with reference to

intemal matters of faith and doctrine come to reoog-

Diticm; and at the same time its character as a
national church, with claims on the State for the

proteetioii 6[ its bdief and dogmas, received ezpres-

aion. Sigiamund, the son of John III., the heir-ini-

bw to the throne, was also king of the Poles, and
the great champion of the Counter-Reformation
in the northeast of Europe. His endeavor was
to restore Roman Catholicism in Sweden. Duke
Chaiies, at the diet in Saderkdping (1506), took the

same revolutionary national stand that his father

had taken; summoned the estates to their mutual
lesponaibility to oppose the Roman Catholic plans

of the l^gal king; and finally, by the defeat of

Sgiwmmd at the battle of StAngebro (1608), put
an end to Sigismund's attempt. After 1600 he be-

came king and reigned as Charles IX. The results

of this period of the new birth of Sweden was the
oiganie union of the independent Evangelical church
with the State, concentrating its power in the crown,
and the begixming of its political greatness. The
external quarrels had as a consequence inner chaos.

Oiganisation was deficient, morals coarse; themon-
aaterjes as the repositories of culture had gradually

become ino^verished and disappeared; education
was neglected. The University of Upeala was ck>sed,

but in 1505 King Charles and the CHiurch sought to

reestablish it. The Lapland missbn needed workers.

The Roman Catholics continued their plotting;

Charles, with his political ambitions and Calvinistic

tcndencieB, had no sympathy with the, to him, op-
presBtve and exclusive Lutheranism. The Church
had to combat, single-handed, Calvinism that was
now making headway over all Europe. The cause
of Lutheranism was led by Archbishop Olsus Mar-
tini (d. 1611). With the aooession of Gustavus
Adolj^us, the Swedish Church for the first time
gained an assured position in the kingdom.
A new era (1611-1718) of organisation and or^

thodozy now b^gan. A younger generation took
matters in hand in Church and State. Gustavus
AMpbaoB was only eighteen when he ascended

the throne, and his great coadjutor,
8. aedesU Axel Qxenstiema, governed European

^!!^1^J^ politics at the age of twenty-eight;

•""j^Jp**
and the most celebrated generate in

Orthodaxr* *^ Thirty Years' War had not yet
* attuned the age of thirty. In the

€3mreh J. Rudbeckius, leading ecclesiastical per-

sonality, began his great career at twenty-three.

He represented the Aristotelianism that, from 1616,

prevailed in the umversity, and was the court and
military chaplain of the king, and bishop of Wester-

Is, 1610-46. Under him concomitant with ortho-

doxy a hierarchical reaction set in. The king set

MmMlf against orthodox intolerance and persecu-

tioii, assisted by John Ifatthift, royal chaplain and
tutor from 1629, and bishop of Strengnfis from 1643.

Durmg the ceaseless foreign wars the Swedish

Ghureh was distinguished by an intense inner life

fuid work of organisation. The energy of the new

faith within and its combination under Gkistavus
Adolphus with popular freedom explain Sweden's
influence abroad. During the great wars ecclesias-

tical organisation was left principally to the great

bislu^[)s. Gustavus contemplated a universal self-

government, and proposed a general consistory

(1623) of representatives of the Isity and the higher

and lower dergy. The bishops, however, thwarted
this plan. The cathedral ch^iter, which had laur

guished since the time 6i Gustavus Vasa, now be-

came under episcopal guidance a central organ of

the administration and gained a unique and benefi-

cent standing. The con^KMdtion of the chapter was
also changed, especially under Rudbeckius, from
being laigely prelatical to consisting of pro-

fessors, wMle the laity gained an important part
in the administration, which they still possess.

The Church was somewhat represented by the
spiritual estate assembled at the diets, but this

was under the control of the bishops. However,
imder their control, led by Rudbeckius and Lauren-
tius Paulinus Gothus at Strengnfis (1600--46) the

CJhurch made tremendous advances in administra-

tion, literature, missions, and schools. But after

1648 the great bishops disappeared, and leadership

was transferred to the diet. The result of the Treaty
of Westphalia (1648) was to turn interest to intemal
affairs. The effort was no longer toward a consta-

tory but a unitary organisation. From the political

side after 1648 new territories continued to come un-

derthe crown of Sweden. Their absorption was best

promoted by church activity. The erection or

conquest of new dioceses necessitated closer organ-

isation in the life of the Church. Examples of

these dioceses are ^borg (1618), Karlstad (1647),

Hemasand (1647), Wisby (1645), Lund (1658); in

1665 Gothenburg, and in 1678 Kalmar became bish-

oprics. Thus t^ provincial organisation was com-
plete as it has continued to the present time. A imi-

vendty was foimded in Lund (1666), which became a
theological center of great importance to the Swedish
Church. The question of orthodoxy was now at its

height; but the proposal of the bishop of Wester-

As, Olof Laurelius, that the Formula d Concord be
made a part of the church law, was not pleasing to

all; ICatthiA was its most distinguished opponent,

and he was supported by Queen Christina, and later

by Charles X. Ifatthift and John Tersems, bishop

of Abo, the former a disciple of Comenius, the

latter oif Calixtus, were also " Syncretists "; the

latter fought for popular and spiritual freedom
against the growing power of the nobles and the

bishops. On the death of Charles X. (1660), the

regency bemg in the hands of a powerful orthodox
nd[>ility, they were deprived of tiidr bishoprics on
the charge of qmcretistic heresy.

Charles XI. introduced the one-man rule in Swe-
den, and he did not intend to allow the Church to

exist as an independent factor. The church itself had
no oiganiaed central government that could protect

its interests. Owing partly to orthodoxy and partly

to the ceaseless wars, a spirit of superstiticm and a
decline in morals prevailed among the people and
the lower clergy. The king prociued the adoption

of the Book of Concord as a symbol of the Church
in the great church law of 1686. This confirmed
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orthodoxy; it confiixned also unified organisa-

tion, but reduced independence, producing a pro-

nounced State Church. The long aasumed the

appointment to a laige number of spiritual positions.

He was energetically employed in completing the

great work of organization, which served as a doak
to hide the peril to the heritage of independence

and the decline of the religious and moral life. A
general catechism was introduced (1689), a new
church manual (1603), the celebrated hymnal
(1698), a revised translation of the Bible (1703),

and subsequently a large work on the Bible. A
royal ordinance provided for the general instruction

of children in reading and the catechism. Among
the ecclesiastics of this period distinguished for

clearness of thought, intense patriotism, intolerance

of any deviation from the true doctrine, and a will-

ingness to sacrifice themselves to the demands of or-

tluDdoxy and absolute monarchy were Archbishops

Olof Svebilius (1681>1700), the author of the

manual and the catechism; and Eric Benselius the

elder (170(M)9), father of the most distinguished

family of bishops in Sweden; the oelebrat^ poet,

Torsten Rud^n, subsequently bishop of Linkdping,

the spokesman of the clerical estate at many a diet;

and the noted hymn-writers, Archbishop Haquin
Spegel and Bishop Jesper Svedbeig, the former

striving fonr imiformity of worship and belief, and
furthering the education of the masses, the latter

stanchly opposing the abuses of orthodoxy and
strongly inclined to mysticism. Upon the death of

Charles XII., a new direction was given to all

Swedish culture.

With the awakening of individualism in culture

and politics in the " age of freedom " there entered

at the same time the religious and moral influence

of Pietism and the Unity of the Brethren (q.v.)

among the masses of the people (1718-72). At this

time the Swedish Lutheran Church

^^j2 probably enjoyed its greatest prosper-

AwiijSiinJ.**y- ^^^"™« ^« ^*^ y®*" o^ Charles

*XI., Pietism had entered the German
possessions of Sweden, where it was opposed with
orthodox intensity. It extended from thence to

Finland and found a good soil in the temperament
of the people under Uie teachings of the brothers

Wegelius, but was strongly opposed by J. Gezelius

(q.v.). In the early part of the eighteenth century

it surrounded the Baltic Sea and reached Stock-

holm. But the movement first made a significant

religious inroad after the return (1721) from Si-

berian captivity of some of the soldiers of Charles

Xn., who were now converted to Pietism. It now
spread over a great portion of Sweden, the sane

Halle Pietism, that did not antagonise the Church,

being the prevailing form. A great many ecclesias-

tics joined the movement. Sweden's two foremost

men, Eric Benzelius the younger (bishop of Lin-

k5ping and archbishop), and Andreas Rydelius, the

first well-known and independent philosopher of

Sweden, later bishop of Lund, could not withstand

it. The latter, in particular, was in sympathy with
the efforts of the young convert to Pietism, Peter

Murbeck of Schonen (1731-66), and placed his theo-

logical erudition and practical ability at the service

of a deeper religiousness. He was especially devoted

to the education of the young. Murbeck, "the

Francke of Sweden," became the head of the relig-

ious awakening in the southern part. In the nordi

the movement was led by Eric ToUstadius (d. 1759).

vicar and pastor at Stockholm, the most celebrated

name in the inner church history of the time. A noble

and more influential representative of the strongly

mystical branch of Pietismwas Sven Roe^ (d. 1750).

Pietism met with more opposition than apprem-

tion from the higher auUiorities. Many bishops

attacked it; the spiritual estate of the diet opposed

it. Both ToUstadius and Murbeck were subjected to

wearisome law processes. At a conventicle at Sich

outside Stockholm (1723) the government brought

the principals to trial at which they set forth their

views in a remarkable memorial that may be con-

sidered the creed of the Swedish Pietists. They were

acquitted, but the proceedings resulted in the gov-

ernment allowing the well-known KonvenHkdpkkatH
(1726), by which all private religious meetings for

edification were prohibited under severe penalties.

Domestic devotions, however, were permitted, and

the clergy were called upon to hold frequent house

inquiries. While the edict of restriction cheeked

Pietism, it also remained a fetter upon free rdig-

ious life for 125 years. The strength of the Church

over against the government was also shown other-

wise. The sovereign diet of the estates erected a

special " ecclesiastical deputation " in 1723, which,

in view of Pietism, was intended to become a general

" consistory " dependent on the diet with the fuoo-

tion of bringing the church order into confonnitr

with the new politics; but the spiritual estate in

the diet knew how effectively to neutralise the ic-

tivity of this deputation. In the tracks of Pietian

followed the great tide of Roman Catholic mysticism

which struck Sweden in the third decade of the

eighteenth century. After 1727 the movement

passed beyond bounds. Enthusiastic forms, sepa-

ratism, apocalyptic, and general schism followed.

The irmer situation became precarious in the nest

decade, when help came from the Unity of the Breth-

ren (q.v.). When the brotherhood was founded is

1727 a Swede, Assessor C. H. GnmdelstierDa, was

associated wiUi Zinzendorf ; and from the first the

brethren directed their attention to Sweden.

Gnmdelstiema returned to Sweden to prep3.-e

the soil, 1729-39. In 1738 Arvid Gradin arrived

at Hermhut and became after 1741 the leader

in Sweden. Even the mystic Sven Ros^n joM
the conununity. Under the Stockholm pastors

Thore Odhelius and Jonas Hellmann the brother-

hood maintained its flourishing condition ia

Sweden, 1739-44, with headquarters at Stockbolia

and West Gothland. The movement was wh(^

some, bringing back the enthusiasts and stimulatinz

orthodoxy with life. Unfortunately in 1745 ap-

peared also the morbid mystical side as the wor^P

of the wounds of Christ, resulting in religious de-

cline and factionalism. This phase was ovevoo^

after 1760. These special awakenings aroused the

orthodox Church to turn to the needs of the mssets

A series of eneigetic bishops and pastors came to

the front, who, by a more earnest instruction arid

care of souls, effected profounder religious sound-

ness and piet^. Such were Sven Bfilter (d. 1760).
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a famous preacher; Bishop Jacob Serenius (d. 1776),

who introduced the rite of confirmation according

to Kngh'ah and Danish form; and Anders Nohr-
boig (d. 1767), court preacher, and author of Die
SeligkeUsordnung des ge/aUenen Menacheiif a devo-
tional work ranking next to the Bible for the people

of Sweden. A peculiar product of the time was
Emanuel Swedenboig (q.v.).

This previous period formed the transition from
Sweden of the Reformation and the politics of war
to the modem state; it was prolific of ideals minus
fixed purposes. It prepared the way for the specu-
lative Enlightenment, or the period of neology

(1772-1817). The great religious per-
*• '^* sonalities were goneby 1770; the prince

Period °^ *^® EnUghtenment, Gustavus III.,

and the ^^P^^ o^ Frederick the Great,

Nineteenth ^^'^^^^ the throne in 1772; and his

Centary. French school of poets, particularly

J. H. Kellgren, satirized Swedenbor-
gianism and Pietism. Gennan rationalism began
to show its head and to influence more and more
the leaders of the Swedish Church; but it never
reached extremes, and in southern Sweden and other
portions of the country it never gained the mastery.
Almost all earnest men in the Church at this time
were of the Unity of the Brethren or Swedenbor-
gians, and these two beliefs were the salvation of

the religious life of the country. The religious

awakening of the middle of the century was pro-

tracted among the people, and WOrttembeig Piet-

ism was spread abroad in Sweden by many revival-

ists, preparing the way for the epoch-making work
of Henrik Schartau (q.v.). The independence of the

Churoh in the national life did not suffer; although
for a time the rationalistic royalty which had again

become supreme worked some injury to the eccle-

siastic conditions by its appointments. The king

found, however, his match in the intellectual and
powerful bishop, Olof Wallquist of Wexid (d. 1800),

as celebrated in statesmanship and finance as in

church organisation. He organised a new eccle-

siastical office, called the " ecclesiastical expedi-
tion/' by which all church business was to be pre-

pared. It was not of long duration but paved the
way for the present ministry of worship. The period

lacked the power to afford the Chureh new impulse.

The neological revision of the chureh-books was a
failure; and the Church was too weak to aid the

people in political crises. The cession of Finland
to Russia in 1809 was rather a religious than a po-
litical loss. The first half of the nineteenth century
was a time of restoration for the Church, when in-

ternal and foreign missions prospered, with some
persistent sectarian dispersion of a subjectivistic

character. Then came the non-conformist move-
ments from England, George Scott preaching

Methodism in 1840, and Anders Wiberg the Baptist

doctrine from 1851 , followedbytheIrvingites (Catho-
lic Apostolic Ch\ux;h, q.v.). The conventicle edict

was recalled in 1858, and Swedish subjects were
granted religious freedom in 1860. This gave im-
petus to the Reformed tendency even within the
national Church. The most important fact in relig-

ious life was the revival after 1840 under the preach-

ing of Dean Peter Wieselgren (noted temperance

advocate, d. 1877), the layman E. O. Rosenius
(d. 1868), and the missionary Peter Fjellstedt

(d. 1881). In 1863 the Church obtained its own
representation at the chureh assembly through
the change which converted the old diet into one of

two chambers, whereby the position within the na-
tional state life intended by the Reformation and
attempted by Gustavus Adolphus was achieved,

n. Statistics: Ninety-nine per cent, of the popu-
lation belongs, fonnally at least, to the EvangeUcal
liUtheran State Chureh« By the chureh law of 1686,

which, with some changes and amplifications, is

still in force, the confession of faith embraces, be-

side the three ancient i^ymbols, the resolution of the

Upaala mdte of 1593, and the entire Book of Con-
cord. In the constitution of 1809 the Uppsala mdte
and the Confessio Auguatana alone were mentioned,

and the uncertainty whether the entire Book of

Concord is symbolically in effect has not been finally

decided. Aiiy one may leave the State Chureh, but
must join some other denomination recognized by
the State. In 1900 there were 2,378 Roman Catho-

lics; 3,912 orthodox Jews; 7,041 Methodists; 3,309

Baptists; and smaller scattered bodies. The actual

number of Baptists was 40,000 and of Methodists

15,231, most of them remaining in the State Chureh.

The most considerable sect within the State Chureh
is the Pietistic " Swedish Missionary Union," devi-

ating somewhat from the normal doctrine of the

atonement and practising separate commimion, and
carrying on an extensive internal and foreign mis-

sion. This union was founded by the well-known
Paul Fetter Waldenstrom (q.v.). They numbered
(1903) 84,602, with more than 1,100 chimshes. The
State Chiux:h of Sweden embraces 13 bishoprics, to

which are added the municipal consistory of Stock-

holm and the court consistory. The latest diocese,

Lule& (1904), was established by the diet only on
condition that Wexid and Kalmar were to be com-
bined on the death of either of the incumbent bish-

ops. The diocese of Upeala bears the title of arch-

bishopric, although its incumbent bears only the

relationship of a pn'mtM inter pares. The dioceses

are now Upsala (including Stockholm), Linkoping,

Skara, Strengnfls, Wester&s, Wexi3, Limd, Goteboig,

Kalmar, Karlstad, Wisby, Hemosand, and Lu]e&.

The dioceses are divided into district, each of which
contains seven to eight parishes. There are now
1,380 parishes. Each parish has its kyrkoherde

(pastor); one of them is provost over the district.

The parishes are frequently divided into sub-par-

ishes, each with its own church, and often also with

its own ordinaiy minister. The number of churches

in 1909 was 2,576, and of ministers 2,767, and
there is one minister to every 1,700 inhabitants.

The king of Sweden is the highest earthly ruler of

the Swedish Church, and must be an a<Uierent of

the ''pure Evangelical doctrine, as adopted and
explained in the unaltered Augsburg Confession

and in the resolutions of the Synod of Upsala of

1593." He must, however, in the exercise of his

ecclesiastical authority, " obtain information and
advice " from the ecclesiastical minister, and from
the rest of the council of state, the members of

which must all be adherents of the piue Evangelical

doctrine. In ecclesiastical legislation, the king and
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the diet cooperate, with the consent of the church
assembly. In this manner the danger of hasty legis-

lation is avoided, as the diet consists of two cham-
bers, and the ordinary churchassembly is to be called

by the king only once in five yeazs; but, on the other

hand, it increases the difficulty of passing justifiable

reforms. Changes may more easUy be effected in

matters that come within the king's administrative

authority in ecdesiaatical affairs, such as a new
translatbn of th' Bible, the Psalter, the church
manual, and the catechism, to which the consent of

the diet is not necessary, but only that of the church

assembly, acting by a two-thirds vote of those

present. This consists of sixty members (with

the diocese of Lule& of sixty-four), half clerical

and half lay; and these are chosen by their respect-

ive electors, except the bishops, who are mexnbers

ex officio. Their compensation and other expenses

are defrayed by the State. The consistory of Stock-

holm and the cathedral chapters of the dioceses

come next to the king as permanent church author-

ities. The bishop presides over his own chapter and
his assessors are usually the cathedral provost and
certain lectors of the free high-school of the bish-

op's see. The lay element has more representation

here than the clerical. Under these ecclesiastical

authorities are also the public schools. Since 1005

the higher popular educational institutions have
been withdrawn. The cathedral chapter, among
other duties, has to make proposals on the appoint-

ment of pastors and assistants, except in a few par-

ishes that are in the gift of patrons; and has to issue

letters patent to all appointees, except of the so-caUed

royal pastorates, which number 494. The congre-

gation selects its pastor from one of three candidates

proposed by the chapter, after these have preached

on trial before the congregation. Erring clergy may
be cautioned, suspended, or removed by the chap-

ter. The bishop, besides making visitations in per-

son or through the district provosts, is obliged to

call conventions of his clergy at least once every

six years, in order to render a report and receive

under consideration matters of discussion. Every
parish has the right to deliberate and decide in

church meeting on the affairs of the parish church

and of the common schools, and to take action in

regard to economic interests. The contributions

for church purposes by the parishes for 1903 were

$3,687,234, and for common schools, $6,423,308.

The common schools are under a school council rep-

resenting the parish; and the pastor presides over

these councils ex officio. Liberals are endeavoring

to dissolve this union between the Church and the

schools. Popular education is at a high level. There
are two complete universities, one at Lund, the

other at Upsala, each having a faculty of theology.

Before ordination the candidates are required to

pass an examination before the philosophical faculty,

next an examination in theology and in practical

exercises before the theological faculty, and, finally,

a clerical examination before the cathedral chapter*

The church assembly of 1903 formulated the ordi-

nation vow as follows: "To proclaim the pure

Word of God according to one's best understanding

and conviction, as given by Holy Scripture and wit-

by the creeds of our Church." A perioope

covering three years is laid down for the public

services. The lituigy otherwise is regulated by the

latest church-book of 1894. The translation of the

Bible, which occupied more than a century, resulted

in an approved version of the New Testament in

1883; but this is again under revision. A good

translation of the Old Testament, approved by the

church assembly of 1903, is permissible in public

worship. The completion of the new translation in

1911 makes available a new source for Bible read-

ing. For missions in Sweden see Jews, Mission to

the; Lapps. A flourishing mission is also carried

on in several large ports of Europe and Australis

and among the fishermen of the North Sea.

(Hjalmar Holiiquist.)

nL Swedish Theology in the Nineteenth Centnry:

At the beginning of the century rationaUsm

was dominant, although not to such an unlimited

degree as in other countries of Protestant Chiisten-

dom. The influence of the Unity of the Brethra
and Swedenboigianism, to a great extent, coun-

teracted its effect, and the old form of orthodoai

piety had remained unshaken in the outlying coux»

try districts. Opposition to rationalism began tc

show its triumphant effect in the second decadei

led by J. O. Wallin, archbishop of Upsala (d. 1839),

who gave to Sweden a hymnal ranking with the besl

in Christendom; Esaias Tegn^, prince of poets;

F. M. Fransen, poet and bi^op of Wexi6, aiid £
G. Geijer (d. 1847), the historian, philosopher, poet,

and musician, whose Von faUcher tmd tDohrer Auf
kldrung (1811) was strongly instrumental in tumini
the attention of the young men to inner spiri-

tuality. In the imiversities the modification d
rationalism advanced as far as a rational supematO'
ralism. Geijer scouted both dogmatic orthodox!

and sentimental Pietism, but at the same time de-

tected the weakness of rationalism and manifested

true religious susceptibilities in his hymns. Cen-

tral in his philosopl^cal position is the idea of pe^

sonality. The ultinoate antithesis is not between

being and not-being (Hegel), nor between the egc

and the non-ego (Fichte); but between the ego and

the alter^go. The succession in the philosophy d
religion proceeded through the idealism oi C. X
BostrOm (d. 1866) to the two most famous persoo'

alities of the latter half of the century: W. Ryd-

beig, author of Die Lekre der Bibel von Ckrietue, and

P. Wikner, author of Oedanken und Fragen von dm
Menschenaokne, Theology proper, however, owes iti

renascence to the Universi^ oi Limd, and paitioa-

larly to H. Schartau (q.v.) and E. M. Ahlman (d.

1844) ; the latter forms the connection with the nev

epoch of theology, which began with Kant and

Schleiermacher. Among his pupils H. BeuterdsU
(q.v.), the most learned theologian of the fiast haM

of the century, was a disciple of Schleiennacher, and

wrote Sveneka kyrkana kistoria (2 vols., Lund, 1838-

1850), and an " Introduction to Theology " (1837).

Hegel's philosophy was represented in Sweden bf
E. G. Bring (d. 1884). His oontempdhuy was the

exegete, H. M. Melin (d. 1887), whose lectures on

the life of Ghrist, directed against Strauss, were r^

oeived with great enthusiasm. In 1850-70 the the-

ology of Lund developed in a conservative and or-

thodox direction. While all forms of contemponuty
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Ph>te8tant theology were represented in Lund, the

theology of Upsala had remained more uniform.

This was due to the exclusion of the new develop-

ment beginning with Schleiermacher. The prevail-

ing characteristic was a strict confessional ortho-

dozy, embracing a Pietistic element as well as a
liberal Low-chureh tendency as distinguished from
the High-chureh tendency of Limd. Among theo-

logians at Upsala were L. Lindblad (d. 1837) ; the

exegetes A. E. Knos (d. 1862) and O. F. Myrberg
(d. 1899); and the church historians, L. A. Anjou
(d. 1884), Theodore Norlin (d. 1870), and C. A.
Cornelius (d. 1893). Outside of the theological

faculties, J. Hallenberg wrote a distinguished com-
mentary on Revelation (3 vols., 1800); and N.
Ignell (d. 1864) wrote GrundzUge der christUdien

SitienUhre (1842-49), and Mendikliga utoeckUngeM
histcria (Stockhohn, 1855-62). (Q. AuLtN.)

Bibuookapbt: For the political histoxy the best work is

E. Hildebrsnd, Sverigea Hittoria^ Stockholm, 1003 sqq.;
and for the oisanisation of the state, idem. Den neruka
StaUforfattninoeru hiatoriaka Utvecklingf ib. 1896. On
the Swedish ehuroh a good work is H. Hildebrand,
Sveriffea Medeltid, part ill., on the church, ib. 1903, to
which add H. Reuterdahl's Svtnaka kyrkana hiaioria, ut
rap., Genu, transl., Berlin, 1837. For later history
there is available: L. Stavenow, Frihetatiden, Gothenburg,
1898; idem, Guataf III,, ib. 1901; H. Hjalne, Quataf
ildo</. Stockholm, 1901; idem, XoH XII., ib. 1902. On
the history of Swedish literature consult: H. SohQck,
Svenak LittenUurhiatoria, vol. i., Stockholm, 1890; idem
and C. Warburg, lUuatrerad avenak LttteraturhiatortOf ib.,

1805 sqq. Consult further: E. Tegner, Die Kirehe
Sehwedena in den beiden leUten JahrzehnUn, Stralsimd,
1837; E. O. Oeyer. Hiat. de la StOde, Paris, 1840;
A. G. Knte, Die achwediache ReformaUon, Berlin, 1852;
Lh A. Anjou, Hiat. of the Reformation in Sweden, New
York, 1859; idem, Svenaka kyrkana hiatoria frdn Upaala
mdte i5d5, Stockholm, 1866; T. Norlin, Svenaka kyrkana
hutoria efter reformoHonen {1649-1649). Lund. 1864-71;
M. WeibulU Lunda Univeraitela Hiatoria. Lund, 1868; A.
Crichton and H. Wheaton, Scandinavia, Ancient and Mod-
em, 2 vols..New York, 1872; H. Hildebrand, Daa keidniache

ZeitdUer in Schweden, Hamburg, 1873; C. Annerstedt,
Upaala Umvereiteta Hiatoria, Upsala, 1877; J. Weidling,
Schwediaehe Geachiehte itn ZeiUUter der Reformation, Gotha,
1882; C. M. Butler, The Reformation in Sweden, New York,
1883. new issue. 1900; W. Tottie, Jeaper Svedberg, Upsala,
1885-00; G. BiUing, Ebbe Quataf BHng, Lund, 1886; R.
Sundelin, Swedenboroianiamen i Sverige, Upsala, 1886; C.
A. Cornelius, Sven^oa Kyrkana hiatoria after Reformationen,
Upsala, 1886; idem. Handbok i avenaka Kyrkana Hiatoria,

3d ed., ib. 1892; J. B. Baur, Die Kapvxiner und die

aehwtdiaehe OeneralitOt im SO^UJirigen Kriega, Brixen,
1887; P. B. Watson, The Swediah Revolution under
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SWEDENBORGy swfden-b6rg, EMANUEL.
I. Life.

Parentage and Education (} 1),

Scientific Labors (} 2).

n. His Writinci.
1. Scientific.

2. Philosophical.

Philosophy of Matter (8 1).

Blind and " Tremulation " (8 2).

Psycho-Physiology; Correspondences (} 3)*

Transition to Theology (} 4).

Call as a Seer (} 5).

3. Theological.

The " Internal Sense " of Scripture (} 1).

Heaven, Hell, Spirits, and Revelation (} 2).

Doctrines of Christ and the Scriptures (} 3).

Life and Faith (} 4).

The " Angelic Wisdom " (§ 5).

Marriage; the Planets; Summary (§ 6).

ni. Close of Life; Death and Burial.

IV. Recent Honors.

L Life: Emanuel Swedenborg (Swedberg) was
bom in Stockholm Jan. 29, IdSS; d. in London
Mar. 29, 1772. His father, Jesper Swedberg, was
at the time Lutheran court chaplain, afterward
professor and dean of the University of Upsala,

and bishop of Skara from 1702 to his death in 1735.

He was distinguished for his religious

z. Parent- seal, his upright life, and by his ex-

age and tensive writings. The family were d&-

Education. scendants of Daniel Isaacson, a mining
peasant-proprietor in Fahlun, who

gave the name Sweden to their property. When
the family of the bishop was ennobled by Queen
Ulrica Eleanora in 1719, the name Swedenborg was
given it. Swedenborg's mother, Sara Behm, was
also the daughter of a miner, Albrecht Behm, and
therefore Emanuel inherited on both sides a bent for

mining pursuits. Piously educated at home imder
his tutor, Dr. Moreus, Emanuel piumied his studies

at the Upsala University till 1709, experiencing

something of the Cartesian controversy rife at that
time, and acquiring facility in the classics and in the
writing of Latin verse. On leaving the university he
at first, under the friendly patronage of his brother-

in-law, Eric Benzelius, afterward arehbishop, made
a journey to England in pursuit of scientific knowl-
edge, especially of mathematics and astronomy,
meeting Flamsteed in London, and Halley in Ox-
ford, " studying Newton daily " and acquainting
himself in the workshops with various trades and
arts, including the grinding of lenses. Returning
to Sweden he published a book of verses, Camena
Borea, edited a mathematical journal, Dadalus Hy-
perborevtSt and, in 1716, publidied the first algebra

produced in Sweden.
He devoted himself to the study of metals and

mines, the action of water on the earth's surface,

the discovery of longitude by the moon, and mean-
while was fertile in remarkable inventions, many

of which are only at the present day
2. Scien- coming to practical experiment, in«

tific Labors, eluding the submarine war vessel, the
flying-machine, and the machine gun.

Attracted by his genius and ability. King Charles

XII. called Swedenborg to his service in the collage
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oi mines and gave him an appientioeBhip with the

celebrated nyBl engineer Polbem, in whooe family

he became a favorite inmate. He foimed a love

attachment with a daughter of Polhem, which was
favored byr the king, but failed of marriage by the
daughter's refusal, and Swedenboig remained single

the rest of his life. After the death of Charles XII.
in 1718, Swedenboiig took his seat as the oldest son
of the now ennobled family, in the house of nobles

in the Swedish diet. Declining a professorship in

mathematics in the university and in pursuit of his

studies as a royal assessor of mines, he undertook
a series of journeys through the various countries

of Europe eepedaSiy for the study d mines and
manufactures. In these journeys he enjoyed the
patronage and friendship of princes and scholars,

and his explorations took him not only into mines,

furnaces, workshops, laboratories, and lecture-rooms,

but also to museums, galleries, churches, theaters,

army garrisons, palaces, everywhere where the life

and civilisation of his time could be observed and
studied. His Itinerarium or " Diary of Travel

"

affords a picturesque view of the actual life d the
important cities of France, Italy, Gormany, Bel-

gium, and Holland at that period. Meanwhile his

treatises had been appearing from time to time at
home or abroad and his widdy extended reputation

as a metallurgist and anatomist brought him in-

vitations to membership in the academies of science

at St. Petersbuig, Paris, and Stockholm. His prac-

tical achievements at home in assisting Polhexn in

large engineering works for the kingdom, especially

in transporting galleys for fourteen miles overland
at the si^e of Friedrickshall in 1718, show that
his life was by no means satisfied with theorising.

Courted by princes, praised by scholars, a man of

the world in a wide sense, his inner life may best be
known by the simple rules drawn up by himself to

govern his daily conduct. These were: (1) Often
to read and meditate on the Word of God; (2) to

submit everything to the will of divine providence;

(3) to observe in everything a propriety of behavior
and to keep the conscience clear; (4) to dischaige

with faithfulness the duties of my office and to ren-

der myself in all things useful to society.

IL Writings: The writings of Swedenborg may
be divided into three classes: (1) material and
scientific, including thoee in mathematics and litera-

ture; (2) philosophical; (3) theological.

1. fldantlilo: The works produced during the

first (the Hterary and scientific) period of his life

are as follows: Carmina MisodUinea; Camena
Borea; SdectaSentenHaL. A, Seneca; IHnerarium;
Prodromus principiorum naturalium (" Principles of

Chemistry '*); Nova (^aervaia circa Ferrum et Ignem
(" On Iron and Fire ") ; Artiftcia Nova Mechanica
("Construction of Docks and Dikes"); Mieeeir

lanea Ohaervata (in geology, mineralogy, etc.);

the treatises on metals and mines in the Opera pku
losophica; posthumous tracts on salt, on muds, and
soils; on the height of water, etc., in Oeohgica et

epietoliB, Royal Academy series no. 1.

8. Philosophioal: It was in 1734 that, together

with the small treatise. Do infinito, the Opera phi-

laaophica et mineralia appeared in three volumes,

the first part of which, Frindpia (Eng. transl. by

Dr. J. J. G. Wilkinson, London, 1840), has become

widely known as embodying Swedenborg's physical

philosophy or cosmology. In 1740 appeared the

(Economia regni animalia {" Economy of the Aiii-

mal Kingdom ") ; in 1740, the first and second parts

of the Regnum animale; and in 1745, the De cuku

et amore Dei (" The Worship and Love of God ").

In this wide range of physical, physiological, and

psychological studies, Swedenborg pursues what he

avows to be his one quest—^his " search

^•""^5^ for the soul." Where to find her, he

Katter. ^^^ ^^^ ^ ^^ ^^"^ realm—the body ?

Hence came the term regnum animaU

—or " soul kingdom," applied to the human anat-

omy and physiology. In the " Chemistry " and

the Prineipia he had sought the imponderable and

invisible substances and forms whidi lie at the be-

ginning of creation and which mark the entrance

of life from the Infinite into the finite. Conceiving

the origin of the universe as lying in a " conatus of

motion in the Infinite," which ft«niTnefi in ^e " nat-

ural point " an existence in time and space (in

which ** point " lie potentially all future forms and

motions in their perfection), he traces the progress

of the point through a series of finites in active and

passive relation to the " elementarics " or primal

auras, ethers, and atmospheres, and thence to the

first forms of solid matter. These he conceives to

be angular particles originating in the interstitial

spaces betweoi the spherical globules. The mod-

em sciences of crystallography and stereo-chemi^

try are admitted by the best authorities to find

their germ in Swedenborg's conception of elemen-

tary forms. Swedenborg conceives hght as a fonn

of ethereal motion. The series of forms, circular,

spiral, and vortical, the ruiture and phenomena of

magnetism, the evolution of the planets from a con-

densed ring thrown off by the central mass of the

primal nebula, the position of the earth in the gal-

axy, are discussed in these works in lines which an-

ticipate not only Kant, Buffon, and La Place, the

supposed originators of the nebular theory, but evoi

the most recent discoveries in radioactive and vi-

bratory forces and motions. In method, Sweden-

borg proceeds inductively from experience but under

the guidance of certain a priori principles. To ex-

perience and geometry there must be added the

recognition of deity and the soul. Adopting Aris-

totle as his model rather than Plato, he, with this

master, finds that intelligence can discover onhr

what intelligence has devised, and that to all the

sensitive faculties of man there descends a " ecsne-

what from above " giving to the sensuous impres-

sions a form and meaning.
With this survey of the material universe behind

him, Swedenborg proceeds to explore the univerae

of mind or, as he terms it, the regnum animak, a

term inadequately translated by " animal kingdom,"

meaning rather the kingdom of the

2. Kind rational soul presiding over the entire

and "Trem^ realm of matter, not only in her ovn
nlatton.** body, but in the universe as a kind d

indefinite extension of her body. The

universe is a Bystem of tremulations moved by the

divine life and communicated through recipitf^t

forms and substances in their various orders and
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degrees. In his introduction to the Principia he
conoeivefi the " true philosopher " as that primitive

perfect soul which responds by a perfect innate

intelligence to every tremulation of the universe.

For sensation is but a succession of vibrations com-
municated from without through the series of subtle

receptacles even to the sensory of the brain. Here
action is produced by a similar series of motions re-

versed, originating primarily in the will and taking

form in the thought and in the action of the nerv-

ous and muscular systems. As early as in 1719, he
had outlined his doctrine of tremulations in a dis-

sertation submitted to the Royal Medical College

on The Anatomy of our most Subtle Nature, Showing
that our Moving cmd Living Force Consists of Trem-
ulations.

The '' Economy of the Animal Kingdom " treats

in part I. of the circulation of the blood and of the

fetal life and in part II. of the motion of the brain,

the cortical substance, and the human
p* ^i^, soul. It affords a complete system of

^orr6^' psycho-physiology. The hmnan anat-

pondenoes. ^^y ^^^ organic life are treated as the

theater of the soul's activity; conse-

quently in their normal, living play of forces and
mechanism. Their mechanism is so complete as to

seem almost to exclude the free action of the soul

and the influx of the Infinite; but the reconcilia-

tion is found in the involution of the wisdom of the

Infinite in the least finite forms of motion, and this

is what gives the human soul a finite sense of its

own freedom. In the " Animal Kingdom," the pub-

lication of which is still incomplete, the doctrine of

correspondences, forma, series, and degrees is out-

lined and the theory set forth that the physical

world is purely s3anbolical of the spiritual world.

But even the spiritual world in the philosophical

period had a certain continuity of degree with mat-
ter, its distinction from matter being that of prior-

ity of form and simplicity of structure. It was not

until Swedenborg's later experience of " things

heard and seen " in the spiritual world that he

learned actually the discreteness between matter

and spiritual substance. His doctrine of forms and
order he derived in part from Wolf, the disciple of

Leibnits, even as in his vortical theories and his

doctrine of the first atomic shapes he somewhat
resembles Descartes. It is not imtil after his illu-

mination or alleged intromission into the spiritual

worid as an actual witness and participant that he
sets forth in all its fulness the great doctrine of the

three discrete degrees, projected now beyond nature

into the vast scale that embraces God as end, spirit

or the plane of conscious relation as cause, and na-

ture as effect, and that in its assertion of two co-

existent and correspondential worlds, the spiritual

and the natural as given in the minor treatise, De
Comrnercio AnimcB et Corporis (** On Influx ") seems

to have given Kant (who had interested himself in

Swedenborg's two-world experiences and had de-

clared his doctrine strangely like his own) the sug-

gestion of his inaugural discourse at K5nigsbeig,

1770, De mundi sensihUis atque intelUgibilis forma.

The vast and profoimd reseajrches on the structure

and function of the brain, its respiratory motion,

the location of its several sensories, etc., are only

just beginning to receive due appreciation among
Europe's most learned physiologists (cf. the ad-
dress of Prof. Gustav Retzius of tiie Royal Swedish
Academy before the Congress of Anatomists in Hei-
delberg, 1902).

Further portions of this vast work, notably on
the fibers, the generative organs, on the senses, on
the soul or rational psychology, and on the brain
have been posthumously published and translated
into English. The De Anima (" The Soul, or Ra-
tional Psychology ") is in method not imlike Aris-

totle's Peri Psychlf treating of the mind in its suc-

cessive planes as animus, mens, and anima (the

sensitive or imaginative mind and memoxy; the ra-

tional mind and the pure intellect; and the soul

and its state after death). The chief and perma-
nent interest of the Rational Psychology lies in the
subtle analysis of the process of the conversion of

sensation into idea and then of ideas into thoughts
and of these again back into words or motions, all

in accordance with the great imiversal doctrine of

tremulation and of series, orders, and degrees. All

the remaining manuscripts of this and other works
of Swedenboi^ are now in process of translation and
publication by the Royal Swedish Academy of Sci-

ences under the editorship of Professors Retzius,

Arrhenius, Nathorst, and other eminent scholars.

The De cuUu et amore Dei (" Worship and Love
of God ") forms the bridge between the philosoph-

ical and theological periods and is a work imique

»iv« ^ ^ literature for the boldness of its

tSnto" ^P®®^*^*^*^ *^^ *^® sublimity of its

Theoloffy. ^conceptions. It traces the process of

the creation of this planet out of the
Sim's nebula, the evolution of its seasons and tem-
peratures, and of the kingdoms successively from
mineral through vegetable up to man, and views
the human soul as a little world of intelligences and
forces by which the created imiverse renders up its

adoration to its creator. This work is written in a
style of great elegance and contains passages of

poetic beauty and sublimity. In it, at the same
time, the author takes leave, as it were, of his career

of personal authorship and ambition to devote
himself henceforward to being the simple recorder

of things " revealed " and the humble prodaimer
of the " second coming of the Lord."

Parts I. and II. of the " Animal Kingdom " were
published in 1744, and the " Worship and Love of

God " in 1745. At this point there is a sudden and
strange interruption of Swedenboi^'s scientific

quest. He experiences, as he avers, a

a Boo** <Ii'®ct divine call to enter upon the

higher mission of a seer and revelator

of the things of the spiritual world, and simulta-

neously of the spiritual truth and doctrine which
imderHe the literal and symbolic sense of the sacred

Scriptures. During the period from 1743 to 1749

(in which year he began to publish the Arcana Cc^
lestia, containing the spiritual sense of Genesis and
Exodus) he had not only been experiencing visions

and dreams of an extraordinary character, accom-
panied by temptations and struggles of soul of the

severest kind, a conflict between the flesh and the

spirit and between intellectual ambition and the

authority of a divine voice within, but he had re-
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corded these with great franknesB and in an awed
lenae of their deep significance, in hie Dreamt and
Spiritual Diary. At the same time in his Adver§aria

he noted down glimpses appearing to him of an in-

ner meaning of the Scriptures. But it is in the in-

troduction to the Arcana Ctdutia that he plainly

declares, after asserting that the sacred Scriptures

have a spiritual sense:

*' Tliat thk is really the caM in rvpeet to the Word it is

impoMibla for any man to know except from the Lord,
wherefore it ia expedient here to premise, that, of the Lord'a
merey, it haa been gianted me now for several yean to be
eonstantly and uninterruptedly in company with apirita

and angels, hearing them oonverw with each other and con-
versing with them. Hence it haa been permitted me to hear
and see thin^i in another life which are astonishing and
which never before came to the knowledge of any man or
entered into his imagination. I have thus been instructed
eoncemxng different kinds of quints, and the atate of souls

after death; concerning hell or the lamentable atate of the
unfaithful; oonoeming heaven or the moat happy state of
the faithful; and particulariy oonoeming the doctrine of
faith which is acknowledged throughout all heaven, on which
iubiecta, by the divine meroy of the Lord, more will be said

ia the foUowing pages."

8. Theoloffioal: Here begins, then, the period of

Swedenborg's theology and spiritual philosophy, or

what is called by him the '' angelic wisdom," bdng
a survey of the two worids, natural and spiritual,

and of the operation of God as end and final cause,

through the spiritual world as instrumental or effi-

cient cause, into or upon nature as the worid of

effect. The series of theological woriu was begun
by Arcana Ccdettia (an exposition of the internal

sense of Genesis and Exodus, published anony-
mously in Latin, 8 vols., London, 1748-^56).

Of this " internal sense," Swedenborg says: " In

the following pages it will be seen that the first

chapter of Genesis in its internal sense treats of the

new creation of man or of his r^genera-

««T*
^^*

1
^^^ *^ general; and specifically, of the

imlt^Mp ™*** ancient Cliurch; and this in such
"^ '^

a manner that there is not a single

syllable which does not represent, sig-

nify, and involve tomething spiritual." The fiivt

eleven chapters of Genesis are declared by Sweden-
borg to be strictly symbi^c and to have been de-

rived by Moses from a more ancient word given in

purely correspondential language in which spiritual

truths are clothed with natural figures. Beginning

with Abraham, the Word is historical in form but
divinely composed into a drama of the spiritual life

of man in its progress from the bondage of nature

and self, represented by E!g3rpt, into the liberty of

the heavenly kingdom. The temptations and strug-

gles of the forty-years' wandering are prophetic of

the Lord's temptation combats in the flesh, by
which he, in the fulness of time and in fulfilment of

all the prophets, overcame the power of hell and
set man spiritually free. In this way the Word is

shown to be everywhere in its spiritual sense de-
scriptive of the incarnation and glorification of the
divine humanity in Jesus Christ. While this minute
explanation in the Arcana covers only the books of

Genesis and Exodus, its citations from other parts
of the Word are so numerous as to make it a very
comprehensive Biblical exegesis. A subsequent
posthumous publication gives an outline of the
*' Internal Sense of the Prophets and Psahns."

Sense" of
Soxiptnre*

Heaven and ite Wanders and HeU; and the Worid

of SpiriU; from Thinge heard and aeen (Lond«i,

1758) is a description of heaven in its three degree

or planes and of the angelic life and its occupations,

showing that angels are regenerated

^» Heaven, human beings who have lived in the

g .
~~»_ natural worid and are now living in a

sSrelation. P®*^®^*^ civilization according to the

* laws of the divine order of life in the

spiritual worid, heaven itself being a reflection of

the divine human form, in its life of related uses and

neighboriy service. Hell is in the opposite or re-

vened order of the heavens, and exhibits the di\we

love in its endeavor to control and restrain the

wicked who are governed by the love of self, and

to protect them from their own insanities. The

worid of spirits is the intermediate state between

heaven and heU into which all souls enter immedi-

ately upon the death of the body. Here the judg-

ment takes place and the revelation, to each one, d
the nature of his own ruling loves and of his ability

or inability to be happy in heaven, where the ruling

love is love to the Lord and charity to the neigh-

bor. Four smaller works are: The Earths in thi

Univeree; The Last Judgment; The New Jerusalem

and its Heavenly Doctrines; and The White Hcru of

the Apocalypse (London, 1758). The Apoadyfse

Explained, Oiving the Internal Sense of the Book of

Revelation reveals the internal history of the Cbnsr

tian Church, showing its decline in the two domin&nt

evil tendencies, the " hariot " or the lust of domin-

ion, exhibited in the Roman Catholic hierarchy,

and the ** dragon " or doctrine of faith alone as

saving, exhibited in the Protestant sects, termina-

ting with the judgment enacted in the worid o(

spirits in the year 1767. Tins judgment, which

marks the transition into a new age of the worid

and of the Church, is effected by the coming of the

Lord to spirits and to man in the opening of his

Word in its spiritual sense, which is his promised

second coining. Li the light of this " book of life/'

the false and evil spirits are cast down and the good

are enabled to recognise the Lord Jesus Chiist in

his glorified humanity as the only God, and to fol-

low him in the life of charity and faith combined,

and so to compose the new Christian heaven. Out

of this will descend to the earth more and more the

holy city. New Jerusalem, by which is signified the

true doctrine of faith and of life as seen in heaves

in which God will himself dwell with men and be

with them their God (see New Jerusai£M Chitbcb).

The Apocalypse Explained was not finished by the

author, but was replaced later by an abridgment en-

titled tiie Apocalypse Revealed (Amsterdam, 1766).

The Doctrine of the New Jerusalem respecting thi

Lord; the Sacred Scriptures; Faith; and Life; ccan-

monly known as the Four Leading Doctrines (Ain-

sterdam, 1763) are brief treatises which embody in

concise form what may be called the religion of the

New Church. The Lord Jesus Christ is shown by

Scripture texts to be Jehovah incarnate in a hu-

manity bom of the virgin; who, by triumphs o^'er

the hells in the conflicts of his temptation and pas-

sion on earth, set man free from the tyranny of

evU which threatened the himian race, and opened

the way to heaven. This is redemption. The doe-
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trine of a trinity of persons resulting in worship
and pra3rer to three gods, and of a vicarious atone-

ment made by one god to appease
^* ^J^Sj*^** another are declared to be human in-

^|[2™* ventions. The holy Trinity of Father,

SoTiptares. ^^' *°^ Holy Spirit is declared to be
' a trinity of person, not of persons, like

that of soul and body and action in man, being
essentially the trinity of the divine love and wisdom
and operation in Jesus Christ glorified, " in whom
dwelleth all the fulness of the godhead bodily " and
who, having " all power in heaven and earth " is

the only visible and true God and the only rightful

object of worship in the Christian Church. In the

sacred Scriptures the '' books of the Word " which
embrace the " law, prophets, and Psalms " of the

Old Testament and the " four Gospels and Revela-
tion " of the New are shown to have an internal

sense throughout, being dictated by the divine

spirit to the human writers without their interven-

tion, and clothed in natural symbolic language ex-

actly corresponding to the spiritual and imiversal

truths within, just as nature is a symbolic clothing

with matter of the forces and forms of the divine

love and wisdom. The other books of the Bible are

inspired and useful for the Church but are not the

divine Word itself in the sense of the above named.
By the Word man is brought into association with
azigelic societies in heaven who are in the spiritual

sense, and by the same divine indwelling and asso-

ciation the holy sacraments of the church, founded
in the Word, have their supernatural power.
The doctrine of life teaches that ** all religion bas

relation to life and the life of religion is to do good."
The good of life, which is charity, is defined as con-

sisting primarily in shunning all evils
*• i^^* M ana agamst God and doing faith-

'*^*^
fully the duties of one's office. The

decalogue in its external and internal sense shows
what evils are sins, including not only outward deed
but inwazd motive. Particularly the sin of adultery

is shown to embrace fornication and all lust and
practise hurtful to the holy bond and pure marriage

love between one man and one woman. Saving
faith is shown to be faith in the Lord God, the Sa-

vior Jesus Christ, and in his power to save those

who look to him for strength to overcome evil in

obedience to the divine commandments. With
those who are in this effort and are fiilfilling faith-

fuDy their duty to the neighbor in a life of use accord-

ing to their station, the Lord implants a good and
heavenly nature in place of the evUs put away, and
so man is regenerated and enters the heavenly life.

Acts of charity, benevolence, piety, etc., are not

properly good works, since theymay be done equally

by the evil, but they are the signs of charity and
the means of its exercise for those who are in the

effort to shun evils as sins and do good from God.
Other works published in Amsterdam are:
** Continuation Concerning the Last Judgment

and the Spiritual World ",* " The Angelic Wisdom
Respecting the Divine Love and Wisdom " (1763);

"The Ai^Eelic Wisdom Respecting the Divine

Providenoe" (1764); "The Delights of Wisdom
Concerning Conjugal Love " (1768) ;

" A Brief Ex-
position d the Doctrine of the New Church Signi-

fied by the New Jerusalem in the Revelation

"

(1769); and, lastly, the great siunmary of all his

theology, " The True Christian Religion or Uni-
versal Theology of the New Church " (1771).

The works entitled " Angelic Wisdom " present

systematically what may be called a spiritual meta-
physics and ethics in distinction from the dogmatics

and the exegesis of the other works.

" AMeUo '^^^ ^ " AngeHc Wisdom Respectix^

Wliidom.*' ^® Divine Love and Wisdom " there is

a spiritual philosophy of creation and
of the discrete degrees by which the universe and
man emanated from God without being continuous
with God. It is the complement to Swedenboig's
earlier cosmology, and in place of the formless infi-

nite there is substituted the divine man, a being
whose esse is love, whose exiatere is wisdom, and
whose procedere is use; whose first effulgence or man-
ifestation is through the sun of the spiritual world
which emanates from himself, whose heat is love and
whose light is truth; and which in succession, by
its emanations, produces the auras, ethers, and at-

mospheres of the spiritual world. These again in

their receding orbits become condensed and fixed

in the forms of the material atmospheres and so of

the visible and ponderable suns and earths of our
universe, every particle of which is actuated and
put in motion by the particles or forces of the corre-

sponding higher atmosphere or aura of the spiritual

world. In this way God, who is the only life and
the source of motion and the divine Man after whose
form all things are created, actuates and shapes all

creation, without being hiniself nature; and because

these degrees of creation, vis., God, spiritual world,

nattu^, are discrete, like end, cause, and effect, and
not continuous planes of matter more or less atten-

uated, pantheism is avoided and the human indi-

viduality is preserved. The imiverse is shown to be
the theater of the divine altruism, the world deri-

ving its being from love's need of an object, which
can freely reciprocate that love, man in his free

moral nature being that object. The reciprocation

of the divine love by man is in the life of charity,

that is, of love and service to the neighbor. Man's
individual personality, being the reactive agent to

respond to divine love, is never destroyed, and
heaven is the perfect society of immortal personal-

ities. In the " Divine Providence " the laws are

set forth by which the Lord leads man in freedom

by reason out of his evils into lesser evils and into

good, and how the Lord's providence, looking only

to eternal ends, controls eveiything with a view to

the greatest good.

In the " Conjugal Love," Swedenborg presents

an ethics of marriage remarkable for its elevation

and purity. The sex distinction and relation are as

fundamental in the spiritual as in the physical na-

ture of man, resulting from the rela-

®1 ~™5*' tion of the volitional and the in-

sSmm^' tellectual faculties of the mind,

and marriage finds its high and holy

source in the union of love and wisdom in the di-

vine nature. The Christian marriage relation of one

man and one woman is essentially holy and chaste

and its bonds inviolable. It is " tiie purest pearl of

human life, the most precious jewel of the Christian
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veligion." In an appendix to this work, Sweden-

boiig has written on soortatoiy love and its insane

pleasures; showing how these are the very opposite

of marriage and destructive of the holy conjugal

principles and pointing out their various degiees

of destructiveness. \^^ule exhorting his reader to

seek alone the sacred union of marriage he warns
him " to shun wandering lusts as he would the lakes

of hcU."

In the " Earths in the Universe," the distinguish-

ing qualities of the inhabitants of various planets

are discussed, but not, as some have supposed, from
any claimed abode in the planets themselves, but
from information obtained in the spiritual world

from the former inhabitants of these planets.

The True Christian Religion gives tiie great sum-
mary of all the theological doctrines, including

chapters on God, on redemption, on reformation, on
regeneration, on the sacraments, on the succession

of the churches or divine dispensations on the earth,

from the most ancient or Adamic through the No-
achic, Jewish, and Christian to the New Jerusalem

of the Apocalypse; and of the second coming of the

Lord in the opening of the internal sense of the

Scriptures. The opening chapters on God the Cre-

ator, in their discussion of the eeee and the exieiere

of God and their respective attributes, handle the

profoimdest ontologioftl concepts and afford a basis

for a philosophy of revelation and of human know-
ing of the widest scope and validity.

m. Ctoae of Life; Death and Burial: A note-

worthy fact connected with Swedenboig's period of

illumination is that far from exhibiting any signs of

mental aberration during these same years in which
he claimed to be in daily intercourse with the inhab-

itants of the other world, he was living the normal
public life of a useful dtisen. Rejecting the royal

offer of a permanent aaseasorship in the Board of

Mines, and asking to be retired on a half-salary, the

board, on his retirement, gave expression to the

honor and appreciation in which he was held; his

contributions on the mining industry of Sweden
were declared to be of the highest practical value,

as were his contributions to finance; even so late

as 1766 he published in Amsterdam his '' New
Method of Finding the Longitude of Places on Land
and Sea." In 1771 Swedenboig went to London for

the last time and took up his humble lodgings in

Cold Bath Fields. He saw The True Chrietian Re-

ligion come from the press in that year. In the fol-

lowing year, the eighty-fourth of Us age, he peace-

fully passed away. Before his death he devoutly

received the sacrament at the hands of the Lutheran
pastor, Ferelius, to whom he solemnly avowed, as

his dying testimony, the truth of all that he had
written. Swedenborg's remains were interred in the

Lutheran Church in Princes Square, Ratcliff High-
way, London, and some years later a memorial tab-

let was placed on its wall. In 1908, owing to the

necessary abandonment of the church by its con-

gregation and the deep interest awakened in Sweden-
borg among the learned men of Sweden, by con-

sent of the British government the remains were
disinterred and transferred in state on a Swedish
warship to Sweden, and were deposited in the
cathedral at Upsala; and here two years later, in

the presence of the long and royal family and of the

dignitaries of the university and of the Church, wiu

solemnly dedicated the memorial erected over the

remains by order of the Swedish parliament.

IV. Recent Honors: Like many leaders of the

world's thought, Swedenborg has required the viata

of years by which to be seen in his real significance.

Kant oonoealed his indebtedness to him under ibt

persiflage of the " Dreams of the SpiritrSeer ";

Goethe is more outspoken in his gratitude, and

his Faust is full of the Swedenboigian world-view.

Swedenboig's trinal monism, the doctrine that the

One embraces in itself the three essential degrees,

end, cause, effect: the grand man or the human

form of society; the spiritual, as being the real

world; the spiritual meaning as the true and essen-

tial meaning of the Scriptures; God as divine M&n,

visible and adorable in the glorified humanity of

Jesus Christ; the doctrine of the world as a vast sp-

tem of tremulations set in motion by its center, the

infinite divine love, and transmitted through suc-

cessive spiritual and natural spheres and atmos-

pheres; and of the kingdom of heaven as a kingdom

of uses—these ideas are permeating all the newer

developments of philosophic and religious thought

Elarly theological prejudice is giving way to pro-

found respect; and the time seems near when Swe-

denborg's own prophecy, from the words of Seneca,

will be realised: ** There will come those who will

judge without offense or favor " (Epiet. Ixxiz.).

FRA.NK Sewall.

BiBLiooBAnrr: The adeiitifie And philoaophjcal works, let-

ten, and arehivet are in ooune of publication in a eom-

plete monumental edition under the auapteee of the Roral

Aeademy of Seienoes in Stockholm under the chief editor-

ship of Prof. Gustav Retains. Nearly all the unpublisbd

MSS. have been reproduced in photo-litbocraph and are

depoaited in the nntional libraries. The writin«i of Sve-

denborg have been translated and published aa a whole or

in part in the English, Welsh, Franeh, G«n&an, Italiao.

Spanish, Norweaian, Swedish, Icelandic. Rueaian, Daxii^

Dutch, Poliah, EUndi, Arabic, and Japanese lanpu^s.

The chief publishinc centers of his works and coUatenI

literature are the Swedenboig Society, London, founded in

1810, kMsated at 1 Bkmmsbury Street; the Maasacfausetts

New-Chureh Union, 16 Arlington Street. Boston; and tbe

American Swedenborg Printing and Publishing Society, 3

West Twenty-ninth Street. New York. Complete editioas

are to be had in both Latin and Engliah.

Aa literary helps use: J. Hyde, BMioffrapMoal Inda

to the PtAliehed WriHfioaof Bnutnud Sytedetihcrg Origiad

and Tranalated; from the Library of the Stoedenbctg SoeiOf,

stipp^enMiitod firom Bngluh and Foreiffn, CoUediona. pu^
tmd prtaote, London, 1807. A veiy huge list of entries will

be foimd in the BriHth Mueeum CaialoQue under " Sweden-

borg." Note also J. F. Potts, The Swedenhorg Coneordaa,
6 vols., London, 1808. On the life consult: R. L. Tafel.

Docwnente ooneeming the Life and Character of Emamgi
Stoedenbcrg, 3 vols., London, 187S-77; B. Worcester. U^
and Aiieeion of Bmanuel Swedefibofv, Boston, 1S83: G.

Trobridge, Bmanud Swedenborg , hie Life^ TeachimQ$ end

Influence, London, lOOS; S. P. Doughty, lAfe of EmaiMi
Swedenborg, London, 1857; J. W. Fletcher, Bmanud S^
denborg, London, 1860; J. Hyde, Swedenborg the Man ofthe

Age, new ed.. London, 1863; W. White, Bmtanud Sweden

borg: Life and Writinge, London, 1871; J. J. Q. WiUodboo.

Bmanud Swedevharg, London, 1886; J. F. Buss, Sreeii*'

borg: hie Life and Mieeion, London, 1887; C. T. Odhser,

Account of the Lifeand Work ofB. Swedenborg, Philadelphia.

1803; O. Ballet, Swedenborg: hieL d^un vieionaireau xtm.

eiSde, Paris, 1800.

On the doctrines of Swedenboig oonsolt: J. J. G. ^)^

kinson, A Sketch of Su>edenborg and the Swedenbergi/at,

Boston, 1842; idem. Popular Sketch of Swedenbor^n Pf^

loeophy, London, 1847; A. Clissold, Fractieal Netm ^
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SvMdenborgI'M WriHnoff Boston. 1830; I. Kant, TrAume
cuMt OeufcrteA«r9, KdnigsbezVt 1780, Eng. tranal., Lon-
don, 1900, flee below under F. Sewall; R. W. Emenon.
ReprtamtUaHve Mm, Boston, 1850; E. Cambefort, Batai
tur StMtUnbcrg et «et idSet eaehatologiQUMt Straabuxv* 1857;
J. Mill, The Claima of Stotdmborgf London, 1857; A. J.

ICatter, Emanuel de Suwlenborg, Paris, 1863; H. James,
TKe Secret of Stoedenborg, Boston. 1860; J. J. van Oos-
teraee, Bmanud Stpedenhorg, Amsterdam, 1873; O. WalUs,
Swodenborg and Modern Cutttire, London, 1875; S. Simp-
son, The Deluaione and Brrora of Bmanud Swedenborg,
North Walsham, 1876; W. Bruce, Wedey and Sweden-
borg, London, 1877; B. F. Barxett, Lecturee an the New
DiepensaHon, Boston, 1881; £. A. Beaman, Swedenborg
and the New Age, Philadelphia, 1881; E. Swift, Sweden-
borg: the Man and hie Worfce, London, 1883; E.Madeley,
The Science of Correepandencee Blucidaiedt London, 1884;
W. Qraham, The Facte of Being; a eonctarent Study of the

Divine Word and the theological Worke of B. Swedenborg,
London, 1896; Q. Bush, Statement of Reaeone for Embra-
eino the Doetrinee of Swedenborg, new issue. New York,
1898; J. E. Bowen, Sune and Woride of the Univerae,

London, 1899; G. Tiobridce, Swedenborg and Modem
Thought, London, 1899; A. Vismara, Bmanuele Sweden-
borg, Milan, 1902; J. Whitehead, A Study of Swedenborg'

e

pMychioal Statee and Bxperieneee, Boston, 1909; F. Sewall,

Sufedenborg and Dante. Beeaye on the New Renaieeanee,

London, 1893; idem, Kant and Swedenborg, in Kant's
Dreams of a Spirit Seer, ib. 1900; idem, Swedenborg and
the Sapientia Angelica^ in Constable's PhUoeophiee Ancient
and Modem, London, 1910. To the exposition of the
philosophy of Swedenborg, The New-Church Review, Bos-
ton, and The New-Church Magazine and The New-Church
Quarterly, London, are devoted. The New Philoeophy,
Lancaster, Pa., promulcates his science and philosophy.

SWEDISH BVAIIGEUCAL MISSION COVBNAIIT
OF AMERICA: An aasodation of churches in the

United States which is an offshoot of the free-church

movement in Sweden there organized into the

Swedish Covenant. The histoiy is as follows:

In 1868 a congregation of former members of the

First Swedish Lutheran Church of Chicago was or-

ganized and incorporated with a charter permitting

the ordination of ministers. Other churches spring-

ing up in various towns, especially in Illinois and
Iowa, united in 1873 with this congregation to form
the Swedish Evangelical Lutheran Mission Synod.
Another synod, the Swedish Evangelical Ansgarii

Synod, was organized 1874, and the two bodies

imited, 1885, into the Swedish Evangelical Mission

Covenant of America. The basis of the movement
is the idea that each Christian church is a voluntary

union of individuals upon the foundation of faith

in Christ Jesus and of brotherly love and confidence,

this union to be held open to every believer leading

a Christian life, without considering differences of

creeds as far as these do not imply a denial of the

authority of the Holy Scriptures. The covenant is

not, strictly speaking, a church organization, but
rather a missionary society having churches as its

members. The churches have in fact consolidated

because their missionary spirit has led them on to

nussionary enterprises too large for any Jngle
church to undertake. There is at the same time a
tendency, although not very pronounced, to grow
into a more intimate consolidation along denomi-
national lines. And, in theory at least, the cove-

nant has, through its annual conferences, the same
disciplinary power over any single chiurch as the

church over any single church-member.
The oiganization reports 185 churches, 375 min-

isters, 34,500 church-members, property value

$143,000, income for missionary purposes $31,000^

It has three weekly periodicals, MiaHaruvdnnan and
CfUcagobladet, published in Chicago, and Vecko-
bladet, published in Minneapolis. D. Ntvall.

Bibuoobapbt: D. Macnua, The Scandinavian Work in
Michigan, in The Home Mieeionary, Mar., 1885; P. Wal-
denstr&m, Oenom Nordamerikae POrenta Stater, Stock-
holm* 1890; idem, Nya FOtder genom Nordamerikae
FOrenta Stater, Stockholm, 1902; WorUTe Congreee of Re-
ligione, ed. J. H. Barrows, Chicaeo, 1893; A. P. Nebon,
Mieeionev&nnemee Hialoria, Minneapolis, 1906.

SWEENY, JAMES FIELDING: Anglican bishop of

Toronto; b. in London, England, Nov. 15, 1857.

He was educated at McGill University, Montreal

(B.A., 1878), and was ordered deacon in 1880 and
priested in the following year. In 1880-83 he was
rector of St. Luke's, Montreal, and of St. Philip's,

Toronto (1883-1909), also being commissary for the

bishop of Moosonee in 1901-09, domestic chaplain

to the archbishop of Toronto in 1903-09, and arch-

deacon of York, diocese of Toronto, in 1906-09. In
1909 he was consecrated bishop of Toronto.

SWBTE,HENItT BARCLAY: Church of England;
b. at Bristol Mar. 14, 1835. He was educated at

Gonville and Caius College, Cambridge (B.A.,

1859), and was ordered deacon in 1858 and or-

dained priest in the following year. He was curate

of Blagdon, Somerset (1858-65), All Saints', Cam-
bridge (1866-68), and Tor Mohun, Devonshire

(1869-72), and rector of Ashdon, Essex (1877-90).

He was fellow of his college (1858-77) ; tutor (1872-

1875); divinity lecturer in the University of Cam-
bridge (1875-77); professor of pastoral theology in

King's College, London (1882-90); and since 1890

has been regius professor of divinity at Cambridge,

where he was Lady Margaret preacher in 1902-03.

After being an honorary fellow of Gonville and
Caius College in 1886-90, he was reelected fellow

in the latter year, and has also been fellow of King's

College, London, since 1890. He was examining

chaplain to the bishop of St. Alban's from 1881 to

1890. He has written or edited: England versus

Rome: A brief Handbook of the Roman Catholie Con-

troversy (London, 1868); On the Early History of
the Doctrine of the Holy Spirit (Cambridge, 1873);

Theodorus Lascaris Junior, De Processions SpirUus

Sancti oratio apologetica (London, 1876); On the

History of the Doctrine of the Procession of the Hcly
Spirit from the Apostolic Age to the Death of Charle-

magne (Cambridge, 1876); Theodori Episcopi Mop-
suesteni in epistolas Beati Pa^di Commentarii (2

vols., 1880-^82); The Old Testament in Greek (3

vols., 1887-94, 4th ed. of vol. i., 1909); The Akh-
mim Fragment of the Gospel of Peter (London,

1093); The Apostles* Creed in Relation to Primitive

Christianity (Cambridge, 1894); Faith in Relation

to Creed, Thought, and Life (London, 1895); Church

Services and Service Books before the Reformation

(1896); The Gospel according to St Mark: The
Greek Text, wUh Introduction, Notes, and Indices

(London, 1898); An Introduction to the Old Teston

m/ent in Greek (1900); Patristic Study (1902);

Studies in the Teaching of Our Lord (1903, new ed.,

1910). The Apocalypse ofSt John (Greek text, with

introduction and notes), 1906; The Appearances of

OUT Lord after his Passion (1907); The Holy Spirit

intheN^ TestammL' a Study of Primitive Christiafi
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Teaeking (1909); The Aeemded Chariat; a Study in

the earUeat CkrieUan Teaching (1910); and edited

Eeeays an Same BibUoal Queetiane of the Day (1909).

SWIHG, ALBERT TEMPLE: CkxngregationaJist;

b. at Bethel, O., Jan. 18, 1849. He wiub educated
at Oberlin 0>Uege (A.B., 1874), Yale Divinity

SchooJ (B.D., 1877), and the universities of Berlin

and Halle (1891-92). He has held pastorates at

Fremont, Neb. (1878-86), CorUand, N. Y. (188^
1887), and Detroit, Mich. (1887-90). In 1890-93
he was in Europe, and since 1893 has been profes-

sor of church history at Oberlin Theological Semi-
nary. In theology he is a liberal conservative. He
is the author of Theology of AUbrtcht RUechl (New
Yoz^, 1901); OuUine of the Dodrinal DevOapment
in the Weetem Chvreh (Oberlin, O., 1904); and Life

of Jamea Harria FairchUd, or Sixty Eight Yeare
with a Chrietian College (New Yoric, 1906).

SWIHG, DAVID: American divine; b. in Cincin-

nati, O., Aug. 23, 1830; d. in Chicago Oct. 4, 1894.

He came of blended English and German ancestry;

grew up on a farm near Williamsburg, Qermont
County, O., attending the district school of the

village; was graduated from Miami University,

Oxford, O., 1852; studied for two years in the

Theological Seminary at Cincinnati, under Dr.

Nathan Lewis Rice; then returned to Miami Uni-
versity as professor of classic languages, where he
remained for twelve years. He married Miss Elisa-

beth Porter, of Oxford, O., in 1855, and two daugh-
ters were bom in their home. In 1866 he was called

to the Westminster Presbyterian church of Chicago,

which was consolidated with the North Church in

1869, under the name of the Fourth Presb3rterian

church. Professor Swing being retained as pastor of

the new oxganisation. The church edifice was des-

troyed by fire in 1871, but was rebuilt the follow-

ing year. Chaiges of heresy were filed against

Professor Swing with the Chicago Presb3rtery in

1874, by Dr. Francis Landey Patton, editor of The
Interior, An exciting trial ensued, the records of

which are preserved in The Trial of Rev, David
Swing, Edited by a CammiUee of the Preibytery (Chi-

cago, 1874). The result was a verdict of " not
proved," but upon appeal by the prosecution to the

Northern Illinois synod the accused withdrew from
the Presb3rterian Church.
The following year, 1875, Central Church was

oz^anised with Professor Swing as pastor, $50,000
having been subscribed by citizens of Chicago to

support the enterprise. It was an independent so-

ciety, founded upon a simple statement of faith in

Christ as the savior and leader of men. In 1880
Central Music Hall was dedicated as the home of

the church, and in that spacious auditorium Pro-
fessor Swing preached to a congregation of 3,000
people until his death. Professor Swing was editor

of The Alliance, an undenominational religious

weekly, 1873-82, and of The Weekly Magazine,
1883-85. He was much in request as a lecturer, his

most popular themes being "The Useful and the
Beautiful," " Overdoing," and " The Novel." His
sermons, which he read, were little essays, covering

a wide range of moral and spiritual topics, and
written wil^ rare delicacy and beauty of style.

Among his published wwks are Tndhe far Toda^

(2 series, CUcago, 1874-76); Motivee qflAfe (1879);

avb Eeeaya (1880); Sermane (1883); Old Pidm*
of Life (1894)—^two volumes of essays edited after

his death. Joseph Fort Newton.
Bibuoobapht: J. F. Newton, David Swino: Pott-Rnadur,
Cedar Bapidi. la., 1908.

SWISS BRETHREN. See MENNONrrss.

SWTTHUN, Bwith'un (SWTTHIN, SWITHUM),
SAIHT: Bishop and patron of Winchester; d.

at Winchester July 2, 862. Of noble birth, be was

educated in the Old Monastery, Winchester, where

he was ordained by Bishop Helmstan, 827. Egbert

king of the West Saxons, committed his son and

successor, Ethelwulf, to his care, and availed him-

self of his counsels. Ethelwulf, on his accession,

made him his minister, especially in ecclesiastical

affairs, and in 852 appointed him, with the deigj's

consent, bishop of Winchester on the death d
Helmstan. St. Swithun's Day is July 15, because

on that day, in 971, his relics were moved from the

churchyard, where he had been buried at his own

request, so that Ids grave might be trodden on by

passers-by, to the cathedral of Winchester. Owinf

to the fact that rain fell on the day and for a con-

siderable period afterward, the superstition exists

that a rainy St. Swithun's Day presages forty days

of rain immediately afterwaid. Miracles are re-

ported to have followed in great ntmiber.

BiBLiooRAraT: Eaxiy matexial, with oomment, is eolkcted

in ASB, July. i. 321-330. Aug.. L 99-100. and in MPL
tlv, 67-66. Oonault further: J. Earie, GhucMler Fn9-
UMiite, vol. i., FaeaimHeB of aoivM Leave* m . . . Haai-

writing en 8t, Swilhtm, London, 1861 (oontaina esMy on

life and timei of Swxthun and throe eaily liwa); DSB,
W. 239-241.

SWITZERLAND.
I. The Church Law.
n. The Reformed Churoli.

History (} 1).

Present Chursh Constitution (| 2).

Interoantonal Arrmncements (f 3).

State of Theology and ReUgion (} 4).

m. Hie Catholic Chunsbes.
The Church of Rome (} 1).

The Christian Cathollo Church (f 2).

IV. The Free Churches of French Switsedaiid.
Geneva (§ 1).

Vaud (§ 2).

Neuohatel (} 3).

The censuses ordered by the federal govemment,
1850-1900, give evidence of the varied and oftffl

complicated conditions in the Church as well as in

the State of Switserland. The four divisions tabu-

lated were the Protestant, Roman Catholic, Jewi^,

and " Others not specified **; but distinctions were

not clearly drawn, and subdivisions were omitted.

It is therefore not evident how many members of

the smaller Evangelical denominations were in-

cluded either in the first or fourth categories; bow

many Christian Catholics (Old Catholics), in the

second or fourth; and how many were included in

the fourth because of religious indifference or in-

advertently. From a review of the census statis-

tics of Dec. 1, 1900, it appears that the confessional

distribution in Switserland from 1880 to 1900 has

undergone little alteration. The Protestants lost

eight per cent, the Roman Catholics gained the earns:

the Jews increased from two to four per cent of the
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total; those of no denomination fell from four to
two per cent. Of a total number of Jews of 12,263,

the canton of Ziuich had 2,933 and of Basel-Stadt,

1,897. Of the 7,359 non-classified Geneva had
1,928 or over twenty-five per cent of its total. The
cantons of Zurich, Bern, Schafifhausen, Vaud, and
NeuchAtel were (1900) over 80 per cent Protestant;

Appensell-Outer-Rohdes, over 90 per cent. The
orig^inal cantons of Lucerne, Uri, Schwyz, the
two Unterwalden, Zug, Appensell-Inner-Rhodes,

Ticino, and Valais were over 90 per cent Roman
Catholic, with Freiburg at 84.6 per cent. Most
closely divided are GraubOnden, Protestant 52

per cent, and Roman Catholic 47 per cent; Aargau,
55 and 44, respectively; and Geneva, 47 and 51.

L The Church Law: The federal constitution of

May 29, 1874, placed the chureh conditions of all con-

fessions on a new footing. That of 1848 had guar^

anteed to aU adherents of the Christian confessions

unmolested residence and freedom of worship; re-

served to the federation and cantons the mainte-
nance of public order and peace among the confes-

sions and civil equality between chiurch-members
and citizens; and prohibited the Jesuits and
afliliated orders. The constitution of 1874 further

guarantees state primary education open to all

without restriction of confessional faith or freedom
of conscience, both of which are pronounced invio-

lable within the state. There is to be no coereion

of religious afliliation, religious instruction, or of

any religious performance, and no penalty on ac-

coimt of religious opinion. Parents or guardians

exercise control of the religious instruction of chil-

dren till the end of the sixteenth year, in the sense

of the above-mentioned principles. The exereise

of civil and political rights are not to be abridged

by any prescriptions or conditions of an ecclesias-

tical and religious character. Religious beliefs do
not exempt one from civic duties. No one is obliged

to pay taxes for the special purposes of religious

worship of a society to which he does not belong.

The application of this fimdamental principle in

detaU is reserved to the federal diet. Freedom of

worship is guaranteed within the limits of morality

and public order. Full power is seciu^ to the

federation and cantons to adopt measures for the

maintenance of order and public peace among the

adherents of the different religious societies as well

as against the invasion of the rights of citizens by
chureh authorities. Questions of public or private

rights arising from the formation or separation of

religious bodies may, by way of complaint, be sub-

mitted to the decision of the proper civic author-

ities. The erection of dioceses on Swiss territoiy is

subject to the approval of the Federation. The pro-

hibition against the Jesuits may, by act of the Fed-
eration, be extended to other religious orders whose
activity may be a menace to the State, or disturb

the peace of the confessions. The erection of new,

or the restoration of abolished,'monasterie6 or re-

ligious orders, is not permissible. The disposition

of burial places devolves upon the civil authorities,

who must see to it that every dead person is suit-

ably buried. The civic authorities are to deter-

mine and record the civic status. The right of mar-
riage is under the protection of the Federation, and

must not be restricted either for religious or eco-

nomic reasons, nor on accoimt of previous conduct.
The spiritual jurisdiction is abolished. The carry-

ing-out of these fundamental laws might have
had as a result the complete indifference of State

to Chureh and the disappearance of the cantonal
state churehes; but only a few radical conse-

quences have actually resulted. A reaction in

favor of a closer union of Chureh and State has
gradually set in. The articles on the civil status

and marriage have been enacted. A statute aim-
ing at the extension of the federal supervision of

public schools by the creation of a secretary was
voted down in 1882. After much deliberation the
constitutional article was amended so that the can-
tons receive national aid for the primary school

system without the sacrifice of independent control.

The effect of the operation of the constitution

to date may be summed up as follows: (1) All re-

ligious instruction, in or out of school, is faculta-

tive. However, in most cantons it is given in the
schools, and in many cantons it is imparted by the
clergy, especially in the higher grades. (2) The
clergy may not serve ex officio as inspectors, presi-

dents, or members of school boards; but they may,
nevertheless, be elected, which often happens in

the Reformed cantons. (3) It has been questioned
whether persons belonging to a religious order, and
hence boimd by vows other than those to the state

authority, may become teachers in public schoob;
but the Roman Catholic cantons hold to it, and no
other decision has been reached by the Federation.

(4) Religious jurisdiction, especially official par-

ticipation of chimih or priest in le^ questions of

marriage and paternity is prohibited; the civil

marriage is obligatory, and alone legally valid;

the civil register must not be conducted by
priests; the church ceremony prior to the civil

marriage is forbidden imder severe penalties. (5)

The federal diet has interfered with attempts of

the Roman Catholic Chureh to make changes in

the dioceses without reference to the Federation.

(6) Ecclesiastical measures (e.g., exclusion from
chureh voting) against those who intentionally

disregard chureh practises like baptism, confir-

mation, commimion, chureh marriage, or chiu'ch

burial, are not admissible in cantons where the

Protestant Chureh is established.

IL The Reformed Church: In the course of the

Reformation the only alternative to the power of

the papacy was the State. The resort to tlias on the

part of the adherents of the Evangelical Chureh was
not opposed by Zwingli and Calvin, who

z. History, sought to promote the religious moral
reformation of the whole as politically

organized, as well as of individuals. Only the Evan-
gelical adherents belonged to the State in Protes-

tant cantons; the Roman Catholics, in cantons
under their control. The former were masters, the

latter servants, of their governments. The council

of 200 at Ziuich ordered the preaching of the Word
only, carried out the Reformation in doctrine and
cultus, and organized the synod of clericals in 1528,

including the clergy of Glarus until 1630, and those

of Thurgau and lUieinthal till 1798. Similar synods
were erected in St. Gall with Appenzell, Tpggen-
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buig, and Schaffhausen. Thoee instituted at Bern
and Basel aoon lapsed. In GraubOnden (Grisons)

the synod bad almost independent conduct of

cbuich affairs. In Geneva, the choice of the clergy

lay with the Compagnie des pasteurs, and the church
discipline in the hands of a consistoiy whose mem-
bers were the six pastors of the town, and twelve

men chosen by the council. The entire church gov-

ernment in Neuch&tel lay in the hands of the Com-
pagnie des pasteurs. In canton Vaud, the discipline

and the appointment of pastors, subject to con-

firmation by the government, was vested in the

five classes. The union of classes into synods was
not invariable, and ceased in the seventeenth cen-

tury. The current church administration was con-

ducted by a board of examiners in Zurich, consisting

of members of the council, pastors, and professors,

presided over by the antigtes, i.e., the pastor of the

Great Minster and president of the s3mod. It exam-
ined and ordained candidates, offered suggestions

to the council for the election of pastors, and had
supervision of the clergy. Similar boards existed

in Schaffhausen, Basel, and other cantons under an
onHites or dean. The chapter of Roman Catholic

times survived in the assemblies of the clergy of

smaller districts, under the name of classes as in

Bern and Vaud, or colloquies as in GraubOnden,
their presiding officer being generally called dean.

In Glarus, Appenzell, and GraubQnden, the con-

gregations had the right to choose and dismiss their

pastors, but in most cantons this was the preroga-

tive of the government, or of the hitherto existing

collators acting on the suggestion of the examiners
or church conventions. Even from the time before

the Reformation the congregations in many can-

tons had variously constituted and differently

named administrative boards which regulated dis-

cipline and morals, the observance of festivals, at-

tendance at church, management of church prop-

erty, and charities, and formed the first court of

marriage discipline. Absolute church discipline to

the extent of exclusion from the communion de-

volved on these boards only in the cantons of Basel,

Schaffhausen, NeuchAtel, and Geneva, in the last of

which very severe civil penalties were associated

with those of the Church, such as expulsion. The
synods began to lose power, or ceased altogether

in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, and
the church interests became more and more thoee

of the State. With the founding of the Helvetian

republic, a plan was projected for a unified church
organisation, but was not put into effect. The Hel-

vetian government held the highest ecclesiastical

authority, the minister of arts and sciences being
also minister of religion. During the intermediate

period the old forms were revived. The newly
formed cantons of St. Gall and Thurgau were given

synods and church councils, but Aargau, only a
church council. In 1830 the political changes occa-

sioned alterations in the church constitution looking

toward more independence from the State. A few
church synods obtained the right of decision in

purely church matters, subject to the ratification of

the grand council, and the right of approval in

matters not purely ecclesiastical, as in Zurich, St.

Gall, Thurgau. Others, as in Schaffhausen, Appen-

sell, had only, even in purely church affairs, the

right to propose measures. Mixed synods, with a

limited derical representation, were established io

Bern (1852), NeuchAtel (1848), Freibuis (1854),

and Glarus (1845). Popular synods, with absolute

free choice, belong to a recent date. Basel-Stadt

had a church coimcil, but no synod; Basel-Land

no definite church constitution. The chapter-gen-

eral in Aargau had the right of decision in pmly
church matters; and in others the right of approval.

The cantons are independent of each other in

church matters, there being no Swias Refonned
Church, in the legal sense; but only cantonal state

churches. No one is obliged to belong to the estab-

lished church of his canton; however,

a. Present a Protestant removing from one can-

Church ton to another is ipso faeio regarded

Constitation. as an adherent of the state church

where he takes up his residence. Be-

tween 1863 and 1903 new church laws were made
in thirteen principal cantons, including Bern and

Geneva (1874), and Zurich (1902). In Schaffhausen

the law of 1854 is In contradiction with the consti-

tution of 1876. Basel-Land has as jret no church

law. In purely internal church affairs (worship,

hymnal, liturgy, or materials for religious instruc-

tion), the organisations decide, with or without the

pleasure of the State; but in mixed affairs the State

decides, subject to the approval of the church or-

ganisation (supervision of church properties, pay

of the deigy, or division of parishes). In Glanis,

Freiburg, Appensell, St. Gall, Thuigau, the inde-

pendence of the Church or of individual churches

is predominant; in Basel-Stadt, Schaffhausen, Aar-

gau, Vaud, and Geneva, the nuiterial competence

of the state authorities. The churches set up no

formal creed, but declare thenxselves members of

the Christian church, or of the Evangelical church,

or avow the principles of the Reformation. Some
deny all confessional form as qualification for 63m-

odal rights and ecclesiastical offices. All citizen

voters who belong to the Reformed faith, or sub-

mit to the church regulations, constitute a parish

community. Outsiders have a church vote in Ap-

pensell and NeuchAtel. Parishes in all the can-

tons may choose their pastor; in Vaud, however,

they have only two nominations to the govern-

ment. Most have the choice of the church govern-

ing boards; many the choice of the members of the

synod; some have either the sole right with refer-

ence to worship, hymn-book, and liturgy, or the

right to veto the proposals of the synod. The

church board of which the pastor is member ei

officio or advisory member, generally has supervi-

sion of the order of worship, of pastoral acti\ity.

specially of instruction, moral discipline, and offi-

cial or non-official charge of the poor. The synods

(consistory in Geneva) are either absolute legi^
tive bodies, in purely church affairs, or are subject

to the state authorities or to the churches. Tliey

are constituted of representatives of the parishes,

or of parishes and the State combined, or deetioi:

districts, or of the entire canton, or of district

boards. The term is three, four, or six years, and

the sessions are usually annual (monthly in Geneva).

The highest board of administration, variooely
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styled ehureh commiwtiott or council and synodal

commiaaion or council, is either collateral, or subor-

dinate to the government of the canton, or has a
lepresentation therefrom, and is whoQy or partly

or not in any way chosen by the synod. Its duty
IB to prepare and execute the decisions of the synod,

to regulate mostly the acceptance and eligibility of

the deigy, supervise the deigy, institute visita-

tioos, settle cases of disdi^e and dispute, and, in

many cantons, to supervise the administration of

church property. The intermediate district boards
exist only in Zurich and Vaud. The colloquies in

GraubOnden and the deans of the chapters in St.

GdD have similar prerogatives. The cleigy of a
district together form a chapter in Zurich, St. Gall,

and Thuigau, and may submit nuitters to the ao-

tioo of t^ 8fynod, and cooperate with it in prac-

tieal and theological affairs. In Basel-Stadt and
Aaigau the cleigy of the canton fonn the chapter.

Hk Compagnie des pasteurs in Geneva and the

eoDvention of deigy at Schaffhausen and Basel-

Land have a similar function. The deigy become
eligible on the basis of a university course, followed

by examination before appointed committees, or a
diploma granted by a thedogical faculty. Ordina-

tion takes place in connection with a pi^Hc service

by the lajring on of hands, and in moat cantons by
the taking oi a vow, pledging faithfulness in the

preaching of the Gospel, and the administration of

the saered ordinances, and purity of life. Geneva
and NeochAtd exdude the vow, placing every det^

ieal on the responsibility of his own conscience.

Paston are elected for hfe in Vaud and Geneva;
for three years in Glarus; five in Basd-Land; six

hi Zurich, Bern, Freiburg, Basd-Stadt, Aargau, and
NeuchAtd; eight In Schaffhausen, and until dis-

BOBsed in GraiS>Qnden; but these terms are usually

renewable. The ehurdi councils usually deal with
the suspension of delinquent pastors; the qmod
with dismission from office in Glarus, Freiburg, St.

GaU, Graubtlnden; the dvio council in Basd-Stadt,

Vaud, Geneva, and NeuchAtd; the church council

in Appenadl. Dismission can be effected only by
legd sentence in Bern and Zurich. The pastors are

pdd by the State in nine cantons, with here and
there additional free-will offerings from the Church,
and in the others by the churehM, and salaries aver-

age between $390 and $595, the minimum being

$195, tlie maximum, $780-877. A pension for re-

tired cleigy is provided by law in Bern, Basd-Stadt,

Zoiidi, Schaffhausen^ Aargau, and Vaud; and in

many cantooa there are free institutions for oki and
ek deigy, and for thdr widows and orphans.

llie Coneoidat of Feb. 10, 1862, relating to the
" nnrtiial admiflnon oi EVanigdical Reformed dei^

gy" is in effect in the cantons of

^ Inter- Zurich, Aargau, Appensdl-Outer-
Bhodes, T1niq;aa, Glarus, Schaff-

hausen, St. Gi^, and frc«n 1870 the

two Beads. These cantons together

appoint an examining board, which
holds office three years, and may oJl in professors

as experts in the examinations. The usual require-

KDta far examination are a recommendation from
Ifae dnueh ooonctl of the canton in which the candi-

date has a permanent residence, a certificate affirm-

XI.—18

ing the suffident gymnaaum studies, and a testi-

monial as to morals, bendes a certificate oi at leaat

two years in high-schod studies for the propaedeu-
tic test, and of at least three years for the theo-

logical. Ordination is performed by the church
council that recommends the candidates. Hie exam-
ination certificates qualify the holders to a position

in any of the associated cantons, but a pastor go-

ing from one canton into another must bring a cer-

tificate of official conduct and character from the
church council of the former canton. Local rea^

sons prevented Bern and GraubOnden from join-

ing the Concordat, but free interchange is in effect

in all German Switaerland. The first conference of

the Evangelical church boards of Switaerland met
annually, 1858-d2, and resolved upon (1) Good
Friday as a solemn holy day; (2) the mutual ad-

mission of pastors; (3) tiie arrangement of a liturgy

for EvangiBlical fidd service, beside pastoral in-

struction, and preliminaries for a military hymn-
book; (4) steps toward a common translation of

the Bible on the basis of Luther's; (5) propod-
tions to the federal authorities for the simplifica-

tion oi ib» marriage ceremony; and (6) mutual
exchange of the official reports of the cantonal

churdi boards. No conferences were hdd between
1883 and 1875, but in the latter year the relation of

the church boards to the state law as regards the

dvil estate was discussed and agreement arrived at

concerning general prindples. The church council

of Zurich was authorised to look out for matters of

common importance to the Evangelical churches,

and to call a conference whenever dreumstanoes
warranted. In consequence by means of a joint

resdution by circular of the church boards, 1876,

the federal diet was induoed to adopt a provision

for the securing of religious instruction to children

working in factories. On the oocamon of the die-

turbance of the cdd>ration of the national day of

prayer by a military parade, 1877, similar steps

secured tiie assurance against its recurrence. The
conferences were resumed in 1881, in order to bring

the church boards into doeer affiliation in matters

of common interests, and have been hdd annually

ever since. They are attended by representatives

of all the boards of the cantonal Evangelical state

churches. Hie place of meeting chioiges every

two years. Each canton has one vote Which is

cast according to the instructiona of its board;

these decisions are not obligatory, but suggestive

to the cantons, or are simply expresdons of com-
mon opinion. The most important subjects that

have been treated are: the membership of the state

churches; the right of outsiders to vote; the right

of women to vote; church statistics; the matter

of baptism and confirmation; a general proclama-

tion for the day of prayer, and Reformation day,

on the first Sunday in November; appointment of

Mar. 6, 1904, as Bible Sunday; celebration of the

fourth centennial anniversary of Zwingli's birth-

day, 1884; prayers for the fedtod celebration of

1801; the question of the establishment of a per^

manent Easter day; measures against instruction

in advanced education on Sunday, and for the re-

striction of amusements on solemn feast days, and
espedally the running of eixouidon trains on those
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days; a petttioa for the prevention of the disturb-

ance of the celebration, of the day of prayer by
military aasembliee; the minimiiTn amount of ma-
terial to be taught and memorised in the instruc-

tion of the young on the part of the church, and the

provision <^ concrete materials for the same; re-

ligious instruction in the gymnasia; care of the

newly confinned; restriction of divorce; and regu-

lations against games of chance and lotteries. In
1005 there were, in the cantons of the Reformed
State Church only, 953 churches with 1,030 clerical

positions. In the cantons dominated by the Roman
Catholics there were 30 Refonned churches, 23 of

which were oiganised and supported by Protestant

aid associations. In the principal cities and in the
canton of Bern (8) there are together 27 French
churches. In cantons Vaud, NeuchAtel, and Geneva
are 16 German pastorates.

Theological instruction is given by the theolog-

ical faculties of Zurich, Bern, Basel, Lausanne,
Geneva, and of the academy of NeuchAtel. Eccle-

siastical instruction is no longer bound
4. State of to an official confession of faith in any
Tbeology Swiss Evangelical State Church, but

and rests on the general recognition of

Religion. Evangelical truth, as expressed in the

ordination and sjmodal vows, or, more
or less briefly, in the provisions of the church con-
stitutions. The use of the Reformation catechism
is also not obligatory, and no longer generally em-
ployed, and in preparation for confirmation, the
pastor is free in most cantons to adopt his own
method, or to select from one of the many of greater

or less merit that are available. Theologi(»il and
religious diversities have produced severe and pro-
tracted controversies in the Swiss state churches.

After the strife of supranaturalism and rationalism

in the third decade of the last century had been
allayed by the influence of Schleiermacher, and the
constitutional conflicts of 1830 had diverted atten-

tion to the practical side of church matters, the
"Life of Jesus," by D. F. Strauss, and its adoption
at the Zurich high-school, led to a violent reaction,

which culminated in the popular movement of Sept.

6, 1839. This was neither purely religious, nor
purely political, but the outcome of deep, relig-

ious and moral emotion, blended with personal,

local, and political interests. Hegel's philosophy
and the critical writings of the TObingen School
led to fresh theological and ecclesiastical contro-
versies. Thus there grew up three church parties:

the Evangelical church association, representing a
strict Biblical tendency; the association for (ree

Christianity, which is at the heart of the free-think-

ing, or reform tendency; and, mediating between
the two, the theological church society. The influ-

ence of the Ritschlian theology among the younger
men in recent decades has done much^to weaken
and alter these tendencies. Opposition to dog-
matism and intellectualism has given rise to a
strtmg aversion here and there to the present or-

ganisation and cultic InstitutiQns, without, however,
praetioal results. The organisation of free churches
has restricted itself to isolated examples in German
Switserland. The principal resource for the edifi-

cation and revitalising of the Swiss Church has been

the Bible. In the German parts this is the Lutheran

version. Zurich has its own since the Refonnatioc

frequently revised and improved until 1882. Bern

had the translation of Johannes Piscator (q.T.)

after 1602. A revision instituted for Sviitzerbnd

in 1836, resumed in 1862 by the Evangelical coo-

ference, and again in 1877, resulted in the com-

pletion of the New Testament and the Psalms

(Frauenfeld, 1893); but it was not adopted by the

Synod of Zurich. In Geneva the old translatioQ

authorised by the Compagnie des Pasteurs beld

undisputed recognition and use for a long tizoe

(see BrBLB Versions, B, VI., § 3). The reviaonj

of this of D. Martin and J. F. Osterwald circulate

widely in Neuchatel and Vaud. The Compa^
authorised new versions; namely, of the Old Tes-

tament by L. Segond (1874), and of the New br

H. Oltramare (1872). Divine service consists d
preaching, prayer, and singing. There is no sTr

tem of pericopes. liturgies, of which almost every

canton has its own, were drawn up partly by the

Reformers and based on Roman Catholic prayera or

have partly originated in recent times, or haw

often resulted from the long and toilsome woik of

the synods. These liturgies, formeriy strictlv

obligatory, can now be employed with more libertr

by pastors and churches. Until the nlDeteenib

century, church singing was restricted to the mpt-

rical version of the Psalms in four-part nieiodie&

Hymnals have been introduced based on the Ger-

man in the cantons individually. A new Swi^s

hjmmal (1890) for universal use has been verr

widely adopted. Solenm holy days are Sundirs.

Christmas, Good Friday, Easter, Ascension Daj«

and Whitsuntide; with holiday seasons spedaLy

in the eastern cantons for Christmas, Easter, &i^

Whitsuntide. Reformation Sunday is the first ic

November, and the third Simday in September is a

general day of national thanksgiving, penance, aod

prayer, celebrated since 1650. The Lord's Supp^?

is adniinistered three or four times a year and od

solenm feast days, including the day of prayer, or

on the Sunday before or after; but in Basel it k
besides, administered every Sunday in one of tbe

four principal churches. Children's services ai?

held everywhere, devoted either to catechetical or

consecutive Biblical instruction. Confinnnxi>:

usually takes place after the age of sixteen, foDov-

ing a course of catechetical instruction given cs

week-days. Free associations have exercised a

beneficent influence on religious life in Switif^-

land. The Association of Swiss Evangelical Prearb-

ers and Theological Teachers was founded in IS39.

for the furtherance, through united action, of ti^

theological and practical interests of the chuitl^

This body meets annually at different places, sn-i

has branches in the various cantons. In additi:^

to the cantonal assemblies the larger cantons hav-

pastors' societies. Bible societies exist in most d

the cantons, that of Basel having been oigaoii^-

in 1804, and also missionary associations, winch

partly contribute their gifts to the Basel sock7

and partly to the general Evangelical Protestint

missionary society ozganized in 1883. Tbe Pn>t-

estant church aid societies were founded in IS^

through the Swiss preachers' association. Under tb?
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priority of the Basel society they foster and support
Protestantisin in scattered pla^, specially Roman
Catholic cantons, as well as in neighboring foreign

countries. Associations of the Innere Mission have
in hand a great variety of philanthropic work. Re-
ligious periodicab in Protestant Switzerland num-
bered (1904) twenty-nine, in Roman Catholic seven.

For Free Churches of French Switzerland see IV.,

below. Other denominations that have gained fol-

lowers are, the Methodist Episcopal, the Methodists
of the Evangelical Conmiunion, the Baptist, the

Catholic Apostolic (Irvingites), the Darbyites, Swe-
denborgians. Salvation Army, Christian Science,

the Christian Catholic Apostolic Church of Zion of

Alexander Dowie, and the Mormons. Of these the

Methodists and Baptists are the most numerous,
the former in 1904 having 60 preachers and 9,083

regular members. Many of the adherents of these

continue as members of the state churches.m The Catholic Churches: According to the

representations of the Roman Curia the diocese of

Chur (q.v.) embraces the cantons of Zurich, Uri,

Schwyz, Unterwalden, Glarus, and
I. The Graubttnden; the diocese of Basel, the

Church cantons of Bern, Lucerne, Zug, Sol-

of Rome, eure, Basel-Stadt, Basel-Land, Schaff-

hausen, Aargau, and Thurgau; of St.

Gall, the cantons of St. Gall and Appenzell; of

Lausanne and Geneva, the cantons of Freibuig,

Xeuch^tel, Vaud, and Geneva; and the diocese of

Sitten, the canton of Valais. The oxganization of

the Roman Catholic Church in Switzerland is lax

and for the most part in a state of confusion. The
administration of the bishop of Chur is only pro-

visory except in the canton of GraubOnden. This
does not include Zurich, the congregations in

which were declared absolved from the see of Chur,
and were permitted to secure episcopal means in-

dividually for themselves as needed according to

their own judgment, subject to the supremacy of

the State. The bishop of Basel, with his seat at

Soleure, is for the time being recognized only by
Zug and Lucerne. In a dispute all the other can-
tons save Schafifhausen pronounced the episcopal

office vacated in 1873, and no reorganization has
yet taken place. The latter is imder the see by
provisory arrangement. After violent and lengthy

disputes at Bern, the Roman Catholics there or-

ganized as free associations. In the diocese of St.

Gall the Roman Catholics of Appenzell assxmie ad-

herence but are not formally united. In Sitten

there is no church law, but the church is governed
by canonical law. The canton of Ticino, according
to the agreement of 1888, is nominally under the
Bishop of Basel, but has its own administrator re-

siding at Lugano and chosen by the pope, by agree-

ment with the bishop of Basel. In consequence of

a papal encyclical containing strictures on the con-

flict at Geneva, the papal nunciature was abolished,

the federal diet declaring further papal representa-

tion inadmiasible. The total number of Roman
CathoUe ehurches is given as 1,207, and of priests,

1,957. There are 32 monasteries; of Benedictines

(with 165 monks), Augustinians (106), Carthusians

(22), Franciscans (9), 25 Capuchin monasteries

(6-12 each), and a number of hospices. Of nunner-

ies there are 45, besides nimierous congregations of

sisters devoted to charity and instruction. The
institute of teaching sisters at Menzingen, canton
Zug, has 7(X) teachers, who teach in 250 public

schools, and care for 45 orphanages, poorhouses,

and hospitals; and the congregation of the sisters

of mercy in Ingenbohl, canton Schwyz, numbers
3,400 sisters, 1,350 of whom are active in Switzer-

land, and the rest in various Austrian institutions.

There are oz^anizations in behalf of the Roman
Catholic interests, such as the Swiss student socie-

ties (600 members), the Roman Catholic associa-

tions (30,(XX)), the Roman Catholic association for

internal missions, to care for interests in Protes-

tant cantons under the direction of the Swiss bish-

ops, and the associated Roman Catholic men and
labor imions (6,000).

After the dispute arising in the Basel diocese in

consequence of the Vatican Council of 1870, Bern,

Aaigau, Soleure, Thurgau, and Basel

2. The rejected the doctrine of papal infalli-

Christian bility, and forbade their bishops to

Catholic discipline priests for the non-accept-

ChurclL ance of it. As the bishop refused to

obey, he was removed, and the adher-

ents formed the Association of Swiss Liberal Catho-

lics. Christian Catholic churches were at once or-

ganized in the above cantons, and in the towns of

Basel and Zurich. Bern and Cjeneva transferred

the state church oiganization from the Roman
Catholic Church to the new chiurches. They held

their first national synod in 1875, chose a bishop,

1876, who, with all his followers, was promptly ex-

conmiunicated by the pope. The synod consists

of the bishop, the synodal council, all clergy in

office, and delegates from the churches. It issues

general regulations concerning worship and disci-

pline, and chooses the synodal council and the

bishop. The synodal council consists of five lay-

men and four priests, and is the administrative and
executive board. At the beginning of 1905 there

were 43 churches and associations and 56 priests.

The most important reforms are the use of the na-

tional language in liturgy and ritual; and the abo-

lition of enforced confession, the commandments of

fasting, and the law of celibacy. The mass is re-

garded as the outgrowth of the celebration of the

Last Supper; and the saints, it is held, can best be
honored by emulating their example.

(F. Meter.)
IV. The Free Churches of French Switzerland:

Although in the same relation toward the state,

these three bodies of Oeneva, Vaud, and Neuch&tel
are by origin, ruling principles, and historical de-

velopment veiy different from one another. The
commimity at (Geneva is the oldest and most rigid

in doctrine, oi:gaDization, and discipline. Although
the Free Church of NeuchAtel, which is the latest,

has no bond with the government, it reaembles a
state church most closely, and still claimB to be a
national church. The Free diuroh of Vaud, on the

otho* hand, holds an intermediary positiaa betv^een

a state and a merely confessional ehxireh.

In doctrine, Vaud is the most liberal, the profes-

sors of its college of divinity being in constant touch

with Gennan theology; the (Seneva community
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has always been veiy orthodox, so also that of

NeuchAtel, though standing on a broader basis.

The churches of Vaud and NeuchAtel each possess

a general fund, a synod, and a college of divinity.

The Geneva Free Qiurch is oiganically quite sepa-

rate from the Geneva Evangelical Society's collide,

although from the beginning it has been connected
with it by deep spiritual bonds.

The two former owe their origin to political and
religious events; the latter sprang from the r6ytal,

that great Pietistic movement which spread

throughout the whole country in the beginning of

the nineteenth century. These three oommunittes,
independent of each other, were united in 1002 into

a federation. In addition, the Transvaal missiony

originating in Vaud and being known as Mission ro-

mande, ha^ a budget amounting yearly to ^9,260,
and is supported by the three churches.

From the days of the Reformation Geneva has
been a veiy important center of religious life for all

lands of the French language. There-
I. Geneva, fore when Count Zinsendorf (q.v.)

came in 1741, after the period of the

barren orthodoxy of the seventeenth century, he
foimd a favorable ground for his Bible lessons and
prayer-meetings. In 1817 Robert Haldane (q.v.),

Scottish Pietist, arrived at Geneva and attracted

to his devotional Bible hours a group of about
twenty students of divinity. Among them were
H. Merle d'Aubign^, Gdsar Malan, and Francois
Louis Gaussen (qq.v.). From the time of Zinsen-

dorf, opposition to the Pietist movement grew until

a sermon of Gaussen, emphasising Christ's divin-

ity, raised it to a climax. The church authorities

forbade private assemblies. Guers immediately
protested, refused submission, and in 1818 founded
with a few friends a free congregation whose regu-

lar meetings were held at the Bouig de Four. Six

years later, C^sar Malan, having been suspended
by the Compagnie des Pasteurs, founded L'^glise

du T^moignage, which soon became a center for

Geneva Pietism, but at the same time an object

for the fury of the mob, so that the government
troops had frequently to protect it. Both congre-

gations, the former Congregationalist, the latter

Presbyterian, were united, 1848, under the name of

£glise ^vang^lique. In 1831 the " Evangelical Soci-

ety " (q.v.) was foimded, which, without an organic

bond with the Free Church, is, however, in intimate

connection with it. Gaussen was dismissed from
the Compagnie des Pasteurs and opened L'Oratoire,

a hall where the principal divine services of the Free
Church of Geneva are still held. The confession

of faith of the £^lise ^vang^Iique de Gendve is the

so-called Apostolic Creed, and contains seventeen

articles embodying the usual Evangelical orthodox
doctrines. The difference in dignity between the
clergymen and elders is nominal, the church being

quite Presbyterian. Admission to membership is by
confession of faith in the presence of two elders, and
admission by confirmation is not tolerated. The
church has a committee of evangelisation working
in different places in connection with the chapels,

and several Sunday-schools numbering more than
600 scholars. From 1884 the whole body has di-

vided into three parishes^ each having it^ own pas-

tor. At present the congregation consists of about

700 members, has an annual budget of $5,265, and

contributes $3,140 to the Mission romande.
The Free Church of Vaud, too, had its origin in

the revival after the period of religious stagnation.

The preparations were unkno^-ingly
2. Vaud. laid by Dean L. A. Curtat, later a foe

of the Free Church, who, by the power
of his preaching and the stimulating interoourse

with the students at Lausanne, revived the funda-

mental truths of the Gospel and the Reformation,
bearing fruit in seal for tJie Bible, Evangelizatica,

and missionary associations. But the movemeot
encountered the opposition of the government
and the populace. The mission society, founded
at Yverdon (1821), was suppressed, and several

of the pastors were dismissed. Many young men
being excluded from the state examination were

obliged to gain their living abroad. In 1824 a

law was promulgated against " the exalted peo-

ple who are trying to found and propagate a new
sect." The Pastor Bauty had to appear before the

government because he had frightened his commu-
nity by his preaching on the Holy Communion; an-

other had to resign because he held a meeting of

twenty people in a private house; and Alexander
Vinet (q.v.) had to submit to prosecution for pub-
lishing two pamphlets on religious liberty. In 1839,

by a new law, the government made itself supreme
over the church, and abrogated the HelveUc Con-
fession. Immediately eleven clergymen resigned

and others soon followed. In Feb.-Nov., 1845, dur-

ing a revolution, the situation grew more unbear-
able, the government forbidding private meetings,
requiring total submission, taking no notice of a

petition signed by 222 clergymen ending with these

words: '* We are ready to sacrifice ever3rthing to

our state church but our conscience "; and order*

ing the reading of a proclamation (July 29) from
the pulpit commending its injustice and intolei^

ance to the people. Forty-one pastors reused
to read this proclamation, and were suspended.
Shortly after, 190 sent in their resignation. To
escape the predicament, the govenmient offered to

those who had resigned, with the exception of

twenty, the privilege of resuming their charges, but
conditiorudly and without reservation. Forty re>

turned; the others, like Charles Secretan and Vinet.

were dismissed. A commission of seven clergjnnra
and seven laymen asked Professors Vinet, Chappuif^
Hersog, Pastor Bauty, and others to give lecture^

on divinity. A committee of evangelisation was
fotmded for the purpose of establishing new congre-

gations throughout the canton, and the Free Qmirh
was bom, the first qrnod being held June, 1847.

The Free Church of Vaud comprises 42 churche>
and numbers not more than 5,000 members, but
has over 16,000 auditors at its different advices.

The Free Church of the canton of NeuchAtel had
a history d quiet development. In s^nte of tb?

separation, it maintains the Gharacter

3. Hen- axid the forms of a state church; such
cUiteL as confirmation, liturgy, and the vest-

ments. In 1872 the grand council rc-

jeeted a bill proposed by the government for the

separation of State and Church, and then adopted i
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another which necesaitated a complete revision of the

fundamental law of the State Church. The synod,

in extraordinary session, opposed the bill and al-

most imanimouisly replied to the superior council,

apropos of a revision of the fundamental church
law of 1848, by protesting against political com-
petence to enact confessional statutes, and against

their consolidation with so-called liberal Protestant-

ism. It demanded the same autonomy as was given

to other non-established churches, and, in the case

of the revision of the organic church law, requested

that such be undertaken only in consultation with
the church boards and be submitted to popular
vote. The government ignored the letter. The bill

projected by it waa in turn rejected by the synod,

with only one negative vote, which declared it to be
perilous to the State Church on the ground that the

State exceeds its rights in prescribing the qualifica-

tions of electors and their rights in ecclesiastical

matters; in claiming absolute freedom of doctrine

for pastors and professors; in creating a synod
which abrogated the colloquies and in pointing out
sua aponte its attributes. Further, the identifica-

tion of the ecclesiastical with the political voter,

the interdiction upon the church of confessing its

faith, the eligibility of any graduate dtisen as a
pastor without any guaranty as regards culture or

morality, were pronoimced measures detrimental

to the State Church. To this was attached the

proposition of the separation in autonomous con-

gr^gaticns of the Evangelicals and liberal Protes-

tants, all to share in the privileges and goods

afforded by the state, or, best of all, the separation

of church and state. Signed by 55 clergymen and
supported by a petition of 10,300 signatures, this

document was presented; nevertheless, the g^rand

council, by a vote of 47 to 40, adopted the pro-

jected bill, fiu'ther aggravated by the clause that

the professors of theology should be chosen by the

government and not by the synod. A second peti-

tion asking for the separation resulted in a sub-

mission to popular vote and by a majority of 16

out of 13,956 revision was lost. Nothing renuiined

to be done but to organise a free church. Twenty-
one congregations with twenty-four pastors foimded

the ^glise 6vang6Uque neuchAteloise ind^pendante

de r^tat. From that time, 1873, the Free Church

of the canton of NeuchAtel has developed; the

number of its members has increased from year to

year; and the participation in the Evangelization

of France, Belgium, Spain, and Italy and in the

Mission romande is very energetic and self-denjring.

C. CORREVOX.
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padius, Vadianus, and Zwingli. and the literature under
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SwitaeHand, Philadelphia, 1882; H. Escher, Die Olaubena-

parteien mi der Eidgenoaaenachaft, Frauenfeld, 1882; R.
Nitssche, Oeachiehte der Wiedert&ufer in der Schweia, Ein-

siedeln, 1885; E. Baehler, Le Comte de la Croix, Bin
BeUrag aur Reformationageachiehta der Weatachweia, Blel.

1805; E. Choisy, La ThSoeratie h OenHe au tempa de Cal-

vin, Geneva, 1806; E. Issel. Die Reformation in Kon-
atana, Freiburg, 1808; A. Bemus. T. de Biae h Lauaanne,
itude, Lausanne. 1000; Quellen aur achweiaeriachen Refor-

mationtgeachiehu, ed. E. Egli, Basel, 1001; H. Vuilleumier,

La Religion de noa pkrea, Lausaime. 1888; idem, L*Bgliae

du paya da Vaud aux tempa de la riformation, ib. 1002;

Cambridge Modem Hiatory, ii. 305-^1, New York, 1004;
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1639, ed. K. Hauser, Basel, 1005.

On history since the Reformation use: G. Finsler,

Kirthliehe Statiatik der reformierten Schweia, Stuttgart,

1854 (valuable); J. Gaberel, Hiat. de tigliae da Oenive

. . . iuaqu^h noa joura, 3 vols., Geneva. 1858-62; J. Cart,

Hill, du mounement rdigieux et ecelieiaatique dana le canton

da Vaud pendant la premiire moitii du 19. aiicle, 6 vols.,

Lausanne, 1870-70; G. R. Zimmerman, Die Zurcher

Kirehe und ihre Antiatea, Zurich, 1877; idem. Die ZOr-

Cher Kirehe 1619-1819, ib. 1878; H. Fleury, Hiat. de

Vigliae de Oenive, 3 vols.. Geneva. 1870-81 (cornea to

1820); G. Finsler. Oeachiehte der theologiaeh-kirchliehen

Entwickdung in der deutach-reformirten Schweia aeit den

30 Jahren, Zurich. 1881; J. Genoud. Lea SainU de la

Suiaae francaiae, 2 vols., Paris. 1882; E. Bloesch. Oe-

achiehte der achweiaeriaeh-reformirten Kirehen, 2 vols.,

Bern. 1808-00; 8. Grueter, Der AnteU der katholiachen

und proteatantiachen Orte der Bidgenoaaenaehaft an den

Kitmpen im WaUia, 1600-18, Stans. 1000; W. Hadom,
OeachiehU dee Pietiamua in den aehweiaeriach-rtformirten

Kirthm, Constance. 1001; F. Nippold. Handbueh der

neueaten KirehengeachiehU, ii. 466 sqq.. Berlin. 1001;

W. Hadom, Kirehengeachichte der reformierten Schweia,

Zurich, 1007; T. de La Rive, La Siparation de Vigliae H
de THat h Oenkve, Paris, 1000.

On the Free Churches oonsult: BvUdin dee aiancea du
aynode eonatituant de Vigliae ivangHique neuehdteUriae,

Neuehl^tel, 1874; E. Quen, Notice hiatorique aur Vigliae

ivangHique libre de Oenive, Geneva, 1875; J. Cart, Hiat.

du mouvement rdigieux dana la canton de Vaud, vol. vi..

Lausaime. 1880; L. Monastier. Una voix de jadia aur

Vorigina et lea premiere paa de Vigliae ivangUique libre du
canton de Vaud, ib. 1885; ConatituHon de Vi(fiiae ivanr
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gSUque neuchAtdoim indtpeitdanU de VHat, NeuehAtel.
1807; J. Favto, H y a cinquanU ofu, LauMuma, 1897;
£. Monvert, UuL d« la Jondation d* rtgli- ivangMiqvM
ntuehOielaue, NeucbAtel, 1808; R. Duprai. Fondatum d€
rSglue ivanailiQue /t&r« du canian de Vaud, LMiMnna, n. d.;

Um jounuJs Le ChrHim ivanoHiqus, 1847'47. aad L«
Mmaaoer; and literature under Vinxt. AixXAirDBm.
On the Roman Catholic Chureh oonault: Der BatUr

BdiffiofuprogeM vam Jahf 188A-S6, Bern, 1885; C.
Woeite, Hial. du euUurkampf m Suisse, 1871-^, Brua-
Mb. 1887; A. BOchi. IHe katholitehe KircJU in der SchwtU,
Munich, 1002; J. Beck. I>i€ katholueK'tociaU Btwtoutig m
der SehweiM, Bern, 1003; P. Q. Gachwind, OetehichU der
EfUeUhufiff der ehnetkothoUaehen Kirehe der Sehweie, 2
Ob., Baael. lOOi-10.

SWORD, BRSTHRBH OF THB (Fratret mUir
Ha ChrisH): An order founded by Bishop Albert

of Appeldem in Livonia in 1202 and patterned after

the Templars (q.v.). The name is derived from the

fact that the members of the order wore upon their

white mantle as an insignium a red sword alongside

of a red cross. The purpose of the bishop was the

securing of the Christian colony in Livonia and the
extension of its bounds. The founding of the order

was ratified by Innocent IIL in 1202, and the rule

prescribed was that of the Templars. There were
three classes of members: knights, of noble birth

and obligated to soldierly duties; spirituals, whose
duty was the conduct of divine service; and serving

brethren, who performed the lower duties pertain-

ing to service in war, had household duties, and
aided by using their skill as handicraftsmen. The
numbers, at first small, rapidly increased under the

political conditions of the time and place, and early

claimed one-third of the region, the subjection of

which was the object of the foundation. Campaigns
were carried on in the surrounding regions, in

Lithuania, Russia, and Denmark, and the result,

by 1230, was to decimate the numbers of the order,

while the number of accessions continually lessened.

Proposals were then made for union with the Teu-
tonic Order, and in 1237 this union was accom-
plished, and the fortunes of the Brethren of the

Sword were thenceforth those of the Teutonic Order.

Bibuograpbt: J. Voigt, Oeaehichte Preuaeena, vob. i.~iL,

Kdnigsbexv* 1827; K. von Schl6ser, Livland und die An-
fiinge deuieehen Ltbena im baltitchen Nord, Berlin* 1850;
F. 0. von Bunge, Der Orden der SchwertbrOder, Leipric,

1875; idem, Oetehichte der Oateeeprovineen, vol. i.. Mitau,
1870; H. Hildebrand, lAvonica, Riga. 1887; Drasendorff.
Ueber die Beamien dea Deutachen Ordena in Livland toAh-

rend dea IS. JahrhundeHa, Beriin, 1804; PfOlf. in SHmr
men aua Mafia-Loach, lii (1807), 68 aqq.; KL, z. 2115-
2118.

SYLLABUS OF ERRORS, PAPAL: An index or

catalogue of eighty heresies condemned by Pope
Pius IX., Dec. 8, 1864, on the basis of several en-

cyclical letters and consistorial allocutions issued

previously by the same pontiff. The number of

heresies was probably suggested by the work of

Epiphanius against the eighty heresies of the first

three centuries, which were mostly of a Gnostic
character. The papal document is purely nega-

tive, but indirectly it teaches and enjoins the very
opposite of what it condemns as error. It is divided

into ten sections. The first condemns pantheism,

naturalism, and absolute rationalism; the second,

moderate rationalism; the third, indifferentism and
latitudinarianism; the fourth, socialism, commu-
nism, secret societies, Bible societies, and other

" pests of this description "; the fifth, errors con-
cerning the Church and her rights; the sixth, errors

concerning civil society; the seventh, errors of

natural and Christian ethics; the eighth, eirora

concerning Christian marriage; the ninth, errors
concerning the temporal power of the pope; the
tenth, errors of modem liberalism. Among the
errors condemned are the principles of civil and re-

ligious liberty, and the separation of Church and
State. The Syllabus impliedly asserts the infalli-

bility of the pope, the exclusive right of Romanism
to recognition by the civil government, the unlaw-
fulness of all religions other than the Roman
Catholic, the complete independence of the papal
hierarchy, the power of the Roman Church to coerce
and enforce, and its supreme control over public

education, science, and literature. It reajaserts all

the extravagant claims of the medievsl papacy, and
is a declaration of war against modem civilization

and progress.

What authority attaches to this document?
Cardinal Newman, in his defense oil the Syllabus
against Gladstone's attack, virtually denied its dog-
matic force, saying {LeUer to ike Duke cf Korfclk,

p. 108), " We can no more accept the Syllabus as

defide, as a dogmatic document, than any other in-

dex or table of contents." But the Syllabus is

more than a mere index, and contains as many
definitions and judgments as titles. Moreover, the

papal infallibility decree of 1870 makes all ex cathe-

dra or official utterances of the pope on matters of

faith and discipline infallible. The Syllabus is an
official document, addressed to all the bishops of

the Roman Catholic world, and sent to them with
a papal encyclical. Its infallibility was at once as-

serted by Cardinal HergenrOther (cf. J. J. I. von
Ddllinger, Dae Papetthum, ed. J. Friedrich, p. 281,

Munich, 1892). The quotations made from it by
Leo XIII. and in 1907 by Pius X. in his encyclical

Ptiecendi gregie seem to confirm its infallible au-

thority. Pius X. quotes it extensively at least

twice (cf. The Programme of Modemiem^ pp. 195,

222, New York, 1908). At the opening of the

Vatican Coimcil (q.v.) a part of the program was
solemnly to ratify the Syllabus (T. Granderath,

Geechichte dee vaiikaniechen KomUe, i. 357, Frei-

burg, 1903; J. Friediich, OeechichU dee voHkani-

echen KonzUe^ i. 749, Bonn, 1877), but this was not

formally carried out. Clothed with infallible au-

thority, and followed by the decrees of the Vatican
Coimcil, the Syllabus provoked and stimulated the

so-called Kulturkampf in Germany, a pamphlet
war in England about its bearing on civil and po-

litical allegiance, and led to serious conflicts between
Chureh and State in Italy, Austria, Prussia, France,

Belgium, and Brazil. Where Chureh and State are

united, there must be collision when each claims

sovereignty, and the one claims infallible authority

in addition. Even in the United States, the Sylla-

bus comes into crisp conflict with the functions of

government as recognized by the statutes of the

land. The State claims and exercises the right and
duty of educating the people for intelligent and
useful citizenship; while the Syllabus condenms afl

public education which is not controlled by the

teaching of the Roman CJhurch, and stimulates the
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efforts of the priesthood to Romanize or to break
up the public schools, or, where neither can be done
from want of power, to neutralize them by parochial

schools in which the doctrines and principles of

Trent and the Vatican are inculcated upon the ri-

sing generation. The encyclical Paacendi gregia (ut

sup.) sounds almost like a continuation of the Sylla-

bus, being a condemnation of " Modernism ** (q.v.).

The text of the encyclical is given in The Programme
of Modernism (ut sup.)-

P. ScHAFFf. D. S. SCHAFT.

Bibuograpbt: Tbe text is most convenient of access in
Schaff. Creeda, il. 213-233; it is also in Ada d, decreta

concilU Koficam, FmbuTg* 1871, and in W. E. Gladstone,
Rome and the Newe$t Fadtiont in Rdigum^ London and
New York, 1875 (containing three tracts of Gladstone on
the subject, the text of the Sylli^us, and a histoiy of the
Vatican Council). On the subject consult besides the
literature named in the text: Pronier, La lAberU rdigieuM
a le SyOalnu, Geneva, 1870; Cardinal H. E. Manning, The
Vatican Decreea in their Bearing on CivQ Allegiance, ib.

1875 (reply to Gladstone, ut sup.); Cardinal J. H. New-
man, Letter to the Duke of Norfolk on Oeeaaion of Mr.
Gladetone*a Recent ErpoatulaHon, ib. 1875; and much of
the literature under Imvalubiutt; ULTBAMOMTAxnBii;
and Vatican CouNdL.

SYLVESTER. See SiLVBerrsB.

SYLVESTRINS: A Roman Catholic oongrega-
tion under Observantine Benedictine rule, estab-

lished by SUvestro Gonzelini (b. at Osimo, 9 m. s.

of Ancona, 1170 or 1174; d. at his monastery on
Monte Fano near Fabriano, 45 m. s.w. of Ancona,
Nov. 26, 1267). After studying at Padua and
Bologna and being canon in his native city, he re-

tired, about 1227, to the Grotta fucile near Osimo.
Here his piety attracted so many pupils and fol-

lowers, that about 1231 he established a monas-
tery for them on Monte Fano. The congregation

was approved by Innocent IV. (June 27, 1247), and
spread especially in Umbria, Tuscany, and Ancona.
In 1662-67 the Sylvestrins were united with the
order of Vallombrosa, and in 1688 their rule was
revised, approval being given by Alexander VIII.

in 1690. The congregation was directed by a gen-

eral, elected by the chapter general quadrennially,

and represented at Rome by a procurator-general,

whom he appointed triennially. The habit is dark
blue, and that of the general, who may wear epis-

copflJ vestments, is violet. The order is now very
small in numbers, although it has monasteries in

Rome and other parts of Italy, and an active mis-

sion in Ceylon. (A. Hauck.)

Bxbuographt: 8. Fabrini, Breve Chronica ddla Congrega-
none dei Monachi SUvedrini, Camerino, 1618, new ed..

ed. A. Morosi and A. Lucantovi, Rome, 1706; the '* Con-
stitution*' was printed at Camerino, 1610, and Rome,
1690; Helyot, Ordree fnonaetique»t vi. 170 sqq.; Heim-
bucher, Orden und KongregaHonen, i. 277-279; KL, zL
1039-11.

L Creeds and Confeisions.
Original Idea of Symbol (| 1).

The Rule of Faith (ft 2).

SYMBOLICS.

Western Development (ft 3).

Change of Attitude in theWest (| 4).

Post-Reformation Creeds (ft 5).

n. Oomparative Ssrmbolios.

Nature, Scope, and Histoiy (| 1).

Konfeasionskunde (ft 2).

L Creeds and Confessions: The term symbol is

oaed in a twofold sense; for the pictorial repre-

sentation of religions ideas (see Mt&-
I. Original taoooical Theoloqy; Symbolibm,
Idea of Ecclesiastical), and for the au-

SymboL thoritatdve ecclesiastical formulations

of religious doctrines. This article is

to be restricted to the latter class of s3rmbols, other-

wise styled the church creeds or confessions. From
them the theological discipline styled " symbolics "

and mostly pursued in Protestantism has derived

\t» name. The custom of designating as symbols
the formulas by which Christian faith has expressed

.

iu^If in histoiy took its origin in referring to

that formula as a symbol by which, in the ancient

Church, the candidates for baptism were wont to

confess their faith. It began with " I believe,"

being therefore decidedly individual and personal.

Of its many names one was simply that of ** the

faith." In the East " the lesson " (to mathima)
was sometimes employed, but seldom ** the con-

fession of faith." The designation of the baptismal

confession as " sjonbol " originated in the West;
in the East it appeared relatively late. The term
is first found in Tertullian (Adv. MarcUmem, v. 1).

The Latin Church borrowed the term from the

secular Greek. Derived from symbaUein ('' to com-
pare **), symboUm may be applied to whatever sig-

nifies a means of recognition or identification, a

si^, a watchword, a comparison or agreement.

The equivalents in Latin are m^um, nota, indicium^

teesera, pactum; some of the older Latin theolo-

gians, such as Rufinus, rendered it by coQaUo, con-

fusing the Greek eymboU and symbolon. The latter

attached his interpretation to the legend that the

primitive creed was composed jointly by the Apos-
tles, each contributing one sentence. Cyprian
(EpiaL, Ixix [bcxv.] 7; Eng. transl., ANF, v. 399)

is a sure witness of the application of " S3rmbol

"

to the baptismal confession. In what sense it was
applied is open to explanation; it was probably

used as a general token of recognition, although

different views are held on this point, according to

the diverse theories of the origin of the creed itself.

The view of the present writer is that all the for-

mulas found in the primitive Church go back to the

creed known as the old Roman (designated as R
in this article); that this creed was composed in

Rome at one time, as the expression of the sum-
mary of faith at the period of its date, probably

about 100, but rather earlier than later; and that

it was composed for liturgical and catechetical pur-

poses, butnotastheoutcome of polemical antagonism

to heresy, as is the view advocated by A. C. McGiffert

{The AposOea* Creed, New York, 1902). The latter

considers R the fimdamental formula, indeed, but

one composed by the Roman Church during the

struggle with Marcion. Loofs doubts the hypothe-

sis of a single '' mother-formula," and traces the cus-

tom of making the catechumens recite a creed (which

was substantially the same everywhere, though not

identical in phraseology) to Asia Minor, if not to the

primitive churches of Palestine and Syria.

It may at least, however, be taken as proved
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that the ereed originally had its proper place in the

aolemn adminiatiation of haptiiim. Tbm were dif-

ferent local developments of the cue*

a. The tome of the ^vdUio tymboU to the

Rule of catechumens shortly bdTore baptism;
Fsith. a redditio of the same, after catechet-

ical exposition of the several articles,

as a proof of their readiness for the sacrament; and
an assent to the same in the midst of the act of

baptism itself; but wherever the baptismal symbol
was emplo3red, it had, notwithstanding its personal

fonn, a liturgical character. With this is connected
the signification of the formula as a mcramentum,
no doubt partly as the oath militant of the Chris-

tians, and partly as a sacred emblem signifying by
its tradUio the setting apart, once for all, of the be-

liever as a Christian. From the very early time of

the first conflict with a contrary belief (loosely

Gnosticism, peiiiaps in its Marcionite form), the

creed came to be used in the West as the " rule of

faith." That from the middle of the second cen-

tury the West considered the creed as a weapon
against hostile attacks, as the standard given by
God himself, is demonstrable. Not so certain but
probable is the theory that the East adopted it

before the end of that century in Asia Minor (per-

haps in connection with Polycaip's journey to

Rome) ; but that here originally the Scriptures had
occupied the position of a rule of faith. This was
their position in the rest of the East, which only

gradually, in some places not till the fourth cen-

tury, adopted a formulated creed. Especially with
Origen it appean as though there was no creed and
none was desired, but it was deemed better to meet
various controversial needs by expedient formulas
drawn up for each occasion. This method issued

in the practise of councils of preparing consistent

formulas, somewhat suggestive of the symbol. In
the third century and numerously in the fourth,

dogmatic resolutions resembling a (or the) symbol,

and in part distinctly under the subsumption of

such a one, were adopted at the councils. Such
definitions were never designated as " qrmbols,"

unless, as in some instances, they were applied to

baptianal use. In time, especially after the legis-

lation of Justinian, the formula attributed to the

joint action of the first two ecumenical councils, the

so-called Niceno-Constantinopolitan creed (C; see

CoNSTA^fnNOPOLiTAN Creed) csmc to hold the

rank of a " symbol." It, then, in the East, though
still in ultimate association with the Scriptures and
with the " exposition of the faith " made by the

whole seven ecumenical councils, came to be the

rule of faith, as it is to this day in the Greek Or-
thodox Church. (The term ecumenical, strictly

speaking, applies to C only, since neither the Apos-
tolic nor the Athanasian creed ever obtained official

recognition in the East.) Even if C thus presents

the highest criterion for distinguishing between or-

thodox and heretical doctrine, it owes its special

importance to the fact that it retained its position

in the public services of baptism and the Eucharist.

In the West also the idea of a " sjrmbol " carried

with it, until the Reformation, a reference to the

liturgical use of a formula. The title passed from
R, or the provincial " daughter-recensions " of R,

finally again to a single formula, the present text

of the Apostles' Crrad (q.v.) as received to-day

by Roman Catholics and Protestants

3. Western alike (T). It was thai extended to C,

Develop- which in the West also, though only

ment gradually and within limits, became
the Eucharistic creed; and to the

" Athanasian " Creed (q.v., and see revised tranabr

tion below; called Mymbolum Quieunque from its

opening word; hence Q). The Middle Ages speak of

these as ** the three symbols "—^the phrase is first

demonstrably found in Alexander of Hales, Sitmma,

III., qu. 82, m. 5, introduction. T and C were

compared usually as mtnia and major. Ludolf of

Saxony (cf. Loofs, SymboUk, p. 58), in the four-

teenth century, defining symbol as " a compendious
collection of all things which concern salvation,"

says that " the first symbol was made for instruc-

tion in the faith, the second for explanation of

the faith, and the third for defense of the faith."

Occasionally the formula of the Lateran Council of

1215, the " Definition against the Albigenses and
other heretics," is called the " fourth symbol ";

this professes to offer a compendium of '' the iriiole
"

faith, in formal adherence to T, but makes use of

C and still more of Q, besides sanctioning the new
developments of the Eucharistic doctrine. It may
have been the obvious following of the structure of

T that allowed the name of symbol to be applied

to it, though it came to no liturgical use. In the

same indefinite way, the name is i^yplied to the

SymMum fidei a Leone IX propontum Petro epU-

eopo, though this formula has a certain public use.

being put in the form of questions for the examina-
tion of candidates for episcopal consecration. Simi-

larly mention is made of the Mymbolum TridenHnum
by which is meant "the profession of Tridentine

faith prescribed by Pius IV." in 1564, and slightly

enlaiged by Pius IX. in 1877; it was recited by
candidates for reception into the church until 1859,

and is orally confessed and subscribed by those who
are entering the teaching office, especially by priests

(see Tkioentine Profession of Faith).

It must now be remarked that theological devel-

opment in the West, unlike that of the East, differ-

entiated increasingly the conception of the rule of

faith from that of the symbol. After

4. Change uncertainty had arisen in the fourth

of Attitude century as to the sufficiency of the

in the symbol for the purpose of a rule of

West faith, and the Scriptures had begun,
under the influence of the East, to be

considered as part of it, Augustine not only took
accoimt of the new development, but also set

bounds to it. He brought the symbol into such in-

timate connection with the Scriptures that he could

speak of it as really representing in condensed form
the whole of their teaching. Thus the Middle Ages
held firmly to the thesis that the symbUum triplex

was one and the same sum of faith in a threefold

form, with varying degrees of explicitness. But
while in the East the content of the Scriptures was
more and more reduced to an equivalence with that

of C, Augustine had shown how to get a deeper

meaning from them for the words of the creed and
to fill the latter with new import. Other influential
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theologians, however, especially Vincent of Lerins

(q.v.), spoke of the symbol rather as a single portion

of tradition, agreeing with the Scriptures but not
sufficient as a g\iide through them; and their view
prevailed in time over Augustine's. But though
the Scriptures graduxdly won the superior rank as

the rule of faith, yet it was in conjunction with the

untested ecclesiastical tradition and the operation

of the episcopal or papal teaching office; so that
practically the rule of faith came to be the propoH"
tio ecdesict, that which is put forth by the Church,
in which the creeds have their place. In modem
Roman Catholic usage the Protestant term, ** erym-

bolic books," has been adopted (KL, xi. 1050 sqq.).

A distinction is made between symbolic writings of

the first and of the second class; the former in-

cluding the creeds proper, the definitions of the ecu-

menicsd councils, and ex cathedra papal decisions in

matters of faith, while the latter are such docu-

ments as the Tridentine Profession and the Roman
Catechism.

In the Reformation period the term " symbol

"

departed wholly from its original liturgical basis,

and acquired an almost exclusively theological

meaning, in spite of the fact that T
5. Post- and, to a certain extent, C were still

Reforma- employed in cultic functions. The
tion Creeds, personal character of the primitive

creeds also disappeared; the formulas

became professions of groups or churches. Thus a
distinction begins to be nuuie between ** ecimien-

ical " creeds and those of the Protestant commu-
nions, especially of the Lutherans. With the Re-
formed bodies the name " symbol " did not become
customary; the term " confessions " was preferred,

being better adapted to denote the formulas as the

expressions of faith and the determination of doc-

trine on the part of the churches. The part per-

formed by each, however, was practically the same.
In the Formula of Concord (q.v.) the term symbol
is first applied to the Augustana (see Augsburg
C0XFE88ION AND Apologt) on the same plane with
the ecumenical creeds, to which was added the
" Apology and Articles of Schmalkald " (see

ScHMALXALD Abticles). Neither in itself nor in

the Book of Concord was the Formula included as
a symbol. The history of the internal effect of the

symbols upon the development of Protestantism has
not yet been written. Indeed, they performed a
much smaller part in orthodox dogmatism than
might have been expected. The doctrine of the Bible

as the only rule of faith reduced the authority of all

creeds. This supremacy of Scripture was due to its

ovm inner authority and not to that of the Church,
as before. The symbols subordinated to Scripture

were obligatory only in so far as they accorded with
it. They were regarded not as having dogmatic
value, but as polemical and political or juridical.

There remained also the consciousness that they
were confessions, in the sense of witnesses to Bib-

lical truth. In the Syncretistic Controversies (see

Syncretism, Stncretibtic Controvebsies) the

orthodox Lutherans were disposed to emphasise
the insufficiency of all extant sjrmbols as compared
\i-ith the completeness of the entire faith; this was
especiaUy the case with regard to the ecumenical

creeds, which Georg Calixtus (q.v.) and his school

wished to use as a basis of union between the oon-

fficting churches. Attempts were even made from
this standpoint to formulate a new creed among
the orthodox Lutherans; but the point was never
actually reached. Among the Reformed, on the

other hand, the production of new formulas was
incessant, nor has the tendency to revision or new
creation yet ceased.

The authority of the creeds, strongly enforced in

the period of Pietism, declined notably under the

influence of rationalism. In the history of Protes-

tantism they belong essentially to established or

territorial organisations, except in certain Reformed
confessions in North America and free churches

elsewhere; but the relation between. Church and
State was really as close in the Reformed system
as in the Lutheran, only somewhat differently de-

fined, while the '' free " churches, the first type of

which is the English Independent, are essentially

modem. In the old political systems, which con-

templated only one Church (a conception not yet
entirely done away; see Liberty, Religious; and
Union of the Churches), the creeds were among
the foundations of the constitution; and citisens,

especially ofiScials and most of all clericals, were
strictly bound by them, at least so far as their pub-
lic teaching was concerned. In what measure they
should be binding upon the conscience was difficult

to determine in Protestant states and churches. The
nineteenth century has for the most part brought
forth an unhistorical abstract idealizing of the B3rm-

bols in Protestantism. A result of the methods of

Schleiermacher is a confessional theology which re-

gards itself bound in advance by the symbols, as

over against the Bible. To this the a priori justi-

fication of Efymbols, of that view of the history of

dogma resting upon Hegel, is to be added. The ob-

ligation of teaching with reference to them has long

since been restricted to theologians, and frequently

to pastors alone. The idea of this obligation, by
virtue of the development assumed by theology as

the science of Christianity, is everywhere in a state

of uncertainty.

n. Compaxative Symbolics: The symbolics of

modem times is partly a substitute for, and partly

an amplification of, older disciplines. The latter

reverts for its origin to a department of knowledge
first introduced in the seventeenth

I. Nature, century by the Lutherans, represent-

Scope^and ing it by lectures in various univer-

History. sities and in literature, having as its

object the introduction of the symbolic

books. The creator in this form was probably

Leonhard Rechtenbach, author of Eneydopoedia

aymboHca vd analysts Con/essionis Augustancs

(Leipsic, 1612). This was followed by the Isagoge

in lihros ecdesiarum Lutheranarum synAolicos (1665)

by J. B. Carpsov the elder (see Carpzov, 2), who
first used the title " symbolic books "; and an abun-

dant literature succeeded. On the other hand,

comparative symbolics takes the place of polemics.

How superior in inteUectual power the Roman Ca-
tholicism of the seventeenth century was is shown
by the form in which the controversies were waged.
It furnished the tone and presented the themes.
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Doctrine was opposed with doctrine absolutely,

without historical appreciation on either side. The
attempts at union proved also futile. The irenics

of the time did not possess a correcter understand-
ing of the confessions than the orthodox polemics.

The literary expansion of polemics is best iUus-

trated by J. G. Walch's Bibliotheca thedogica, chap.

V. (19 parts, Jena, 1757-65) covering the whole
history of the subject, and only in part of interest

to Efymbolics. Pietism awakened also the life of

Christians and churches alongside of doctrines, and
augmented the attention to sects. The semi-ortho-

doxy of the first half of the eighteenth century ap-
proached matters of church and confession from the

standpoint of independent understanding. The
Historiache und theologische Einleitung in die Re-
ligumsstreitigkeiten (1, auaaerhalb der lutherischen

Kirche, 3d ed., 5 vols., 1733-36; and 2, in der lu-

therisehen Kirche, 5 vols., 1730-30) is a type of the

learned treatment of the inner divisions of the

Church, though yet from a polemical standpoint.

The GeechichU der Rdigianspartheyen (Halle, 1766)

by S. J. Baumgarten, representing not churches

and sects, but religions, shows a broadening of the

point of view. With the reappearance of an eccle-

siastical interest, rationalism first produced the for>

mation of comparative symbolics. The originator

was G. J. Plank with his Abrita einer kistoriechen

und vergleichenden Daratellung der dogmatischen

Systeme unserer veraehiedenen chrUdichen Hauptr
partheyen (1796). The term erymbolics came to be
applied to such comparative study by Philip ICar-

heineke, and " comparative symbolics " hiui fixed

itself in usage as a result of G. B. Winer's Comparar
Hve DoTildLung (Leipsic, 1824; 4th ed. improved
by P. Ewald, 1882). The new step of Plank was
not the limitation of the material which he reat-

tempted, nor merely comparison, but the sublima-

tion of fundamental principles and their compari-

son. Marheineke further emphasised the peace of

history and the impartial objective treatment of the

spirit and the essentials in each confession. The
most valuable works along this line of thought are

the Protestant Lehrbuch der Symbolik of G. F.

Oehler, issued by J. Delitzsch (TQbingen, 1876;

2d ed., T. Hermann, Stuttgart, 1891), and Handbuch
der Symbolik by Hermann Schmidt (Berlin, 1890)

;

and the Roman Catholic Symbolik (Bfainz, 1834) of

J. A. Mohler.

Progressive historical investigation must reveal

that the symbols can not serve as adequate soiu*ces

for the comparison of the confessional

a. Konfes- churches. Symbolics can form only

stonskunde. a department of the Konfestionekunde

(the summary of aU material knowl-

edge pertaining to the confessional churches). By
lectures and literary productions it may occupy its

independent position, and thus fulfil its former

fimction of introduction to the symbols, and treat

a constantly considerable part of the soiuces for

the Konfessionakunde. It is undisputed that the

symbols are specially adapted to afford an under-

standing of the Reformation and set forth sharply

what should be the inner norm of an Evangelical

church; but to determine at the present time what
the churches are is another important problem.

It is commonly understood that the living churches

can not be adequately judged historically, either

merely by their " authoritative statements " or by
the documents according to which they were origi-

nally distinguished. Hence it is incumbent upon

Kon/eenonakunde to bring into view not only doc-

trines but also the cultus, constitution, morals, spiri-

tuality, and the like, of the churches. The writer

of this article has therefore sought to satisfy this

altered consideration by substituting the title

'' Comparative knowledge of confessions " (Ver-

gleichende Kon/eeeionakunde; see bibliography).

(F. Kattenbubch.)

The Qucardian, London, Nov. 10, 1909, gives the

following revised translation of the Athanasian

Creed (q.v.), made at the request of the archbishop

of Canterbury, pursuant to the twenty-ninth reso-

lution of the Lambeth Conference of 1908, by a

committee of seven, vis.: Bishop Christopher

Wordsworth of Salisbury; Dean Alexander Francis

Kirkpatrick of Ely; Vice-chancellor Arthur James
Mason of Cambridge; Warden Walter Lock of

Keble College, Oxford; R^us Professor of Divin-

ity Henry Barclay Swete, Cambridge; Regius Pro-

fessor of Ecclesiastical History Edward William

Watson, Oxford; and Cuthbert Hamilton Turner,

Magdalen College, Oxford.

1. WHOflOBYXB would b« saved (1): bofore all things it

to needful that he hold feat the Catholic Faith.

2. Which Faith except a man have kept whole and un-
dflfiled (2) : without doubt he will perish eternally.

3. Now the Catholic Faith is this: that we worahip the

one God as a Trinity, and the Trinity as an Unity.
4. Neither confusing the Penons: nor dividinc the Sub-

stance.

5. For there is a Penoo of the Father, another of the Son:

another of the Holy Qhost;
S. But the Godhead of the Father, the Son, and of the

Holy Ghost Is one: their gloiy equal, their majesty eo-

eternal.

7. Such as the Father is. such is the Son: and such ii

the Holy Ghost;
8. The Father uncreated, the Son uncreated: the Holy

Ghost uncreated;
0. The Father infinite, the Son infinite: the Holy Ghost

infinite;

10. The Father eternal, the Son eternal: the Holy Ghost
eternal;

11. And yet they are not three eternals: but one eternal;

12. As also they are not three uncreated, nor three in-

finites: but one infinite, and one uncreated.

13. So likewise the Father is almiffhty, the Son almi^ty;
the Holy Ghost ahni^ty;

14. And yet they are not three almlchties: but one

almighty.
15. So the Father is God, the Son God, the Holy Ghost

God;
16. And yet they are not three Gods, but one G<xL
17. So the Father is Lord, the Son Lord: the Holy Qhost

Loid;
18. And yet they are not three Lords: but one Lord.
19. For like as we are compelled by the Christiaii verity

(3) : to confess each of the Persons by himself (4) to be both

God and Lord;
20. So are we forbidden by the Catholic relisksa: to

speak of three Gods or three Lords.

21. The Father is of none: not made, nor created, nor

begotten.
22. The Son is of the Father alone: not made, nor cnated.

but begotten.
23. The Holy Ghost is of the Father and the Son: not

made, nor created, nor begotten, but proceeding.

24. There is therefore one Father, not three Fathers; one

Son. not three Sons: one Holy Ghost, not three Holy GbestL
25. And in this Trinity none is before or after: none a

greater or less;
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36. Bat aD three PenoDB are co-etenud one with another:
•ad oo-equal.

27. So that in all ways, as is aforooaid: both the Trinity
n to be wonhiped as an Unity, and the Unity as a Trinity.

28. Let him therefore that would be saved (5) : think thus
of the Trinity (6).

29. FcBTBBRifOBK it IS necesssiy to eternal salvation:
that he also believe faithfully the Ineamation of our Lord
JesoB Christ

30. The richt Faith therefore is that we believe and con-
fen: that oar Lord Jesus Christ, the Son of Qod, is at
once both God. and Man;

31. He is God of the Substanoe of the Father, begotten
before the worids (7): and He ia Man, of the Substance of
hii Mother, bom in the world (8);

32. Perfect Qod: perfect Man. of reasonmg (0) soul and
human flesh «ntiaMtiti|

^;

33. Equal to the Father as touching his Godhead: less

than the Father as touching his Manhood.
34. Who. although he be God and Man: yet he is not

two, but is one Christ;

35. One. however, not by change of Godhead into flesh:

but by taking of manhood into God;
36. One altogether: not by confusion (10) of substance,

but by unity of person.
37. For as reasoning (11) soul and flesh is one man: so

God and man is one Christ;

38. Who suffered for our salvation: descended to the
worid b«low (12). rose again from the dead;

39. Ascended into heaven, sat down at the right hand
of the Father: to come from thence to judge the quick and
the dead.

40. At whose coming all men shall rise scam (13) with
their bodies; and shall give account for their own deeds.

41. And they that have dohe good will go into life eter-

nal: they that have done evil into eternal fire.

42. This is the Catholic Faith: which except a man have
faithfully and steadfastly believed, he cannot be-saved.
The figares in parenthesis above refer to the foUowinc

alternative renderings:

(1) Or deareth to be saved.

(2) Or onoorrupted.
(3) Or by Christian truth.

(I) Or severally.

(5) Or desire to be saved.

(6) Or eonceming the Tna-
Ity.

(7) Or before aU time.

(8) Or in time.

(0) Or rational.

(10) Or One: not by any t

fusion.

(11) Or rational.

(12) Or into Hades.
(13) Or must rise again.

Bibuoorafbt: Sources, besides those named in the text,

are: Sehaff. CrtedK C. A. Heurtley* Harmonia 9ynU>clica:

a ColUction of Creeda bdanoivg to the ancient Western
Church and to the Mediaval English Church, Oxford, 1868;
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SYMBOLISM, ECCLESIASTICAL.
I. Symbolism in GeneraL

Definition (ft 1).

Symbolism Rooted in Human Na-
ture (f 2).

In the Old Testament (| 3).

0>mpreheii8iveness of Symbolism
(»4).

n. Christian Sjrmbolism.
Symbolism as a Religious Need (§ 1).

Eariy Tendency toward Unification

(12).
Early Symbolism d 3).

Soureee and Figures Empbyed (| 4).

Development of Liturgical Sym-
bolism ({ 5).

Examples of Liturgical Ss^nibolism

(*6).
Symbolism of Vestments and In-

signia ({ 7).

Symbolism in Baptism (ft 8).

Consecration of a Church (( 9).

m. Symbolism in Art.

1. Relations of Art and Symbolism.
2. The Early Period.

Primitive Forms (§ 1).

Advanced Development (( 3).

3. The Middle Ages.
Trinity, Christ, Mary (| 1).

The Church, Virtues, and Vices

a 2).

Later Forms and (3onoeptions (| 3).

4. Bysantine Art.

rv. Apologetics of Symbolism from the

Roman Catholic Standpoint.

SsrmboUsm Inevitable (§1).
Fundamental Analogy ({ 2).

Sacramental Analogies ({ 3).

Finnrntiftl Valuation of Symbolism
(§4).

L SymboUsm in General: By ecclesiastical

symbolism is meant the system of interpretation

by which all objects used in connection with divine

irorship are made to bear a twofold interpretation

—

to the obvious natural meaning being added another

based on some analogy with su|>ematura] things.

The Greek word symboU from which the word

"symbolism ** comes originally meant tallies, the two
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halves of a coin or other like object which any two
contncting parties broke between them; heaice the

derived sense of a token or ticket, and
X. Defini- consequently a distinctive mark or

tkm. formula, in which sense the creeds of

religious bodies are known as symbols
(see Stmbougs). Symbolism is, within obvious
limits, the science of the relations which unite God
and his creation, the natural and the supernatural

worlds; the science of the haimonies which exist be-
tween the different parts of the universe, consti-

tuting a marvelous whole, each part of which
presupposes the other and throws light on the other.

The belief of Plato that this world was nothing but
the image of a divine exemplar recalls the woids of

Eodesiasticus: " Look upon all the works of the
most High; and there are two and two, one against

another" (xxxiii. 15), or again, "All things are

double, one against another; and he hath made
nothing imperfect" (xlii. 24). In the words of

Hugo of St. Victor (q.v.), one. of the greatest of

medieval qrmbolists, " a symbol is the comparison
of the visible fonns for the showing forth of the in«

visible " (In hierarchiam caiestemf II., i. 941).

The history of symbolism in a broad sense is co-

extensive with that of humanity; the creation of

man in God's image and likeness out of the day of

the earth, and of woman from a rib of man, are

given their symbolic meaning. Cain's

a. 8ym- sacrifice of animal life by the side of

boUsm Abel's offering of the fruits of the earth
Rooted in contained a qrmbolio reference to their

Human respective callings. The worship of

Hature. all races, as well as the idols of many
pagan religions, remained qrmbolic

until the grossest mat^ialism prevailed; and in

the family and social life of primitive peoples there

was scarcely any important act but had its tinge

of symbolism. " The truth is," says W. R. Inge
{CkrxsHan MytUcim, p. 259, London, 1899), "that
the need of symbols to express or represent our
highest emotions is inwoven with human nature,

and indifference to them is not, as many have sup-
posed, a sign of enlightenment or of spirituality.

It is, in fact, an unhealthy gymptom. We do not
credit a man with a warm heart who does not care

to show his love in word or act; nor should we
commend the common sense of a soldier who saw in

his regimental colors only a rag at the end of apole."
The most richly developed symbolism of ancient

times, especially important by reason of its abun-
dant influence on that of the Christian Church, was

found in the Mosaic eystem, in which,

3. In the consonantly with the whole character

Old Testa- of the old covenant, scarcely any re-

ment ligious action took place without at

least the accompaniment of a qrmbolic
meaning. To many of the prescribed rites and the

objects to be used in them ih% signification was ex-

pressly attached at the time of ^eir institution by
divine conmiand; but throughout the Old-Testa-

ment history there are numerous examples of action

instinctively qrmbolic, after the manner of eastern

peoples. Typical examples are the rending of Jero-

boam's garment by the prophet Ahijah, to signify

the separation of Israel and Judah (I Kings zi. 29);

Elisha's command to Joash to smite upon the

ground with the arrows (U Kings xiii. 18); Jere-

miah breaking the earthen bottle in the presence

of the eldere of Israel (Jer. xix. 1-11); and Eaekiel

removing his household goods as a type of the cap-

tivity of Zedekiah (Ezek. xii. 3-16). There is, how-
ever, a great difference between such things as the

two fundamental symbols, the Sabbath (q.v.) and
the rite of Circumcision (q.v.), both representing

the covenant of God with his people, and the ex-

tremely minute and fanciful interpretations put

by the later students of the Law upon every detail

of the temple worship—interpretations not sur-

passed in elaborate ingenuity by the most imagina-

tive of medieval symbolists. Thus the Temple was
interpreted as qrmbolic of human nature, and the

two cherubim, the only images in it, of the con-

centration of all natural life; although Philo, atr

tributing a cosmic meaning to the entire edifice,

takes them as denoting the two hemispheres. The
table with the showbr^Eui set forth the dependence
of the people upon (xod for their sustenance. The
seven-branched candlestick meant in Philo's scheme
the seven planets, for later interpretere the congre-

gation of the people of God. According to Joeephus

{AfU.f III., vii. 7), every detail of the high priest's

official vestments had its own special meaning.

Thus the coat symbolized the earth and the upper

garment heaven; the bells and pomegranates,

thunder and lightning; the ephod, the four ele-

ments; and the interwoven gold, the gloiy of God.

The breastplate in the center of the ephod set forth

the relation of the earth to the universe; the girdle

was the ocean, the stones on his shouldera the sun

and moon, and the twelve jewels in the breastplate

the signs of the sodiac, wl^e the miter once more
represented heaven.

It is impossible within the limits of this article to

give any extended account of the world-wide prac-

tise of attaching an inner meaning to the simplest

religious acts, as it is likewise to de-

4. Compre- scribe in detail the far-reaching nature-

hensiveness symbolism of the Bliddle Ages, which

of Symbol- provided an emblematic meaning for

ism. everything in the visible world, re-

garding it as '' full of sacred crypto-

grams." A ttdient instance of this kind of labored

search for analogical reference is the Pkynclogus or

Bestiary (probably a product of the allegorising

school of Alexandria, but popular and influential

down to late medieval times), in which various ani-

mals are supposed to typify moral or spiritual qual-

ities. A complete survey of this kind of analogical

teaching would lead far afield, out of the domain of

theological learning into that of poetiy—at least

such poetiy as Wordsworth's, who reproaches his

Peter Bell for blindness to it:

A piimroM by ths riTsr's brim
A yoUow primrose waa to him^

—

And it was nothins more;

who also says of himself, on the other hand.

To me the meanest flower that blowa can bring

llunichta that do often lie too deep for toan.

If this is true, in a greater or less degree, of

all poets, it is not surprising to find it pointed

out as a special method of the greatest of the medi-
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eval poets by A. F. Osanam (Dante, p. 68, Paris,

1S39), who (^Us it " a very philosophic proceeding,

since it is based upon the incontestable law of the

association of ideas, and, moreover, one which is

eminently poetic; for, while prose places the

thought proposed immediately under the sign of

the word, poetry sets there instead certain images
which are themselves the signs of a more elevated

thought."

TMs article considers only such symbolism as

in the Christian Church has been deliberately in-

troduced for the sake of the leason conveyed, or

sanctioned as a more or less officially accepted ex-

planation of the inner meaning of such usages. The
language of signs may be used either to instruct

those whose understanding of words is limited, or

to baffle those who are not supposed to understand

them. Thus a crucifix may be as good as a sermon
to an illiterate peasant; while the sign of the fish

was used by the early Christians because it told

their enemies nothing. This latter kind of symbol-

ism, however, was in the nature of the case of but
transitory importance, employed as it was only

during the time of persecution, when it was neces-

sary to conceal from the pagans some of the deepest

truths of Christianity.

n. Christian Symbolism: In the eariiest ages of

the Christian Church one would look in vain for the

detailed and minute symbolism of which the Middle

Ages are so full, because the conditions

I. Sym- of divine worship had not yet allowed

holism as so stately and developed a ritual; but
a Religious the underlying principle was the same

Need. —^the belief in a real affinity or corre-

spondence between the visible sign

and the invisible truth. Adolf Hamack truly says

{Dogma, ii. 144) :
" What we nowadays understand

by ' symbols ' is a thing which is not that which it

represents; at that time [in the second century],
' symbol ' denoted a thing which, in some kind of

way, is that which it signifies"; and again (iv.

289), " The qrmbol was never a mere type or

sign, but always embodied a mystery." Thus the

sacraments of baptism and the Lord's Supper (qq.v.)

are symbols in this sense of the word, taking it to

imply something which, in being what it is, is a
sign and vehicle of something higher and better.

The need of sacraments rests ultimately upon the

rehictanoe instinctive in our nature to allow any
spiritual fact to remain without an external expres-

sion, as well as upon the principle enunciated by
Augustine {Contra Fauttum, xix. 11) that '' there

can be no religious society, whether the religion be
true or false, without some sacrament or visible

sjrmbol to serve as a bond of union." Both of these

rites are symbols of the mystical union between
Christ and the believer, baptism symbolising that

union in its inception, theEucharist in its organic life.

In harmony with its natural development, Chris-

tianity took over a multitude of the old symbolic

interpretations, both those of the earlier revelation

and those of various surrounding peoples. But
it also cazried the tendency furU^ by attaching

symbolic meaningB to its own proper oerenumies

and external acts. Thus, early in the development
of Christian worship, the exact manner of pwform-

ing the more important ceremonies tended by
degrees to become fixed and prescribed, in order

that the same belief might be every-

2. Eariy where symbolised and the same lesson

Tendency taught by the action in question;

toward although so long as the advantage of

Unification, absolute uniformity was not recog-

nised, it was possible for varying

symbols to set forth diffnent sides of the one
truth. Thus in Spain in the sixth and seventh cen-

turies, a single immersion or affusion was custom-
ary in baptism in order to assert against the Arians

the single substance of the three divine Persons

—

" one Lord, one faith, one baptism "—^while usu-

ally it was threefold, setting forth the other side of

the same doctrine and corresponding to the pro-

nunciation of the three sacred names of the Trinity.

The most interesting features of early Christian

qrmbolism are to be found in the painted and sculp-

tured representations of the Catacombs (see Ceme-
TEBiEs) and later of the most ancient churches,

which were full of the fervent faith of the primitive

Chiurch. The art of Rome in the period just before

the coming of Christianity had shown an increasing

tendency not to represent objects liter-

3. Early ally, but to employ visible forms for

Symbolinn. the representation of abstract notions.

The fundamental difference, however,
between classical art, as represented by the Greek,

and Christian, as represented by the Gothic, is that

the former dwelt contentedly on mere physical

beauty, while the Christian artist, who has gained

a conviction of his own spiritual nature, fdwa3rs

tries to represent it. Clement of Alexandria (q.v.)

suggested to the faithful of his day that instead of

the pagan devices cut on stones and rings by Roman
artists, they should have such things as a dove,

symbolic of the Spirit of God within them, the palm-
branch of victory, or the anchor, emblematic of their

hope. Tertullian, in his De idoloUUria, though his

seal agaiost pagan rites inclines him to object to all

representations and to stigmatise the painter's art

as unlawful, yet makes an exception in favor of

these devices, and speaks of the Good Shepherd as

depicted on chalices (De pudicUia, vii., x., Eng.
transl. ANF, iv. 80, 84-85).

The sources of the early qrmbols are various.

Those of a pictorial nature, owing to the prohibi-

tion of painted or plastic representations among the

Jews, usually either spring from primi-

4. Sources tive Christian consciousness, or are

and Figures adaptations of forms already at hand
Em^yed. in the work of pagan artists. A useful

illustration of the latter case is the

frequently recurring figure of the Good Shepherd,

which often resembles that of Hermes Kriophoros,

the ram-bearer. Apart from the place which the

shepherd occupies in the life and Uterature of an-

cient peoples, it is obviously unnecessary to con-

clude that the motive or spirit of the Christian sym-
bol was derived from prevalent heathen thought.

Not to mention the frequent references in the Old
Testament to the pastoral relation of God to his

people, the words off Christ himself (John x. 11-19)

would naturally have been in the artist's mind; and
oonfirmatoiy evidence is often present in the asso-
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ciation with the figure of distinctively Christian

symbols—^the fish, the Chi Rho monogram (see

Jesus Christ, Monogram of), or the Alpha and
Omega (q.v.)- The palm-branch is foimd equally

on pagan and Christian monuments, but in the

latter bears its unmistakable reference to Rev.

vii. 9. The vine, again, occurs on heathen monu-
ments with manifest reference to the worship of

Bacchus, while it would at once call up in Christian

minds the parabolic teaching of John xv. 18. In

the absence of authentic likenesses of the Savior,

his person, life, and office were set forth imder S3rm-

bols whose meaning was at once intelligible to all

the initiated. Among the earliest and most fre-

quently recurring is the lamb, which, with a variety

of accompaniments, continued to be used until its

representation was forbidden by canon 82 of the

TruUan Synod in 692 (Hefele, ConcUiengeschichte,

iii. 340, £ng. transl. v. 234, Fr. transl., iii. 1, p.

573)—apparently because of mystical extrava-

gances connected with it in some minds; the de-

cision, however, was not accepted by the Western
Church, in which the s3rmbol of the Iamb long re-

mained an object of reverence. Of even deeper

significance is the fish (Greek ichlhua)^ sometimes in

its pictorial representation and sometimes indicated

merely by the Greek letters of its name. Wherever
the word or the figure was foimd, rudely scratched

upon the fresh mortar of the Catacombs, or more
elaborately chiseled in connection with other S3rm-

bols or inscriptions, or engraved upon gems in

signet rings, it spoke of the precioiis doctrine con-

tained in the five words for which its Greek letters

stand—'' Jesus Christ, the Son of God, the Savior."

It connotes even more in some early mural paint-

ings which bear distinct evidence of the eucharistic

character of the feast in which the fish is the central

figure. Still more permanently familiar are the

cross, the Chi Rho or monogram composed of the

first two Greek letters of the name of Christ, and
the Alpha and Omega, referring to Rev. i. 11, xxi. 6,

xxii. 13. The disciples appear also under the sym-
bols of the dove and the fish, or as the sheep of the

Good Shepherd's fold; the Church as a ship riding

safely over the waves, or as the ark of Noah, to

which a dove returns, bearing an olive-branch in its

beak.

The other division into which the subject faUs,

the symbolism of ceremonial observances ai^d ac-

cessories, is illustrated by a long series of liturgical

treatises, becoming fuller and more
5. Develop- minute as the thirteenth century ap-

mentof proaches. Among the earlier works,

Liturgical 1^ose of the Alexandrian school, with

Symbolism, its characteristic leaning toward Gfym-

bolic or allegorical interpretation of

Holy Scripture, contain the most frequent instances

of such treatment; CyiH of Jerusalem's catechetical

instructions are also full of mystical explanations of

the Church ceremonies (see MtBTAOooiCAL Tbboi/-

oot), although when he approaches the ehief of

them all, the Eueharist, he is almost exclusively

pieoeeapied with the dogmatic and devotional as-

pects of it. The works of the pseudo-Dionysius
afforded much suggestion for the later development;
and in the seventh oentuzy Bede and Isidore of

Seville (qq.v.) lead along the path which was to be

so much trodden. Symbolism was reduced to a

speculative science by Hugo of St. Victor; by hia

pupil and successor Richard of St. Victor (q.v.);

by Honorius of Autun (q.v.), who, after the fashion

of the time, took all knowledge to be his province;

by Sicardus, bishop of Cremona (d. 1215), renowned

as a historian, canonist, and lituigiologist, especially

in his MUrale seu de officiis ecdeaiasticis summa; by

Vincent of Beauvais (q.v.), after Albertus Magnus
and Thomas Aquinas (qq.v.) the most distinguished

Dominican theologian of the thirteenth oentuiy;

by Jacobus de Varagine (q.v.), the Dominican ardt-

bishop of Genoa, in his '' Golden Legend "; and

most of all by Durandus (q.v.), bishop of Mende
in Languedoc, the greatest of medieval lituigiol-

ogists, whose Rationale divinarum officiorum, written

about 1284, is said to have been oftener republished

during the early da3rs of printing than any other

book except the Bible.

There was no limit to the range of medieval flym-

bolism. Hugo of St. Victor (In kierarchiam ccAn-

tem, II., X. 1146) considered it possible that "in-

telligent minds might perhaps arrive

6. Examples at the union of eveiytUng in a beau-

of Litur- tiful harmony, visible and invisible

gical Sym- things aUke, so as to leave no single

holism, sensible object without demonstratiiig

that it has the mission of representing

something immaterial." There was no detail about

a church, however insignificant to the ordinaiy eye,

in which the medieval imagination could not find

a meaning, an analogy. Thus, in the veiy walls of

the church building, where, of course, the founda-

tion and other stones have their Scriptural inter-

pretations (I Cor. iii. 11; I Pet. ii. 5), Dulrandus

goes so far as to remember and interpret the ce-

ment. This, " without which there can be no sta-

bility of the walls, is made of hme, sand, and water.

The lime is fervent charity, which joineth to itself

the sand, that is, undertakings for the temporal

welfare of our brethren; because true charity taketh

care of the widow and the aged, and the infant, and

the infirm; and they who have it study to work
with their hands, that they may have wherewith to

benefit them. Now the lime and the sand are bound
together in the wall by an admixture of water. But
water is an emblem of the Spirit; and as without

cement the stones can not cohere, so neither can

men be built up in the heavenly Jerusalem without

charity, which the Holy Ghost worketh in them "

(Symbolitm of the ChurcheSy p. 15, London, 1906).

The above quotation is an instance of the pertinacity

with which a meaning was sought for everything,

however practical the reason for its presence. Of

more importance and, for most people, of more in-

terest axe the significations attached to the essen-

tial and prominent ritual accessories of the ehief

act of worship in the Roman Catholic CSiuich, me-
dieval and modem. Candles (see Ligbtb, XJbm or,

m Worship) bum upon the altar, to typify iht

tme light of the world. Incense is used at certain

portions of the mass, as before the altar in heaven

(Rev. viii. 3), and with the same general significa-

tion, that of prayer (Rev. v. 8). But, as in so many
cases, there is no restriction to a smgle aymboiie
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meaning. Thus the Fathers delight to see in the

censer the humanity of Christ, in the fire his divin-

ity, and in the smoke his grace. The censer, says

Augustine, is like the body of the Lord, and the in-

cense like the same body offered in sacrifice for the

salvation of the world and received as a sweet per-

fume by the Heavenly Father {Horn. vi. in Apoc.

X.3).

The vestments of the officiating priest and his

attendants have each its reminder, either of the

passion of Christ or of some virtue nec-

7. Sym- essary to his ministers. The amice
bolism of figures the helmet of a warrior, and
Vestments reminds the priest that he is a warrior;

and Insignia, or it is a memorial of the veil with

which the eyes of Christ were band-
aged by the soldiers. The alb is the white robe

put upon him by Herod; the emblem of purity. The
girdle brings to mind the manner in which Christ

was bound, and typifies continence. The maniple,

originally a kind of handkerchief intended to wipe

the face during the holy offices, teaches the lesson

that man must earn the bread of immortality in

the sweat of his brow, and figures also the whips
and scourges of the passion. The stole, even in its

present diminished form, by its very name reminds

us of the garment of innocence and immortality

with which our first parents were clothed. The
chasuble symbolizes the yoke of Christ; when he
puts it on, the priest prays " O Lord, who hast

said, My yoke is easy and my burden is light, grant

that I may carry it in such a manner as to obtain

thy grace "—and there are similar prayers alluding

to the symbolic meaning with each of the other

vestments. Of those peculiar to bishops, it will be
sufficient here to mention the crosier or pastoral

staff, in the shape of a shepherd's crook, which in

his own diocese he carries with the curved part out,

as a sign of jurisdiction; in that of another bishop,

he turns it toward himself to express the opposite.

The colors used for the sacerdotal garments imder
the old law were five—gold, blue, purple, scarlet,

and white (linen) ; and as late as Gregory the Great
(De paaUfrali cura, ii. 3) there seems to have been a
tendency to retain the consecrated sequence. The
modem Roman colors, however (increasingly fol-

lowed in the Anglican church), while still five ac-

cording to the traditional number, are partly differ-

ent. They are: white, a symbol of purity, on feasts

of Christ, the Blessed Virgin, confessors (saints who
were not martyrs), and virgins imless also martyrs;

red, suggesting both blood and fire, on the feast of

Pentecost and of all martyrs; green, the ordinary

color of nature, on Simdays and weekdays not

specially set apart; violet, the somber color of

mourning and penitence, during Advent and Lent;

black on Good Friday and in services for the dead.

See Mass, II., 7.

The usages accompanying the solemn adminis-

tration of the sacrament of baptism at this day in

the Roman Catholic Church, most of which have
come down from very early timte, are an admira-
ble illustration of the manner in which every small-

est action in sacred things was supposed to teach

its own lesson to the participants and spectators.

The priest, wearing a violet stole, symbolic of the

miserable state of fallen man, meets the child at

the door of the church to signify that in its original

state it has no right to enter the house
8. Sym- of God. After Uie command to the

bolism in devil to depart, the seal of a different

Baptism. Master is impressed on the child's

forehead and breast with the sign of

the cross; and the priest lays his hand upon its

head to denote that he takes possession of it in the

name of God. Salt, which preserves from corrup-

tion and gives a relish to food, is then put into the

mouth, and then, lest the devil should attempt to

take away the gift of Christian wisdom and the

relish for divine things, he is solenmly exorcised. A
strange but very ancient ceremony, mentioned by
Ambrose {De 8acramenH8f I., i.) is stiU retained at

this point. In memory of Christ's curing of a deaf-

and-dmnb man by touching his ears and tongue
with spittle, the same is done by the priest to the

ears and nostrils of the child, to symbolize the open-

ing of its ears to the truth and its mouth to the

praise of the Lord. After the formal renunciation

of Satan at the font (see Renunciation of the
Devil), the child is anointed with the " oil of cate-

chimiens," on the breast to make it love the yoke
of Christ and on the shoulders to give it strength

to carry that yoke. The actual essential ceremony
of baptism proper has already been spoken of. It

is followed by a fresh anointing witii the sacred

chrism, in token of the quality of prophet, priest,

and king which has been bestowed upon the new
member of Christ; and the child's head is covered

with the white chrism-cloth (as the newly baptized

adults in the primitive Church wore their white

garments for eight days), as a reminder of the ne-

cessity of striving to preserve baptismal innocence

unspotted to the end. A lighted taper is then placed

in the child's hand, held by one of the godparents;

and the words put into the priest's mouth express

an allusion to the light which must be kept burning

till the call comes to go out and meet the Bride-

groom.
For one final illustration, the intricate ceremonies

of the consecration of a church, as would naturally

be expected, were in the Middle Ages, and are to-

day in the Roman Catholic Church,

9. Conse- full of an elaborate symbolism of their

cxation of own, including some unique features,

a Church. One is that in which the bishop, with

the end of his crosier, traces the let-

ters first of the Greek alphabet and then of the Latin

in the shape of a great X from comer to comer of

the church; this corresponds to the taking posses-

sion of land and marking its boundaries. While
not found in the East and not attested before the

ninth century in the West, this rite goes back for

its origin much further, and may have been sug-

gested by the practise of Roman surveyors, who
used to trace two transverse lines on land which
they wished to measure. But it was easy to regard

the formation of the big X as a taking possession

of the floor space of the church in the name of Jesus

Christ, the great Alpha and Omega, whose mono-
gram and title, so to speak, were written large upon
the pavement by the tracing of the intervening

letters. Lustration with qHMially prepared holy
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wmter is a prominent pari of the rite; but rather

too muehi it aeems, has been nuule of the analogy
drawn by L. Duchesne (Chrittian WitrMp, p. 413,

London, 1904), following such medieval Utuigists

as Yvo of Chartresy between the oonsecration and
the ceremonies of baptism. There is no attempt,

however remote, to imitate the "fonn" of bap-
tism; and it is safer to regard the lustration as

merely a qrmbolised moral disinfection. It is the

natural and logical order that purification should

precede embellishment. Even in pagan Greece,

at the annual commemoration of those who fell at
Platea, the archon washed the gravestones with
water before anointing them with oiL So in the

rite under discussion ihe consecration is symbolised
and made eloquent to the spiritual sense by the

use of oil, typical of God's boiedictions.

A. I. DU P. COLBMAN.
m. Symbolism in Art—1. BalatloB of Art and

SymboUsmt Throughout the entire history of

Christian art more or less of symbolism has ever

been present. This Christian art has on the one
side been in agreement with the historic manifes-

tations or forms of art in general, while on the

other side religious fancy and the tongue of the

Church and of Christendom have brou^t forth a
wealth of symbols, comparisons, allegories, and
types peculiarly thcdr own which in turn have had
an especially eventful influence upon art. In the

early Christian period alongside of purely Christian

conceptions earlier art traditions were still eflfective.

In the discovery and interpretation of art symbols
needful care has not always been exercised in dia-

tinguishing between what belongs to literature,

what to literature and art combined, or what ex-

clusively to art. Such men of the Middle Ages as
Honorius of Autun, Sicard, and Durand, for exam-
ple, in their qrmbolic interpretations concerned
themselves all too narrowly with the emblematic
speech of art. For the Middle Ages the most effect-

ive work has been done by such French scholara as

Cahier and Didron, for the early Christian period

by German Protestants.

a. The Sarly Period: For the period before Con-
stantine this form of expression is limited to se-

pulchral monuments. The expression is essentiaUy

symbolic, and material from the Old and the New
1 Pi-i«>i«ir^> Testament is used to express the

*

Forms. conceptions and hopes of that period,

although with occasional peculiarities

more or less loosely attached. Roses, branches of

bloom, flowering meadows, and trees, especially the
palm, represent paradise, the entrance being indi-

cated by two piUan, or, later, by two great candle-
sticks. Still more significant was the lamb, stand-
ing upon a mountain from which gushed the four
streams of paradise, and the Joidan also came
into this connection. In very intimate connec-
tion with this was the favorite figure of the good
shepherd, thought of as lord and protector of
the dead, to which belonged also the sheep upon
his shoulder. The sheep also appeared alone in this

symbolism; the number twdve represented the
apostles; the lamb stood for Christ and also for
the sacrificial lamb; exceptionally upon the sar-
oc^hagus of Junius Baasus the lamb represents the

wonder-working Jesus. The fish, one of the most

ancient symbok, also belongs here so far as it ex-

presses the mystical communion brought about

through the Lord's Supper, the result of which is

incorruption. The conversion of this into a ood-

fession as lehthui (*/2«ms Christaa Theou kuiot

90iir) can be proven first in the fourth oentuiy,

while the designation of the Christians as pucicuH

seems never to have been taken up into art. The

vine, appearing as early as the second oentuiy,

either relates itself to the Lord's Supper or repre-

sents the living community with Christ (John xr.

1 sqq.). The dove, with or without the olive branch.

as the symbol of heavenly peace belongs here; it

may be purely ornamental, however, or it may rep-

resent the Holy Spirit. So mention may be made

here of the pahn, the wreath or crown, and the

anchor. The peacock was a possession of the an-

cient, of Jewidi, and of Christian sepulchral synt-

holism. The same may be said of the Sirens, the

Dioscuri, Eros, and Psyche. The figure of Orpheus

also was used, not because there was any relation

to Christ, but possibly because oi the connection in

the Orphic mysteries with immortality. Ship and

lighthouse portrayed the voyage to eternity; the

shepherd suggested the aighing of the soul for eternal

peace, and was employed in baptisteries. Whether

the so-called Orantes (praying figures, generalk

female) represented Christian prayer as such is not

absolutely sure, but they do not represent the

Church. Religious regard restricted representatioos

of the deity to a hand reaching down, later sur-

rounded by a nimbus or giving rise to rays of light.

From the secular life were taken such figures as the

lion, eagle, horse, balance, and instruments of labor.

With the end of the fourth century began the

downfall of sepulchral figuring and loss of its sym-

bolism, replaced by a new series of symbols. To

be named here are the monogram of Christ (see

JxsuB Christ, Monooham of), the cross (see Cao^
AND mi Use ab a Symbol), the A and

£Z^^ fl, the swastika, the phenix and the

nim?" ^'^^ (both qrmbols of the resurrec-

tion), the cantharus from which vine

branches issue (reoUling the Supper), while serpents,

dragons, and other monstera either lie at Christ's feet

or are transfixed by the emperor's bannered spear

(recalling the fall or representing the devil and his

companions). Other objects introduced more or

less frequently were the lisard, squirrel, cypres^r

spring or well, dog, and ring. To be separated in

category are the purely heathen symbols which owe

their entrance into Christian art to purely medias-

ical causes, such as Eros (Cupid) ¥dth revez^ed

torch (see Mtthra, IfrrHRAiaif), Gorgon head, and

pomegranate (an accompaniment of Persephone).

A higher step in development was taken when by

way of personification the human figure came to be

used. So a half"figure, with a robe in folds over the

head, upon which the enthroned Christ sets his foot

represents the heaven. While sun and moon appear

as disk and crescent, the sun appeara also asa youth

going forth in his chariot withwhiged horses, likeviae

as a bust from the head of which issue rays; themoon

is a woman with the sickle in her hair or with a ga^

ment blowing or falling in folds about her. M«^
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foniu, from the pedeetals of which waters issue,

repreeented sea and riversi especii^y the Red Sea
and the Jordan. Nymphs of the springs appear
also, while the seated matron may represent the

city if she have a tesselated erown. The Codex
Raesanenais introduces a new Christian creation,

wisdom, or inspiration; death is presented as a
half-naked youth seated upon a sarcophagus, and
prayer was also personified.

8. The Kiddle Affes: In the Middle Ages there

was a great inrush of new forms and ideas, derived

not only from the influence of the Bible and the
sermon, but also from the liturgy, the legends of

the saints, the religious drama, and the moralities,

from fable, and indeed from scholar-

^•^^*y» ship. Yet only a small part of what

^1^^* was available was really employed.
The mystery of the Trinity was repre-

sented by the triangle, by three rings interlaced, or

by a triplet of like-formed animal shapes; while

about the end of the period issued a tlnee-headed

form. The number three had an important part in

architecture and artistic composition. The Holy
Spirit was still figured as a dove, while doves repre-

sented likewise the seven gifts of the Spirit, only
exceptionally did this person of the Trinity appear
in human form as a lad. The life of Jesus affozded a
rich material. For the incarnation the unicorn

legend was used—^hunted by Gabriel and his four

hounds, pity, truth, justice, and peace, the unicorn

took refuge in the protection of the seated virgin.

The virgin birth is connected in symbolism with the
virginity of liary, as by the use of the lily. So from
the Old Testament into connection with the life of

Girist were brought the burning bush, the vessel

with manna, the rod of Aaron which sprouted, etc.

The sufiferings and death of Christ were qrmbolized
by the lamb with the cross-baimer or the stream of

blood flowing from its breast. The self-sacrificing

death of Christ was figured by the pelican which
pierced its breast to give drink to its young. The
lioness also appeared, bringing to life by breathing

upon it her stiUbom cub. The lion represented the

evil powers and the devU. Christ's exaltation was
figured by showing him seated upon a throne or a
rainbow, a lily branch (grace) issuing from his head,
while a sword deiu>ted justice. The Virgin Mary
was portrayed as queen of heaven with diadem,
scepter, and throne, and with her were pictured sun,

moon, and stars; as " mother of pity " she wore a
mantle which was caught up by the wind and cov-
ered those who sought her help; to her the lily and
the roee were sacred; the red rose qrmboliaed her
sufferings, the white her joy. The functions of

prophets and apostles and certain doctors of the

Church as teachers were represented by the book
or roll which was given them in art; to some, certain

definite articles gave character and distinction—the

lyre to David, Uie keys to Peter, or the sword of

martyrdom distinguished Paul; the founders of

churches sometimes bore in the hand a model of

the church.

Of course the Church had its figures representing

itself. In the most beautiful representations of the

Middle Ages the Church appeared as a royal woman,
crowned, carrying the banner of victory and ^

XI,—14

cup; or Christ on the cross crowned her, or she
oaught from his wounded side the flowing blood,

and a prophet was her companion; her

^^f significanoe for salvation was repre-

Virtue^ aented by a ship or the ark. Opposed

and Vices, ^ ^^^ Btood the synagogue, unbeliev-

ing Judaism, a feminine form, in the
right hand a cracked staff and in the left a table of

the law falling to earth; a bandage covered her eyes,

and the crown was (idling from her head. The in-

fluence of the religious drama was felt here, and the
popular feeling against Judaism registered itself in

art by picturing Judaism under the figure of the

swine. For the sacrament the cup and ears of grain

had their symbolism; the cup on a gravestone in-

dicated the priestly character of the deceased.

Transubstantiation had also its symbolism in the
" mill of the host." Of course, the moralising char-

acter of the Church was displayed here, and the
virtues appeared on portals, in the chancel, on
memorials of the dead, and in the patterns of the

carpets. Practically always they appeared as female
forms: Faith had iiie cup and tiie cross, Justice had
the balance. Charity (or love) protected a beggar
or a child, Hope looked off in the distance or

stretched out her hand for a crown. Prudence held

a book. Bravery made preparation (for defense or

attack). Temperance had a measuring instrument.

Chastity was represented by a palm, pheniz, or a
nesting dove, Humility by a dove. Perseverance by
a crown. Harmony by an olive branch. Naturally
this symbolism induced the figuring of the opposites:

Idolatry was shown by a man worshiping an idol.

Desperation by a man committing suicide with a
sword. Inconstancy by a monk fleeing from the
monastery.

As the seasons Gfymboliaed the changing course of

human life, so the wheel of fortune was especially

employed for this purpose, being taken in from pre-

Christian art after being passed over
8. JsMtmr

\yy early (Christian symbolism. It be-

-r^™V^* came a great favorite as a moralistic
*^

medium. The destructive might of

death was set forth by the figure of a man weed-
ing a garden or felling trees, or of a rider (Rev. vi. 8)

with stretched bow, or more extensively as an ema-
ciated old man which developed into the skeleton

with sickle and hourglass. The dance of death
(see Death, Dancb of), a favorite theme in art,

is in origin connected with the devastation of the
Black Death. The departing soul was usually

pictured as a small, naked, sodess, hiunan figure,

issuing from the mouth. The last judgment was
also a subject of art, in which the revenge of the
monsters of hell occupied the central place, while

the dovU was a prominent figure. Upon the devil

played all the popular richness of imagination and
grotesqueness; hence developed the human figure

in varied shapes, with horn of goat, hoof, bat's wings,

and tail; he even appeared as a black bird inspiring

Pontius Pilate. There was in connection with this

theme not a little also of the humorous. There was
a great revival of the antique in art as in literature.

Sirens, centaurs, the Sibyl, Plato, and Aristotle are

common figures. Great difficulty attends the un-

derstanding of the meaning of the scencQ in which
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animals appear, now figuring in wild combat and
again grouped in restful pose. These are found
especially in Germany in many situations. Possi-

bly in many cases the explanation is to be sought in

warning against demonic powers, assaults, and sins;

occasionally the decorative motive is evident; again

possibly, though not probably, irony is present.

4. Byaantlne Art: Bysantine art was not nearly

ao rich in its forms and figures as the artistic sym-
bolism of the West, the naturally conservative

tendencies of the East revealing themselves here

and permitting little that was creative. In this its

literature differed, employing symbols, allegories,

personification, and types freely. While the West
employed the human form in this region, the E^ast

remained true to its traditions in the employment
mainly of animal and plant forms. The image con-

troversy (see I11AGB8 AND IiCAOK W0B8HIP, II.) had
its effects in this direction, so that the Physiologus

myth had a far narrower influence upon art. An-
thropomorphic symbolism was less potent in its

effects. Oif course the East had its own favorite

4yn]ix>ls. Thus in the pictures of the last judgment
there appean the crowned long of hell riding a sort

of grifiin. It had also the ** Etimasia," a throne

upon which rested cross, lamb, and book—^repre-

senting Christ; while the empty throne stood for

the majesty of Crod, in which the early Christian

abhuMuce of figuring God as a person is seen.

Bysantine art remained closer to the earlier pei^

Bonification, as when the shepherd lad David, play-

ing the harp, gives the key to the melody, behind

a pillar in the distance the Oread Echo takes up
the tone, while in the foreground the half-naked

mountain-god listens. Similarly David appears as

the ro3ral singer, by his side the female forms Sophia

and Ihrophecy and above his head the Holy Spirit

as inspirer in the form of a dove.

In France, Germany, and England the Roman
Catholic Chureh is endeavoring at present to come
again into full accord with the symbolic feeling of

the Bfiddle Ages, while Italy and Spain seem to

linger in the rear. There are attempts at creation,

seen especially in the use of the ** Heart of Jesus
"

and " Heart of Mary." The Protestant churches

are also showing an awakening interest in symbols
and their use in religious art. See Animals; and
Paramenta. (Victor Schultze.)

IV. Apologetics of Symbolism from the Roman
Catholic Standpoint: A certain amount of sym-
bolism is necessary in all religions, pagan. Christian,

Roman Catholic, or Protestant. In all ages and
places the inward feeling of devotion must be ac-

companied by an outward manifesta-
I. Symbol- tion of it. All religious actions are

ism In- from their very nature symbolical and
evitable. figurative. The Mussulman in his de-

votions must take off his shoes and
kneel on hiscarpet facing toward Mecca. These are

symbolical acts. Even the Quaker must keep on
his hat and sit in a bare room in silence, to show
by these symbols his vain attempt to disregard

symbols. A /orHorif the Roman Catholic, whose re-

ligion is based on a sacramental system, is surround-
ed on all sides by symbolism, in arehitecture, art,

and music, all contributing to the elaborate ritual

of his public worship in the holy sacrifice of the

Mass, which sanctifies and applies symbolism in

the highest and widest sense. The study of Ro-

man Catholic ceremonies might be called the sdenoe

of liturgical esthetics.

It may be said that a symbol is synonjrmous vith

a sacrament, inasmuch as they are both signs.

something which stands for somet^
2. Fonda- else; something exterior, visible, which

mental signifies and usually conceals some-

Analogy, thing interior, invisible. For instance.

life, per se, in itself—vegetative, sensi-

tive, or rational—is never really seen; it is perceiwd

only by its effects in exterior signs and symbols

which that life informs, through which it works.

The best iUustration of the symbolism or sacramen-

tality of the universe is found in man himself, a

microcosm, as he is called, a " sum and compendium
of the universe." His body, composed of all the

sensitive, vegetative, and mineral elements found

in the worid outside him, is the sacramental s>'m-

bol of the rational soul by which it is informed; the

outward and visible sign of the real invisible e^o

within. And man thus constituted, himself a kind

of sacrament, in a world which is by its nature uni-

versally sacramental, must of necessity lead a sa(y

ramental life, both in the order of nature and of

grace, i.e., because in the order of nature therefore

in the order of grace; for grace does not destroy

nature, on the contrary, it presupposes and per-

fects it; nature is the raw material for grace to ^-ork

upon. Revealed religion is above natural theology,

but never opposed to it. A religion purely spiri-

tual, without the outward sign of the interior grace,

would be for angels (pure spirits), not for men—st

least according to Roman Catholic doctrine. In-

deed, Christ himself became a sacrament, for he be-

came man. The incarnation is the sacrament of

sacraments; his humanity was the sign, the sym-

bol of his divinity. As a teacher of men he was a

symbolist, for he spoke in parables. The sacramen-

tal idea is coextensive with the Roman Catholic

Church, and is the basis of ecclesiastical symbolifin

with all it implies, not only of the seven sacrament^:

themselves, but of the elaborate Roman Catbobc

ceremonial and ritual. Every Roman Catholic theo-

logian who admits a divinely instituted sacramen-

tal system is necessarily more or less of a symbolist.

The reason for symbolism in the supernatural i&

according to Thomas Aquinas, the same as th&t

required in the natural order, vis., man is composf^i

of body and soul. Truth, which is immaterial, must

be presented to him by material signs. In the nat-

ural order ideas are expressed by words; thought:

arrive to us through the senses, not that the materisi

sense contains the essence of the inmiaterial idea,

but that it is its messenger, just as the wind canie?

winged seeds. " Sensation is our messenger to the

intellect, our king." Similarly in the superoatursl

order grace is brought to men through the exterior

form of sacraments and ceremonies.

Sacrament here is taken in the strict Roman

Catholic, theological sense, as understood of tl^

seven sacraments, to wit: it must be a scnsiblo

sign, it must be instituted by Christ, it must eSeci

the grace it signifies. The matter—or material
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(maiena)—oi these sacraments was not chosen
arbitrarily by Christ. ** It was becoming," again to

quote Thomas Aquinas, " that there be

3. Sacxa- a natural analogy between the matter
mental of the sacrament and the grace oper-

Analogies. ated by it/' e.g., What is the effect of

baptism? To cleanse the soul of the

stain of original sin. Therefore water, which
cleanses the body, is the necessary matter of this

sacrament. Oil softens and strengthens, it perme-
ates and nourishes, serves as a dressing for wounds,
it is a seasoning for food, and, combined with other

liquids, rises to the top; it is used for the anointing

of priests and longs. It is a s3rmbol of youth and
vigor of soul. Mixed with balm it is the ef3rmbol of

good example, of the good odor which the Christian

soul should everywhere exhale. All these many
qualities of oil are symbolic of the many and great

operations of the Holy Ghost upon the soul, hence
its use in the sacraments of baptism, confirmation,

holy orders, and extreme unction.

Bread and wine are the matter of the sacrament
of the Eucharist, because, according to the Council

of Trent, Holy Communion produces in the spiri-

tual all the effects of bread and drink in the material

order, it sustains, gives growth, repairs forces, and
fills tbe soul with a holy joy.

In Le SymboUsme (see bibliography), Landriot,

archbishop of Reims, says in effect: Every creature,

however small, is a partial and material expression

of the Infinite Intelligence. Besides

4. Essential its proper form, its individual charac-

Valnation ter, it contains within a divine thought,

of Sym- a divine ideal, it bears the indefible

bolism. seal of the Word, of which it is an im-

perfect though in a sense a true ex-

pression. Just as on a page written by a man of

literary genius one can distinguish in each letter its

form, individuality, material direction, typograph-

ical beauty, yet underneath the dead letter—above
all in the ensemble of these inanimate characters

—

\here is something else: there is the sublime, gra-

cious, and varied thought of the master. So every

object of creation corresponds to a divine ideal, it

is a sign of a divine thought, a hieroglyphic of the

language of heaven. Hence, Roman Catholic the-

ology, the highest Roman Catholic philosophy, the

great secret of art, consist first in Imowing how to

spell, then to read, then to understand this magnifi-

cent poem of the Creator, this sublime literature of

God, this masterpiece of the greatest of creative

artists. Thus to discover through the material ele-

ment the divine side of things is to discern him who
is at once the Great Unknown and supremely In-

telligible Being. An activity could hardly be foimd

more worthy than this of man's rational soul, made,
as it is, after the image of its maker.

But such is the science and the philosophy of

eoclesiajstical symbolism, understood and applied by
the Roman Catholic Church, ** symbolism " in its

most universal and therefore most Catholic mean-
ing and use. Stuart Chambebs.
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vols., Regensburg, 1854; W. and G. Audsley, Handbook
of Chrietian Symboliam, London, 1865; C. Cahier, Let
CaracUrieliquea dee aainta dona Fart poptdaire, 2 vols.,

Paris, 1866-68; J. R. Thomson. SymboU of Chrielendom,
London, 1867; R. St. J. Tyrwhitt. AH Teaching of the
PrimiHve Church, London, 1873; C. A. Auber, Hiatoire
et thSorie du aymboliame rdigieux, 4 vols., Paris, 1874;
J. W. Legg, Notea on the Hiat. of the Liturgical Coloura,
London, 1882; J. P. Lundy, Monumental Chriatianity;

or, the Symboliam of the Primiiive Church, New York,
1882; F. A. Philippi, iSymfroia. Akademiache VorUaungen,
GateiBloh, 1883; C. Auber, Hist, et thiorie du aymboliame
rdigieux avanl et depuia le chriatianiame, 4 vols., Paris,

1884; T. Inman, Ancient Pagan and Modem Chrietian
Symboliam, New York, 1884; H. C. W. Philippe, Domain of
Symboliam in Religunia Worahip, London, 1884; J. R.
Allen, Early Chrietian Symboliam in Oreat Britain and
Ireland before the ISth Century, London, 1887; H. Schmidt,
Handbuch der Symbolik, Berlin, 1890; J. F. A. T. Landriot.
Le Symboliame, Paris, 1891; W. R. Lethaby, Architecture,
Myatieiam, and Myth, London, 1892; W. Palmer, Early
Chrietian Symboliam, London. 1895; W. F. Shaw. Chap-
tera on Symboliam, London, 1897; E. C. Neff, An Anglican
Study in Chrietian Symboliam, Qeveland, 1898; E. M,
Repullte y Vargas, El Symboliamo en la arquitectura eriai

tiana, Madrid, 1898; E. Geldart, Manual of Church Deco-
ration and Symboliam, Oxford, 1899; J. H. Spencer, " Aa
Old aa Adam "; flrat Principlea in religuma geometrical
Symbola and aiphabetical Charactera, London, 1899; F. W.
Hackwood, Chriat Lore; being the Legende, Traditiona,
Mytha, Symbola, Cuatoma, and Superatitiona of the Chrietian
Church, London, 1902; J. Sauer, Die Symbolik dea Kirchen^
geb&udea und aeiner Auaalattung in der Auffaaaung dea Mit-
tdaltera, Freiburg, 1902; H. J. Smith. lUuatrated Symbola
and Emblema of the Jewiah, Early Chrietian, Greek, Latin,
and Modem Churchea, London, 1900; H. D. M. Spence,
White Robe of Churchea, London, 1900; H. Lecleroq.
Manuel d^archMogie chritienne, Paris, 1907; J. H. Blunt,
The Annotated Book of Common Prayer, pp. 44-80, latest

impression. New York, 1908; DCA, ii. 1944-47; KL, vi.

593-600; A. E. Waite, The Hidden Church of the Holy
Oraal: ita Legende and Symboliam, London, 1909; M. C.
Nieuwbam, Church Symboliam; a Treatiae on the Oeneral
Symboliam and Iconography of the Roman Catholic Church
Edifice, ib. 1910; Mrs. H. Jenner, Chrietian Symboliam,
Chicago, 1910; and the literature under Pabambnta.
On symbolism in relation to art forms in general con-

sult: the works named under Art and Church by Didron-
Hemans, Piper, LQbke, Tyrwhitt, Otte, Jameson, Stokes,

Cutts, Schultse, Kraus, and Michel; the literature under
Architbcturx, Ecclbsxastical; Cbmbtbribs; Jbsus
Christ, Pxcfubbs and Imagbs or. Books dealing with
art in all periods are: F. E. Hulme, The Hiat., Principlea,

and Practice of Symboliem in Chrietian Art, new ed., Lon-
don, 1908; F. Piper, ut sup.; Louisa Twining, Symbola
and Embleme of Early and Medieeval Chrietian Art, Lon-
don, 1860; C. Browne, A Lecture on Symboliam and ita

Connection with Church AH, New York, 1865; H. J.

Grimouard de Saint Laurent, Ouide de VaH chrHien, 6 vols.,

Paris, 1872-75; C. E. Clement, A Handbook of Legendary
AH, Boston, 1881; idem, Heroinsa of the Bible in AH,
London, 1900; E. P. Evans, Animal Symboliam in Ecde-
aiaatical Architecture, London, 1896; 'A. B. Hinds, A Oamer
of Sainta. Legende and Embleme uaually repreaented in

AH, London, 1900; H. Kehrer, Die " Heiligen drei

KOnige ** in der Legende und in der devtachen bildenden

Kunal bia DUrer, Strasburg, 1904.

For the eariy period read: W. D. Ward, Hiat. of the

Croaa; the pagan Origin and idolatroua Adoption and Wor-

ahip of the Image, London, 1871; C. LGdtke, Die BUder-

ver^rung und die bildenden DarateUung in den eraten

chriaUichen JahrhundeHen, Freiburg, 1874; J. E. Wessely.

Ikonographie Oottea und der HeUigen, Leipeio. 1874; V.

Schultse, ArchAologiaehe Studien Hber altehriatliche Monu-
mente, Vienna, 1880; F. X. Kreus. ReateneyklopOdie der

ifhriaUichen AUeHUmer, 2 vols., Freibui]|, 1882^86; A.
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Haaenelever, Der dftchritUiehe GriAenchmuek, Brunswick.

1886; H. Bexsner, Der QvU Hvi in der aUehrieaiehen

Kwut, Berlin. 1890: A. Breynuuin. Adam vnd Bva in dmr

Kun§g dea ehri$aiehen AtUrthunu, Wolfenbflttel, 1893;

A. Heunner, Die aUchrxellichen Orpheua DaraUUttnoen,

Caasel. 1893; H. Detsel, Chndliehe Ikonograpkie, 2 vote..

Freibuiv. 1894-96; E. Hennocke. AUehiridliche Malerei

vnd aWtirehliehe LUertUur, Leipsie. 1896; Q. StohlfAUth.

Die Bngel in der aUchrieaichen Kunel, Tflbincen. 1897;

L. Cloquet, EUmenU d^iconooreaohie ehrUienne, lolle. 1900;

K. M. Kaufmann, Die eejndkralen JeneeiiadenknUUer der

Antike und dee UrchrieterUume, Mains. 1900; idem. Hand-
buck der chriaaichen ArcMologie, Padeibom. 1905; T.

Beaudolre. Oeniee de la eryptographie apotiolique, Paris,

1902; K. Michel, Gihel vnd BUd in frUhchrieOieher ZeU,

Leipeic, 1902; H. Bergner. Kirehliche Kunetaltertlimer in

DeuUchland, Leipsic. 1903-05; J. ReU. Die frUhehriet-

lichen DareUUvngen der Kreueiotmif Chriati, Leipsio. 1904;

J. Wilpert. Die Malereien der Katakomben Roma, 2 vols..

Freiburg, 1904.

For the Middle Ages and modem times consult: J. M.
von Redowits, Ikanographie der HeUigen, Bexlin. 1834;

idem. The SainU in AH, Rome, 1898; A. N. Didxxm.

leonographie chr4tienne, Paris. 1843; English transl..

Chriatian Iconography; or, the Hiet. of Chriatian AH in the

Middle Agea, London. 1851; C. Cahier and A. Martin.

MSiangea (and Nouoeavx MUangea) d^arehSologie, d^hie-

toire, H de literature aur le moyen-dge, 10 vols.. Paris.

1847-77; Q. Heider. Ueber Tiereymbolik %md doe Symbol
dea L&wen in der chriatlichen Kunat, Vienna, 1849; J. E.
Wessely. Die OeetaUen dea Todea %tnd dea Teufda in der

dareteUenden Kunat, Leipsic. 1876; H. J. Grimouard de
Saint-L«urent. Lea Imagea du aacr^^eaur au point de vue

de Vhiat, et de VaH, Paris, 1880; A. Springer. Ud>er die

QueUen der Kunatdarat^ungen vn MittelaUer, Leipsio.

1880; H. Otte. KunatarchAologie dea deutaehen MiUelaUera,

2 vols.. Leipsic. 1880-85; B. Ecki. Die Madonna ale Go-

genatand chriatlicher Kunatmalerei, Brixen. 1883; P. Jes-

sen. Die Daratellung dea Weltgeriehta bia auf Michetangeio,

Beriin. 1883; G. Voss. Daa jUngaU Gericht in der bOdenden
Kunat dea friihen Mittdaltera, Leipsio. 1884; N. Kondakoff,

Hiat, de FaH byaantin, 2 vols.. Paris. 1886-01; E. MQnts.
itvdea iconographiquea et archMogiquea aw le moyen-dge,

Paris. 1888; F. Lauohert, Gaachichte dea Phyaiologua,

Btrasbuxg. 1889; C. Rohault de Fleuiy. Lst SainU de la

meaaa et leura monumenU, Paris, 1893; M. Engels, Die
Daratellung der Geetalten Gottea dea Vatera in der MaUrei,
Luzembuig. 1894; idem. Die Kreueigung Chriati in der

bildenden Kunat, ib. 1899; P. Weber. GeiaUu^ea S<Mur
apid und kirehliche Kunat in ihrem VerhdUma . , . an
einer Ikanographie der Kirehe und Synagoge, Stuttgart.

1894; J. Strsygowski. Der BUderfcreia dea griechiachen

Phyaiologua, Leipsio. 1899; N. BeU. The SainU in Chriatian

AH, 8 vols.. London. 1901-04; M. Eemarel. Le *' lAiere
"

de Paula. Cauaeriea JdmHiirea aur VaH et le eymboliame
ehrUiena, Paris, 1902; J. Sauer. SymboUk dea Kirehenge-

b&tidea , . . dea MiUdaltera, Fxeibuxg. 1902; E. Male.

L'AH rdigieux du xiH. aiScU en France, Paris, 1902
(crowned by the Academy); A. Venturi. The Madonna,
London. 1902; J. E. Weis-LieberKiorf. Chriatue- und Apoa-
telbUder, Freiburg. 1902; E. A. Greene, SainU and their

SymboU: a Companion in the Churchea and Picture Gal-

leriea of Europe, London, 1904; O. ZOokler. Die Tugend-
Uhre dea Chriatentuma mU beaonderer ROckeieht auf deren
aafUeneymbolieehe EinkUidung, Gflterdoh, 1904; A.
Mufios. leonografla deOa Madonna, Floxenoe, 1905; H. O.
Taylor. The Medieval Mind, 2 vols.. New York, 1911.

STMBOLUM APOSTOUCUM.
Cbbed.

See Afostlss'

STMMACHIANS: The name applied to one or

more heretical sects, at least one of them centering

at Rome. Philaster (Hear., Ixii.) speaks of them as

derived from a certain Patridus, a teacher at Rome,
whose chief doctrine was that the.body was the

handiwork of the devil, and that in consequence ill-

treatment of it was a duty. This was pushed by
followers to its extremes of suidde and. of indul-

gence in all lusts. Ambroeiaster (prologue to Gala-

tians, and on I Tim. iv. 1) brings a sect of the name

into connection with Mardonites (see Marcion)
and Manicheans (q.v.). Augustine (Contra Fau^-
turn, xix. 4, 17, NPNF, 1 ser., iv. 240, 246; Contra

Creaconium, i. 31) relates Symmachians with the

Ebionites (q.v.), and also (by implication) with

Manicheans.

STMMACHUS, sim'a-kus'': Pope 49»->514. On •

the death of Anastadus II. the deacon Synunachus
of Sardinia and the archpriest Laurentius divided

the votes; the former was consecrated in the Lat-

eran and the latter in S. Maria Maggiore on Nov.
22, 498. Both parties agreed to submit the affair

for decidon to Theodoric the Great, although he
was an Arian, who was then the suzerain of Rome.
He dedded that whoever was consecrated first, and
by a majority, had a right to the papal chair; this

being Symmachus, Laurentius withdrew, and ap-
parent unity reigned. Symmachus called a ssmod
on Mar. 1, 497, and introduced directions regarding

the papal election which would render imposdble
such events as had occurred. This deddon did not,

however, prevent later schisms; moreover, the ri-

valry between Symmachus and Laurentius was re-

newed, and although the latter was made bishop of

Nocera and removed from Rome, his foUowers con-

tinued their oppodtion to Symmachus, blaming him
for appointing a time for the Easter festival of 50t
A.D.,' and accusing him of adultery, of alienating

church property, and various other crimes. Appeal
was again made to Theodoric, who called Peter,

bishop of Altinum, to Rome to investigate matters,

and to take control of the chiux^h property. Sym-
machus, who was in Ariminum, refused to appear
at the synod called by Peter in Rome, some time
after Easter, 501, unless Peter withdrew and the

church property were restored to his control, when
he would be willing to defend himself before the

synod. The bishops dared not deny the pope's re-

quest, but Theodoric demanded a new sesdon of the

synod, at which Symmachus dedded to appear; but
as a tumult arose during the sesdon he refused to

appear again and aiq)ealed to the king, to whom the
synod also referred the matter. Theodoric, how-
ever, ordered the bishops to dedde, and on Oct. 23.

501, at a fourth sesdon they rendered the famous
decidon by which all accusations against Symma-
chus were set adde without examination, on the
ground that, by reason of the exalted authority of

the AposUe Peter, they did not dare to judge the
pope, but left it to God, who sees the secrets of the
heart. The synod followed out the condudons of

its decidon, and declared those who had not favored
Symmachus to be schismatics, and condemned Peter
of Altinum and Laurentius. Symmachus convoked
a sixth sesdon of the synod Nov. 6, in order to pre-

vent the interference with his dection from becom-
ing a precedent. The decidon of the synod did not,

however, restore hannony, and after deeds of vio-

lence, the followers of Laurentius finally resorted

to literaiy aiguments. Symmachus finally earned
the day, but the oppodtion to Sjrnunaehus was
broken only when Theodoric declared himself against
the Laiuentians and commanded that thdr dburch
be given over to Sjrmmachus (505 and 506 a.d.);

whmupon Laurentius retired to a countiy place
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belanging to his stanch supporter, Senator Festus,

and becfune an ascetic.

Symmachus was now firmly established as pope,

and devoted himself to building and endowing
churches. He entered into a dispute with the Em-
peror Anastasius (Epist.f x.), had relations with the

banished Africans (Episi., xi.), with Ennodius of

Pavia {Epist.f vii., ix.; xviii.), and with the Gauls

(Episi., xiv.). He favored the demands of the bish-

ops of Aries, and his utterances at this time were

not without influence on later views regarding the

relation of spiritual to worldly authority. He died

July 19, 514. (A. Hauck.)
Bibuoorafht: Soiirees are: Liber pontiftealia, ed. L.
Duchesne, i. 44 aqq., 260, Pans, 1886. and ed. Mommsen,
in MGH, Gttl. pant. Rom, i (1808), 120; Theodorus Lec-

tor, in MPG, Izxzvi. 1, pp. 189-100; MOH., Avct. ant.,

iz (1891). 324, xii (1894), 393 oqq.; and the " Letten"
in BpuMm Romanomm ponHfictan gentdnm, ed. A. Thiel,

i. 639 aqq., BraunsbezK, 1867. Consult further: Jaffi,

Regeata, i. 96; A. von Reumont, Oeaehiehte der SUtdt Rom,
ii. 38. Berlin, 1868; Vogel, in HiMoruehe ZeiUchnft, i

(1883), 400 sqq.; J. Langen, Oeaehiehle der rdmiaehen
Kirche, u. 219 sqq., Bonn, 1885; F. Grecorovius, Hid. of
the Ciiy of Rome, i. 317-321, London, 1894*, Hefele, Con-
iHienoeeehichie, iL 625 sqq., Eng. transl., iv. 49 sqq., Fr.
transl.. pp. 947 sqq.. Bower, Popea, i. 296-309; Platana,

Popee, L 116-118; Mflman, LaHn Chriatianiiy, i. 350^51,
416-423.

STMMACHUS: Translator of the Old Testament
into Greek. See Bible Vessions, A, I., 2, i 2.

STHPHORIAHUS, sim-fOr'^-^nus: A Gallic mar-
t>T of the reign of Marcus Aurelius; d. probably in

180. He was a native of Autun, and b described

as a youth of distinguished appearance and excel-

lent education. Having refused to do homage to

the statue of Berecynthia (Cybele), he was carried

before the prefect Heraclius, who tried to subdue
him by threats and torture, and finally had him be-

headed outside the walls.

Bibuookapht: Hie eaily Acta, with commentary, are in

.4.^^. August, iv. 491-498. Consult further: C. L. Dinet,

Smnl Symphorien et won evUe, 2 vols., Autun, 1861; K. J.

Nwitnann, Der r&mieche Stoat und die aUoemeine KircKe^

L 303-n304, Leipsie, 1890; DCB, iv. 753; Geillier, Avtewre
earrU, i. 472-473. x. 368, xii. 327, 832, 834, xiii. 21;

Neander, CAruCion Chvreh, i. 108,115.

SYNAGOGUE.
I. The Institution.

Name, Origins, Purpose (f 1).

Number, Location, Structure, Fumishingi (f 2).

Offieen (f 3).

II. The Service.

Sbema, Benediction, Shemoneh 'Esreh, Pmyen (f 1).

Scripture Reading, Sermon (f 2).

Festivals (f 3).

Fasts (i 4).

m. The Jewish Calendar.

L Tbe Instittttion: Synagogue is the term ap-

plied to tbe Jewish local houses of worship which
arose probably during the Babylonian exile and
are still in common use. In the Mishna and later

they were called '' houses of assem-

I. Name, bling/' or a term shortened in the

Ori^jxiSy Aramaic from that; there was also in

Purpose, use the expression " house of teach-

ing." The Greek word synagogif often

employed in the New Testament, means both " aa-

aembly " and " house of assembly "; equivalent

terms are " place of prayer " (I liaoc. iii. 46),

simply " prayer " (cf. Acts xvi. 13), synagOgian and
proaeukUrion (the hist two used by PMLo). The
need to appoint special places and to build houses
for common worship seems not to have been felt be-

fore the destruction of Jerusalem by Nebuchadrez-
zar, that is, so long as the Temple of Solomon
stood with its centralizing of the sacrificial cultus.

While it may be concluded from II Kings iv. 23
that the pious on feast-days assembled at the place

of dwelling of a prophet who lived in the neighbor-

hood, it is clear that this did not become a firmly

established institution. . That the Taigimis (e.g.,

Pseudo-Jonathan on Ex^ xviii. 20; Judges v. 9;

Isa. i. 13) speak of qmagogues as an early institu-

tion is an example of the habit of the Targums to

attribute unhistoricaUy to earlier times what be-

longed only to later. During the exile the people
had neither Temple nor sacrifice. There remained
only their attention to the words of Ezekiel and
other men of God, the Sabbath, and prayer in com-
mon. Whether during the exile houses for such
meetings were already appointed can not be de-

termined. It may be taken as correct, however,
that the need produced by the exile led up to com-
mon services of worship which did not cease after

the exile had come to an end. Another motive con-

tributed to this end. The law, transgression of

which in earlier times had led to so severe pimish-

ment, became now the determinative norm, knowl-
edge of it the one condition of the continued favor
of God, its study a profitable engagement. Read-
ing and explanation of this law was the chief busi-

ness of the post-exilic assemblages of the people

—

prayer and instruction in the prophetic word and
in history were secondary to this. The purpose of

learning to know the law could be accomplished only
by regular recurrence of meetings. Naturally the

day dhosen was the Sabbath. This regularity of

meeting together led as a matter of course to the

appointment of definite places. The earliest men-
tion of synagogues is in Ps. Ixxiv. 8, which may
belong to the period of Artaxerxes III. Ochus (359-

338 B.C.) [now usually assigned to the early Macca-
bean period]; the expression used in that passage
can hardly be understood of anything else than of

houses of assembling for divine won^p, and with
this agrees Acts xv. 21. Josephus mentions syna-

gogues seldom and only casually. It may be con-

cluded from the mention by Josephus (TFar, VII.,

iii. 3) of a synagogue in Antioch as first coming into

existence in the time of Antiochus Epiphanes that

he does not mean to claim so late an origin for them
in Palestine.

At the time of Christ and the apostles there was
at least one synagogue in each dty of any size in

Palestine (at Capernaum, Mark i. 21; Nazareth,

Mark vi. 2). In Jerusalem at least the

2. Number, more important, if not all, divisions of

Locatton, the city had their own synagoguea
Structure, But the Jerusalem Talmud is unhis-

Fumishing8.torical in declaring (MegiUa, iii., be-

ginning, folio 73d) that there were 480
synagogues in the city, or 460 according to an-

other reading. Also most of the cities of Syria, Asia
Minor, Egypt, and Greece which contained any con-

siderable number of Jews had one or more syna-
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gogues. Thus there was one in Antioch in Pisidia

(Acts ziii. 14), Iconium (ib. xiv. 1), Theasalonica

(ib. xvii. 1), Berea (ib. xvii. 10), Athens (ib. xvii.

17), Corinth (ib. xviii. 4), Ephesus (ib. xviii. 19);

there were several in Damascus (ib. ix. 2, 20), Sala-

mis in Cyprus (ib. xiii. 5), Alexandria (Philo, Operas

ed. Mangey, ii. 565), Rome (ib. ii. 568-569), and
certainly in Antioch in Syria, since the one which
Josephus mentions (TFor, VII., iii. 3) was the chief

synagogue. These were built within the cities, and
BO far as possible on the highest point and in such

a way that the roof was above the roofs of the

dwelling-houses; or it might happen that one was
built upon the shore of a lake, the sea, or on the

bank of a river. The Tosephta demands that the

entrance be on the east side, after the pattern of

the door of the Tabernacle; but this was not strictly

carried out, and the matter was often determined

by the varying circumstances. The individual

tinned himself for prayer toward the Holy of Holies,

or, if he was not in Jerusalem, toward Jerusalem or

toward Palestine. It was not prescribed that the

sjmagogue should have a roof, and as late as the

fifteentib century there were in the orient s3magogues

in which, as a rule, worship was conducted under

the open sky. Of the internal arrangement only

the following items are known. The holy ark or

chest containing the holy books was opposite the

entrance. The manuscripts of the law used in the

reading, as also that of Esther used at the feast of

Purim, had and still have the form of rolls, which
was the customary form for books for the Jews from
antiquity even down into the Christian era. The
bema, or elevated platform in the midst of the syna-

gogue from which the reading was conducted, is

indeed not mentioned in the New Testament, but
was doubtless already in use in the times of Christ

(cf. Neh. viii. 4). The congregation sat (Matt.

xxiii. 6; James ii. 3; Philo, ed. Mangey, ii. 458,

630), except during prayer (Matt. vi. 5; Mark xi.

25); he also sat who expounded the Scriptures

(Liike iv. 20). But he who read the Scripture les-

son stood, as did the one who rendered the passage

into Aramaic. Neither Old Testament nor New nor
earlier Jewish tradition knows of a separate part

of the synagogue for women; the passage so often

cited from Philo (ed. Mangey, ii. 476) is in the much
later De vita contemplativa. The construction and
care of the building were the affair of the congrega-

tion, though a private individual of wealth might
assiune the expense (cf. Luke vii. 5).

The administration was under the control of the

religious community, which in Palestine coincided

with the political body (non-Jews having no par-

ticipation in either), and was imder the control of

elders. Officers named in the New Testament are:

the ruler, Gk. archisynagogoa (Luke
3. Officers, xiii. 14; Acts xiii. 15 sp^Jcs of ** ru-

lers"), also designated as archdn tSs

synagogSa (Luke viii. 41), who was probably chosen
from the elders and had the oversight of the wor-
ship, and also guarded against improprieties (cf.

Luke xiii. 14), besides caring for the conduct of the
service (Acts xiii. 15) ; the attendant, Gk. hypSreUs,

Aram, hazzarif or hazzan hakkenMeth (Luke iv. 20,
** minister "), who at wor^p brought the Scrip-

tures to the reader and replaced them in their le-

ceptacle, cared for the cleansing of the structure

and its lighting, inflicted pimishment by stripes

(this taking place in the synagogue, Bfatt. x. 17,

xxiii. 34; Mark xiii. 9), but it is not certain that he

had the office of teacher of children. Alms were

given at the door of the synagogue. Whether there

was a special officer to care for this in the time of

Christ is not known. The shaliah zibbtw, '' deputy,"

was probably not a special officer, but the duties

were probably assumed at special times by such as

would undertake them (cf. on the subject £.

Schilrer, Die Gemeindeverfassung der Jvden tn Ufm
in der Kaiserzeit, Leipsic, 1879).

(H. L. STRiLGK.)

XL The Service: In order that this should take

the character of public worship, the attendance of

not less than ten men was required, and from these

one was chosen as leader. The charao-

X. Shema, ter of the service was that of common
Benediction, prayer offered by a people deprived of

Shemoneh political independence, but united upon

'Esreh, the Torah delivered at Sinai and rec-

Frayers. ognixing as the one living God him who
had given that Torah. The liturgical

effect was that of an act of confession. For the

form of prayer the Psalms were the pattern, though

the verse form is often displaced by prose; by the

Middle Ages a large niunber of what may be called

" forms of prayer " had developed, yet it must not

be supposed that in the ancient period anything

like a set form had arisen, although the outline was

settled. An important piart of the service was the

recitation of the shema' (so called from its initial

word), which comprised three passages: Deut. ri.

4-9, xi. 13-21; Num. xv. 37-41. The first and sec-

ond of these are taken to enjoin the use of Tephillin

(q.v.). The recitation of the shema, in which all

joined, was preceded by two benedictions and fol-

lowed by a third. At the beginning of the secdnd

century the chief prayer of the synagogue was the

Shemoneh 'esrehf " eighteen (benedictions)," said to

have come down from the time of Ezra and to have

received their final redaction from Simeon ha-Pa-

koli c. 1 10 A.D. In Babylonia nineteen benedictions

were used, the nineteenth against the '* heretics
"

attributed to Simeon the Little. The recitation of

the Shemoneh 'esreh was enjoined on all Israelitea—^women, children, and slaves—three times daily

(after Dan. vi. 10), vis., in the morning, at the time

of the afternoon offering (i.e., about three o'clock),

and at evening. A fourUi daily prayer was directed

for those dajrs when the taw prescribed an offering

additional (Hebr. mueaph) to those usual. This ad-

dition was for the most part connected with the

morning service, while on the Day of Atonement
(see Atonement, Dat of) and fast^ys a fifth time

of prayer was added. Great importance was at-

tached to the response to the benediction made by
the people in the Amen (see LrruRGics, III., 1), by
which they made the words of the leader their own.

The priestly blessing was, according to Num. vi.

22-26, to be bestowed by the descendants of Aaron
as often as an assemblage of Israelites for wcxship

gave opportunity. For this purpose the priest took

up his station between the )MLZsan (see above, I.,
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§ 3) and the ark, facing the people; the leader ut-

tered the blessing as the priest stood with hands
shoulder high, while the congregation responded
with the Amen at the end of each of the three parts

of the blessing. Were no priest present, in ancient

times the blessing was not uttered, as it was not

regarded as a part of the service, but was considered

as exclusively the duty of the priests.

It was regarded as a Mosaic ordinance that the

Torah be read in public on the moining of all Sab-
baths, new^ moons, feast-days and half-feasts, while

it was believed that Ezra extended this reading to

the mornings of Monday and Thurs-

2. Scriptiue day and the afternoon of the Sabbath.

Reading; While the prayer was uttered by the

Sermon, leader, it was the desire that as many
as possible take part in the reading; on

Sabbath morning at least seven were to take part,

in the afternoon and on Monday and Thursday at

least three, and no one was to read less than three

verses; priests and Levites usually preceded in the

reading. When the required number of scholars

were not present, one officiated in their place, espe-

ciaUy among the Hellenists. In the reading a
method of cantUlation was employed which is still

in use. The Pentateuch was read through consecu-

tively in the Sabbath and week-day readings, in

Palestine in the course of three years (cf. A. BUch-
ler, in JQR, v. 420 sqq., vi. 1 sqq.), being divided

into weekly portions; these portions went by the

Aramaic name of sidrUf Hebr. 8ed?ier, but the gen-

eral name for each section of Scripting was Parashah
(q.v.). Special readings were selected for the four

Sabbaths before Passover, festivals, half-festivals,

new moons, and fast-days. It was the l^azzan's duty
before the service so to adjust the roll that it would
open at once to the lesson, which was to be read

standing. Special benedictions were pronounced
by the first reader before the reading and by the

last reader at the end. After each verse an Aramaic
rendering (Hebr. targum) was given by an inter-

preter (Hebr. methurgeman), who in Ptdestine was
bound not to use a written translation, not to alle-

gorize, and to adhere to the traditional rendering.

Xo independent position in divine service was held

by the reading of prophetic selections (the name
for a prophetic lection was haphiarc^); in general

such reading was limited to the morning of the Sab-

bath, festivals, and the Day of Atonement; as a
rule, only a few verses were read, and this lesson

was also rendered into Aramaic by an interpreter,

who translated it three verses at a time. The first

explicit testimony to this reading of the prophets

is Acts xiii. 15, 27; cf . Luke iv. 16-17. The Hagiog-

rapha (see Canon of Scripture, I., 1, 4c), with

the exception of Esther, did not form a part of the

reading in public. The official service consisted in

the ahema, the prayers, and the reading of Scrip-

ture; with this the sermon (i.e., exposition of

Scripture (midhrashf derath; see Midrash) had
nothing to do. Yet there is testimony (cf. L. Zunz,

Die goUemiiensUichen Vortrdge der Juden, pp. 342

sqq., Berlin, 1832) that especially on the afternoon

of the Sabbath the service was followed by an ex-

position of the lesson, doubtless delivered in the

"hoiue of learning," provided the congregation

had one. In ancient times the sermon seems to

have been connected directly with the prophetic se-

lection; later this connection seems to hisive been
severed, probably owing to the introduction of the
musaph prayer. The preacher sat while he taught,

and often an interpreter assisted him. A visiting

teacher was preferred, otherwise local scholars

officiated.

On any week-day the three seasons of prayer
might be kept in the synagogue, and on Monday and
Thursday morning the reading of the Torah (ut

sup.), originally for the benefit of the country people

coming to town. The rabbinical ob-

3. Festivals, servance of the Sabbath (q.v.) required

abstention from all work, including

the preparation of food, and limitation of travel to

a distance within 2,000 cubits of the dwelling, which
distance was extended, however, by a method of

symbolic interpretation to double the distance (see

Weights and Measures, Hebrew). The syna-

gogue service has been set forth above. Observance

at home consisted in the U^ting of the Sabbath
lamps on the evening of Friday, arrangement of the

Sabbath meals at the same time, the blessing of the

wine before the eating of the first Sabbath meal;

the celebration was closed on Saturday evening by
a benediction upon wine, spices, and light, and a
formula of blessing which praised God, who distin-

guished between profane and sacred. At New Moon
only women refrained from work; in the public

service there was reading of Scripture, the musaph
prayer; individuals, when they fLrst saw the moon,
uttered a benediction (see Moon, Hebrew Con-
ceptions OF the). The first of Tishri, or New
Year (see Year, the Hebrew), was the first day of

the common. Sabbatical, and jubilee years, and re-

ceived a specially solemn character through the be-

lief that it was the day when it was determined who
should die during that year. In addition to the

prayers, ten passages were read which dealt with

the kingdom of God, remembrance of God, and the

blowing of trumpets, the latter ceremony being re-

garded as an admonition to repentance and prayer.

The Passover (q.v.) was the feast of unleavened bread

(Nisan 15-21) during which leaven was scrupii-

lously removed from the house. While the paschal

lamb was no longer slaughtered, the paschal meal

was regarded as a duty, including the drinking

of four beakers of wine, the eating of unleavened

bread, of bitter herbs, and of a dish of sweets, while

there was also the recitation of a formula setting

forth the meaning of the festival and of the Hallel

(q.v.) in two parts, each concluded by a special

benediction. According to Pesahim 37d two dishes

of meat were used, recalling the Passover and the

festival sacrifice. The leading thought of the cele-

bration is the deliverance from Egypt. The first

and seventh days were rest days, though preparar

tion of food was permitted, the other daja were half-

festivals; the musaph prayer was used on all seven

days, on the first and on the previous evening the

Hallel was recited. Pentecost (q.v.) or the feast of

weeks came fifty days from the day after the Pass-

over Sabbath (Lev. xxiii. 15), was the harvest festi-

val, and lasted for a single day on which no work

was done; the musaph (i.e., additional) prayer was
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iaid and the Hallel Mited. The *« LItdt >» ot «« itoo-

ond PftMover ^ was oel^brated oti Iryar 14 by those

who had been unable to attend the celebration of

the PasBOver (Num. bt. 10). The Feast of Taber-
tiadee lasted elight days (Tishrf 15-22), of which the
first and last were full festivals and the others were
half-festivals. The musaph prayer and the Hallel

were recited each day; the distinctive features were
the eating and sleeping in booths, the canying of a
palm with myrtle and willow branches and a citron.

The seventh day was known as the day of willows,

since on that day the floor was beaten with willow

branches. In the post-Talmudic period the Jews
encircled the readingndesk in procession carrying

the palms, etc., and singing special songs with the
refrain Hosanna. In Babylon, where the Penta-
teuch was read through in a year, the conclusion of

the reading took place on what was there the ninth

day of the festival, which gave rise to the feast of
" the rejoicing of the Torah." The Feast of Dedi-

cation (Kislew 25-Tebet 3) was instituted by Judas
Maccabeus (I liacc. iv. G9) to celebrate the rededi-

cation of the sanctuary, and, according to II Mace,
i. 9, 18, ii. 10, X. 8, was genemlly observed by carry-

ing branches and singing songs oi praise. Ps. xzz.
seems from its title to have been especially com-
posed for this occasion. Jewish tradition enjoins

recitation of the Hallel and the Shemoneh 'esreh

daily, but no cessation of work or musaph prayer.

Josephus calls it the " feast of lights," and in each
house at least (me lamp was to be lighted and
placed before the house. Pnrim was celebrated on
a day between Adar 11 and 15, and recalled the

deliverance recounted in the book of Esther. The
Shemoneh 'esreh was recited, and the universal

obligation was to read or hear read the book of

Esther. It was a festival marked by the giving of

presents and alms. See Fbastb and Fbstivalb, I.

On the Day of Atonement (see Atonxiient, Day
or; also Kol Nxdbx) food, work, and anointing of

oneself were prohibited during the entire twenty-
foiu* hours; the musaph and neila (the name given
to the last of the services on the Day ci Atonement;
JE, iz. 214-222) prayers were recited, and oonfee-

sion of sin characterised the prayers of this day.

The killing of a ocdc, now found in

4. Fasts, the ritual, b post-Talmudic in origin.

Other fasts were both public and pri-

vate. In P^estine the one public fast outside of the
Day of Atonement was the ninth of Ab, observed in

commemoration of the destruction of the Temple
by the Chaldeans and the Romans and the tak^
of Bittir in the insurrection of Bar Kokba (q.v.).

From the first of the month pleasures were dimi-
nated, while the week in which the ninth fell was
one of lamentation. On the eighth of Ab there was
abstention from wine and meat, and on the ninth a
total fast. In Babylonia Tammus 17 was a public

fast, commemorating the taldng of Jerusalem by the
Chaldeans (Jer. xxxiz. 2), and the setting up of aa
idol in the Temple by the Romans; there, too, Tishri

3 was observed to commemorate the killing of Qeda-
liah (Jer. xli. 2), also Tebet 10 commemorated by a
fast the day of the beginning of the Chaldean sioge

of Jerusalem. Clearly, after the destruction of Jeru-

salem by the Romans, the ancient fasts mentioned

by SSeehariah (viii. 19) were revived. The fast of

Adar 13, oommemoratLog the day on which, accord-

ing to the counsel of Haman, the Jews were to be

destroyed, is not ancient. The Palestinians seem

later to have had three fast-dajrs after Purim (Mon-

day, Thursday, and the following Monday), while

the Babylonian Jews celebrated these in advance.

Extraordinary fast-days might be appointed by a

community in time of distress, but they might not

fall upon the Sabbath, new moon, or a feast-daj;

moreover, fast-days were not to succeed each other

without the interposition of other days (cf. Monday,

Thursday, and Monday above). Tlie public serrioe

of a fast was by preference celebrated in the open,

and the participeJits had ashes on their heads.

There was an exhortation to repentance, the She-

moneh 'esreh, six selections from Scripture and

benedictions were interpolated; so there arose a

prayer with twenty-four benedictions.

HL The Jewish Calendar: For the Jewish year

and week see Yeab, THS Hebrew; and Week. The

settlement of the calendar was claimed as a preroga-

tive by Palestinian Jews, and the announcement of

the new moon was made in early times by beacon

fires and later by messenger, though (mly in the six

months in whidi feasts fell. The most important

months in the fixing of the calendar were Niaan and

Tishri, since the indication of the days of cele-

bration appointed by the law hinged upon them.

Outside of Palestine, observances covered two days

(except that of the Day of Atonement) because of

uncertainty as to the time of beginning the month.

But, owing to the matter of intercalating a month
in certain years, the calendar was long in confusion,

and the first fixed system was introduced by Hiflel

II. (c. 350 A.D.), who provided for seven leap-years

in every period of nineteen years, and fixed also the

years which should have six months each with

twenty-nine and thirty days and what years should

have five and which seven months with twoity-nine

or with thirty days each. While it is usually stated

that since the second century before Christ the Jewa

en^loyed the Greek era, and I Mace, uses this

method of dating, there were later in \ise in Pales-

tine a number of eras. The method of oountang

from creation is medieval in origin, the year of crea-

tion being equivalent to 3761 B.C. Aids in computa-

tion of time are G. A. Jahn, Tafdn gur ^tgenwUigm
VenDondkmg jUdueher und chriMcher Zeitan^aben

(Ldpsic, 1856); H. Schlesinger, Hundert TabeOen

(Creuanach, 1862); B. Zuckermann, Anieitung und

TabtUen gur Vergleickung jiUkacher und chrMiAer
ZeUangaben (Breslau, 1893); and M. Simon and

L. Cohen, Ein nm&r Maphteach (Berlin, 1897).

(G. Daucan.)
Bebuoobafrt: Maimonidea, HUehoth TepkiOa, in Genn.

tnoBl. of ** Worka." i. 257-^1, 10 vob.. St. Peteisbnif.

1860-^; L. Zttiu. Dm (fotUadUnaUieKm Vcrir^ge der Judtti.

2d ed., Fiankfort, 1802; ako. DittifnaoooaUPoenedetMit-
tdalUn, 2 vola., Beilia. 18&6-M; idem, LiUeraturgeaekiatB

dm i/naoogaUn Poeaie, lb. 1805; C. Vitiinca, I>« «yiMvo0»

vaftrv, Frueker, 1606; J. Buxtorf, Syn^opv Jttdaie^

Hanaii, 1604. and oftm, e.c., Leipaio, 1737; 8. J. Cobox,

Hidoriaekkriii9ch§ Darwtdlui^Q dsa inducken GMltf-

dUmim, %Md dMM» Modifikaiumen, Leipaio, 1810; A. T.

Hartmana, Die enge Vmbindumg dMA.T.mit dem Netun,

pp. 226-376, Hamhnty, 1831; A. Qeiser, Dwr Hambmger
Tmnpdttrmi, BraaUu, 1842; idem, in NaehgdoMame
Sehriften, L 203 aqq., 283-^9na. Berlin, 1875; idem, /»«ti-
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(iacAM O^b^Omeh, 2 vob., ib. 1870; J. M. Jott. G^tehichU
det JudaUvnu und Meiner Sectim, Leipsio, 1857; M.
Dusehak. OcackidUe und Daratdlung dat jUdiachm Culiua,

Maimheim, 1866; Sieffert, in Beweia dea Olavbma, 1876,

pp. a-11, 225-230; J. Hambuiser, Reat-EneyMapiidU fOr
BiMtmd Talmud, u. 1142-47, StraUti, 1883; A. Edexa-
heim. Lift and Timea of Jesua the Meuiah, i. 430-450,
London, 1884; I. Abrahams. Jewiah Life in the Middle
Agea, pp. 1-34, New York, 1896; Weinbexs, in MonaU-
achrift far Oeachichte und Wiaaenaehaft dea Judenthuma,
1887, pp. 588 tqq., 630 oqq., 673 sqq.; L. Ij6w, in Oe-
aammdU Schriften, iv. 1-71, Ssecedin, 1808; J. Elbogen,
GeacMchU dea Aehtaehngebeta, Brealau, 1003; idem, Stu-
dien aur Oeachichte dea jUdiaehen Ootteadienatea, Beilin,

1908; L. Stem, Die Vorachriften der Thora, 4th ed., Frank-
fort, 1904; A. Kiatner, Der Kalender der Jvden, Carle-

ruhe, 1905; P. Haupt, " Purim.'^in JBL, 1906, and Leipeie,

1906; O. Holtimann, NeuteatamefUli^ Zeitoeachichte, 2d
ed., Tabincen, 1906; M. Roeenmann, Der Uraprung der
Synoffooe und ihre dUmUhliche Entwiekeluno, Berlin, 1907;
W. O. E. Oeaterley and G. H. Box, The Rdioion and War-
•kip of the SynoifOQue: an Introduction to the Study ofJuda-
ism from the New Teatament Period, New York, 1908; £.
SchQrer. GeachichU, ii. 427-463, Eng. tianal., II., ii. 52-
89: Nowack. ArehOoloifie, ii. 83 eqq.; DB, ir. 636-643;
EB, iv. 4832-40; JE, zi. 619-640. The eubjeot ie dis-

euased in many of the works on the history oif the Jews
(see under Abab; and Israxl, Histort of).

On the wonhip consult: C. Q. Bodenschats, Kirehliche
Verfaaaung der heulgen Juden, part ii., Leipsic, 1748;
J. F. Schrfider, Satsungen und OebrAuche dea talmudiach-
ratlnniazhen Judenihuma, Bremen, 1851; L. M. Lewin-
sohn, OeaJiiehte und Syatem dea jUdiachen Kalenderweaena,
1856; F. DeUtMch, Phyaiologie und Muaik, pp. 44-^67.

Leipeic, 1868; M. H. FxiedUnder, BeiMige aur Oeachichte

der aynagogalen O^ete, BrOnn, 1869; Rothschild, Der
Synagogalkultua in hidoriach-kritiache EntwickeLung, vol. i.,

Alzey, 1870; A. Schwan, Der jUdiache Kalendar, Breslau,

1872; J. Dessauer, SchlHaael aum OebeAuche, Budapest,
1878; H. Guedallah, ObaervaHona on the Jewiah Riiual of
the Preaent Time, London, 1885; J. Sioger, Die Tonarten
dea traditioneUen Bynagogengeaangea, Vienna, 1886; A. H.
Lawataoh, Dos Synagogenjahr, 2d ed., Reiehenbei«, 1887;
L. Stem, Die Vorachriften der Thora, 3d ed., Frankfort,
1895; J. Winter and A. Wdnsche, Die jUdiache Litteratur,

iii. 477-529, Treves, 1896; J. M. Japhet, Die AeeenU der
heaigen Schrifi, pp. 167-184, Frankfort, 1896; E. Bns-
laur, Sind originaie Synagogen- und Volkamdodien bei den
Juden . . . naekweuiHiTt Leipsic, 1898; L. N. Dembits,
Jewiah Servicea in Synagogue and Borne, Philadelphia,
1898 (popular); T. SchAxf, Dos gotteadienalliche Jahr bei

den Juden, Leipsie, 1902; L. Zuns, ut sup.; also the
works of QeigfiT, Duschak, Elbogen, Stem, Kistner, and
Oestexley and Box in the preceding paragraph.

SYNAG06X7E, THE GREAT: According to

Talmudic and rabbinic tradition, a council estab-

lished in the time of Ezra and Nehemiah, consisting

of 120 members, and lasting till the beginning of

the Greek period, which was concerned principally

with the law and the ordering of life according to

that law. Elspecially to this body were attributed

the settling of the Canon of Scripture (q.v., I., 1,

} 2), the masoretic marginal notes, the punctuation
or pointing of the text, the composition of prayers,

and directions respecting prayer and the like. As
support for the theoiy of the existence of this body,

the report in Neh. viii.-x. regarding the reading of

the law by Eara was cited, together with the assem-
bly in which the people obligated itself to keep per-

petually the law. The number 120 is found there

(Neh. z. 12S~comprising eighty-five subscribers to

the obligation, with Esra as the eighty-sixth) and
the twenty-six (Neh. viH. 4, 7), who supported Ezra
at the reading of the law, together with eight Levites

(Neh. ix. 5-6) who prayed and sang. That from
these three chapters no cogent proof for the exist-

ence of the Gnat Synagogue is dedueible needs no

proof. The most complete assemblage of passages

from Jewish literature bearing on the subject is

foimd in Rau, Buxtorf, and Aurivillius (see bibli-

ography).

All testimonies for the existence and activities

(as outlined above) of this body are late. The old-

est passages relatively are Pirke Abath, i. 1-2 [cf.

C. Taylor, Sayings of the Jewiah FcUhere, pp. 124-

125, Cambridge, 1877], and Baba Bathra, 15a, in the

Babylonian Talmud. In the first passage " the men
of the Great Synagogue " appear simply as the me-
diators of the law {torah) between the prophets on
the one side and Antigonus of Socho and his follow-

ers on the other. Simon the Just, i.e., probably the

high-priest Simon I. at the beginning of the third

centiuy before C!hrist, is designated as belonging to

the remnant of the (Sreat Synagogue, so that with

him or soon after him the body ceased to exist.

Now, since the period between the rebuilding of the

Temple and the overthrow of Persian rule in Pales-

tine (516-331) is compressed to thirty-four years,

the traditional conception of a body which continued
for more than a centiuy has here no firm basis. The
passage from Baba Baikra reads: " The men of the
Great Ssmagogue wrote Eiekiel, The Twelve, Daniel,

and Esther. Ezra wrote his book and the genealogies

in Chronicles up to his time." Of the closing of the

canon there is here no mention; the subject dealt

with is only the authorship (editing?) of the books
which are recognized as the latest. From the na-

ture of the relations existing and from some indi-

cations in the Bible (such as the reference to Ezra
in Ezra vii. 6 as a ready scribe in the law of Moses)
it may be concluded that activities corresponding

to those attributed to the Great Synagogue actually

were carried on. It is a fact that since the time of

Ezra Jewish life was under the domination of the

law and was characterized by that very fact. So
that while the Great Synagogue can not be estab-

lished as historical, yet the activities attributed to

it were actually in operation through some medium
thai authoritative, and it is upon these activities

that the tradition cited was in fact based.

(H. L. Stragk.)

Bebuoobapbt: The modem hypothetis regarding the odet-
enoe of this body depends upon J. Buztorfs Tiberiaa,

chsp. X., Basel, 1665, and Elias Levita's Uaaaoreth ha-
Maaaoreth, ed. Oinsburg, pp. 112 sqq., London. 1867.
That (he question is now answered in the negative is due
prindpally to H. E. Ryle, Canon of the O. 7*., Ezounus
A, pp. 250 sqq., London, 1802, and A. Kuenen, Over de
mannen der groote Synagoge, Amsterdam, 1876, Germ,
transl., U^er die Manner der groaaen Synagoge, in Oeaam'
meUe Ahh4xndlungen, pp. 125-160, Freiburg, 1894. Tike

subject wHl be found treated in most of the recent larger

treatises on the introduction to the O. T. and on the
eanon—e.g.. C. A. Briggs, Study of Holy Scripture, pp.
120-122, 252 sqq.. New York, 1809. Consult further:

J. E. Rau, Diatribe de aynagoga magna, Utrecht, 1727;
C. Aurivillius, DiaaerUOionea, ed. J. D. Michaelis, pp. 139-
160, Leipsic, 1790; A. T. Hartmann, Die Vertnndung dea

A. Ta. mit dem Neuen, pp. 120-166, Hambui«, 1831;
M. Heidenheim, in TSK, 1553, pp. 93-100; L. Herafeld,
OeachiehU dea Volkea Jiarael, ii. 22-24, 380-^96, ilL 244-
245, 270-271, Nordhausen, 1855-^7; J. M. Jost, OeachiehU
dea Judenthuma, i. 41-43. 91, 95-97, Leipsic, 1857; J. E.
L6wy, Kritiaeh-talmudiaehea Lexikon, i. 241-261, Vienna,
1863; J. Derenbouis, Eaaai aur Phialoire at la gtographie
de la PaUatine, i. 2»-40, Paris, 1867; J. S. Bloch, Studien
aur OeachiehU der Sammlung der althdtrlliaehen Litteraiwr,

pp. 100-132. Breslau, 1876; J. Hamburger, Real-Bney-
UopOdia fUr Bibd und Talmud, it 3ia-323, Strelits. 1888;
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D. Hoffmann, in Maoasin far die Wi$ttuchaft dsa Juden-
thumt, X (1883)» 4^M}3: L. L6w. GemmmdU Sehnften,

pp. 390-449, Ssflcedin. 1889; B. KmuH, in JQR, z (1808),
347-^77; JE, id. 040-043.

STNAXARIUM. See Acta Mabttruii, Acta
Sanctorum, II., } 1.

STNCBLLX78: The title of certain high ecded-
astical oflSoera in the Eastern Church. The name
signifies literally " one who shares a cell/' and was
attached to monks and deigy associated with high
ecclesiastics. The patriarchs and metropolitans of

Constantinople had from eariy times one or more of

these offieersy the chief of the patriarch's being

called "the great protosyncellus." The (patii-

archal) syncelli took precedence of the metropoli-

tan at festivals, though later this precedence was

contested. They were usually the confessors of the

patriarchs, and hence were often employed as ^ies

by the emperors, who sometimes conferred the title

upon archbishops and bishops. They were not un-

known in the Western Church, and a synod held by

Gregory I. in 505 issued regulations concerziing

them. (Philipp Meter.)

Bduoorapht: L. TbomaMin, De vetere et nova tecUtia

duciplina, I., ii.. Fnuikfort, 1787; MilMch. Daa Kinkm^
recht der morgeiUdndiechmi Kireht, Mortar, 1905; DCA, L
1047-48.

STNCRSTISM, STNCRSTI8TIC CONTROVERSIES.
X. Bsmoratten.

Orisin of the Term (f 1).

llkuM of the Tenn (f 2).

II. Syneretistio Controveniei.

The Synod of ChAranton (f 1).

1. The Fint Period.

In PniMia (f 1).

In Electoral Saxony (f 2).

2. The Second Period.
In H6Me<:aMel (f 2).

In Pruasia and Brandenbuis (f 2).
Tlie Wittenberg ConMnraa (f 3).

Herman Coniinc (f 4).

The Counsel of Spener (f 5).

8. The Third Period.
Reerudeeoenoe of Galovias (f 1).

4. Final Influence.

Syncretism refers in general to the union of op-

ponents on a basis which they hold in common, and
so applies to philosophy and oiganised religion; in

particular, to the irenic movement arising from an
effort within the Lutheran Church in the seven-

teenth oentiuy toward interconfessional union, the

sole final result of which was the moderation of the

theological spirit. Syncretistic controversies is a
phrase summing up the conflict waged between the

partisans and opponents of the movement.
L Syncretism: The only mention of the term in

ancient literature is that of Plutarch, who, in illus-

trating brotherly love, cites the example of the Cre-

tans, stating that they make war upon
X. Origin one another, but in ^e face of attack

of the unite against a common enemy. It

Term. was resuscitated by Erasmus (q.v.),

who, in Adagiaf critised the practise,

yet in a letter to Melanchthon (1519) proposed a
common (synkretizein) defense of the learned

sgainst their opponents, although not wholly in ac-

cord among themselves. In a letter of Zwingli (q.v.)

to CEcolampadius (q.v.) and other clerics of Ekisel

(in Zwingli's Opera, ed. Schuler and Schulthess, vii.

390), the former urged a syncretistic union against

the persecutions arising over the Eucharist, and soon

after both term and conception became prominent
in the peace negotiations of M. Butser (q.v.), and
in the vocabulary of humanists in general. Zach-

arias Ursinus (q.v.) applied it likewise to the wicked,

speaking of their " syncretism " and conspiracy

sgainst God. In the first half of the seventeenth

century the twofold value of censure and praise con-

tinued, although the term acquired an increasingly

sinister significance as the impopularity of the con-

cord with dissenters increased during the time in

which dogmas became more and more fixed. The
Roman Catholic theologian Paul Windeck predicted,

in PrognosHcon Juivri staltus ecdencB (1603), the

speedy fall of Protestantism, and admonished those

of his own church to cultivate " syncretism,'' which
called forth the Irenicum aive de unions Evangdi-
corum concUianda (Heidelberg, 1614-15) of David
Pareus (q.v.), summoning the two Protestant bodies

to a peaceful conciliation against the common foe.

The Jesuit Adam Contsen attacked the proposilicQ

of Pareus with De pace GermanicB (Maina, 1616) in

two books, the first of which is superscribed De gynr

eretUmuM, He omitted no effort before the Thirty

Years' War to incite the Lutherans against the Be-

formed in order to avert an anti-Catholic union.

Two years before the Synod of Doit he pointed to

the alleged effort of the stricter Reformed to sup-

press the moderate, chaiging them with eyncr^is-

eare, which, according to Titus i. 12, th^r had

ascribed to others; and he in eighteen chapters sof-

gested numerous reasons against fellowship with the

revolutionary Reformed. In the next three decades

kA the war, the term as well as the thing to which

it applied retired to the background.
Toward the middle of the century, however, there

developed a tendency in the direction oi the finality

and authority of dogma, spedalij m
a. MItiuw the Lutheran and Roman Catbolie

of the Churches. This necessarily involved

Tenn. the perpetuity of differences and divi-

sions within the Church. Against this

Geoig Calixtus (q.v.) protested, denouncing it as ^

cause for shame in Christianity, and the ibedo^
crystallised for this purpose as barbarism. He

brought to recognition the differences between the

more and the less fundamental doctrines, proposed

to refer those basic doctrines which by common con-

sent were less important to the schools for further

development, and desired to see a closer afiBliatioQ

established, at least between the Lutheran and Re-

formed Churches. But with the events of 1645 (see

below), the irenics of Calixtus only served to ini-

tate the Lutherans and Roman CathoHcs. B^ore

the Conference of Thorn (q.v.) two published briefs

from Wittenbeig counseled against " ByncretissL'

The Jesuit Voit Ebermann, in Eirenikon oathoHatR

(Mains, 1645), objected to the irenics of Calixtus.

holding that there could be no more dangerous

heresy than that all who could assent to the apostolk

symbol should therefore feel themselves as ocie:

because it would admit to unity those otherwise as

variance, or lead to a false appearance deceiTOcc

both themselves and others. Thereby the unios

not only of individuals of different religioos but d
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the discordant religions themselves would receive

endorsement. Perhaps from this arose the false as-

sumption that the demand for an alliance of par-

tially dissenting persons on the basis of their con-

sensus meant a jumbling together of religions. At
any rate the term came to be wrenched from its

original practical sense and was forcibly applied

to a confused mixing of religions, and later was
strained even to the extent that it was derived from
synkerannumi (" to mix up "). The theologian

J. K. Dannhauer, Myatarium ayncretiami detecH

(Strasburg, 1648), who includes all combinations of

the imlike imder S3mcretiam and compares the per-

fection of the Lutheran doctrine with the eye that
cannot stand a particle of dust, and Abraham Ca-
lovius (q.v.), raised the point against Calixtus that

the term signified things irreconcilably different,

such as the Lutheran and Reformed Churches. This

is the only meaning implied in the term in the con-

troversies; but even syncretists like Calixtus de-

clined the epithet. Its original laudable meaning
gradually disappeared; so that the incorrect mean-
ing of a perverse attempt at combining unlike and
irreconcilable elements of truth persisted. The re-

cent attempts, by reason of the historical tendency
in theology, to diow Christianity at the beginning

as syncretistic (H. Gunkel), or the old Catholic

Christianity of o. 250 as a syncretistic religion (A.

Hamack), has invested the term with a new im-
portance.

n. Syncretistic Controversies: Three periods may
be noted, separated by seasons of quiet: namely
from the Conference of Thorn till the death of Calix-

tus, 1645-56; from the colloquies of Hesse-Cassel

and Berlin till the order of silence to the Saxon theo-

logians, 1661-69; and the last struggles

X. The of Calovius for the Consensus and
Synod of against Johann Musseus (q.v.), until

Charenton. his death, 1675-86. All the efforts be-

fore 1645 to bring together the Lu-
theran and Reformed Churches may be considered

as preliminary to the controversies. In reply to an
appealed question the general synod of the French
Reiformed Church at Charenton in 1631 instructed,

upon the bads of the essential agreement of the

churches of the Augsburg Confession and the other

Reformed churches and of the absence of supersti-

tion and idolatry from their worship, that in the

French churches those Lutherans who approached
in the spirit of friendship and peace should be ad-

mitted to the communion without abjuration; and
that such could as sponsors present children for

baptism, if they only promised the consistory that

they would never incite those so baptised to trans-

gress the doctrine received in those churches, and
that they would bring them up in the instruction

of those articles of doctrine on which there was
agreement. This was approved also by many of

the strictest Reformed theologians outside of France,

but aroused violent attacks from the Roman Catho-

lics in France against Protestant union. The prin-

ciple of a union of the unlike upon the fundamental

of faith was alleged to be the foundation of a new
sect, namely, the neutralists, the worst heresy of

all, because it led to the renouncing of all love for

their own reUgioii, obligated to indifferentism, and

1. In
Prussia.

led to heresy (F. V^ron). Others claimed to see in

it an apostasy from the faith of their fathers, a vio-

lence done to the constitution, i.e., the Edict of

Nantes, thus releasing Roman Catholics from the
observance of the latter.

L The First Period: Georg Calixtus (q.v.; ut

sup.), by his extensive travel and acquaintance and
his comprehensive studies, had acquired a broader
irenic attitude toward the confessional bodies and

a more real appreciation of the rela-

tive inner truth and value of the dog-

mas than most Lutheran theologians

of his time. He looked with concern upon the crys-

tallization of theology and the ecclesiastical author-

ization of fixed dogma as a menace to free investi-

gation, the peace of the Church, and the hope of

Protestantism. This variance with the trend of the

times was apparent in his many writings. He nat-

urally aroused the ill-will of the guardians of or-

thodoxy and self-assumed sole defenders of the Ref-

ormation and drew their attacks, such as the at-

tempted refutation at the convention of theologians

at Jena, 1621; and the polemic of Statins BOschser,

later entitled Cryptopapismua theologi<B Hdmata-
diensia (1640). But ^e open assault of orthodoxy

upon Calixtus and his Helmstedt colleagues was
first occasioned by the events of 1645 and 1648.

When King Ladislaus IV. of Poland issued the call

for the Conference of Thorn, Calixtus not only cir-

culated and commended the proclamation by a wri-

ting of his own, but also sought appointment as a

delegate. Hereby he drew upon himself the enmity

of the East Prussians, who were engaged in a strug-

gle against union with their ruler, the Reformed
elector of Brandenbuig, and were led by Cdlestin

Myslenta (1588-1653) of Konigsberg and Abraham
Calovius (q.v.) of Danzig (then Polish). The latter

prevented the election of Calixtus from Danzig;

then, when the elector delegated him from Konigs-

berg, Calovius succeeded in having him barred from
the chairmanship of the Lutheran collocutors, a
post which was secured for Johann HUlsemann
(q.v.) of Wittenberg, and even from entering the

conference at all as a Lutheran, as well as a repre-

sentative for the towns of Thorn and Elbing.

Nevertheless, Calixtus rendered the valuable serv-

ice of his learning and counsel to the Reformed.

Next, as Elector Johann Georg I. of Saxony had
forbidden all innovations from theological conven-

tions, the theologians of that electorate united with

HOlsemann in a joint memoir (Dec. 29, 1647) accu-

sing the theologians of Helmstedt with innovations

and d^partiues from the Augsburg Confession and
with undermining the foimdations of Evangelical

doctrine. In reply Calixtus branded his accuser,

whoever he might be, as an infamous calimmiator,

until he had proved his chaiges. This set the op-

position in the succeeding years to watch for every

possible deviation on the part of the Heknstedt

theologians and to denoimce it as a departure, in-

viting the inference that efforts for union were un-

trustworthy. In Prussia the elector replaced Ca-

lovius at Konigsbeig with C. Dreier, and appointed

as professor of theology J. Latemann, respectively

friend and pupil of Calixtus. M3n3lenta and his sup-

porters invited a joint CermarcB theologorum ortha-
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8. In
BlMtoral
Saxony.

daxorum (1648) of all opponents of the Refonned,
in oondemnation of their new colleagues. Galovius

used the term ** syncretism " as one of the springs

of ruin, and hence " syncretist " fastened itself

more and more to the " more moderate theologians
"

of Helmstedt and the tendency which they repre-

sented. The battle continued in Prussia with liter-

ary broadsides pro and con until after the death of

Myslenta.

Political jealousy and strife also played their part

in the controversies. For years the electorate of

Saxony had sought to prevent the

grant of an equal status to the Re-
formed, in favor of the other two elec-

torates, of the Palatinate and Branden-

burg; but, in the Peace of Westphalia (see Wbst-
PHALiA, Peace of) its aim was defeated. Equality

of religious practise was sustained. The Reformed
professed themselves adherents of the Augsbuig
Confession as a genus to which the two bodies were

as species, to which electoral Saxony objected in

vain (1649). Even the assignment as director of

the Corpus EvangeUeorum (1653) could not com-
pensate for the humiliation of Saxony. The theo-

logians of Wittenberg and Leipsic made a report

that the theologians of Helmstedt were astray not
only on the necessity of good works, but also on al-

most every article of faith, and Johann Georg bade
them to set this forth " article by article " (Jan. 21,

1648). On June 16, 1649, the elector issued an
address to the three dukes of Brunswick, who main-
tained Helmstedt as their joint university, person-

ally assuming all the charges against Calixtus, whom
he accused of patching together a new religion and
introducing violent schisms. He asked that the

theolc^ans of Helmstedt be prohibited from issuing

polemics against his theologians, and invited the

dukes to a proposed alliance of Evangelical states

for restrictive measures, under threat of assuming
protection against schinn. On the other side, the

dukes of Brunswick had commissioned Konrad
Horneius (q.v.) to prepare an apology against the

Konigsberg censures (ut sup.) and requested an ex-

position in Cterman of the points (1) on the author-

ity of the ancient Church, (2) good works, (3) the

New-Testament proof of the Trinity, (4) the the-

ophanies of the Old Testament, and (5) the unity of

dissidents chaiged as " syncretists." Calixtus elab-

orated the third and fourth points, Num tnysterium

trinitatia e soltuSt etc. (1649). Now, he furnished an
apology against Johann Georg's address, and the

dukes of Brunswick in joint reply to the latter

(1650) offered to acquiesce in the suppression of the

polemical writings of their theologians, provision-

ally, if he would take the same steps, and proposed
a convention to devise counsels against schisms in

behalf of peace, but intimated resistance to the
threatened directorate, if the same implied the as-

sertion of superiority by force. But the elector only
consented to a more vehement polemic. The call of

Galovius to a professorship at Wittenbeig meant
the concentration of forces and occurred amid fresh

polemical explosions. HOlsemann issued Dialyna
apologetioa prablematU CaUxUni num mysterium
trinitatis (1649); Judicium de CalixHno deMerio
Concordia ecdenattiem (1650); and, finally, Der

oaUxUniBche Oewiuenmmirm (1654), a work exceed-
ing 1,600 pages. Most active was Galovius, who
produced, besides his wailing inaugural, Consideratio

nova iheologia HelmsUxdioregunnontanorum syn-

cretitiarum (1649); and Syncretiamus CtiUxtinus

(1653). Ninety-eight heresies of Calixtus were col>

lected and a c<mferenoe of theologians demanded by
the party of Galovius; but this effort failed owing
to the wise suspicion of the dukes of Saxony, who
were first invited, and the Jena theologians, that

the veiled pretension concealed the design of a joint

attack upon the dukes of Brunswick, their exclusion

from the Lutheran body, and, consequently, a
widening of the schism. At the most recent diet at

RegensbuTg, twenty-four Evangelical estates had
united in a call for a conference of peaceable theo-

logians and state representatives and in an appeal

for silence on the part of both theological factions.

But Johann Geoig, upon whom, as director of the

corpus EvangeUeorum, first action devolved, gave
heed to neither. His theologians now clamored for

the expulsion of the Helmstedt party from the Lu-
theran Church on the basis of the ninety-eight

heresies. A eonmnsus repetiiua fidd vere Lviherana
was drawn up as a new confession. In eighty-six

parts, following the order of the Augsbuig Confes-

sion, it was arranged, each according to the scheme
of (1) the right doctrine {profitemwr); (2) the dissi-

denoe of the Helmstedt faction {rejidmuti)', (3)

proofs from the writings of the latter {iia docet).

Subscribed first by the Leipsic and Wittoibeiig Hieo-

logians, the signatures of others were sought by a
fresh productivity of the pen of Galovius; Hor-
monia CdUxtina-kcBreUea (1655) of 1,200 quarto
pages; SyUema locorum theologicorum (2 vols.,

1655); and Fides veterum et imprimis fideUum
mundi antediluviani in Christum (1655), in which
the heresies of Calixtus were mentioned as the " ex-

crements of Satan." But the acceptance of the con-

fession elsewhere could not be secured, and the

death of Calixtus, 1656, followed the same year by
that of Johann Georg, produced a lull in the storm.

8. The Second Periods The peace of Wes^ihalia

had restored the more Lutheran parts of North

Hesse to the Reformed rule of Cassel, including,

practically, the control of Schaumburg and the Uni-

versity of Rinteln. The policy of

Landgrave Wilhelm VI. was broad and

lenient enough under the liberal church

order to effect the imion of Lutheran
and Reformed elements. The University of Magd&>
burg, reopened in 1653, was pledged to promote
" the ecclesiastical peace and concord of all Prot-

estants," and to a mediating theology. Further,

to promote the union and abate partisan hatred,

the landgrave called a colloquy at Cassel June 1-9,

1661. When the Wittenberg theologians, Galovius,

J. A. C^uenstedt, and Johann Deutschmann (qq.r.)

heard of it eight months later, they issued a violent

attack, Epieriais de coUoquio Cassdano Rintdio-

Marpurgensium (1662) which they despatched far

and wide to the faculties and ministeria. In coo-

sequence, the three faculties of Saxony united in a

representation to the theologians of Rintefai in

which the repudiation of the elenchus against the

Reformed and of their condemnaticn in worship

1. In
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were prooocd upon them as errors, and a retraction

or closer explanation was urged. Before the receipt

of this the Rintehi theologians had replied with an
EpiHola apologetica (1662). For the people H. M.
Eckart prepared a memoir (1662) setting forth that

by schisms the Church violated its foremost mark
of distinction, the commandment of love, and made
itself the laughing-stock of the wicked; that it was
specially incumbent upon Protestants to remove the

disgrace; and, without mixing confessions or organi-

sations, to promote amity and peace. The more
violently incensed by their failure, the Wittenbexg
theologians now published their Epicrina (1663),
with a preface in which they threatened another
edition of collective censures, this time against the
theologians of Rinteln. This was followed by a
fusillade of polemical writings, among which De
jmndo diserepUaHane inter LuOieranoB et Calvinianoa

(1664) by Andreas Kdhn; and by Calovius a
Grundlicher Beweia (1664) of 1,000 pages, to the
effect that the (Talvinistic error threatened the syn-
creUstic innovation at Rinteln, followed by an An-

t€q)ologia (Wittenberg, 1666) of 700 quarto pages,

a resume of all points of contention from Calvin
to the Rinteln colloquy.

The renewal of this controversy soon brought on
its revival in Prussia and Brandenburg. In Konigs-

berg, Dreier had been protesting against

Pmsiilaand*^ stigmatisation of the efforts for

Bxmndan- <^^^ut:l^ peace as syncretism, and de-

burff. clared that the common faith must be
sought in the ancient Chiu*ch and not

in the sum of contents of the new confessions. The
great elector of Brandenburg, Friedrich Wilhelm,
following the example of his brother-in-law, Land-
grave Wilhelm, in an edict (Jime 2, 1662) deplored

the schisms and local religious demoralization, and
enjoined that clergy to be appointed must be pledged

to silence except as to what is edifying. He called

a colloquy (Sept., 1662-May, 1663) at Berlin, of

three theologians from each party. But the sus-

picions and over-scrupulousness of the Lutherans
(instigated from Wittenberg) to relent in the con-

demnation of points rejected by their confessions

defeated the effort. A new edict of Sept. 16, 1664,

forbade the use of abusive epithets and the attrib-

uting of doctrines to their opponents not acknowl-

edged by them. Soon after a pledge was demanded
of all the clergy to this and previous edicts. In vain

the Lutheran clergy of Berlin made appeal to the

universities and ministeria. The elector summoned
them before the consistory and demanded the pledge

under pain of removal. E. S. Reinhardt and C.

Lilius, and finally Paul Gerhardt (q.v.) lost their

positions. By an order of June 6, 1667, the pledge

was no longer demanded, but strict maintenance of

the edict was now enjoined upon the consistory. A
declaration of May 6, 1668, guaranteed to the Lu-
therans not only full religious liberty, but the peace-

ful discussion of disput^ points.

The Wittenberg theologians meantime resumed
a fresh onslaught on the syncretists. They pub-
lished their great collection of Canailia theologica

WUAergensUi (1664), including the Consensus repeii-

tus fidei vere LtUherana (ut sup.) retired since 1655.

Calovius issued a special edition in 1666 with a

preface, with express reference to the syncretism

at Rintehi and a " synopsis of the errors of CaHxtus
and his accomplices." The obvious

^^^ purpose was the exclusion of all cyn-

J^^JJJ^^^ cretists from the Lutheran Church,
* and, in a less degree, the binding of all

other Lutherans under a new confession, including

such eccentric doctrines as the knowledge of Old-

Testament believers of the whole doctrine of the

Trinity, the real faith of baptised infants, and the

ubiqmty of the human nature of Christ to all be-

lievers. The main effect of its adoption would have
been the rehabilitation of the idea of the one true

church, visible and Invisible, namely, the Lutheran,

with an absolute, imimprovable body of dogma as

an exclusive ecclesiastical norm. Friedrich Uhich
Calixtus took up the defense of all his father's par-

ticular ideas, publishing Demonetrata liquidiesima

(1667), a running conmientary on the Consensus,

attempting sometimes to show the baselessness of

the meanings attributed to his father and his fol-

lowers, sometimes the accordance of these with the

confessions, and sometimes the intrusion of the

opinions of the authors into the Consensus as though
they were doctrines of the church, thus opening the

arbitrary multiplication of dogmas indefinitely.

A new and professional disputant appeared at Wit-
tenberg, JEg^dvas Strauch, who in a Vittdicatue

(1668) discharged a flood of mendacious invective

and sophistry against the younger Calixtus. This

was followed by De Deo uno (1667) by Deutsch-

mann, son-in-law of Calovius, who, in turn, followed

with Locos et controveraiae eyntagmaiU anaayncretia-

tid (1668), in which the tabulated Calixtine errors

reached the niunber of 120. Calixtus answered the

last two with writings, and against Strauch he

brought formal charges of libel. Strauch responded

by a joint legal opinion of the juristic faculties of

the three universities, and now the conflict was
waged back and forth from behind the battlements

of legal authorities, while the polemics of Strauch,

said to have been prepared by Calovius, now pro-

duced in Cterman, greatly incensed the public.

Seeing that the proposed Consensus threatened

the freedom of learning in the universities and
might further disrupt the Lutheran

4. Her. Church, and jeopardized the benefits of

the treaty of Westphalia over against

the Roman Catholics, the imiversity

now put forth an abler champion, Hermann Conring
(q.v.), who, in PietM academim JvUte, made reply to

Strauch and others. He maintained that there was
no school of Calixtus and none desired by him; that

the latter regarded free inquiry as the safeguard of

the Church. Helmstedt had been singled out be-

cause here the Word of Ckxi was treated as trust-

worthy and of itself authentic, while the confessions

were treated impartially and considered valid in so

far as they accord with Scripture. Calovius con-

founds heresy with error, whereas the Calixtine ideas

do not violate express dogmas. The masses are

not to be thrown into religious confusion with these

controversial questions; yet the intelligent are not

to be denied a voice in the acceptance of a new
confession. The Consensus should first be proved

by Scripture; and the princes must exercise ^bsax

Oonrlnff.
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responsible offices for the restoration of order, for

they (the clergy) who excite the tumult are not

the ones to allay it. A German edition of the above,

entitled SehuUrede der JtdiusunivertiUU, issued

shortly after by C. Schrader, summed up the judg-

ment upon the Consensus, that (1), according to the

scheme, the prcfitemur is not invariably the univer-

sal ccmfession of the Lutheran Church; (2) rejicimus

is opposed to liberty and promotes schism; and

(3) ita doeet, the doctrines attributed to Calixtus

and Homeius are unwarranted and untruly repre-

sented. Even the pope was slow to decree new arti-

cles of belief and not until after prolonged investi-

gation with the cardinals and councils. Calovius

dismisses without notice the greater number of ad-

herents of the Augsburg Confession, sums up the

mass of disputed points, and in the heat of haste

forges a number of antagonistic tenets, which hence-

forth are to be called Lutheran. Those who do not

approve of the intruded symbols are to be thrust

out of the fellowship of the saints; and this is not

the end, but the process is to be perpetual. As the

Galatians refused circumcision (Gal. v. 1-2), so they
will decline the Consensus. These writings, scattered

among courts, consistories, and universities, had the

effect of arousing apprehension; for if it came to be
accepted that those not recognizing the Consensus
were out of the Lutheran Church, they might lose

the benefits of the treaty of WestphiJia, a result

not far removed from the motive of Calovius. Duke
Friedrich Wilhelm of Saxc-Altenburg now sought
to counteract further separation and passion, and
induced his brother-in-law, Elector Johann Geoi^g

III., to give audience to the theologians of Witten-
berg. Their long report of Apr. 22, 1669, may be
summed up as follows: (1) continuance of the refu-

tation; or (2) a synod, or rather, since no exami-
nation of the Helmstedt doctrine is further neces-

sary, letters of communication for sounding the

opinion and binding together the orthodox; (3)

that first the theologians of electoral Saxony get the

consensus of other theologians before the elector

refers to other potentates; (4) amendment of the

code for the clerical and political ministries with a
clause forbidding syncretism, the mixing of relig-

ions, ecclesiastical toleration, and spiritual affilia-

tion with papists and Calvinists, or its eqmvalent,
subscription to the Consensus; (5) compulsory
binding of the Brunswick theologians to their

old confessions without reservation, which latter
" knavery " is not to be tolerated by any Christian

govenmient. Though approved by the elector, the

effect of which as well as the advice of the coun-

selors was to perpetuate the quarrel, yet the alarm
sounded by Gonring and the theologians of Helm-
stedt was not without results, for the order given in

Saxony to refrain from literary polemics was heeded
for several years.

An interim of quiet followed, 1669-79. Duke
Emst the Pious, successor to Friedrich Wilhelm of

Saxony, made an alliance with his son-
6. The in-law, Ludwig VI. of Hesse-Darmstadt,

of Spener. *°*^ conceived the preventive of a per-

manent college of theologians. With
his three sons he gathered his clergy and ministry,

together with several outside theologians, among

whom was Johann Muaeus (q.v.), in a conference

at Jena (Apr. 15-17, 1670). The meet diverse per-

sonages, like Calovius, Spener, Qu^istedt, were al-

ready being proposed for a peace court, when the

measure carried to send deputations to ascertain

the opinions of other Lutheran courts. These gave

only friendly but evasive replies, but Ernst re-

doubled his efforts to remove the schism. He ob-

tained an opinion from Spener (May 31, 1670) to

the effect that it was not yet too late for the res-

toration of unity; because the quarrel had not yet

rent the churches, and the Consensus had nowhere

been introduced. As to the cause of the strife be

did not exonerate Calixtua from eccentricities of

doctrine and obduracy, and ascribed the disorder to

" human affections." As to the measures for res-

toration, he advised a cooperation of Christian gov-

enmients and cleigy and a reformation from ex-

ternal sterile c(»iformity. If a synod of all Germany
was not practicable, then a consultation of earnest,

enlightened men would be advisable. The question

as to what Calixtus the elder and Homeius once

taught should be buried with the past, and the pro-

fession and assertion by the Helmstedt theologians

that their teaching was in accord with the sywbcAs,

and their declination of the charge of sjrncietisni

and adherence to the fundamental errors of Ro-

manism, should be deemed sufficient. Whether and

how far the remaining doctrines like that of ubiq-

uity were fundamental to faith might then be easOr

determined. Toleration and gentleness were meet

for weaker brethren and unnecessary invective i

without prejudice to the elenchus was to be for-

bidden. Emst sent out another deputation with

an outline of this to seek out the theologians and

persuade them to the counsels of peace. Ttiroin^

first to the electorate of Saxony, these were referred

from Dresden to Wittenberg. Quenstedt and B.

Meisner (q.v.) themselves complained of the rad-

icalism and inflexibility of Calovius, who now sur-

reptitiously inserted over his signature to the theses

to be submitted to the Helmstedt theologians, tvo

fresh points: on abandoning the errors of syncre-

tism and on believing the mystery of the Hob
Trinity in the Old and New Testaments. The three

things demanded by the other theses were that the

theologians should not dispute any doctrine con-

tained in the Book of Concord; Jiould teach ac-

cording to their charter; and renoimoe syncretism,

by which was meant only the recognition of a fun-

damental consensus between Lutherans and Re-

formed. But at Helmstedt and other places under;

its influence, Calovius was utterly mistrusted, aci

a quarrel among the rulers caiised the forbiddiDgi

of the Helmstedt theologians to commit themselves,
j

Yet the negotiations allayed the strife for a fewi

years.

8. The Third Period: In 1^5 the conffict ^i»

renewed and lasted till the death of Calovius i£

1686. Hie latter knew how to tak?

^^jJ^^J^ advantage of the favor of Emst aati

Oalovlus. specially of his successor, so that he Mt
bold to reopen hostilities. In the year

in which Spener by his Pia desideria (1675) opeoec

a new epoch in Christian life, Calovius again as-

nounced in programs as his unchanged life p^mpost.
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E diaboli excrementa CdUxHruu wrdes exguirire.

CaliztuB answered with his PietoHs officium pit

viri innocenHam vindicana. This was followed by
writings pro and con, prose and verse, reaching its

cHmax in the appearance of a farce in four acts of

three or four scenes each celebrating the installa-

tion of Deutschmann into the prorectorship at

Wittenberg, almost blasphemous in terms. The
elector caused the printer to be fined and the author
to be imprisoned. Likewise, Strauch, called to
Danzig in 1669, was detained as prisoner at KQstrin
by order of the elector of Brandenburg, 1675-78;
and the elector of Saxony renewed the edict against

writing polemics without special permission. Calo-

vius now wrote und^ a pseudonym, and pro-

duced also Systema locorum theologicorum (vols,

v.-xii., 1677), more flighty than the first four and
including also the new polemic against Jena. In
vain was Spener's caution to him that the effort to
secure the recognition of his Consensus was both
futile and injurious. Besides a quarrel with his col-

league Meisner and the latter's humiliation, 1677-
1680, he engaged, by sermons, disputations, and
writings, in a warfare on Musseus at Jena, who won
his di^leasure by rendering his allegations against

the S3mcretist8 void and was now being condemned
as worse than they. He succeeded in having the
entire faculty of Jena, including Musseus, compelled
to abjure syncretism, if not to adopt the Consen-
sus. But the limits of his accomplishment were
reached. Johann Georg II. renewed the edict

against polemical writing (Jan. 12, 1680), and the
printers of De ayncreHsmo Mu8(Bi were severely

dealt with. With the accession of Elector Johann
Georg III. in 1680 began a protective alliance with
the great elector of Brandenburg. Calovius had
to see his Historia affncretiatica (1682), a compila-
tion issued anonymously and without place, con-
sisting of the blows he had dealt against syncre-

tists together with fresh fulminations, refused

circulation. This made such an impression on him
that he referred two questions to his most intimate

followers at Giessen: whether, in view of the po-
litical syncretism made necessary by the danger
from France, a Calixtine syncretism with the pa-
pists and Reformed was still to be condenmed;
and whether the strife brought on by the univer-

sities of Helmstedt, Jena, and K5nigsberg, on ac-

count of the elector of Brandenburg and the dukes
of Brunswick, should be buried with an anmesty,
or the controversy over syncretism be continued.

This was taken by friends and foes alike as a wa-
vering and a sign of alinement with the court. This
Calovius denied in a pamphlet relating the corre-

spondence thereto and reiterating his anathemas
against all his opponents inclusive of the Mussean
syncretists. The comprehensive publications, Apo-
dixis artiadorum fidei (1668), and Synopsis conr

ircrversiarum cum hcareUcis modemis (1685) appeared
before his death, which practically dosed the

controversies.

4. Final Infliienoo: The great work with which
Friedrich Calixtus closed his career, Via ad pacem
inter protestanies restaurandum (Helmstedt, 1700),

was the irenic counterbalance to the Histaria syn-

a-eUstica republished in 1685. The term syncretism

as name of a party gradually disappeared and came
to recur only as incidental reference to varying
combinations of the unlike. To be sure, the after-

effects of the strife persisted a long time, specially

in electoral Saxony. A result was the aversion to
affiliation on the part of the German Lutherans
and Reformed for a century to come, as seen, for
example, in the indifference of the Lutherans to
the French Protestants at the revocation of the
Edict of Nantes (1685; q.v.). The peaceable sepa-
ration of religion and theology and the adjustment
of the borders between chureh and schools, con-
fession and science, were not actualized, though
they were frequently on the horizon of promise.
According to Calovius pure doctrine is the only
necessity; it is ready-made and complete, the eccle-

siastical norm, admitting of neither addition nor
reduction. According to Calixtus, doctrine is not
only not the only necessity but it is also of vary-
ing degrees of value within itself, giving room for

broad unity on essentials. The controversy lelt a
cloud of suspicion and prejudice specially over the
Lutherans, retarding the progress of these distinc-

tions. The despotic determination to force a Con-
sensus repetitus, as the only and final dogma and
theology before which all investigation and prog-
ress must fall prostrate, raised up its own factional

limits, and the most deplorable result, surviving to

the present, is the alienation from the chureh of

educated men, and thereby the demoralization of a
great unitary spirit, for the need of which the Ger-
man Evangelical Chureh is suffering.

(Paul Tschackert.)
Bzbuoobapht: The principal source is A. Calovius, Hit-

ioria avncretiatiea, 1S85. Consult further: J. G. Waleh,
RdigionutreiiigkeUen tier ItOherUchen Kirehe^ i. 210 sqq.,
iv. 666, 10 vols., Jena. 1733-^9; W. Gass, Q. Calizt und
der SynkretUmuBt Breslau, 1846; £. L. T. Henke, O.
CaHxtua und seine ZeU, vol. ii., Halle, 1856; A. Tholuck,
Akademieehea Leben dee 17, JahrhunderUt vol. ii., ib. 1864;
W. Gass, Oeechichte der protetiantiechen Doffmatik, vol. ii.,

Beriin, 1857; I. A. Domer, Oeechichte der proteetaniieehen

Theologie, pp. 600 sqq., Munich. 1867, Eng. transl., Edin-
buzsh, 1871; G. W. Frank, GeechichU der proteelantiechen

Theotogie, ii. 4 sqq., Leipsio, 1875.

SYIIEISAKTOI. See SuBiNTRODncriiB Virginbs.

SYNERGISM AlID STNERGISnC CONTRO-
VERSY: A type of Semi-Pelagianism in the six-

teenth century and the dispute which arose concern-

ing it. Synergism b the doctrine of the cooperation

of human effort and divine grace in regeneration.

Luther r^arded the spiritual life as

Opinions monergistic, the result of the experi-

of Lather ence of a divine act. Faith is a gift of

and God. '' Free will determined without
Melanch- grace has no power with respect to

then. righteousness but is necessarily in-

volved in sin." Justification follows
" whenever we are made purely passive with re-

spect to God with reference to interior as well as ex-

terior acts." Grod's relation to man is considered as

strictly predestinarian. After the Leipsic Disputa-

tion Melanchthon maintained that " man is wholly

incapable of doing good "; that " in the choice of

external things " there is some freedom, but inter-

nal effects are not within human power. " All things

that happen, happen of necessity by divine pre-

destination; there is no freedom of will." Con-
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vermon is possible only as an inner divine act. Dead
through the law, man Is ** resuscitated by the word
of grace." Faith is originated by " the Spirit of

Ciod renewing and illuminating " the human heart.

To say that the beginning of repentance is in man,
would be inverting the Older; man turns to God on
the ground that God first tuns to man. Melanch-

thon later modified this view, first, by relinquishing

the detenninistic conception of the doctrine of pre-

destination {Scfudia on Coloesians, 1527). The
special properties of the nature with which God en-

dowed man in distinction from the other creatures

are " reason " and " chmce." The natural man is

capable of a " carnal and civil righteousness." The
thought of God as the author of sin formerly not

avoided is now repudiated. In the Commentary on
Romans (Wittenberg, 1532) he teaches the univmal-
ity of divine grace, and shuns all closer investiga-

tion of the mystery of divine election. Melanch-
thon now reguds the pity of God as the cause of

election, but recognises in non-rejection a negative

cause of acceptance. The development of his doc-

trine of free will and conversion gains momentum
with his growing desire to understand the act of di-

vine grace at the same time as a pqrchologica] proc-

ess in the human consciousness and wiU, oonsist-

entiy with his explanations of the mentaJ powen
presented in his commentary on the Ethics of Aris-

totle (1520) and in Z>e antma (1540). Besides, there

was his practical motive to make man responsible

for his own salvation. With respect to the former,

the will is the formal power which responds, either

by willing, not willing, or neutrality, to the sub-

jects manifested by the intellect; it may follow the

beckoning of the desires or the admonitions of the

reason. The will produces nothing original, but
assumes an attitude toward what approaches it.

This power was not lost through original sin. Like-

wise, when the grace of God contained in his Word
draws nigh, and, through the hearing of it, the Holy
Spirit entere man and produces the spiritual effects

of repentance and faith, there yet remains to the
will 'the alternative attitude of acceptance or re-

jection. In this sense Melanchthon mentions the
" #iree concurrent causes of good actions " in re-

geleration: " the Word, the Holy Spirit, and the
wp, not absolutely inert, but struggling against its

Clin infirmity." In this sense he lets the definition

of^rasmus hold: " Free will is the power of apply-

ing oneself to grace."

/This synergism was taught in the Leipsic Interim,

^pich affirmed among other things that God does
•> not deal with man as with a block, but

. The Leipsic so regenerates him that his will coop-
Interim, crates. Matthias Fladus (q.v.) pro-

fessed to divine in those words a pa-

pistical meritum de congruo and a fragment of free

will. Johazm Pfeffinger published Melanchthon *s

doctrine in two disputations: De libertate vohmteUia

humanoB (Leipsic, 1555); and De libera arbiirio

(1555). The conciirrent active causes are " the

Holy Spirit moving through the Word of God, the

mind in the act of thinking, and the will not resist-

ing, but complying whenever moved by the Holy
Spirit." If the attitude of man were tU skUua whxai

the Holy Spirit has kindled reason, will, and feel-

ing, then there would be no inner struggle to secure

faith; if man was idle or " purely passive," then

the distinction between pious and impious, elect

and non-elect, as well as the impartiality and jus-

tice of God, would disappear. "Therefore, there

was in us some cause why some assent and others

do not assent." Pfeffinger's doctrine was renounced

by y. Strigel and by Nikolaus von Amsdorf (q.T.),

who open^ the attack (1558) with a rude misrep-

resentation as if Pfeffinger had asserted that '' msn

could adapt and prepare himself by free will from

his natural powen for the reception of grace with-

out the gift of the Holy Spirit."

To the ddfense of Pfeffinger, Fladus replied in

Re/utaHo, published in Disputatio de originaU pec-

etUo et lihero arbitrto, pp. 367 sqq. (Weimar 1560).

He appealed to the words of Luther and further

asserted that in regeneration, when the

Coailict old man " is made into a new creature/'

with he is worse than a block or stone inu-

Flacius. much as he is not only passive but

" contrary, resisting, or hostile towaid

the work of God," like a knotty piece of wood wholly

unfit for the hewer. The despised adiaphorista here

received the additional denunciatory appellative of

" synergists." Another polemic followed, De orig-

inaU peeeato et libera arbUrio (ut sup., pp. 398 sqq.)

and a disputation at Jena Nov. 10-11, 1559.

Flacius succeeded in pressing the denunciation into

the second part of the " Weimar Book of Confuta-

tions," lUuUriseimi principle Ja. Friderid secundi

eoUda et ex verba Dei sumpta confuiaUo ei conden-

natio pradpuarum eorruptelarum, eectarran et erro-

rum hoe tempore grasaantium (Jena, 1559). It de-

nounces those who teach that by the fall xnan's

natural powere were " not so totally perverted and

corrupted that he, animated by the help and sup-

port of grace, is capable of anything in oonveiso
by his own free will; that they ascribe to free vdS

such grace in its arbitrary power that it can aceept

and follow or reject it"; and that they descnt>e>

human reason and will as eynergae, or co-agent ^'th

the Word and the Spirit of God. Against these

alleged erron was affirmed that man is by natuie

whoUy dead and his heart is petrified; that all knowl-

edge of Christ springs from the enlightenment of tbr

Holy Spirit; and all that pertains to will to beeozoe

obedient to God must first be given and wrought bt

God. Melanchthon, at whom the attack was aimed.

vindicated his views before the Elector August

emphasising his ethical practical motive in tumi&s

against the deterministic delirium and investigaticx

the problem of free wiU. Sinful nature retainec

some freedom to maintain outward discipline. In

conversion the Word of God has the initiative, to

condemn sin and extend pardon and grace s&i

thereby produce fear and comfort; but God docs

not coerce any one to be different regardless d
heeding the Word. '' He who rejects God does sd

by his own will and God is not the cause of the wiU'?

rejecting him." Conversely, there is no regenera-

tion, '' so long as the will wholly resists." "' God

draws; but he draws him who is willing," was his

favorite sentence. He protests against the form d
speech used by Flacius referring to " compulsion tf

faithy" as also in the disputation of Nov. 28, 15B,
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when he eritidied the same as indicafive of Mani-
chean error and aophisms.
In the mean time '^^ctorinus Strigel (q.v.) as-

fomed the defense of Melanchthon at Jena. He
had aaecessively sought to prevent the severity and

the adoption ci the Book of Confuta-
Sopport tioDs, and now Duke Johann Fried-

of StrigeL rich called for a disputation between
Flacius and Strigel, which occurred at

Weimar Aug. 2-8, 1560. For Flacius conversion
was the awakening in brief time of the sinner to re-

pentance and his endowment with faith, while the
win remains passive. For Strigel, conversion was
the development of the state of grace continuously
thRNigh life, embracing the " perpetual repentance,
governance, and conservation," the beginning and
growth of the spiritual life. According to Flacius
a new will is originated by the '' gift of faith

"

eapable of s|Nritual motives. According to Strigel

the human will enters into coordinate action with
the inception of conversion, and to every spiritual

activity there is a corresponding exercise of human
«3I. The disputation was suspended without judg-
ment by the duke, who thought to bring the matter
befme a synod. The attitude of the court, at first

favnable to Flacius, underwent a gradual change,
and in spite of Flacius' fanning of the flames and of
his increasing clamor to secure the condemnation
of his rival the duke simply demanded a declaration
of doctrine from both (ut sup., pp. 322 sqq.). Be-
fore the end of 1561, Flacius and his associates were
driven from Jena. In his Dedaratio of Mar. 3, 1562
(nt sup., p. 501), Strigel distinguished between the
**power" or ''efficacy" Qost in the fall) to con-
ader, will, and execute what is well-pleasing to God,
and the " capacity " for the divine calling which
marks the rational man from the other creatures,

by which he remains capable of assenting to the
Word through the Holy Spirit and dl retaining
the acquired blessing of grace. This was adopted
and Strigel was restored to his profesBorship. The
IkdaraHo meeting with opposition from the clergy,

the visitator Johann Stoessel supplemented it by a
mitigating SuperdecUaraHo requiring only condi-
tional signature. This only served to intoisify the
qnaivd, so that the refractory clergy were removed,
nd Strigel, dissatisfied with the SuperdedaraHo, in

di^pnt withdrew from the discussion of free will

and retired to Ldpsic. See further Stiugbl, Vio-
iorinub; SroxasBL, Johaivn; Fulgxub, Mattriab.
With the reign of Duke Johann Wilhelm Gnesio-
Uitberanism entered, and with it stress upon the
" Book of Confutation " as a doctrinal norm. As
the H^ttenberg theologians broke off the discus-

QQs at the Altenburg Colloquy, Oct. 21, 1568-
Mar. 9, 1560, the Jena theok)gians had to be con-
tent with a protest in writing consisting of the old
objeetioQS. The Formula of Concord (q.v.) cast its

derision against the Philippists (q.v.) but rejected

fkt language of Flacius identifying original sin with
obstance as a Manichean error.

(G. Kawirau.)
IksuoaBATHT: OoDSult the artiflks in thb woric on Matthias
fhdai, Martin Lather, PhiHpp Molanehthon, Johann
PfeOncer, Pbill|>piiti, Auguatqa CtottUab Spangeobeii.
Jbiiaan StieeliiM, Johann Stoenel. Viotorinui Strigel, and
WO, ako the litenitura given thereunder. In addltkn

XL—15

to the matter thiia Indkated, oonniU: H. Heppe. 6W-
•ehiehU dat dmdaehen ProUaUnHiamu^ 1665-81, 4 vole.,

Maibuig, 1853-^; idem, DogmaUk dm dmtUekm iVvto*-
UuUUmtu Ml 16. Jahrhund^n, Qotha. 1807; A. Beek,
Johatm FrisdritA dm- MiiOw, 2 vob., Weimar. 1868;
F. H. R. Frank, TAeoIo^M dtr Konkordim^nnd, voL L,
Erlangen, 1868; a E. Luthardt, Dm Lekn vom firnen
WQUn, Leipaio, 1863; Flotow, i>« tynrntfUmo MdonthofifU,
WimtkUw. 1867; E. F. Fiieber. Udtmehihomt Lekn wm
dm- B€ktkr%mc, Tdbingen. 1006; F. Loolii, Lmtfadm amm
Sttidiwn dtr DogmmomMehU, 4th ed., Halle, 1006.

STHESIUS, si-ni'shi-us, OF CTREHE: Bishop of

Ptolemais; b. at Cyrene in the Libyan Pentapolis
between 370 and 375; d. before 415. He prided
himself upon his descent from a royal stock, as the
descendant of Eurysthenes, one of the Heiuclides,

who led the Dorians to Sparta. Eager for olaasical

learning, he went to Ahsandria to study poetry,

rhetoric, and philosophy under Hypatia. After re-

turning home, although still young lie became the
head of a deputation from Uie Pentapdis to the
Emperor Arcadius to secure release from certain

onerous conditions of taxation. About 309 or 400
he traveled to Constantinople, where the eunuch
Eutropius was ruling the incompetent emperor and
the empire; he remained there three srears, waiting

a year before he could obtain audience. He then
deliyered before Arcadius and the court his cele-

brated oration "Concerning Kingship" {MPO,
kvi. 1053-1108), in which he showed the difference

between a tyrant and a king ruled by the fear of

God, and portrayed the departure from the old

Roman simplicity in affectation of oriental ostenta-

tion and ceremony. He uttered a patriotic protest

against the entrusting of the empire to irreqwnsible

and dangerous foreigners, just then emphaaiied by
the outbreak of the Qoths under Tribigild in Asia
Minor, with whom Gainas made common cause soon
after and compelled the banishment kA three noted
statesmen, among them Synesius' friend Aurelian.

This situation Synesius described in a historical

romance (MPQ, hnd. 1200-1282). By 402 he had
achieved the results he sought for his native dty,
and returned hcHne, describing his journey in a letter

{MPQ, Izvi. 1328 sqq.). He next visited Athens
and Alexandria (402-i04) for further study, and
then divided his time between his home in Qyrene
and his country estate, where he occupied himself

in rural occupations and leisurely study, having a
distaste for public occupations. At times he was
engaged in defense of his estates, against the incur-

sions of tribes from the interior. In 403 he married
a Christian woman. He engaged in an extensive cor-

respondence; though bewailing that he was in un-
philoeophical surroundings, he produced in his " On
the Dream " {fiiPQ ut sup., 1281-1320) a state-

ment of his ideal of philosophical culture ; his Dionf %

peri as kath* heatUan diagogU is a defetise of thesame.
It is a remarkable fact that such a man should a

few years later be called to work in publio as a
bishop. No trace in his life or writings up to this

point suggests that he was a Christian, though he
knew Christianity well. He may have witnessed

the fanaticism which in 302 destroyed the Serapion

at Alexandria, as at Ccmstantinople he did not escape

the activities of a Chrysostom. He had sung of the

Christian temples as sanctuaries of the serving gods
and spirits iidiom the All-ruler had clothed with
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aagel brilliancy; and in monkijih theology he reoog-

niaed a striving akin in mystic oontenq>latton to

philosophy. The inflnfaice of his wife may have
been felt, as well as the influence oonung from the

interest of such theologians as Theophilus in him-

self, and he was in a Christian environment. To
this ten hjrmns testify, written before he became
bishop, wbich, though in Neoplatonic wise, speak
of God as the highest unity, the monad of monads,
father and mother, center of nature. Yet in the

ninth hymn, the divine Son appears as the Savior,

son of the Virgin, opener of the gates of Tartarus

and leader of ihe souls to the highest heaven. He
became even more Christian in tone, developing his

material without changing essentially the nucleus

of his religious-philosophic view of things, until in

the last hymn is the pious prayer to Christ, the

physician of soul and body.

In 409 (406 or earlier?) the bishop's seat at Ptol-

emais be<»une vacant, and clergy and laity called

Synesius, from whose influential connections much
was hoped. He consented to have the affair referred

to the Patriarch Theophilus, but sent with the mes-
senger a letter to his brother Evoptius {MPO, Ixvi.

1481 sqq.) whidi was meant for publicity. This

letter, remarkable for its contents, contained the

expression of his scruples and doubts in view of the

duty of the priest or bishop and the high obligations

which rest upon him. Moreover, the conclusions his

philosophy had forced upon him might not accord

with tha teachings religion might demand of him

—

the idea of the relation of the soul to the body, the

form of tiie doctrine of the resurrection, as he held

them, were not in the shape of the beliefs held by
the multitude, for philosophy is opposed to the feel-

ings of the vulgar. There was, too, the matter of

his marriage; his wife was the gift of the law, of

God, and of Theophilus, and he would not separate

from her openly nor yet visit her secretly. He would
regret also to give up his beloved occupations and
amusements, but would do so if the call seemed im-

perative, and would do his best in his office. After

a delay of seven months Synesius received baptism
and episcopal consecration, though his letters show
that his heart remained heavy and his feelings di-

vided. His lettere express humility and distrust of

his powers and fitness for his duties. The year 407
brought him into conflict with Andronicus, the

tyrannical prefect and direst plague of the Pentap-
olis, whom at first in vain he tried to turn from
his cruelty. Through the withdrawal of the right

of asylum by Andronicus Synesius found himself in

a difficult position and as a philosopher unable to

handle the affair. In the very noteworthy address
(MPG, Ixvi. 1384-1400) in which he told of his de-

termination to excommunicate Andronicus, he re-

called the happier earlier time when such duties

did not engage him. He expressed his wish that he
could be relieved of his consecration, he feared to
minister unworthily in the mysteries of God; he
desired, if he could not be relieved of his duties, at
least to have an sssistant. Before the ban was
pronounced, Andronicus appeared to have repented;
the publication was delayed, when the prefect fell

back into his old courses and the excommunication
was pronounced at the close of the year 407. The

difficulties of Sjmesius were increased when the

tribes from the interior again fell upon the unfortu-

nate province. At first the young and capable

Anysius, whom Anthemius sent as commanding

c^Scer, was able to afford protection. But a littk

later a change in affairs gave the barbarians dee

play, and Synesius even thought of leaving his

fatheriand; even when, a year later, the situatioc

improved, the dominant sadness did not leave him.

Of the rest of his life nothing is known, though he

does not appear to have outlived Hypatia or the

episcopate of Cyril of Alexandria,
^q Krcqer.)

BnuooaAPRT: The *' Woiin " of Synesiiu were edited by

A. Tumebue, Pane, 1663 (inooinplete), and by D. Petavi-

tti. ib. 1612; sabetentuaiy the Utter text was taken into

MPL, \xvL 1021-1760: the " Letters " have ben pab-

liabed by R. Hereher in Epulo-jompki Ormci, pp. 63^

730, Pane, 1873, and a critical editkm is expected froa

W. Frits, who has made preliminary studies on tbe nb-

jeet (lee below); of the ** Hsrmns " the fiist edition wai

by Csnteras. Basel, 1607, while otheis are by J. F. Bo»

onade. in SyUogt poetanam Oracarum, vol. xv.. Pini

1826; W. Christ snd M. Paxanikas, in AniMoLooia Grau

earwnnum ChruUamonmi, Leipsie, 1871, and J. Flaek.

Tdbincen, 1875.

On the life consult: DCB, iv. 756-780 (elabonte. with

many iUuminative extracts fnnn the works) ; Clausen, Dt

Swnemo pkOomtpho, Copenhac^ 1831; B. Kolbe. Dr
Bitehof Svnetiva von Cyrmts aU Phywiktr imd Aatme^
Berlin. 1850; H. V. M. Druon, £tvdea 9ur la vie a ^
onivrcs d* iSynMns, ipfque iU Ptolemai», Paris, KV;

F. X. Ki»us. in TQS, xlvii (1865). 391-148, xlviii iH^'.

85-129; R. Volkmann. SyneniM mm Cyrtne, eine bte-

grapkimks CharakUrutik, Berlin, 1869; G. A. Stevm.

Studim ntr OtachiehU der r&miachen Kaiaer, pp. 371 -4 1
v

ib. 1870; E. R. Schneider, De vita Smi^ni, Grimma, 1^76-

E. Gaiser, Dm SyHetiua von Cymte dffyyrfiacAe fnaA-

iuHom, Wolffenbattel, 1886; A. Gardner. Sunnive -^^

Cyrme, London. 1886; G. Baraer, Comparaniur inlerfe^

nfftiUiuM hominum virtvHbua aueterea, pp. 47-92, Maitars.

1889: O. Seeck, in PAOotoffiis, lii (1893). 442-4S3: Ct

Baidenhewer, Patnloffie, pp. 314-316, FreibuTs. I^-

Enc. tiansl., St. Louis, 1908; W. S. Crawford. SifMna

the HtUene, London, 1901; H. Koch, in Hiaimiaches J<^
5iieA dcr GGrreaomeUmhaft, xxviii (1902), 751-774; k. J

Kleffner. Synenua von Cyrtne, der PkOomfph wd Dkh^f^.

Padeibom, 1901.

On the works consult: J. C. Thilo, CimmtMUim n
Symetii AymiMM, Halle. 1842-43; F. Reess, D<r gnttkr

ueJU Hymnendichier Synenua von Cyrene mit fi^^f*

UAoneUungmenyehen, Constance, 1848; J. N. Baoer.

PMo9ophio der XwrAeneOter. pp. 315-321. Munich. iS^.

W. Frits. Die Bneje dm Biaehofe Syneeiue von £yrra4

Leipsie. 1898; idem, in AMA, 1905. 320^98: idem, c

BymnHniKhe Zeitechnfi, xiv (1905), 75-86; C. VeiW

litudea ewr lea hymnee de Synieiua de Cyrene, Paris, l^-^

A. Baumgartner, Die laieimeche tmd orieckieche lASenK^

der ehrieUiehen Vfilker, pp. 52-63. 4th ed.. Fretbuiv. 19rX^

W. von Christ, OeechiehU der ckrieUichen Utteratvr, pr

947-948. 4th ed.. Munich. 1905.

STNGRAMMA SUEVICniL See Brbnz, Johann

§2
SYNOD. See Councils and Synods; and P&i>-

BTTERIANS, X., { 2 (6).

SYNOD OF THE REFORMED PRESBYTEIUA5
CHURCH IN NORTH AMERICA. See PBESBm*
BIANS, VIII., 4.

SYNODAL COURTSw
Oriain (f 1). Further ChancH ii 3-

AddiUon of Juion (| 2). Decline (f 4).

Under the name of Send (from Gk. synodos, U*

9ynodu9), or Sendgericht, an institution grew i^ i-

Germany in the ninth century which was practicaOy

an episcopal court for the trial and punishmeDt o^

misdemeanors. It developed out of the episcof^
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Byiiio4ftl Courts

viatatiODS (see Chubcr Visitationb) which had
been cuBtomaiy sinoe the fourth century alike in

Eaatand West. In the Frankiah king-
i I. OrigiD. dom, Boniface had inaated on their

observance, which was enforced by
;
Curlnman, Pippin, and especially Charlemagne
KCkpitiilaries of 769, 789, 802, 813; cf. canon xvii.

I

cf Uie Synod of Aries of 813). At these visitations

I

esdi claw and order was questioned as to the per-

ifoimance of its special duties; and the sjrnodal

court arose out of the separation from the other
visitation buaineBB of the investigation and punisb-

aent of misconduct on the part of the laity. This
development took place immediately after the dose
icf Chariemagne's reign. The sixteenth canon of

the Synod of Rouen (held probably under Louis
the Pious) exhibits the synodal court as an inde-

pendent institution, though still connected with
diocesan visitation. As to the offenses subject to

the jurisdiction of this tribunal, Carloman emphar
: aied the duty of the bishops to root out all remains
cf pagan superstition. Charlemagne enjoined upon

I

his bishops the investigation of " incest, parricide,

I
fratricide, adultery, superstitious beliefs, and whatso-
everother evil things are contrary to the law of God."
In the second half of the ninth centmy a modi-

ieation was introduced in the selection of a sort of

grand jury, which was to relieve the
a. Addition bishop from the necessity of depend-
cf Jnron. ing wholly upon chance evidence that

an offense had been committed. He
icfaose a number of trustworthy men from the dis-

iteict who were bound by oath to lay chaiges against

iaO offenders in those points known to them. That
Mob usage was still unknown in the middle of the
jCentuiy is Bhown by the eighth canon of the Sjoiod

of Mahis of 852, according to which the bishop still

dealt immediately with Uie people at large. But
ibe testes or jtaratares synodi are found in the diocese

of CVmstanoe between 875 and 889. This innova-
tion was probably copied from a similar secular in-

stitution established by C3iarlemagne's son Pippin
for Italy, and was found north of the Alps under
Louis the Pious. The accusations brought by this

jury were not required to be proved by them, but
the accused was expected to prove his innocence.

For freemen this was done by an oath, unless there

were well-grounded doubts of their credibility; in

that case the Crdeal (q.v.) was resorted to. bi the
absence of the accused, the charge might be proved
by the evidence of those who were present. After
the proof of the charge, the bishop (together with
such priests as were in attendance) passed sentence

a terms of ecclesiastical penalties. Excommunica-
tioQ was not an ordinary penalty, but was employed
n ease of stubborn refusal to attend the court or

lobey its rulings-

Tbe system seems to have remained substantially

ihe same in the eleventh century; but early in the
twelfth the testes or juratares not merely appeared as

aocusers, but shared wiUi the ecclesia»-

3^ WMhu tacal judges in the finding of the court.

Chufis. This development is explicable by the
fact that at this time the participation

!<€ laymen in the decision of questions affecting legal

pid property questions pertaining to the (Siureh

was becoming customary. In the course of the
twelfth centiuy the lay dement gained still further

strength when the choice of the jurymen was taken
away from the bishop. Another iimovation was
even more fai^reaching. With the increase of the
woridly state of the bishops, they became less and
less able to execute their ecclesiastical duties in per-

son. The arehdeacon gradually took the bishop's

place in the synodal court. In the twelfth century
the representation of the bishop by his delegate had
become the usual custom; the brief of Iimocent II.

to Provost Qerhard of Bonn (1139) exhibits the
arehdeacon as possessing independent power; and
under Innocent III. (1211) he is denominated judex
crdinarius equally with the bishop. In some places

the disintegration of the synodal jurisdiction went
even further, and the arehdeacons were represented

by the archpriests, who later claimed independent
jurisdiction. In consequence of the synodal courts

oeasiDg to be strictly episcopal, the nobility began
to claim exemption from them, as they were doing
from the lower secular tribunals, which exemption
the bishops acknowledged in the thirteenth century.

The same exemption was claimed and obtained by
the ministerial class in some states; and this with-

drawal of subjects led in the end to the downfall of

the iostitution.

Throughout the greater part of the Middle Ages
the offenses which tiie synodal court was competent
to try remained practically the same; but at the

end of this period a notable restriction

4. Decline, became visible. Thus a synodal ordi-

nance of JOlich-Berg in the fourteenth

century names as offenses of this class blasphemy,
drunkenness, unchastity, unlawful marriages, dis-

orderly housekeeping, breach of the Sunday laws,

neglect of divine worship and the sacraments, and
hedge-preaching—those offenses which fell directly

under the secular law being excluded. The disin-

clination of the laity, after they had obtained an
important share in the power of the court, to be
bound by its decisions came partly from the feeling

of competition with the civil laws, partly from un-
williDgness to see ecclesiastical offenses made mat-
ter of legal proceedings. The territorial rulers also

came to rei^ud the courts as an invasion of their

rights; and their importance gradually decreased.

The imposition of money fines instead of the earlier

penances also hurt them in the public esteem, espe-

cially when a portion of the fines went to their mem-
bers and were looked upon as a source of income.
At the Reformation the whole institution was reck-

oned among the abuses of the unreformed Chureh.
In the Roman Catholic districts it maintained a
partial existence until the eighteenth century (the

synodal court of Aachen was abolished only in

1797); but its real significance ceased wiUi the end
of the Middle Ages. (A. Hauck.)
BnuooEAFBT: C. F. Eiohhom, DmOteke Staaf- tmd Reeht»-

Oetchiehts, i. 706, ii. 499. 4 vob.. GAttinceQ, 1821-23;
A. J. Binterim, DwnkwHrdi^btUmi, v. 3. pp. 3e Miq.,
Mains, 1829; H. F. Jmoahmm, OMeMcAte der QutUm^ dn
Kinhtttrweki*, L 118 aqq.. KAnioBbexs, 1837; K. von
RiohthofflD, FrUaiteh* R«hUquMen, pudm. Berlin. 1840;
P. HinB6hiu8, Kirehmneht, v. 425 aqq.. ib. 1895; R.
SehrOder. Ltkthueh dm- deutsehtn ReehtagMchiehts, pp. 577

SIQ..
Leipde. 1898; E. Friedbeis. Lehrbuch dea . . .

ireKenrmihf, 320 sqq., ib. 1903; Ret^>erg, KD, ii. 742
sqq.
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I. Name.
n. Geography.

Divisions (S 1).

Physical Geography (f 2).

III. History.
1. To the Assyrian Conquest.

Assyro-Babylonian Period (S 1).

In the Old Testament ($ 2).

Fortunes of the Syrian States (S 3).
2. To the Year 332 b.o.

3. To the Year 04 B.C.

4. To the Year 635 a.d.

L Name: The name Syria is aa abbreviation of

Assyria, even as " Syrians " is shortened from
** Assyrians," the ultimate source being the name
of the Assyrian god Asshur (see AasTRiA, IV., § 1,

VII., § 2). In their earlier period the Greeks ap-

plied the designation Assjrrians or Syrians in a
purely political sense to all subjects of the king of

Assyria; and in their view this empire, with which
they came in contact after the eighth and seventh

centuries, stretched from the Black Sea to the Medi-
terranean. When, however, the Greeks became
better acquainted with Asia after the fall of the

Assyrian empire, they reserved the name Assjrria

for the original center of Assyrian power, and termed
the western provinces of the former empire Syria.

This usage corresponds in general to that of the Old
Testament, where Asshur generally connotes As-
syria proper, exclusive of the conquered lands. By
the time of Alexander the Great the Greeks had
come to restrict the designation Syrians to the Sem-
ites in the western portions of the former empire of

Assyria, and thus " Syrians," now an ethnograph-
ical term, became identical with " Arameans." In
the Old Testament there is no mention of either

Syria or Syrians, the designation there being Aram
(q. V.) ; but in the Talmud and in Ssrriac, under Greek
influence, the term '' Syria " is found. The Arabs
call the land al-Sham, " the left " (in contradistinc-

tion to South Arabia, to the right of Syria,), and the

Turks designate it Suristan or Arabistan {** Syrian

Land " or " Arab Land ").

n. Geography: Modem Syria is practically

coterminous with the land so designated from the

time of Alexander, its approximate boundaries being

Oilicia and the Alma Dagh on the north, the Eu-
phrates and Syrian Desert on the east, Arabia and
Egypt on the south, and the Mediterranean on the

west, while a considerable portion of this territory

of 108,000 square miles is occupied by Palestine

(q.v.). Syria forms part of Turkey in

I. Diyistons. Asia, and CQmprises the vilayet of

Aleppo with the livas ("districts")

of Aleppo, Mar'ash, and Urfa (Edessa); the inde-

pendent liva of Zor; the vilayet of Beirut with the

livaa of Lad£kiyah, Tai^bulus, Beirut, 'Akka, and
Nablus; the independent liva of Lebanon; the

vilayet of Suria ('' Syria ") with the livaa of Qama,
Damascus, Qauran, and Ma'an; and the independ-

ent liva of Jerusalem. For population and ethnol-

ogy see below, IV.

The mountain ranges run from north to south.

The northern portion of the narrow coastal high-

land is formed by a range from the Gulf of Iskan-

STRIA.

Under the Roman Empira (i 1).

Period of Pezaian Rule (S 2).

6. To the Year 1516.
Arab Dominion (S 1).

The Crusades and Turkish As-
cendency ($ 2).

6. From 1516 to the Present Time.
IV. Population.
v. The Native Oriental Churches.
VI. Modem Protestant Missions in

Syria.

1. American Pxesbsrteiian.

Origins and Woik (f 1).

Publications; Arabic Bible (S 2).

Educational Woric (S 3).
2. The Syrian Protestant GoD^o.
3. Irish Presbyterian Missioo in Da

mascus.
4. The Church of England MioBiocia.

6. The German Evangelical Misskxa
6. The British Ssnian Mission.
7. The Society of Friends (En^isli)

8. Other Enterprises.

VII. Summary and Conclusion.

derun (or Alexandretta Bay) to the Nahr al-Eabu

(the classical Eleutherus). South of the Nahr al

Kabir are Lebanon (q.v.) and Anti-Lebanon, tb
highest peak of the latter range being the Biblica

Hermon (q.v.). The highland east a

a. Physical the plateau of al-Bika', which separata

Geography. Lebanon from Anti-Lebanon and find

its continuation in the Jordan valley

falls away toward the Euphrates or to the norths
Syrian desert, agreeably tinterrupted by the oase

of Damascus, Aleppo, and Palmyra. In the south

east the plateau extends over the Lejjah and Jaba

Qauran to the Syro-Arabic desert proper. Syrii

has but few rivers. From the valleys of the Anti

Libanus the Nahr Barada (the duysorrhoas of tb

Greeks and the Abana or Amana of II Kings v. 12

flows to the Ba^t al-'Ataibah, six hours east a

Damascus; and from Hermon the Nahr al-'Aws

(the Pharpar of II Kings v. 12) flows into the Bah
rat Hijanah. On the plateau of al-Bika' rises th

Nahr al-'A0 (the classical Orontes), which flow

north to Antioch, where, augmented by the die

charge of the Ak-Danix, it turns to the west an
empties into the Mediterranean. The Litany (tb

classical Leontes) rises near the source of Nahr al

'A^, flows first to the south and then to the west

and empties into the Mediterranean north of Tyif

Besides the Ba^t al-'Ataibah, Ba^irat Hijanali

and Al-Daniz, mention may be made of the moras
of al-Bia^kh near the ruins of yinnasrin (the Chal

CIS founded by Seleucus Nicator), where the Nafa

IJ^uwail^ debouches, and of the salt BafMut Jabbu
and the Ba^t Qomf (the ancient Emesa). Th
year is divided into the dry season orsummer (Bfay

October), and the rainy season or winter (Noven
ber-April). Rain is rare by the middle of Ma;

(I Sam. xii. 17-18), but dew is plentiful in summei
except in the desert. The early rains begin in Nc
vember (cf. Deut. xi. 14; Jod ii. 23), the heay
rains fall in the middle of December, and the lat

rains in March and April. The heat is most intens

on the coast, though the sea breeses cause som
moderation. In Damascus and Aleppo, where ifa

climate is more extreme both in heat and cold, th

west winds alone bring relief. The fertility of Syii

is much inferior to what it was in ancient timei

largely because of Asi^yrian and Turlcush mianili

Recently, however, a marked amelioratioii has b(

gun; the Qauran plateau, anciently one of the dik
granaries of the East, is regaining its fonner renowii

grapes are cultivated on Lebanon; the coHivatMi
of tiie olive is reviving; there is an increaajng tnd
in apricota in Damascus; and in northern Syri
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gaD-nuts promise to be rivaled by the orange as

products for export. For the flora and fauna of

Syria see Paueshnb.
nL Histmy: The eariy history of Syria is ob-

Beure. About 2000 B.C. Arameans were found east

of Syria proper, into which they penetrated about
1200, finding there a poptilation for the most part

probably Semitic. "Hie history may most conve-

niently be divided into six periods: (1) to the con-

quest of the Aramean states by the Assyrians, or

to the capture of Damascus in 732; (2) under As-
syrian, Babylonian, and Persian dominion (to 605,

530, and 332 respectively); (3) under Greek do-

nunion (to 64 b.c); (4) under Roman dominion
(to 635 A.D.); (5) under Arab dominion (to 1516);

and (6) under Turkish dominion (to the present

time).

1. To the Assyrian Oonqusst: About 2800 B.C.

the North Babylonian King Sargon I. (see Baby-
lonia, VI., 3, § 1) made an eiqpedition to Syria,

Mestine, and the Mediterranean, and some 700
yesis later Qammurabi (q.v.) termed himself king

1 A«avra. ^ Amumi (Palestine and Syria). The

T^lryl^lrp Arameans who crossed the Euphrates

pgflp^ from the south found the Mesopota-
mian kingdom of Mitanni (cf. Abbtbia,

VI., 2) to the north and Assyria to the east, and in

the fourteenth century the Asi^yrian King Arik-den-

Hu (Pudi-IIu) was warring against Aramean hordes.

By 1400 the Hittites (q.v.) were pressing into Syria

and Fhenicia, their capital being Carchemish (q.v.),

and their dominions extending to the nortliem

boundaries of the later Israel. About 1270 Rameses
waned against the Syrian Hittites, but was forced

to oonehide an offensive and defensive alliance with

timn. Northern Syria was tributary to the Hittites.

After destroying the kingdom of Mitanni in the

fourteenth century, the Assyrians attacked the

kn^gdom of Qanigalbat (between the Euphrates,

Taurus, and Anti-Taurus), defeated the King Shat*

toaia, who had allied himself with the Hittites and
Aramieans, and selied the Aramean stronghold of

Kasyar (the modem Ksjaja Dagh), as well as Syria

as far south as Carchemish. Shahnaneeer I., who
had conducted these campaigns, was compelled to

lead repeated expeditions against the Arameans
in the Kaqrar range, but witii Hittite and Alaro-

dian inroads in the twelfth century the Arameans,
who had reached the Tigris during Shalmaneser's

vqgn, were divided, one portion migrating west-

ward to Syria and the other eastward to Assyria.

Tigiatlfr-FiieBer I. kept the Arameans from Assyria

and also broke the Hittite power in Syria,

latter people formed a number of petty states,

into which the Arameans poured.

By the time of the rise of the kingdom of Israel

e Old Testament could reoord the existence of

•ewBl Aramean states (see Aram, §§ 1, 0), of which
the most important was Damascus.
David made energetic war on the Ara-

(cf. II Sam. z. 6 sqq.), but with

the reestablishment of Damascus a
was created which was to exercise a profound

on the fortunes of Israel. The founder of

dynasly was Reson, who had revolted from
[adadeaer, king of Zobah, and, making himself

ft. In
the Old

master of Damascus, " was an adversary to Israel

all the days of Solomon" (I Kings xi. 23-25).

I Kings XV. 18 also mentions Heaion, father of Tab-
rimmon and grandfather of Ben-hadad, this latter

monaroh being apparently different from the Ben-
hadad of I Kings xx. In tiie war between the north-

em and southern kingdoms after Solomon's death,

the latter power invoked the aid of the Arameans.
Dami^us, situated at the jimction of the caravan

routes between north and south, as well as between
east and west, gladly welcomed this opportunity,

and Tabrimmon concluded a treaty with the father

of Asa, this bong renewed between Asa and Ben-
hadad, and so forcing Baasha (q.v.) to desist from
fortifying Ramah (I Kings xv. 18-21). Aramean
hostility toward Israel continued during the reigns

of Omri and Ahab, and the northern Idngdom ac-

cordingly made allianoe with Phenicia; but since

this imperiled the safety of Aramaic caravans to

the Mediterranean, the Arameans, during Omri's
reign, seised Israelitic cities and made basaars in

Samaria (I Kings xx. 34). It is possible that Omri
was a vassal of Aram, and this was certainly the

case with Ahab (I Kings xx. 3-4, 0), but I Kings
XX. records the complete defeat of the Aramean by
the Israelitic king. This struggle may best be dated

before 854, the year in which Shalmaneser II. de-

feated Ben-hadad and twelve allied kings, including

Ahab (q.v.).

When Ttghtth-Pileser I. had overcome the Hit-

tites, the Assyrians laid claim to northern Syria,

but the Arameans took advantage of the weakness
of Assyria after Tiglath-Pileser's death and founded

a series of petty states in Mesopotamia and north

of the mouth of the Orontes, these including Ha-
math, Patin, Arpad, Sam'al, ifaudi, Gurgum, Sut4,

Laki, and Bit-Adini. Shahmuieser II.,

•• ^'"•* however, conquered all the states of

^iB^Siu ^^rt^®™ Syria as far as Hamath, but
though in 854, as already noted, he

was victorious over the confederation headed by
Damascus, it was but a hoUow success, as were

his three subsequent campaigns in 850 (?), 840,

and 846. But soon after 854 war again broke

out between Ben-hadad and Ahab, this being con-

tinued by Ahab's successors. Finally, however,

Ben-hadad suddenly raised the siege of Samaria

(II Kings vi. 24-vii. 7) and shortly afterward was
murder^ by Haaael (II Kings viii. 7-15), who suc-

cessfully defended Ramoth^ead against Joram
and Ahasiah (II Kings viii. 28-29), but in 842 was
defeated by Shahnaneser on Hermon and unsuc-

cessfully besieged in Damascus. Ten years later

the inhabitants of Patin killed their King Lubarna
II. and made Surri his successor, and when he died

during the siege of Kunalua by the Assyrians, the

httter crowned Sasi king of Patin. After 839 Hasael

was unmolested by the Assyrians, and he became
the most dreaded enemy of Judah and Israel (cf

.

II Kings X. 32-33, xii. 17-18, xiii. 3, 7). With
Adad-Nirari III. (812-783), however, Assyrian op-

pression of Aram commenced again, and in one of

his expeditions he beleaguered Mari, or Ben-hadad

in., in Damascus, exacting from him rich tribute.

In 773 Shalmaneser III. made another expedition

against Damascus, and in the following year As-

I
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shur-Dan III. marched against Hadrach, on Leba-
non (Zech. iz. 1). These diversions were doubtless

the factors that enabled Joash of Israel to defeat

Ben-hadad III. thrice and probably to wrest from
him the conquests of his father Hazael west of the

Jordan (II Kmgs ziii. 14-19, 24-25); although the

real liberator of Israel from the Arameans was Jero-

boam II., who regained all the territory from Har
math to the Dead Sea. The fall of the Aramean
states was the work of Tiglath-Pileser III. (745-

727). Arpad was the first to yield (740), followed

by other Syrian principalities in alliance with Ar-

menia. Unki (the modem al-Am(^) and Kullani

(the Calno of Isa. x. 9) were taken in 738, and nine-

teen districts of Hamath were formed into the

Assyrian province of Simirra. During Tiglath-

Pileser's Median campaigns (737-735) Rezon of

Damascus, aided by Pekah of Israel, revolted, cap-

tured Elath, and besieged Jerusalem until forced

by Tiglath-Pileser to withdraw. The As83rrian king

now subdued the northern parts of Israel, and in

732 Damascus was reduced and Rezon slahi, while

Ahaz of Judah did homage to Tiglath-Pileser in

Damascus (II Kings xv. 29, xvi. 5-10). The sub-

jugation of the remaining provinces quickly fol-

lowed. In 720 Ilu-bi'di, or Yau-bi'di, of Hamath,
in alliance with Arpad, Simirra, Damascus, and
Samaria, revolted, but in the same year Saigon
crushed them, probably simultaneously with the

subjugation of Sam'al. Finally Gurgum was in-

corporated with Assjrria in 711, and the first period

of Syria's history came to an end.

2. To the Tear 882 B.O.: In 625 Syria was in-

vaded by Scythian hordes, and from ibe battle of

Megiddo (609) to that of Carchemish (605) the land

was under the sway of Pharaoh Necho, after which
it came under the dominion of the Neo-Babylonian
empire. With the fall of Babylon in 539 Syria was
made part of the Persian province " beyond the

river " (Neh. ii. 7, 9), over which a satrap ruled,

apparently residing in Aleppo, though Damascus
was the most important of the inland cities. Ara-

maic became the official language for the conquests

of the Persian empire, and south of Carchemish
Mabog (the Greek Bambyce and the modem Mam-
bij) became a religious center for the worship of

Atargatis, while Nebo was worshiped in such cities

as Edessa and Palmyra. The general fortunes of

Syria during the Persian period were evil, since the

land constituted the route of the expeditions against

Egypt, Phenlcia, and Palestine. See Medo-Persia.
8. To the Tear 64 B.O.: In 332 Syria passed

under Macedonian dominion, and with peculiar

facility adopted Hellenic culture. The death of

Alexander in 323 was followed by the dismember-
ment of his empire, and in 321 Seleucus I., Nicator,

became ruler of Babylonia, although it was not
until the death of his great rival, Antigonus, satrap

of Phrygia, in the battle of Ipsus in 301 that he
became uncontested lord of the greater part of

Syria. He made his capital the city of Antioch on
the Orontes, which he himself had founded, his

eastern capital being another of his many new
cities, Seleuoia on the Tigris, south of Bagdad.
Seleucus was succeeded by Antiochus I. (280-261),

but in the reign of the latter's son, Antiochus II.

(261-246), the decay of the kingdom began. Bac-

tria and Parthia became independent; the Attalids

harried Asia Minor; Palestine and Phenlcia had
been ceded to Egypt in the previous reign; and for

a time Ptolemy III. Euergetes, ruled Uie Seleucid

dominions. In 198, after several reverses, Anti-

ochus III., the Great (223-187) definitely recovered

Palestine from Egypt, but his crushing defeat by
the Romans at Magnesia (190) brought with it the

loss of Asia Minor to the Taurus. Cappadoda and
Armenia revolted, while the pro-Hellenic and anti-

Jewish sympathies of Seleucus IV. (187-175) and
Antiochus IV. (175-164) provoked the revolt of the

Hasmoneans (q.v.), which finally detached Pales-

tine from Syrian sway. Between 150 and 140 the

Parthians won from Syria the Iranian provinces

and Babylonia, and with the death of Antiochus
VII. in battle against the Parthian Phraates (129)

Seleucid power was restricted to Syria. Interne-

cine strife broke out after the death of Antiochus

VIII. in 112, and in 83 Tigranes II., the Great, of

Armenia, made himself master of Syria. In 69

Tigranes was crushed by Lucullus, who placed the

Seleucid Antiochus XIII. on the throne, but this

petty king fled before Pompey, and in 64 Syria be-

came a Roman province (for more detailed account

of this period see Ptolemies; and Seleucida).
4. To the Tear 685 A.D.: Under the Seleucids

S3rria proper had apparently been divided into the

four districts of Antiochia, Seleucia, Apamea, and
Laodicea. The Romans, boimding the oounixy by
the Taurus, the middle Euphrates, the Gulf of Is-

sus, Parthia, and the isthmus of Sues, divided it

into the ten districts of Conmiagene, Cyrrhestica,

Chalybonitis, Pieria, Cassiotis, Chalcidice, Apamene,
Laodicea, Palmyrene, and Ccsle-Syria.

1. Under
the Boman^^ There were also a number of prince-

"SmiSreT* ^"^ who were Roman clients: the

Herodians of Palestine, a Seleucid dy-

nasty in Conmiagene (until 72 a.d.), the dynasties

in Oialcis (until 92 a.d.), AbOa (until 41 a.d.),

Arethusa and Emesa (until 72 a.d.), and Damascus
and Petra (until 106 a.d.). On the death of Anti-

ochus XII. in battle in 85 B.C., Damascus passed

under Arab control, only to submit to Roman do-

minion. When Paul fled from the city, it was con-

trolled by a governor appointed by Aretas (see

NABATiBANs), but in the reign of Tn^an it became
a Roman provincial city. From 65 to 48 Syria was
under the sway of Pompey, but in 56 Grassus re^

ceived it, and after sharing the vicissitudes <rf the

period, it was controlled by Mark Antony from 41

to 30, despite attempted Parthian invasions. It

was one of the provinces assigned to Augustus in

27 B.C., and after the Jewish war of 66-70 was sepa-

rated from Palestine. Septimius Severus (193-211)

divided the district into Syria Magna and Syria

Phenice, the latter including, besides Phenicia, Heli-

opolis, Emesa, Damascus, Palmyra, Auranitis, Ba-

tanea, and Trachonitis. As the heir of the Sdeu-

cids, Trajan (98-117), and CaracaUa (211-217)

took possession of the Mesopotamian regions, so

that a distinction was now drawn between Osrhoene

in the west, Mygdonia in the east, Zabdioene, and

the district the ofArabes Scenitae. Constantine the

Great detached 0>mmagene and Cyrrhestica from
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2. Period of
PersUa
Bnlo.

Bynsi, which was included in the " province of the

Euphrates"; and on the division of the Roman
Empire in 304 8yn& was given to Byzantium. The-
odosius n. (40S-450) (tivided wliat remained of

Roman Syria—^the eastern part had long been the
prey of Arabs and Parthians—^into Syria Prima, or

the coast and the northern portions as far as the

Euphrates, and Syria Secimda, or the coimtry
bounded by the southern course of the Orontes, the

capital of the former division being Antioch, and of

the latter Apamea.
The rise of the Sassanian dynasty in the third

century brought new danger to the Roman power
in Sjnria, and Sapor I. (241-272) was even able to

make the Roman Emperor Valerian (q.v.) prisoner

in Antioch. A little later Zenobia, queen of Pal-

myra, sought, in alliance with Persia, to establish

a Syrian world-empire, but the exten-

sion of her domains to Syria, Meso-
potamia, and part of Egypt brought
her into conflict with Rome, the result

being a crushing defeat by Aurelian at Qoms in

271. In the reign of Jovinian the Romans were
forced to cede Nisibis, among other places, to Sapor
n. (309-370) ; and though the sUUus quo was main-
tained by the treaty between Theodosius II. and
Yazdagird I. (399-420), war with the Romans again
broke out in the reign of Kavad, the result being
the treaty of 531, humiliating to the Romans.
Chosroes I. (531-^79) ravaged the portions of west-

em Syria still belonging to the Romans, taking

Antioch, among other cities, in 540; while in the

reign of Chosroes II. (590-628) his general reduced
Hamath and Edessa in 609, Aleppo in 611, Antioch,

Damascus, and Jerusalem in 614, and Egypt in 618.

For a brief time Heraclius (610-641) recovered the
Roman territories which the Persians had held since

623, but in 635 Syria passed definitely into the hands
of the Arabs.

5. To the Tear 1516s Long before the Arab ex-

pansion there had been Arab kingdoms and en-

claves in and near Syrian soil, such as the Lat^nid
dynasty and the Nabatsans (q.v.), the latter grad-

ually spreading their power from northwestern
Arabia as far as Damascus and Palmjrra. It was

not, however, imtil the Arabs had been

jj^Jr*^ unified and inspired by the teachings
^^'

of Mohammed that the establishment

of an Arab world-power was projected. The first

land to yield to the inmiigration from the interior

of Arabia was Syria, and in 635 the Byzantine Em-
peror Heraclius was routed by Qalid on the banks
of the Yarmuk. Damascus was retaken in 636, Je-

rusalem and Antioch fell in 637, Hamath and Aleppo
surrendered volimtarily, and in 640 Caesarea was
taken. Muawiya, the foimder of the Omayyad dy-
nasty (661-750), transferred the khalifate from
Medina to Damascus, and a period of glory began
for the city. With the rise of the Abbasid dynasty
in the eighth century, power passed from Damascus
to Bagdad, but learning still floiuished in Syria,

especially at Damascus, and through Syriac trans-

lations the writings of the Greeks became accessible

to the Arabs. As the Abbasid dynasty decayed,

Turkish elements commenced to make themselves
felt, and while in 837 Theophilus of Byzantium dev-

astated northern Syria and Mesopotamia, in 878
the Tiurk A|^nad ibn Tulun extended his power from
Eg3rpt over Syria as far as Mesopotamia. Although
his dynasty was extirpated by the Abbasids in 905,
the Hamdanids had meanwhile founded a double
kingdom with capitals at Mosul and Aleppo. After

970 the Fatimids ruled in Damascus, and toward
the middle of the eleventh century the Selju^ for

a time ruled the greater portion of the Mohamme-
dan East. In 1071 the Seljuk Malik-Shah took
Jerusalem, reducing Damascus five years later,

while in 1085 Antioch, a Greek possession since 966,

was lost to the Turkish Sulaiman of Iconiimi.

Dming the period of the Ousades (q.v.) the for-

times of war at first inclined toward the Christian

side. In 1098 Antioch was taken by the Franks,

and a year later Jerusalem was theirs.

n^^d^ In the latter year Baldwin was lord of

a^^TorkUh ^^^^a, but in 1144 the city was forced

Asoendenoy.^ capitulate to Imad-al-Din Zengi,

'whose son, Nuival-Din, not only held

possession of northern Syria, but made resistance

to the crusaders a religious obligation. The bat-

tle of ^attin, near Tiberias, in 1187, where Saladin

(1169-93) conquered the Franks, marked the turn-

ing-point of the crusades. Acre and Jerusalem

were taken, and by the peace of 1193 the Franks
were obliged to surrender the entire coast from
Jaffa to Acre. Malik al-Kamil (1218-38), on the

other hand, made a treaty with Emperor Fred-

erick II. whereby Jerusalem and the coast cities

were given to the Franks for ten years. In 1244

the alliance of the Franks, Nasir Daud of Elarak,

and Sali^ Ismail of Damascus was defeated by the

Mameluke Bibars at Gaza. With the fall of the

kingdom of Chwarizm in the first half of the thir-

teenth century, the Turkish hordes poured into

Syria, where, in the pay of the Mameluke Sali^ of

^SyP^> ^oy ^on Jerusalem (1244), Damascus
(1245), Baalbek (1246), and Ascalon and Tiberias

(1247). In 1269-70 the Mongols under Hulagu
Khan overran Syria, but in the latter year they
were routed by Bibars at 'Ain Jalut, near Nablus
(the ancient Shechem), and all Sjrria now passed

under Egyptian control. Bibars successfully op-

posed the crusaders, taking Antioch in 1268, while

in 1291 al-Ashraf Qalil of Egypt reduced Acre, the

last stronghold of the Christians in S3rria. After a
century of strife between Bahritic and Cherldss

Mamelukes and the Ilkhans of Hulagu's line, Syria

was once more terribly devastated by the Tatar
hordes under Timur in 1400.

6. From? 1516 to the Present Time: In 1516

8yn& was wrested from the Eg3rptian Mamelukes
by the Osmanli Tiurk, Selim I. of Constantinople,

and since that time the country has formed part of

the Turkish empire. From 1545 to 1634 a Druse
kingdom maintained itself, with a capital at Beirut,

but was finally crushed by Amurath. Ali Bey of

Egypt became lord of Syria in 1771, and in his

E^ptian campaign Napoleon reduced Jaffa and
besieged Acre, ultimately penetrating as far as

Safed and Nazareth. Meanwhile, in the middle of

the eighteenth century Shaikh Zahir al-Omar had
gained control of Lower Galilee and a considerable

portion of Upper Galilee, his capital being at Acre,
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while his son and successor, Jaszar Pasha, ruled

from Baalbek to C^Bsarea. In 1832, however, Ibra-

him Pasha, son of Mohammed All of Egypt, aided

by the Druse prince, took Acre and Damascus and
defeated the Turks at Qoms and Bailan, although
the European powers secured a peace favorable to

Turkey. A rebellion broke out against the Egyp-
tians in 1834, and though at first Ibrahim was suc-

cessful, he was finally defeated by an Anglo-Austrian
force. Another anti-Egyptian revolt broke out in

Lebanon in 1840, and the same Eiut>pean allies

restored Sjrria to the Turkish dominions. After the

Arab conquest of 635 the position of the Christians

was generally not imfavorable, although they were
persecuted by the Fatamid Hakim bi-Amrillah and
by Timur. The Turks sought to mediate between
the different Christian sects, but in 1860 European
interference in Syrian affairs, combined with the

Indian Mutiny, led to a Christian massacre by
Druses and Turkish soldiers, the result being a
punitive expedition of the French against the

Druses. (G. Beer.)
IV. Population: The population of Syria, which

here includes the five governmental divisions of

Aleppo, Beirut, The Lebanon, Damascus, and Jeru-

salem, was estimated in 1905 to be between three

and three and a quarter millions; about 700,000 of

these are in Palestine.

Of these it may be said that the Druses (q.v.) and
Nusairt are semi-pagan; the Bedawin, nominally

Moslem, are really ignorant and superstitious deists;

the Maronites are devoted adherents of the papacy;

the Ismailt are heretical Moslems; while the Greeks,

Armenians, and Jacobites are Oriental Christians.

The bulk of the population in the cities is Moham-
medan, excepting Beirut, of whose population of

140,000 less than one-third are Mohanunedans. The
northern part of Lebanon is almost exclusively

Maronite; the southern portion, south of the Da-
mascus road, being chiefly Druse, with scattering

villages of Greeks, Maronites, and Moslems. In
Palestine proper the most of the villagers are

Moslems, the Greeks and Uniate Greeks being

dispersed in northern P^estine and on the plain

of Sharon.

V. The Native Oriental Churches: These are the

Orthodox Greek, the Maronite, the Uniate Greek,

the Jacobite, Armenian, and Uniate Armenian. The
Greeks number about 304,000. They are Syrians

by birth and descent, and speak only the Arabic
l^iguage. The doctrines and ritual are the same as

in Greece and Russia. They differ from the Roman
Church in (1) the calendar, (2) the doctrine con-

cerning the procession of the Holy Spirit, (3) re-

taining the use of pictures and excluding images
from sacred buildings, (4) rejecting of purgatory,

(5) retaining communion in both kinds, and (6) in

permitting the marriage of the secular clergy. The
church is divided into the patriarchates of Antioch
and Jerusalem, which, though nominally independ-

ent, are really under the control of the primate of

Constantinople. The patriarch of -Antioch governs

the bishoprics of Beirut, Tripoli, Akkar, LatakSa,

Hamah, Qomf, Saidnaya, and T3rre. The patri-

archate of Jerusalem includes Palestine and Perea,

and has under it the bishoprics of Nazareth, Akka,
Lydda, Gaza, Sebaste, Nablus, Philadelphia, and
Petra. Among these the bishop of Akka is the only

one who resides in his diocese; all the others live

in the convent at Jerusalem. The Greek Church
allows the reading of the Scriptxu^s by the people,

hence they have become more enlightened than any
other of the Syrian sects. The Jacobites (q.v.) use

the Syriac language in church services, although it

is not imderstood by the people. Their head is the

patriarch of Mardin. Their number is small, chiefly

in Sudud, Kuiyetein, Qoms, Nebk, Damascus, and
Aleppo. They are poor and industrious, and receive

the Scriptures without opposition. The Maronites

(q.v.) renounced monothelitism in 1182, and sub-

mitted to the pope. They are devoted Roman Cath-

olics, and call their part of Lebanon the Holy Moun-
tain. Although adhering to the pope, they still

retain many of their former peculiarities. Their

ecclesiasticfid language is Syriac; their patron saint,

MarOn, is not found in the Roman calendar; they

have their own church establishment, and the peo-

ple regard their patriarch as not inferior to the pope;

and their secular clergy marry. Their convents,

numbering nearly 100, own the best estates in

Lebanon, and formerly supported about 2,000

monks and nuns, with a revenue of not less

than $350,000. Emigration has been steadily re-

ducing the numbers of those entering the monas-
teries and convents. The people are independent,

hardy, and industrious, but are left in gross

ignorance, illiteracy, and superstition. Their cleigy

are educated at Ain Werka; and those trained in

Rome are men of fair learning: but the mass of

the priests are lamentably ignorant.

The Roman Catholic schismatic churches which

are in connection with the Roman communion

—

Greek, Syrian, and Armenian—sprang from the mis-

sionary efforts of Roman Catholic priests and Jesuits

during the past two centuries. The Greeks retain

the marriage of the clergy, their Arabic service,

oriental calendar, and communion in both kinds.

The Armenian population is confined to the vicinity

of Antioch and Aleppo, speaking the Turkish and

Armenian languages. The Jews of Palestine are

foreigners, numbering about 40,000, having come
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from every country on earth, and living chiefly in

Jerusalem, Hebron, Tiberius, Safed, and the Jewish
colonies. But the Jews of Damascus (5,000), Alep-
po (15,000), and Beirut (5,000) are natives, spealc-

ing the Arabic, and many of them possess great

w^th (see Zionism).

VL Modem Protestant Missions in Syria. 1.

Ajnarioan Prea1>3rterian: The first modem Protes-

tant mission to SyrisL began in Jan., 1810, when
Revs. Pliny Fisk (q.v.) and Levi Parsons, mission-

aries of the A. B. C. F. M., landed in Smyrna. In

1 Oriffiri
^®^-» 1821, Parsons reached Jerusalem.

liJ^^^i^^^ In 1823 Messrs. Fisk, Jonas King, from
* America, and Way, of the London Jews

Society, reached Beirut, and summered in Lebanon.
Jerusalem and Beirut continued for years the two
centers of American missionaiy labor, until 1843,

when the American mission was withdrawn from
Jerusalem, and confined to Syria proper, leaving

Palestine to the Church Missionary Society. In
1871 the Syria mission of the American Board was
transferred to the Presbyterian Board of Foreign
Missions of the United States, owing to the then
recent reunion of the two branches of the Presby-
terian Church. The whole number of American
missionaries laboring in Syria under these two boards
from 1823 to 1910 is as follows: male missionaries,

60; female missionaries, 93; 'printers, 4; total, 157.

The missionaries were at first directed to attempt
the reform of the oriental churches, leaving the con-
verts within the oriental communions; but it soon
became necessary to organise a distinct Oriental

Evangelical Church. Thirty-four native Evangel-
ical churches have been organized, of which 14 have
native ordained pastors, and 27 licensed preachers

aid in the work of evangelization. The number of

converts is about 2,800, of whom 1,100 are women.
Eighty Sunday-schools contain about 7,000 schol-

ars. The number of Protestant adherents is about
8.000. Medical mission work has received especial

attention in a well-equipped hospital at Tripoli and
in medical practise among the poor in the interior

towns and villages. The first refuge and sanatorium
for tuberculous patients was opened at Tunieh in

1909, with summer quarters at Shebainyeh.

The great work undertaken by the American
Syria Mission, however, is not merely for the three

millions in Syria, but, through the medium of the

Arabic Scriptures and Christian Arabic
2. ^bUoa. uterature, for the 235,000,000 of the

^onm; Mohammedan world. The work of

translating the Bible from the orig-

inal tongues into Arabic was begun in

1848 by Dr. Eli Smith, who labored assiduously

until his death, Jan. 11, 1857. Only Genesis, Exo-
dus, and the first sixteen chapters of Matthew had
received his final revision; but he had revised and
nearly prepared for the press the whole of the New
Testament, and all except Jeremiah, Lamentations,
and the last fourteen chapters of Isaiah, of the Old
Testament. On his death, Rev. Cornelius Van Alan
Van t)yck continued the work of translation. In

1860 the New Testament was completed, and issued

from the press; and in 1865 the entire Bible was
finished, and sent forth to the world. Dr. Smith
had prepared in 1837, with the aid of Homan Hal-

Arabio
Bible.

lock, the punches of a new font of Arabic type,

made from the best specimens of Arabic calligraphy.

The type was cast by Tauchnitz, in Leipsic. Tbis
type, which at first was anathematized by the re-

l^ous heads of the oriental sects, has been adopted
by the Turkish government journals, the Domin-
ican press at Mosul, the Greek, and other native

presses, and the Leipsic Arabic press. Seven com-
plete editions of the Arabic Bible have been electro-

typed at the American Press at Beirut at the ex-
pense of the American Bible Society, together with
many portions in various types of different books
of the Old and New Testaments. Of the seven com-
plete editions four are unpointed except where am-
biguity would result without the vowels and two
are completely voweled. One is a second font Ref-

erence Bible, and two editions of a first font Refer-

ence Bible have been printed from types. An en-

tirely new edition of the largest first font Reference
Bible is now in preparation, with a new set of refer-

ences based upon the standard American and Eng-
lish editions. The adaptation of the new references

was begim in 1908 by the present editor, Rev. F. E.
Uoskins, D.D., and, with the making of the plates

for about 1,450 pages, can not be completed before

1914. A photographic edition of the first font

pointed Bible has also been issued in London by the

British and Foreign Bible Society. The Arabic
Bible, during the past thirty-seven years, has been
distributed throughout Syria and Palestine, Meso-
potamia, Egypt, in Asia Minor, Tunis, Algiers, Trip-

oli, Morocco, Sierra Leone, Liberia, Zanzibar, Aden,
Bagdad, India, China, and wherever Syrian emi-

grants are found in the United States, South Amer-
ica, and Australia. Between July 1, 1872, and Dec.

31, 1909, there have been printed in Beirut, 158,998

complete Bibles, 210,522 complete New Testaments
and 972,746 parts, making a total of 1,342,266 vol-

umes of the Arabic Scriptures. In addition to this,

nearly 500 different books have been printed at the

Beirut press; comprising works on medicine, sur-

gery, anatomy and physiology, chemistry, natural

philosophy, botany, astronomy, the higher mathe-
matics, geography with atlases, grammar, arith-

metic, history, theology, homiletics, church history,

evidences of Christianity, mental philosophy, hei^

meneutics, etc., together with religious books and
tracts, and illustrated books for the young, and
weekly and monthly journals. Butrus Bistany, a
learned convert from the Maronite faith, who aided

Dr. Eli Smith in the Bible translation, published,

in 1870, a fine dictionary of the Arabic language

(2 vols., 8vo, 1,200 pages) and b^an in 1872 an
Arabic encyclopedia (12 vols., 8vo, 800 pages each),

of which vol. xi. is completed. During the year

1909, 39,231,000 pages in Arabic were printed at

the Beirut press, maidng 962,577,000 from the foim-

dation of the press. The demand for the Beirut

publications is greater in Eg3rpt than in any other

coimtry. The Beirut press has an Arabic type foim-

dry and electrotype apparatus, five steam presses,

six hand presses, hydraulic, hot rolling, and em-
bossingmachines, and sixty-twoemployees. The Am-
erican Bible Society and the American and London
Religious Tract Societies have given substantial aid

in the printing and publishing work of the mission.
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Education is a praminent branch of the miaBion-

work in Syria. The first nuasionaries found the
people in a deplorable state of intel-

V~^?"^ lectual and moral ignorance. The only

^^^^ schools were the Moslem medrisehs,

attached to the mosques, and the cler-

ical training-school of the Maronites at Ain Wurka,
Mount Lebanon. Books were to be made for read-

ers, and readers for books. Drs. Thomson and Van
Dyck founded a seminary for boys in Abeih in 1846,

which was placed under the care of Simeon Howard
Calhoun in 1849, and continued in his care until

1876. It was the highest literary institution in Syria

for years, imtil the founding of the Syrian Protes-

tant College in Beirut (see below). In the absence

of any adequate public school system the mission

has more than 100 day-schools gathering nearly

5,000 children from all the religious sects. It has
three boarding-schools—in Beirut, Sidon, and Trip-

oli—^for the higher education of girls with nearly

300 pupils; four training-schools for boys—in Suk
ul-Gharb, Sidon, Shweir, and Tripoli—^where 500
boys are being educated along the best American
lines. The Sidon school for boys, now known as

Gerard Institute, has industrial training in four de-

partments and on its large farm an orphanage for

children from Protestant families. Several members
of the mission give theological instruction to candi-

dates for the Christian ministry. The total number
under instruction is nearly 6,000 pupils.

2. The Byrlaa Protestant Oolleffe: Situated on
a commanding location at Ras Beirut, with its eight-

een stone bidldings scattered over its campus of

forty acres, this college is now the largest American
educational institution in the world outside the

boundaries of the United States. While a direct

outgrowth of the American mission and closely

affiliated with its work, it is not connected with any
missionary society, but is undenominational, and
has an entirely independent organization. It was
incorporated by the legislature of New York in 1863

and is under the control of the board of trustees

residing in that state, who have charge of all the

funds of the college and ultimate authority in all

the affairs of the institution. The local goverxunent

is vested in the faculty. The college began with a
preparatory class in 1865 and the college proper
opened in the fall of 1866. A medical class was
formed in 1867. In the autumn of 1873 the coUege
moved to the present location. The departments of

the college are seven: preparatory, collegiate, com-
merce, medicine, pharmacy, training-school for

nurses, and Biblical archeology. English is the lan-

guage of instruction in all the departments. The
eighteen buildings furnish excellent accommodations
for the present staff of 70 instructors and nearly 900
students. There are nine well-furnished laborato-

ries; a library with over 15,000 voliunes; the Geoige
E. Post Hall of Science contains nine museums
scientifically arranged for exhibition and study; the
astronomical observatory is well equipped; four
new buildings accommodate the hospitals for

women, children, and eye diseases, together with the
training-school for nurses. The whole number of

students in the college for the year 1909-10 was
845, of whom 4 were Behai, 25 Druses, 88 Jews, 104

Moslems, 160 Protestants, 85 from the Roman, and

the remainder, 379, from the orthodox Chrirtiaii

sects of the orient. They represented at least 12

nationalities and spoke 24 different languages. The

total number of graduates to the year 1909 wu
1,767, distributed as follows: pr^Muratory (flOK

1883), 922; coUegiate (since 1870), 300; commerce
(since 1902), 53; pharmacy (since 1875), 162; med-

icine (since 1871), 330.

8. Zzlah Preabytsorlaa Iflsaion In BaaaMms:
This was founded in 1843. The United Presbytoian

Church of the United States 80(m entered upon the

work, and continued to cooperate for a number of

years, until the latter church concentrated its w«k
upon Egypt. Since 1905 the Irish church has oQa-

fined its work to Damascus and the village of Blu-

dAn in the Anti-Lebanon. Besides the evangelistic

work of preaching, there are in Damascus a girls'

boarding- and day-eeho6l and a boys' boarding- and

day-school in the Christian quarter, and two similar

schools in the Jewish quarter for Jews, all under the

care of Irish ladies; also two day-schools in BludiLn.

On the rolls of these schools are about 600 pupils of

various sects, including 200 Jews. Two Bible

women visit about 230 homes in the Jewish quarter

of the city.

4. The Ohuroh of Xn^land XisaUma: These,

having their center at Jerusalem, embrace a vari-

ety of enterprises which, while acknowledging and
^affiliating with the Anglican bishc^ric, differ in

their organisation and policy from each other. The

historical beginnings and relations of the four main

divisions are not easy to disentangle. (1) The Lon-

don Society for Promoting Christianity among the

Jews dates back to 1829, when its Jerusalem mis-

sion was begun. The other centers now occupied

are Safed and Damascus. Since 1829 various insti-

tutions have been founded, many of which ha^
passed into other hands, bi 1910 there were two

boarding-schools for Jewish children, with 80 schol-

ars, and a day-school for girls with a regular attend-

ance of 130; an industrial establishment for reo^^
ing inquirers and teaching them a trade in addition

to ordinary Christian instruction. The society has

two workshops for carpentry and printing. A
prominent feature is the medical work in the hos-

pital and three dispensaries, this being the first

medical mission of modem times. Christ Church,

Jerusalem, was the first Protestant church built in

SynsL and was consecrated in 1849. There have

been 659 baptisms of Hebrews since the foundation.

The staff consists of two deigy and twelve lay mis-

sionaries with two doctors and five English trained

nurses. In connection with Jerusalem there is a

small mission in Jaffa. Safed is the center ci the

work in Galilee. Here there are schools and a hos-

pital served by two clergy, three lay missionaries,

an English doctor, and three nurses. In Damasctis

there has been a small mission with schools and in-

dustrial work among girls. (2) The Protestant

bishopric of Jerusalem (see Jbrubauem, Anoucak-
GsRiiAN BiBHQFBic in) uow has attached the Ool-

legiate Church of St. George with the status of a

cathedral, a school for boys and for girls, two hos-

tels, and a home for nurses, and is the main oentff

of the Jerusalem and the East Mission whose openr
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tions are coextensiye with the jurisdictioii of the

bishopric, which extends over the congregations and
interests of the Anglican Church in Egypt, the Su-
dan, the region on both sides of the Red Sea, Pales-

tine, and Syria, parts of Asia Minor, and the island

of C3rprus. (3) The Society for the Propagation of

the Gospel in Foreign Parts proposed a mission to

the Dnises of Lebanon in 1841, but it was many
years later before it really entered Syria. In 1905
the society agreed to become trustees of the prop-

erty of the Jerusalem bishopric, and since then has

aided in many of its enterprises. (4) The Church
Missionary Society's work in the Holy Land may be
said to be the outcome of previous work done about
the shores of the Mediterranean and the establish-

ment of the Jerusalem bishopric. It has 11 Euro-
pean and 116 native workers. Its operations are

mainly in Palestine, where in 28 stations and out-

stations it carries on an extensive educational work
in 46 schools with nearly 100 teachers and an aver-

age daily attendance of 2,581 scholars. Its medical
work in 4 well-equipped hospitals and many dispen-

saries is a great blessing to the country. The native

church organizations with 10 ordained men form
the Palestine Native Church Council, which aims
at self-administration and ultimate financial inde-

pendence. The communicants niunber 777 and the
adherents 2,239.

6. The Oerman Bvanffolioal Hisaiona: These in-

clude the following agencies: (1) The deaconesses

of Kaiserswerth, whose work comprises orphan
training, higher education of all nationalities, and
hospital nursing, and there are 64 sisters in Beirut,

Jerusalem, Be^ehem, and Haifa. They began
labor in Sidon after the massacres of 1860 and then
transferred their work to Beirut, where, in 1910,

they have 31 deaconesses and 6 native helpers .who

serve in the Johaimiter Hospital, the large orphan-

age, and their schools, which contain 320 pupils.

In Jerusalem 10 of the deaconesses are nurses in the

hospital, 13 serve in the Talitha Kumi Orphanage,
and 6 in the magnificent new Augusta Victoria In-

stitute on the Moimt of Olives. Two serve in Beth-
lehem and 2 in Haifa as visiting nurses and kinder-

garten teachers. They represent one of the finest

Christian enterprises in the world. (2) The Syrian

Orphanage, commonly called Schoeller's, after its

founder, at Jerusalem, is one of the most useful,

varied, and successful of the enterprises which came
into existence after the massacres of 1860. It has
maintained and trained thousands of orphans, in-

structed the blind, and done much for the industrial

improvement of Syria. With 21 German and 14

native workers it carries on a system of kindergarten,

elementary, and higher education in the orphanage
and tributary schools, which enroll 315 pupils.

Its most important features have been its training

workshops, where hundreds of boys have been taught
printing, blacksmithing, locksonithing, tailoring,

carpentry and turning, pottery and brickmaking,

basket and chair making, and its agricultural de-

partments at Bir Salem in the Plain of Sharon and
near Nasareth, the latter a gift of Germans Kving
in America. Its Protestant community embraces
118 communicants and 277 adherents. (3) The
JeniBslem Stiftimg, which cares for the German

congregations in the Church of the Redeemer at

Jerusalem, operates schools, and maintains chap-
laincies at Beirut and elsewhere. (4) The Herm-
hut or Lutheran Brethren have charge of the Leper
Asyliun near Jerusalem, where 40 to 60 of these sad
sufferers now receive Christian care from trained

deaconesses. (5) The Jerusalem Verein (Berlin)

was founded in 1852 to assist German evangelical

institutions in the orient. It long enjoyed the royal

protection of the Empress Augusta and since the
present emperor's visit to the Holy Land in 1897
has received special support and encouragement.
While contributing yearly to the hospitals, orphan-
ages, leper asylum, supporting German pastors in

Jaffa and Haifa, it has idso provided native pastors

for Arabic-speaking congregations at Jerusalem,
Bethlehem, and Beit Jala. It took up independent
work at Bethlehem in 1860, Beit Jala in 1870, He-
bron in 1884, and Beit Sahur in 1900. (6) The
Knights of St. John own the hospitals in Beirut and
Jerusalem and the hospice at Jerusalem, and are to

have charge of the Augusta Victoria Institute on
the Mount of Olives, the largest and finest pile of

buildings in the Holy Land devoted to Protestant

mission work, which were dedicated with ceremony
by Crown Prince Eitel Frederick Apr. 9, 1910.

6. The Britiah Syrian Hiaaion: This enterprise,

formerly the British S3rrian schools founded in 1860

by Mrs. J. Bowen Thompson and afterward con-

ducted by her sister, Mrs. A. Mentor Mott, has com-
pleted its first half centxuy of superb work for the

girls and women of Syria and begins another period

with extensive enlargements of its training-college

at Beirut, where the mission aims thoroughly to

train teachers for its own 38 schools, which are

grouped about the main centers at Beirut, Damas-
cus, Baalbec, Tyre, Hasbeya, Zahleh, ShexnlAn, and
Ain Zehalteh, and also to render the largest possible

assistance to the work of all other societies. Twenty
English workers superintend the 38 schools, with 82
teachers and over 3,000 pupils. Fifteen Bible

women visit thousands of homes and teach Chris-

tian and Moslem women to read. Two schools for

the blind, one for girls and one for men, the latter

with 23 pupils, teach various forms of handicraft in

addition to reading and other studies.

7. The Society of Friends (BnffUah): This or-

ganisation carries on work on Mount Lebanon with
resident missionaries at Brumana, Beit Miri, and
Ras al-Metn. In Brumana are two large boarding-

schools for boys and for girls, and a hospital with
20 beds where clinics are held regularly and a num-
ber of Syrian girls have been trained as nurses.

Besides these larger stations they have schools in

eight villages and about 1,000 pupils under instruc-

tion, 13 English missionaries, and 35 native work-
ers. This mission was foimded in 1873 by Theophi-
lus Waldemeier, and was carried on by a special

committee until 1898, wheti it was taken over by
the Board of the Friends' Foreign Mission Associa-

tion as one of its five fields of missionary labor

(S3rria, India, Madagascar, China, and Ceylon). In
1896 Waldemeier left the mission and founded the
Lebanon Hospital for the Insane at Asfuriyeh just

outside of Beirut. After extensive journeys in

Switzerland, Great Britain, and the United States,
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Waldemder proceeded with the erection of the
buildings which now constitute the best-equipped
home for the insane in the whole Turkish empire.
The general committee of the hospital is in London,
the trustees are English and American, while the
executive committee is international.

The Society of Friends (American) carries on an
extensive medical and educational work at Ramal-
lah, Jaffa, and Ramleh with 4 American and 22
Syrian workers.

8. Other BnterprlMes These, mentioned in the

order of their founding, are: (1) The Refonned
Presbyterians (Covenanters) in Nortii America oc-

cupied Latakia in 1859 and later extended their

work to Suadieh, Tarsus, Menne, and (Cyprus. They
have done much for the Nusairt, really a pagan peo-

ple, which the government has attempted to znake
Mohammedan. Twenty American nussionaries with
48 native helpers in the 4 main stations and 9 out-

stations have gathered more than 350 communi-
cants and 800 pupils in 15 schools. (2) The Tsr
beetha Ifission (18d3) in Jaffa, aiming to give a
Christian training to CSuristian, Jewish, and Mos-
lem girls, was founded and is still carried on by
Mies Walker Amott. Four foreign and 10 Syrian
helpers serve a home with 44 boarders, 2 day-
schools with 160 girls, and oversee an industrial

work employing 500 women and girls. (3) The
C^ureh of Scotland Jewish Mission (1864) in Beirut

aims to create and direct a movement among the

Jews by which they may deliver themselves from
rabbinical traditions and seek after God, and to in-

fuse Christian knowledge rather than to withdraw
individuals. Eight British and 12 Syrian worken
maintain excellent day schools for boys and girls

and a boarding home for Jewish girls, with a total

of about 400 pupils. (4) Miss Taylor's orphanage
for Moslem and Druse Girls (1868) in Beirut is with-

out question the most unique work in Syria, if

judged by the class of pupils and the influence ex-

erted by Miss Taylor's impressive personality and
those who have followed her. (5) The Palestine

and Lebanon Nurses' Ifission (1883) at Baaklin in

the Lebanon for the evangelisation of the Druses
through the agency of a medical mission, with 5
Englifiii and 2 native workere, maintains a cottage

hospital with 15 beds, a large clinic, and services and
classes for Druse women and girls. (6) The Edin-
burgh Medical Missionary Society at Damascus
(1884), after many years in hired prenuses, erected

in 1908 its commodious Victoria Hospital, where
Dr. Frank Mackinnon and another English doctor
with 3 English and 2 native nurses receive and treat

the sick poor of all creeds and nationalities. Their
aim and object is " to preach the Gospel and to heal

the sick." (7) The United Free Church of Scot-

land Mission has a fine hospital at Tiberias on the
Sea of Galilee (1884) with 40 beds and a large out-

patient department where Dr. Torrance has labored

26 years; another large hospital at Hebron, and
one at Safed. In connection with the medical work
are 4 schools with 330 pupils and religious services

and communities. There are 12 Briti^ and 20 na-
tive workers. (8) The Dufferin and Procter Me-
morial Schools for boys and girls at Swheifat were
founded in 1885 by Miss Louisa Ph)cter, an Irish

lady who gave her money and 21 yeare of her life

to the building up of two boarding-schools. At her

death the work was placed in tiie hands of her

assistant, Rev. Tanius Saad, who, in cooperation

with an English and Irish committee of reference

and a board of visitors, is carrying on the work suc-

cessfully. Two English and 6 Syrian workers care

for 173 pupils in the schools. (9) The Christian

and Missionary Alliance of New York began in 1893

an undenominational work in Jerusalem among
Jews, Moslems, and oriental Christians for a deepen-

ing of the religious life, and has organised a church

with boarding-schools for boys and girls, sends visit-

ing workers into the villages, and supports a day-

school for girls in Hebron. (10) The Pre8b3rterian

Chureh of England's Ifission to the Jews entered

Aleppo in 1895 and aims mainly at helping the Jews

while admitting a limited number of G^tiles. Three

British and 9 Syrian workers care for a community
of 120 Protestants with about 300 pupils in its

schools. (11) The Danish Mission to the Orient in

1898 entered Syria, in 1905 took over the Eabr
moon district (n.e. of Damascus, toward Palmyra)

from the Irish Presbyterian Mission, and has opened

work in Yabrood, Nebk, Deir Atiyeh, Hafr, and

Karjasem. Eight Danish and 17 Syrian worken
have opened 9 schools with 340 pupUs, while plans

for an extensive medical and chureh work are well

under way. (12) The Swedish Jerusalem Society

of Stockholm entered Jerusalem in 1903 and is

building a hospital at Bethlehem, where Dr. Rib-

bing has been laboring since 1904. This society

employs 4 Swedish, 2 German, 1 English, and 4

Syrian workers.

Vn. Stmmiaiy and Conclnnon: The whole

number of foreign Protestant societies now opera-

ting in Syria is 35, with not less than 500 foreign

workers of whom about 150 are Americans and 200

are from Great Britain. The pupils in Protestant

schools number more than 20,000. Medical mis-

sions are carried on in 28 cities and towns, with

more than 40 foreign physicians and twice as many

trained nurses. In addition to the Protestant edu-

cational institutions in Syria and Palestine, numer-

ous schools have been opened by other sects, fordgn

and native, and the Turkish government has begun

to develop a sjrstem of its own, but has apparently

begun at the top with military and civil institu-

tions instead of at the bottom with elementary ed-

ucation. Beirut was in .the days of the Roman em-

pire a city of schools and is so still. Out of 97

schools of all grades 36 are Moslem (mainly elemen-

tary attached to the mosques), 43 are foreign, 14

belong to the native Christian sects and 2 to the

Jews. Out of the 13,256 scholars more than- half

are in foreign schools and more than two-thirds are

in Christian schools. The highest grades of i^

schools are Christian.

The re-promulgation of the constitution in Turkey

in 1908, the deposition of Abd ul-Hamid in 1909,

and the other stirring events of the years 1907-09

gave a great impetus to all missionary operations.

The new government, despite the malignant influ-

ence and activity of the reactionaries, has shown

itself friendly to all educational enterprises, and

men prominent in the new r^une have rendend
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superb tributes to the foreigners who toiled amid
the darkness and confusion of the past twenty-five

years. Great problems confront the present ad-

ministration. The politico-religious alliance be-

tween Islam and the State must certainly give way
to something more suited to the modem world.

Those who have fanned the fanaticism of the ig-

norant Moslems are guilty of awful crimes. But
closer contact with European influence, the growth
of education, the reading of the Bible, the phenom-
enal increase of newspapers, and the spread of a
purer Christianity are surely leavening the minds
of an increasingly larger number of Mohammedans.
Diplomacy can never regenerate the East. The
patient work of education, the preaching of the

Gospel, the distribution of God's word among the

masses, and the diffusion of Christian literature,

will gradually disarm prejudice, awaken inquiry,

promote social harmony, destroy polygamy, reform

the oriental churches, and bring the followers of

Mohammed to the religion of Jesus Christ. Thus
will the press, the Church, and the school cooperate

in hastening the true regeneration of this most in-

teresting, and, until recently, so degraded land.

H. H. jESBUpf. Revised by F. E. Hoskinb.

Bibuooxafht: On the ceographieal and political history

up to the fall of the Seleucidan Idngdom the literature is

fully included in the lists given under Asstbia; Baby-
lonia; Pbbsia; Ahab; Isbabi^ Hwtobt of (where such
works as McCurdy's Hxgtory, Prophecy and the Monu-
menu deal with Assyrian and Babylonian control of Byna) ;

Paljbstinb; Ptolemt; and SsLBUCiDiB; see also under
Dbuses; and Haronitbs. Consult further: Q. Connack,
EffvP^ in Aeia. A Plain Account of prt-Biblical Svria and
Palestine, New York, 1908; Schrader, KAT, ed. of 1902,

pp. 132-135; A. P. Stanley. Hiatory of Syria and Pales-

tine, new ed., London, 1883; W. L. Oa«e, Paleetine, Hie-
loric and Deacrijftive, London, 1887; H. Winckler, Keilin-

eehriftlichet TezAuch turn A. T., 2d ed., Leipsic, 1903;
idem, Auamg aua der vordenuiaiieche Oeachichte, ib. 1905;
A. Hendenon, Historical Oeography of Syria^ Eidinbuish,
1885; A. Sanda, in Der alte Orient, v. no. 3, Leipsic, 1902;
T. Ndldeke, in Hermee, v. 443-468; A. Neubauer, La Oto-
arapfUe du Talmud, Paris, 1868; W. M. Bi Oiler, Aeien wnd
Europa nach attOffyptiechen DenkmAlem, Leipsic, 1893;
A. M filler, Der Idam im Morgen- und Abendland, 2 vols.,

Berlin. 1885-87; E. Meyer, Oeechichte dee AUertxtme, vols,

i.. iii., Stuttgart, 1884-1901; idem. Die Bntetehung dee
Judentuma, Halle, 1896; idem. Die leraeiiten und ihre

NaehbarwUimme, Halle, 1906; W. Oeiger and E. Kuhns,
Iranieehe PhOaloQie, ii. 395-604; F. Hommel, Orundriee
der Oeoffraphie und Oeeckichte dee alien Orienta, pp. 187-
194. Munich. 1904; idem, Oeachichte dee alien Morgen-
landee, 3d ed.. Leipsic, 1904; G. L. B«U, Dureh die WHeten
und KuUureUUten Syriena, 2d ed. Leipsic, 1910.

On missionary work, besides the reports of the various

bodies operating in Syria, consult: T. Laurie, ^ietorieal

Sketch ofthe Syria Miaeion, New York, 1862; R. Anderson,
Oriental Miaaione, 2 vols., Boston, 1872; J. S. Dennis. Sketch

ofSyrian Miaaiona, New York, 1872; H. H. Jessup, Women
of the Araba, New York, 1874; idem, Syrian Home lAfe,

ib. 1874; idem, Mohammadan Miaaionary Problem, Phila-

delphia, 1880; idem. Fifty-three Yeare in Syria, New York,
1010; E. D. G. Prime, Forty Yeara in the Turkiah Empire;
. . . Memaire of ... W. Gooddl, New York, 1876; W.
A. HoUiday, Hiatorical Sketch of Miaaiona to Syria, Phila-

delphia, 1881; Mn. E. R. Pitman. Miaaion Life in Qreece

and Paleatine, London, 1881; The Star in the Eati: qyar-

tetiy Record of the Progreaa of Chriatian Miaaiona tvithin

the Turkiah Empire, London, 1883; F. Oonil, Jeruaalem
modeme. HiaL du mouoement eatholigua dona la VHU
Saint, Paris, 1894; J. H. Wilson and J. Wells, Sea of
OalQee Miaaion of the Free Church of Scotland, Edinburgh,
1895; M. Jullien. La NowoeUe Miaaion de la compaome da
Ji9UM en Syria, 1851-^, 2 vols.. Tours, 1898; A. Forder,

With the Araba in Tent and Town; an Account of miaaion-

my Work in Moab and Edam, London, 1902; H. J. £.,

One Hundred Syrian Pieturea, QluatraHno the Work of the

Syrian Miaaion, London, 1903; W. A. Essery, The Aacend-
ino Croat. Some Reatdta of Miaaiona in Bihle Landa,
London, 1905; Jehay, Sujeta Ottomana non-Muaaulmana,
Brussels, 1906; Baedeker's Syria and PalaaHna, htipno,
1908.

STRIAC LITERATURB.
Divisiona of Syriao Literature (S 1).

General Works on Syriao Literature (f 2).

Judno-Pagan Writings (§ 3).

Bible and Apocrypha (S 4).

Native Christian Literature (§ 5).

Theological Literature under Greek Influenee (f 6).

Rise of History under Islam (S 7).

Period of Decline (§ 8).

Collected and Miscellaneous Writings (S 9).

Works on Philosophy and Science (S 10).

Translation Literature (§ 11).

Juristic Literature (§ 12).

Historical Treatises (§ 13).

Syriac literature—^the literature of the language

designated as " Syriao " or " Sjrrian " (R. V. marg.

''Aramaic/' "Aramean") in the Old Testament

(II Kings xviii. 26; Dan. ii. 4; Esra iv. 7)—is of

prime importance in the history of the Christian

religion, though not so much for its bearing on the

Bible and its exegesis as because of the high value

of the Christian literature which it contains. This

statement holds good both of the works originally

written in Syriac by native authors, and of those

works which were first composed in other languages,

but which now, their original texts having been

lost, are preserved only in Syriac translations. Of

the latter type it is sufficient simply to allude to

such recent finds as the Old Syriao Gospels from
Sinai (see Bible Vebsions, A, III., 1, § 3), to the

Odes of Solomon (see Solomon, Odes of), or to the

list of "Old Syriac Versions of Early Christian

Greek Literature " given by Hamack (Litteratwr, i.

885-386).

Syriac literature may be divided (1) from the re-

ligious point of view into (a) heathen, (b) Jewish,

and (c) Christian. (2) Chronologically it ranges

from the beginning of the Christian era, or, if the

recent discoveries of Aramaic papyri in Egypt be
included, from the fifth century B.C.

X. Divisions to the Middle Ages; while in the nine-

of Syriac teenth century a modem Syriac litersr

Literature, ture sprang up, largely through the

agency of the American mission at

Urumiah. (3) Geographically the literature ranges

from the southern frontier of Egypt and the shore

of the Mediterranean across Mesopotamia to India

(Kottayam in Malabar), Turkestan (Semiryeshchie),

and China (Singan-fu). (4) In extent and contents

Syriac literature is sufficiently rich to arouse the

seal <A the scholar, without being so huge as to

make him despair, as is the case, for instance, with

Arabic. The new CorptLS Scriptorum Christianorum

Orientalium (Paris, 1903 sqq.) allows 125 parts for

the Syriac section, or more than for any other

branch; a single editor, Paul Bedjan, during recent

years has published over thirty volumes, mostly

inedita; and Paul de Lagarde (q.v.) b^gan a Bib-

liotheca Syriaea (Gdttingen, 1802).

Though mainly theological, Syriac literature

covers sJl branches of science—history, geography,

philology, medicine, law, and astronomy—and even

contains speoBkeDB of the romance.
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JLuoebiuf. in vanou£ plaoee is iiie Hiit. eod., Ifloe

j^ruiiM: aiiO (.leiaiadiufc in their Ue vir. ill., make
iiieuuoi. uf bume h^yriac vriten who had abcadj
u^i/iue iUAvyMi is the >^'«0t, but the chief work of

tui^ toort iit^ tW ** Catalogue " drawn up by Kbed
J^u x^.v., wh^sfe det4iih» will be found rpgnrding the
edition by J. H. Aweaumi;. Amoog modem wodEs
tteotKio juay be made of W. Wriipht, SAsrf Huiti&ry

^Hyriac LiloriitiBr€f Ixxidon, IBM (fiiBt

Z. 0«Qifi«l publitiheda8theiiitieie''6ynaeIitflEa-

Vodcf ^0 ture *' in Eneffdopwiia, BriUwmca,, Mi
€|rri*c «d., xil. «24-^8d6, London, 1SS7J; &.

|JMy»4iirc I>uvai, La LttL^nUure tjfriaque (Para,

l^MM^; 2d ed., 1901); K Neetle, LH.
ier^Uir^ Hyn(W(i (Berlin, 1888; extoet hom his

Siyruiciui (Jrommaiik, *M ed., givkig the ttUes of the

pruicipal pul>ii(^tioD« prior to 1888); C. BrodBel-

WMim, tiyrUictus OramnuUik, pp, 124-144 (2d ed.,

lieriiA; liM);^), gjve« a ftBlection with additaona vtp to

iV<)5; and tii« name aeholar baa alao treated this

field m the itection on the Byriac and Qinstian Ara-
bk' hU^aturetf in the QeMckUhU der chritOidten LUe-
fiUurm deu OmUilm, pp, 1-74 (Leipsie, 1907); J. B.
CiudjQt, Um Lan/gm* et Um lUUrature$ aramSens
(i^anti, 19i0); while more qiecial topics are dis-

cwmtd by A, Baumstark in his '' Bibliotheks- und
Buichwatien d^^r chri«tlicben Byrier/' in Gennama,
ISept. 2'4, 1909, and m his '' Palntmensia/' in BQS,
XK. 123-149, 167-188, and '' Ostsynsches Chiisten-

tum und ostsyrischer HellenismuB," ib., xzii., pp.
17-3i^. For a more thorough study the catalogues

of the collections of Syriac manuscripts in the li-

braries of Europe and the East are indi^iensable,

mnae a large part of Syriac literature is still hidden
in manuscripts, of which some are to be found in

America (for a list of some of these catalogues see

Br(Jr.* p. 124-125; cf. also the works referred to in

Symac Church, especially those of F. C. Burkitt,

R. Duval, J. Labourt, and L. J. Tizeront).

A Jud»o-pagan source is probably to be sought
in the story of Ahikar the Sage, a fragment of which
has been found in one of the Aramaic papyri now in

the Royal Library, Berlin, while the complete vei^

slon was made accessible by F. C. Conybeare, J. R.
Harris, and A. S. Lewis in their Siary

3. Judao- 0/ Ahikar frwn the Syriac, Arabic, Ar-
Pagan menian, Ethiopic, Greek, and Slavonic

Writings. Vernam (London, 1898; cf. BrL, p.

5; F. Nau, HitUnre et eageetc d^Ahikar
VAeeyrien, Paris, 1909); and Biara bar Serapion,

who, in a letter to his son (first edited by W. Cure-
ton, in his SpieiUgium Syriacum, London, 1855),

makes the wise king of the Jews (i.e., Christ) the

* Rp«oial sbbr»viations smployvd in this srtieto:

AB, AnaUeUk BoUandiana, Puis sad Bninek, 1883 miq.
BO, J. H. AaMmaai. BiMioihw OrMfHoKt, Rome. 1719-38.
Br<h, C. BrookflimsDa. 8yrUeh€ Ormnmatik, 3d ed., B«iv

Mn, lOOa.

BrL, C. Brookslmaaa, ia Cfmchiehit dtr ehruHidUn lAunr
«yr«fi 49M Oiftffw, Ulpdo, 1007.
fM. Ahhi^dlumom. dm AAn^ieAfU O^mmMii dm Wimm-

thtifltm au OiiMna^ OAttiBtM. 1848 tqq.
NHi, A^#iM Bivdi^ 8W (7«m4k^ d«r Th^otoai* tmd KtrdU,

•d. 0. N. BonwttMh sad R. SatbMg, Ltipdc, 1807 s«q.
<X'Ar, OrUm ChitHnniu, Rome. 1001 tqq.
/V ), |»iiin>«AaM Ontmialia, Partii. 1008 tqq.
B(H\ Bmtu0 d% rofim f^rUitti, Perii. 1808 toq.
nqa, A«<aiM^ QasrislMAK/l, Roms, 1887 toq.

eqnal of BocmteE and PytiuigimB, was profaafaiy

a pagan, not a Chrirtisai (cf. Hamank, Lstterater,

i. 763, ii. 701; E. Benan, in JA, IV,, xix. 328; F.

BchuhfaflSE, in ZDMG, E. 365^391).

llie beginningB of the Syriac i«EHiim of liie fiiUe

probablj came from Syrian Jews (see BiBi2 YiOr
BiQNB, A, m.; cf. also W. £. Baznea, ^ The Fbs-

hitta Tenaiim of II Smga,'* in JTS, irL 220-232, xL
53^^542); but a practical and critical editian of the

Syriac Old Testaawnt is still to be made (cf. £.

KesUe, in TL£, 1910, no. 23, and liie same achohr
on tiie editiaB of the firitiah and Foreign Bible So-

oetf, in Z/>ifG, £x. 31-32). To Christian or Gnos-
tie Jitefstare, raS^ber than to apocryphal or even

lewidi, bdkmg the Odes of Sohsnon (q.T.), whidi
were first edited bj J. R. Hairis (Gambridge, 1909;

2d ed. reiisBd, 1911), who has also

pafafished An Early Ckrutian Fmtter
(London, 1909; cf. A. Haznadc and
J. Flemima^ ^ta jiidi9ch<kritaickeM

PaaimbwJi oum dem trtkn JakHmniert,

1910). On tl» Syriac tzanslatkms cf the

New Testament general reference may be made to

BmuB VmBBOiRB, A, IIL, to which may be added, as

the most important subsequent pobBcatiops, A. 8.

Lewis' Old Syriac GotpeU or EvangdUm da-Mepkat-
reehi: Being the Text of the Sinai or Syro-AntiotAenie

Palimpoett, indvding the laieat AddOiont and Emenr
dationewUhthe Variants ^the Curetonian Text (Lon-

don, 1910) and H. K. H. von Soden's Die Schiften
dee Neuen Teetamente in ihrer diteeten erreichbaren

TextgeetaU (§§ 331,342,363-308,463,493, 548, Ber-

lin, 1902 sqq.), his main concluaians being that the

Diateeearon of Tatian (q.v.) existed not only in

Syriac, but also in Greek, and that the influence of

both Tadan and his work was extremely great on the

text of the New Testament. Among the Apocrypha
of the New Testament more than usual interest at-

taches to the Acts of Thomas (see Apocstpha, B,

II. (9), and cf. A. S. Lewis, in Horee Semitic4B, iii.,

London, 1904), which seems to be of Syriac origin

and to belong to the school of Bardesanea (q.v.)-

It is also noteworthy as containing the celebrated
" Hymn of the Soul," on which cf. A. A. Bevan, in

TS, v.; BrL, pp. 12-15; F. C. Burkitt, Hymn 0/
BardaiMkn (London, 1899) and Early Eastern Chns-
tianiiy, lecture vi. (New York, 1904; Eng. transl.,

pp. 218-223). There is considerable doubt as to

whether the original language of the " Book of the

Laws of the Countries," wtdch also belongs to the

school of Bardesanes, was Greek, as is maintained

by F. Schulthees, or Syriac, as T. Ndldeke holds (cf.

ZDMG, box., 91-94, 555-560, 745-750; and F. Nau,
in ZA, Sept.-Oct., 1910, pp. 209 sqq.)

Excepting these few pieces which have a heathen,

Jewish, or Gnostic origin, and to which may be
added scattered fragments of Manichean literature

(see Manx, Manxcheans; and note also BLlndjbans),

Syriac literature is entirely CSuistian, and for the

most part ecclesiastical and theolog-

$• native icaL The chief centers were Edessa
Christian and Nisibis, and at first the literature

Litantora. was purely national, though later it

came under the influence of the Greek
Church, and finaUy was compelled to struggle against

Arabic domination. As the chief authors of this
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literature have already been considered in separate

ariiclee, it is sufficient here merely to allude to them,
giving in addition the latest literature upon them.
The chief representatives of the earliest original

Syiiac literature are Aphraates and Ephraem Syrus

(qq.v.), the '' Homilies " of Aphraates have been
edited afresh by J. Parisot in Pairologia Syriaca

ii (Palis, 1894 sqq.)) while his theological point of

view is discussed by P. Schwen, in his Afrahatf

seine Person und sein Verstdndnis des ChristerUums

(Berlin, 1907; cf. TJB, 1907, pp. 322, 327, 330; cf.

further, H. Koch, ** Taufe imd Askese in der alten

ssrrischen Kirohe," m ZNTW, xn. 37-69). Igna-

tius Ephraem II. Rahmani's SaricU Epkraemi Syri

Hymni de Vtrginitate (Beirut, 1906) is, despite its

full title, only in part a first edition (cf . TJB, 1907,

pp. 324-325). Bfinor successore and imitators of

Ephraem were Cyrillona (c. 396; cf. Zahn, Kanon,
ii. 252; G. Bickell, in ZDMG, xxvii. 566-625, xxxv.

357) and Balai (c. 420), whose works were edited,

together with some of Ephraem and others, by J. J.

Overbeck, in his 5. Epkroemi Syri, RabidcB Episcopi

Edesseni, BaUti aliorumqye opera selecta (Oxford,

1865; on Balai cf., further, K. V. Zetterst^n, Bet-

trdge 2wr Kenntnis der religidsen Dichtung Balai's,
Leipaic, 1902; BrGr).

For the second period of Syriac literature, that

under Greek influence, general reference may be
made to F. C. Burkitt's Early Eastern ChrisHanUy,

ut sup., and to J. TixercHit's ^* Th^ologie de langue

syriaque au iv. sidcle " (Histoire des dogmes, vol.

ii., chap, vii., Paris, 1909). Here the most
prominent figures are Rabtmla of Edessa, Isaac of

Antk>ch (qq.v.), and Baraauma of

6. Theo- Niflibis (flourished c. 485). Isaac's

logical treatise De Per/ectione Rdigioaa has

Literature recently been edited by P. Bedjan,

under Greek Paris, 1908; while the letters of Baiv

Influence, sauma to the Catholicos Acacius have
been published by P. Braun (in AeUs

du X. amgris international des crientalistes, iii. 83-

101, Leyden, 1896), and a hymn ascribed to him
(though others attribute it to Mar John) is given

in A. J. Maclean's East Syrian Daily Offices, p. 226

(London, 1894).

The literary importance of Narsai (Rerses) the

Great (see Nerses) is attested both by his surname
and by the publication of SancU Nersetis Preces

xxxiii Unguis edUcB (Venice, 1862). To the works

of Feldmann, Martin, Sachau, and Weil listed in

BrGr, p. 135, and besides those mentioned in the

bibliography of Nebses, allusion may be made to

y . Giabowdd, Die Gesckichte Josefs von Mar Norses

I. (Leipsic, 1889), and to A. Mingana's edition, Nar-

sai Doctaris Syri homUicB et carmina primo ediia (2

vols., Mosul, 1905). The fifth volume of the Horn-

tliag SeledtB of Jacob of Sarug (q.v.) has been ed-

ited by P. Bedjan (Paris, 1910), this part containing

homilies cxlvii.-cxcv., only one of which had pre-

viously been edited. PliJlozenus of Malmg (see

Philozenus), whom Brockelmann calls " the great-

est proae writer of Syria," has recently received

further study. The edition of his Discourses by
E. A. W. Budge (London, 1894) has been discussed

in a Russian criticism by A. Spassky, in BogosUmky
Vestnik, Oct., 1896, pp. 143-149; while A. A. Vas-

chalde's edition of certain letters (Rome, 1902) has
been further considered by R. Duval, in /A, Jan.-
Feb., 1903, pp. 168-170, and by A. Baumstark, in

OCkr, ii. 447-450. Stephen bar ZudhaUe (q.v.) is

of importance chiefly because of his connection with

the literature which gathered around Dionysius the

Areopagite (q.v.), the latest contribution to this sub-

ject being P. Peeters, " La Vision de Denys TAr^op-
agite k H^liopolis," m AB, xxiz. 3. Veiy little was
known concerning Martyrius^-Sahdona (c. 650) imtil

U. Ck>ussen published his Mariyrius-Sahdona's Leben
und Werke (Leipsic, 1897) and P. Bedjan edited his

writings (SancH Martyrii gui et Sahdona gum super-

sunt omnia, Paris, 1902; cf. R. Duval, JA, Jan.-

Feb., 1903, p. 166). When Sahdona abandoned
Nestorianism, he found a bitter opponent in Isho-

yabh III., the author oi Ada Martyrii Ilh'sabran

(ed. J. B. Chabot, in NouveUes archives des missions

sdentifiques, viii. 486) and The Book of Consolations,

or the Pastoral Epistles of Mar Isho-Yahb (ed. P.

Scott-Moncrieff, part i., Ix)ndon, 1904; these epis-

tles have also been edited, with a Latin transl., by
R. Duval, in CSCO, II., bdv., 1905). Another wri-

ter whose very name was almost uxiknown until the

present centiu-y was Theodoras bar Koni (or, pe>
haps, Kewanai), who left a large collection of anno-

tations on the Bible (cf. J. B. Chabot, " Theodore
bar Khoimi et le livre des scholies," in JA, Jan.-

Feb., 1901, pp. 170-179), the first part of which has

been edited by Addai Scherm CSCO, IL, Ixv., 1910.

An author long known and justly famous was Jacob
of Edessa (q.v.), new fragments of whose corre-

spondence have been published by F. Nau (ROC,

1901, pp. 1-9, 1905, pp. 3-4) ; and to this same pe-

riod belongs George, bishop of the Arabians (q.v.),

who worked over Uie " Chronicle " of Eusebius, and
some of whose fragments are quoted in BrGr,

A new period began with the rise of Islam and
the establishment of the califate in Babylonia; and
Syriac literatiu^ as a whole soon yielded place to

Arabic. Theological literature fell into the back-

ground, and secular branches were cul-

7. Rise of tivated, treatises now being written

History on astronomy, on astrology, on philos-

under Islam, ophy, on logic, and on rhetoric. The-

ophilos of Edessa is said to have corre-

sponded with the calif Al-Mahdi on astrological

problems, and he even attempted to translate the

niad and the Odyssey for his coimtrymen, although

only a few fragments of his version have survived.

After Paul the Persian had written on logic, Anto-

nius the Rhetor, of Tagrit, adapted Greek rules to

the Syriac language; while by translating the works

of Aristotle the Syrians became the teachers of the

Arabs, and thus, through them, the instructors of

medieval Europe [cf. I. Pizsi, " Delia Cultura cre-

duta araba," in Giomale arcadico, ser. III., vol. v.].

A historical work written about 775 a.d., and em-
bodying extracts from Eusebius, Socrates, and
John of Ephesus, has preserved the chronicle of

Joshua the Stylite, a chronicle which was long be-

lieved to be the work of Dionysius of Tell-Mahre,

but of Dionysius' own history only a portion has

survived. Moses bar Kepha (b. about 813; d. 903;

bishop of Mosul, under the name of Severus, in

863) was a prolific author, although scarcely any of
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hia writing* have thm far been pobliahed (cf. O.
Bmun, MoaeB bar Kej^undtein Buck von derSede,

Fretbuig, 1891). The work of Thomas of Maiga
(monk in the cloister of Beth 'Abbe in 832, secr^-

taiy to the Patriarch Abraham in 837, and later

bishop of Maiga), The Book t^Govemort, the Hi^
toria MoruuUoa of the Bishop of Marga (ed. and
tnuDsl. E. A. W. Budge, 2 vols., London, 1893; Liber

SuperioruM . . . Mar NaroetU HotmUa in Jomph,
Doeumenta pairum de qtdbuodam fdei dogmaJtU

hue, ed. P. Bedjan, Paris, 1901), is of importance
for the histoiy cH the Syrian monasteries. A
contemporaiy of Thomas of Maiga was Ishodad,

whose position in the exegesis of the Old Testa-

ment has been pointed out by G. Diettrieh, in the

BeihrfU atr ZATW, no. 6, 1902, while an edition

and translation is promised in the near future by
Maigaret D. Gibson.

The eleventh century produced no great author
among the Syrians, but to the twdfth belongs

Dionysitts bar Salibi, some of whose numerous
works have been published in C8C0, IL: the ex-

planation of the Mass (by H. Labourt, vol. xciii.,

1903), the first part of the commentaiy on the Gos-
pels (by I. SedlaSek, vol. xcviii., 1906), and the
commentaiy on Revelation, Acts, and the Catholic

Epistles (by the same, vol. d., 1910). In the eariy

part of the thirteenth century there

8. Period flourished Bishop Solomon of Basra,

of Decline, the author of The Book of the Bee (ed.

and transl., E. A. W. Budge, in At^
ecdoia Oxomeneia, vol. i., part ii., Oxford, 1886),

which is full of curious legendary information con-

cerning the Bible. To this period also belongs the

poet Giwargis Warda of Arbela (about 1225), but the

moet versatile author of the century, and indeed of

the whole range of Syriac literature, was AbolbumJ
(q.v.), commonly called Bar-HebrsBus. To the list

of modem editions of his works given by Nestle

(LUteratura, pp. 46-^50, ut sup.) some twenty more
have been added by BrOtf p. 159, and even this is

not exhaustive (cf. J. Gdttesberger, " Barhebr&us
und seine Scholien zur heiligen Schrift," in BibUsehe
Studien, ed. O. Bardenhewer, v. 4-^, Freiburg,

1900). Abulfaraj was followed by Ebed Jesu (q.v.),

the author of a versified list of Syriac literature, a
collection of canons, and the " Paradise of Eden,"
an imitation of the Arabic " Seances " of Hariri.

The name of the last writer of good Syriac is un-
known, but he was the biographer of the Patriarch

Yaballah (1281-1317), who started on a pilgrimage

from China to Jerusalem and Europe, and who rose,

through his relations with the Mongolian princes to
whom the Syrian Church was then subject, to the
dignity of patriarch. Several centuries then passed
before the literature in modem Syriac began, a
literature which, however, falls outside the scope
of this article.

The discussion has thus far been concerned chiefly

with individual authors, most of whom wrote on
theology. There are, however, also numerous works
the authors of which are unlmown, as well as col-

lected works (cf. the list in BrGr, pp. 131-134) and
the rich literature of translations (BrOr, p. 140
sqq.)i especially from Greek, though there are also

aome from Arabic and Peraian, and a few from Latin,

soeh as the works of Cyprian, which probably came
through the medium of Greek. Among theological

works mention may here be made (cf. the more

complete list in Hamack, Litteraber,

9. Collected i. 885-886) of the writings of Alexan-

and Miscel- der of Alexandria, Clement of Alex-

laneons andria, Clement of Rome, Dionysius

Writings, ofAlexandria, Eusebius, Gregory Thau-
maturgus, ^ppoljrtus, Ignatius, Ire-

XUBUS, Julius Africanus, P&eudo-Justinus, Marcion,

Melito, Methodius, Origen, Paul of Samosata, Peter

of Alexandria, Polycarp, Sextus, and Tatian (qq.v.).

Noteworthy among the collections and anonymous
works are the important Didaecalia and Apostolic

Constitutions (see Apostolic CoNsrnnrnoNs and
Canons), the so-called "Rules of the EgypiiAn

Church," and the Acts of Andrew, Archdaus, John,

Philip, and Pftul (especially the latter's correspond-

ence with the Corinthians). Being the home of the

Christological controTersies, almost every impor-

tant writer and document became known to the

Syrians through translations, particularly Cyril of

Alasandriay Athanasins, Gregory Nazianzen, and

Gregory of Nyna; while special mention is due

the last great discovery in this field, the finding of

the Liber HeracUdU of Nestoriua. This treatise,

the Greek version of which has been lost, has been

edited by P. Bedjan (Le Livre d'Hiradide de Danuu,

Paris, 1010) and has been translated into French by

F. Nau (Paris, 1010; cf. also E. W. Brooks, '' La

Lettre de Nestorius aux habitants de Constanti-

nople," in ROCy II., v. 3; M. Bridre, ib. v.i.). And
a coiudderable literature has already arisen on the

Odes of Solomon, which were first edited from the

Syriac ver8i<m by J. R. Harris in 1909 (see Solomon,
Odes of).

In the domain of philosophy the Syrians became

the teachers of the Arabs, whose translations of the

writings of Aristotie carried this new learning

throughout medieval Europe. Here the way was

led by the Nestorian ProbuSi who probably flour-

ished in the first half of the fifth century, and he

was followed by Theodore, bishop of

10. Works Merv after 540. Here belong also Paul

on Philoso- the Peraian (see above), who resided

phy and at the court of Chosroes Anushirran,

Science, and Sergiua of Ras'ain (c. 535; see the

works of A. Baumstark, Friedmann,

R. J. H. Crottheil, G. Hoffmarm, A. van Hoonacker,

and N. Nagy, cited in BrOr, p. 140) . For the grain-

matical treatises of the Syrians reference may be

made to A. Merx, Historia Artie Orammatica apud

Syroe (Ldpsic, 1889 [cf. also Afdr(i) EUd of§6bh&,

TreaHse on Syriac Grammar^ ed. and transl. R. J. H.

(jottheil, Berlin, 1877]). Galen and Hippocrates

gave to the Syrians their knowledge of medicine (cf

.

the works of (Sottheil, Merx, and H. Pognon listed

in BrGr^ p. 142). On geography J. P. N. Land pub-

lished " Aardrijkskun<£ge fragmenten uit de syrische

litteratuur " in the Verdagen en Medadedingen der

koninklijken Akadende van Wetenechappen, A/dee-

ling LeUerkunde, III., iii. 1886), while frt)m R J. H.

(jottheil came contributions on the history of Syriac

geography in Hd^raica, vii. 39-55, viii. 65-76, Mit-

teUungen dee akademiedirorientaUecnen Vereins ru

Berlin, no. 3, 1890, pp. 148, JAOS, Proceedm^ May,
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1888, pp. xvi.-zz., and F. Nau has written not only
" La CoBmographie au vii. mtele ches les Syriena

"

in ROC, II., . 3, but also, on the theme of astron-

omy, " Notes d'astronomie syrienne," in JA, Sept.-

Oct., 1910.

Syriac translations from the Pahlavi include the

famous " TT^lilag and Dimnag " (ed. and transl.,

G. Bickell, with introduction by T. Benfey, Leip-

sic, 1876), while the Psalms, with the canons of Mar
Abha, were translated from Syriac into Pahlavi (see

F. C. Andreas, in 8BA, 1010, p. 860
XX. Trans- sqq.)- [There is also reason to sup-

lation pose that the Biblical fragments pre-

Litexatnie. served in Pahlavi translation in the

Shikaiidrgumamg Vijar were derived,

as the form of the proper names shows, from a
Syriac original (see Bible Vbbsidns, B, XIII.).]

The Syriac version of the P&eudo-Callisthenes (ed.

and transl., E. A. W. Budge, The History of Alea^

ander the Oreatf Cambridge, 1880) was based on the

Greek original, while, on the other hand, some Syr-

iac writings, notably of Ephraem, were rendered into

Greek. A second Syriac recension of " KaUlag and
Dimnag " was founded on an Arabic instead of a
Pahlavi version (ed. W. Wright, Book o/Kalila and
Dinvna, London, 1884; new ed., with Crerman
transl., by F. Schulthess, Berlin, 1011); and to a
amilar source belongs the " Story of Sindban, or,

The Seven Wise Masters" (ed. and transl., F.

Baethgen, Leipsic, 1870). Many Syriac works have
been translated into Armenian, Arabic, and Coptic.

Thus, the homilies of Aphraates were long known
from their Armenian version, although, prior to the

discovery of their Syriac original, they were as-

cribed to Jacob of Nisibis (q.v.). StiU other works,

such as Ephraem's commentary on the Diatessaron

of Tatian, are yet lost in Syriac, and are known only

through Armenian versions.

The juristic Uterature of the Syrians was con-

cerned with both ecclesiastical and civil law, and
it was especially important since the bishops and
other deigy were the representatives of their peo-

ple under the Iranian and Mohammedan rulers. For
the earlier literature reference may be made to

BrGr, and other publications of note

za. Juris- are C. G. Bruns and E. Sachau, Syriachr

tic Lilera- r&miachea Rechttbuch axis dem fCr^ten

tore. Jahrhundert, Leipsic, 1880; O. Braun,

Buch der SyrihadoB, Stuttgart, 1000;

J. B. Chabot, Synodieon orientale, Paris, 1003; and
the Nomoeanon of Ebed Jesu (q.v.). There is also

a great collection of laws, the Greek original of

which appears to date from the reign of Basiliscus

(475-477), while its Syriac version has been trans-

lated into Armenian, Georgian, and Arabic (cf. E.

Sachau, Syruehe ReehttbUcher haratugegeben und
iibersetzt, i., Berlin, 1007, containing the laws of

0)nstantine, Theodoeius, and Leo; idem, " Ueber
ftltere eyiiacbe Rechstliteratur der Nestorianer und
im besonderen Qber das Buch der richterlichen Ur-
teile des im Jahre 705 gestorbenen Patriarchen

Chananischo," in SBA, 1004; E. Sachau and L.

Mitteis, " Ueber drd neue Handschriften der syrisch-

romischen RechtsbOcher*' ib. 1005—also published

separately; D. H. MOiler, Daa gyriach^&miKhe

RechUbueh, ^enna, 1005; J. Kohler, "Alt^yiisches,"

XL—16

in ZeUMckrift fHar vergleiehmde ReehtswiBmuchaft,
Tax,, parts 2-3; V. Aptowitser, " Die RechtsbOcher
der syrischen Patriarchen und ihre Quellen," in
Wiener Zeitechri/t fUr die Kunde dee Morgenlandea,
xziv., parts 2-3). Much importance attaches to
the Syriac translations of the canons of the early

synods of the Church (see the ed. by F. Schulthess,
" Die syrischen Kanones der Synoden von Nicaea
bis Chalcedon nebst einigen sugehdrigen Documen-
ten," in GA, vol. x., part 2; cf. also F. Nau, Anr
cienne littirature canomque ayriaque, iii., Paris,

1000). Among the canons of individual bishops, to
which a more limited interest attaches, special men-
tion may be made of those of Jacob of Edessa (q.v.),

John bar Cursus (BrOr), Timotheus L (transl., F.
Labourt, Lee Canone ecdieuutiqiies du pairiarche

nestorien Timothie /., Paris, 1008), and Simeon of

Revardeshir (c. 650; cf. A. Reicker, Die Cononee dee

Simeon von lUvdrdM', Leipsic, 1008; see also W.
Wright, Notuta Syriaca, pp. 3-11, n.p., 1887). It

should also be stated that some Syriac canons are

translated from the Persian.

The historical literature of the Syrians begins
with the legend of King Abgar (q.v.), which Euse-
bius incorporated in his Hiet, ecd. This literature

includes works of great importance, among them
the translation of the history of Eusebius just men-
tioned—a version made perhaps during the life-

time of its author. The calendar of the church at

Nicomedia is preserved in the " Syrian Martyrol-

ogy " (first ed. W. Wright, in Journal of Sacred

Literature^ viii. 45, 423; also by R. Graffin and L.

Duchesne, in ASB, Nov., vol. ii., 1, pp. lii.-lv.;

German transl. by H. Lietzmann, Die drei dUesten

Martyroiogien, Bonn, 1003). The
13. His- Syriac Acta Martyrum et Sanctorum,

torical edited or reedited by P. Bedjan, fill

Treatises, seven volumes (Paris, 1802-47), these

including the coUection of Maruthas,

bishop of Maipherkat (see Mabxtthas), on the Per-

sian martyrs. The historical and geographical

knowledge that may be gained from tiiese acts is

well illustrated by G. Hoffmann's AuezUge aue
eyriechen Akten pereiecher Mdrtyrer (Leipsic, 1880).

A good type of the historical legend is that of Alexis,

" tiie man of God " (cf . A. Amiaud, La Ligende

eyriaque de eaint Alexia, Vhomme de Dieu, Paris,

1880; T. N6ldeke, in ZDMG, liii. 256-258); while

for a real historical biography reference may be
made to that of Rabbula (q.v.). There are, be-

sides, a large number of chronicles, laigely revisions

and continuations of the work of Eusebius (cf . F.

Macler, " Extraits de la chronique de Maribas Kal-

doyo," in JA, May-June, 1003, pp. 401-540). Three

parts of Chronica minora have been edited and
translated by E. W. Brooks, J. B. Chabot, and I.

Guidi in CSCO, ser. iii., vol. iv., parts 1-3), and
special value also attaches to L. J. Delaportejs ediiio

princepe of La Chronograpkie d*Mie bar Sinaya,

mitropditain de Nieibe (Paris, 1010). New fields

of church history were opened up by the writings

of John of Ephesus (q.v.); the Chronicle of Joshua

the Stylite (ed. W. Wright, London, 1882); the
" Chronicle of Edessa " (ed. and transl., L. Hallier,

in his Untereuchungen Hher die edeeeenieche Chronik,

LdpsiCy 1802); the church history of Zacbarjas
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Rliilior (see Zachabiab Scbolastikos; Eog. tranel.,

by F. H. Hamilton and £. W. Broolu, The Syriae

ChrameU, known om that of Zaehariah of Mii^lene,

London, 1890; cf. mlao K. Ahrene and G. KrOger,

in 8criptore$ 8aari et Pro/ani Seminarii PhUoLogid
JenoMU, iii.y Leipeie, 1800; the " Life of Severua

"

haa been edited and tnuulated by A. Kugener in

PO, vol. ii., part 1 ; cf. further, A. Kugener, in ROC,
1000, parts 2-3, J. Gwynn, in Hermathma, id., no.

24; the Syriae text includes the legend of Joseph

and his wife, Asenath); the legend of the Seven
Sleepers of Ephesus (q.v.; cf. also M. Huber, Dio
WanderUgende van den SiAenaMUfem, Leipsic,

1010); a description of Rome in connection with

the war of Totila; and an account of the world

based on Ptolemy. Among the historical romances
is the history of Julian ^ed the Apostate (see

Julian), which has been edited by G. Hoffmann
{JiiUanoe dor AhtrHnnige, Leiden, 1880) and, in

selections, by R. J. H. CSottheil (1006); while a
complicated history attaches to the so-called
'' Chronicle " of Dionyrius of TsU Hahre (cf. H. G.

Kleyn, in Feetibuundd aan Prof, M. 7. do Ooeje,

pp. 67-75, Leyden, 1801; F. Nau, NouvdUe itudee

eur lo ehronique aUribui d Denye do Tdlmahri, Paris,

1806; BuUoUn eriHque, 1807, pp. 54-58; JA, viii.

2; ROC, 1807; the fourth part of the chronicle in

question was edited by J. B. (Thabot, Paris, 1805).

E. Nestle.

Bibuoobapbt: In addition to th« works nwntiopod in tho

artido, tho foUowinc treatlMa may be oonaulted with ad-

aatata: tnun PO, HiaUrir^ nedoriennt (MromgiM d«

sun), I, Anbio text, ed. Addai Seber, tfand. P. Dib (vol.

It., part 3, voL v., part 2) ; Lea Ligendea aynaquta <rAaron
da Saroug, da Maxima at Domica, d^Ahrakam, mattra da
Baraoma at da Famparaur Mauriea, ed. and tranal. F. Nan
(oL v., part 6); Jamaa of Bdaaaa, the Hymna of Savarua

of Antiodk amd Othara, ed. and tranal. E. W. Biooka (toL

rL, part 1; ef. W. E. Barnes, in JTS, zii. 304-"30ft);

Traiti d^fial la doetaur at da ifnana d^Adiabhu avr Ua
martifra la vamdradi d^or at Ua rogaiionat auMa da la confaa'

•ion da fin h HeiUr par Ua ^vlffnet cmisil Vordinaium^ ed.

and transL Addai Scher (vol. viL, part 1); also F. Nau,
" Hasiocraphie ayiiaque/' in RCO» II., ., no. 1; id.. La
VaraUn ayriaqua da la pramiira UUra da Saira-Ant4rina:

Analyaa du traitS da Danya bar SalUn contra Ua NegtorUna,
Paris, 1900; Ignatius Ephraem II. Rahmani. ** Documen-
ta de antiquis lueresibus." in Stndia Syriaeat part iv.,

1900; H. W. Codrincton, " Lituivia pnBsanctificatorum
Syriaea," in xpv^v^w^^*! Studi a rieareha intomo a 8.
Giovanni Criaoatomo, pp. 719-720, Rome, 1008; A.
BaumstariE, ** Die Chrysostomuslituive und die syrische

litttive des Nestorios," ib. pp. 771-867; J. B. Cbabot,
" L'Atttodaf6 des livres syriaques au Malabar," in FloriU-
gium ...AM. U marQuia Mdehior da VoQUt, Paris,

1000; B. Charon (pseudonym for C. P. Karalevsky), Hia-
toira daa patriaroaU malkitaa . . . dapuia U achiama mono-
phyaiU du vi. aUeU jtiaqu*h noa joura, Rome, 1000-10;
A. Rabbath, Documenta inidUa pour aervir 6 Fhiatoira du
eKriatianiama an orient, Beirut, 1010; 8. Euringer, '* Abys-
sinien und die heilige Stuhl,'* in TQS, zcii. 320 sqq.; Addai
Sober, '* Episodes de I'histoire du Kurdistan," in JA, X.,
zv. 110-130; id., " Joseph Hasiayi, terivain ayiiaque
du viiL siede," in Riviata dagli atudi orientali, iii.; G. Levi
della Vida, ** Pkeudo-Beroao siriaoo." ib.; G. Richard. Two
ayriae-AroMe Oloaaaa of lahU^ bar *Ali, Rome, 1010; R.
Duval, Lea HomUim eathedraUa da SMrt d^Antioche, Paris.

1007 (cf. JTa, viii 4e6-«67); J. Lebon,U Monophyaiama
aiaSrian, Louvain, 1000 (cf. Ravua d'hiatoira at da littiratura

rdigiauaaa, id. 85-03); E. A. W. Budge, Coptic HomUiea
(London, 1010; contains the Syriae text, with translation,
of John the Paster's homily; and also the text and tiansl.

of portions of a homily of Alexander, the twdfth patriarch
of Alexandria); I. Pisai, " La Dottrina dell* apostolo Ad-
dai," in Oiomala orcodteo, aer. iii., voL iv.

STRIAH CHURCH: Thia oiganiaation, in spte

of ita importance, particulariy in the earlier period,

haa by hiatoriana and inveaUgatora been aadiy neg-

lected. There ia yet no really critical edition of

ita Bible, and no work devoted to the history of

the church. Yet it haa been noted by Harnack
{Mieaion und Auabreitung des Chriebentumo, il. 126,

2d ed., 2 vola., Leipaic, 1906, Eng. tranal., Mission

and Expansion of Christianity, 2d ed., London,

1908) that it ia a church to which protection by the

State haa never been granted, while J. F. Bethuse-

Baker {JTS, viii. 123) remarka upon the Xestorian

branch that ita magnificent hiatoiy, ita endurance

under unparalleled peraecution, ita undoubted loy-

alty to the faith received from the Fathers, and its

Eastern charactercombine togive itaunique poetion.

In a aenae ita hiatoiy begina when the apostles

were in Damaacua and Antioch, and each of the

Goepela alludea to the Syriana (MaU. iv. 24; Maik
vii. 26; Luke iv. 27; Johnzii. 20). It would api)ear

that there were Chriatiana at Damaacua in the d^ys

of Origen, and the biahop of the city waa present at

Nicea, though nothing ia known conoeming the

number of Chriatiana there. In the time of Chrysos-

tom the inhabitanta of Antioch were proud of the

fact that there '' the diadplea were called Christiaiis

first " (Acta xi. 26) ; according to Ephraem Syrua

the Go^)el of John waa written there; this city had

ita own biahope (although the liat is not without

variations), among them Ignatius, who termeu

Antioch ''the Church of Syria." The national

Syrian Church b^an, however, in Edeaaa (t^v.). It

is poeaible that Uie Syriae translation of the Old

Testament was at least in part a Jewish production,

but Christianity did not become the dominant fac-

tor in Edesaa until the early part of the third ceo-

tuiy. By the time of the first pilgrims to Palestine

Edesaa had come to be regarded almost as a part

of the Holy Land, a fame which it retained through-

out the period of the Crusades. The earliest cer-

tain names in the history of the church at Edessa

are those of Bardeaanes (q.v.) and his son, Har-

modius, and their antagonist, Ephraem Syrus (q.v. i.

Syriae literature (q.v.) is almost entirely Qhns-

tian, and, indeed, theological (cf. Biblb Vebsioxs.

A, III.; Habmont of the Gospels, I, |§ 2-3), Ib-

cluding a large number of Apocrypha, such as tlie

Testamentum Domini nostri Jesu Christi (q.v.) and

The Gospel of the Twdve AposUes, together wiUi the

Apocalypses of each one of them (ed. J. R. Harris.

Cambridge, 1900), while the Bible manuscripts fre-

quently contain III Cor., but have neither the Cath-

olic epistlea nor the Apocalypse, for which they

aometimes aubstitute the Testamentum Domini and

the six books of Clement.* The art displayed in

these manuscripts is an important factor in tiie de-

termination of the influence of Sjrrian art on the

Occident and of the significance of Syrian individ-

uals and colonies in Italy and Gaul. There ^-ere

Syrian popes: Anicetus, John V., Sergius, Sisin-

nius, Constantino I., and Gregory III. A new period

in the history of the Syrian Church began when

* [The Taatamantum Domini, in two books, tocether wiib

nx other books of church Uw, forms the *' dementiiM Octar

teuoh,*' used both by NoBtoiiaiw and by Jaootutea.]
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Greek influence commenced to be predominant in

theology and Church shortly after the time of

Aphraates (q.v.) in the fourth century, while po-
litical bonds with the empire were diraolved. It

was then that the Christological controversies of the
Eastern Church raged with greater fury in Syria

than in their own land, ultimately causing not only
transformation and schism, but well-nigh resulting

in destruction. Much of tJiis struggle is discussed

in the articles Monophtbites; and Nestobians.
The great extension of the S3rrian church may be
seen from its inscriptions, which are found as far

south as India (Cottayam, in North Travancore),

as far east as China (the famous inscription of Sing-

an-fu of 781; see Nestobians, { 2), and as far

north as Semiryeshchie. Syrian influence is shown
in Central Asia by the Mongolian script, which is

from top to bottom in the early Syrian fashion, and
still more clearly by the manuscripts discovered in

Turkestan in Estrangelo script (though in a number
of different languages), these texts, however, being
mainly concerned with Manicheism. Syriac literature

is exceedingly extensive, the comprehensive charac-

ter being shown by the four series contemplated and
begim in CSCO, Its relation to monasticism is close,

and its martyrology is voluminous, much of which
is being utilized in the Analecta BoUandiana.

Since the Syrian church stood very close, both in

place and language, to the primitive Church, it is

evidently very important for the history of liturgy

and organization, especially since such sources as

the Didasealia are more ancient than the corre-

sponding documents of the West. The Nestorian

liturgy is most nearly akin to that of Dionysius the
Areopagite (q.v.), yet it contains neither renuncia-

tion of the devil (see Renttnciation) nor a creed

(the latter omission scarcely being original). Val-

uable data for the history of canon lio^ may also

be drawn from Syriac literature, as from the Nomo-
eanonea of Barhebnsus, Ebed Jesu, and Jacob of

Edessa, or the Syro-Roman code of the fifth cen-

tury edited by K. G. Bruns and E. Sachau (Syrischr

R&mischea Oeaetdmchy Leipsic, 1880).

The twenty-five metropolitans once possessed by
the Nestorian church are now reduced to the patri-

arch and metropolitan, with three bishops in Persia

and seven in Turkey, some of the dioceses being

merely nominal. An active propaganda has been
carried on among the Nestorians by the Jesuits at

Beirut, the Dominicans at Mosul, and the Roman
Catholic mission in Malabar. C(»nparatively little

has been accomplished by the archbishop of Can-
terbury's Assjrrian (East Syrian) Mission or by
American Protestant missionaries at Urumiah (see

Jerusai^bm, Anolican-German Bishopric in).

No statistics, even approximate, can be given con-

cerning the present numbers, divisions, or institu-

tions of the Syrian Church. (E. Nestle.)

The forgoing outline should be read in connec-

tion with a series of articles in this work (mainly

by the same author) exclusive of those named in

the text. These articles, which illumine particular

epochs and practically display the entire history of

the church, deal with Abgar, Apollinaris of Laodicea,

Ebed Jesu, Ibas, Jacob of Edessa, Jacob of Nisibis,

Jacob of Saruf, Jacobites^ John of Dara, John of

Ephesus, Isaac of Antioch, Maruthas, Rabbula,
Stephen bar Zudhaile, Syriac Literature, and Theo-
dore of Mopsuestia.
BiBuooBAPHT : For sources the first place is t&ken by C8C0.
Other sources are indicated in the articles (and attached
bibliographies) referred to in the text. Eng. transla. of
various documents are to be found in ANF, vols. viii. and
iz., and in NPNF, 2 ser., xiii. 117 sqq.; W. Cureton, An-
eierU Syriac DoeumenU, London, 1864; Ein Brief Georo9
an den Preabvler Jeaue, au» dem Syriechen, Gotha. 1883;
Thomas of MarK^, The Book of Oovemore; the Hietoria
monaetica, Eng. transl. by E. A. W. Budge, 2 vols., Lon-
don, 1893; Dae Buch der Synhadoe, Germ, transl. by
O. Braun, Stuttgart, 1900; Ifichael the Syrian, " Chronv
iole." ed. J. B. Chabot, Paris, 1900 sqq.; Lettre du eatho-
lieoe Mar-Aba II. a%a membree de Ficole patriarcale, ed.
and transl. J. B. Chabot, Paris. 1896; La Ugende de Mar
Baeeve, ed. and transl. J. B. Chabot, Paris, 1893; Jesus-
dena, La Livre de chaeteli, ed. and transl. by J. B. Chabot.
Paris. 1896; Vie de Jieue-Sabran, icriU par Jieue-Yahb
d^Adiabiine, ed. J. B. Chabot, Paris, 1897; Regula mon-
aeUca ewe. VI. ab Abrahamo et Dadjeeu condita, ed. and
transl. J. B. Chabot, Paris, 1898; The Book of Coneota-
Uone. PaeUnal Epuilea of M&r lahd Yahbh. Syriac text,
with Eng. transl. by P. S. MoncriefT. London, 1904.

For discussion and history consult: F. C. Burkitt, Barly
ChrieHanity outeide the Roman Empire, Cambridge, 1899;
idem, Barly Eastern Christianity, New York and London,
1904; J. B. Chabot, L'JScoU de Niaibe, Paris. 1896; idem.
Pierre VIbirien, Mque de Mayouma, fb. 1896; idem. Vie
de Mar Youeeef /., patriarche dee ChaUUene, fb. 1896;
E. S. A[ppleyard|, Eastern Churches, London, 1850; A.
d'Avril, La ChaldSe chr&icnne, Paris. 1864; C. B. Benni,
Tradition of the Syriac Church of Antioch, London. 1871;
Jaeotntee of Ceylon. By a Missionary Apostolic, Colombo,
1889; R. Duval. Hist. dTEdesse, Paris, 1892; L. Hallier,

in TU, iz. 1 (1892); A. J. Maclean and W. H. Browne,
The Calholicoe of the East and his PeopU, London, 1892:
G. M. Rae, Syrian Church in India, Edinburgh, 1892;
R. Graffin, Pairologia Syriaea, Paris. 1894; O. H. Parry,
Six Months in a Syrian Monastery, London, 1895; J. G.
Gregson, Among the Syrian Christians in Travancore,
London, 1897; idem. The Reformed Syrian Church in Mal-
abar, ib., 1899; P. Perdriset and C. Fossey, Voyage dans
la Syrie du Nord, in Bulletin de correspondance, xxi (1897),
66 sqq.; G. Voiain, L'ApoUinarisme, Louvain, 1901; S.

Jamil, Oenuinm relaiiones inter eedem apostolicam et Assyri-
orum orienialium eeu Chaldaorum eccleaiam, Rome, 1902
(Lat. and Syr.); W. Bauer, Der Apostolos der Syrer, Gies-
sen, 1903; R. H. Conolly, in JTS, vi (1904), 422-439; A.
Hamack. Expansion of Christianity in the First Three Cen-
turies, 2d ed.. 2 vols., London and New York. 1908; H.
Labourt, De Timotheo I., Nestorianorum patriarcha (7t8-
8t3),PAxiB, 1904; W. A. Shedd. Islam and the Oriental

Churches; their historical ReUUions, Philadelphia, 1904; I.

Silbemagl, Verfassung und gegentpArtiger Bestand sAmmt'
licher Kirchen des Orients, Regensburg, 1904; J. R. Harris,
The Cult of the Heavenly Twins, chaps, zii.-xiv., Cam-
bridge, 1906; E. Buonajuti, Ludan of Samosata and the

Asiatic and Syriac Christianity of his Times, in New York
Review, July. 1906; Bernard GhobaXn al-Ghasiri, Rome et

Vtglise Syrienne MaroniU d^Antioche (617-1631), Beirut,

1906; De L. O'Leary, The Syriac Church and Fathers, Lon-
don, 1909; G. D. Maleoh, Hist, of the Syrian Nation and the

Old EvangeUeal'Apostolic Chur<^ of the East, BfinneapoUs.
1911. Of the highest value is the detailed literature

named under the articles to which attention is called above.

SYRO^HEXAPLAR VERSION. See Bible Ver-
sions, A, I., 1, S 6.

SYROPULUS, Boi-rep'u-luB (SGUROPULUS),
SILVESTER: Historian of the Council of Ferrarar

Florence (q.v.); lived in the first half of the fif-

teenth century. He was one of the five high dig-

nitaries under the patriarch in Constantinople. He
was a passionate adherent of his church and averse

to all Latin tendencies; but circumstances forced

him to take part in the pressing movement for

church union under the leadership of Emperor Jo-

hannes. At the synod he belonged to the party of
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liarcuB Eugenicus of Ephesus, a strictly orthodox
anti-unionurt. Aocordixig to hiB own aooount, he
detested the whole journey, did not expect sucoeaB,

became involved in conflict with the patriarch and
even the emperor, and obstinately refused his as-

sent to the agreement; only the demand and threat

of the emperor induced him to sign, and this he
counted a weakness. After his return to Constan-
tinople his concessions at the synod occasioned bit-

ter attacks. He then retired from his activity and
gave an account of this important experience in a
work bearing perhaps the title as " Recollections of

the Council of Florence." It is of great value as a
source, being the work of a participant in the events.

Though partisan, it reveals a series of relationships

and developments which otherwise would have re-

mained imknown. The author tries to prove that

a real harmony could not be attained, but that the
leading personalities, the pope, Bessarion, the pa-
triarch, and the emperor, together with some other

spokesmen, approached each other more closely until

the uigent position of the Greeks decided the issue.

Syropulus justly calls the result a mfidiating pact,

instead of aunioo.

In 1642 Claudius Serrarius, the learned aaaXot

in Paris, had the work of Syropulus copied from a

codex of the Bibliotheca regia (N. 1247) and sent

the manuscript to Isaak Voesius for publicatioii.

The English minister, Robert Creighton, chaplain at

the court of Charles II. and subsequently bishop

of Bath, was entrusted with the work; he undertook

the publication of the Greek text together with a

Latin translation under the title, Vera hutoria

unumU nan vera inter OrcBcoa et Latinos, eivt Con-

ciUi Florendni exacUseima narratio ffr<Ece ecripta per

Sylveelrum Sgtxrapulum (The Hague, 1660). Unfor-

tunately the edition is incomplete since the whole

of the first book was mifwing in the Paris codex,

but the beginning may perhaps still be supplied

from manuscript. (Phuipp Meteb.)

BnuooBAPBT: L. AlUtius, In R. Crtmhtom apparahm
, , , ad Matariam ameUii FlortnHnt, pari L, Rome, 166S,

abo 1S74; Fabrioiw-Haries, Bibluitktea Gnwca, zL 711,

Hambots, 1808; Hefele. ConeQien^etehichU, vcH. ru. pss-

im; Idem, in TQ, acxix (1847); O. T. Frommaim, Kr^
%teh« Bmirdot Mur OeaehiehU dtr Floremtintr Kirthauuug'

fMo, Halle, 1872; A. C. Demetraoopuloe, Grmcia ortkodan,

p. 100, Leipaie, 1872; KL, yd. 1164-66.

SZBOBDIHinS. See Ku, SnPHANua

TABBRNACLB: The term used in the Ifiddle

Ages for the outer vessel in which the host is

preserved, the inner being named the psrx (see Vxs-
SELB, Sacred). The word also designates the

baldaquin above the altar, and the dborium (see

AlA-AR, II., 1, 1 1).

TABBRHACLB COHHECTIOll. See MarHODisn,
I., 2.

TABBRHACLB, THB MOSAIC.
Hie Tent (f 1).

The Curtains (f 2).

The Interior and its Fomiahing (| 8).

The Court and its Fumiahinc (f 4).

Historicity of the Account (f 6).

Conclusion; Later Histoiy (f 6).

" labemacle ** is the term used in the English

versions of the Biblical account of the exodus to

name the structure serving in the wilderness wan-
derings as the dwelling-place of Qod, to which the
people assembled. It represents several Hebrew
phrases

—

*ohd mo'edh, 'ohd Ha'edhuth, mishkan,
miehhan ha*edhuthf which, translated literally, mean
" tent of meeting," " tent of testimony," but it is

not to be taken as a place in which men met. In
structure it was a temple in the form of a tent.

The tent itself consisted of a wooden structure of

acacia boards covered with curtains. Tlie boards
were forty-eight in nimiber, each one ten cubits

long and one and a half wide. They
X. The were distributed in such a way that
Tent there were twenty boards each on the

north side and the south side, eight

boards at the west or rear; the front, on the east,

remained open. Inasmuch as the boards were
closely joined to make a real wall, the length of tibe

structure was thirty cubits, the widUi twelve
cubits, and the height, corresponding to the length

of the boards, ten eabits. Tlie boards were con-

nected with each other and with the floor by taioos

and sockets. The sockets were of silver, and each

board had two such sockets, i.e., probably holes into

which the tenons were put. T^ rear wall had, be-

sides the six boards that were like the others, t«o

comer boards of a different land, but it is not dear

from Ex. xxvi. 24 wherein thdr peculiarity con-

sisted. The boards were fastened together with

five bars for each side that were thrust throujrh

rings of gold; the boards were covered with gold.

as were the bars, which were made of acacia wood.

This wooden structure became a '' tabemsde
'

or " tent " only through the curtains spread over

it (Ex. xxvi. 1 sqq., xxxvi. 8 sqq.) which were so

essential to it that one of them, the byssus curtain,

could be called the tabernacle (xxvi. 1,

a. The 6, etc.). The lowest covering, the so-

Curtains, called byssus curtain, consisted of ten

pieces each twenty-eight cubits long

and four wide, of twined byssus, therefore probably

of white as the ground-color, interwoven with patr

terns of blue, purple, and scarlet cherubim. Five

of these ten pieces were fastened together so as to

make two laige curtains twenty-eight cubits loos

and twenty cubits broad. Each of these curtains

had fifty loops of purple yam through which were

thrust golden taches, fastening the whole into one

covering. Over this curtain, to which the name

" tabernacle " was given, there was spread for its

protection a curtain of goats' hair, called " tent

"

It consisted of eleven pieces, each thirty cubHf

long and four wide, so connected as to make two

curtains, one of five, the other of six of the smaller

pieces. In the larger of these two the sixth ^ksh

was to be doubled in the forefront of the tabemade.

These were coupled together by the fifty loops os
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the edge of each curtain hy means of fifty taches of

brass put through the loops. The curtain hung over
the three sides of the tabernacle. This curtain of

goats' hair was protected by a covering of rams'

skins dyed red, and this again by a covering of

tahash skins. Taiash probably denotes the searcow

which frequents the Red Sea, the sldn of which
furnishes a strong leather.

The interior was divided into the holy place and
the most holy place by means of a " veil " (Ex.

xxvi. 31 sqq., xzxvi. 35 sqq.) The veil was of the

same material as the b3ra8us curtain and hung on
four gilded pillars of acacia wood with

3. The silver sockets. It was adorned with
Interior patterns of cherubim and was fastened

and hs on the pillars with golden nails.

Fumishmg. Behind the veU was the most holy

place, a cube of ten cubits, containing

only the ark (see Ark of the Covbnant). On the

Bide of the veil toward the entrance was the holy

place, ten cubits wide and high and twenty cubits

lon^. It contained the table of showbread, the

candlestick, and the altar of incense. On the north
side of the holy place stood the table of showbread
(EIx. zxv. 23 sqq.), made of acacia wood, overlaid

with gold, two cubits long, one broad, and one and a
half high. Round about the table was an ornament
in the form of a wreath, likewise a border extending
around the table connecting its four feet; this also

was adorned with a wreath. The account does not
show how these were fastened. The enclosing

border had rings of gold through which staves were
thrust to carry the table. On the table were dishes,

spoons, and bowls of gold. On the opposite side

of the holy place, opposite the table, stood the

candlestick (Ex. xxv. 31 sqq., xxxvii. 17 sqq.). It

was beaten work, of pure gold throughout. From
the stem or centoal stock proceeded six branches,

three on each side, each one of which ended in a
bowl made like an almond, each bowl having a
knob and a flower; the stem had four such bowls.

Each of the three lower knobs of the stem was under
a pair of side branches. While the Biblical descrip-

tion does not assert that the branches and stem
were in one plane, Jewish tradition makes that to be
the case. According to Ex. xxvii. 20 sqq; Lev. xxiv.

1 sqq., the lamps were to bum the whole night.

This is presupposed also by the story of Samuel,

I Sam. iii. 3. But according to Joeephus (Ant., III.,

viii. 3) three of the lamps burned also in the da3rtime.

From I Sam. iii. 3 it is not improbable that in the

law the older idea and custom are reflected; but as

in private houses lights were burned day and night,

it roBy be assumed that in the course of time the

custom of private houses was transferred to the

sanctuary. Various symbolical meanings were at-

tached to the candlestick. The ancients recognised

in it a 83rmbolical representation of the seven planets

(Joeephus, War, V., v. 6; ArU,, III., vi. 7, vii. 7).

Philo interpreted the middle lamp, also the cen-

tral stem, as representing the sun. Its resemblance

to a conventionalised tree is evident, while the con-

nection with light is, of course, on the surface

(cf. Pb. xxxvi. 10).

Around the tabernacle extended a spacious court

(Ebc. JEXvii. 9 sqq., xxxviii. 10 sqq.), exactly as in

temples the shrine proper is surrounded by a court-

yard for the congregation as it sacrificed and cele-

brated. The courtwas a hundred cubits

4. The long and fifty wide; and instead of

Court walls there was a portable barrier con-
and its sisting of sixty pillars, placed at

Furnishing, intervals of five cubits, on which were
hung byssus curtains. The most im-

portant piece of furnishing in the coiirt was the
altar, generally known as the altar of burnt offering,

a portable object, thus in accordance with the de-

sign of the whole sanctuary. It was five cubits

long, five broad, and three high, and had horns on
its four comers; it was of wood covered with brass.

The utensils which went with it, such as pans,

shovels, etc., were of brass. For half its height the

altar was surrounded with a network of brass, un-
doubtedly to protect it from desecration. On the

four comers of the network there were fastened

rings by the aid of which the altar could be trans-

ported on staves. Beside the altar there is men-
tioned in Ex. XXX. 17 sqq. also a laver of brass in

which the priests used to cleanse themselves when
they entered the sanctuary.

"niere is no reason to doubt the authenticity, in

its essential points, of the tradition respecting the

tabernacle as it is recorded in Ex. xxxiii. 7 sqq.

According to this accoimt, Moses pitched the taber-

nacle without the camp and called it

5. Histor- the tabernacle of the congregation.

icity of the Whenever one desired a revelation

Account from Yahweh he went out to the tab-

ernacle; for there " the Lord spake

unto Moses face to face, as a man speaketh unto
his friend." It would naturally be expected here

that mention would be made of the ark, since the

tent was merely a covering or protection for some
object within (cf. II Sam. vi. 17). While there is

no reason to doubt the existence of a Mosaic tab-

ernacle, it is another question whether it is iden-

tical with the tabernacle described in Ex. xxv.

sqq. In the first place it is to .be mentioned that

the account (by E) in Ex. xxxiii. 7 sqq. regards the

tent as outside of the camp, not, as is the case with

the tabernacle of Ex. xxv. sqq., in the midst. The
older tradition of E evidently gives an idea of the

Mosaic tent other than that afforded by the later

tradition of P; the historical Mosaic tent, therefore,

was of another kind than that of the narrative of

P. After this fact is made evident, the account of P
will appear in a different light. The great amount
of precious materials and metals in possession of a

migrating people in the desert, the artistic execu-

tion of all these objects there, the difficulties of

transportation, and the like, have been cited to

show the historical improbability of the account in

Ex. xxv. sqq. Many of these objections may be

answered as not pertinent, but even were all diffi-

culties of this kind solved, there would still remain

the fact mentioned that the Mosaic tabernacle of

the older tradition is quite different from that of

Ex. xxv. sqq. How then did the account of Ex.

xxv. sqq. originate or how did it pass into tradition if

according to genuine Biblical tradition it does not

assume to be the historical Mosaic tabernacle? In

the first place itmay be said that, if this tabernacle is
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not the historical tabernacle, it must owe its origin

to the idea of a later time; the account of P tells

how, at a later time, the Mosaic tabernacle was
conceived. If the description of the temple of

Solomon be compared with that of the tabernacle of

Ex. zzv. sqq., it appears that the tabernacle is

rather the temple of Solomon in a portable con-

dition. It is the prototype of the temple of Solomon
transplanted into the wilderness. People of the

later time who knew the temple of Solomon could

not imagine the divine service of Israel without it

(or its equivalent) . That the tabernacle of Ex. xxv.

sqq. was imagined after the model of the temple

and not vice versa appears from the fact that oei^

tain peculiarities of the tabernacle are explicable

only as being transferred from the temple, where
they had a proper place, to the tabernacle in a

form adaptable for use in the desert and in the

portable sanctuary, and were even estranged from
their proper purpose. To mention only one in-

stance, the stately altar, as required for the burnt

offerings of the temple, had to be either of stone or

of brass; the altar of the tabernacle of Ex. xxv.

sqq., however, was a wooden structure with a cover-

ing of brass. Such an altar had the one quality

which was required for the Mosaic tabernacle, port-

ability; but it lacked every other quality of an
altar in the proper sense. It was unusable for the

sacrifices for which it was assumably intended,

especially of whole oxen. There can be no doubt
that such an altar did not exist; it is not the original

of that other altar, but an imaginary idea proceed-

ing from it. Portable altars, indeed, are well known
to history; but the altar in question was intended

for the great burnt offerings of the Mosaic cultus.

The conclusion is warranted that a " tabernacle
"

as a protection for the ark existed in eariy times,

but tiiat the description of it in Ex. xxv. sqq. con-

tains little of a historical character. Since David
according to II Sam. vi. 17 erected a

6. Conchi- tent for the ark, it is evident that in

tion; Later his time the old tabernacle no longer

History, existed. It may, therefore, be sup-

posed that it had been lost or des-

troyed at the time of the capture of the ark, if

in that time it still existed, i.e., in the time of Eli.

But this seems to be contradicted by the fact that

the place of the ark in Shiloh during Samuel's

youth (I Sam. i. 7, 9, iii. 3) is called " house " (not
" tent ") and even " temple " while in I Sam. iii.

16, i. its " doors " and poets are mentioned. It

is, therefore, to be assumed that at that time there

existed a permanent structure. There remains

then only the notice of Josh, xviii. 1, which relates

that the Mosaic tabernacle was erected in Shiloh.

What is related here of the Mosaic tabernacle is

made probable by the fact that Shiloh was for a
long time the place of the ark. The old tabernacle

may have been preserved for a time, but in the

course of time was replaced by a more solid struc-

ture. See Hexateuch, { 14. (R. Kittbl.)

Bibuoobapbt: The earlier Utentture may be regarded as
having but hiBtorieal interest. Consult the oommen-
taries on the principal passages cited in the text, many
of which wftnt^ln excuTBuseB on the subject; especially

important is much of the critical and conservative litem-

tore cited under HaXATEUCH, since the two schools are

at variaaoe ooneeming the historicity of the Biblical »
count. Further material is in F. Friedzieh, Symbolik der

momtUehen StiftMhUtte, Leipsic, 1841; Kamphansen. m
TSK, 185S, pp. 97 sqq., 1850, pp. 110 sqq.; W. Nec-

mann. IHe StifUhatU in Wort %md BUd, Gotha. 1861:

J. Popper, Der Mbliaehs Beriehi aber die SHfUkiUU, Ldp-

sic, 1802; R. Newton. The Jewiah Tabemaele amd tb

Furniture in their Typical Teachinge, New YoriL, 1S«3;

K. H. Graf. Die o^^chichUiehe BUeher dee A, T.. pp. 51

sqq., Leipsic, 18M; C. J. Riggenbach. Die momiteki

StiftehHtU, Basel. 1867; K. C. W. F. Bahr. Symbolik da
wtoeaieehen KuUue, vol. i., Heiddbeig, 1874; E. £. At-

water, ffMl. and Siomfieanee of the Sacred TobermacU of

the HArewe, New YoHl, 1875; H. Ewald. Aniiqvitia of

lerad, pp. 317-333, Boston, 1876; A. E. Webb, The Tab-

emaele and the Temple, London, 1882; J. E. Hawkins,

Leeturee on the Tabernacle, ib. 1883; J. Ritchie. Tht Tdt-

emacU in the Wildemeee, ib. 1884; F. Whitfield, The Tob-

emade, ib. 1884; J. J. Chase, The Jewieh Tabemadt. Cia-

cinnati, 1884; J. Wdlhausen, ProUgomena. 6th ed.. Ber-

lin, 1905; Eng. transl. of eariier edition, pp. 38 sqq., Edin-

burgh, 1885; T. O. Paine, Solomon'e Temple . . . , and

Tdbemade, Boston, 1886; D. A. RandaU, Ham-MiMca^
The Wonderful Tent, Cincinnati, 1886; J. F. K. Knl
Manual of Biblieal Arehaolooy, 2 vols., Edinbuigh. 1887-

1888; B. F. Westoott, EpielU to the Htbrew9, pp. 233 sqq.

London, 1880; C. Schick, Die SUfttkfiUe der Ttmpd »
Jeruealem, Beriin. 1896; A. H. Elostermann, ta KKZ.
viii. (1897); H. Ralnsford. The TabemaeU in the ITk-

demeee, London. 1897; R. L. Ottley, Aepede of the 0. T^

pp. 261 sqq., ib. 1897; W. Brown, The Tabemaele and itt

Prieete and Sereieee, 6th ed., London, 1899; J. Adami
The Moeaie Tabemade, Edmbuigh, 1900; W. & Caldecott,

The TehemacU, iU Hiel. and Structure, ib. 1904: B. Jacob.

Der PetUaleuch, pp. 134-346, Leipsic 1905; H. DibeUw.X)w
Lade JoAms, G5ttingen, 1906; H. Gunkel, Die Lade #u

ThroneiU, Heidelberg. 1M6; K. Budde, m T8K, 1906. pp
589-607; Bensinger, Arehdalogie, pp. 336-339; Novack.

Arehdoloffie, vol. ii.; Driver, Introduction, pp. 128. ISi.

DB, iv. 653-688 (elaborete); SB, iv. 4861-75; JE, xi

653-656.

TABBRHACLES, FBAST OF: A festival of the

Hebrews, known in the Old Testament also as the

" feast of ingathering " (Ex. xziii. 16) and more

simply as " the feast " (I Kings viii. 2), or " the

feast of Yahweh " (Lev. xxiii. 39); it is mentioned

also in the New Testament and in II Mace. x. 6.

For the historical development see Feasts an?

FBsnvAia, I. It was one of the chief festivals of

the Hebrews, and in the oodes it is coordinated with

the two other great feasts and connected with thp

harvest. In the latter connection it was the festivai

of thanks for the yield of the earth (Ex. xxiii. 16;

Deut. xvi. 13), in early times celebrated at some

sanctuary (I Bam. i. 3). The corresponding Canaan-

itic feast appears in Judges ix. 27, the first mention

of it as Israelitic is Judges xxi. 19 sqq. as a yeariy

celebration at Shiloh. In the eariy r^al period it

seems to have taken place in the eighth month,

though Solomon is said to have connected it inith

the seventh month (I Kings viii. 2, cf. vi. 3$) and

with the consecration of the Temple. The eariiest

laws prescribe no definite time, Ex. xxiii. 16 givioc

simply autunm. Deuteronomy requires its cele-

bration at the central sanctuary for a period of

seven dasrs (cf. I Kings viii. 66). The Deuteronomie

regulations are expanded in Lev. xxiii. and the

manner of the feast prescribed (the prescriptioo a.^

to date is by a later hand). It was to continue seven

dajTB, on the first of which the partidpanta were to

take boughs of trees (to make booths) and were to

dwell in the booths during the feast. Tbe text

enacts that only Israelites shall participate; but

Bertholet shows that the reading is probably a
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late refinement. The regulations suit an agricul-

tural, not a nomadic, environment, and point to an
original feast celebrated in vineyards and gardens,

in accordance with the modem Palestinian custom.
After Deuteronomy had made the festival

universal, to be kept at the Temple, a definite da-

ting became necessary, and such fixation appears

first in Esekiel (xlv. 25) for the fifteenth day of the

seventh month of the later reckoning, where the

offerings are also prescribed. The final step ap-

pears in Lev. xxiii. and the date is that of Esekdel,

but an additional day was added to the duration,

each day having its offering, while the first and eighth

days were marked by convocations of the people and
abstinence from labor. The method of the first

celebration after the promulgation of the new law
is described in Neh. viii. 14 sqq., the booths being

erected on the roofs, in the temple coiirt and private

courts, and in the streets. The Chronicler depends
upon this latest code, and consequently ascribes

to Solomon a celebration lasting eight dasrs in the

seventh month (II Chron. vii. 8 sqq., cf. I Kings viii.

66). The importance of the festival for post-exilic

times is indicated by Zech. xiv. 16 sqq., where
not to attend yearly is regarded as a grievous sin.

The interest in the festival is shown in the develop-

ment of attendant customs (cf. II Mace. x. 7;

Josephus, ArU., III., x. 4, XIII., xiii. 5; Mishnaf
tract Sukkah), tending to greater minuteness in

details. Thus prescription was given as to the land
of branches to be carried in the right and in the left

hand, the altar of burnt offering was to be encircled

once daily and seven times on the seventh day, and
a special libation of water was made. A high point

was reached in the night between the first and the

second day. The priests and Levites erected in the

front coiirt of the women a double gallery for the

spectators. In the middle of the front court was
placed a great candlestick with four golden cups to

serve as lamps, and then a torch dance took place

while the Levites sang psalms, this continuing till

first cock-crowing, when two priests stationed at

Nicanor's gate gave on the trumpet the signal to

cease. The Psalms sung at the feast were xxix.,

1. 16 sqq., xciv. 16 sqq., and 8 sqq., Ixxxi. 7 sqq.,

Ixxxii. 5 sqq., Ixv., cxiii.-cxviii. (F. Buhl.)

Bibuoorafbt: The Bible Diotionaries; JB, zi. 666-^2;
C. F. Kent, Student's Old Teetament, vol. iv.. New York,
1907; and the full literature under FnAsra and FamrALS.

TABLE OF THE NATIONS.

Litenuy Analyais (f 1).

The J Sonne (f 2).

Character of the J Narrative (f 3).

Japheth in the Narrative of P (| 4).

Gush in P (f 5).

The Sons of Cush (f 6).

Shem (f 7).

General Beview (S 8).

The chapter containing the so-called " Table of

the Nations," Gen. x., is composed of two parts

which go back to the documents J and P. To the

latter belong verses la, 2-7, 20, 22, 23, 31, 32, tho

chief divisions of which are marked by the formulas:
'' the sons of Japheth are. . .," "... of Ham,"
''

. . . of Shem "; with similar formulas for the

subdivisions; while the close of each division is

marked by the formula: "these are the sons of . . .,

after their families, after their tongues/' etc., with
a variation for the end of the whole in verse 32.

This fonus the basis of the exposition

X. Literary by the redactor; the pieces from J are

Analysis, interwoven. But other materials are

clearly intruded, as where verse 9
breaks the thread between 8 and 10 to complete
the picture of Nimrod. So verse 24 gives a different

account of Eber from that in 21 and 26 sqq.; in

the former he is great-grandson of Shem, in the latter

he is the son. llie remainder of the chapter belongs

to J.

The material taken from J in verses 8-20, dealing

with Ham, diverges in form from P in that the items
are not bound together with the word " son," which

has in Hebrew a wider sense than in

a. The English, but by the expression "he
J Source, b^t " or the passive " werebom." J

derives Babel and Asshur from Cush,

while P in 22 derives Asshur from Shem. This

difference has been ascribed to an error of the redac-

tor, who equated the Ktuahu of the cuneiform in-

scriptions with the African Cushites (see Assyria,
VI., 2, S 1; Babylonia, VI., 6). A better explana-

tion is that which makes J refer Cush here to the
Arabian district of that name (see Cush and Nim-
rod). Verses 13-14 differ in form from verse 8; the

latter uses the singular, the former the pluial, a
fact explained by Gunkel as due to the fact that
13-14 are later parts of the document J. Among
the seven sons of Egypt (Bfisraim) Lud (singular of

Ludim) is mentioned in Esek. xxvii. 10, xxx. 5;

Isa. Ixvi. 10; Jer. xlvi. 9, and is to be regarded as a
people who were neighbors to Egypt; the same is

true of the Anamim. The Pathrusim were no
doubt the inhabitants of Pathros (Isa. xi. 11; Jer.

xliv. 1, 15; Ezek. xxx. 14), especially of Upper
Egypt; the Egyptian pator^es means southland.

Erman suspects that for " Naphtuhim " the text

should read " Pathmahim," which corresponds to

Pathrusim and means " northland." Nothing is

known of a people corresponding to the Craaluhim;

but the Caphtorim are generally connected with
Crete. Verses 15-19 deal with Canaan. Comparison
of verses 8 and 15 show that the redactor united

passages in which different magnitudes were com-
prehended : (^ish is the name of a people and a land;

Nimrod is the name of a legendary person; Canaan,
of a land; Sidon, of a city; Heth, of a people (see

Canaan; Phenicia; and Hittites). Verses 16-

18a are a later insertion, aiming to enumerate the

Canaanites more completely (see Amorites; Jebub,
Jebusites; Canaan; and Phenicia for treatment
of the peoples named). The Hamathites were
inhabitants of the city and kingdom of Hamath
on the Orontes (see Syria). Verses 18b-10 deal

with the spread of the Canaanites southward to

Gerar, and are a later part of the J source. The
completest selection from J is found in verses 21-

30; Shem is designated as the father of all the
children of Eber, and this last name has here a
wide connotation, covering not only the line of

Peleg which leads to Abraham, but idso the line of

Joktan. The name Eber may be connected with
the expression 'ebher hannahaTf " beyond the river/'

of Isa. vii. 20, the land beyond the Euphrates^
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regarded m the home of the Isnelitic branch of the

H^rewB in the Old Testament. For Pdeg the best

assonance la found in the place-name PhaJga at the

confluence of the Chabor with the Euphrates; the

tiarrator makes a word-play on the name with the

meaning " divide " (ef. Qen. zi. 1-9), but does not
carry his line further, because in later passages the

development is followed out (cf. Qen. zi. 10 sqq., zii.

aqq.)» ftnd the Moabitee and Ammonites, Arameans
Ketureans, Tshmaelites, and Edomites are touched
on in later chapters. In verses 26-20 the descend-

ants of Joktan are named, and thirteen South
Arabian stocks are given, though probably originally

there were but twelve. Little is known of the

settlement of the individual areas of the different

tribes.

This review of the data derived from J shows
that it is nowhere complete. The transition is

lacking from Shem to Eber (verse 21 sqq.), and noth-

ing is said of Japheth. Poesibly the beginning of the

table of J is to be found in iz. 18-19 and
3« Character z. lb, where is found the same order-

of the J ing of the brethren as in. P (z. 1), and
Hamtive. z. 21 shows that Japheth follows Shem.

It i^pears that the order "Shem,
Ham, J^heth " is late. The older J thinks of aU
mankind as springing from one family, that of

Noah, who stands at tiie head of the new race after

the flood,and so divides the whole into three branches

derived from the three sons. But according to

Gen. iz. 20-27 Noah was the original settler in

Canaan, the founder there of agric^ture and viti-

culture, while his sons represented the inhabitants

of that region. Tlie difference can not now be ez-

plained. The representation in the " table of the

nations" does not have the usual purpoee, vis.,

to trace the relationship of nations by speech and
descent. J was concerned with the Hebrew races

in thdr widest eztent and with the South Arabian
stocks. Tlie mention of Ham raises great difficul-

ties. But it is not to be understood that the author

brings together not only the £^Qrptians and neigh-

boring peoples, but also Canaan, the Hittites, and
even the Assyrian-Babylonians with Cush all under
Ham under the relationship of blood and of speech;

rather it is political and geographical relationships

that influence him. He counts Israel as belonging

to Shem, the Canaanites to Ham, although Imel
spoke the speech of Canaan. If Cush (verse 8) be-

longs to SouUi Arabia, it may be that Uie matter of

verses 26-29 was derived from a tradition of early

wanderings no longer in ezistence. Ham in the

Old Testament is used for E!gypt (Pa. Izzviii. 51,

cv. 23, 27, cvi. 22); the word may correspond to

the native name for the land, Asam^, Coptic ibeim,

khemi. Tlie purpose of the narrative is ethno-

graphic—^to give a review of the peoples in the
little worid of the author; but the material em-
ployed is not all of a kind; names of persons, cities,

and peoples are commingled. The material dates
from a time when Assyria and Babylon were known,
when Asssrria was the ruling power and had not
gone down under the Medes and Babylonians. The
moet important people in Canaan were the Pheni-
cians, while the Hittites had still importance for

Palestine, and their cities were not yet overcome

by the Assyrians. Hie knowledge of the South

^jabians is a consequence of the commerce under

Solomon, a relation which was broken ofT when

the Edomites got their freedom, c. 845. The age

of this source, therefore, can not be lower than the

eighth century, with psjts still older.

Concerning Japheth the redactor used materul

only from P, poesibly because the data of J no longer

suited the situation. Japheth had seven sons. Of

these Qomer corresponds to the Cimmerians of the

Odyaeey (zi. 14) and Herodotus (iv.

4. Japheth 11-12), the Gimir of the Assymn in-

in the scriptions, dwelling to the noith of the

Hamtive Black Sea and west of the Don, who

of P. migrated in the eighth centuiy to

Thnce, thence with Thracian tribes to

Asia Minor e. 709 B.C., where about 650 they came

into conflict with the Lydians and were driven Uck

to the highland of the Halys. To Gomer are aasigsed

three sons, Ashkenas, Riphath, and TogarmaL

Ashkenas has been taken to mean the Phrygun

Ascanians; but Winckler (AUorientaluche Fan/^

unnen, i. 484 sqq., Leipsic, 1893) would read Aahkuz

instead of Ashkoias, and see in them the Scythians,

designated in the cuneiform documents Ashkuia.

This is a poesibility, but the mistake in writing is

hardly a probability. In Jer. li. 27 Ashchenas is

named in an Armenian environment, or on the up-

per Euphrates and about the Arazes. Bochart

and Lagarde look for Riphath in the Ribantians

on the River Ribas in Bithynia not far from the

Bosporus, while Joeephus equates them with the

Paphlagonians. Togarmah (cf. Esek. zzvii. 14,

zzzviii. 6) is by scholars brought into connection

with the Armenians, who once stretched down into

the Taurus and Antitaurus, who derived their

descent from Haik, son of Thozgom. The locus

indicated for Gomer and his sons is, therefore,

chiefly in the neighborhood of Cappadocia and

Armenia. The second son of Japheth, Magog, is

first mentioned in Esek. zzziz. 6 in close connection

with Gog (see Goo ANO Magog). For the third son

of Japh^, Madai, see Medo-Pebbia. Javan (q.v.)

designates the Greeks in general (cf. verse 5),

though in Esek. zzvii. 13; Isa. bcvi. 19, Javan ap-

pears along with Tubal and Meshech, cf. verse 4,

where the sons of Javan are Kliahah, Tanhiah,

Kitttm, and Dodanim (q.v.). The Kittim were

originally the inhabitants of the city Otium in

Cyprus, then, generally, of Cyprus. Tarshish, the

Greek-Roman Tartessus, was the Andalusian plam

on both sides of Guadalquivir in Spain; EUsha is

either Carthage or Sicily. Since these four names

(of verse 4) stood originally in connection with the

Phenicians, their arrangement under Javan is >

surprise, to be ezplained by the consideratioiu

however, that the ezpression " son " does not nece-

sarily ezpress derivation, but rather a relationahip 0^

influence, whether through cult, politics, or com-

merce. Hence for P what once was Phenidan is sot

Greek, the latter having gained the hegemony of the

Mediterranean Sea after about 700 e.g., Gariha^

alone remaining distinctly Phenician. Tubal and

Meshech (verse 2) are in the Old Testament often

named together (Esek. zzvii. 13, zzzii. 26, etcJ-

The former (Assyr. TabaH) are the Tibarem, and
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MeBhech (Aasyr. Mushki) are the Moaehi of Herod-
otus (III-i xdv., Vn., Ixxyiii.)f according to As-
syrian data of the ninth century north of Cilicia; He-
rodotus places the Moechi between the upper Phasis

and Kyros, the Tibareni east of Thermodon in the

later kingdom of Pontus. Either the Asayrians or

the Cimmerians drove them from their old settle-

ments. For Tiras one would look somewhere in

the neighborhood of Tubal and Meshech; the Tyr-
rheni seem to be too far to the west. The peoples

named in verses 2-5a are all assigned to Japheth,

and dwell northward from the Taurus, eastward

as far as Media, westward to the isles and coasts

of the Mediterranean, with the exception of Crete

(see above). The Persians do not appear—are they
included under the Medes? A satisfactory explana-

tion of the name Japheth has not yet been given.

Under Ham P first names Cush (q.v.). By this

name the Old Testament usually means the land

and people south of Egypt. Originally the Cushites

dwelt in the land rich in gold east of the Nile; later,

Syene was their northern boimdaiy. They were
usually despised by the Egjrptians, who under the

twelfth dynasty subdued Uieir northern tribes,

while in the new kingdom their land

5. Cnsh in was an Egyptian province. By 1000

P. B.C. the land was lost to £^arpt, and in

the eighth century the Cushite or

Ethiopian kings subjected Egypt. Thdr chief city

was Napata, the present Merawi between the third

and foiuth cataracts, and their culture was Egyp-
tian. The So of n Kings xvii. 4 has been identified

with Shabako of the twenty-fifth dynasty (Ethio-

pian); Winckler understands rather Sib'i (Shabi),

the general of Pir'u, king of Mu^ in northwestern

Arabia (see Abstbia, VI., 3, { 10, and 2, { 1). An-
other king of this dynasty is mentioned in II Kings
xix. 9. Several prophecies of Isaiah (xix., xxx. 1-5,

xzxi. 1-3) relate to this people, whose rule over

Egypt was broken by the campaigns of Esarhad-

don and Asshurbanipal (see Assyria, VI., 3, {{ 13-

14). Probably the campaign of the Persian Cam-
byses (see Medo-Pxbbia) resulted in the fall of

Merawi and the assumption of Meroe as the capital

of the Cushites under a priesthood which fell at the

b^inning of the third century. The queen mother
was the real power and had the title Candace (cf

.

Acts viii. 27 sqq.).

To Cush P gives five sons and two grandsons,

among them ]£kvilah and Seba, whom J assigns to

Joktan (verses 2&-29). Seba was frequently iden-

tified with Meroe (Josephus, ArU., I., vi. 2), though
Meroe is never called by this name.

6. The Strabo (XVI., iv. 8) and Ptolenueus

Sons of (TV., vii. 7-8) knew of a seaport Saba,

Gush. near the present Massowa, which may
have its name from a Cushite tribe

of that name, living between the Nile and the sea.

Havilah wss probably a considerable territory in

South Arabia, is named with Ophir (q.v.) in verse

20; in the course of the centuries it had various

tribes as its inhabitants and consequently is in

verse 29 reckoned to Joktan and in verse 7 to Cush;

in (3en« xxv. 8 it seems to indicate a region in north-

em Arabia, and the name is known in both the

northern and the southern part of the Arabia of

to-day. Whether it had any connection with the

kolpo8 Ayalitea and the Abalitai on the African

coast near the straits of Bab al-Mandeb named by
Ptolemaeus and Pliny can not be made out. Glaser

connects Sabtah (verse 7) with the city Saphtha
named by Ptolenueus (VI., vii. 30) not far from the
western coast of ihe Persian Gulf; othera think

of the old Arabian city Sabbatha or Sabota, the

central point for the commeree in spices. Nothing
certain is known of Sabtecha. Raamah has been
newly found on Sabsan inscriptions as a place-

name within the region of the early Minieans

north of Maiyab. Sheba, one of the sons of Raamah,
is no doubt the people often mentioned in the

Old Testament and in early writers as the Sabseans,

who dwelt in Southwest Arabia and were con-

nected always with gold and incense material

(Isa. Ix. 6) and with the commerce from India;

their chief city, Sheba or Maiyab, lay three dajTs'

journey from San'a, and numerous inscriptions

show that their speech was Semitic. Little is known
of their history; they rendered tribute to Tiglath-

Pileser III., and Sargon the Assyrian. Of the ex-

tent of their territory and their relations to the

Minaeans almost nothing is certain. The fact that

in the Old Testament they are now reckoned to

Cush, now to Shem, and then to Joktan the son of

Ketiurah (Gen. xxv. 3), is not to be construed as

meaning three separate stocks, but simply as imr

plying change of settlement and of relationships,

and that alongside the settled Sabaeans there were
those who lived a nomadic life and that groups

broke away and led a separate existence. Dedan
appeare (Jer. xUx. 8; Ezek. xxv. 13) as being on
the southern border of Edom; the present writer

may have had in mind a part which wandered to

the south and came into relations with the Sabseans.

The arrangement of the districts named under

Cush in verse 7 shows that the writer did not limit

Cush to Africa but extended it to the west coast of

Arabia, whose inhabitants had connections with

the regions of the Upper Nile, and he was not

governed by the matter of language, since he in-

cluded Sheba. The arrangement of Sheba as a son

of Ramaah proves that he dealt with a late period.

The Phut of verse 6 refera to the land of Punt,

designating the coast east of the Nile and north of

the region of the Cushites and the region opposite in

Arabia. The connecting of Canaan with Cush,

Egypt, and Phut again shows that the matter of

language did not control the narrator. Ham meant
for him the people on the southern Nile and the

adjacent coast of the Red Sea; why Canaan is

brought in here is not clear, but perhaps it was the

opposition between Israel and Canaan and also that

the center of Phenician power in his time was trans-

ferred from the Phenician to the African coast at

Carthage. With this J in verses 15-10 hardly agrees.

If the division " Shem, Ham (instead of Canaan),

and Japheth " issued first from P, the use of earlier

pieces necessarily involved dissimilarity and con-

tradiction. The relations of Cuah imply the twenty-

fifth dynasty; were earlier data used, or were there

migrations to us imknown?
The data of P concerning Shem are in verses

22-23. For ESam and Asshur see Elam; and A»-
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8TBIA. Sinoe Bochait Arphazad has been identified

with the district of Arrhapachitis of PtolemaeuB

(VI., i. 2) on the Upper Zab, the Annenian Aghbak
and Kurdish Albak. But the last

7. Shem. consonants remain unexplained by
this name, and the identification has

by many been given up; Cbeyne and Jensen com-
pound the word of 'rpd and kid, the first part being

(Cheyne and Winckler) the Assyrian city and prov-

ince of Arabha west of Elam and between the Tigris

and the Median mpuntains; Jensen retains the early

explanation. Hommel explains the name as

equivalent to " Ur of the Chaldees " in Qen. xi. 28.

Lud is generally accepted as the Lydians of Asia

Minor, who were subjected by the Persians under

Cyrus in 646 B.C. Here again is shown the fact that

language does not govern the arrangement^ since

the Lydians did not use a Semitic language. If

language were considered, Elam and Lud would not

be found among the Semitic peoples. An east-to-

west arrangement of lands and peoples does not

appear if verse 23 is taken into account. With
Elam and Lud the Hebrews were not acquainted

till late, with Lud probably not till the conquest

by the Persians in the sixth century. Lud may be

a portion of the Persian kingdom, and the govern-

ing consideration here may be political relations.

That the regions and stocks known to eariy Israel

are not named here may be due to the lateness of

the author, the older groups of the Arameans
having been lost. The name Shem is often brought

into connection with the Hebrew Shentf " name,"
** repute," and explained as an abbreviation for

Bene Shem, "noble race." Others prefer the

meaning " high," as deriving the race from a

heaven-god or as referring to the lofty home-
land of Semites. Yet none of these is entirely

satisfactory.

The field of vision of P is quite extensive; it

reaches in the north the sources of the Euphntes
and the Black Sm, in the west the Straits of Gibral-

tar, in the south the present Nubia and South

Arabia, and in the east Elam and Media. J shows

exact geographical knowledge of South Arabia.

The larger horison of P speaks in gen-

8. General eral for the later date of that document.

Review, though use of older sources is not

excluded. Verses 20 and 31 are clear

in their expression of the fact that the editor has

united under his three groups not only diverse

stocks, lands, and peoples, but also diverse lan-

guages; consequently the basis of division is not to

be sought in linguistic relationship or in diversity of

ethnical relationship. While the modem distinc-

tion into Semitic and Hamitic languages goes back

to this chapter, there is a similar product of com-
parative lini^uistics which does not derive its

standards from antiquity. The proposition has

been advanced that a geographical view-point gov-

erned the writer, that Japheth represents the peoples

of the north. Ham those of the south, and Shem
those between; but in that case why are Elishah

and Tarshish under Japheth, Canaan under Ham,
the distant Lud under Shem? Moreover, J would

not have put the South Arabian tribes under Shem
if he had seen in the Semites the peoples of the mid-

dle region. In details and incidentally, geographical

considerations did govern. But it seems forbidden,

if one would understand the arrangement of peoples

and lands, to regard P, Btill more them J, as governed

by historical and political relationships. StrictlT

scientific principles do not appear; the geographical

or the historical view-point is used as one or the

other seems best to P. Hence on political grounds

Lud is placed under Shem, on geographical grounds

the peoples of Asia Minor generally are placed under

Japheth. He may have been goverxied, also, by

reports or legends regarding the derivation of the

nations. We can not follow the learned of eariy

times, because our science and theirs seldom cm-
cide, indeed often conflict. This " table of nations

"

can not be regarded as a complete review of all the

nations known to Israel or of all the peoples of the

worid, although this was the view of Jewish and

Christian scholars who saw in the list seventr

peoples, thirty-four in P and thirty-six in J. But

apart from the artificiality of the number, the most

that could be said is that the redactor who united

the sources had this number in mind, and even that

does not appear probable. For an estimate of the

whole it is essential to keep completely within the

view the analysis of the chapter; and on this a^

count the data of the " table of nations " do not fit

on one chart.

In its present connection the " table " serves as

the bridge from the universal history of mankind

to the history of the patriarchs of Israel. All mea

go back in origin to Noah and Adam (Gen. i. 26,

ix. 6; cf; Job zxxi. 15); but the history of these

people is not that of the salvation which God is pre-

paring for mankind. That salvation begins with the

patriarchs of Israel, through whoee mediation the

blessing is to come upon all peoples (Gen. xiL 2-3).

This connection belongs to P, possibly also to the

compilation of J, but whether to the original J 13

doubtful. (H. GuTHE.)

BnuooKAPHT: The eailiMt inteipretatioDS mie to be foaod
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in intehfifttiehm' Bdeyehtuno, Munich, 1897; J. HaJ^vy.iB

Rems dm Audet ywvef. xiii (1886), 147 aqq.; E. Gbaer,

Skiage dm' GtaehiehU und Oeogrophia Arcbie'^ iL 323 «».

387 Miq.. Beriin, 1890; A. H. Sayoe, RaaeB 0/ Ae 0. U
London, 1891; idem. The ** Higher Crittdem '* eiM< t^

MonnmenU, ib. 1894; W. M. MaUer, Aaien und Evreft

naeh aUaotfP*i»ehen DenkmiUem, Leipeie, 1893; H. Wisp-

ier, AUorienUdiaehe Faraehvnoen, ib. 1893 aqq.; idem. Dm

Vtitker FordmuMfM. ib. 1902; idem, in Schrader. KAf:

A. Jeremias, Dae A, T. im LiehU dee aten Orieidi, 2d eL

Leipaio. 1906; A. R. Gordon, BaHy Tradiliona ofGtMSt,

Edinburgh, 1907; M. E. Kem. The DietrHndion e/t*<

Raeee: a Comrneniary on Gen, x., OoUece View. Neb., 1907;

DB, extra vol., pp. 72-83.

TABOO. See Comparative Rxuoion, VL, 1^ ^

TABOR LIGHT. See Hjbstghastb.

TABOR, MOUirr. See Palbstine U., { 6.
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Tallin, Jean

TABORITES. See Hubs, John, Hussites, II.,

TACHE, td^'shd, ALEXANDRE ANTOIHE: Roman
Catholic archbishop; b. at Rividre-du-Loup, Canada,
July 23, 1823; d. at Winnipeg, Canada, June
22, ISQ4. He was educated at the College of

St. Hyacinth and the Seminary of Montreal, en-

tered the order of the Oblates of Mary Immaculate,
and began missionary activity among the Indians

of the Red River. He was ordained to the priest-

hood in 1846, and five years later was consecrated

titular bishop of Arath. He now made Ile-ll-la-

Crosse the center of his labors, and in 1853 became
bishop of St. Boniface. He sought in vain to induce

the Canadian government to remedy the grievances

of the M^tis in 1860, but on his return from the

Vatican Council he was requested by the govern-

ment to use his good offices in quieting the in-

surrection which luid meanwhile arisen, and in this

he was successful. In 1871 St. Boniface was erected

into a metropolitan see, and Tach6 became its arch-

bishop. He was the author of Esquisae stir le nordn

ouest de VAnUrique (Montreal, 1860; Eng. transl..

Sketch of the Northwest of America, by D. R. Cam-
eron, 1870) and Vingt ana de mUaione dana le nordf

oueet de VAmirigue (1866).

TADMOR (TAMAR): A city named m the Bible

only in I. Kings iz. 18 (keri) and II Chron. viii. 4,

as built by Solomon and generally identified by
geographers and historians with Palmyra (150 pi.

n.e. of Damascus). Practically the whole tend-

ency of modem criticism, however, is to discon-

nect Solomon from any relationship with Tadmor (in

both Biblical passages " Tamar " is doubtless

right; the other places named there are in southern
Palestine). Inherently, the probability is against

any connection of Solomon with a place so far to the
northeast of his kingdom. Its site was originally

an oasis formed by springs or streams from the neigh-

boring hills, and in the time of Pliny (Hist, nat., v.

24) it was a considerable town, which formed an in-

dependent state between the Roman and Parthian
empires. In the second century it seems to have
be^ beautified by the Emperor Hadrian, the name
being changed to Hadrianopolis. Under Septimius
Severus it became a Roman colony, and received the

jus Italieum, but it was ruled by its own laws. The
most interesting period in the history is the time of

Odenatus and Zenobia. The Emperor Valerian

being captured by the Persians, Odenatus, perhaps
a man who had attained the position of prince of

Palmyra, revenged the wrongs of the fallen emperor
and vindicated the majesty of Rome. The services

thus rendered to Rome were so great, that Odenatus
was given the title of Augustus (264 a.d.). He en-

joyed bis dignity but a short time, being murdered
oxily three years afterward. Zenobia, his widow,
suooeeded him as queen of the East, and ruled the

country during a period of five years. In 272 the

Emperor Aurelian turned his arms against her;

and having defeated her in two pitched battles

invested Palmyra. Zenobia attempted to escape,

but was captured and taken to Rome to grace the

triumph of Aurelian. Palmyra never recovered its

former opolence. It eventuaJly became the seat of a

bishop, but never attained importance. When the
successors of Mohammed extended their conquests
beyond the confines of Arabia, Palmyra became sub-
ject to the califs, and from that period seems to
have fallen into decay. In 1173 it was visited by
Benjamin of Tudela, who foimd there a considerable

Jewish population, besides Mohammedans and
Christians. It was again visited in 1751 by R. Wood,
and since the beginning of the eighteenth century
by many travelers. The inscriptions recovered at
the place have exceptional interest and value.

Geo. W. Gilmore.
Bibuografht: R. Wood, The Rtnna of Palmyra, London,

1753 (hichly valuftble); L. de Laborde, Vouage de la

Syrie, pp. 10-22, Paris, 1837; E. M. de VogQ6. Syrie
eerUrale, Paris, 1866-77; idem, Syrie, Paleatine, Mount
Aihoe, ib. 1876; Von Sallet, Die Fttraten von Palmyra,
Berlin, 1866; Barthfiemy, Refiexiona eur Falphabet et eur
la langue ... & Palmyra, Paris. 1874; P. V. N. Myers.
Remaine of Loet Empire; Sketehee of the Ruins of Pal-
myra .... New York. 1875; L. Double, Lee Cleare de
Palmyre, Paris, 1877; E. Ledndn, Dietionnaire dee noma
proprea palymyriniena, Paris, 1886; B. Moriis, Ziar anti-

ken Topographie der Palmyrene, Beriin, 1889; CIS, In-
acriptionea Aramaica, 2 parts, Paris, 1889-93; Deville,

Palmyre. Souvenira de voyage et tThiat., Paris, 1894; W.
Wright, Palmyra and Zenobia, London, 1895; E. Gibbon.
Decline and Fall, ed. J. B. Bury, a. 372, 306 sqq., London,
1896; J. H. Mordtmann, Palmyreniachea, Berlin, 1899;
M. Sobemheim, Palmyreniaehe Inaehriften, Berlin, 1905;
Baedeker's Paleatine and Syria, pp. 339-348, Leipsio.

1906; DB, iv. 673; EB, iv. 4886; JE, ix. 507; Visouroux,
Dietionnaire, fasc. xxx. 2070-72.

TAFFIN, JEAIT: Dutch Reformer and preacher;

b. at Toumai probably in 1528; d. at Amsterdam
July 15, 1602. He came of a well to-do-family, but
of his education and youth almost nothing is Imown.
He first becomes known as secretary or librarian to

Granvelle, bishop of Utrecht, but how he came to

break with the Roman church is not known. He
may have studied under Calvin and Beza at Geneva
before the founding of the imiversity there. He
was in Amsterdam at the end of 1557, where in the

controversy between Gaspar van der Heyden and
Adrian van Hsmstede he took part against the lat-

ter. Thence he seems to have gone to Aachen and
worked in the Walloon congregation, which sent

him in 1559 to Worms, and from Aachen to Stras-

burg in 1561, and thence as preacher to Metz, where
he stayed till 1565. For a short time he worked
in Toumai, but went the same year to Antwerp,
where he preached secretly, and his arrest was
ordered on the ground that he was ** a great heretic

and might do much harm." But he avoided arrest,

and when the prince of Orange sanctioned public

preaching, Sept. 2, 1566, he became preacher to the

Walloons in the ''Round Temple.'' But Protes-

tant worship was precluded by agreement, and
Taffin went to Metz again, where in Apr., 1569,

Charles IX. dosed the church; then Taffin settled

at Heidelberg as preacher for the Walloon church
there. He attended the Synod of Emden in 1571,

and was deputed to convey a message to the next

synod of the Reformed Church of France. In Hei-

delberg Taffin formed a close and lasting friendship

with the prince of Orange, by whom he was sent on a
confidential mission to Germany in Dec., 1576. He
also assisted in promoting the marriage of the prince

to Charlotte of Bourbon. Taffin was associated

with the prince as court chaplain, tepresenting the
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interesU of the Duteh ohureh. With the prince's

other chaplain, De Villien, he presided at the

Walloon synods, and also represented the Walloon
interests in the synods of the Dutch churches at

Dort in 1574 and 1578, and in Middelbuig in 1581.

The Antwerp synod decreed in 1578 (art. 3): " In-

asmuch as Uie court is in residence where there is a
French church, the town church and that of the

court shaU become one church: the court chaplains

combining with the other preachers to serve the

united church as ministers of the same. Mes-
sieurs De Villiers and Taffin shall accordingly be con-

sidered ministers of Antwerp, and shall minister to

the court, and should the court absent itself, the

church of this town shall be obliged to provide it

with one of these two, or some other chaplain, until

the next synod." Taffin thus became preacher to

the Walloon congregation. Owing to his French
sympathies, the prince was obliged to leave Antwerp
in July, and when the town was yielded to Parma
by treaty, in 1585, Taffin also left and went to Em-
den, but the following year became preacher to

the Walloon congregation in Haarlem until 1500,

when he went to Amsterdam and preached there

till his death.

Taffin was noted for his probity and eminent
piety. He showed his moderation and forbearance
in the controversy regarding Arminius, and in so
doing roused suspicion of his own orthodoxy;
though as a Calvinist he opposed the views of

Arminius. Of hij earlier writings nothing is known,
although he is mentioned in the Antwerp Index of

1570 among " authors of the first rank." He was
prominent as a practical theologian. A little work
entitled Des marques des enfane de Dieu et dee

coneolaiiane en lewre ajffUctiane went through more
than nine editions (1606, etc.; Dutch transl.,

1593, etc.; Eng. transl.. The Markes of the Children

of God, London, 1590). He issued also four pam-
phlets bound in one, entitled Inetruction conire lee

erreure dee AnabapHetee (Haarlem, 1589); an in-

structive treatise Vermaningfie tot lie/de ende aelmoeee

ende van de echuldige pUM ende trooet der armen
(1591); the TraiU de Vamendement de vie (1594),

is his best-known work, and was translated into

Dutch in 1595 with fresh editions in 1628 and 1659;

published in Latin in Geneva in 1602; and in Eng.
transl., Tfie Amendment of Ltfe, London, 1595.

(8. D. Van Veen.)
Bibuoobapbt: C. Rahlenbeek, in BvlUHn de la eommiuum
dm 6ffHM«9 iMiUones, vol. ii.. The Hacue. 1887; C. Bepp,
DrU Bvanodiedienami uU den Hjd der Hervormtno* PP*
1-80, Leyden, 1879; idem, PoUmieehe und treniaehe The-
ologie, pp. 81-04, ib. 1881; H. Heppe, Geechiekte dee Fie'
Hemue und der MyeHk in der reformirten Kirehe, nament'
Ueh der Niederiande, pp. 06 Miq., ib. 1870.

TAGG, FRANCIS THOMAS: Methodist Protes-

tant; b. at Union Mills, Md., June 2, 1845. He was
educated in Geuroll Academy, in his native town,
where he was a teacher and principal until 1870,

when he became a Methodist Protestant minister.

After holding various pastorates in Maryland and
Washington until 1884, he was chosen missionaiy

seoretazy of his denomination, and organised its mis-

sion work in Japan. Since 1892 he has been editor

oiihe Methodiet Proteetant. He was president of the

gSDeral conference of the Methodist Protestants in

1904, and has been a delegate to such bodies as ihe

Ecumenical Conference of Methodism, London,

1901, the Church Federation Conference, New York,

1905, and the Federal Council of Cliurches of Chnst

in America, Philadelphia, 1907.

TA06BRT, ROBERT BREWSTER: United Pres-

byterian; b. at East Palestine, O., Sept. 16,

1842. He was educated at Westminster College

(B.A., 1805) and at Xenia United Presbyteiian

Theological Seminary, from which he was graduated

in 1868. He began preaching as a missionaiy in

New York City, and later held pastorates in Nottii

Kortright, N. Y., Washington, la.. Mount Pleas-

ant, Pa., Clinton, Pa., and Harriman, Tcdd.. He

was one of the founders of Temperance Q&ter Amer-

ican) University, Harriman, Tenn., where he was

professor of ancient languages. He likewise taught

in Ruskin College, Trenton, Mo., and in 1884-^

was professor of Qreek in Westminster College.

Theologically he describes himself as "independ-

ent, Ji^eo-Christian, with the Bible and sanctified

reason as basis."

TA60RB, DEVBHDRANATH: Hindu theist;

b. in May, 1817; d. Jan. 19, 1905. His father, Dwar-

kanath Tagore, was a distinguished and wealthy

Bengal lawyer and a merchant, a friend of Raja

Rammohan Roy (see Rammohan Rot), and a co-

laborer with him in the religious reform movements

of that day. The eldest son Devendranath grew up

under the special instruction of his father's mother,

who was a devout believer in idolatry. He at-

tended the school founded by Raja Ranunoban

Roy, gaining a knowledge of Sanskrit, Persian, and

Engli^, besides his vernacular Bengali. In hii

autobiography he recognises the temptations that

wealth brought him, leading him to foiget his higb^

duties in the pleasure of the moment. Attheageof

eighteen, however, his mind passed through a

dumge. While watching by his dying grandmother

at tl^ river bank, a strange sense of the unrealitr

of all things entered his mind and he was filled with

the ecstasy of the feeling of God's presence, folbwed,

however, for a time by sadness and despair. At the

age of twenty-one he picked up a torn leaf of a San-

skrit book which proved to be a verse from the

lehopamehad, and through it he was induced to make

a deeper study of the Upanishads. He became ab-

sorbed in these studies, and decided to beconw a

religious teacher. In order to make known his views

to sympathetic friends, he established a sodetr

called the Tatwabodhini Sabha, to which finaSj

even elderly and influential men were attracted.

In 1842 he was first brought into contact with the

Brahmo Somaj, which had been founded by Razo-

mohan Roy, but since the death of its founder, in

1833, had been languishing. Devendrana^'s n-

ligious devotion, his talents, and wealth gave set

life to the society. " Henceforth," says Ws biograr

pher, Mr. Muxoomdar, " he was not only the leader,

but the absolute all of the society; the committee

was his making; he ruled it; the bulk of the ex-

penses he paid; the monthly journal he oontroUfid."

The Tatwabodhini Sabha and the Brahma Somsj

were amalgamated. Devendranath, perceiving that

the members had not absolutely given up idolatry.
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introduced a Brahmi covenant, which every mem-
ber was asked to sign. This covenant changed the

Somaj from a mere platform for the discussion of

reformed views to a fraternity based on a creed. In
1845 a heated discussion with Dr. Duff, in which the

members were charged with being believers in the

infallibility of the Vedas, led Devendranath and his

followers to reexamine their faith. The result was
the pronouncement of their belief that no ancient

writings are infallible guides and that reason and
conscience alone are of supreme authority. The
doctrine of the infallibility of the Vedas being

abandoned, the rationalistio wave in the society

rose so high that Devendranath, becoming alarmed
and finally disgusted, retired in 1856 to the Himala-
yas, where he spent his time in the study of Indian

and Western philosophical books, returning only

after an absence of a year and a half. While he was
absent, in 1857, Keshav Chandra Sen (see Sen,
Keshat Chandra) joined the Somaj. His energy
and enthusiasm attracted Devendranath, and with
close affection the two worked in the interests of the

Sabha. But the conservatism of Devendranath and
the radicalism of young Keshav led in time to a rup-

ture. In 1865 Keshav withdrew and in 1866 founded
the Brahmo Somaj (q.v.) of India. Devendranath
then named his faction the Adi-Brahmo Somaj.
The defection of Keshav disheartened Devendranatli

and he retired from the activities of life to solitary

meditation, after the ideals of a Hindu rishi. For
nearly half a century he Hved in this retirement,

but was visited by those who reverenced his piety,

and who wished to listen to the words of wisdom
that feU from his lips. Justin E. Abbott.
BtBUooaAPHT: In Memoriam, Mahanki Devgndranaih

7*a0or«, Calcutta. 1906; The Adi Bnhma Samai, iU View
and FrineipUa, ib. 1870; Sivanath Shastra, The New Die-

penwatian and the Sadharan Brahma Somaj, Madras, 1881;
The Offerino of Srimat Mahareha Devendranath Tagoret

Lahore* 1890; aad the literatuva under Inma.

TAI-PING (" Great peace * *) : The name given to a
Chinese religious sect established by Hung Siu

Tsuen (b. in a village thirty miles from Canton,

1813; d. at Nanking July 19, 1864). While on a
visit to Canton to attend the official examinations,

he received from I. J. Roberts, an American mission-

ary, a package of tracts in Chinese. Five years after-

ward he fell sick, and had visions, in which an old

man with a golden beard commanded him to destroy

the demons (i.e., the idol-gods) of his countrymen.
He then read the tracts; and associating the man in

his visions with Christ, and catching up several

Christian ideas, he abandoned the Chinese religion,

and began to preach his new faith. He retir^ to

the mountains, and by 1840 gathered many con-

verts, whom he styled " God-worshipers." He car-

ried out his supposed commission, and destroyed

some Buddhist idols. This brought him into con-

flict with the government, so that he again retired to

the mountains. In 1850 he engaged in a new en-

terprise. The time was ripe for rebellion; and he

proclaimed himself as sent by heaven to drive out

the Tatars and set up a native Chinese dynasty.

His standard was pushed victoriously forward.

Nanking was captured in 1852. The Tai-ping

d3masty was founded, with himself as the first

emperor under the title Tien-Wang ('' the heavenly

king"). The struggle continued against the imperial
troops with slow but continuous gains for the rebels,

until Shanghai was menaced and foreigners

—

English and French—^were engaged. In 1863
duties George Gordon took charge of the imperial

forces, and within fourteen months the rebellion

was so far suppressed that the leader despaired of

his cause and with his wives committed suicide.

Hung Siu Tsuen's religious views were a mixture
of Christian and Chinese elements. He considered

Christ the oldest of the sons of God, and himself

one of the yoimger. In his manifestos he grouped
God the Father, Jesus Christ, himself, and his son,

whom he styled the " Junior Lord," aa the coequal
rulers of the universe. He adopted baptism, but
rejected the Lord's Supper, allowed polygamy (he

had himself a hundred and eighteen wives), and
punished adultery and opiimi-smoking with deaUi.

BxauoGBAPHT: L. Brine, Taejrino RAeOion, London, 1802;
A. Wilson, The " Ever Vielarioue Army," A Hiatory of
the Chineee Campaign under , , , CO. Qordon^ ib. 1868;
C. O. Qordon, Oordon*» Diary in China, ib. 1885; A. E.
Hake, Evewle of the Tat-Ping RAdlion, ib. 1892; C. Spiel-

mann. Die Taiping-Revolution in China, 18S0-S4* Halle,

1900; and the seneral hiatories of China.

TAIT, ARCHIBALD CAMPBELL: Church of

England, archbishop of Canterbury; b. in Edin-
burgh Dec. 22, 1811; d. at Addington (11 m. s.s.w.

of Charing Cross, London) Dec. 3, 1882. After

passing through the high school and academy of

Edinburgh, he studied at Glasgow University,

1827-^; and at BaUiol CoUege, Oxford (B.A., 1830;

fellow, 1834); became tutor, 1835; and was or-

dained, 1836. He took a prominent part in oppos-

ing Tractarianism (q.v.), and was one of the four

tutors who entered a protest against Tract No,
90 (see Newman, John Henrt). In 1842 he was
appointed headmaster of Rugby school. In 1850

Tait accepted the deanery of Carliede, and became
well known as a hard-working pari^ clergyman,

and in 1856 was appointed bishop of London. Tait

initiated the scheme for raising a million pounds to

meet the deficiency of church accommodation in

London. In 1868 he was raised to the see of Canter-

bury. He was a representative of Low-church views,

and managed with great courtesy and excellent

judgment the conflicting relations of the ritualists,

and ecclesiastical law of England. He was a man
of sound piety and practical common sense rather

than of preeminent literary attainments. His

works embrace Suggestiont Offered to the Theological

Student, under Preeent DifficuUiee (London, 1846);

An Historical Sketch of Carlide Cathedral, A
Lecture (Carlisle, 1855); The Dangere and Safe-

guards of Modem Theology (London, 1861); The
Word of God and the Ground of Faith (sermons;

1863-64); Harmony of Revelation and the Sciences

(Edinburgh, 1864); The Present Position of the

Church of England (3rd. ed., London, 1873); Some
Thmights on the Duties of the Established Church

of England as a National Church (1876).

Bibuographt: R. T. Davidson (Tait's aon-in-law) and W
Benham. Life of Archibald Campbell Tail, 2 vols., London,
1891: W. Benham, Memoriale of Catherine and Craw
fwd TaU, new ed.. ib. 1882; A. C. Bioldey, PvMic Life oj

the LaU Archbishop of Canterbury, ib. 1883; F. W. Coi^

niah. The Enolieh Church in the Nineteenth Century, 2
yob., pawn. ib. 1910; PNB. !. 292-299.
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TALBOT, BDWARD STUART: Church of Eng-
land, bishop of Southwark; b. in London Feb. 19,

1844. He was educated at Christ Church College,

Oxford (B.A., 1866), of which he was senior student

in 1866-70 and honorary student since 1890. He
was ordered deacon in 1869 and ordained priest in

the following year. He was warden of Keble College,

Oxford, 1870-88, and vicar of Leeds, 1889-95.

In 1895 he was consecrated bishop of Rochester,

and in 1905 was translated to his present see of

Southwark. He was commissaiy to the bishop of

Colombo in 1881-91, chaplain to the archbishop of

Canterbury in 1883-89, honorary chaplain to the

Queen in 1890-^, chaplain in ordinary in 1894-95,

and was select preacher at Oxford in 1871-72,

1883-85, and 1906, as well as rural dean of Borough-
bridge in 1890-95 and dean of St. Saviour's,

SouUiwark, since 1897. He has written Influence

of ChrisHanity an Slavery (Oxford, 1869); Prepara-

tion /or the Gospel in History in Lux Mundi (Lon-

don, 1889) ; Some Titles and Aspects of the Eucharist

(1894); Sermons preached in Leeds Parish Church

(1896) ; Vocation and Dangers to the Church (1899);

Some Aspects of Christian Truth (1905) ; Sermons in

Southwark (1905); and The Church's Stress (1907).

TALBOT, BTHSLBBRT: Protestant Episcopal

bishop of Central Pennsylvania; b. at Fa3rette, Mo.,

Oct. 9, 1848. He was graduated at Dartmouth,
1870, and at the Genend Theological Seminary,

New York City, 1873; became rector of St. James',

Macon, Mo., 1873; missionary bishop of Wyoming
and Idaho, 1887; and bishop of Coitral Pennsyl-

vania, 1897.

Bibuoobapht: W. S. Peny, Tht BpitoopaU in Ammiea,
p. 301, New York. 1885.

TALBOT, PBTBR: Roman Catholic archbishop

of Dublin; b. 1620; d. in Newgate prison, Dublin,

1680. He joined the Jesuits in Portugal in 1635;

was ordained in Rome; and taught moral theology

at Antwerp. He was in Ireland during part of the

civil war and espoused the royalist cause. In 1654

he made the acquaintance of Charles II. at Cologne,

whom he is reported to have reconciled to Roman
Catholicism. Eventually he severed coimections

with the Jesuit order. Harsh things have been said

of him on account of his alleged duplicity and
machinations with political conspirators. He was
consecrated archbiahop of Dublin at Antwerp in

May, 1669. His preferment was mainly due to his

opposition to the " Remonstrance " of Peter Walsh,

which was considered derogatory to papal author-

ity. He was forced to leave Irdand in 1673. Re-
turning in May, 1678, he was imprisoned on the

charge of being implicated in the '' popish plot."

Although Talbot's diplomatic affairs claimed much
of his attention, he published numerous works dis-

playing ability and learning. Erastus Senior (Lon-

don, 1662), aiming to disprove the vindications of

Anglican orders advanced by Mason, Heylin, and
Bramhall, has been reprinted several times; Primar
tus DubUniensis (Lille, 1674) was an attempt to

show the precedency of the see of Dublin over Ar-

magh; Blakloana hceresis eof^fuiatio (Ghent, 1675)

and Scutum inerpugnabile fidei (Lyons, 1678) were
directed against the peculiar opinions of Thomas
White (q.v.). While in exile, Talbot wrote a letter

to the Roman (}atholic8 in Ireland, The Ihdy md
Contort 0/ Suffering SubjecU (Paris, 1674).

TALXAHI, tal-ya'nt, BMI6DI0: Cardinal; b.

at Montegallo (a village in the diocese of Ascoli-

Piceno), Italy, Apr. 18, 1838; d. there Aug. 24,

1907. He was ordained to the priesthood in 1S61,

and in 1869 was appointed secretary to the papal

nuncio at Madrid. From 1875 to 1880 he occupied

a similar position at Paris, after which he was made

a canon ci the Lateran. Consecrated titular arch-

bishop of Sebaste in 1896, he was sent to Vienna as

papal nuncio, and in 1903 was created cardinal

priest of San Bernardo alle Teime.

TALLISy THOMAS: English musical composer:

b. probab^jT about 1510; d. Nov. 23, 1585 (buried

in Greenwich) . He was organist of Waltham Abbej

before 1540, and soon after of the Chapel Royal

under Queen Elisabeth, and has been styled the

" father of English cathedral music." Five of his

anthems were included in John Day's Certain NoUi

Set Forth in Four and Three Parts ... in 1560.

and eight of his tunes in Archbishop Parker's

Psalier in 1567. With his pupil William Byid tie

published Cantianes Sacra in 1575. In 1641 his

First Service in the Dorian mode, besides a litanj.

responses, and canticles, appeued in Bainard':

Selected Church Music, but by far the most re

markable of his workii was liie motet for forty

voices " Spem aliam non habui " edited by Mann

in 1888. The seven-voiced Miserere was an ex-

traordinary piece of canonic writing, and it was in

the Latin church music that TalHs displayed his

eounterpointal ingenuity. His instrumental muse

was only mediocre.
BnuoGEAPHT: H. Davvy, HtU. of Eneiiah Mune, pp. 12&-

148, 479. LondoD, 1896; DATB. Iv. 34»-36I.

TALXAGB, THOMAS DbWITT: Presbyterian

b. near Bound Brook, N. J., Jan. 7, 1832; d. at

Washington, D. C, Apr. 12, 1902. He studied at

the University of the City of New York (apedi.

diploma, 1853), and was graduated from the Theo-

logical Seminary, New Brunswick, N. J., 1S56

He was pastor of the Reformed Dutch Church i.t

Belleville, N. J., 1856-59; at Sjrracuse, X. Y

1859^2; of the Second Church, Philadelphia, Pa

1862-69; Central Presbyterian Church, Scbennpr

horn Street, Brooklyn, N. Y., 1869-70. In 1870 tb^

congregation erected on the same street, near ^
old site, a new and much larger church, known a5

the '' Tabernacle." It was burned Dec. 22, 1S72:

rebuilt 1874; dedicated, Feb. 22, 1874, and bumei

Oct. 13, 1889. A new structure was erected on Grcec

Ave., in 1891, and burned May 13, 1894. Talms^

then preached a few months in the Academy of

Music, 14th Street, New York; and in 1895 be-

came associate pastor with Dr. Byron Sunderiain:

of the First Presbyterian Church, Washington, D. C

and then sole pastor, but retired in 1899 from ^'

active pastoral work, continuing the issue of hii

sermons in the weekly journals; indeed, his sennoos

were widely published in America and Europe

weekly, for thirty years. Talmage edited Tk

Christian ai Work, New York, 1873-76 ; The Adma.
of Chicago, 1877-78; Frank Leslie's Sunday Mog^-

eine, 1880-90; and The Christian Herald, He t3»

the f^uthor of Crumbs Swept Up (Philadelphia.
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1S70); AhoftdnoHoM ofModem Society (New York,

1872); Sermona (4 vols., 1872-75); One Thousand
Gems (1873); Around the Tea Table (Philadelphia,

1874); Afoagu«romOjf (Chicago, 1879); Brooklyn
Tabemade Semuma (New York, 1884); New
Tabemade Sermons (1886); Marriage Ring; Die-

courses (1886); From Manger to Throne; a New
Life of Jesus, and a History of Palestine (Phil-

adelphia, 1891) ; From the Pyramids to the Acropolis:

Sacred Places seen through Biblical Spectacles (1892)

;

besides many other volumes of sermons, the con-
tents of most of which were first disseminated by
the daily and weekly press.

Bibuoobapht: C. F. Adams. Jr., Lifi and Sermofu o/ T.
DeW. Tahnage^ Chicago, 1902; C. E. Banks, Life and
Worka of T. DeW. Talmage, New York, 1002; L. A.
Banks and Othezs, T. DeWiU Talmaoe, his Life and Work,
PhUadelphia, 1902; W. C. WUkinson, Modem MaeUra of

pylvit Diaeowne, pp. 33-64, New York, 1906.

LHistoiy.
Situation Created by the Exile (SI).

Besinninei of Oral Law (| 2).

The Mishna; Origin and Growth
(§3)

The Material Dewmbed (S 4).

TALMUD, THE.

n. Divisions,

ni. Contents of the Sixty^three Mishna
Tracts,

rv. The Palestmian Tahnud.
V. The Babylonian Tahnud.

Origin; Celebrated Authorities(S 1).

Censorriiip; Consequent Changes
(S2).

VI. Evaluation of the Tahnud.
Halaoha and Haggada (S 1).

Vn. ExpUnataon and Translation of
the Page from the TUmud.

L History: The Babylonian exile was for the

history of the Jews a turning-point of moment.
The subjects of the kingdom of Judah had lost not
only their political independence and their home,
but also, through the destruction of the Temple,

thdr one legitimate place of sacrifice,

I. Situation the center of the whole worship of Yah-
Created weh. But the hope of restoration was
by the still strong; they had for it a support

Exile. in the words of Yahweh communicated
through Jeremiah that the Chaldean

sway should last but seventy years, after which God
would be again foimd of his people, who were to

return into their own land (Jer. zxv. 11, zxix. 10

sqq.; Dan. ix. 2). The one condition to all this was
that the people seek their Qod with their whole

heart (Jer. xxix. 13). This could not then be done
by sacrifice nor through the ordinary ordinances of

worship; the only way was by keeping of the sab-

bath and by honoring God's word—^that which was
written as well as that which was spoken diuing the

exile—-especially by regarding the will of God as

laid down in the Pentateuch. Special devotion to

the law was suggested by the result of the search

after the cause of the calamity to the people chosen

by God, by the hope of restoration of the cultus and
of independence, and by the resolution not to sink

again into the past course of iniquity. Conse-

quently there arose in the exile the class of men
learned in the law to which Ezekiel belonged (V.

Ryssel, in TSK, 1887, pp. 14^182). This develop-

ment was favored by the vanishing of prophecy and
the gradual disuse of the Hebrew language, the

vehide of the law and of the revelation of God in

the past. Ezra was already described as ^' a ready

scribe in the law of Moses " (Ezra vii. 6, 11), who
had " prepared his heart to seek the law of the

Lord . . . and to teach it " (Ezra vii. 10), and took

with him to Jerusalem *' men of understanding
**

(i.e., teachers; Ezra viii. 16), while the Levites were

instructors of the people (Neh. viii. 4 sqq.).

The written Pentateuchal law was closed at least

from the time of Ezra, and could not submit to ad-

dition or other change. Nevertheless, new relations

in life called ever for new pronouncements; so from
E^zra's period there must have been some organized

power to preserve the law and apply it to practical

life. From this fiM^t and in view of Neb* viii.-x.

sprang up the theory of the Great Synagogue (q.v.).

Decisions, rules, and Halakoth were delivend as
the times and special cases required,

2. Begin- and thus grew up an oral common law
mnga of (cf . the works of BrOck and Bloch in

Oral Law. the bibliography). The immediate ori-

gin of these deliverances being forgot-

ten, they came to be regarded as early, indeed as
given to Moses at Sinai (cf . Pirke Ab?uah, i. 1) . Later
men resorted to explanations or interpretations of

the written law, which served as an extension of

the latter, and this oral method came to be ac-

knowledged as authoritative. It came to be the ordi-

nary belief of the faithful Jew that an oral law
transmitted by tradition had existed alongside of

that which was written in the Pentateuch. But this

receives, of course, no historical support and is

negatived by lack of mention in Scripture, by the

lack of even traditional support, and by the false

chronology used to support it. How feeble the sup-

port for this is may be illustrated by the fact that

the whole S3rstem of rules for ritual slaughter is made
to depend on the words " as I have commanded
thee " in Deut. xii. 21. All this constantly increas-

ing material of additions to the Torah (the Law) was
for a long time transmitted orally. PhUo, in a frag-

ment preserved in Eusebius (Prceparatio Evangelica,

VIII., vii. 6; Eng. transl., ii. 388, Oxford, 1903),

speaks of '* countless . . . unwritten customs and
usages '*; while Josephus (Ant., XIII., x. 6) declares

that '' the Pharisees have delivered to the people a
great many observances by succession from their

fathers, which are not written in the law of Moses;
wherefore the Sadducees reject them and declare

that those observances are obligatory which are

in the written word, but not those which are de-

rived from tradition." Many other such references

there are, but none of the early period suggest fix-

ation of this body in writing. The first reduction

of this matter to writing took place in the first half

of the second century of our era, and was arranged

both topically and according to the order of the

passages explained. It may be assumed that the

existence of the canon of the New Testament had
some influence.

The two forms which this new collection took
were, then, the topical or Mishna form and the

exe^etical or Bfidrash (q.v.). Mishna (from s?ianah,
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" to repMt/' " to kam and teach [the eontent

of doctrine]) " meana oral t,fa4^hing and ita study.

It comes to mean the total content

3* The of Uie material of oral tnulition which
Mkhna; had gathered by the end of the second

Orifin and century of our era, or the total content

(howtli. of the tfiaching of individuals active

in this work (the "Tannaim"), or

their single deliveranoes (in this sense HaXakah is

also used), then any collection of such deliveranoes.

It means, par exeeUenee, the collection made by
Judah ha-Nasi. In opposition to the sixty (sixty-

three) tracts of this collection the term Baraitha

was applied to other collections, as also to single

pronouncements not contained in it. Among these

collections were those called Tosephta, of which one
is extant (ed. M. 8. Zucker, Tonfta, Pasewalk, 1880,

supplement volume, Treves, 1882). An Aramaic
equivalent of ** Mishna " is Mathniiha (from tent

or tena', " to teach "), while tanna, pi. tonfunm, vb

the designation of the Mishnaic doctors, and also of

the later *' wandering librarians " who had memor-
ised Mishnaic deliverances and in the discussions of

the Amoraim or lecturers on the Mishna served in

place of texts. In the Talmud the Mishna is cited

with the formula " we learned." The attempt has
been made to prove that before the destruction of

the Temple a Mishna collection was made by the

schools of Shammai and Hillel (D. Hoffman, Die ersle

Miachna, Berlin, 1882); but if Joeephus (ut sup.)

is to be relied upon, this could have been only oral.

But before Judah ha-Nasi there were halachic col-

lections. It is probable that many revered fjinnaim

made halachic collections and books of Haggada
both to aid the memory and in the preparation of

their lectures, though these might not be used during

the actual course of instruction. Such collec-

tions, relating to special departments of traditional

material, may have been used by the redactors of

the Mishna, and to this may have been due the at-

tribution of certain tracts to this or that noted
teacher of early times. There is good testimony

to work of this kind by Rabbi Aldba (first third of

the second century), as in Zabtm 678, and upon this

the work of Rabbi Meir rested. These coUections

laid the foundations for the more comprehensive
labors of Judah ha-Nasi. That a collection was
really made at this time seems certain, though that

the Mishna in its present form could have originated

so early is not to be doubted. It has in the course

of time received numerous additions, such as those

in which the first assumed author's name is men-
tioned with his views, and differing views by his

contemporaries, and the like. Later authorities

than he are seldom named. The text of the Mishna
exists in three recensions: that in the manuscripts
or editions of the Bfishna; that in the Babylonian
Talmud, in which the work of the Amoraim follows

short excerpts or single pronouncements of the

Mishna; that in the Palestinian Talmud, in which
the Gemara follows each whole chapter of the Mishna
and BO that the initial word of the explanatory

Mishna sentence is repeated in the corresponding

place. Of this third recension for a number of cen-

turies there were known only the first four series and
of the siT^th series only Nidda 1-4 (cf . W, H. Lowe,

The Miehnah an wkkk Om PaUetiman Talmud RetU.

London, 1883; based on the Oambridge Ms. Add.

470, 1). The relation of these recensions to each

other needs investigation.

The development of the Halacha in the eariier

period was altogether independent of the written

(Pentateuchal) Jaws; only later were the citations

added. Yet, in relation to the present Mishna the

form of the midrash (or exegesis) is in

4. The many passages more or leas signifi-

Matsrial cantly to be recognised as the older

Described, (for examples cf. Hauck-Heraog, RE,

xix. 320). The extant Toeephta in

many cases is the Mishna in midrash form. Here

should receive mention, at least, the fact which is

of interest to the Christian reader, that the Peeta-

teuchal passages to which the traditional matemi
brings explanation, extension, and the like are not

directly cited but are set forth as thoroughly known.

Variations from the arrangement which the name of

the tract would lead one to expect are due to the fact

that for the sake of relieving the memory deliver-

ances which are alike an one point <»ily are dted.

even though they differ on other things. The links

of association are of many kinds. Dissimilarities

in the handling of the material are sometimes due

to the reception into the collection of not a few

tracts, apart from additions, essentially in the shape

in which their oollectora left them. There is also

great lack of systematic arrangement. Originally

a controlling factor in the arrangement was tbB

length of the tracts, partly due to the teacher's

desire to utilise the seal of the student in mastering

the longer treatises while he was fresh to the sab-

ject. The Miahim rabbis soon deserted all other

Mishna collections for the one which had the ap-

proval of the Amoraim. In elucidating the Mishna,

the same rules were employed as on the written lav

of Moses. The relation of the Amoraim to the Misb-

na was very like that of the Tannaim to the Torah.

Manuaeripti an: (1) at Parma, MS. 138, acoording to

De Roni of the thirteenth oentuiy, half of it pointad; (2) tt

Berlin, Oiient FoL 567, orden II.-IV., with the oooubcd-

taiy of M*finA"M*^ in Hebrew truudAtion; Orient Qu.

666-674, with the Anbio oommentaiy of Meimonidei (oa

668 WM written in 1222, eighteen yenre after the death of

Meimonidee); (3) at Hnmbuis, no. 18, orden I.-III. witb

the Hebrew eommentary of Maimonidee, dated 1410; (4) *i

Oxford, noe. 393-407, with the Arabic commentary of Mai-

monidee; noe. 408-400, 2662, with Hebrew translation: not.

2661, 2662-2669 contain tntmeata of a somewhat hi^ber

antiquity; (6) at London, in the British Museum, the WA-
na with Arabic commentary of Maimonides—God. OrieaL

2217-26, 2391-94, Add. 27688; (6) at Cambridge the MS.

Add. 470 iniblished by Lowe ut sup.; (7) at Budapest tbeiv

is a valuable old oodax.

n. Divisfons: The extant Ifishna and the

Babylonian Talmud consist of six parts called

eedharim, " orders," and from the initials of the

Hebrew for this expression {shisehah eedharim,

** six Olden ") arose the Hebrew mnemonic for

Tabnud, '' shas." Of the Palestinian Tahnud only

the first four orden and a part of the sixth are ex-

tant. Each Older has a number of tracts (from

seven to twenty-two) called maeeekhUOh (an;

maeeekheth, " web "), and the tracts fall into cbp-

ten (perafpim) which are divided into para^phs
or sentences (each of which is called a mMnah^ar.

in the Palestinian Talmud, AoldboA). Thenamesof
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the orders are: zera*im, " seeds "; mo'edh, ** fes-

tivals "; ruukim, " women "; nenJIpin, " injuries ";

JfodhaMm, "holy things"; and feharoth, "puri-
fications." The names of the tracts are old, testi-

mony to some comes from the middle of the second
oentuiy of our era; some of them are derived from
the contents, some from the first word, and some
have in use a double nomenclature. The present

number of the tracts is sixty-three. Originally

the three first tracts of the fourth order constituted

but one, and the fifth tract of the same order was
formerly the conclusion of the preceding tract.

Consequently the number of tracts was formerly

but sixty. The arrangement of the tracts within

the separate orders is not universally the same, but
the length of the tracts has been the most general

governing principle. The division into chapters is

also ancient. In the Gemara many chapters are

dted by the names (the initial words) still in use.

An alphabetical index of the chapter-headings is

found in many editions of the Babylonian Talmud
in the appendix to the tract Berakhoih; it may be
found also in J. Buxtorf, De abbreviaturU Hebratcia,

at the end (Basel, 1613); J. C. Wolf, BtUiotheca

HebnEO, ii. 724>741 (Hamburg, 1721); and best

in W. H. Lowe, The Fragment of Talmtid BMi
Pesackim . . . in the Univerniy Library, pp. 50-59
(Cambridge, 1870). The number of chapters is 523.

nL Contents of the Sixty-three Mishna Tracts:

Pirst Order, eleven tnots (1) Beimkhoth. " bleBdnffi."
is on bleanoffi and prayen, etpedally Uioee for daily use.

(2) Pe*ah, *' oomer/* deals with the oomeza of the field in

asrieultuie and the rights of the poor (of. Lev. xix. 9, 20,
zziii. 22; Deut. zxiv. 19-22). (3) Dammai (abo pro-
nounced Demay), " doubtful (fruits)/* deals with fruits of
which it is uncertain whether the tithe was given to the
priests. (4) Kil'ayim. " of two sorts," deals with foifoid-

den mixtures of Uiings (of. Lev. xix. 19; Deut. xxiL 9-11).

(5) Shebhi'ith. " sabbatical year" (Ex. xxiiL 11; Lev. xxv.
1-7; Deut. xv. 1 sqq.), of which it treats. (6) Tenimoth,
** heave (offering)/' deals with the offerings noted in Num.
xvin. 8 sqq., 25-26. (7) Ma'asroth (or Ha'aser risbon).
" tithes " (or " fint tithe "), treats of the matter of Num.
xviiL 21-24. (8) lia'aser sheni, " second tenth/' deals
with the tithe which was to be eaten at Jerusalem (Deut.
xiv. 22 sqq.). (9) Qallah. " Cake," having to do with the
dou^ of Lev. XV. 18-21. (10) 'Oriah, " foreskhi (of

trees)/' treats of the prohibition to eat the fruit of trees

doiing'the first three yean after planting (Lev. xix. 23).

(11) Bikkurim, " firrt fruits." on the Uws in Ex. xxiiL 19;
Deut. xxvi 1 sqq.

Second Order, twelve tracts. (1) Shabbath, " Sab-
bath/' on the laws connected with observance of the Sab-
bath, enumerates the thirty-nine chief kinds of work for-

bidden. (2) 'Erubhin, ** mingling/* treats of three methods
of avoiding the especially burdensome requirements of the
Sabbath Uws. (3) Pesal^. " Passover festivals," treats
of the ordinances respecting Passover. (4) She^alim,
'* shdcels," dealing with the tax of Ex. xxx. 12-16 for the
support of the Temple. (6) Yoma, *' day of (atonement)/'
tfsats of that fast. (6) Sukkah, '* booth," on the feast of
tabernacles. (7) Be^ or Yom (obh, " «g " or " feast

day/* named aifter the initial word, tieats of the observances
of festivals, and on the distinction between these and the
Sabbath. (8) Roeh harShanah, " new year's feast." deab
with festivals of the new moon and the new year. (9) Ta-
*aaith, " fasting," treats of fasts and times of mourning.
(10) Meghillah, " mil," principally on the Esther roU read
at Purim in the synagogue. (11) Mo*edh ^patan, "half-
feast," deals with the days between the first and Umt days
oi ths Passover and feast of tabemades observances.
(IS) Qaghigab. " feasting," has to do with the obMrvances
of the three chief feasts.

ThiKd Order, seven trsots. (1) Yebhamoth. "widows
obligated to a Levlrate marriage," has to do with the levi-

mis marriage (see FAaai.T and Mabbiaob Bn.^'noiis. Ha-

XI.—17

BBaw. S 12). (2) Kethubhoth, " marriage eontrsets." desk
with the duties of hosbaad and wife. (3) Nedharim,
" vows," eoosiders vows and thsir annufaasnt. (4) Nasir.
** Nasirite.*' on the Naairite vow (see NAnxms). (6) Ole-
fin. ** divorce papers,** on the dissolution of marriage.
(6) So(ah. " woman suspected of adultery,'* on the subject
treated in Num. v. 11-31 (see OedraU. (7) l^ddiMhin,
" betrothal," has to do with the conditions of legal mar-
riage (see Familt and MAaaiAoa Rbijltions, Haaaaw).
Fourth Ordor, ten tracts. (1) Babha |amma. " fint

gate," deab with injuries, and foUows Ex. xxi 33, xxiL 6-6.
giving four chief kinds of injuries of this kind. (2) Babha
mezi'a, " middle gate," treats of sales, leasss. things found,
and interest. (3) Babha bathra, " last gate," considers
matters dealing with property rights, sales, and inheritance.
(4) Sanhedhrin. " court of justice,** treats of the various
courts of law, the four methods of capital punishment, and
of those who shall have part or no part in the future world.
See Law. Haaaaw. CtviL amb Cbhumal; Stonino; San-
HBDUN. (5) Makkoth. '* bkiws," deab with stripes as a
method of legal punishment. Thb and the preceding tract
were originally one. (6) Shebhu'oth, " oaths,*' on the reg-
ulations respecting oaths (cf. Lev. v. 4 sqq.). (7) 'Edhuy-
yoth, " evidences,*' b a oolleetion of testimonies by Uter
teachers to earlier deliverances; many of the sayings ooeur
elsewhere in the Mishna under other subjects. (8) 'Ab-
hodhah sarah, " idolatrous worship." treating of idolatry
and idob. (9) Abhoth. " fathers " (abo Pir^e abhoth.
" sayings of the fathers "), aims to show the continuity of
tradition and its reliability, and then to give practical in-
struction. Thb tract b very often reprinted, and b eom-

found in Jewish prayer-books. (10) Horayoth.
deab with relii^ous and legal decisions erro-

neously followed.

Fifth Ordor, ebvcn tracts. (1) Zebha^im, " sacrifice."—the name indicates its subject. (2) Mena^th, " meat
offerings." the title of which abo denotes its subject. (3)
Tallin, " profane," has to do with the killhig of animab
not designed for sacrifice and like matters. (4) Bekhoroth.
" first-born " (on various firstlings). (6) 'Arakhin. " val-
uations." deab with equivalents to be paid instead of per-
sons dedicated to deity. (6) Temurah, " exchange," re-

feis to substitution for dedicated animab. (7) Kerithoth,
" extirpations,** treats of the excommunication or cutting
of one off from the congregation, and the expiation for a
fault so punishable. (8) Me'Oah, " trespass.*' has to do
with the subject prescribed for m Num. v. 6-8. (9) Ta-
midh, " the daily (morning and evening) offering."—the
titb denotes the subject. (10) Hiddoth. " measures,"
expounds the furnishing of Ttanple and sanctuary. (U)
(innim. " binb' nests." has to do with the bringfaig of birds
(doves) as offeringB.

8izth Order, twelve tracts. (1) Kelim. " utensib."
treats of the various kinds of ceremonial impurity which
vesseb may acquire. (2) 'Ohatoth, "tents." deab with
the defilement faicurred through connection with a corpse.

(3) Negha'im, " leprosy." b concerned with that dbease.
(4) Parah. " red heifer," has to do with the ceramony of
purification by the ashes of a red heifer (Num. xix.). (5)

Teharoth, " purities "—the name b a euphenustic expres-
sion for " impurities." and the tract deab with minor defile-

ments. (6) Mi^wa'oth. " ritual baths," treats of the ba-
thing of the defiled. (7) Niddah. " menstruous woman/'—^the name indicates the subject. (8) Makhshirin, " pre-
disposings/* has to do with the predisposition to defilement
caused by contact with various fluids. (9) Zabhim. ** suf-
ferers from discharges,'* deab with the subject of Lev. xv.
2 sqq. (10) Tebhul yom, the titie means one who has
taken a ritual bath on the day of defilement, and therefore

ramains defiled tiU sunset. (11) Yadhayim, " hands,"
treats of ceremonial defilement and purification of the hands.
(12) *U|#a. " stems/' deab with the relations of fruit to
sterna, sUns. and seeds with reference to the mutual im-
partation of defilement.

IV. The Palestinkn Talmud: Two early names
of this oolleetion are " Talmud of the land of Israel

"

and "Jerusalem Talmud." Talmud itself means:

(1) study, especially in the expression Talmud
torah; (2) teaching, especially in connection with

proof texts; (3) explanations coming from the time
of the Amoraim dealing with deliverances of the

earlier Tannaim (in this sense it is supplanted by
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Tabub of m TRAore nf MisBifa, TAUiUDs, and To6Bfbta«

u

3"
12

1 The Munich Bis. haa Beimkhoth between orden 2 and 8; the Ifiahnayoth of the fint ocder (without Bermkhoth) and o^

the mzth order (with Niddah) stand after the fifth order in liaimonide * arrancement. * A fourth chapter of many BCishnt

eds. and of many eds. of the Talmud do not belong to the Mishna, but is taken from the Toeephta and extended. * IIm Pak-

stinian Giemara to Shabbath chaps, zzi.-zziv. ia no longer extant. * With the Palestinian Qemara, which is printed with tbi«

tract also in eds. of the Babylonian Talmud. * lippmann. Heller, and Levi ben (3erBhon place Gi|(m after Sota. * After

this Niddah. followed by the order Nesi^. '' Makkoth. chap. iii. here is without Qemara. * A later additkm is the sec-

tion payan ha-Torah or Pere| R. Me'ir reckoned as the sixth chap, of Abhoth. • Stands after the Mishnayoth of tbe

sixth order at the head of the so-called little tracts. i^The Mishna of Naples, 1492, transposes Abhoth and Honyoth.
>> The Erfurt (BerUn) MS. contains only orders I.-IV. and Zebha^im chaps. L-iii. ** ^uUin and Bekhoroth are in the

fourth and fifth places in order VI. ** In Tamidh chaps, i.. ii.. and iv. alone have (Qemara. ^* In Lowe's ed. of the Misfans

chaps, vi.-vii. form one chapter. >* The Naples Mishna transposes Tamidh aud Mi4d9^ ** HMhiM^ ^hapa. i.-iv., Qt/aan

to chaps, i.-iii. aad the first three lines of (Qemara to chap, iv,
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" Gemara," which meana acquired learning); and

(4) Talmud is the comprehensive term for the Mishna
and the explanations it contains. Amoraim is a

term which means '' speaker " and refers to the

Jewish scholars who were active from the period

of the closing of the Mishna till toward the end of the

fifth century. The most celebrated of the Amoraim
was Johanan bar Nappaha (d. 279; cf. JE^ vii.

211-213). Of later date were Mani bar Jonah, head

of the school in Sepphoris, and Jose bar Abin. The
doee of the Palestinian Talmud took place in the

next generation in the beginning of the fifth century.

In the Palestinian Talmud there are evidences of

several redactions: in the first and second orders

there are many Tannaitic sayings attributed to

Samuel (of Nehardea; see below, V.), but none in

the third and fourth; on the other hand there are

many notes of controversy between Mani and Abin
in the third and fourth, in the first and second they

are few. Against compilation by one author may
be adduced the great nimiber of repetitions; ihus

from the first book there are thirty-nine long

excerpts in the second, sixteen in the third, ten in

the fourth. The editions of the Palestinian Talmud
contain only the first four orders and the Mishna of

four chapters of Niddah (sixth order) with the

Gemara of three chapters and a few lines beside.

In the second order there are lacking the four last

chapters of the Gemara to Shabbath, in the fourth

the last chapter of the Gemara to Makkoth and all

of Abhoth and 'Edhuyyoth. This results from the

condition of the Leyden Codex upon which the first

edition (Venice, 1523-24) was based, and there are

witnesses to the existence of some of these parts.

The Mishna of the Palestinian recension is complete

in the Cambridge manuscript already noted. This

Talmud as extant has Cremara to thirty-nine tracts,

the Babylonian to only thirty-seven; yet the latter

is three times as extensive. The Babylonian Talmud
was authoritative, and in case of conflict was pre-

ferred to the Palestinian.

ManuicriptB are (1) the Leyden Codex Sealiger 3, dated
\2BQ A.D., uaed for the fint edition (ui sup.); (2) at Oxford,

no. 366. Berakhoth with conunentazy, no. 2071, Mo'edh
^^B|an, 2072, Babha kanuna, no. 2074, Berakhoth; (3) at
London. British Museum, Codices Orient. 2822-24, Zeraim
and She^alim; (4) at Rome, Codex 333 contains 2Sera'im

and SofsL: (6) a Lewis-Oibson manuscript of one leal from
Git(in is described in JQR, 1897, 117-119.

V. The Babylonian Talmud: In the beginning of

the second century Nehardea was a seat of Jewish

learning, and under Mar Samuel (d. 254) it was at

the height of its prosperity. Contemporaneous with

this was the academy at Sura under

X. Origin; Rab (d. 247). After the destruction

Celebrated of Nehardea in 259 Judah bar Ezekiel,

Authorities, a disciple of Samuel and Rab, founded

the school at Pum Beditha, noted for

the activities of Babbah bar Na]t^nani (d. 331), a
keen dialectician, of Joseph bar Qiyya (d. 333), who
because of his comprehensive knowledge of the law

was called Sinai, and of Abaye (d. 338), the pupil

of the two named just before him. Raba bar

Joseph bar Hama (d. 352) taught in Mahusa on the

Tigris, and after him Nahman bar Isaac (d. 356)

was tiie head of the academy restored at. Pum
BediUia. Papa (375) founded the school at Neresh

near Sura, and after his death the school at Sura
acquired new importance. The deliverances of

Joseph and Raba form a large part of the Babylo-
nian Talmud, and to these is added material brought
from Palestine. Through Ashi, for half a century
head of the school at Sura, the accumulated mate-
rial during two centuries was arranged. A spur to

the making of this collection was the persecution of

the Jewish religion in Persia, 439-457. Rabbina
bar Huna (d. 499) was the last of the Amoraim,
those coming after used the work of those who pre-

ceded as a basis. As early as Tanna Judah ben
irai mention is made of mnemonic signs, and these

were used in manuscript for convenience and for

saving of time and space; collections of these ab-

breviations were employed by the Tannaim, also

the abbreviations themselves were used by those

who collected and arranged the Babylonian Talmud.
In the manuscripts these gradually fell away, partly

because they became superfluous and partly be-

cause they were no longer imderstood. Of the

sixty-three tracts of the Mishna twenty-six are with-

out the Babylonian Gemara; these were, no doubt,

discussed in the Babylonian schools in the fourth

century, but the discussions were probably never

digested or reduced to writing. A great part of the

contents of many of these tracts can not have been
employed outside of Palestine, while that of others

went under other tracts; 'Ekihuyyoth and Abhoth
could from their subject matter have had no Gemara.
The first mention of the Babylonian Talmud entire

occurs in the second half of the eighth century.

Of manuscripts the following may be mentioned: (1) at
Munich, CSodex Hebr. 95, the one extant manuscript of the
entire Babylonian Talmud, written in 1343; Codex Hebr.

6, containing Pesahim, Yoma, and Haghigha; Codex Hebr.
140-141, which contains five tracts or parts of tracts; (2) at

Rome according to the bicthers Assemani thirty-one co-

dices contained fifty-eeven tracts of the Talmud and some
of the so-called leiser tracts; (3) at Oxford no. 366 con-

tains two tracts, no. 367 has two, 368 has one, 369 one, 370
four, 373 one, 376 one, while other fragmentary codices are

nos. 2661, 2666, 2667, 2671, 2673-78. some of them impor-
tant, the oldest dated 1123 (cf. S. Schechter and S. Singer,

Talmui^cal FragmenU in the Bodleian Library, Cambridge,
1896); (4) in London. British Museum Harley 5508 con-

tains ei^t tracts, and Add. 25, 717 contains three in whole
or part; (5) in Florence the National Library contains the

second-oldest of known dated Talmud manuscripts (1176
or 1177), witii seven tracts. (6) in Hamburg no. 165 of the

year 1184 contains three tracts. (7) at Gdttingen Codex
Heb. 3 contains five tracts in whole or part; (8) at Carls-

ruhe a manuscript contains Sanhedrin; (9) at Paris the

National Library has no. 671 with Berakhoth, no. 1337

with three tracts, and no 1313 with a part of Babha Bathra;

(10) in New York Columbia University has a South Arabian
manuscript written in 1548 which contains four tracts;

(11) at Cambridge is the manuscript described in W. H.
Lowe, The Fragment oS Talmui Babli Peeaehim . . . (Gam-
bridge. 1879).

The fewness of early manuscripts is in some de-

gree compensated by the numerous citations in

early authorities, such as the Talmud compendium
of Isaac ben Jacob Alphasi (between

2. Censor- 1013 and 1103), the Talmud diction-

ship; Con- ary of Nathan ben Yehi'el of the

sequent eleventh century, and the Talmud
Changes, commentaries of Rashi and the Toseph-

tists. There is need of a critical com-

mentary of the Talmud (the Mishna and the two

Talmud8)| and this need is the greater because of
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the miflchief wrought through Christian oenaorahip

(or the fear of it) both in manuscripta and in edi-

tions. The evidence both of this censorship and ita

results is abundant. In 1631 a Jewish assemblage

in Poland issued a circular (cf. C. Leslie, A Short

and Eaty Method vnih the JewB, pp. 2-Zt London,
1812) which directed under pain of excommunica-
tion that in the issue of editions of Mishna or Gemara
all references to Jesus of Nazareth be expunged
and marked with a circle (which the rabbis would
know how to explain) ; this was in consequence of

the interest of Christians in Jewish literature and
was intended to avoid persecution and charges

against Jews by Christians. Russian censorship

has forbidden attention to be called to omissions by
the existence of blank spaces. An example of this

censorship is the edition of the Talmud of Basel,

1578-81; the tract 'Abhodhah sarah is wholly
omitted, in place of '' Talmud " " Gemara " a|y-

pears, '' Sadduceans " or ** Epicureans " displaces
" Jewish Christian " or " heretic," ** Samaritan "

or " Cushite " displaces the word for " non-Jew,"
'' Rome " is transposed into '' Babylon," " Roman "

becomes " Aramean " or ** Persian "or " Babylo-
nian," and other even graver changes are made. In
matters of this sort not only Christians but Jews
have been deceived, as when portions belonging to

the second century make mention of Sadducees,
whose existence ceased after the destruction of the
Temple, and, similarly, mistakes have been made in

tha understanding of the word rendered " Jewish
Christian " or *' heretic." On the censorship of

Jewish books light is thrown by L. Zunz, Die Ritut

dea eynagogalen GoUeadienstea, pp. 147-149, 222-225
(Berlin, 1859) ; H. Reusch, Der Index der verhotenen

BUcher, vol. i. (Bonn, 1883) ; A. Berliner, Cenmar und
Confiscation fiebrdUcher Biicher im KirchenstaaU
(Frankfort, 1891); W. A. Popper, The Cenwrahip

of Hebrew Books (New York, 1899). Some of the

passages either stricken out or changed through this

censorship are collected in books mostly anony-
mous (with Hebrew titles; one issued at K5nig8-
berg, 1860) and in the Dilpiulfe aopherim of Rabbin-
ovicz (1868-88).

VL Evaluation of the Tahnud: As respects the

contents of the Talmud, distinction is to be made
between halachic and haggadic material. The
meaning of Halacha (Halakah) is (1) conduct
regulated by the Torah, (2) the law according to

which conduct is regulated, or legal regidations.

The plural is used to express both
X. Halacha individual regulations of a religious sort

and and also the collections of such regu-

Haggada. lationa. Halacha means, in its impli-

cations, what has been immemorially
regarded as fixed, then what a majority has de-

cided in a recognized assembly (of scholars), and
finally what has been taught by prevailing authority.

In the Mishna conflicting opinions are often adduced
without indicating which prevailed. The Gemara
gives the impression of a salon or of a collection of

records of discussions by the Amoraim concerning

Tannaite deliverances. Relatively seldom can one
determine from the Talmud itself what is Halacha
or definitive requirement; this is to be reached by
investigation and use of the rules found in the

halachic part of the Sedher Tannaim we-'Amar'aim,

or by the employment of the Yadh ha-Hazaka of

Maimonides, the Sepher ha-M%zu>oth of Moses of

Coucy, and the ShuU^n har*Arukk of Joseph Karo,

and with these last the conmientaries should be

used. Haggada {Haggadhah) now denotes in gen-

eral the non-halachic contents of the Talmud; it

comes from a word employed in the sense "to

teach," and was formerly employed in the sense

*' the Scripture teaches." Haggadic material in

the Talmud is inserted in the body of halachic

material, and often the connection is loose; some-

times there is no connection at all. Long haggadic

pieces which may be specifically referred to

are Berakhoth 54a-64a, Shabbath 30a-33a, Meg-

hillah 10b>17a, Gi^in 55b-58b, Sanhedrin 90a-

113b.

Few literary products have educed so contradic-

tory estimates of their value as has the Talmud. To

it have been given overweening praise and calumni-

ous1i)lame. A calm estimate requires first the consid-

eration of the foregoing distinction between Halacha

and Haggada. Next there must be taken into

account the political relationships and the religious

views of the Jews both in Palestine and in Babylonia

during the first five centuries of the Christian era

and the circumstances under which these relations

and views arose. There will then be explained the

hostility of the Jews, which here sometimes finds

expression, to their oppressors and to the forms of

religion and irreligion and heathenism and unethic^

ality which pervaded the regions and actions of that

period. While the forms of this hostility will not

thus be justified, they will at least be understood.

(H. L. Strack.)

Vn. Explanation and Tlranslation of the Pige

from the Tahnud.

The text is the matter in laige print in the center

of the page; the Rashi (commentary) is immedi-

ately on the left of the text, and the Tosafot C' ad-

ditions ") immediately on the right. The material

on the margins are condensed biographical notes

(not translated), and that on the lower right hand

and bottom maigin relates to another page and is

also not translated. The question under discuission

on the preceding pages (not reproduced here)

has to do with the saving of a scroll of the law in

case of fire by means of passing into a closed lane,

and in the <Uscussion the query arises, what is a

closed lane? The various answers to this appear

in the first part of the translation which follows

(which is given vexy literally, preserving so far as

possible the order of the wonls).

Text: R. Ashi, however, said: three partitions

and one stake form a closed lane, three partitions

without a stake form an open lane; and even H
Elieser, who says that two stakes are required,

that is only for (moving thither) provisions and

beverages, (admits that) for a scroll of the Lav

one stake is sufficient.

Mishna: One may save food for three meals,

that which is fit for human beings (may be saved)

for men, and that which is fit for cattle (may ^
saved) for cattle. How so? If a conflagration

happen on a Friday night one may save food for

three meals; on Saturday morning, for two meals;
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in the afternoon, for one meal. R. Jose says one
may always save food for three toeals.

Gemaia: Since (a man) is troubled about what
is permitted, why should not he save more? Said

Rabba, because a man is anxious for his possessions,

and w^ere he allowed he would go so far as to ex-

tinguish (the fire). Ahaye said to him: We have
previously learned that a man upon whose roof a
barrel becomes broken may bring a vessel to put un-

derneath; but may not bring a vessel to intercept

(the flowing), nor put a vessel alongside (the roof)-

What precautionary measure can be (devised) in

that case (to prohibit it)? Here there is also the

precaution against his bringing a vessel through

public ground. The text reads: A man upon
whose roof a barrel becomes broken, may bring a
vessel and put it underneath; but he may not bring

a vessel to intercept (the flowing), nor put a vessel

alongside (the roof). Should he happen to have
guests he may bring a vessel to intercept or put a
vessel alongside. He should not, however, inter-

cept first and then invite guests, but should invite

guests first and then intercept: no artifice should

be used in order to circimivent the law. It is re-

ported in the name of Jose ben Judah that an arti-

fice may be used. Is the clash of opinions not the

same as that of R. Eliezer and R. Joshua in the fol-

lowing teaching: An animal and its offspring that

have fallen into a pit (on a holy day)? R. Eliezer

says that one may bring up one to be killed, while

the other is to be left where it is, but provided with

food that it may not starve. R. Joshua says that one

may (supposedly) bring up one with the intention

of killing it, but on some pretext may not kill it,

and may bring up the other and then Idll either one.

No, it is possible that R. Eliezer says so only in the

case when it (the remaining animal) can be fed, but
not here in our case; on the other hand, it is pos-

sible that R. Joshua says so only when the suffering

of a living being is involved, but not in our case

where there is no suffering of a living being.

The rabbis taught: If one has saved fine bread,

one is not allowed to save afterward coarse bread,

but if one has saved first coarse bread, he may save

afterward fine bread. One may save on the Day
of Atonement (food) for SabbaUi, but not on Sab*

bath for the Day of Atonement, and still less on
Sabbath for holy days, or for the next Sabbath. The
rabbis taught: If a man has forgotten bread in

the oven and the sanctity of the day (i.e., the sacred

day) begins, he may save of it for three meals, and
tell to others that they may come and save for

themselves. He should not, however, take it with

a baker's shovel, but with a knife. Why, did not

R. Ishmael teach " In it thou shalt not do any
work " (Ex. XX. 10), except blowing of the horn and
taking out bread because these belong to science

and not labor? So far as it is possible to do it (i.e.,

such a piece of work) in another way (than as it is

performed in the week-days) we are under obliga-

tions to do it (in that other way). R. Hisda said:

A man should always make his preparations for the

Sabbath early, for it is said: and it shall come to

pass, that on the sixth day they shall prepare that

which they bring in (Ex. xvi. 5), at once. One
must break on Saturday two loaves, because it is

said: '* Twice as much bread " (verse 22). R. Ashi

said: I have seen R. Kahana keeping in his hands
two loaves and break only one, stating that it is

said, they gathered (twice, but did not break).

R. Zera used to break a laiige piece that sufficed for

the whole meal. Said Rabina to R. Ashi, did it

not look like gluttony? The latter answered him:
Since he did not do it evexy day it did not look

like gluttony? R. Ami and R. Assi, when they hap-
pened to have the bread that was used for making
an Ervhf would begin the meal with it, for they

said that because one religious duty had been ful-

filled with that bread, it should be used to fulfil

another religious duty.

How so? If a conflagration happen, etc.* The
rabbis taught: How many meals is one obliged

to eat in Sabbath? Three. R. Hidka says four.

Both opinions are deduced from the same verse
** And Moses said, eat that to-day; for to-day is a
Sabbath unto the Lord: to-day ye shall not find it

in the field'' (Ex. xvi. 25). R. Hidka holds that

the thrice repeated '' to-day " means three (meals)

besides that of the evening, while the rabbis hold

that therein is included the evening meal. We
have learned: If a conflagration happen on Friday

night

Rash! (on the left) : R, Ashij however, said, etc.f

Both the sages and Ben Bethera are of the opinion

of R. Elieser that generally three partitions and two
stakes are required, but the sages say that in the

case of a scroll of the Law even R. Eliezer admits

that one stake is sufficient, while Ben Bethera says

that in this case R. Eliezer admits that no stake is

needed. One stake is sufficient: this refers to the

opinion of the sages.

Mishna: A Conflagration happen on Friday

night: before the meal. In the Morning: before

breakfast. One may always save: it being such a

day (i.e., when fasting is prohibited) and he is

troubling himself about what is permitted, for food

is an article that by itself is allowed to be moved
and it (is carried) to a court provided with an Eruh^X

he woiild have been allowed to save more, were it

not for the precautionary measiu«, as explained

in the Gemara.
Gemara: Since he is troubling himself about

what is permitted: things which are allowed by
themselves to be carried and (removed) to a court

provided with an Ervb, If he were allowed: In

busying himself with so much saving, he might foi^get

the Sabbath in his state of anxiety and might pro-

ceed so far as to extinguish the fire. Intercept:

the flow that is falling through the air. Pvl along*

side: near the roof as a receptacle, though it can

not draw because the roof is flat and the wine is not

in a hole. He, therefore, places a vessel near the

* The abbreviated form used here and elsewhere ariaes

from the fact that only the initial words of well-known

formulas were used in stating a case or beginning a discussion.

t This is cited from the fint paragraph above. It will be
noted that the commentary takes up successive portions of

the text, first citing in abbreviated form (printed in italics)

the part on which comment is to be offered.

X The technical term for ** a symbolical act by which the

legal fiction of community or continuity is established."

H. Jastrow, Dictionary of the Targumim, . . . t P> 1075,

London and New York, 1903.
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roof that it should drip from the roof into the yes-

Bel which he holds in his hands. What precautUmr

ary measure can be, etc,: Since it is permitted (to

carry wine in private ground), why should he not be
allowed to intercept or to put (a vessel alongside

the rooO? Against his bringing a vessd through

public ground; in looking so much after vessels he
may forget and bring. He ehauld not intercept and
invite afterward: for while intercepting he does not

need guests. No artifice should be used: who do
not wait to taste, in order that they should leave.

Fallen into a pit: on a holy day. llie mother and
its offspring may not be killed on the same day
(sinoe this is prohibited by Mosaic Law). May not

kiU it: for he might use the pretext that the other

is fatter. R. EUezer eaye so only: that no artifice

is to be used. One has savedfine bread: sufficient for

three meals. One is not allowed to save afterward

coarse bread: coarse bread made of the seconds;

for it is not a fitting pretext that this is better for

him. But not on Sabbath for the Day of Atonement:

as, for instance, when the Day of Atonement falls on
a Sunday. As one is not allowed to eat before the

day is over, he is compelled to prepare in the even-

ing. And sHU less on a SabbtUh for a holy day: be-

cause one can prepare it on the same day. Baker's

skovd: an instrument with which the bread is

moved and separated from the walls of the oven to

which it cleaves, one should not take out with the

baker's shovel because that is the every-day way
of doing. A man should . . . early: to bu^y him-
self on the eve to prepare that what is needed for

the Sabbath. They should prepare thai which they

bring, at once: to prepare at the moment of bring-

ing, and that the bringing should be early is deduced
from the verse " and they gathered it every morn-
ing " (early). Break: to pronounce the benediction

of ha-Mosi. Keeping two: he took them in his

hands. It is said: " They gathered "; which shows
that two have to be kept, but it is not said that two
must be broken: To break a big piece thai sufficedfor
the whole meal: A big piece that was enough for that

meal. He did it in honor of the Sabbath, showing
thereby that the Sabbath meal was so dear to him
that he is going to make effort to eat much. When
happening: sometimes when the Ervh was made in

their house, and sometimes when it was made in

the house of somebody else. Would begin: that is,

to pronounce on it the benediction of " ha-Moii

"

which is the beginning of eating. Begin: start.

Thrice repealed ** to-day ": [The repetition here]

comes (to show) the number of meals.

Tosafot (on the right) : We have previoudy learned

that a man upon whose roof a barrel became broken:

R. Porat queried: Why did he (Abaye) not ask his

question from the Mishna which is at the beginning
(of the chapter entitled) " Hobit," whiere we have
learned: A barrel that became broken one may save
from it enough for three meals, and may say to

others, come and save for yourselves, only one
should not use a sponge? He answered: There one
can say that the barrel was in a marked-off plot in

a public thoroughfare (where articles are not allowed
to be moved) and there was reason to fear that one
would carry the vessel to a distance of four cubits,

while here in this Baraitha is expressly said " on

the roof" (private ground). The Bi answered:
There it is stated that the wine was spilled on the

ground and there was reason to fear the usins of a

sponge. R. Samuel said in the name of R. Tam
that (this prohibition) is only in the case wba
the barrel is broken, but when the barrel is only

cracked and it drips, one may bring vessels to inter-

cept or to put alongside, for then the man would
not be so greatly confused as to bring vessels through
the public thoroughfare, as (he mi^t be) if it were

entirely broken.

A vessd to intercept or a vessd to put alongside:

The Ri said that there is meant here " not only this,

but even that," not only to interoepty when it is

evident that one is saving, but even to put along-

side when it is noticeable that one is saving, is also

prohibited.

If one has saved fine bread one is not allowed to

save afterward coarse bread: The Rl said that when
one hisuB baked on the Passover unleavened bread

from fine flour sufficient for the holy days, one may
not bake afterward unleavened bread from seconds;

but he may bake first from seconds and afterward
from fine flour.

But not on a Saturday for the Day of Atonement-
The commentaries explain for the evening following

the Day of Atonement (for there is no need of food

for the Day of Atonement which is a fast-day) . But

if thou shalt ask: Is it not a matter of courae, what
difference is there between the evening following the

Day of Atonement and that following the Sabbath?
One may answer that it is a religious duty to eat

on the evening following the Day of Atonement, as

explained above (folio 114b), and also because one

fasted in the day he would believe that it is allowed.

It is also possible that it is meant for the Day of

Atonement itself, to give food to the children.

Did not R. Ishmad teach: " You shall do no

servile work " (Lev. xxiii. 8. As one may aee, the

Tosafists had here another reading): If thou

shouldst ask, why is quoted here the verse of *' no

servile work " which refere to holy days, sinoe on

Sabbath to which refere the verse " thou shalt not

do any work," in general, without saying " servile

work," one may also blow the horn and take oat

bread from the oven according to the Mosaic Law,
as we see it here where it is quoted in reference to

Sabbath? R. Samuel explained that in fa<;t the

correct reading here is "Thou shalt not do anj
work." The Rashba explained that it is true that

the exceptions of blowing the horn and taking
bread from the oven are derived from the verse

"Any servile work," and we (apply what is) deduced
from what is said about the holy dajrs to the Sab-

bath, because there is no other difference between
holy days and Sabbath than the preparation of food

(which is allowed on holy days) as is said: " Save
that which every man miist eat " (Ex. xii. 16).

Because these belong to science and not labor; And
since they are allowed by the Mosaic Law, though
it is prohibited by the sages, as is said in the treatise

Rosh he^-Shanah: " One does not prevent childi^
from blowing the honi, but one prevents women
from doing so," here one has to allow (the taking
out of broad) for the sake of three meals (that are

needed).
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Bibuoorapbt: Of the Ifkhna the fint ed. ma iHued at
Naplei, 1492, with the (Hebr.) oommentazy of Maimon-
ides; another ed. was that of Riva di Tranto. 1550; and
the latest that of Lowe named in the text. The fint com-
plete ed. of the Babylonian Talmud was that of Bombergt
Voiioe. 1520-23; othem axe VMiiee. 1531 and 1546^51;
Lublin, 1550 sqq. Uncomplete), 1617-30 (entire text);

Baael. 157S-81 (censored); Cracow. 1602-05, 1616-20;
Frankfort, 1607-M and 1720-22 (the basis of most later

eds.); Amsterdam. 1644-48 and 1714-10. Of modem
editions those which are pexhaps best worthy of note are:

Berlin. 1862-68; Wihia, 1886 (the laisest, with many aids

to study); and the ed.. with Genn. tnmsL and notes, by
L. Goldschmidt, Bezlin, 1806 sqq. (in progress voL v., faso.

1 issued Leipsie, 1010). Of the Palestinian Tahnud the

editio prinoeps is that of Venice, 1523 sqq.; later ones are

Cracow, 1600; Krotosohin, 1866; Jitomir, 1860-67 (com-
plete with commentaiy) ; and that of Piotrkow, 1808-1002.

For other editions of both Tahnuds of. JB, xii 23-24.

Space can not be siven here to editions of parts of the Tal-

mud and of single tracts. A partial list is given in Hauck-
HerMg. RB, xix. 315, and a further sourae for recent
issues is the Sehlagwori KxUdloo of C. Geoig, Hanover,
1880-1900, under the caption *' Tahnud." There is an
Eng. tiansL of the Babykmian Tahnud by H. L. Rodkin-
on, 10 vols.. New York, finished 1006, but it is not alto-

gether seholarty; a French tiansL of the Palestinian Tal-

mud is by M. Schwab, 11 vols.. Paris. 1878-00, while a
French transL of the Babylonian was begun by J. de Pavly,
OrMans. 1000; in German there are: A. WOnsche. Der
jtntMoUm. Talmud in teiiMse haggadUchen BttlandtdUn
... WW D€id9cK« «fr«ifftv«f», Zurich. 1880; idem. D«r
6a6|fi<m. Talmud in a^inem haogad. BeetandteUen . . .

1»b^tlMt und eHAvUrt, 5 vols.. Leipsks. 1886-80.
For commentaries on the Talmud the reader is referred

to the article in JB, xii. 27-28, where a history of the
subject and a list of oommentaxies down to 1005 are fur-

nished.
As helps to the TUmud the following stand out

—

among dictionaries: J. Levy, ^MiAebrAMcAse und ehal'

dOiadUs WOrterbueh, 4 vols., Leipeic, 1876-^0; idem,
ChatdOiaehM WOrUrbuch Hber di* TatvwmMn. ib. 1886;
M. Jastrow, DieHanaru of the Tarffwnim, T<Umud Babli
and FenMAoimi, and Midraahic IAUratur€t 2 vols.. Lon-
don. 1886-1003; S. Krauss, Qrieehiacha und laieiniacha

Lehnw(irUr im Taimudt Midraaeh^ und 7*arv«in, Beriin,

1898-90; idem, TaknudiaehB ArchOolooie^ vol. i., Leipsie,

1910; G. Dalman, AramAiaek^neuhtbrdi$ch«9 HandwOrier-
buch^ Frankfort. 1901; and cf. JB, iv. 580-585. For
gzammars: I. Rosenberg, Dot aramdiacha Verbum im
bafrytonisdUn Talmud, Maiburg. 1888; G. Levies, A Cham-
mar of (ka Aramaie Idiom CowUxinad in ika Babylonian
Talmud, Cincinnati. 1900; G. Dalman, Qrammalik daa
Judiaeh-paiaaHniackan AramOiach, Ldpdc, 1905; M. L.
Maigolis. Lahbueh dar afomAiseAsn Spraeha daa btAylon-
iacken Talmuda, Munich. 1910. Eng. transL, Manual of tha

Annnaie Languaoe, London and New York, 1910; and
cf. further JB, vL 67-80. Other kinds of helps are: J.

lightfoot, Haraa Hdmrieaa el Talmudicm, in Eng. transl. in

the Worka, 2 vols., London. 1684 (the great thesaurus for
^i^g'^*'* readen); Isaak ben Samuel Lampronti. Pabadh
Yifbak, 14 vols., pxinted at various places. 1750-1888
(the most comprehensive encyclopedia of facts relating

to tha Talmud); J. Hamburger. Raal-Bnevklopadia fUr
Bibal und Talmud, 3 vols., new ed., completed Leipsie,

1901; JB, viii. 609. 618, xii. 1-39.

In matters of introduction, on the origin consult: N.
BrQll. m JaktbUcher fikr judiacha GaachiehU, u (1876),
1-123; D. Hoffmann, Dia erata Miachna und dia Con-
trooeraen dar Tanaim, Berlin, 1882; J. S. Blooh, Birhlieka
in dia Qaoekiehta dar Bntatehung dar talmudiachen LiUra-
iur, Vienna. 1884; I. A. Rosenthal. UAar den Zuaammen-
hana dar Miachna. Bin BoUrag tu ihrar BnUUhunoaoa-
achichU, 2 vols.. Stnwburg. 1890-92, 2d ed. of voL i..

1909; Idem. Dia Miachna, Aufbau tmd QuaUanachaiduno, ib-

1903-06; H. L. Reich. Zur Ganaaia daa Talmuda, Vienna.
1892; 8. Funk, Dm Bntatahung daa Talmuda, Leipsie. 1910.
On other matters of introduction such as the history, etc..

consult: H. L. Btiack, Binleitung in den Talmud, 4th ed..

Leipsie. 1906; M. L. Rodkinson. Tha Hiaiory of tha Tal-
mud from tha Time of iU firat FormaHon, about SOO B.C.,
to tha Prtaeni Date, New York. 1004; J. C. Wolf. Bib-
lietheca Hebraaa, iL 657-993. iv. 320^56. Hambuxg. 1721-
1733; A. G. Wihner. Antiquitataa Hdnworum, i. 231-
584. GAttlncBO, 1743; H. 8. Hinohfeld. Halachiacha Bx^

gaaa. Bin BeUrag tur Oaachiehte der Bxegaae und aur
Mathodoloffie daa Talmuda, Berlin. 1840; W. Bacher. Die
Agada der babyUmiachen AmorAer, Stnsburg. 1878; idem.
Die Agada der TannaiUn, 2 vols., ib. 1884-90; idem. Die
Agada der pal&atiniachen AmorHer, 3 vols., ib. 1892-99;
idem. Die Agada der TannaiUn und AmorOer—Bibdatd^
lenragialer, ib. 1902; H. Joel. Blicke in dia RtHgionagO'
achiehte mu Anfang dee M. ehrieUiehen Jahrhunderta, Bres-
lau, 1880-83; idem, Dar Aberglavbe und die SteUung daa
Judenthuma mu demaalban, ib. 1881; E. Schreiber, Dar Tal-
mud vom Standpunkte dee modemen Judenthuma, Beriin,

1881; W. H. Lowe. The Miahna on which tha Paleeiinian
Talmud RaeU, Cambridge. 1882; M. Ehrentheil. Der
Geiat daa Talmuda, Budapest, 1887; M. Schwab. La Talmud
deJeruaalemtraduit, pp. i.-iKxxiii.. Paris. 1890; E. O. H.
DeutBch. The Talmud, Philadelphia. 1895; A. Edexaheim.
Life and Timae of Jeaua the Maaaiah, Appendices III.,

v.. VIII.. XVII.. XVIIL. 8th ed.. London and New
York, 1896: M. FlOgel. Spirit of tha Biblical Lagialation; the

Moaaic and Talmudieal Codea, Baltimore, 1896; D. A.
Friedman, Robbie of Ancient Timea; biographical Sketchea

of the Talmudic Period, Rochester. 1896; I. Hal6vi (or

Halevy). in RBJ, xxxiii (1896). 1-17. xxxiv (1897). 241-
250; idem. Die Geachichta und Literatur Ierode, voL ii.,

Frankfort, 1901. voL iii.. Pressbuig. 1897; A. Darmestetei^
The Talmud, Philadelphia. 1897; S. Bemfeld. Der Talmud.
Sein Weaan, aeine Bedeutung und eeine Geachichta, Berlin.

1900; L. Ginsburg, Die Haggada hei den KirehenvAtem, ib.,

1900; S. Funk, Die Juden in Bdbylonien MOO-600, 2 vols.,

ib. 1902-08; M. Mielainer, Introduction to the Talmud, New
York, 1903; B. von Schottenfeld, Woe muaa Man von
Talmud wiaaent Berlin. 1904; A. WOnsche. AfonvmeiKa
Judaica, Vienna. 1906-07; idem. Aue laraeU Lehrhatten,

Leipsie, 1907 sqq.; J. Goesel, Woe iet und wae enthHU der
Talmud? Frankfort, 1907; J. Baasfreund. Zur RedakHon
der Miechna, part i.. Berlin. 1908; H. S. Zuckermandel.
Toaefta, Miachna und Baraitha in ihrem VerhOUnie eu
einander, oder palAaiinenaiache und babyloniache Halaeha,
2 vols., 1908-09; L. Rosenthal. Ueber den Zueammenhang
der Miechna. Bin Beitrag eu ihrer Bntetehungageachiehte,

part L. Strasburg. 1909; 8. Kraus. Talmudieche ArehOolO'
gie (vol. i.. Leipsie. 1910; voL u.. Stuttgart. 1911); F.
W. Fanar. Life of Chriet, exourrases II.. XII., 13th ed.,

London, n. d.

The materials in the Talmud have been practically di-

gested in monographs. Some of these are: On geog-
raphy: J. Derenbourg, Beaai aur Vhiet. at la giographie de
la Paleatine d^aprie lea Talmuda at lea auirae eourcea rob-
biniquea, vol. L, Paris. 1867; A. Neubauer. La Giographie
du Talmud, ib. 1868; A. Berliner. BeitrOge eur Geographie
und Bthnographie Babyhniena im Talmud und Midraach,
Berlin. 1883. On life as regulated by the Tahnud: J.

Stem. Die Frau im Talmud, Zurich. 1879; A. Rohling.
Le Juif aalon U Talmud, Paris. 1889; A. Kats, Der wAre
Tahntidiude, Die wichtigaten GrundaiUu daa talmudiachen
Schriftthuma Hbar doe eHUiche Ld>en, Beriin. 1893; L.
Vial. Le Juif eectaire; ou, la toUranee talmudiq^a, Paris.

1800. Law ss aifecting phases of life: H. B. Fassel, Dos
moaaiech'Tcbbiniieehe Civilrecht, 2 vols.. Groes-Kanisha,
1852-54; J. L. Saalschats. Dos moaaieehe Racht, nabat den
venoUetdndigen thalmudiechrrabbiniachan Beatimmungan,
Berlin. 1853; S. Mayer. DU Rechte der leraeLiten, Athener,
und Romer, 2 vols.. Leipsie. 1862-66; 8. Mendelsohn. The
Criminal Juriaprudence of the Ancient Hebretoe, Baltimore,
1801; M. Blooh, Die Civilproceaa-Ordnung nach moaaiach-
rabbin. Rechte, Budapest. 1882; idem, Der Vertrag nach
moeaieeh^nMnn. Rechte, ib. 1803; A. Schwars. Die her-

meneutiache Analogie in der talmtuiiachen Litteratur, Carls-
ruhe. 1807; idem, Der hermeneuOacha Syllogiamua in dar
talmudiachen Litteratur, ib. 1001; idem. Der MiachncJi-
Thorah. Bin Syetem der moeaiach-talmudiechen Geaate-

lehra, ib. 1005; J. Fromer, Dar Organiamua dee Judentume,
Cbarlottenburg. 1000; M. Duschak, Dos moaaiach-tal-

mudiache Bherecht, Vienna, 1864; M. Mielainer, The Jaw-
iah Law of Marriage and Divorce, Cincinnati. 1884; M.
Bloch. Dos moeaiech-talmudieche Btbracht, Budapest, 1800;
idem. Die Vormundachaft nach moaaiech-talmud. Recht,

ib. 1004; D. W. Amram, The Jewiah Law of Divorce, Phila-
delphia, 1806; T. Andr6. UBacUmage chea lee anciene Hi-
breux, Paris, 1892; M. Mielainer. Slavery among the An-
cient Habrewa, Cincinnati. 1805; D. Farbstein. Dos Recht
der unfreien und der freien Atbeiter nach t'Udiach-talmud.

Racht, Bern. 1806. On education: M. Duschak, Schulge-
aategabung und Methodik dar alien laraditen, Vienna. 1872;
B. Spiers. The School Syetem of tha Talmud, London. 1882;
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B. StmHbuiier, OeacMehU der Eni«huno und dn Unttr-
riehis . . . von dem tabnud. ZeU bU auf die Oegenwart,
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TAMMUZ-ADOHIS.

Tammus in the Old Testament (| 1).

Name; Mention in Early Inscriptions (| 2).

In Adapa and Qilsamesh Epics (| 3).

The " Descent of Ishtar " (| 4).

Unimportance in Babylonia (I 6).

Tammus in Other Literature (| 6).

Byblus and Nahr Ibrahim (| 7).

Tammus and Adonis (| 8).

The Name Adonis (| 0).

Distribution of the Cult (| 10).

Forms of the Myth (| 11).

Identification with Other Deities (| 12).

The Rites (| 13).

Date of the Festival (| 14).

Sisnifioanoe of the Deity (I 15).

Sumerian Oricin of Tammus (| 16).

Influence of the Tammus Myth (| 17).

In Ezek. viii. 14, in a chapter in which the prophet
relates the idolatries of the Jews as seen by him in

a vision, it is stated that before the north door of

the Temple women sat weeping for Tammuz. This
statement opens up the history of a

I. Tammuz cult which, in the light of a certain

in the Old identification presently to be estab-

Testament. lished, persisted through several mil-

lennia, arising among the Sumerian
inhabitants of pre-Semitic Babylonia, passing into

the worship of their Semitic conquerors, and pro-

ceeding by way of Cyprus to become the possession

of Aryan peoples—^the Greeks and the Romans.
The stoxy of Tammus-Adonis is thus in more than
one sense one of the romances in the history of re-

ligion. Other references to the cult than the one
cited above which this scholar or that has seen in

the Old Testament are, with two exceptions (Dan.

zi. 37 and Isa. xvii. 10-11), not to be allowed, the

explanations which bring them into connection

with Tammuz being forced rather than natural.

Amos viii. 10 can hardly be related with the nu>unH
ing for this deity; Jer. vi. 26 is no more germane,
while the passage Zech. xii. 10 has already been
explained as giving another meaning (see Hai>ai>-

RDOfON). It is very likely that the phrase '' the
desire of women," in Dan. xi. 37 has referencae to

Tammui-Adonis, for the sense requires some deity
honored by women, and this cult was especially

feminine. The apocryphal Epistle of Jeremiah may
possibly have in mind the Adonis cult, though it is

noticeable that in this case it is the priests and not
the women who mourn and shave their heads and
beards. For Isa. xvii. 10-11 see below, § 13.

The name Tammuz represents the Sumerian
Dumuti (variant forms Tauuzu, Ta'uzu^ Da'uzu,
Dutu; full form Dumugirobzu; the form Tammuz,
with doubled m, seems to have originated in the

Hebrew, perhaps on account of the

2. Name; short vowel in the first syllable), the

Mention in meaning of which is still tmder disciis-

Early In- sion. Zimmem (latest in J. Hastings,
•criptions. Enofdopasdia of Religion and Ethics,

ii. 313, New York, 1910; cf. Schrader.
KAT, p. 397) renders the full form " real child of

the water depths "; Prof. J. D. Prince (in a private

communication) gives as the rendering *' young
life "; the usual translation has been " son of life/'

In Babylonian (Sumerian) literature Tammuz makes
his appearance as early as Unikagina, Gudea, and
Siniddina (see Babylonia, VI., 3, §§ 3, 5), and if

the identification of Tammuz and Adonis be re-

garded as made out (see below, § 8), the final traces

of his cult do not disappear till late in the Christian

era, indeed, it seems not to have received its coup
de gr&oe until the Mohammedan conquest of the

Aramean region. Tammuz appears in the inscrip-

tions and documents of the pre-Semitic period in a

variety of ways. Testimony to his early existence

in the pantheon is given by tablets from Telloh
which bear names in which his name form one ele-

ment (H. Zimmem, Abhandhingen of the Saxon
Academy, xxvii. 721-722, Leipsic, 1909). Witness
to him comes from Shirpurla and Kish in the times

of the kings named above and of Eannatuzn, and
from Larsa under Siniddina, when mention is made
of '' the month of the celebration of the god Tamuz."
Consequently, he rightly claims a place amon^ the

oldest of the well-attested deities of the Sumerinn
pantheon, though in those times there seems not to

exist any hint of his relations with the Sumerian
Ishtar. After the Semites gained control he drops
out of sight, except for the name of his month, in

official records, and that in the quite numerous
hynms and in the epics he still has mention, abo
that he appears among the very minor deities who
seem to have staUs in some As^rian temples.

He figures in the Babylonian myths named after

Adapa and Gilgamesh, and in the " descent of Ish-

tar " (these are most easily accessible to the Eng-
lish reaader in Assyrian and Babylonian Lilerahsrt,

SelecUd Translatums, . . . by R. F. Harper, pp.
314 sqq.. New York, 1901 ; for mention of Tammuz
cf . pages 316-317, 338, 413) . In all this Babylonian
literature the story is by no means complete as

judged by the myth as it appears from GrceJ^

sources; the references are quite obscure, though
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for the most part the details are in accord with,

or at least do not contradict, the fuller story as

recovered from Greek and Roman
3. In soiirces; so that it is possible to infer

Adapa and that in these latest records the essen-

Gilgamesh tial features of the original are pre-

Epics. served. In the Adapa myth Tammuz
is associated with the deity Gishzida

apparently as guardian of the gate of heaven, and
the two become the successful advocates before Anu
of Adapa, who has offended Anu by breaking the

wings of the south wind. To this story Tammuz,
though in a subordinate position with reefpect to

Anu, seems to be independent, is not connected
with Ishtar, and with his companion is spoken of

as having disappeared, apparently much to the

surprise of the two gods themselves. In the

Gilgamesh epic there appears a feature which is

not easily explained and does not come out in the

western form of the story. When Ishtar tempts
Gilgamesh with her love the hero answers her :

" Where is thy husband Tammus, who was to be forever?
What, indeed, has become of the AUallu bird ... 7

Well, I will tell thee plainly the dire result of thy coquet-
ries.

To Tammus, the husband of thy youth.
Thou didst cause weeping and didst bring grief upon him

every year.

The Allallu bird, so bright in colors, thou didst love;

But its wing thou didst break and crush ..."

In this passage two things are significant: (1)

Tanunuz and Ishtar are brought into close relation-

ship—he is her '* husband " (lover?), and this is

one of the enduring features of the myth which
accompanies the cult in all its travels; (2) Gil-

gamesh accuses Ishtar of herself working ill upon
those she loves—concerning Tammuz yearly grief

and weeping are specified. This second and later

feature does not appear in the western and later

forms; although the god comes to his death be-

cause of Ishtar's love for him, that death is caused

by other means than the goddess herself, while here

the charge is plainly brought home to her, parallel

with the breaking of the wing of the Allallu bird.

For the descent of Ishtar to ** the land of No-
Return," so far as the epic itself relates, the motive

has to be supplied. But the object is

4. The by most Asayriologists asserted to be
" Descent the rescue of Tammuz from the world

of Ishtar." of the dead. During the absence of

Ishtar, who was detained by Allatu, her

sister and the goddess of the lower world, desire

ceased among all on earth, man and beast, and the

allurements of love were no more. Hence Ea cre-

ated a man who entered the lower world and de-

manded drink from Allatu from her wateivskin.

The very demand (its full significance is not known)
brought about the return of Ishtar (and presumably

of Tammuz). Then comes mention of Tammuz
*• the husband of Ishtar's youth " and of his " day "

on which the sad sounds of the flute and the wail-

ing of male and female mourners mingle and in-

cense IB burned. There seems to be implied also the

washing, anointing, and clothing of the figure of

Tammuz (see below, § 13).

There is also a considerable body of hymns to

Tammuz in the Siunerian language (cf. Zimmem,

AbharuUungen, ut sup., pp. 723-726; F. A. Vanden-
buigh, Sumerian Hymns, New York, 1908; St.

Langdon, Surmrian and Babylonian Psalms, pp.
299-341, Paris, 1909; T. Finches, Memoirs , . , 0/
the Manchester LUerary and Philosophical Sodety,

xlviii., 1904, no. 25), which go very far toward com-
pleting the picture of the Babylonian deity. These
h3anns speak of the " stormy weeping " for the god,

who is " lord of the year, ... of the name of life,

... of the word of judgment, of the eye of pre-

cious stones, the artificer, the light of my heaven,

. . . the shepherd, . . . him of stormy weeping ";

his sister is goddess of the wine of heaven (J. D.
Prince, in American Journal of Semitic Langtiages,

xxvii. 1, 1910, pp. 84r-89). In another hymn ap-

parently Ishtar sings the lament for " my mighty
one, . . . my spouse, . . . great god of the heaven-

ly year, . . . lord of the lower world [1], . . .of
vegetation, artificer, the shepherd [a very constant

element in the activities attributed to him], the

lord, the god Tammuz who liveth no more." And
from the further mutilated text it seems to be de-

ducible that he was producer of wine and lord of

fructification, and he is compared with a mighty
bull (a common oriental ssrmbol of strength), and is

the " power of the land, . . . the word which over-

cometh disease," giver of food and of water, strength-

ener of the maid and the warrior, in contrast with

Ninib, who is the destroyer (Prince, in JAOS, xxx.

1, 1909, pp. 94-100).

Noteworthy is the fact that in Babylonia Tam-
muz does not appear as the god of any large city.*

In the Adapa myth, while his standing is independ-

ent, it is subordinate—^he is doorkeeper and pleader

with Anu. So far as records in hand show, he
played no heroic part and achieved no

5. XJnim- noteworthy deed. He is connected

portance in with fertility, productiveness, and
Babylonia, strength; but the epic passages have

the sound of artistic and forced poetic

laudation and lack the tone of sincere attribution of

power. Even in the hymns, in spite of the many
epithets, his death and the mourning for him are

the notable features, together with his relations

with Ishtar. And still further, it is not his death

that effects decline of fertility, it is the absence of

the goddess that causes passion and desire to

cease.

Summing up the apparent facts as gathered from
Babylonian sources, Tammuz was a deity who, at

one time regarded as a gate-keeper of heaven, came
to be associated with I^tar as her beloved. Each
year he died and passed to Hades, the realm of

Allatu or Ereshkigal. He was mourned (in the

month named after him, occurring just before the

summer solstice) not only by Ishtar, but by male

and female mourners and with the accompaniment
of flutes. His mistress journeyed to the lower world,

seemingly in quest of him; and since her absence

caused the absence of love, Ea sent a messenger and

* Zimmem (Abhandlunoent ut sup., pp. 719-721) cites in.

scriptions from a very early period, showing apparently a
temple to him in a suburb or a subject town of Lagash and
in a fortress named Bad-urud-naear or Dur-surgurri. Eridu

and Erech (ib., p. 720) seem also to have had temples in

which he was present.
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secured her release from " the land of No-Return/'
and presumably also that of her lover.

Outside of Babylonian literature and Esek. vili.

14, the references to Tammui under that name are
few, but fortunately significant. Thus the Syrian
lexicographer Bar Bahlul reports that Tammus, a
shepherd and hunter, was beloved by Balthi (Balti),

whom he carried ofif and whose hus-
6. Tammuz band he slew, but was in turn killed by
in other a wild boar. Consequently in his

Literature, month a season of mourning for him
was observed. The reference here is

doubtless to the myth current and the practise in

vogue in Byblus (see below, §§7, 13), and the effect

is to give the equation Tanmius— Adonis, while
Balthi can be no other than Ishtar (cf. D. Chwolson,
DUSMbierundderSsabigmtu, ii 206-207, St. Peters-

buig, 1856, and the same author's Ueber Tammtu
und die Mensehenvertkrung bei den dUen BabyUmier,
lb. 1860). MeUto (ApU., i., Eng. transl., in ANF,
viiL 752) reports that " Balthi, queen of Cyprus
... fell in love with Tamus, son of Cuthar, king
of the Phenicians, and . . . came and dwelt in

Gebal (Byblus; see Phxnicia, Phenicians, I., | 7).

. . . Also, before Tamus, she had fallen in love witii

Ares, and committed adultery with him; and He-
phaistos, her husband, caught her, and his jealous
was roused against her, and he came and killed

Tamus in Mt. Lebanon as he was hunting wild
boars; * and from that time Balthi remained in

Gebal. And she died in the city of Aphiki (Aphaka,
see below, | 7) where Tamus was buried." The
data here are sufficient to establish the connection
between the Babylonian Tammus, the beloved of

Ishtar, and Adonis, the beloved of Aphrodite. Simi-

larly, the statement that Balthi was the consort of

Hephaestus and had a liaison with Ares, identifies

her with Aphrodite, while the fact that she loved

Tammus identifies her with Ishtar, giving the equa-
tion Balthi«Ishtar-Aphrodite-Venus. It is to be
noted, however, that the scene of action is no longer

Babylonia, but the Lebanon and Phenioia, particu-

larly Byblus or Gebal and Aphaka.
Strabo (XVI., i. 18) and Lucian {De dea Syria,

II 6 sqq.) report that at Byblus there was a great

sanctuary of Aphrodite where the worriiip of Adonis
was conducted, and the former declares that the

city was sacred to him and to Kinyras
7. Byblus his reputed father. The Nahr Ibra-

and Nahr him, which had its mouth a short dis-

Ibrahim. tance south of the city, in early times

bore the name of Adonis (Lucian, ut

sup., viii.; E. Renan, Mission de Phinicie, pp, 282
sqq., Paris, 1864), and the discoloration of its waters

at the time of the freshets was attributed to the

blood of the deity. For suitability to the rites which
were associated with the Aphrodite and Adonis
cults, as well as for romance and beauty, the glen of

the river is remarkable (Robinson, ResearcheSj iii.

603-609). At the head of the glen in the moun-
tains is Afka, the ancient Aphaka, where was a grove
of Astarte and a temple (to '* Venus ") at the spot

* Hie oonnectioa of Adonis with hunting is so constant as
hardly to need citation; but of. ApoUodorous of Athens, Peri
theon. III., adii. 4, IX., Ixiv. 401; Propertius, III., ziii. 58-
M; Ovid, Metamorphotet, z. 635 sqq.

where Adonis and Aphrodite are said to have met,

where also he was said to be buried (Melito, ut sup.,

ANF, viii. 752; Eusebius, " Life of Constantine,"

iii. 65, Eng. transl. in NPNF, 2 ser., i. 534r-535;

Sosomen, Hisi. eed., ii. 5, Eng. transl., NPNF, 2

ser., ii. 262). At Ghineh, one point of the glen, there

is a recess or tablet carved in the rock on which Is

the figure of a hunter (identified as Adonis) with a

spear awaiting the onset of a bear (not of a boar);

and a Kttle distance away is a fexnale figure in a

posture of mourning, identified by many as the sor-

rowing Aphrodite (cf. liacrobius. Saturnalia, I.,

xzi. 5; Renan, Mission, ut sup., plates zxxiv.,

xzxviii.; a reproduction from a photograph is in

A. Jeremias, Das AUe Testament im LidiU des aUen

Orients, p. 00, Leipeic, 1904). Other sculptures are

known along the glen, as at Mashnaka, To put the

matter briefly, Byblus and the course of the Nahr
Ibrahim to Aphaka formed the locus of a cult whose
objects were Adonis and Aphrodite, and are proved
(see below, § 10) to have been the center for diffu-

sion of that cult in a considerable part of the Medi-
terranean basin.

The continuation of the combined cult of Tam-
mus and Ishtar in Greek surroundings depends upon
the answer to the question whether the worship of

the deities at Byblus and aloD^ the

8. Tammuz Nahr Ibrahim is the same (under
and Adonis, changed names as transmitted through

non-Semitic sources) as that in Baby-
lonia. It must be premised that (1) no dear indi-

cations exist of a path by which such a cult passed
from the lower Euphrates to the Medit^ranean—
traces of Syrian Adonis worship are post-Ouistian
and may well have spread from Byblus eastward;

(2) the usual indications in names of places and
persons compounded of the divine name Tamxnus
are altogether lacking in Phenician enviroEunent
That Tammus and the Adonis of Byblus were re-

garded as the same is asserted in numerous sources.

This is the testimony of Origen (commentsuy on
Esekid at viii. 14) based on apparently early tra-

dition, of Jerome (Epist,, Iviii. 3, in NPNF, 2 ser.,

vi. 120, and in his commentary on Eaekiel at the

passage cited), of Cyril of Alexandria (commentary
on Isa. xviii. 1, in MPG, xcii. 329), of Aristades

(Apol., Eng. transl. in ANF, ix. 272), and of liacro-

bius (Saturnalia, I., xxi. 1), who asserts the Assyrian
origin of the Adonis cult and makes clear the rela-

tion of Ishtar and Aphrodite-Venus by mentioning
the descent to the lower world for the purpose of

rescuing Adonis from " Persephone." Lucian does
useful service in connecting the Adonis of Byblus,
not indeed by direct identification, but by his ac-

count of the celebrations in the great temple of
" Aphrodite "—celebrations which included flagel-

lation, mourning, sacred prostitution, shaving of

the head, and offerings to one who was regarded as

dead. The express identification already cited is

confirmed by several facts: in both environments
the god occupies a subordinate (in the Phenician a

passive) position; the assumed death of the god is

in both regions the occasion of formal mourning,
chiefly by women, and this is the principal charac-

teristic of the rites; and in both there is seen in the

significance of the deity some reference to death and
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decay, whether of the sun of the springtime or of

vegetation (see below, f 15). In view of this wealth

of explicit and authoritative testimony to the iden-

tity of Tanmiui and Adonis, combined with infer-

ential evidence including the coincidence in the two
centers of principal features in myth and ritual, the

identification must stand against the doubts of

Chwolson {Die Ssabier, ut sup., ii. 510), Renan (Mis-

sion de Phinicie, pp. 216, 235), and Baudissin

(Hauck-Henog, RE, xix. 376). The argument of

the last-named that the identification argues sepa-

rateneas falls before the apparent fact that the sepa-

rateness is no more than difference in name in a dif-

ferent environment. The duality is only apparent.

The identification, however, raises two questions:

(1) the transmission of the cult from Babylonia to

Phenicia (see below, § 16), and (2) the origin of the

name Adonis. There can be no doubt that the lat-

ter is the common West Semitic Adon, " lord,"

occurring frequently in the Hebrew in

g. The the form Adonai, translated " my
Hame lord " or " Lord " in the A. V. (cf., e.g.,

AdoniB. Gen. zviii. 12; Ezek. vi. 3). The way
had already been prepared in Baby-

lonia for the application of such a title of address to

Tammus when he was addressed as Bel (" lord ";

see above, f 4); and it requires no imagination to

see that this title might become a proper name in a
cult, just as Baal did in CSanaan. It is curious that,

in spite of the wealth of testimony to this worship

at Byblus, there is no monumental or inscriptional

testimony in Phenicia to the name as applied to this

particular deity. Yet the name was applied to other

deities, as is shown by numerous inscriptions-^to

Baal-Shamem, Melkarth (both of Cyprus and Tyre),

Reseph, Hanunan, Esmun, Shamash, and others

(cf. CIS, vol. i. passim; M. Lidsbarski, Epigraphik,

Berlin, 1888, and Ephemeris, Giessen, 1900 sqq.).

Zimmem (in Schrader, KAT, p. 398, note 2) re-

marks on a number of compounds in the Assyrian

cuneiform, but of Phenician origin, in which the

form Aduni occurs, giving such characteristic com-
binations as " Aduni has given a son,'' " Adimi is

brother," " Aduni is my rock "; but no certainty

exists that Aduni is here more than an appellative.

By the Greeks, however, the term was regarded as

a proper name and adopted as such, being taken

into the scheme of declension of nouns. It seems

beyond doubt, therefore, on the basis of the pre-

ceding, that the Adonis of the Greeks and the Tam-
mu2 (Tamus) of the Babylonians are one, and that

their meeting-place was Byblus (on the Phenician

coast about 32 m. n. of Sidon). It was no secret

to the Greeks that Adonis came to them from the

Semites (Strabo, XVI., ii. 1&-19), especially from
Byblus, " sacred to Adonis,'' and the coins of the

city contain the epithet " sacred," but do not name
the deity.

That the Greeks adopted Adonis very early is

evinced by the quotation from Hesiod (8th century

B.C.; in Hesiodi qucB/erunter omnia, ed. A. Rsach,

fragment 41, Leipsic, 1884) and by a fragment of

Sappho (c. 600 b.c.; cf. T. Bergk, PoetcB lyrici Greed,

iii. 897, Leipsic, 1843; Pausanias, IX., xxix. 8).

The transfer came about through the Phenicians,

and the locations of the temples in which Adonis

had a part (with Aphrodite) are in some degree

indicated by Phenician settlements. Before naming
these it is proper to remark that the

zo. Di&- cult was established in Antioch in

tribution of Syria—Ammianus Marcellinus (XXII.,
the Cult ix. 15, Eng. transL, by C. D. Yonge

in Bohn's Classical Library, p. 297,

London, 1887) reports that on the occasion of Juli-

an's visit to Antioch the festival of Adonis, the

beloved of Venus, was being celebrated. In Cyprus,

early settled by the Phenicians, on the south coast

was Amathus, where Astarte-Aphrodite had a sanc-

tuary, and Adonis was worshiped (Pausanias, DC,
xli. 2; confirmed by Stephen of Bysantium, Ethnika,

S.V. " Adonis "). Paphos in the southwest was a
notable center, and coins of the Roman period pic-

ture the sanctuary with doves (the bird sacred to the

goddess) over the facade. There is an interesting

model of a shrine of just this pattern recovered at

Mycens (Journal of Hellenic Studies, ix., 1888, pp.
210-213), and if there is a connection—^which it is

tempting to see—^the history of the shrine is carried

back to c. 1100 b.c. The cone and pillar, so charac-

teristic of the Ishtar-Astarte-Aphrodite cult, were
present, and the custom obtained of requiring of

the native women submission as a religious duty
to strangers once in a lifetime, as at Babylon, Baal-

bek, and elsewhere. Photius (MPG, ciii. 632) quotes

Ptolemy Hephsstion to the effect that Aphrodite

found the blody of Adonis in " Argos, a city of

Cyprua "; and Pausanias (II., xx. 5) remarks upon
the wailing for Adonis by the women of the city.

It will be remembered that Melito makes Balthi a
queen of (Cyprus, asserting that she changed her

residence to Byblus and Aphaka. Pausanias also

quotes Apollodorus (III., xiv. 3-^) as making Adonis
son of Kinyras, founder of Paphos in Cyprus. There
is similar testimony for Aphrodisias in Cyprus—^if

the name is not enough. This island seems to have
been covered by the cult. At Alexandria the cele-

bration was elaborate, and is described by Theocri-

tus in one of his celebrated Idyls (the fifteenth,

named the IdoniazuscB), which relates the part taken

in the festival by Ptolemy Philadelphus and his

queen. The story as current in the West connects

closely with Byblus (see below, § 11). Canopus in

Egypt was another center. Concerning Athens

there can be no mistake, for Plutarch (Alcibiades,

xviii.) states that when the ill-fated expedition

against Sicily in 415 was departing, the celebration

of the Adoneia (the local name for the mourning)

was in progress, and the ill omen was noted after

the event. Evidence can be adduced for the cele-

bration in Alexandria of Caria, Perga of Pamphylia,

Samos (cf. O. Gruppe, Griechische Mythologie und
Rdiffions-Oeschichte, p. 275, note 6, p. 291, note 1,

Mimich, 1902), Laconia, and Dion in Macedonia.

These names of places are representative, not ex-

haustive. The earliest explicit witness for the cele-

bration among the Romans is Ovid (43 B.C.-18

A.D.; Ars Amatoria, i. 75); but an Etruscan mirror

bears the name Atunis, suspected to mean Adonis

(A. Falratti, Corpus inscriptionum Italicarum, Turin,

1867), and this suggests a much earlier footing in

the Italian peninsula. The cult was favored by
Elagabulus (q.v.). Certainly to be attributed to a
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late period and probablythrough Greek/not Semitic,

agencies, came Uie establishment of the cult at Beth-
lehem, where, according to Jerome {EpiH., Iviii. 3,

Eng. transl. in NPNF, 2 ser., vi. 120), there was a
grove to Tammuz-Adonis, and in the cave of the

nativity " lamentation was made for the paramour
of Venus." The extinction of the cult in certain

parts of S3rTia, notably at Aphaka, under Constan-
tine is reported by Sozomoi (Hiti, ecd.f ii. 5, Eng.
transl. in NPNF, 2 ser., ii. 262); yet the reports

from Arabic sources by Chwolson (Die Ssabier, ut

sup.) show its continuance much later.

It was not to be expected that a myth and a cult

which wandered so widely as these of Tammux-
Adonis would retain everywhere their original forms.

It is a law of the diffusion of religions that observ-

ances of a religious character in trans-

zz. Forms plantation to a new locus take on nat-

of the urally, and, so to speak, unconsciously,

Myth. sometiiing of the local character in

order to domicile themselves and to

become acceptable to the new clientele.* The scholia

to classical authors make mention, too frequently for

citation here, of the details of the cult. So the story

and the rites of this deity, while faithful in the main
to the Semitic originals so far as these can be made
out and also often preserving the consciousness of

this origin, yet in different localities differed in the

minutifle. This has already been illustrated by the

stoxy of the finding in the Cypriote Argos of the body
of tiie god, while the Phenician form locates the

event in the Lebanon near Aphaka. The many
epithets applied to Adonis illustrate the same fact

—Kiris or Kirris (in Laoonia), Memnon, Serach,

KoarS or Koros, Itaios, Abobas (in Pamphylia, from
the Semitic abub, " flute "), Gingras, Holes or Aoos
or Ao (among the Dorians), Gauas, Pygmaion (in

Cyprus; cf. Hesychius, s.v. " Pygmaion "), Ludi-
nos, Pherektes (cf. for many of tiiese O. Gruppe, ut
sup., B.V. " Adonis "). Each of these applied to
Adonis probably has reference to or suggestion of

local peculiarity of observance or conception. The
genius of Greek mythology required that a father

be found for the deity, the Babylonian conception
being lost in the distance both of space and time.

The principal story in the West was that Aphrodite,
in revenge for a slight upon her beauty by ^e queen
of Kin3rras, king of Cyprus, in declaring her daugh-
ter moro fair than the goddess, inspired the unfortu-

nate girl with an illicit passion for her own father,

which for twelve nights she contrived to indulge.

When the father discovered the identity of his com-
panion, in horror he pursued her with drawn sword,
and the girl was saved from him only by being

metamorphosed into a myrtle-tree (Apollodorus,

III., xiv. 4). The story of the birth then assumes
various forms—^the father cleaves the tree, and
Adonis is bom; or in ten months the tree parts of

itself to give birth to the beautiful young god; or

a boar (one of the constant elements of the myth)
rips the bark with his tiisk and so brings the boy

* Of ooune it is not to be forgotten that the stozy and
eult of Adonis were bound up with that of the goddess with
whom he was associated, and that the aooounts of him under-
went variations more or less concordant with those of Aphro-
dite in different environments.

to birth (Apollodorus, BibUatheca, iii. 182, ed. R.
Wagner, Leipeic, 1894; Ovid, MetamorphoBes, x.

298-502; Vergil, Edogues, x. 18; and the glossator

on the same author's ^neid, v. 71) . Both the father

and the mother are variously connected with both
Cyprus and Phenicia. The father is Agenor, or
Phoinix (an evident recollection of the derivation

of the cult from Phenicia), or Theias (Panyasis, fifth

century b.c, cited in Apollodorus, III., xiv. 4;

Athenaeus, X., Ixxxiii. 456, ed. W. Dindorf, 3 vols.,

Ldpdc, 1827) ; the mother is Aoa or Metharme (in

Cyprus) in place of Myrrha, or Alphesiboia (so

Hesiod, ut sup.) ; and Adonis has as children Amy-
mone, Ciolgos, Melos, Priapos, and Zariadres (The-
ocritus, Idylf XV.; glossator on Veigirs Edogues,
viii. 37; cf. SEE, xxiii. 80). The accounts of the
death vary also—^Ares (or Hephestus) caused it by
means of the boar, or one or the other transformed
himself into that animal, or Apollo did it in revenge
for the blinding of his son Erymanthos by Aphro-
dite when by him she was seen bathing. The place
of the death was variously located in the Lebanon,
at Argos in Cyprus, and at Idalim. Once more the
duration of the stay of Adonis in Hades is differ-

ently given. The principal thread of the Greek
myth records that on his birth Aphrodite received
him and hid him in a chest which she gave to Proa-
erpine to guard. But his beauty won the love of
the latter, and she refused to give him up to Aphro-
dite. Appeal was then made to Zeus, who adjudged
possession of him for a third of the 3rear to Proser-
pine, another third to Aphrodite, while the rest of

the year was at his own disposal, and he gave it to
Aphrodite. Other accounts divide the year equally
between the two goddesses, or give the laiger part
to Proserpine.

It is not at all improbable that at many places
where the Adonis cult became domesticated there
was already a worship not alien in character. This
would prove the solution of a number of probl^oos
which arise. It is not merely probable but certain
that other cults of a kind not antagonistic in idea
came in upon the Adonis worship and fused with it

or modified it. Thus confusion came to
12. Identi- exist as to the particular deity in

flcation whose honor the rites were performed,
with Other or the deities were identified. Among
Deities, those with whom Adonis was either

confused or identified were ApoUo,
Apsyrtos (O. Gruppe, ut sup., p. 576 note), Epaphos
(Apollodorus, II., ix.; Mnaseas, in R. and T. Mai-
ler's Fragmenta, iii. 155, no. 37), Phsethon (Timon,
in M Oiler, ut sup., iv. 522, no. 3). But of especial

note were Attis and Osiris. The closeness of rela-

tionship of these may be seen in a somewhat over-

emphasised form in J. G. Eraser's Adonis, AtHs, and
Osiris, passim (London, 1906). The connection
with Osiris comes out partictdarly in the story of

the body of Osiris, or his head, later rationaUaed
into a letter, which was yearly committed to the sea

at Alexandria and made its way to Byblus (M. H.
Ohnefalsch-Richter, Kypros, die Bibd und Hornet,

pp. 219-220, Berlin, 1893). The mourning of Isis

for Osiris, to say nothing of that of the faimers who
called on Isis as they cut the first sheaf of grain
(Diodorus Siculus, I., xiv. 2), as well aa the aoarcb
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for the body of Osiris and the burial, suggested a
relationship between the two deities who caused

their loves so great sorrow, and the identification

was indeed made. The emphasis upon the cult of

Adonis at Alexandria (see below, {13) and Byblus
and the similarity of ideas for which the two deities

stood, whatever that may be, made the identifica-

tion easy (Damascius, in Vita Indari, cited by
Pfaolius, BibUotheca, ccxlii., in AfPG, ciii. 1276;

Hippolytus, Hear., v. 4, in ANF, v. 4, but cf. v.

56, where the " thrice desired Adonis " is the As-

syrian, i.e., Syrian, name for Attis; Stephen of By-
santium, EUmika, s.v. '' Adonis "). So the mjrtlis

of the two overflowed and mingled at the meeting-

places of Byblus and Alexandria, just as those of

Attis and Adonis did in Cyprus, so near to Phrygia.

Attis was a Phrygian deity whose myth relates that

he was either killed by a boar or bled to death from
self-castration, and orgiastic rites and mourning
marked his cult; in this case also a goddess, Cybele

the " Great Mother," was the objective of the wor-

ship (J. Q. Eraser, ut sup., and Golden Bough, i. 296-

301, London, 1900). Rather less obvious is the re-

lationship of Adonis and Dionysus, yet Plutarch

testifies explicitly (Symposiaca probUsmata, IV., v.

3) that " they r^ard Adonis not as another (deity)

but as Dionysus " (cf. also " Orphic Hymn," xlii.).

Thie identification of Adonis with other gods was
not confined to the Greeks. In Babylonia Tammus
was the same as an early god Shulgur (M. Jastrow,

Rdigion of Adsyria and Babylonia, p. 58, New York,

18d8), and Zimmem (Abhandlungen, ut sup., pp.
705-709) gives a list of names applied to Tammus
several of which involve identification of him with

others. It is indisputable that in Babylonia, Syria,

JSgypt, Asia Minor, and Greece there were concep-

tions of deities so alike in their main features, hav-
ing to do with the decay of power—^whether solar

or vegetational (see below, { 13)—^that confusion

and merging were to be expected. Whether in the

writings of Sanchuniathon (q.v.) in Eusebius, Pr<B-

paraHo evangeUoa, i. 4 (Eng. transl. by E. H. Gif-

foid, i. 41, Oxford, 1903) the " EUoun " and " Be-
nith," the fonner of whom died in an encounter

with wild beasts, are Adcmis and Aphrodite is not
certain.

Just as the myth and conceptions concerning the

doty varied in different localities, so the details of

the celebration differed in accordance

13. The with the genius of place and people.

Rites. The salient feature was the mourning,
principally by women, and generally

aofxxnpanied by the mournful strains of tiie flute.

In the Adapa epic but nowhere else the mourning
seems to have included Gishrida. The mourners
beat their breasts and in some cases shaved their

beads, the hair going to the temples as a part of the

perquisites of the shrine. From notices as cited

above respecting the observances at Byblus, Alex-

andria, and Attois it is gathered that an effigy or

image of Adonis was made, washed, dressed, in-

oenaed, and laid on a couch or bier (at Alexandria

an image of Aphrodite was made and laid on a couch

by that of Adonis, and the observance celebrated

the wedding of the two deities). Where classic in-

fluences prevailed, the image represented a beauti-

ful youth. The image was surrounded by fresh

flowere and plants, and at Alexandria also with the
early fruits, the " gardens of Adonis," myirh, and
cakes of honey, meal, and oil, and after this was
done the wailing and singing of dirges began (Sap-

pho, fragment 6). After the wailing and on the
second day, the image was carried away and cast

into the river or the sea, or was given burial, the
women accompanying the procession with bared
breasts and singing an ode which besought prosper-

ity for the coming year. At Harran the story went
that the " lord of Adonis " slew him and ground his

bones in a mill, and then scattered the fragments;

hence the women of that region during the celebra-

tion ate nothing that had passed through the mill

(Eraser, Adonis, etc., p. 131, citing Chwolson). At
Byblus, after the wailing a sacrifice was offered to
Adonis " as to one who was dead," therefore it was
a holocaust and piacular (Lucian, De dea Syria, {
vi.; Smith, Rd. o/Sem,, p. 411). In Cyprus it was
customary to build a pyre for Adonis and to cast

therein live doves (the bird of Aphrodite). Appar-
ently with the mourning for Tammus there was com-
bined lamentation for departed friends and relations,

so that the occasion was a sort of " All Souls' Day "

(Jastrow, ut. sup, pp. 575, 599, 682). A unique in-

stitution was the "gardens of Adonis" (Plato,

PhcBdru9, 276B; Theophrastus, De historia et causia

plantarum, VI., vii. 3; Hesychius, s.v. " Adonidos
kepoi "). These were shallow receptacles much like

fern dishes, filled with earth, sowed with various

kinds of seeds, and for a few days before the festival

carefully tended by the women. Under the warm
eastern sun the seeds germinated quickly, but when
left unwatered, the same sun quickly dried the shal-

low earth and the growth withered. The "gardens"
were then carried to a spring, river, or the sea and
thrown in. That this was an old charm intended to

promote the growth of vegetation is practically cer-

tain (Fraser, Adonis, etc., pp. 137-159, where early

authorities are cited, to which add the Emperor
Julian, "The Casaam," xxv., in E. Talbot's Fr.

transl., p. 285, Paris, 1863; and R. Rochette, Re-
vue archiologigue, viii. 1, 1851, pp. 97-123; a pic-

ture of these " gardens " is given in A. Jeremias,

Dae AUe Testament, etc., ut sup., p. 88).* It is con-

cordant with this interpretation that the mourning
was followed on the next day by a festival which
typified the return of the god from the dead (Origen

and Jerome on Esek. viii. 14, and Cyril of Alexan-
dria, on Isa. zviii. 1-2; MPG, Ixx. 440-441). This
feature, perhaps not a part of the original rites in

Babylonia, has always mystified the narrators and
students, some of them assuming strangely that the

incensiDg of the effigy was supposed to effect re-

vivification. But on that hypothesis why should
burial or the casting of the effigy in river or sea

* Tliere are tevenl aood rmaaoe for thinking that in Isa.

xvU. 10-11 the prophet had theie *' sardens of Adonis " in
mind. Hm saifaoe meaning gives just the usual order of
proeedure and the results of making these " gardens.*' while
'* the day of grief and desperate sorrow *' certainly looks like

the mourning. The word rendered '* pleasant " (na'mnamm)
—probably containing a double reference to the anemone
(sacred to Adonis) and to the meaning " darling/* an epi-

thet often applied to him—seems to make the reference to
Adonis (or Tammus) quite certain.
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follow? In accordance with the naive magic of early

times, persisting after its original meaning had been
foigotten, the revival to life can be understood as
expected after the ceremonial of casting " garden

*'

or efSgy into the supposed sources of fertilisation.

The date of the festival has caused no little dis-

cussion. For Babylonia the month Tammuz (June-

July) is indubitably indicated, and about July 15

is implied by Maimonides and Makrizi as cited by
Chwolson (Die SsabieTf ut sup., ii. 202 sqq.) for a

late period in the Christian era; for

14. Date Harran the date is also July (ib., ii. 27,

of the and Ueber Tammuz, ut sup., p. 38).

Festival. Jerome (ut sup.) seems to imply Jtme
as the date for the death of Tammuz.

The feature of the ** gardens '' as just related sug-

gests surely the heat of summer. According to Fra-
zer {AdonisJ etc., p. 7), relying upon W. R. Smith,

the month Tammuz does not absolutely fix the

time of year, inasmuch as the Syrian calendars

varied considerably. Jastrow (ut sup., pp. 547,

682), speaking for Babylonia and adjacent regions,

sets the time at just before the summer solstice.

For Antioch the data afforded by Ammianus Mar-
cellinus (XXII., ix. 15) in connection with Julian's

visit to the city necessitates a time before Aug. 1.

The description in Theocritus, Idyl, xv., implies a
date sufficiently late in the summer for certain

fruits to have ripened (cf. W. Mannhardt, Aniike
Waldr und FddkuUe, p. 277, Berlin, 1875-77). The
data from Byblus are confusing. Lucian {De dea

Syria, vi. sqq.) gives the time as when the Nahr
Ibrahim runs red, which seems to imply the season

of spring freshets, the color being locally attributed

to the blood of the god who is slain annually; but
this is against most other indications, which imply
midsummer, though an alternative supposition is

that sandstorms caused the discoloration. There
was a spring festival at Byblus, which, however,
had no connection with Adonis, and Lucian may
have confused his references. On the other hand,
the scarlet anemone blooms at this time of the year,

and the legend derived its color from the blood of

the god either as springing from it or being stained

by it. The Arabs stUl call the flower " the wounds
of Na'aman " (na^aman being an epithet of Adonis;
W. R. Smith, in Historical Review, ii., 1887, p. 307).

Yet somewhat inconsistent with this in the same
region the color of the red rose, blooming in June,

is attributed to the blood from Aphrodite's feet

woimded by a thorn as she went to meet her lover.

In Attica the date is fixed for midsummer by the
departure of the expedition to Sicily (ut sup.; cf.

Thucydides, vi. 30). At Blerapolis in Syria there

was an annual festival at the beginning of spring

at which trees were cut down and planted in the

temple court, animals and birds were hung on them
as sacrifices, and then fire was set and the whole
consumed. This may have been wrongly brought
into connection with the Cypriote festival described

above and have influenced the conception of the
date. General indications from many incidental

allusions suggest the beginning of the harvest sea-

son, which for Syria, Greece, and Eg3rpt varies from
the end of March to the end of June (see Aqricui/-

ture). The dating in spring may be due to confu-

sion of the Adonis celebration with one to AphrcH
dite. The final conclusion will in some degree rest

upon the solution of the question of the significance

of Tanmiuz-Adonis.
What Tammuz-Adcmis stood for in the popular

mind was as variously answered in antiquity as now.
Macrobius (Saturnalia, I., xxi. 1 sqq.) says that

he was considered to be a sun-god; and Martianus
Capella (De nupUis, ii. 192) gives

15. Signifi- " Byblius Adon " as one of the names
canoe of of S6L. Ammianus Marcellinus (XIX.,
the Deity, i. 11; Eng. transl. ut sup., p. 186)

speaks of "the solemn festival of

Adonis, which the mystical doctrines of religion

show to be some sort of image of the ripened fruits

of the earth . . . cut down in their prime." Por-

phyry (cited in Eusebius, PrcBparatio evangeUca, III.,

xi., Eng. transl., i. 120) also asserts that " Adonis
was the symbol of the cutting of the perfect fruits,"

Attis representing the early blossoms which drop
off unfertilized. Origen (ut sup.) makes him repre-

sent the seed com placed in the earth and fructify-

ing; Jerome on the same passage reports that the

common idea related the celebration to the death
and resurrection of the seeds; and Smith (Rd. of
Sem., p. 318) connects it with the harvest. Jastiow
(ut sup., pp. 547-548) lends his weighty authority

to the idea that Tammuz was a local solar deity

—

a god of spring approaching the summer solstice.

Zimmem (Schrader, KAT, p. 397) calls him the
" god of spring vegetation." Frazer (Adonis, etc.,

passim) also makes him a deity of vegetation. His
position is strong, though allowance has to be made
for the thesis which underlies his volume. A. Jere-

mias (Das AUe Testament, etc., pp. 114 sqq.) shows
that Tanmius is a form which admits identification

with sun, moon, or star, since he represents dying
and reviving life. The Babylonian relations do little

to clear up the question, since Tammuz appean
now in the circle of Ea, now in that of Anu, again in

that of Shamash (cf. Zimmem, Ahhandlunffen, ut
sup., p. 715), as well as with such deities of vege-
tation as Gifihzida and Ningirsu. The '' gardois "

might turn the scale in favor of the vegetational
theory did they not seem a late intrusion. Bau-
dissin's contention (Hauck-Herzog, RE, xix. 336-
337) that the midsummer date best attested for the

festival is against a solar significance falls with the

consideration of specialized " seasonal suns " which
ruled a part of the year, and these existed in Baby-
lonian as well as in EJgyptian thought. Were Tam-
muz the god of the spring sun, the summer solstice

would be the time of his death. To be sure, the i>61es

of solar and vegetational deity are not exclusive (see

Sun and Sun Worship, II., 1); and where great

deities like Shamash emerge with definite solar

functions, it is not uncommon to find lesser and
local deities having originally the same relataons

rel^ated to subordinate functions. This may be
the solution of the question. That later philoaoph-
ical conceptions should advance beyond these was
to be expected. So Hippolytus seems to regard
Adonis as typifying the soul (Har., v. 7, Eng. trand.,
ANP, V. 5&-5S). The triple conception Adonis-
Osiris-DionyBUS was regarded as giving a hope for

a future life. The life substance of Adonis was <
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nected with myrrh, which was supposed to arrest

decay and so was used in embahning (cf. John xix.

39). The Orphic hymn cited above makes Adonis
hermaphrodite, and this recalls the fact that some
Sumeiian data raise the question whether Tammuz
was not feminine.

The question of the origin of Tammuz-Adonis
may be regarded as settled. It is no longer possible

to regard him as Cypriote in derivation (W. H.
Engel, Kypros, ii. 643, Berlin, 1841), a theory re-

vived in part in Pauly, RealencyklO'

i6. Su- pddie (ed. G. Wissowa, vol. i., Stutt-

merian gart, 1893), which conceives him as

Origia of coming under Phenician influence and
Tanunoz. then traveling eastward; nor even as

Semitic (Baudissin, in Hauck-Henog,
RE, xix. 378-377). Had he been Semitic, a more
general popularity among that people would have
been expected. The deity is clearly pre-Semitic

Simierian, attested by the early mention in the

Sumerian texts, especially in the Simierian hymns,
as well as by the fact that the later hymns clearly

imitate the earlier. Under the Sumerians Tammuz
had some importance; with the Semites that disap-

peared, he became one of the popular as contrasted

with the official gods; and but for the popular cele-

bration and the epics he almost drops out of sight.

Among the Assyrians he had no position of note

in the national worship. His festival may have
been celebrated among the Assyrians, but in that

case all traces have been obliterated. As Adonis

he reappeared at Byblus and along the Nahr Ibra-

him to Aphaka. The explanation of this ciirious

leap across the desert is difficult, possibly reached

only by the help of two hypotheses. If the Pheni-

cians came from the Persian Gulf (see Phenicia,

II., § 2; cf. Herodotus, i. 1-^, vii. 8-9, and Rawlin-

son's note to i. 1 in his translation), they might have
brought the cult with them. Still the difficulty

arises, why was not the cult more general among the

Phenicians? The second hypothesis is what has

already received notice—a pre-Phenician local cult

in some features akin to that of Tammuz. For the

first of these suppositions there is evidence; the

second has only indirect support in the facts of simi-

lar cases in Egypt and Cyprus.

The influence of the myth of Tammuz was widely

felt. In BoBotia in the cults of Artemis and Diony-

sus the mourning and mock burial were repeated.

The wailing reappears in the story of

17. Inila- Irfiodameia and I^tesilaos, and in that

•nee of the of Artemis for Hippol3rtiis and for

Tammaz Endymion. The relation of Adonis to

Mjrth. myrrh passed over into the stories of

the later Dionysus in the epithets ap-

plied to him, such as myrrha, amymi, myrini, myrto;

and the plant was sacred both to Aphrodite and to

Artemis, whose relations with their lovers were so

alike. The element of the boar comes out strongly

in Greek and Roman literature from Bion (Ode i.

of the " Idyls," cf. lines 7-8) to Augustine (" City

of God," vi. 7, Eng. transl. in NPNF, 2 ser., ii. 116)

;

and Macrobius (Satwmaliaf I., xxi. 4) interprets this

element as typifying winter. It is well known that

in Syria the swine was a tabooed or " sacred " ani-

mal (Lucian, De dea 5yrta, liv.), and in Greece was

sacred to Aphrodite. Its part in the stories about
Attis has already been noticed, and in the Dionysus
cycle it also appears. But one may discard the in-

terpretations of Jeremias (Daa AUe TestamerU, etc.,

passim) r^arding the influence of the myth on the
Old Testament, especially when he sees " Tammuz-
motives " in the history of Abraham, Joseph, David,
and other Hebrew heroes. Still less basis of fact can
be found for the astral interpretations of E. Stucken,
Astralmythen der Htbrder, Babylonier und ^gypter
(Leipsic, 1896 sqq.). Geo. W. Gzlmobe.
Bibuoorapbt: The prinoix>al litenture is oited in the text;

the older literature among that which follows is of raliio

chiefly for its citation of the paaaBgm in the classics and
elsewhere from which the data are collected J. Selden,
De dU Syria, pp. 254-264, Amsterdam. 1680; C. Moini-
chen, HortuluB Adontdia, Copenhagen, 1702; Bayle, IXe-
tionary, s.v. Adonis, i. 113-116; C. F. Dupuis, Ongine d*
tou$ le9 cuUea, pp. 156-163, Paris, 1795; F. C. Movers, D%€
Phdnixier, i. 191-253, 2 vols., Bonn, 1841-^; H. BrugMh,
Adoniaklage und LinoAiedt Berlin, 1852; Greve, De Adum'
ide, Leipsic, 1877; A. Jeremias, Die babylonUeh-aaeyri-
achen VoreUUunoen vom Leben naeh drnn Tode, ib. 1877;
P. Schols. OoUendienal und Zauberweaen hei den HArt^
am, pp. 217-238, Regensburic, 1877; W. W. von Baudissin,

Studien Mur aemUiaehen RelioionageechiehU, i. 298-304,
Leipsic, 1878; W. H. Roscher, Lexikon der tfrieehiechen

und rOmiachen Mytholooie, i. 69-77, ib. 1884; A. H. Sayce,
ReLioum ofAndent Babyloniih PP. 221-250, London, 1887;
Journal of Hellenie Studiea, ix (1888), 210-213; F.Baeth-
gen, BeiMtge aur aemiiiachen Relioionageachiehte, pp. 41-44,
Berlin, 1889; P. Jensen, Die Coamologie der Babylonier,

passim, Strasburg, 1890; idem, Aaayrisch-babyloniacht

MytKen und Bpen, pp. 81 sqq.. 95 sqq., 169, 560, Berlin,

1900; BaU. in PSBA, xvi (1894), 195-200; W. L. King,
Babylonian Relioion and MyOuAooy* PP> 178-183, London,
1899; T. K. CSieyne, Bible Problema, pp. 71-95, London,
1904 (cf . A. Jeremias, Babyloniechea im Neuen Teatamentt

p. 34, Leipsic, 1905; Cheyne finds a North Arabian form
of the myth of Adonis in the tale of Dusares—see Naba-
TAANS, II.,i 3); C. Vellay, Le CuUeet lea /Head* Adonie-
Thammoua dana Vorient antique, Paris, 1904 (the student

can not afiFord to pass this book); idem in RHR, xlix

(1904), 154-162; R. Dussaud, Notee de mythologie ayrienne,

ii. 148-155, ib. 1905 (also important); M. J. Lagrange.

itudea aur lea reLioiona aemitiquea, pp. 40, 295, 309, 348-
349, ib. 1905; O. Qruppe, Griechiache MyOuOogie und
RtUoionageachicfae, Index "Adonis" and "Tammus,"
Munich,U906; and especially the works of Zimmem noted
in the text and his Sum^iach-babifioniacHe Tamuxliedert

in the BeriefUe of the Saxon Academy, lix (1907), 201-252.

TANCHELM, ton'kelm (TANCHELIIT) : Oppo-
nent of the medieval Church; killed atAntwerp 1115

(or 1124). He is said to have assailed the entire
,

hierarchy and all their ecclesiastical functions,

and to have defamed the Church, claiming that his

followers were the true Church, that the efficacy of

the sacraments depended upon the worthiness of the

ministers, and that he himself was filled with the

Holy Ghost and was, therefore, God, even as Christ

had been. He is also said to have married an image

of the Virgin, and to have given water in which he

had bathed to his followers as a sacrament bringing

salvation to body and soul. This accoxmt, of which

the chief source is a letter written about 1112 by the

Utrecht clergy to the archbishop of Cologne (ed. P.

Fredericq, Corpus documentorum inquinHonU Neer-

landiccB, i. 15 sqq., Ghent, 1889), is evidently in-

spired by hostility. Probably Tanchelm was little

else than one of those who, in the medieval Church,

demanded that the Church should be holy, and who
often attacked the hierarchy. He doubtless be-

lieved himself to be inspired, and he was apparently

influenced by political motives, seeking to detach
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a part of the diocese of Utrecht and to unite it with
the neighboring French bishopric of Terouanne.
He preached to thousands, assuming considerable

pomp and finr^ing many adherents among women
and the lower classes. At this time his chief center

was Utrecht, but later he is found at Antwerp and
Bruges, the authority for his activity in the former
city being the Vita Norbertif xvi. (MGH, Script
xii,, Hanover, 1856). In Antwerp the unworthiness
of the only priest stationed there gave Tanchelm
such following that neither prince nor bishop dared
molest him. He was finally killed by a priest, but
his adherents maintained themselves until the com-
ing of Norbert in 1124. (A. Hauck.)
Bzbuoobapbt: U. Hahn, OetehtchU der Ketter im MiUd"

alter, i. 459. Stuttgart, 1845; J. J. I. von DdUincer, Bei-
tri\g€ tur Sektengeachichte dea MitUiaiUn, i. 104 sqq.,

Munich, 1890; P. Fredericq, (?«acAied«nM der InqviaUU tn
d« Nederlanden, i. 20, Ghent, 1892; H. C. Lea. Hiatory of
the Inquintion of the Middle Agee, i. 64-66, New Yoik,
1906; Hauok, iU>, iv. 88 eqq.

TANNER, BENJAMIN TUCKER: African Meth-
odist Episcopal bishop; b. at Pittsbiug, Fa., Dec.

25, 1835. He was educated at Avery College, Al-

leghany, Pa., and the Western Theological Seminary,
though without graduating from the latter institu-

tion, and, after holding various pastorate in his de-

nomination, was appointed, in 1867, editor of the

Christian Recorder, its official oigan. This position

he held for sixteen years, after which he was editor

of the African Methodist Quarterly Review (1884-

1888) xmtil he was chosen bishop in 1888, with special

jurisdiction in Canada, Bermuda, and the West
Indies. Since 1892 he has had charge of the First

District, comprising New York, New Jersey, and
eastern Pennsylvania, and in 1001 was a del^ate
to the third Ecimienical Methodist Conference at
London. Among his publications may be mentioned
his Apology for African Methodism (Philadelphia,

1867) and The Negro*8 Origin; and, la the Negro
Cwreedt (1869).

TAOISH See China, I., 2.

TAR6UM. See Biblb Vebsions, A, V.

TARPELITES: A word occurring only in Esra
iv. 9, apparently as the name of one of the tribes

settled by the Assyrians in Samaria (II Kings xvii.

24), but otherwise unknown. G. Hoffmann {ZA, ii.

54 sqq., 1887) sees in the word the Persian taror

parda, " beyond the bridge," and takes it as quali-

fying the names " Rehmn " and " Shimshai " in the
sense of " (the provincials) across the Euphrates."
Jensen (TLZ, 1895, p. 509) would translate it

" couriers." See APHABaACHiTES.

TARSmSH. See Commercb, { 2; Navigation,

{ 3; Ophir; and Tablb of thb Nations.

TARSUS. See Asia Minob, IX.

TARTAE: The name of a deity mentioned in

II Kings xvii. 31 as belonging to the Awites settled

in Samaria by Sargon. For the general condition of

the passage see Succoth-benoth. An identifica-

tion of this deity with any so far known is as yet
most uncertain. No reliance can be placed upon
the late rabbinical statement that this god had the
form of an ass (Sanhedrin, 63a-b). P. Jensen (Die

Koemologie der Babylonierj pp. 49 sqq., Strasburg,

1890) mentions Tartaku as a name for Antares and
perhaps connected with the deity Ninib (see Bab-
TLONiA, VII., 2, § 9), but this requires a change from
k to t: which is unlikely. Hardly more probable is

the derivation from the name of the deity (A)tar-

gat(is), originally perhaps Derketo (cf. Schrader,

KATf p. 484, note 4) ; or from the name of a storm-

god Tarku (Baudissin, Hauck-Herzog, RE, zix.

381); and Cheyne's suggestion (EB, iv. 4903) that

the word is a corruption of Jerah(mee[) does not
command support. The possibility exists that the

name will sometime be found as that of a folk deity

who did not obtain entrance into any official pan-
theon, except perhaps that of the city from which
the Awites were brought. What that city was is

not known, and the ascertaining of this datum may
be a condition precedent to a final explanation of

the name. Geo. W. Giucore.
Bibuoorapbt: Besides the commeDtaries on Kin^B, ooq-

siilt: J. Seldea, De die Syrie, ii. 253. Amsterdam, 1680;
F. Leaormant, La Magie chez Ue Chaldeene, pp. 10. 110*
Enc. transl., Chaldean Magic, London, 1877; P. SehoU.
OaUendienat %md Zavberweaen bei den aUen HebrAern, p.
400. Rflaensbarg. 1877; Na«;l. in ZKT, 1004, pp. 412-422;
DB, iv. 689; BB, iv. 4903; JE, zii. 66.

TASCHEREAU^ELZEAR ALEXANDRE: Roman
Catholic cardinal; b. at Sainte-Marie-de-larBeauoe,

Quebec, Feb. 17, 1820; d. at Quebec Apr. 12, 189S.
He was educated at the Seminary of Quebec and at
Rome (D.G.L., 1856), and was ordained to the
priesthood in 1842. He was then appointed pro-
fessor of moral philosophy in the Seminary of Que-
bec, and held this position until 1854, displaying an
attitude in marked contrast with ultramontanism.
In 1856-^0 he was director of the Petit S^minaire,
and of the Grand S^minaire in 1859-60, being
also a member of the Council of Public Instructi^Mi

for Lower Canada. He was appointed superior
of the Grand S^minaire and rector of Xiaval
University in 1860, and two years later became
vicar-general of the diocese of Quebec. Shortly
after his return from the Vatican Council, be was
chosen, on the death of Archbishop Baillargeon, one
of the two administrators of the archdiocese, and in
1871 was raised to metropolitan rank. In 1886 he
was created cardinal, being the first Canadian to
receive that dignity, and in 1894 he retired from
active life. He was the author of DiecipUne du
diodes de Quebec (2d ed., Quebec, 1895).

TASCODRUGITES (PAXILLONASONES) : The
nickname of a heretical sect first mentioned in the
fourth century by Epiphanius and Jerome. The
designation occurs in widely variant forms, and is by
Epiphanius (HcBr, xlviii. 14) derived fron^ the
Phrygian taskos, " wooden nail or stake," and
drungoSf " nose "; whence the sect bore the Greek
name Pasealorhynchites and the Latin PaxiUana-
eonea. The designation was bestowed on them
because of a peculiarity in their worship, or because
they prayed with one finger on the nose, or thrust a
finger in their mouth for a sign of strictest «il^T|^?g^

in reference to Ps. cxli. 3. Epiphanius obscurely
connects them with the Montanists, Theodoiet
(Hcareticorum fabularum compendium, i. ^10) with
the Gnostics. Jerome (commentary on Galatiazis,
book ii.', preface) and Epiphanius place the sect in
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Galatia, whence it seems to have spread over Asia
Minor and into Syria. Imperial laws came in to
forbid the sect's assemblages. Theodore the
Studite (Epist. xL. ad Naucratium, in MPG, xcxx.

1051) in the ninth centuiy is the latest to testify to

its existence. Philastrius (Hoar., Ixzv.), who had
DO independent knowledge of the sect, confused
them with the Ascites who kept the consecrated
blood in a sack {<uko9) and had a cult resembling

that of Bacchus. G. GRt^TZMACHER.
BiBuoaRAPBT: The prineipal 8oux««s are named in the

text. Consult further: Auffuatine, HiMr., Ixiii.; Timothy
of Constantinople, in J. B. Cotelerius, EeeUauB Oraca
monumental iiL 377 aqq., 4 vols., Paris, 1677-02; J. H.
Blunt. Dictionarv of Sects . . . , p. 690, London, 1874;
T. Zahn, GeaeMehU dea neuteatamentUchon Kanoru, u. 437.
Leipstc, 1891.

TASKER, JOHN GREENWOOD: Wesleyan
Methodist; b. at Skipton (22 m. n.w. of Leeds),

Yorkshire, England, Jan. 20, 1853. He received his

education at Hawkshaw House School, Garforth,

Leeds, and at Richmond Ck)ll^e; was assistant

tutor at Richmond College, 1876-80; was at Cann-
statt, Germany, also pastor of English Church at
Stuttgart, 1880-84; returned and served again as
assistant tutor at Richmond College, 1884r-87,

then as classical tutor, 1887-91; superintendent of

the Manchester (Longsight) circuit, 1891-92; as
Biblical and classical tutor at Handsworth College,

1892-1904, and as theological tutor, 1904-10, when
be became principal. He delivered the Femley
Lecture in 1901, with the title Does Haeckd Solve the

Riddle f in Is Chriatianiiy Truef (London, 1904);
has written Spiritual Religion: a Study of the Re-
lation of Facts to Faith (1901) ; and has contributed
to Hasting's Dictionary of the Bible, Dictionary of
Christ and the Gospels, and Encyclopedia of Religion
and Ethics.

TASMANIA. See Auotbalia.

TAST, HERMANN (HARMEN, HERMEN): Re-
former in Sleswick-Holstein; b. at Husum (21 m.
w. of Sleswick) c. 1490; d. there May 11, 1551.

At some time i^ter 1514 he held the vicarage of St.

Michael in the Church of our Lady in Husum.
The Reformation was felt there at an early time;
as early as 1518 two students from that flourish-

ing borough studied at Wittenbeig, o^ers followed
from the vicinity, and all returned zealous friends of
the new truth. Tast is said to have arrived at his

better knowledge by reading the works of Luther,
and about 1522 he dared to announce the truth
openly. He foimd many adherents; but as the
majority of the priesthood and of the congregation
clung to the old traditions, he was excluded from
the church, and his life was endangered. But Mat-
thias Knudisen, a neighbor, protected him and opened
his house for the gathering of his adherents. When
it could no longer hold them, Tast preached in the
churchyard. The Reformation developed fiu-ther

under the protection of Frederic L, who in 1524 is

said to have reqiiired of both parties mutual tolerar

tion in a formal and general edict of toleration.

Tast found an efficient assistant in Theodoricus
Pistorius (Becker), father of Johannes Pistorius

(q.v.), a true pupil of Melanchthon. After 1526 the

young Duke Christian, as temporary stattholder and
XI.-18

regent of the duchies, and the king not only toler-

ated, but advanced, the cause of Uie Reformation.
Tast prepared the way in Flensbuig, so that in

advent season, 1526, the first Evangelical sermons
were delivered in the two principal churches of the
town by Geert Slewert and Nikolatis Johannis.
About the same time Husum was won for the
Reformation. In 1527 Tast was appointed pastor,

Pistoritis and Hamer first and second chaplains.

Roman Catholic masses and vigils were prohibited,

and an Evangelical church service was introduced.

Baptism was administered in accordance with Lu-
ther's TaufbUchkin; the school of the monastery
was reorganized, and H. Bokelmann of Brunswick,
a pupil of Luther, was placed at its head.
At the colloquy of Flensbiug, which was held

on April 8, 1529, with Melchior Hoffmann (q.v.)

Tast was the chief spokesman of the Lutheran party.

The controversy turned principally about the Lord's
Supper, which Hoffmann interpreted spiritually. It

was impossible to convince Hoffmann, and the collo-

quy ended with his banishment. In the winter of

1536-37 Tast assisted in the elaboration of a church
order for the territories of Christian IIL, which ap-
peared under the title, Ordinatio ecdesiastica regno-

rum DanicB et Norwegia et ducatuum Slesv., Hclsat,,

etc. (1537). After its issue Tast was entrusted with
the provostship of the old Nordstrand with its more
than twenty churches, and soon afterward also with
that of Eiderstedt and with the inspection of the
churches in the district of Husum. After 1540 he
was one of the four (five) superintendents in the
duchy of Sleswick. In 1542 he, together with the
other superintendents, assisted Bugenhagen in draw-
ing up the church order of Sleswick-Holstein, issued

on March 9, 1542. In accordance wiUi this church
order Tast lost his privileges as superintendent in

favor of the new Lutheran bishop or superintendent
of Sleswick, and, in consequence of the division of

the countiy in 1544, also his provostships (1545,

1547-48).

Tast earned the reputation of a highly educated
and studiotis thinker, diligent, zealous, courageous,
and earnest in the performance of all his duties.

(E. MiCHBLSEN.)

Bzbuoobapbt: J. MdUer, Introduetio ad Mat. dueaL, Ldpsio,
1099; idemJiCimlnimliterataprodromua, voL L» Oopenhacen,
1744; A. Heimreich, NordfnaiacKe Chnmik, 3d ed.by N.
Falck, vol. i.. Tondem, 1819; C. Kortholt. HiaL eed„ Ldpso,
1097; L. von Seckendorf, Hialoria Lutheraniami, ib. 1604;
Eggen, H. TcuUi Memoria (Husen Programm), 1817; O.
KaUsen, in Meyn's Schleawio-holateiniacKer HauakaUndar
for 1880; ABD, vol. zxzvii.; H. F. RAidam, in Donak
bioorafiA Lexihon, vol. zvii., Gopenhacen, 1887 aqq.

TATE, 5AHUM: H3rmnist, and poet laureate;

b. in Dublin 1652; d. in the Mint at Southwark,
London, Aug. 12, 1715. He was educated at Trinity

Ck>llege, Dublin (B.A., 1672); went to London, and
in 1692 became poet laureate. He is remembered
by A New Version of the Psalms of David, made in

collaboration with Nicholas Brady (q.v.), which ap-
peared in 1696 (see Htmnologt, IX., § 3, for de-

velopment). Tate is supposed to have been the

better poet, and to have shown it chi^y here. The
psalter made its way slowly but surely in popular
acceptance, not entirely driving out Stemhold and
Hopkins till the nineteenth centuiy was somewhat
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advanced, and being, in tom, dieplaced by the

greatly tneieaaed ei^^y and use of hymne in the

Chufch of England. In one aection, at least, of this

countiy, it waslaigdy used in preferanoeto the New
Fjiglanil version, or Bay Pfealm Book (q.y.)» many
editaona appearing in Boston between 1760 and
1800. It contains aome (airiy poetical portiona,

many that are still well adapted to public worship

where metrical paahns are preferred, and a few that

are able to hold their own simply as hymns. The
Supplement to the New Vereion (1703) is supposed to

be the woric of Tate alone; it ccmtains versions of

the Te Deu$nf Lord's Prayer, Creed, Commandments,
and other passages of Scripture or Prayer-Book.

Some of these are well done, and have been laigely

used in the English Church; and one, *' While shep-

herds watched," is in neariy universal use. In 1702

l^te was named historiQgi^;>her-royaL In 1677 he

published a volume of poems, and in 1678 his drama
Bruiue of Alba (London); he also wrote some ver-

sions of Shakespeare's dramas. His best original

poem was Panaceor^a Poem on Tea (London, 1700)

;

and his tiansUtions include The Ltfe of LouU of

Bourbon, Laie Prince of Cond4 (1093), and Cowley'e

Hietory o/PlanU (1095).

BnuoQBAnnr: W. 8. Aintin and J. Balph. Li^m of tk$

Poda-Lawrmi; pp. 190-223. London. 1863; & W. DuiBold.

KmgtUi Hymn*, pp. 428, 610. New York, 1886; Julian.

BwmmoUm* PP. 70»-802, 919-920; DNB, Iv. 879-380;

and the Utmatun on EngUah hjmna under Hticmoumt;
and^MjaoDT.

TATIAH, td'shi-dn.

L Ltfa. n. WMo^
L Life: Concerning the date and place of birth

of Tatian nothing is known except what he himself

tells in his " Address to the Greeks," chap. xlii.

(ANP, ii. 81-92), vis., that he was bora in " the

land oif the Asqrrians "; and neither the date nor

place of his death is known. He enjoyed a good ed-

ucation and became acquainted with Greek culture.

Eztoisive travels led him through different coun-

tries and showed him the nature of Greek education,

art, and science. He himself states that he studied

tibe pagan religions. Finally he came to Rome,
where he seems to have remained for some time.

Here he seems to have come for the first time in

touch with Christianity. According to his own rep-

resentation, it was primarily his abhorrence of the

heathen cults that led him to spend thought on re-

ligious problems. By the Ok! Testament, he says,

he was convinced of the unreasonableness of pagan-

ism. He adopted the Christian religion and beoune
the pupO of Justin. It was the period when Chris-

tian philosophers competed with Greek sophists, and
Uke Justin, he opened a Christian school in Rome.
It is not known how long he labored in Rome with-

out being disturi)ed. The later life of Tatian is to

some extent obscure. Since the " Address to the

Greeks " was written probably in Greece, it may be

infersed that he tarried in that country for some
time. Epiphanius relates that Tatian first estab-

lished a school in Mesopotamia, the influence of

which extended to AntiocJi in Syria, and was felt in

Glidaand eqiecially in Pisidia, but these statements

can not be verified. The later activity of Tatian is

attested by the history of the Diatessaron (see be-

low). Ireoteus remarks (JB(er.f I., xxviii. 1» ANF^

L 353) that Tatian after the death of Justin seps^

rated from the Church and taiight Eneratitic heroy,

also a doctrine of eons rehited to that of Valentine.

Such statements are to be received with caution;

for the Occident regarded as heretical much whidi

the Orient judged orthodox. The ascetic character

which Syriac Christianity bore as late as the time

of Aphraates was not impressed upon it by Tatian,

but has roots that reach deeper. The importance
of Tatian lies neither in his protest against Hdkn-
ism in his " Address to the Greeks " (see below),

nor in his work on Jewish antiquity, but in his serv-

ice for the church in Sjrria. He was the first to

give the Syriac congregations the Gospel in thai

own language. The Syrian church possessed and

used the Goqiel from the very beginning until the

time of Rabbula only in the form of the Diates-

saron ; it is probable, therefore, that Tatian not only

brought the Diatessaron into Syria, but also de-

veloped there a successful missionary activity in

the last quarter of the second century. A later a^
did not realise that the Syrian ascetic tendencies

had been transmitted from Semitic primitlire Chris-

tianity, hence it regarded Tatian as a wectarian, the

head of the Encratites.

n. Writings: His ''Address to the Greeks"

tries to prove the worthlessness of paganism, and

the reasonableness and high antiquity of Chiistian-

ity. It is not characterised by logical oonaecutive-

ness, but is discursive in its outlines. The carekss-

ness in style is intimately connected with his coo-

tempt of everything Gredc. No educated Christian

has more consistently separated from iwiganiwrn;

but by overshooting the mark, his scolding and

blustering philippic lost its effectiveness because

it lacks justice. But Tatian was praised for his dis-

cussions of the antiquity of Moses and of Jewi^
legislation, and it was because of this chrtniologicsl

section that the " Address " was not generally con-

demned. For his Diaieaaaron, see Harmont of tee

(jOSPBIiS.

In a lost writing, entitled On Per/ecHon accordmg
to the Doctrine of the Savior, Tatian designates mat-

rimony as a symbol of the tying of the flesh to the

perishable world and ascribed the " invention " of

matrimony to the devil. He distinguishes between
the old and the new man; the old man is the law,

the new man the Goepel. The early development
of the Syrian church furnishes a commentary on

the attitude of Tatian in practical life. Thus for

Aphraates baptism conditions the taking of a vov
in which the catechumen promises ce]iba(sy. Hus
shows how firmly the views of Tatian were estab-

lished in Syria, and it supports the supposition that

Tatian was the missionary of the countries around
the Euphrates. The starting-point of Tatian's the-

ology is a strict monotheism which becomes the

source of the moral life. Originally the human sou]

possessed faith in one Ckxi, but lost it with the faL

In consequence man sank under the rule of demoos
into the abominable error of polytheism. By moiKh
theistic faith the soul is delivered from the material

world and from demonic rule and is imited with God.

God is spirit (pneuma), but not the physical or sto-

ical pneuma; he was alone before the creation, but

he bad within binwelf potentitUly the whole cre^-
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tioii. The means of creaiioii was the dynamU logikB

C power expressed in words ")• At first there pro-

ceeded from God the Logos who, generated in the
beginning, was to produce the world by creating

matter from which the whole creation sprang.

Creation is penetrated by the pneuma hylikon,
** world spirit," which is common to angels, stars,

men, animals, and plants. This world spirit is lower

than the divine pneuma, and becomes in man the

psychi or " soul," so that on the material side and
in his soul man does not differ essentially from the
animals; though at the same time he is called to a
peculiar union with the divine spirit, which raises

him above the animals. This spirit is the image of

God in man, and to it man's immortality is due.

The first-bom of the spirits fell and caused others to
fall, and thus the demons originated. The fall of

the spirits was brought about through their desire

to separate man from God, in order that he might
serve not God but them. Man, however, was im-
plicated in this fall, lost his blessed abode and his

soul was deserted by the divine spirit, and sank into

the material sphere, in which only a faint reminis-

cence of God remained alive. As by freedom man
feU, so by freedom he may turn again to God. The
Spirit unites with the souls of those who walk up-
rightly; through the prophets he reminds men of

their lost likeness to God. Although Tatian does not
mention tho name of Jesus, his doctrine of redemp-
tion culminates in his Christology. Other (lost)

writings of Tatian are a work written before the
** Address to the Greeks " and treating the nature
of man as contrasted with the nature of the animals,

and a ProbUmatdn hihliont which aimed to present a
oompilation of obscure Scripture sayings.

(E. Pbeuschbn.)
BiBuoaBAPBT: On Tatian: H. A. Daniel, TatianuM der

Apoloffei, Halle. 1837; J. Donaldson, CriHeal HitL of
ChrUtian LUerature and Doctrine^ iii. 3 sqq., Oxford. 1866;
A. Hilsenfeld. KetMenfetekichte de8 UnhruUiUunu, pp. 384
sqq., Leipaac. 1884; T. Zahn. in Foruehungen sur Qetehichte

de9 neuiedamentiiehen Kanons, i. 268 eqq.. Erlangen. 1881;
Hainaek. in TU, iL 1-2 (1886); idem. LiUsraiur, I 486
aqq.. ii. 1. pp. 284 sqq.; idem, in EneydopiBdia Brilanmea,
0th. ed., zziii. 80 sqq., cf. K. Lake, in 11th ed., xxvi. 460-

461; F. R. Wynne, J. H. Bernard, and S. Hemphill, LU-
eraiwrm of the Second Century, London, 1881; F. X. Funk,
Kirckenoeeehichaiche AhhandLungtn, ii. 142 sqq., Padei^
bom, 1899; O. Baidenhewer. QeackUJUe der aiikireh-

lichen LUeratw, i. 242 sqq., Freiburg, 1902; ErOser,
Hietary, pp. 117-121; DCS, iv. 783-«03; KL, xi. 1233 sqq.

Editions of the '* Address " are: the ediiio jnineepe by
Frviua and Qessner, Zurich, 1646; by J. C. T. Otto, in

Corpue apoiogetantm Chrietianotuntt vol. vi., Jena, 1861;
and the independent one by E. Sehwarts, in TC/, ir. 1

(1888). There is an Eng. transl. in ANP, ii. 66-83. For
discussions, besides the introductions to the editions and
in the treatment of Tatian's life and work, consult: C. E.
Freppel. Lee Apologielee ehHHene au ii. eiMe, Paris, I860;

B. Aub^, De FapolooUique chrMienne au B. eiicle, ib. 1861;
H. Dembowski, Die Quellen der ehrieUichen AptOogetik,

part i., Leipsic, 1878; W. Steuer, Die Cfottee- und Logoe-

lehre dee Taiiane, ib. 1893; B. Ponsohab, TaHane Rede an
die Griechen, Metten, 1896; R. C. Kukula, Tatiane eoge-

nannU Apoloffie, Leipsic, 1900; J. DrAseke, in ZWT, xliii

(1900), 603 sqq.; H. U. Meyboom, in ThT, xxxvli (1903),

440 sqq.
For the Diatessaron it is to be noted that all eariier

works are discounted by the careful reconstruction by T.
Zahn, in Foreehungen eur Oeechiehte dee neuteetamentUehen
Kanone, vol. i., Erlangen, 1881. of. ii. 286 sqq., and also

Zahn's Oeechiehte dee neuteetamentHehen Kanone, ii. 2, pp.
S30 sqq., Leipsic. 1891. The frsgments found in later

wriUtn have b^^n QoU«oted by H. (jkninven, in Shidiia Meo-

logiea, vol. L, Leipsio, 1896, and by J. R. Harris, FraQ-
menie of the Commeniary ofBphrem Syrue upon the Diaieo'
earon, London, 1896. The Arabic working over was issued
by A. Giasca, Tatiani Bvcmgelicm harmonicm Arobiee^
Rome, 1888 (with a Latin transl., which is randerad
into English, with an introduction by J. H. Hill, The
BaHieel Life of Chriet ever CompHed from the CfoepeU,
Being the Diaieeearon of Tatian, Edinburgh, 1894, 2d ed.,
1910, ar.d an Eng. transl. of the Arabic is furnished in
ANF, ix. 9-138; all of these are provided with critical

apparatus). The Codex Ftddeneie was edited by B.
Ranke, liazfourg, 1868. The early German version has
been edited by J. A. Schmeller, Vienna, 1841, and by B.
Sievers, Paderfoom, 1892. Discussions other than those
above indicated are: A. Hamack, in ZKO, iv (1881),
471-606; J. P. P. Martin, in Revue dee queetione hieta-

riqttee, xzxiu (1883), 349 sqq., xUv (1888), 6 sqq.; S.
Hemphill, The Diaieeearon of Taiian, London, 1888;
J. R. Harris, The Diateeearon of Taiian, ib. 1890; idem,
in Contemporary Review, 1893, pp. 800 sqq.; M. Maher.
Recent Bvidenee for the Authenticity ofthe Ooepele; Tatian*9
Diateeearon, ib. 1803; B. W. Bacon, in AJT, 1900, pp.
770 sqq.; C. H. Turner, in Journal of Theologieal Studiee,
iii (1902), 110 sqq.; F. C. Burkitt, BaHy Baetem Chrie-^

Hanity, London, 1904; A. Hobson, The Diateeearon of
Tatian and the Synoptic Problem, CbioagQ, 1904; K. Lake,
in Bxpoeitory Timee, 1906, p. 286. See also Habmont
OF TBB Gk>anui.

TATTAM, HBNRT: Orientalist; b. in Ireland

Dee. 28, 1789; d. at Stanford Rivers (7 m. n.e. of

Charing Gross, London) Jan. 8, 1868. He was edu-
cated at Trinity College, Dublin, and at the univer-

sities of Gdttingen and Leyden; held the benefices

of St. Cuthbert's, Bedford, 1822-10, and of Great
Woolstone, near Newpont Pagnell, 1831-^9. He
was archdeacon of Bedford, 1845-66, and from 1849
till his death, rector of Stanford Rivers, and also

chaplain-in-ordinary to the queen. His Jfame rests

upon his labors on Coptic, in which he was an au-
thority. He discovered in the Nitrian convent, and
secured for the British Museum, a splendid collection

of ancient Syriac manuscripts. He edited in Arabic
and Coptic the Gospels (liondon, 1829) ; the Coptic

Apostolic Constitutions (1848; with English trans-

lation); the Book of Job (1846; with translation);

the minor and major prophets (1836-52; with
Latin translation) ; and the New Testament in Cop-
tic and Arabic (1847); and he was the author of

A Compendious Grammar of the Egyptian Language
ae Contained in the CopOe and Sakidic Dialects, wUh
ObeervaHone on the Baehmuric ... 3 pts. (1830);

and Lexicon ^gyptiaco-Laiinum, ex veterihue lingtuB

jEgyptiaciB monumenHSf et ex operUms La Croziif

Woidii . . . congeatum (Oxford, 1835).

TATTLER, tauler, JOHANN: Dominican mystie

(see Friends of God); b. at Strasburg about 1300;

d. there June 16, 1361. More would be known of

the circumstances of his life, if the
Life. " master of the Holy Scriptures " ap-

pearing in the '* Meieterhuch of the

Great Friend from Ckxi of the Highlands " (issued

by C. Schmidt under the title, Nicolaue von Baed
Bericht von der Bekehrung Taulere, Strasburg, 1875)

of Rulman Merswin (see Friends of God) could be
identified with Tauler. This was long assumed, but
conclusively disproved by H. S. Denifie (Taulere

Bekehrung, Strasbuig, 1879). Attracted by the

ascetic life of the Dominicans, Tauler joined that

order at Strasburg at an early age. It is not imr-

possible that during his eight years of study there

he beard Mei^ter Eqkhart (q.v.) preachy whose stay
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at Strasbuig is determined at least for the year
1314. Also he must have been reached by the in-

fluence of the mjrBtic Johann Stemgasser, lector at

the Dominican monastery at Strasburg (1317-24).

If it be assmned, with W. Pr^er, that Sermon 1.

was preached at Cologne (which is not established),

Tauler may have been at the stadium generale of

the order in that city while Eckhart was lecturer

(1326-27). Possibly he witnessed, at the same
time, the closing events of the latter's life, and in

that case met Heinrich Suso (q.v.). At any rate he
was acquainted with Suso, having received from
him as a gift his Horologium sapienHcs, Beyond
doubt Nicholas of Strasburg (q.v.)> whom he may
have known at his native city, was one of his teach-

ers at Ck)logne. He probably returned to Stras-

buig at the conclusion of his studies and reappears

toward the close of the fourth decade in the corre-

spondence of Henry of N5rdlingen (q.v.) with Mar-
gareta Ebner (q.v.). During Lent 1339 he appears
at Basel, driven from Strasbuig, together with the

other Dominicans, in consequence of suspending

mass pursuant to the interdict of John XXII. (q.v.).

He is known to have been there at the beginning of

1346, and with Henry of Nordlingen was the center

of a numerous body of Friends of God. In 1347, or

1348 at the latest, he was preaching at Strasbuig,

and Christina Ebner (q.v.) writes of his ''fiery

tongue that has kindleid the horizon.'' Rulman
Merswin chose him as his confessor. To this activ-

ity at Strasbuig must have belonged his open op-

position to pope and interdict mentioned by the

chronicler Daniel Speckle (Specklin), an account
which has been variously disputed. A coincidence

of a sermon (102d) preached on the twentieth Sun-
day after Trinity in honor of St. Cordula (Oct. 22)

leads W. Preger to the conclusion that about 1357

Tauler stayed for a considerable period at Cologne,

and that his extant sermons belonged to this period.

That they were preached at Cologne is shown by in-

ternal references and by the mention of the ancient

Cologne manuscript (see below), which locates them
at St. Grertrud, of that city; yet the arrangement,

according to the church year, points to a later

date. The sermons may presuppose a long sojourn

in Cologne, and there is nothing to be said against

this being in the sixth decade.

With reference to the works ascribed to Tauler,

the following is to be said: (1) Nachfolffung dea

armen Lebens ChrisH (Frankfort, 1621; Eng. transl.,

The FoUoudng of Christ, London, 1886), published

by Denifle with the more accurate title.

Works. Das Bitch von der geis&ichen Armut
(Munich, 1877; Eng. transl., 061dm

Thoughts from the Book of Spiritual Poverty^ Glas-

gow, 1897), formerly ascribed to Tauler, has been
proved by Denifle to be ungenuine, by the differ-

ence of doctrine from the sermons; and A. Ritschl

showed that it is a compilation; (2) the MeduUa
aninuB (Frankfort, 1644) contains the material ap-

pended in seventy-seven chapters to " Sermons "

(Cologne, 1543). The title intended for chapters

i.-xxxLx. only originated with Christian Hohbuig,
who issued this separate edition. These are merely
compilations, and of the rest of the collection even
Vre^ would claim as genuine only several of thf

epistles in zl.-lxvi., and chapter Ixxii. Cfolden

Thoughts on the Higher Life (Glasgow, 1897) consists

of selections from (1) and (2) translated into Eng-
lish. (3) Betracktug und erkUrung des leidens und
sterhens Jhesu Christi (Cologne, 1567; Berlin, 1856)

was shown to be ungenuine by C. Schmidt. (4)

Several hymns have been ascribed to Tauler (cf.

P. Wackemagel, Das deutsche Kircfienlied, numbers
457-67, ii. 302 sqq., Leipsic, 1863-77); but even
the one most generally held to be genuine, " Es
kumt ein schif geladen,'' Preger has declared not
by him. (5) There remained the "Sermons" of
which no edition scientifically adequate has been
produced, and there is scarcely the beginning of a
critical examination of the manuscripts. The first

redaction, Sermon dea gross gelarten in gnadS er-

lauchii doctoris Johannis Tatderi (Leipsic, 1498;
reprint, Sermones von latein in teHtsch gewendL,
Augsburg, 1508), consisted of eighty-four seixnons.
The second redaction, Predige (Basel, 1521; another
ed. with preface by Johann Amdt, Hambuig, 1621),
adds forty-two, " recently found," to the first, of
which several in the opinion of the publisher were
not from Tauler. It further affixes sixty-one ser-

mons and literary pieces from other teachers, in

particular, Meister Eckhart. The third redaction
(Cologne, 1543) drops the latter and instead adds
twenty-five sermons, which are genuine in the judg-
ment of the editor, but certainly are not all hj
Tauler. This edition, based upon the manuscript
found at St. Gertrud, Cologne, in 1542, which is the
first to distribute the sermons according to the
church year, became the basis of all those follow-
ing. L. Surius translated and paraphrased it into
Latin, Opera wnia ex Oermanico nunc primum idity-

mate in Latinu transfusa sermonem (Cologne, 1548;
German retransl., Frankfort-on-the-Main, 1622-
1621; another ed., with preface by P. J. Spener,
same place, 1681; Germ. Roman Catholic retransl.,
Cologne, 1660; and retranslations into Italian,
Dutch, and French). Recent editions, goin^ back
to the old prints, are, Johann Tauler's Predigien,
N€U!h den hesten Ausgaben und in unverdndertem
Text in die jetzige Schriftsprache Hbertragen^ ^th
an excellent iatroduction (Frankfort-on-the-Main,
1826; Eng. transl., The HiHory and Life of the Re^
erend Doctor John Tauler, by Susanna Wink^rorth,
with preface by Charles Khigsley, London, 1857,
and New York, 1907; rev. ed., J. HanoLburger,
Frankfort, 1864); and Predigten (Berlin, 1841).
It can scarcely be presumed that most of -the ser-

mons were preached at St. Gertrud. In form they
are rather dissertations than sermons; tbey ptro-

oeed in a quiet, orderly way, but often riae into
dramatic eneigy. Scripture is employed in most
fanciful allegoiy. The sermons, contrary to tiw
misunderstood tities of the first redaction, >iv^re de-
livered in German.
The sermons are to form here the only baaos upcs

which to determine Tauler's doctrines. A. diadpie
of Eckhart, he was more practical;

Practical hence his sermons lack in recQ oonsisi-
TeachlngB. ency. This practical side, wlucb *^w*>

to the attention of Luthei-y ^who in

his day frequentiy extolled him, made biiu famed
among Pkotestant? as a fprerunn^ of th^ liefonna-
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tion. It may be ahown, however, that this Evan-
gelical tone appears prominently in the popular

parts of his preaching. Sifted down to his elemental

speculations these impressions disappear. That
immediacy and persoxial experience of the divine

in the place of dead formalism and works was Evan-
gelical can not be gainsaid. This does not imply
that he had wholly overcome traditional views; he
revered the saints, but direct communion with God
stood first (sermon xxxiii.). Sometimes this com-
munion seems to be mediated through the work of

Christ (death on the cross), and the acceptance of

it by faith (Ixv., Ixxziii.). While it appears that

the conception of faith as assenting to the truth of

the promise of forgiveness is advanced, yet the other

idea, of trust, is the essential and avails with God.
To this the fundamental significance of Scripture

receives the supreme emphasis, likewise in the Evan-
gelical sense, as the ultimate source of truth. Tauler

also warns against the contemplative life and im-
practical quietism, and values, though in the low-

est degree, the works of the earthly vocation; and
he ascribes full worth to deeds of loving service

(bccxvii.). He counsels his hearers to shun lofty

speculations, such as the m3rstery of God, but to

loiow themselves in spirit and nature and maintain

a pure and simple faith (liv.).

However, the interest in the practical appears al-

ways as one of expedience and somewhat strained,

while his tendency is ever backward to the deep
and mysterious ground of things, a field which he
regards as reserved for the speculative select. He

deplores that the masses of the people

Speculative pass through their lifetime with the

Doctrines, help of the grace of God, and yet, like

blind fowls, remain ignorant of what
lies concealed within (cxix.)* He has reference here,

with Eckhart, to the speculative fundamental es-

sence of the soul, which is essentially the core of his

doctrine and rests upon his views of the divine and
the human. The former is the divine darkness to

the whole understanding of man and angel. But as

God the heavenly Father, in self-knowledge be-

getting his beloved Son, or speaking by his eternal

Word, proceeded out of himself, indeed in such
manner that Father and Son remained one, joined

in a new imity, and sent forth from them both the

Holy Spirit, in an indescribable compass, as the love

of both—so has he also further poiued himself out
to the creatures (Ixxx.). What man, created, is in

himself he was imcreated from eternity in God
(cxix.). By laying aside every appetency to the

lower, or animal, alienated from all sense and sor-

row, man returns not only to a vision of the essence

of the soul as a rational image of its source (xciii.),

but also to behold with raptures the abyss of God,
who now first emeiges from the darkness. This

image is not a picture or resemblance of the divine,

but it is that in which God loves, knows, and en-

joys himself, and acts within himself. In this unity

God and the soul are one. It would be difficult to

acquit Tauler of pantheism in this light. As to the

final estimate of these p^isive speculations, the

gradual union of the divine and htunan is illustrated

(xxvi.) by the grape-cluster and the sun. In the

first stage must be overcome the man who exerts

himself in sensuous tasks and works of fasting,

watching, and prayer; but who, unable to realize

his ess^ice purely, regards himself with sensuous
satisfaction, or pleasure and displeasure. In the
second stage is to be discarded the man who has
despised all temporal things and overcome the
coarser instincts. As the weeds are removed, the
divine sun begins to shine upon the ground.

In the thiid stage, just as the simshine clasps

the grape, when the leaves are cut away, so all

images of saints, as well as knowledge, works, and
prayer fall away; man is absorbed in God like a
drop of water in a cask of wine; all differences dis-

appear. But where in this deification reaching to
** annihilation,'' to '' actless passivity " (xlix.), has
he left behind his regard for the practical, the earth-

ly vocation, the service of love, and, above all, the
redemptive work of Christ? While the renewal of

grace by the acceptance of Christ through the sacra-

ment, taking into account his suffering and death,

and union with the Father through him as proto-

type (cxxviii., lxxii.)y are emphasized; yet the basis

of grace is not in the restored relation of love be-

tween man and God, but the essence of the soul. It

is but a figure for Tauler to say that man is bom in

Christ of the Father and with the Son returns again

into the Father to become one with him (box.) . To
remove Christ and his work from Tauler's views
would not alter his fundamental conceptions. At
bottom the entire interpolation of Christian thoughts

and modes may be designated as an accommodation
to the chxirchly and Christian mode of speech. That
he did not see clearly how, though with the best in-

tentions, he clothed his mystical ideas in Christian

form is certain; that he also sometimes felt the

necessity of distingmshing himself as a Christian

preacher from the adherents of a false mysticism is

likewise shown (xxxi.). In this he severely cen-

sures those brethren of the free spirit who mistake

idle inertness for unity with God; the latter is not

possible, and no one is free without the keeping of

the commandments, good works, and divine love

and aspiration. The difference was not inherent in

the doctrines but in the attitude toward the teach-

ing of the Church and the different spirit in which
Tauler proclaimed them. At bottom he was in

accord with the libertine trend. Likewise in his at-

titude to the revealed Word, he is no more entitled

to the name of forerunner of the Reformation. In

particular instances he insisted upon the fxmda-

mental importance of the Scriptures (Ixxxviii., xd.),

but at the same time he placed the inner Word, or

Christ enthroned within obedient man, as of higher

authority (Ixxxii.). As to the Church he is so pre-

possessed by his estimation of the personal relation

to God that he loses all appreciation for the ordi-

nances, in spite of incidental recognition of them
(cxxxi.). To him the Friends of God, who are in

immediate contact with God, take the place of the

Church (cxiii., cxxvii., cxxxi.) The visible Church
has only a preliminary pedagogical worth, to be for-

saken as soon as the inner Word is perceived.

(Febdinand Cohbs.)
BauooBAPHT: Works of Tauler recently made acceaaible in

in En^^iih are A. W. Hutton, The Inner Way, S6 Sermone

for PettivaU by John Tauler, Trand. trith Introduction, Ixm-
don, 1905; and Confereneee and Sermana of John Tauter:
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being hit Spirit Doctrine; Aret complete Tranelation by Rev.
W. BUiott, Waflhington, D. C. 1911. Consult J. Quaif and
J. fehard, Seriptorea ordinia pretdicatorumt i. 677 aqq.*

Paris, 1719; R. Hoffmann, Johann TauUr, Rixdorf, 1833;
0. Schmidt, Johann TauUr, Hamburg, 1841; idem. Die
Ootteefireunde im 14. Jahrhundert, ib. 1854; A. Q. Rudel-
baeh, Chrielliche Biographie, pp. 187 sqq., Leipsic. 1849; F.
B&hring, Johann Tauter und die Ootteefireunde^ Hambuii,
1853; W. Edel. Tauter, Strasburg, 1863; Hiet, and Life of
Ree. Doctor John Tauter . . . / Trand. with twenty-five

of hie Sermona from the Oerman with additional NoHeee of
Tauler'e Life and Timee, by Sueanna Winkworth . . . and
a Preface by C. Kinualey, London, 1857, new ed.. New
York, 1907; E. Bdhmer. Nicoktua von Baad und Tauter,
in Damaria, 1805. pp. 148 sqq.; W. Preger, in ZHT, 1809.

pp. 109 sqq.; idem, in ihe Abhandlungen of the Bavarian
Academy, ziv. 1; idem, Oeachichte der deutechen Myatik
im MittdaUer, part III., Leipsio, 1893; idem, in ADB,
zzxvii. 453--465; O. Billhom, Tauleri vita el doetrina,

Jena, 1874; Nioolaus von Basel, Berieht von der Bekehr-
uno Taulera, ed. G. Schmidt, Strasburg. 1875; J. Nobbe,
in ZeitachHft fUr lutheriache Theologie, 1876, pp. 037-663;
H. S. Denifle, in Hiatoriach-politiache Blotter, ]xxv (1875),
18 sqq.; idem, Taulera Bekdirung kriliaeh untereueht,

StTMiburg, 1879; idem, in Zeitachrift fUr deutechea Alter-

turn, xziv. 200 sqq.. 280 sqq., xzv. 101 sqq.; M. Jundt,
Lea Amia de Dieu au H. eiSde, Paris, 1879; idem, Rul-
maH Meratrin et Fami de Dieu de FOberland, ib. 1890; P.
Strauoh, Margaretha Bbner, TObingen, 1882; M. Arnold,
ia Nineteenth Century, xzi (1887), 499^606; F. A. Bevan,
Three Friende of Ood, London, 1887; J. K Eidmann,
Orundriaa der GeachiehU der PhUoeophiet L 504 sqq., 4th ed. •

1896, Eng. transl. of earlier ed., London, 1893; Sohaff,
Chrietian Church, v. 2, pp. 256 sqq., and literature under
Fbisniw of God. A new ed. of his Predititen, ed. F.
Velter, appeared Berlin, 1909.

TAUSEN, HANS: Danish Reformer; b. in the
village of Birkende on the island of Ftknen, 1404;
d. at Ribe (154 m. w.8.w. of Copenhagen) Nov. 11,

1561 . He received his early education at the schools

of Odense in FOnen, and Slagelse in Zealand, and
in the monastery of the Knights of St. John near
Slagelse. In 1516 he entered the University of Roa-
tock, where he lectured in 1520; from 1520 to 1521
he probably studied in Louvain and Cologne, and in

October, 1521, he was called home to lecture at the
University of Copenhagen. In 1523 he entered the
University of Wittenbeig and heard Luther, but
because of his enthusiasm for the Reformation was
recalled. Having advocated the doctrine of justi-

fication by faith in one of his sermons, he was im-
prisoned in a monastery and subsequently sent to
Viboig in Jutland where the prior of the monastery
of the Knights of St. John vainly endeavored to

win him back to the old faith. Tausen was pro-

tected by Peder Trane, the buigomaster of Viboig,

while Jakob Skj5nning, rector of the school and
priest of the Church of St. John, yielded his pulpit

to Tausen; the crowds which soon assembled com-
pelled him to hold services in the open air; later

the citisens of Viboig, embittered by the resistance

of the deigy, broke open the Franciscan church,

and T&usen preached there twice every Sunday
afternoon and introduced singing in the Danish
tongue. On the arrival of King fVederic I. at Aal-

borg in 1526, T&usen induced him to issue a letter

of protection. An armed assault by the Roman
Catholic bishops in jQtland evoked the protection

of the people, and the Reformation in Viborg began
to make progress. In 1528 Tausen published a bap-
tismal formula for Evangelical church services.

From Viboig the Reformation spread to other cities

of Northern Jutland. Tausen became pastor of the

Frandsoan church, but in 1529 went to Copenhagen,

where his sermons had the same effect as in Viboig.

At the diet of 1530 held at Copenhagen, under the

leadership of Tausen, there was laid before the as-

sembly a confession of faith, " the forty-three arti-

cles of Copenhagen," an independent counterpart

of the Augsburg Confession, and on July 14, 1530,

freedom was granted for Evangelical preaching,

Tausen defended his Evangelical doctrine in a
learned work which in Dec., 1530, was submitted

to the council of the empire and printed six months
later. In Copenhagen also the reformatory move-
ment was the occasion of violent disturbances. On
Dec. 27 the citisens, headed by their buigomasteTy

invaded the Church of Our Lady and there demol-

ished pictures and relics. Tausen, naturally con-

servative, disapproved of this iconoclasm and prac-

tised moderation in regard to the old usages of the

Church. Nevertheless, the hatred against him iik-

creased, and on the death of Frederic I. in 1533 his

position was very insecure. He was aecused at the

diet in 1533, but was allowed to continue his activ-

ity. He took part in the compilation of the Danish
church ordinance of 1537 and in the same year be-

came lector in Hebrew at the university. In 1642

he was consecrated bishop of Ribe. Under the

Evangelical Christian III., Tausen continued his

work unhindered. He translated the Pentateuch

into Danish (Magdeburg, 1535), and edited a Bar
nish lituigy and a collection of sermons on the Gos-

pels and epistles (1535). In 1543 Christian III.

granted him a privilege for twenty years to furnish

a Danish translation of the whole Bible as continuf^

tion of the five books of Moses, but Tausen was not
able to cany out this plan. He was also a comr
poser of hymns. (F. NiKLSENf.)
Bibuoorafrt: A sdeetkm from Tmisoi'b Bnaller worla
was edited by H. J. RArdam, Oopenhagen, 1870. Gon-
ult: F. WedeU in ThT, vols. vi.-viL, 1888-89; D.
SohAfer. OeachiehU von Dttnemark, vol. iv., Ootha. 1803;
L. Sehmitt, Johann Tauaer, oder der dOmeche Luther^

Cologne, 1804 (Roman Catholie).

TAVERHSR BIBLE. See Biblb Vebsions, B,

IV., J 4.

TAVERNER, RICHARD: TransUtor of the

English Bible; b. at Brisley (20 m. n.w. of Nor-
wich), England, 1505; d. at Wood Eaton (4 m. n. of

Oxford) July 14, 1575. He studied first at Corpus
Chiisti Ck>llege, Cambridge, and then at CardiJoal

College, Oxford (B.A., 1527; then M.A., Cambridge,

1530). After teaching at Cambridge and studying

abroad, he began to study law in 1533, and in 1536

he became, at Cromwell's recommendation, clerk

of the privy seal; he was licensed to preach, 1552;

served as justice of the peace, 1558; and as hi|^

sheriff of Oxfordshire, 1569. He published the

following translations: The Flowers qf Servicee

Oa^iered aui ofSundry Writers by Erasmus in Latins

(London, 1547); also from Erasmus A Ryght FnUe-
fuU Epysds . . , in Lands of Mairymony (15307);

and The Confessyon of the Fayth of the Germanes
(1536). He was the author of The Garden of Wy9^
dome Conteynyng Pleasant Flowres, that is to Saye,

Propre and Quycke Sayinges ttf Princes, Philosophers

and other Sortes of Men , . . $ pts. (1539). He is

remembered for his edition of the English Bible
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(London, 1539), commonly called Tavemer's Bible.

It appeared both in folio and quarto, the latter edi-

tion in parts, so that all might be able to secure a
portion of the Scriptures. It was reaUy a revision

of Matthew's Bible. In 1539 he sJso issued two
editions of the New Testament. See Biblb Vbbt
BZON8, B, IV., { 4.

Bibuookapht: Besadw the literature on the histoiy of the
EngliBh Bible noted in voL ii. p. 141 of this work, consult:

A. k Wood* Athena OxanieH$€9, ed. P. Blin. L 419-423,
, 1813; DNB, hr. 303-^00.

TAXATIOll.
I. Hebrew.

For Seoied Puipoeea (f 1).

For Secular Purposes (f 2).

n. Eodesiastieal.

The Pzimltive Custom (f 1).

Rise of Taxation of Cleriy (f 2).

Feudal Principles Applied (| 8).

Development from the Fourteenth OBntaiy (f 4).

Present System (| 5).

L Hebrew: The Hebrew language has no general

term for taxes. Dues oollected for the temple,

priests, and sacred puiposes in general are desig-

nated by terumah, " oblation," " offering," " heave
offering "). The first-bom, the first-

I. For fruits, and the Tithes (q.v.), which
Sacxed belonged to Yahweh as Israel's king,

PurpOBSs. may be considered the first class of

such sacred taxes. In II Kings xii. 4-

12, xxii. ^7 mention is made of money paid into

the temple treasury, which consisted in part of
" the money imposed by estimation," i.e., of the

tax fixed by law for the redemption of persons de-

voted to God by a vow (Lev. xxvii. 1-13), and in

part of voluntary contributions. Ex. xxx. 11-16

(P) treats of a tax for the r^^ular service, and this

Mosaic legislation was used in later time to justify

the assessments necessary for the sanctuary (cf

.

II Chron. xxiv. 6, 9) ; the revenue thus derived was
to be used for the temple service, but not for the

building of the sanctuary. The sum imposed upon
" every one that passeth among them that are num-
bered " was " half a shekel after the shekel of the

sanctuary "; rich and poor were taxed alike (verse

15). The post-exilic period developed from this

single poll-tax an annual temple-tax. Under Ne-
hemiah the community agreed to an annual con-

tribution of one-third of a shekel for the service of

the house of God (Neh. x. 32; cf . Ezra vi. 9; I liacc.

X. 39-41; n Mace. iii.). The money current at this

time was the Babylonian silver coinage, in which

the shekel was divided into thirds. In the time of

the Maccabees Phenician money was introduced,

which divided the shekel into halves, and the temple

tax was then half a shekel, i.e., a double drachma
(Matt. xvii. 24, 27). Since Exodus xxx. 13 re-

quired pajonent in the ancient sacred coinage,

money-changers found entrance into the temple

(Matt. xxi. 12). Jews living outside of Palestine

also sent the temple tax to Jerusalem after they

became twenty years of age (Mishna, ShekdUniy

iii.-4v.; Josephus, Ant,, XVIII., ix. 1).

Of secular tributes the tenth is mentioned as one

of the royal privileges in the address which is put

into the mouth of Samuel when the Israelites asked

for a king (I Sam. viii. 10-18). From this it has

been inferred that such a tax was known to the

people under the kings, and it b not impossible

that the taxation of families which is implied in

I Sam. xvii. 25 refers to the tenth.

2. For The mention of ''king's mowings"
Secular (Amos vii. 1) points to a claim of the

Purposes, king upon the first cutting of cultivated

crops suitable for fodder for his horses

(I Kings xviii. 5). From I Kings iv. 7-19, although

the text is corrupt, the following may be inferred

concerning tribute at the time of Solomon: all Israel

was divided into twelve districts, each of which
was under a governor; on the basis of this division

the corvte was ammged (I Kings v. 13-18; cf. xi.

28), and the burdens of taxation were fixed. That
the latter intended payment in kind is evident from
I Kings iv. 7, whero it is said that each of these

governors provided food for the king and his house-

hold, each man his month in a year. The other

revenues of Solomon were derived from his expedi-

tions to Ophir (I Kings ix. 28, x. 22), with which
an export trade was probably connected; from the

trade in horses, which were bought in Egypt and
sold to the kings of the Hittites and of Syria (I

Kings X. 28-20); and from the imposts collected

from the caravans passing through his kingdom to

Phenicia (I Kings x. 15). All these taxes were en-

tirely new and were necessitated by Solomon's
splendid court, as may be seen from the fact that

upon his death the people complained of the bur-

dens as something unusual. His predecessors had
probably no need to levy such tribute. Saul main-
tained no costly court. In the time of David rev-

enues derived from tributes of homage and justice

had probably greatly increased. At any rate,

David's property had become considerable, and,

according to I Chron. xxvii. 25-M (cf. II Chron.
xxvi. 10), he owned crown lands of large extent.

Added to this were the rich spoils of war Ql Sam.
viii. 11-12, xii. 30), and the r^^ular tributes of the

subjugated nations (LI Sam. viii. 2; cf. I Kings v.

1 ; II Kings iii.). It is probable that the census by
David (II Sam. xxiv.) was intended to serve as a
basis for taxation, on which account evil results

were expected from the innovation. The tax i^ys-

tems were most likely the same under the kings of

the two kingdoms as under Solomon. According to

I Kings xxi. 1-16, the crown demains seem to have
been increased by confiscating in certain cases the

property of those who were condemned; I Sam.
viii. 12 also implies real estate over which the king

could appoint his officers (cf. Esek. xlvi. 17). But
there is no mention of land tax in the time of the

divided kingdom, and a poll-tax (which is not men-
tioned in tibe description of the royal privileges,

I Sun. viii. 10-18) was exacted only in extraordi-

nary cases, as when a war-contribution was to be
paid to foreign despots (II Kings xv. 20, xxiii. 35).

In the post-exilic period, the Jews as subjects of the

Persian kingdom had to pay customs, " toUs," and
" tributes," no doubt a dirwt money-tax and prob-

ably a capitation-tax (Esra iv. 13, 20, vi. 8; Neh.
y. 4); the priests and temple-attendsjits were ex-

empt (Esra vii. 24). Owing to the bitter feeling of

servitude (Neh. ix. 36-37) the burden of taxation

seemed harder than it redly was; yet the Persian

governors occasionally practised extortion (Neh. v.
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15). For the Greek and Roman periods, see

Taxe8,Tax-Gatheb]&B8 (Publicans).

ViCTOB RTSSBLf.
IL Ecclesiastical: The cost of maintaining the

ecclesiastical oiganisation is defrayed partly from
the endowments which it possesses in land and capi-

tal, partly by subsidies from the State, and partly

by the contributions of its members.
z. The In primitive times the Church de-

Primitive frayed its expenses from the voluntary

Custom, oblations of its members, consisting

of oil, wine, bread, incense, and the

fruits of the earth. The Jewish custom of present-

ing the first-fruits was early adopted; and by the

time of Tertullian (d. 215) contributions of money
are mentioned. Gradually the custom grew up of

paying tithes, partly as a substitute for the obla-

tions in kind; but before the end of the sixth cen-

tury only scattered notices of it are found. The
cleigy, as they became a distinct class, were ex-

empted from these payments, though from the end
of the fourth century they were not at liberty to

alienate from the Church the property they acquired.
The first traces of a real taxation of the cleigy

occur at the end of the sixth century. First, an
annual tax was paid by all the churches in a diocese

to the cathedral. It is first met in

2. Rise of Spain (council of Braga, 572; of To-
Taxation ledo, 646), where it was paid in money.
of Clergy. In the Frankish empire, where it was

paid in kind, it is mentioned in a car

pitulary of Charles the Bald, 844; in Italy it appears

as an almost imiversal custom under Innocent III.

(d. 1216) and Honorius III. (d. 1227). According

to the Council of Trent, its payment is regulated by
the diocesan synod. Next, a fee was paid by one
appointed to a benefice to the bishop who installed

or ordained him. In the East this is mentioned as

a custom in 546; the amount can not have been
small, since it is stipulated that it shall not exceed

a year's income of the benefice. In the West, a
Roman council declared in 595 that voluntary gifts

to the ordaining bishop and his assistants were not
simoniacal; but a synod at Paris in 829 and Ivo of

Chartres (q.v.) in one of his letters complain of the

magnitude of the gifts which the Curia expected
from prelates consecrated in Rome. When in the

ninth century metropolitans were compelled to ap-
ply to Rome for thdr pallium, a somewhat similar

tax was attached, which had become so heavy by
1027 that Canute requested a remission of it for the
English archbishops. Similar objections were later

raised elsewhere, especially in GJermany. Finally,

it was considered (again first in Spain, 589 and 646)

the duty of the cleigy to entertain the bishop on his

visitations. This obligation (called procuration)

was afterward commuted for a money payment.
The eighth century witnessed.a further develop-

ment. The task of church-building was ss^stemat-

ically regulated; and dispensations were granted
by popes and bishops on payment of a contribution

for some pious end. Regular fees to the pope ap-
pear first under John ^CII. (d. 1334), and they
were systematised under Alexander VI. Fees, vol-

untary, indeed, but fixed by custom, paid to the
deigy for certain sacraments and sacramimtAlfl

must have arisen about the same time, since the

fourth Lateran Council (1215) speaks of them as a

laudable custom (see Stole Feks).

As the constitution of the Church more and more

assumed the character of a feudal monarchy, eccle-

siastical taxation developed in the same direction.

Secular rulers paid tribute to the pope

3. Feudal in token of feudal allegiance; the

Principles '* Peter's Pence " collected from every

Applied, household seems to have had a similar

character. The same may be said of

the protection-money paid by monasteries and

exempt bishoprics from the reign of Alexander III.

(d. 1181). With the decay of the secular impoi^

tance of the Church, most of these have disappeaired.

Two, however, are still worth mentioning—^the tub-

Mium charitaUwim and the /us deportuum. The

former is a tax which the bishop was empowered to

levy, in case of extraordinary need, on aU the bene-

ficed deigy of his diocese; it is first mentioned at the

b^inning of the thirteenth century. A variant

form is the ingreasus or entrata, which the bishop

might levy on entering his see city; this is still

preserved in Bavaria. Allied to it also is the tithe

of all ecclesiastical incomes which the pope asserted

his right to take in case of great need. The jus de-

portuum (annates), mentioned under Honorius III.

(d. 1227) and Boniface VIH. (d. 1305), was the

right by which the bishop was entitled to collect

the first year's income of eveiy benefice in his dio-

cese from a new incumbent. Sometimes it appears

as a special privil^^e accorded by the pope for ex-

traordinary needs of a certain year, sometimes as a

fixed and pennanent right. Both bishops and popes

at times claimed this right. Sometimes the popes

exacted it only from the benefices to which they

had reserved the right to present. Out of this rig^t

developed the later papal annates strictly so called.

To the class of feudal payments belong tliose which

were levied on the estate of a deceased cleric, when

in the fourteenth century the deigy gained liberty

to dispose of their property by will. Sometimes the

dergy were required to leave a fixed proportion to

the CSiurch; in other cases to submit their wills to

the rural dean for probate and pay a fee to him.

The decay of church life after the fourteenth cen-

tury gave rise to a munber of new forms of pay-

ment or modifications of existing ones. To tlds

period bdongs the absence-money,

4. Develop- paid to the bishop for dispensation

ment from from the obligation of residence, gen-

fhe Four- erally by derics who possessed more

teenfh than one benefice. The pope, when-

Centuiy. ever as metropolitan or patriarch he

consecrated a bishop, clahned the ob-

laHo spoken of above. In foiurteenth-centuiy docu-

ments such payments occur under various titles, of

aerviiia camera papa, serviHa cammunia, and by

the end of that century they are fixed at a maxi-

mum of a shear's income. From this time, in addi-

tion, the popes claimed (at first occasionally and

then definitdy) the fu8 deportuum to the extent of

half the first shear's income from all benefices the

appointment to which was reserved. As this dass

of benefices was always increasing, opposition to

this payment devdoped in more tlbuui one national
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Church, particularly in the Gennan. In England
the papal annates were transferred to the crown
at the Reformation; in the reign of Anne they were
formed into a fund (Queen Anne's Bounty; q.v.)

for the augmentation of the poorer livings. As re-

garded Germany, the arrangements were regulated

at the Ck>imcil of Constance in 1418, the provisions

of which resulted in the practical abolition of an-

nates in Germany, as well as in Belgiimi, France,

and Spain. The so-called qmndennia, whose collec-

tion every fifteen years was decreed by Paul II.,

also never became practically operative there; these

were payments in compensation for the loss of an-

nates from such reserved benefices as had been in-

corporated with others, in which therefore no va-

cancies ever occurred. The servitiaj however, both
the communia and the smaller chancery fees con-

nected with them, were still to be paid to the pope;

and these in common parlance often took the name
of annates. The Council of Basel, in agreement with

the German princes, talked of abolishing them en-

tirely; but the Concordat of Vienna in 1448 left the

matter where the Council of Constance had left it,

except that after that time the tax gradually rose

in amount, and was paid in one sum instead of two.

In the later concordats and bulls of circumscription

(see CoNcoBDATB AND DELIMITING BuLLs), the an-

nates are usually retained and their amoimt desig-

nated. It became customary, however, in later

times for an individual agreement to be reached at

the appointment of each new bishop, by which a
lump sum was paid considerably smaller than that

named in the older documents. The whole subject

was considered at the Coimcil of Trent. The result

was partly the regulation of the older imposts, part-

ly the creation of a new one, which the bishop was
authorized to levy on all the beneficed clergy in his

diocese, using the proceeds to foimd and maintain

the clerical seminaries which the council wished to

see established. This is called alumnaiicuin or semi-

naristicum.

The payments which remain nowadays of all this

comphcated system may be classified according as

they are paid by all members of the Church or only

by the clergy, or again only by the

5. Present beneficed cleigy; those which are re-

System, oeived by all the clergy, or the bishop,

or the pope alone; those which are

properly called taxes, and those which are rather

fees. In the Roman Catholic Church at present

those paid by aU members include surplice (see

Stole Fees) and dispensation fees, the former re-

ceived by all the clergy, the latter by the bishop or

pope; tithes, payments for chiurch-building, and
the voluntary offerings whose amount is more or

less fixed by custom; and, in certain coimtries, es-

pecially some of the German states, a tax regulated

by the government for the support of public worship.

The clergy, again, pay fees for their letters of orders,

letters dimissory and of approbation, dispensations,

etc. The taxes formerly levied on the clergy are

not now (with the exception of a possible universal

tax in case of necessity, as described above) pre-

scribed by the common law of the Church; local

laws provide for procurations, inheritance duty, the

alumnaHcum, and the annus carenUa (q.v.). The

State formerly exercised a supervision in many
places over these taxes, that they might not fall too

heavily on any subject. See Immunitt.
(E. FRIEDBEROf.)

Bibugobapht: On I., besides the litenture under Ttthb ; and
Taxation* consult: J.Wellhausen, Proleoomena, 4th ed., pp.
149 sqq.» Beriin, 1896, Eng. tnnsl. of earlier ed., Edin-
buigh, 1885; B. Btade, Btblitche Theologie des A, T., i.

i 84, Tabingen, 1905; Benainger.|AreAZk>to^, pp. 382-386;
Nowack, ArchAologie, vol. ii.; EB, iv. 4905-16; JE, zii.

69-70. On II. consult: L. Thomassin, Velua el nova
eceUaia diteiplina drca hen^ficia. III., it 32 sqq., Paris,

1728; 0. PhilUps. Kirchenrechi, v. 235, 238. vii. 438, 7
vob., Regensbuig, 1852-72; P. Woker, Dom kircMiche
FinanuweMn der P&p9te, N6rdlincen, 1878; A. Gottlob.
Aim der Camera Apostdica dee XV. Jahrhunderte, Inns-
brack, 1889; L. K6ni8, Die p&petlieKe Kammer unter
Ctemene V. und Johann XXII., Vienna, 1894; £. Fried-

bcTK. Kirchenrecht, if 171-173, 5th ed., Leipaic, 1903;
J. P. Kirch, Die pApetlichen Annaten in Deutaekland wUh-
rend dee 14- Jahrhundertet Paderbom, 1903.

TAXES, TAX-GATHERERS (PUBLICANS): The
earliest notice of a species of taxes in the Old Tes-

tament is I Kings x. 15, as derived as toll from
commerce in return for protection; a standing udt

post is mentioned (Ezra iv. 13, 20, vii. 24). Such
taxes were levied by the Persians, Ptolemies and Se-

leucidfls (qq.v.), and Romans in the subjected coim-
tries upon exports and imports, and were collected

not immediately by the State but through those

who bid for the privilege for certain periods, a year-

ly sum being contracted for yearly, all excess going

into the collector's purse and deficiencies being sup-

plied from the same. Little is known of Palestinian

tax-gatherers of the time of Christ. Palestine was
in three districts, at the frontiers of which prob-

ably toll was collected for the respective rulers. So
Levi (Matt. ix. 9) at Capernaum collected for Herod
Antipas, and Zaccheus at Jericho (Luke xix. 1-2)

for ihe Romans. Among the Romans companies

of the equestrian order often united for the purpose,

and the office had no necessary taint, except for

the lower ranks of officials; but among the Jews it

was despised, the official was regarded as on an
equality with incendiaries and bandits, and his entire

family suffered under social and religious ostracism.

This was due to the facts that the native Jewish

impost was laid for purposes of religion only, that

the impost of the ruling power tended to protect

and continue foreign domination, and that it was
the means of oppression, the collectors often be-

coming rich. Tax-gatherers and sinners were classed

together. The graciousness of Jesus toward tax-

gatherers was shown not to the office, but to the

person, and gained for him the hatred of the Jews.

The two striking cases are Matthew and Zaccheus

(Luke V. 27 sqq., xix. 1-10). Compare Taxation.
(R. Zehnppund.)

Bibuographt: L. Henfeld, Handdegeachichte der Jvden
dee AUertume, pp. 160-103, Brunswick, 1879; R^mon-
difcre, De la levSe dee impUe en droit romaine, Montauban,
1884; J. Marquardt, Rimieehe Staatavenvaltung, ii. 261-
270, 289-293. Leipeic, 1885; A. Ederaheim, Life and
Timee ofJeeue the Meeeiah, i. 514 eqq.. New York, 1896;

SchQrer, OeachichU, I 473-479. Eng. transl., I., ii. 65-71;

DB, iii. 172-173, extra volume, pp. 394-396; DCG» iL

455; JB, X. 265-266; and literature under Taxes.

TAYLOR, BARNARD COOK: Baptist; b. at

Hohndel, N. J., May 20, 1850. He was educated at

Brown University (B.A., 1874) and Crozer Hieo-
logical Seminaiy (1877). With this institution he
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has since been connected as instructor in Hebrew
(1877-80), associate professor of Biblical interpre-

tation (1880-83), and professor of Old-Testament

literature and exegesis (since 1883). He has written

Outline Analysis of the Books of the Bible (Philadel-

phia, 1892) and Historical Books of the Old Testa-

ment (1895).

TAYLOR, CHARLES: CJhurch of England; b.

in London May 27, 1840; d. at Nuremberg, Ger-

many, Aug. 12, 1908. He was educated at St.

John's Ck>llege, Cambridge (BA., 1862; M.A., 1865);

was ordained priest 1867; became a fellow of his

college, 1864, and master, 1881. He was an exam-
iner at St. David's College, Lampeter, Wales, 1874-

1877; vice-chancellor of Cambridge, 1887-88; and
alderman of the borough of Cambridge, 1889-95.

He was select preacher at Cambridge in 1887, 1893,

1899, and after 1876 was an honorary fellow

of King's College, London. His works embrace:
The Cfospel in the LaWj a Critical Examination of

the Citations from the Old Testament in the New
(London, 1869); The Dirge of Cohdeth Discussed

and Literally Interpreted (1874); Sayings of the Jeu>-

ish Fathers, indnding Pirke Aboth, etc., in Hebrew
and English, vnth Critical and Illustrative Notes

(1877; second enlarged edition, with a Cairo Frag-

ment of Aquila's Version of the Old Testament,

1897; appendix, 1899); The Teaching of the Twelve

AposHes, with lUustraiions from the Talmud (Cam-
bridge, 1886); The Witness of Hermas to the Four
Oospds (1892); The Oxyrhyncus Logia and the

Apocryphal Gospels (London, 1899); The Wisdom
of Ben Sira, Portions of Ecdesiasticus from Hebrew
Manuscripts in the Cairo Oenizah Collection now at

Cambridge (in collaboration with S. Schechter;

Cambridge, 1899); Cairo Oenizah Palimpsests, in-

duding a Fragment of Psalm xxii, according to Ori-

gen's Hexapta (1900); Shepherd of Hermas (2 vols.,

London, 1903-06); and The Oxyrhyncus Sayings of

Jesus (1905).

TAYLOR, DAN: Foimder of New Connection of

Cieneral Baptists; b. at North Owiam (2 m. n. of

Halifax), Yorkshire, England, Dec. 21, 1738; d. in

London Dec. 2, 1816. He began work as a miner
with his father at the age of five, came imder Meth-
odist influences when fifteen, joined the Wesleyans
in 1759, began to preach for them in 1761, but with-

drew in 1763, and was immersed in 1763, taking the

pastorate at Wadsworth of the General Baptist

Church, the same year. He became dissatisfied with
the Unitarian drift in this connection, and sought
to arrest it. Failing, he, together with the Barton
Independent Baptists, formed, in June, 1770, the

New Connection of General Baptists (see Bap-
TiSTB, I., 3, { 3). He preached at Halifax from 1772,

where a church was oi^ganised in 1782, of which he
became pastor 1783; in 1785 he became a colleague

at Chiurch Street, Whitechapel, London, and in 1794
sole pastor. He was a tutor in the General Baptist

Evangelical Academy at Mile End, London, 1798-

1813, retaining his pastorate meanwhile. He wrote
copiously and ably on the theological questions of

the day, and also shaped the course of his denomi-
nation. He was its leading spirit for nearly half a
century, founded its college in 1797, and started

and edited its magazine, 1798. His chief literary

works are: Compendious View of Christian Baptism
(London, 1772); Fundamentals of Rdigion in Faith
and Practice (Leeds, 1775); Dissertations on Sing-

ing in the Worship of God (2 parts, London, 1787);

Eternity of Future Punishment (1789); and Essay
on the Truth and Inspiration of the Holy Scriptures

(1790).

Bibuoobapbt: A. Taylor, MemoirB of Rw, Dan Taifior,

London, 1820; W. Underwood, Life of Rev. Dan Tayiar,
fb. 1870; DNB, Iv. 405-406. References wiU be found
alao in the literature on BaptistB dealing with this period.

TAYLOR, GEORGE BOARDMAN: Baptist; b.

at Richmond, Va., Dec. 27, 1832. He was educated

at Richmond College (A.B., 1850), and, after teach-

ing and studying law (1850-52), studied at the Uni-
versity of Virginia (1852-54). He has held pastor-

ates at the Franklin Square Church, Baltimore

(1854^^), and at Staunton, Va. (1855-73), being

also a confederate chaplain in the Civil War. He
was twice appointed chaplain of the University of

Virginia (1869-71 and 1885-87). In 1873 he was
sent by the Foreign Mission Board of the South^n
Baptist Convention to take chai^ge of their miswan
in Italy, which position he held until 1904, while

since 1901 he has been professor of systematic the-

ology in the Baptist Theological School at Rome.
In theology he is a progressive conservative. He
has written Baptists—Who They are and what They
have Done (4 vols., Philadelphia, 1872-73); Italy

and the Italians (1898); and Manuals di Teologia

SistemaUca (Florence, 1906).

TAYLOR, GRAHAM: Congregationalist; b. at

Schenectady, N. Y., May 2, 1851. He was grad-

uated from Rutgers College (A.B., 1870) and from
the New Brunswick Theological Senmuoy (1873).

He was pastor of the Reformed Church, HopewdQ,
N. Y. (1873-80), and the Fourth Congregational

Church, Hartford, Conn. (1880-92); professor of

practical theology at the Hartford Theological Sem-
inary (1888-92); was appointed professor of soci-

ology at the Chicago Theological Seminary in 1892,

professorial lecturer at the University of Chicago in

1903, and director of the Chicago Institute of Sodal
Science in 1906, all of which positions he still holda.

He founded The Commons, a sociological settle-

ment in Chicago, and has exerted a wide influence

as arbiter in labor troubles.

TAYLOR, ISAAC: English lay theologian; b.

at Lavenham (28 m. e.s.e. of Cambridge) Aug.
17, 1787; d. at Stanford Rivers (7 m. n.e. of Char-
ing Cross, London) June 28, 1865. Eariy in life he
entered the Established Church; after following for

a while the profession of engraver and artist, he
turned his attention to literature and inventiom.
He invented a very ingenious engraving mj>/*liin»

which was eventually used for patterns upon roUen
for calico-printing. His iutellectual activities were
largely in the Baconian and patristic lines of study,
and as an author he was very prolific and original.

His works embrace Elements of Thoughts (London,
1822); History of Transmission of Ancient Books to

Modem Times (1827); The Process of Histarieai

Proof (1828); Natural History ofEnthusiasm (1S29);
New Modd of Christians Missions to PopM,
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Mahamedan and Pagan NaisUms ExpUnntd (1829);

Fanaiicism (1833); Spiritual Dwpotifm (1835);

PJ^^ncal Theory of Another Life (1836); Ancient

Ckriatianxty, and the Doctrine of the Oxford Trade

for the Times (1839); Loyola and Jesuitism in its

Rudiments (1849); Wedey and Methodism (1851);

The BestoratMn of Belief (1855); Logic in Theology

. . . Essays (1859); Ultimate CiviUeaHon . . .

Esaays (1860); Spirit of Hebrew Poetry (1861);

and Considerations on the Pentateuch (1863).

Bebuoorafrt: A fondamontal louroe for a life is his own
Permmal ReeotUeUom, London, 1864f and his Memonait
of ik0 Taylor FamOy of Onffor, 2 vob., ib. 1867. Consult

fmtlier: Gttr J. Stephen, EaaayM m BceUaiaHieoI Bioo'

mpky, pp. 58(H)33, ib. 1868; DNB, W. 417-119.

TAYLOR, JAMBS HUDSOll: Founder of the

China Inland Mission; bom at Bamaley (18 m. a,

of Leeds), Yorkshire, England, May 21, 1832; d. at

Changsha (340 m. n. of Canton), China, June 3,

1905. His father was an eloquent and able Method-

ist local preacher and his mother a woman of more
than ordinary sweet and patient spirit. Hudson
Taylor combined the ability of his father with the

gentle disposition of his mother. He was converted

through 1^ reading of a tract at the age of fifteen,

and not long afterward passed through a renuurkable

experience, at which time he dedicated himself to

God for whatever service might be appointed. Un-
known to himself, his father, who had been deeply

interested in China, had prayed that his son might

go to that land as a missionaiy, and very early,

through the reading of Walter Henry Medhurst's

China (London, 1838), the thoughts of young Taylor
were directed to that country.

With a view to preparing himself for his life-

work, he engaged as assistant to a physician at

HuU, and subsequently studied medicine at the

London Hosintal. The great interest awakened in

China through the Taiping rebellion, which was
then erroneously supposed to be a mass movement
toward Christianity, together with the glowing but

exaggerated reports made by Cari Friedrich August
GutslafF oonoeming China's accessibility, led to the

founding of the Chiiui Evangelisation Society, to

the service of which Hudson Taylor offered himself

and on Sept. 19, 1853, he sailed for China before the

completion of his medical studies. The six years

from 1854 to 1860 were spent in Shanghai, Swatow,

and Ningpo, working sometimes in company with

okler missionaries ci other societies and espocially

with William Cbafaners Bums of the English Presby-

terian Ifission. During this period he retired from

the Oiina Evangelisation Society, which subse-

quently ceased to exist, and continued as an inde-

pendent worker, trusting (Sod to supply his need.

Wb experiences of God's faithfulness in meeting his

<ywn persoiuil needs and the needs of a hospital at

Kingpo, of which he had taken charge, had much to

do with the subsequent step of founding the China

Inland MisBion. While at Ningpo he married Miss

Maria D3rer, daiighter of the Rev. Samuel Dyer of

the London Ifissionaiy Society. Of the cldldren

bom by this marriage, three survive their father's

dewiM^ and two are to-day missionaries in CJhina.

Invafided home in 1860, he spent the next five

years in England, and, in company with the Rev.

Frederick Foster Crough of the CSiurch Missionary

Society, completed the revision of a version of the

New Testament in the colloquial of Ningpo for the

British and Foreign Bible Society, and also finished

his medical course. To arouse interest in the great

Middle Kingdom he published a book entitled

China, its Spiritual Need and Claims (London, 1865,

8th ed., 1890), which has been much used in calling

forth sympathy for China and volunteers for the

field, who began to go out in 1862, the first being

James J. Meadows. In 1865, at Brighton, Taylor
definitely dedicated himself to God for the found-

ing of a new society to imdertake the evangelisation

of inland China. In May, 1866, he, with his wife

and children and a party of sixteen missionaries,

sailed for China. Thus was definitely launched that

organisation which, on Jan. 1, 1911, had 968 mia-

sionaries (including wives) connected with it, and
in the support of which more than £1,471,000 had
been contributed in answer to prayer and without

public or private solicitation of funds. From the

founding of the nussion in 1865 Taylor's time be-

came more and more ccoupied as general director

of a growing work. His duties necessitated extent

sive journeys in China and frequent visits to the

home country. In 1888 a wider ministry was com-
menced through the formation of a home center in

North America. This arose through Taylor's pres-

ence at the Northfield Convention (see Moodt,
DWIGHT Ltman). Two years later another center

was founded in Australasia. Various visits to the

continent of Europe led to the inception of associ-

ate missions, which recognised Taylor as their gen-

eral director on the field. In Jan., 1911, these as-

sociate nussions had 216 workers on the field.

The constant pressure and increasing strain in-

separable from such a work frequentiy threatened

a serious breakdown; but Taylor,^ though far from

strong as a child, manifested remarkable recupersr

tive powers. In 1900, however, at the New York
Conference, the first serious signs of failing health

began to manifest themselves. Having already as-

sociated Dixon Edward Hoste with hhnself in the

directorate of the mission, he slowly resigned his

great responsibilities, still seeking to assist the work
as consulting director while living quietiy in retire-

ment in Switserland. His second wife (n6e Fauld-

ing), to whom he had been married in 1871, and by
whom he had two children, died in the summer 6l

1904. Early in 1905 Taylor determined, though

extremely feeble, to pay another visit to China.

After visiting various centers he reached Changsha,

the capital of the previously anti-fordgn province

of Hunan, where he suddenly and peacefully passed

from his labors. His remains were interred at

Chinkiang, by the side of his first wife and those of

his childreoi who had died in C!hina.

As a Bible student Taylor was unique. Holding
firmly to the plenary inspiration of the Scriptures

and putting them to daily test in his life and work,

he became a most helpful and remarkable expositor,

his Bible readings being greatiy appreciated at the

various conventions held in Europe and North
America. As a leader of men and careful organiser

he had preeminent gifts. Being convinced of his

duty, every detail was carefully thought out and
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arranged for, and then no subsequent difficulty or

opposition was allowed to daunt him. Gifted with

the power to command sleep whenever needed,

he labored night and day, resting only when ex-

hausted nature compelled him. No day, how-
ever, was entered upon without a period of quiet

prayer and Bible study. James Hudson Taylor was,

to quote the pregnant words of Prof. Gustav War-
neck, ** A man full of the Holy Ghost and of faith,

of entire surrender to God and his call, of great self-

denial, heart-felt compassion, rare power in prayer,

marvelous oiganising faculty, energetic initiative,

indefatigable perseverance, and of astonishing in-

fluence with men, and withal of child-like humility."

Taylor was the author of: Union and Communion
(London, 1893); A Retrospect (1894); Separation

and Service (1898) ; and A Ribband ofBlue, and other

Bible Studies (1899). Mahuhall Bkoomhall.
BiBLiooRAFBT : M. O. OuiniMM. Story oftheChina inland MtB-

tion, 2 vols.. London. 1803; M. Broomhall, PifOnatr Work
in Hunan, ib. 1006; idem. The Chino$€ Empire, a Oeneral
and Mieeionary Survey, ib. 1008; idem. Failh and Fade ae
lUuetraied in the Hiet, of the China Inland Mieeion, ib. 1000.

TAYLOR, JEREMY: English bishop, theologian,

and devotional writer; b. at Cambridge Aug. 15,

1613; d. at Usbum (8 m. s.w. of Belfast), Ireland,

Aug. 13, 1667. He studied at Gonville and Gains
0>llege, Cambridge (B.A., 1630-31; M.A., 1633-34;

D.D., Oxford, 1642); by doing occasional duty for

Thomas Risden, divinity lecturer at St. Paul's,

London, he attracted the attention of Archbishop
Laud, who sent him to Oxford, 1635, and procured

for him a fellowship, 1636, made him his chaplain,

and probably secured for him appointment as royal

chaplain; he was made rector of Uppingham, Rut-
land, 1638; probably in 1642 he accompanied the

king to Oxford, and it is likely that he was then
(though not formally till 1644) deprived of his liv-

ing; in 1643 he was made rector of Overstone,

Northamptonshire; in 1644 he was a prisoner with
the army of the ()onmionwealth. In 1645 he be-

came one of the principals in a school at Newton
Hall, Carmarthenishire, also chaplain to Richard
Vaughan, earl of Carbeiy. This period was one of

the most fruitful in his life; then he published his

Theologia eklektike; a Diecourae of the Liberty of
Prophesying (1646), a plea for deprived Episcopal
clergymen; Ida Great Exemplar . . . Life and Death

of , , . Jesus Christ (1649); Rule and Exercises of
Holy Living (1650); Rule and Exercises of Holy
Dying (1651). The two last named with his TTortAy

Communicant (not published till 1660) are among
the most noted and worthy devotional books in the
English language. A number of sermons followed,

including his Discourse on Baptism (1652); to this

period is chargeable also The Real Presence and
Spirituall of Christ in the Blessed Sacrament Proved
. . . against TransubstanOation (1654), and Po-
lemical and Moral Discourses (1657). Meanwhile
he had resumed relations with London in 1653,

preached there occasionally in 1654, and for reasons

unknown, he was a prisoner in Chepstow in 1654

and again in 1655; in 1657-^58 Taylor ministered to

a small body of Episcopalians in London. The next
year he was invited to accept a weekly lectureship

at Lisbum, Coimty Antrim, Ireland, which after

some hesitation he accepted, receiving from Oom-

well papers for his protection, but in 1660 he wa&

again in London, where he published bis Jkdsr

dubUantium or the Rule of Conscience^ favorably

noticed by Hallam as an '' extensive and learned

work on casuistry "; the work was dedicated to

Charles II. On the restoration of epiacopaey be

was raised in 1660-61 to the bishopric of Down and

Connor, to which Dronoore was afterward added,

but found his course difficult as a bisbop, the Pres-

b3rterians especially furnishing trouble to whidi bs

replied by frequent depositions of those wbo refused

to recognise episcopal jurisdiction. He desired

translation to an English see, but his request ts<

passed by, and he was left to finish his life in uncos-

genial surroundings. Besides the works named

above, special mention should be made of his Di^

course of Friendship (1657); he also issued a large

number of sermons. His Whole Works were edite<i

by Reginald Heber (15 vols., London, 1822; rexise-l

edition by C. P. Eden, 10 vols., 1847-^52). Tb

Works, ed. T. S. Hughes (5 vols., 1831), consift of

sermons and the Holy Living and Hdy Dm^c

Poems and Verse Translations, ed. A. B. Grosart, ^*

issued 1870.

Taylor has been called '' the Chrysostom of Insr

land," surpassing in brilliancy of imagination L'

Greek antet3rpe. For succeeding generations bif

fame rests on the three devotional works espedaO*

noted above.

BzBUOoaAPHT: The bett of the eailier liTas, pexbape abso-

lutely the best, is that by Heber. as revised by Edeo. 2

the Whole Worke, ut sup. Consult further: H. K. Bqc»7
The Life of . . . Jeremy Taylor, London, 1815; R. E. A

WUlmott, Biehop Jeremy Taylor, hie Predeuetort, Csi%r

temporariee, and Suceeeeore, London, 1847; A. Bam.

Jeremy Taylor, the Bngiieh Chryeoetom, in J. E. Keep'.

Claeeie Preachere of the Englieh Church, 2 ser., Ltmd^

1877; F. W. Fsrrsr, in A. Barry, Maetere tn Enaii$k fir

otogy, London, 1878; W. H. D. Abrams. Grtat En^
Churchmen, Lcmdon, 1879; E. H. May. Diseeriatk* t^

the Life, Theotoyy, and Timee of Jeremy Taylor, Looioe.

1892; W. E. Collins, ed.. Typieed Bnfflieh CkvrckeA

London, 1902; E. Qosse, Life of Jeremy Taylor, haisk^

and New York. 1904; D. Merriman. Jeremy TayUr ai

Rdioioue Liberty in the Bnolieh Church, Woroester. Mas-

,

1900; Q. Woriey, Jeremy Taylor; Sketch of hit Lift vv^

a popuiar BxpoeMon of hie Worke, new ed.. London, 1^'

E. Geoife, Seventeenth Century Men of Latitude. F-f

runnere of the new Theology, London and New York. 1^
DNB, Iv. 422-^429; Julian. Hymnology, p. 1118.

TAYLOR, JOHN: Unitarian theologian and He-

brew scholar; b. at Scotforth (2 m. s. of Laacftst^

1694; d. at Warrington (20 miles e. of Liverpool

Lancashire, Mar. 5, 1761. His first theolop-ri

studies were made in 1700, under Thomas Dixcc

who had just establishedi at Whitehavm, a noiHxs-

formist academy for the preparation of students k
the Presbyterian and Congregational ministry-

Here he b^an to acquire that knowledge of Heb?fv

which was destined one day to bear rich fruit. list-

ing Whitehaven, he studied under Thomas Hill, i^^*

Derby, perfecting himself especially in dsssei^

knowledge. Before being ordsdned to the min^
he became connected, Apr. 7, 1715, with a 0£C'

conformist chapel at Kirkstead, Ldncolnsfaire; ^

was ordained Apr. 11, 1716, by dissenting mini^
in Derbyshire. In 1733 he became the <»Deag»eei

the Presb3rterian minister, Peter Finch (d. Oct ^

1754), in Norwich, and in 1757 he was appointed »
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the divinity chair at Warrington Academy. Hera
his health broke down, owing in great part to the
disputes in which he became engaged. He had
serious differences with the rector, John Seddon, and
wrote strongly against the scheme which the latter

was advocating of introducing fixed lituigical forms
into non-conformist worship.

It was not until Taylor had passed middle life

that a radical change in his theological views seems
to have taken place. Shortly after undertaking his

new post at Norwich, he read the Scripture DoAine
ofthe Trinity, by Samuel Clarke (q.v., 4). As a con-

sequence his belief in that central dogma suffered

edipee, and in A Paraphnue with Notes on the Epi^
tie to the Roman8f etc. (London, 1745, Dublin, 1746),

he freely discloses his Arian sentiments. Naturally

enough he abandoned the Calvinistic view of human
nature; and his work, The Scripture Doctrine of Grig-

inal Sin (London, 1740, 4th ed., enlarged, 1767),

which called forth the famous reply of the elder Ed-
wards, was more instrumental than any work of

its kind in undermining the root ideas of the Cal-

vinistic system both in England and in the American
colonies. Deviating as far as he did from the

forms of traditional orthodoxy, his treatise on prayer

(The Scripture Account of Prayer, London, 1761,

2d ed., 1762), written at ibe close of his life, would
seem to negative the description of Wesley that

Taylor's views were "old deism in a new dress."

Some of his other works not mentioned above are:

The Scripture Doctrine ofAtonement (London, 1751);

and The Lord's Supper Explained upon Scripture

Principles (London, 1756). Especially noteworthy
is The Hebrew Concordance (2 vols., folio, London,
1754-57), adapted to the English Bible and disposed

after the manner of Buxtorf, which held first rank
among works of its kind for almost a centuiy, and
is an enduring monument to the author's accuracy

and industry.

Bibuoobapbt: "KHBrwoodtSermonOeoamonsdhy the Death

of , . . J. Ta/tfiort vUh Same Aecoumi of hie Character and
Writinae, London, 1761; E. Taylor, in Unhereal Theolooical

Maoeurine, July, 1804; Monthly Repoeilory, 1826. pp. 482-
483; L. Stephen. Bftglieh Thovght in theBiohteenth Century,

n. 418-419. New York, 1881; DNB, W. 439-440 (has lefer-

enoes to Mattering notices).

TAYLOR, HATHAIUBL WILLIAM: Congrega-

tionalist preacher, teacher, and author; b. at New
Milford, Conn., Jime 23, 1786; d. at New Haven
Mar. 10, 1858. He was graduated at Yale College

in 1807; studied theology with President Dwight,

and became pastor of the First Church in New
Ebiven in 1811, which office he resigned in 1822, to

take the chair of dogmatic theology in the theo-

logical department of Yale College, where he con-

tinued to teach untQ his death. As a preacher he

was singularly impressive, combining solidity and
deamees of thought with a remarkable eloquence.

Unusual results followed upon his sermons, espe-

cially in connection with Revivals (q.v.). From
early youth deeply interested in the problems of

theology, and widowed with metaph3r8ical talents

of a very high order, he worked out, on the basis of

the previous New England theology, an elaborate

system, which gained numerous adherents, and
powerfully affected theological thought and preach-

ing in America b^^ond the cirole of its professed

advocates. For his labors, views, and influence in

this direction see New-England Thboloot. His
most noted sermon wss the Condo ad Clerum (New
Haven, 1828), though he had previously issued

others, e.g., one on Regeneration (1S16). After his

death his Practical Sermons, ed. Noah Porter, were
published (New York, 1858); also Lectures on the

Moral Chvemment ofGod (2 vols., 1859) ; and Essays
and Lectures upon SeUet Topics in Revealed ReUgion
(1859).

BiBLiooaAPHT: Q. P. Fisher, Dieeueeione u» Hietory and
Theoiogy, New York, 1880; W. Walker, in Ameriean
Chyrch Hietory Seriee, iiL 355-361. New York. 1894;
idem. Ten New Bngland Leadere, pp. 308-402 et paaeim.
ib. 1001; B. N. Martin, in New BnoUmder, vol. xvii.; N.
Porter, in New Bngtander, voL xviii.; F. H. Foster. Genetic

HieL of New Bnoland Theology, Chicago. 1007.

TAYLOR, WALTER ROSS: United Free Church
of Scotland; b. at Thuiso (80 m. n.e. of Inverness),

Caithness, Apr. 11, 1838. He was educated at the

University of Edinburgh and New College, Edin-

buigh, from which he wss graduated in 1861. He
was minister of East Kilbride Free Church in 1862-

1868 and since 1868 has been minister of Kelvin-

side Free Church, Glasgow. He is convener of the

committee of the Glasgow United Free Church The-
ological College, chairman of the Glasgow United

Free Church Normal College, and vice-president of

the National Bible Society of Scotland. His theo-

logical position is liberal, and he is an advocate of

the \mion of churches and the revision of the creed.

He has written Rdigums Thought and Church Ltfe

in Scotland in the Nineteenth Century (Edinburgh,

1900).

TAYLOR, WILLIAM: Methodist Episcopal mis-

sionary bishop; b. in Rockbridge County, Va., May
2, 1821; d. at Palo Alto, Cal., May 18, 1902. He
went from his father's farm and tanyard into the

ministry, 1842; was regular itinerant, 1842-49;

missionaiy in California, 1849-56; evangelist in the

Eastern States and Canada imtil 1862, when he

went to Europe, engaging in evangelistic work; he

traveled over the continent, then to Egypt, the

Holy Land, Australia, Africa, the West Indies, and
India. He oiganised many self-supporting churches

in India, and as a result of his work the South India

conference and Madras conference were oiganised.

Later he visited Central and South America. He
was elected a bishop in 1884, and going again to

Africa he established a chain of mission stations on

the Congo and elsewhere. His works embrace Seven

Years' Preaching in San Francisco (New York,

1857); CaUfomia Ufe Illustrated (1858); Christian

Adventures in South Africa (London, 1867); Four

Years' Campaign in India (New York, 1875); Our
South American Cousins (1878); and Ten Years of

SHf-supporting Missions in India (1882).

TATLOR, WILLIAM MACKERGO: Congr^a-
tionalist; b. at Kilmarnock (20 m. s.w. of Gla^w),
Scotland, Oct. 23, 1829; d. in New York Feb. 8,

1895. He was graduated from the University of

Glasgow, 1849, and from the United Presbyterian

Theological Sen^naiy, Edinburgh, 1852; became
pastor of the parish of Kilmaurs, Ayrshire, 1853;

of Derby Road Church, Liverpool, England, 1855;

vi9it94 th^ ynit^ Sti*t^ in 1871, and became pa^-
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tor of the Broadway Tabernacle (Congregational),

New York, 1872. He was Lyman Beecher lecturer

in Yale Seminary, 1876 and 1886; L. P. Stone lec-

turer in Princeton Seminary, 1880; and editor of

The CkrUHan at Work, 1876-^80. He was a preacher
in the front rank, and enjoyed an international repu-
tation. He was compelled by a stroke of paralysis

to retire in 1893. He was the author of Life Truths:

Being Diecourees on Ckrietian Doctrine and Duty
(Liverpool, 1862); The Mirades: Helps to Faith, not

Htrulrances (Edinburgh, 1865); The Lost Found, and
the Wanderer Wdcomed(lS70); David, King of Israel

(New York, 1875); Elijah the Prophet (1876); The
Ministry of the Word (Yale Lectures; 1876); Peter

the AposOe (1876) ; Danid the Beloved (1878) ; Moeee
the Lawgiver {\^7^)\ TheGoepdMiradee in their Re-
lation to Christ and Christianity (Princeton lectures;

1880); The Limitations of Life, and Other Sermons
(1880); Paid the Missionary (1881); Contrary

Winds, and other Sermons (1883); John Knox, a Bir

ography (1885); The Parables of our Savior; Ex-
pounded and Illustrated (1886); Joseph, the Prime
Minister (1886); The Scottish Pulpit from the R^or-
mation to the Present Day (1887); The Miracles of
our Savior, Expounded and Illustrated (1890); Ruth,

the Gleaner; Esther, the Queen (1891); Paul the

Missionary (1892); and The Boy Jesus, and Other

Sermons (1893).

TE DEUM: The title of the so-called Ambrosian
hymn, taken from the opening words: Te Deum
laudamus. This hymn has been regarded from early

times as the classic expression of Christian faith

and placed on a par with the liturgical confessions.

In the Ronuui h3rmna]s it bears the designation:
" Hymn in honor of the Holy Trinity " and *' Hymn
of St. Ambrose and St. Augustine," the former in

reference to its contents and the latter in agreement
with the legend that, at the time of the baptism of

Augustine, in 387, Ambrose intoned the hynm and
sang it alternately with Augustine. That Am-
brose and Augustine were the originators of the

hymn, in the sense of the legend that, carried away
by the inspiration of the incident, they improvised

it, can not be held, though it is possible that the
memory of a real event on that memorable occasion

endured, especially if it was a hymn new to the

community and one that had been borrowed by
Ambrose from the Eastern Church, and was first

used in public on that occasion.

The hymn in its present form is no original and
strictly imiform creation. Verses 1-21 are composed
in rhythmic prose and the other verses in ordinary

prose (Lejay, in Revue Critique, 1893, i. 192). Verses
1-21 are therefore probably of earlier date than the

rest. It is consequently no mistake to regard these

verses (as far as numerari) as the foundation of the

Te Deum, which then appears as a psalm with an
antiphon, in about the following form:

1. Te Deum laudaumut, U Dominvm eonfiUmw. 2. Te
cdemum pattern omnit terra veneraiur. 3. Tibi omnea an-
odic tifn eodi el universa poteeUUee, 4. Tibi Chendnm et

Seraphim inceeaabili voce prodamanU, 5. SaneUu, eanchu^
aanctua Domintu Deua Sabaoth. 6. Pleni etaU eedi ei terra

maieelatia turn. (7. Te glorioeue apoelolorum chorua, 8. 7«
prophetarum laudabilia numerua, 9. Te martyrum candi-
datiu lavdat exercitua.) 10. Ta per orbem terrarum aancta

11. Patrem immenaa ma^eatatia, 12.

Venerandum iumm verum umgamium FUiatm, 13. Semetmm
quoqve paradiium Spiritum, 14. Tu rex glariea ChrieU.
16. Tu Patria aempiiemua ea filiua. 16. Tu ad Kberandtam
auacepiunu h&minem non hamdeti virgima vtarum. 17. Tu
devieto miortia aeuteo aperuiaH credendbua rei/na eedoru^.
18. Tu ad dexteram Dei aedea m gloria Patria. 19. Juda
erederia eaae venhmta. 20. Te ergo quaewnua nabie taaU

famulia evbveni ^woa precioeo aanguine redimiatL (Anti-

pbon:) 21. Sterna fiae cum eanede tuia m gtoria numumri.

Verses 22 to the ^d are derived from the Scrip-

tures (Pa. zxvii. 9, cxlv. 2, czziii. 3a, zzziii. 22,

xzzi. 2a), and Dom Pothier believes that the vetaes

were ori^^nally a kind of preces in the matins, such

as are still recited in the Ronuui offices at prime and
compline, and that only later were they inooipo-

rated in the Te Deum {Der ffregorianisehe Chaml,

p. 229, Toumai, 1881).' If the melody of the woidt
JBtema fac cum Sanctis tuis . . . cetemum, as wdl
as the dose: In te Domine, was taken from an in-

troit of an old Greek mass of Dionysius the Areo-

pagite, which has been sung up to inodem times at

St. Denis near Paris during the octave of the fes-

tival of this saint, to the words: Kyrie theos hamUu
ouranie pater pantokratOr, it would be natural to

seek the origin of the Te Deum in the Eastem
Church, even though no hymn has been found in

the Greek language which can be detennined to be

the Greek original of the Te Deum. The Greek ver-

sions mentioned in Julian {Hymndogy, pp. 1125

sqq.) are evidently translations into Greek of the

already existing Latin hymn, made at the begin-

ning of the si:dii century. It is possible that it

may have been present to the mind of the poet

Prudentius (q.v.) in his Apotheosis, lines 1019-20,

where he connects the verii)s susHpere, Uberare, Aor-

rere, precisely in the same way as in verse 16 of the

hymn. If tiie words of Cyprian of Carthage {Ik

mortalitate, zxvi.) : lUic apostolorum glorioeue chants,

iUic prophetarum exultantium numerus, illic martyt'

ium innuTnirabiUs numerus, are either an intentional

or unintentional allusion to verses 7-9, the original

form of the h3rmn must have been familiar to the

Church of the third century. It may have been a

psalm of thanksgiving which guided the newly bap-

tised from baptism to the Eucharist. Nioetas of

Remesiana and Ambrose of Milan (qq.v.) niay share

in the honor of the lituigical adaptation and the in-

troduction of the hymn.
The Te Deum belongs to the service of houxs;

the Benedictine rule concludes therewith the third

noctum on all Sundays and festivals. In the Romao
offices it has its place in the matins after the ninth

lesson, as a prayer of thanksgiving on all dajs

wherein the festival celebration is a joyous ooe^

therefore on all Sundajrs (except from Septuagesiin*

to Easter), on all festivaJs (except the festivals of

the Holy Innocents), on the festival octaves and

during the ^itire Eaister time. Besides this, it vas

employed on special occasions " to render thanb
to God for the bestowal of great blessings." A Ge^
man translation existed as early as the ninth oes-

tury, and there is a prose translation of 1389, and

one in Low German. Poetical versions first ap-

peared after Luther's example (see below). Tte

German translation of the text gradually led to iti

transformation into the form of the song. All otiioi

werQ supplanted by th^ 80-qaI}e() Qennan 1^
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Deum: " GrosBBr Gott, wir loben Dioh," which has
beoome an ecclesiastical popular song and has found
its way into the EvangeliciJ church. The text is by
Ignai Frans (b. at Prosau, in the district of Fran-
kenstein, Oct. 12, 1710; d. Aug. 19, 1790). Among
the melodies which were composed for this text that

one has remained the most popular which first ap-
peared in Vienna in 1774, in the " Catholic Hyn>-
nal." For Luther, the Te Deum was indispensable,

since he wished to see matins and vespers preserved,

and the Te Deum seemed of special value to him.
Proee translations such as Luther found in the earlier

hjrmnals did not satisfy him. He, therefore, trans-

lated the hymn into Geiman, and his version first

appeared in the '* Hynmal " of Klug, 1529, justly

Bui^lanting all others, for " the Latin original was
completely transformed into a German poem by
Luther, both as to the sense and as to the form."
The melody is admirably adapted, and the original

character and form of tiie hynm have been rever-

ently preserved. In the congregational music of

the Evangelical church, the " Ambrosian hymn,"
in spite of Luther's masterly rendering, was forced

later to yield its place to the hymn of liartin Rinck-
art (q.v.) '' Nun danket alle Gott," as the Gennan
Te Deum of the Evangelical church.

The character and contents of the Te Deum and
more especially its litiugical use as a psalm of

thanksgiving, were determining factors in the trans-

formations to which it has been so often subjected.

In this work mtisical art has, on the one hand, con-

fined itself to increasing the brilliancy and impress-

ivenees of the Gregorian chant by means of a fuller

haimony and the use of many voices, or by the ad-

dition of instrumental accompaniment, so that the

chant was either simply adapted to several voices

or was made the foundation of an elaborate poly-

phonic symphony. On the other hand, the text was
treated in an entirely free and independent manner,
and the single verses and the imagery presented by
them were transformed into well-roimded and con-

nected sentences. In this way the Te Deum was
developed into an antiphon on a grand scale, with

a varied combination and graduation of solo and
ehoral passages, and was also embellished with all

the splendid coloring of modem orchestration, and
ao it became a magnificent musical solemnisation

of thanksgiving. In the Greek Church the place of

the Te Deum is taken by the kytnno8 akatkiataa

(i.e., " hymn to be sung standing "), a hymn- of

thanksgiving for the preservation of city and State

from the huids of the Avars (626), addressed to

llary, to whose supplications this preservation was
attributed. See Ambbobb, Saint, of Milan; Am-
BBOSiAN Chant. H. A. KOsTLnrf.
BiKUoaaAPBT: Julian, Hymnoloin/, pp. 111(^1134 (elabor-

jite); W. E. Tentiel,' BxereUationeg Mcra, Leipsio, 1092
Ortfll referred to); B. Qavantiu, ThMaurua iMcrorun^ ed.

C. M. Henti, ii. 147-153, Venioe, 1744 (diBouBses Am-
InraaittD-AucuetiniAn withonhip); J. M. Thomanus,
€>pen^ tL 346 sqq., iu. 614 sqq., Rome, 1747 (givee texts

and teztual variatioiis); W. Palmer, Originea lUwi/iciBf

L Sae sqq., Oxford. 1832; H. A. Daniel. TKnaurut Ayin-

noieoieus, U. 276-299, HaUe, 1844; W. MaakeU, Manu-
mmOarituaHa, U. 12-14, 229-232, London, 1847 (oontaina

«aty Endieh versiona); E. Thompeon, A VindieaHon of
gtm Hymit Te Deum UmdaiMU, London, 1858 (valuable
§ar the TeiBiona it gives); F. A. Maroh, Laltn Hymne,
pp. 20-21, 231, N«w York, 1874 (Jjtktin text and notes);

J. Pothier, Der QrefforianiBcKe Choral, Toumay, 1881;
E. C. 8. Gibson, in Church QuaHerkf Review, xviii (1884),
1-27 (able and learned); E. COiaUier, Oroeeer Lieder-Kaia'
log, Oiessen, 1886-87; S. KOmmerle, Bnci^lopddie der
eoangelieehen Kirchenmueik, 4 vols., GQteisloh, 1886-
1895; J. W. Lea. Some ImiitOione of the Te Deum, Lon-
don, 1891; 8. A. Blackwood, Te Deum laudamue, London,
1892; G. M. Dreves, in supplement to Stimmen aue Maria
Laaeh, Iviii (1893); P. Lejay, Revue critique, 1893, L 192
sqq.; F. Kattenbuach, Dae apoetoiieche Symbol, L 404
sqq., Leipsac, 1894; G. Morin, Revue UiMieHne, Feb..
1894 (names Nioetas of Remesiana as author); H.
Kretschmar, FHkrer durch den Koiuerteaal, ii. 1, pp. 287-
300, Leipsic, 1895; T. Zahn, in NKZ, v (1896), 106 sqq.;

A. E. Bums, IfOroducHon to the Creede and the Te Deum,
London, 1899; idem, Nicela of Remeeiana, hie Life and
Worke, CSambridce, 1905; J. Wordsworth. The Te Deum,
ite Structure, 2d ed.. London, 1903; W. A. Merrill. Latin
Hymne, pp. 6-7, Boston, 1904 (Latin text); F. Spitta,
Bin fegte Burg iet unaer Oott. Die Lieder Luthere in ihrer

Bedeutuno fUr die evangelieehe Kirche, Gdttingen, 1905;
KL, X. 1282-^84; DCA, ii. 1949-51. Muoh will be found
in the literature under Lituboiob; and Sbqosnoxs.

TEACHIH6 ORDERS, ROKAN CATHOLIC. See
Thkolooical Education, HI.

TEELUNCK, tnOink: A fanuly of Dutch Re-
formed theologians, oonspicuous for theur labors In

behalf of Pietism.

1. Eewood TeelUnck: The eldest member of the

family; b. at Zieriksee (31 m. s.w. of Rotterdam), in

the island of Schouwen, about 1570; d. at Middelburg

(48 m. s.w. of Rotterdam), in the island of Walche-
ren, 1629. He studied law, in 1598 and 1602 was
burgomasterof his native town, and in 1603wasmade
treasurer general of Zeeland. After 1607 he was elder

of the Reformed church at Middelbuig, yet found
time to write a number of devotional books. Under
the pseudonym Alexius Philopator he is said to have
written Qu«ne2a po/rtcB: Dot is, Clachte dea vaderlanta

over de teghenwoordighe swaricheden (Amsterdam,
1617) ;Mb regularpen-namewas Ireneus Philalethius,

signed, e.g., to his Z>e ereupde bode brengende seeckere

tydinge uyt Boemen, met een chnMdycke tocarsehauuh

inge daerover (Amsterdam, 1621). His writings la-

ment the controversies of the time, which he feared

might actto thedetriment of practical piety; he urged
the necesi£ty of a godly life, exposing himself t6 the

suspicion of stressing unduly good works.

d. WOlem TeeUinck: Youngest brother of the

preceding; b. at Zierikiee Jan. 4, 1579; d. at Mid-
delburg Apr. 8, 1629. He studied law at St. Andrews
and Poitiers, and then went to England, where he
was profoimdly injQuenced by pietistio Puritans.

After studying theology at Leyden for a short time,

he was installed minister of Haamstede and Burcht
(near his native town) in 1606, where he remained
until 1613, when he accepted a call to Middelburg.

Here he became a potent factor In religious life,

exercising a still wider inifluence by his numerous
writings. He may be said to have begun as a Piet-

ist and to have «ided as a mystic, as may be seen

from his Hel nieuwe Jerusalem, vertoorU in een 'taamF'

ensprekinghe ttusdien Christum ends Mariam, sit-

tends aen sijn voeten (Middelburg, 1635). In an age

of controversy he gave many what they needed far

more than dogmatic treatises, especially as his own
orthodoxy was unimpeached, except by a few of the

oversealous, who accused him of caring eveiything

for life and nothing for doctrine. The theme of his

sermons, whiQh w^tq essentially simple and prao-
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tical, and purely Biblical in charaoteri was re-

pentance. He championed the cause of Sabbath
observance in his I>e rvMUxjdt ofU traeUut van d'ander-

houdinge dea ckriMdijken rutt^-daeh», die nun gh^
meytdyck den Sondach noeml (Rotterdam, 1662), and
he was the first Reformed pastor in Holland to ad-

vocate foreign missions, as shown in his Ecce Homo,
o/te oogkeunsalve voor die noch tUten in blintheydt dee

ghemoedte (Biiddelburg, 1622) and Davide danck-

baerheyi voor God$ wddadicheyt (Amsterdam, 1624).

Some of his sermons, etc., were translated into Eng-
lish, such as his Patdue klacht over eijne natutarUjke

verdorvenheid (Middelburg, 1653; Eng. transl.,

Paid'8 Complaint againet kia NaturoXL Corruption,"

by C. Harmar, London, 1621). He exercised an in-

fluence far beyond Holland, and with his brother

Eewoud may be styled the forerunner of the Dutch
pietists of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.

8. UsTimiliian TeelUnck: Eldest son of the
preceding; b. at Angers (190 m. s.w. of Paris) 1606;

d. at Middelburg Nov. 26, 1653. At the age of

twenty he was made minister of the English con-

gregation at Flushing, whence he was called in the

following year (1628) to Zieriluee, while from 1640
until his death he was Reformed minister at Bfiddel-

buig. He published many of his father's works,

among them De worstelingfie eenee bekeerden ton-

doers (Flushing, 1631; with a dedication valuable

for its biographical material) and Laetete predikatien

(Amsterdam, 1647). He himself was best known
for his political and polemic writings, although men-
tion should be made of his Verdaringhe ende toeeyg-

heninge over de tkien gheboden ende het ghebedt dee

Herren (in the second edition of his father's Huy&-
boeck, Bfiddelburg, 1650) and Chrietdicke onderwii^-

inge in de leerstukken des gdoo/s (1652).

4. Jan TeelUnck: Youngest brother of the pre-

ceding; b. at Middelburg; d. at Leeuwarden (70

m. n.e. of Amsterdam) May 7, 1674. He resided for

a considerable time in England, being minister at

Bfaidstone, and in 1641 was called to the church at

Wemeldinge, Zeeland. In 1646-48 he was supply

to the English congregation at Bfiddelburg, and in

1649 he was called from Wemeldinge to Flushing,

where he remained imtil 1654, when he became min-

ister at Utrecht. Here he so stubbornly resisted

the right of secular authorities to interfere with

church affairs, especially in the controversy over

benefices, that in 1660 he was forbidden to remain
in the city or province of Utrecht. He at once be-

came minister in Amemuiden, near Middelburg, and
in the following year was called to Kampen, whence
he went as minister to Leeuwarden in Apr., 1674, a
month before his death. Together with his brother

Theodonis (d. 1660), he began an edition of his

father's works, of which three volumes appeared
between 1659 and 1664, and wrote, besides a sermon,
Den vrugtbaermakenden wynstok Christua (3 parts,

Kampen, 1666-^7). His spirit and tendency were
essentially identical with those of his father and
uncle. (S. D. Van Veen.)
Bibuoorapht: Material on all named in the text is in

P. de la Rue. OeUUerd Zedand, pp. 160 aqq., 331 aqq.,

Middlebuis. 1734; and B. Qlasiua. Qodgdeerd NederUmd,
sub voce. 3 vols., 's Hertogenboech, 1851-56. In addi-
tion on 1 consult A. Ritaohl, Geachiehte dea PieH*mu», L
|24 sqq., Bonn, 1880. On 2: W. J. M. Enfelberts, WiUmn

TMttiMdk, Amsterdam, 1808; H. Heppe, GssdUohfa dm
PutitmuM mtd dss MyaHeiamtu . . , der Niederiande, pp-

106 sqq., Leydan. 1870; Ritsohl, ut sup., pp. 124 sqq

;

F. Nacttlas, LsvsiMbsrieA^sn van Zteuw^n, voL tL, Middle-

burs, 1803. And on 4: O. Brolilchen, FUsstn^scAs Kwk-
kmnd, pp. 123-130, Vlisdngen, 1768.

TELEOLOGY: The term expressing the doctrine

that the activity in nature is with reference to ends.

Its interest for the religious consciousness lies in its

bearing on the theistic proof—^tbe teleological aigu-

ment. This, the most ancient of all the theistic

proofs, received classic expression in Paley's Sal-

ural Theology, and the Bridgewater Treatiaes (see

Palbt, William; and Bbidqewateb Treatise:^;.

The aigument to be valid would have to run as fd-

lows (cf. I. Kant, Critique of the Pure Reaeon, pp.

536-^539, London, 1897): (1) the universe is full ot

adjustment oi parts and of adaptation of means to

ends unspeakably rich in content and infinite in ex-

tent; (2) the various elements so coordinated a&d

adjusted have in themselves no tendency to the re-

sults described, but are related and arranged by s.

rational (external) disposing principle according to

certain ideals and aims; (3) this arrangemoit can

be explained only by reference to an (external) in-

telligent cause acting freely; (4) the unity of the

cause can be certainly inferred from the unity of

the reciprocal relations involved in experience and

analogy. This aigument presupposes that the gea-

era and species of all living beings were created with

complete organs and fixed functions, as, e.g., ev%

and ear. In Christian theology it has been acceptei

as the teaching oi the Scriptures and hence final fcr

rational thought. The effort was made to verifr

the argument by appeal to existing world facts.

While the principle of this proof has never been in-

validated, yet in its classical form it has been founc

liable to serious if not fatal objections. (1) From

the changed interpretation of the Geneeaa story.

(2) At best it proves not a creator, but an extenijl

and arbitrary contriver (cf. J. Caird, Introduction to

the PhUoeophy of Rdigion, pp. 139-153, LondoOi

1880). (3) Since every individual end is an integral

part of the final end, and the final end is hidden

from thought, a perfect teleology is impossible [d.

F. Paulsen, Introduction to PhUoeophy, pp. I5i^

180, New York, 1898). (4) The existence of ^ic

has never been reconciled with a teleological view

of the world. The theory of evolution has inv:&li'

dated the traditional form of the aigument, but r

has reinstated it in a far more significant an-i

impressive form. It has infinitely increased

the evidence of ends and adaptations in nature:

it has proposed a new theory of the war

in which these ends are realised; it has inde£-

nitely lengthened the processes of this adaptive

activity; it has transferred the scene of tk

activity from that of externality to that of ixsr

manence—^the teleology is essential and is be?

illustrated in the aimnal organism. Whether

the cause thus active is infinitely self-consdoof

with purposeful forethought, can not be ivX.y

ascertained by the teleological argument alcH^e

Its task is far more modest. It is not demcc-

strative but indicative. It first inquires if Xhm
is evidence of cosmic activity toward ends, sad
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secondly, if such evidenea is forthcoming, this is

referred to intelligence. C. A. Beckwith.

Bibuoorapbt: J. McCosh and G. Diekie, Typical Formt
and Special Ends in Creation, Edinbuxsh, 1865; J. Froh-
flchammer, Utber die Aufgabe der NaturpkHoeophiie,

Munich, 1861; P. Wetxel, Der Zweekbeffriff bei SpinoMa,

Leipsic. 1873; A. Stadler. KanU Tdeologie, ib. 1874; P.

Janot, Lea Cauaea finalea, Paris, 1876, Eng. transl., Final
Cauaea, 2d ed., Edinburgh, 1883; R. Sohellwien, Daa
GeaeU der KauaaliUU in der Natur, Berlin, 1876; E. F. W.
PflOser, Die TeUologiache Mechanik der lebendioen Natur,
Bonn, 1877; F. V. Baerenbach, Gedanken Hber die Teleo-

logie in der Natur, Leipsic, 1878; G. J. Romanes, Candid
Examinatian of Theiem, London, 1878; A. MOhry, Kritik

und kurte Darlegung der exaden NalvrpkHoaopkie, 5th
red., Gdtiinsen, 1882; W. B. Carpenter, in Modem Re-
view, 1884; P. F. Fitagerald. A Treatiae on the Principle

of Suffieieni Reaaon, London, 1887; E. Domet de Voiges,
Cause efUciente el eatue finale, Paris, 1889; R. Flint. The-
ism, 7th ed., London, 1889; B. Liebermann, Der Zweek-

heoriff bei Trendelenburo, Meinincen, 1889; F. Erhardt,
Mechaniamua und Teleoloffie: eine Abhandluno Hber die

Prineipien der Naturforachuno, Leipsio, 1890; W. M. W.
Call, Final Cauaea: a Refviaiion, London, 1891; A. Kohl-
Schmidt, Kant*a SteUung aw Tdeologie vnd Phyaikotho-

ologie, Jena, 1894; J. Stier, Theiamua und Naturforaehung
in ikrem VerhAUnia aur Teleologie, Frankfort, 1896; E.
Haushton, The Evidence of Deeign in Ihe ConatiivHon of
Nature, London, 1897; C. Brockdoiff, Kanta TeUologie,

Kiel. 1898; N. Kaufmann, Philoaophie naturelle d^Arie-

tote: Hude de eauae finale, Paris, 1898; P. N. Coesmann,
ELemente der empiriachen Teleologie, Stuttgart, 1899; E,
Ebrillard. £tudea philoaophuiuea aur lea cauaea premi^ea
et lee cauaea finalea, Paris, 1900; E. Ferritev, La Cauae
premxh'e d^aprha lea donnSea expirimentalea, ib. 1900; J. M.
Baldwin. Development and Evolution, New York, 1902;

8. Prudhomme and C. Riohet, Le PnMhne dee cauaea

finalee, Paris, 1902; J. B. Pettigrew, Deaign in Nature, New
York. 1908; A. R. WaUace, The World af Life, ib., 1911.

TELESPHORUS, tel^es^fer-us: Pope 127-137.

IrensBiis (Hear., III., iii. 3, ANF, i. 416), followed by
Eusebius (Hist, ecd., IV., x., NPNF, 2 ser., i.

182), states that he was a martyr; but Eusebius

contradicts himself as to the year of Telesphorus'

death, 8a3ring in his Hist. ecd. (ut sup.) that it was
in the first year of Antoninus Pius (138), and in his
'' Chronicle " putting it in the eighteenth year of

Hadrian (135). The tradition that this pontiff es-

tablished the forty days of Lenten fasting and the

celebration of the midnight Christmas mass is erro-

neous. See LiruRQics, III, § 2. (A. Hauck.)
Bibuoorapht: Liter pontifiealia, ed. Mommsen, in MOH,

Geat. poni. Rom., i (1898), 12; Jaff«, Regeata, p. 6; R. A.
Lipoius. Chronologie der r&miachen Biachdfe, pp. 170, 184,

190, Kiel, 1869; J. Langen, Geaehichte der rfimiaehen

Kirche, i. 103 sqq.. Bonn, 1881; Hamack, Litteraiw, '± 1,

p. 144; Bower, Popea, i. 11; Platina, Popea, L 24-25.

TELFORD, JOHH: English Wesleyan; b. at Wig-

ton (11 m. S.W. of CarMe), Cumberland, Oct. 5,

1851. He was educated at Didsbury College, lian-

Chester, and at London University, and, after hold-

ing various pastorates and being, in 1904, one of the

secretaries of the committee which prepared the

Methodist Hymn Book, he became, in 1905, editor

for the Wesleyan Methodist Connection. He is also

editor of the Wedeyan Methodist Magazine and of

the London Quarterly Review. Among his numer-

ous publications mention may be m^ide of his Life

of Charles Wesley (London, 1886), Ld/e of John

Wesley (1886), Ttoo West-End Chapels: or, Sketches

of London Methodism from Wedey's Day (1886),

The Story of Moses and Joshua: Its Lessons for To-

Day (1893), Makers of our Missions (1895), Women
in the Mission Fidd (1895), History of Lay Preach-

XI.—19

ing in the Christian Chtirch (1897), Story of the Upper
Room (1905), A Sect that moved the World: Three
GeneraHons of Clapham Saints and Philanthropists

(1907), Man's Partnership trith Divine Providence

(1908), and The Life ofJames Harrison Rigg (1909).

TELLER, ROMAHUS: German Lutheran; b.

at Leipsio Feb. 21, 1703; d. there Apr. 5, 1750. He
was educated at the university of his native city

(1719-23), and in 1723 was appointed catechist at
the Peterskirche in Leipsic. In 1730 he was called

to Merseburg, but in the following year returned to
the Peterskirche as preacher and first catechist, in

1737 becoming subdeacon at St. Thomas's. He was
made deacon there in 1739, and, after again officiar

ting at the Peterskirche after 1740, was chosen paa-

tor of the Thonuiskirche in 1745. Meanwhile he was
also active in academic circles. He had been ap-
pointed associate professor of theology in 1738, and
had advanced to a full professorship in 1740; while

in 1745 he was made a canon, and in 1748 assessor

of the consistory. He is best known for his '' Eng-
lish Bible," bearing the title Die heilige Schrift . . .

nd}st einer voUstdndigen ErkUtrung dersdben, todche

axis den auserlesensten Anmerkungen verschiedener

engldndischer SchriftsteUer gusammengetragen und
tuerst in framdsischer Sprache an das Lickt gesteUt

(19 vols., Leipsic, 1749-70), a work of distinctly

Reformed tendency, but of which Teller himself

was able to edit only two volumes.

(P. WOLPP.)
Biblioqeapht: A " programm " of the UniverBity of Leip-

sio, Memoria TeUeri, is given by J. E. Kapp in Aetia hia-

torico-eodeaiaatieia, ii. 377, Weimar, 1747. A number of
references to biographical lexicons and similar works is

given in Hauck-Heivog, BE, xix. 476.

TELLER, WILHELM ABRAHAM: Carman
Lutheran and rationalist; b. at Leipsio Jan. 9,

1734; d. at Berlin Dec. 8, 1804. He was educated
at the university of his native city (1749-53), and
was Simday evening preacher at the university

church (1753-55), catechist at the Peterskirche

(1755-^), and Sunday evening preacher at the

Nicholaikirche (1760-61). He had published several

studies in textiial criticism and had already mani-
fested a rationalistic tendency when, in 1761, he
was called to Helmstedt as professor of theology,

pastor, and general superintendent. He now drew
a distinction merely of degree between the Biblical

writers and profane poets, denied verbal inspirar

tion, and posited a twofold inspiration of matter

and words, dividing the former into dogmatic, pro-

phetic, and historical. His reputation as a leader of

the Enlightenment was won by his Lehrbuch des

chrisdichen Glaubens (Helmstedt, 1764), in which he
prepared the way for rationalistic dogmatics. He
laid great stress on method and maintained that

divine revelation was intelligible to man, so that

forced theological interpretations were to be re-

jected. He accordingly contrasted the " simple
"

Gospel with the teacMtigs of the Ohurch, and, mani-

festing marked Socinian influence, he referred the

doctrine of God and divine perfection to natural

religion, treated justification somewhat syneigis-

tically, refused to discuss the twofold nature of

Christ, and ignored the doctrines of the Trinity and
original sin. The book evoked a storm of disap-
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proval, BO that, though he had powerful friends, he
ceased his lectures on dogmatics and in 1767 gladly

accepted a call to Berlin as supreme consistorial

coimcilor and provost of Kolln.

At Berlin, in the reign of Frederick the Great,

Teller was in his element. He was elected to the

Academy of Sciences in 1786, and though he waa un-

successful as a preacher, his printed sermons influ-

enced wide circles. In 1772 he published at Berlin

the first edition of his W&rterbuch des Neuen Testor

merits zur Erkldrung chnstlicher Lekrey in which he
held that Christianity was designed to be merely
'' the wisest counsel to an ever ascending blessed-

ness,'' and that many things must be altered to har-

monize with riper religious concepts and changed
conditions, so that *^ kingdom of heaven '' means
" the Christian Church," " to repent " is " to im-

prove oneself," and " atonement " is " the union

of the Jews with other peoples, and thus of all man-
kind in one religion." This work, which naturally

evoked orthodox hostility, and called forth several

analogous books of an opposite tendency, received

a supplement in his Religion der VoUkommnem
(Berlin, 1792), in which he urged the abandonment
of a number of doctrines, including that of justifica-

tion, and the furtherance of a practical knowledge
of God and of his blessings for the benefit of man,
this knowledge leading to good conduct and benefi-

cent activity, while all dogma was to be excluded
from sermons, which should be devoted simply to

practical Christianity. In this same spirit Teller

edited for ten years the Neites MagazinfUr Predigety

which he founded in 1792, and he likewise wrote
upon classical and Germanic philology, his VoU-
atdndige Daratellung der deuUchen Sprache in LiUhers

BibdaberseUsung (2 vols., Berlin, 1794) still being a
book of value. Special mention should also be
made of his AnLeUung zur Rdigion Hberhaupt

und zum AUgemeinen des Ckristentums besonders

(Berlin, 1792), Samndung einiger Gehete zum
Gebrauch bei dffentlichen Gottesdiensten (1793),

and Opuscula varii argumenti (Frankfort-on-the-

Oder, 1780).

With the death of Frederick the Great, Teller's

position became precarious. Long before he had
tried to mold the religious views of the heir-appar-

ent by his anonymous ValenHnian der Erste, oder

geheime Unterredungen eines Mortarchen mit seinem
Tkron/olger Hber die Rdigionsfreiheit der UrUer-

thanen (Brandenbiu^g, 1777), and when the famous
religious edict of Johann Christian Wollner (q.v.)

was issued in 1788, he sought in a pamphlet to
weaken its force. For several years he was more or

less involved in a controversy, which he himself had
started, regarding the admission of Jews to Chris-

tianity with the avowed purpose of securing civic

equality with Christians, Teller's sole requirement
being that such persons should state that Christ

was the founder of a better religion than the one to

which they had formerly belonged. In 1791 he de-

fended the course of the notorious and rabid ra-

tionalist, Johann Heinrich Schulz, pastor at Gie]&-

dorf, who had attacked the elements, not only of

Christianity, but of all religion ; and for this position

TeUer was sentenced to suspension from office for

three months, his salary during this time be-

ing confiscated for the benefit of the lunatic

asylum. (P. Wolff.)
Bzbuographt: Nova acta hiatorico-ecclenasUca, v. 132-133,

Weimar. 1764; J. £. Troechel, GeddcfUnispndwl auf
Teller, Berlin. 1805; F. Nioolai. Ged&ehtnuachrift auf
TeUer, ib. 1807; G. W. Mayer. Oeachichte der Sehrtfter-

klUrunOt vols, ii.-v. passim, Gdttingen. 1809; I. A. Dor-
ner. Getchtchte der protestantiechen Theologie, pp. 700, 710.

713. Munich. 1867; W. Gaas. QeechiehU der proteeiantieeken

Dofftnatik, iv. 83. 86. 206-207. 446. Berlin. 1867; M. A.

Landerer. Neueale DoomenoeKhichte, pp. 20-21, 34. 52,

97. 130. Heilbronn. 1881.

TEMPLARS (KNIGHTS-TEMPLARS): A militaiy

order foimded m Jerusalem in 1119. The Tem-
plars formed imder the Augustinian rule one of the

spiritual orders of chivalry that owed their origin

to the Crusades (q.v.)—a knightly so-

Rise of ciety on a spiritual basis and for spiri-

the Order, tual ends. Under King Baldwin II. of

Jerusalem, Hugo de Payens and God-
frey of St. Omer, along with six fellow knights,

united imder a solemn vow to protect the pilgrims

faring from the coast to Jerusalem. Baldwin gave

to them quarters in his palace, called " Solomon's

Temple/' whence came their designation as " Poor

Knights of the Temple." During their initial years,

the knights plied their calling with unaasiiming

simplicity. Expansion, firmer organisation, and
papal approbation, were first obtained through the

Synod of Troyes, in 1128. Through Bernard of

Clairvaux the order received official sanction from

Pope Honorius II. The draft of a new set of stat-

utes was entrusted to Bernard. According to this

rule, the Knights were boimd to observe the canon-

ical hours, or, if prevented, to repeat a number of

paternosters; meals were in common, accompanied
ydtk spiritual reading; the fare was plain, and eveiy

tenth loaf was to be given to the poor. According

to the oldest rule, the garb was a white cloak, in

token of purity of the heart. Pope Eugenius IH.

supplemented the Templars' mantle with a red

cross; the attendants wore a black robe. No
knight was to have more than three horses and ooe

servant. All needs of the members were supplied

by the order; and the individual must refer his

wants to the master; the latter, in turn, was bound
to punctual obedience. No brother was allowed to

write letters or to receive them; conversation with

women was strictly to be avoided. The penalty for

grave delinquency was exclusion from intercourse

with the brethren; stubborn impenitence involved

expulsion. After the Synod of Troyes, Hugo de

Payens visited France, England, and Spain in the

interests of the order, receiving everywhere stat^
welcome and powerful support. As the order grew,

its aim became enlarged, and the Templars came
to be the standing host of the Church in the Ernst

But the spiritual and monastic side of the order re-

ceded more and more into the background, ew
more obtruding the predominance of the ki4ghtlf
side.

The most considerable manifestation of pepii
favor was derived from Pope Alexander III. Bf
the bull Omne datum optimum, June 18, 1163, tlw

order was authorised to institute its own dogf^
which was to be consecrated by any bishop what-
ever. Under the papal favor, the order became
a rich and powerful league of nobles. Its 8tatioB9
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in the East were divided into five chief provinces;

Jerusalem, Tripolis, Antioch, Cyprus, and Romar
nia-Morea. In the West, its head-

Growth, quarters were France, the Spanish
Power, and kingdoms, Portugal, and England. It

Constito- was not so strongly represented in

tion. Germany, nor had it any possessions

in the northern lands. The larger sta-

tions were called " temple courts," " preceptories of

the Templars," pnorates preceptories; the smaller

ones, commanderies and bailiwicks. Owing to the

papal privileges, the order became a firmly cemented
institution, with extensive property holdings, dy-
namic organization, vast range of administration,

and its own corps of clergy, so that it aroused the

jealotisy of bishops and the enmity of princes. As
appears from extant statutes (arts. 77-685, which
date from the twelfth and thirteenth centuries), the

order's constitution had expanded still further.

According to these data, the core of the order was
composed of the knights, who were to be of noble

birth, of pure wedlock, guilty of no grave crime,

mentally and bodily sound. Reception into the

order was not subject to novitiate; it was accorded

by the presiding dignitary, in chapter assembled,

in solemn form, and exclusive of outsiders. The
knights wore the white mantle with an octagonal

red cross. They were attended by the serving

brothers, of lower rank. From the time of the bull

of Alexander III. (1163) the chaplains of the ten>-

ple formed the third class in the order.

At the head of the order stood the grand master,

with princely rank, who had the power of appoint-

ment to the inferior offices. His authoritative posi-

tion was limited by the chapter gen-

Organiza- eral, in which alone lay the right over
tk>n mnd war and peace with the Saracens.

Character. During a vacancy in the office of grand
master, the order was directed by the

grand conmiander. The grand master was chosen

by majority vote of thirteen duly qualified elec-

tors. The knight's vocation ill consorted with the

monk's task of prayer; and consequently the stat-

utes disclose a continually emphasized subordina-

tion of the latter duty. What passed in the chap-

ter had to be kept strictly secret. The penalties

imposed for the member's transgressions were gen-

erally milder than in other monastic orders. Offenses,

how^ever, such as simony, murder of a Christian,

theft, sodomy, perjury, riot, cowardly ffight from
the enemy, desertion to the Saracens, involved ex-

clusion from the order. The order evinced both un-

selfishness and valor in the prosecution of its allotted

task of defending the Holy Land. Not a single real

betrayal of the Christian cause can be brought

against it; though in the thirteenth century com-
plaints were produced on account of arrogancies and
extravagances. Hence in 1201, when Acco, the last

position in the Holy Land, succumbed, this defeat

was unwarrantably charged to the rivalry between
the Templars and the Knights of St. John; and
Pope Nicholas V. was desirous that the two orders

be united. After the conquest of the Holy Land,

the Templars, from 1291 on, made their headquar-

ters in Cyprus, which was transformed into a
Btrongbold that was intended to check the

onset of Mohammedanism on its passage to the
West.
The Templars in France were a formidable ob-

struction against centralization of power in the
hands of the king. After the victory of Philip IV.

(1285-1314) over Pope Boniface VIII.,

Destruction the French king designed to establish

of the himself in the opulent possessions of

Order. an order so little to his convenience,

and directly after the enthronement of

Clement V. at Lyons, in Nov., 1305, he planned
action against the Templars. On June 6, 1306, the

masters of the orders of St. John and of the temple
were invited by Clement to a conference at Avig-

non, with reference to a projected crusade. The
grand master of the Templars, Jacques de Molay,

accepted this invitation but, in a later interview in

1307, declined a proposition to fuse the Hospitallers

and the Templars. Pope Clement then consented

to an investigation of the charges against the Tenv-

plars. But before the investigation had come to

pass, Philip, Sept. 14, 1307, resolved upon the arrest

of the Templars and the seizure of their goods.

Throughout all France, the Templars were therefore

arrested, Oct. 13, 1307. The charges against the

order were the denial of Christ by spitting upon the

crucifix, indecent kisses, and the sufferance of re-

volting immorality. On Oct. 15, 1307, the grand

master, with several knights, confessed to several

accusations; then Philip felt so secure that he ad-

dressed letters to the princes of Christendom uiging

them to imitate his example. Inquisitorial proc-

esses went on in France under the warrant of Sept.

14; those who confessed received pardon on return-

ing to the faith of the Church, the others were sen-

tenced to death. Clement protested against the

king's action, Oct. 27, requesting the surrender of

certain knights and their goods to himself, doubt-

less with a selfish object. By the bull Paatoralia

prceeminentey Nov. 22, however, he made common
cause with the king, and commanded all princes to

seize theTemplars and their goods. But in Feb., 1308,

he again attempted to check proceedings by suspend-

ing the inquisitors' powers, and in May Philip con-

vened an assembly to rally the national support to

himself against the pope. In August, the pope and
the king agreed upon measures against the order,

the bull Faciens misencordiamf Aug. 12, 1308, con-

vened a council at Vienne to make final disposition

of the matter, the council to meet Aug. 1, 1310.

General proceedings against the order went on
throughout Europe and Cyprus from Aug. 7, 1309,

till May 26, 1311 ; 127 test questions were proposed

to the members; but previous admissions were re-

tracted as extorted by torture. However, fifty-foiur

Templars were burned at the stake as backsliding

heretics by order of the archbishop of Sens, May 12,

1310; thereafter the spirit of the order was broken

and whatever was asked was admitted. Wherever
outside France governments and bishops opposed

torture, the pope quashed the opposition. Confes-

sion was extorted by the rack; but in Portugal,

Sicily, Cyprus, and parts of Germany the innocence

of the accused came to light.

The Coimcil of Vienne, opened Oct. 16, 1311, de-

clared the order entitled to vindication; but the
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pope abrogated the order by right of his absolute

power and as a prudential measure for the general

goody asaigning its possession to the Knights of St.

^ John, the official orders to this effect

Final being the bulls of Mar. 22, and liay 2,

Dissolution. 1312. In France and in England the

property of the order enriched the king

and government, Dion3rBius of Portugal, a friend

of the Templars, founded the Order of Christ, to

which the possessions of the Templars were made
over while the Portuguese Templars joined the new
order. The grand master, with other high officers,

was sentenced to perpetual imprisonment; but he
declared that the charges were false, and so he and
Godfrey de Chamey, the French inspector, were
burned at the stake Mar. 11, 1314, still affirming

the order's innocence.

The motive for the annihilation of the order was
twofold; the French king's avarice, and his desire

to crush the powerful organisation of the Templars
within the kingdom. He took advantage of Clem-
ent's weakness and of episcopal jealousy of the order.

The general guilt and sacrilege charged to the Tem-
plars as a whole are incredible, and tiieir downfall is

the result of shameless violence on the part of the

despotic Philip V. Q. GkOtzmacsmr,

Bzbxjoorapbt: Original documents are given in Reich,
Doeumenta, pp. 19&-197, 311-313; and Thatcher and
MoNeal, DoeumenU, pp. 402-496. For other basic ma-
terial consult: D. Wilkins, Concilia Magna Brilamnia €t

Hibemim, ii. 313 sqq., London, 1727; F. J. M. Ray-
nouard. Monument historiquea rdatifa ii la eondamnation
dea chevaliera du Temple, Paris. 1813; C. Maillard de
Ohambure, Riglea et atatuia aecrel dea Templiera, ib. 1840;
Documenta Illuatrative of Enoliah Hial. in the IStH and
14th Centuriea, ed. H. Ck>le, pp. 139-230, London, 1844;
W. Dugdale, Monaatieon Anolieantsm, new ed., by J.

Caley, H. Ellis, and B. Bandinel. vi. 813-864, 6 vols., ib.

1846; J. Delaville le Roulz, Documenta coneemant lea

Templiera, Paris, 1882; R. V. Taylor, in Journal of the

Yorkahire Archeologieal and Topographical AaaoeiaHon,
vii. 429-462, viii. 269-299, ix. 71-98, London, 1882-^;
H. de Curcon, Rigla du Temple, Paris, 1886; A. KnApfler,
in Hiatoriachea Jahrhuch der OSrreaQeaellachafU 1887, pp.
666 sqq. (best edition of the earliest " rule *'); J. Gmelin,
Die Read dea Tempdordena, in MiUheQunQen dea Inatituta

far Oaterreichiache Oeachiehtaforachung, xiv (1893), 193-
286.

Consult further: D. Q. Moldenhauer, ProBeaa geoan dan
Orden der Tempdherren, Hamburg, 1792; J. Miohelet,
Proc^ dea Templiera, 2 vols., Paris, 1841-61; W. Have-
mann, OeachielUe dea Auaganga dea Templerordana, Stutt-
gart, 1846; C. G. Addison, Hiat. of the KnigfUa Templara,
8d ed., London, 1862 (still the best in English); F. Wilke.
Oeachiehte dea Ordena der Tempdherren, 2 vols., 2d ed.,

HaUe, 1860; E. Boutario, La France aoua Philippe le Bd,
Paris, 1861; Jf. Kenriok, A Sdection ofPapera on Archeol''

oov and Hiat., pp. 1-68, London, 1864; J. Loisoleur, La
Doctrine aecrite dea Templiera, Origans, 1872; F. C. Wood-
house, The Military Rdigioua Ordera of the Middle Agea,
London, 1879; M. Bruguera, Hiataria de la Orden de loa

CabaOeroa de Temple, vol. 1, Barcelona, 1882; F. Jacquot,
Dafenae dea Templiera contra le routine dea hiatoriena, Paris,
1882; H. Hagenmeyer, Le Proeia dea TempUera, ib. 1886;
B. Jungmann. Diaaertationea adeeta, vi. 79-149, Regens-
buig, 1886; G. Lambert, Templara, A Short Paper an
the Order, London, 1887; H. G. Pruti, MaUeaer Urkunden
9ur Oeachiehte der Tempdherren, Munich, 1883; idem,
OeachiehU dea Tempdherrenordena, Kdnigsbcog, 1887;
idem, Entwieklung und U'ntergang dea Tempdherrenordena,
Beriin. 1888; idem, DU geiattiche Bitterorden, ib. 1908;
K. Sohottmueller, Der Untergang dea TempUrardena, 2

vols., Beriin, 1887; J. Y. A. Morshead, The TempianT
Triala, London, 1888; F. Naef, Beeherehea aur lea <^p«mom
rdigiauaea dea Templiera, Nlmes, 1890; J. J. I. von Ddl-

Ixnger, Akademiache VorirOge, iii. 246 sqq., Munichu 1891;

J. A. Froude, The Spaniah Story of the Armada, pp. 250-

310, new ed., London, 1892; J. Gmelin, Schuld oder Vn-
achuld dea Templerordena, Stuttgart, 1893; A. Grange, in

Dublin Beoiew, 1896, pp. 329-346; J. Miret y Sana, Car-

iaral dale Templera de lea Comandea de Garden y Borbena,

Barcelona, 1899; G. Salvemini. Studi atorici. L'Ahotir

none ddTOrdine dei Templari, Firense, 1901; L. Keller.

Die Tempeiherm und die Freimaurer, Berlin, 1905; H. C.

Lea, Hid. of the Inquiaition of the Middle Agea, L 16. iii.

passim (consult Index), New York, 1906; H. Fmke.
Papaltum und Untergang dea Tempdordena, 2 vols.. Mon-
ster, 1907 (c(mtaina new documents from Spain); C.

Perkins, in American Hialorieal Beview, Jan., 1910; Bower,
Popea, iii. 66 sqq.; and literature under Clbmbnt Y.; and
Pbxup IV.

ISHPLE, FREDERICK: Archbishop of Can-

terbury; b. at Leukaa, in Santa Maura (one of

the Ionian lalands), Nov. 30, 1821; d. in London
Dec. 23, 1902. He studied at Blundell's School,

Tiverton, and at Balliol College, Oxford (B.A.,

1842; M.A., 1846; B.D., 1858). He was made
fellow of his college and tutor in mathematics 1842,

ordained deacon 1846, and priest 1847. He became
principal of Kneller Hall Training College, near

Twickenham, in 1848, government inspector of

schools in 1855, headmaster of Rugby in 1858, and
about the same time chaplain to Queen Victoria.

Under his administration Rugby regained much of

the prestige which the school had enjoyed under

Thomas Arnold. In 1860 he acquired a reputation

for rationalism by contributing an essay on TheEdyr
cation of the World to the famous Essays and Reviews

(q.v.). The suspicion of heterodoxy dimg to him,

and when Gladstone, whose Irish disestablishment

measure he had supported, offered him the bishop-

ric of Exeter, in 1860, a strong protest was made
against the appointment. He was consecrated Dec.

21, 1869, was translated to the see of London in

1885, and was made archbishop of Canterbury in

1896. By the firmness and justice of his rule as

bishop and archbishop he completely overcame the

early prejudices against him. One of his last official

acts was the crowning of Edward VII. Aug. 9, 1902.

Besides the essay already referred to, single ser-

mons, and addresses, he published Sermons Preached

in Rugby School Chapel (3 series, London, 1861-71);

The RdatUms between Religion and Science (1884),

the Bampton lectures for 1884; Responsio artkir

episcoporum Anglics ad litteras apostoUoas Leonit

Papa XIIL (1897; Eng., French, and Gk. transls.,

1897), an able reply by Temple and W. D. Madagan,
archbishop of York, to a papal encyclical denying

the validity of Anglican oiders; and Helps to Godt$

Living (ed. J. H. Bum, 1898), being extracts from

various sermons.

BiBUooaAPHT: Memoirs of Archbishop Tempio, fry «mi
Frienda, ed. E. Q. Saodford. 2 ob., London, 1906; W. F. '.

Aitken. Frederick Temple, ib. 1901; C. H. Dant, Anih
hiahop Temple, ib. 1903 (popular): F. J. Snell, IMy Aa-

aodationa ofArehbiahop Temple, ib. 1904; F. E. KitdMStf.
Bugby Memoir of Arehbiahop Temple, 1869-69, ib. 1907;

E. O. Sandford. The Exeter BpiaeopaU ofArtMtiahop Tear

pU, ib. 1907; literature under Emultb and Rarma.
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TEMPLES, HEBREW.
OmAnMntatkm (i 4).

Anhiieotim (i 5).

n. Zembbabel's Temple.
m. The Temple of Herod.
lY. The Temple Fuxniture.

I. Sol<mun'8 Temple.
Importanoe, Site, Annmcement
(ID.

Piovisions for Conatruotioii (| 3).

Struoture of the TempleProper (| 8).

L Solomon's Temple: Among the great services

which David rendered to the Hebrew nation was
that of securing a capital which served as a center

not only for political life but also for

X. Impor- religion. Here he placed the sacred

tuicey Site, ark, rescued from the foigetfulness in

Arrange- which Saul's superstition had involved

ment it. The Bible further relates that it

was his purpose to provide for it a
stately habitation, but was deterred by prophetic

injunction from carrying out that purpose (II Sam.
vii.)> while I Chron. xxii. sqq. asserts that he made
provision for its erection. The building of this

structure was held by Solomon to be one of his

urgent duties. The question is raised here whether
Solomon conceived it to be his duty to destroy

other sanctuaries; the answer must be that he did

not, and that such a purpose is not in evidence prior

to Deuteronomy (see High Places, § 5). But
the paling of the other sanctuaries was the natural

effect of the splendor and beauty of the Temple,

with its costly sacrifices and imposing priesthood,

and of the fact t&at it was the royal sanctuaiy and
BO gained exceptional prestige, illustrated by the

number of pilgiiios who soon came to worship there.

The measures of Jeroboam I. to establidi rival

sanctuaries at Bethel and Dan show how powerful

had become the central attraction of the Temple.

The question as to the site of the Temple must be

decided from a study of the topography of the situar

tion (see Jebubalem, V., }} 1^). The location of

the Temple according to unbroken tradition, sup-

ported by the topographical character of the local-

ity, was upon the hill extending eastward between

the Tyropceon and the valley of the Kidron. This is

the " hill of Zion." Since this hill fell away abruptly

to the south as well as on both sides, it was neces-

sary, in order to obtain a horisontal level for build-

ing, to construct a kind of terrace. This part of the

hin still shows its artificial character, and is known
as Qaram al-Sherif. The spot where the Temple
stood is marked by the Mosque of Omar at the

highest point of the hill. The Temple extended

from east to west; the altar being in front, to the

east of the entrance. The orientation does not im-

ply that Solomon's Temple was built to a sun-god,

but it is probable that a sun-temple was the model.

The state buildings of Solomon must have been con-

nected with the Temple to the southward. The re-

maining space of the level plain toward the Kidron

was occupied partly by the fore-court of the Temple
(I Kings vi. 36) which surrounded the Temple
proper, and partly by the great court that sur-

rounded the entire Temple and palace district

(I Kings vii. 12). Adjoining the Temple, or " in-

ner " court was the " other " court, to the south,

which surrounded the palace itself, whUe the state

buildings—^hall of justice, throne-room, and house

The Table of Showfonsd G D*
The Candlestick (i 2).

Other Articles (i 3).

V. Other Hebrew Temples.

of Lebanon, lying farther south—^were surroimded
only by the great court that embraced everything
within its w^. The palace, therefore, in accord-
ance with the topography, lay somewhat lower
than the Temple.
In his building-operations David had availed him-

self of foreign workmen, sent by Hiram of Tyre
(II Sam. V. 11), and Solomon continued this policy,

a treaty providing for this and for baiv

2. Provi- ter of materials being compacted be-
sions for tween the two kings. According to
Construe- I Kings ix. 10-14, the cost of Solomon's

tion. building-operations was so great that

he was finally obliged to cede to Hiram
twenty Galilean cities, having obtained also 120
talents of gold from the Tyrian king. Solomon im-
pressed 30,000 laborers for his imdertakrog, whom
he divided into three shifts, each shift having to
work one month on Lebanon and two months at

home. There were besides 70,000 biuxlen-bearers

and 80,000 stone-masons in the Jewish mountains
who worked imder 3,300 overseers. These figures

are possibly exaggerations. The text of the passage
describing the construction of the Temple (I Kings
vi.-vii.) is corrupt. The original account seems to

have been written by a priest who was familiar with
the details of the structure, but this was modified

or added to by editors who no longer understood
some of his technical terms and wished, moreover,-

to magnify the spl^idor of the holy building. In

the course of time, too, doubtless, many changes
were made in the structure itself. As an aid to the

reconstruction of Solomon's Temple there exists,

besides what textual criticism and archeology o£fer,

the description by Esekiel (chaps, xl. sqq.) of his

ideal temple, in imagining which he must have
been influenced by the Temple with which he was
familiar.

The Temple buildingmay be described in its three

chief parts: the Temple proper, its surrounding

structure, and the fore-courts. The
3. Stroc- Temple proper or house of Ckxi was an

ture of the oblong sixty cubits long, tw^ity wide.

Temple and thirty high, interior measurement.
Proper. The thickness of the walls is not given;

in Ezekiel's ideal temple this was six

cubits. The partition between the holy place and
the holy of holies may have been of thin wood, not-

withstanding II Chron. iii. 14. On the eastern side

in front of the Temple there was a stately porch

twenty cubits by ten and probably of equal height

with the temple. Its side waDs were in line with'

the long walls of the Temple and were probably of

the same thickness. The height of 120 cubits given

in II Chron. iii. 4 is obviously an exaggeration.

There was probably a flight of steps riang to the

pon^. The other three sides of the building, north,

souths and west, were not open to the view of the

^
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spectator, but were concealed by a structure fifteen

to twenty cubits high. This was in three stories

and contained a great number of small rooms or

cells, each five cubits high; those on the ground
floor were five cubits wide, those on the second floor

six, and those on the third, seven. The approach to

the whole was on the south side and the ascent from
lower floor to upper was by means of a stairway.

Ezekiel mentions thirty-three rooms on one floor,

which would show them to have been very small

—

probably for storing paraphernalia, votive oflfer-

ings, and the like. The Temple proper was divided

into two chambers, the holy place and the holy of

•holies. The door to the latter was of olive wood,

the lintel above forming with the posts a pentagon.

The entrance door to the holy place was of cedar

and cypress, very wide, double, and each door waa
in two parts. The holy place was forty cubits long

and twenty wide. It was the room for the officia-

ting priests and the vestibule to the holy of holies.

The latter, which was the real shrine, inaccessible

to the ordinary mortal and even to the priest, was
a cube of twenty cubits and was accordingly ten

cubits lower than the holy place, and there must
therefore have been a room ten cubits high above
it, as in the Temple of Herod. From this the light

was completely excluded, while the holy place was
but dimly lighted. Both chambers were wainscoted

and paneled with cedar and cypress. The windows
are not described (I Kings vi. 4), but were probably

along the upper third of the walls. Light was ob-

tained from candles. In the holy of holies stood

the Ark of the Covenant (q.v.); in the holy place,

the table of showbread, the candlesticks, and the

altar of incense (see below, IV.).

The accoimt reports ornamentation by means of

carved cherubs, palms, and flower garlands. Every-

thing, moreover, is said to have been covered with

gold-leaf (I Kings vi. 20 sqq., 28 sqq.,

4. Oma- 35), though the texts are not in coin-

mentation, plete accord. There is some question

as to whether the treasures and tro-

phies himg on the walls were of gold. It seems likely

that Solomon ornamented certain parts of the in-

terior with gold-leaf, though there is no positive

evidence of the fact. On the other hand, it seems

certain that there were in the time of Ezekiel figures

engraved on the walls. This is suggested by II Kings
xii. 8 sqq., xvi. 10 sqq., xxiii. 4, 11 sqq. The roof

is not described. II Kings xxiii. 12 shows that the

kings of Judah had placed altars there, and a gloss

affirms that Ahas built an upper story for this rea-

son. It must be inferred that the roof was flat. In

the porch stood two bronze pillars, eighteen cubits

high, twelve in circiunference, and four fingers thick,

which were surmoimted by capitals five cubits high,

covered with checkered work. The capitals were

formed like lilies, and two rows of 100 pomegranates

each ran along each, in the form of garlands over

the checke]>work. The description is vague, espe-

cially as to the relation of the checker-work to the

lilies. The pillars stood to the right and left of the

portal, that on the right being called Jachin, and
that on the left, Boaz. The meaning of the names
and the significance of the pillars are obscure. The
purpose here may have been purely architectural

but the pillars are probably to be related to the

obelisks and pillars that were characteristic of Pbe-
nician and Canaanitic temples (see Altab, I., f 3;

Asherajl; Groves and Tbess, Sacred; Msmobiau
AND Sacred Stones).

Solomon's Temple can hardly have been of na-
tive design. Solomon waa obliged to import not
only material, but workmen. There was apparently

no native architectural art in IsraeL

5. Architec- The bronze work was entrusted to

tore. Huramabi, a T]rrian artifioer, and it

seems probable that both execution

and conception of the plan of the Temple were

strongly iniauenoed by Phenicia. But it seems un-

likely that the Phenicians originated the style of

architecture employed; they were better imitators

than inventors. The type is common in Egypt,

where a chamber of columns corresponds to the

holy place, and the pylon to the porch, while in

front of the pylon stand two pillars or obelisks^

The home of the peculiar style employing wooden
colimms must be sought in the Lebanon district,

in northern Syria; but it probably goes back still

further, to Egypt. The Temple represents, then, a
mixture of styles. The Temple proper with its

firm, square construction corresponds to the native

Phenician-Canaanitic style. It was essentially Phe-
nician in origin, though details were borrowed from
Mycene and Egypt. The arrangement of the hoty

of holies, cells, vestibule, and walled court is ulti-

mately of fjgyptian origin, further developed in

northern Syria imder Phenician and Hittite influence.

n. Zerubbabei's Temple: The most important

source for the origin of the Temple which took the

place of Solomon's, which was destroyed by Nebu-
chadrezzar, is the book of the prophet Haggai. This

says nothing of the opposition of the Samaritans,

who, according to Ezra iii.-iv., prevented the early

completion of the structure on which a beginning

was made two years after the return. Haggai at-

tributes the delay of construction to the luke-

warmness of the congregation itself. The building

was begun about the middle of the year 520 B.C.,

and the comeivstone was laid on the twenty-fourth

day of the ninth month. Haggai says nothing of a
former attempt, and it must be assumed that the

returned exiles had merely raised an altar, as nar-

rated in Ezra iii. 1 sqq. Hag. ii. 14 has a sinular

implication. The accoimts, Biblical and other, give

unfortunately scarcely any information as to the

character of the Temple that was built in 520 under
Zerubbabel and the high priest Joshua. It may be

assumed that it occupied the site of Solomon'a
From Hag. ii. 4 it appears that the new bmlding
made a sad impression on those who liad seen the

earlier. It was, in all probability, inferior not so

much in its dimensions, for the plan of* Sofomon's
Temple was probably followed, but in its construc-

tion, appointments, adornment, and surroundings.

But according to Ezra vi. 3-4, Cyrus ordered abu^
ing sixty cubits high and sixty wide, much larger,

therefore, th&a Solomon's Temple. If Cyrus issued

this order, it evidently was not executed. Hecateus
is probably right (Joeephus, ApUm^ i. 22) in giving

the dimensions of the fore-court as 475 x 142 feet

It was entered by a folding-door. The altar for
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bumlroffenng^ stood inside, of the same size as

that of Solomon's Temple and, according to I Mace,
iv. 44 sqq., of unhewn stone. There must have been
an outer court in which there were the oft-men-

tioned cells (Ezra viii. 29, x. 6, ete.). The laity, up
to the time of Alexander Jannsus, had free access

to the inner court in all its parts. The ark having
disappeared, its place in the holy of holies was taken
by a flat stone caUed the shetiya, upon which the

h^h-priest on the day of atonement placed the

censer. There was a curtain between the holy place

and the holy of holies, and the entrance to the holy
place seems also to have been hung with a curtain.

In the holy place were found a golden candlestick,

the table of showbread, and the gilt altar of in-

cense. The Temple contained besides, at least in

later times, rich ornaments.
The absence of the ark resulted in a change in

the conception of the Temple; God was no longer

thought of as actually present in the holy of holies.

Although the sacrifices continued, they were not
gifts to God as present, but symbols of the heart's

devotion. The priesthood took on increased im-

portance. Religion became more and more the ex-

clusive business of the priesthood and the (ecclesi-

astical) Stato. Of the later histoiy of this Temple,
it is reported (Ecclus. 1.) that Simon II. repaired

the Temple and raised the outer walls. Antiochus
Epiphanes plundered and desecrated it; Judas
Maccabffius restored and purified it, after which it

was newly decorated and fortified. It was stormed
by Pompey, who penetrated to the holy of holies,

and again by Herod.
m. The Temple of Herod: About 20-10 b.c.

Herod conceived the plan of erecting a new temple
at Jerusalem; but his motives were political rather

than religious, as he aimed to conciliate the pious

Jews, whom he had formerly outraged, and to rival

the magnificent temples of Greece. Josephus (An/.,

XV., X.) and the Mishna tractate Middoth are the

chief sources of infonnation concerning this Tem-
ple. The area covered was twice that of the old.

The present Haram is essentially the work of Herod.
The whole resembled a great fortress with towers

and battlements. The chief gates were on the west
and south sides. Josephus mentions four gates,

one of which connected with the dty by means of

a bridge, and another by a stairway. The two
" Hulda " gates were onJiie south. The great outer

court, or court of the gentiles, was surrounded by
magnificent pillared haUs, the most splendid of

which, the royal hall, contained 162 Corinthian

marble columns in four rows; on the other three

sides the columns were in two rows. There were,

no doubt, also rooms for the priests and a chamber
for the Sanhedrin. A short flight of steps led up
to the inner court in the northern half of the area.

Bronze tablets forbade any but Jews to enter on
pain of death, and one of these was discovered in

1871 by Clermont-Ganneau (for the text cf. SchQrer,

Eng. transl., II., 1. 266). This court was di-

vided into three parte the court of women, the
court of men, and the court of the prieste, the last

surrounding the Temple. The altar stood in the

innermost court, the laity being allowed to view
the ceremonies only from a distance, the women

farther removed than the men. Outside the men's
and women's couits ran pillared halls, and, ad-

joining these, were chambers for paraphernalia.

Sentinels guarded the vestibules—^Levites on the

outside, and prieste inside. The altar of bumt-offei^

ings, in the innermost court, was 32 cubite square

at the bottom, contracting to twenty-four at the

top. The blood of the sacrifices was drained away
through two holes, a canal conducting it to the
Kidron. The altar was approached by a stairway

sixteen cubite wide and thirty-two long, of unhewn
stone, like the altar itself. Behind the altar was a
bronze laver, approached by twelve steps, and north

of the altar was the slaughtering-place, behind
which were pillars and marble tebles for the prep-

aration of the sacrifices.

The Temple proper, gleaming with gold and mar-
ble, was approached by twelve steps. The vestibule

was 100 cubite high, 100 wide, and twenty deep.

Through ite gateless entrance over which Herod
had placed an eagle, afterward torn down by the

people, could be seen the door to the holy place,

hung on the outside with a great Babylonian cur-

tain, and ornamented with golden vines with

grapes. The holy place was an oblong forty cubite

long and twenty wide, containing the teble of show-
bread, the seven-branched candlestick, and the

alter of incense; only the prieste might enter. The
holy of holies was a cube of twenty cubite.

The high priest alone entered it on the day of atone-

ment to offer incense and place the sacrificial blood

on the stone that had taken the place of the ark.

A double curtain forty cubits long and twenty wide
separated it from the holy place. A three-story

structure, as in Solomon'sTemple, containing thirty-

eight cells ran around three sides of the Temple, as

high as the interior of the holy place; which con-

sequently must have been dark. Over the holy

place was an attic, and probably a double-attic

over the holy of holies.

IV. The Temnle Furniture: In the Hebrew of

I Sam. xxi. 6 tiie expression commonly rendered
" showbread '* is ** bread of the face," i.e., that

placed before Yahweh; it was called also " hal-

lowed bread," and later other names
z. The were given. This bread corresponded

Table of to the food offerings in other systems

Showbread. of religion, and the offering itself goes

back to the times when the gods were
thought to need sustenance, and it might in early

times be eaten only by persons ritually clean. At
Nob this bread was probably placed on a teble, and
such a teble is to be assumed for the Mosaic Tab-
ernacle. But historically such a piece of fiimiture

is provable first for the Solomonic Temple (I Kings
vi. 20), where it was an altar of cedar overlaid with

gold (cf. I Kings vii. 48); according to the Chron-
icler (I,, xxviii. 16; II., iv. 8, 19) there were ten

such tebles in Solomon's Temple; Ezckiel (xli. 22)

makes the (one) teble two cubite square and three

high. Like other altars, it probably had horns or

projecting comers. Comparison of the Solomonic

article with that described in Ex. xxv. 23 sqq.

shows a difference of construction, of size, and of

proportions. It was probably destroyed when
Nebuchadrezzar took Jerusalem, as it is not men-

^=J
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tioned with the booty. The aeoond Temple also

had a table (I Bfaoc. i. 22) which was among the

coetly artidee that excited the cupidity of Anti-

ochua Epiphanee, and was replaced later (I Mace,

iv. 49). For the Herodian table the direetiona of

Ex. XXV. were probably followed (see Tabxbnaclx,
Thb Mosaic), though the representation on the

Arch of Titus suggests some departures in details.

The description by Josephus (AnL, III., vi. 6) of

the table in the Tabernacle corresponds with the

Exodus description, except that he places feet on
it; Josephus places the rings differently from that

on the Titus Arch and from that in Exodus.
At Shiloh in the night light was furnished by a

lamp with ^lough oil to last till morning (I Sam.
iii. 3). This implies that the sanctuary must have

been adequately lighted by windows,
a. The Only a little natural light entered the

Candlestick, holy place (ut sup.) of Solomon's Tem-
ple, and artificial illumination was

necessary. Accordingly, mention is made of ten

golden candlesticks, placed on both sides of the

entrance (I Kings vii. 49). Though the passage is

a later addition, it is not justifiable to reject these

candlesticks as unhistorical; they were, however,

probably of bronie. Joeephus {AtU,, III., vii. 7)

makes the sevenfold candlestick consist of seventy

pieces, and sees in them seventy sjrmbols through

which the seven planets pass. The symbolism may
be old and true, but applies more appropriately to

seventy lights than to seventy scarcely distinguish-

able parts of a single candlestick. It corresponds,

moreover, to the ten candelabra of seven lights each

placed by Solomon in his Temple. The Chronicler

(I., xxviii. 15; II., iv. 7, xiii. 11) varies between

one and ten in his account. It follows from the

foregoing that the candlesticks were intended for

use in the daytime. The reference in II Chron.

xiii. 11 is to the time of lighting, not to its duration.

The Temple of Zenibbabel contained only one
candlestick, and that was comparatively laige. It

was carried off by Antiochus Epiphanes, restored by
Judas MaccabsBus, and by Herod placed in his Tem-
ple. It was also carried off by Titus, and is figured

on the arch. Vespasian placed it in the Temple of

Peace, and it can be traced till 534 a.d., when it

was taken from Carthage to Constantinople. Sub-

sequently it was taken to Jerusalem and destroyed

at a plundering of the city.

In the Temple of Solomon stood a circular basin

(" sea ") of bronse, ten cubits in diameter, five in

height, and a handbreadth in thickness; its brim
was dightly curved, like the petals of a lily.

Under the edge were two rows of bronse cucumbers
as ornamentation. It stood on twelve oxen in

groups of three, each of which groups faced to-

ward a cardinal point. It was con-

3. Other structed out of copper taken as booty
Articles. (I Chron. xviii. 8). It is said to have

served the priests in ceremonial cleans-

ing, but was ill adapted for such a purpose. The
expression "sea" recalls that Babylonian, Egyptian,

Sjrrian, and Phenician temples were also provided

with " seas," sjrmbolic of the deity subduing the

seardragon. King Ahaz made use of the oxen to

pay tribute to the long of Assyria. The basin was

finally carried to Babylon by Nebuchadressar. In

the Temple of Zenibbabel no " sea " seems to have

existed, though there were means for oemmonial
washing. In the Temple of Herod stood a fine laver,

with brass pedestal, for the priests for the washing
of hands and feet before officiating.

In Solomon's Temple were ten peculiar pieces,

the " bases " (I Kings vii. 27) not otherwise men-
tioned. Vessels found in Cyprus seem to aid the

description, and to show that oh four wheels was a

frame, on which figures of animals and cherubim
were depicted. Upon this frame was a cylinder,

into which a kettle was fitted. As these articles

were movable, they were possibly for washing the

sacrificial animals. (R. Kittel.)

V. Other Hebrew Temples. A new chapter in the

history of Hebrew won^p and temples has been

opened by the investigations in Egypt. For the

Onias temple see Leontopolis. It is now known
that a temple for worship and sacrifice existed at

Elephantine, Egypt. The Aramaic papyri discov-

ered there (see SEMmc Language and Iatkbjltuee,;

cf. E. Sachau, Abhandlungen der kdniglich-preusn-

Bchen Akademie der Wiaunschaften, 1907, partial

Eng. transl. and discussion in Annual Report of

the SmUhaanian iMtUutian, 1907, pp. 605-611;

A. H. Sayce, Aramaic Papyri Discovered at Assouan,

London, 1906) show that in the fifth century a

Jewish community possessed an imposing temple,

which in 408-407 b.c. had already existed for a con-

siderable period. The Persian control of Egypt bad

been favorable to the conmiunity and its temple.

but through the machinations of Egyptian priests

the temple had recently been destroyed and its

treasures and vessels appropriated. Two of the

documents are an appeal for the reconstruction of

this temple, while the third implies that the request

was granted. The net result of the documents is

to show at least two temples in which sacrifice was

offered to Yahweh in "Egypt. A suggestion which

is made in coimection with the critical opinions con-

cerning Isa. xix. 18 is that in view of the known
numerous settlements of Hebrews in Egypt, the

discovery of other temples there would now hardly

be a surprise. It is interesting to note that partly

as a result of the discovery and verification of tb^

existence in Eg3rpt of these Jewish temples, Eiek.

XX. is interpreted as referring to an inquiry by the

" elders of Israel " (verse 1) respecting the erection

of a temple to Yahweh in Babylonia. The answer,

on this interpretation, was an emphatic negative

(verses 39-41). Geo. W. Giluoke.
Bibliooeapht: On the topography of the site of the Teot-

ple consult the abundant literature under Jkkusaudi.
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1806; C. Mommert, Topoorapkie von Jeruealem, 3 parte.

Leipsic, 1903-06; A. KOmmel, MaUrialen eur Topoorajikie

dee aUen Jeruaalem, HaUe. 1904-06.
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von Meyer, Der Tempel Salotnoe, Berlin. 1830; C. F. Kiel

Der Tempel Salomoe, Dorpat, 1839 (still of value); C. C
W. F. B&hr, Der edUmoniache Tempd, Garisruhe, 1S4&:

G. Williams, TKe Holy City, ii. 296 sqq.. London, 1849;

J. T. Bannister. The Templet of the Hebrew, ib.. 1861:

J. Faigunon, The Templet of the Jewt, ib. 1875; T. H.
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Lewis, The Holy Plaeea of Jenualem, ib. 1880; W. War-
ren, in TSBA, vii (1880), 300 sqq.; F. SpieaB, Dae Jenir
ttUem dee Joaephua^ Berlin, 1881; idem, Der Tempd . . .

nach JoeephuB, ib. 1881; H. Pailloux, Monoffraphie du
temple de Salomon, Paris, 1885; T. O. Paine, Solomon'

e

Temple and Capitol, Boston and London, 1886; T. Fried-
rich. Tempd vnd Palaet Salomoe, Innsbruck, 1887; T.
Newberry, The Tabernacle and the Temple, London, 1887;
£. C. Robins, The Temple of Solomon; a Retfiew ofthevaiHr
one Theoriea reepectino He Form and . . . Arehiteeturt, ib.,

1887; O. WoUf, Der Tempd . . . und eeine Maeee, Qras,
1887; a. Perrot and*C. Chipies. he Temple de JirueaUm,
Paris, 1889; BQcbler, in JQR, x (1898), 678 sqq., zi (1899),
46 sqq.; E. Schmidt, Solomon's Temple in the Light of
other Oriental Templee, Chicaco, 1902; W. Sanday, Sacred
Sitee of the Gospela, pp. 106-117, Oxford. 1903; £. Bab-
elon, Manual of Oriental Antiquitiet, chap, vii., London,
1906; A. WQnache, Salomoe Thron und Hippodrom, Leip-
sic, 1906; W. S. Caldeoott, Solomon's Temple, ite Hietory
and Structure, London, 1907; idem. The Second Temple in
Jerusalem. Ite Hietory and iU Structure, ib. 1908; A.
Edeisheim, The Temple. Ite Ministry and Services as
they were at the Time ofJeeue Christ, ib. 1909; Bensinger,
ArehAoloffie, pp. 329 sqq.; /)£, iv. 695-716; £B, iv. 4923-
4956; JE, xii. 81-101; DCO, ii. 708-713; Schflrer, Oe-
achichte, i. 15-17, 392^93 (for literature), and passim for
discussion, Eng. trans!., consult index; the Quarterly
Statements of PEF for the reports on the various discov-
eries resulting from excavation; and the commentaries
on Kings, Chronicles, and Esra-Nehemiah.
On the temples in Egypt consult: E. Sachau, Drei

aramaische Papyruskunden aue Elephantine, Berlin, 1908;
L. Belieli, An Independent Examination of the Assuan and
Elephantine Aramaic Papyri, with eleven plates and two
appendices on sundry items, London, 1909; JBL, xxviiL
pp. 71-81 (an excellent article reviewing the Assouan
papyri and recent literature on it),

TEMPORAL POWER. See Chubch and State;
Papal States.

TEMPTATION: The most general expression

for every motive that incites man, especially the
Christian, to sin (Buddeus, InstUuHonea theologim

dogmaiiccB, III., ii. 30, 1724). The Bib-

Origin lical usage, however, is less definite,

mnd In the Old Testament the word is from
Meaning, noaah (Gk., parazein [Gen. xxii. 1;

Ex. xvii. 2; Deut. vi. 16]), and hdhan

(of the people tempting God, Ps. xcv. 9; Mai. iii.

15; Gk. dtAcimazein in Ps. xxvi. 2, Ixvi. 10, Ixxxi.

7, in the sense of II Cor. xiii. 5). The root meaning
of these two verbs is to test or prove, as rendered

in most of the passages. However, there is a dis-

tinction between proving and tempting, in the mod-
<*m sense. To prove is to establish a matter of fact,

cither known or assumed, or to augment its cer-

tainty. To tempt means simply to make an at-

tempt, and this with the application of power, with

which is combined more or less indefinitely, in per-

sonal reference, the collateral concept of enmity

(I Kings X. 1). A circimistance of temptation with-

out a personal tempter is unknown in the Old Tee-

tament; but this occurs frequently in the New,
hence the perspicuity of the term peircamoB. This

is implied in advance in the idea of incitement to

sin, prepared in the New Testament by the efforts

to entrap Jesus unwarily into some fatal assertion.

Theology limits this New-Testament term by dis-

tini^iishing precisely temptation from proving and
enticement. Faith or the ethical motive is tested

by suffering in order to come to assiirance (Jas. i.

12-13; Rom. v. 3-4; II Cor. viii. 2). On the con-

trary the susceptible will is tempted with the pos-

sible result that it turns to evil, or if purpose may

be admitted, with the design of inducing it to turn
to evil. But inasmuch as that result does not nec-

essarily follow, and because so long as there \s

temptation that result is not actualized, temptation
is to be distinguished from enticement. Evident
design or plotting may be a special mark of the

latter (Matt. xxiv. 4, 5, 11, 24; Eph. iv. 4; II Cor.

xi. 3). In the Lord's Prayer the relation of num to

sin is presented from the standpoints of guilt and
temptation (Luke xi. 4), and the latter is given a
broad significance. Sin is not the consequence of

constraint, but occasioned, not always by the per-

ceptible action of a tempting being, rather by cir-

cumstances in which the human subject happens to

be (Jas. i. 2; Matt. xxvi. 41 ; I Pet. iv. 12). Yet the

peril is according to the constituent character of the

one affected. With reference to the persons tempted
the New Testament speaks of disciples, but the

statements of Jesus do not imply the regenerate in

the dogmatic sense; James (i. 13-15), who points

to the person's own lust as the source of temptar

tion, does not give this any special Christian appli-

cation; and Paul looks upon the Jews as special

prototjrpes of tempted Christians (I Cor. x. 1-13).

Therefore, temptation may be assumed to have
universal reference. It occiu^ in different degrees

in individual cases, coming into consciousness in

the awakened conscience and being heightened by
resistance. The Bible nowhere calls the experience

of the first parents a temptation, but rather an en-

ticement, according to the distinction previously

made; yet quite generally and properly the fall as

well as the trial of Jesus in the Synoptical narrative

are held to be tjrpes of temptation. The question

arises whether the principle laid down by James
applies also to them; or, in other words, whether

temptation merely brings to light sin existing al-

ready before the act (Rom. vii.). Neither Gen. iii.

nor Rom. v. 12, nor the Synoptic account postulates

that a perverted desire determines and defiles the

inner self of the tempted. Yet the presiunption of

Scripture that sin is in no wise of God and conse-

quently not necessarily due to the conditions of

finite existence is only to be dogmatically estab-

lished. Even the sinlessness of Jesus is a dogma.
The desire responds to a proffered good. Jesus

reminds of the weakness of the flesh, as occasion

to the tempting passion (Matt. xxvi. 41); the

tempting power of the circumstances of the passion

is specially emphasized in the New
Social Testament (Luke xxii. 40; Matt. xiii.

Temptation; 21); yet the typical temptation of

the Christ shows that sensuous desire and
Tempter, avarice are no less prominent (cf.

I Cor. vii. 5). The division into temp-

tations through lust and through passion is also

justified. Apart from evil and temptation by pas-

sion, which is the exercise of the moral government
of this world, there certainly remains no proneness to

evil in the possibility for the appropriation of some
good and in the experienced stimulus. The fall,

therefore, appears in Scripture as enticement, and
not as merely arising from circumstances; and the

temptation of Christ not only presupposes the " sin

of the world** but comes from the "tempter."
The influence of the existent immorality is thus
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joined with the inciting circumstances. This leads
to the Biblical conception of snare or stumbling-
block, used in the Old Testament of idolatry (Ex.
zxiii. 30); Jesus applies it to the social complexity
of human life (Matt, xviii. 6-9, xvi. 23). An act
innocent of itself may by example be occasion for

stumbling to another (I Cor. viii. 9-13, x. 2^29);
the point here is that life qualified by sin every-

where confronts the insecure human being with its

snare, and unintentionally society is involved by
reciprocal activity in occasions of guilt. This is in

reference to the solidarity of human evil. The per-

sonal originator of temptation with reference to

Christ is the de\il (Luke iv. 13; John xiv. 30),

represented by the serpent in panuiise (cf. II Cor.

xi. 3; Rev. xii. 0); the accuser (Rev. xii. 10) is the
motive power of the tempting persecutions (I Pet.

v. ^9; Rev. ii. 10), with the fear of death as means
(Heb. ii. 14-15, 18), and sinful desire (I Cor. vii.

5). None of these passages refers to an immediate
inner influence. Of Judas Satan takes possession

not by virtue of temptation, but gradually after

successful enticement by avarice (John xii. 6).

However, all occasions for sinning are subject to

the omnipotence of God, and the one tempted is

prone to refer that which is tempting in his situar

tion to Providence and thus attempt to escape re-

sponsibility (Jas. i. 13). Yet it is fundamentally

certain that God is not the author of evil, and does

not tempt, so far as this may refer to the origina-

tion of evil (ut sup.). To (^od is only attributed

induction into the tempting circumstance brought

upon oneself (Luke xi. 4). How this fact is to be

reconciled with the Christian consciousness belongs

to theodicy. However, the dependence of sin upon
temptation conditionally mitigates its guilt, and
at the same time postulates the salvation of the

sinner.

The concept of temptation belongs, in the first

instance, to dogmatics, more definitely, to the doc-

trine of sin, 8ignif3ring that the origin of sin in hu-

manity as a whole and in individuals

Dogma is to be so explained as not to appear

and as malice, but far more as pardonable

Christian failure, without, however, canceling re-

Ethics, sponsibility. Not less important is the

Imowledge of temptation for theolog-

ical ethics, if this is not regarded as released from
relation to real life. On the one hand the full seri-

ousness of the battle presupposes power to resist,

and on the other, the Christian least of all sees be-

yond the conflict. A special phase of the Christian

life is the conflict of the new man against the old,

facing the peril of relapse, bringing to the front a

special category of sins, and necessitating sober

vigilance. This involves self-discipline, the soul of

which is active faith. In the deepest sense tempta-

tions here become challenges to faith, and doubts

which cause the convictions of salvation to waver
enter the moral point of view, since they under-

mine the standpoint of the combatant. In this the

temptation of Christ was again typical in that it

had the denial of humble faith as its objective.

Similar temptations are those of the self-security

of the victor (Matt. xii. 43-44). To the episodes of

this inner sphere of conflict is given the term '* as-

saults " upon the Christian life. The essential

result is the confirmation of faith (Jas. i. 2-^;

I Pet. i. 6-7; Heb. U. 18; cf. Luke viii. 13). The
more intelligible then becomes the background of

the ** wicked enemy *' against the kingdom of God
(Matt. xiii. 39, 41; II Cor. ii. 11).

(M. KAhuir.)

TBMPUS CLAUSUM ("Closed Time"): A canon-
ical term applied to those days on whicb noisy
festivities, especially the merry-makings usually
incidental to marriage, are not allowed. These pro-

hibitions had their origin, in part, at least, in the

theories that governed the introduction of fasts.

At quite an early period, prayer and continence are

commended by way of preparation for a worthy
observance of feast days. The Council of Trent in-

augurated a modified restriction in this matter:
and ruled (session XXIV., chap. 10, de refcrm. mat-
rim.) :

" From the Advent of our Lord until the Day
of Epiphany, and from Ash Wednesday until the

octave of Easter, inclusively, let the ancient pro-

hibitions of nuptial celebrations be diligently ob-

served by all." In ConstUuHo LXXX., Benedict
XIV. communicated a declaration of the Congrt-
gatio concilii, stating: " Even during the times ex-

pressed in chap. 10, session XXIV., marriage may
be contracted before the parish priest; only the

nuptial celebrations, feasts, escorting processions,

and carnal intercourse are forbidden." Thus it ap-
pears that so-called " quiet weddings " may take
place in the prohibited season, though not without
episcopal dispensation, save in so far as in extraoi^
dinary instances the priest is permitted to officiate

at a marriage even without a dispensation, as in

articulo mortis.

The German Evangelical church retained the for-

bidden season as a catholic custom; and the church
orders of the sixteenth century also, to some ex-

tent, recognize the same expressly. But from the

beginning both legislation and iisage produced great

variations. The Eisenach Conference (q.v.) gave
some attention to this matter in the year 1857; and
published, in its minutes, full particulars of the as-

pects of the situation as then it stood (cf. Moe^,
AUgemeines KirchenJblaJU fUtr das evangtiischf

Deutschland, 1857, pp. 325-326, 1858, pp. 197-198).

The result of the deliberations at Eisenach was as

follows: " The (Conference recognizes the Tempos
dausum Quadragesimce as a salutary instructive in-

stitution of the Church, and must accordingly ree^

ommend the careful maintenance of what still siu^

vives of this institution in the several churches; yet

can but refer the question, what may be done toward
bringing about a satisfactory status in this connect

tion, to the discretion of the particular church

executives." E. Sehung.

TEN ARTICLES, THE: A series of artidef

sanctioned by both English convocations, and passed

by parliament in 1536, advancing the Refonnatiae

in England. The first five relate to doctrine, and

(1) make Scripture the basis and sunmiary of Chris-

tian faith, (2) afiirm the necessity and regeneratiiig

grace of baptism, (3) declare penance (includindc

contrition, confession, and reformation) necessaiy

to salvation, (4) take the position that the body and
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blood of Christ are present in the Eucharistic ele-

ments, and (5) affirms that justification (remission

of sin and reconciliation to God) is by the merits of

Christ, though good works are still necessaiy. The
second five deal with ceremony, define images as

means of remembrance and not objects of worship,

teach that saints are patterns of living and objects

of prayer, and hence may be invoked as intercessors,

declare ceremonies to be mystically significant, and
sanction prayers for the dead. The articles are em-
bodied in InstUuHon of a Christian Man (commonly
called " The Bishops' Book," London, 1537).

Bibuoorapbt: J. H. Overton, Th* Chvarch in BnifUtndf L
389. London, 1897; W. CUrk. The AfiffliocM Befarmation,
pp. 109-104, New York, 1897.

TE5 COMMANDMEHTS. See Decalooue.

TEliEBUfi: The name given the matins and
lauds usually sung on Wednesday, Thursday, and
Friday of Holy Week. The Gloria Patri is omitted,

as are the h3rmns, the antiphons of the Blessed Vir-

gin, etc., in conformity with the sorrowful aspect of

the season. When the office is begim, fifteen lighted

candles are placed on a triangular candlestick, and
one is extinguished at the end of each Psalm, only
one being left lighted. The candles on the high altar

are likewise extinguished during the singing of the
Benedictua; and at the antiphon after the Benedic-

tits the one lighted candle is hidden at the epistle end
of the altar until the completion of the office, when a
peculiar wooden clapper is sounded.

The gradual extinction of the candles in the office

typifies the growing darkness of earth after Christ,
'* the light of the World," was taken away, though
the hiding and subsequent bringing out of the one
lighted candle shows ib&t the divine light could not
really be extinguished. The sound of the clapper

represents the confusion which followed the death
on the cross.

TENISOll, THOMAS: Archbishop of Canter-

bury; b. at Cottenham (6 m. n. of Cambridge),
England, Sept. 29, 1G36; d. at Lambeth (3 m. s. of

Charing Cross, London) Dec. 14, 1715. He studied

at Corpus Christi College, Cambridge (B.A., 1657;

M.A., 1660; fellow, 1662; incorporated at Oxford,

1664; B.D., 1667; D.D., 1680). In 1662 he became
tutor and in 1665 was appointed university reader

at Cambridge. He was ordained about 1659; b&-

comc vicar of St. Andrew the Great, Cambridge,

1665; preacher at St. Peter Mancroft, Norwich;
rector of Holywell and Needingworth, Huntingdon-

shire, 1667; upper minister of St. Peter Mancroft,

1674; was rector of St. Martin-in-the-Fields, Lon-
don, 1680-91; minister of St. James, Piccadilly,

1686-92; became archdeacon of London, 1689;

bishop of Lincoln, 1692; and archbishop of Canter-

bury, 1695. He showed great administrative power,

for which he was more remarkable than for pulpit

eloquence. He was an active Chiuchman, and busy
in matters connected with the Revolution of 1688.

In favor with William III., he held various political

posts during that reign, but his favor ended with

the accession of Queen Anne, whom he crowned,

1702. It was as president of the upper house of

convocation that he had the most arduous duties to

dischaige. The lower house was chiefly composed

of High-chiu*chmen, unfriendly to the Revolu-
tion (which Tenison cordially approved), and ad-
vocating the independence of the ecclesiastical es-

tablishment in a way which he condenmed. Aiming
at church reform, he manifested a steadiness of pur-

pose and an invincibility of calm resistance, which
won for him the name of the '' rock-like " Tenison.

He erected the first public library in London; it

was for his parish in Castle Street, Leicester Square.

As archbishop he gave great support to the religious

societies, and in particular to the Society for the

Propagation of the Gospel, of which he was the con-

tinued benefactor and to a large degree the founder.

His publications were sermons and controversial

tracts.
Bibuoorapbt: Memoirs of the Life and Timee of , » , T.

Tennieon, late Arehbiehop of Canterbury, London, 1715;
C. J. Abbey, The Enolieh Church and %U Biehope, 1700-
1800, 2 vols., ib. 1887; J. H. Overton. The Church in Eno-
land, vol. ii. paosim; ib. 1897; W. H. Hutton, The Bnglieh
Church . . . iie26-1714h ib. 1903; DNB, IvL 57-60.

TENNENT: A family of ministers illustrious in

the history of the American Presbyterian Church.

1. William: Presbyterian and educator; b.

in Ireland 1673; d. at Neshaminy, Bucks County,
Pa., May 6, 1746. Being graduated probably from
Trinity College, Dublin, in 1704, he entered the

ministry of the Episcopal Church of Ireland, but
came to America, and entered the Presbyterian

synod of Philadelphia, 1718. In 1720 he settled at

Bedford, Westchester County, N. Y., and in 1726

became pastor at Neshaminy, Pa., although he was
never formally installed. Impressed by the lack of

educational facilities for the young men growing up
around him, he erected, in 1728, a log-house, the

famous ** Log College," wherein he taught ihree of

his four sons and a number of other youth, several

of whom afterward rose to eminence in the church.

Log College was the first of the literary and theo-

logical institutions of the Presbyterian Church in

America. Tennent withdrew from active labor

about 1742. His publications were mostly sermons.

Knowledge of his life and college is in good part de-

rived from Whitefield's journal, which shows his

apostolic character.

2, Gilbert: Presbyterian, eldest son of the pre-

ceding; b. in County Armagh, Ireland, Feb. 6,

1703; d. in Philadelphia July 23, 1764. He came
to America with his father, 1718; was educated by
him; after a year's study of medicine he turned to

theology and was licensed by the presbjrtery of

Philadelphia, 1725; he acted as tutor in Log Col-

lege for a year; preached for some time at New-
castle, Del.; and was ordained and installed pastor

in New Brunswick, N. J., 1726. Like his father, he
was an ardent admirer of Whitefield, and, at White-
field's solicitation, he accompanied him to Boston
on a preaching-tour. By his fiery zeal, deep moral
eam^ness, spirituality, no less than by his logic and
his argumentative ability, he produced everywhere

a profoimd impression; his popularity was second

only to Whitefield's. But he was lacking in ten-

derness and consideration for those who differed

from him. At that time many Presbjrterian min-
isters were conscientiously opposed to the methods
adopted by the revival preachers. Tennent had no
appreciation of such scruples, but set them down
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to a lack of vital religion. Moreover, Log College

was openly criticised by the synod of PhiladelphU,

because of the type of piety there fostered, and its

educational defects. Tennent naturally resented

these attacks, and, under what he deemed sufficient

provocation, preached in 1740 his fanK>us ** Not-
tingham sermon," in which he dealt vigorously with
his opponents. Largely as a result of this ser-

mon and of Tennent's impetuous course came the
division of the Presbyterian Church. Although he
then contributed so largely to the disruption, he
was as active later in effecting the reconciliation of

1758. In 1743 Tennent was called to the Second
Presbyterian Church of Philadelphia, then just

formed, made up of the admirers of Whitefield and
the friends of the revival. But, although he re-

mained their pastor till his death, he did not repeat

in his second charge the triumphs of his first; he
was faithful and highly useful; but his preaching
was quieter, and his delivery much lees impassioned.

In 1753 he raised in Qreat Britain some £1,500 for

the College of New Jersey. Besides a memoir of his

brother John (Boston, 1735), he published a volume
of sermons (Philadelphia, 1743), and occasional ser-

mons and pamphlets.

8. William: Presbyterian, and brother of Gilbert;

b. in County Antrim, Ireland, Jan. 3, 1705; d. near
Freehold, N. J., Mar. 8, 1777. He came to America
with his father, who gave him a preparatory course;

he then studied theology under his brother Gilbert

in New Brunswick; was licensed by the presbytery

of New Brunswick; ordained pastor of the church
now known as ''The Old Tennent Church" near
Freehold, 1733, and held the position throughout
his life. He was the subject of a trance which has
given him great celebrity. While preparing for his

examination for licensure, he fell sick, and had a
trance which lasted three days, during which time
he was, as he believed and declared, in heaven, and
heard ** unutterable things." His friends thought
he was dead, and were upon the point of burying
him, notwithstanding the protestations of his physi-

cian, when he revived. He regained his health in a
year, but had lost all his knowledge of reading and
writing, much more, all his previous learning. After

a time, however, his knowledge began rapidly to

return. " For three years," he said, " the sense of

divine things continued so great, and everything

else appeared so completely vain, when compared
to heaven, that, could I have had the world for

stooping down for it, I believe I should not have
thought of doing it." Teiment was a remarkable
character, full of resource, and indefatigable in

Christian labors.

4. John: Presbyterian, and third son of William,

the first; b. in County Antrim, Ireland, Nov. 12,

1706; d. near Freehold, N. J., Apr. 23, 1732. He
came to America with his father, and received both
classical and theological training at the Log College;

in 1729 he was licensed to preach; and was pastor
near Freehold, N. J., 1730-32. He was very earnest

and successful.

6. Charles: Presbyterian, and fourth son of

William, the first; b. at Colerain, County Down,
Ireland, May 3, 1711; d. at Buckingham, Md., 1771.

He came to America with his father; was educated

at Log College; licensed to preach, 1736; was pas-

tor at Whiteclay Creek, Del., and later at Buck-
ingham, Md.

6. William, the third: Presbyterian, and son of

William, the second; b. near Freehold, N. J., 1740;

d. at Charleston (?), S. C, Aug. 11, 1777. He was
graduated from the Collie of New Jensey, 1758;

was licensed to preach, 1762; ordained, 1763;

junior pastor of the chiuch in Norwalk, Conn.,

1765-72; pastor of an Independent Church in

Charleston, S. C, 1772-77. He was an eloquent
preacher and of clear judgment.
Bzbuoosapht: The list of writincs by the TeonentB wUl be

found aocurately deBcribed in C. Evans, Amenean Btblio^-

raphy, vols. iL-vi., Chicaco, 1904-10. Notices of all but
Charifls will be found in W. B. Spracue, Annals of the

American PvlpU, pp. 23 sqq., 41 aqq., 52 sqq., 2^4 aqq^
New York. 1858. Consult further: £. H. GiUett. HiM, oj

tKs Pr^Ayterian Church, vol. i. passini. Philadelphia, 1864;

C. . Brisv^ Amtrican PrtAyUrianiam, pasBim, Nev
York, 1886; Q. P. Hays, Prtbytenan», pp. 8»-92. Nev
York. 1892; R. E. Thompeon, in American Church Hit-
tery Strut, vol. vi. passim. New York. 1896. On 1 coo-

solt also: A. Alexander. Biographical SkHche» of At
FountUr and . . . Alumni of the Log College, Princeton.
1846. On 2: Hie funeral sermon by President S. FinJey
was published with a " Funeral Eulogy." Philadelphia.
1704; Lift of the Rev. WiUiam TtnnerU, mth an AcanMt
of kit Being three Days in a Trance, New York, 1847. On
3: E. Boudinot, Memoir of WiUiam Tennent, New York.
1847. On 4: G. Tennent (his brother), wrote a memoir
in eonnectioii with A Dieeouree on Regeneration, Boston,
1736.

TEHT. See Tabkrnaclb, Hkbrew.
TBPHILLni (PHTLACTBRDSS): Boxes contain-

ing inscriptionB in Hebrew worn by Jews for cere-

monial purpoees. The boxes are constructed from
the sldn of a clean animal and sewed upon a strong
leather foundation; they contain definitely pre-

scribed passages from the Pentateuch. They are

worn during prayers during the week, bein^ fastr

ened to the forehead and the left arm by means of

straps. The rabbinical comnumd to wear phylac-
teries rests upon a literal construction of Deut. vi.

6-8 [cf. xi. 18; Ex. xiii. 9, 16; Matt, xxiii. 1 sqq.].

A metaphorical sense has been seen in the passage
by some Jews and by Christians, but the passage
favors a literal reading. The tephlllin for the h^id
differ from those for the arm. The former consist

of four compartments, each of which contains a
passage from the Bible (Ex. xiii. 1-10, 11-16; Deut.
vi. 4r-9, and xi. 13-21) written on a strip of parch-
ment, which is rolled up and tied with a hair. On
two sides on the outside of the phylactery b placed
the letter Shin, one with four and the other with
three prongs. The arm phylacteries have but one
cell in which the same Biblical sections are con-

tained on one roll of parchment. The tephlllin (fsr

the head during prayer are firmly placed on the fore-

head below the hair, between the eyebrows. The
knot of the loop that passes around the head must
lodge on the neck behind, and the straps must be

long enough to fall over the shoulders and hazi^

down in front below the breast. The hand-tephillin

are so fastened that the box is turned inward toward
the heart, the seat of the feelings. The straps are

wound seven times around the arm and then three

times around the middle and ring finger. The wt^
compartment of the hand-tephUlin symbolises the

uni^ of God; the four compartments of those for
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the head, his sway over the four eomera of the earth.

At the putting on of the tephillin for the head,

the benediction, " Blessed art thou Yahweh, o\ur

God, king of the universe, who hast hallowed us by
thy commandments and hast commanded us to wear
the tephillin," is pronounced. When assuming the

hand-tephillin the benediction is only slightly dif-

ferent. There are minute injunctions as to who
may wear them, where and when they may be worn,

etc. They are first put on by boys at confirmation

at the age of thirteen, but are not worn on the Sab-
bath or on holidays.

The Talmud Ia3r8 great stress on the tephillin

ceremonial, and carries its prescriptions into the

minutest details, which are assumed to be Mosaic.

The practise of the ceremony was looked upon as a
kind of altar service. Whoever puts on the tephillin

and reads the Shema (Deut. vi. 4-5) may be con-

sidered as one who has built an altar and laid a
sacrifice upon it (Rosh ha-shanah 3, 15a) . God him-
self is said to wear them. He himself revealed them
to Moses and taught him how to place the knot be-

hind the head. The tephillin were supposed to guard
their wearer from witchcraft and sin, and were worn
as amulets. Some teachers went beyond the Bib-

lical injtmction and wore them all day. Neverth&-

less, there were persons and sects who discarded or

made light of tiie articles, especially in later cen-

turies.

Minute directions are given for the preparation of

these articles. They must be made by Jews. The
words on the parchment may be written from mem-
ory, but no letter may run into another or stand out

more than another. No erasures or corrections may
be made. The name of God must be written by the

scribe with reverence and full appreciation of its

significance. (August Wt^scHE.)
Bzbuoobapht: M. Mazsolioutht FvndanuaUal Principles of
Modem Jvdaitm, pp. 1-49, London, 1843; Z. Frankel,

Ueber den Einfitut der paUuUniaehen ExegeM auf die alex'

andriniaehe HermeneuHk, pp. 00 sqq., Leipsic, 1851; L.

Zuns, OeBommdte Sehriften, ii. 172-176, Berlin, 1876;

O. Klein, in JPT, 1881. pp. 666-689; M. L. RodkinBon,
Ureprtmg und EtUwickelttno dee Pkyladerien-Riten, Press-

burs, 1883; idem, Hiet. of AmuleU, Charms, and Talie-

mane. New York. 1893; M. Friedl&nder, Jewish Rdigion,

I>p. 331-334, London. 1900; idem, Der Antichrist

in den vorehristliehen jUdischen QtieUen, pp. 156-165,

G6ttincen, 1901; M. OrOnbaum, OesammeUe AufsOtse, pp.
208 sqq., Berlin, 1901; SohQrer, Oeschiehte, ii. 484 sqq.,

£2ng. transl., II., ii.. iii. sqq.; Benxinger, ArehAolooief p.

387; DB, iii. 869-«74; EB, ii. 1566-67; JE, x. 21-28;

Vigouroux, Dictionnaire, fasc. xzxi. 349-353; and the

oommentaries on the Scriptural passages cited.

TERAPHIM: The name of an image or object

apparently used specifically for divination. The
term occurs in nine passages in the Old Testament.

Though plural in form, the usage in I Sam. xix. 13-

16 shows that it was, at any rate, at times singular

in meaning, just as was (for the most part) EloMnif
" God," though the use of the plural " gods " by
Laban when speaking of the teraphim suggests a

real plural. Some explain the use of the word as a
plural of majesty; others, however, regard it in the

same way as they do Elokim, the linguistic evidence

being that the objectconnotedwasat one time plural.

In Gen. xxzi. 19, 34, 35 (E) the size was evidently not

great, since it could be hidden in the camel's litter,

and the context (verse 30) suggests that it was an

image or idol (" my gods " as above). I Sam. xix.

13-16, on the other hand, gives the impression that
it might be as large as a man, and both passages
seem to involve use in the household, not in a tem-
ple. From Judges xvii. 4-5, xviii. 17, 18, 20, 30, it

evidently differed from both a " graven " and a '' mol-
ten " image, and does not appear to have been an
object of worship, since Judges xviii. reports again
and again that the Danites set up (for worship) the
graven image which Micah had made, but of the

teraphim it alleges only that they took it from Micah
and carried it with them. The use of the object ac

a means of divination is settled by Ezek. xxi. 21,

where it is described as employed by the king of

Babylon among other means for determining the

future; and by Zech. x. 2, where the parallelism is:

'' teraphim have spoken vanity, diviners have seen

a lie."

In I Sam. xv. 23 (R. V.; the A. V. obscures the

original), one of the later (Deuteronomistic) por-

tions of the book, the teraphim is implicitly con-

demned; according to U Kings xxiii. 24 it was
among the things which were abolished in the

reformation of Josiah. It is not improbable that

in Gen. xxxv. 2, 4 (by E, the writer of Gen.
xxxi. 19 sqq.) the teraphim are included in the
** strange gods " which were to be put away
(see Demon, § 4). On the other hand, in Hos.

iii. 4, it is among the things (which may be

classed as official) deprivation of which was to be

a part of the punishment of unfaithful Israel, viz.,

king, priest, sacrifice, pillar, and ephod, and it was
therefore by that prophet not regarded as incon-

sistent with the worship of Yahweh. Consequently,

the total effect of all the Old-Testament passages is

to indicate that the size of the teraphim was vari-

able; that it might be kept in a house or a temple

or shrine; that it is to be distinguished both from
a molten and a graven image, but that its form is

not known; * that it was probably an importation

from abroad (Gen. xxxi.), both Laban and the king

of Babylon mfiking use of it; that its employment
came under condemnation at least as early as 621

B.C., possibly considerably earlier, if Gen. xxxv. 2

intends to include it among the " strange gods,"

though in the time of David and probably of Hosea
its use was regarded as legitimate; and, finally, it

does not appear, except from the mention by Hosea,

to have belonged to the public official cult, but

rather to have been employed in private or house-

hold practise in divining. To be noted is the fact

that there is no statement outside of the Genesis

passages or even necessary implication that the

teraphim was an object of worship, although the con-

trary hypothesis has ruled in exegesis.

By the best authorities the derivation of the word

is still regarded as doubtful (Brown-Driver-Briggs,

Hebrew and English Lexicon^ s.v.); many connect

the word with repha'im, " shades " (cf. Isa. xiv. 9,

R. V. margin), and regard the thing itself as asso-

ciated with ancestor worship. It is impossible to

say whether the translators of the Septuagint were

entirely unacquainted with the object or knew so

* It does not follow from I Sam. six. that the form was
more than approximately human, thoiigb its siae in that

oaae must hava oomapoadad to that of a man.
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well its form, etc., as not to think of it as requiring

explanation. They usually transliterate the word,

now as a singular, again as a plural. In I Sam. xix.

13, 16, they render by ketioiapkia, the only possible

meaning of which in the passage is image, the usual

sense, '' empty tomb," giving no adequate sense.

Synunachus renders by eidolon or eidSla. The Vul-

gate is very varied in its rendering, sometimes sim-

ply transliterating, sometimes translating by iddUif

idololatria, figures idolorunif statua, simiUacrum, The
Syriac sometimes renders by the word equivalent

to the Hebr. ?cfem, " image " (Gen. i. 26), also by
other words which have a connection with sooth-

saying. Rabbinic tradition varies between some
undefined medium used in divination, the sem-

blance of a human head, or a mummified head such

as was reported as in use by Hauranians for oracu-

lar piu-poses (cf. D. Chwolson, Die Ssabier, ii. 19

sqq., 150 sqq., St. Petersburg, 1856). This would
lead naturally to the conclusion that it was em-
ployed as an ancestral oracle, which has indeed been

a common method of explanation, comparison being

made with the Roman Lares et penates (cf. F.

Schwally, Dcui Lehen nach dem Tode, pp. 35 sqq.,

Giessen, 1892; H. Schultz, in his Old Testament

Theology, p. 119, calls the teraphim '' household

palladia "). Geo. W. Gilmobe.
Bxbuographt: Jerome, Episi., xzix.; J. Buztorf, Lexicon

Chaldaicum, Talmudicum, etc., pp. 2660 sqq., Basel, 1632;
D. Chwolaon, Die Stabier, ii. 19 sqq., 150 sqq., 388 sqq.,

St. PetenbunK. 1856; H. Ewald. ArUiquiHee, pp. 223-225,
Boston, 1876; P. Scholx, OtiUendierut und ZatAerweeen
bei den aJUen Htbr&em, pp. 127 sqq., Regensburgt 1877;

B. Stade, Btblieche Theologie dee alien Teatamenta, i. 121,

224, 262. Tabingen, 1005; Geeehichte dea Volkea larad, i.

467, Berlin, 1887; H. Schults. O. T. Theolooy, i. 93, 119,

149. 284, Edinburgh, 1892; O. F. Moore, Commentary on
Judgea, pp. 379 sqq.. New York, 1895; H. P. Smith, Com-
fiMntory on Samudr, p. xxxiv. and at the passages cited,

ib. 1899; T. C. Foote, in JBL, zzi (1902). 27 sqq.; Nowack.
ArchOolooie^ ii. 23; Beniinger, ArchOolooief pp. 328, 333,

347; DB. iv. 718; EB, iv. 4974-75; XL, xii. 108-109.

TERCE: The service for the "third hour" in

the Breviary (q.v.), recited normally about 9 a.m.,

usually in monastic houses immediately before the

community mass, and in pontifical ftmctions just

before the bishop goes to the altar. Its special note

is the commemoration of the descent of the Holy
Ghost, for whose guidance and inspiration the hymn
(invariable except at Pentecost) prays. There is a

short general introduction, and then after the hymn
follow three sections of Ps. cxix., the chapter,

which is the same as that for lauds and vespers of

the day, a short responsory, and the collect for the

day, sometimes (as in Lent and on vigils) preceded

by a long series of versicles and responses said

kneeling.

TERMHTARE: A term used to designate the beg-

ging of the so-called naendicant orders. Every
mendicant cloister or hospice had its definite district

(terminiis), within which it was obliged to confine its

operations. The cloistral collectors of alms were
called ** terminators."

TERMINISM, TERMINISTIC CONTROVERSY:
The doctrine of a definite period of grace for man
within which alone he can effectually achieve his

conversion, and the controversy pertaining to the

same. While the concept was not exactly created

by the Pietistic movement, it was nevertheless pro-

jected by it into its full significance. Already J. C.

Dannhauer (q.v.), on the basis of Heb. iii. 7, had

distinguished between the " times of vengeance
"

and of '' visitation " (Hodosophia Christiana, p.

876, 1649), and n^ntions a denial of grace " pei^

emptorily " in the former (Kateckismusmilch, vi.

206, 1657-78). From him Philip Jakob Spener

adopted both the idea and the term, stating re-

peatedly that " although the puipose of grace com-

noonly lasts with sinners till the end of this life,

nevertheless it can be virtually cut off in the courae

of life, by the judgment of obduracy " (Das Gericht

der Verstockung, pp. 24 sqq., Frankfort, 1701).

Terminism attained to greater importance first

through the tract of a Sorau deacon, J. G. Boss

(b. at Oschatz, 31 m. e.n.e. of Leipsic, about 1662;

d. at Sorau, 95 m. s.e. of Berlin, Feb., 1700). He
studied at Leipsic, notably under J. B. Carpzov, and

came to Sorau in 1690. Here he soon experienced

an inner conversion, which caused him to give much
more serious heed to his official duties, particularly

the confessional. Above all he took offense at the

frivolity of " death-bed conversions." A peniten-

tial sermon on Rom. ii. 4-5, as well as his total be-

havior, occasioned manifold conflicts with meny^eis

of the congregation, and chiefly with his clerical

brethren both within and without the town. The
situation grew still more acute upon the publica-

tion of the tract, Terminus peremptorius sahUis

kumancB (1698; 2d ed., Frankfort, 1701). An opinr

ion from Rostock, in 1699, was unfavorable to B5se;

but a second Leipsic review, by the time the Pietis-

tic members had gained the control of the faculty,

supported him. In Jan., 1700, he was suspended and
died the following month. The second Leipsic re-

view was opposed at Wittenbeig. Two of its es-

tablished professors became bitterest enemies and
chief antagonists in the dispute. The one was Adam
Rechenberg (1642-1721), son-in-law of Spener; the

other was Thomas Ittig (1643-1710), the local su-

perintendent. Of outside faculties Wittenberg

(J. G. Neumann, Johann Deutschmann), and Ros-

tock (Johannes Fecht, A. J. Krakevitz) interposed

on the anti-terministic side. In a short time, the

number of controversial tracts exceeded that of any
previous ecclesiastical dispute, theologians from all

quarters of Germany taking a part. After 1702,

Rechenberg and Ittig withdrew more or less from

the controversy, but this continued until 1704, and
was renewed occasionally thereafter.

As with Spener in Pietism so with Bose, the mo-
tive of his termimsm was thoroughly practical; he

desired to have an effective weapon for shatt^ing

the security of wanton sinners. He was led, how-
ever, to a position beyond this which gave grave

cause for doubt. On one occasion he affirmed that

for every human being, and not merely for hardened

sinners, only one defined season of grace was set for

conversion within this present life; and then be

appeared to base the same wholly upon the free wifl

of God, without regard to human conduct. Yet in

point of fact, Bose applied his theory of the denial

of the term of grace only to those who hardened

themselves; nor would it seem that he ever became
clear whether the ultimate cause for obduracy and
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thus for the appointment of the " peremptory
limit " rests in man or God. In contrast, Rechen-
berg restricted the entire proposition to the " utterly

hardened," leaving no doubt that obduracy was
to be referred not to an absolute decree of God, but
to the human attitude. For presentation and elu-

cidation both terminists and anti-terminists en>
ployed the scheme of the orthodox doctrine of
" antecedent " and " following grace." Both agreed

that antecedent grace was universal, and fixed no
definite limit. On the other hand, the terminists

would have it that following grace, with which they
included reclaiming grace, becomes particular grace

during the lifetime of man, at the moment when
obduracy becomes final. But on the opposing side

it was affirmed that ** reclaiming grace " is as uni-

versal as " calling grace "; and that the term of

grace appointed by God lasts with every man, irre-

spectively of his actual moral and religious condi-

tion, imtil his death. R. H. GrCtzmacher.
Bibuography: J. G. Walch, EinleUung in die Rdioiona-

streitigkeiten der evanodiach'lutheriaehen Kirche, ii. 850-
892, 10 vola., Jena, 1733-39; A. C. von Einem, Kirchen-
geaehichU dea 18. Jahrhundertt, ii. 337, Leipsic, 1783;
G. Frank, Oeaehichte der proleetatUiachen Theologie, ii. 175
sqq., ib. 1865; F. H. Hesse, Der ierminiatische Streit, Gies-
sen, 1877; A. Ritachl, Oeschichte dee Pietiemue, ii. 210 sqq.,

Bonn. 1884; KL, xi. 1361-«2.

TERRITORIALISM: A theory of church gov-

ernment whichcame in with the Reformation accord-
ing to which the ruler of a country has a natural

right to control the ecclesiastical affairs of the peo-

ple. Enlightened Humanism first applied the con-

cept of oiganized association to the State Church.

Assuming that the primary civil contract includes

the ecclesiastical, this theory views the adherents

of the State Church as partners, the State Church as

an association church, and thus shows that in course

of time there may grow up in this church a repre-

sentative constitution such as has already partly

emancipated it from the State, and seems likely to

carry the process further. This result has come
about through collegialistic modifications (see

Collegialibm).
Territorialism, as represented by, e.g., Hugo

Grotius and Christian Thomasius (qq.v.), pushed
into the Evangelical praxis without difficulty. The
church had been governed through state boards of

control; only now the standpoints governing the

process since the Reformation became gradually

nxxiified, and the alteration was imostentatiously

effected step by step. A similar process marked the

beginning of collegialistic modifications. Collegial-

ism and territorialism are not essentially antithet-

ical; both presuppose the primary civil contracts,

and the distinction between them rests always in

what they assume to be the measure of the respect-

ive concessions or reservations by the contracting

parties; indeed, both have grown up on parallel

ftmdamental h3rpotheses. But territorialism draws
its boundary lines of the State's " right in sacred

things " so wide that scarcely anything is left for

the free play of " partnership." Collegialism first

clearly restricted the State to its rights of general

supremacy, and sharply distinguished from these

the rights of society. And though this theory con-

cedes to sovereign authority the matter of regime

in the Church by virtue of a tacit or implicit com-
pact, yet this is allowed with the imderstanding
that the attribution conveys to the civil sovereignty,

over and above its proper sovereign rights, the
further power of an association as such. Therefore
something becomes conveyed which is extraneous
to the State's own authority, and this may be taken
away from it by a new compact. The territorial-

ists ascribe to the State alone the right to draw the
boundary lines between civil power and the power
of associations; collegialism claims the rights of

association in favor of the particular association as

ultimate or original, not as derived from civil favor.

The collegial system shows not only a quantitative

but also a qualitative advance.
Every state which, assuming social problems as

such to be problems of State, subordinates itself to so-

ciety and becomes thereby identified with the social

fabric, must assume the charge of ecclesiastical

social tasks, as well, and is of necessity committed
to the territorial polity. The most pronounced
example of this is France. The French constitution

of 1791 unconditionally instituted the State accord-

ing to the social points of view, and, at the same
time, the " Civil Constitution of the Gergy " of

July 12, 1790, dissolved the ecclesiastical organism
in terms of the political. The proclamation of a
distinct state religion was only a step further in the

same course. And though the I^iissian general

statute law qualifies clergymen as indirect or col-

lateral servants of State, it does not go to the length

of that " Civil Constitution," but contains, in its

collegialistic features, the germs of that constitu-

tional development which transcended territorial-

ism. On the other hand, both in Uterature and also

for a good while in practise, territorialism continued

potent. See Church and State, I., § 7.

E. Sehling.

Bibuoorapht: R. S. ZachariA, Die Einheii dea Staatea und
der Kirche mil RUckaickt aufdie deulache Reichaverfaaawng,

n.p., 1797; H. Stephani, Ueber die abaoltUe Einheii der
Kirche und dea Staatea, WOnburg, 1802; R. Rothe, Die
Anf&nge der chriatlichen Kirche und ihrer Verfaaaung, Wit-
tenberg, 1837; K. Schmitthenner, Ueber daa Recht der Re-
genien in kirchlichen Dingen, Berlin, 1838; E. W. Klee,

Daa Recht der einen allgemeinen Kirche Jeau Chriati, 2
parts, Magdebuis, 1839-41; 8cha£F, Chriatian Church,
vi. 683 sqq.

TERRY, MILTON SPENSER: Methodist Episco-

palian; b. at Coeymans, N- Y., Feb. 22, 1840. He
was educated at Troy University and Yale Divin-

ity School (graduated, 1862). He has held pastor-

ates at the Methodist Episcopal churches of Ham-
den, N. Y. (1862-63), Delhi (1864-67), PeekskiU

(1867-69), Poughkeepsie (1870-73), Eighteenth

Street Church, New York City (1873-76), and
Kingston (1876-79). From 1879 to 1883 he was
presiding elder of New York City and Westchester

Coimty. He has been professor of Hebrew and Old-

Testament exegesis and theology in the Garrett

Biblical Institute, Evanston, 111., since 1884. In

theology, he " holds the Wesleyan Arminian system

of theology as against the Calvinistic system and
accepts the main positions of the modem critical

school, but with firm adherence to the fundamentals

of Protestant Evangelical Christianity." He has

written: CommerUary m Judges, RiUh, First and
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Second Samud (New York, 1873); Commentary on
Kingt, ChronideB, Etra, Nehemiah, mnd Btther

(1875); BMieal Hermeneutieo (1883); Commentary
on€feneoiBandEzoduM(lSS9); The SibylUne Orade$

(1890); The Prophedee ofDanid Expounded {189Z);

The Song of Songs: An Inepired Melodrama ((?in-

ciniiati, 1893); Ramble$ in the Old World (1894);

The New Apologetic (New York, 1897); BibUeal

Apoealyptiea (1898) ; Moeee and the PropheU (1901);

The New and Living Way (1902); The Mediation

ofJesue Christ (190S); and Primer of Chrietian Doc-

trines (Cincmnati, 1906).

TERSTEEGSn, ter-std'gen, GERHARD (GERRIT
TER STEEGEN): German Reformed mystic and
hynm-writer; b. at M5rB (17 m. n.n.e. of DOasel-

dorO Nov. 25, 1097; d. at MOlheim-on-the-Ruhr

(15 m. n.n.e. of DOsseldorO Apr. 3, 1769. He early

came under the influence of a mysticism which was
at least indifferent to the reco^used Church, and
before long he renounced a mercantile career to

live as a hermit, giving to the poor all that was not

absolutely necessaiy for his scanty needs, yet

troubled for a time with grave doubts. Somewhat
later he abandoned such excessive asceticism, and
was now able to devote his evenings to writing, the

days being spent in ribbon-weaving. His first work
was the Unpartheiischer Abriss christlieher Grund-
wakrheiten in Frage und Antworten (Duisbtirg, 1801),

though his first publication was a translation of the

Manud de piOi of Jean de Labadie (1725). In 1727

he completed his Wahre Theologie des Soknes Cfottes

(not published until 1821), and composed his Zeug-

nis der Wahrheitf as well as his first collection of

hymns and rimed apothegms entitled GeisUiehes

Blumengdrtlein inniger Seden (Frankfort, 1729) and
Der Frommen Lotterie (Eng. transl., by Lady E. A.

Durand, The Spiritual Lottery, London, 1874). His
largest work was lus Auserlesene Ldiensheschreib'

ungen heUiger Seden (3 vols., 1733-53), which con-

veyed to many the fdse impression that he enter-

tained Roman C^atholic tendencies. In 1736 he
published at Duisbuig a second edition of the Far-

mehrte Olavbena- und Lid)e8iibung of Joachim Nean-
der (the foiuth and subsequent editions being en-

titled Oottgefieiligtes Harfenspid der Kinder Zion)^

which contained fifty-nine of his own hjrnms.

After 1725 Tersteegen became a leader in private

devotional meetings, and three years later he found
himself obliged to give up his trade and devote hin^
self to quasi-pastoral duties, deriving his support
from the contributions of friends. He established

at Otterbeck a semi-monastic community, and his

influence gradually extended far and wide, not only
throughout Germany, but even to Denmark, Swe-
den, and Pennsylvania, while after 1732 he regu-

larly visited Holland, the results of this prestige

being in part recorded in his GeisUiehe und erbaur

liche Briefe (2 vols., Solingen, 1773-75). Toward
the Moravians his attitude was unfavorable, and
he was unable to sympathise with Zinsendorf . In
1740 new legislation rendered it impossible for Ter-

steegen to conduct his devotional meetings else-

where than in Holland, but ten years later they
could again be held, and Tersteegen continued to

address them every one or two wedcs until, in 1756,

he became physically incapable o« addressing ]m^
audiences. Tlieee addresses were later publisher

as ChieAiehe Brosamen, von des Herm Tiech gefaUer

(4 parts, Duisbuig, 1769-73; Eng. transl. of selec-

tions by S. Jackson, Spiritual Crumbsfrom the Masr

tor's Table, London, 1837). Apparently at the sug-

gestion of the supreme consistorial coimcilor, Johazm

Julius Hecker, Tersteegen set forth his views on

faith, justification, etc., in the first appendix to hif

Weg der Wahrheit (1750; stereotyped ed. by J. F.

Steinkoff, with life, Stuttgart, 1905), and it may

also have been Hecker who inspired him to write his

Oedanken Hber eines Anonymi Buck, genannL- Ver-

misehie Werke des Wdiweisen tu Sanssoud (2d ed^

Schaffhausen, 1763), in which' he very aptly criti-

died the attitude of Frederick the Great toward

religion.

While Tersteegen was a decided m3rBtic, and con-

tinued to the end of his life outside the Reformed

Church, he was in no sense of the term the founder

of a sect, even his separatism being mainly due to

his abhorrence of merely formal orthodoxy. In this

spirit he wrote Beweis, dass man demjenigen, der zm
Gott in seinem Gewissen zurOckgehalten trird, mU

offenbaren Wdtkindem und Gottlosen nicht am
AbendmaM tu gehen, seine Gewissensfreiheit ung^

krOnkt lassen mUsse (1768) and Vom SeparaOsmui

und der HerunteHassung (Essen, 1842). His chi^

fame, however, is due to his hymns, which have

given him an importance second to no other hymn-

writer in the Reformed Church. These hymns, HI
in number, were first incorporated in Pietistic and

separatistic collections, but after 1829 the regular

churches accepted them in increasing proportion,

pile hjmms have been edited not only in his G^
sammdU Sekriften (8 vols., Stuttgart, 1844-^5), but

also by W. Nelle (GeistUehe Lieder, GQtersloh, 1897;

with a life and the story of his poems) ; and many

of them have been translated into English (see

Julian, Hymnology, pp. 1142-45), as by Mrs. F.

Bevan in her Hymns of Ter Sieegen, Sueo, and

Others (London, 1895), and by Lady E. A. DuraiKl

in her Imttationsfrom the German ofSpitta and Ter-

steegen ( 1873) .] Among the best-known are "Bnum
alles Heils, dich ehren wir " ('' Thee, Foimt of bless-

ing, we adore," by Miss Catherine Winkworth\
" Gott ist gegenwftrtig " C Lo, God is here! Let

us adore," by John Wesley,) " O GottI O Gdst!

O Ucht des Lebens! " (" O God, O Spirit, Light d
all that live " by Miss Winkworth), " O Majestii!

wir fallen nfeder " (" O Lord our God, in reverence

lowly "), and " Verboigne GottesUebe du " (" Tboa

hidden love of God, whose height," by John WesleyV

(E. Simons.)

Bibuoorapht: Bwdes the lives in the editioaa of Tenter-

gen's Sekriften and Weg der Wahrheit notfcd in the ux;

oonault: G. Kerien, Oerhard Tereteeoen, MQlheim, IS61:

M. Qoebel, Oeechiehie dee chrieUichen LAene m der r&/v>-

xach-MoeelfiUlieehen eoanoetitchen Kirche, iii. 289-447, Gob-

lens, 1860; A. Ritsohl, GeeehichU dea Pietiemve, L 45»-

494. Bonn. 1880; S. W. Duffield. Bnolieh Hymiu. r^
177-178 et passim. New York. 1886; H. E. Govaa. U^
of Oerhard Tereteeoen^ wUh Selectiona from hie Wrdi^fi-

new ed., London, 1902; Julian, Bwwinoton, pp. U^
1146; ADB, vol. rrvii.

TERTIARIBS (TERTIUS ORDO DE PCEHITEV-
TIA) : The name of the members of a spiiitual »
Bodation, men or women, who, whether in the wodd
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or in close associations, lived acoording to " the

third rule " of certain orders. The institution first

arose among the Minorites (see F&ancib, Saint, or
AfisiBi, AND THE F&ANCI8CAN Ordeb), then was
imitated in the preaching order, and later, under
various names, arose also in other orders, such as

the Augustinians, Servites, and Trappists (qq.v.).

(O. Z6CKUBRt.)

Bibuoorapbt: Oonsiilt the lists of works under the arti-

cles in this work on the ordeis named in the text; also

J. G. Adderly and C. L. Manon, " Third Ordert," A
Trandation of an andenl RvU of the Tertiariea, iogdker
•with an Acoount of 9onu modem ** Third Ordere". Ozfoxd,
1002.

TERTULLIAN, ter-tul'i-on, QUINTU8 SBPTIMIUS
FL0RE1I&

LLife.
n. Writinfli.

Genexal Character (| 1).

Chronology and Contents (| 2).

m. Theology.
General Chazacter (| 1).

Specific Teachings (| 2).

IV. Moral Principles.

I. Life: Quintus Septimius Florens Tertullian,

the first great writer of Latin Christianity and one
of the grandest and most original characters of the

ancient Church, was bom at Carthage about 150 or

160, and died there between 220 and 240. Of his

life very littie is known, and that littie is based upon
passing references in his own writings, and upon
Eusebius, Hist, ecd,, II., ii. 4 (£ng. transl. in NPNF,
2 ser., i. 106, with the notes of A. C. McGiffert),

and Jerome, De vir, iS., liii. (Eng. transl. in NPNF,
2 ser., iii. 373). His father held a position (centurio

proconsularis, " aide-de-camp ") in the Roman
army in Africa, and Tertullian's Punic blood pal-

pably pulsates in his style, with its archaisms or

provincialisms, its glowing imagery, its passionate

temper. He was a scholar, having received an ex-

cellent education. He wrote at least three books
in Greek, to which he himself refers; but none of

these are extant. His principal study was jurich

prudenoe, and his methods of reasoning reveal stri-

king marks of his juridical training. He shone

ankong the advocates of Rome, as Eusebius reports.

His conversion to Christianity took place about 197-

198 (so Hamack, Bonwetsch, and others), but its

immediate antecedents are unknown except as they

are conjectured from his writings. The event must
have been sudden and decisive, transforming at

once his own personality; he himself said that he
could not imagine a truly Christian life without such

a conscious breach, a radical act of conversion:
'* Christians are made, not bom " (Apol,, xviii.;

ANFy iii. 33). In the church of Carthage he was
ordained a presbyter, though he was married—

a

fact which is well established by his two books to his

wife. In middle life (about 207) he broke with the

Catholic Church and became the leader and the

passionate and briUiant exponent of Montanism
(see MoNTANUs, Montanibu), that is, he became a
schismatic. The statement of Augustine (Hear.,

Ixxxvi.) that before his death Tertullian returned

to the bosom of the Catholic Church is very improb-

able. His party, the Tertullianists, still had in the

times of Augustine a basilica in Carthage, but in

that same period passed into the orthodox Church.

XI.—20

Jerome says that Tertullian lived to a great age.

In spite of his schism, Tertullian continu^ to fight

heresy, especially Gnosticism; and by the doctrinal

works thus produced he became the teacher of

Cyprian, the predecessor of Augustine, and the chief

foiBider of Latin theology.

n. Writings: These number thirty-seven, and
several Latin tracts are lost (cf. ANF, iii. 12-13)

as well as those written in Greek. Tertullian's wri-

tings cover the whole theological field

I. General of the time—apologetics against pagan-
Character, ism and Judaism, polemics, polity, dis-

cipline, and morals, or the whole re-

organisation of human life on a Christian basis;

they give a picture of the religious life and thought
of the time which is of the greatest interest to the
church historian. Their general temper is austere,

their purpose practical; they are full of life and
freshness. In his endeavors to make the Latin lan-

guage a vehicle for his somewhat tumultuous ideas,

the author now and then becomes strained and ob-

sciure; but, as a rule, he is quick, precise, and
pointed. He is always powerful and intrepid, com-
manding, not begging, the attention of the reader;

with reference to earlier literature and customs he
is a master of wit and sarcasm and is always orig-

inal. He has been likened to a fresh mountain tor-

rent, tumultuous, and making its own path.

The chronology of these writings is in part de-

termined by the Montanistic views that are set

forth in some of them, by the author's own allu-

sions to this writing or that as ante-

2. Chronol- dating others (cf. Hamack, LiUeratur,

ogy and ii. 260-262), and by definite historic

Contents, data (e.g., the reference to the death
of Septimius Severus, Ad Scapulam,

iv.). In his work against Marcion, which he calls

his third composition on the Marcionite heresy, he
gives its date as the fifteenth year of Severus' reign

(Adv. Marcionem, i. 1, 15). The writings may be
divided with reference to the two periods of Ter-

tullian's CSuristian activity, the Catholic and the

Montanist (cf. Hamack, ut sup., ii. 262 sqq.), or

according to their subject-matter. The object of

the former mode of division is to show, if possible,

the change of views Tertullian's mind underwent.
Following the latter mode, which is of a more prac-

tical interest, the writings fall into two groups:

(1) apologetic and polemic, e.g., ApoU>geticus, De
tuHmonio animaSf Adv. Judceos, Adv. Marcionem,
Adv. Praxeam, Adv. Hermogenem, De prcBecripHane

hereticorum, Scorpiace, to counteract the sting of

Gnosticism, etc.; (2) practical and discipUimry,

e.g., De monoganda, Ad uxorem, De virginibus vdanr
die, De cuUu feminarum, De paUenHa, De jntdicUia,

De aratione, Ad martyrae, etc. Among the apolo-

getic writings the Apdogeticua, addressed to the

Roman magistrates, is the most pungent defense of

Christianity and the Christians ever written against

the reproaches of the pagans, and one of the most
magnificent legacies of the ancient Church, full of

enthusiasm, courage, and vigor. It first clearly pro-

claims the principle of religious liberty as an in-

alienable right of man, and demands a fair trial for

the Christians before they are condemned to death.

Tertullian was the first to break the force of such

^
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charges as that the Christians sacrificed infants at

the celebration of the Lord's Supper and committed
incest; he pointed to the commission of such crimes

in the pagan world, and then proved by the testi-

mony of Pliny that Christians pledged themselves

not to commit murder, adultery, or other crimes;

he adduced also the inhumanity of pagan customs,

such as feeding the flesh of gladiators to beasts.

The gods have no existence, and thus there is no
pagan religion against which Christians may offend.

Christians do not engage in the foolish worship of

the emperors; they do better, they pray for them.
Christians can afford to be put to torture and to

death, and the more they are cast down the more
they grow; " the blood of Christians is seed " (chap.

1.). In the De prascriptiane he develops as its fun-

damental idea that, in a dispute between the Church
and a separating party, the whole burden of proof

lies with the latter, as the Church, in possession of

the tmbroken tradition, is by its very existence a
guaranty of its truth. The five books against Mar-
cion, written 207 or 208, are the most comprehen-
sive and elaborate of his polemical works, invalu-

able for the imderstanding of Gnosticism. Of the

moral and ascetic treatises, the De patienHa and
De Bpectaadia are among the most interesting, and
the De pudiciHa and De virginibiis velandie among
the most characteristic.

m. Theology: Though thoroughly conversant

with the Greek theology, TertuUian was independ-

ent of its metaphysical speculation.

X. General He had learned from the Greek apol-

Chaiacter. ogies, and forms a direct contrast to

Origen. Origen pushed his idealism in

the direction of Gnostic spiritualism. Tertullian,

the prince of realists and practical theologian, car-

ried his realism to the verge of materialism. This

is evident from his ascription to God of corporeity

and his acceptance of the traducian theory of the

origin of the soul. He despised Greek philosophy,

and, far from looking at Plato, Aristotle, and other

Greek thinkers whom he quotes as forerunners of

Christ and the Gospel, he pronounces them the

patriarchal forefathers of the heretics (De animaf
iii.). He held up to scorn their inconsistency when
he referred to the fact that Socrates in dying ordered

a cock to be sacrificed to iSsculapius (De anima, i.).

Tertullian always wrote under stress of a felt neces-

sity. He was never so happy as when he had op-

ponents like Marcion and Praxeas, and, however
abstract the ideas may be which he treated, he was
always moved by practical considerations to make
his case clear and irresistible. It was partly this

element which gave to his ^Titings a formative in-

fluence upon the theology of the post-Nicene period

in the West and has rendered them fresh reading to

this day. He was a bom disputant, moved by the

noblest impulses known in the Church. It is true

that during the third century no mention is made
of his name by other authors. Lactantius at the

opening of the fourth century is the first to do this,

but Augustine treats him openly with respect.

Cyprian, Tertullian's North African compatriot,

though he nowhere mentions his name, was well

read in his writings, as Cyprian's secretary told

Jerome.

Tertullian's main doctrinal teachings are as fd-

lows: (1) The soul was not preexistent, as Fk:G

affirmed, nor addicted to metempgy-
3. Specific chosis, as the Pythagoreans held. la

Teachings, each individual it is a new product:

proceeding equally with the body from

the parents, and not created later and associated

with the body (De animal xxvii.). It is, howe^ier. a

distinct entity and a certain corporeity and as sueh

it may be tormented in Hades (De anima, Iriii i

(2) The soul's sinfulness is easily explained by it-^

traducian origin (Deantma, xxxix.). It isinb<md-

age to Satan (whose works it renounces in bap-

tism), but has seeds of good (De anima, xli.), asi

when awakened, it passes to health and at oqcp

calls upon God (Apol., xvii.) and is naturally Chris-

tian. It exists in all men alike; it is a culprit aiki

yet an unconscious witness by its impulse to w(ff-

ship, its fear of demons, and its musings on death

to the power, benignity, and judgment of God &«

revealed in the Christian's Scriptures (De tesHmanix

v.-vi.). (3) God, who made the world out of noth-

ing through his Son, the Word, has corporeity tbou^
he is a spirit (De prcescripUonef vii.; Adv. Praxear%

vii.). In the statement of the Trinity, Tertullian

was a forerunner of the Nicene doctrine, approadi-

ing the subject from the standpoint of the Logos doc-

trine, though he did not fully state the immazieiif

Trinity. In his treatise against Praxeas, «k)

taught patripassianism in Rome, he used the woni>.

" Trinity and economy, persons and substance.'

The Son is distinct from the Father, and the Spirit

from both the Father and the Son (Adv. Praxram,

XXV.). " These three are one substance, not ot?

person; and it is said, ' I and my Father are one-

'

in respect not of the singularity of number but il-s

unity of the substance." The very names ** Fati»r

and *^ Son " indicate the distinction of personalitj

The Father is one, the Son is one, and the Spirit :^

one (Adv, Praxeam^ ix.). The question whether tbe

Son was coetemal with the Father Tertullian diy>

not set forth in full clearness; and thoiigh he ^i

not fully state the doctrine of the immanence of tbc

Trinity, he went a long distance in the ivay of ap-

proach to it (B. B. Warfield, in Princeton Thedoo-

ical Review, 1906, pp. 56, 159). (4) In soteriolc^

Tertullian does not dogmatise, he prefers to km
silence at the mystery of the cross (De patientis.

iii.). The sufferings of Christ's life as well as of tk

crucifixion are efficacious to redemption. In ik

water of baptism, which (upon a partial quotatice

of John iii. 5) is niade necessary (De bapUsmaie, vi

we are bom again; we do not reo^ve the Heir

Spirit in the water, but are prepared for the Hoiy

Spirit. We little fishes, after the example of tk

ichthySf ** fish," Jesus Christ (having reference v?

the formula Jesus ChistuSf theou itioe stttlr, tbf

initials of which make up the Greek word fcT

" fish "), are bom in water (De hapiismaie, i.). k
discussing whether sins committed subsequent tc

baptism may be foigiven, he calls baptism and per<

ance " two planks " on which the sinner may be

saved from shipwreck—^language w^hich he gave v*

the Church (De penitentia, xii.). (5) With referenrf

to the rule of faith, it may be said that Tertulli^

is constantly using this expression and by it mea£f
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now the authoritative tradition handed down in

the Church, now the Scriptures themBelves, and per-

haps also a definite doctrinal formula. While he
nowhere gives a list of the books of Scripture, he
divides them into two parts and calls them' the in-

strumentum and testamentum (Adv. Marcionemf iv.

1). He distinguishes between the four Gospels and
insists upon their apostolic origin as accrediting

their authority {De prcBscriptume, xxxvi. ; Adv, Mar"
cionem, iv. 1-^5) ; in tr3ring to accotmt for Marcion's

treatment of the Lucan Gospel and the Pauline

writings he sarcastically queries whether the " ship-

master from Pontus " (Marcion) had ever been
guilty of taking on contraband goods or tampering

with them after they were aboard (Adv. Marcumem,
v. 1), The Scripture, the rule of faith, is for him
fixed and authoritative (De corona, iii.-iv.). As op-

posed to the pagan writings theyare divine (De testi-

monio animctf vi.). They contain all truth (De

prcescripiume, vii., xiv.) and from them the Church
drinks (potai) her faith (Adv. Praxeam, xiii.). The
prophets were older than theGreek philosophers and
their authority is accredited by the fulfilment of their

predictions (Apo^., xix.-xx.). The Scriptures and the

teachings of philosophy are incompatible. " What
has Athens to do with Jerusalem? " he exclaims,
" or the Academy with the Church? " (De prcescrip-

tiane, vii.). Human philosophy is a work of demons
(De cmima, i.) ; the Scriptures contain the wisdom of

heaven. The rule of faith, however, seems to be

also applied by Tertullian to some distinct formula

of doctrine, and he gives a succinct statement of

the Christian faith under this term (De prcBscripHone,

xiii.).

IV. Moral Principles: Tertullian was a deter-

mined advocate of strict discipline and an austere

code of practise, one of the leading representatives

of the Puritanic element in the early Church. These

views led him to adopt Montanism with its ascetic

rigor and its belief in chiliasm and the continuance

of the prophetic gifts. In his writings on public

amusements, the veiling of virgins, the conduct of

women, and the like, he gives expression to these

views. On the principle that we should not look

at or listen to what we have no right to practise,

and that polluted things, seen and touched, pollute

(De spedacuUSf viii., xvii.), he declared a Christian

should abstain from the theater and the amphi-

theater. There pagan religious rites were applied

and the names of pagan divinities invoked; there

the precepts of modesty, purity, and humanity were

ignored or set aside, and there no place was offered

to the onlookers for the cultivation of the Christian

graces. Women should put aside gold and precious

stones as ornaments (De adta, v.-vi.), and virgins

should conform to the law of St. Paul for women
and keep themselves strictly veiled (De virginibus

velandis). He praised the unmarried state as the

highest (De monogamiaf xvii.; Ad 'uxorem, i. 3),

called upon Christians not to allow themselves to be

excelled in the virtue of celibacy by vestal virgins

and Egyptian priests, and he pronounced second

marriage a species of adultery (De exhorteUiane cob-

tUaiis, ix.). If Tertullian went to an unhealthy ex-

treme in his counsels of asceticism, he is easily for-

given when one recalls his own moral vigor and his

great services as an ingenuous and intrepid defender
of the Christian religion, which with 1dm, as later

with Luther, was first and chiefly an experience of

his own heart. On accoimt of his schism with the

Church, he, like the great Alexandrian Father,

Origen, has failed to receive the honor of canoniza-

tion. (P. SCHAFFf.) D. S. SCHAPP.
Bibuoobapbt: EdiiionB of the works of Tertullian are
numerouB. The editio princept by Beatus Rhenanus ap-
peared at Basel, 1521, 3d ed., 1539. Others are by M.
Mesnarts, Paris, 1645; S. Gelenius, Basel. 1550; R. L. de
la Barre. Paris. 1580; J. von Wouwer, FTankfort, 1603
and 1612; J. Pamelius, Paris, 1608 and elsewhere later;

J. A. Semler, Halle, 1770-76; E. F. Leopold, Leipaic.
1839-41; in MPL, vols, i.-ii.; one of the best is by F.
Oehler. 3 vols.. Leipsio, 1853-54; another is in the CSEL,
ReifferBcheid and Q. Wissowa, Vienna, 1890 sqq., con-
tinued by A. Kzoymann in new ed., 1906 sqq., who is also
issuing editions of separate works. Tflbingen. 1907 sqq.;
of. the latter's QuoMfumea TertuUiana, Innsbruck, 1898.
Eng. transl. of the " Works " in ANF, vols, iii.-iv. The
editions of separate works are too numerous to give here.
Works dealing more or less closely with the life of Ter-

tullian are: Orotemeyer, Ueber Terttdlien*a Leben und
Schriften, Kempen, 1863-1^; J. Kaye, The EceleatasHcal
Hilary of the Second and Third Centvrie»t new ed., Cam-
bridge. 1889; Q. Boissler. La Fin du paoaniame, i. 259
sqq., Paris. 1891; H. Leclercq, VAfrique chrttienne, vol.

i., Paris. 1904; W. Walker, Greatest Men of the Christian
Church, Chicago, 1908; DCB, iv. 818-864 (by Pusey;
elaborate); Schaff, Christian Church, ii. 818-833 et pas-
sim; Neander, Christian Church, vol. i., passim; and in

general the works on the church history and history of
doctrine of the period.

On his writings and doctrine consult: J. A. Nosselt,

De vera (Btate ac doctrina scriptorum Tertulliani, Halle.

1768; W. MOnscher, Darstelluno der moralischen Ideen
des Clemens von Alacandrien und des Tertullian, Helm-
stedt, 1796; F. C. H. Schwegler, Der MotUanismus, Tfl-

bingen, 1841 ; K. Hesselberg. TertuUian^s Lehre entunckelt

aiM seinen Schriften, vol. 1, Leben und Schriften, Dorpat,
1848; J. A. W. Neander, Antignosticus oder Oeist des

Tertullian und Einleituno in dessen Schriften, Beriin. 2d
ed., 1849; O. Uhlhom, Fundatnenia chronologicB Ter-
tuUiana, Qdttingen, 1852; A. Crfes, Les IdSes de TertuUien
sur la tradition eccUsiastique, Strasburg. 1855; P. Daurfes,

£tude sur VapclooUiqus de TertuUien, Strasburg. 1855;

F. A. Burckhardt, Die Seeienlehre des Tertullian, Budissin.

1857; C. Viala, Terttdlien consider^ comrne apologists,

Strasburg. 1857; H. Mauchon. Exposition cr^ique des

opinions de TertuUien sur Vorigine et la nature du pSehi,

Strasburg. 1859; V. Bordes. ExposS critiqtie des opinions
de TertuUien sur la rMempOon, Strasburg. 1860; P. Qott-
wald. De montanismo TertuUiani, Breslau. 1862; J. Don-
aldson, Critical Hist, of ChriHian Literature and Doctrine,

3 vols.. London, 1864-66; J. Pelet, Essai sur VApclooeticuM

de TertuUien, Strasburg, 1868; C. A. H. Kellner, in TQ,
Hi (1870). 547-^556, liu (1871). 585-609; K. Rdnsch. Das
neue Testament TertuUians aus den Schriften des Letxteren

reconatruirt, Leipsic, 1871; C. E. Treppel. TertuUien, 2d
ed., Paris, 1872; F. Boehringer, Die Kirche Christi, 2 vols..

2d ed., Zurich, 1873; K. Leimbach, BeitrOg^ sur Abend-
mahlslehre TertuUians, Gotha. 1874; O. Caucanus, Ter-

tuUien et le montanisme, Geneve, 1876; G. N. Bonwetsch.
Die Schriften TertuUians, Bonn, 1878; A. Haraack. in

ZKO, il (1878), 572-583; idem. Die oriechisehe Ueber-

setturtg des Apologetieus TertuUians, Leipeic. 1892; idem,
Litteraiur, i. 667-687. ii. 2 passim; F. Oehninger. Tertul-

lian und seifie Auferstehungslehre, Augsburg. 1878; J. de
Soyres, Montanism and the Primitive Church, London.
1878; F. Nielsen. TertuUian*s Ethik, Copenhagen. 1879;

G. R. Hauschild, Die rationale Psychologie und Erkennl-

nistheorie TertuUians, Frankfort, 1880; G. N. Bonwetsch.
Die Oeschichte des Montanismus, Erlangen, 1881; W.
Belck. Oeschichte des Montanismus, Leipsic. 1883; G.

Ludwig, TertuUian's Ethik, Leipsic. 1885; L. Atsberger.

Oeschichte der chrisUiehen Eschatologie der vomic&nischen

Zeit, Freiburg. 1886; L. Lehanneur. Le TraitS de Ter-

tuUien contre les Valentiniens, Caen. 1886; M. Klussmann,
Curarum TertuUianearum particula, Halle. 1887; T. Zahn,

Oeschichte des neutestamenUichen Kanons, i. 51 sqq., 105

sqq., 585 sqq., ii. 449 sqq.. Leipsio, 1889-92; P. Corasen,
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Die AttereaHo Simonu ludcri . . . auf ihre QudUn (7e-

ffrUft, Berlin, 1890; G. A. H. Kellner, Chronotogia Ter-
tuUiaruB wpplemerUa, Bonn, 1890; E. Noeldeohen, Ter-
ttiBian, Gotha, 1890; Q. Ranch, Die Sinfiuee der etoiaehen

PhUoeophie auf die LehrbUdung TertuUiane^ Halle, 1890;
F. Cabrol, TertulUen adon M. Cottrdaveaux, Paris. 1891;
H. Q. Voigt, Eine veraehoUene Urkunde dea anHnomiaiiaehen
Ktttnpfea, Leipeio, 1891; M. Klniwniann, Sxcerpta Ter-
tuUianea in laidori Hiapalenaia etymoloffiia, Hambuig,
1892; K. H. Wirth. Der " Verdienat "-Begriff bei Ter-

ttdlian in der ehriatlichen Kirche enttvickeU, Leipeic, 1892;

C. T. Cruttwell, Literary Hiat, of Early ChriatianUy, 2
vols.. London, 1893; O. Easer, Die SadenUhre TertyUiana,

Padeii>om, 1893; J. E. B. Mayor,* TartuUian'a Apology
in Journal of PhUoaophy, xzi (1893), 269-295; H. Gom-
pen, TertuUianea, Vienna, 1895; E. RoUEb, in TV, zii.

4 (1895); K. Werfoer, TertvUiana Sehrift De apactaculia

in ihrem VerhiUinia au Varroa Rerum divinarum Ubri,

Teschen, 1896; M. Winkler, Der Traditionabegriff dea

UnshriateiUiana bei TertuUian, Munich, 1897; P. Wolf, Die
Stellung der Chriaten au den Schauapielen naeh TertuUiana
Sehrift De apectaculia, Vienna, 1897; E. M. Gaucher,
UApologie de TertuUien, Auteuil, 1898; J. Stier, Die
OoUea- und Logoa-Lthre TertuUiana, GSttingen, 1899;
F. Kattenbuflch, Dae apoaloliache Symbolum, ii. 53 sqq.,

Leipeic, 1900; P. Monceauz, Hiat. littiraire de rAfiriqua

ehrMennef yol. i., Paris, 1901; E. von der €k>lts, Doe
Oebet in der OUeaten ChriatenkeU, pp. 279 aqq., Leipeic,

1901; A. Bigelmair, Die Beteiligung der Chriaten am
dffefUlichen Liben in vorkonatanHniaeher Zeit, Munioh,
1902; C. H. Guignebert, TertuUien, Etude aur aaa aen-

timenta a VSgard de Vampire d de la aocielS civile, Paris,

1902; K. J. Neumann, Hippolyt von Rom in aeiner Stil-

lufig Mu Stoat und Welt, vol. i., Leipeic, 1902; A. d*Alte,

T?ieologie de TertuUian, Paris, 1905 (excellent); W. Vol-
lert, TertuUiana dogmatiache und ethiache Orundanaehauung,
Gatersloh. 1905; B. B. Waifield, in Princeton Theological

Review, 1905, pp. 529-^>55, 1900, pp. 1-^0, 145-167; K.
Adam, Der Ktrcheitbegriff TertuUiana, Padubom, 1907;
KrQger, Hiatory, pp. 256-280 et panim; Bardenhewei,
Geachiehte, pp. 39, 41, 310 sqq., 365; idem, Patrologie, pp.
157-167, Eng. transl., St. Louis, 1906; Ceillier, Auieura
aaerSa, ii. 1-86.

TESCHENMACHER, t68h'en-maH''er, WBRNBR:
Reformed pastor and Annalist; b. at Elberfeld (25

m. n.n.e. of Cologne) Sept. 13 (old style), 1500; d.

at Xanten (32 m. n.n.w. of DOsseldoH) Apr. 2,

1638. He was educated at the Reformed schools at

Herbom, 1601-06, and received his master's degree

at Heidelbeig in 1609; was pastor of a circuit of

churches in tiie government of JCdich, 1611-13; at

Sittard in the Netherlands, 1613-15; at Elberfeld,

1615-17; at Geves, 1617-23; and coiuii preacher

at Emmerich for the government of Brandenbtirg,

1623-32. After the Spanish occupation the Re-
formed in the vicinity of JQlich, Berg, and Weeel
were driven from their churches in consequence of

an edict of Nov. 3, 1625, and Teschenmaoher was
instrumental in gaining an intervention on the part

of the Netherlands states-general, and the restora-

tion of the churches. Two of Teschenmacher's
works were printed: RepetiHo brevia cathoUca et

orthodoxcB reUgiania (Weeel, 1635), containing brief

historical and dogmatic parts; and Afialea CUvim
JvU<B Montiiwn . . . (Araheim, 1638). His most
valuable work was Annalea ecdeakuHci re/imnatumia

ecdeaiarum ClivicB, JuU<b, MonHum. "Die original

manuscript, dedicated under date of 1633, has dis-

appeared, but was used by J. D. von Steinen, who
incorporated more than one-fourth into lus Beschreir

hung der Refininaiumageackichte dea Henogthuma
Cleve (1727) . A copy of the manuscript is preserved

in the ro3ral library at Berlin. The work, though
lacking in perspective and a knowledge of politi^
surroundings, yet is distinguished by learning and

conscientiousness, and the immediate use of rare

manuscript sources; and it is of much local interest.

(E. Simons.)
Bzbuoorapbt: W. Hailess, in ZeUathrift dea bergiaehon Ge-

aehichtavereina, xxviii. 207 sqq. ; idem, in ADB, voL xxxviL;
E. Simons, in Theologiache Afbeitan aua den rkeiatiackam

wiaaenachaftliehen Predigar-Verein, new sezies, iii (1809).

70 sqq.; A. Loiens, Die alte reformierte und die netae eeamr

gdiache Oemeinde, pp. 68 sqq., Ozevenbioieh, 1905.

TESSElf-WESIERSKI, FRANZ V05: German
Roman Catholic; b. at Berent (30 m. s.w. of Daz^
xig). West Flrussia, Dec. 22, 1869. He was educated

at the University of Breslau (lie. TheoL, 1894),

where he became privat-docent in 1895, first for

church history and later (1897) for apologetics.

Since 1899 he has been associate professor of the

latter subject in the same institution, and in 1900

was given charge of the courses in philosophical and
theological propoddeutics. He has written Dia
Orun£agen dea Wunderbegriffa nach Thomas van

Aguin (Paderbom, 1899); and Der AtUoritStab^

griff in den Hcniptphaaen aevner fdaioriachen EiUr

wkkdwng (1907).

TEST ACT: The name commonly applied to an
act of parliament passed in 1673, formally entitled
" An Act to Prevent Dangers from Popish Recu-
sants," which extended the provisions of the Cor-

poration Act (q.v.) to public offices in general. It

disqualified for all offices, civil or military, those

who had not taken the oaths of allegiance and su-

premacy, received the sacrament according to the

rites of the Church of England, and renoimced tiie

doctrine of transubstantiation. It was partly the

result of intrigues within the Cabal, forwarded by
Shaftesbury with the intention of driving Qiffoid

from office, and partly aimed at the duke of York
(later James II.), who was then high admiral. ¥^11-

iam of Orange declared in favor of its principle, and
it was maintained by both whigs and tones, until

both acts were repealed in 1828 on the motion dL

Lord John Russell.

TBSTAMBIITS OF THE TWELVE PATRI-
ARCHS. See PSSUDSFIGBAFHA.

TESTAMENTUM DOMINI HOSTRI JESU
CHRISn: A church order of the fifth century.

The Testament was written originally in Greek, but
is not extant in that language. A Syriac truiala-

tion from the Greek was made by Jacob of Edeasa
in 687. An Arabic version exists, taken from a lost

Coptic translation. Analogous to the Arabic is an
Ethiopio translation. Fragments of the liturgy

may be looked for in many manuscripts, since a few

prajrers were long in use, partly to the present tame.

A fragment, the description of Antichrist, exists in

Latin, which may, however, antedate the Testament.
In the Arabic and Syriac the Testament appears

as the first part of an octateuch entitled Clemsniuu
The division into eight books was in imitation of

the Apostolic Constitutions which apparoitly it

was to replace, and as such found place among the

books of the Bible in manuscripts. Nothing cer^

tain is known of the age and origin of the octir

teuch; it was received in various oriental legal eol-

lections.

The contents of the Testament are ananged in

three parts, loosely connected: an apocalypse^ i.
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3-14; directions conoeming church building, i. 19;

and a church order, specifying the duties of the

clergy and of the laity, i. 20-ii. 25. To instructions

for the consecration of bishops a long liturgy is

appended. There are other lituigical parts, e.g., i.

32, 34-35. Noteworthy are the canons on widows,
\. 40-43; there are female clerics, ranking above
the deaconesses. The sources of the work are as

various as its parts. The Apocalypse is no doubt
borrowed; chaps, xix.-xxii. correspond to chaps,

xxxv.-xxxviii. of the Arabic Didascalia; yet the

Testament is probably the prior source. From i.

20 there is so much resemblance to the Egyptian
church order that this main part may be considered

as an elaboration of the same. Here and there ^ccur

analogies to the Apostolic Constitutions and the
" Canons of Hippc^ytus," and T. Zahn points out
verbal agreements with the prayers of the Gnostic
" Acts of Peter." These desultory parts are held

together by the literary fiction to which the Tes-

tament owes its name. After the resurrection, it is

represented, Christ appears to the apostles, imparts

to them the Holy Spirit, and, at the request of

Peter and John, gives them a description of the

end, i.e., the Apocalypse (i. 1-15). John, Peter,

and Matthew wrote down the New Testament and
sent it into the world through Dositheus (perhaps

Erastus of Aristarchus), Silas, Magnus (perhaps

Mana&i), and Aquila. Further on, the author does
not take pains to sustain the disguise. In the form
of the Testament of Christ m&y be seen the culmina-

tion of the apostolic fiction that attaches to church
orders from the beginning. In the conviction that

church orders were derived from the apostolic tra-

dition, all books on the subject since the Didache
were ascribed to the apostles. The fiction increases

in the Apostolic Church Order and the Apostolic

Constitutions, viii (see Apostolic Church Dibbo-
tory; Apostouc Coxstttutionb and Canons)
Inhere each apostle in turn is made to give his di-

rections verbally; finally, in the Testament all is

put into the mouth of Christ himself. This form
was facilitated by the apocalyptic introduction.

Even the eschatological address of Maoc. xiii. 5
sqq., Revelation, and the Apocalypse of Peter are

represented as spoken or communicated by Jesus.

It can not be doubted that the falsification was gen-

erally accepted in good faith. The Apocalypse seems
to have originated in Syria, as this (i. 10) stands at

the head of the lands that are to suffer from Anti-

christ. Zahn suggests that it might have originated

in a separatist church, having first in mind the
Audians (q.v.); A. Baumstark ascribes it to the

Monophysites; A. Hamack and P. Drews refer it

to Egypt, as the formulas and usages are Egyptian.
The time of its production is assumed by most to

have been the fifth century; it is already cited in

the " Theoeophy " of Aristocritus, at the end of the

fifth century, as a pseudepigraphical work.
(H. ACHEUS.)

Bibuoqbaprt: Hie fint edition wm by Lacaide in JZaKgiuMi

juris aedmowfiei antiquinima Syriaee^ (Trcwe, pp. 2-19,
80-89. Leipsic, 1866. from a ninth-oentary manuaoript;
and the complete edition was by I. E. Rahinanl. patriarch

of Antioch, Mains. 1899. There is an Eng. tiansl. by
J. Cooper and A. J. Maclean. Edinbiuvh. 1902 (of. Nestle
in AJT, yJL 1903. pp. 749 sqq.). Consult: A. Ehihard.
Die oUehriMche LiUerahur ynd ihre Brfonchung t88Jh

1900, pp. 632 sqq., Fieibux«, 1900; Hamack, in 8BA,
1899, pp. 878 sqq.; Achelis, in Theologtachs LUenttur'
MeUung, 1899. pp. 704 sqq.; Zahn. in NKZ, 1900. pp. 438
sqq.; Baumstark, in TQ8, 1900, pp. 1 sqq.; Drews, in
TSK, 1901, pp. 141 sqq.

TBTRAGRAMMATOlf. See Jbhovah; Yahwsh.

TBTRAPOLITAN COUFBSSIOH: The Confession

presented by the four cities of Strasbuig, Constance,

Memmingen, and Lindau to. the Diet of Augsbuig,
and properly speaking the first confession of the

Reformed Church. The call of the Diet by the em-
peror at Augsbtirg, Apr. 8, 1530 (see Aucnsbubq
Confession and its Apology, § 1), declaring for an
open discussion and final reconcilement, though met
with misgiving in upper Germany, where the dele-

gates were advised rather to work for a future free

general council, yet encouraged electoral Saxony
and several imperial cities in southern Germany to

prepare aiguments in writing for the defense of t^eir

respective beliefs and forms. By Apr. 26, Wolf-
gang Capito (q.v.) was at work at Strasburg. How-
ever, the instructions to the delegates, Johannes
Sturm (q.v.) and Matthis Pfarrer, aimed at two
things; the avoidance of the disunion of the Protes-

tant states, and of the examination of the meaning
of doctrines. When they arrived at Augsburg this

policy proved impracticable, because Johann Eck's

404 articles included the Strasbuig party in its at-

tack; because there were present a number of

Lutheran theologians holding themselves entirely

aloof; and in the opening address the demand of a
written presentation and defense in Latin and Ger-

man was made of each constituent. Again and again

the delegates sent back to Strasburg for theologians,

but no invitation or freedom of passage having been
assured, the council hesitated to send Biartin But-
ser and Capito for fear of their arrest. Meanwhile
the two had started and arrived June 23 and 26,

but for three weeks longer they deferred their public

appearance. It was already certain that the princes

would not admit the cities dissenting on the doc-

trine of the sacrament to a subscription of their

Confession (Augsbuig) ; and only by the sacrifice of

those dissenting on tJie sacrament, Melanchthon
hoped to save the cause of the Evangelicals, since

it was known that the emperor would not submit
the corporeal presence in the Eucharist to question.

Simultaneous with the arrival of Butser, it happened
that Landgrave Philip of Hesse, in spite of scruples

as to the article on the sacrament, signed the Saxon
Confession. The Strasbuig theologian, therefore,

had to prepare in haste his own confession. In sub-

stance it followed as closely as possible the Confes-

sion of the princes. Accordingly, in the article on
the sacrament it is declared that " the Lord in this

sacrament according to his Word gives to his fol-

lowers his true body and true blood to eat and drink,

to the nourishment of their souls and to eternal life,

that they may remain in hJTn and he in them."
Zwingli's influence appears in the twenty-three arti-

cles in the first place given to the Scripture-principle,

followed by Christ and his grace as the chief con-

tent and the critical measure of ecclesiastical tradi-

tion. Zwinglian also is the stress on the Church
invisible as the " Bride of Christ." The sacraments
are so called not only because they are visible tokens
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of grace, but also because they are acts of homage
to Christ; hence a reversal of the accent of the

Augsburg Confession, viii. The use of images is re-

jected, though " in themselves, when not honored

and worshiped, they are unobjectionable." De-

ntmciation of abuses is more severe than in the Con-

fession of the princes, the mass being termed " a

horrible cftH«"g mart " and an ** unendurable

abomination."
While the theologians were thus busy, the dele-

gates were endeavoring to induce other cities to

sign, but met with little success. Only Constance,

Memmingen, and Lindau declared themselves will-

ing, if the article on the sacrament were abbreviated.

After a second unsuccessful effort to present the

Confession in the emperor's presence, it was re-

ceived by his chancellor on July 9. The emperor

demanded next (July 14) that all protesting cities

should declare their faith, with the result that, be-

sides Nurembeig and Reutlingen, also Heilbronn,

Kempten, and Windsheim joined the Saxon Con-

fession. The adherents of the Tetrapolitana, now
more isolated, surmised correctly that they were to

be pressed to a more positive avowal of the Zwing-

lian idea of the sacrament; hence, they made no
further statements, referring to their Confession as

neither Lutheran nor Zwinglian, but in obedience

to Christ's command according to Scripture. For
a considerable time they h^uxl only uncertain

rumors concerning the reception of their document.
Evidently the emperor was playing arbitrary treat-

ment against them in order to gain the Lutheran
estates. However, the first decree (Sept. 22) favor-

ing common counsel and common cause against

those not holding to the real corporeal presence in

the sacrament and against Anabaptists, was de-

clined by the Lutheran estates with the expressed

hope that the former might be reconciled in common
with the Christian chiuches. This reference had in

mind, doubtlessly, the pending efforts of Butzer
and Capito to bring together Luther and Zwingli.

At any rate the principal effect of the decree was to

spare the cities holdiiig the Zwinglian doctrine the

peril of a joint Roman and Lutheran antagonism,
and led to a decisive break between the emperor
and the Lutheran estates, tending to draw the pro-

testing groups into closer community. On Oct. 13,

the party of Strasbuig ventured to apply to the
Saxons for admission into the Evangelical league

and were not unfavorably met. Meanwhile the
Tetrapolitan Confession had been submitted to the
committee of theologians, which was already occu-
pied with a confutation of the Saxon Confession.

The confutation prepared by Eck, Johannes Faber
(q.v.), and Johannes Cochkeus (q.v.) was in the

hands of the emperor, Aug. 10. In the confutation
of the Tetrapolitana there is less monotonous cita-

tion of tradition than against the Saxon and more
reference to Biblical proof, consonant with the
Zwinglian Scripture-principle. The tone is very
severe, and, without warrant, fables of mockery of

the host are alleged, against which Sturm promptly
replied with a brief and dignified exoneration. The
four cities declared (Oct. 30) that they were open
to conviction through a general council, " accord-
ing to the divine Scripture"; and, for the rest,

avowed their allegiance. This unyielding firmnese

perplexed the emperor. Nothing remained but to

ignore the cities till the prorogation of the diet. The
decree of the emperor turned more sternly against

the " Zwinglian cities" than against the Lutherans;
and he threatened to visit severe measures upon the

grave error against the sacrament as against icono-

clasm and the like. Naturally, the four cities de-

clined the decree; but they had all the more reason

to seek closer relations with the Lutherans. They
were present at Schmalkald, and their signatures

appear in the document of the league of Feb. 27.

1531 (see Schmalkald Articles). Thus a dev^op-
ment arose which turned aside the Tetrapolitazui.

The Swiss, to whom it was represented as a brid|!e

to the Lutherans, would not exchange their clear

doctrine on the sacrament for vague words. The
Confession of the League was the Auguatana, to

which the Tetrapolitana became secondary, as in

substance the same; and the party of Strasbuig ad-

mitted at the Diet of Schweinfurt in 1532, that ther

recognised the Augustana alongside of theirs, but

were not willing to abandon their own.
Soon after the reading of the confutation, the

Strasburg delegates secured a secretly taken cop3%

and Butaer set to work to prepare an apology,

which, with the Confession, was published, Bekandt-
nuas der vUr Frey- und ReichstOU (Strasburg, 1531;

ZweibrQcken, 1604). A Latin translation of the

Tetrapolitana appeared (Strasburg, 1531).

(E. F. Karl MOi-ueb.)

Bibuoorapht: T.Kmn,8ehtpdbi$eheReformfaiian9omaehicMe,
Tabincm, 1855; F. Dobel, Memminoen im Reformatwu-
BeitalUr, parts iv.-v., Auf^urg. 1878; Vixek, in ZKG,
1888; A. P&tiold, Die Konfvtaiion des VieniAdUb^aeTail'
fUMM, Leipsio, 1900; J. Fioker» in Theoloff%9che Ahhani-
lungen fUr H. HoUxmann, Tabinccni. 1902; K. MuUtf.
Die BAenntnissehriften der reformtrten Kirehe, Letpsk.
1903. Hie 404 theses of Eck ar« translated in J*ap^^ qf

the American Soetety cf Church HieUny, 2 ser., ii. 21-Sl.

New York, 1910.1

TETRARCH: The title primarily of a militarv

and later of an administrative official. Li its mili-

tary sense it denoted the commander of a cavalry

squadron of four companies or sixty-four men. In

the administrative sense a tetrarch was the nil^
of a tetrarchy, originally the fourth part of a pouzh

try; as was the case among the Thessalians and.

at one time, among the Galatian Celts of Asia Minor
(cf . also the four " tribes " of Attica previous to the

time of Qeisthenes). Later he was simply a tribu-

tary or petty prince, and in this sense the title was

applied by the Romans to the many princelings of

Syria, oiily the most important bdng officially

styled " king."

The best example of tetrarchs is furnished by the

Herodian d3masty. In 41 b.c. Herod and his brother

Phassl received the title of tetrarch from Antonr.
In 40 the former had the title of king at Rome, and

in 20 his younger brother Pheroras was made tet-

rarch of Persea. On the death of Herod (4 b.c),

his dominions were divided among his sons, Arehe^

laus having the preeminence as " ethnarch," whiit!

his brothers Antipas and Philip were tetrarch>.

Agrippa I. received from Caligula (37 a.d.) the tit>

of khig together with the tetrarchies of Philip and

Lysanias; and his son, Agrippa n., was alrcadr
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king of Chalcis when he was given the tetrarchies of

his father. The New Testament registers the popu-
lar disregard of these official distinctions; in Matt,

ii. 22, Archelaus is " king '' instead of his father,

and Matt. ziv. 9, as contrasted with xiv. 1, and
Mark vi. 14 sqq. term Herod Antipas '' king."

Only Luke observes the exact nomenclature (Luke
iii. 1, 19, iz. 7; Acts xiii. 1).

(E. VON DobschCtz.)

Bibuoqrapbt: W. M. Ramflay, The Church in the Roman
Empire^ pp. 41, 45. 55, London and New York, 1893;
S. MathewB, Hiet. of N. T. Times in Paleatine, pp. 145-

146, New York. 1890. 2d ed., 1910; SchOrer. Geachichie,

i. 423-424, ii. 107, iii. 77-78, Eng. transl., I., ii. 7-«; DB,
iv. 725-726; EB, iv. 4078; JE, xii. 120; DCG, ii. 717.

TETZEL, JOHANN: b. at Leipsic between 1450

and 1460; d. there in July, 1519. He studied the-

ology and philosophy at the imiversity of his native

city, entered the Dominican order in 1489, achieved

some success as a preacher, and was in 1502 com-
missioned by the pope to preach the jubilee indul-

gence, which he did throughout his life. In 1509

he was made inquisitor, and in 1517 Leo X. made
him commissioner of indulgences for all Germany.
He acquired the degree of licentiate of theology in

the University of Frankfort-on-the-Oder, 1517, and
that of doctor of theology, 1518, by defending, in

two disputations, the doctrine of indulgences against

Luther. The impudence with which he sold full

forgiveness for sins not yet committed, caused great

scandal; and when Luther in the confessional be-

came aware of the evil effect of his doings, he began
to preach openly against him. He was also con-

denmed (though later pardoned) for immorality.

It became necessary to disavow Tetzel; and, when
he discovered that Miltitz was aware of all his frauds

and embeszlements, he withdrew, frightened, into

the Dominican monastery in Leipsic. He died at

the time of the Leipsic disputation in 1519. In

C. H. H. Wright and Charles Neil's Protestant Dio-

Honary (London, 1904), pp. 294 sqq., is a facsimile

of a Tetzel indulgence.

Bibuoobapht: O. Hecht, Vita /. TeUdi, WittenbeTS, 1717
(Protestant); J. Vogel, Leben dee . , . TeUel, 2d ed.,

Leipsic. 1721 (Protestant); F. Q. Hofmann, Lebene-
beeehreibung dee AbUuepredigere Tetzel, Leipsic, 1844
(Protestant); V. GrOne. Ttixel vnd Luther, oder Leben*-
geachichte und Rechtfertigung dee . . , Johann Tetzel, 2d
ed.. Mfinster, 1860 (Roman Catholic); Kayser, Oeschichte-

queUen Hber den Ablaesprediger Tetzel, Annabergt 1877;

F. K6mer, Tetzel der AbUuaprediger, FmnkenbeTs, 1880
(Protestant): E. Rolbe. Johann Tetzel, Steyl. 1882 (Ro-
man Catholic); R. W. Herrmann, Johann TeUel, 2d ed.,

Frankfort, 1883 (Roman Catholic); O. A. Meijer, Johann
Tetzel, Utrecht, 1885 (Roman Catholic); O. Kawerau,
Sobald doe Geld im Kaeten klingt. Barmen, 1800 (Protes-

tant); J. B. Rdhm, Zw Tetxel'Legende, Hildesheim, 1890;

P. Majimke, Johann Tetzel, der AbUusprediger, Erfurt,

1899; U. Paulufl, Johann Tetzel, der Ablaaeprediger, Mains,
1899; J. Janasen, Hist, of the German People, iii. 89 sqq.,

St. Louis, 19(X) (Roman Catholic); Cambridge Modem
Histarv, ii. 121, 130, 134, 204, New York. 1904; Schaff,

Chrietian Church, vi. 161-155 et passim, and, in general,

literature on Martin Luther and on the beginnings of the

Reformation.

TEUTOmC ORDER (Domus Hospitalis S. MarisB

Theutoniconim in Jerusalem). An order originally

of the hospitaler type and later chivalric, subsequent

in origin to the Knights of St. John and the Tem-
plars and probably not inferior to them in lasting

importanoe. It dliffered from these two orders in

that it was purely German. The beginning of the

order is to be discerned in a field hospital which was
established during the siege of Acre, begun in Aug.i

1189, which, after the conclusion of the siege, was
transferred to the imperial chaplain Konrad and
the chamberlain Burkhard; these with others united

to form a fraternity after the rule of the Knights of

St. John and named it the " Hospital of St. Mary
of the Germans in Jerusalem." In its origin, there-

fore, the order was purely a brotherhood for the

care of the sick, at the head of which stood an eccle-

siastic, the above-mentioned Chaplain Konrad,

who appears in a document of 1191 as PrcBcepior

hospitalis Alemannorum. After the conquest of

Acre in July, 1191, the brotherhood erected there

a hospital and a church.

Qement III. in 1191 and Celestine III. in 1196

gave formal sanction to the order, which found

powerful protectors in Duke Frederick of Swabia
and the Emperor Henry VI. From the latter it re-

ceived, in 1197, a hospital at Barletta, its first pos-

session in the West, and the wealthy monastery of

the Holy Trinity at Palermo. The favor of the

emperor proceeded largely from his desire to make
the order an instrument for the prosecution of his

plans in Europe, and this led to the assumption of

the nulitaiy character. In 1198 the brotherhood

made miUtaiy service according to the rules of the

Templars a part of its work, and a knight was
chosen as the first grand master. Confirmation by
Innocent III. followed in Feb., 1199. The insignia

of the order was a white mantle with a black cross

potent. Though progress under the first grand

masters was not rapid, the order gained a foothold

in Germany, where a number of hospitals at Halle,

Coblenz, Nuremberg, and other places came into

its possession. The oldest province was Thuringia;

the province of Austria was created in 1203. The
Emperor Frederick II. and Pope Honorius III. gave

the knights their protection, and the latter, in a
bull of Jan., 1221, placed the order on an equal

footing with the Knights of St. John and the

TemfHars.
Under its fourth grand master, Hermann of Salza

(1210-39), the order entered upon a rapid develop-

ment. In his time occurred the most important

event in the history of the order, its establishment

in Prussia. The planting of Christianity in that

region had been cdSTected after many attempts by
Christian, a Cistercian monk of Oliva, who, in 1212,

was made bishop of Prussia. A pagan reaction in

the coimtry induced Bishop Christian to ask aid of

the Teutonic Order, which received from pope and
emperor the promise of the absolute possession of

all the lands it might conquer. In the spring of

1230 an army of the order entered Masovia. The
cities of Kulm, Thorn, and Marienwerder were

founded and the conquest of Prussia proper was
begun. Reenforcements poured in from Germany,
where the crusade against the heathens was being

preached and there resulted the steady acquisition

of the Prussian territory, the possession of which

was secured by the erection of castles and the es-

tablishment of cities. By 1283 the power of the

order was definitely established. As early as 1237

the Teutonic Order had succeeded in achieving
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what eveiy other order failed to aooompllBh, the

erection of an independent state. After the fall of

Acre in 1291 the capital of the order was removed
to Venice, and in 1309 to Maiienbuig in Phiflsia.

The spread of the Christian religion and the ger-

manisation of the land were carried on simultane-

eously. Peasants from Lower Saxony and West-
phalia transformed the lands into fertile grain fields,

and by the side of the castles of the order arose

numerous towns with a German population, which
grew rich through an extensive commerce. Be-

tween the knights and the inhabitants of the cities

cordial relations prevailed and the order itself de-

rived great wealth from its trade. The strength of

the order was due to its rigorous discipline and its

excellent organisation. At its head was the grand
master, who was limited in the exercise of his powers
by a council of the other high oflficiab, among them
the chief hospitaler and the treasurer. The su-

preme power was vested in the grand chapter of the

order which elected the grand master and exercised

its power of punishment and deposition. Each
house of the order was under the authority of a
conmiendator (KonUhtar) and a number of houses

constituted a province at the head of which stood

the Land-KonUhur, Eligible to membership in the

order were Germans only of legitimate birth, show-
ing the arms of four ancestors, pure in morals and
unstained in honor. The discipline in the houses
was strict, the life simple. Unquestioning obedience

to superiors was the highest duty and every trans-

gression was punished severely. Flight in battle or

intercourse with the heathen was punished by ex-

pulsion. The order also embraced clerical brethren

for the performance of religious duties, and sisters,

whose work lay especially in the ho^itals. The
principal ho^itol in Prussia was situated at Elbing
and in Germany at Nuremberg.
The order attained the height of power in the

second half of the foiurteenth century. In the peace
of Kalisch Little Pomerania was acquired from
Poland and with the acquisition of the Danish pos-

sessions in Esthonia its authority extended along
the entire Baltic coast. It became also the great

power in the Baltic Sea. In 1398 its fleet took Got-
land from the Vitalian Brethren and in 1404 it

acquired Wisby. By the purchase of Neumaik its

connection with the empire was established. In this

very time of glory, however, powerful forces of de-
cay had begun to work. In place of the rigorous

discipline and simplicity of old appeared luxury and
ostentation. Party strife sapped the strength of the
order and the relations of friendship between knights
and citisens had disappeared. Moreover, with the
rise of Poland appeared a formidable rival to the
German influence. In 1386 Jagello, Grand Prince
of Lithuania, became king of Poland. War soon
brdce out with the knights, and on June 15, 1410,
on the plain of Taimenberg the forces of the order
were orushingly defeated; all its great officers per-
ished, and the power of the order was annihilated
at one blow. It was saved from destruction by the
heroism of Count Henry of Plauen, who held Msrien-
burg against the Poles to such good effect that the
peace of Thorn in 1411 left the possessions of the
order almost unimpaired. Internal anarchy, how-

ever, hastened the end. In 1440 a part of the

knights and the cities organised the Pruasian Leagw
in opposition to the main order and in a civil war

which followed the league gained posseasion of moR
than fifty towns and offered to pkce the cotmtiy

under the suxerainty of Poland. FinaUy, by iht

peace of Thorn in 14fi6, West Prussia was incorpo-

rated with Poland, while East Prussia was granted

to the grand master as a Polish fief. In Germany,
too, deciay had overtaken the order so that no heJp

could be derived for the defense of the posae8aoi35

in Phissia. In 1625 Albert of Prussia (q.v.), elected

grand master of the order, transformed its posses-

sions into a hereditary duchy, held oi the king of

Prussia. In 1561 Gerhard Kettler, following the

example of Albert, received Livonia as a fief from

Poland with the title of duke of Couiland and

Semigallia.

The subsequent history of the order, restricted

to its possessions in Germany, Austria, and the

Netherlands, possesses little interest. By the treaty

of Pressburg in 1805 the presidency of the order

was vested in the house of Austria, and within the

next few years its territories in South Germany and

on the Rhine were transferred by Napoleon to the

governments within ndiich they lay. As a purely

Austrian order it was reorganised in 1809 and af-
firmed by Pius IX. in 1871. Its activity is now
restricted to its origirud service, the care of the sick

in war and in peace. (G. UHiaoBNt.)

BiBuooBAPirr: For liat of peiiodiofti artielei eoaisalt: 0.

Rautenbwc Oif- vatd W9atpr€u»§en. Bin Wegf^krtr
dutch die ZmUehriftmtratyr, Leipde, 1897. Gocsuh
faitlwr: E. HennJc Die StaiuUn dm deutaeken Ordau,
Ktaicrt>eis, ISOe; SeripioreM rsrvm Pruaeiearwm, I 3

sqq., 291 sqq., Leipiie. 1861; Codes diplamaiieue ordutu
8. Maria Theutoniearum, ed. J. H. Hetmes, 2 volau. Ueinx.
1846-^1; K. von Sehldaer, Die Hanaa und der dmdaA*
BiUenrden, Barlin, 1861; J. Voigt, GeeckicMe dem dmtdeekea
JSAtarorviMM. a vols., BerUn, 1857-69; B. Dudik. />et LaJba
detdeeken RUterordene MUnaeammlyno in Wien, Yieoss,
1868; A. L. Ewald, Die Broberuno Preueeene dterdt du
DeideAen, 4 vob.. HaU«, 1872-85; F. C. WoodhooM,
MOUan/ Betioioue Orden ofike Middle Agee, Tiondon. 1879;

F. d& SidlM, Annalee de Fordre teubmi^ue, Paris, 18S7;

M. PeribMb, Die SiaivUn dee DmdeekordeHe, Halle, 1890;

M. OaUar, OeachiehU dee Deutechen Ritterofdene^ voL u
Die Anfinige dee Ordene hie man BintriU in den Premaamr
kampf, EEbiac 1908.

TEUTSCH, GBORG DAHIEL: German Luther-

an; b. at Schftsi^urg (290 m. e.s.e. of Biuiape^),
Transylvania, Dec. 12, 1817; d. at Hermannstadt
(72 m. B.s.e. of Klausenburg) July 2, 1893. He
studied at Vienna and Berlin, 1837-^; was in-

structor at the Evangelical gjnnnasium at Schis»-

burg, 1842-1850; and rector, 1850-63; preacher at

Agnetheln and dean of the eoclesiaBtical district of

Sdienk, 18d3-67; and Evangelical bishop in Her-

mannstadt, 1867-03. Teutsch was the leader for

German institutions among the Saxons in Transyl-

vania, particularly in education and reOgion. He
was instrumental in defending and maintaining the

autonomy ol his church and its schools against the

encroachments of the Roman Cathohc uod Greek
Churches, and the liagyar influence; and he was

active, both before and after becoming bishop, in

its internal organisation and promotion. As a

preacher he was eloquent and persuasive. He wrote

Urkundenbuch der evangdiKhen Landeakirche in
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SMenbUrgen (Hermannstadt, 1862); Synodal^ver^

handlungen der evangdischen Landeskirche in Stebenr
biirgen bis 1600 (1883); and Qeschichte der siebenr

burger Sachsen (3d ed., 1899). (F. Tbutbch).

Bibuoobapht: The memorial addnas by F. Teuteoh was
published at Hennamiatadt« and oontaina a list of litem-
ture. Consult the biography by F. TeutBch, Hennaon-
Btadt, 1909; and ADB, vol. zncvii.

TEXTUS RECEPTUS. See Biblb Tbtt, XL, 2, $ 2.

THADDEUS. See Judas.

THAMER,ta'mer, THEOBALD: Qennan convert
to the Roman Catholic Church; b. at Oberehnheim
(15 m. 8.W. of Strasbuiig) at the beginning of the
sixteenth century; d. at Freiburg May 23, 1569.

He received his education at Roeheun, and at the
University of Wittenberg, where he studied 1535-39.

He then went to Frankfort-on-the-Oder, and in

1543 was called to Marburg by Landgrave Philip

of Hesse as professor of theology and preacher at
St. Elizabeth's Church. Thamer had been hardly
a year in Marburg when his bristling defense of the

Lutheran doctrine as to the Lord's Supper brought
him into collision with his colleague, Ajidreas Hy-
pcrius; but the landgrave admonished the MbT"
burg theologians, Oct. 14, 1544, to refrain from strife.

At the beginning of the Schmalkald War, Thamer
was appointed army chaplain by the landgrave, and
thereby gained opportunity to make observations

that were decisive on his subsequent life. His ex-

periences and the unhappy issue of the war moved
him to questions regarding the causes of the Refor-

mation; and thus began his doubts touching the

correctness of the Evangelical doctrine of repentance

and justification. Thamer was not the man to con-

ceal these conflicts and what stirred him became
known to all Marbui^g and set the town in commo-
tion. The government at Cassel interposed, and
summoned Thamer, Draconitas, and Adam Kraft
to Cassel. Thamer here declared that he could not
hold the doctrine *' by faith alone " as sound and
evangelical, but promised to abstain from further

attacks on the Lutheran teaching. At Easter, 1549,

however, he started the conflict anew, and was sus-

pended, on Aug. 8, 1549, after the synods at Zi^gen-

hain and Cassel, till the return of the landgrave.

At the close of 1549 he became second preacher at

St. Bartholomew's in Fnmkfort-on-the-Main, but
b<3cause of his sharp attacks on Lutheranism, he was
dismissed from this post; he then turned to Land-
grave Philip, and requested a regular examination
of the errors chaiged against him. Philip resolved

on the extraordinaiy step of procuring him the op-

portimity of conferring in person with the most
eminent theologians of that age. So he joiimeyed

to Jena to meet Erhard Schnepf, then to Melanch-
thon at Wlttenbeig, next to Superintendent Daniel

Gresserat Dresden, and finally to Bullinger at

Zurich. But none of these theologians could pro-

nounce in his favor. Thamer then went to Rome,
and there passed over to the Roman Catholic

Church, probably in 1553 or 1554. Two 3rears later

he returned to Germany and was appointed preacher

in Minden. Thereafter he obtained a canonry at

Mainz, where he issued his Apologia in 1561. The
same year he received a theological instructorship

at the University of Freibui^ which he held till his

death. Carl Mirbt.
Bibuoobaprt: J. A. W. Neander, Theobald Thamer, der

RepriUentarU und VorffAno^ modemer Oeietetrichittno in
dem ReformationaeeitaUer, Berlin, 1842; Hiatarieche po-
lUieehe BUUter, ed. O. Phillips and G. Qdrres, x. 341-363.
Munich, 1842; C. W. H. Hochhuth. De Theobaldi Thameri
vUa et aeriptia, Mfuburg, 1858; idem, in ZHT, 1861, part
2, pp. 165-278; H. Sehreiber, Geachichte der AWert-Lud-
tPtoa-UniveraitiU in FreSburo im Breiaoau, ii. 293-206,
Fieibuxs, 1860; A. RAas, Die dmoertHen aeU der Reform
maHan, L 236-207. ib. 1866.

THANK OFFERING. See Sacbificb.

THANKSGIVING DAY: A da^^^peciaUy ap- r
pointed for the expression of a>Mi^ of obUgati^-^
for divine favor, institiite^Mn New EnglandJ^
much the same way a^^-fast-day (q.v.)./ Quewas
often appointedtO'tS^t the other. ^'At ^fst a day
of thanksgiyiagwas observed in gratitude for un-
usu^^jB^ies, and became r^;ular ;0lily in the last

]|an of the seventeenth centuxgr^ There is evi-

dence to show that the first Thanbsgiving Day of

the Pilgrims was on Dec. 20, 1620, upon their first

arrival, but the distinction is usually given to the

thanksgiving week celebrated in company with the

Indians in Uie autumn of 1621 after the first crops

had been gathered in. The first civil Thanksgiving
in the Blassachusetts Bay colony was observed

July 8, 1630, after all the ships of Winthrop's
company had arrived; and other thanksgivings

followed special providences. On Oct. 12, 1637,

all New England celebrated the overthrow of the

Pequots. The first Thanksgiving Day of the Con-
necticut river towns, appointed on account of an
abundant harvest, was held Sept. 18, 1639. The
northern settlements of New England naturally

followed the example of Massachusetts. Rhode
Island thanksgivings were private affairs of churches

and individuids until Governor Andros noade the

observance of the day compulsoiy throughout New
England.
The annual Thanksgiving Day in celebration of

harvest became regular in Connecticut after 1649,

in Massachusetts Bay about 1660, and in Pl3rmouth
in 1668. Rhode Island delayed its final adoption

until the time of the Revolution. It had become a
regular institution in all the New England states by
the end of the eighteenth century. Thanksgiving
Day has always been distinctively a home festival,

but its religious character was not obscured in the

days of the fathers, especially in Connecticut and
Massachusetts. Until well into the eighteenth cen-

tury two church services were held, sermons were
read at the family hearth, and the mercies of God
were recounted; but the social functions of the day
in time crowded out the second church service, and
the day became a feast day, with a grand dinner

for the united family, and with general merry-
making as its accompaniment. This latter develop-

ment became common after the Revolution.

The struggle for independence drew the colonies

together, and they all joined in a general thanks-

giving on Dec. 18, 1777, after the downfall of

Burgoyne. Similar celebrations were observed
regularly during the war, and on special occasions

up to 1815, but they did not become a permanent
national custom. Meantime the idea was growing

I
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in favor through the country. In 1817 New York
began its regular observance. New England's
influence was felt through the emigration of its

people to the West, and by the middle of the nine-

teenth century nearly all the states of the Union
had adopted it. President Lincoln appointed a
special thanksgiving on Aug. 6, 1863, to celebrate

the victory of Gettysburg, and on Nov. 26 of the

same year a harvest festival was observed likewise.

From that time Thanksgiving Day has become a
national occasion of rejoicing, and is appointed
r^ularly by the president for the last Thursday
of November, and the governors of the several states

also appoint the same day. Henbt K. Rowe.
Biblioobapht: Gonault the literature under FAar-DAT, and
E. H. Hushes, Thanksffivina Sermons, New Yoric, 1910.

THAYER, JOSEPH HENRY: Congregationalist,

New Testament lexicographer; b. in Boston, Mass.,

Nov. 7, 1828; d. at Cambridge, Mass., Nov. 26,

1901. He was graduated from Harvard College,

Cambridge, Mass., 1850, and from Andover Theo-
logical Seminary, Mass., 1857; was pastor at Salem,

Mass., 1859-64; chaplain Fortieth Massachusetts

Volunteers, 1862-63; professor of sacred literature

in Andover Theological Seminary, 1864-^2; and
from 1884 professor of New Testament criticism and
interpretation in the Harvard Divinity School. He
translated the 7th ed. (LOnemann's) of Winer's
Grammar of the New Testament Greek (Andover,

1869) ; A. Buttmann's Grammar of the Greek New
Testament (1873); and with revision and enlarge-

ment the 2d ed. of Grimm's Wilke's Clams Novi
Testamentif under title, A Greek-English Lex-
icon of the New Testament (New York, 1886); and
edited a new edition of Sophocles' Greek Lexicon:

Roman and Byzantine Periods (1887). These publi-

cations established his reputation in the first rank in

New-Testament and patristic scholarship, especially

in textual criticism. He was one of the New Tes-

tament company of American revisers of the Bible.

Biblioobapht: C. H. Toy, in Harvard Oraduatea* Magazine,
X. (1902). 363 sqq.; C. J. H. Ropes, in AJT, vi (1902), 285
sqq., and in Biblical World, xix (1902). 248 sqq.; W. N.
Steams, in Biblical World, ib. pp. 226 sqq.

THEATINES : An order of regular clergy founded
in Italy in the beginning of the sixteenth century.

It was in a way a precursor of the Society of Jesus
in that it compassed noteworthy results in battling

with *' heresy," in connection with the incipient

Reformation in Italy. The Theatine organization

had its point of departure in Rome under Leo X.
and his successors, when it grew out of the Oratory
of the Divine Love (q.v.), the fundamental ideas of

which Gaetano of Tiene (b. at Vieenza in 1480;

d. 1547) designed to apply in a more comprehensive
activity. He first founded, in Verona, a fraternity

(of Hieronymites) having similar aims; he then
returned to Rome, renounced his prebends, and
joined with Bonifazio da Colle, Paolo Oonsiglieri,

and Giovanni Pietro Caraffa (see Paul IV.) in

creating the order, which was confirmed by Qement
VII. The name which the common people gave
the new order, Chietiniy shows that they deemed
not Gaetano, but Garaffa to be the actual founder

or leader, their ascription referring to the see of

Chieti, which had been occupied by Garaffa. The

bull of confirmation approves the rendering of the

three vows, the election of a provost for terms ci

three years, administration of the daily routine,

and conveys to the order all privileges of canons of

the Lateran.

One of the four joint oiganizers owned a house in

Rome, which was fitted up for the order. Material

subsistence was to be secured through purely vol-

untary donations. High value was attached to

diligent preaching; but fostering care was also given

to the sick. As the membership increased, a larger

house was occupied; but when the sack of Rome,
in 1527, drove the Theatines away in the general

exit, there succeeded two other settlements, one in

Venice, 1527, and one at Naples, 1533. The Roman
settlement was renewed in 1536. The biographer of

Paul IV., Antonio Garacciolo, accounts it as chirf

merit of the Theatines that by means of their soda!

connections at Naples, as likewise by cleverly

utilizing what information the confessional afforded,

they discovered the evil plant of heresy, and
eradicated the same. And the measures devised by
Gaetano at Naples, from 1538 forward, against the

fellow sympathizers of a Juan de Vald^s, against

Pietro Martire Vermigli and Bernardino Ocbino
(qq.v.), he repeated at Venice, from 1541.

Garaffa, as pope, assigned to the order, in 1555, the

church and cloister of San Silvestro, and there the

Theatines' headquarters remained until they erected

the convent and church of S. Andrea della Valle.

Meanwhile the order had spread over all Italy,

crossed the Alps, and found acceptance in Spain,

France, Germany, and Poland (Munich, Vienna,
Prague, Paris, etc.). Its founder was beeitified in

1629, and canonized in 1660. Two sisterhoods

were also organized imder his name, that of the
" Immaculate Conception," and that of the " Her-
mitage." In the articles of both, emphasis is laid

on the adoration, day and night, of the blessed

sacrament. K. Benrath.
Bibuoorapht: Helyot, Ordrea monaeHqves^ iv. 71 aqq.;

Heimbucher, Orden und Konoregationen, iii. 258-209 (with
veiy full literature); Ranke, Popet, i. 131-133; The Vita
of Qaetano, by A. Caraociolo, Cologne, 1612, and Carae*
ciolo's Vita Paidi IV., ib. 1612; R. de Maulde de h
Glavifere, Saint Cfaetan U480-1647), Paris. 190%

THEBAN LEGION: The theme of a legend •

tering about the town of St. Maurice (31 m. e. ol

Geneva), in the canton of Valais, Switzerland, but

found also elsewhere in Switzerland, in Italy, and on

the lower Rhine. In its oldest and simplest form,

according to a passio attributed to Eucherius,

bishop of Lyons (q.v.), the Emperor Maximian
(285-310) had under his command a legion called

the Theban, consisting of 6,600 men sent from the

East. They were all Christians and refused to obey

the imperial command to take part in the persecQ-

tion of their fellow Christians. Maxinuan, then

encamped at Octodurum (Martigny at the foot of

the Great St. Bernard), twice had the legion deci-

mated, and when the survivors at the exhorta-

tion of their leader Maurice (Mauritius) remained

steadfast, had all put to death. Among tiie martyrs

is placed St. Gereon, in whose honor a church existed

at Cologne in the seventh century. Later versiona

of the legend simply add details.

The legend has given rise to a long controversy.
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The " Magdeburg Centuries " declared Maurice an
" idol '* although he is the patron saint of the city,

and Protestants generaUy have denied the credi-

bility of the story. Roman Catholics have been
more inclined to accept it. It is found in the
biography of the abbot Romanus, probably written

shortly after his death in 460, and a monastery then
existed on the alleged site of the martyrdom and
formed the goal of pilgrimage. The legend is several

times mentioned in the sixth century, and Gregory
of Tours knows it in its original form and also

mentions Thebans who suffered martyrdom on the

lower Rhine. That it originated before the middle
of the fifth century and that the Theban martyrs
were honored thus early must be admitted. Against
the authenticity of the legend it may be alleged that

almost a century and a half intervened between
its supposed occurrence and the oldest record of

it, while contemporaries and earlier authors make
no reference to it. The tradition also suffers from
inherent improbability. No Theban legion is known
to have existed at that time, and it is improbable
that a general like Maximian, however great his

hatred of the Christians, would have put to death
an entire legion at a time when he needed his

soldiers to keep the barbarians and rebels in check.

The chief objection to the legend, however, is that

it can not be brought into harmony with the

history of the Diocletian persecution. The oldest

accounts themselves are at variance as to the time

and place. It was not \mtil 296 or 297 that Chris-

tians began to be removed from the army, thus

preparing the way for the general persecution. If,

however, the date be laid after 296, the presence

of Maximian in Valais is extremely improbable,

for he was then most of the time in Africa and
on the Lower Rhine. Moreover, Christian soldiers

were given their choice between offering sacrifice

or being discharged, and executions were rare.

The view of Eucherius that the martyrdom took

place during the Diocletian persecution lacks

historical support, since it presupposes that Chris-

tian soldiers were put to death in large numbers.
No such massacres occurred, however, in the West,

where the persecutions ceased altogether with the

abdication of Diocletian and Maximian on May 1,

305. (G. UHLHORNt.)
Bibucxirapht: Tlie principal fomu of the Pcuno aancU

Mattritii H aodorum, with commentary, are in ASB, Sept.,

vi. 308-^349. 895^26. and partly in MPL, chad. 162&-30.

A full list of editiona and literature is in Potthast, Weff-

teeutr, pp. 1472-73; and in A. Hireohmann'a contribution

to HutarUchM Jahthuch d«r GdrreB-OeBOUehafi, xiii (1892),

783-798. Consult further: J. A. Dubordieu. Hittorieal

DiMeriaiion upon the Thebaan Legion, London, 1696 (ad-

vene; this book is usually cited in the Fr. translation,

Amsterdam, 1705); J. de I'lsle, Defense de la veriU du
nuuiyre de la Ugian thSbienne^ autrement de S. Maurice et

de see compaonona, pour ripondre b, la diseertoHon du min-
tttre du Bourdieu, Nancy, 1741; P. de Rivas, Sclairciaee-

mente aw le martyre de la ISgion thSbSenne, Paris, 1779;

J. W. J. Braun, Zur Oeachiehie der thebdiechen Legion, Bonn

'

1855; E. F. Gelpke, KirehengeeehiehU der Schweia, i. 50-
80. Bern, 1856; O. Hunsiker, in M. BOdinger, UnteraucK-

ungen tur rOmiacken Kaiaergeachiehte, ii. 117-284, and
Excursus n., 265-272. Leipeic, 1868; E. Aubert, TrSaor

de rabbaye de Saint-Maurice d^Agaune, Paris, 1872; A.

AU^gre, Le CuUe de S. Maurice h Caromb, Avignon, 1881;

S. Beissel, OeachieJUe der Trierer Kirchen, i. 19-31, Treves,

1887; Ducis, Saint Maurice et la Ugion thibSenne, Annecy,

1887; J. Bernard. 8, Maurice et la Ugion thibienne, 2 vols.,

Paris, 1888; J. B. de Montm^lian, SairU Maurice et la
Ugion thibienne, 2 vols., Paris, 1888; P. Allard, Le Per-
aicution de Diocletien, i. 17-34. ii. 335-364, Paris. 1890;
F. Stolle. Daa Martt/rium der theb&iechen Legion, Breslau,
1891; R. Berg, Der heUige Mauriciua und die theb&iache
Legion, HaUe, 1895; DCB, iii. 641-«44 (valuable); Fried-
rich, KD, i. 101-141; Rettberg, KD, i. 94-111; KL, viL
1615-28; Lichtenberger, ESR, xii. 89-91.

THECLA AND PAUL, ACTS OF. See Apocry-
PHA, B, II.

THEINER, toi'ner, AUGUSTIN: Roman Catholic

Church historian; b. at Breslau, Germany, Apr. 11,

1804; d. in Rome Aug. 10, 1874. He studied
theology, and afterward canon law, at the univer-

sity of his native city, and published, together with
his brother, Die katholische Kirche Schleaiena (Alten-

burg, 1826), also Die Einfuhrung der erzwungenen
EheUmgkeit bei den ckrisllichen GeiatUchenf und ihre

Folgen (2 vols., 1828; new ed., 3 vols.. Barmen,
1892), which was put on the Index. In 1833 he
entered the Jesuit order; became a member of the
Congregation of the Oratory, and was in 1855, by
Pius IX., appointed conservator at the papal ar-

chives. But during the Vatican CouncU he was ac-

cused by the Jesuits of procuring documents from
the archives for the bishops in opposition, and was
removed from his position in 1870. He was a very
industrious writer; his works embrace GeachidUe des

Pantificats Clemens XIV. (2 vols., Leipsic, 1853);

Annates ecdesiastici (3 vols., Rome, 1856); Vetera

monumenta historica Hungarice (2 vols., 1859-60);

Vetera monumenta PolonioB et LithuanioB (4 vols.,

1860-64); Codex dipUmaticus (3 vols., 1861-62);

Vetera monumenta Slavorum meridionalium (1863)

;

Vetera monumenta Hibemorum et Scotorum (1864)

;

Acta . . . concilii Tridentini (Leipsic, 1874).

Bxblioorapht: H. Gisiger, Theiner und die Jeauiten, Mann-
heim, 1875; H. Brack, Geachichte der katholiachen Kirch*
in Deutachland, iii. 344, Mains, 1896; XL, zi. 1486-«8.

THEISM.
The Term (§ 1). In Modem Thought (S 4).

In Ancient Thought (f 2). Relation to Scientific Reason
In Medieval Thought (f 3). (f 5).

The terms " theist " and " theism " apparently

originated as opposites of '^ atheist " and " athe-

ism " in England during the seventeenth century,

when " deistic " and " deism," as general terms
indicating simply the belief in God,

I. The had lost their reputation with the ad-

Term, herents of the Church. Ralph Cud-
worth (q.v.), in the interest of Platonic

rationalism, and Pierre Bayle (q.v.) used theism

in contradistinction to atheism, but as deism was
similarly used by the latter and others, a closer

definition was required. Kant, who was also of the

opinion that the differentiation of deist and iheist

originated in England, gave it precision, thus:
" The deist believes that there is a God; the theist

that there is a living God." Theology he held to be

the knowledge of the original being, which is de-

rived either by pure reason or by revelation. The
former represents God by pure transcendental con-

cepts, and is called transcendental theology, or

by a concept of supreme intelligence derived from

nature, to be called natural theology. A deist is an

adherent of the first, and one who, in addition,
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accepts the aeoond is a thdst. More definitely,

the deist concedes the rational cognisance of an
original being, but denies that a closer detennina-

tion is possible than the concept of a universal cause

inclusive of ail reality. The theist, on the other

hand, asserts a closer determination of Qod, ao-

ooiding to nature (the human soul), as a being who
by intelligence and freedom, as originator of the

cosmos, contains within himself the ground of ail

things. Transcendental theology gives rise to the

cosmological and ontological proofs of the existence

of Qod; natural theology, to the teleological and
moral proofs. Kant did not include the idea of

personality in the tenn theism, much less in deism,

a term by which later theology diBtJnguishes theism

from other philosophies of the universe, which,

beside self-conadousness and self-activity, is de-

manded as an attribute of God by the religious

man, and makes the actual relations of person with

person seem possible. Furthermore, thcdsm regards

God not merely as the creator who, as assumed in

deism, withdrew from the world after giving it laws,

but as its ruler, perhaps even changing its course.

Theism may be monistic, dualistic, or even poly-

theistic; but dualism is very frequently noted as

theistic. Although Plato made the idea of the good
equivalent to reason and again to deity, which in

turn from goodness creates the universe, yet his deity

or nau8 UUb short of the attributes adequate to

theism, particularly in self-consdous-

a. In ness. Aristotle is often r^;arded as

Ancient the founder of sdentifio and specu-

Thottght lative theism, although omitting in

form the main attribute of modem
theism, the personality of God. God he represents

as pure thinking spirit. He is unchangeable and,

as absolute energy, immutable, in contrast with the

absolute potency, or matter, which is able to take

up into itself all fonns or concepts. God is one
and indivisible. The subject of his thought is the

best, i.e., himself, and the content is composed of

the concepts, which as universals are immanent in

the things of the phenomenal universe. This think-

ing is the highest, best, and happiest life, and life

is the energy of the spirit. It may be seen that

self-consciousness and feeling are ascribed to deity,

which is in effect an impUcation of personality.

God is the prime mover in the imiverse, but he
moves without working or constructing. His ao-

tivily is wholly in thought. As the good and the

object of all movement, he remains unmoved. How
the forms may be both transcendent and immanent,
or how being passes over into becoming, remains

the unsolved difficulty, present also in most other

philosophic ^yvtems, monotheism not excluded.

The dualism of Aristotle was not adopted by his

successors. The Christian philosophers, ancient and
modem, very positively represented theism from the

monistic point of view. God, the infinite and om-
nipotent, can not be limited even by an inactive

principle, such as matter. He not only designed

but created the world, according to the Fathers;

and, according to Clement and Origen, creation is

by an eternal act. He did not find matter ready at

hand, but created it out of nothing. As spirit,

according to Origen, God is active in the material

universe as the soul is in the body. His sac-

cessors followed all his doctrines except the eleni£l

creation.

A principal representative of theism, was Anp^
tine. To him God was gumma essentia, and the

various things created out of nothing were charged

with being of different degrees. God created bj a

free act, not of necessity, only by virtue of h.^

goodness. Sothing is opposed to hiin.

3. In not even the world, save nozftoititT

Medieval and evil issuing from it. Matter k
Thought made and the goodness imparted to it

constitutes its form and order. Henee

Augustine may scarcely be called a dualist. As crea-

tive substance God is in the whole world, and crea-

tion is a continuous process by which the univose

is upheld ; but it is et^nal only in the counsel of God
God is inconceivable, yet a long array of attributes L<

produced by Augustine, by no means exhaustible,

to give expression to his aspirations. Some of these

are, finitely at least, mutually contradictory and

even exclusive; such as always working yet ever at

rest, or seeking yet possessing all things. This with

his sense of immanence indicates a strain of myj^d-

dsm and resembles pure pantheism; jret Augustiae

stands fast by his transcendentalism, maintaioiof

the beginning and ending of the world and the eter-

nity of God alone with tiie souls of men and angek
Scholasticism was strongly theistic in spite of sun-

dry pantheistic tendencies. Anselm taught thst

the world, as contingent existence, presuppc^^
absolute existence which is of itself and in itsdf.

The contingent was not made of the absolute but br

it, and of nothing. The continuous presence of God

is necessary to sustain the world; hence in Anselm

can be shown clearly neither dualism nor deism, b
the determination of deity he approximates anthro-

pomorphism. Besides metaphysical attributes are

the ethical—justice, mercy, and love. Love is

man has its foundation in living faith which involves

submission and an aspiration toward its object vitii

the hope of its attainment. Albert the Great (see

Albbrtos Maqnus) followed the views of Augo^-

tine. Thomas Aquinas adhered more closely to

Aristotie. The fact that the world as well as matte
was created was philosophically demonstrable:

the beginning of the world in time was a matter of

faith. Preservation was a contSnuous creation.

Following Aristotie, he considers God as absolute,

simple form, pure actuality, unchangeable. His

essence is sdf-knowledge, implying the knowledge
of all things. Therefore as the absolute good be

must will himself; he wiUs not to attain a good

thing, but for the sake of the good, to give it from

love. The divine jay is his supreme aeM-BAtidat-

tion. With reference to man's relation to God,

apart from his continuous preservation, the higher

moral goal can not be reached without divine help.

The perfect happLness of man consists in the in-

tuition of the divine being. Descartes thought thst

he had foimd more certain proofs for the existeott

of God than those used in mathematics. Dualiss

is ascribed to him either because he conceived God

in contrast with the world, or he opposed ex-

clusively against each other the two created sub-

stances, the thinking and the extended, needing
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nothing elae far their existence and maintenance
but God. It is evident that this is not dualism

proper. If it be observed also that God is absolute

perfection, producing the natural light or imder-

standing in man, and that one of his first attributes

is truth, Descartes may seem to be a theist. God is

transcendent^ yet in the most intimate relation with

the world and man. Personality is also involved

with veradly; yet Descartes is more deist than
theist. The universe is a mechanism set in opera-

tion by a transcendent first cause; all things are

moved by secondary cause and effect and the

quantity of eneigy is invariable, which together

with the validily and persistence of material law
seems to be derived from the unchangeableness of

God. According to Leibniti, God is the highest

monad, which is absolutely perfect. He creates all

the other monads, which become self-existent and
have God as the object of their aspiration. The
worid is a mechanism into which God does not again

interfere; otherwise it would not be the best. So
far Leibnita is a deist. Besides, he maintains the

belief in revelation and miracle, by the doctrine

of the superrational in contradistinction to the

counterrational. Only contingent happenings, such
as the natural events, can be altered by God who is

their ground. With this interference in the unity

of nature Leibnits passed from deism to theism.

Transcendence is not sustained, but immediate di-

vine contact with the universe is assumed, amount-
ing to immanence in the religious and metaphysical

si^beres. Wolff follows Leibnits closely and the
KwKghtAnmAfif. is deistic.

l^nt^ whose definition is given above, postulates

the existence of God from the infinite relation of

virtue and happiness. The agreement of the latter

with the former is to be assumed a prUni as neces-

sary, and as its ground is to be postulated a moral

cause subsisting in reason and will and transcending

nature, namely, the existence of God.
4. In For the theoretical reason the assump-
Kodem tion of God is merely hjrpothetical;

Thought for the practical reason, it is purely a
matter of rational faith. In moral

philosophy this faith is based on conscience in the

form of a dual personality of defendant and judge.

The latter must be an omnipotent being, God; but
whether this be an actual or ideal person remains

uncertain. In the " Critique of Judgment,'' the

existence of God is postulated by the telic concep-

tion. The presence of contingent design in the

multiplicity of nature imd its subordination by
reason to an unconditioned highest being involves

a final objective in creation which is transcendent to

nature, and its ground is in supreme intelligence.

ICan as a moral being must be accepted as this ob-

jective, affording the main condition upon which to

observe the unity of the world, and a principle by
which to consider the nature and attributes al such

a cause. With reference to the highest good,

namely, the existence of rational beings under nu»al

laws, such a primal being must be omniscient, to

whom all minds are open. He must be omnipotent^

to adapt all nature to this purpose; all-merciful

and just as conditions of a supreme cause of a worid

under moral laws, AUtherestof tbetnmcendeotal

attributes follow, such as etemily and omnipresence,
as presumptions to such a final puipose. Qte the
side of the cognisance of God, Kant is neither deist

nor theist; on the side of rational faith as just

illustrated he is theist. Yet he disavows a personal

intercourse with God as expressed in prayer. Among
his foUowers who inclined mostly to pantheism in

various forxns^ this view of the " Critique of Judg-
ment " in the main prevailed; iiamdy, Herbart
and M. W. l>rabisch (RdigumapkUosapMe, Leipsic,

1840). Schleiermacher, in spite of his tremendous
religious influence, can not be considered a theist,

but wavere between deism and panthdsm. He does
not represent a personal God, but a living deily; and
the customary attributes appear not as properties

of his being but reflections of his activity in the

religious consciousness. Decidedly in behalf of

speculative theism is to be reckoned the series of

philosophere including T. Hoffman and C. H.
Weisse, and of theologians like A. Neander and R.
Rothe (qq.v.) who withstood the pantheism of Hegel
aiKi united in the establishment of the ZeUschrift

ffir PkUtMopkie und spekuiative Theologie, issued

chiefly by I. H. Fichte. The latter in his individual

writings, in the interest of an ethical theism, ad-

vances to a doctrine of absolute personality. Lotse
replaces the metaphysical infinite by the concept of

God, constituting a sort of ontological proof. As
the ground of reality for the finite, God possesses

the metaphysical attributes of wisdom, justice, and
holiness. An indispensable assumption must be
personality, since the living, self-subsisting, and
self-enjoying ^;o is the necessary presupposition

and the only possible seat of the good and of all

good things. At all events, the contradistinction

with the external world is not essential for personal-

ity, but this is to be realised on the basis of an im-

manent sense of self and existence for self. Others

wise the being of God is to be in a certain measure
super-personal; but by this personality itself may
disappear. With God who conditions man's being,

he is united by the religious sense of himself as a
divine being. Here Lotse approximates Spinosa's

pantheism, as also in his view that his monads are

modifications of the absolute universal ground, and
that reciprocal activity presupposes a conunon
propinquity in substance. More or less under the

influence of Lotse are many present-day philoso-

phers. Of these G. Class represents God (Phaiuh

merudogie und Ontologie dee meMchliehen Oeittes,

Erlimgen, 1896; RealiUU der Gottemdee, Munich,

1904) as personal and absolute spirit. Ludwig
Boese {PkUowpMe und ErkenntnMehre, Leipsic,

1894) maintains that the inseparable constituents

of reality rest upon a simple absolute ground, God.
Guenther Thide (PhUasopkie dea SMstbewuatiaeins,

Berlin, 1895) affirms that the concept of God re-

solves itself in the abec^ute Elgo. G. Glogau (Re-

KgumapkUaaophie, Kiel, 1898) places the existence

of God at the apex of philosophy; derives from it

the ideas of the true, the good, and the beautiful;

and, in mystical fashion, makes the sense and
experience of God and the ideals of principal

importance. According to H. Siebeck {Rdigions^

philo8opkie, Freiburg, 1893), God is proved by met-

aphysicB and expei^Bnced as a living power in the
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religious person. English theists, like J. Martineau
(q.v.)y C. B. Upton, and E. Caird, supplement tran»-

cendenoe with immanence, thus representing a
tneism approximating pantheism.

On the question of its justification, it is to be
admitted that a theistic view can not claim scientific

validity. Scientific thought does not yield to the

assumption of a personal God clothed with ethical

attributes. A universal or an unconditioned being

must of necessity be postulated. To the highest

being universal attributes, such as

5. Relation omnipresence and unity, must be
to Scientific ascribed. Omniscience is doubtful

Reason, inasmuch as it implies the spiritual,

which may not be attributed to un-

conditioned being without the presumption of a

philosophic view that does not need to obtain uni-

versal validity. However, not only reason but the

yearnings of the soul crave to be satisfied. The
devout human being requires above all things a
living God, not only omniscient, but also all-wise.

He must be a person, who is at the same time love,

by which he is willing to make man, whose needs

he understands, contented and happy; exercising

at the same time justice, and being about to bring

happiness in agreement ^ith virtue, either in this

world or the next. These are attributes that may be
multiplied according as man qualifies himself to-

ward him, and may be called ethical. They bring

deity near to man, or God down amidst the phenom-
enal, by attributing to him qualities magnified,

which are inconsistent with the nature of the infi-

nite and universal. Science, if indeed unwilling

to protest against the anthropomorphizing of the

highest, can do nothing to support it, and can not
concur with theism in desiring to attribute these

properties to God. Faith must, therefore, maintain
what reason may not afford, and thus embrace
theism. See Deism; God; and Rationausm and
SUPERNATURALISM. (M. HEINZEf.)
Bzblxoorapht: S. Clarke, A Demonttration of the Being
and Attribulea of God, London. 1705-16; I. Kant. Kritik
der reinen Vemunftt Riga, 1781 (see under Kant for EIng.

tranfilfl.); F. W. J. Schelling, SyBtem det tranacendenUUen
Idealiamua, Tubingen, 1800; A. H. Ritter, Ueber die Er-
kenrUniae OoUee in der Welt, Hamburg. 1H36; J. U. Wirth,
Die speculative Idee OoUes, Stuttgart, 1845; H. L. Mansel.
Limit* of Religious Thought, London, 1850; J. Croll. Phi-
lotophy of Theism, ib. 1851; Abb6 Gratry, Phiioaophie de
la eonnaissance de Dieu, 2 voIb., Paris, 1853; W. M. Gil-
lespie, The Necessary Existence of God, London, 1855; J.
Tulloch, Theism, Edinburgh, 1855; I. H. Fichte, UAer
den Untersehied xwischen ethischen und naturalistiachen
Theismus, Halle, 1856; E. Steere, Essay on the Existence
and Attribuies of God, London, 1856; F. W. Newman,
Theism, Doctrinal and Practical, xb. 1858; J. W. Hanne,
Die Idee der absoluten Persiinliehkeit oder Gott und sein
VerhAltniss xur Welt, insonderheit tur menschlichen Per-
sdnlichkeit, 2 vols., Hanover, 1861; M. Carrifere, Gott,
Gemmh und WeU, Stuttgart, 1862; W. Cooke, The Deity,
Edinburgh, 1862; R. A. Thompson Christian Theism,
new ed., London, 1863; F. Pecaut, De Vavenir du thHsme
chr6tien eonsidiri comme reHgion, Paris, 1864; M. K&hler,
Der Ubendioe GoU, Leipsic, 1867; E. Herwig, Ud>«r den
ontoloffiachen Beweis, Rostock, 1^; A. Riedel, Ueber das
Dasein Gottes, Augsburg. 1869; A. Robertson, The Exist-
ence of God, London, 1870; H. von Brucken, Das Wesen
GoUes und der WeU. 2 vols,, Berlin, 1871; H. Ulrid, GoU
und die Natur, Leipsic. 1875; E. Castan. De VidSe de Dieu,
2 vols.. Paris, 1877; G. J. Romanes. A Candid Examina-
tion of Theism, London. 1878; B. P. Bowne. Studies in
Theism, New York. 1879; idem, PhUosophy of Theism.
rev. ed., ib. 1902; C. C. Mairae, Historical Sketch ofTheiem,

London, 1879; J. T. Doedes, InUidiHO toidmUervmGsi
2d ed., Uti«cht, 1880; C. J. EUieot, Ths Beis^ of GtL

London, 1880; J. L. Dinuin, The TheisHe Araumeat, Bar

ton, 1882; J. Hambuiger, Gott und seine Offenbent^gn

in Natur und Geachiehte, GfltexBloh, 1882; G. Runse. De

ontologisehe Qottesbeweis, Halle, 1882; J. J. Lias, Isitv»

eible to know Godt London, 1883; F. Vidal, Dt la cryj-

ance philosophique en Dieu, 2d ed., Paris, 1883; R. Fjcl

Theism, 5th ed.. Edinburgh, 1885; F. £. Abbot. Seie>

a/ie Theism, Boston, 1886; R. A. Armstrons, Man's Kmmr
edge of God, London, 1886; idem, God and the Soul, 2d ed.

ib. 1898; J. G. Casenave, Historic Aspecte of the a prwn

Arguments coneeming the Being and Attributea of God, b.

1886; R. T. Smith, Man's Knowledge of Man and of G^^

EdinbuDgh, 1886; J. S. Van Dyke, Theiem and Etd^^
London, 1886; T. V. Tymms, Mystery of God, ib. Is^::

A. W. Momerie, Bdief in God, 2d ed., Bdinbuxgh, l^^^v

A. de Anglement, Dieu et Vitre univerael, Psris, ISSd; S

Harris, The Self-revelation of God, 2d ed.. New York. I^v

idem. The Philosophical Basis of Theism, 2d ed., ib. I>^.:

D. B. Puiinton, Christian Theism, its Ciaima and Stm-

tions, ib. 1889; H. H. Moore, The Anatomy of Thn^
London, 1890; C. A. Row. Christian Theism, ib. ISi^

J. G. Sehurman, Belief in God, its Griffin, Nature n:

Basis, New York. 1890; G. de Alviella, Origin and Gre^

of the Conception of God, London, 1892, Fr. ed., P:^
1892; R. F. Clarke, A Dialogue on the Existence ofG>i

ib. 1892; A. Drews, Die deutsche SpekviaHon seU Ksk

mit besonderer RUcksicht auf das Wesen de* Al^soluten vii

die Personliehkeit Gottes, 2 vols., Berlin. 1892; £. Cani

The Evolution of Rdigion^ 2 vols., London, 1893; W. L

Davidson, Theiem as Grounded in Human Naiurt, Lo&irz

and New York, 1893; W. Knight, AspeeU of Theism, ib-

1893; J. Orr, The Christian View of God and the We^:*

Centering in the Incarnation, Edinbuzsh, 1893; J. t

niingworth. Personality Human and Divine, Londosiu I^
idem. Divine Immanence, ib. 1898; R. Ottley. The I>»-

trine of the Incarnation, 2 vols., ib. 1894; A. J. Balfoa'

The Foundations of Bdief, London and New Yoik, If^:

H. Baynes, The Idea of God and the Moral Sense, 2 vc1b~

London, 1895; A. C. Fraser, Philosophy of Theism iGd-

. ford lectures, 1st series, 1894h95), Edinburgh ajid Londae.

1895; G. W. F. Hegel, Philosophy of Religion. With fW'
of Existence of God, London, 1895; G. Jamieson. The Grti

Problem of Substance and its Attributes, ib. 1893: E
A. Meincke, Die Beweise far das Dasein Gottes. HeiH
beig, 1895; E. Melser, Der Beweis fikr das Dneein Gon-t,

Neisse, 1895; J. R. Seeley. Natural Rdigian, 4th eil.

London, 1895; C. Voysey, Theism as a Science of yahrs.

Theology and Natural Rdigion, ib. 1895; idem, Lert*^^

on the Theistic Faith and its Foundations, ib. 1895; Dtt»

of Axgyll, Philosophy of Bdief, London, 1896; O. Beip?

Lee Origines de la philosophic rSde iVathtieme spirituOiUf

Brussels, 1896; L. Buchner. GoU und die WiasentcKy
Leipsic, 1896; F. Drion, Prewoe phQosophi(iue de Ftsif

tence de Dieu, Brussels, 1896; G. Allen. The Bvoliauf% •».

the Idea of God, London and New York, 1897; J. M. B^
win. Social and Ethical Interpretations in Mental Desds>
ment. New York, 1897; E. B. Gamble. The God-Id^ cj

the Ancients, New York and London, 1897; W. Jaasei

The Will to Bdieve and Other Essays, New Y'ork, li^':

J. Royce, The Conception of God, New Yorik, 1897: J

Lindsay. Recent Advances in Theistic PhOoeophy, Edr
burgh, 1897; R. M. Wenley, Contemporary Theolegv ^'^

Theism, ib. 1897; P. Bard, Das Dasein Gottes, SehwessL.

1898; C. Bensow, Ud>er die Moglichkeii tines ontolosiffts

Beweises flir das Dasein Gottes, Rostock, 1898; L. T. <% >.

The Basis of Early Christian Theism, New York« IH^

J. B. Heinrich, Der kosmologische Gotteabeweis und Ke?J

'

Kritik der reinen Vemunft, Mams, 1898; E. Rolfet. I-

Gotteabeweise bei Thomas von Aqmn und AritSetA*

.

Cologne, 1898; R. de a^rg, NicessiU mathSmaiupa :^-

rexistence de Dieu, Paris, 1899; C. F. D'Aroy. Idea!.^

and Theology, London, 1899; J. Geyser, Das philosophic* •

Gotlesproblem, Bonn, 1899; J. Iverech, Theism in the L>;*-

of Present Science and Philosophy, New York. 1889; J. F

Brisset, La Science de Dieu, Paris, 1900; L. Dteeis. £>>'-»

d Fhomme, Paris. 1900; J. T. DriscoU, Chrielian Pib:.^*^

phy: God, New Yoric, 1900; J. H. Kennedy. Gettev^^^
und modeme Weltanschauung, Berlin, 1900; J. Martiarr^
A Study of Rdigion, London, 1900; P. Schwartxke^^
BeweU fUr das Dasein Gottes, HaUe, 1900; M. Valmtsy.
Natural Theology, or Rational Theism, New York. 1^>'

J. E. Alaux, Dieu et le monde, Paris, 1901; X C^kleeor.
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The PhUoMphy ofRdioion in England and America^ Edin-
buish and New York, 1901; idem, SeUcUona from the

Literature of Theum. Some principal Types of Reliffioue

Thought, Edinbuixh, 1007; J. A. Leighton. Typical Mod-
em Conceptiona of God, New York, 1901; Archibald
itobertaon, Regnum Dei, New York and London, 1901;
R. RochoU, Der chrisUiche OoUeebegriff, G5ttingen, 1901;
G. Spicker, Vereuch einea neuen Gotteabegriffa, Stuttgart,

1901; H. Walter von Walthofen, Die Gotteaidee, Vienna,
1901; J. Fiake. Coamie PhUoaophy, Boston, 1902; J. J.

'Hgert, Theiam, London, 1902; A. Eleutheropulos, GoU,
Menachen, 2d ed.. Berlin. 1903; J. Ralf. Wiaaenachaft der
GotUaeinheit, Leipsic. 1903; B. Baentsch, Altorientaliacher

und iaraelitiacher Monotheiamua, Tabingen, 1906; F. J.

McConnell, The Diviner Immanence, New York, 1906 (dis-

tinguishes theism from pantheism); K. MQller, Chriaten-

turn und Moniamua, 1906; W. L. Walker, Theiam and a
Spiritual Moniam, New York, 1906 (proposes a spiritual

monism as against the material monism of Haeckel);
R. de Bary, The Spiritual Rettoji of Chriat urithin the

Church. Papers on Chriatian Theiam, London, 1907;
A. Drews, Der Moniamua, vol. i., Jena, 1907; B. Wilber-
force. New Theology. Thoughta on the Univeraality and
Continuity of the Doctrine of the Immanence of God, Lon-
don, 1907; F. BaUard, The True God; a modem Summary
of the Rdationa of Theiam to Naturaliam, Moniam, and
Plunxliam, London, 1907; O. FlQgel, Moniamua und The-
ologie, 3d ed., Cdthen, 1908; A. C. Pigou, The Problem
of Theiam, and Other Eaaaya, New York, 1908; C. C.
Everett, Theiam and the Chriatian Faith, New York, 1909;
A. D. Kelly, Rational NeceaaUy of Theiam, London, 1909.

THEMISnUS, THEMISTIAHS. See Monopht-
SXTES, S 15.

THEODORE: Name of two popes.

1. Theodore I: Pope 642-649. He was the son
of a bishop; bom at Jerusalem; was consecrated,

Nov., 642; and was an opponent of the Monothelites
(q.v.). When Paul II. announced his election to the

patriarchate of Constantinople, m a communica-
tion concealing Monothelite views behind orthodox
phrases, Theodore ordered him to depose his

fallen Monothelite predecessor Pyrrhus by a synod
and that the imperial ecthesis be vacated. After
Pyrrhus, in consequence of a disputation with the
Abbot Maximus Confessor (q.v.) in North Africa,

had returned to Rome professing his conversion to
Diothelitism, he was ceremonially recognized as
patriarch of Constantinople by Theodore. The
abjuration of Pyrrhus, however, proved to have
been only with the design of regaining his see; for

at Ravenna, after consultation with the imperial

exarch, he espoused anew the doctrine of the one
\iill in Christ. Upon this the pope assembled a
synod at Rome and excommimicated Pyrrhus
(646 or 647). After summoning Paul by appeal to
the orthodox faith in vain, Theodore also deposed
him, an act which was futile in effect. Paul, how-
ever, approached the pope half-way, if it may be
accepted that he influenced the emperor to issue the
edict which enjoined silence on the questions in

dispute, but at the same time vacated the ecthesis.

Theodore died May 14, 649. (A. Hauck.)
Bibuographt: Liber pontificalia, ed. Mommsen in MGH,

Geal. pont. Rom., i (1898), 178; Theophania chronographia,
I 509, Bonn, 1839; Mansi, ConcUia, x. 702 (the letten),
also catalogued in Jaff6, Regeata, i. 228 sqq.; R. Bax-
mann. Die Politik der Pdpate, i. 173 aqq., Elberfeld, 1868;
B. Jungmann, Diaaertationea aelecta, ii. 415 sqq., Regens-
burg, 1881; J. Langen, Geachichle der riimiachen Kirche,
u. 520. Bonn. 1885; F. Gregorovius, History of City of
Rome in the Middle Ages, ii. 139. London, 1894; M. Hart-
mann. Geschichte Italiena im Mittelalter, ii. 219-220. Gotha,
1903; Mann. Popea, i. 369-384; Milman, Latin Chriatian-
Ay. u. 274-275; Bower, Popes, i. 441-446; Flatina, Popea,

i. 152-153; Hefele, ConcUiengeaehichU, iii. 186 sqq., Eng.
tranal., v. 70 sqq., Fr. transl., iii. 1, pp. 398 sqq.

2. Theodore IL: Pope 897. He occupied the

papal chair only twenty days (Nov.-Dec.). He
exerted himself to restore to the Chureh the peace
which had been disturbed by the inquest in regard

to Pope Formosus (q.v.). He caused the corpse

of that pope to be reinterred ceremonially and the

consecrations performed by him to be recognized

by a synod as canonical. (A. Hauck.)
Bibxjoobapbt: The tractate of AuxiliuB in Mabillon, Ano-

leda, p. 43, Paris, 1723, and his Libellua in defenaione aa-

ercB ordinationia papa Formoai, in C. DQmmler, Auxiliua
und Bulgariua, p. 72, Leipsic, 1866; Jaff6, Regeata, p. 441;
F. Gregorovius, Hiatory of , , , Rome in the Middle Agea,
iii. 230, London, 1895; Mann, Popea, iv. 88-90; Bower,
Popea, ii. 302; Platina, Popea, I 239-240.

THEODORE (THEODULUS): Local saint of

Valais and bishop of the fourth centuiy. That
the Christian religion took deep root very early in

the valley of the Rhone is quite probable, especially

in view of the importance of the Pennine Pass for

communication between Italy and Gaul. Martigny,
situated at the point where the Alpine road first

strikes the course of the Rh6ne, after clearing the
summit of St. Bernard, the ancient Octodurum,
was the seat of the bishopric as well as the capital

of Valais; but with the second half of the sixth

century it lost its ecclesiastical importance by the
removal of the see up the valley to Sitten. Here is

an inscription of the year 377, showing the Chris-

tian monogram, dedicated by the first magistrate,

which points doubtlessly to the establishment of the

imperial prsetorium. To the same period belongs

the first bishop, Theodore. In 381 he appears as
epiacopus Octodurerma in the documents of the
S3mod of Aquilcia, among the zealous upholders of

orthodoxy in opposition to the Arianism of the
accused Bishop Paladius, and his name is included
among the Gallic, not the Italian bishops. But
TheoduLua EpiscopuSf who signs at a small synod
held at Milan in 390, can not be located. The
Passio Agaunermum martyrumf attributed to Euche-
rius (in ASB, Sept. vi. 342-349), represents that the
latter obtained his oral legend concerning the Theban
Legion (q.v.) from Bishop Isaac of Geneva, who
received it from Theodore; and that the latter first

erected a chureh at Agaunum (Saint-Maurice) on
the site of the alleged scene. A Valais legend, how-
ever, tells of a Bishop Theodulus, a contemporary
of Charlemagne. According to Ruodpert, a " foreign

monk," the biographer of this saint, the emperor
conferred upon Theodulus the prefecture of Valais,

with temporal authority over the entire country.
This donation of Charles proved important to the
bishopric Sitten in the later Middle Ages, on the
one hand against the House of Savoy, planted in

lower Valais, and on the other against the en-
croaching demands of a tithe on the part of the
people of upper Valais. However, as early as the
sixteenth century, this account came to be ques-
tioned by the historians of Valais. But in the eyes
of the people of Valais this Theodulus, celebrated
Aug. 16 (the historic Theodore, Aug. 26), is the
real saint of the land; he is " St. Jodem," around
whom local legend is spun. A critical illumination
of the confusion of the historical personality witb
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the non-hifltorical legendary figuxe waa finrt at-

tempted in ASB (Aug. v., vi.)f after printing

Ruodpert'a Vita Theoduli epitcopi (iii.).

(0. Metsb von Knonau.)
BiBUoaBArHT: Besides the Uteraturs under Tbuaw Lb-

oiON, consult: E. F. Qelpke, KuthetigeaehiekU der Sekweig,
I 90 sqq.. 120 sqq.. u. 95 sqq., Bern. 1866-«1: E. EsU.
KirehenffMehiehU der Sekweu, p. 132. Zurioh, 1893; M.
Besson, Reehsreh«§ gur U§ orvtnet dm MesMs df Osntes,
Laueanne . . . , Qeneva, 1906.

THEODORE OF AUDIDA. See MTflTAOOGicAL
Thboloot.

THEODORE OFGAHTBRBURT. BeeTbtodou
OF Tarsus.

THEODORE OF MOPSUBSTIA: Foremoet ez-
egete of the school of Antioch; b. at Antioeh c.

350; d. at Mopeuestia in Cilicia in 428. He was of a
distinguished wealthy family, brother of Bishop

Polychronius of Apamea. He spent
Life. from forty-five to fifty years in teach-

ing and was bishop of Mopeuestia,
392-428. The earliest reliable ixiformation is con-

tained in two letters, Ad Theodorum lapntm (MPO,
Ixvii. 277-316), no doubt by Chiysoetom, who a
generation later, when in exile, thanks Theodore for

his tried and true friendship {MPO, Iii. 060). The
second of these letters complains that Theodore,
who then had scarcely attained his twentieth 3rear,

had turned his back on the ascetic life which he had
commenced with such seal, and was occupying
himself with household matters and forming plans

of marriage. C^uysostom entreats him to return

to the monastic community. The first letter ad-

dressed to one not mentioned by name represents

the latter as in love with a certain Hermione and
sunk in the smudge of sensuality and the depths of

despair. That this epistle was from Chrysostom
and addressed to Theodore has been disputed,

though not conclusively. That Theodore heard

the rhetorician Libanius is more than probable,

but that he did so contemporaneously with Quysos-
tom and renounced the world at the aame time with

the latter seems highly improbable, considering

the difference in their ages and silence on the part

of Chrysostom. It must, therefore, be assumed
that Theodore's renunciation of the world and
subsequent " fall " belongs to the period when
Chrysostom was living as a monk in the moun-
tains about Antioch. It is an old and credible

tradition that the counsels of Chrysostom induced

Theodore to return to the monastic life. That
Theodora was a disciple of Diodorus is evident from
his theology and exegesis, as well as from the direct

testimony of the historians; and the testimony of

Theodoret that this was in companionship with
Chrysostom may, for at least a {)eriod, be credited.

Afterward both were disciples of Flavian, bishop

of Antioch, who undoubtedly consecrated Theodore
presbyter in 383. In 394 Theodore took part in a
s3mod at Constantinople, on which occasion possibly

it happened that the Emperor Theododus (q.v.), as

is said, was impressed by his preaching. Diuing
this period he wrote a mass of exegetical and po-

lemical works. He entered into the Pelagian discus-

sion and in 420 received Julian of Eclanum (q.v.)

fmd bis associates. His fame extended far beyond

the boundaries of his diooese; and he died at peace

with the Church, though not before suffering skk

individual antagonisms.

Of his numerous works only a few comment&ns

are preserved more or less intact; of the rest obIt

meager fragments are extant. A list of the wo^is

given by Ebed Jesu (d. 1318; cf. J. S. Assemsni, B^

Uoiheca orierUalta III., i. 30-^, Rooe

Works. 1719-28). Theodore wrote Commo-

taries on Genesis, Ptelms, the majorsLi

minor prophets, Job (dedicated to Cyril of Alexas-

dria), Samuel, Eodesiastes, and on all the boob d

the New Testament excepting Ifark, tiie CaUxie

Epistles, and Revelation. Of those on the Paufiss

Epistles an old Latin translation has been isosi

together with the Greek fragments by Svete.

Of all the commentaries only that on ^ mbc:

prophets is wholly extant in the original and a

Syriao version of the commentary on John bs

been issued by Chabot. De taerammtU was mos

probably identical with the Liber arcananm mo-

tioned by a contemporary of Ebed Jesu, and ritk

Sermonea myBHci (Hesychius), and Codex vtystiai

(Facundus); and De fide was probably identbl

with the Cateckiemue died by Marius Hercator.

Ad baptuandoe dted by the council of S53, and Ai

baptixatoe cited by Facundus. The most freqaentlj

cited dogmatic work was De ineamatione {Peri »

enarUkrlipeeeiie)^ in fifteen books, against the Ap(^

Hnarians and Anomians, written while he was preei^

ter (Gennadius, De vir. iU., xv.), thirty years before

the De aeeumente ei aseumpto. This was evidentij

also on the incarnation, bearing on the " two soos"

as alleged of the Antiochians. Hence, this vort

is no doubt identical with De ApoUinario et ejss

hareei, from the introduction of which, deaiin^

with the reproach of the " two sons," Facundifi

preserved a laii^ fragment. Fragments in cita-

tions are preserved of two books Adversus Eun^-

ffttum, and of two Advereue aeaererUem peccatum is

natura insUum esae; one fragment is preserved of the

five books of Advereue aUegorieoe probably identical

with De aUegoria et histona ctmJtra Origenem dedica-

ted to Cerdo; two fragments perhaps remain of the

Liher margaritarum, '* in which his letters are col-

lected." Ebed Jesu mentions also a book ProBo^
which others have r^;arded as a part of Adverts

Eunomium (ut sup.), the work having possibly be-

come dismembered in its Syriao form (Fritzscbe, pp-

96-97). In its original, the work entitled, " In Be

half of BasU, A^dnst Eimomius," consisted cf

twenty five books (Photius codex 4) or even twectr-

eight (Photius, cod. 177; cf. Leontius, AdventaEi^

ckianoB et Neetorianoey iii.; MPO, Ixxxvi. 13^)

Works wholly lost are two works De sptrihi««^

De eacerdoHo; two books Adverawa magiam, the coe*

tent of which is somewhat discussed by Photius; ^^

numachos; De obecura locuiione; De perfedioM op^*

urn; and Sermo de legidatione, Ebed JesaP^^
to give a complete catalogue, and what is preserrea

elsewhere may have been contained in the worb

named in this list. Such remainders are a fragnieDtd|

Exodus, four of Canticles, and four of Mark, aH ^

which have been published, and unpublished i^
ments exist of catensB on Leviticus, Numbers, I>^

teronomy. Judges, Ruth, Kin^, and th^ Catbo^
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Epistles. The authenticity of the imprinted frag-

mentB is by no means certain, and what actually

comes from Theodore was not necessarily derived

from a commentary on the book to which the ca-

tena refers. Thus some genuine fragments from
Canticles may have descended from a letter; but
that they were taken from a commentary is im-

probable, for Theodore r^;arded Canticles as a
profane love-song and, therefore, esteemed it of

little value (Leontius iii. 16). He certainly did not
ccxnment on the Catholic Epistles (ib., p. 1365) and
that he wrote a commentary on Mark is not probable

in view of the list of Ebed Jesus and his own refer-

ences exclusively to the interpretations of the other

Gospels. The fragment of De irUerpreiaHone symboU
S18 pairum (MPG, bcvi. 1016; Swete, ii. 327) and
the symbol of Theodore (MPG, btvi. 1016-1020;

Swete, ii. 327-332) may without hesitation be re-

ferred to the work Defide. Only three printed frag-

ments remain unassigned to the works mentioned

by Ebed Jesu; namely, the hynm (E. Sachau, p.

58), the LUurgia Theodori (E. Renaudot, LUwr-
gianan orienUdium coOeetio, ii. 616-621, Rome,
1716), and the citation from a woric " On the

Miracles " (MPG, Ixvi. 1004; Swete, ii. 339). The
hynm is from Ephraem; the citation may not be
genuine; and the liturgy, though accepted by
Leontius (iii. 19) and Swete as genuine on account

of language and thought, yet may be of Nestorian

origin and merely referred to Theodore even as early

as the time of Leontius.

Theodore was the ckissical representative of the

school of Antioch. For his christology see Nbs-
Tomus; for Nestorius represented the same ideas,

and, apart from the incipient antagonism to the

theotokos ("mother of God''), more
Signifi- prudently than Theodore. 1^ eze-

cance. getacal method of the Antiochians,

however, is best represented by Theo-

dore, althou^ his most important hermeneutical

work is lost (Adversua aUegorieaa). Photius states

of him that " avoiding the tendency of allegory, he

made his interpretation according to histoiy

"

(codex 38; MPG, dii. 72); and this statement is

corroborated by theoretical discussions on the part

of Theodore himself (Swete, i. 73 sqq.). The Old
Testament he treated in the way which he assumed
Paul followed; not by discarding its history, but

by setting foith the resemblance of this to New-
Testament materials in order to make it profitable

for the present. He recognises few direct messianic

prophecies. The prophets and psalms are first ex-

plahied with reference to their own times; but,

oonvineed of the preparatory nature of the Old-

Testament economy, he frequently asserts that

what was reported in the Old first reached its full

meaning in the New. The complaint of Leontius

(Mi. 16) that Theodore rejected the superscriptions

to the Psalms, in historical interest, is scarcely

eocaggerated. His depreciation of Oanticles as

a profane love-song (MPG, bnd. 699-700) was due
to his aversion to allegorising; and his inability to

appreciate the poeey ot Job, to his prosaic historic

Interest (Leontius, ziiL 1365). His attitude to the

canon did not exclude the relative value of books

(cf. MPG, Ivi. 697); it is probable that he rejected

XI.—21

Esther and the Apocrypha (Kihn, } 54, pp. 6i-
65), but scarcely credible that he excluded Chron-
icles, Esra with Nehemiah (Leontius, xvii 1368),

and that he rejected from the canon (Canticles and
Job (iii. 16, xiii. 1365) is improbable from the fact

that he wroto a commentary on Job. Theodore
appears to have had the ancient Syrian canon, which
contained only the Gospels, the Acts, and the
Pauline Epistles (see Canon of Scrifturb n., § 6).

The high recognition of Theodore did not long con-
tinue undiminished after his death, although he
had enthusiastic adherents even after the condem-
nation of Nestorius, wherever the Antiochian
tradition prevailed, and his repute as exegete had
not wholly subsided in the orthodox Chiuch of the

succeeding century, as proved by Photius and the
catens. Soon after the Council of Ephesus (431),

which condemned his creed without mention or

censure of him, he was included in the condemna-
tions of Nestorius. Independently of each other

liarius Mercator, stirred by Theodore's attitude

toward the Pelagian controversy, and Rabulas of

Edessa, the i^xwtate of the Antiochians, opened the
attack. The latter called the attention of Cyril of

Alexandria to the charge that Theodore was the

father of the Nestorian heresy. Indeed Cyril had
before 435 contracted ill-feeling toward Theodore,
as is shown by his letters Ixvii.-lxviii., Ixxi.-lxxii.

(MPG, Ixxvii. 351 sqq.); further, he wroto Ad-
verttu Diodorum el Theodorum, oi which a few
fragments are preserved (liberatus, Bremanum, x.,

MPL, bjviii. 991; cf. MPG, bnvi. 1437-1452). The
name of Theodore was henceforth involved in the

partisan strife of the period, resulting in the final

tragical transaction instigated by the polemics of

the Scythian monks (liaxentius, MPG, Ixxxvi. 85;

Leontius iii. 7 sqq., MPG, Ixxxvi. 1364 sqq.);

Justinian condenmed with the Three (Chapters (see

Thbxb Chapfbb Contbovbbst) the person and
^writings of Theodore, and in spito of the resistance

of the West pressed this anathema through the

council of 553. (F. Loore.)

BiBUooaAnrr: Themostoomideteooneotkniof th6"WoikB"
of Theodore is in MPO, bnri 1-1020» (torived from the eai^

Best of the followinc named works: Fraomenia patrwm
Orwconim, ed. F. MOnter, vol. i., Copenhagen, 1788;
Scnptorvm vtUntm nova eolUeUo^ ed. A. Mai, vols, i., vi.,

TiL, Rome, 1825-8ft, and the same author's Nova patrwn
hibHotkoea, vol. viL, ib. 1864; Thoodon AnUoekeni, Mop-
mimCuh epitoovi q^m tv/penunUt ed. A. F. V. von Wes-
nem, vol. i., Berlin, 1834; TKoodori epiooopi Mopoun-
Kilt «it Novum Tmkmentum, ed. O. F. Fritssohe, Zurich,

1847, the same scholar's ed. of the Ds ineamaiume FiUi
Doi, ib. 1847-48; J. B. Pitn, SpieOoffium SoUomenoo,
vol. L, Paris, 1852; Thoodori . . . eommeniarii nupor cie-

UeU, ed. J. L. Jaoobi. Halle, 1856-68; P. de Latarde, Ana-
toda Swriaea, Lelpsie, 1868; Theodori Mopmtotlim fno-
mmUaSyriaea . . . ed. . . . E. Saohai^ ib. 1800; Thoodori
im epiototao . . . PavU oommoniarU, ed. H. B. Swete, 2
vob.. Gambridie, 1880-82; F. Baethgen. hi ZATW, 1885,

pp. 68-101; hk eommentaiy on John, ed. J. B. Chabot,
Fkiil, 1807; PiolopM to a possible commentary on Acts by
E. von DobsohQts, in AJT, ii (1808), 853-387; J. liets-

mann, hi 8BA. 1002, pp. 834-344; O. Dittiich, ZATW,
Beihefte, vi (1002).

On the life early aeeounts are: Ghiysostom, SpiiL ad
Thoodmrum ktpomm; Theodoret, HioL ooeL, V., zzziz.;

Soerates, Hiot, sod., VI., iii; Gennadius. Do vtr, tS., xii.,

Eng. transl. hi NPNF, 2 ser., iiL 338. Consult further:

DCS, iv. 034-048 (minute, searching, and comprehen-
sive); Leo AUathM, ia MPO, bcvi. 77-104; TiUemont,
JflsisiVsi, sL. siL 48»-463. 073-074; Fabrieras-HailQi,
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Biblioiheea Orma, z. 849-M3, H«mbiii|, 1807; A. Mai,
Nova eoiUcHo, L* pp. xviii.-xzx., and vi, pp. t.-zziL;
idem, in MPG, IzvL UO-123; R. E. Klener. Symbolm lU-
teraria ad Theodorum . . . perfinentet, GAttincn, 1836;
O. F. FritMohe, D* Theodori MopmstUni vita H aenpii9
eommeniaiio, Halle, 1830; W. C. H. toe Water. Spmsimm
cbvervaUonum de Theodaro . . . XII. firopheuintm mino'
rum inUrpreUt Amsterdam, 1837; F. A. Speoht, Der ex«-

oeHtehe Standpunkt dea Theodor von Mopoueotia ....
Munich. 1871; H. Kihn, Theodor von MopntnUa und
JttnUiua ii/KJbonua aU Exegeten, Fraburg. 1880; W.
Sanday, in BzpooUor, June, 1880; T. K. Cliesme, in Tho
Thinker, iii (1893). 496-408; J. Fessler, InsHhOionM pa-
troloffia, ed. B. Jungmann, vol. ii., part 2. Innsbruck.
1896; T. Zahn, in NKZ, zi (1900). 78»-806; Baiden-
hewer. PatrologU, pp. 279-282, Eng. transl.. St. Louis,
1908; and the introduotions to the various editians noted
above.

THEODORE THE STUDITE : Monk of the East-
ern Churchy and abbot of Studium; b. perhaps no
the paternal estate on the east coast of the Sea of

Marmora, near the modem Brusa (57 m. s.8.e. of

Constantinople), in 769; d. in exile on the island of

Chalcis Nov. 11, 826. Theodore was instructed by
his uncle Plato, abbot at Saccudium, became priest

784 or 787, and head of the monastery in 794. A
raid by Arabs drove the monks to the city of Con-
stantinople, where they entered the Studium,
which under Theodore's leadership attained great

celebrity and its pinnacle of greatness. Yet Theo-
dore passed only half of the twenty-eight years of his

abbacy in the monastery, h&ng in frequent exile be-

cause of his participation in the controversies of

the times.

Theodore's genius was rather practical than
speculative; he had a good education, and wrote
exceedingly well. The most important of his wri-

tings are monastic addresses and letters. One work
is dogmatic—^that on the image controversy (MPO,
xcix. 327-426), marked not so much by a w«dth of

knowledge as by clear argumentation. Theodore's
significance lies rather in his ecclesiastical states-

manship, he being a worthy champion of ecclesiasti-

cal freedom; indeed, he is the one Greek theologian

who contended for the separation of Church and
State. The canons were to be enforced even against

the emperor's will. This is the fimdamental tone in

the so-called Moechianic strife over the emperor's
divorce and remarriage. He renewed the con-

troversy after the death of Constantine when the
Emperor Nicephorus raised a layman to the patri-

archal chair; he felt himself, a mere abbot, the

defender of the Church, sparing not even the patri-

arch. While Roman Catholics claim him as a sup-

porter of papal primacy, his letters show him to

have regarded the pope merely as the patriarch of

the West. His position led to trouble later, when
the monks, after 843, were drawn into schism, under
the Patriarch Methodius, but were subdued on the

principle that monks were subject to the priests.

Theodore was essentially the abbot, and as such a
reformer ofmonasticism. The iconoclastic controvei^

sies (see Images and Imaqs Wobship, II.) had im-

paired monastic discipline, and Theodore went back
to the rule of Basil, so fastening the regulattons upon
the Greek monasteries that the modem rules practi-

cally perpetuate his own, which are to-day the basis

of Russian monasticism. The two catechians still in

use in the monasteries bear witness to his pastoral

care of the monks, the smaller containing a selection

of his extempore addieeses and the knger three

series of sermons. Even while in exile he maintBiiied

his discipline by means of letters instructing the

administrator, eiiowing a truly apostolic dispoflttioD

and coounand. His ministrations extended be-

yond the cloister, as when he oiganised an asBoeia-

tion for the burial of the poor. Another actiritj

of Theodore was in hjmmology, a laige number of

hymns being accredited to him, and these of higb

emotional and intellectual quality. He also re-

vived the eut of making digrams, which he used

with exceeding richness. His reputation in the

Greek Church has not equaled his capacity or fail

desert. His was a master mind, but worked prin-

cipally in the cloister. (E. voK DoBscHOn.)
BauoGBAPBT: The " Woiks " are b«it oonsvlted in MPQ,

zciz.; 277 letten and » luBe numher of disooaaes m
gjvm in A. lCai« Nova pairum hMiotheoa, viiL-ix., Robb.
1871-^; the Parva Cateeho$u, ed. Zacharias. Bppmxvi
at Hennupolis, 1887, and ed. E. Auvny and A. Tw^ud,
at PariB. 1891; the Magna CaUehooiB, ed. A.. Papadopee
loe-Kerameua, at St. Petenburg, 1904. Eazly aoanai
are moet conveniently ooUected in MPO, xdz. 49-318.

803^860. 883-1670. 1813--49. in the shape of eaily Hm
traatiaee, and his own letten and other matenals. OoBHit
also: Knimbaoher. Geaehiehte, pp. 147-151, 71^715 el

passim; J. J. MlUler and J. V. BeumeDing. De otudio emt-
hio Conatantinopolitano, Leipeic, 1721; Fabrieius-Haria^
BQOuHkoca Ormca, x. 434-474. HambuxB. 1807; J. Biehtec
in KathoUk, Ur, 2 (1874). 385-414; K. Schwankwe. Dm
BUderwbreit, pp. 123 sqq.. Qotha, 1890; A. Toogaid. U
Porvfcution ieonocUute d^aprU la corretpondanea do 8L TU-
odorvSludiU, Paris, 1891; C. Thomas. Thoodarmm Stoim
und $oin ZeUaUor, Osnabrflok. 1802; Schievito, Do 8. Tkm-
dorot Breslau. 1806; L. Vigneron, Ulmage oainte. Bid,
hymnnHno du vut. oikie, Paris. 1896; K. HoU. in Promtt
ocho JahrbHehor, 1898, pp. 107 sqq.; A. Femdoo. Dm
Bmiu d«tmonmOrw& B^tMiios. Paris, 1896; P. J. PacpNie.is
Bysfml»nMc^ZMtedbn/C,viii (1899). 98-101; G. A. Sebiri-

der, Dor hoUiae Thoodorvon Studion, wein Ltbon und WiHm,
Monster. 1900; Alice Gardner, Thoodoro of Studimm, Bu
Life and Timea, London,1905; G. Diehl, Fiouroobuwadmm,
Paris. 1906; Hamack. Dogma, iv. 328 sqq.; Geillier,A^mb
socris. xii. 298-320; DCB, iv. 955-966.

THEODORE OF TARSUS: Seventh archbishop

of Canterbury, and the " first to ^pdiom the ifhok

English church made submission " (Bede, Hid.

eed., iv. 2); b. at Tarsus in Glicia, about 602; d. st

CSanterbury, Sept. 10, 690. In 667 he was in Rone
when the pope, Vitalian, was searching for a primate
for the English Church, ArchbiBhop Deusdedit (q.v.)

having died in 664 and Wighard, who came to Rome
for consecration, having also died shortly aller

his arrival there. Theodore was reoommended by

Hadrian, abbot of a monasteiy near Naples; Beds
deteribes him (iv. 1) as " well-trained in secular and
sacred learning, fainiliar with both Latin and Greek
literature [he had studied at Athens and was icaOy

a learned man], of high character, and of vn-
erable age, being sixty-six years old." He was onlya

monk at the time, but was ordained subdeaeoii ia

November, and was consecrated archbidiop, Mv.
26, 668. He left Rome in May, accompanied hf
Hadrian and Benedict Biscc^ (q-v*)> ^>ent the wia-

ter at Fniie with Bishop Agilbert, and leaded
Oanterbuiy, May 27, 669. The English ehurdi was

much in need of oiganisation and discipline. t%B

bishoprics, with one or two exc^ttons, were vacaat*

and were laige, unwieldy, and shifting. Hie Ra-

man party had prevailed over the Oeltie at ti»

Synod of Whitby (q.v.) in 664, but the resuH wis

yet to be made effective and ill feeling
"
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Strang. Theodore visited all parts of the island,

introduced unifonnity in worship and customs,
filled vacant bishoprics, created new ones, and
made Oanterbury a center of learning. On Sept. 24,

673, he held at Hertford a synod, which is regarded
as the first English national assembly; articles

were then agreed upon for the government of the
church. A second synod was held at Hatfield in

080. Theodore's character and ability are shown
by the success of his plans, and his services to the
^"g^'^^ church and F^nglii^K learning can hardly be
overestimated. He is supposed to have written a
PenitenHal, but if so, it is not now known. A work
by another hand, embodying his views, is in Haddan
and Stubbs, CmnciU, iii. 173-213.

Bebuoorapht: Bede. HiH, eecL, It. 1-3, ft, 6, 12, 17, 21,
T. 3, 8; Haddan and Stubba, CowunU, iU. 114-227; WiU-
Jam of Malmesbuiy, Gaato pontifieum, book i.; Oemae of
Ganterbuiy, Acta p<mHficum, in Stubba, ut sup.; ASB,
Sept., vi. 55^82; ASM, u. 086-003; W. F. Hook, Lioea
oftkm ATchbiahops of Canterbwry, i. 145-175. London, 1860;
J. R. Green, Makmo ofBfii/landt 2 vols, passim, ib., 1807;
J. H. Overton, The Church in BngUand, i. 71-80 et passim,
ib.. 1807; W. Bricht, ChapUrc in BaHy BngHith Church
HiBiory, pp. 251-262, 273-284, 318^21, 357^61, 304-306,
3ded., ib. 1807; Q. F. Browne, Theodore and Wilfrith, ib.,

1807; W. Hunt. Bngiieh Church . . . {697-1066), passim,
ib. 1800; DNB, Ivi. 12^126; DCB, iv. 026-082.

THEODORE AUD THEOPHANES (GRAPTOp:
Illustrious martyrs of the iconoclastic controversies

(see Images and Imaoib-worship).

1. Theodore was bom at Jerusalem, 775 (7), and
died in prison near Chalcedon (7 m. s.e. of Constan-
tinople) in Asia Minor, Dec. 27, 840 (7). With his

father Jonas and his brother Theophanes, he entered

the Sabaite monastery and came to Constantinople

meet probably under Michael Rhangaba, where the
brothers contended and suffered in behalf of the
images under Leo the Armenian. Under Michael
Balbus they dwelt at Soothenion on the Bosporus.
Theophilus banished them to the island of Aphusia.

On July 18, 836, they had their foreheads branded
with twelve iambic verses (whence the name graptoi) .

Theodore died in prison. The logoi of Theodore on
the image-cult, mentioned by biographers as kuno-
btkes, have not been recovmd. Several writings

belonging to the Patriarch Nioephorus have be^
erroneously attributed to him, also a biography of

Nicephorus (q.v.).

d. Theophanes, brother of Theodore, was bom
Bt Jerusalem, 778; and died at Nicna, Oct. 11,

845 or 851 (?). He survived the restitution of or-

thodoxy under Theodora and was made archbishop

of Nicsa. His remains were interred in the Chora
eloister. Theophanes was one of the most i^olific

and famous religious poets of the CSiurch. W.
Cbrist counts among the meruBa (mentBon: a book
containing the troparia or short hymns for the

immovable feasts of the month the name of which
stands on the titie-page) in print 151 eananes

(groups of nine odes each) of Theophanes. The
authenticity of most of them awaits critical investi-

gation. One of them is to his brother to be sung

DO his day. (E. von DoBSCHthv.)
Dbsuoobafbt: The mmnm for %Ui% mn two blogimphies,

ooa by Simeon Metai>hrMt6B and anotherby Theodon Gen-
taeaiena Peleiologine, ed. A Pepedopouloe-Kenuneaa, m
AnaUeta lertmiuimiacie, ir. 185-223. of. . 397-390, Leip-

flie, 1897: d. MPG, ozvL M3-684: the wiitinsi of Mleheel

aynoeDue in MPG, iv. 817-088, zorii. 1804-21, and two
liTOB of him, ed. T. Schmidt, Kahri Djami, 1008; Acta eane-
torum Davidie, SymeonU, et Qeorgii, ed. Delehaye, in Anair
etia BoUandiana, xviiL 230 aqq.; £. von Dobechate, in By-
MfiitfiMcAa ZaA«Ari/^ xviii (1008), 84-02. Oooeult: Fab-
ridue-Hailfls, BibUotheoa Onaea, zL 188 aqq., Hambiug,
1808; Krombaoher, QeadviehU, pp. 73. 188, 588, 877, 707;
S. Vailh4. in Bwuie ds ForieiU ehrititn, vi (1001), 813-822,
810-842.

THBODORET, the-ed'o-ret: Bishop of Gyrrhus
and member of the School of Antioch (q.v.; see

also ExBossiB OR Hbrmekbutigb, III., S3); b. at
Antioch in 303 (Tillemont); d. either at Cyrus or

Pyrriius {" about a two-days' journey
Life. east of Antioch "; eighty Roman^

miles), or at the monastery near
Apamea (64 m. s.s.e. of Antioch) about 457. The
following facts about his life are gleaned mainly
from his '' Episties " and his " Re%ious Histoiy "

(Philotheos kUioria). His mother having been
childless for twelve years, his birth was promised by
a hermit named Maoedonius on the condition of his

dedication to God, whence the name Theodoret
(" gift of God ") . He was brought up under the care

of the ascetics and acquired a very extensive

classical knowledge, and, according to Photius, a
style of Attic purity. That he was a personal dis-

ciple of Theodore of Mopeuestia and listened to

duyaoetom is improbable. He early became a
lector among the deigy of Antioch, tarried a while

in a monastery, was a cleric at Qyrrhus, and in 423
became bishop over a diocese about forty miles

square and embracing 800 parishes, but with an
insignificant town as its see dty. Theodoret,
supported only by the appeals of the intimate

hennits, himself in personal danger, zealously

guarded purity of the doctrine. More than 1,000

Marcionites were reclaimed in his diocese, beside

many Arians and Macedonians; more than 200
copies of Tatian's Diatessaron he retired from the

ehurches; and he erected churches and supplied

them with relics. Extensive and varied were his

philanthropic and economic interests: he en-

deavored to secure relief for the people oppressed

with taxation; his inheritance he divided among the

poor; out of his episcopal revenues he erected

baths, bridges, halls, and aqueducts; he sum-
moned rhetoricians and physicians, and reminded
the officials of their duties. To the persecuted

Christians of Persian Armenia he sent letters of

encouragement, and to the Carthaginian Cdestiacus,

fleeing before tiie Vandals, he gave refuge.

The life of Theodoret stands out prominently in

the christological controversies aroused by C^yiil (see

NasTOBnTs; Euttchianisii). Theodoret shared

in the petition of John of Antioch to

Tlie Nestorius to approve of the term
Hettorian (Aeo(oXMw("moth^of God ''),andupon

ContiovMsy . the request of John wrote against

Qyril's anathemas.

He may have prepared the Antiochian sjrmbol

which was to secure the emperor's true under-

standing of the Moene Creed, and he was member
and spokesman of the deputation of eight from

Antiodi called by the emperor to CSialcedon. To
the condemnation of Nestorius he could not as-

sent. John, reconciled to Qyril by the emperor's
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order, sought to bring Theodoret to submisBion by
entrenching upon his eparchy. Theodoret was de-

termined to preserve the peace of the Church by
seeking the adoption df a formula avoiding the

unconditional condemnation of Nestorius, and, to-

ward the close of 434, strove earnestly for the recon-

ciliation of the East. But Cyril refused to com-
promise and when he opened his attack (437)

upon Diodorus and Theodoret, John sided with

them and Theodoret assumed the defense of the

Antiochian party (c. 439). Donmus, the suocessor

of John, took him as his counselor. After the death
of Cyril, adherents of the Antiochian theology were
appointed to bishoprics. Irenseus the friend of Nea-
torius, with the cooperation of Theodoret, became
metropolitan of Tyre, in spite of the protests of Dios-

curus, C3rrirs successor, who now turned specially

against Theodoret; and, by preferring the chaxge

that he taught two sons in Christ, he secured the

order from the court confining Theodoret to Cyrrhus.

Theodoret now composed the EronistiB (see below).

In vain were his efforts at court at self-justificar

tion against the charges of Dioscurus, as well as the

coimtercharge of Domnus against Eutyches of

Apollinarianism (see Apollinabib of Laodicba).

The court excluded Theodoret from the council

at Ephesus (449) because of his antagonism to

Cyril. Here, because of Epiat. cli. against Cyril and
his defense of Diodorus and Theodore, he was con-

demned without a hearing and excommunicated
and his writings were directed to be burned. Even
Domnus gave his assent. Theodoret was compelled

to leave Cyrrhus and retire to the monastery of

Apamea. He made an appeal to Leo the Great, but
not imtil the death of Theodosius II. (450) was his

appeal for a revocation of the judgments against him
granted by imperial edict. He was ordered to par-

ticipate in the Council of Chalcedon (451), which
created violent opposition. He was first to take

part only as accuser, yet among the bishops. Thdn
he was constrained (Oct. 26, 451) by the friends

of Dioscurus to pronounce the anathema over

Nestorius. His conduct shows (though hindered

from a statement to that effect) that he performed
this with his previous reservation; namely, with-

out application beyond the teaching of two sons in

Christ and the denial of the theotokos. Upon this

he was declared orthodox and rehabilitated. The
only thing known concerning him subsequent to the

Council of Chalcedon is the letter of Leo charging

him to guard the ChaJcedonian victory (MPO,
Ixxxiii. 1319 sqq.). With Diodorus and Theodore
he was no less hated by the Monophysites (q.v.)

than Nestorius himself, and held by them and their

friends as a heretic . The Three Chapter Controversy
(q.v.) led to the condemnation of his writings

against Cyril in the second Coimcil of Cbnstanti-

nople (553).

In literatiue Theodoret devoted himself first of

all to exegesis. The Scripture was his only author-

ity, and his representation of orthodox doctrine

consists of a collocation of Scripture passages.

The genuineness and relative chronology of his

commentaries is proven by references in the later to

the earlier. The commentary on Canticles, written

while he was a young bishop, though not before 430|

preeedes Psalms; the eommentaries on the prophets

were begun with Daniel, followed by Exekiel, ud
then the Minor Prophets. Next thit on

Works: the PBakns was completed b^ore 436;

ExegeticaL and those on Isaiah, Jeremiah, aid

the Pauline Epistles (including He*

brews), before 448. Theodoret's last exegetiol

works were the interpretations of difi&cult passa^
in the Octateuch and QucBsHonea dealing with the

books of Samuel, Kings, and Chronicles, writlea

about 452-453. Excepting the oommentaiy n
Isaiah (fragments preserved in the cateiue) aodoB

Qal. ii. 6-13, the exegetical writings of Theodoret are

extant. Exegetical material on the Gospels under

his name in the catenas may have come from Us

other works, and foreign interpolations occur in In

comments on the Octateuch. The Biblical authoa

are, for Theodoret, merely the mouthpieces of tb

Holy Spirit, though they do not lose their indiridial

peculiarities. By the unavoidable imperfectioii d
the translations he states, the understanding ia eo-

cumbered. Not fanuliar with Hebrew, Theodorel

uses the Syrian translation, the Greek versions, and

the Septuagint. In principle his exegesis is grao-

maticid-lustorical; and he criticises the intniaioQ d
the author's own ideas. Bis aim is tu avoid a odb-

sidedness of literalness as well as of allegory. Heoee

he protests against the attributing of CantideB to

Solomon and the like as degrading the Holy Spirit

Rather is it to be said that the Scripture ^eib
often " figuratively " and '' in riddles." In the Od
Testament everything has typical significance and

prophetically it embodies already the QiriflliaB

doctrine. The divine illumination afiFords the rigbt

understanding after the apostolic suggestion and the

New Testament fiilfilment. Valuable though not

binding is the exegetical tradition of the ecdeaa»-

tical toAchers. Theodoret likes to choose the belt

among various interpretations before him, p^efe^

ably Theodore's, and supplements from his ova.

He is clear and simple in thought and statemort;

and his merit is to have rescued the exegetical heri-

tage of the school of Antioch as a whole for tbe

Christian Church.
Among apologetic writings was the Ad qnm-

Hones tnagorum (421M36), now lost, in which be

justified the Old Testament sacrifices as alterna-

tives in opposition to the Egyptias

Works: idolatry (question 1, Lev., MPG, hao.

Apologetic, 297 sqq.), and exposed the Cables of

HIttoricaL the ICagi who worshiped the ek-

ments (Hist. eod. v. 38). De pmir

dentia consists of apologetic discourses, proving

the divine providence from the physical coder (cop.

i.-iv.), and from the moral and social order (cap. ri.-

X.). The '' Cure of the Greek Maladies or EnoiH-

edge of the Gospel Truth from the Greek I^ikfl-

ophy," of twelve discourses, was an attempt to

prove the truth of Christianity from Greek pbdlosh

phy and in contrast with the pagan ideas and pne*

tises. The truth is self-consistent where it Is sot

obscured with error and approves itself as the

power of life; philosophy is only a presentimeDt ci

it. This work is distinguished for clearness of a^

rangement and style. The "Church EBstoiy'*

of Theod<»«t» which begins with the rise of Aiiaa-
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ism and closes with the death of Theodore (429),
falls far behind those of Socrates and Sosomen.
It contains many sources otherwise lost, specially

letters on the Azian controversy; but it is defect-
ive in historical sense and chronological accuracy,
and on account of Theodoret's inclkiation to em-
bellishment and miraculous narrative, and prefer-

ence for the personal. Origmal material of Anti-
ochian information appears chiefly in the latter

books. Theodoret's sources are in dispute. Ac-
cording to Valesius these were mainly Socrates and
Soaomen; A. Goldenpenning's thorough research
placed Rufinus first, and next to hum, Eusebius,
Athanasius, Sosomen, Sabinus, Philostorgius,

Gregory Naiianaen, and, least of all, Socrates.

N. Glubokovskij counts Eusebius, Rufinus, Philos-

torgius, and, perhaps, Sabinus. The "Religious
History," with an appendix on divine love, con-
tains tiie biographies of thirty (ten living) ascetics,

held forth as religious models. Upon the request of

a high official named Sporadus, Theodoret com-
piled a " Compendium of Heretical Accounts"
{HcereHcarum fabtUarum compendium), including

a heresiology (books i.-iv.) and a " compendium of

divine dogmas " (v.), which, apart from Origen's

De prindfriiB and the theological work of John, of

Damascus, is the only systematic representation of

the theology of the Greek Fathers.

Among dogmatic treatises Theodoret mentions
(BpUt. cziii. cxvi.) having written against Anus
and Eunomius, probably one work, to which were
adjoined the three treatises against the Mace-

donians. There were, besides, two
Worts : works against the ApoUinarians, and of

Dogmatic, the Optw advenus Marcumem noth-
ing has been preserved. The treatises

" On the Trinity " and " On the Divine Dispensa^
tion" (cf. Peri theoiogiae kai tie theiae enanihrd-

pSeeOs; Bpist,, cziii.), assigned by A. Ehrhard to

the work " On the Holy and life-giving Trinity
"

and " On the Incarnation of the Lord " of Cyril of

Alexandria, certainly belong to the Antiochian
School and to Theodoret: To the same belong cap,

ziii.-xv., xvii., and brief parts of other chapters

of the fragments which J. Gamier {Audanum)
included under the title, " Pentology of Theodoret
on the Incarnation " as well as three of the five

fragments referred by liarius Mercator to the fifth

book of some writing of Theodoret. They are

polemics against Arianism and Apollinarianism.

Theodoret's ** Refutation " of the twelve anath-
emas of Cyril IS preserved in the antipolemic of

Cyril (MPO, Ixxvi. 392 sqq.). He detects Apol-
finarianism in (}yril's teadung, and declines a
" contracting into one " of two natures of the only

begotten, as much as a separation into two sons
(Bpiet. cxliii.). Instead of a " union according to

hypostases," he would accept only one that " man-
ifests the enential properties or modes of the

natures." The man united to God was bom of

Mary; between God the Logos and the form of a
servant a distinction must be drawn. Only minor
fragments (cf. Epiet. xvi.) of Theodoret's ddfense of

Dimiorus and Theodore (43S-444) have been pre-

served (Glubokovskij ii. 142). His chief christolog-

ical work is the Eranitiie eUri pd^fmatphoe (" B^-

gar or Multiform ") in three dialogues, representing
the Monophysites like beggars p^iMMTig off their
doctrines gathered by scraps from diverse heretical ^

sources and himself as the orthodox.
God is immutable also in becoming man, the two

natures are separate in Christ, and God the Logos is

ever immortal and impassive. ' Each nature re-

mained "pure" after the union, retaining its

properties to the exclusion of all transmutation and
intermixture. Of the twenty-seven orations m de-
fense of various propositions, the first six agree in
their given content with Theodoret. A few extracts
from the five orations on Chrysostom were preserved
by Photius (codex 273). Most valuable are the
numerous letters (Eng. transl., NPNF, 2 ser., iii.

250-348). (N. BoNWBTSCH.)
Bebuoobafbt: The editions of the works of Theodoret to
be noted ue: P. Ifaautius (Latin only), Rome, 1666;
J. Biittkmiui, Colocne, 1673 (also Latin); J. Sinnondi, 4
vols., Paris, 1642 (Greek and Latin), vol. . by J. Oamier,
1684, reissued with oorreotions and additions by L.
Sehulae and J. A. Nflsselt, 6 vols.. HaUe, 176»-74, re-
produoed hi MPQ^ lxzx.-4zxziv.; Eugenius Diaoonus, 6
vols., Halle, 1768-78 (Greek only). His ** Chureh Hii-
toiy " was fixBt edited by Frobenius. Basel, 1636; aftei^
ward by R. St^hens, Paris, 1644, Geneva, 1612; by H.
Valesius, Paris, 1673-74; by Reading Cambridge, 1720;
and by T. Qaisford, Oxford, 1864; Eng. tnmsls. have been
issued m London, 1612, 1843, in Bohn'9 BceUnaatieal
LOnwv, 1864, and (best) hi NPNF, 2 ser., vol. iii. Hk
S^rmonm de vrovideniia also appeared in Eni^lish as Th*
Mimor of DMn§ Providence, London, 1602.

Oonsult: DCB, iv. 904-010 (detaUed); TiUemont,
Mimqiree, xv. 207-340; J. Q. Waloh, Hietarie der Ket-
Mereien, vols, v.-vii.. Leipsio, 1770 sqq.; Fabrioius-Harles,
BMietheoa Qrmea, vii 277 sqq., Hamburg, 1802; F. A.
Hobhausen, De fontibue qmbue Soeratee , , . ac Theo-
dorehu . . . im eunt, G6ttangea, 1826; J. G. DowUng,
IntrodueHon to the Critical Study of Bcdeeiaetical HiaL,
pp. 84 sqq., London, 1838; F. C. Baur, Die Bpochen der
kiethKehen Geachiehteeehreibuno, pp. 7-32, Tabingen,
1862; F. A. Speoht, Der exegetieche Standpunkt dst . . .

Theodor von Kyroe, Munich, 1871; J. H. Newman, Hie-
torical Sketchee, iii. 307-362, London. 1873; A. Bertram,
Theodereti . . . doctrina ehrietolooica, Hildesheim. 1883;
G. Roos, De Theodoreto Clementie et BueAii eompilatore,
HaUe, 1883; A. Ehrhard. in TQS, 1888; A. GtUdenpen*
ning. Die Kirehengeaehichte dee Theodor von Kyrrhoe,
Halle, 1880; N. Glubokovskij, m Russian, Moeoow, 1890;
G. Rauschen, JahrbHeher der chrieUichen Kirehe tmter

. . . TheodoeiuM, pp. 669 sqq., Freiburg. 1897; J. Raeder,
fai Rheitriechee MiiMum, Ivii (1902), 449 sqq.; F. Loofs,
Neatorittna, Halle, 1906; Hamaok, Dogma, vols. iii.-iv.

passhn; Neander, Chrietian Church, vol. ii. passim; Sehaff,
CAriKMMiCAtavA, in. 881-«83et passim; Hefele, ConctlMii-

geeehiehte, ii., passim, Eng. tnuisl., voL ilL passun, Frenoh
transl., voL iL passim.

THBODORIC: Antipope, 1102. See Paschal IL

THBODORUS ASCIDAS. See Origbnistic Con-
TROversus; and Thrbb Ghaftbr Oontrovbrbt.

THEODORUS» th6-o-d6'ru8, LECTOR (AHAG-
N08TBS): Greek church historian. That he
lived in the sixth century is known from the fact

that he brou^t his history down to 627. Of his

authorBhip it is known only that, at the suggestion

of a friend in Qangra, he compiled a work of ex-

cerpts from the church histories of Soiomen,
SoOTates, and Theodoret in four books entitled,

Etioge ek Ufn ekkleeiaetiklfn MetoriOn, commonly
known as Historia triperfHa (manuscript, first part

mutiUted, in library of St. Mark, Venice). The
history covers the period from the twentieth

year of Copfltantine to the death of CoDfltantimit
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II. (361). The work was never printed, but an
extract waa much used by later chzonogropherB.
Theodorua' method waa to select, with verbal faitb-

fulneas, from the narratives in common the dearest
and best in style and note the agreements in the
maigin, while the parts peculiar to each were also

used and as such' specially pointed out. Theo-
dorus continued this work in a church history of

his own, banning with the death of Theodosius II.

and ending with the reign of the elder Justin (518);

but this work is lost with the exception of a few ex-

cerpts and citations in the works of subsequent
authors and in the acts of the seventh council (cf

.

MPG, boacvi. 157-2280).

(Erwin Psbuschbn.)
BiBLiooaAFBT: The earlier Utemtura it indicated in U.

Chetralier, RSptrtaire dea aounea hialoriquea du moyen, d^e,

i. 2171, Parif. 1894 sqQ.; oo the MSS. comnilt De Boor, in
ZKG, ri (1883-84). 489 iqq., 573 eqq. Conralt further:

1*, Allatitu, in MPG, Izzzvi. 1. oob. 167 sqq.; Fabriciua-
Harles, Bibliotheea Oraea, vii. 436 aqq., Hambuic 1801;
Q. Dancen, De fonitbua . . . Theodori LeeUnria et SvagrU,
Q6ttincen, 1841; Noite, in TQ8, xliii (1861), 609; Bar-
deohewer, PatralooU, pp. 486-^487, Enc tnuML. St. Looia,

1908; DCB, iv. 964; Ceillier, AvUun wacrit, xL 103-106.

THEODOSIUS OF ALBZAHDRIA. See Momo-
PflYSITSS, i 13.

THEODOSIUS L, thf'o-dyshi-us, FLAVIUS:
Roman emperor (379-395); b. probably at Gauca
(29 Roman miles from Segovia), Spain, in 346;

d. at Milan Jan. 17, 395. His father, Oiunt Theo-
dosius, was one of the last of the great generals of

the western empire, and to him the future emperor
owed his military training. Theodosius eariy had
a command of his own in Moesia; but he renounced
public service upon the execution of his father

through intrigue, after the death of Valentinian I.

(373), and lived with his wife, a woman of noble

family, both being orthodox Clmstians. In 375 Gra-
tian, in dire straits by reason of a new inundation of

barbarians, recalled Theodosius from private life

and in 379 proclaimed him Augustus of the East.

Theodosius thereupon made Thessalonica the

center of his operations against (xoths, Alans, and
Huns. Early in 380 he fell ill and desired baptism,

which was administered by the venerable Bishop of

Acholios. Theodosius then issued at Constantinople,

Feb. 27, 380, the explicit Edictum defide cathoUca as

a law of the empire, wherein the catholic faith is

solemnly acknowledged and heretics are threatened

with incisive penalties. This edict strikes the key-
note of the emperor's religious policy, clearly in-

dicating the course of its further activities.

The war with the Goths came to an end at the
close of 380, and Theodosius triumphantly entered
Constantinople Nov. 24. The ecclesiastical situa-

tion was then controlled by the Arians, and the
emperor's immediate effort was to convert them in

the spirit of his edict. Bishop Demophilus forsook

the city two days after the emperor's arrival, decli-

ning to acknowledge the Nicene Creed as the indis-

pensable condition to his further activity. The
emperor appointed as his successor Gregory Nazian-
^^^^ (<1-^-)) &°<1 ^0 same policy was pursued in a
series of edicts. Gn Jan. 10, 381, the pretorian
prefect, Eutropius, was directed to expel the anti-

Nicene heretics from the towns and ctties, while

8^K>r was dispatdied to the East to eject the Anaa
bidiops. On July 19, the heretics were foibiddea

to build new churches, lliese two edicts were also

incisively sinnnuiriied in a third edict of July 30, the

same year, while decrees were iasiiBd agahwt the

Manicheans. These measures may probably be

taken as threats intended to have restraiiuns effeeL

To this period beloogs the ecumenical Cbundl
of Constantinople (381), at wfaidi tbe Ftetor

Nectarius, a layman, was dected bishop of Oanr

stantinople, after Gr^goiy Narianien had ahdicafced

that see. This incident sealed the downfall of the

Arians in the East (see Abiamibii, I., 4, f 8; Cous-
ciLB AND Stnodb, } 3). In the proseeatian of the

religious polity, Theodosius from the outset df^iaiiiri

it important to act independently of the West. In

the year 382, there wasa pause in l^slatioa advene
to heretics. Thereafter, in June 383, aoooiding to

Socrates and Soiomen, Theodoeius muiertooJc to

settle matters by means of a religious oonfexenee at

Constantinople, whereto invitations were iasoed to

leaders of both orthodox and heretical parties. But
the conference proved fruitlesB, and decrees of July

25 and Sept. 25 resumed interdiction of rdigioas

assemblings of heretics; including the ApoUinarislB
and the Macedonians, while ordination iH heretical

ecclesiastics was forbidden. In the autumn of 383»

the emperor was wholly preoccupied with the

treacherous assassination of Gratin, at Lyons» on
Aug. 25, and the usurpation of the Spaniard
Maximus in Gaul, who was not fully cooquered
until the summer of 388. Thereupon l^telation to

strengthen the Church was vigorously resumed, and
sharp measures were passed against paganisnL
Probably in 388 the Pretorian Prefect Cyn^us was
dispatched to Egypt and Asia Minor witii the com-
mission of effacing Hellenism by destruction of the

pagan temples and inhibition of idolatrous litea

As a result, in many places, bloody tumults arose,

especially in Alexandria, where Bidiop Theophilns,
in cooperation with the dvil power, demolished the

SerafMum. Also on Semitic scmI v^iement oonfiiets

occurred; and though the detailed facte have not
been transmitted, the elegy of libanius, Peri Ma
Jdemn, discloses a great devastation in which ths
monks played a leading part. After the emperaf^s
sojourn at Milan (389 or 390), his religious policy
against the beUevers in the gods was exercised with
great finnness, finding distinct expression in a rulipg
addressed to the pretorian prefects on Feb. 24, 391:
" No one shall pollute hiniself with sacrifices. No
one shall slaughter an innocent sacrificial beasL
None shall set foot in a heathen sanctuary, nor visits

pagan temple. None shall look up to an idol made
wiUi human hands." A law of Nov. 8, 392, pJaces
animal sacrifice and soothsaying on a footing with
high treason. While the edict was running ila

course, the West had once again fallen into a dan-
gerous crisis, which required the emperor's prompt
intervention. Theodosius, on leaving the West* had
appointed the Prankish Arbogast as mentor to the

youthfiil Augustus. But this gave rise to difficulties

which culminated in the assassination of ValoitinisB
at ^^enne, May 15, 392. Arbogast elevated in \a
place Eugemus, who reluctant^ mmim^ the

hasardoua dignity, and was soon oonstraine^
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againat his Christian eonviotiony to make oon-

ceaaoDB to the importunate friends of the gods,

^lus fmganimn revived onoe more. But on Sept.

6, 394, Eugenius was slain in a .fierce battle along

the Frigidus, near Aquileia. There duly followed

the suppression of pagan superstition: Theodosius
hinisftlf took direct eontrol of the imperial sovereign-

ty and found it possible to cany out a stranger

poHey of action. It was under him, especially, that

the religion of antiquity vanished from public life

and came to be styled ** paganism.*' And with all

this went regard for the advancement of the moral
and religious tasks of the Chiuch. The emperor also

upheld firmly the cause of the State, and made
it the means of control of ecclesiastical abuse. His
policy toward the Jews opposed mixed marriages
between Christians and Hebrews, and forbade the
Jatter to hold Christian slaves. But he insisted on
the observance of the law which insured religious

freedom to the Jews, and threatmed severe penalties

ai^ainst any violence to their qnouigogues.

8<»ne significance attaches, in the life of the
eooperor, to his relations with Ambrose. According
to the account of Ambrose the following was the
course of events. (1) The assassination, by the in-

furiated rabble, of the local commander, Rotherich,

moved Ambrose to intercede with the emperor, who
oould not be induced to commit himself to a definite

promise. (2) On the contraiy, under the influence

of his ooimselor Rufinus, Theodosius ordered a
rigorous chastisement. (3) The brutal and under-
hand manner whereby the sentence was executed

does not pennit the emperor to be held accountable

for this feature of the case. (4) Ambrose failed to

make allowances and demanded penance. (5) The
ennperor thereupon submitted to public penance
before the assembled congregation.

The name of Theodosius is linked with an event-

ful period in the final stage of the Eastern and
Western Roman Empire. He was a leader who com-
bined dear insight with detennination and energy.

The combination of prince and sddier in Roman
imperial history found its last successful embodiment
in the person and deeds of Theodosius. What
seemed the impossible task of pacifying the Qoths
was accomplished. A benevolent phui of legislation

was prosecuted consistently to counteract evils of

thraoae transmission within the political fabric and
the social organism. The piety df Theodosius was
de^ and sincere, and strongly indepeudent as

agfi'^M*- hierarchical pretensions. In all his imperial

dealing h^had the conscience of a Christian prince.
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THBODOSinS ZTGOXALAS: Greek theologian

of the sixteenth century; b. in 1644. He held the
position of first secretary to the Constantinopolitan

patriarch, Jeremias II. Considerable is known of

him through Stephen Qerlach, who at that time was
chaplain to the German embasiy at Constantinc^Ie.

Geriach brought about a literary intercourse be-

tween Theodosius and certain scholars at TObiiigen.

The Turcoffrada (Basel, 1584) of Martin Crusius, a
valuable source of information regarding tiie

Christian orient of the sixteenth century, is largely

compiled from communications of Theodosius.
From the literary remains of Geriach, Crusius copied
the two brief works entitied Oeograpkioa de monie
Sinai, Atho, dUi^que OrcBcia loctt. In 1578 he sent

Geriach conomunications containing information re-

garding the bishops, priests, and monasteries col-

lected from almost the entire domain of the orthodox
churches. Bis position imder the ecumenical
patriarch as collector from the dioceses of the

alms by which the poll-tax for the Greek Christians

living under the Turkish yoke was paid to the sultan,

afforded him exceptional opportunities for gather-

ing reliable information. He is important for the

West chiefly as the author of the replies of the

patriarch to the WOrttemberg theologians (see

Jbrbmias II.). (Pmupp Mbter.)
Bduoorapht: Beekiei the Tunogrmeia of Oruiius named

in the text, eonrah: Siephtm GeHaehe dm AeUeren Togo-
ftudk, ed. 8. Gerlaeh, Frankfort, 1874; E. Le Qrand, No'
tke hibHograpMqim eur Jean et Theodoei Zygomtdae, Park,
1880; P. Meyer, Die Iheologieeke Lilteraher dmr grieehi'

eehem Kinhe im 16. Jakrkmdefi, hOpdo, 1800.

THBODOnOH. SeeBiBLBVBBSiONSyA, L,2, |3.

THBODOTUS THB TAiniBlL See Monabchian-
ISM, III., if 1-2.

THBODULP, tht'Mulf, OP ORLiANS: Poet
and theologian at the court of Charlemagne; b.

apparentiy in Spain, c. 760; d. in exile at Angers

(190 m. S.W. of Paris) Sept. 18, 821. Of Gk>thic de-

scent, unable on account of troubles to remain in his

own country, he was received by Charlemagne, and
the king made him bishop of Orleans, a dignity

which he occupied as early as 708. To this several

abbeys were added, probably St. Mesmin and St.

Pleury on the Loire, and at least Aignan. He
proved himself worthy of the trust. A collection

of ecclesiastical regulations has come down in a
twofold series of forty chapters and a longer capitu-

lary, relating to the duties of priests and i^ynods

and the welfaire and discipline of the laity, and,

particulariy, to the Carolingian policy of public

schools in villages and towns. To secure co-workers

he pec^iled St. Mesmin with Benedictines and in-

troduced monastic reforms, and he established a
hospice for strangers. In 708 he was entrusted by
Charlemagne witii a mission to Septimania and
Provence. He described this journey in a worthy
poem. He offers a word of solemn warning to the

Prankish judges against official temptations (Cair^

ffim xxviii.), and adds that in comparison with the

Mosaic, the Franldsh law was exceedingly strict.

His leniency in the judpnent of Leo HI. secured him
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the pallium. The relation between Theodulf and
Aicuin was cordial, but Alouin made an eflfort to

secure Theodulf'a aid in the Adoptionist controveny
(see AooPTioNisif) against Felix of Ui]gel. Tlieodutf

became more prominent in theology after Alcuin's

death, following in the latter's scientific method and
taking part in the dispute over the procession of the
Holy Spirit, being prompted by the commission of

the emperor. His proof of the Western doctrine
was a series of citations from the Fathers, later en-

titled, De spirihi tanelo veterum patrum tenierUUe,

quod a ptUrefiUoque procedat. His reply to Charle-

magne's circular inquiiy of 812, concerning the

faithful administration of baptism, manifests solid

learning and thorough and skilful familiarity and
thoughtfulness r^arding his official duties. What
espedally commended him to the emperor and to

posterity was his esthetic endowment. He was an
industrious student of the Fathers, the philosophers,

the grammarians and poets, and the Latin dassics

in particular. For a much admired church building

at Gennigny in Neustria he brought the model from
Aix-larC!hapelle. The Bible manuscripts illustrated

under his direction are still admired as rarities of art.

He was wont to preface a valuable oodez with a
personal autograph in verse.

Along this line he had masterful descriptive

powers; and he was easily the first poet of the Garo-

lingian period. Only fragments remain of his great

didactic poem on the revelation and acts of Christ,

on rewaids and pimishments beyond, the battle on
earth with evil, and on the duties of bishops (i., ii.).

Most charming of all, even to the present day, are

his epistolary poems; they penetrate the society

at the court, attach striking characteristics to friend

and foe, reflect on every luind the historical events

of the day, and continue tireless in their praises of

the overtowering greatness and the peculiar services

of Charles in State and Chureh (xxv., xxvii.). The
great monarch liked to avail himself of the poet's

muse, when, for instance, at the death of the queen,

704, Theodulf composed the epitaph; and likewise

upon the death of Pope Hadrian I. Tlie confidential

relations between him and the emperor were never
interrupted. He was honored as one of the wit-

nesses to the emperoT*B will in 811. He himself

lands eloquently the latter's seal for the moral
promotion of the whole people. Upon the king he
looks as the lord of the Church (zxzii.). After

the death of Charlemagne he hastened by courier to

offer his homage to Louis the Pious, and received

him with great pomp. From 818, however, his favor

waned. Theodulf was among the bishops who sup-

ported the insurrection of King Beniard of Italy

against his uncle. With its suppression, Theodulf's

fate was removal from his see and retirement to the

monasteiy. He wandered to Angers, giving poetic

vent to the protesting of his innocence and to wrath
against the incompetent judgment. The Palm-
Sunday hymn, " Gloria, laus et honor," is ascribed

to him (many versions in English, one by J. M.
Neale, " All glory, laud and honor ").

(Friedrich Wisoand.)
BnuooBAPRT: The first ooUeotion of the writiiiei of Theo-
dulph was by J. Sinnond, Paris, 1646; the most oonve-
nient source to consult is MPL, ov. 187-380; the VtnuB
contra judieeu, ed. H. Hagen, appeared Bern, 1882; for

sapplemeotaiy souroes use J. MabiUoii, Fstera aaie2«&,

L 383 sqq., Paris. 1723, Stimaad. Op^ra varia, iL 665-

808, Vsnioe. 1728, and DOmmler. in MOH, Poet. Ia
mn CanL, i (1881), 437-581. Consult: J. C F. Bifar

OmMehU der r&miachen LUUrat%ir im karoiiai^fiaektn Zal-

alter, pp. 01-06. Cailnuhe. 1840; L. Baimard, 7W
d^iipk€ Iv^ffM dtOfikau, 1860; B. Hanrteu, 5tii0«lar«a

MiforiffMt H NtUmirea, Paris, 1861; S. Ab«l, JaM>idt^
dm Jramkuehem Reichg tmter Karl dem GraB9en, ed. B.

Simson, passim. Munich, 1866; B. Simsooi, JahrtuekiT

dm fritnkiaehen Reiekta unUr Ludwio dem Frommtn, L 114

s<iq., Munieh, 1874; £. Rsehulka. Tkeodtdf Biackof nm
Orikuu, BresUu. 1876; A. Ebert* in BeriekU fiber iu

Verkanditmo der kOmoiicKen wdeknaehen Geveifwrhaft dr

WinmKhafU n (1878), 06 sqq.; idem. AUoemeiMe Gt-

•ekiehU der LUeratur dee MiUeiaUere, iL 70-84. Lnpoe
1880; £. DOmmler. in NA, iv (1870), 241-250; C. For.

UHyeme Otaria lata. Angexs, 1870; idem, Bmeort tkywmi

Ohria lata. ib. 1870; Liersch, Die GedichU Theod^ji;*

Biechofe von OrMsiu, Halle, 1880; C. Cuiasard, Thicdid^
M9ue iTOrUane, Ofl6an8. 1802; 8. Beiser. Hiei. de b
Vvioate. pp. 145-184. Paris. 1803; L. Delmle. in BAk^
Uiigue de VtooU dm ehartm, xl. 1-47; HieUrire iitUrain 4i

Id JPranes, iv. 450-474; Hauek, ICD. iL 401 sqq. et

THEOGNOSTUSy tht"e^no6^tus: AlezandrL.-i

catechirt of the second half of the third century

Aooofding to an anouymouB excerpt from the

''Christian History" of Phihp of Side (q.v.

.

Theognostua was the BucoeaBor of Fierius in tiw

conduct of the Alexandrine catechetical achod;

but the information in the excerpt is subject to sen-
|

ous doubts, which are in part capable of subetantift-

tion. GeoEgius of Corcyra named Theognosti^

as one of the distinguished teachers^ and from the
|

time of Dionysius and Pierius it has been concluded

that he was more probably the predeoeasor of tk- :

latter. His time of activity may be presumed to
|

have been between 247-248 and c. 280. Theognoe^

tus was author of a kind of compaidium of dog;- i

matics in seven books, no doubt intended for use '

in the school and entitled Hypoiypl^Beis, A bare

report of the work was given by Photius {BibUciheca,

codex 116). Fragments have been preserved, t«D

by Athanasius, aocompained with lavish ptraise for

Theognoetus, one by Gregory of Nyssa, and one in

the Venetian Codex of St. Mark. The work fol-

lowed doeely the Origenistic views, and defended

against Neoplatonism the non-etemity of matter,

the possibility of a Son of God, and the incamatioi.

Of the time of its issue nothing can be proximately

determined. (Ebwin Preuschcn.)
Bduoohapbt: The ramains are in MPO, z. 235-242; aad

with ooQunentaiy, ed. F. Diekamp. in TQS, Ixzxiv (1002).

481 sqq.; aa well aa by Hamack, in TU, ut inf. An Eq«.

transl. is to be found in ANF, vi 155-150. Beaida the

literature under Aubxindbia, School of, ocmattlt: V.
Chevalier, BiperUnre dm eourem Metariqvm du wioyo ^y.
L 2182, Paris. 1894-09, and ANP, Index yolome p. 7i

(for older authorities); L. B. Radford, Three l^eachers sj

Alexamdria, Cambridge and New York, 1908; Bardea-
hewer, GeeeMehU, ii. 195-198; Hamaac. lAUeratur, i. 437

sqq., ii. 2. pp. 00 sqq.; idem. Dogma, iiL 90 sqq.* 134. iv.;

idem, 45, 831; idem, in TU, xziv. 3 (1903); Krfiger.

Hieiorv, p. 217.

THEOLOGIA GERMANICA: A mystical work
of the end of the fourteenth century. It has attained

its fame chiefly because it was discovered and first

published by Luther. First he came into poeseaaon

of a small fragment which he published under the

title, Ein geydLich edUa BvMeyn (1516). After-

ward he obtained a complete manuscript whida
he published under the title, Eygn deuiich Tht^-

logia (Wittenbeig, 1518), reprinted under the title,
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Theclogia TetUach (Augsbuig, 1518). The edition

of Lutiber found a lai^ge circulation. In the earliest

years there were eight known reprinte, and in the

sixteenth century at least fourteen further editions

in High Gennan, the most important among which
was that of Johann Amdt (1597), appended by P. J.

Spener to the Predigten (Frankfort, 1681, and often)

of Johann Tauler (q.v.). In the next three cen-

turies, until 1842, there were at least twenty-

eight known editions in High German. Besides,

there were translations into Low German, Flemish,

English, Latin, and French. The two manu-
scripts which Luther used are unfortunately lost,

but another manuscript, dating from 1497, came to

light in the middle of the last century, on the basis of

which F. Pfeiffer published what is regarded as the

standard edition, Theologia deutsch (Stuttgart, 1851

;

£ng. transl., Theologia Qtrmanica, London, 1854,

1874, and 1893). In the preface to the fragment
Luther had advanced the supposition that Johann
Tauler was the author of the work, an assumption
which has been refuted by the complete edition,

in which Tauler is quoted as authority. In the

complete edition Luther appended a note to his

preface according to which ^e author of the work
was " a priest and custodian in the house of the

Teutonic masters at Frankfort." The same note is

found also in the manuscript published by Pfeiffer

and hence proved authentic. From a passage an-

nouncing his purpose it is evident that the author

belonged to the so-called Friends of God (q.v.),

and that he wrote at a time when this commimity
had to clear itself from the charge of connection with

the sect of the '' false free spirits " who tried to

protect themselves with the name of the Friends of

God, i.e., toward the end of the fourteenth century.

The work purports to be a guide to the perfect

life, which in a mystical way is to be found in the

union with God. Opening with the passage, ^* When
that which is perfect is come, that which is in part

shall be done away " (I Cor. xiii. 10), the work
points out that this unity is conditioned by the

coming of God into human nature in the manner of

the incarnation of Christ and by suffering in human
form. On man's part the will and desire of the

creature, which produce a false freedom, must
be thoroughly repudiated; and by love and obedi-

ence the true freedom must be attained, which is

God's will in man, and the vision of the eternal.

Thus man moves out of self into blessed imion with

God. The booklet is a compound of various ele-

ments: alongside of deeply religious practical

thoughts lie occult speculations of a decidedly

pantheistic color; alongside of suggestions of Evan-
gelical impulses, there are relics of medieval piety.

The work was placed on the Index in 1621 ; but this

as well as the claim that its author was a fore-

runner of the Reformation was wholly superfluous,

since it is now conceded as containing nothing

antagonistic to the Roman Catholic Church. It

originated in a transition period when the genns of

the new were sprouting in the old, and when,
therefore, in individual personalities, there oc-

curred a singular mixture of simple faith with

obscure speculation. Hence, it appesied to a variety

of men: to Johann Denck, to fructify his specula-

tive mystical Anabaptist ideas, the same on ac-

count of which Calvin warned the Frankfort church
in 1559; to the Pietists Spener and Amdt; and
to Luther for its Evangelical motives, particularly,

the yearning for God and the fundaznental tone of

humility as well as the denial of self, by sub-
mission to God and union with him through Christ.

(Ferdinand Cohrs.)
Bibuoobapht: B. M. Hauff, Der RdigiotuphUomfphuch*
Siandpunkt d€r , . , (Uutschm Theotogie, Jena, 1890; K.
JOicena, LtUKen Ld>en^ iii. 267 sqq.. Leipdc* 1847; F. G.
Lboo. DteHeilOehre der Theologia deuUch, Stuttgart. 1867;
F. ReifeQiath, Die deutache TheoUtgie dee Frankfurter Got-

teefirewndee, HaUe. 1863; J. Bach. Meieter SckhaH, Vienna,
1864; C. UUmann, Reformere before the Reformation^ ii.

213-232, Edinburgh, 1867; L. Keller. Die Reformation
Mind die iUteren Reformparteien, Leipaic. 1885; idem. Jo-
hann von Staupita und die AnfQnge der Reformation^ ib.

1888; W. K6hler.Lw<A«rttiu2dM KirehenoeeehichU, i. 242
aqq., Erlangen. 1900; J. KfistUn, MaHin Luiher, L 111

aqq., Bexiin, 1903; SohafF, Christian Church, vL 141-143.

THEOLOGICAL EDUCATION.
I. HIatoxy.

Before the Rise of MonaBtMton (i 1).

Monastic Schools (I 2).

The Middle Ages (i 3).

Lutheran Methods (i 4).

Tlie Reformed Chuxvh (I 5).

Effects of Pietism and Rationaliam (| 0).
Present Lutheran Requirements (I 7).

Practical and Advanced Training (f 8).

Theological Seminaries (f 9).

Types of Seminaries (I 10).

Roman Catholic Training in Qermany (I 11).

n. Supplementaiy.
Ante-Nicene Practise (i 1).

lite Middle Ages (i 2).

The Renaissance and Reformation (| 8).

America (| 4).

III. Roman Catholic Teaching Ordeis.

L History: The rise of theological education in

the early Church was slow, even being excluded so
long as the heads of congregations were chosen sim-

ply for their spiritual gifts. Up to the end of the

second century religious teachers seem
z. Before to have been self-appointed, laymen
the Rise of speaking in divine worship and also

Monasti- promul^ting their teachings elsewhere.

cism. The first official required to possess a
modicum of learning appears to have

been the reader. This neglect of theological train-

ing, due to confidence in the divine choice of suit-

able men to teach the churches and in their spiritual

equipment with the requisite gifts and knowledge,

would doubtless have been otherwise had the bishop

been considered, from the first, the proper and nec-

essary teacher of his people. Though he was gen-

erally so regarded, he did not actually acquire this

dignity generaUy until the third century, and he
was not necessarily a learned man. Christian schools

appear after the dose of the second centuiy, such
as the catechetical school at Alexandria; yet even
they were devoted rather to apologetics than to the

education of cleigy, nor were those intending to

enter clerical ranks either required or accustomed
to attend such institutions. The first conscious

beginnings of a regular clerical training were con-

nected with the rise of the clerical orders (see Apos-
tolic CoNBTiTUTiONs) in the third century, wherein
the lower orders became schools of preparation for

the higher. Zosimus (Episl., xi.) required five years
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for the lower otdea, four yean for the rab-deacon,
and five for the deaeon; and the African Chiiieh,

foUofring Qsrprian (EjriaL, zziz.), advanced no one
from one oider to another without examination.
The practical training thua afforded waa supple-

mented, doubtlefli even at an eariier date, by the
diatribef or doee perwnal aasociation with the bishop
for the inatruetion of the youni^er cleigy. By the
end of the fourth eentuiy this practise had become
more definitely org^mwnd, especially in Africa,

where, with the hdp of monasticism, Augustine
formed a sort of clerical school, though designed for

the further perfection of cleigy alr^y officiating

rather than for the training of candidates for the
priesthood. The school of Augustine was the model
for the schools of his pupils, bishops Alypius of
Tagaste, Evodius of Usalis, Profuturus of CSrta,

Severus of MOeve, and Urbanus of Sicca, as well as
for similar institutions in Spain and southern Gaul
in the fifth and aoxUi centuries, such as Lerinum
and Aries.

These institutions, of whose coutks, oiganisa-

tion, and history little is known, which must, how-
ever, have varied greatiy according to local condi-

tions, were in great part destroyed by the inroads
of the barbarians; and what prepara-

a. Monastic tions were stall made for clerical train-

Schools. ing harked back to older ussges. A
radical change, however, came about

through the monasteries, whether primarily from
the Benedictines or from Cassiodorus (qq.v.), when
the cloisters came to consider as a part of their

duties the training of recruits for the Church, and
began the foundation of monastic schools for boys.

While sporadic beginnings may have been made
here and there, especially as the reception of ob-

lates, or children brought to the monasteries in

tender years, presupposed religious training, the

first certain traces of systematic monastic schools

are to be found in the English Church, whence
Boniface and Alcuin (qq.v.) transplanted the plan
to Germany and France, thus leading Charlemagne,
about 700, to issue his CoruHtuHo de scholU per ein-

gtda epiecapia et maruuieria inetiluendU, Instruc-

tion began with the Psalter, which was committed
to memory, as were the Aposties' Creed and the
Lord's Prayer. This was followed by the Athana-
sian Creed, the exorcism, penitential office, etc., as

well as by the evangelary and the homilies for Sun-
days and holy days. Instruction in reading was
supplemented by a knowledge of writing, church
music, calculation of religious festivals, and Latin
grammar. Those more advanced studied the i^^^tiZa

paetoralia of Gregory the Great, the De officiU ecde-

naeticU of Isidore, and the pastoral epistle of Ge-
lasius, canons being required also to study the Reg-

Ida de vita carumica and monks the Benedictine rule.

Such was the chief ecclesiastical training, which
might be acquired, if need be, in the parish schools.

Those who desired still further knowledge might
study the ** seven liberal arts," which were divided

into the trivium of grammar (including the reading

of the " Distichs " of Cato and the poems of Vergil

and Ovid, or of the Christian Juvencus and Sedu-
lius), rhetoric (based chiefly on Gcero's De invent

Hone, but Uttie used except in law), and dialectics;

and into the quadrimum of arithmetic (including the

reckoniog of the church calendar), gecxnetry (which

would now rather be termed geography), music, and

astronomy (often including the mystic prc^wrtiei

of numbers). Side by side with these arts, which
individually were reckoned un-OuistiaQ exo^t in

so far as thqr bore directiy upon theolqgy, were

patristic, canonical, and (above all) exegetiesi

studies, Augustine, the Canonea eoneiUorum, and the

Deereta ponUficum being widely read.

After the rise of Universities (q.v.) in the twelfth

and thirteenth centuries, it became more aikd more
customary to seek theological training in tbem. The

monastic orders were rivals in thdr

3. The desire for learning, and many imnoes
mdille and cities made certain benefices de-

Agea. pend upon the possession of acadcmifl

degrees. Thus, althou^ the highest

offioes were filled rather by the influence of personal

favor or money, the chi^ officials and oounaelofs

of bishops and other prdates were mostly men
trained in theology and canon law. Attenqyts to

rectify a tendency to neglect the practical require-

ments of pastoral care through absorption in theo-

retical scholastic studies I4>pear in homiletic aids

and compends for the sacrament of confessiofn, and

in such worics on pastcwal theology aa the Mampu-
lue euratortim of Guido de Monte Rotherii (written

in 1330) and the writings of Ulrich Surgant of Basel

(about 1500). In the fifteenth and sixteenth coi-

turies, through the influence of humanism, thedo^
ical education was endowed with new life, and the

study of the Bible increasingly supidanted eeholas-

ticism.

With the rise of a new church eyatem after the

Reformation came the demand that pastova should

submit to an examination to prove their fitness.

Thus the Lutheran UtUerridU der ViaUatoren (1527)

required each candidate for the minis-

4. Lutheran try to be examined by the supain-
Metfaods. tendent. This provision, however,

was only temporary, and the articles

of visitation of the electorate of Saxony (1529;

1533) directed that the prospective pastor be ex-

amined at the court, while the Reformatio Witi^

bergeneia (1545) entrusted the examination to the

theological facility. The church order of the Saxoo
electorate (1580) made the chief ecclesiastical au-

thorities the examining board, a system adopted by
the majority of the Lutheran national churches.

Both Luther and Melanchthon, themselves univer-

sity men and teachers in umversities, desired the

clergy to have university training. In the fiist

decades of the Reformation this often proved im-

practical, owing to the lack of a sufficient number
of educated candidates for ordination, so that it

became necessary to employ those possessed of but

meager attainments. In the earliest period, in-

deed, the examination seems to have been essen-

tially the exaction of a promise to preach pure

Evangelical doctrine. But the insistence on t

trained clergy soon became more pressing, and in

1544 Leipsic required all candidates for the ministiy

to study at least for a time at a university, except

in rare cases where practical training had been re-

ceived. The least trainiug of the average pastor wtt
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that of the Latin whoolB, but in these religioufl and
theological instruction were important factors, and
the lectures of the teachers in these schools, who
were even termed professors of theology, gradiially

developed into compends of dogmatics. In fact,

dogmatics was the dominant subject in the theo-

logical education of the period, even to the relative

neglect of the Bible. WOrttembeig occupied a di»-

tinct position in the Lutheran lands. In 1547 Duke
Ulrich, in establishing the "stipendium" at his

national university, gave it the Augustinian monas-
teiy at Tobingen; and Duke Christopher trans-

formed thirteen monasteries into cloister schools in

which boys of fourteen or fifteen were received after

passing the necessary examinations at Stuttgart.

There they were trained in the usual couises of the

Latin schools and in the rudiments of Greek, made
thoroughly acquainted with the New Testament in

Latin translation, introduced into the Psalter and
the pericopes, and trained in singing. They then

entered one o( the four monastic schools of Beben-

hausen, Henenalb, Hirschau, and Maulbronn, where
they studied in addition the Old Testament, dia-

lectics, and rhetoric. At the age of sixteen they

entered the University of TQbingen, passing throu^
the arts course in two years, and in the third de-

voting themselves entirely to theological training.

From the very first the Reformed laid equal stress

on theological education, Zwingli changing the

GrossmOnsterstift into a theological

5. The seminary and creating his so-called

Reformed "prophecy," whereby he hoped to

Church, revive the mutual prophetic instruction

oi the early Church recorded in I Cor.

xiv. This " prophecy " was held twice almost daily,

Zwingli presiding over the interpretation of the Old
Testament in the Grossmtlnsterkirche in the morn-
ing, and Myconius over New Testament exegesis

at the FrauenmOnsterkirche in the afternoon, while

the canons, theological students, and all the clergy

of the city attended. By 1532, however, more strin-

gent rules for theological education were adopted

at Zurich, these serving as models for the Reformed
generally. The examining-board consisted of the

antistes as president, four members of the council,

the theological professors, and two pastors; and
more stress was laid than by the Lutherans on a
thorough knowledge of the Bible, the Reformed
system of training being decidedly more practical

from the start.

The Thirty Years' War brought anarchy into

theological education, and conditions remained al-

most imchanged from the Reformation period dur-

ing the seventeenth century. But after peace had
again been secured, special attention was accorded

the problem of the training of the clergy. It was
Pietism which most insisted on better

6. Effects education of the ministry, a demand
of Pietism reiterated by Philipp Jacob Spener

and Ra- (q.v.), and most fully developed by
tionalism. August Hermann Francke (q.v.) in his

Idea stydion theUogia (Halle, 1712), in

which he emphasised the necessity of a knowledge

of Greek and Hebrew for true understanding of the

Bible, dogmatics, polemics, symbolics, and church

history. Most important of all, however, was the

insistence on the practical side, which was to be
kept in mind throughout. In consequence of the
views thus advanced, several national churches re-

vised their examination requirements, among them
Prussia (1718), electoral Saxony (1732), and Han-
over (1735). The examination was placed at the
termination of the student's imiversity career,

though it might be held by the faculty, the consis-

tory, or a special committee. Many churches re-

tained also the examination on the candidate's en-

trance upon his ministry, the second examination
usually being held by the consistory. If from the
Prussian requirements it may be seen how great

emphasis was laid both on a wide range of thc^pg-
ical knowledge and on personal faith, as well as on
homiletic, pastoral, and catechetic ability and de-

votion, rationalism likewise was careful for the
training of its ministers. Thus the requirements

for candidates for the ministry in Baden-Durlach,
drawn up in 1756, exact not only a trial sermon,

but also a technical thesis in Latin, besides a knowl-
edge of theology, church history, logic, metaphysics,

philosophy, ethics, and languages. Despite these

careful and exacting requirements, theological ed-

ucation declined during the second half of the

eighteenth centiuy; but though the reaction of ra-

tionalism against Pietism contributed to this decline,

it was rationalism which earnestly labored to raise

the standard of the clergy.

The present general conditions governing Lu-
theran theol(^cal training in Germany are as fol-

lows. Two theological examinations are required:

the first, pro licerUia concianandi or pro candidatura,

at the dose of the candidate's term of study; and
the second, pro minisUrio, pro munere,

7. Present or pro ordinatione, before appointment
Lutheran to a church, though in practise it is

Require- now taken a year or two after the first

ments. examination. Three years' study in a
university is everywhere required,

except in WOrttembeig, Bavaria, and Strasbuig,

where four years are demanded, and in Baden,
where five semesters is considered sufficient. The
first examination is generaUy conducted by repre-

sentatives of the facidty, and the second by mem-
bers of the consistory or of the active clergy. The
first examination is, on the whole, technical, and
the second practical, though in the former exam-
ination a specimen sermon and catechizing are also

required, while the final examination includes homi-
letics, catechetics, liturgies, and often music. The
universities have recognized in increasing measure
the practical side of theological training, while the

devdopment of theology itself has made additional

demands on the students, as in the augmentation
of exegesis by introduction and Biblicd theology,

or of dogmatics by the history of dogma. An im-

portant place is also taken by the written portion

of the examinations; only rsuely, as in Baden, is

there a simple oral examination, except for the

specimen sermon and the catechetical exercise.

The Lutheran Church pays little heed to candidates

for the ministry before they have passed their double

examination, but from that time on, especially in

recent years, more adequate provision is made for

the furUierance of their special training. In Luther's
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opinion the best preparation for a eleiical eaieer

was pedagogy, and, as a matter of fact, the early

Lutheran pastors had invariably been teachers, a
profession to which many of them returned when
better salaries were offered, while many more were

employed in both professions simultaneously. In

Hesse pedagoor was a necessary step to the min-

istry, but such a system became impractical with

the increasing demands on the clergy and the de-

velopment of public school teachers. Nevertheless,

the close connection between the two professions'

still continues, and the pedagogic activity of young
theologians from early times is now represented by
their employment as private tutors or instructors

in private schools.

The eaiiiest recognition of the fact that the in-

terval between the completion of study and instal-

lation should be devoted to practical work was con-

tained in the Saxon church order of

8. Practical 1580, which required of all pastors a
and preliminary deaconate under regular

Advanced pastors for securing practical training

Training, in the various forms of pastoral care.

A like purpose was the object of the

"preachers' societies" or "preachers' colleges"

after the beginning of the seventeenth century. It

was not, however, until the commencement of the

eighteenth century that institutions were seriously

organized in behalf of theological candidates. In

1735 the consistory of Hanover directed that " sem-

inaries " be established for theological candidates

who had passed their first examination, their duties

there being essentially those of the deaconate. In

like manner the Dresden consLstory, in 1788, placed

the candidates for the ministry imder the super-

vision of the superintendent. This led to the pres-

ent Saxon system whereby the candidates are formed
into a society over which the superintendent pre-

sides, meetings being held at which assigned sub-

jects are discussed. Another method of theological

training is the vicariate, a system peculiar to WOrt-
temberg. Immediately after passing their first ex-

amination, candidates are employed in practical

church work, being first ordained. They are now
called vicars and are made assistants to some pas-

tor, who is required to supervise their theoretical

and practical progress. They then receive parishes

of their own, under the supervision of an older pas-

tor, or are appointed assistant pastors in larger

churches with a rehitive degree of independence,

though required, until they receive definite charges,

to report regularly on their progress to the ecclesi-

astical authorities. This system has been imitated

in other branches of the Lutheran Church, as in

Baden, Hesse, Schwarzburg-Sondeishausen, Prus-

sia, and Hanover. The vicariate lasts a year, and
usually ceases with the second examination. In

addition to these two qystems, a number of national

churches have established special preachers' sem-
inaries for the further training of candidates for the

ministry. The first traces of these institutions date

from the time of Pietism. As early as 1677 a num-
ber of theological candidates were received at the

hospice of Loccum, where they were to assist in

the cloister school and occasionally in preaching.

This aided in the establishment of the oldest true

Evangelical seminary, that of Riddagshauaen neu
Brunswick, whose constitution is dated Sept. 27,

1890. Though its statutes contain nothing epecifir

cally Fietistic, the close relations of the contenk

porary duke of Brunswick, Ruddf August, with

Spener, as well as passages in the writings of Veh

Ludwig von Seckendorf (q.v.) and Spener, imply

that Riddagshausen was essentially a foundatitm

of Pietism. The seminary contained twelve candi-

dates of superior ability, who were to remaia tt

least a year, and, if proved suitable, two or three

yean. The canonicid hours were observed rega-

lariy, time was given daily to Biblical exegesis, and

each Tuesday evening was devoted to disputations,

while sermons alternated with catechisings. The

seminaiy lived on, with many vicissitudes, until

1809, when it was destroyed by the French inTa-

sion. Another seminary was founded at Dresden

in 1718 by Valentin Ernst LOecher (q.v.), but it

succumbed in the troublous period of the Seven

Years' War. In 1735 yet another pietistic seminaiy

was established at Frankfort under the superviskm

of the senior of the clergy.

Rationalism, with its love for the practical, ac-

cepted the seminary; and its influence is appar^it

in the rescript of Charles Frederick of

g, Theo- Baden (1769), in which provisioQ k
logical made not only for thorou^ study of

Seminaries, the Bible with the help of antiquities

and church history and for preaching

and catechising, but also for classics, the history of

Baden, mathematics, phyedcs, agriculture, and

botany. The transformation of Loccum into a

seminary for preachers and the foundation of the

seminary in ^mover also date from the rationalistk

period. In 1800 the courses in the former institu-

tion were revised by Abbot Salfeld, who placed a

" director of studies " at the head of the seminary

and organised the criticism of the exercises partly

by the director and partly by the students them-

selves. This reoiganisation was taken as the basb

of the courses drawn up in 1820, when the modem
development of the institution began. After loog

negotiations the seminary at Hanover waa estab-

lished in 1816, its model being Loccum, though H
contained at most only five members and had a

director for only a brief time. It was reorganized

in 1854, and in 1891 was transferred to Erich^uig
near Markoldendorf. While opposition to sem-

inaries was not lacking, doubtless due in part to the

rationalistic interest in such institutions, many of

the conservatives favored them. Thus Frederick

William HI., in a special cabinet order of May 27,

1816, insisted on the need of such seminaries and

uiged the establishment of additional ones. The

sole result of his appeal, however, was the foundit-

tion of the seminary at Wittenberg, in part com-
pensation for the city's loss <^ its university, in 1S17.

It was not until 1854 that the matter of seminarie?

was again taken up in Prussia, when the royal

Domktmdidatenstift was foimded at Berlin. TYas

was foUowed by the establishment of the Kandida^
tenkonvikt at Magdeburg in 1857 for the trainii^g

of teachers of religion in secondary schools, and by

the seminaries of Soest (1892), Naumburg-on-tbe^*

Queis (1898), and Dembowalonka (1899; nowcaOed
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Wittenbuig), the ultimate intention being that each
province of Old Prussia shall have at least one
seminaiy.

Other national churches have founded seminaries.

To this number belong the seminaries of Herbom
in Nassau (1818), Munich (1833), Wolfenbtlttel in

Brunswick (1836; a revival of the seminaiy at

Riddagshausen), Friedbeig in Hesse-

10. types Darmstadt (1837), Heidelberg (1838),

of the Predigerkollegium of St. Paul's in

Seminaries. Leipsic (1862), Altenbuig (1883; with

courses in practical theology as early

as 1834), Hofgeismar in Hesse-Eassel (1891), Preetz

in Sleswick-Holstein (1896; a similar institution

had existed at Hadersleben since 1870 to train pas-

tors for Danish-speaking churches), and Schwerin
in Mecklenburg (1901). These seminaries fall into

three groups: obligatory of the old type (Herbom,
Friedbeig, and Heidelberg); optional (all the sem-
inaries of Old Prussia and Hanover, the Prediger^

kollegium at Leipsic, and the seminaries of Munich,

Altenburg, Hofgeismar, and Wolfenbtlttel); and
obligatory of the new type (Preetz with Haders-

leben and Schwerin). Attendance at the seminaries

of the first and third groups is required of all candi-

dates for admission to the second examination, the

difference between the two groups being that tiioee

of the old type treat those who attend them essen-

tially as pupils, while those of the new type, like

the optional institutions, allow wider scope for in-

dependent practical work and substitute confer-

ences of the candidates for lectures. In consequence

of their more elastic organization seminaries of the

second, or optional, group may also admit such
theological candidates as have already passed their

second examination. In Wittenberg and Hofgeis-

mar it is the rule to include candidates for pastor-

ates among their members, while the Domkandi-
datenstift in Berlin and the Predigerkollegium in

Leipsic accept, generally speaking, only those who
are awaiting a call to a parish, this being adopted
as a principle at Wolfenbtlttel. In Sleswick-Hol-

stein, since 1906, all candidates are required, after

completing their courses at Preetz or Hadersleben,

to officiate for a year as vicars.

In the Roman Catholic Church theological edu-

cation received a new impulse in the sixteenth cen-

tury when the Council of Trent decided upon the

training of future clergy in ecclesiastical institu-

tions, thus requiring the establish-

XX. Roman ment of seminaries for priests. The
Catholic iutvae clergy were to attend these

Training seminaries from the age of twelve, and
in Germany, in them were to receive their entire

training, except the most elementary,

which was required as a condition of entrance. The
establishment of such seminaries was made the

special duty of bishops, and many institutions of

this character were soon erected, probably the first

being those founded by Cardinal Amulio de Rieti

and by Bishop Martin of Schaumberg in 1564.

Others soon followed in Benevento, Verona, Larino,

Brixia, and Osimo. The pope often gave fimds for

establishment, thus giving rise to the " papal sem-
inaries," Gregory XIII., for instance, founding six

seminaries at Rome for the Eastern Church, the

Helvetic seminaiy at Milan, and two seminaries at

Venice. The Jesuits, however, relieved the Church
in great measure of the burden of theological edu-

cation, nor was it until the suppression of the order

that tiie ruling of the Coimcil of Trent required

earnest attention. In Germany Roman Catholic

deigy are either trained from boyhood in episcopal

seminaries, where they may remain imtil their or-

dination, or they first attend a public gymnasium,
then complete tiie three years' course at a univer-

sity, and, finally, before ordination, take a course

in a seminary, the latter institution being essen-

tially dependent on the sanction of the State. Prus-

sian seminaries for Roman Catholic priests now exist

in Treves, Kulm, Gnesen, Ermland, Hildesheim,

OsnabrQck, Fulda, and limbuig. Cologne, Mfln-

ster, Paderi>om, and Breslau have each two semi-

naries; there are theological faculties in Borm,
Paderbom, and Breslau, lyceums in Braunsbeig,

Fulda, and Gnesen, and an academy in MOnster.

Saxony has a Wendish seminary in Prague, while

the province of the Upper Rhine and Alsace-Lor-

raine have one seminary each in Mainz, Strasburg,

and Mets, and two each in Freiburg and Rotten-

burg. There are theological faculties in Freiburg

and Rottenburg. Each of the Bavarian dioceses

possesses a seminary for priests, while Mimich-
Freising has two; there are royal lyceums in Frei-

sing, Dillingen, Regensburg, Passau, Bamberg, and
Eichst&tt, and theological faculties in Munich and
WOrzburg, as well as a large number of seminaries

for hays, mostly cormectod with seminaries for

priests.

The development of Roman Catholic theological

education gained fresh impetus from the reform of

studies in Austria in the eighteenth century. The
various departments ci church history and the an-

cillary Biblical sciences were then introduced into

theological education, pastoral theology was sepa-

rated from moral theology and canon law, and sys-

tematic lectures on dogmatics and moral theology

were inaugurated. The Austrian course of studies,

covering three years, has been adopted everywhere

in GenniEmy and is still in force.

(Ferdinand Cohbs.)

n. Supplementary: The earliest Christian train-

ing was by means of personal contact and instruc-

tion, such as Jesus gave to his disciples and Paul
to his companions. Not until the simpler faith

crystallised into doctrine and a canon
I. Ante- of Scripture called for interpretation

Nicene did it become necessary to establish

Practice, theological schools. Before the end of

the second century the debates with

Gnostics and pagan philosophers made it clear that

the leaders of dbristianity must be well-trained in

theology and interpretation. Catechetical schools

became the nurseries of Christian converts and
seminaries for the clergy. The oldest and most
prominent of these was that of Alexandria. Pan-

tnnus (q.v.) was its first known teacher (c. 180),

and the school was made famous by Gement and
Origen (qq.v.). A sehod was begun at Csesarea by
Origen (231). Antioeh had its school about 290,

whm some of the most illustrious of the Church

Fathers received their training Qyril of Jerusalem
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has left a treatise on catechetical instruction that

has made him famous as a teacher. Other renowned
schools of that day were Edessa and Nisibis in the

East, and the Patriarchum at Rome in the West.
The germs of episcopal schools for prospective clerics

are also foimd in tiie instruction given by leading

presbyters or bishops to young men of promise.

The disorders of the fourth and fifUi centuries

altered many established customs. Theological

students of the Middle Ages came to depend for their

education on the cloister schools of the

a. The monasteries and the episcopal schools

Middle of the bishops. Cassiodorus in Italy,

Ages. Cassian and others in Gaul, and un-
known founders in England and Ire-

land established monastic schools in the fifth and
sixth centuries; the Benedictine order made famous
such schools as St. Gall (q.v.) and Bobbio on the

continent, and lona and Lindisfame in Great Brit-

ain; and the missionaries of the period, both Irish

and Saxon, accomplished for learning by the found-

ing of monasteries what modem missionaries achieve

by the fotmding of schools. It became customaiy
for each cathedral also to have its episcopal school,

and in 814 this was made compulsory. Education
was on the decline in the seventh and eighth cen-

turies, but Charlemagne encouraged both episcopal

and monastic schools, and at his own palace school

set an example which inspired others. The episco-

pal schools of Orleans and Reims became far-famed

in the ninth centuiy. In the tenth century lA6gB

was the most renowned school; in the eleventh cen-

tuiy Le Bee in Nonnandy hdd that position. In
such schools as these the few great scholars of that

era, such as Alcuin, Bede, Lanfranc, and Anaelm
(qq.v.), studied and taught. None of these institu-

tions ^d much more than give elementary instruc-

tion; higher educalion, when there was any, was
directed to the Scriptures and the Fathers. Many
pupils were so poor that they were forced to receive

aid. The rationalistic tendency stimulated leann
ing in the twelfth centuiy, and resulted in the dis-

putations of the Schoolmen and the establishment

of the universities. Theological schools became a
part of the university system from the thirteenth

centuiy. The Universities (q.v.) sprang up inde-

pendently of the monastic and cathedral schoQls,

but they became the centers of all learning, and
theological faculties took their place in them beside

the faculties of medicine and Law. Several of the
greatest universities, like Paris and Oxford, became
most renowned for Uieir theological instruction. At
Paris in the twelfth centuiy ten years were required

for the completion of the theological course. Bib-
lical interpretation and dogmatics made up the bulk
of the instruction, and the methods used included

lectures and disputations. Among other famous
theological schods founded before 1500 were Rome
(1303), Prague (1347), Padua (1363), Erfurt (1379),

,

Heidelberg (1385), Leipsic (1409), Louvain (1431),
Freibuig (1457), and Tubingen (1477).

The Renaissance and the Reformation had a great
influence on theological education. The xevi>^ of

the classical Latin and Greek, the new knowledge
of the East, especially of the Semites, and the ex-
pansion of the realms of science and phHoeophy,

all quickened and broadened men's minds; sad
when the spiritual awakening liberated thought

from its time-worn channels theology

3. The received a new impulse that has not
Renaissance ceased to be felt. After the Roman
and Refor- Catholic Church saved itself by the
mation. Counter-Reformation, the education of

its priesthood passed laigely into the
hands of the Jesuits, and they established numerous
seminaries all over Europe. Its educational eyBbem
of to-day includes both theological faculties in the
universities and separate theological Heminaries.

Scores of these seminaries are to be found all over
Europe, and even in England there are nearly thirly.

German humanism became transfoimed into a apk^
itual reform, and it was natural that most of the
German universities should proceed to teach Lu-
theran theology. Melanchthon at Wittenbei^g im-
pressed his ideas upon all Germany. The study of

Biblical inteipretation in the original langnages
formed the bads of educational woik. Timebrou^it
a decline in spirituality, and philosophy assuzned a
laiger place in the universities. The Hetist move-
ment and the founding of the University of HaDe
(1694) were a protest against this. Unfortunate^
the influence of the Pietistswasnotinfavorofascien-
tifio theology, and it is not strange that the reactioQ

against them went to the extreme of rationalism.

G6ttingen (1731) is a representative of the latter

tendency. Nineteenth-centuiy theology in Ger-
many has been dominated by modem sdeotifie

thought. Ferdinand Christian Baur (q.v.) at Tu-
bingen, Eduard Reuss (q.v.) at Strasbuigp and
Albiecht Ritschl (q.v.) at Bonn have each made a
mariced impress upon the theological education of

their time. All departments of instruction have
felt the new force; church histoiy has had to be
rewritten; dogma has been thorou^y reviewed and
in some measure recast. Thorough and wnifgitific

investigation is constantly demanded of students.

Not alone among Germans has this influence gone
forth, but to the other Protestant oountries of

Europe and to America the ideas and expressions of
the German lecture-rooms have made their way.
All northern Europe felt the impulse of the Renais-
sance of the fifteenth oentuiy, and eveiywhere Prot-
estant universities are to be found in the sixteenth
with then: theologioal faculties. Among the older
universities are Upsala in Sweden (1477), Copen-
hagen in Denmark (1479), Basel in Switaeiiand

(1460), Groningen (1614) and Utrecht (1634) in the
Netherlands, Glasgow (1451) and Edinbui^^ (1583)
in Scotland, and Oxford and Cambridge in England,
both dating back to the twelfth century. Theolog-
ical strife has more than once stamped itself upon
their histoiy. Calvin made CSeneva the center of

French Protestant education; Calvinism main-
tained itself in the Netheriands at Groningen and
Utrecht against Arminianism at Leyden; in Seot-
land, St. Andrews, GHaqgow, and Aberdeen have
dung to the same Calvinism, while Edinburgh has
been more open to liberal ii^Juenoes. In "Rn ĝftatA

Oxford and Cambridge have regularly oflFeied theo-
logical instruction, but they have no separate theo-

logical department. Cainbridge has been more
progressive, feeling the influence of Puritan ttod
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rationalistio movements, while Oxford has preserved
its peaceful way, little aroused imtil the Tractarian

movement be^an. Besides the universities, the

Anglican church has more than twenty theological

seminaries. The national .churches of European
Protestantism have made no provision for the theo-

logical education of Non-conformists, so that sepa-

rate schools have sprung up of necessity. Baptists,

Methodists, and Congregationalists have their own
institutions in Germany and Scandinavia, and also

in Great Britain.

In America the need of theological education

made itself felt acutely as soon as Uie first genersr-

tion of university men passed on. Harvard (1636)

was founded "for Christ and the

4* America. Church," and half its graduates during

its first oentuiy entered the ministry.

In the eighteenth centuiy several colleges were
foimded along the Atlantic seaboard, and the pre-

vailing motive was the preparation of an educated
ministry. Chairs of divinity were established at

Harvard in 1638 and at Yale in 1741, but the most
practical training that students for the ministry

received was the experience and individual instruc-

tion gained in the homes of the leading ministers of

the colonies. The first theological school estab-

lished was that of the Dutch Reformed Church at

New Brunswick, N. J. (1784). The early years of

the nineteenth centuiy produced seminaries of near-

ly all denominations, and before 1860 these num-
bered more than fifty. The growth of the West and
the necessity of teaching the freedmen in the South
have increased the number rapidly in the last half-

centuiy. See TteoLoaiCAL Sbbonaries. The
schools that form a department of a university are

most popular to-day, and the present tendency is

toward the afiSliation of separate schools witii a
neigihboring university when practicable. The regu-

lar coone of ihstruction is offered to those who are

qualified, preferably to college graduates, and occu-

pies three years. The fundamentals of theological

instruction are the literature of the Bible and its

interpretation, systematic theology, homiletics, and
church history; but the present emphasis on a
practical Christianity has r^ulted in the addition of

courses in ethics, sociology, missions^ and religious

pedagogy. The tendency of the age toward special-

ization has made it necessaiy to introduce seminaiy
and post-graduate comses; and America may be ex-

pected continually to increase her contributions to

scientific theological literature. H. K. Rows.
m. Roman Catholic Teaching Orders: The great

orders and congregations which had their origin in

the old world and were founded with the express pui^
pose of wngftging in the work of education are now
conducting schools, academies, colleges, and theolog-

ical seminaries in the United States. The rise and
aim of many of these commimities are described

elsewhere in the pages of this Encyclopedia (see

Roman Cathouc Pabochial Schools and special

articles on the separate orders). In addition to

those which receive separate treatment may be

mentioned several congregations of women, having
numerous establishments in several states. The
Congregation of the Sisters of St. Joseph was founded
in 1650 at Le Puy, France, for the Christian educar

tion of children. During the upheaval of the French
Revolution the congregation was suppressed, several

of the sisters being guillotined during the reign of

terror. The order was restored in 1807 imder Napo-
leon, and so rapid was the increase in its numbers
that it soon extended its activities, not only into

other countries of Europe, but even into Africa and
Asia. The first foundation in America was made in

1836 at Carondelet, a town near St. Louis, Mo., by a
colony of nuns from the mother house at Lyons,
France. The community is now engaged in all

forms of educational work in every part of the coun-
try. The Sisters of Notre Dame de Namur were
founded in 1803 at Amiens, France. Their first es-

tablishment in America, made at Cincinnati, Ohio,

in 1840, readily became the center of an extensive

S3rstem of schools and academies throughout the
west. The sisters conduct schools also in the east-

em states, including Trinity College in Brookland,
D. C. A branch of the Notre Dame sisters was in-

troduced in Coesfeld, Germany, in 1851, but the
members were forced by the Prussian Government
to form themselves into a separate community, in-

dependent of any foreign authority. When the
Kulturkampf (see Ui/iramontanism) broke out,

the sisters were expelled. They emigrated to the
United States in 1874 on the invitation of the bish-

op of Cleveland. The commimity now conducts
schools and academies in several dioceses. It is a
fact worthy of mention that the accession to this

coimtiy of many religious commimities has been
due to the estrangement between Church and State

in the old coimtries. New institutes have been in-

troduced thus and those already established have
had their ranks recruited by members exiled from
their native lands.

The School Sisters of Notre Dame are a branch
of the Congregation of Notre Dame, foimded in

France by St. Peter Fourier in 1597. They were
introduced into the United States in 1847. The
Presentation Nuns and various congregations bear-

ing the title of Sisters of Providence conduct numei^
ous schools in different parts of the coimtry. Other

congregations mentioned imder Women, Ck>NaR]B-

OATioNs OF, have found a home in the United States,

such as the Daughters of Jesus. 91 full list of the

communities engaged in teaching is given with sta-

tistics in The Official Catholic Directory and Clergy

List (Milwaukee and New York, 1911, pp. 794-

835).

In regard to the United States it is to be noted

that conditions have rendered it imperative for con-

gregations which were not originally intended for

the purpose to engage in the labor of education.

The Sisters of Charity, although originally founded

by St. Vincent de Paul (q.v.) to minister to the

needs of the sick and the poor, are principally en-

gaged in this coimtry in conducting parochial

schools. As the communities that were modeled
upon the older foimdations of Europe found it in-

cumbent to adapt their work to different condi-

tions, so in like manner have somo new congrega-

tions spontaneously arisen here and there to meet
the demands of the time and place. The teaching

institute of the Sisters of Loretto at the Foot of the

Gross had its rise in an effort made in 1812 by Miss
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Maiy Rhodes of Maryland to establiah a school at

Hardin's Creek, Marion County, Ky. The school-

house was a log cabin. She gathered about her a
small band of companions who were organised into

a religious community by Father Nerinckx, a Bel-

gian priest, who fled to the United States in 1804

in order to elude the order of arrest issued against

him by the French Directory. The institute was
approved by the pope in 1816. The community
prospered, and at an early period established

branches in neighboring and distant states. Its

activities extended to missionary labor among the

Indians of Kansas and New Mexico. Another com-
mimity having its origin in Kentucky was the Sis-

ters of Charity of Nasareth. Under the supervision

of Father David, a Sulpician, an institute was
formed in 1813 with Catherine Spalding as its

Mother Superior. Its members were composed of

the daughters of pioneer settlers. The institute

eventiially adopted the rules of the Daughters of St.

Vincent de Paul. It prospered and spread from
Kentucky into other western states. The Sisters

of Charity of the Blessed Virgin were organised in

Philadelphia in 1834. In the early forties they re-

moved to Dubuque, la., and have had an important
part in educational work in the west. E^specially

noteworthy is a recent institute known as the Sis-

ters of the Blessed Sacrament, founded at Philadel-

phia in 1880 by Miss Katherine Drexel and formally

approved in 1007. The sisters devote themselves

exclusively to the needs of the Indian and colored

races, and besides many other forms of activity

conduct schools, academies, and orphanages. The
income which the foimdress derives from her father's

estate is employed in maintjiining the projects of

the institute. The influx into the United States of

so many foreigners who do not speak Fjiglish

demands that special provision be made for the in-

struction of their children, and sometimes new teach-

ing communities are formed to provide for their

religious as well as secular training. The Sisters of

St. Casimir, for instance, were established at Chicago

in 1008 for the education of children of Lithuanian

birth or descent.

Bibuoorapht: The literature on the histoiy of the Ghorah
end that oa the prindpal figures in the development of

ohureh life oontains much in seatterad forai which would
repay peraaal. See alio that under UHiyntama; alio

Tkboloozcal Sbmxnabum. a very larae and useful

literature on the subject of education at larae is indicated

also in Q. K. Fortescue's Sybjeet ImUx , , , ioihe LSbftKry

of tJu BnHth IfiiMtMi, London. 1002. 1006. OonsuH: 8.

H. Vail. ITfiiMlma^ ^<fiieo(um tn <A« ir. ^. CAwreA, Boston,
1863; Aucttsta T. Drane. Chruiian SeKooU and Seholan,
or Skdehes of Education, from tiff ChriaHan Bra to iKe CouHr
eU of Trent, 2d ed.. London, 1881, new ed.. New Yoric,

1910: O. Ritschl, Cwrian von Karthaoo und die Verfde-
evng der Kirehe, OdtUngen, 1885; F. A. Speeht, Go-
eeMehU dee Unterrichteioeeene in DeuteMand . . . K» eur
Mate dee IS. Jahrhunderte, Stuttgart, 1885; A. Hamaek,
in TU, ii. 5 (1886); H. J. leaid, TradUione dm prHree de
Saint Stdpiee pour la direction dee grande etmietaiiree,

Paris, 1886; Q. Uhlhom, Die praktieehe Vorhereitung der
Kandidaten der Theologie, 2d ed., Stuttgart, 1887; C.
Braun, Oeeehi^ie der Heratubildteno dee Klertu in der
Dideeee Wirfhurg, WOnbuig, 1880; D. Cuny, CAfiiKm
Bduoation, New York. 1880; P. Durieu, Trmti de Tad-
fnimittration tomporeUe dee etminaireet Paris, 1800; J. B.
Aubzy, Beeai eur la mtthode dee Hudee eeeiitJattiytee en
France, 2 vols.. LiUe, 1801-02; A. de Qylvia, Simin&iree
et eiminarietee, Paris, 1802; F. A. Boune, Dioeeeaek Bern-

inariee, London, 1803; Q. Ck>mpayrt, Abelmd emd tk$

Orioin and Body HieL of the Unioereitiee^ London and
New York, 1803; Q. Schmidt, Die Notwendiokeit loid

Mo^iehkeit einer praktieehen VorbUdung der evangeUeekem
Qeietlu^en, Beriin. 1803; O. R. Crooks and J. F. Hunt,
Theolooieal Bneydopetdia and Methodology, PP- ^ aqq^
New York, 1804; H. Zschokke, Die theologiechen Stmdien
der Kirche in Oeterreich, Vienna, 1804; A. Cave, Introdme-

Hon to Theology, pp. 1-46. 2d ed., Edinbuisfa. 1806; F.

Paulsen, Geechichte dee gelehrten UnterrichU, 2 voIb.. Leip-

sic, 1806-07; E. Sachsse, Die Lehre von der kirekUekm
Brviehung, Beriin, 1807; H. Bavinck, Theologiecke School

en vriie Univereiteit, Kampen, 1800; E. W. Blatehfofd.
The Theologieal Seminary from a Layman'e Standpoimt,
Chicago, 1800; W. MoeUer, Hiet. of the Chrietian C4«rcA,
iii. 421-427. London, 1000; M. Siebengartner, Schriftem

%md Bimichtungen eur BUdung der Geietliehen, Freibttig.

1002; A. QrOllich, Uneere Seminarorbeit, Meieven, 1004;
W. Diehl, Die Schulordnungen dee Groeehereogtume Hee-
sen, 3 vols., Berlin, 1005; P. Drews, Der evangdiedte
GeietKche, Jena. 1005; H. Bering. Die Lehre von der iVr>

digt, Beriin, 1005; F. X. Eggendoifer, Der heUige Amgtiv
tinue ale Podagoge, Freibuig, 1007; C. L. Drawbridge,
Bdigione Bduoation, how to Improve t<, London, 1008;

H. Schreiber, Die religidee Brviehung dee Meneehen, Leip-

sic 1008; C. L. Drawbridge, The Training of the Twig:
Religioue Bdueation of Children, London, 1000; A. C.

Flick, Biee of the Medimvai Church and ite Influence on

the Civilieation of Weetem Burope, pp. 317. 356, New Yoric

1000; L. H. Jordan, The Study of Religion in the ItaHam

Univereitiee, London, 1000; Robert, Lee BcoUe et Cen-

eeignmnent de la thtologie pendant la premiere moitU dm

xu. eOcle, Paiw, 1000; T. F. Gailor, The Chrietian Church

and Bdueation, New York. 1010; F. P. Graves. A Hietcry

of Bdueation during the MiddU Agee and the TraneMon to

Modem Timee, New York. 1010; Sohaff. Chrietian Chunk,
T. 2, ehaps. viiL-iac

THEOLOGICAL LIBRARIES.

I. Eariy and Medieval Libraries.

n. In Qenoany.
m. In the United States and Gsaada.

L Baily and Medieval Libraries: The eawes

which origiDAted ancient Christian literature, viz.,

" the regulation of the increaaing diaciplinaiy,

orgamxing, and dogmatic needs, the struggle with

hereby, the neoessily of defending religion, and the

ineradicable desire for kno^dedge/' led to tihe found-

ing and enlarging of ecclesiastical libraries in ancient

Christendom in all periods of the Church's histoiy,

especially after periods of decay. Through the in-

strumentality of Origen the library at Csesaiea was

founded, enlarged by Pamphilus, and given to the

church there. From the end of the fourth oentuzy

the laiger churches had their archives and libraries,

and for many centuries there was no difference be-

tween archives and libraries of the churches, thou^
it arose later. In the lliddle Ages the church li-

braries differed from those of eariier times in that

they included Greek and Roman heathen classics;

the keen Christian opposition had moderated, and

men perceived that there was much in dasaical

literature which ministered to knowledge, partica-

lariy to theology. These classics, therefore, found ft

place alongside the literary productions oi the teach-

ers of the Church. Yet by the end of the lOddfe

Ages, many church and monastic libraries had faUen

into decay. This is illustrated by the remaric of

Pohle {KL, ii. 790) that with the general ne|^ of

literary studies in the fourteenth and fifteenth cen-

turies ignorance and inddenoe had taken hoki of

the monks of St. Gall.

n. In Germany: Luther, in the last part of bs
|

Schrift an die BUrger und BaMmrm dOer SMt \

DeuUchlands, dots aie dtria&iehe Sckulen OH^ricMn^
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remarked that neither care nor money should be
spared to establish good libraries, especially in the

lar:ge cities. This admonition was particularly taken
to heart by Johann Bugenhagen (q.v.) in the church
ordinances for congregations; he discovered ways
and means for bringing about these objects. Rules
for the care of libraries are found in the Evangelical

church ordinances of the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries, and the libraries were often most liberally

supplied through the free-will offerings of the peo-

ple. The general decline of national and ecclesias-

tical self-consciousness in Germany in the last half

of the eighteenth century caused not only a neglect

and a partial decay of the lai^ger public archives and
libraries^ but also the dissolution of church libraries

and archives. With the newly awakened church
life after the war of liberation (1813-15) interest in

church libraries was again aroused, and this interest

has not abated. When the Reformers of the six-

teenth century espoused the cause of libraries, they
had in mind the benefit not only of cleigy and
teachers, but of the congregations, as may be in-

ferred from, e.g., the Hessian church ordinances, of

1537. This demand was fully in harmony with the

general tendencies of the Reformers, who advocated
the establishment of schools for the general educa-

tion of the people. The church ordinances of the

sixteenth century, in advocating the founding of

libraries, only supplemented the general principles

of the Reformation, which demanded general edu-
cation. On this account, the church libraries of the

sixteenth, seventeenth, and eighteenth centuries

were mostly public for the benefit of clergy and
laity. The necessity for establishing people's or

parish libraries, in the narrower sense, was occa-

sioned, especially after the middle of the nineteenth

century, by the newer legislation which granted to

the people a larger share in public and ecclesias-

tical affairs, by the need of education and reading

which this participation and the growing success of

national education awakened, and in no small de-

gree also by the effort to erect a bulwark against

the intrusion of literature destructive of the best in

State, Church, and society. In this development
of the library the leading position has been main-
tained in England and America.

T. O. Radulch.
m. In the United States and Canada: The un-

usually rich development of theological institutions

in America, many of them possessing large endow-
ments, and having a laige roll of alumni among
whom have developed in some instances special in-

terests which have fostered the collection of books
upon particular topics that have eventually come
into the possession of the institutions—all this,

together with special needs, has led to the forma-
tion in many cases of libraries which have been
highly specialized, which consequently afford the

very best opportunities for investigators in particu-

lar lines of theological work. The data given be-

low are the result either of inquiries in person or

of information from the librarians of the institutions

named. It may be said, in general, that theo-

logical seminaries usually possess fairly adequate
resources for the pursuit of the studies in the

curricultmi, while in addition the histoiy and polity

XI.~22

of the denomination with which they are affiliated

will be most strongly represented in their libraries.

As a rule, in the following only those collections

have been regarded as special which have retained

their identity as collections, though in a few cases

the exigencies of library administration have led to

distribution. The institutions which possess these

special collections are noted in alphabetical order.

Alfred Theological Seminary, Alfred, N. Y:
The Sabbath Collection contains 450 vdumes on
the Sabbath question, with books and pamphlets on
the Seventh-day Sabbath, and rare tracts on Al-

bigensian and Waldensian doctrines; a copy of the

Rogers Bible, 1549.

Auburn Theological Seminary, Auburn, N. Y.:

The Porter Collection of rabbinic and patristic litera-

ture contains the Greek and Latin Fathers in orig-

inal and translation, the Migne Patrology; quarto
edition of Erasmus, 11 vols.; Ugolini's Thesaurus
in 34 vols., and the Acta concUiorum, 13 vols., Paris,

1715.

Cambridge Episcopal Theok>gical School, Cam-
bridge, Mass.: There b here a special collection of

pamphlets relating to the Tradarian Movement.
Chicago Theological Semhiary, Chicago, HI.:

In this institution are: a collection of works on mis-

sions; facsimiles of the leading codices; Gunsaulus
Collection on the Rise of Congregationalism, about
175 volumes, chiefly of seventeenth and eighteenth

centuries, includes Baylie's Certamen rdigiosum

(1640) and Metamorphoeis Anglorum (1653); the

Curtiss Collection on Old Testament and Semitics,

rich in Old-Testament criticism and exegesis and
philological material, contains J. Bartoloccius, Bib-

liotheca magna rabbinica, 1675-03, the London Poly-

glot, Poole's Synopsis criHcorum (1684-86), Ugo-
lini's Thesaunu (1760), the Surenhusius Mishna,

and S. Hieronymi Stridtmensis . . . Opera, 11 vols.,

1734-43; Egyptology collection presented by E. M.
Williams; Africa Collection of manuscripts of papers

prepared for the Chicago Congress on Africa, 1893.

Chicago, Divhiity School of the University of, Chi-

cago, 111. : a laige number of libraries or coUections

have been purchased and distributed through the

departments, especially the 280,000 volumes and
120,000 pamphlets pim;hased from S. Calvary A
Co., Berlin. Besides this there are: The Hengsten-
berg Collection, from the library of Ernst WUhelm
Hengstenbeig (q.v.), strong in theology, commen-
taries, history of the Jews, of the Middle Ages, and
of the modem period, the Chim;h Fathers, and
Medieval and Reformed theologians, also in German
hymn-books; The Anderson Collection of Hjnimol-
ogy of 200 volumes; The Northrup Collection in

sjrstematic theology and ethics, 1,050 volumes and
350 pamphlets; Library of ibe American Bible

Union, approximating 6,000 volumes, collected

largely by T. J. Conant (q.v.), rich in Biblical texts,

versions, and commentaries. Among the note-

worthy items in the last are the Complutensian,
Paris, and London polyglots, the Psalterium Sex-

tuplez (1530), Psalterium Octaplum (Geneva, 1516),

and David Wolder's Biblia sacra (Hambuig, 1596);

Hebrew Bibles are the Bomberg (Venice, 1521), the

Basel edition (1546), Pentateuckus et MegiOoth
(Venice, 1551), Plantin's Hebrew-Latin (1571),
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Buxtorf (4 vols., Basel, 1618-20), and J. Leusden's
(Amsterdam, 1667), besides many eighteenth and
nineteenth century editions of the Hebrew, inclu-

ding that of J. H. mchaelis (HaUe, 1720). New-
Testament texts found are one of Erasmus (3d ed.,

1522), the '' O mirificam " of R. Stephens (Paris,

1546),'the " editio regia " (1550), and an edition by
the younger Stephens (24mo, 1569), several of

Besa's texts, one by Joseph Scaliger ((leneva, 1620),

an Elxevir of 1624, and two of OurceUaeus (Am-
sterdam, 1658 and 1675). Of notable Bible ver-

sions are a (}oburger Latin (1520), a Stephens (1546),

Die Bihd in Niedersdchsiseken (doubtless the first

of its kind), Daa neuto Testament recht griirUUch

teutecht (Strasbuig, 1524), and a Roman Oatholic

version from the Latin into Dutch (1548). There
are also a large number of modem English versions,

versions for use in modem mission fields, and those

in TnHmn dialects.

Colgate University, Hamilton, N. Y.: The (Col-

gate Baptist Historical Collection is perhaps the
most complete collection of Baptist historical ma-
terial in the country. It is rich in historical arti-

cles, pamphlets, catalogues, reports, addresses, his-

tories of local churches, anniversary sermons and
addresses, biographical material, minutes of con-

ventions, the tranisactions of missionary and benev-
olent societies, and the like. The Davis Collection

on Baptism consists of about 500 volumes.
Crozer Theological Semhuury, Upland, Pa.: This

institution possesses a laige number of unique and
valuable b(x>ks and pamphlets on Anabaptist and
Baptist Histoiy.

Cumberland Univetvity, Theok>gical Semhiaiy of,

Lebanon, Tenn.: The Muidock libraiy consists of

over 1,000 volumes relating to church histoiy, in-

cluding Erasmus' first edition of Ambrose, the Mag-
num buUatium Romanum, and Breithaupt's Latin
translation of Solomon Jarchi's commentary on the
Old Testament.
Drew Theotogical Seminary, Madison, N. J.:

The Creamer Collection of Hymnology contains

about 1,000 volumes and is particularly strong in

Wesleyan and Methodist hjrmnals; there are a
Stemhold and Hopkins (1579), Buchanan's para-

phrase (1648), a firstjedition of Toplady's Pealme
(1759), and a copy m Perronet's poems, supposed
to be the only copy joutside the British Museum ;

there is a supplemjtifary collection on the histoiy

of hymns, with books on liturgies. There is also a
Collection of Bibles, of nearly 900 volumes, including
a Latin Bible (Venice, 1478), the Antwerp and
London polyglots, a Stephen Hebrew Bible (Parisj

1548), and copies of the editions by Hutter (1599
and 1603); in this collection are a number of early

Greek New Testaments, e.g., an Elsevir (1633),

Beza (1642), Mills (1707), Wetstein (1751), and,

notably, an Erasmus (3 vols., Paris, 1540), one of

ThonuB Anshelmi Badensis (The Hague, 1521; not
usually noted in lists); and one of Strasbuig, 1526,

which must be the fourth (not, as usually called,

the third). Among English versions are the Bish-

op's Bible (1575), "Breeches" (Genevan) Bible

(1589. 1601, 1602, 1610), King James's (1611),

and the Macklin Bible (1800, a &ie example of the
printer's art}. There are a number of American

imprints, and about 60 VQlumes of miasioDary
Bibles. The Tyerman Collection of Pftmphlets on
Early Methodion approximates 10,000 pamphkAs
bound in about 300 volumes, collected by Luke
Tyerman for his works on the Wesleys, Wfaitefield,

and Fletcher. The Osbom Collection of Pamphlets
relates chiefly to John Wesley. The Osbom Col-

lection Relating to British Methodism is rich in ran
editions of John Wesley's works, and in Weslqran
biography, as well as in literature on the minflr

Methodist denominations. These three last-named
collections are the nucleus of a literature on Meth-
odism numbering about 10,000 volumes, indudiog
veiy complete files of minutes of conferenoes and
works on discipline. The Sprague collection of

pamphlets was gathered by William B. Sprague for

his Annals of the American Pulpit, and of this

about 30 bound volumes are found here (see below,

Pbingbton Theological Sebonabt). The CoUee-
tion of Books on Missions nmnbers about 6,400

volumes, while related is the Bishop HartieD Coir

lection on Africa, the Africans, and Slavery.

General Theological Sem^ary, New York, N. Y.

Especially noteworthy are the collections of patris-

tics, the history of the coimdls, the histories of the

Protestant Episcopal Church, and a very complete
collection of diocesan journals. The libraiy of the

AsBjrriologist Eberhard Schrader (q.v.) was ac-

quired in 1909. The Collection of lituigiee con-

tains about 3,000 volumes, including a complete set

of the standard editions of the American Book of

Common Prayer. The Collection of Bibles includes

ihe (Dopinger Collection of Latin Bibles (the largest

in the world), over 1,2(X) editions in about 2,400

volimies, 93 polj^lots, 96 editions of the Hezaqpla,

302 editions of tibe New Testament, and miasionaiy

versions, including John Eliot's Indian Bible (Cam-
bridge, Mass., 1685), a Masarin Bible (1453; cost

$15,000; and an ed. of 1483, believed to be unique

so far as public libraries are concerned), and many
other rare fifteenth-century editions; the copy of

the Antwerp Polyglot is perfect, and there is a

Hutter Polyglot. Ot 124 known editions of Latin

fifteentlHcentury Bibles 86 are in this ooHecticD,

and of 562 from the next century, 438 are here. (X

first editions of English Bibles worthy of note are

the Coveidale (1535), Matthew's (1537), Gnat
Bible (1539; also the rare ed. of 1541), Genevu
(1560), Bishop's (1568), and the two issues of the

King James's (1611). There are also numerooa edi-

tions of the Greek 'Testament.

Lutheran Theok>gical Semkiaiy, Gettsrsburg, Pku:

The Collection on Symbolics is noteworthy for its

comprehensivenees and for its rare volumes on Lu-

theran symbolics, dealing with the histoiy of the

Augsbuig Confession, the Lutheran symboliea]

books and conunentaries on them, Schluaselbuig's

Catalogi haareticorum (13 vols.), the Corpora doo-

trincB from 1560, Augsbuig Confession and ApoloGr
(Ist ed., 1531, the second ed. of the same year;

also ed. of 1540), the Concordxenfcrmd (1st ed., 1580),

and a first Latin edition of the Formula (1580).
Hilladale CoUcjge, Hillsdale, Mich.: The HuB

Collection of Bibles includes over 100 volumes
—the Geneva (1599, 1613), Biahc^'s (1600), a Latin

Bible of 1547, a Besa New Testament (1599); aba
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numefQus sovoatocntli siid ojghtooiita MDtmy
editionfl.

Hartford Tlieological Seminaiy, Hartford, Conn.:

The Arabio Colleeticm includes tiie Moller Semitic

Library of about 1,100 Arabic books and several

hundred pamphlets besides 200 other volumes added
and 150 Arabic manuscripts. There are many
editions of the Koran, great strength in native

lexicography and grammar, Ibn ChaJlikan's " Bio-

graphical Dictionaiy," and other rarities. The Col-

lection of Bibles is wealthy in Hebrew and Greek
printed texts; in polyglots it has the Compluten-
aian, Antwerp, Heidelbeig, Paris, and London; in

Hebrew Bibles it has a Bomberg ed., Felix Pratensis

CVenioe, 1517-18), a Monster's Hebrew-Latin (2

vols., Basel, 1546), four Plantin Bibles (three edi-

tions of 1566; and Hebrew-Latin, 1571), a Hutter
(Hamburg, 1596), a Buxtorf Rabbinic Bible (1618-

1619)^ Athias edition (1661) and Leusden edition

(1667), a Jablonski (Berlin, 1699), Van der Hooght's

(2 vols., 1705), Opita's (Kiel, 1709), the liantuan

(1742-44), Foster's Oxford quarto (1750), and the

leading critical texts oi the last fifty years. Of
Greek New Testaments it has an Erasmus (of Basel,

1516) and a third edition (1522), two of Robert
Stephens (1546, 1550), Besa's of 1565, 1589, 1598,

EUevirs of 1624 and 1633, and Bengel's fint edi-

tion (1734). The Paine Hymndogical Collection,

as made by Silas H. Paine, contained over 5,000

tities (to which constant additions are being made
in all branches of hymnology), besides first-hand

information, including manuscript correspondence,

gathered by the collector. The annotations of the

faynmologists David Oeamer and Daniel Sedgwick

in the collection at Drew (see above) are transcribed.

The principal modem works on hymnology are in-

cludeid, while of rarities mention may be made of

Tlmotheus Crateensis, In Hymnaa ecdesiasHcoa

brevia ducidaHo (Venice, 1582), Pseaumea de David
(Paris, 1562), several editions of Marot's Paeavmes

de David (e.g., 1668, 1680); and Latin hymnals of

tlie sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. There is

tL large number of English and American hymn-
booiksy including a Sternhold and Hopkins of 1584,

an Ainsworth Book of Paalmea or Hymnea (Amster-

dam, 1611), a copy oi Knox's Liturgy (1615), G(eo.)

S(andyB), A Paraphraae upon the Paalma of David
(London, 1636), and many rare fiist editions. A
eollection of Lutherana includes a very complete

set of editions of Luther's works, among them the

standard editions and first and other rare editions of

fug^ixve writings, and the collection is probably not

eocoeeded in value by any other in America. The
collection on Missions is of prime importance be-

emxae of its wide range and the wealth of auxiliary

eoUectiiMis on ethnology, comparative religion, and
•teaveL

JfcCormlck Theological Seminary, Chicago, SI.:

Tlie Collection on Patristies is worthy of mention
l>ecau8e of its completeness, including the Migne
p&trblogy and Mansi's Condlia. The Warrington
OoUection of Hymnology consists of about 450
-vc^umes, chiefly modem.

I^ntberan Theological Seminaiy, Mt. Airy, Fhila-

^lelphia, Pa.: The archives of the MiniBterium of

pemiiSyivania are located herei and ooiitiao the reo-

ovds sinoe the founding of the ministerium in 1748,

besides correspondence and journals of leaders of

Lutheranism and transcripts of documents in the

archives at Halle. Though not in a special ooillec-

tion, the works on the eariy history of Lutheranism
in America are worthy of mention. Lutherana are

specially represented by many first editions of

Luther's sermons, the program of the Leipsic dis-

putation, controversial tracts, Eck's " Four Hun-
dred and Four Theses " (1530), the first Enghsh
edition of the "Harmony of the Confessions"

(1586), a first edition of the " Book of Concord "

(Dresden* 1580). The Bible collection is strong in

Cterman and English editions, including the Lon-
don Polyglot. 0( Latin Bibles there is a Nurem-
beig (1483), Basel (1401), and four volumes of the

d-vol. edition, 1408-1502. Of English Bibles there

are two (mutilated) Matthews (1549, 1551), Ge-

neva (1st ed., 1560); also later editions, Craniner's

(1562 and later). Bishop's (1572). Luther's ver-

aon is in several editions (a 1st ed. of the Penta-

teuch, 1523); and of the second part of the Old Tes-

tament (1524); Dietenberger's Roman Catholic

version (1534 and 1567), and Bibd Teuiach (Augs-

burg, 1518). Erasmus is represented (editions of

1519, 1522, 1527), also Besa (1st ed., 1565). There
are fasdmiles of the principal codices, and of Wyo-
lif's and Coverdale's Bibles and Tyndal's New Tes-

tament. Catechisms are represented by about 200
volumes, besides a very complete set of American
editions of Luther's catechisms. The liturgical

coUection is made up of several c<^lections brought
together, and is pardculariy rich in materials on
the Lutheran liturgy, Oerxnan church orders and
agenda. There are about 1,000 volumes, which in-

clude Durand's Rationale divinorum offidorum

(1493), Mantude parochialum aaoerdoium (1494),

Ordo rerum aacrarum agendarum in orUwdoxa Chriati

ecdeaia (1553), Casalius' De veUribua aaaria Ckria-

Hanonan ritibua (1647), and works in this depart-

ment by Duranti, Martene, . Renaudot, Burius,

Muratori, Cavalieri, and Zaccaria. Breviaries are

well represented, missals (Nurembeig, 1484; Bam-
berg, 1499), facMomiles, and more modem works.

German liturgies give the distinctive character to

this collection, among them a manuscript (illumi-

nated) of the fifteenth century, Luther's first Utur-

gical work, Ordnung dea CMteadierut in der Oemeinde

(1523), Bugenhagen's Mass (1524), Osiander's Tai/-
ordnung (1524), and Spangenbeig's Cantionea ecde-

aiaatica (1545). The devdopment of the American
Lutheran service is traceable from the material here.

In this department musical settings have received

attention.

Princeten Theological Semhiary, Princeton, N. J.:

The library of the Society of Inquiry is the nucleus

(1,092 volumes, 1,200 pamphlets) of a selection of

works on missions. In the general library there are

coUectiona on Semitics, patristies, and also fac-

similes of the leading codices of the Bible. The
Sprague Cdlection of Pamphlets consists of about
20,000 pamphlets coDected by William B. Sprague
(q.v.) for his Anndla nf the American PtdpU, bound
iA 1,093 volumes, with additions. Sermons on elec-

tion and fast dajTS in Massachusetts, Connecticut^

and Yermont More the governor and general
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court, before the Ancient and Honorable Artilleiy

Company (1701-1829) , before other bodies, ordina-

tion sermons, funeral addresses and sermons, and
many other varieties of pulpit discourse are here.

Gontpoversial tracts are abundant, such as those on
the Trinitarian-Unitarian controverqy, on baptism,

episcopacy, Quakerism, Roman Catholicism, the

Odvinistic-Arminian controverqy, and the like.

Local church disputes are also registered by en-

tries, and the anti-slaveiy movement. The ccXLe^

taon of oonten^mraneous pamphlets on the Sjmod
of Dort contains over 500 pamphlets, and furnishes

perhaps the best collection of sources in America.

The Hinschius Collection on Kirchenrecht Q* Church
law ") consists of over 2,000 numbers. The Agnew
Collection on the Baptist Controverqy consists now
of over 2,000 volumes and 3,000 pamphlets, and
the range of selection is veiy wide. The ccdlection

of Puritan literature comprises about 2,000 volumes
of English and American Puritan writings of the

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, tl^ogical,
controversial, biographical, and exegetical, very

many of the numbers being rare if not unique in

this country.

Protestant Episcopal Divhiity School, Philadelphia,

Pa.: The lituigical collection comprises over 500
volumes for the most part on Anglican and Protes-

tant Episcopal usage, but includes such worics of

wider scope as those of Goar, Renaudot, Martin

Gerbert, and Bartolomeo Gavanto, as well as the

Miatale Romanum. It contains the publications oi

the Henry Bradshaw Society and the Surtees So-

ciety, editions of the Book of Common Prayer, and
pamphlets on the revision of the American Book of

Common Prayer.

Rochester Theok>gical Semhiaiy, Rochester, N. Y.

:

The general libraiy contains the library of Neander,

the church historian, including the manuscript of

his " Church History." The Baptist histoiy col-

lection is perhaps the richest in America on the

Anabaptists, and on the Knglish and continental

Baptists since the early sixteenth century it has
very many works.

Union Theological Semhiaiy, New York, N. Y.:

This institution has a wealth of collections in many
departments, among which may be named in gen-

eral 430 incunabula, 37 valuable manuscripts, 1,246

titles of Reformation literature in original editions,

over 4,200 volumes in church history, patiistics,

and canon law, the comprehensive Samuel liacauley

Jackson coUection on Zwingli and the Reformation
at Zurich, a selection on the dogma of the immac-
ulate conception, and a laige number of editions

of Greek New Testaments. The GiUett Collection

of American Theology and History abounds in

genera] and local history, ecclesiastical and secu-

lar, and in biography. The Field Collection con-

sists of a large nimiber of pamphlets on early

American religious histoiy. The McAlpine Col-

lection of British Theology and Histoiy is rich in

material from the seventeenth century, its materials

being surpassed in this department only by the

Bodleian and British Museum; there are rare

volumes from the Roman Catholic controversies of

the Reformation period, on the early Baptists,

Brownists^ Independents, and obscure sects; es-

pecially valuable is that part which contaios }a

religious and controversial works of the Poriti!

and Westminster divines and those which ol

with the deisUc and ecclesiastical controversie

the eighteenth century. The Hymnological Gcl^

tion has for its nucleus the Hbraiy of the kif

Frederic Mayer Bird (q.v.) and now numbers ev'

5,000 volumes, accessible through a card a>
logue. It embraces foreign worship coUefti.£:.

in which are found the Hermhut Gesangbuc'i i

1741, the French Psalm books of Marot and Bea

(Geneva, 1607); Greek paraphrases of the Psalsi:

a line of Latin hymnals among which may be Bo>i

the Poemaia sacra of L. Torrentius (1594), :ir

Enchiridion aeholasticorum of F. Le Tort (15$t

Lyricorum Wfri (1645), Jacob Balde's Syhs Ir-^

(1646) as well as George Buchanan's Poemata fx

extant (1687) and Psalmorum Davidis parapt^

poeUca (1725). Tlie department of EngM w-

ship collections is classified according to d^ioisb'

tions, and has many early specimens, some of tie:

exceedingly rare. The minor denominations 'Ji

well represmted. Of very high value is (^

part which contains the Psalm versions, in "t^^

are a first and several later editions of the Bbj

Psalm Book (q.v.), a copy of the ediUo pritiojin

Tate and Brady (1696), and many other rant^

General treatises are well represented, of antfec

books an unusually rich assemblage, neariy cl*

hundred by Lowell Mason, and about sixty

Thomas Hastings. Sources are also richly p;^

ent, noticeable among which is a first editidi

Toplady's Poenu an Sacred SubjecU (1759).

Wesley Hall, Nashville, Term.: This institrri

has a collection of Methodist disciplines, froin tit

first (1784) up to the present.

Western Theological Seminary, Chicago. T-

The Hibbard IJgyptian library comprises sM
1,500 volumes, to which additions are caii^ar>

made, on fjgyptology, comparative rehgion, v^
ology of the Bible and the orient.

Yale Divinity School, New Haven, Coon.: T^!

Lowell Mason Library of Church Music is a et^
tion of about 8,000 titles in about 4,000 toIui»^

gathered by Lowell Mason, unusuaDy coiDf^

in early publications in America, and presestsc

the development of American musical taste ^

to the time jof Dr. Mason's death. The Foi^
Biission Library approximates 8,000 volumes, tb"

hope being to assemble " the entire foreign mis.'^-

ary literature of the Protestant nations cl tbt

world." The nucleus consists of copies of all trss.-^

lations of the Scriptures published or sold by tb:

American Bible Society. It therefore indui^-

translations of the Bible or parts of it node ^^

missionaries, with dictionaries and granmais 1^

the various languages, with other works pce^
by missionaries; histories of missionaiy oips^'

tions and encyclopedias; histories of modern si^

sions, including early Jesuit missions; misak^^

biographies and autobiographies; files of tbe r^

ports of many of the Protestant missionary bo^^'
and of the principal American and Eur^xaa §s^

sionary periodicals; reports of work amoif i^-

and MnhftTnT¥w|ftn8 .

In O^oiada may be named: Presbyterian O&f^
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Bfontreal: The Sieveright Collection contains old

BUid curious books, including a few incunabula.

rhe Bibaud Collection contains 25 volumes of his-

bozical and biographical manuscripts. The institu-

tion possesses, besides, the Bampton Lectures (q.v.),

the Migne Patrology, tlie Complutensian and London
Polyglots, the Bombeig Rabbinic Bible, and a small

ooUection of other Bibles.

Wesleyan Theological CoUegei Montreal: The
Feirier Collection consists of the works of Samuel,
John, and Charles Wesley.
McMaster Theological Seminaiy, Toronto, pos-

peoDCO collections of patiistics, and olassio editions

of histoiy and theology of the medieval and Ref-

ormation periods.

Victoria College, Toronto, has a collection of

pamphlets, reports, and minutes of conferences, and
of manuscript material on the history of Canadian
Methodism. W. H. Alubon.
Bebuogbapht: Litemturo on geiMral libmiea ii indioated
m Q. K. Fortewue, S^'^et ImUx of ike , , . BriHah
Mtueum, Londoa, 1908, 1006. Gooault farther: M.
Fftuoon, La lAbrairie dea pape§ iTAvtonon, voL L, Paris,

1886; E. MOnta, and P. Fabre, La BttfUot/aqtt* du Vatir

can au tv, tUde, Paris, 1886; T. Gottlieb, Uebar mUtd-
alterUehe B%l>lioih«km, Leipsio. 1890; F. A. QasQuet,
Notes en Medimval Monastic Librariee, Yeovil, 1891; J. W.
Clark, Librariea tn the Medieval and Renai$eanee Periode,

Oambridge, 1894; T. Q. Jaokson, The Librariee of the

MiddU Agee, London, 1898; K. O. Meinsma, ITidcM-
eeuweehe Bibliotheken, Zutphen, 1903; F. Simpson, Sytta-

bue for a Couree of Study in the HieL of the Evolution of
the LSbrary in Surope and America, Champaicn, UL, 1908,

J. W. Clark, The Care of Books; an Essay in the Devetop-
fneni of Libraries from the earliest Times to the End of the

Biffhtesnth Century, New York, 1909; D. Cuthbertson,
The Edinburgh University Library; An Aeeount of Us
Orioin, with a Description of ite rarer Books and Manw
acripts, Edinbuigfa, 1910; Sohaff, Christian Chureh^ t. It

pp. 643 8qa.

THEOLOGICAL SCIElffCE, AMBRICAN CON-
TRIBUTIONS TO: For books embodying contri-

butions on religion, see supplement to Religion;
on the doctrine of God, see supplement to God;
for particular systems of theology, see Dogma,
DooiiATiOB, also supplement to Thbologt; for

New England Tlieology until 1870 see New £ng-
lajLND Tedbologt. a classification of treatises on
theology since 1890 according to denominational

p<Hnt of view is here added. Baptist: E. H. John-
son, Ouilme of Christian Theoloffy (Philadelphia,

1801); E. G. Robioson, Christian Theoloffy (Roches-

ter, 1894); W. N. Clarke, An OiUUne of Christian

Theoloffy (New York, 1898); A. H. Strong, Sy^
tematie Theoloffy (New York, 1907 sqq.). Congre-

Cationalist: J. H. Fairchild, Elements of TheUoyy
(Dberlin, 1892) ; L. F. Steams, Present Day Theoloffy

(New York, 1893); W. DeW. Hyde, OuOinee of So-

cial Theoloffy (ib. 1895); C. A. Beckwith, Realities of
Christian Theoloffy (Bo8Um,lW6); J.W.Buokham,
Christandthe Eternal Order (ib. 1906); W. D. Mac-
kenxie, The FinalFaith (New York, 1910). German
Beformed: E. V. Gerhart, Institutes of the Christian

Rdiffion (lb. 1894). Lutheran: H. E. Jacobs, A
Summary of the Christian Faith (Philadelphia, 1906).

Methodist: J. Miley, Systematic Thedoyy (New
York, 1892-04); H. C. Sheldon, System of Christian

Doctrine (ib. 1903); O. A. Curtis, The Christian

Faith Personally Cfiven in a System of Doctrine (ib.

1906). Presbyterian: F. R. Beattie, The Predfy

teriau Standards (Richmond, 1896); R. V. Foster,

Systematic Theoloffy (Nashville, 1898); E. D. Morris,

Theoloffy of the Westminster Symbols (Columbus,
1900); W. A. Brown, Christian Theology in OuUine
(New Yoric, 1906). Protestant Episcopalian: F. J.

Hall, Doffmatic Theoloffy, 10 vols. (New York, 1907
sqq.; in progress). Unitarian: M. J. Savage, Ow
Unitarian Qospd (New York, 1898); E. EmertoUp
UniUxrian Thought (New York, 1911). For works
on the Trinity, see TniNnT.
The contributions of American thought to theo-

logical science even from the beginning have been
mainly anthropological. Until the latter part of

the eighteenth centuiy the prevailing

The Early theology of New England was strict

Period. Calvinism (q.v.) with its five points:

unconditional election, limited atone-

ment, total impotence of the fallen will, irresistible

grace, and perseverance of the saints. The younger
Jonathan Edwards declared that his father. Presi-

dent Edwards, and those associated with him had
made no less than ten improvements in the Cal-

vinism of the time: (1) concerning the ultimate end
of the creation; (2) as to liberty and necessity,

against Arminians, Pelagians, and Sodnians where-
in natural is distinguished from moral ability,

(3) as to true virtue or holiness conceived as benevo-
lence; (4) as to the origin of moral evil; (6) as to

the atonement not as payment of a debt, but as

maintenance of the divine government; (6) as to

imputation of Christ's righteousness and Adam's
sin; (7) as to the state of the unregenerate, use of

means, and exhortations to be addressed to the im-

penitent; (8) as to the natiu« of experimental re-

ligion; (9) as to disinterested affection in religion;

(10) as to regeneration (J. Edwards, Works, i. 481-

492, Boston, 1842). These so-called improvements
are significant not so much for what they contain

as for what they suggest and prophesy. They are

a symbol of a constant condition of American theo-

logical thought. Whatever the theme of discussion,

the real subject is less theological than anthropo-

logical. The " five points " might be true, and it

was believed they were, but, if so, they must stand

or fall not by way of authority, even that of the

Scriptures, but as able to maint>ain themselves

through the most rigorous rational and peycholog-

ical inquiry. It was also inevitable that a thorough-

going endeavor be made to reconcile Calvinism with

the demands of the ethical consciousness. Further-

more, conclusions had to be adjusted to the facts of

Christian experience.

The main discussion centered in the doctrine of

sin, and for a hundred years the high debate con-

tinued. According to Samuel Hop-
Sfai* kins (q.v.) every man's sin is an effect

d Adam's sin by a divine constitution,

and yet it is his own free act. Nathanael Emmons
(q.v.) held that, on account of Adam's sin, when
God fonns the souls of infants he produces in them
by divine efficiency those moral exereiaes in which
moral depravity essentially consists. He agreed

with Edwards in the assertion that God Is not thus

made the author of sin, since sin lies not hi its cause

but in its nature, but differe from him in holding

that infants have kno?iedge of moral law as condi-

1
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tion of moral action. Aooofding to Timothy Dwight
(q.V.) God permita but does not create sin. Leonard
Woods (q.v.) in disUnotion from the Westminster
Catechism (LeUert, Boston, 1822) denies the impu-
tation of any sinfid disposition or act to man which
is not strictly his own; this may, however, begin
with the life of the soul (ib. p. 305). The other

aspect of sin discussed was the divine permission of

sin. Here the fundamental position was that sin

is the necessary means of the greatest good. This
is the position of Hopkins, Bellamy, Kmmons, and
Wood. Nathaniel William Taylor (q.v.) assumed
divine decrees in the Calvinistic sense, and, on the

other hand, natural ability to obey God as the basis

of accountabilily, together with a propensity to sin

which was in some sense sinful; he, however, denied

imputation. According to him, there is no heredi-

ta^ but only voluntary sin, arising in a disposition

which becomes sinful only when the soul yields to it.

Looking back over the course of this discussion, it

is seen to issue in four great affirmations, all of

which modified the strict Calvinism of an earlier

day: (1) original sin is incon^Mtible with the nature
of infants, and with adult accountability. (2) Moral
action is certain, but is coupled with " power to the
contrary." (3) Concerning the divine permission of

sin, or whether sin was the necessaiy means of the
greatest good, the affirmation was that God could
not wholly prevent sin in a moral world; and that
sin was never either a good or necessaiy. (4) Sin
may be foigiven by reason not of Christ's payment
of a debt but of his maintenance of the divine gov-
ernment. Here are indeed great gains over the
positions of Edwards, but in the reasonings by
which they are reached one is reminded oi the
Judaic, medieval, and Lutheran scholasticiBm.

In the following presentation of more recent

thought it is not assumed that contributions of the

same nature and even of similar value have not
been made by English and continental

Anfhxo- writers. Attention is, however, di-

pology. rected to the American field. Taking
up in order the subjects which have

been enriched by American scholan, outside of

those to which reference has been made in the first

paragraph above, there is first the doctrine of man.
Expansion has taken place in three directions, two
of which are diametrically opposed to each other,

while a third, although unpremeditated, has not
been lees effective. More than to any other source

the conception of the inherent, immeasurable, and
indefeasible worth of the soul has owed its initiative

and defense to Unitarian thinkers, to W. E. Chan-
ning (q.v.) first (cf. Worka, " Sermon Preached at

the Installation of Jared Sparics in Baltimore, 1819,"

Boston, 1875). On the other hand, Calvinism, even
the most extreme, tended to the same result by a
wholly different path. It ostensibly robbed man of

his essential gloiy and abased his pride in the dust;

but since it made him the highest creature in the

universe, subject of the divine decrees, in whose
interest the entire machinery of redemption was set

in operation, thus engrossing the whole conscious-

ness and purpose of God, he was inevitably exalted

to a position of the highest significance (cf. J. Ed-
wards, Freedom qf the WiH; also H. Bushnell, q.v^

" Dignity of Human Nature seen in its Ruins "*

Sermomfcr the New Li/e, New York, 1858). Mor-

over, the previous development of the doctrine d
sin and the general advance in humanitarian efpizii

quickened partly by the lofty ethical idftfJwm d
Kant (q.v.), partly by the spiritual phOosof^j a
Coleridge (q.v.), and partly by the great moral re-

forms which agitated the first six decades of :k

nineteenth century, raised the entire conoeptioQ of

man to a higher level. From the point of view d
evolution two contributions of great value haifi

been made, neither by theologians, but both unitioi

in the religious interest, J. Le Conte, EvoiuHon cad

He BeUxtim to Rdigioua Thought (New York, 1891:.

and J. Fiske, The DeeUny of Man Viewed tn tW

LtgAt^/AMOrt^n (Boston, 1884). The works wbieh

deal with immortality, incliiding conditional im-

mortality, are among the most fruitful additioDs to

American thought on this subject (see Immobtjujtt.
VIII.). Outside tA the writings of Universalis
(see Unxvxbsalibtb) future probation was advc-

cated in Progreeeive Orthodoxy by professors in As-

dover Theological Seminary (ib. 1886), who nam-
tained that since the final judgment is Chri^iai

judgment, the opportunity to accept this must eoctt

consciously to eveiy soul.

The person of Christ has received attention from

two different interests—^his character and his esEec-

tial nature. Chief among the treatises

Christology. on his character are, W. E. Channisg,

Worka, "The Imitableness of the

Character of Christ " (ib. 1875), H. BushneU, Sc

ture and the Supernatural, " The Character of Jesus
"

(New York, 1868), J. A. Broadus (q.v.), Jesm f
Nazareth (ib. 1800), C. E. Jefferson (q.v.). The Chsr-

aeter of Jeaue (ib. 1908), N. Schmidt, Prophet ^
Nazareth (ib. 1907). The principal attempts to it-

construct the doctrine of the inner nature of Chris

have been made by H. Bushnell, God in Christ (ib.

1849), in which the content of Jesus's consciousztes

is declared to be divine, the form human, and bj

H. M. Goodwin, Chriet and Humanity (ib. 1S75;,

which finds the eternal humanity in God the prioo-

pie of the incarnation—a view not unlike that pre-

sented by G. A. Gordon (q.v.) in The Christ ofU
day (Boston, 1895). The consubstantiality of God

and man offers a due to other presentations oi the

person of Christ: H. Van Dyke (q.v.). The Gospd/er

an Aye <^Doubt, lect. IV. (New York, 1896) ; T. De

Witt Hyde (q.v.). Social Theology, p. 60 (1895); F.

Pahner, Studies in Theologic Definition (1^5).
Significant contributions have been made to ite

doctrine of the atonement. In addition to those re-

ferred to in the articles on atonement and sati^ac-

tion which defend traditional positioDS,

Atonement five worics require attention: E
Bushnell, The Vicarious Sacrifice [it.

1865), in which love is suggested as the secret oi

Christ's sacrifice; H. C. Trumbull (q.v.). The BM
Covenant (ib. 1885), which presents sacrifice as an

original form of blood-covenanting, blood-brother-

hood between God and man effected by transfuaoo

of blood, and Ckxl and man imited in the blood o^

Christ; professors in Andover Theological Seminar}'.

Progressive Orthodoxy (Boston, 1886), in which God

is seen to be propitiated by man's repentance, aad
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Cairiat'B " ^ympatlietie xepeotuioe " in his work is

a " subfltitutioii of humaiiity jjHum Ghiist for human-
ily minus Christ "; C. C. Everett, The Ooapd of
Paul (lb. 18d3) which represents the euise on sin as
xemoved on account of Paul's view of Christ's death
on the cross outside of the walls of the Holy City;
and E. D. Burton and others, The Biblical Idea^ the

AtonemerU (Chicago, 1909), where the atonement is

for the first time brought into line with the social

eonadousnesB of sm and salvation.

For contributions on the Spirit of Qod see Smor
OP God; on conversion and religious experience,
flee CoNVBRsiGN, also Supplement to Rjbugign,
PlBTCHOLOOT OF.

In Apdogetics (q.v.) the most notable contribu-
tions have been by Henry B. Smith (q.v.). The Be-

laHane cf Fa^ and PhOaaophy (New York, 1877);
Horace Bushnell, Nature and the SupenuOural (jh.,

1868); John Fiske, The Idea </ Ood (Boston, 1886),
and Through Nature to Ood (ib. 1899);

Apologetics. W. A. Brown, The Eeeence (f Chrietian^
Uy (New Yoric, 1902); G. W. Knox

(q.v.), The Dured and Fundamental Pro<^ of the

ChriaUan Rdigion (ib. 1903); G. B. Foster, The
Finality of the Christian Rdigion (Chicago, 1906);
and G. A. Gordon, Rdigion and Mirade (Boston,
1909).

The forogohig presentation has not aimed to be
exhaustive, some subjects having been omitted and
only few books on each subject named, but the main
lines have been indicated and leading works sug-
gested. C. A. Bbgkwxth.

THEOLOGICAL SEMIHARIBS.
LBairtM.
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feasor of church history. The number of students

the first year was twenty, and the first building of

the seminary, including lecture-rooms, donnitories,

and four residences for professors, was dedicated in

July, 1869, in which year Dr. Q. W. Northrup was
made president of the institution. In 1873 a Scan-
dinavian department was oiganised which later

developed into the Swedish Theological Seminary
and the Danish-Norwegian Theologicai Seminaiy,
these two seminaries in 1910 having sixty-three

students. Aften ten years of work in the city,

during which the annuid attendance of students had
increased from twenty in 1867-68 to above eighty in

1876-77, the seminary was transferred from its loca-

tion in Chicago to the suburb of Morgan Park,
where it remained until 1892, prospering during
these fifteen years in all departments of its work.
Beginning with endowment funds of $60,000 in

1877, it had increased these to $250,000 in 1892,

while the number of students so grew that in 1891-
1892 it reached 190.

The University of Chicago opened its doors to
students Oct. 1, 1892, and by an agreement be-

tween the boards of trustees of the university and
of the seminary the latter became " The Divinity

School of the University oi CSucago," so that, on
the opening of the university, it transferred its

work to the buildings of that institution in the dty.
In connection with this transfer Dr. Q. W. Northrup,
who had conducted the affairs of the seminary with
distinguished ability, resigned the presidency and
was succeeded by Dr. Wm. Rainey Harper (q.v.),

president of the university, whose incumbency
continued until his death in 1906, when he was suc-

ceeded by Dr. Harry Pratt Judson, the new presi-

dent of the university. On the union of the semi-

nary with the university in 1892 and the retransfer

of its work to Chicago as " The Divinity School of

the University of Chicago," Dr. Eri B. Hulbert
(q.v.), who had occupied the chair of church history

for eleven years, was made dean of the school, and
continued to fill this position until his death in 1907.

By the terms of the union of the two institutions,

under which the divinity school has prospered
greatly, the seminary became the sole divinity school

of the university, the president of the university be-
came the president of the school, the board of the
school turned over to the university the conferring

of degrees, the department of Old Testament and
Semitic studies was transferred to the university,

the board of trustees of the school retained the super-
vision and direction of matters pertaining to instruc-

tion, and the university agreed to confirm the elec-

tion of ail professors and instructors in the school
when and to the extent that the funds available for

the school should admit. Ample dormitories have
been built for the divinity school on the university
grounds, and its work has been conducted in the
buildings of the university, except that the Scan-
dinavian departments have occupied one of the
former buildings of the school at Morgan Park.
The nimiber of students has rapidly increased, and
during the year 1909-10 was 423, this large attend-
ance being in part accounted for by the four-quarter
system which was instituted on the union of the
school with the university. There are four quartere

in the school year— the summer, autumn, wiste

and spring quarters— of approximately Xv^'t

weeks each. Students may take their vacation z

any one of these quarters, or, by taking no tso

tions, except the azmual one in September of a fsi

montii, may complete the three-years' couix is

two years. Students may, with the approval d

the dean, take courses in other departments of tk

university, and so close is the union that the oppor-

tunities of a great university are thus opeoto

the students of the divinity schooL The Hbraiia

belonging to the divinity school are that of Pri.

E. W. Hengstenberg (q.v.), late of the Umverstv

of Beiiin, that of Dr. George B. Ide, the Cohre:

library of the American Bible Union, and odsr

collections of books of history, science, sociologT.

literature, and theology, to which a thousaod oc

more volumes are added yearly, while the Hbnii^

of the university, containing 400,000 volumes, m
also open to divinity students. The two men «i

have made the greatest financial contributiozs to

the institution are E. Nelson Blake and John D.

Rockefeller, who have made possible the secucc:

of the present productive endowment funds of tk

school, which, including $100,000 held for it by tk

university, aggregate $350,000. The income of lb

fund being insufiGicient to carry on the work of \k

school, a large sum is appropriated annually by the

university toward the current expenses.

The more prominent of the professors who h&^

been connected with the school are the foUowior

Drs. George W. Northrup, John B. Jackson, A. X.

Arndd, Wm. Hague, Edward C. IGtchell (qv..

R. E. Pattison, Thomas J. Morgan, James R. B<£s.

Wm. R, Harper (q.v.), Ira M. Price (q.v.), Er.

B. Hulbert (q.v.), Justin A. Smith, John A. Edgna.

Nds P. Jensen, Galusha Anderson (q.v.), Fr&nklis

Johnson (q.v.), Adoniram Sage, Ernest D. Burtoe

(q.v.), Charles R. Henderson, Shailer Matbevs

(q.v.), George B. Foster (q.v.), John W. Moncikl,

Edgar J. Goodspeed, Heiirik Gunderaen, Carl G.

Lagergren, Harry P. Judson, Andrew C. McLaaghJa
Theodore G. Soares, Edward Judson, Alonzo K.

Parker, Gerald B. Smith, Allan Hoben, Shuiey J

Case, and Benjamin A. Greene. Dr. Shailer Maibev?

was appointed junior dean of the school in 1899

and was made sole dean in 1906. The board d

trustees consists of fifteen members, divided inio

three classes of five members each, and boldiif

office three years, when successors are elected by tk

corporation of "The Baptist Thedocpcal Udka
located at Chicago."
Among the principles for which the divinity scfaod

of the University of Chicago has stood are liberty of

teaching, the historical method in the study ci tbe

Bible, and the practical application of Chiisdamtytd

the immediate needs and problems of modern socsi

life. In methods ofwork it has introduced the fouf-

quarter system and the employment during the sum-

mer quarter of eminent professore from other instnu-

tions of this and other countries, thus afltordin^ t4)

pastore and teachers of other institutions large op-

portunities for additional study and training. It^
issued two periodicals. The Biblical World aince 1S93,

and Th» American Journal of Theology since 1S96.

Tbomab Wax£fibu> Goodsfked.
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a. Colgate: This institution, the oldest Baptist

theological seminary in America, had its historic

beginning in " thirteen men, thirteen prayers, and
thirteen dollars," and the resulting oiganization, in

Sept., 1817, of the Baptist Education Society of the

State of New York, incorporated in 1819, with the

purpose of establishing an institution which should

afford opportunity for a thorough theological educa-

tion, including a full literary and scientific course of

training and culture. The first student, Jonathan
Wade, later renowned in missionary annals, was
received in 1818, but it was not till 1820 that the

school was definitely organized, at Hamilton, N. Y.,

which became known as " The Hamilton Literary

and Theological Institution." Rev. Daniel Hascall,

one of the founders, was the first professor, while

among other members of the faculty in the earlier

years, Nathanael Eendrick, Bamas Sears (q.v.),

Joel S. Bacon, Geoige W. Eaton, and Thomas J.

Conant (q.v.) acquired national reputations as

scholars and educators. Of the present faculty, the

following, who have rendered fifteen or more years

of service, are well known in the Baptist world:

William H. Maynard, Sylvester Bumham, Arthur
Jones, David F. Estes (q.v.), George R. Beny, and
William Newton Qarke (q.v.). In 1839, the insti-

tution admitted students not having the ministry

in view, which led naturally to the organization of

a college, which in 1846 was incorporated imder the

title of Madison (since 1890, Colgate) University.

The attempt, finally defeated in 1850, to remove the

two institutions from Hamilton created a perilous

crisis out of which both moved into increasing

prosperity. Three successive compacts (1847, 1853,

1893) between the Education Society and the \mi-

versity have been the basis of the administrative

and educational control of the seminary. While the

latter has itself no funds, it is the chief beneficiary

of the Education Society, the productiveendowment
of which at the present time (1910) exceeds $770,000.

Its library is merged in that of the university,

which contains over 55,000 volumes besides period-

cals and pamphlets; and the Samuel Colgate Baptist

Historical Collection, which is endowed, is the most
complete of any in this coimtzy in materials relating

to the history of the Baptists in England and
America. Already the Theological Seminary of

Colgate University, to use the present name, has sent

out nearly 1,400 students and graduates, of whom
nearly 100 have rendered missionaiy service on
foreign fields. The courses of instruction at present

cover three years; the senior class spends one term
in New York City where it studies the reUgious

and social problems of the large city and methods
of religious work. In 1907, an Italian department

was opened in Brooklyn for the training of Chris-

tian workers among the Italians in America.

William H. Alubon.

Bibuoobapht: Jitbtlee Volume: First Half Centtary of
Madiaon Umveraiijo n.p., n.d. (probaUy publiahed at
Hamilton, N. Y.. 1872).

8. Oroaer: Crozer Theological Seminary is located

just outside the limits of Chester, Pa., in the borough

of Upland, Delaware Co. On Nov. 2, 1868, the

widow and seven children of John Price Croser en-

dowed the seminary with land, buildings, and in-

vested funds amounting to $275,000, and on Apr. 4^

1867, the institution was incorporated by act of

legislature. Its trustees and faculty are Baptists,

but students of any denomination are admitted.

Its earliest instructors were Henry G. Weston (q.v.;

president and professor of pastoral theology), G. D.
B. Pepper (q.v.; professor of theology), Howard
Osgood (q.v.; professor of Hebrew and church
history), and Lconuel Moss (professor of New-Testa-
ment literature). The seminary was formally

opened Oct. 2, 1868, and graduated its first class of

eight students in June, 1870. Since then 696 men
have been graduated, including the class of 1910,

and 437 otiiers have pursued studies without
graduation. Though the yoimgest of Baptist

theological schools, Crozer's rail of alumni includes

many of the foremost men in the denomination. It

has always stood for the best possible training of

every man who is called to the ministry, and among
its prominent instructors have been Geoige R. Bliss,

professor of Biblical interpretation; John C. Long,
professor of church history; Elias H. Johnson (q.v.),

professor of systematic theology; and James M.
Stifler, professor of New-Testament exegesis.

The seminaiy has a faculty of twelve professors

and instructors and a board of twenty trustees who
elect their successors; is empowered to confer de-

grees in theology; and confers the degrees of B.D.
and Th.M. for work done (no honorary degrees).

The first president, Henry G. Weston, died Feb. 6,

1909, after a service of forty-one years, and Prof.

Milton G. Evans was chosen his successor in June
of the same year. In 1910 there were eighty-nine

students enrolled (among them being one Methodist
and one Disciple), including six resident graduates

and one special student. The productive endow-
ment is $600,400, and the number of books in the

library is nearly 23,000. Hbnrt C. Veddbr.

Bibuoorapht: Hiatorieal Sketch ofCroeer Theolofftcal Semi-
nary, Chester. Pa., 1808. A brief history of the institu-

tion is prefixed to its catalogue each year.

4. Kansas Oity: The Kansas Qty Baptist

Theological Semhiary, located at Kansas City,

Wyandotte Co., Kan., was foimded in 1901 to meet
the need of the Baptists of the Middle West for

an institution devoted exclusively to ministerial

education, none such then existing west of Chicago

and Louisville. Rev. E. B. Meredith, missionary

secretary of the Kansas Baptist State Convention,

was president of the board of trustees, and on his

retirement in 1902, Rev. S. A. Northrop, of Kansas
City, Mo., took his place. Rev. B. W. Wiseman
was financial secretary, and others influential in the

founding of the school were Rev. I. N. Clark and
Rev. S. M. Brown, both of Kansas City, Mo., Rev.
J. F. Wells, of Kansas City, Kan., and Prof. M. L.

Ward, of Ottawa University, Kan. Mrs. Charles

Lovelace, of Turner, Kan., gave 115 acres of land as

the ** Merrick K. Barber Foimdation," in honor of

her deceased husband, and this property, now
worth from $75,000 to $115,000, formed the nucleus

of the school's resources. The seminary is under
the control of the Baptist denomination; seven-

eighths of its trustees must be Baptists, and the Con-

vention of each contributing state may nominate

at least one trustee to represent it on the board, and
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may appoint jreariy a viating oommittee. Instrao-

tion began Oct., 1902, with five students and the

fdlowing faculty: Rev. James F. Wells, acting

executive and professor of church history and
English scriptures; Rev. A. C. Rafferty, s3rstematio

theology; Rev. F. L. Streeter, New-Testament
Greek; and Rev. P. W. Crannell, homiletics and
pastoral theology. In May, 1903, Dr. Crannell

became president, and in Sept., 1903, the chairs

of Hebrew (Prof. Henry T. Morton) and public

speaking (Pni. P. K. Dillenbeck) were added,
while in 1908 the departments of Christian sociology

and religious pedagogy (Prof. W. E. Raffety) were
created. The seminary seeks^ on the basis of an
intelligent conservatism, and a profound faith in the
deity of Christ and the inspiration of the Scriptures,

to furnish a broad, schdariy, well-balanced, and
emphatically practical training for the pastorate.

While its curriculum covers all phases of the min-
ister's preparation, special attention is paid to the

Enc^ish Bible, homiletics, pastoral theology, evan-
gelism, pedagogy, and sociology, in which latter

departments it is one of the pioneers, while missions

is also one of its specialties. It seeks to supply
eflfpedally the Middle West, althou^ its student
body is drawn from every part of the Union and
from several foreign countries. Of its hundred grad-

uates and former students, chiefly settled in Kuisas,
Missouri, and Oklahoma, many are found in other

states, principally in the West. Its classes are

freely open to women, either as special or as regular

students. It has (1910) twenty-one trustees, from
Kansas, Missouri, Oklahoma, Iowa, Cdorado, and
Nebraska; seven iostructon (six regular, one
special); two field secretaries; and fifty-one

students from nine colleges and from thirteen

states and countries. Its resources are $170,000,

including an endowment of $97,000, and its libraiy

contains 3,500 volumes. Rev. Philip WendeU
Crannell is president, and Rev. B. R. Downer (pro-

fessor of Hebrew) is secretary of the faculty, while

Rev. J. F. Wells is field secretary, and Rev. B. W.
Wiseman is associate. E. T. JiLiiK>N.

6. Newton: Newton Theological Institution is

located on the summit of a beautiful hill in Newton
Centre, Mass., and occupies fifty-two acres, in-

cluding well-kept paths, lawns, shrubbeiy, and
athletic grounds. The institution was founded in

1825, and is the oldest seminary established exclu-

sively as such by American Baptists for the purpoee
of providing college graduates with a suitable course

of theological instruction oocupjring three years.

Courses are offered in the oriental and Greek lan-

guages, the history and interpretation of the Old
and New Testaments, church history, thedogy,
homiletics and pastoral duties, sociology and social

reform, missions, religious psychology and Sunday-
school pedagogy, and churdi music. While the
privileges of the institution have been intended
primarily for college graduates, students who can
present evidence of equivalent training and oi

maturity of mind are received in special instances.

The institution is controlled by a board of forty-

eight tmsteesf, including both ministera and laymen.
The work of the seminaiy began with a sin^e

pcfessor, Rev. Irah Chase (q.v.), with whom Rev.

Heniy J. Ripley was associated in 1826; in 1834

Rev. James D. Knowles was added to the faculty;

and in 1836 Rev. Bamas Sears (q.v.). Professor

Knowies died in 1838, after a short period of brilliant

service; and in 1839 Rev. H. B. Hackett (q.v.) was

made professor of BibHcal literature and interpfeta-

tion. All of these were eminent schcdare and teach-

ers; and the institution, though financially weak,

prospered under their care. From 1839 to 1846 the

number of professors was four; in 1846 an aasistant

instructor in Hebrew was added; and fram 1868 to

1908 there were five regular professors, oneof them
the president, and a teacher of elocution. After

years of service as a professor. Rev. Alvah Hovey
(q.v.) was chosen president of the seminary in 1868,

and continued in that office for thirty yeaiB. With
the inauguration of President Geoige E. H(»t (q.v.)

in 1908, the curriculum was enlarged to indode
instruction in sociology, religious pqycholqgy and

pedagogy, and church music. The permanent
board of instruction includes: in the Biblical de-

partments. Professors Charies R. Brown (q.v.),

Frederick L. Anderson, and ^Wlnfred N. Donovan;
in church history and sociology. President Horr and

Prof. Henry K Rowe (q.v.); in theology. Prof.

Oeoige Cross; in homiletics. Prof. John M. Kngft^
(q.v.); and in elocution. Prof. Samuel S. Cuny.
Additional lecturere are appointed from year to year

to supplement the regular staff, and a weekly con-

vocation of faculty and students brings many atber

speaken to the seminaiy.

There are registered in the present year (1910)

ninety-two students, of whom thirteen are postr

graduates (candidates for the d^^rees of B.D. and

8.T.M.), seventy-four are undergraduates, and five

are young women preparing for foreign missionaiy

service after a year's resident study. Students

come from all parts of the United States and Canada,
from En^^and, CSennany, Sweden, and the Far East,

and thirty-eeven colleges and universitieB are rei^e-

sented. A summer sdiool is held in June of each

year, and in 1910 fifty-eeven students were in at-

tendance. The (xordon School, a tndning-school for

Christian woricers, with twenty years of histoiy and
with sixty students in attendance, is affiliated with

the institution, although located in Boston. The
institution has a well-selected libraiy ofabout 90,000

volumes, and a commodious reading-room. The
libraiy is open to students fourteen houis every day,

except Saturday evening and Sunday, and has an
income of approximately $16,000 for the purchase

of books and periodicals. To meet other expenses

the institution has an endowment of $800,000, be-

sides forty-six scholarships involving a total of

$120,000 for the benefit of indigent students. It has

six principal buildings: Colby Hall, containing the

chapel and lecture-rooms, Farwell Hall and Sturte-

vant Hall, which are heated by steam and have

rooms comfortably furnished for seventy studentSi

besides the dioing-hall and the reception rooms, the

Hills Libraiy and Hartshorn Reading-room, a

President's house, and a gymnasium. About 1,500

students have been connected with the institutioQ,

although some of them have not taken the full

course. One hundred and twenty have gone from

it to be misdonaries in foreign fields, and more than
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half as many have been made presidents and
professors in colleges and theological seminaries,

though most of its graduates have become pastors

in America. Hbnbt K. Rowb.
6. Bochester: The Baptist theological seminaiy

in Hochester, N. Y., was established in 1850 by
"The New York Baptist Union for Ministerial

Education." A fimd of $130,000 was raised, largely

through the efforts of Rev. Pharcellus Church and
John N. Wilder, and Oren 9<^» while five pro-

fessors, accompanied by many of their students,

transferred their activity from Hamilton (now
Colgate) University and Seminary to Rochester,

two of the professors, Thomas J. Conant (q.v.) and
John S. Maginnis, joining the faculty of the new
seminary, while the others became instructors in

the equally new University of Rochester, which,

though also under Baptist influence, has no oiganio

connection with the seminaiy. The first class

graduated from the seminary numbered six, and in

1851-^2 there were two professors and twenty-nine
students. Among the distinguished members of its

faculty have been Ezekiel G. Robinson (president,

1868-72), John H. Raymond, Geoi^ W. Northrup,
Howard Osgood (q.v.), Albert Henry Newman
(q.v.), Benjamin O. True, and Henry E. Robins
(q.v.). In 1852 a German department was added to

the seminaiy, its curriculum being entirely distinct

from that of the seminary itself, since it is designed

especially for the training of German Baptists who,
without full college education, may desire to enter

the ministiy of their denomination. Apart from the

early years, when the difficulties naturally inherent

in the nascent undertaking were increased by some
tension with the older sister institution, Hamilton,

the record of the Rochester seminaiy has been one of

steady growth. Its aim has been to make its grad-

uates not merely students and preachers^ but men
of thinking ability and practical force, and it has
done much to give an aggressive, independent tone

to the Baptist ministry.

In 1910 the seminary had a faculty of eleven

(Augustus H Strong, president) and a board of

thirty-three trustees, eleven of whom are elected

each year by the New York Baptist Union, which
from the very first has maintained and controlled

the institution. It had in 1910, 167 students, of

whom seventy-seven were in the German Depart-

znent, and its courses are open to members of all de-

nominations. Its total assets in 1910were estimated

at $2,117,242, and its productive endowment at

$1,689,095, from which sums generous provision is

made for scholarships for needy students, as well as

for fellowships. The library contains over 3,700

Wumes, including the entire collection of the

church historian J. A. W. Neander, which was pre-

sented to the seminary by Roswell S. Burrows in

1853, and the beginnings of a museum of Biblical

geography and archeology have been made.
Bduoobapht: A H. Stionc BUtorieal Diteoune, Ddw-

end a* a Part , . . of the FiftUth Anmvenary of
Boekmi0r TheUogieal Seminary, RoehMter, N. Y., 1900;

StxUtili Annwd Caiaiogue of the Bocheaier Theotoaical Semi-
nary, pp. 76-&4, Booheiter, 1009.

7. Soathem: The Southern Baptist Theological

Seminary, now located in Louisville, Ky., was es-

tf^KKifha/i in 1859 by the Southern Baptist Conven-

tion—a step which had been decided in May, 1857,
at an educational convention of Southern Baptists
at Louisville. The leading spirit in the foundation of

the seminary was James P. Boyce (q.v.), who was
ably assisted by John A. Broadus (q.v.), these two
tog^erwith Basil Manly, Jr., and William Williams,

constituting the first faculty. The seminary was
started at Greenville, S. C, but during the CSvil

War it was forced to close, its professors supporting
themselves by preaching and other religious work.
In the fall of 1865 the institution, badly crippled

in finances, reopened its doors and maintained a
precarious existence in Greenville until 1877, when
in hope of endowment from states that had suf-

^ fered less from the war, and in receipt of overtures
from Kentucky Baptists, it was removed to Louis-
ville. Here its tenure was equally uncertain until

1880, when a large donation from Joseph E. Brown,
of Georgia, put it on a footing which assures it life

and growth.

The seminaiy stands for the highest conservative-

progressive scholarship in the education of the
ministry, and its curriculum is designed to make its

graduates practically efficient in pastorates, in the
pulpit, and in all forms of denominational leader-

ship. It was the first theological institution to
adopt the elective syBtenn in its course of study, and
the first to open its doors to men without college

training, as well as among the first to include Sun-
day-school pedagogy in its regular curriculum.

Among the prominent members of the faculty in

the past may be mentioned Rev. William H. Whit-
sitt (q.v.) and Rev. E. C. Dargan (q.v.; resigned)

and liev. F. H. Keifoot (deceased). All the present

faculty, nine in number, are prominent in denomina-
tional life, and include Edgar Y. Mullins (q.v.;

president and professor of theology), John R.
Sampey (Old-Testament interpretation), A. T.

Robertson (q.v.; New-Testament interpretation),

W. J. M'Glothlin (church history), W. O. Clarver

(comparative religion and missions), George B.

Eager (Biblical introduction and pastoral theology),

B. H. De Ment (q.v.; Sunday-school pedagogy),

C. S. Gardner (homUetics and ecclesiology), and
T. M. Hawes (elocution). The trustees, elected from
three nominations made for each vacancy by the

Southern Baptist Convention, number sixty-seven,

and represent the southern states, the number from
each state depending on the amount of money con-

tributed to the endowment fimd of the institution

from the state in question. This board of trustees

meets annually in connection with the meeting
of the Southern Baptist Convention, and an execu-

tive committee' elected by the board has general

charge of affairs between the annual meetings. The
management of endowment funds is vested in a
finandal board elected annually by those who have
contributed $1,000 or more toward the endowment,
this election being ratified by the board of trustees.

The majority of the students, who in 1910 num-
bered upward of 300, come principally from the

southern states, though many are from the North,

and some every year are from foreign lands. The
great majority of the students are Baptists, but the

' classes of the seminary are open to members of any
denomination who are properly recommended. Tne
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invested funds now amount to about $625,000, apart

from groundB and buildings; the Hbraiy contains

about 23,000 bound volumes.

Edqar Young Muiunb.

BtBuooHATHT: Jolui R. SuDpoy, Sovlhem BaptUt Thaoiao'
ieai Seminary, Ths fini Thirty Yean, Bftltunora, 1800; F. H.
Kerfoot, Sauihem BapluA Theologwd SeiiUnanf, The M^
Forty Yeare, LouisviUa, Ky., 1900.

8. Southwestern: The pennanent home of this

institution since Oct., 1910, has been Forth Worth,
Tarrant Co., Tex. Theseminary wasfdaadedinlMl
as the Theological Department of Baylor University,

Waco, Tex., and originated in the desire of Dr. B.
H. Carroll, one of the most eminent preachers,

denominational leaders, and theologians of the

Southern Baptists, to supply the 1,000,000 Baptists

of the Southwest with an educated ministiy. Dr.
Carroll had been for neariy thirty years pastor of

the First Baptist Church, Waco, and president of

the board of trustees of the university, and was at
that time secretary of the educational commission
of the Texas Baptist Convention. To aid in the

development of this department of the university

Prof. Albert Henry Newman (q.v.), at that time a
member of the theological faculty oi McMsster
University, Toronto, Canada, was induced to ac-

cept a position in Baylor University, and with him
was associated Prof. R. N. Barrett. Dr. Carroll

soon became dean of the theological faculty and
began giving comprehensive courses of lectures on
the English Bible, and a reasonably full course of

theological studies was provided from the beginning.

Dr. Barrett died in 1903 and was succeeded by
Dr. B. H. De Ment (q.v.; now professor in the

Southern Baptist Theological Seminary), who in

turn was succeeded in 1904 by Dr. L. W. l)oolan.

By 1905 it had become practicable, through the

efforts of Dr. Carroll, to enlarge the faculty. Dr.
Calvin Goodspeed, an eminent Canadian theologian,

was called to the chair of systematic thedogy,
apologetics, and polemics, and Dr. C. B. Williams
to that of New-Testament Greek, while Dr. Carroll

retained the chair of English Bible, Dr. Newman
that of church history and history of doctrines, and
Dr. Doolan that of Hebrew and cognate languages
and literatures. In 1907 Dr. J. D. Ray was ap-
pointed professor of homiletics, missions, and pas-
toral duties, and in 1908 Dr. L. R. Sc^ui)orough

became professor of evangelism and field secretary,

and Dr. J. J. Reeve suc^oeded Dr. Doolan. From
1905 the designation " Baylor Thedogical Semi-
nary " was employed.
By the autumn of 1907 the conviction had been

reached that the interests of both'seminaiy and
university demanded the separation of the two
institutions and the removal of the former to another
city, and university and seminary officials coope-
rated in securing the concurrence of the State Con-
vention in measures to that end. The Convention
(Nov., 1907) appointed a board of trustees and
arranged for securing a charter from the state

of Texas, and this was accomplished in March,
1908, the title " Southwestern Baptist The<dogical
Seminary " having been previously adopted. TTie

sessions 1908-09 and 1909-10 were, however, con-
ducted in the buildings of Baylor University.

In Oct., 1909, the trustees of the seminary ac-

cepted the offer of the Baptists and others in Fort

Worth to contribute $100,000 ormore for the erectioD

of a building with ample grounds, if the authorities

would choose Fort Worth as its habitat. A buildiog

costing nearly $150,000 has been erected, and lands,

in addition to the site, supposed to be worth at least

$ 100,000 have been deeded to the trustees.

As already intimated, the seminary is under the

control of tiie Baptist denomination and aims to

assist in providing a thoroughly educated, reverent^

conservative, consecrated ministiy for the home

fluid foreign field. The trustees, twenty-five in num-

ber, appointed by the state convention, with pro-

vision for additional members to be appcnnted by
' other southwestern state conventions, ocHistitute

the governing body, but the internal management
is almost entirely in the hands of the faculty.

The charter provides also for a Woman's Trunin^

School, and provision has been made for the im-

mediate inauguration of this department of work, the

seminary professors being the chief instructors, and

a number of special courses by other lecturers hav-

ing been arranged for. The niunber of students

enrolled for the session 1909-10 was 201 . With few

exceptions the students are Baptists, though the

institution is freely open to Christian students of all

evangelical denominations. Thirteen states and

four foreign countries (England, Persia, Portugalt

and Mexico) were represented in the student body.

Besides the Fort Worth building lots mentioned

above, a cash endowment of over $200,000 and a

considerable sustentation fund have been sub-

scribed through the efforts of Drs. Carroll and

Scarborough, and others. A. H. Newman.
0. Virslnia Union: This school, which is, prop-

erly speaking, the theological department of \ligima

Union University, is located at Richmond, Va., and

is a union of three schools established for freednen

immediately after the Civil War: Dr. Edward Tur-

ney's school, opened in Washington, D. C, in 1865,

and sustained for the most part by the National

Theological Institute and University; Wayland
Seminary, opened in Washington, D. C., in 1866 by

the American Baptist Home Mission Society, and

united with Dr. Tumey's school in 1869 under the

name of Wayland Seminary and under the presi-

dency of Dr. G. M. P. King; and a school in Bich-

mond, Va., first conducted for a year (1865-66) by

Dr. J. G. Biimey under the American Eaptist Home
Hfission Society, reopened in 1867 by Dr. Nathaniel

Colver under the National Theologi<»J Institute and

University, but transferred to the American Baptist

Home HfisBion Society in 1869, presided over for

thirty years (1868-98) by Dr. Charies H. Corey, and

called successively Cdver Institute (1867-76),

Richmond Institute (1876-86), and Richmond
Thedogical Seminary (1886-09). In 1899 it wu
united with Wayland Seminary under the name of

"N^rginia Union University, and entered a group of

fine granite buildings on the northern Ixmlers of

Richmond. Gen. T. J. Morgan, Secretary of tbe

American Baptist Home Mission Society, and Dr.

Malcolm Mc\lcar, the first president of the unirer'

sity, were the chief agents in securing the union of

the schools and the erection of the buildinfik
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All three original schools were established primari-

ly for the training of negro preachers, and sec-

ondarily for the training of other negro Christian

workers, especially teachers. The very elementaiy

instruction of the early years was gradually supple-

mented by more and more advanced studies, secular

and theological, until in 1897 Wayland Seminary be-

gan regular work in a Bachelor-of-Arts course, and in

1886 Bichmond Theological Seminaiy limited itself

entirely to students for the ministiy, and inaugu-

rated a full three-years' theological coiu-se, although

a very elementary ministers' course, extending over

two years, is still provided for those who can not

prepare for a more thorough course. An English

theological course, and a fuU theological course, in-

cluding Hebrew and Greek interpretation, are also

given.

The institution stands for a moral, intelligent,

evangelical Christian ministiy among the negroes.

It aims to give the negro preacher who is prepared

for it practically the same theological training as

that which is given to white men, believing that a
broad and thorough education will be needed by the

religious leaders to meet all kinds of errors, to guide

the people to a higher life, and to win the respect

of the increasingly intelligent yoimg negro people.

A board of sixteen trustees, about equally divided

between Northern white men, Southern white men,
and negroes, controls the school. The theologi-

cal department has five professors, whose salaries

are partly paid by an endowment of about $85,000,

the American Baptist Home Mission Society pajdng

the rest. Of the imiversity library of 12,000 books,

about 7,000 may be said to belong to the theological

department. The students enrolled in 1910 number
thirty, and there are seventy others in the imiversity

lookii^: forward to the ministiy who have not yet

entered upon their theological course. About 1,000

negro preachers have received their training in this

school from 1865 to 1910. George Rice Hovet.

Bibuoosafbt: C. H. Oony, Reminueenaea of Thiriy Yeani'

Labor in A« Souih, Richmond, Va., 1805; JvbUoe Volwns
of IK* Amtriean BapHH PvbUeaHon SocUty, New York,
n.d.

IL Free Baptist—1. Hillsdale: This seminaiy

forms one of the departments of Hillsdale Col-

lege, situated in Hillsdale, Mich. It was founded in

1870, and is affiliated with the Free Baptist denom-
ination. In 1869 the Free Baptist Education Society

gave to Hillsdale College the sum of $17,000, on
condition that a theological department be organised

in accord with certain requirements accompanying
the gift, and these stipulations having been satis-

factorily met upon the part of the board of trustees,

the seminary was opened on Sept. 1, 1870. The
principal agent in its foundation was the Rev.
Ransom Dunn (q.v.), and he and the Hev. J. J.

Butler were the first teachers. From the time of its

establishment until the present the department has

been continuously at work, and with no little de-

gree of success, when one considers the small amount
of its endowment and the relative size of its denomi-
national constituency. It has strengthened its

courses of study, has disbursed thousands of dol-

lars to needy students, and has imparted instruction

to hundreds of young men. The department stands

for the cultivation of the moral and spiritual life on
a foundation of thorough scholarship and efficient

Christian service. Believing that the Bible is the
supreme source for the religious life, the department
aims to make its students earnest, devout, and
scholarly interpreters of the- word. At the same
time, recognising the activity of the Spirit of God
in the history of the world, this source of divine

truth is not neglected in the endeavor to trace the

unfolding purpose of God, all of which helps the

student better to solve the problem of to-day in the
light of history. Mere acquisition is considered of

less value than training and a correct method, and
the class work is conducted with a view to interest

the student in independent investigation and to

develop a capacity for it.

The department has exerted a wide-spread and
highly beneficial influence upon the Free Baptist

denomination. Its graduates are foimd as pastors of

many of the most influential churches of the de-

nomination, and more than half of the Free Baptist

workers in the mission fields are graduates of Hills-

dale, while a considerable number of its alumni are

to be found in important positions in other denomi-
nations. Prominent among its instructors have
been the Bev. Ransom Dunn, the Rev. J. J. Butler,

the Rev. A. T. Salley, the Rev. Charles D. Dudley,
and the Rev. J. S. Copp; and its present corps of

instructors is composed of the Rev. Delavan B.

Reed, the Rev. J. T. Ward, and the Rev. Leroy
Waterman. The seminaiy is under the supervision

of thirty-five trustees, assisted by a theological ad-

visory board of nine, nominated by the executive

committee of the General Conference of Free Bap-
tists and elected by the trustees. In 1910 the num-
ber of students was twenty-six, coming from New
York, Ohio, Wisconsin, and Michigan, and in-

cluding, besides Free Baptists, Methodists, United
Brethren, and Congregationalists. The endowment
is about $83,000, and the library contains some
2,000 volumes, the students also having access to

the general college library of 17,000 volumes.
Delavan B. Reed.

UL Congregational.—1* Andover: In the year

1807 a plan was formed for the establishment of a
theolQgical seminary in Andover, Mass., which
should be connected with Phillips Academy, where
for years students had been trained for the ministiy

by remdent pastors. While the projectors of this

school were maturing their plans, they heard of

another and similar institution which was to be es-

tablished at Newbury, leas than twenty miles dis-

tant. Eliphalet Pearson (q.v.) was most prominent
among the promoters of the Andover institution,

and Samuel Spring (q.v.) among the Newbuiy
group; the Andover men were " moderate Calvin-

istSy" so called, and the Newbury men styled them-
selves "consistent Calvinists," though they were
usually called " Hopkinsians." It was so obviously

undesirable that two Calvinistic theological schools

should be founded so near together that efforts were
at once made to combine them, and after prolonged

struggles a union of the two projects was effected.

To provide a theological platform for the seminaiy,

the two parties united in a creed, representing in its

modifications from the Westminster Assembly's
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Catechism a compromiae of the two wings of Cal-

vinism, and destined to constitute what has been
known as the Andover theology. This creed has
remained unaltered from the first, but since 1900
formal subscription to it has not been demanded
of the professors, either at their inauguration or at

five-year intervals, as formerly. The seminaiy was
established at Andover, as a branch of Phillips

Academy, and under the management of its Board
of Trustees; and a Board of Visitors was established

which should represent the theological views and
protect the interests of the Associate Founders,

as the Newbury men were called. At the fonnal

opening, Sept. 28, 1808, thirty-six students were in

attendance, and the summary of the attendance
during one hundred years is as follows: graduates in

the regular course, 2,170; non-graduates, 1,066;

students in the special course (1869-82), 45; resi-

dent licentiates, 509; advanced class (1882-93),

108; graduate students (1901-07), 11; or a total

of 3,538 students, of whom 1,082 are supposed to be
living. Of the total number, 3,031 were ordained,

2,378 of them as Congregationalists, 373 as Presby-

terians. Foreign missionaries numbered 247; col-

lege presidents, 96; college professors, 271; semi-

nary professors, 132. The seminary, always holding
graduation from college as a condition of gradua-

tion, has made exception only in the cases of ninety-

nine men. A special examination of the figures of

the second fifty years shows that three-fourths of the

graduates of that period, entering the service oi the

churches as pastors, remained directly and technical-

ly in their service for life, or until the present. In-

cluding the professions for which a seminaiy training

is the natural preparation, ninety-five per cent of the

graduates have carried out faithfully the purpose
which brought them to the seminaiy. Since the
year 1899, the degree of S.T.B. has been conferred

upon the graduates.

The list of the faculty contains many noted names,
some of which may be mentioned. Eliphalet

Pearson was the first professor of sacred literature,

but only for a year (trustee until 1826). Leonard
Woods (q.v.) was the first professor of theology,

holding the position for thirty-eight years, and his

theological attitude and personal infiuence were im-
portant factors in securing the union of the two en-
terprises at the outset. Other well-known names of

men now deceased are Moses Stuart (q.v.), Edward
Robinson (q.v.), Bela Bates Edwards (q.v.), Calvin

ElHs Stowe (q.v.), Elijah Porter Barrows, and
Joseph Heniy Thayer (q.v.), in the department of

Biblical literature; Edwards A. Park (q.v.) in the-

ology; in histoiy, James Murdock (q.v.), Ralph
Emerson, William G. T. Shedd (q.v.), and Egbert
Coffin Smyth; and in sacred rhetoric, Edward Dorr
Grifiin (q.v.), Ebenezer Porter (q.v.), Thomas
Harvey Skiimer (q.v.), Austin Phelps (q.v.), and
Charles Orrin Day (q.v.). Prof. J. Wesley Churchill,

serving the seminary for thirty years in the depart-

ment of elocution, occupied a unique and enviable

position among teachers of his art. The history of

the seminary has been identified with many religious

and philanthropic movements of the country. Tlie

students' secret missionaiy society, " The Brethren,"

imd the insistent sseal of Judson, Newell, Nott, and

Han had prominent plaee in the Qiganiaation of the

A. B. C. F. M., while the American (now Ooi|greg»-

tional) Education Society, the American Temper-

ance Society, the American (now Con^^regatioital)

Home Missionary Society, the American Ttaii

Society, the Andover House (now the South End

House, a sodal settlement in Boston), and the pian

for the first religious newspaper in tlie U. S^ iiad

their origin in whde or in large part on Andover
Hill. The Andover press was noted for neady

a century in the publication of religious works.

The Ameriean Biblieal RepoBitory was published hese

from 1831 to 1838, and the BHUiUheea Sacra fram

1844 to 1883; and the AfuioMr l^msw was edited by

Andover professors during the ten years of its pub-

Ucation, 1884-93.

In the eightaee there were several changes in the

faculty, and prolonged theological controversies,

involving questions as to Uie prerogatives of tJs

Board of VisiUws in the administration of tlie

seminary. The l^gal questions were carried to tie

supreme court of tibe commonwealth in a protracted

trial, and the controversies extended, in a train of

deplorable results, to the relation of the semiD&iy

and its students to the churches, and especially to

the A. B. C. F. M. During the same decade, ukI

later, the clnflseo became very uneven, with marked

diminution in numbers, until from 1900 (wha
several other faculty changes occurred) thej

numbered no more than six men. It I^m^^m"*^ in-

creasingly difficult to secure men to fill the vacan-

cies in the teaching force, for reasons obvious from

the recital above, and from the isolated situation of

the seminary. After prolonged deliberation cover-

ing several years, and in ibe exercise of powers ex-

pressly vested in the trustees, in the year 1908 the

seminary was removed to Cakmbridge. Already in

1907 the general feeling on the part of friends of

academy and seminary, that the interests of both

schools demanded separate boards of control, bsd

led to the incorporation of the seminary as a separate

institution, with gradual changes in the membership
of the board of trustees. The extensive, tbou^
somewhat antiquated, plant at Andover was readily

sold to the academy, which needed the buildings.

The relations established between Harvard

University and the seminary, and especially be-

tween the divinity school and the seminaiy, are u
novel and as interesting as was the establishment of

the seminary a century previous. The terms of affil-

iation provide for the maintenance oi the seminaiy

as a separate organisation, with its own trustees,

faculty, buildings, registration of students, catalogue,

and degrees. The two institutions agree to amokl

rivalry and unnecessary duplication, and to devekip

the resources of each in such way as to offer to stu-

dents the best poesible training. Vacancies in the

faculty have been filled, and a building is in process

of erection, to be occupied in 1911. More reeeot

negotiations in the spirit of the terms of affiliatioD

provide for the combination of the libraries of the

two schools in the new Andover building, as the

Andover-Harvaid Tlieologicai Libraiy, comprising

at the outset over 100,000 volumes.

Owen H. Gates.

II, 4tlaAta: This divinity s^ool 19 «tMated» the
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southern subuzfos of Atlanta, Ga., with a beautiful

campus of thirteen acres on the crown of a laige

hill overlooking the city. It was founded in 1901,

when a company of ministers, under the lead of the

Rev. Frank E. Jenkins, purchased the property that

has since been its home. The institution was es-

tablished, and has since been sustained, by the Con-
gregationalists, although its privileges have always
been o£Pered, without charge, to all denominations.

Funds for its maintenance have come largely from
the North, and its control is in the hands of a board
of trustees, thirty in number. During the first four

years. Rev. J. Edward Eirbye was its president;

and from the banning leading educators of the

South have been represented among its teachers.

At present (1910) there are forty-one men enrolled,

coming from a dozen states, and eight are to be
graduated, from as many commonwealths. The
seminary-extension work has increased in even
larger measure, this being an effort to reach by
home-study students who can not attend. The
library of 10,000 volmnes is free to all teachers and
pastors in the South, the beneficiaries paying postage.
An effort is being made to increase the endowment,
now amounting to $10,000. The faculty consists

of five professors, the Rev. E. Lyman Hood being

president. Their purpose is to train consecrated

men to become spiritual interpreters of the Scrip-

tures, forceful preachers of the Gospel, and helpful

pastors of the churches. E. Ltican Hood.
8. Baiitfor: Bangor Theological Seminaiy is

located in Bangor, Penobscot Co., Me., and was
chartered by Massachusetts in 1814. The persons

named in the charter as trustees were Revs. John
Sawyer, Kiah Bailey, Eliphalet Gillet, William
Jenks, Mighill Blood, Asa Lyman, David Thurston,

Harvey Loomis, Hon. Ammi R. Mitchell; and Sam-
uel E. Dutton. The first president of this board was
Rev. Edward Payson (q.v.), and the first instruc-

tors were Mr. Jehudi Ashmun (afterward colonial

agent in Liberia) and Rev. Abijah Wines. The
seminary was designed to provide an evangelical

ministiy for the state (then the district) of Maine,

for at that time Andover was the only other Con-
gregational seminary in existence, and it could not
supply the needs of the region. Bangor Seminary
was originally located at Hampden, but in 1819 it

was removed five miles up the Penobscot^ver to its

present location. During the ninety-four years of

its existence the seminary has sent out 879 gradu-

ates and has educated, for one or more years, 300
other students. It has niunbered among its in-

structors men eminent for piety, scholardbip, and
influence. Not to name any still living, mention may
be made of Enoch Pond (q.v.), to whom, more than
to any other man, the success of the institution was
due, who for fifty years was connected with it

as professor and president; Dr. Pond's successor in

the chair of history, Levi L. Paine (q.v.), a stimula-

ting master of his classroom; the scholarly Leonard
Woods, Jr. (q.v.), afterward president of Bowdoin
College; and his successor in teaching Biblical liter-

ature, Daniel Smith Talcott, a ripe scholar; George
Shepard, eminent as a pulpit orator; Samuel Harris

(q.v.), who began his career of teaching theology by
twelve years oi instruction in Bangor; and Lewis

F. Steams (q.v.), a worthy occupant of the same
chair, whose early death was a loss to the coimtrj' at

laige. The names just given indicate that, althougji

the seminary is Congregational, it has never been
partisan in spirit. Its position is fairly comprehen-
sive, as indicated by the denominations represented

by its student body. According to its latest cata-

logue, of its 44 students, 28 were Congregational,

11 Methodist, 2 Baptist, 2 Presbyterian, and 1 Lu-
theran, and of these 31 came from the United States,

7 from Canada, 3 from Great Britain, 1 from Mace-
donia, 1 from Asia Minor, and 1 from Japan. At
present its staff numbers 7 professors, 5 giving in-

struction, 2 instructors, and 7 lecturers, and it is

governed by a self-perpetuating board of trustees,

whose number is usually fifteen. It has productive
funds amounting to $300,000, and the value of the

buildings is set at $100,000, while its library numbers
more than 27,000 volumes. F. B. Denio.
Bibuoorapht: E. Pond, HxBtoneal Addn—t Bangor, Me.,

1870; HiOorieal Catalogue, Bangor, Me., 1901.

4. Ohioaffo: The Chicago Theological Seminaiy,
located at 20 North Ashland Boulevard, Chicago,

111., was organized Sept. 27, 1857, by delegates from
Congregational churches in Michi^m, Indiana, Il-

linois, Iowa, Wisconsin, and Missouri, was incorpor-

ated Feb. 15, 1855, and began work Oct. 6, 1858. Its

full corporate name is ** The Board of Directors of

the Chicago Theological Seminaiy.'' Among the

names of its founders were Stephen Peet, Philo

Carpenter, Truman Post, A. S. Kedsie, and G. S.

F. Savage, and the earliest professors were Joseph
Haven, Samuel C. BarUett (q.v.), and Franklin W.
Fisk. Among their successors were G. N. Board-
man (q.v.), S. I. Curtiss (q.v.), H. M. Scott (q.v.),

E. T. Harper, and W. D. Mackenzie (q.v.), while

among the present professors are President Ozora S.

Davis, Graham Taylor (q.v.), C. A. Beckwith (q.v.),

^nd F. W. Gunsaulus (q.v.). The institution is

organized as the seminary and its institutes, and its

administration consists of the triennial convention,

the board of directors, the faculty, the board of in-

struction (consisting of all regularly appointed
teachers in the institution and the librarian), and
the board of examiners. The seminaiy is unique in

its relation to the churches of the Middle West,
since it has continued to be governed as at first by
a Triennial Convention, composed of delegates

from each of the sixteen states west of Ohio and east

of the Rocky Mountains, and including the board of

directors and the faculty. The Triennial Conven-
tion elects the twenty-four directors who are chosen
for six years, half appointed each three years, from
members of the Congregational or other evangelical

churches within the constituency. The faculty are

elected by the board of directors, while the board
of examiners are appointed annually from the same
states which send delegates to the Triennial Con-
vention. Associated with the seminary are three

institutes: German, established 1882, Danish-
Norwegian, founded 1884, and Swedish, begun in

1885, all of which were reorganized as institutes

in 1893, their aim being to provide a trained ministiy

for foreign-speaking peoples. In 1902 the Chicago
School of Church Music was established, to give

practi^ training in the Qondiict of mWRQ Ul pub|iQ
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worship, and in 1009 the Department of Seminary
Extension was organised, which, throu^ coitb-

spondenoe and lectures, offers training in theological

study to ministers and others. The plant consists of

Fisk Hall, with administration oflioes, lecture-rooms,

parlor and reception room, dormitories, and gym-
nasium; Keyes Hall, with lecture>rooms and dormi>

tories; Carpenter Memorial Chapel and Hall with

music and other rooms; and Hammond Library.

The library contains 30,000 volumes, collections on
E^gyptology and on the rise of Congregationalism,

and a museum of Christian antiquity, while within

easy access of the students are the dty libraries,

aggregating 900,000 volumes.

As defined by its charter of incorporation, the aim
of the seminary is " to furnish instruction and the

means of education to yoimg men preparing for the

Gospel ministry, and ... be equally open to all

denominations of Christians " for this purpose.

Accordingly, the seminary is a high-grade institu-

tion providing training along approved lines to

meet the demands of the churehes for an educated
ministry. Located in the heart of a great cosmo-
politan city, it offers through its department of

social economics an unequaled opportunity for first-

hand observation of actual conditions and for per-

sonal conferences with specialists at work. Under
the leadership of the head of the department of

social economics is the Chicago Commons, a settle-

ment for social and civic betterment, and the

Chicago School of Civics and Philanthropy. In 1910
there were 24 directors and 2 honorary directore, 2
professors emeritus, 21 instructore and teachers,

and 72 students, while in addition there were 43
students in seminary extension courses. The in-

stitution has a productive endowment of about
$800,000. C. A. BBCKwrrH.

6. Hartfbrd: Hartford Theological Seminary,
which until 1885 was entitled "The Theological

Institute of Connecticut,'' the fourth Congregational

seminary established in the United States, was
founded in 1834 at East Windsor Hill, Conn., the
oiganising body being a voluntaiy association

known as the Pastoral Union of Connecticut, and
the leading spirit in the enterprise being Rev. Bennet
lyier (q.v.), who served as first president imtil 1867.

In 1805 the institution was removed to Hartford,

where, after a period in temporary quarters, in 1879
it received from Mr. James B. Hosmer the gift of its

present large and convenient buildings, including

chapel, recitation-rooms, dormitories, etc., besides

a separate gymnasium. To the main building, Hos-
mer Hall, was added in 1893 a superior fireproof

libraiy building, the gift of Mr. Newton Case, and
called, in memory of his wife, the Case Memorial
Library. The government of the seminary is in the
hands of thirty trustees, one-third chosen annually
for three years, elected by the Pastoral Union.
This latter body is self-perpetuating, and comprises
about 175 ministers (not limited to Connecticut or
to Congregationalists), who, with the trustees and
the professors, give assent to the creed which is part
of the constitution of the Union.
The present faculty (1911) includes eleven fuU

professors, the librarian^ two associate profeasora,

«nd niqe in^truotoiB, Sidqq 1900 th^ ciirriculiun has

been arranged under five main groups of presciibed

studies, varied so as to give emphasis respectivdj to

the Old Testament, the New Testament, chmu
history, sjrstematic theology, and practical theologr,

and amounting in each case to two-thirds of tbe

1,260 hours required for graduation; the renuinbf

one-third is open to elective choice from & Terr

large list of courses in all departments. Since 1901

the Hartford School of Religious Pedagogy {s«

RxuGiouB Pbdagoot, Hartford School or) hi

been closely affiliated with the seminary, and maLj

of its courses are taken by seminary students. I>

struction is provided, especially in polity, to st:i-

dents of other denominations than the CoDg!^%
tional, and among many lectures annually given an

those provided by the Carew Foundation, on vsnc-^

subjects, and those on the Hartford-Lamson Foo-

dation, <m the religions of the worid. There are nro

iellowships for foreign study, and two for gntdoi:^

study at Hartford. The library at present (191

:

numbers about 95,000 volumes and over SOM
pamphlets, being specially strong in apparatus f ?

textual criticism, patristics. Reformation histo:?

Arabic and other Semitic literatures, missioDs <tf

every class, liturgies, hymnology, current period-

ioals, etc., so that it is one of the largest and mon

serviceable theological libraries in the worid. Tbt

seminary is the custodian of the large missionary aid

ethnological museum of the American Board of For-

eign Missions, which, with its own valuable coIie^

tions, is adequately arranged for study. The tat£

number of full graduates (to 1910) is 676, besides

about 285 who have taken less than the fuD coots.

About 75 of the more than 550 living alumni sr

engaged in foreign missions. Since 1889 women b^?

been admitted on the same terms as men, going f(^

as missionaries, Bible teachere in ooUc^ges, leadfn

in Y. W. C. A. work, and the like. The present k^

of students numbere 65, including 5 fellows and 1''

graduate students.

After the resignation of President Tyler in l^ I

the leadership of the institution devolved upon Pnf-
I

William Thompson (q.v.) as dean of the f&cLh}'.

until in 1888 Prof. Chester D. Hartranft (q.v.) ^ I

made president. He continued in office for twectv-
j

five jrears, profoundly stimulating the entire Ut

of the institution by his varied scholarship, his ktftT

ideals, and his practical enthusiasm. In 1903 be ^^

succeeded by Dr. William Dou^^ Mackenrie (qv
,

who came from diicago Theological Seminaiy, s^^

immediately proved himself a worthy succes^^-

Among the professors who have won distinctioc hs

long service, and usually through publication as ^^

as instruction, are the following:—Bennet TVi?^

1834-57 (qystematics), William Thompson, 18Jf->I

(Hebrew), Robert G. Vermilye, 1858-75 .sr^

tematics), Matthew B. Riddle (q.v.), 1871-^ (>'~*

Testament), Chester D. Hartranft, 1878-1^^*^

(history), Edwin C. BisseU (q.v.), 1880-92 (Hebrew'.

Ernest C. Richardson (q.v.), 1883-90 (Hbivi&V.

Williston Walker (q.v.), 1889-1901 (histon), .^«J

T. Perry, 1890-1900 (librarian), and, of thoee in the

present faculty who have served ten years or monr,

Waldo S. Pratt (q.v.), from 1882 (music and krs*"

nology), dark S. Beardslee (q.v.), fron 1^^

(Biblical dogmatics and homileticB), Arthur I^
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Gillett, from 1888 (apologetics), Melanchthon W.
Jacobus (q.v.), from 1891 (New Testament), Edwin
K. Mitchell, from 1892 (early church history), Alex-

ander R. Merriam (q.v.), from 1892 (homiletics and
sociology), Lewis B. Paton (q.v.), from 1892 (Old-

Testament literature), Dxmcan B. Macdonald (q.v.),

from 1892 (Semitic languages), Edward E. Nourse
(q.v.), from 1895 (Biblical theology), and Curtis

M. Geer, from 1900 (history).

The only general catalogue of the alumni is one
issued in 1881, which naturally includes accounts of

the earlier graduates only. There is no general

history of the seminaiy, but at the fiftieth anni-

versaiy, in 1884, there was published a Memorial

of the Semi-Centenary CdebraHon of the Founding

of the Theological Institute of Connecticut, which
contains considerable historical matter. In 1890 the

Hartford Seminary Record began to be issued, at first

as a bimonthly, and later as a quarterly, under the

editorship of a committee of the faculty; this

p>eriodical, which completed its twentieth volume
in 1910, regularly contains a lazge number of articles

on theological, critical, and practical topics, and
also includes much information about the current

life of the institution and of its alumni. In con-

nection with the seventy-fifth anniversaiy in 1909 a
sort of Festschrift was published imder the editorship

of Prof. L. B. Paton, with the title Recent Christian

Progress (New York), to which trustees, professors,

and alumni of the seminaiy contributed a series of

over eighty succinct summaries of the advances in

aU principal branches of theological scholarship and
practical effort since 1834. The annual series of

Hartford-Lamson Lectures is also being published

in uniform style. Waldo S. Pratt.

6. Oberlin: Oberlin Theological Seminaiy is the

post-graduate department of Oberlin College, the

term " College " being used to cover all the work of

the various departments of the institution. It is

located in Oberlin, Lorain Co., O., and was founded

in 1833 by the first settlers of th^ town, who pro-

pK)6ed to found at the same time both a town and
a college. The college, including the theological

seminary, has never had organic connection with

any ecclesiastical organization, although during

most of its histoiy it has been associated more
larigely with Congregationalists than with the mem-
bers of any other denomination. The purpose of its

founders was to establish a Christian institution for

the evangelization of the Mississippi Valley and the

regions beyond, and the originators of the idea were
Rev. John J. Shipherd, pastor of the Presbyterian

church of Elyria, O., and Philo P. Stewart, who had
been a misaionaiy to the Indians in Mississippi.

The first president was Asa Mahan (q.v.), and the

earliest instructors in the theological seminaiy

were Charles 0. Finney (q.v.), John Morgan, John
P. Cowles, Henry Cowles (q.v.), and the president.

The original plan of the founders in 1833 included

a theological department, a scheme which was im-

expectedly developed in 1835 by the arrival of a
considerable nimiber of students from Lane Theo-
logical Seminaiy in Cincinnati, who brought with

them Professor Moigan, and induced Charles G.

Finney to come from New York City to be their pro-

fessor of theology. The seminary was very early open

XI.—23

to all races and to both sexes. Laigely through the
influence of President Finney, its life has been
characterized by keen interest in the philosophical

aspects of theology, together with a deep and con-

stant devotion to practical evangelism, and large

numbers of its graduates have been missionaries.

During anti-slaveiy days Oberlin was so strongly

committed to the anti-slavery movement that its

graduates were not acceptable to the board of

foreign missions that would naturally have com-
missioned its missionaiy graduates. Consequently
there was founded in Oberlin a missionary organiza-

tion which later meiged with others to form the
American Missionary Association, and for many
years the latter drew laigely upon Oberlin students

for its teachers and preachers. In the early decades
of its histoiy the theology of Oberlin was considered

radical, and its general trend has always been what
its friends like to caU " progressive orthodoxy."
The foUowing are the teachers whose terms of

service were longest, not including those now
actively connected with the work of the seminary:

Charles G. Finney, John Morgan, Asa Mahan, Heniy
Cowles, James H. Fairchild (q.v.), Elijah P. Bar-

rows, Heniy E. Peck, Judson Smith (q.v.), Hiram
Mead, Albert H. Currier, Geoige F. Wright (q.v.),

William B. Chamberlain, William G. Ballantine

(q.v.), Frank H. Foster (q.v.), and Owen H. Gates,

whUe among those connected with the faculty for

shorter periods were John Henry Barrows (q.v.),

Geoi^ S. Burroughs, and Julius A. Bewer. At pres-

ent (1911) Henry Churchill King (q.v.) is president

of thie college and professor of systematic theology in

the theological seminary. The seminary has eight

profesBons, and in addition has the use of certain

courses in the CoUege of Arts and Sciences; twenty-
four trustees (who act for all departments); and
eighty students, including ten in the Slavic depart-

ment, which trains preachers for the Slavic peoples

in the United States. These students, who are

members of fifteen denondnations, come as gradu-

ates from forty-one colleges, and represent nineteen

states and four foreign countries. The theological

library is a part of the general library of the col-

lege, which numbers about 200,000 bound and
unboimd voltunes. The seminary shares in the

general endowment of the college, which amoimts
to about $2,000,000 of productive endowment and
$1,000,000 invested in grounds and buildings, while

the amount of productive endowment specifically

set apart for the seminary is about $400,000. The
seminary is governed by its faculty, whose action is

subject to the approval of the general faculty of the
entire college, while in certain cases its authority

is limited to the power of recommendation to the
general council of the college and to the board of

trustees. Edward Increase Bosworth.
Bxbuoobapbt: J. H. Fairohild, Gbedin^ its Orioin, Pngrw^
and Rendu, Obarliiip 1871, and Oberlin, the Colony and
the College, ib.. 1883; D. L. Leonard. Story of Oberiin,

Boeton. 1898; W. Q. BallAntine, ed., Oberlin Jidnlee
18S9-SS, ib., 1884.

7. Paolflc: This theological seminary is located

in Berkeley, Alameda Co., Cal., the seat of the

state university, and originated in view of the dif-

ficulty of obtaining an educated ministry sufficient

in numbers and adapted to meet the conditions of
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a new country. Effort was firat made by a number
of leading Congregationaligta to secure an interde-

nominational institution; but this plan failed, and
a denominational institution was projected, among
its notable founders being Rev. J. A. Benton, Rev.
George Mooar, Rev. I. E. Dwinell, Rev. W. C. Pond,
Mr. Edward Coleman, Dr. J. C. Holbrook, Ifr.

Edward Smith, and Mr. Enos Sargent. The founda-

tions were laid by the General Association ci the

Congregational Cliurches of California, in 1866,

in which year a theological association was in-

corporated, a board of trustees elected, and the

be^ning <A an endowment secured. In 1869 Rev.
J. A. Benton assumed the first professorship, and
instructional work opened in San Francisco, and
in 1871 a spacious property was sectued in Oakland.
In 1870 Rev. George Mooar was elected professor,

and in 1884 Rev. Israel E. I>winelL In 1901 the

seminary moved to Berkeley and wss established

beside the state university. During the earlier

period of its history the seminary was chiefly dia-

tinguished by the personalities of its three leading

instructors, Drs. Benton, Mooar, and DwineU, men
of unusual strength of character, breadth of cidtuie,

and influence. In 1894 Rev. John Knox McLean
was elected president, and under his administration

the seminary has advanced chiefly in the line of

higher standards of scholarship and of more efficient

service to the churches and the community, an
important factor in this direction being the estab-

lishment of the E. T. Earl Lectureship, through
which men of wide reputation and influence have
made important contributions to the thought and
life of the Pacific Coast. Among the most signifi-

cant acts in its life is the seminary's unreserved

committal to the policy of close affiliation with the

life of the university, thereby influencing other

denominations to take the same step, and thus
creating a circle oi theological schools closely co-

operating with one another and affording oppor-

timity for broad and varied theological education.

Four institutions are now associated with Pacific

Seminary, representiog the Congregational, Disciple,

Baptist, and Unitarian denominations.

Prominent among the instruetors of Pacffic

Seminary have been Pn^. Frank H. Foster (q.v.),

now of Olivet, Mich.; Prof. Charies Sumner Nash,
since 1891 professor of homUetics; Prof. John
Wright Buckham; and Pn^. William Frederic

Bade. The institution has at present the largest

number of students and most promising outlodc

in its history. It has a faculty of five professors

and three instructors, and an associate faculty

consLsting of professors in the university and in

other seminaries, beside two annual lecturers. It

has a governing board of sixteen trustees, of which
the president of the seminary is ex-officio president,

and it has forty-six students, of whom sixteen

come from affiliated seminaries. Tlie creedal affilia-

tions of the students are: Congregationalists 22,

Baptists 13, Methodists 4, Presbyterians 2,

Disciples 2, Unitarian 1, Episcopalian 1, and Men-
nonite 1. The Seminary has an endowment of

$528,000 and a library of 10,000 v(dumes.

John Knox McLean.
8. Tale: Yale Divinity School Ib a coordinate

department of Yale Umversity, located in Nev

Haven, Conn., and is undenominational in dant
ter. It was organized as a distinct school of tl^

univenity in 1822, though one main purpose d

Yale from its foundation, in 1701, had been trcn-

ing for the ministry, and definite graduate in-

struction had been given since the establishmefit d

a professorship oi (Uvinity in Yale College in 17S1

The earliest profeaaors oi the divinity school vcic

Nathaniel W. Taylor (q.v.), Eleasar T. Fitch, J<^
WiUard Gibbs, Chauncey A. Goodridge, and Jszdss

L. ]fflng8ley, the four first named oonstitutiog its

faculty for more than thirty years. The school th

founded in a period of wide-spread theological d&

eussion, in which its first professor of thedogj,

Nathaniel W. Taylor, was a leader. It represesiei

the modified Edwardsean Calvinism known as de

"New Haven Theology." OriginaUy well sir

tended, the deaths of its eariy instructorB and tk

scanty endowment of the school led to a gien

diminution in the number of its students; still i; !^

newed its strength during the period from 18o8 1^

1870 by the growth oi a new faculty, eminent t

which were Timothy Dwight (q.v.), Geoige P.

Fisher (q.v.), Leonard Bacon (q.v.), and George L
Day, to whom Samuel Harris (q.v.) was soon afts

added. Under their leadership large inereaae is

endowment was obtained, the present buildings d

the school were begun, in 1870, and the number d

students rapidly and permanently grew. Tht

theological position of the school now becasv

broadly and progresidvely mediating. Witto
being controversial, as in the earlier period, tJe

school emphasised, and has continued to iUuBtnte,

an earnest evangelical type of faith, in beartj

sympathies with what it deems the more {MtjgiesE:^

devdopments of theological and Bibliod sdence

this country and in Europe.
The course of study was originally three yw,

the successful completion of which has led, sDOt

1806, to the degree of Bachelor of Divinity, ^oee

1879 a fourth-year study has been offered, and &»
stantly increasing cooperation with oUier depan-

ments of the university, notably the graduate sdiool,

has led to a great broadening of the field of instrr-

tion. In 1910, the school was divided into foar d^

partments, each having a specific type of Chii^Un

activity in view—those oi pastoral service, ms-

sionary service, religious education, and practical

philanthropy. The school stands for efficiec^

practical training, thorough scholarship, and us-

tnunmeled investigation of truth. It is under the

conduct of the Ccorporation of Yale University, bj

which its instructors are appointed and its intere^

administered, though its immediate government is

by the faculty. At the present time (1910) it ^

served by eleven professors, three instructors, a&i

six lecturers, with the co<^)eration of twenty-three

additional instructors more immediately connecttfi

with other departments of the university. TIkr

are 106 regular students enrolled in the school, and

131 under instruction. Of the regular stwiezits

Connnecticut is the home of 35, liasraehusetts d ^

Nebraska of 7, Canada of 6, Ohio of 5, Indiwa.

Wisconsin, and Pennsylvania of 4 each, Turkey d S,

Georgia, Maryland, Missouri, New Hampsliiie*
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^ew Jeney, New York, Virginia, Teonessee, and
Sweden of 2 each, while one student each ia from
Uabama, Arkansas, British Guiana, England,
llinois, Iowa, Italy, Japan, Michigan, Mumesotay
Ifissiflsippi, North Carolina, Oregon, West Virginia,

md, Washington. Its students represent a wide
rarJety of Protestant religious bodies, though a
najority are Congregationalists, as might be ex-
pected from the historic aflUiations of the school,

rhe endowment amounts to about 1833,000. The
ibrary is principally meiged in that of Yale Univer-
ity, though the separate departmental collections

if the school, largely of the nature of a working
eference library, contain 18,500 volumes.

WlLUBTON WaLKBB.
IkBUoaXAFBT: The Stmi-CetUemrial Annivenarv of tk^
IHpimtv School of YaU CoUogo, New Havm. 1873; W. L.
XuMpdoy. YaU CoUogo, New York, 1870, u. 15-flO.

IV. DisciplM of Christ.—!. BiUe OoUeire: The
)ol]c^ of the Bible, aflUiated with the Disciples

Chiistian) Church, and the oldest theological

eminary of that body, is located in Lexington,
«*ayette Co., Ky. It was founded in 1865 as a de-

mrtment of Kentucky University (now Tranqrl-
rania University), but in 1875 it was severed from
«hat institution and was reorganised under separate
nanagement. In that year it had three professors

ind thirty-seven students, wMle it has now (1910) a
acuity of seven professora, and during the session

if 1909-10 enrolled 180 students, of whom nine
rere women. It was founded by Rc^)ert Milligan

md John W. McGarvey (q.v.), the former of whom
waa its first president, while at the time of its re-

irganization Robert Graham became its president,

md he, John W. McGarvey, and Isaiah B. Grubbs
iODBtituted its faculty. The institution is devoted
mtirely to the training of preadiers, missionaries,

md rdigious workers, and has exerted a wide in-

hienoe, more than half of the prominent preachers
if the Disciples Church having received instruction

D its classrooms. Its students during the session

if 1909-10 came from twenty-two states of the
Jnited States and from England, Japan, Canada,
Denmaxk, and Australia. Its present faculty is

Fohn W. McGarvey, president; Isaiah B. Grubbs,
yrofesBor emeritus; W. C. Mono, dean, and profes-

lor oi Christian history and doctrine; Benj. C.

>eweflBe, professor of Bibfical introduction and
ccegBsis; Samuel M. Jefferson, professor of philos-

iphy; Hall L. Calhoun, professor <A Hebrew and
Md Testaifaent; and Wm. F. Smith, professor of

iible-echool pedagogy. It has eighteen trustees,

Jl of whom are members of the church with which
lie institution is aflUiated. Its present profit-bear-

ng endowment is $175,000, with an additional $100,-

N)0 not now yielding the institution an income, but
rhich wiD be available within the next few years.

;t now has a library of 4,000 volumes.
WlUJAM C. MORBO.

iDUoaaAFHT: J. W. MoQftnny, The CoOege of the BMe,
JjtadDgUna, Ky.. 1005.

S. Dxmke: This seminaiy, located at Des
iloines, la., and founded in 1881, forms part of

Orake University, which, although considered

mdenominational, was buOt up and is supported

yy the Disciples of Christ. It had its origin in an
inauocessful attempt to remove the denominational

school known as Oskaloosa College from Oskaloosa,
la., to Des Moines, and it owed its foundation chiefly

to the late Gov. F. M. Drake, aided by his brother-

in-law, Cieorge T. Carpenter (formerly president of

Oskaloosa College), and D. R. Lucas, then pastor
of the Central Qiurch, Des Moines. The early in-

structors in the seminary were Cieorge T. Carpenter
and Norman Dunshee, and its student body has
grown until in 1910 it reached nearly 175. Drake
Seminary stands for a thorough knowledge of the
Bible and all lines of Christian work, and wntintftinff

that denominationalism is an abnormal condition,

contrary to New-Testament standards. While it

does not see its way clear to follow ^e so-called

assured results of modem Biblical study, it criticises

extreme c<»iservatism, and strives to reconstruct the
old lines <A thought with the purpose of eliminating

errors and incorporating new truth. Probably the
most important movement connected with the sem-
inary is the Bell Bennett Mission (so named from
an intending foreign missionary student, who was
accidentally drowned), which has been instrumental
in sending out many to the foreign mission field.

Among the more prominent of the seminary's
instructors, besides the two already mentioned, are

Dr. D. R. Dungan, B. J. Radford, A. I. Hobbs,
Robert Mathews, H. W. Everest, Oscar Morgan,
Dr. Clmton Lockhart, Walter Stairs, A. D. Veatch,
Sherman Kirk, Dr. F. O. Norton, W. S. Atheam,
and A. M. Haggard. In 1910 the seminary had five

instructors, and its trustees, about twenty in num-
ber, were the same as those of the university. The
government of the seminaiy consists of a dean, re-

sponsible to the president of the university, who, in

turn, IB responsible to the board of trustees. The
larger number of the students are from Iowa, Mis-

souri, and the neighboring states, and eight or ten
usually come each year from the Pacific Coast, as
well as from Colorado. In 1910 there were about
thirty students from Australia and New Zealand,

about ten from England, six or eight from the
Philippines, and a few from Canada, China, and
Japan. As a rule other denominations than the
Disciples are represented among the student body.
The endowment fimd amounts to $100,000.

Alfbed Martin Haooabd.
8. Bnffene: Eugene Bible University (known,

untU 1908, as " Eugene Divinity School ")i located at
Eugene, Lane Co., Ore., was founded by Eugene C.

Sanderson in 1895, largely through the generosity

of Judge J. W. Cowles and Hon. T. G. Hendricks.
Its first instructors were Eugene C. Sanderson and
Morton L. Rose. The institution was opened in a
rented building, Oct. 6, 1895, but within a year the
foundation of the Bushnell Library had been laid

and land had been purchased, on which have been
erected three buildings adjacent to the University

of Oregon, with which its relations are most cordial.

More recently a branch, the Pullman Bible Chair,

has been established adjacent to the campus of the

state coUege at Pullman, Wash. Besides this chair,

the university comprises the Bible college, schools of

music and oratory, the department of art, the chair

of Bible-school science and pedagogy, and a pre-

paratory department; and its students are also en-

titled to all courses offered in the University of
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Oregon. The purpose of the school ia to give its

pupils a proficiency which shall be both scholarly

and practical for all departments of Chiistian work.
Among its more prominent instructors have been
Eugene C. Sanderson, David C. Kellems, James S.

McCallum, and Ernest C. Wigmore. In 1010 the

institution had, in all departments, twelve instruo-

toiB. The number of trustees is nineteen, elected

partly by the board in annual meeting, and partly

by the denominational conventions of Oregon,

Washington, and Idaho. The executive board con-

sists of the president of the university and the presi-

dent, vice-president, treasurer, and secretary of the

board of trustees. The number of students has in-

creased from seven the first year to seventy-four

(117 in all departments) in 1910. The value of the

school property is about $80,000, and its endowment
is about $50,000, while its libraiy contains 3,400

volumes. J. A. Bushnell.
V. Evangelical AasociatkiL—1. Vaperville: The

Evangehcal Theological Seminary is located at Na-
perville, Du Page Co., 111., and was founded in 1873

as the " Union Biblical Institute," a name which
it retained until 1909, when its name was changed
to '' The Evangelical Theological Seminary." The
institution was established by several Western con-

ferences of the Evangelical Association, Illinois

taking the lead, other conferences gradually joining,

until their number now is thirteen. The first prin-

cipal of the seminary was Bishop J. J. Esher (1876-

1879), and the senior professor, S. L. Umbadi, has
occupied the chair of historical and practical theol-

ogy since 1878. Two courses of study are offered

in the seminary: a diploma course and a degree

course, the latter emphasizing the study of the

Bible in the original, presupposing a college course

with at least three years of preparatory Greek, and
leading to the degree of B.D. In 1910 a graduate

school was established imder the direction of the

seminary faculty. The courses offered in this school

may be taken in non-residence, and on completion

the degree of S.T.D. i3 conferred. Women desiring

a theological training for Christian work of any kind

or for the foreign mission field are admitted to the

seminary on the same terms as men. The institu-

tion holds that theology is a growing science, and
that the sources of knowledge are natiue, human
consciousness, and the Bible; and it maintains that,

although the Bible is the ultimate authority, there

is need of all the light of nature and of human
reason to interpret it properly.

In 1910 the seminary had three regular profes-

sors: S. J. Gamertsfelder (principal and professor of

ezegetical and systematic theology), S. L. Umbach
(historical and practical theology), and C. B. Bow-
man (apologetics and Biblical instruction); and in

addition to their instruction, prominent men from
this and other denominations are secured as lecturers

on various subjects before the students. The in-

stitution is controlled by thirteen trustees, one from
each of the annual conferences interested in the

seminaiy, together with one member of the board of

bishops of the denomination. The latter, appointed

by his board, holds office for four years, the others,

elected by the members of their respective oonfer-

6Does, for three. The number of students in 1910was

twenty-five, five of whom were graduated at thedn

of the seminary year. S. J. Gamebtsfeldel

VL Jewish.—1. Hebrew Union OoUeso: %
institution was founded by Isaac Mayer Wee,

rabbi of Congregation Bene Jeshurun, at Qodi^

nati, O., in 1875, after several unsuccessful attempe

at creating theological schools for the Jewish as-

mimities in America had been made in Philaddpln

and New York^ and also in Cincinnati. FnaDf.

convinced that only through a union of ooogr^

tions could a college be permanently estaUisy

which would meet the demands of progiesie

American Israel for American-bred rabbis imbaei

with the spirit of American life and liberty, Dr. Wat

agitated for the formation of such a union. In 1872

the Union of American Hebrew CongiegataooB«
organised with the view of establishing an institi-

tion for the training of ministers for the Je«i^

pulpit and for the promotion of Jewish leanio^

and on Oct. 3, 1875, the Hebrew Union College i«

opened with an enrolment of seventeen students wis

formed the first preparatoiy class. After ise

years the collegiate department was op^oed with

Dr. Moses Mielziner of New York as protai

of Talmud; in 1881 a permanent home for theeoi-

lege was acquired and dedicated; and in 1883 tk

first four rabbis were graduated and ordained. Bl

Wise, the first president, remained in office until la

death on Mar. 26, 1900, when Dr. Mielziner, tie

senior member of the faculty, was appointed ta

take his place. After the latter's deatii, and is

some time during his illness, Dr. Grotthard DeiM
became the acting president. On Feb. 26, 1901

Dr. Kaufmann Kohler (q.v.) of New York «»

elected president with the express understan&l

that " the Hebrew Union College shall forever eoe*

tinue to be the exponent of American Reform Jv^

ism as taught and expounded by its inunoitil

founder, Isaac M. Wise, and his illustrious v-

workers," and on Oct. 18, 1003, he was indu^

into office.

The institution is administered by a Board fl<

Governors consisting of twenty-four memben (t0

of whom are residents of Cincinnati), appointed t?

the executive board of the Union of Ameiicai

Hebrew Congregations. The college is composed si

two departments, the preparatory, which esta>4

over a course of four years, into which Ins^

school students are admitted; and the colfega^

which extends over a course of five years, ia^

which only university students or gradustes «<

admitted. Graduates from the preparatoij ^
partment receive the degree of bachelor of Hehe'

literature, while the rabbinical diploma is od-

ferred upon the graduates from the collegiate d^

partment, though only after they have been pt^

uated from . the University of Obicinnati or sofl^

other university of recognised standing. Tlie po^

graduate course leads to the degree of D.D., «!»»

is also conferred honoris causa on theologiiBS of

distinction. The subjects taught are Hebrew sod

Aramaic; Bible exegesiswithHebrew oommenta^'
Midrash and Taxgum; Mishnah and TalmodviB

some of the medieval codes; apocryphal, apoeatf?'

tic, and HeUenistio literature; Jewish phflosf)^'

chiefly of the middle ages; Jewish lituigy; b>B^
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nd literature of the Jewish people from Biblical

o modem times; the history of Judaism and its

ects; systematic and practical theology, and
omparative religion; Jeifdsh ethics and pedagogy;
lomlletics and applied sociology. The faculty as
t present constituted consists of the following

Qembers: Dr. Kaufmann Kohler (president and
trofessor of theology, homiletics, and Hellenistic

iterature), Dr. Gotthard Deutsch (Jewish history
Ad literature), Dr. Louis Grossmann (q.v.) ethics

nd pedagogy), Dr. David Neumark (Jewish
philosophy). Dr. Jacob Z. Lauterbach (Talmud),
>r. Moses Buttenwieser (Biblical exegesis), Dr.
ulian Moigenstem (Bible and Semitic languages),

>r. Heniy Englander (Bible exegesis and Biblical

tistory), and Dr. Boris B. Bogen (special instructor

D sociology with relation to Jewish philanthropy).

The Hebrew Union College libraiy has grown
teadily from small beginnings, and now com-
>rises about 30,000 volimies extending over the
ntire raiige of Biblical and Rabbinical Hebrew,
Lnd modem Jewish, Hellenistic, philosophical, Sar

naritan, Karaite, English, Gem[ian, and French
iterature, besides periodicals and pamphlets. It

ncludes the libraries of Dr. Samuel Adler, M.
Kayserling, and others; and contains many rare

xlitions. One hundred and thirty rabbis have been
psduated from the college, most of whom occupy
prominent pulpits in the various Jewish oommuni-
ies of America. The present college building be-

ng no longer adequate to its demands, the ground
'or a new college edifice and an adjoining libraiy

3uilding has been purchased in the vicinity of the

[Jniversity of Cincinnati. The comer-stone has just

seen laid, and it is expected that by the close of the

scholastic year of 1912 the two massive stmctures
ivill be completed. Kaufmann Kohler.
2. Jewish Theological Seminary of Amezica:

rhis is a rabbinic seminary of conservative tendency
bunded in New York City in 1886, nuunly through
Dr. Sabato Morals of Philadelphia, and conducted
by him until his death in 1899, when for a time Dr.

A.. Kohut, the professor of Talmud, conducted the

institution. Upon his death the position of the

seminary became precarious, until it was recon-

stituted in 1902 by a new oiganization which was
endowed with a fund of over $500,000, to which
contributions were made by Leonard Lewisohn,

Daniel Guggenheim, and others, including Jacob
H. SchifT, who also donated a special building on
University Heights. It received a charter from
the State of New York in the same year, with the

right to confer the degrees of rabbi, doctor of

divinity, and doctor of Hebrew literature, where-

upon Dr. Solomon Schechter (q.v.), reader in

rabbinics in the University of Cambridge, England,

and the well-known discoverer of the Hebrew
original of Ecclesiasticus, was elected president of

the faculty, and a mmiber of scholars were brought
over from Europe to carry on the work of the

aeminaiy under the new direction. The seminaiy
moved, in 1903, into its new building at 531-635

West 123d Street, which contains in its highest

story ample room for the fine libraiy which has been
collected since that date, and which now (1911)

amounts to 39,000 boolra and 1,500 manuscripts.

the greatest collection of Jewish works in any Jewish
institution in the world. This includes the libraries

of the late M. Steinschneider, David Cassel, and
M. Halberstam, and a lazge number of works
presented by Judge Mayer Sulzberger.

The number of students is at present about
seventy, of whom thirty-two are in the senior class,

all graduates of American colleges or possessing an
equivalent degree. The coiu-se of study extends
over a period of four years, and includes training in

Bible, Talmud, Jewish history and literature, theol-

ogy, homiletics, and Semitics. Connected with the
seminary is a teachers' institute, which provides
training for teachers of SabbaUi and religious

schools. The seminary publishes a series of scientific

works on Jewish literature entitled Texts and
Studies ofthe Jewish Theological Seminary, and three

volimies have already appeared, edited by Prof. L.

Ginsberg (New York, 1910 sqq.).

Joseph Jacobs.
Vn. Lutheran:—1. Au^sbtirff: Augsbui^g S^ni-

nary, the oldest Norw^ian Lutheran divinity

school in America, is controlled by the Norwegian
Lutheran Free Church of North America, was or-

ganised in 1869, and b^an its work at Marshall,

Wis., whence it was moved, in 1872, to its present

situation in Miimeapolis, Miim. Prof. A. Weenaas
was the first president, and he was succeeded in

1876 by Prof. George Sverdrup, who served up to his

death in 1907, when Prof. Sven Oftedal, the senior

professor of the seminary, who had been connected
with it since 1873, became its president. On the
death of Prof. Oftedal in 1911, Prof. George Sver-

drup succeeded him in the presidency. In the
forty years of its existence, 346 young men have
graduated from its theological department, almost
all serving as ministers in Lutheran chiurches in New
York, Pennsylvania, Michigan, Illinois, Wisconsin,

Iowa, Mirmesota, Kansas, Nebraska, South Dakota,
North Dakota, Washington, Oregon, and British

Columbia, while many of its theological graduates
have been, and are, engaged in missionary work,
principally in Madagascar. The aim of Augsburg
Seminary is to educate pious and devoted minis-

ters quidified for the hard and self-sacrificing life

of the pioneers of a free church for a free people.

While adhering strictly to the Lutheran confession,

and laying great stress on personal Christian expe-

rience, Augsbiug Seminary takes a view of the edu-

cation of ministers different from what is considered

the standard in the European state churches with
their Latin schools and imiversities. The govern-

ing ideas of the seminaiy are as follows: Ministers

should be Christian workers trained for their calling

in religious institutions, not in secular colleges;

they should be so educated as not to become a
caste estranged from the people in general, and
especially not from the believers in the Church;

the essential medium for the spiritual development

of yoimg men being educated for the ministiy

should not be the Greco-Roman classical literature,

imbued as it is with pagan ideas and immorality,

but the Word of God.
Augsburg Seminary is not, therefore, a combinap

tion of a secular college and a theological seminary,

but a strictly religious institution for the education
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of ministen thiou^ a seven-yean' ooune, of wbich

the first four are preparatory for theological study

proper. In the theological course much more time

is given to Biblical and historical than to dogmatic
theology, the idea being that Christianity is not a
philosophical system, but a personal life. The his-

tory of Augsburg Seminary has been one of continual

struggle, partly on account of the financial diffi-

culties with which an institute of this kind must
contend among poor and struggling immigrants, and
partly because the principles of the seminary have
been the object of many and persevering attacks

from those who were more or lees interested in con-

tinuing in the new country the ideas prevailing in

the state churches in regard both to the education

of ministers and to the relation between the clergy

and the common people in the churches.

Geoboe Svebdbup, Jb.

8. Aiviistaaat Augustana Theological Seminary,
under the control of Uie Evangelical Lutheran
Church, was established in 1860 at Chicago, whence
it was removed, three years later, to Paxton, HI.,

and thence, in 1875, to Rock Island, HI., where it is

now permanently located. It had its origin in the

need of providing mimsters for the Swedish immi-
grants, and among its founders were Rev. L. P.

Esbjdm, Rev. T. N. Hasselquist, and Rev. Erland
Carlsson, while its earliest profeesors were the two
first named and Dr. A. It Cervin, T. N. Hassel-

quist being also first president until his death in

1891. In 1890 two additional professors were
appointed, and the course of study was changed
on the adoption of the university plan, the courses

offered now numbering twenty. The number of

graduates of the seminary, inclusive of the year

1909, is 698, and the instruction corresponds to the

best requirements of well-equipped seminaries,

the diploma being recognised by the Church of

Sweden. The seminary has also a post-graduate

department offering twenty-four courses. Students
may receive the B.D. degree, and all who have ac-

quired A.B. and B.D., and pass satisfactory exami-
nations in eight subjects of the post-graduate courses,

receive the degree of C.S.T. by continued studies

and on the completion of an accepted and printed

thesis on some theological subject. The degree D.D.
may be conferred if the scholiuiship of the candidate

and his standing are such that he may be recom-
mended. The seminary stands for Lutheran
orthodoxy, evangelical Christianity, and higher

theological culture, and its influence on its own
denomination has been to extend the work of Augus-
tana Synod throughout the United States and to

encourage missionary activity in foreign lands.

Standing for true conservatism, true liberalism, and
faithfulness to the Augsbiug Confession, it has done
much to strengthen the Lutheran Church in the

United States. There are, however, no special

movements that have originated in the seminary
except the Augustana Foreign Mission Society.

AU the professors of the seminary have been more
or less prominent, and among them special mention
should be made of T. N. Hasselquist (who was also

one of the founders of the Augustana Synod), O.

Olsson (q.v.; president of the institution from 1891

to 1900), and R. F. Weidner (q.v.; now president

of the Lutheran Seminary at Chicago). Tlie rqp-

lar profeesors are four in number: G. £. Undbsr
(acting president and professor of qratoBatir

theology, liturgies, and church polity), K. Joh

Sander (q.v.; historical theology, SwedU^ hoaih

letics, and pastoral theok3gy), S. G. Toui^
(philoeoi^y, Greek New Testament, exegesis, New-

Testament introduction, and catecheticB), and C-

A. Blomgren (Hebrew, Old-Testament intiroductk£

and ezagesis, propedeutics, and FingHrfi bomiktiesl

There are eighteen trustees of the instituticui, idadi

is governed by the Evangelical Lutheran Augustafia

S^od; and it had in 1910 fifty-eight student& &n

of whom are Lutherans, from almost every state ia

theUmon. The endowment is about $380,000, tkus

being for the entire institution of Augustana GoUep
and Theok>gical Seminary, and the library of 24,000

volumes likewise bebngs to the institution as &

whole. A new library building known as the Deok-

maim Memorial Library, costing over $200,000, vis

dedicated in 1911. Since 1901 the president hss

been Dr. Gustav Andreen, who for some years faa«

been relieved from teaching in order to raise addi-

tional funds for the college and seminary.
(}oNRAD Emu. Likdbkbg.

$. Ohieaco: This seminary, ofBcially known a?

"The Theological Seminary of the Evangelical

Lutheran Ghurch at Chicago, 111.," received iu

charter July 29, 1891, was opened Oct. 1 of tb

same year, and is now located in Maywood, a suburb

of Chicago. The directors, originally appointed by

the oflKcers of the General Council of the Evangdic&i

Lutheran Church, are self-perpetuating, and elect

their successors from synods in strict haimony with

the doctrinal position of the seminary " as set^ fonb

in the FundamerUal Principles of Faith and Chvrd

Polity as declared by the General Council (1867) aS

Fort Wayne, Ind." The first president of Hbe

board (to 1894) was the Rev. W. A. PassaTsnt

(q.v.), by whose seal and Eberality the seminaiy

was founded. So far but five professors have beea

connected with the seminary: Rev. R. F. W&dnex
(q.v.; dogmatics and exegesis since 1891; elected

president in 1893), Rev. H. W. Roth (practical

theology and church history, 1891-97), Rev. G. H.

Gerberding (practical theology since 1894), Bev.

E. F. Krauss (New-Testament exegesis since 1900).

and Rev. Alfred Ramsey (historical theology since

1904). The aim of the institution is to prepare

men for the ministry of the Grospel, especially in oo&-

nection with the Evangelical Lutheran Church, aad

is open to all students of the Evangelical Lutheran

Church and to all pastors thereof, as well as to an

j

others, whether skidents or pastors, who, haviop:

the proper gifts and education, give evidence of

Christian character and experience. All the scioioes

included in theology, some thirty or more, are

logically arranged so as to be comprised in twentf-

one distinct and independent courses coveri&f

seventy-two hours' instruction weekly, and eaeh

subject, except Greek and Hebrew exegesis, msj

be completed in one year. A student of avera^

ability can graduate in three years (sixteen conrass),

and in four years can take the degree of B.D.

(twenty-one courses) . Twenty-four dififerent courees

are also offered to post-graduates by corre^xxideiiee.
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In addition to the regular profeesors, five or more
inatniotorB are appointed each year to give instruc-

tion from three to twelve hours weeidy. On an
average forty students have been enrolled as resi-

dent students for the last fifteen years, and on an
average over a hundred as non-resident students

inoe 1900. There are about 10,000 carefully

selected books in the library.

RwxEB Framkun Wsidneb.
BtBUOOBATHT: Shtdmta BomAook of tk$ ThmUtgioBi Semii'

noiv of tk§ Bvamodicai JAOkorm Chmth ai Ckkago, lU,,~-
1908.

4. Odlnmlmat The Evangelical Lutheran Semi-

Dary at Columbus, O., the oldest educational insti-

tution of tiie Lutheran Church west of the Alleghany

Mountains, was established in Canton, O., in 1830

by the Lutheran Synod of Ohio and Adjacent

States, generally known as the Joint Synod of Ohio,

an organisation of Qennan and English Lutheran

pastors and congregations dating back to the year

1818. About two yean after the founding of the

school, it was removed to Columbus, O., where it

has since, with some slight interruptions, continued

Its work of furnishing a goodly percentage of Qer-

man and T<^gi*<«^ pastors to the Lutheran con-

gregations of Ohio and states farther west. It

represents doctrinally the status of the Joint Synod,

which is that of conservative and confessional

Lutheranism, and is an exponent of the theological

thought of the Lutheran Church of Germany during

its orthodox period. Its firet instructor was Prof.

Wilhelm Schmidt, a graduate of the University of

Halle, who for ten yean remained its only teacher,

and among his successon the most influential have

been Prof. Wilhefan H. Lehmann and Prof. M. Loy,

now iRofesBor emeritus. The institution has been

largely fpfln«n»ift^l in w^i^iritig Western Lutheranism

confessional and orthodox, and hundreds of its

graduates have been, and still are, active in the

work of establishing congregations especially among
the settlen throuipiout the West who come from

the Lutheran coimtries of Europe. A unique

feature is that its instruction is bilingual, theological

lectures in Qeiman alternating with those in English,

and perhaps seventy-five per cent of its graduates

are able to preach in both languages. The trustees,

eleven in number (eight clergymen and three

laymen), are all selected from the membership of

the Joint Synod, and are elected at the biennial

convention of this body. The faculty numben five

of whom one, as emeritus, is no longer engaged in

active work. The dean is Prof. F. W. Stellhom

(q.v.) and the secretary is Prof. George H. Schodde

(q.v.). The student body, which in some yean
mns up to fifty, was in 1910 thirty-eighty namely,

eighteen in the senior, ten in the middle, and ten in

the junior dasB. Although originally incorporated

as " The German Theok)gicaI Seminary," by act of

legislature this name was changed sevml yean ago

to " Theobgical Seminary," as both German and
F»*ClSA are entitied toexactlythe samerights in the

work of the school. Gsobgs H. Schodds.

BnuooBAnr: Q. H. Sehodde, Tko Ltdkomn Somimani d
CcUmAtu, Ohio, Gohimbiiii, O., 1905; P. A. Peter and
W. Sehmidt* CfmekSOio dor anoomoinon ootmodiaehr
imUkorioekom Sunoio «mi Ohio Mid tmdonr Bkutm, Gohim-

6. Ckmoordia (Bt* LoDis): This institution, the
largest of its denomination in the United States,

was founded as a classical college and school of

theology m 1839 by Lutheran emigrants from
Saxony, who were fleeing from the persecutions of

a rationalistic state-churoh to the land of religious

liberty. Its first home was in the forests of Perry
Ck>.y Mo., at the village of Altenbuig, and its first

building was a log-hut constructed by memben of

the first faculty, which consisted of the candidates

of theology C. F. W. Walther (q.v.), J. F. Buenger,

O. Fuerbringer, and Th. Brohm. After the oiganissr

tion of the German Evangelical Lutheran Synod of

Missouri, Ohio, and Other States in 1847, the in-

stitution was, in 1849, removed to St. Louis, and the

synod elected Walther, at that time pastor of the

Lutheran congregation at St. Louis, its first profes-

sor of theology. He remained with the institution

as its foremost teacher and president until his death

in 1887. In 1861 the classical (preparatory) depart-

ment was removed to Fort Wayne, Ind., while the
" Practical Theological Seminary," with Professor

Craemer, was transferred from Fort Wayne to St.

Louis, and was united with the '' Theoretical Semi-

nary " imder the presidency of Professor Walther.

The two seminaries remained united until 1875,

when the '' Practical Seminary " was removed to

Springfield, 111. During Walther's presidency the

teachen were A. Biew^od, G. Schick, Alex. Sazer,

G. Seyffarth, R. Lange, Laur. Larsen, A. Craemer,

E. A. Brauer, Th. Brohm, E. Preuss, F. A. Schmidt
(q.v.), G. Schaller, M. Guoither, and F. Pieper (q.v.).

By synodical action Professor Pieper, after the

death of Walther, succeeded to the presidency and
the chair of sjrstematic and pastoral theology, and
with him the following have been holding theological

professorships since 1887: G. Stoeckhardt (exe-

gesis), A. Graebner (d. 1904), E. A. W. Krauss

(history), O. Fuerbringer (isagogics), F. Bente

(sjrmbolics), G. Mesger (homiletics), and W. Dau
(English dogmatics). With the number of resi-

dent students steadily growing, the capacity of the

coUege buildings had to be increased from time to

time. The erection of a large main building in 1883,

at the cost of $150,000, raised the capacity to 2G0,

and an annex, built in 1907, to 300 resident students.

The doctrinal position of Concordia Seminary

is understood from the position to which its foundere

were led under severe struggles of an awakened con-

science crying for sure grace and truth. Its foundera

had emerged from the rationalism of a degenerated

state-chureh, and had overcome very pronounced

hierarchical tendencies in their own midst: they

had firmly grasped, and they deeply impressed

upon their students, the 4>rinciple that, as regards

doctrine and discipline, there is only one conscience-

binding authority, vis. the Word of Christ, which

is given to tbd CSiurch in tiie Holy Scriptiues. All

mattera not determined by this Word (adiaphora)

are to be adjusted, not by the rulings of " diurch

authorities," but by the mutual consent of Chris-

tians themselves, church councils, ssoiods, etc.,

having only advisory power in such matters. As
regards doctrine, in particular, Concordia Seminary

inculcates in its students the following principles:

The doctrine to be taught in the Church must be

\
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divine doctrine, not only in the sense that it treats

of divine matters, but, alx>ve all, in the sense that it

exhibits God's own thoughts, to the exclusion of all

human views and opinions. Christian doctrine is

nothing but what God himself thinks and pro-

claims about these matters in Holy Scripture, and
Christian doctrine regarding Holy Scripture is not
what men hold it to be, but what Christ and his

apostles taught us that it is, vis., the infallibleWord
of God, given by inspiration. The various parts of

Christian doctrine form a harmonic whole to such
an extent that an aberration in one doctrine af-

fects, by consequence, the whole body of doctrine,

especially the doctrine of justification, and what-
ever lacunsB appear in the body of Christian

doctrine are not to be filled up by human specula-

tion, but must be left open, to be filled by the per-

fect knowledge of eternity. This principle explains

the position which Concordia Seminary occupies

over and against Calvinism on the one hand and
Arminianism or Synergism on the other. Concordia
Seminary retains both the teaching of universalis

gratia and sola gratia, claiming that Scripture

teaches both, and it finds a correct restatement of

Biblical doctrine over against error in the Confes-
sions of the Lutheran Church, while holding that
later Lutheran theologians have in some points de-

viated from the accuracy of Scriptural teaching, as
on the relations of Church and State, Sunday, con-
version, and predestinatbn. By rigidly adhering to

these principles the institution has been instrumen-

tal in educating a homogeneous Christian ministry,

which is modem in equipment—only graduates of

classical colleges are admitted—and acquainted with
modem doctrinal liberalism, while rejecting and
combating doctrinal looseness in every form as
unbiblical and xmscientific. Its graduates are at
work in all the states of the Union, and in Canada,
South America, Australia, India, and Europe (Lon-
don, and the Lutheran Free Churches in Germany
and Denmark).

Concordia Seminary registered in 1910 285 stu-

dents, and seven professors, who lecture in German,
English, and Latin. It is governed by a board of

trustees composed of three lay and two clerical

members who are elected by the Bfissouri Synod for a
term of three years. All the students are Luther-

ans and, with some few exceptions, are graduates of

the Synod's classical schools at BronxviUe, N. Y.,

Fort Wayne, Ind., Milwaukee, Wis., St. Paul, Minn.,

Concordia, Mo., and Winfield, Kan. The supply of

young men upon whom the Synod may levy for

making up losses in, and for enlarging, its ministry

is practically unlimited, since 2,123 parochial schools

are in operation within the Synod. Concordia Sem-
inary carries no endowment, and all expenses are

defrayed from the S3modical treasury, which is kept
solvent by voluntary contributions of the congre-

gations and by the proceeds of the Synod's book
concern, the Concordia Publishing House. The
number of books in the library of the seminary is

15,000. Franz A. O. Pxbpbb.

Bibuooxapht: Der Lulhenmer, sGnriii.-XBdx.; F. Pkper,
LehrtUUuno dtr MiatouriSunoiU, St. Louis, Mo.. 1807.

6. Oonoordia (Bprinfffleld, 111.): This institu-

tion, now situated in Springfield, 111., and officiaDy

entitled " Concordia College," owes its origin to EeT.

J. C. W. L5he (q.v.) of Neuendettelsau, Bavarix
who, touched by the religious distress among the

emigrated Germans, founded a seminary for prac-

tical preparation for the ministry at Ft. Wayne,
Ind., in 1846. L6he sent over eleven young men,

together with a talented candidate of theologj,

Roebbelen, as instructor, and, imder the super-

vision of Dr. W. I^hler (q.v.), the school wss

opened in an upper chamber of the parsonage. The
earliest instructors of this " Practical Seminary of

the Missouri Synod " were Dr. W. Sihler and Proa
A. Wolter and A. Biewend (1846-50). The va-

cancy caused by Biewend's call to the St. Louis

Seminaiy was filled in 1850 by Prof. A. Craemer,
who for forty-one years was an untiring and zealoi^

laborer in behalf of the " Practical Seminary." A
radical change occurred in 1861, when the claasicsl

department of Concordia Seminaiy, St. Louis, was

removed to Ft. Wayne, while the " Practical Theo-
logical Seminary," with Professor Craemer, was
transferred from Ft.Wayne to St. Louis to be united

with the " Theoretical Seminary " under the super-

vision of Dr. C. F. W. Walther (q.v.). Until 1875

all the professors lectured to the students of both

seminaries, but now another important change was
to take place. In Springfield, lU., the Illinois State

University had passed into the hands of the General

Council. This synod was desirous of selling the in-

stitution, and, largely through the agency of Rev.

W. A. Passavant (q.v.) and of Rev. H. KaU (nov
of Terre Haute, Ind.; then assistant pastor st

Springfield), it was purchssed by the Biissouri Synod
in 1873. The following year the " Proseminary

*'

(established in 1852), with Professor Kroenine.
was removed from St. Louis to Springfield, and in

1876 the " Practical Seminary " followed, with Pn>-

fessor Craemer as president. Here the seminary has

found a permanent home. Prof. H. Wyneken was

called in 1876, and Prof. J. S. Simon in 1881.

Wyneken resigned in 1890 on account of failing

health, Craemer died in 1891, and Kroening was
called to Milwaukee in 1892, their sucoeasorB being

Prof. R. Pieper (elected to the presidency in

1891), Prof. J. Hener, and Prof. F. Streckfuss

(1892). In 1892 an English theological professor-

ship was founded and filled by the appointment of

Prof. L. Wessel. Professor Simon resigned in 19(M,

and was succeeded first by Prof. T. Schlueter (now
at Watertown, Wis.) and then by Prof. O. Boeder
(1909). As quite a number of Slovak students

pursue their studies here, Prof. S. Tuhy was ap-

pointed in 1910 to instruct them in their mother-
tongue.

The whole course embraces two departments:
the proseminary (two years) and the seminary
(three years), in the latter of which the usual

branches of ezegetical, systematic, historical, and
practical theology are taught. Since the ministers

must be enabled to officiate in German and in Eng-
lish, instruction is imparted in both languages.

The institution stands for sound Lutheranism, and

no teaching contrary to the Book of Concord is toler-

ated, and for a thoroughly conservative position

in respect to Biblical criticism and " scientific the-

ology." Over 700 ministers have graduated here.
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The campus comprises eight and one-half acres with
modem and commodious buildings, and the semi-
nary is entirely sustained by the Missouri Synod.
The student body (1910) numbers 216, and comes
from all parts of the United States and Canada,
while six are from Australia, two from Brazil,

and one from New Zealand. The Ubrary contains
about 4,500 volumes. Louis Wxssel.
Bibuoorapht: FitnfnffjiihrioeB JvbiUltan de» Concordia^
Seminan mu SpruHtMUU lU., 1846-^06, St. Louis. Mo.. 1860.

7. 0«ttysbiuv: This institution, officially desig-

nated '' The Theological Seminary of the Qeneml
Synod of the Evangelical Lutheran Church in the
United States," is located in Gettysbuig, AdanLs
Co., Pa., where it occupies a site of over forty acres
on the historic Seminary Hidge, overlooking the
town. It was founded in 1826 by the G^ieral
Synod, which at its first meeting in 1820 appointed
a oonmiittee to report on the feasibility of establish-

ing a theological school. The project was deemed
impracticable, but it was revived, chiefly through a
sermon preached by the Rev. S. 8. Schmucker
(q.v.) of New Market, Va., at the meeting of the
Maryland and Viiginia Synod, Oct. 17, 1824, and
the General Synod in consequence reconsidered
the matter a year later, taking steps at once for

the organization of the seminary. Rev. S. 8.

Schmucker was elected the first professor in 1826,
and for forty-six years he remained its head, during
the greater part of this period being the most potent
factor in the building of the Lutheran Church, and
for the first four years of the existence of the semi-
nary being its only professor. During the great

battle of July, 1863, the old seminary building was
considerably damaged by shells, besides being used
as a hospital, and the institution also passed through
the stress of ecclesiastical controversy in the sixties,

resulting in the resignation of several professors, the
establishment of another Lutheran seminary in

Philadelphia in 1864, and the organization of the
General Coimcil in 1866.

The seminary has been attended by 1,100 stu-

dents, most of whom have entered the Lutheran
ministry, though a small minority have become
ministers in other denominations. It has also pre-

pared many professors for colleges and seminaries,

as well as missionaries for the home and the foreign

field. The doctrinal basis is the Word of God as
contained in the canonical Scriptures of the Old
and the New Testaments as the only infallible rule of

faith and practise, and the Augsburg Confession as
a correct exhibition of the fundamental doctrines of

the divine word. The institution occupies a con-
servative, orthodox position, in accord with the
evangelical character of the Lutheran Church in

America. This seminary, being the oldest purely
theological Lutheran institution in America, and
the largest in the General Synod, has exerted a
correspondingly wide influence, and during the
first half of its existence, before other Lutheran
seminaries were founded, nearly all the leading

imnisters and educators were trained there. Among
past instructors the following may be mentioned:
Drs. S. S. Schmucker (q.v.), E. L. Hazelius, H. I.

Schmidt, C. A. Hay, Charles P. Krauth (q.v.),

Charles F. Schaeffer (q.v.), J. A. Brown, M. Val-

entine (q.v.), E. J. Wolf, C. A. Stork, and J. W.
Richard. In 1910 the number of professors was
five, besides whom there are occasiorial lecturers on
doctrinal and practical subjects. The institution is

governed by a board of directors, whose ma-rifnnm
nimiber does not exceed fifty, chosen by district

synods which contribute toward its support. There
are now fifty-three students in attendance, all of
whom are Lutherans, all except two being college

graduates. Three-fourths of them are from Penn-
sylvania, one from Germany, and the rest from
adjacent states. The endowment amounts to about
$260,000, and the real estate is worth $250|000.
The libraries contain 20,000 volumes, including the
valuable collection of 3,000 of the Lutheran His-
torical Society. J. A. Sinomaster.

Bebuoobafht: E. J. Wolf, The Lutheram in America, New
York, 1880: H. E. Jaoobs, HiUoty of the Evangelical Lu-
theran Chweh m the United Statee, New York. 1893; Lu-
theran Quarterly, vL, xiv.

8. Hamma: This institution is located in Spring-
field, Clark Co., O., and was known as the Witten-
berg Theological Seminary until, in 1905, its iiame
was changed to Hamma Divinity School in recogni-

tion of Dr. and Birs. M. W. Haxxmia, who had just

given almost $200,000 for the endowment and
extension of the institution. The school was
established in 1845, and has always been afiUiated

with and controlled by the General Synod of the
Evangelical Lutheran Church, its foimder being
the Rev. Esra Keller, who had come from Mary-
land at the call of the scattered Lutherans in Ohio.

Among the early teachers were Dr. Keller (presi-

dent of both college and seminary), Dr. Samuel
Sprecher (q.v.; for twenty-five years president and
for thirty-five years instructor). Dr. F. W. Corund
(afterward editor of Tfie Lutheran Observer), Dr.

J. H. W. Stuckenberg (q.v.), and Dr. Samuel A.

Ort, for eighteen years president and for thirty

years instructor. The school stands for the con-

servative theology of the historic Lutheran Church.

It believes strongly in the creeds of the church, is

opposed to all the so-called liberalizing tendencies

of radical theologyi and teaches heartily that the

Bible is the Word of God, but at the same time it is

progressive, and looks forward hopefully to the time
wh^ there may come a union of the Lutheran forces

in America. The influence of the school has been
strongly felt throughout the general body to which
it belongs, and it is safe to say that no other theo-

logical school has had more influence during the last

twenty years in shaping the policies and affecting

the development of the General Synod.
The present faculty is made up as follows : Charles

G. Heckert (president), Leander S. Keyser (Chris-

tian theology and ethics), David H. Bauslin (q.v.;

ecclesiastical history), V. G. A.Tressler (q.v.; New-
Testament philology). Loyal H. Larimer (Old-

Testament language and exegesis), and J. L. Neve
(symbolics and practical theology). The board of

directors numbers forty-two, and is the same as that

controlling Wittenberg Collie. The student body
has been slowly increasing in nimibers during the

past five years, and^ the enrolment for 1910, in

which Germany and Norway are represented, is

thirty-four. The endowment is about $300,000,
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much of whioh has been given duzing the last ten
yean, and there is also a special endowment for

libraiy and art purposes. The libraiy contains
about 18,000 volumes. The only printed histoiy of
the seminary is that contained in a history of

Wittenberg College published in Springfield in 1887
by Rev. G. G. Clark. Chablu G. Hscksrt.

9. Hartwldkt This institution, which is the oldest

Lutheran classical and theological school in America,
is located near Cooperstown, Otsego Co., N. Y.,

where it was founded in 1797 by Rev. John Christo-

pher Hartwick, for the purpose of educating the
American Indians who at that time occupied a
^aige portion of the state of New York, and to
furnish missionaries to labor among those tribes.

Funds were secured by Hartwick from the sale of

some 16,000 acres of land which he had bought
from the Indians in 1754. The first instructor in

theok)gy was Dr. John A. Eunse, and this depart-
ment has been maintained uninterruptedly from
1797 to the present time. In 1816 the first seminary
building on the present site was erected, and Dr.
E. L. Haselius was elected principal and professor

of theology. Though Hartwick's Indian scheme
proved a failure, his seminary has been a factor in

Lutheran theological education for more than a cen-

tury. For twenty-nine yeare it was the only school

of its denomination in the United States, and in its

early history it frequently had students from
all parts of the country between Canada and South
Carolina. It met a distinct need in American
Lutheranism by furnishing F^ngiiah.^y^>ftlring pas-

tors for the Anglicised descendants of the Palatines

who early settled in the Hudson, Schoharie, and
Mohawk valleys, and the existence of the older

English-speaking Lutheran congregations in New
York State may be traced directly to Hartwick
Seminary.
The institution is under the control of the General

Synod of the Lutheran Chureh, and has always
stood for the pietistio type of Lutheran theology,

two of its most distinguished professors being of

Moravian ancestry. Among its prominent instruct-

ors have been Drs. John C. Kunse, E. L. Haselius,

G. B. Miller, William D. Strohil, William N. Scholl,

and James Pitcher. At present (1911) three pro-

fessors give instruction in theology, and there are

eight students who are candidates for the ministry.

The faculty is composed of J. G. Traver (principal),

Alfred Hiller (q.v.; theology), J. L. Kistler (Greek
and mathematics), G. B. Hiller (natural sciences),

and two assistant teachers. The school is governed
by a board of twelve trustees elected (since 1911)

by the Lutheran Synod of New York for the term
of four years. The amount of endowment is $63,000,

and the library contains 6,300 volumes.

Alfred Hiller.

BnuooRAFBT: Hartwiek Sembtary Memorial Catalogue^

Cooperetown, N. Y., 1888. 1897; Bartmek aeminary
Monihly, 1000.

10. Luthar: This institution, the "Practical

Seminary " of the Lutheran Joint Synod of Ohio
and Other States, was foimded in 1884 under the

direction of Rev. E. B5hme, who was also its first

instructor. It originally formed part of what is

now the " Theoretical Seminary ** at Columbus, O.,

but in its very first year it was transferred to AfUm,
Minn., and from this year, in which the proeenu-
nary was also establi^ed. Dr. H. Emsit has been

president. The growth of the institution created a

necessity for more commodious quarters, and in

1892 it was accordingly removed to its present Iocs-

tion in St. Pbul, Minn., where its furilia- devebp-
ment has resulted in plans for additional buildings

now being under consideration. The seminary has

thus far sent out 200 graduates, who have formed
the nucleus of several districts of the Joint Synod,
particularly those of Minnesota, Wisconsin, Kwn^ii-
Nebraska, and Canada. In 1910 the institution had
five instructors and seventy students (all Lutherans)
coining from fifteen states, as well as from Germany,
Canada, Australia, Russia, and Austriar-Hungaiy;
and it is under the supervisbn of a board of aeveo
trustees. The endowment is about $15,000, and
the libraiy contains some 2,000 volumes.

K. G. BuacH.
II. Koont Airy: This institution, offieinliy en-

titied " The Theological Seminary of the Evangelical
Lutheran Church at Philadelphia," is situated

at Mount Airy, a suburb of Philadelphia, and was
established in 1864. As early as 1749 Henry Md-
chior Muhlenberg had purehaaed ground for such

an institution; but its foundation was delayed until

1864, when the Ministerium of Peimsylvaaia elected

Rev. Drs. C. F. Schaeffer (q.v.), W. J. Mann (q.v.),

and Charles Porterfield Krauth (q.v.) fuU profeeson,
and Rev. Drs. C. W. Schaeffer (q.v.), and G. F.

Krotel (q.v.) associate professors, all beine in-

stalled Oct. 4, 1864. In 1889 the seminary removed
from the center of Philadelphia to its suburbs at

Mt. Airy, north of Grermantown, where, on a plot

of five acres, an administration building, a liigd

dormitory, a chureh, and five residences now stand,

besides the Krauth Memorial Library, for whose
erection and equipment a friend has contributed
over $100,000. The Ministerium <rf New York, the

Synod of New York and New England, and the

Pittsburg Synod (all belonging to the G^ienl
Council) have united with the Ministerium of Penn-
sylvania in its support and control. Previous to

1893 its property was held under the charter of tiie

Ministerium of Pennsylvania, but since then it has
been constituted a separate corporatioiL It is ad-

ministered by a board of thirty-dz members, and
its professors, upon nomination by the directois,

are elected by the Ministerium of Pennsylvania.
The charter declares: '* The seminazy shall rest on
the Divine Word of the Old and New Testament
Scriptures, as the absolute Rule of Faith, and the

confessions of the Evangelical Lutheran Church
set forth in the Book of Concord, as in oonformitv
with that Rule, and all its teachings shaU be in

accord with said Rule." The standard of educa-

tional preparation for admission is that of college

graduation, exceptions being possible only by a
unanimous vote of the faculty. The instruction is

through the medium of the EngK«h language, sup-

plemented by special courses in which G&anan is

used for those less familiar with English.

The faculty consists at present of Drs. H. E.

Jacobs (q.v.; chairman, 1883), J. Fry (1891), G. F.

Spieker (q.v.; 1894), ^my Offerman (1910), E.T.
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Horn, T. E. Schmauk, amd L. D. Reed (all 1911),

and there are also two infltnicton and four lecturers,

while the library is administered by a librarian and
three aflsistants. The alumni list numbers 808,

while about 200 have taken partial and post-grad-

uate courses. The number of students in attend-

ance during 1910-11 is 66. Dr. Adolph Spaeth
(q.v.), for thirty-seven years a professor, and for

fourteen years the chairman of the faculty, died

June 26, 1910. Graduates of the seminary are

serving in all parts of the Lutheran Churcli, all

parte of the country, and in many languages, as
well as in other denominations. The Lutheran
Church Renew, a theological quarterly, published

by the alumni, is edited by Rev. Theodore E.
Schmauk, president of the board of directors, as-

sisted by the faculty. Hsnbt E. Jacobs.

12. CkdnmUa (fonnwlyXoiint Pleasant) t This
theological seminary of the United Synod of the

Evangelical Lutheran Church in the South was lo-

cated at Mt. Pleasant, Charleston Co., S. C, until

1911, when it was removed to Columbia, S. C. It

was founded in 1831 as a classical and theological

institute to provide ministers for Lutheran churches,

especially in South Carolina and the adjacent states.

It was created by the action of the Evangelical

Lutheran Synod of South Carolina, under impulse

given by the Rev. John Bachman, of Charleston, S.

C, and the first professor was the Rev. John G.
Schwarts, who died shortly after the inception of

the institution. Temporarily located in Newberry
Coimty, S. C, the classical and collegiate institute

was more permanently situated, in 1833, at Lexing-

ton, S. C, with Ernest L. HaseUus as the chief pro-

fessor. In 1869 it was removed to Newberry, S. C,
and became Newberry College, but its operations

were crippled by the war, and the theological depart-

ment was separated from the college and became
the Theological Seminary of the General Synod
(South) of the Lutheran Church in 1867. Its work
was carried on at various places until, in 1872,

it was located at Salem, Va., with Rev. E. A. Repass
and Rev. T. W. Dosh as professors. In 1884 the
seminary was discontinued, but two years later it

resumed its life as the theological department of

Newberry CoU^e, under the control of the South
Carolina Synod. In 1892 it was adopted as the
theological seminary of the United Synod of the
Evangelical Lutheran Church in the South, which
was formed in 1886, and which superseded the Gen-
eral Synod (South). The institution continued at
Newberry, S. C, until 1898, when it was removed
to its present location at Mt. Pleasant, in the vicinity

of Charleston, S. C. It stands for confessional

Lutheranism according to the basis of the United
Synod, and its chief influence has been to strengthen

Lutheran consciousness and to promote homoge-
neity in the Lutheran Church in the South Atlantic

States. The most prominent of its instruotors was
Dr. £. L. Haielius, although Dr. J. P. Smeltier and
Dr. E. A. Repass were also men of note.

In 1910 the teaching force of the seminaiy con-
sisted of two regular professors and three lecturers,

and it is governed for the United Synod by a board
of fourteen directors, elected by that body. In 1910
fourteen students were in attendance, all Lutheran,

from the states of Virginia, North Carolina, South
Carolina, and Geoigia. The amount of endowment
is $60,000, and the library contains 6,000 books.

A. G. VoiOT.
Bebuooxapbt: J. F. Sohiimer, Hitloriedl Skdehe^ of IIU
Bvangdieal Lutheran Synod of South Carolina, CharioBton,
8. C, 1875; W. B. Spracue. AnnaU ofthe Amenean PulpU,
voL iz.. New York, 1869; '* Geatuiy Memorial Number"
of ThelAiiheran VieUor, 1900.

18. Saint Anthony Parkt This seminary, which
is afiUiated with the United Norwegian Lutheran
Church, is located in St. Anthony Park, St. Paul,

Ramsey Co., Minn., and was founded in 1890. It is

under the direct control of the Annual Meeting of

the United Norwegian Lutheran Church, wUch
elects the professors and the board of trustees of the

seminaiy, prescribes the course of study, holds title

to all r»Ed estate, and has control of all funds. The
institution was originally known as "Augsburg
Seminary," and was located, from 1890 to 1893, in

the buildings of the older institution of the same
name, at Minneapolis, Minn., which have remained
under the auspices of the Norwegian Evangelical

Lutheran Synod of North America, and which still

constitute Augsbuig Seminary. From 1893, the

new seminary occupied temporaiy quarters until

Jan., 1902, when it was removed to its present per-

manent home. The aim of the institution is to edu-

cate men in the various branches of theology so as

to fit them for the public ministry of the Gospel in

the Norwegian Lutheran Church of America, and
for the foreign mission field. The confessional basis

is the same as that of the United Norwegian Lu-
theran Church: " The canonical books of the Old
and New Testament are the revealed Word of God,
and, therefore, the only source and rule of faith, doc-

trine, and life " ; and it also holds that the Apostles',

Nicene, and Athanasian Creeds, and the unaltered

Augsbuig Confession and Luther's Smaller Cate-

chiffln, are true and clear embodiments of the doc-

trine of the Word of God. Both the Norwegian
and the T^^^ngHaH language are used in instruction,

and the seminary course takes three years, the pre-

paratory training for admission being the usual col-

lege course with the classical languages, although

tl^ latter reqiiirement may exceptionally be waived.

The equipment of the seminary consists of about
nine acres of land, on which are the main building

(erected at a cost of nearly $100,000), the Muskego
Church (the first church erected, at Muskego, Wis.,

in 1844, by Norwegian Lutherans in the United

States; removed to the seminary grounds in 1905;

and serving to house articles of interest from Nor-

wegian church history in America), and two pro-

fessors' houses. In 1910 there were five professor-

ships, four held by M. O. B()ckman (New-Testament
exegesis and isagogics; president since 1893), E. K.
Johnsen (Old-Testament exegesis and Hebrew),

F. A. Schmidt (q.v.; dogmatics and sjrmbolics),

C. M. Weswig (church history and homiletics), the

professorship oi practical theology and missions

being vacant, lliere are also four instructors.

There have ^us far been 363 graduates, and the

enrolment in 1910 was 62. The total value of the

property of the seminaiy is $140,000, and its endow-

ment is $121,600, besides which it receives ao*

nual appropriations from the United Norwegian
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Lutheran Church. Its Ufaniy oontaiiiB about 6,000

volumes. Gabl M. Wkbwio.
14. Snsqnsh>Tin>« The School of Theology of

Susquehanna University, at Selinsgrove, Pa., is a
part of the school foimded in 1858 by Rev. B. Kurts.

It has always been under Lutheran control, and was
known as ''Missionary Institute," until its incor-

poration with Susquehanna University in 1894. Its

special object as the Institute wss to prepare men
for both home and foreign mission work, and stu-

dents were received without regard to age or do-

mestic ties, and ordinarily with less than a college

education. The coune was three years, and was
practical rather than theoretical, but since 1894 it

has required as preparation a full college training.

Among its theological teachers have been Dis. B.

Kurts, H. Ziegler, P. Bom, J. B. Foehh, C. M.
Heisler, and J. Zutsy. In 1910, the faculty num-
bered four: C. T. Aikens, F. P. lianhart, D. B.

Floyd, and H. M. Follmer, and there were twelve

students, while the library of the entire university

contained 11,500 volumes. Fbank P. Makhabt.
16. Wartlrarfft This seminary, which is situated

at Dubuque, la., is the theological institution of the

Evangelical Lutheran Synod of Iowa and Other
States. It was founded by Rev. Qeoige Grossmann,
at Dubuque, la., in Sept., 1853, supported by the

Lutheran church of Germany, under the leadership

of Rev. Wilhehn L5he, of Neuendettelsau, Bavaria,

after Grossmann had withdrawn from the Bavarian

settlements, near Saginaw, Mich., to prevait schism

in that territory beoEiuse the cooperation of L5he
was no longer desired by the Missouri Synod.

From 1858 to 1876 the faculty consisted of George

Grossmann, Sigmund Fritschd, and Gottfried Frit-

schel. In 1857 the seminary was removed to St.

Sebald, la., where the necessities of life were raised

on a farm, but in 1874 it found more spacious quar-

ters at Mendota, HI., whence it was transferred, in

1889, to its permanent home at Dubuque, la. It

stands for the principles represented by tiie Iowa
synod, namely, a conservative, positive Lutheran-

ism, avoiding, on the one hand, a laxity which sur-

renders the peculiarities of the Lutheran tenets,

and, on the other hand, a rigorous extreme which
makes no distinction between essentials and non-

essentials. It emphasises the absolute superiority

of the Scriptures in all matters of faith, and finds

these expressed in the Lutheran confessions. No
new movements have originated in this seminary,

but the old Lutheran znethods of preaching the

Gospel purely have been practised. The brothers

Fritschel mentioned above, two of the leading Lu-
theran theologians, have exerted an influence far

beyond the bounds of the Iowa synod, Sigmund
especially as the representative at the meetings of

the General Council, and Gottfried also as author.

In 1911 there were four professors and sixty-

eight students. A board of trustees elected at the

triennial sessions of the synod controls the financial

affairs, while the professors are elected by a special

board. The students live together in the seminary
building, and board is furnished by the institution.

The internal affairs are regulated by the students

and the faculty. The nine months' work closes

with final examinations before a synodical board,

and the graduates are entitled to positions in the

synod. The course of instruction provides for three

years' work in a '' theoretical " section for college

graduates, and a " practical " section for others. All

branches of Luthmn theology are taught in the

curriculum, partly in German, and partly in PlnglLsh.

For its support the institution depends upon the

liberality oif the Iowa synod congregations, although

an endowment fund of $73,214 has accumulated.
The present student body comes from the following

states and countries: Germany (7), Bohemia (1),

Illinois (7), Iowa (17), Kansas (1), Michigan (1),

Missouri (2), Nebraska (4), North Dakota (4), Ohio

(4), Wisconsin (1), and Texas (7). The library has

about 12,000 volumes, among which a collection on

Lutheran polemics and irenics, bequeathed by Prof.

Sigmund Fritschel, is worthy of mention, being the

most complete in its line on this continent.

Geo. J. FritbcheIa.

BrauooBATHT: J. DeindAifer, Oeachichte der evanottuA-
lytkeruehen Synodi Iowa, ChioMBO, 1897; G. J. Fritacbel.

G99cMehU dtr lutheriaeK^n Kinhs in Awurika^ GQtenloh.
1886-^.

16. Wauwatoaa: The Lutheran theological sem-
inary, now located at Wauwatosa, Biilwaukee Co.,

Wis., was founded in 1865 by the Evangelical Lu-
theran Synod of Wisconsin and Other States, at

Watertown, Wis., as part of the Northwestern Uni-

versity established at that place, its purpose being to

train young men for the ministry of the Lutheran
Church. Rev. £. Moldehnke was the first teacher

of the seminary, but was succeeded in 1867 by Rev.
A. Hoenecke, who was thereafter connected with the

seminary until his death in 1908. When, in 1870,

Hoenecke accepted a call to one of the churches of

Milwaukee, the work of the seminary was suspend-
ed imtil 1878, when the institution was reestab-

lished at Milwaukee, still under the charter of the

Northwestern University. Hoenecke was appointed
to the presidency, and Prof. A. L. Graebner and
Prof. E. Nots were the other members of the new
faculty. When Prof. Graebner, in 1887, accepted
a call to Concordia Seminary, at St. Louis, Mo^
Rev. G. Thiele was chosen as his successor. In 1901,

Prof. J. P. Koehler took the chair of church history

made vacant by . Prof. Thiele's resignation, ainl

Prof. Nots having died in 1903, Rev. A. Pieper was
appointed in his place. In the mean time, the sem-
inary had been moved from the city of Milwaukee
to its present suburban location within the limits of

Wauwatosa, and the new building was dedicated in

1893. Soon after, the Synod of Wisconsin trans-

ferred the control of the institution to the Joint

Synod of Wisconsin, Minnesota, Michigan, and Other
States, then newly formed, of which the Wisconsin
synod had become an int^;ral part on its establish-

ment. The faculty continued unchanged until Dr.

A. Hoenecke died on Jan. 3, 1908, his place being

taken, in September of the same year, by Prof. J.

Schaller.

The seminary stands for positive Lutheran theol-

ogy in the strictest sense, as closely following the

teachings of the Bible, which, being verbally in-

spired by the Spirit of God, is the last and only

authority in questions of doctrine. Among the in-

structors who have been attached to the institution,
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Professor Hoeneeke stands preeminent for far-ieaeb-

ing influence as a dogmatician. In the year 1910
the faculty of the seminary consisted of Prof. J.

Schaller (president, and professor of dogmatics, pas-

toral theology, and homiletics), Prof. J. P. Kocdiler

(church history, and New-Testament exegesis), and
Prof. Aug. Pieper (Old-Testament exegesis, sym-
bolics, and isagogics). The enrolment of students

for 1010 was ^ty-one, with fifteen graduates who
entered the ministry, and most of the students are

drawn from the territory covered by the Joint

Synod above named. A board of managers is the

connecting link between the institution and the

synod, and the school is supported by voluntaiy
contributions from the churob-members of the en-

tire body embraced in the Joint Synod, excepting

a snuJl endowment, the proceeds of which are used
to defray the expenses of indigent students in the

way of board, etc. The library contains some 5,000
volumes. J. Schaller.

17. Western: The Western Theological Seminary,
the first and only seminary of the General Synod
west of the Mississippi, is located at Atchison, At-
chison Co., Kan., where it was founded, in 1895, by
the Board of Education of the General Synod of the
Evangelical Lutheran Chureh in the United States

of America, by the authority of the General Synod
held at Hagerstown, Md., in June, 1895; and it orig-

inated in the urgent demand to secure the full equip-

ment of young men for the Gospel ministry in the

territory where they expected to labor. Rev. Frank
D. Altman, the first president, was installed in

Nov., 1895, and other instructors have been Drs.

Jacob A. Cluts, J. Howard Stough, J. L. Neve,
Holmes Dysinger, and M. F. Troxell. The doctrinal

basis of the seminary is ''the Word of God, as

contained in the canonical Scriptures of the Old
and New Testaments, the only infallible rule of faith

and practise, and the Augsbuig Confession, a correct

exhibition of the fundamental doctrines of the

Divine Word, and of the faith of our Church
foimded upon that word "; and it is the purpose of

the seminary to provide the churehes with pastors

in harmony with the above basis. The seminary
has a productive endowment of about $21,000, and
3,500 volumes in its library. It has thus far been
attended by 127 students, 72 of whom have satis-

factorily completed the course of instruction and
have received their graduation diploma. In June,

1910, the government was assumed by the trustees

of Midland College, and Dr. M. F. Troxell is presi-

dent of the combined institutions.

Frank D. Avtman.
Vm. Methodist Epiacopal.—l.Aalmry: This col-

lege is situated at Wilmore, Jessamine Co., Ky.,

where it was foimded in Sept., 1890, by Rev. J. W.
Hughes for the promotion of true education and,

through it, of Christian holiness for all the world.

The institution is affiliated with the Methodist Epis-

copal denomination, although its trustees, fifteen

in number, are selected with regard to their moral,

apiritual, and business fitness rather than with re-

spect to their chureh relations. It began its work
with two teachers and eleven pupils in a four-room

cottage, but in 1903 it was deemed best for it to

pass from personal control into the hands of a board

of trustees. The school emphasises the Weslejran

type of experimental religion—conversion and en-

tire sanctification as conscious experiences of grace

and holy living in all walks of life—and each year

of its l:dstory has witnessed a revival of religion.

Any use of liquor or tobacco b forbidden its pupils,

as are card-playing and intercollegiate games. High-

er criticism is frowned upon. The institution be-

lieves in the inspiration and authenticity of the

Scriptures and a fuU Gospel ; it endeavora to build up
clean manhood and womanhood; it strives to pro-

mote civic righteousness and the speedy evangeliza-

tion of the world; and it stands for prohibition. It

has, accordingly, exercised an influence on many
churches for a more definite Christian experience

and life, and its alumni may already be found in

Korea, Japan, Persia, India, the Philippines, Cuba,

the West Indies, Africa, and other fields. In 1910,

Asbury CoUege had seventeen instructors (Rev. H.
C. Morrison, president) and during recent years its

student body, of both sexes, has averaged 250, about
one-half of whom are from Kentucky, and the re-

mainder from some twenty or thirty states. The
attendance was reduced by a disastrous fire in Mar.,

1909, but new and better buildings have since been
erected, and an effort is now being made to add an
industrial plant. The libraiy contains about 2,000

volimies, but the coU^e is entirely without endow-
ment. L. L. Pickett.

BiBUOoKArHT: A Johnaon, A GUmpM of Tweniy Tmn,
in pxepaxmtion.

8. Boetom: The school of theology attached to

Boston University is the oldest theological seminary

of the Methodist Episcopal Chureh, and dates from
the action of a convention of New England friends

of improved theological training, held in Boston,

Apr. 24-25, 1839, the first centenziial anniversaiy of

universal Methodism. In the absence of endow-
ments it was started by the small gifts of a large

number of interested parties, and until 1866, the

year of the first centennial of American Methodism,
was wholly maintained by small donations and by
collections in the churches of the adjacent annual
conferences. Instruction was first provided in 1841,

when it was offered as a distinct course in connec-

tion with an older Conference academy at Newbury,
Vt., but six years later this theological department
of the academy was transferred to Concord, N. H.,

and by charter was independently incorporated as

"The Methodist General Biblical Institute." In
1867 the institute was removed to Boston, and was
reorganized under a Massachusetts act of incorpora-

tion as the " Boston Theological Seminary," and
four years later, by a new act of the Legislature, it

became the eariiest department of the then newly
chartered Boston University. In Newbury, for lack

of funds, the school had no independently organized

faculty, but at Concord, under considerable personal

sacrifice, instruction was given by John Dempster
(1847-^62), Charles Adams (1847-49), S. M. Vail

(184^-67), David Patten (1853-67), Bishop O. C.

Baker (1854^7), and J. W. MerriU (1854-^7). At
Boston, the seminary teachers have been David
Patten (1867-80), W. F. Warren (q.v.; since 1867),

L. T. Townsend (q.v.; 1867-93), J. W. Lindsay

(1868-^), J. E. Latimer (1869-^), H. C. Sheldon
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(q.v.; nnce 1874), H. G-MitcheU (q.v.; 188^-1906),

M. D. BueU (q.v.; since 1884), M. J. Cramer (1885-

1886), Daniel Steele (q.v.; as supply, 1886^9, 1892-

1893), O. A. Curtis (1890-95), G. K. Morris (1894-

1900), M. B. Chapman (1898-1905), J. M. Barker
(since 1898), S. L. BeUer (since 1905), A. C. Knudson
(since 1906), and G. C. Cell (since 1908). The school

was the first in this country to employ upon its staff

representatives of differing Christian confessions,

80 that, between 1870 and 1878, Presidents Woolsey
(q.v.), of Yale; McCosh (q.v.), of Princeton; Hop-
Icins (q.v.), of Williams; Robinson, of Brown; Harris

(q.v.), of Bowdoin; and Anderson (q.v.), of Roches-
ter; with other scholars of non-Methodist affiliations,

gave courses of lectures in the institution. It was
the first to have a permanent chair of comparative
religion, and also the first to employ annually a lec-

turer to give a course on the history, theory, and
practise of Christian missions. As early as in 1868-

1869 it offered courses of lectures in five different

languages—Latin, English, French, German, and
Italian. It was the first to open to men and women
alike the advantages of a full and free Biblical and
theological education with promotion to the appro-

priate d^rees after full qualification. Up to the year
1911 about 3,000 candidates for the ministry have
been trained here. These graduates have served

nineteen different denominations, and a largenumber
have become foreign missionaries. In the enrolment
of 1910 172 of the 217 students were college gradu-

ates, and the graduating class of 1909, believed to be
the largest ever sent out by any American theological

seminary, numbered fifty-eight, all but four of whom
were college graduates. Six graduates have been
elected bishops; twelve, presidents of universities or

colleges; and at least half a hundred, professors in

theological and collegiate institutions.

The present nimiber of instructors is fourteen; of

trustees, thirty-four, these governing the school as

one department of the university; and of students

210, of whom seventeen are pursuing post-graduate

courses. The present student body comes from
twenty-seven states of the Union, and from the fol-

lowing countries: Armenia, Bulgaria, Canada,
China, Germany, India, Italy, Japan, Syria, and
Turkey. They represent fifty-nine coll^^ and
oniversities, and four theological seminaries, and,

as usual, several nationalities and religious denom-
inations are reported. The endowments of the

school are an undivided part of the general en-

dowment of the university, the university having
covenanted to support the seminary at the time it

accepted it in 1871 as its earliest organised depart-

ment. The library of the school, and the collection

of the adjoining general theological library (the

latter subsidised by the university and open to the

students), include 40,000 volumes, while tiie Boston
Public Library, located but a short distance away,
gives access to nearly a million more.

William Faibfield Wabrbn.

Bkbuookapht: A. W. Gummingii, Sarty SehooU of Mdlhodr
iam. New York. 1886, pp. 38»-d79; W. F. Wamn. " His-
torical Addraas/' in Fint Qucarisr^enUnnial of Bottom
Univernty, Boston, 1808, pp. 30-^0. An iUustrated his-

toiy of the Institution during its Concord period, by J. W.
Merrill, is preserved in manuscript in the archives of the
New Encland Methodist Historical Sodety, Boston.

8. Drews This seminazy, which is sitaated at

Madison, Moms Co., N. J., was founded in 1866 bj
Daniel Drew, who gave $250,000 to purchase the

Gibbons property, ocmsisting of ninety-six acres and

a fine old colonial mansion, and who propoaed to

give an equal amount for endowment, though finan-

cial reverses prevented the consummation of his

plans. Under the presidency of Dr. John McOin-
tock (q.v.), the seminary was opened in 1867, and
under the care of his successors, Dib. Foster and
Hurst (q.v.) passed suooessfuUy through the forma-

tive period, and also sustained the trial of the great

financial panic in which the founder's private for-

tune disappeared. After the election of Dtb. Foster

and Hurst to the bishopric. Dr. Henry A. Butts

(q.v.) became president in 1880, continuing also to

fill the chair of New-Testament exegesis. During
his administration the productive endowment of the

seminary has increased to $600,000, and buil<iings for

library, administration, dormitories, and gymna*
slum have been erected to the same amount. The
library contains 114,000 volumes, and more than

100,000 pamphlets. The seminary is under the con-

trol of the Methodist Episcopal Church, whose bish-

ops constitute a board of supervision, and nominate
its professors, who are elected by a board of trustees

consisting of thirty-nine members, all of whom, both

lay and clerical, must be members of the same
church. The faculty consists of seven professors, who
are assisted by two instructors and a librarian. The
professors must be members of the Methodist Epis-

copal Church, and are required to subscribe annually
to its doctrines. The number of its students (1910)

is 175, and it has over 1,300 graduates engaged in

pastoral or mission work throughout the world.

The seminary was fortunate in its early profeasors,

who filled large rdles in the Church, and made many
contributions to its literature, among them being

John McQintock, James Strong (q.v.), John Miley,

and George R. Crooks (q.v.). Though closely at-

tached to the Methodist Episcopal Cburdi, the

seminary has exercised much influence upon other

denominations, and has always freely achnitted to

its student body members of any Evangelic^
church, being never without reprssentativeB of other

Protestant ^xlies. Robert W. Rogebs.
4. Garrett BtlOioal Znatitate: This institu-

tion is located at Evanston (a suburb of Chicago),

Cook Co., HI., and was incorporated by the genml
assembly of the state as a theological seminary of

the Methodist Episcopal Church, the incorporators

named in the charter being Orrington Lunt, John
Evans, Philo Judson, Grant Goodrich, and Stephen
P. KeyeB. More than a year before the charter

was obtained, a building was secured sufficient

to accommodate forty students, and the school

opened Jan., 1854, under charge of Rev. John

Dempster, Rev. T^iam Goodfellow, and Rev. Will-

iam P. Wright. Four students were present at the

begiiming of the first term, but sixteen were enrcJled

before the dose. In 1857, Rev. Daniel P. Kiddv,
Rev. Henry Bannister, and Rev. Francis D. Hemen-
way were added to the faculty. The control of the

institute is with a board of six trustees, three Isy-

men and three ministers, elected by the annual con-

ference within the bounds of which the school is
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located. The tnuteeB have power to elect and re-

move the teachers as they see fit, and the board of

instruction may, with the trustees, elect a president.

During tibe fint twenty-five yean the senior pro-

fessor acted as president, but in 1879, Dr. William
X. Ninde was elected to that office and served until

1884, when he was elected bishop. In 1885, Dr.

Henry B. Ridgaway was made president, and upon
his death, in 1805, Dr. Charles J. Little, the present

incimibent, succeeded him in office. There were
in 1910 sevai professors and one assistant pro-

fessor. The property of the institute consists of

a portion of ibe campus of the Northwestern Uni-

versity which is leased in perpetuity. Two build-

ings at present occupy this ground, Heck Hall, a
dormitory capable of accommodating 100 students,

and Memorial Hall, which contains the chapel, the

lecture-rooms and studies of the professors, and the

library annex. This annex is a fire-proof building,

the gift of William Deeiing, and contains, besides

the library, a museum of Christian archeology,

given as a memorial of the late Prof. Charles W.
Bennett. The libraiy has over 27,000 volumes,

including probably the most extensive and valuable

coUection of the literature of Methodism in the

world. The productive endowment of the institute

is not far from $750,000, and consisted at first of a
large property, improved and imimproved, in the

city of Cl^cago, given by the will of Birs. Eliza Gar-

rett, after whom the institute is named.
Garrett Biblical Institute stands for thorough in-

struction in all those studies which are usually taken
in theological seminaries, and which are deemed
necessary to an accomplished minister of the gospel,

and the doctrines taught conform to the acknowl-

edged standards of the Methodist Episcopal Church.

While urging the great importance of a thorough

collegiate training as a condition of admission to

its classes, this institute has never rejected any
candidate for the Christian ministry who, upon
examination and trial, evinced a sufficient prepara-

tory training to pursue one of its courses of study

with a fair measure of success. The total number
of graduates is over 1,000, and three times that num-
ber have for a time enjoyed the privileges of the

school. For no considerable period has there ever

been a noteworthy falling off in the numbers in at-

tendance. The registration for the last four years

has been 173 in 1907, 199 in 1908, 221 in 1909, and
194 in 1910. These students have come from all

parts of the United States, and not a few from for-

eign lands. They have gone forth to minister in

nearly every state and territory of the Union, and
more than ninety of the graduates have gone as

missionaries to South America, Africa, India, the

Philippine Islands, China, and Japan. Most of the

graduates are still living and acting as pastors of

churches, many of them occupying conspicuous

pulpits with marked ability, while not a few have
been chosen editors of religious journals, secre-

taries of benevolent organisations, professors and
presidents of colleges, and bishops of the Methodist

Episcopal Church. Milton S. Terry.

EfBUooBATHT: Memorial Volume of SemiemOmnial of
OamU BMieal JnatUuto, 1906.

6. Oerman : This seminary forms a department

of Central Wesleyan College, located at Warrenton,
Warren Co., Mo., and founded by German Method-
ists in 1864, for the purpose of educating the youth
of the land and of training young men for the min-
istiy. In 1878, Dr. J. L. Kessler was appointed pro-

fessor of theology; in 1884 two professors were
elected; and since 1900 there has been a faculty of

four, with Otto E. Kri^e as president. In this year
the theological department, reoiganized as Central

Wesleyan Theological Seminary, was recognized by
the bishops of the Methodist Episcopal Church as

an official seminary. In 1909 the German College at

Mt. Pleasant, la., was united with Central Wesleyan
College at Warrenton, Mo., and the theological de-

partment is now known as German Theological

Seminaiy. There are two three-year diploma
courses, a four-year classical-theological course,

leading to the B.A. degree, and a three-year theo-

logical course, leading to the B.D. degree. The
number of students is about forty. Of the 657
alumni of Central Wesleyan College, 197 entered

the ministry, and 157 bec^one teachers, while prob-

ably a hundred more, who did not graduate, are

serving the church as ministers or missionaries. It

has been the aim of the seminary to meet the new
conditions of the German Methodist Episcopal

Church by supplying well-equipped bilingual min-
isters, since many German chiutshes to-day need
men who can use the German language in the morn-
ing services and the English tongue equally well in

the evening services. The two patron German
conferences depend almost wholly upon the output
of the German Theological Seminary for their new
supply of ministers, and the supply does not equal

the demand. A number of graduates have entered

English conferences, and a few are serving with

honor in other denominations. A board of trus-

tees elected by two German conferences of the Meth-
odist Episcopal Chureh governs both the college

and the seminaiy. The endowment of the seminary
is $50,000, and its library contains 2,000 volumes.

Otto E. Kbiege.
6. Vast: Nast Theological Seminaiy is located

at Berea, Cu3rahoga Co., O., and is in reality a part

of German Wallace College, since there is no special

charter nor trustee-board for the seminary, the

charter of the college including the seminary. The
institution was founded in the year 1863, the names
of the members of the first board of trustees and in-

corporators of the collie and seminary being: Dr.

W. Nast, Rev. W. Ahrens, F. Fischer, R. A. W.
Bruehl, Rev. E. Wunderlich, P. Knger, D. Mallow,

J. Kraft, Rev. F. Schuler, J. Wettstein, W.
Mack, J. C. Schupp, and Anton Hasenpflug. Among
the earliest instructors were Dr. W. Nast, Rev. J.

Rothweiler, P. W. Mosblech, Dr. Albert Nast, Miss

Mary Hasenpflug, Rev. A. Loebenstein, Rev. C. F.

Morf, Dr. C. Riemenschneider, Rev. P. Wacker,

Rev. J. O. Berr, Rev. C. F. Paulus, and Prof. V. Wil-

ker. The seminary was founded by, and is affiliated

with, the German Methodist Chureh, and its purpose

is the education of the sons and daughters of German
Methodism, and the training of ministers for the

German Methodist Chureh. The seminary is strong-

ly conservative in its theology, and aims to be very

thorough in its methods and courses. A very large
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percentage of the mmiflten of the German Method-
ist Church were educated in this seminary. The
names of some of its professors an well known
throughout this country and in other countries, as,

for example, Dr. C. F. Paulus, Dr. C. Riemenschnei-
der, Prof. V. Wilker, and Bishop John L. Nuelsen
(q.v.).

The school has been enabled to do its excellent

work partly through its connection with Bakiwin
University, also located at Berea, O. A contract
with this university permits students of German
Wallace College and Nast Theological Seminary to
pursue, without payment of tuition, class-work in

Baldwin University, and students of Baldwin Uni-
versity are permitted to do the same in German
WaUaoe CoU^e. The institution has now (1911)
250 students, 23 instructors, 24 trustees, $300,000
endowment, and about 9,000 volumes in tiie library,

while the campus and buiklings are valued at about
$150,000. A magasine, ZeUtdvrift fCr TKedogie
und Kirche, is published bimonthly by the faculty

of the seminary. Abthub L. Bbssuch.
7. awediah: The Swedish Theological Seminary

of the Methodist Episcopal Church, now located at
Evanston (a suburb of Chicago), III., was organised
in Galesbuig, HI., in Jan., 1870, for the purpose of

educating ministers for the Swedish Meihodist
churches in America; and the pastor in Galesburg,
Rev. N. O. Westergreen, being elected its teacher,

began his work with three students. Some years
afterward the school was moved to Galva, 111., where
it was located two years, with Rev. C. A. Wiren as
teacher, until Jan., 1875, when it was moved again,

this time to Evanston, III., where it is still located,

and where it became affiliated with Garrett Biblical

Institute of the Northwestern University.

Rev. Wm. Henschen, of Upsala, Sweden, now
became its president, and served in this capacity till

1883, when he was succeeded by Rev. Albert Eric-

son, who was its president until 1909. In the year
1883 a suitable building was erected, at a cost of

$8,000, on the shore of Lake Michigan, near the
Northwestern University, but since this building

stood on leased ground the trustees of the seminary
bought, in the year 1908, a half block of land on
Orrington Ave. and Lincoln St., in Evanston, and
erected a commodious building, at a cost of $35,000.
The institution is now owned and maintained by

the five Swedish conferences in America through a
board of directors consisting of eleven members.
The current expenses are raised by an aimual col-

lection in the different conferences and by interest

from an endowment fund of about $50,000. In
1910 the faculty consisted of three professors, C. G.
Wallenius (president), J. E. Hillborg, and F. A.
Lundberg, and for the last ten years the registration

has varied between twenty-five and thirty. The
course of study extends through a period of four
years, the first two comprising an acauiemic course

for those who have not completed their academic
education, while the last two years are devoted to a
thorough study of the theological branches. Since

its organisation the school has graduated more than
two hundred students who are ministers in different

parts oi America and Sweden. The seminary has
a library ci about 1,500 bound volumes (chiefly

theological and historical works), and 500 paz

phlets. C. G. Waixenius.
Bkbuoobavbt: CL Q. Wslkniiia, Spmtka MHodiwmn i

8. Taylors Taylor University, under the contp

of the Methodist Episcopal Church, is locatol j

Upland, Grant Co., Ind., and had its origin in IM-

tlm>ugh tiie union of Fort Wayne College and F'r

Wayne Female Academy, its first president beii:

Hon. Alexander C. Heustis. The institution re-

mained at Fort Wayne until 1893, when, larpph

through the efforts of Rev. John C. White, of Locid«>

port, Ind., it was removed to Upland, its name nov

being changed to Taylor University. The semin&n

which forms part of the tmiversity, stands for th^

old Bible, full salvation, sanctification aa a work of

grace subsequent to regeneration, and for even^

truth taught in the Bible, and it is opposed to di-

structive criticism and to every form of worldlisesr

and sin. It has been largely influential in helpi:^

to uphold the Wesleyan doctrine of entire sanetit-

cation, and it is a noteworthy nussionary center.

not only sending many into the foreign mission fiek.

but also training many from foreign lands to retur.

to their native countries as missionaries. Among h^

prominent instructors have been T. C. Reade, C. W.

Winchester, H. N. Herrick, and B. W. Avers, k
1910 the university had thirteen professors ati

four instructors, and about 160 students, comine

from twenty states and from eleven countries, in-

cluding the West Indies, Russia, Bulgaria, Perak

Africa, and Canada, and representing not only tic

Methodist denominations, but also the United

Brethren, Friends, and Baptists. The institutiic

is governed by twenty-one trustees elected by ibi

National Local Preachers' Association of the Unitoi

States. It possesses no endowment, but receivt^

annually a considerable sum from regular and vol-

untary contributions of friends. The library con-

tains 6,000 volumes. M. Vathinger.
9. Vandsrbilt: This seminary constitutes one of

the seven departments of Vanderbilt University, r.

NashviUe, Tenn., which derives its origin from a

gift of $500,000 by Cornelius Vanderbilt, of New

York, to an institution just projected and chartered

as " The Central University of the Methodist Epis-

copal Church, South." He later doubled this gift.

and when the university was opened in Sept., 1875.

the name was changed to Vanderbilt UniversitT.

The " Central University " had been chartered June

29, 1872, by several ministers and members of the

Methodist Episcopal Church, South, and the first

board of trust represented eight annual conferences

of the denomination, located in Tennessee, Ken-

tucky, Arkansas, Mississippi, and Alabama, the^e

conferences being termed *'patronising conferences.

'

and each having representatives on the board. In

1898 these conferences transferred their rights in tiie

ownership and government <tf the university to the

General Conference of the denomination, and the

institution has since been regarded as connections! in

character, being held in trust by its board for the

entire denomination, from any part of which this

board of trust, thirty-three in number, is choeen*

The leading motive in the founding of the university

was to provide the best possible equipment for tnun-
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^
iog men for the ministry of the Methodist Episcopal

Church, South, and since it was deemed wise that

such students should not be separated from those

J

preparing for other avocations, the seminaiy was de-

signedly made a department of the university itself.

During the history of the university over a thousand
students for the ministry have been enrolled, the

number in the seminary (or Biblical department)

being 110 in 1910 (the largest attendance thus far

reached), and seventeen in the academic department.
Nearly 700 alumni are in the active work of the

ministry, chiefly in the Methodist Episcopal Church,

South (forming at least a tenth of the entire minis-

try of the denomination), as well as in the foreign

mission fields of Mexico, Cuba, Brazil, China, Japan,

and Korea. In 1902, a correspondence school, un-
der the direction of the theological faculty, was or-

ganised, which in 1910 had about 1,000 students,

chiefly young ministers of the Methodist Episcopal

Church, South. Work done in this school may be
credited to the extent of one-third of the total

amount required for a diploma or degree, residence

being required for the remainder, and degrees being

given only to those already having the B.A., those

not having it receiving merely diplomas.

The first chancellor of the university was Dr. L.

C. Garland, who was succeeded in 1893 by the

present chancellor, Dr. James H. Kirkland; while

the first dean of the theological faculty was Dr.

Thomas O. Summers (q.v.)» who was succeeded, at

his death in 1882, by Dr. A. M. Shipp (q.v.). Among
the other noteworthy members of the faculty have
been Bishops John J. Tigert (q.v.) and J. C. Gran-
bery (q.v.). The work of the Biblical department

is now oiganized in nine schools, each under one of

the following faculty: J. H. Stevenson (q.v.; Old-

Testament language and literature), Thomas Carter

(New-Testament language and literature), H. B.

Cbxt^ (Biblical theology and English exegesis), O. E.

Brown (Biblical and ecclesiastical history), Wilbur

F. Tillett (q.v.; systematic theology; dean), J. A.

Kern (q.v.; practical theology), G. W. Dyer (prac-

tical sociology), ^. M. Harris (public speaking), and

J. L. Cuninggim (religious education). The de-

partment is supported partly from the original gen-

eral endowment of the university, and partly from

the income of about $150,000, especially contributed

to the department, the whole income available for it

being about $20,000 annually. Besides this, the

general conference at Asheville, N. C, in May, 1910,

inaugurated a plan whereby the department may re-

ceive the additional sum of $12,000 or $16,000 an-

nually from a general assessment levied on the entire

denomination. The Hbrary contains about 10,000

-volumes, and the department publishes an annual

bulletin. The correspondence school issues a similar

bulletin, and, in additioUf a small monthly journal,

entitled The Correspondence Reporter,

Wilbur F. Tillbtt.

IZ. Methodist Ptotastant—1. Adrian: This

tbeological school is connected with Adrian College,

v^liich is located at Adrian, Lenawee Co., Mich.,

vv-lmere it was founded in the year 1860 or 1861. It

vesuB at first affiliated with the Wesleyan Methodist

Oliiirch, but in 1867 it was transferred to the Meth-

cxfist Protestant Chureh, which continues to operate

XI.—24

the school, aiming to meet the needs of the denomi-
nation with which it is now associated. Promi-
nent among its instructors have been the late Rev.
Asa Mahan (q.v.), and Rev. G. B. McElroy and Rev.
Luther Lee. The school, until recently, was under
the management of the president of Adrian College

(Rev. B. W. Anthony), but had its own dean (Rev.

H. L. Feeman), who was responsible for the course of

study, etc. In the year of 100&-10 the school offered

a full seminary course, but in the spring of 1910
President Anthony recommended that it be placed

imder separate and distinct management, and be
known as the Adrian Theological Seminary, with

its former dean as its president. This recommenda-
tion was unanimously adopted by the board of trus-

tees, and the school now has only an affiliated rela-

tion to its former college. It is a graduate school,

receiving none excepting those who have the bach-

elor's d^ree.
Its course of study has been chosen after the most

careful examination of the courses offered *by the

best seminaries in the country, and it is governed by
a board of three directors chosen by &e board of

trustees of Adrian Collie. The school is without

endowment, but has a very good working library.

Prof. H. C. Renton is associated with Dr. Feeman
in the management of the institution. The classes

are naturally small, owing to the fact that it is a
graduate school; but the seminaiy has opened with

great promise for future success.

B. W. Anthony.
8. Wastminstar (TehxMoana, Tex.) : The West-

minster College of Theology, located in Tehuacana,

limestone Co., Tex., was founded in the fall of 1895

under the supervision of the Methodist Protestant

Church, largely through the efforts of Rev. J. L.

Lawlis, assisted by Rev. T. L. Garrison, both mem-
bers of the Texas Annual Conference of the Meth-

odist Protestant Church. In the early years of the

work, Dr. Lawlis was assisted in the theological

department by Prof. C. O. Stubbs. The institution

was established to meet a need of the Methodist

Protestant Church in the Southwest, and its found-

ers were especially desirous that young men who
were called to the ministry should have an oppor-

tunity to prepare themselves for their lifework in

the section in which they resided and expected to

labor. The seminary is evangelical in faith, and

stands on the broad doctrines of the chureh which

has it under its supervision. It was opened in con-

nection wilii the College of Arts and Sciences in the

town of Westminster, Collin Co., Tex., and in the

summer of 1902 both coUeges were moved to Tehua-

cana, where they are now located. Dr. Lawlis died

in the fall of 1902, and in 1903, Rev. Harry Heffner

Price was elected to the presidency of the Collie

of Theology. In 1906, the College of Theology and
the College of Arts and Sciences were united under

one president, the Rev. Mr. Price, and the theologi-

cal work was arranged as a department of the main
college work. Professors H. H. Price and R. F. Day
have been most prominent in developing the course

of instruction.

The department has three instructors and several

assistants, while eight members, elected by the Texas

Annual Conference, constitute the board of regents.
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which is the govemiog body and determines the gen-
eral policy of the institution. The executive officer

of the board b the president of the faculty, who has
authority to act in matters that pertain to the policy

and government of the institution in the interval be-

tween the board meetings. In the year 100&-10
ten students were enrolled in the theological depart-
ments-ail Methodist Protestants—two from Okla-
homa, one from Arkansas, and seven from Texas.
The endowment amounts to $4,000, and the number
of books in the library is about 500.

Harbt Heffmbb Pbicb.
8. Westminster (Westminster, Xd.) : This semi-

nary was founded in 1882 at Westminster, Md., and
had its inception in a resolution adopted by the

Maryland Annual Conference of the Methodist Prot-

estant Church in March, 1881, appointing a commit-
tee to mature some plan by which systematic

theology might be taught those graduates of Wes-
tern Maryland CoU^e who were preparing for the
Christian ministry. This committee reported to

the conference in 1882, recommending that a depart-

ment of theology be established in the college and
that a minister of the conference be placed at the
head of that department, to be styled the principal

of the School of Theology. The conference adopted
this recommendation, but at a special meeting of

the board of trustees, held in May, 1882, to confer

with the principal upon the organisation of the de-

partment of theology, and upon the reconmienda-
tion of the principal (Dr. T. H. Lewis), it was
resolved that it was impracticable to establish such
a department in the college, and that an inde-

pendent theological institution should be organised.

To aid in this design the board purchasidd and
presented to the school of theology a tract of land
adjoining the college, and offered to indorse a loan

for the purpose of erecting a building thereon for

the Mae of the school. Tlds was carried out, and
work was begun in 1882, while in Jan., 1884, at the

recommendation of the principal, the institution

was incorporated by the Maryland Legislature. The
earliest instructors of the seminary were Drs. J. T.
Ward, T. H. Lewis, J. T. Murray, and L. W. Bates,

while other prominent teachers on its faculty have
been Drs. B. F. Benson and J. D. Kinser. The
institution stands for evangelical Christianity with
a progressiveness that is not radicalism, and a con-

servatism that is not stagnation; and among its

alimmi are pastors of prominent churches, pro-

fessors and presidents of Methodist Protestant col-

leges, and missionaries in China and Japan. Li
1010 there were five instructors (Rev. Hugh Latimer
Elderdice, president), and a governing board of ten

(five ministers and five laymen). To this board
three ministers and two laymen are elected by the

Maryland Annual (Donference of the Methodist Prot-

estant Church every fourth session succeeding the

session of 1884, while two ministers and three lay-

men are elected by the General Conference of the

Methodist Protestant C!hurch, and hold office for

four years. This board holds the property, elects

the faculty, and exercises general supervision over

the interests of the seminary. There is also a
board of visitors, composed of one minister and one
layman, appointed by each patron Annual Confer^

ence—t.e., each conference appropriating a c&

lection to the seminary. In 1910 there were for:

students from thirteen annual conferences, all 3Ced-

odist Protestants excepting one. The endomnffi
amounts to about $8,000, and the number of bixk

in the library is about 2,500. H. L. Eldkrdice.
Z. New Jerusalem Church.—l. Oambrldce: Tk

New Church Theological School was established h

the year 1866, and was incorporated May 17, l£l
by members of the <3eneral Convention of ibe Xes

Jerusalem in the United States of America. Dib^

ing the first twelve years it was located at Walthas.

Mass., but in 1878 it was removed to Boston, hsd z

1889 to Cambridge, Mass., where a convenient ak
ample property was secured in the immediate nssb-

borhood of Harvard University. The first prE9>

dent and instructor in theology was the Eet

Thomas Worcester, and others early connected wiii

the school were the Rev. Samuel F. Dike and the

Rev. T. O. Paine (q.v.). Among its more nesii

instructors have been the Rev. John Worcesur
(q.v.) and the Rev. T. F. Wright (q.v.). The pas-

pose of the school and its distinctive work is tk

preparation of mirusters for the New Church, giTiog

them thorough instruction in the Sacred Scriptons

and in the doctrines of the New C!hurch as unfokied
from the Word in the writings of Emanuel Swede:-

borg. Twelve managers and fourte^i directors

with the president and treasurer, care for the spr-

itual and material welfare of the school, whichM
in 1910 five professors, four students, and an en-

dowment of $266,825.74.

William L. Worc^tteb.
XI a. ftesbyterian (Northern).—1. AubPim: Tb

institution is located in Auburn, Cayuga Co., X.T^

where it was founded in 1818. The proposal to c
tablish such a seminary under the control of the iof-

presb3rteries was made in the Presbytery of Cavnp.

in Jan., 1818, was adopted in the same year by tk

Synod of Gkaieva, and, after approval by the (ke-

eral Assembly in 1819, was chartered in 1820 td
opened for students in the following year. I-'

work has since been continuous, except in 185l-d»

The seminary had its origin in the religious revi^
that swept through the new settlements early in t^

last century, and in the consequent quickening of

misnonary work and the increasing demand for min-

isters. Foremost among the founders of the instil

tion was Rev. Dirck C. Lansing, and the first fsmltj

coiunsted of him and of M. L. Perrine, H. Mills, aad

J. Richards. Originally there were four chairs d

instruction, one for each of the departments no*

known as exegetical, historical, dogmatic, and ipnt-

tical theology. In 1867 the exegetical departing
was enlarged by establishing the chair of Hebre?

language and literature, and in 1803 the faculty v3b

strengthened, especially in the department of prs^

tical theology, by the declion of a president, idlioif

also professor of pastoral theology, church polity,

and sacraments. In 1903, the assistant professor

ship in the New-Testament department was create

in 1904 the chair of theism and apologetic, and i:-

1907 the assistant professorship in the 01d>Te5U*

ment department. In 1909, the assistant profess

in the New-Testament department became professcf

of New-Testament language and criticism, and t^
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assistant professor in the Old-Testament depart-

ment became profecsor of Semitic languages and
religions. The seminary stands for the largest and
best scholarly, practical, and spiritual preparation

and character of yoimg men for the work of the

ministry. It encourages liberty of investigation

and expression, both in professors and students, and
aims to equip its students in all respects for the

skilful and efficient discharge of the duties of their

high profession. It was in this institution that

many of the ministers received their training who
were exscinded from the Presbyterian Church in

1837-38 and formed the New School Pi-esb3rterian

Church, and it was one of the chief sources of supply
of ministers for that church imtil the reunion of the

Old and New School churches in 1870. Since then
it has been recognized as one of the foremost of the

seminaries of the reunited denomination. It was
here that the Auburn Convention was held, on
Aug. 17, 1837, which framed the Auburn Declara-

tion (q.v.), which played such an important part in

the division of the chiuxsh at that time, and which
furnished a basis for the reunion in 1870. As this

seminary has always emphasized the importance
of preparing its students for the active work of the

ministry, it has been generally recognized as the

leader in all those modifications of seminary cur-

ricula which tended toward making more practical

such training; and it was the first of the seminaries

to introduce, among other subjects, the teaching

of English Bible, missions, Sunday-school, and peda-
gogy. Prominent in its faculty, in addition to its

original professors, are found the names of Samuel
Hanson Cox (q.v.), Laurens P. Hickok (q.v.), Sam-
uel Mills Hopkins, William G. T. Shedd (q.v.), Ezra
A. Huntington, Edwin Hall, Willis J. Beecher (q.v.),

Herrick Johnson (q.v.). Ransom B. Welch, Anson
J. Upson, Henry M. Booth. In 1910 its faculty

numbered ten, and it is governed by twenty-eight

directors, eighteen of whom are elected by the

eighteen presbyteries in the state of New York, one
from each, the remaining ten being elected by the

board itself, the president of the seminary being ex

officio one of the ten. All of these directors, except
the president, are elected for a term of three years.

This board is an independent and self-governing

body, and its acts are not reviewable. There were,

in 1910, seventy-one students, twenty-eight from
New York State, with representatives from sixteen

other states, as well as from Asia Minor and Japan,
these students being attached to the following de-

nominations: Presbyterian (52), Baptist (1), Christ's

Church in Japan (6), Union Cliurch in Japan (1),

Congregational (2), Armenian Presbyterian (1),

Methodist (4), Italian Presb3rterian (1), A. M. E.

Zion (1), and Disciples (2). The endowment of the

institution is $550,000, and its library contains

33,472 volumes. Georgb B. Stewart.
2. Bloomfield: This Crerman Presbyterian theo-

logical seminary was established at Newark, N. J.,

in 1869, by the Presbytery of Newark, and is regular-

ly affiliated with the Presb3rterian Church of the

United States of America. Its charter was granted

in 1871 and amended in 1873; and by a general act

of the legislature of New Jersey it received collegiate

standing in 1909. Its foimdation 10 ]ai|;ely due to

the efforts of the Rev. D. W. Poor, and the school

was oiganized by the Presbytery of Newark, among
whose members were two German pastors, the Rev.
J. U. Guenther and the Rev. George C. Seibert,

who clearly saw the necessity of establishing an in-

stitution for educating clergymen to labor in the
American spiritamong the German immigrants. The
earliest instructors were the Rev. George C. Seibert

and the Rev. J. U. Guenther in German, and the
Rev. Joseph Fewsmith and the Rev. Charles A.
Smith in English branches. At its inception the
school had nine students living in a dormitory next
to the parsonage of the First German Presbjrterian

Church of Newark and a faculty of four teachers had
been provided, giving a total of twenty-two lectures

per week, instruction in German preponderating.
The first outline of studies comprised an academic
and theological coiu'se, and the faculty were re-

quired to subscribe annually to the standards of the
Presbyterian Church. In 1872 the institution, then
having twenty students, was transferred to Bloom-
field, N. J., where it has since been located, and
where 149 ministers of the Gospel have been gradu-
ated and a number of lay workers have been edu-
cated. In the fall of 1873 the Rev. Chas. E. Knox,
secretary of the board of directors since its organiza-

tion, was elected president and professor of homi-
letics, church government, and pastoral theology,

and remained in that position until his death in

1900, and .the Rev. Geoige C. Seibert was elected

professor of Biblical exegesis and theology, and held

that position until his death Lq 1902. In 1895 the

Rev. Henry J. Weber, now chairman of the faculty,

was elected professor of Hebrew exegesis and church
history, and he and the Rev. Chas. T. Hock have
remained members of the faculty to date, while in

1902 the Rev. Arnold W. Fismer was elected pro-

fessor of New-Testament exegesis and ethics. In
1890 a special coiu'se for Bohemian and Italian

students was added to the German coiu'se, but, for

lack of support, was discontinued in 1895. In 1904,

however, at the suggestion of the General Assem-
bly, the institution undertook polyglot work, ex-

tended the course to nine years, and adopted a
curriculum to impart instruction to students of

other nationalities in addition to the Crerman. The
seminary has at present (1910) eleven instructors

and twenty-three directors, who are elected by the

Presbytery of Newark, the General Assembly having
a veto power as regards the election of directors and
professors. The number of students ia 1910 was
fifty-seven: 25 Germans, 12 Magyars, 11 Italians,

5 Hebrews, 3 Ruthenians, and 1 Syrian. Of these

students, one is affiliated with the Lutheran Church,

one with the Evangelical Synod, two with the Re-
formed, and fifty-three with the Presbyterian

Church. The endowment of the school amounted
in 1910 to $20d»826.46, and the library consists of

7,350 books. Henry J. Weber.
Bibuogbapht: C. E. Knox, The Oerman Problem and the

Solution Offered by the Oerman Theological School of New-
ark, N. J., New York, 1874; O. C. Seibert. The Germane
in America and their Need, ib. 1874 (these appeared as
Addreeeee at the Inauguration of the Oerman Tfieological

School of Newark).

8. lAne: This institution, which is located at

Cincinnati, O., was founded in 1829 through the ef-
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fortB of a number of Prefibyterian miniBten and lay-

men interested in providing an adequately educated
ministry in and for the West. Its original endow-
ment consisted of several thousand dollars donated
by Ebeneser Lane and his brother, who were Bap-
tists, and of sixty acres of land on Walnut Hills,

given by members of the Kemper family. It was
at first proposed to establish an academic as well as
a theological institution, and a preparatory school

was opened in Nov., 1829; but, after an experiment
of five years, this department finally closed. The
theological institution was established in Dec., 1832,

when Drs. Lyman Beecher (q.v.) and T. J. Biggs
were formally inducted into oflioe. Dr. Calvin E.
Stowe (q.v.) entered its service in the following July;

and Baxter Dickinson in Oct., 1835, retiring in 1839.

Dr. Beecher resigned in 1850, and Professor Stowe
shortly after. Among those who have served the
seminaiy since its organisation the most distin-

guished, next to Beecher, was D. Howe Allen, and
others of note have been Geoige E. Day, J. B. Con-
dit, Llewelyn J. Evans (q.v.), E. Ballantine, Henry
A. Nelson (q.v.), Thomas E. Thomas, Heniy Pre-

served Smitli (q.v.), Z. M. Humphrey, James Eells,

John De Witt (q.v.), A. C. McGiffert (q.v.), H. M.
Hulbert, D. Schley Schaff (q.v.), Henry Goodwin
Smith (q.v.), J. A. Craig (q.v.), Kemper FuHerton,
William Heniy Roberts (q.v.), D. P. Putnam, and
Edward D. Morris (q.v.).

Lane has alwajrs been, in a broad and free sense,

Presb3rterian, and its charter provides that all pro-

fessors, tutors, teachers, and instructors *^hall be
members of the Presbyterian Church in good stand-

ing. After 1837 it sided with the New-School
branch, but entered heartily into the union of 1869.

It has a spacious campus, commodious buildings,

a fair though inadequate endowment, considerable

scholarship and library funds, and an excellent li-

brary of nearly 20,000 volumes, and is well equipped
for useful service to the Church. Its present faculty

consists of William McKibbin (q.v.; president and
professor of systematic theology), Alexander B.

Biggs (q.v.; New-Testament exegesis and introduc-

tion), Edward Mack (Hebrew and Old-Testament
literature), and Selby Frame Vance (church his-

tory). 1^ Theological Seminary of the South
(Cumberland), having lost its location in Lebanon,
Tenn., through an adverse l^gal decision, is by
advice of the General Assembly (1910) transferred

to Lane for the present, two of its professors, J.

V. Stephens and F. H. Farr, being added to the
faculty. About fifty students are enrolled.

E. D. MOBHIB.
4. Idnooln: This theological seminaiy, the first

to be founded in the United States for Uie higher

Christian education of negroes, is located at Lincoln

University, Chester Co., Pa. Its germ thought was
an ordination service in 1849, in New London, Pa.,

when Rev. John Miller Dickey, while assisting in^he
ordination of James L. Mackey, a white man, as a
missionaiy to Africa, determined to establish an in-

stitution where negroes could be trained for a Eke
purpose. Four years Liter the New Castle Presby-
tery requested and secured the approval of the Gen-
eral Assembly for the establishment of such a school,

which took le^ fonn in a duuter from th^ State of

Pennsylvania in 1854 as Ashmun Institute. On
Jan. 1, 1857, a snuJl three-story building opened its

doors to four students, and from 1857 to 1865 Bev.

John Pym Carter, and, following him. Rev. John
Wynn Martin, combined president and faculty each

in his own person, while during this time the Board
of Foreign Missions established a presbytery in

Liberia with three missionaries from the adiooL
In 1865 Dr. Martin resigned, and was succeeded by
Rev. Isaac N. Rendall, who presided over the institu-

tion untU 1906, when Rev. John B. Rendall was
elected president. In 1866 the legislature approved
the petition of the trustees, am^uled the charter,

and changed the name to Lincoln University. From
1865 both a college and seminary course have been

in operation, and in 1871 the charter was again

amended, placing the seminary under the over^i^t
of the General Assembly. During its exigtffnce the

institution has graduated 674 ministers of all de-

nominatiaDs, twenty-seven of whom have been mis-

sionaries to Africa.

Among the earUeet instructors were Dn. Isaae N.
Rendall, Eira E. Adams, Edwin R. Bower, Lorenao
WescoU, Gilbert T. Woodhull, AsfanwaU Hodge,
and Benjamin T. Jones. In 1910 there were nine

professors, twenty-one trustees, and sixty-two stu-

dents, . chiefly from North and South Oaroiina,

Pennsylvania, Viiginia, and Mar^and, together
with eight from the West Indies and three from
South America, while in 1909 three South Africans
and in 1908 three Zulus were graduated and re-

turned as missionaries to their native lands. The
students in 1910 are chiefly Presbyterians (28),

Baptists (14), and Methodists (11), with nine of

various other denominations. The property and en-

dowment of the seminary amount to $419,783, and
the institution also shares in the use of some o€ the

public buildings of the university, while the fibraiy

of 18,000 volumes is used likewise jointly by both
university and seminary. J. B. Rxmdaij^

6. MoOomilek: This theological seminaiy, now
located at ChicagOy Bl-i was founded in 1829 thiou^
the efforts of Rev. John Finley Crowe, at Hanover,
Ind. Pkutly as a result of the revival of 1827-28,

Hanover Academy, on its own initiative, was adc^Jt-

ed as a synodical school by the Synod of Ttm«m«>

on condition that a theological department be con-

nected therewith. Agreeably to this provision. Rev.
John Matthews was Oklled to the chair oi theology,

and with him Rev. John W. Omningham, Rev.
Geoige Bishop, and Rev. James Wood served at

different times as professors. The institutxxn was
then called the Indiana Theological Seminaiy, but
in 1840 it was moved to New Albany, Ind., and re-

named the New Albany Theological Seminary, with
tha hope that it would thereby have an inereaaed

constituency, while in addition Mr. EGas Ayeis
offered for endowment what was then considered
a laige' sum of money. Its success in this locatioD

was not great, and it became manifest that removal
was essential to its growth. In 1857 the last daas
at New Albany was graduated, and for the next twe
years the question of its future home was activetr

discussed, untO the General Assembly received a
proposition from the board of diieetois by which the

seminarjr was to be transferred from synodieal to
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assembly supervisicHi, the matter of location being
left to the assembly. Mr. Cyrus H. McCormick
had offered an endowment of $100,000, on condition

that the seminary be moved to Chicago, and the

assembly accordingly voted for this site and elected

new professors and a board of directors of what was
now called the Presbyterian Theological Seminary
of the Northwest. From 1859 to 1881, the seminary
maintained its position in spite of difficulties and
limited endowment, but in the latter year recon-

struction took place, and from that date onward
new professorships were established and enlarged

endowments obtained, new dormitories and a library

building were erected, and a large increase was se-

cured in the number of books. In 1886 the name
ivas changed to the McCormick Theological Semi-
nary of the Presbjrterian Church. The institution

stands for the largest and broadest theological cul-

ture, the deepening and strengthening of the intel-

lectual and spiritual life of the students, and the

promotion of all that will fit them for efficient work
both at home and abroad. The men who have
filled its chairs or been prominent in its board of

directors have been leaders in the councils of the

church in many important crises. The first theo-

logical student association in the coimtry was or-

ganized at McCormick in 1897, and became one of

the important factors in the development of the

theological section of the Student Department of

the Y. M. C. A. Prominent among its instructors,

now deceased, were Drs. John Matthews, £. D. Mao-
Master, Nathan L. Rice, R. W. Patterson, Charles

Elliott, T^^Uiam M. Blackburn, and Leroy J. Halsey.

The number of instructors in 1910 was fifteen,

and there are forty directors, consisting of an equal

number of ministers and dders, who control all

affairs pertaining to the institution, and have
not only the choice and election of professors,

but also of trustees who are responsible for the care

of the property. An aimual report is made to the

General Assembly, which has the right of veto on
appointment to board or facidty. The number of

students in 1910 was 141, coming principally from
the states west of the All^hanies, although Brazil,

Canada, Cuba, Italy, Mexico, Persia, and Syria are

also represented. The great irxajority are Presbyte-

rian by training, with a few of other denominations.

The amount of endowment is $1,981,234, and the

number of books in the library is 34,290.

A. S. Carrier.

BnuooBATHT: L. J. Hab«ar, Hidory ofihe McCormick Th^
doaieal Seminary, Chioago, 1803; D. W. Fiaher, MeCor-
miek TheoUHneal Seminaryf HuAoriad Skdeh, Ghieaco, 1010.

6. Vorthwestx This institution, formerly known
officiaDy as ** The German Presbyterian Theological

School of the Northwest," reincorporated in 1911

as the Dubuqike German Collie and Seminary, is

located in Dubuque, la., where it was founded in

1852 by the Rev. Adrian Van Vliet. The German
immigrants had begun to pour into the Mississippi

Valley, and large numbers of them were cut off from

religious services because they could not understand

the preaching in the American churches. The school

conmienced in a small way in the pastor's study,

-where a few German bojrs were trained for work
among their countrymen. The enterprise zapidly

developed, a second teacher. Rev. Godfrey Moeiy,
was secured, and a building adjoining the churdi
was purchased and fitted up for the school,

for which the Presbytery of Dubuque, in Iowa,
and the 'PTeabytery of Dane, in Wisconsin, both
under the care of the old School General Assem-
bly of the Presbyterian Clurch, became responsi-

ble. When the Old School and New School
churches united, the German Seminary came
under the care of the General Assembly of the
Presbyterian Church in the United States of

America, and in 1871 a well-appointed school

building was bought. Among other early pro-
fessors may be mentioned Rev. Jacob Conzett,

Rev. A. J. Schlager, Rev. Adam McClelland, Rev.
A. Van der Lippe, and Rev. N. M. Steffens. The
seminary has for its object the education of a minis-

try of foreign speech for the inmiigrant population,

and in this work it is the pioneer in the Fi«sbyterian
Church. It was found that it was impossible to

supply the churches with an imported ministry, and
that where such ministers were secured they were
not desirable. Hence Van Vliet plarmed to send
out young men of inmiigrant families, trained as

the American minister is trained to take the gospel

to their countrymen; and as this necessitated not
ordy theological, but classical and scientific educa-
tion, the school was organized into three depart-

ments, academy, college, and seminary. This plan
has met with the cordial approval of the Assembly,
and the work for foreign-speaking people is under-
taken on this method, its success being witnessed by
over a hundred churches organized by its graduates
among the Germans. This aspect of the activity of

the seminary has so extended that a well-equipped
Bohemian department has been added, while the

school has many other races among its students

—

Dutch, Slovak, Russian, Mexican, Jewish, Ru-
manian, Bulgarian, Hungarian and Japanese.

In 1907 the growing work entered a new and large

building with an extensive campus. Already the

collegiate department had been erected into the

German Presbyterian College, and the scope had
been broadened so that a classical education is of-

fered to those who do not intend to enter the minis-

try. The number of students in the year 1911

was 119, coming from all parts of the United
States as well as from Germany, Russia, Austria-

Hungary, Servia, Monaco, Japan, and Mexico. The
present faculty numbers twelve: C. M. Steffens

(president), W. O. Ruston (q.v.; dean), Albert Kuhn,
W. C. Laube, John Ziirmierman, Daniel Grieder,

Alois Barta, F. T. Oldt, John A. McFadden,
H. S. Ficke, Paul A. Walz, and Justus H. Brandan.
The school is governed by twenty-four regular and
four life directors, who are nominated by the

board and approved by the General Assembly, and
who operate under the care and with the review of

the General Assembly. The interest-bearing en-

dowment amounts to $200,000, and the amount in-

vested in campus and buildings is $129,000, a total

of $266,000, while the library contains 5,000 volumes.

W. O. Ruston.^
7. Omahax This seminary, located at Omalia,

Neb., was founded Feb. 17, 1891, by clergymen and
laymen from the Synods of Nebraska, Iowa, Mi^
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aouri, TC»ntma^^ and South Dakota, and is the only

theological institution of the Presbyterian Church,

for English-speaking students, between Chicago and
San Francisco. The first board of directors con-

sisted of twenty ministers and twenty laymen, and
the faculty of Dra. Wm. W. Harsha (systematic

theology), Stephen Phelps (homiletics and pastoral

theology), Matthew B. Lowrie (New-Testament lit-

erature), John Gordon (q.v.; ecclesiastical history),

and Charles G. Sterling (Hebrew). The seminary
opened in Sept., 1891, vriih nine students, and has
thus far enrolled 200 students and graduated eight-

een classes. Many of these men have become leaders

in the religious movements of the west and south,

and sevend of the classes have representatives in

the foreign field. By the provisions of its charter

the institution is under the control of the General

Assembly of the Presbyterian Church, U. S. A., and
stands for the inculcation of the cardinal doctrines

of the Presbyterian Church, although, while the in-

stitution is distinctly Pre8b3rterian, and was estab-

lished for the purpose of teaching Uie doctrines and
the polity of the Presb3rterian Church, its doors are

open to all young men, whatever their theological

opinions, who desire training for the ministry. Free

discussion is allowed, and none are compelled to

adopt Pre8b3rterian views. Its professors seek to

know and teach the results of the best modem schol-

arship. Nothing is retained just because it is old.

The changing conditions of society receive special

consideration, and such methods of service are com-
mended as these conditions seem to demand. The
seminary was established to increase the supply of

ministers for the great mission field within the

bounds of which it is located. Its founders have
not been disappointed in the results, for more than
half of its gnuluates have entered that field, and
through their labors thousands have been added to

the membership of the Church. The opportunities

and advantages of the institution are also extended
to laymen who desire to equip themselves for Chris-

tian work.

The development of the institution has been grati-

fying to its founders and friends, and it has always
had the hearty commendation of the Presbyterian

General Assembly. At the present time its student

body represents ten synods and four denominations.

The faculty consists of Albert B. Marshall (president

and professor of methodology), Matthew B. Lowrie
(homiletics, pastoral theology, and English Bible),

Joseph J. Lemipe (Hebrew and Old-Testament liter-

ature), Daniel E. Jenkins (didactic and polemic
theology), Charles A. Mitchell (New-Testament
literature), and Charles Herron (ecclesiastical his-

tory, church polity, and missions). Through the

generosity of friends, especially Mrs. William Thaw,
Thomas McDougall, and John H. Converse, the semi-

nary possesses a desirable site and a modem build-
* ing ample for all its present requirements. Its en-

dowment fund, with other holdings, amounts to

$225,000, and its library contains 6,000 volumes.
A. B. Marshall.

8. Pvinoetont This seminary, which is located

at Princeton, Mercer Co., N. J., was founded in 1812
by the General Assembly of the Prcsb3rterian Church
in the U. S. A., which created it and controls it. Its

official name is " The Theological Seminary of the

Presbyterian Church in the U. S. A." The assembly

of 1810 decided ** immediately to attempt to estab>

lish a seminary." That of 1811 adopted a plan o:

constitution for the seminary. That of 1812, after

an agreement with the trustees of the College of

New Jersey, located th^ seminary in Princeton.

On May 3, 1812, the assembly elected the fii^t

board of directors, consisting of twenty-one miniv

ters and nine ruling elders, as at present, and or.

June 2 the Rev. Dr. Archibald Alexander (q.v.i

was elected professor of didactic and polemic

theology. On Aug. 12 the seminary was formoJly

opened with one professor and three students. The

classes were first held in Dr. Alexander's house.

Those most influential in the inception of the semi-

nary were Rev. Drs. Ashbel Green (q.v.), who wroif.

the plan; Archibald Alexander, Samuel Miller (q.v.i.

Jacob J. Janeway, and President Timothy Dv^igbt

(q.v.), of Yale College. The General Assembly of

1813 made Princeton the permanent site of the

seminary, and the Rev. Dr. Samuel liiller was added

to the faculty. The number of students increased

rapidly, and it was found necessary to hold the

classes in the college buildings. The first seminary

building was occupied in 1817. In 1822 Dr. Charles

Hodge (q.v.) was elected a professor. In a large

measure the seminary owes what it has been aiid

what it has always stood for to its three earliest

teachers.

In 1822 the trustees were incorporated by ihe

New Jersey legislature, with control over the mate-

rial interests of the seminary. The original charter

fixed the number at twenty-one, twelve of whom
should be la3rmen and citizens of New Jersey. In

1877 the board was authorised to add twelve to its

number. This it has not yet done. The division

of the Presbyterian Church, in 1837, into tw^o

branches raised the question to which branch the

seminary should belong. The courts decided in

favor of the Old School branch [and to that branch

the seminary adhered]. Until 1835 the faculty

consisted of three professors. The next most im-

portant additions were J. Addison Alexander (q.T.)

in that year, William Henry Green (q.v.) in 1851.

and Caspar Wistar Hodge (q.v.) m 1860. In 1S71

a new chair of Christian ethics and apologetics

was erected. In 1877 Archibald Alexander Hodge

was associated with his father in the chair of

dogmatics, and in 1880 Francis Landey Patton

(q.v.) was called to the chair of the relation of phil-

osophy and science to the Christian religion. In

this latter year there were seven professors and

two instructors in the faculty. Dr. Charles Hodge

celebrated his professorial jubilee in 1872, and Dr.

William Henry Green celebrated his in 1896. A

new chair of Biblical theology was foimded in 1891.

In 1836-37 there were 137 students, the high-water

mark of the early period; in 1858-59, 181; and 263

in 1894-95, the largest number in any one year.

The total number of students, up to 1910, was

5,742, of whom 3,076 were living, while 367 hav?

become foreign missionaries.

Princeton Seminary has always stood for a di-

vinely inspired Bible and its perfect authority in

all matters of faith and practise. It has maintained
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ind inculcated the dootrines of the reoogniied stand-

Lrdfl of the Ftesbyterian Church, believing them
o be contained in the Scriptures. It has always
)racti8ed and encouraged a reverent and scientific

itudy of the Bible, and has been ready to subject it

o the keenest scrutiny in the spheres of the lower

ind the higher criticisna.

As the oldest of the Presbyterian seminaries in

he United States, it has laigely influenced the char-

icter of the others. Of its students, 108 have be-

iome teachers in the Presbyterian schoob of theol-

igy in the United States, and fifty-five have been
Qoderators of the General Assembly. The Biblioal

Repertory and Princeton Review, founded by Charles

lodge in 1825, wielded a powerful influence upon
he theological thought of its time. Its successors

lave continued, except during the years 1877-80,

mtil the preoaitPHneeUm Theological Review, Some
eventeen other religious weeklies and quarterlies

lave been controlled or edited by alumni of the

eminary. The publications of its professors

lave been noteworthy and most influential,

Muticularly the Systematic Theology of Dr. Charles

lodge, and his other works, and those of Archibald

Uexander, Samuel Miller, J. Addison Alexander,

William Henry Green, and Archibald Alexander
lodge (q.v.).

The faculty in 1010 consisted of ten professors,

wo assistant professors, and five instructors. There
ire a librarian and an assistant librarian. There are

.wo endowed lectureships, six fellowships, and five

>rize8. Besides a broad curriculum there are extra

lourses leading to the degree of B.D. The govem-
Dg boards are a board of directors and a board of

rustees, the one electing the professors and assign-

Dg their duties, and controlling the educational

nterests of the seminary, subject to the revision of

he General Assembly, the other having the care of

ts material interests and the appointment of the

ibrarian. Until 1902 the senior professor was the

ecognised head of the faculty; but in that year

provision was made for a president of the seminary,

ind Dr. F. L. Patton was elected to this office, and
till retains it. The president is ex officio a member
if both the governing boards.

There were 151 students in the seminary in the

'ear 1900-10, coming from thirty-three states and
erritories, from Canada, Braiil, Ceylon, China, Ire-

ind, and Japan. As to denomination, there were
11 Presbyterian, 9 Reformed, 4 United Presby-

erian, 3 Reformed Presbyterian, 3 Methodist, 3

k)ngregationaliBt, 3 Lutheran, 3 United Evangelical,

i Churdi of Christ in Japan, and 9 scattering. The
Ibrary contains 87,700 bound volumes and 32,500

tamphlets, distributed in two buildings. The real

state of the seminary is valued at $628,000, and the

otal value of all its other holdings is $3,225,000.

liere are on the campus three dormitories, two
brary buildings, a recitation building, a chapel, a
ymnasium, a power house, and nine professors'

lOuses. The present faculty is as follows: Francis

Andey Patton, D.D., LL.D., president and profes-

or of the philosophy of religion; Benjamin Breckin-

idge Warfield (q.v.), D.D., LL.D., Charles Hodge
trofesBor of didactic and polemic theology; John D.
>avis (q.v.), D.D., LL.D., Helena professor of orien-

tal and Old-Testament literature; John DeWitt
(q.v.), D.D., LL.D., Archibald Alexander professor of

church history; William Brenton Greene, Jr. (q.v.),

D.D., Stuart professor of apologetics and Chris-

tian ethics; Geerhardus Vos (q.v.), Ph.D., D.D.,

Haley professor of Biblical theology; Robert Dick
Wilson, Ph.D., D.D., William Henry Green, pro-

fessor of Semitic philology and Old-Testament
criticism; William Park Armstrong, A.M., professor

of New-Testament literature and exegesis; Charles

Rosenbury Erdman, professor of practical theology;

Frederick William Loetscher, Ph.D., professor of

homiletics; James Oscar Boyd, Ph.D., assistant pro-

fessor of oriental and Old-Testament literature;

Caspar Wistar Hodge, Ph.D., assistant professor of

didactic and polemic theology; Henry Wilson Smith,

A.M., instructor in elocution; Kerr Duncan Mac-
millan, instructor in church history; John Gresham
Machen, instructor in the New Testament; Oswald
Thompson Allis, A.M., instructor in Semitic phil-

ology; Joseph Heatly Dulles (q.v.), A.M., librarian;

Paul Bfartin, registrar and secretary of the faculty;

William Boyd Sheddan, assistant librarian.

Joseph Heatlt Dulles.
Bibuoobapbt: Charter and plan of the Thm)lo(fieal Seminary

of the Prettyterian Churth, Princeton, N, J., ele. (with aU
ehanges up to date); MintUee of the Oeneral Aaeembly of
the Preabyterian Church, 1808 sqq.; A Brief Account of the

Riee, Proffreee, and Preaeni State of Princeton Theolofncal

Seminary, Phjladelphia, 1822; J. H. Dulles, " Pxineeton
Theological Seminaxy.*' oh. 25 of United Statee Bureau of
Education ContnbuHone to American Educational Hietory,
no. 23, Washington, 1899; J. F. Hageman, Hietory of
Princeton and ite inetitutione, 2 vols., Philadelphia, 1879;
The Princeton Book, Boston, 1879; A. Nevin, Eneydo-
podia of the Preebyterian Church in the U, S. A., Phila-

delphia, 1884; Addreaeee before the Alumni Aeeociation of
Princeton Theoloffical Seminary, Philadelphia, 1876; C.
Hodge, Princeton Theolooical Seminary: a diecouree, etc.,

Pxinoeton, 1874; J. H. Dulles, Biographical Catalogue of
Princeton Theological Seminary, Trenton, 1909; Necrolog-

ieal Reporte and Annual Proeeedinge of the Alumni Aeeocia-
tion of Princeton Theological Seminary, 1875-1909, 3 vols.,

Pxinoeton, 1891-1909; C. A. Salmond, Princetomana.
Charlea and A. A. Hodge, etc.. New York, n. d.; The Life of
Aehbel Green, New York, 1849; J. W. Alexander, The Life

of Archibald Alexander, New York, 1854; Samuel MiUer,
The Life of Samuel Miller, 2 vols., Philadelphia, 1809;
H. C. Alexander, The Life of Joeeph Addieon A lexander,

2 vols., New York, 1870; Proeeedinge Connected vfith the

Semi-CerUennial Commemoration of the Profeeeorehip of
Rev, CharUe Hodge, AprU 24, 1872, New York, 1872;
A. A. Hodge, Th4 Life ofCharlee Hodge. New York, 1880;
Celebration of the Fiftieth Annivereary of the Appointment
of William Henry Oreen ae an Inetruetor in Princeton Theo-
logical Seminary, May 6, 1896, New Yoric, 1896; F. L.

Patton. Caepar Wietar Hodge. A Memorial Addreee, New
York, 1892; idem, A Diecouree in Memory of Archibald
Alexander Hodge, Philadelphia, 1887; WUliam Miller Pax-
ton. In Memoriam, 18ii-1904: Funeral and Memorial
Diecoureee, New York, 1905; Catalogue of the Theological

Seminary . . . at Princeton, 1909-10, Princeton, 1910.

0« San Pranoiaoo: This seminary is located in

San Anselmo, Cal., and was founded in 1871, being

placed under the care of what was then known as the

Synod of the Pacific of the Presbyterian Church. It

sprang from a conviction that the pectdiar needs of

the Pacific Ck>ast demanded a ministry trained upon
the field, and its founders were the Rev. William A.

Scott and Rev. William Alexander (q.v.), who, with

the Rev. George Buirowes and Rev. Daniel W. Poor,

were its earliest instructors. It was located for

years in the city of San Francisco, where the old

City College and St. John's Presbyterian Church
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furnished a temporary habitation. More permanent
quarters were secured by the erection of a suitable

building in 1880, and in 1890 the present site at

San Ai^mo was presented by Mr. A. W. Foster,

of San Rafael. Here, through the munificenoe of

Mr. Alexander Montgomeiy, of San Francisco, and
others, there were erected, in 1892, two spacious

stone buildings, one the library and recitation hall,

the other the dormitory. To these was later added
the beautiful Montgomeiy Memorial Chapel, and
there are also commodious residences on the grounds
for all the professors. The location is sufficiently

near the city to enable the students to avail them-
selves of its advantages and to engage actively in

missionary and other church work. Tlie aim of the

seminary is to prepare men for a practical and effi-

cient ministry and for missionary work in other

lands. For nearly twenty years of its history the

endowment was small, and the professors were pas-

tors, giving to the seminary such time as they could

spare from their pastoral duties. The number of

students during this period was small. For the past

twenty years, owing to the increase in endowment,
which now amounts altogether to about $600,000,

the faculty have devoted their entire time to semi-

nary work, and the number of students has in-

creased. Its graduates constitute twenty-five per

cent of the active Presbyterian ministry of Cali-

fornia, and they are also ministering in considerable

numbers in other coast and eastern states, and in

nearly every large missionary field of the world.

Among the eminent men who have served as in-

structors have been Rev. William A. Scott (q.v.),

Rev. James Eells, and Rev. Henry C. Bfinton (q.v.),

each of whom was moderator of the General As-
sembly of the Presbyterian Church.
The seminary is at present in excellent condition.

There are six full professors and one instructor, and
its library contains 18,000 volumes. The board of

management consists of twenty-six directors, an
equal number of ministers and laymen, eighteen of

whom are elected by the Synod of California, six by
the Synod of Oregon, and two by the Synod of Wash-
ington. The directors elect five of their number as

a board of trustees, in compliance with the laws of

California, who direct the financial affairs of the in-

stitution. While it is under the immediate control

of the Synod of California, it bears the same rela-

tion to the General Assembly as all the other semi-

naries of its denomination. The average number
of students is twenty-five. They are all connected
with the Presbyterian Church, and about sixty per

cent of them come from Pacific Coast churches.

Wabrkn Hall Landon.

Bibuoobapbt: J. Ourry, Bidory ofUht San Fnmeitco Tkeo-
logical Smmnary ofths Prmbutenan Chwreh, Newark. OaL,
1907.

10. Union (Hew York) t Union Theological Semi-
nary, in the City of New York, was founded by a
group of Christian ministers and laymen of the Pres-

byterian Church, who believed that it was wise to

plant a training-school for ministers in a great city.

They first met Oct. 10, 1835, and, after three inter-

mediate meetings, constituted a board of directors

by the election of ten ministers and fourteen laymen,

Nov. ^16, 1835. This board of directors held its

first meeting Jan. 18, 1836, when it chose its q£ n,

appointed its committees, adopted the prean

and proceeded to further business. Jan. 1&, IsX

is, therefore, regarded as the official date d m
founding of tiie seminary. Thesemiziaiy wasopri
for instruction on Monday, Dec. 5, 1836.

Legislature of the State of New York passed *ir

act of incorporation Mar. 27, 1839, and thi:

accepted by the board of directors Dec. 20> i\f

The founders of the seminary were Presbyters
of the broader type represented in the New-^fc. i^

branch of the diurch, and had many affilL: i4

with New England Congregationalism. They 1

1

in view a service of wider boundaries than tW \

the Presbyterian Church alone. They not omy -

lieved in freedom of thought, but in the widest p.-

sible cooperation with other Christians in the ^'-

tical work of the church. The Old-School meL. i

the other hand, were advocates of strict control b i

in matters of thought and practise. These d:^-'

ences were reflected in the training given in the »=.-

naries of the church, all of which were at this tizi

under ecclesiastical control. Union Seminan- r^^

its origin to the dissatisfaction of the New-nN^L •:

men with this state of affairs, and to the desdnr
-

create a new institution which should noore perfei

:

reflect their own ideals. The seminary has b^'

from the outset independent of any eoclesiastf-

control, except for a period of twenty-two y^a-^

On May 16, 1870, a few months after the reunioD .'

the Old- and New-School wings of the Presbytehi:

Church in the United States of America, it cvr-

ceded to the General Assembly of that church 'ir

right of veto on the election of its professors. TL
action was taken in the interests of harmony withi

the church and in order to secure similarity of staBi-

ing for all its theological Heminaries. This com^
sion was withdrawn on Oct. 13, 1892, as a resui>

'

the difference of opinion which arose between xhs

seminary and the General Assembly in connecticc

with the transfer of Dr. Briggs (q.v.) to the nevh

established Edward Robinson chair of BiUks.'

theology. The General Assembly interpreted th^

transfer as a new appointment, and, under the in-

fluence of the excitement caused by Dr. Brig;^':

inaugural address, by an overwhelming majontv

disapproved the action of the board. The directors

on ibiar part maintained that the appointment d
Dr. Briggs was a simple transfer involving no chfto^

of duties, and hence was not subject to review br

the Assetnbly. This led to an examination by the

seminary authorities of the legal aspects of tbe

matter, and they were advised that the concess3C!i

had been uUra vires. On all grounds, therefore, thej

felt that they must reconsider their action. Since

1892 Union Seminary has been ecclesiastically inde-

pendent, according to the plan of its founders and

the provisions of its charter. For many years the

directors and professors gave their assent to tk
Westminster Standards, the exact formula varTin;

from time to time. Since 1905 this requirement faa.<

ceased, and a new form of declaration has been pro-

vided, which secures the Christian character of tbe

institution in more comprehensive terms. At th?

present time the board of directors and the faculty

include representatives of the Presbyterian, Con-
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gregational, Protestant Epiaoopal, Baptist, and
Methodist Episcopal Churches.

The principles underlying the foundation of the
seminary were expressed by the preamble composed
by Dr. Erskine Mason and adopted by the board at

its first meeting on Jan. 18, 1836. They were as fol-

lows. In the first place, the founders expressed

their belief that a great city furnishes peculiar facili-

ties and advantages for conducting theological edu-
cation. In the second place, while providing for

instruction in the doctrine and discipline of the Pres-

byterian Church, of which they were members, they
declared their purpose to furnish the means of a full

and thorough education in all the subjects taught in

the best theological seminaries in this and other

countries. In ^e third place, they emphasized
the importance of practical training for an efficient

ministry. They believed that it was not enough to

be pious and scholarly; one must know how to ex-

press his faith and apply his knowledge in action.

Accordingly, they proposed that their students

identify tiiemselves with the various churches of the

city, actively engage in their services, and become
familiar witJ^ all the benevolent efforts of the city

and of the time. In the foiuth place, they proposed
to train men not only for the Christian ministry, but
for every form of Christian service, whether educa-
tional, philanthropic, or religious. Finally, they
wished to provide an institution of truly catholic

spirit, or, in other words, to use their own memor-
able language, one around which " all men of mod-
erate views and feelings, who desire to live free

from party strife and to stand aloof from all ex-

tremes of doctrinal speculation, practical radicalism,

and ecclesiastical domination, may cordially and af-

fectionately rally." The charter provides that " equal

privileges of admission and instruction, with all

the advantages of the institution, shall be allowed

to students of eveiy denomination of Christians."

In fact, instruction is given not only in the doctrine

and polity of the Presbyterian Church, but also in

those of other leading Protestant churches. The
student body at the present time is made up of

members of eighteen different Christian bodies. All

of these are urged to retain their original connec-

tion, and to enter the ministry of their respective

churches. The endeavor is made to provide them
all with what they need for effective service to their

own people.

The first seminary building was at No. 9 Univer-

sity Place, and was dedicated Dec. 12, 1838. Four
professors' houses were also erected on Greene
Street, but, owing to the financial embarrassments
of the institution, these houses were sold some four

years later. Two of these, together with the house
and lot adjoining at the comer of Greene and Eighth
Streets, were subsequently acquired in order to

provide the students with dormitories. In 1884 the

seminary moved to its second home on Lenox HDl,

where its important group of buildings, with the

main entrance at 1200 (afterward 700) Park Avenue,
was dedicated Dec. 9, 1884. The generous bene-

factions of ex-Governor Edwin D. Morgan, sup-

plemented by laige gifts from D. WiUis James,

Morris K. Jesup, and others, made this move pocH

sible. In 1910 the seminary moved, for the third

time, to its present quarters on Momingside Heights.

This removal was made possible through the princely

generosity of D. Willis James, then vice-president

of the boArd, to which, after his death, Mrs. James
made laige additions. The work of constructing

the building was begun in 1908; the building was
opened for instruction in Sept., 1910; and the

formal service of dedication took place Nov. 29,

1910. The buildings, which are of English perpen-

dicular Gothic, occupy the double block bounded
by Broadway, Claremont Avenue, 120th and 122d
Streets, and form a large rectangle enclosing a quad-
rangle of approximately 360 feet long and 100 feet

wide. They consist of an entrance tower, an ad-

ministration building, a library building, a memo-
rial chapel given by Mrs. James in memory of her

husband, a dormitory for students, a house for the

president, and an apartment house with accommo-
dations for ten professors.

The library of the seminary, on account both of

its great sise and the value of its collections, offers

unusual opportimities to scholars and investigators.

On May 1, 1909, it contained about 97,000 volumes,

55,000 pamphlets, and 186 manuscripts. The be-

giiming of it was the library of Leander Van Ess,

consisting of over 13,000 volumes, including such

rare and valuable works as 430 incunabula, from
1469 to 1510 A.D.; 1,246 titles of Reformation liter-

ature, in original editions; 37 manuscripts; 4,209

volumes in church history, patristics, canon law,

etc.; and about 200 editions of the Vulgate and of

German Bibles (the earliest being 1470). Valuable

additions have been made from the collections of

the late Drs. Robinson, Field, Marsh, Gillett, Smith,

Adams, Hatfield, Hitchcock, Schaff, Prentiss (qq.v.),

and others.

Special mention may be made of a collection of

nearly 800 Greek Testaments gathered by the late

Dr. Isaac H. Hall (q.v.), and presented in 1898 by
Mr. David H. McAlpin; of the hymnological library

of Prof. Frederick M. Bird (q.v.), consisting of some
5,000 volumes, presented in 1888 by the late Henry
Day, Esq., and of an almost exhaustive collection

of Zwingliana presented in 1901 by the Rev. Prof.

Samuel Macauley Jackson, D.D., LL.D. The Gil-

lett Collection of American History (endowed in

1884 by the late David H. McAlpin), and the Field

and otiier collections of pamphlets contain useful

material for the study of the civil and religious his-

tory and the theology of America. Most valuable

of all is the McAlpin Collection of British History

and Theology (endowed in 1884 by Mr. McAlpin),

gathered under the supervision of Professor Briggs.

It contains thousands of rare and inrportant books
and pamphlets relating to the early Puritans, to the

Westminster Assembly, and to the deistic, trinitar

rian, and ecclesiastical controversies of the eight-

eenth century, as well as a large collection of general

and local histories of Great Britain and her

churches.

The original plan of the seminary contemplated
the meeting of the necessary expenses by an aimual
subscription from the friends of the institution, but
this proved impracticable. The first permanent
fund was obtained in 1843 by the gift of $25,000

from Mr. James Boorman for the endowment of the
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theological chair. A further sum of $30,000 was re-

ceived aome five or six years later by a bequest of

Mr. James Roosevelt. During the years from 1853

to 1871 the funds of the institution were further in-

creased by 1650,000, of which the greater part was
obtained by general subscription. Three years later

the institution was further strengthened by a gen-

erous gift of 1300,000 from Mr. James Brown, as a
result of which the original corps of professors was
increased from three to seven, and the funds of the

professorships from 125,000 to $80,000 each. These
funds were subsequently increased by gifts from Mr.

D. Willis James, Mr. William E. Dcxige, Jr., Mr.

Morris K. Jesup, and Mr. John Crosby Brown. At
the present time the seminary has ten professorships

fully endowed, most of which bear the names of

their several founders or of funds designated by
them. In the order of their foundation they are

the following: The Davenport Professorship of

Hebrew and the Cognate Languages, the Roosevelt

Professorship of Systematic Theology, the Wash-
bum Professorship of Church History, the Baldwin
Professorship of Sacred Literature, the Brown Pro-

fessorship of Homiletics, the Skinner and McAlpin
Professorship of Practical Theology, the Edward
Robinson Professorship of Bibhcal Theology, the

Jesup Graduate Professorship of Practical Theology,

the Marcellus Hartley Professorship of Philosophy

and the History of Religion and Missions, and the

Professorship of Christian Ethics. In addition to

these there is an endowment for the Department of

Applied Christianity, at present used for the direct-

or of Christian work and headworker of the Union
Settlement. Other professorships and associate and
assistant professorships are not yet endowed. The
endowment of the seminary includes provision also

for certain instructorships and lectureships, the most
important of which are the Harkness Instructor-

ship in Vocal Culture and Elocution and in Sacred

Music, the Elv Lectureship on the Evidences of

Christianity, the Morse Lectureship on the Rela-

tions of the Bible to the Scienoes, and the Parker
Lectureship on the Laws of Health.

On the rolls of the seminary may be found the

names of many men prominent in philanthropic and
religious life. Its founders were actively interested

in, and many of them officers of, the leading

missionary societies of the countzy. Among its

directors were such clergymen as Absalom Peters,

Erskine Mason, Albert Barnes (q-v.), Samuel Han-
son Cox (q.v.), Edwin F. Hatfield (q.v.), and Jona-
than French Steams; and such laymen as Knowles
Taylor, Richard T. Haines, \^ill]!am M. Halsted,

Charles Butier, the Hon. William E. Dodge, Nor-
man White, D. Hunter McAlpin, D. Willis James,
John Crosby Brown, William E. Dodge, Jr., and
Morris K. Jesup. The first president of the board
was the Rev. Thomas McAuley, D.D., who was suc-

ceeded in 1840 by Richard T. Haines, who served
until 1871. Charles Butler was president from 1871

to 1898, and John Crosby Brown from 1898 until

1909. The present president is Robert C. Ogden.
No less notable is the roll of the faculty. The
first professor of sacred literature was Edward
Robinson (q.v.), the Nestor of American Biblical

Boholarship, and in other departments the seminary

has commanded the services of such men aa Heniy
B. Smith (q.v.), and W. G. T. Shedd (q.v.) in theol-

ogy, Philip Schaff (q.v.) and Roswell D. Hitchoock

(q.v.) in church history, Thomas H. Skinner (q.v.),

William Adams (q.v.), George L. Prentiss (q.v.), and

Charles Cuthbert Hall (q.v.), in practical theology.

Thomas McAuley, the first president of the board,

acted also as president of the faculty. He wu
succeeded in 1840 by the Rev. Joel Parker, D.D.

In 1842 the presidency of the faculty lapsed, but

was revived in 1873, when William Adams, pastor

of the Madison Square Church, and chairman of the

New School Committee of Reunion, became press-

dent. He was succeeded in 1880 by Roswell D.

Hitchcock, who was followed in 1887 by Thomas S.

Hastings (q.v.). On his resignation in 1897, Dr.

Charles Cuthbert Hall was chosen president and

served until his death in 1908, when he was suc-

ceeded by Dr. Francis Brown (q.v.).

From the first the faculty have recognised their

responsibility to the cause of productive scholar*

ship. In the long list of their publications mention

may be made of Robinson's monographs on the

geography of Palestine, and his translation of

Gesenius' DicHonary; Schaff's edition of the Creeds

of Christendom, and his Church History; the IrUer-

national Theological Library and Critical Commen-
tary, edited by Dr. Briggs, in cooperation with Dr.

Salmond, and with C^anon Driver and Dr. Plummer
respectively; and the Hebrew Lexicon of Drs.

Francis Brown and Briggs, in cooperation witii

Canon Driver; also of McOiffert's Apostolic Age, W.
Adams Brown's Christian Theology in Oudine, and

Thomas C. Hall's History of Ethics tvithin Organized

Christianity. The spirit of the teachers has de-

scended upon the scholars, and among the 3,501

alunmi of the seminary no less than 74 have been

college presidents, 222 teachers in colleges, and 99

in seminaries. In the curriculum of the seminary

the original languages have always held a prominent

place, and were formerly required of all grad-

uates. A distinction is now customarily made
between the diploma and the degree of the seminary,

an acquaintance with the original languages being

required only of candidates for the latter. In re-

cent years tiie range of subjects included in the

curriculum has greatiy increased, and the freedom

of election has been widely extended. At the pres-

ent time no less than 141 courses are offered by the

faculty, the division by departments bdng as fol-

lows: Old Testament, 22; New Testament, 21;

church history, 17; philosophy of religion, 10; apolo-

getics, 4; systematic theology, 6; Christian ethics,

11; practical theology, 25; religious education, 6;

theological encyclopedia and s3rmbolics, 11; vocal

culture, 3; sacred music, 5. In thirty years the cur-

riculum has been increased threefold. In addition

to its own coiu'ses, through an arrangement entered

into with Columbia and New York Universities,

the seminary is able to offer to its students the ad-

vantage of university courses in philosophy, so-

ciology, and other subjects of value for the stud&it

of religion. A graduate department of the semi-

nary which now embraces some forty students has

for some years been in operation. The scholarships

of the seminary are administered on a merit baeis.
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Through two fellowships the seminary offers to the
best student in each class the opportunity of two
years of graduate study under the direction of the
faculty in this country or abroad. In addition, the
seminary offers the degree of D.D. to advanced
students.

From the first the students have been active

workers in the churches, Sundaynschools, and other
religious and philanthropic institutions of the city

and its vicinity. The supervision of these activities

has recently been entrusted to the Department of

Christian Work, through which students are as-

signed to different fields and counseled as to the

best methods of dealing with the problems they
present. In this connection attention may be
called to the Union Settlement in East 104th Street,

founded in 1895 by a group of Union Seminary
alumni. While not officially connected with the

seminary, the settlement is an expression of its

social spirit. The seminary's director of Christian

work is at the same time head worker of the settle-

ment, and many of the students are engaged in its

activities. The practical interest of the seminary
appears further in its provision for university ex-

tension. The Department of Religious Education,

recently oxganized under the leadership of Professor

Coe, offers especial facilities for the training of lay

workers. The foundation lectureships of the semi-

nary are open to the general public, and many of the

courses deal with topics of popular religious interest.

A Sunday service is maintained in the chapel for the

residents of the neighborhood, and the Union School

of Religion provides a model Sunday-school for their

children. In addition, attention should be called

to the various conferences organized by the seminary
from time to time, such as the Conference on an
Efficient Ministry, held in 1008 for the pastors of

the neighboring churches; the Conference on the

Training for the Ministry, conducted by the stu-

dents of the seminary in cooperation with the stu-

dents of Hartford and Yale seminaries; and the

Quiet Day for social workers. Specially noticeable

has been the strong missionary interest among the

students. From the first a large number of its

graduates have found their way to the foreign field,

and the number of foreign missionaries now on the

seminary roll amounts to 251. This missionary

interest was greatly stimulated by the two visits

of the late President Charles Cuthbert Hall to the

East as Barrows Lecturer. Provision has recently

been made by a friend of the seminary for a similar

lectureship, to be filled in 1011-12 by Prof. George
William Knox (q.v.). Wiluam Adams Brown.
Bibuoorapht: Q. L. PrantiaB, Union TKeoiooieal Seminary

in the City of New York: Hiatorieol and Biographieal

Skeuhee of iU FinA Fifty Yean, New Yoric, 1880; idem.
Union Theological Seminary in the City of New York: Ita

Deaion and another Decade of ite Hiatory, Asbury Park,

N. J.. 1899; General Catalooue of the Union Theolooieal

Seminary in the City of New York (four editions; 1876.

compiled by E. F. Hatfield* 1886. 1808. 1908. compiled by
G. R. Gillett); The Seminary: Ite Spirit and Aima (ad-

dTMBea by Dr. Thomas C. Hall. Dr. Francis Brown. Rev.
Henxy Sloane Ooffin. President Chailes Cuthbert Hall).

New York. 1907.

11. Western: This seminary was founded at

Allegheny (now part of Pittsburg), Pa., in 1827,

after the General Assembly had determined in 1825,

when the need for such an institution for the West
had been felt for several years, to establish a train-

ing-school for Presb3rterian ministers. The first in-

structors were Rev. Joseph Stockton and Rev,
Elisha P. Swift, and among the distinguished mem-
bers of its faculty have been Luther Halsey, John
W. Nevin (q.v.), Alexander T. McGill, Melanchthon
W. Jacobus (q.v.), WUliam S. Plumer (q.v.), Will-
iam M. Paxton, A. A. Hodge (q.v.), S. J. Wilson,
S. H. Kellogg, B. B. Warfield (q.v.), David Gregg
(q.v.), and M. B. Riddle (q.v.). The spirit and
policy of the seminary are admirably expressed in

the fundamental principle which was incorporated

by its founders in the '' plan "
:

'' That learning with-

out religion in ministers of the Gospel will prove in-

jurious to the Chureh, and religion without learning

will leave the ministry exposed to the impositions

of designing men, and insufficient in a high degree

for the great purposes of the Gospel ministry." In
accordance with this, a combination of learning and
piety, of erudition and earnestness, of intellectual

discipline and practical efficiency, is the standard
which has been set up, while the institution has al-

ways been distinguished for its strong missionary

spirit. While the seminary is a Pre8b3rterian insti-

tution, it is not sectarian; students of all denomina-
tions are cordially welcomed and are entitled to

scholarship aid; and representatives from bodies

other than the Presbyterian Chim;h are always
found among the students. Recently the curricu-

lum was thoroughly revised to meet modem de-

mands, by the introduction of the elective system
and by laying greater emphasis on sociological

studies. The regular coiu'se extends over three

years, a fourth year of study entitling a student to

the d^:ree of B.D. In 1902 a special department
was organized for the training of ministers for the

immigrant peoples among whom the Presbyterian

Chim;h labors, and extension courses of lectures are

conducted by the faculty in the churches of Pitts-

burg and vicinity.

The total number of matriculants is 2,126, of

whom 117 have been foreign missionaries, and the

average number of students for the last five years

has been eighty, the enrolment for 1911 being

seventy-nine. The faculty consists of seven pro-

fessors and four instructors, all of whom, with the

exception of the instructors in music and elocution,

must be ministers of the Presbyterian Church in the

United States of America. On induction into office

the professors are required to subscribe to the West-
minster Catechisms and Confession.

The government of the seminary is vested in a
board of directors and a board of trustees; the for-

mer consisting of forty members (twenty-eight min-
isters and twelve ruling elders), one-fourth of whom
are chosen annually. The board of directors have
power to elect, suspend, and remove professors, such

election and removal being subject to the veto of

the General Assembly. They superintend the cur-

riculum, inspect the fidelity of the professors, and
watch over tiie conduct of the students. The board
of trustees, incorporated by the legislature of the

state of Pennsylvania on Mar. 29, 1844, consists of

twenty-one members, "nine of whom shsll at all

times be laymen citizens of the State of Pennsyl-
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vania/' and to them is committed the management
and diflbursement of the funds of the institution.

Each board elects its own members, subject to the

approval of the €reneral Assembly.
The institution now has two halls, a libraiy, and

four professors' houses, and plans have becoi laid

for a complete new plant, to consist of a dormitory,

administration building, and chapel. The buildings

are valued at $250,000, and the endowment is

$733,807, the chief benefactors being Rev. C. G.

Beatty, James Laughlin, James Laughlin, Jr., S. P.

Harbison and his estate, S. S. Mar^, and David
and John Robinson. James A. Kblbo.
XI b. Presbyterian (Southern).—!. Anstlni This

institution is located at Austin, Travis Ck>., Tex.,

where it was founded in 1884, practically as an
independent movement, under the control of no
ecclesiastical body, though it was recognised and
indorsed by the Synod of Texas of the Presbyterian

Church in the United States. Under the title of
" The Austin School of Theology," it continued in

operation until 1895, when it was compelled to

suspend because of lack of sufficient funds with
which to carry on the work. The actual revival

of its activity took place in 1898, when the Synod
of Texas appointed a board of trustees, with full

power to open the institution, and ordered that its

name should be "The Austin Presbyterian Theo-
logical Seminary," and that it should be regarded
as the successor to the Austin School of Theology.
The Synod of Texas adopted a constitution in Oct.,

1901, and ordered the board to open the institution

for students as soon as $100,000 should have been
raised. This was done at once, and the seminary
resmned its work in Oct., 1902. The founders of

the seminary, in 1884, were the Rev. Richmond K.
Smoot and the Rev. Robert L. Dabney (q.v.), while

its revival was under the administration of the Rev.
Thornton R. Sampson, its first president, the first

faculty consisting of the Rev. Samuel A. King, as

professor of systematic theology, and the Rev.
Robert E. Vinson, as professor of Old-Testament
languages and exegesis. Later, the Rev. Dr. Smoot
was added to the faculty. The institution is now
under the control of the Synods of Texas, Arkansas,

and Oklahoma of the Ptesbyterian Church in the

United States, and during the last period of eight

years the seminary has given to the ministry of the

Ptesbyterian Church in Texas, Oklahoma, and Ar-
kansas about thirty men, trained in whole or in part

under its instruction. The office of the first presi-

dent of the seminary having terminated, according

to the constitution, when the faculty reached the

number of four, from 1904 to 1908 the institution

was governed by the faculty under the direction of

the board of trustees, appointed by the controlling

synods. In 1908 the board, with the consent of

the controlling synods, determined to make the

office of president a permanent part of the adminis-

tration of the seminary, and elected to this position

the Rev. Robert E. Vinson, D.D.
This seminary stands for the type of theology

which is presented in the Westminster Confession of

Faith and Catechisms, and was founded for the

avowed purpose of furnishing an adequate ministry

in both supply and equipment for the rapidly de-

veloping home-mission territory of the Southwest
Among its instructors the best-known, peiiiaps

have been the Rev. Robert L. Dabney, the Rev.

Thomas Carey Johnson, the Rev. Samuel A. King,

the Rev. R. K. Smoot, and the Rev. T. R. Sampeoa.
In the year 1910 the seminary had five instructors,

thirty-four students, a library of about 2,500 vol-

umes, buildings to the value of $100,000, and en-

dowments to the value of $200,000; it is governed
by a board of fifteen trustees, appointed by the

three controlling synods. In the student body
there are four denominations represented: Presby-

terian (31), Disciples of Christ (1), Baptist (1), and

Episcopalian (1). Robert E. Vinson.
8. Oolvmlila: The Theological Seminary of the

Synods of South Carolina, Georgia, Alabsjna, and
Florida, popularly known as Columbia Seminary, is

located in Columbia, Richland Co., S. C, and was

founded in 1828 by the Presb3rterians of the then

Synod of South Carolina and Geoigia. The instita-

tion had its origin in the conviction that if the Pres-

byterian churches of the cotton belt were to have

an adequate supply of educated ministers, they

must not only be raised up from the churches them-
selves, but must be trained for the ministfy some-
where within this territoiy. From 1828 to 1831 the

faculty of the seminary consisted of but a single

professor. Dr. Thomas Goulding, but in 1831 Dr.

George Howe and in 1833 Dr. A. W. Leiand were

added to the faculty. While it has had its share of

vicissitudes, Columbia Seminary has a record of

service not only to the churches of the oottcm

belt, but to the entire Ptesbyteiian Church in the

United States, popularly known as the Southen
Presbyterian Church. It has numbered among its

faculty such men as James Henry Thomwell (q.v.).

B. M. Palmer (q.v.), J. B. Adger, James Woodrov
(q.v.), William S. Hummer (q.v.), J. R. WOsoo.
John L. Giradeau, and Samud Span* Laws. Its

alumni took a conspicuous part in oigftnising the

Presbyterian diurch in the United States, and were

largely influential in determining its distinctive char-

acter and in shaping the lines along which its life and

activities have developed. Dr. J. Leighton Wilson
(q.v.), one of the first graduates of the seminaiy,

shaped the foreign-mission policy of the Southon
Presbyterian Church, while its home-missionary ac-

tivities have been largely under the directioa of

alumni of the same seminary, and its interest in and

work for the negroes have been stimulated and di-

rected by such alumni as Dr. C. C. Jones, John L
Giradeau, and Charles A. Stillman (q.v.). In ad-

dition to supplying the denomination with many of

its best preachers, Colmnbia Seminary has given it

a considerable number of its theological profeesois,

not to mention its other educators. Of the thirty-

nine moderators of the Greneral Assembly, n^nm^^ifm

have been almnni of this institution.

The faculty in the year 1910 consisted of four

professors, with two chfdrs vacant—^those of natunl
science in its relation to revelation, and of pastoral

theology, English Bible, and homiletics. The insti-

tution is owned and controlled by the Synods of

South Carolina, Cieorgia, Alabama, and Floridi»

their control being exercised through a board of

directors, six of whom are elected from the Synod
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of South Carolina, four from the Synod of Georgia,

four from the Synod of Alabama, and two from the

Synod of Florida. From year to year the directors

submit their minutes to the synods for approval, and
also send to the General Assembly a report for its

information. There were in 1010 twenty students

in attendance, nine of whom were from South
Carolina, four from Georgia, five from North Caro-

lina, and two from Tennessee. All of these wero
candidates for the Presbyterian ministry. The en-

dowment of the seminary amounts to $275,000,

and its library contains 2,400 volmnes.

W. M. McPhestbbs.

BiBUoaB4PBT: Memorial Vohan* of the SemieenUrmial
Volume of the Theologteal Seminary a< Columbia, 3. C,
Oohimbia. 1884.

8. Xentuokyi This institution, located at Louis-

ville, Ky., was formed in 1901 by the consolidation

of the Danville (Ky.) and the Louisville (Ky.) theo-

logical seminaries. The Danville seminary was
founded at Danville, Ky., in 1853, by the General

Assembly of the Pr^yterian Churoh (Old School),

and had a notably successful career until the begin-

ning of the Civil War, attracting a large number of

students. Its most widely known professors wero
Robert J. Breckenridge (q.v.), Edward P. Hum-
phrey, Stuart Robinson (q.v.), Stephen Yerkes, and
Nathan L. Bice (q.v.), and its influence on the

Southwest through its alumni has been marked
and enduring. In 1803, the Synods of Kentucky
and Missouri, in connection with the Presbyterian

Church in the United States, founded the Louis-

ville Seminary at Louisville, Ky., and by reason of

its strong faculty and its location in a la^ city the

institution at once took high rank, and in its fourth

session enrolled sixty-seven students. The original

endowment was $100,000, mostiy in subscriptions,

and for three years the instruction was given in the

rooms of the Second Presbyterian CSiuroh. In the

first session Mr. A. J. Alexander gave real estate to

the value of $75,000 to endow a chair in memory of

his son, while temporary endowment by annual sub-

scriptions and the gift of their services as professors

by three pastors of the dty enabled the seminary

to meet its expenses. By tiie generosity of Mr. W.
N. Haldeman, proprietor of the Courier-Journal, a
permanent location was secured in 1896, and in

1901 the Danville and Louisville seminaries were
united at Louisville, under the name of the Presby-

terian Theological Seminary of Kentucky. Under
the terms of the agreement for consolidation the

seminary is under the control of the Synod of Ken-
tucky in coimection with the Presbyterian Churoh
in the United States of America, and of the Synods
of Kentucky and Missouri in connection with the

Fkesbyterian Churoh in the United States, this con-

trol being exercised through a board of twenty-four

directors, who elect the professors. Aimual reports

of the work of the seminary are submitted to the

oontroDing synods and to the two General Assem-
blies, and the election of directors and the election

or transfer c^ professors are subject to veto by the

respective assemblies. Under the charter and con-

stitution c^ the seminary the instruction " shall at

all times be in accordance with those standards

Whj^ fti« Wfw QommQn in both of said [Presbyte-

rian] churches, and with such modifications thereof,

if any, as may hereafter be made and adopted by
both of said churches." The synods of both the
Presbyterian denominations concerned represent the

same type of theology and ecclesiology, and the

faculty are divided almost equally between the two,

agreeing thoroughly in nm.lring the teaching and
spirit of the institution conservative in theology

and in Biblical criticism. The faculty of instruc-

tion consists of eight professors: Charles R. Hemp-
hill (q.v.; president and professor of New-Testa-
ment exegesis and practical theology), John M.
Worrall (practical theology, emeritus), William H.
Marquess (Biblical introduction, English Bible, and
Biblical theology), Henry £. Dosker (q.v.; church
history), Robert A. Webb (q.v.; apologetics and sys-

tematic theology), Jesse L. Cotton (Old-Testament
exegesis), and Thompson M. Hawes and J. G. Mc-
Allister (assistants).

The courses of study are organised into distinct

schools, and cover all the subjects of theological

discipline, with special attention to preparation for

the practical demands made on the niodem minister.

Students are received from any Evangelical Church,

and are ordinarily expected to have a literary de-

gree from a reputable college. The only degree con-

ferred is B.D., given after examination on the

completion of a three-years' course. In 1910 the

institution had an attendance of fifty-eight, twelve

of whom were ministers pursuing special g^^uate
courses. The grounds and buildings of the seminary
represent an outlay of $220,000, while the invested

funds embrace $500,000 for endowments, $40,000

for scholarships, and a small library fund. The
principal benefactor of the seminary was Mr. Will-

iam T. Grant, of Louisville, a director of the institu-

tion, who left a bequest of $300,000 to the semi-
nary, probably the largest g^t ever made in the
South to theological education. The library includes

about 20,000 voltmies, and nearly 6,000 unbound
pamphlets. Charles R. Hemphill.

4. Souihwestem: This institution, which is lo-

cated at Qarksville, Montgomery Co., Term., and is

under the control of the Ftesbyterian Churoh in the
United States, was founded in 1885 through the
combined e£Forts of the Synods of Alabama, Missis-

sippi, Arkansas, Texas, Memphis, and Nashville,

to establish a school for the education of young men
for the ministry within their bounds. Its earliest

instructors were Drs. John L. Waddel (chancellor

and professor of church polity), Joseph R. Wilson
(theology and homiletics), J. B. Shearer (Hebrew and
New-Testament Greek), and Robert Price (eccle-

siastical history) . The history of the seminary from
its foundation has been one of uniform, uninter-

rupted, and successful work. It stands for the con-
servative interpretation of the standards of the
Calvinistic eystem of doctrine, for the Presbyterian

form of church govermnent, and for the highest

standard of sacred learning and personal piety in

the ministry. It has supplied a large number of the

most useful ministers of the Southern Presbyterian

diuroh, both in home and in mission fields.

In 1910 the seminary had four instructors and
twelve trustees. It constitutes a department of the

Southwestern Presbyterian University, and its stu-
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dents are subject to the government and diacipline

of the university. Its support is derived from the

university endowments, and for its library it de-

pends on that of the universityi which contains

some 15,000 volumes. William Dikwiddie.

6. Union (Klohmond, Va.) i This institutioni

officially known as " Union Theological Seminary in

Virginia," is located at Richmond, Va., and was
founded in 1812. In April, 1806, the Presbytery of

Hanover resolved to establish at Hampden-Sidney
College a theological library and a fund for the edu-

cation of young men for the ministry, and appointed

Rev. John Holt Rice a special agent to solicit

books and money for this purpose. In 1807 Rev.
Moses Hoge was elected president of Hampden-
Sidney College, and in accordance with the plan of

the presb3rtery began at the same time to instruct

in theology the candidates for the ministry, although

it was not till 1812 that the Synod of Virginia

officially adopted the infant seminary and formally

appointed Dr. Hoge its professor of theology. He
continued the work for the remaining eight years

of his life, sending about thirty young men from
his classes into the ministry. "V^en he died in 1820,

the synod, after trying in vain for two years to fill

his place, transferred the seminaiy with its funds

to tie Presbytery of Hanover. This presbytery

in 1822 reorganised the seminary, appointed a new
board of trustees, and elected as professor of theol-

ogy Rev. John Holt Rice, pastor of the First Plea-

byterian Church of Richmond, to whom, more than
to any other man, the success of the institution is

due. Dr. Rice began his instructions on Jan. 1,

1824, with three students. There were as yet no
buildings for the seminary, and its whole endow-
ment amounted only to about $10,000, but funds

for both purposes were now rapidly raised. In

1826, the seminary was placed under the care of

the General Assembly, the trustees of that body
taking chaige of the funds; and in 1827 the Pres-

bytery of Hanover surrendered the institution to

the joint management and control of the Sjmods
of Virginia and North Carolina. In commemora-
tion of this copartnership its name was changed to

Union Theological Seminary. By 1831, the year

in which Dr. Rice died, the institution had acquired

buildings sufficient for its needs at that time, had
gathered a fair library, and had secured three in-

structors and about forty students. A fourth pro-

fessorship was added in 1856, and a fifth in 1891.

The seminary has had the following professors:

in theology, Moses Hoge (1812-20), John Holt Rice

(1824-^31), Geoige A. Baxter (1831-41), Samuel B.

Wilson (1841-59), Robert L. Dabney (q.v.; 1859-

1883), Thomas E. Peck (1883-93), Clement R.
Vaughan (1893-96), and Givens B. Strickler (q.v.;

since 1896); in ecclesiastical history and polity,

Stephen Taylor (1833-38), Samuel L. Graham
(1838-39, 1849-50), Robert L. Dabney (1853-59),

Thomas E. Peck (1860-83), James F. Latimer
(1884r-92), and Thomas C. Johnson (q.v.; since

1892); in Hebrew and Old-Testament interpreta-

tion, Hiram P. Goodrich (1830-39), Samuel L.

Graham (1839-49), Francis S. Sampson (1849-^),
Benjamin M. Smith (q.v.; 1854-89), Walter W.
Mom (q.v.; sinoe 1884), James Gray McAllister

(adjunct professor, 1904-05), and A. D. P. Giln^j ^

(ssBociate professor, since 1908); in Biblical Iite>

ture and New-Testament interpretation, William J.

Hoge (1856-59), Henry C. Alexander (186^1.

Charles C. Hersman (1891-1908), and Thomas 2.

English (since 1908); in English Bible and p:^«

tical theology, Thomas C. Johnson (1891-9:'.

Thomas R. English (1893-98), and Theton E. R: t

(since 1908). There were in 1911 seven instru'

•

ors and ninety-four students, representing tweo^

states and countries, and three religious deooniiL.-

tions, though the great majority are Presbyteruo:.

The total attendance of students from the begixmb^

to the present time has been 1,489. This seminrj

has educated more of the ministers of the Presbv-

terian Chureh in the South than any other, faa^iLz

furnished about three-fourths of all the ministers c

the Synod of Virginia, about one-half of those in tic

Synod of North Carolina, and a goodly proponks

of those in the other Southern s3mods as well, b^

sides about half of all the missionaries who bai?

been sent by this branch of the church to forop

lands.

The seminary is under the care of the synods d

Virginia and North Carolina, and the board of di-

rectors is composed of twenty-four members, tweiv*

from each of the synods to which the board repoiti.

The General Assembly of the Presbyterian Cburi

in the United States also has a right of general supr-

intendence, and may advise and recommend, r.'

may not originate, measures for the management -

the institution. The plan of the seminary is ti;:•^

oughly Biblical, and the Bible is the chi^ cL-^

book in all departments, while the institution star .-

for the theology of the Westminster Confesaon :•

Faith. Although insisting upon thorough schi^'-

ship, and requiring for its degree of B.D. a gn^
equal to that of the professional schools of the Uni-

versity of Virginia, the chief aim of the semii^^

is to give men practical training for the actual wqti

of the ministry, and especially to make them in-

fective preachers. Throughout its history it bk

been characterised by a remarkably strong asc

steady missionary spirit. Its Society of MisacKtsiy

Inquiry was oiganised in 1818, and in 183 1 r^

founder, Dr. Rice, dictated from his deathbed tk

overture to the General Assembly which led to \hi

organization of the Presbyterian Board of Foreip

Missions.

In 1898, by order of the controlling synods, tb

seminary was removed from Hampden-Sidnev d
Richmond. Its property now consists of fortj-£n

acres of land in Ginter Park, Richmond, nine s;^

stantial buildings, all erected within the last tv^^
years, valued at $261,000, and productive endow-

ments of $533,000, besides unproductive assets 4>'

$25,000. Its principal benefactors have b«n C}t--

H. McCormick of Chicago, Henry Young of Xr'^

York, Joseph Blair Wilson of Rockbridge Co,, Vi..

William W. Spence of Baltimore, and Geor|:e W.

Watts of Durlmm, N. C. The library, which is <^-

usually select, numbers 23,307 volumes, csi^vly

housed in a fireproof building. W. W. Moorf
Bibuoorapht: Centennial Caialoffue of Union ThmJifiirA

Seminary in Virginia, 1807-1907, Riehnumd. 1007 ''kc

taininc a hititoxy of th« Institution «n4 w^^tehqa of afi >
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Xn. Reformed Presbyterkn.— 1. PittebiiTir:

This institution is located in Pittsbuig, Pa., in the

North Side, formerly All^hany, and was founded
in 1810| although it has been in its present site

only since 1856. It is in connection with the

Reformed Presbyterian Church (Old School), and
was formed by the action of that body. The pur-

pose of the denomination to institute a seminary
goes back to 1807, but it was not formally organ-

ized until May 25, 1810, with a board of super-

intendents consisting of Rev. John Black, Rev.
Alexander McLeod, and Rev. Gilbert McMaster;
and with Rev. Samuel Brown Wylie as teacher of

theology. The seminary then constituted was in

Philadelphia, and Dr. Wylie continued as professor

of theology till 1827, with some years of intermis-

sion from 1817 to 1823, during which time the

students were taught by pastors, four years' instruc-

tion being required. There was a similar interrup-

tion from 1827 to 1836, but from this period on,

with little break, the students of theology were
taught by professors elected by the synod, though
the location was changed several times from East
to West, until, in 1856, it came to its present place.

The professors during this shifting period were James
Renwick Willson and Thomas Sproull (q.v.). The
seminary stands for the Reformed theology as em-
bodied in the Westminster standards, and in the Act
and Testimony of the Reformed Pre8b3rterian

Church, which covenanted in 1871 at Pittsburg,

Pa., and is bound to witness politically against

national atheism, to seek a Christian constitution,

to testify against secret oath-bound orders, and to

promote total abstinence and other reforms.

There are four instructors in the seminary, and
eight members of the board of superintendents,

who meet annually at the close of the session and
pass upon the work, and hear discourses from the

students. They report annually to the synod, who
control the election of professors. The number of

students enrolled in 1909-10 was ten, all in the mem-
bership of the denomination. One came from Massa-
chusetts, two from New York, two from Pennsyl-

vania, one from Illinois, two from Iowa, one from
Missouri, and one from Colorado. The endowment
of the seminary is about $90,000, and the number
of books in the library is about 3,600.

D. B. WiLLBON.
BnuooBAPBT: W. B. Spngae, Annals of1h§ Ameriean Pvl-

pit, vol. ix.. New York, 1869; J. M. Wilson, Preabyterian

Hitioriad Almanac, vol. ix., Philadelphia, 1867; W. M.
Qlaaffow, Hialorical CaiaioQt^ of the Theolofficai Smninary
of the Reformed Preabuterian Church in Ameriea, Beaver
FaUa. Pa.. 1898.

Zm. United Presbyterian.— 1. Zenlat This

seminary is located at Xenia, Greene Co., O., and
is an institution of the United Presbyterian Church,

under the control of the Second Synod of the West
and of the synods of Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, and
Nebraska of the United Pfesbyterian Church. Its

inmiediate control is committed to a board of man-
agers, twenty-five in number, and a board of nine

trustees, while the terms and course of study are

determined by the General Assembly. The sem-

inary was founded by the Associate Presbjrterian

Synod of North America in 1794, and was at first

located lit Swvice, Beaver Co., Pa., where » build-

ing was erected and a library of about 800 volumes
was collected, and Rev. John Anderson was elected

professor of theology, the first and only teacher for

some twenty-five years. For 117 years it has la-

bored to equip men for the ministry of the Gospel.

It is probably the oldest Protestant theological

seminary on the continent. Professor Anderson
resigned, 1810, and soon thereafter the Associate
Synod decided to remove it from Service to Canon»-
burg. Pa., which was done, and Rev. James Ram-
say was chosen professor of theology. In due time
other professors were added to the teaching force

and the course of study was enlarged. In 1855 the
synod agreed to another removal of the seminaiy,

and it was transferred to Xenia, O., where it has
prosecuted its work now for fifty-six years.

The Associated Reformed dburch, one of the
two branches forming the United Presbyterian
Church, established a theological seminary at Ox-
ford, O., in 1839, and Rev. Joseph Claybaugh, a
local pastor, was appointed professor of theology.

In 1857 this institution was removed from Oxford,

O., to Monmouth, 111., where it remained till 1874,

when it was consolidated with the Xenia Seminary,
its libraiy and funds forming a part of Xenia's
equipment.
The amount of endowment, including the value

of buildings and grounds, is about $200,000, and
the library contains between 7,000 and 8,000 vol-

umes, besides a large collection of pamphlets and
periodicals. The faculty consists of the following

members: Joseph Kyle (systematic theology, his-

tory of doctrine, homiletics), Jesse Johnson (eccle-

siastical history and apologetics), John E. Wishart
(Hebrew exegesis, O. T. literature, pastoral theol-

ogy), J. Hunter Webster (Greek exegesis and N. T.
Hterature), Melvin G. Kyle (permanent lecturer on
Biblical theology as illustrated by archeological re-

search), Peter Robertson (voice culture), and
William G. Moorehead (English Bible).

William G. Moorehead.
ZIV. Protestant EpiscopaL—1. Berkeley: Tina

divinity school is located in Middletown, Middlesex

Co., Conn., and had its beginning in a theological

department informally organized in Trinity College,

Hartford, in 1851, by the president of the col-

lege, the Rt. Rev. John Williams (q.v.), assistant

bishop of the Episcopal Church in Connecticut.

Three years later a charter was granted for the

school as a separate institution under its present

name, to be located at Middletown, where a laige

building, which had been the residence of the Rev.
Dr. Jarvis, was given for its use. Bishop Williams

removed his residence to that city, and was dean of

the school for forty-five years, until his death in

1899. The first resident professors were Rev. Ed-
win Harwood and Rev. Thomas F. Davies; and the

bishop was also assisted by Rev. Dr. Thomas W.
Coit and other lecturers. The Jarvis House, earlier

called the Washington Hotel, served as a residence,

dormitory, chapel, and library for several years, but
in 1860 another dormitory was built; in the next year
a beautiful stone chapel, erected by Mrs. Mary W.
Alsop Matter, in memory of her husband, was conse-

crated; and in 1868 an adjacent colonial dwelling

was purch|M9ed which wrve? aa * refectory. In 189^5
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a handsome and spacious library, with provision for

lecture-rooms, was built, bounding another side of

the grounds and serving as a special memorial of the

founder of the school. Generous provision has been
made from time to time for the support of the in-

stitution in the form of professorial and scholar-

ship endowments, as well as gifts to the general

funds; and the alumni have provided a fimd of

$10,000 for the maintenance and enlaigement of the

library. Under the guidance of Bishop Williams

and of his successors, the Berkeley Divinity School

has had a strong and widely extended influence in

the life of the Episcopal Church for more than half

a century. Among its most eminent instructors

have been the Rev. Dr. John Binney, who stiU holds

the professorship to which he was called in 1874,

and who was dean from 1899 to 1908; Rev. Dr.

Samuel Fuller, professor for thirtynsix years; Rev.
Dr. Frederic Gardiner (q.v.), whose professorship

covered twenty-one years, and Rev. Dr. John Himi-
phrey Barbour, who died at the end of eleven years

of service. The nimiber of its students has never
been very large; in fifty-five years it has graduated
about 500 men, all of whom have taken holy orders.

Of these twenty-two, with three non-graduates,

have been consecrated bishops, and five have been
called to the headship of other theological semi-

naries. The living alumni, 341 in number, are about
one-seventeenth of all the Episcopal deigy of the

country, while of the members of the House of

Bishops one-fifth are graduates of Berkeley.

The corporation consists of thirteen trustees, eight

clergymen and five laymen, vacancies in their num-
ber being filled by the Diocesan Convention or by
the remaining trustees. There are, in 1910, five full

professors and several instructors and lecturers. The
number of students, including graduates engaged in

advance work and some special students, is thirty-

five; nine are undergraduates in full standing, all of

these, with one exception, having college degrees.

The students come from different parts of the coun-

try, and the alumni are widely distributed, about
one-fifth being in Connecticut and one-fifth in the

State of New York. The endowment funds amount
in all to about $485,000, and there are about 28,000

volumes in the library. Samuel Hart.
8. Oambrld«ret This theological school, which is

located in Cambridge, Mass., was founded in 1867
by Benjamin Tyler Reed, a wealthy merchant of

Boston, who was much interested in the progress of

the Episcopal Chiirch, of which he was a member,
and was strongly desirous that it should remain true

to its evangelical traditions. He accordingly found-
ed this school, making only one requirement of its

instructors, that they should maintain the doctrine

of justification by faith. Dr. John S. Stone was
made the first dean of the school, and associated

with him in the work of instruction were Dr. A. V. G.
Allen (q.v.), and Dr. P. H. Steenstra (q.v.), who
composed for a time the teaching force. Dr. lYancis

Wharton and Dr. Elisha Mulford (q.v.) being added
later. Friends of the founder and of the dean
erected buildings. Amos Adams Lawrence built a
dormitory, John Appleton Bumham a refectory,

and Robert Means Mason a chapel, while a building

for a library and for lecture-rooms was called Reed

Hall in honor of the founder of the school, who, in

addition to his initial gift, made the institution the
residuary legatee of his estate. Thus established,

the school has ever since stood for liberal and pio-

gressive scholarship in the Episcopal Chuzxdu
The seminary in 1910 had seven full professors and

two instructors, and is governed by a board of seven
lay trustees, originally appointed by the founder,
and self-perpetuating, who manage the finances of

the school, the responsibility for the teaching res^
ing upon the faculty. Thus the school in its govern-
ment follows the plan which prevails in the American
parish, the trustees corresponding to the vestry.

There are forty students, of whom fifteen belong to
Massachusetts, and eight to New York, others being
from Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Maine, Mi^tiigiMi,

Washington, Tennessee, Texas, Canada, and China.
The endowment is $1,000,000, half of which is in

land and buildings, and the other half in productive
funds. There are 12,000 books in the library. A
second dormitory was added to the original group of

buildings, and named for Hon. Robert C. Winthrop,
then president of the board of trustees; and Mrs.
Geoige Zabriskie Gray, widow of the second dean,
gave a deanery, while a library building, now in

process of construction, is the gift of John G.
Wright. Gbobge HoiKiEs.

8« Oeneralt This seminary, by far the laiigest un-
der the jurisdiction of the Protestant Episcopal
Church, is located in New York City, where it was
founded in 1817. Soon after the opening of the

nineteenth centuiy there became manifest, in vari-

ous parts of the American Episcopal CSiurch, a
strong desire for, and belief in, a more systematic,
thorough, and disciplined training for the ministry,

as opposed to the previous isolated classes of candi-

dates under the tuition of a single clergyman, or the

inconvenient recourse to English universities. This
feeling manifested itself in diocesan resolutions, pas-

toral addresses of bishops, and the formation of such
societies to promote and aid theological education
as the Protestant Episcopal Theological Society
founded in New York in 1806. Bishops Bowen of

South Carolina, Hobart (q.v.) of New York, and
White (q.v.) of Pennsylvania were especially active
in the movement, and as a result of the agitation the
General Theological Seminary was founded by the
(General Convention of the church on May 27, 1817,
and instruction b^gan in New York two years later.

It was the intention of the founders, as expressed in

their resolutions of 1817, that the seminary should
" have the support of the whole Church in these
United States, and be under the superintendence
and control of the General Convention." This
breadth of plan became, and still is, a characteristic

of the seminaiy, part of its governing trustees being
still chosen by ihe General Convention, and its pro-
fessors and students representing all sections of the
country as well as foreign misdonaiy districts. In
1810 when the seminary opened, there were but two
professors, Rev. S. F. Jarvis, and Rev. S. H. Turner
(q.v.), and six students. Among the latter, how-
ever, were two men—G. W. Doane and Manton Cast-
bum—^who by their distinction later, as biahc^pe of

New Jersey and Massachusetts respectively, fott-

shadowed the futuxe work of the institution in 1
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iJ3^ leaders of the church as well as the rank and file

of the clei^; and with the passing of fourscore years
and ten nearly seventy bishops had been students

at the seminary—almost a .fourth •of the entire

American episcopate from 1784 to 1910. In the

same period had been graduated 1,722 men, of whom
over 1,000 are living and in the ministry to-day

—

almost a fifth of the present total number of the

American Episcopal clergy.

Despite the encouragement with which the semi-

nary opened, it temporarily languished, and even for

a brief period (1820-22) removed to New Haven,
Conn. It received new material life, however, with
the bequest, in 1821, of about $60,000 from Jacob
Sherred, and the gift of an extensive tract of land
in what was then the upper part of New York City,

from C. C. Moore (q.v.) . In this location was erected

the first building in 1825, and there now stand
the present seminary buildings. Gifts to the insti-

tution during its first half-centuiy were many, but
its present admirable equipment of buildings, etc.,

may be said to date very lugely from the beginning

of the deanship of the late Very Rev. E. A. Hoffman
(q.v.), in 1879. The buildings occupy what is

known as Chelsea Square, the block bounded by
Ninth and Tenth Avenues, and 20th and 21st

Streets, and are a very notable group architecturally,

hannonious and dignified in their outward fabric as
well as distinctive in the quiet and reserve of their

old-world atmosphere. The library contained in

1910 51,386 volumes and several thousand pam-
phlets and is especiaUy strong in the history of the
Anglican and tiie American Episcopal Church, pa-
tristics, lituigics, and conciliar history. It contains

the Copinger Collection of Latin Biblical texts, pre-

sented in 1893 by Dean Hoffman and Cornelius

Vanderbilt, which,at the time of its acquisition was
one of the three largest collections of Latin Biblical

texts in the world, and also the private library

of the eminent Assyriologist Eberhard Schrader.

Among its other treasures are a valuable collection

of Babylonian tablets, and several Biblical manu-
scripts.

Eintering students are presupposed to have been
admitted as candidates for ordera in the Episcopal

Church or to have been graduated at a " recognised

university or college." Under the terms of an
affiliation agreement with Columbia University,

they may take courses in the latter institution and
use its libraiy. With the purpose of elevating and
broadening ibe standard of theological education,

especial effort has been made to foster advanced
and graduate work. The five fellowships now main-
tained, with provision for study abroad or at the

seminary, and the certainty of an increase in their

niunber at a later date have served to sustain this

effort, and the niunber of graduate students has
largely increased in the last decade. In addition,

a number of scholarships are available for worthy
undeigraduates. The total number of students at

the seminary in the year 1910-11 was 126, exclusive

of several non-resident graduate students.

The publications of the seminary include, in ad-

dition to its catalogues and proceedings of trustees,

a series of alumni publications issued by the asso-

ciate alumni and the Paddock Lectures. The latter,

XI.~25

a series of voliunes issued since 1881, contain the
lectures delivered annually at the seminary by well-

known scholars and theologians, among the more
recent lecturers being Rt. Rev. A. C. A. Hall (q.v.),

bishop of Vermont; Rt. Rev. C. H. Brent (q.v.),

bishop of the Philippines; Rt. Rev. G. H. S. Wal-
pole, bishop of Edinburgh; Rev. F. J. Hall (q.v.).

Rev. W. P. Du doae (q.v.), and Rev. W. R. Inge (q.

v.), of Cambridge University, England. The pres-

ent endowment of the seminary is $2,112,115.81,

exclusive of the site occupied by the institution, its

buildings, and adjoining land owned by the semi-
nary valued at $2,138,263.25. The faculty at pres-

ent is as follows: W. L. Robbins (q.v.; dean), W.
J. Seabuiy (q.v.; ecclesiastical polity and law),

J. C. Roper (dogmatic theology), H. M. Denslow
(pastoral theology), C. N. Shepard (Hebrew and
cognate languages), C. C. Edmunds (New Testa-
ment), L. W. Batten (Old Testament), A. P. Hunt
(Christian ethics), A. W. Jenks (ecclesiastical his-

tory), F. B. Blodgett (adjimct professor of Old
Testament), W. H. P. Hatch (adjunct professor of

New Testament), and C. H. Boynton (adjunct pro-

fessor of homiletics and pedagogy). Tlie professor-

ship of Christian apologetics is at present vacant by
death. In addition to the regular faculty, there are

three special lecturers, three resident instructors,

and a librarian. Edward Harmon Virqin.
4. Nashotaht This seminary, officially known as

" Nashotah House," is situated at Nashotah, Wau-
kesha Co., Wis., and was founded in 1841 by James
Lloyd Breck, William Adams, and John Henry Ho-
bart (q.v.), under the Rt. Rev. Jackson Kemper,
Episcopal bishop of the Territories of the North-
west. At first it was an associate mission, but very

shortly itbecamea training-school for men desiring to

give themselves up to missionary work in the great

Northwest. From this point of departure Nashotah
House soon became a recognized seminary of the

Protestant Episcopal Church, and after its incorpo-

ration in 1847 it grew until, to-day, it is the second

laigeet training-school for priests in the American
Church. Among the earlier instructors, besides

those whose names have already been mentioned,

were the Rev. A. D. Cole, Rev. Lewis A. Kemper,
Rev. T. M. Riley, Rev. A. W. Jenks, and Rev. H. E.

W. Fosbroke. The seminary has always stood un-

qualifiedly for the principles of the Catholic revival

as championed by the leaden of the Oxford move-
ment in England, and firmly holds to that position

at the present time. Though the institution has

never mothered any great movement, it has, each

year since its incorporation, sent out men strong

champions of Catholic f^th and practise, who, work-
ing as they have in nearly every diocese and mis-

sionary district of this countzy and in almost eveiy

part of the world, can not but have done much to

push forward that great movement which arose at

Oxford in the middle of the last centuiy.

At the present time the institution munbers sixty

students, eight professora and instructors, and a
board of trustees of twenty-one members. The
buildings, including three houses used as homes for

members of the faculty and a new library building,

number ten. The endowment of the institution is

at present $450,000. The libraiy, already rich with
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material in certain directions, and conaiBting of

about 15,000 volumes, has now the possibility of a
biiUiant future, due to recent bequests.

Geobgb T. Lascelle.

6. Paoiflot The " Church Divinity School of the

Pacific " is located at San Mateo, San Mateo Ck>., Cal.,

and was founded in 1893 through the generoedty of

George W. Gibbs of San Francisco and J. Pierpont

Morgan of New York City. It is under the chaige

of Rt. Rev. William Ford Nichols (q.v.), bishop of

California, who is also its dean and sole trustee. It

possesses at present (1910) three buildings, but it is

hoped that it will ultimately be possible to remove
the whole institution to San Francisco and there

make it part of the quadrangle of the cathedral close.

The present faculty consists, in addition to Bishop

Nichols, of J. O. Lincobi, H. H. Powell, F. C. Mui^
gotten, and two lecturers, E. L. Parsons and A. B.

Shields. To the end of 1908 the seminary had had
forty-seven students, of whom seventeen were spe-

cials. The enrolment for 1908-09 was twelve, the

great majority being from the diocese of California,

with two from Los Angeles, and one each from West-
em Colorado and Tonga. The library contains over

6,000 voliunes, and the institution is characterized by
a strong missionary spirit. Jambs Ons Lincoln.

6. Philadelphia: This school, officially designated
" The Divinity School of the Protestant Episcopal

Church in Philadelphia," is located in Philadelphia,

Pa., and was incorporated in 1862 after an informal

training-school for candidates for holy orders had
already existed for some years previously under the

direction of Bishop Alonzo Potter (q.v.). This prel-

ate, who must be regarded as the real founder of the

school, set forth its purpose as follows: " The divin-

ity school is founded upon a national and Catholic

basis and doctrine. Its object is to raise up laige-

hearted, earnest-minded, well-instructed, and com*
mon-eense ministers of the Word and sacraments,

and to send them forth, trained practically as well as

theoretically, to fill up the ranks of our foreign and
domestic missionaries, and to serve as men of power
and godliness at home." The present buildings of

the seminaiy were erected in 1882, and to them
were added a chapel in 1885 and a Ubrary in 1907.

The faculty consisted in 1910 of six professors: of

systematio divinity; of litmgics, church polity, and
canon law; of New-Testament Hteratiue and lan-

guage; of Old-Testament literature and language;

of homiledcs and pastoral care; and of ecclesiasti-

cal history; and there is also an instructor in voice

culture and elocution. The faculty is well equipped

for its work and offers instruction in Semitic, Greek
and Latin, German, French, and Italian. The
school has had students from Canada, the West In-

dies, China, Japan, Haiti, and Liberia, and from all

parts of the United States. Out of over 500 stu-

dents matriculated, its graduate aliunni number
nearly 400, of whom three are bishops, while two
othera have declined the episcopate. The number
of students living in the buUding is between thirty

and forty, and an average of about fifty additional

pursue post-graduate work for degrees. Arrange-

ments have been made whereby students of theology

can take courses of special study at the University of

Pennsylvania, and a system for exchange of credits

has been adopted, these exchangeable credits faDing
within the departments of Hebrew, New-Testament
Greek, and ecclesiastical history. Students who
desire to become acquainted with the missionary
and institutional featiues of the Church's woik
have an excellent opportunity through thdr services

as lay readera in iJie institutions, churches, and
missions in Philadelphia. The fibrary contains

over 20,000 volumes, including valuable theolog;ical

works that are daily consulted by students from
the neighboring seminaries and institutions of

learning; and students of the divinity school may
also use the extensive library of the University of

Pennsylvania. Thomas J. Garland.
7. Seabory: This divinity school, the corporate

name of which is '^Bishop Seabury Mission," is

located in Faribault, Rice Co., Hfinn., and was
founded in 1858 by Rev. James Lloyd Breck. It

was and is afl&liated with the Episcopal Church, and
confines itself to the training of men for that

church's ministiy. It originated in the desire to

found a school which would send forth clei^gymen

equipped to meet the pioneer condition of the new
Northwest, which was then just opening to settle-

ment. Among its earliest instructors, in addition

to its founder, were Bishop H. B. Whipple (q.v.),

Rev. Solon W. Manney, Rev. (later bishop) £. S.

Thomas, Rev. Thomas Richey, and Rev. J. S.

Kedney (q.v.). In the second year of the scfaooFs

existence, Bishop Whipple came to Faribault, and
made it his residence, thb not only bringing the

students into personal contact with the great "apos-
tle to the Indians," but also enabling him to keep a
dose watch over the school and to provide for its

needs. Dr. Breck began the school in the most
primitive way, by the erection of a frame dormitoiy
for the students who attended recitations in his

home. Later on a stone bmlding was built, but this

was burned in 1872, and the present main buUding
(named Seabuiy Hall) was erected in 1873, near the

site of Dr. Bieck's former residence. Dr. Breck
moved to Benida, Cal., in 1867, and after a brief

interval Dr. Richey became head of the school, a
position which has since been held by eight oihet

deigymen. In 1886 a second bmlding for the li-

braiy and redtation-rooms was built and named
Johnston Hall, after the father of the donor, Mrs.

Shumway.
During the years of the school's existence, more

than 300 men have reodved their theological edu-

cation, wholly or in part, within its walls. It has

contributed largdy to the growth of the Episcopal

Church in the Northwest, the majority of its alumni
giving their best years to missionary work in that

part of the country. It stands for conservative

churchmanship, sound learning, and practical trainr

ing. In the year 1010 there were seven instruetois

in active work; the trustees are twenty in num-
ber, and are a self-perpetuating body; and the

administrative officer is the warden. There are at

present twenty-eight students in attendance (the

school's capadty being thirty-one), coming from

deven different dioceses in eight different states.

The seminaiy has an endowment of about $450,000,

and a library of about 11,000 volumes.

F. A. MgElwain.
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Hxbuoghapbt: G. 0. Tsiiner, Hittary of the Dioee$e of Min-
noooia, St. Paul, 1900.

8. Virviniat This divinity school, officially

termed *' The Protestant Episcopal Theological Sem-
inary in Virginiai" is situated in Fairfax Co., Va.,

overlooking the Potomac River, three miles west of

Alexandria. It was founded in 1823, and was at

first located in Alexandria, whence it was removed
to its present site in 1827. It owes its inception to a
resolution of the Diocesan Convention of Virginia,

which met in 1815, recognizing the great neces-

sity for a supply of candidates for holy orders, and of

a school for training them. A theological class was,

accordingly, established in the college of William

and llary at Williamsbuiig, Va., in 1821, but the

students were transferred to Alexandria in 1823,

when the history of the seminary really begins.

Chief among its founders were the Rev. William

Hawley of Washington, D. C, the Rev. William H.
Wilmer of Alexandria, the Rev. William Meade
(q.v.; afterward bishop of Viiginia), Dr. Thomas
Henderson of Washington, and Francis Scott Key,
the author of " The Star-Spangled Banner." Its

first professors were the Revs. Revel Keith, William

H. Wilmer, and Oliver Norris. The seminary has

had a most interesting history, centering to a laige

extent around the missionary life of the Episcopal

Church. Ecclesiastically it has stood, from the be-

ginning, for the principles known as ** evangelical

"

in the Episcopal Church, and for simplicity in ritual

and in the appointed forms of worship. But it

maintains its position in no spirit of narrow ex-

clusiveness, and recognizes that " evangelical," in its

best sense, refers to the historic faith as contained

in the New Testament and set forth by the ancient

creeds; so that cleigymen of all schools of thought

have been educated within its walls. The influence

of the seminary has been unquestionably great as a
conservative and spiritual force throughout the Epis-

copal Church, holding fast, as it does, to the essential

principles of the English Reformation. Its chief

glory, however, is the great contribution it has

made to the development of missionary work in the

Episcopal Church. It has founded all its foreign

missions except where, in recent years, that church

with other communions has followed the flag in the

colonial possessions of the United States.

The seminary has a list of more than 1,000 alumni,

many of whom have held, and now hold, distin-

guished positions in all parts of the United States.

About seventy-five have become foreign mission-

aries, and thirty have been consecrated bishops.

Among the most noted of these are the Rt. Rev.

William J. Boone of China, the first missionary

bishop sent forth by the Episcopal Church in 1844;

Bishops Henry C. Potter (q.v.), of New York; Phil-

lips Brooks (q.v.), of Massachusetts; Thomas U.
Dudley (q.v.), of Kentucky; and James Addison
Ingle, of Hankow, China. Among living bishops,

Rt. Rev. A. M. Randolph (q.v.), of Southern Vir-

ginia, holds a prominent position in his Church.

The most noted professors have been the Rev. Revel

Keith, the Rev. Joseph Packard, and the Rev. Will-

iam Sparrow (q.v.). The seminary had in 1010 six

professors and seventeen trustees, five of whom
are bishops, five presbyters, and seven laymen, the

president being the bishop of Virginia. This is a
self-perpetuating body, chosen from the three dio-

ceses within the limits of the states of Virginia and
West Virginia, with the exception of two who
are called alunmi trustees, elected by the alumni,

and permitted to be residents of other dioceses.

The government of the seminary is vested in the

board of trustees while the general administration

as relating to the students is in the hand of the dean
and faculty. The present niunber of students is

forty-six, coming from twenty dioceses. Of these,

twenty-seven are from the South, ten from the Mid-
dle States, one from the North, six from the West,
and one from Hankow, China. The seminary has

a well-selected libraiy, containing about 35,000
volumes. The buildings are of brick, with a beau-

tiful chapel, the choir and chancel of which were
given by the late Bishop Henry C. Potter (q.v.).

Samuel A. Wallib.
ZV a. Reformed (German).—1. Central: This

institution of the Reformed Church in the United
States (formerly the German Reformed Church) is

located at Dayton, O., and was formed by the union
of two theological seminaries, Heidelbei^ Theologi-

cal Seminary (formerly located at Tiffin, O.), and
Ursinus School of Theology (formerly located at Col-

legeville. Pa., and later at Philadelphia, Pa.). The
former institution was founded by the Ohio Synod
of the Reformed Church in the United States, after

several efforts had already been made to establish

a theological seminary, as at Canton, O., in 1838,

with Rev. J. G. Buettner as professor, and at Colum-
bus, O., in 1848, under Rev. A. P. Freeze. Finally,

in 1850, the synod decided to found Heidelbeig

College, at Tiffin, O., and also, in connection with it,

a theological seminary which should bear a similar

name. For ten years there was only one professor

at a time. Rev. E. V. Gerhart (q.v.; 1851-55) and
Rev. Moses Kieffer (1855-61), but in 1861 another

professor. Rev. Herman Rust, was added, and in

1869 Rev. J. H. Grood was elected professor in Dr.

Kieffer's place. Later other professors were added,

among them Rev. A. S. Zerbe, Rev. D. Van Home
(q.v.). Rev. E. Herbruck, Rev. J. I. Swander, and
Rev. H. J. (Dhristman, and the faculty usually had
four professors. Prom 1853 to 1907 the seminary
had graduated 345 students, the attendance being

usually from twelve to twenty. Its plan contem-

plated five professors, and it had an endowment of

about 190,000, but it had no buildings of its own
as long as it was at Tiffin.

The Ursinus School of Theology was part of Ur-

sinus College, which was located at CoU^eville, Pa.,

and which had three departments—theological, col-

legiate, and academical. Instruction began about
1871, and the first class was graduated about 1873.

It was organized and controlled by that element

in the Reformed Church of the United States which

was opposed to the liturgical tendencies of the theo-

logical seminary established first at Mercersbui*g,

Pa., and'later at Lancaster, Pa. Though it was not

under the direct control of any synod of the de-

nomination, it was officially recognized by the Gen-
eral Synod of the Church in 1872, and in 1878 the

Eastern Synod, within whose bounds it was located,

gave it a vote of reconunendation. Its first pro-
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feasor was Rev. J. H. A. Bomberger (q.v.; president

of Ursinus Ck>Ilege), with whom were associated

Rev. H. Super, J. Van Haagen, M. Peters, G. Stibiti,

J. I. Good, J. H. Sechler, and W. Hinke. In 1898

it was removed to Philadelphia, Pa., where it re-

mained until 1907, during which time Revs. Ph.

Vollmer and £. R. Bromer joined its faculty, the

number of active professors being usually four. At
CoUegeville it used the buildings of the college as

dormitories and for recitations, and never had any
endowment separate from that of the college, but
while in Philadelphia it purchased a building of its

own. The number of its students ranged from tea

to thirty-five, and from its beginning to 1907 it had
about 300 graduates.

In 1906 negotiations were begun between the Ohio
Synod and the board of directors of Ursinus College,

looking toward a union of these seminaries, and the

plan was consimunated in 1907. The united semi-

nary was located at Ti£Sn for one year (1907-08),

but in 1908 Dayton, O., was made its permanent
location. Its faculty is composed of the imited

faculties of both seminaries, and numbers seven. It

has an endowment of about $100,000, and property

worth $35,000, on which a theological building is

soon to be built, costing about $50,000. Its course

is that which is usually presented in the theological

seminaries of the United States, and its aim is to be
both scholarly and Biblical, and to combine the

fixed theological course with the elective by grant-

ing a number of electives each year. It now has a
laige constituency, and its students, who come from
all over the chui^sh, usually number from thirty

to thirty-five. A poet-graduate course has also been
arranged which usually has a dosen students. Since

1908 the seminary has graduated twenty-eight. The
theological position of the seminary is that of the

Heidelberg Catechism—mildly Calvinistio, but over

against the modem higher critical movement it

stands for the old Evangelical orthodoxy.

Jambs I. Good.
8. liaaoaster: This seminary, which is located at

Lancaster, Pa., was established by the Synod of the

Reformed (German) Church convened at Bedford,

Pa., in 1824, and at the same time Rev. Lewis Mayer,
then pastor at York, Pa., was elected as the first

professor of theology. The synod accepted the gen-

erous offer of accommodations from the authorities

of Dickinson College, Carlisle, Pa., and the first ses-

sion of the seminary opened in a room in that in-

stitution on Mar. 11, 1825, with a class of five stu-

dents and one professor. It was the first institution

of higher learning founded by the Reformed Church
in the United States, and has been ever since under

the supervision of one or more of its synods and con-

ducted in its interests. Since its foundation the

seminary has been located successively in Carlisle,

Pa. (1825-29), York, Pa. (1829-37), Meroersbuig,

Pa. (1837-71), and Lancaster, Pa. (1871 to date).

Hie following have occupied the several professor-

ships up to the present time: Systematic theology,

Lewis Mayer (1825-39\ John W. Nevin (q.v.; 1840-

1851), Bernard C. Wolf (1854^-64), Henry Harbaugh
(q.v.; 1863-^7), Emmanuel V. Gterhart (q.v.; 1868-

1904), and Christopher Noss (1904-09); church hi»-

toiy and exegesis, Daniel Young (1830-^1), Ftedr

erick A. Rauch (q.v.; 1832-41), PhO^ Sdiaff (q.T.;

1844r^), Elisha E. Higbee (1865-71), and Thamas
G. Apple (1871-08). In 1857 a theological tuUsw
ship was founded, and during the twelve yean of

its actual existence (1861-73) there were three tutosB—^William M. Reily, Jacob B. Eerschner, and Fred-

erick A. Gast (q.v.). In 1873 the tutonhq> was
abohshed, and in its stead the chair of Hebrew and
Old-Testament theology was established, to wiiidi

Professor Gast was chosen in May, 1874. In 1891

the Synod of the Potomac endofwed a fourtii

professorship, New-Testament exegesis, of which
John C. Bowman was the first incumbent (1891-

1904). A fifth professorship, practical theology,

waa added by the Pittsburg Synod in 1803, and

waa first occupied by William Rupp (1893-1904).

By the concurrent action ci the three synods Jolm
I. Swander was appointed Associate Profesaorof

Systematic Theology. In 1893 the original charter

was amended so as to vest the control of the sem-

inary in the three eastern (English) synods of ti»

Reformed Church-Hiie Eastern Synod, the Pitts-

burg Synod, and the Synod of the Potomac, each

synod being represented on the two boards, the

board of visitors and the board of trustees, in

proportion to its numerical strength. The board

of visitors consists of twelve ministers and super-

vises the instruction and the internal affairs of

the institution, while the board of trustees, comr
posed of eighteen hiymen, holds and controls the

property and funds.

Tlie faculty for 1910-11 is oonstitated as foDowa:

John C. Bowman (president^ and professor of prae-

tical theology), WUliam C. Schaeffer;(New-Te6tar

ment science), George W. Richards (church history),

Theodore F. Herman (systematic theology), John I.

Swander (associate professor of qrstematic theol-

ogy), Frederick A. Qaet (emeritus proieaaar of He-
brew and Old-Testament science), Irwin Hocfa

DeLong (Hebrew and Old-Testament sdenoe), and

John M. CSiamberB (instructor of sacred oratory).

The number of students enrolled for the year 1910

is 46—seniors 13, middlers 16, and juniors 13, with 4

graduate students; 43 are members of tibe Re-

formed Churdi, and 3 of the United Evangdresl
Church. The students oome from the following

states: Pennsylvania, 42; Maryland, 1; West Vir-

ginia, 1; Iowa, 1; and North Ciarolina, 1. Hie es-

timated value of buildings and grounds is $200,000;

the endowment fund is $200,000; and the libraiy

contains 12,600 books, besides pan^>h]et8 and pen-

odicals.

By the first professors of the seminary the <fis-

tinctive genius and doctrines of the RefonnBd
Church in the United States, formerly the Ciennaa

Reformed CSiurch, whose confessional standard k
the Heidelberg Ciatechism, were interpreted and

promulgated in American Protestantism; and tiie

system of philosophyand theology originated and ex-

pounded under the leadership of Drs. Raudi, Nevin,

and Sdiaff came to be known as the *'Memnhmg
Theology " (q.v.). q^^ ^ RicHAJms.

Bduoobaprt: T. Appal gugfawfagt ofA^TktoleQiealSmt
nary, PhOacMphiA, 1886; J. H. Dabbt, MbnMd CAvrek*
Pmmtyhama, LwMMtar, Pik, 1902; MmtmAmw Bmim
Jaiu 187a.
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8. Plymouth: This seminaiy, or, rather, " mis-

sion house/' is located near Plymouth, Sheboygan
Co., Wis., and was fotmded by the Sheboygan
Qassis of the Reformed Church in the United States

in 1860, to provide ministers for the settlers who
emigrated to Wisconsin and the Northwest from
Switzerland and Gennany, for whom it was im-
possible to procure ministers either from Europe or

from the eastern part of the United States through
the board of missions of this church. The first in-

structors were Rev. H. A. Muehlmeier and Rev. J.

Boasard. The seminary has, from the beginning,

been an integral part of the mission house, but its

formal organisation as a school separate from the

preparatory departments, college and academy, did

not occur till 1875, when the Synod of the North-

west, to which the school had been transferred by
Sheboygan Qassis in 1867, passed resolutions to that

effect, and founded the various chairs of theology.

In 1881 the Central Synod was organised in Ohio,

and this new German ^ynod, as also, in 1886, the

German Synod of the East, received a proportional

interest in the institution, so that the mission house

is now the property of the three German synods of

the Reformed Church in the United States. The
seminary has adhered faithfully to the confession of

the church, the Heidelberg Catechism; and in the

lituigical conflict of the sixties and early seventies it,

together with the great majority of the German
ministers of the church, occupied a middle ground,

inclining neither to ritualism nor to the so-called

new measures. Among the instructors Dr. Bossard
(b. 1885) was known and acknowledged in Germany
as an authority in philolor3y, especially in Greek and
Hebrew grammar; Rev. H. Kurtz (d. 1880) was an
authority in classic church music, and many of his

anthems and other compositions, published by the

Central Publishing House, Clevelaiid, O., are sung
throughout the church; and Dr. H. J. Ruetenik,

still living, ranks high as editor and author.

The seminary is under the control of a board of

trustees elected by the synods. In 1910 there were
three professors and twenty-six students, all of this

church and from various states. The endowment,
which is slowly increasing, amotmts to $40,000, and
annual collections from the congregations aflSliated

with the school cover the running expenses. The
library of the mission house contains 16,000 vol-

umes, of which about half are theological.

Frank GRBrasR.

BtBUOGBAPBT: D. W. VrieBen, Oe^ehiehU det Afiuion-
HauMM, GteTeUnd, O., 1886; L. PraikaohatiB and H. .
Meier, Dm Misman-Bau», ib., 1897.

ZV b. Refbnned (Dutch).—1. Heiw Bnmswlok:
This institution, officially designated '' The Theolog-

ical Seminary c^ the Reformed (Dutch) Chureh in

America at New Brunswick, New Jersey," is located,

as its name indicates, in New Brunswick, Biiddlesex

O)., N. J. Its origin was due to the need of the

Dutch churches inNew York and New Jersey for ed-

ucated ministers when conditions made it no longer

possible to obtain them in Holland. In 1784,

the " General Body," afterward the General Sjmod,

appointed as its professor of theology the Rev. John
H. Livingston (q.v.), minister of the Protestant

Reformed Dutch Church of New York City. This

professorship he held until his death in 1825, and his

students attended his lectures in New York for

twelve years, when, on account of the expense to

students of city life, he removed them to Flatbush,

L. I., though the next synod directed their retiun

to New York. After having graduated about ninety

students there, the seminary was removed to New
Brunswick, N. J., in 1810, where its work was car-

ried on in the buildings of Queens College (since

1825 Rutgers College), an institution fotmded by the

Dutch churehes, and at that time tmder the control

of their General Sjmod. In 1856 a separate and
spacious campus was acquired by the eynod, which
is the present home of the institution, and now
contains three large halls and six residences. The
first professor of languages. Rev. H. Meyer, was
appointed by the synod also in 1784, and in 1812

Rev. John M. Van Harlingen became the first pro-

fessor of ecclesiastical history, while in 1815 pastoral

theology was formally provided for, in connection

with the historical chidr. In 1865 practical theology

became a distinct department tmder Rev. D. D.
Demareet, and in 1884 the department of languages

was divided. In 1905 a lectorship in Biblical his-

tory and theology was established, and instructors

in oratory and music are also regularly employed.

The seminary has had a laige influence in the life

of the chtireh to which it belongs, and has sent many
strong men into the pulpits, the seminaries, and the

missions of other chturches. It is the birth-place

of the Arabian Mission. Its average number of stu-

dents is thirty-five, of whom one-third are from
the Middle West. It has five professors, a lector,

and two instructors, an endowment, aside from
scholarships, of $525,000, and a library of 49,000

voltmies. There is no corporate body apart from
that of the General Synod, which owns the property,

chooses the professors, supervises their work through

a board of superintendents, and dictates the curricu-

liun. The institution thtis stands, in fact and in

principle, for the complete control by the Chureh of

the training of the Chtireh's ministry. In its acttial

work, it stands for a theology resting on Holy Scrip-

tuie as a positive and authoritative revelation, which
centers arotmd the doctrine of the graciotis sover-

eignty of God, and it aims to produce a scholarly

and evangelical ministry of catholic and aggressively

missionary spirit. J. P. Seablb.

Bduoorapht: CenUimial Diaoounet, New York, 1877;

E. T. Corwin, Mtunial of the Reformed ProieataiU DtOch
ChwKh in North America, 4th ed.. New York, 1902; D. D.
Demarest. Reformed Church in America, New York, 1888.

8. Westam: This seminary, which is tmder the

control of the Reformed Chtireh in America, is lo-

cated at Holland, Ottawa Co., Mich., and was for-

mally organised by the General Synod of the chturch

in 1869, after special instruction had already been
given in theology for three years in connection with

Hope College, and a class of seven was ready to

graduate. The necessity for such a school grew
largely out of conditions arising from the settle-

ment of a large colony from the Netherlands, whose
attachment to the R^ormed Chureh in their native

ootmtry led to their tmiting with the Reformed
Chureh in America. The desire to extend its own
influence in the West, where many of its membera
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were settling, and the appeal of these fellow Chris-

tians resulted in the oi^anisation of Hope College

in 1866, and of the Western Theological Seminary
in 1869. In 1867 the Synod elected the Rev. C. £.

Crispell professor of didactic and polemic theology,

and invited other professors in Hope College to act

as lectors; but the lack of endowment and the heavy
demands made upon the teachers, who were giving

instruction in both college and seminaiy, proved
too great a burden, and in 1877 the synod resolved

to suspend its operation, at the same time assuring

the churches that it would be resumed as soon as

the necessary endowment could be secured. In

1884 the work of endowment had so far advanced
that the synod elected the Rev. Nicholas M. Steffens

professor of didactic and polemic theology, with the

Rev. Peter Moerdyke as lector in Gredc and the

Rev. Henry E. Dosker (q.v.) as lector in church
history. Work was resumed the following Decem-
ber, with one student in the middle class and four

in the junior class. Other professorships have been
established as follows: in 1888 ezegetical theology,

with the Rev. John W. Beardslee as professor; in

1894 historical theology, with the Rev. Henry E.

Dosker as professor; and in 1907 practical theology,

with the Rev. James F. Zwemer as professor. In
1895 BIr. Peter Semelink erected a fine brick build-

ing containing lectiu^-rooms, a chapel, and room for

a library. The " Chambers Library " had its be-

ginning in a small donation of money and the li-

brary of the Rev. Anson DuBois, and has been sup-

plemented by the valuable donations of many
others, until it has become a good working library.

The seminary stands for the great principles, doc-

trinal and ecclesiastical, so strenuously contended
for in the Reformation in the Netherlands, seeking

always to follow the leading of God's Spirit and
providence in adapting those principles to present

conditions. It insists upon an educated ministry

and a vigorous missionary effort at home and
abroad, and seeks to commend the Gospel as the

only adequate basis for the individual, society, and
the State in their efforts to reach the best results in

life. In organization it is directly subject to the

General Synod, which controls its finances and elects

its professors and board of superintendents, who
make annual reports to the synod. Its present

status (1910) is four professors, twenty-six students,

a board of superintendents consisting of twenty
members, building and real estate worth $50,000,

an endowment of $120,000, and a library of about
10,000 volumes. J. W. Beardslee.
Bibuookapht: E. T. Corwin, M<mual of the Reformtd Prat-

ettani Dvieh Church in North Ameriea, 4th ed.. New Yoric,

1002; idem, Hiatory of the Reformed Church in America,
New York, 1896.

XVL Christian Reformed.—1. Grand Bapida:
This seminary is located at Grand Rapids, Mich.,

and was fotmded in 1876, its origin lying in the dif-

ficulty of obtaining ministers from the Netherlands,

especially as the people were poor, and some of the

leaders of the churches in the Netherlands did not

approve of what was termed the secession of 1857.

In 1865 the classis appointed a local minister, D. J.

Van der Werp, instructor, and he served without a
fixed salary, using his study as a classroom. On his

resignation in 1876 the synod elected as professor

Rev. G. E. Boer, who opened the school with aeveo

students, while the course was divided into a liter-

ary department of four years and a theological d^
partment of two years. In 1884 Rev. G. K. Hemke,
and in 1888 Rev. Geeriiardus Vos, was elected, and

the theological course was extended to three years,

while in 1900 the literary course was made fiv«

years (an additional year being added in 1906), and

was opened to students aiming at other vocations

than the ministry. Among other instnictonB of the

seminaiy have been H. Beuker (1894r-1900), W.

Heyns (1902-06), F. M. Ten Hoor (since 1900), L
Berkhof (since 1906), and G. D. De Jong (since

1908). All instruction in the institution must be in

harmony with Reformed principles, and the vari-

ous branches of study are considered in the light of

CSalvinism as a life and a world-view.

In 1910 the seminary had four instructors and

thirty-one students, few outside the Christian Re-

formed denomination being fotmd either in semi-

nary or in college. The entire institution is con-

trolled by a " curatorium,'' or board of trustees,

twenty-two in number (two from each of the eleven

classes), who supervise the whole school and are

empowered to declare graduates of the seminaiy

eligible for the ministry. The instructors both in

college and in seminary are elected by the synod.

The endowment amotmts to $40,000, and additional

support is secured by an assessment laid on the cor.-

gregations by the synod. The libraiy contains

4,000 volumes. Gabriel DoorrzES De Jong.
Bibuoobapht: OedenkboA van het vifHojario j^AHemm dr

Chrieteliike Qeref&rmeerde Kerk, Gnnd RajMcb, Mkt^
1907. pp 49-71. 87-125.

ZVIL Roman Catholic.*—!. St. Patriok's: Thk
training-school for the Roman Catholic priesthood

is located at Menlo Park, San Mateo Co., Cal., ai^

was established in 1898 through the efforts of tht

Most Reverend Patrick William Riordan, Areih

bishop of San Francisco. The institutian is ooa-

ductcKi, tmder the archbishop, by the Sulpidaa

Fathers, and is intended solely for hoys and youai

men who desire to devote their lives to the aervitt

of God in the Roman Catholic priesthood. It takes

the boy from the parochial school and leaves hira a

priest at the altar. The period of preparattoo b

twelve years: first, a classical course of six years,

then two years given to the study of mental philoso-

phy and the natural sciences, and, finally, io&

years devoted to theology and the other brandies

which are special in clerical training, such as Sacred

Scripture, Hebrew, canon law, church hisioiT.

hon^etics, liturgies, apologetics, and sacred muEk-

In the intention of its foimder. Saint Patrick's is to

serve as the ecclesiastical training-school for aU tbr

Roman Catholic dioceses of the Padfic Coast. It

has at present a corps of sixteen professors and a

roster of about one hundred students, principafiT

from the states of Califomia, Oregon, and Washisf-
ton. It has already educated students for the^
ceses of San Francisco, Los Angles, and Saen-

mento, Cal.; Portland and Baker City, Ore.; Sea^

tie. Wash; Pittsburg, Pa.; Victoria, B. C. ; Heiesa

Mont.; Bois6 Qty, Ida., and Santa F4, New Uff^

The present institution represents the third a>

;

* See the paragraph at the head of this article.
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tempt to establish a school of this kind in Califonua.
The first attempt was made at the old Mission Do-
lores in San Francisco in 1853, soon after the close

of the war with Mexico and the ceding of California

to the United States; and the second attempt was
made in 1883 at the old Mission San Jos^; but in

both instances events proved that conditions were
not yet ripe for such a foundation. The present in-

stitution faces brighter prospects, and gives every

promise of permanence and success.

H. A. Atrinhac.
Bxbuoorapbt: J. H. Quinn, Hidory ofthe State ofCalifornia,

Chicaco, 1904, pp. 1435-1436; San Francieeo Monitor,
*' Seminaiy Number," Sept. 17, 1898, aad " Jubilee Num-
ber," Jan. 23. 1904.

8. St. Thomas of VillanoTa: This seminary,

officially known as '' The House of Studies of the

Brotherhood of Hermits of the Order of Saint

Augustine for the American Province of St. Thomas
of ViUanova," was established by brief of Pope
Gregory XVI., Dec. 22, 1843, and is located at Vil-

lanova, Delaware Co., Pa. The studies are tmder
the direction of a regent, who is subject immediately
to the prior-general of the order at Rome. Among
the earliest instructors were Fr. William Harnett,

Fr. Patrick Stanton, and Fr. Peter Crane. The pur-

pose of the study house is to train members of the

brotherhood in Scripture, theology, history, and
canon law for parish, mission, and college work, the

field mainly of the order's activities in the United
States. In 1910 there were four professors, thirty-

eight professed cleric students, and seven novice

cleric students. Francis E. Tourbcher.
Bxbuoorapht: T. C. Hiddleton, Hietorical Sketch of VHr

ianooa CoUege, ViUanova, Pa., 1893: idem. Directory ofthe
Ainnutiniane in the United Statee, ib., 1910.

ZVm. Unitarian.—1. MeadvlUe: This school was
established in 1844 in Meadville, Crawford Co., Pa.,

its foimders being Harm Jan Huidekoper, a native of

Holland, and his son Frederic (see Huidekoper,
Frederic), who became its first professor. Dr. Rufus
P. Stebbins was its first president; and associated

with Dr. Stebbins and Mi. Huidekoper, as members
of its first faculty, were Elder David Millard and
Dr. Ceorge W. Hoemer. Fotmded and endowed by
Unitarians for the special purpose of providing min-

isters for the new western Unitarian phm-ches, the

school has always received students from all de-

nominations on equal terms, and during its early

years had among its trustees, facility, and students

many representatives of the Christian Connection.

Dr. Stebbins' successors in the presidency have been
Dr. Oliver Steams (1856-63), Dr. Abiel A. livermore
(q.v.; 1863-90), Dr. George L. C3ary (q.v.; 1890-

1902), and Dr. Franklin C. Southworth (q.v.;

since 1902). The number of students at the open-

ing was five, and it increased the second year to

twenty-three. In 1872 the comparative study of

religion was introduced by Prof. H. H. Barber (q.v.),

and this work has since been carried on tmder the

direction of Profs, (jieorge R. Freeman and Henry
Preserved Smith (q.v.). The Clarke professorship

of church history was established in 1899, with Dr.

Francis A. Christie (q.v.) as incumbent of the chair,

and the Ballou lectureship of practical Christian

sociology was founded in 1892. In 1895 the school

became a pioneer in introducing sociology into the

theological ci
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The school is affiliated with the Unitarian de-

nomination, and was originaUy designed for the

training of Unitarian ministera on the Pacific coast;

but it receives students of both sexes from all

sources without distinction, and it stands for free

and progressive scholarship of high order, with an
especial view to the practical requirements of the

modem ministry. It o£Fers a three-year degree

coiu-se for college graduates, and a four-year ceiv

tificate course for others, and furnishes excellent

opportunities for post-graduate study. The school

is governed by a board of fifteen trustees, whose ap-
pointment must be approved by the directors of the
American Unitarian Association. It had in 1911
three professors and two instructors, and six regu-

lar and eleven special students. Its library con-

tains about 7,500 volumes and about 3,000 pam-
phlets, and is especially rich in the history and
literature of the Unitarian movement. It owns
property valued at $50,000, but tmtil its endowment
of $300,000 becomes available, its support is derived

chiefly from annuities. Earl Mobsb Wilbur.
XIX. Unity of the Brethren.—1. Bethlehem:

This institution is situated in Bethlehem, Northamp-
ton Co., Pa. The fotmding of a school for training

teachers and ministers to serve in the schools and
congregations of the Moravian Church in America
engaged the attention of a conference held in 1802,

composed mainly of ministers representing the work
of the Moravian Church in five states of the Union.
Such a project had previously been urged by leaders

of the church, particularly by Rev. Jacob Van Vleck,

principal of Nasareth HaU, an academy for boys at

Nasareth, Pa., and Rev. Christian Lewis Bensien,

stationed at Salem, N. C, but the plan was not
actually realised until Oct. 2, 1807, when the insti-

tution was formally opened for the reception of stu-

dents. The origin of the institution is attributable

to the devotion of Moravians to their church, and
to their conviction that the Moravian Church, whose
activity in America had begun in 1738, had function

and opportunity in the United States. The first

professors were Ernst Lewis Haselius, later prom-
inent in Lutheran theological seminaries, and John
Christian Bechler, later a bishop of the church.

Originally connected with Wasareth HaU academy,
the institution bore the character of a normal school

as well as that of a theological seminary; but in

1838 the connection with Nasareth Hall was severed,

and thenceforward the institution has enjoyed in-

dependent existence. Gradual development of the
two departments made reorganisation possible in

1858, under the name of Moravian College and The-
ological Seminary, the college offering complete
classical and, since 1896, Latin-scientific courses,

and the theological seminary affording a curriculum
of studies that does not materially differ from that

of other theological schools. The institution was
chartered by tib« legislature of Peiyiefylvania in

1863, and, after having led a somewhat migratory
existence for half a century, was finally located in

Bethlehem, Pa., in 1858. The relation between
the institution and the Moravian Church in America
has alwasrs been vital as regards aggressive, educa-
tional, home-missionary, and foreign-missionary
activity. The scheme of the seminary is thoroughly

Biblical, and the Bible is the chief class-book in all

departments, while the principle of the fathers of

the Unitas Fratrum, or the Moravian Church, " In

essentials unity, in non-essentials liberty, in all

things charity," has ruled from the beginning.

Every professor is pledged to faithfulness to the

doctrinal and disciplinary standards of the church.

I^oe 1858, the official title of the head of the insti-

tution has been " president," and Rev. L. F. Kamp-
numn, Rev. Lewis R. Huebener, Rev. Ekimund
de Schwdnits (q.v.), and Rev. Augustus Schultae

(q.v.) have, in the order named, worn this dignity.

The number of students connected with this in-

stitution during the first century of its existence

(1807-1907) was 500, a large proportion of whom
have been ministers and teachers of the church and
professors in this and other institutions of learning,

while an uncommonly large percentage have been

missionaries to the heathen. In 1910 the number
of students was fifty-six, five of whom came from
northwestern Canada, five from southern states,

and the remainder equally from the eastern and
western states in which the Moravian Church is r^
resented. With few exceptions the students were
members of the Moravian Church, and about sixty

per cent were candidates for the ministry. Five pro-

fessors devote their entire time to teaching, each in

both the college and seminary department of the

institution. l£e faculty is organised, and, together

with the board of trustees, composed of sixteen

members representing the northern province of the

Moravian Church in America and five advisoiy

members representing the Southern Province of i^
Church, controls the institution. Both bodies are

responsible to the Synod of the Northern Province

of the Moravian Church in America and to the gov-

erning board which that efynod elects. The endow-
ment fund of the institution amounts to $125,207,

and the special endowments, including real estate

and buildings, total $106,794. The library numbers
10,000 volumes and many hundreds of unbound
pamphlets. W. N. Schwabeb.
Bibuoorapht: W. N. Sohwane, fftstory of ihs MaramaM

CoU«09 and Thmlooical Semwary, Bethlehem. Pa,. IQia

XX. Universalist.—1. Canton: This institutioa

forms the theological school of St. Lawrence Uni-
versity, which is located at Canton, St. Lawrence
Co., N. Y. It was fotmded in 1856 by an organisa-

tion called " The Educational Society," i^pointed
by the New York Universalist State Oonvention,

which still elects its trustees. The first president

was Rev. Ebenezer Fisher, and among its eariiesi

instructors were Rev. Massena Goodrich, Rev. J. S.

Lee, and Rev. Orello Cone (q.v.). The students of

the seminary have numbered about 360, this figure

being due to the establishment of other theological

schools in the denomination. Its work has gone on
steadily without marked crises. Founded for the

purpose of supplying Universalism with an edu-
cated ministry, it has from the first devoted special

attention to fitting men for intelligent pulpit work
and practical pastoral administration. Its pft>-

fessorships have been filled by men representative

of progressive tendencies, and it has exerted a dis-

tinctly liberalising effect upon the opinions of iti

denomination.
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In 1910 the seminary had four instructors and
fifteen students, all Universalists, and coming from
states as remote as Maine and Louisiana. It is

governed by a board of nine trustees. Its invested

funds and property have increased to about $300,-

000, while the separate endoviTnent of the seminary
is $165,000; and it also shares an undivided interest

in grounds and buildings with the College of Letters

of St. Lawrence University. The library contains

12,000 volumes. Almon Gunnison.
2. Crane: This theological school is a depart-

ment of Tufts College, which is located at Tufts
College, Middlesex Co., Mass. It was recognized as

a separate department in 1869, and arose from per-

ception of the fact that a general college training

needed to be supplemented by specific professional

w^ork for the proper training of ministers. The first

foundation was given by Mr. Sylvanus Packard,
and the largest gift was made in 1906 by Mr. Albert

Crane, of Stamford, Coim., in fulfilment of the ex-

pressed intention of his father, Mr. Thomas Crane,

of New York. The school is not tmder denomina-
tional control, but is UniversaUst in sympathy.
The first instructor was Rev. Thomas J. Sawyer.
The history of the institution has been entirely un-
eventful so far as matters of outside change or con-

troversy are concerned. It has stood steadily for

the application of sound scholarship to the materials

of religious knowledge, for serviceable and prao-

ticable preaching, and for a type of religious think-

ing in close contact with the realities and problems
of daily life. It has always held scholarship above
convention, truth above tradition, and life above
creed, but at the same tune it has realized the im-
portance of orderly and well-regulated thought as

the basis of right living. It has emphasized the
human relations of the minister's work, and has
sought to strengthen the hold of its students upon
reality by identifying them as closely as possible

with the general life of the college, so that the theo-

logical students are not a class apart, but are asso-

ciated w^ith the general student body as an integral

part of the collie community. The Crane Theo-
logical School has shared with the sister school at
St. Lawrence University the intellectual leadership

of the UniversaUst denomination, not in rivalry

but in generous emulation; and it has done much
to prevent the thinking of the denomination from
becoming stereotyped and to keep its life thoroughly

modem. The special movement of most significance

which originated tmder its influence was that which
made Universalism a creedless church, by trans-

forming the Winchester Profession and its later

alternative, the Boston Declaration, into simple

statements of things commonly accepted among
Universalists, and abrogating all subscription re-

qmrements. Its more prominent instructors have
been Dr. Thomas J. Sawyer, its first dean; his suc-

cessor, Dr. Charles H. Leonard; Dr. Hinckley G.
Mitchell (q.v.), in Old Testament; Dr. William G.

Tousey, a teacher of ethics and logic; Dr. George
M. Harmon, its professor of New-Testament litera-

txue and criticism; and Dr. George T. Knight (q.v.),

professor of systematic theology.

The number of professors directly assigned to

the school by the catalogue for 1909-10 is five, but

the relations of the school to the college bring the
students tmder instruction of the teaching force of

the School of Liberal Arts, twenty-three in number.
The school is tmder the absolute control of the thirty

trustees of Tufts College, twenty of whom are self-

perpetuating, while ten are elected by the gradtiatee.

No other supervision or control exists. The presi-

dent of the college has the general direction of the

school, which is organized with a dean and a depart-

ment facility. There were in the school in 1910
fifteen students, all Universalists, the majority from
the New England states, and one Englishman. The
separate endowment of the seminary, including

grotmds and btiildings, amotmts to $345,000, al-

thotigh its dose relations to the college are of great

financial advantage to it, and it also uses the col-

lege library, which ntunbers 61,000 voltmies and
46,000 pamphlets.

Frederick William HAMiuroN.
8. Bydor: This divinity school constitutes the

theological department of Lombard College, Gale&-

biug, Knox Co., SI., and was opened Sept. 5, 1881,

being established to meet the needs of the Univer-

versalist denomination in the Middle West. In
1890 its trustees voted to change its name to

Ryder Divinity School in honor of the late Rev.
William Heniy Ryder, whose gifts to the institution

amotmted to more than $50,000, another generous

benefactor being Hon. A. G. Throop, of CaJifomia,

The school is open to aU candidates for the Christian

ministry, although its main work has been training

men and women for the Universalist denomination.

Among its noteworthy instructors have been Ne-
hemiah White, £. H. Chapin (q.v.), and Isaac

Parker. It has never been a large school, having
had but about 150 students throughout its entire

history. Of these about forty have graduated with

a degree, and about fifty are now engaged in active

ministeria] work. Lewis B. Fisher.
XXI. UndeaominationAl.—1. Harvard: This sem-

inary is located in Cambridge, Mass., and was so

closely associated with Harvard College that no
special year can be named as that of its fotmdation,

since one of the objects of Harvard from the very

beginning was the training of men for the ministry.

The earliest instruction for theological students

apart from the regtilar college combes, however,

was in 1811, and classes were conducted in this way
tmtil 1819, when a distinct faculty of theology was
established. With this establishment J. T. Kirkland

(q.v.), then president of Harvard, had probably

more to do than any other man, and the original

facility consisted of Henry Ware, Sr. (q.v.), Sidney

Willaid, Levi Frisbie, and Andrews Norton (q.v.).

The initial constitution of the school, as made in

1816, provided " that every encotu^ement be given

to the seriotis, impartial, and tmbiased investiga-

tion of Christian truth; and that no assent to the

peculiarities of any denomination be required either

of the students, or professors, or instructors." The
distinct oiganization of the school was legally due

to the formation in 1816 of the Society for the Pro-

motion of Theological Education in Harvard Univei^
sity, and from 1824 to 1830 the school waa tmder

the direct oversight of the directors of this society,

thotigh they acted tmder the corporation of Harvard
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CdSlege, to which it transferred its property in Dec.,

1830. This society, however, which was later in-

corporated, still exists and holds property in trust

for the divinity school. In 1860 the previous re-

quirements for admission to the school were lowered

to accommodate the students of the short-lived

Boston School for the Ministry, but they were soon

raised, and since 1899 no student has been admitted

to the school who has not already received a degree

in arts or its equivalent. No degree was conferred

for graduation in the school tmtil 1870, and then

only to those who passed special examinations, but

since 1875 there has been no graduation without

this degree. Throughout its history the school has

stood for the principles already quoted from its

constitution; and it has maintained the impartial,

critical, and scientific study of theology in its broad-

est sense. Among its best-known instructors have
been the two Henry Wares, Andrews Norton, John
G. Palfrey, George R. Noyes (q.v.), Esra Abbot
(q.v.), Charles Carroll Everett (q.v.), and Joeeph
Henry Thayer (q.v.). Although formally com-
mitted to non-sectarianism, the institution was for

many years practically identified with Unitarian

Congregationalism, since as a rule its graduates were
welcomed by no other denomination; but in 1878,

in connection with an appeal for increased endow-
ment, the tmdenominational aspect of the school

was emphasised anew, and at the present time its

faculty contains three Trinitarian and three Unitar

rian (^ongregationalists, and one Baptist. In 1910

it had a faculty of eleven and a student attendance

of fifty-one, sixteen of whom were graduates. In

addition the institution has conducted, since 1899, a
brief summer school, attended in 1909 by fifty-nine

men and five women. The elective system is carried

throughout the course, and the seminary students

have the right to attend lectures in other depart-

ments of Harvard University, and in Andover
Theological Seminary now located at Cambridge
and affiliated with Harvard University. The spe-

cial library of the school contains about 38,000

volumes and 11,000 pamphlets, besides which the

general university library is also available.

Robert Swain Mobibon.

Bzbuoorapht: J. Quinoy, Eidory of Eanard Umv§nUy,
Cambridge, Maw., 1840; The Harvard Book, Oambridge.
1876. pp. 107-211; Q. G. Bush, Hittory of Higher Sdw»-
Uon in MaeaachtueUB, Waahington, 1801, pp. 187-147.

THEOLOGY AS A SCIENCE.
L Hktoxy of the Idea.

Early Use and Meaning of the Ttem (f 1).

Development till Schleiermaeher (f 2).

Sohleiermaober, De Wette, and StnoM (| 8).

H. Scientific Presentation.
Relation to Religion (t 1).

Ghriatianity, Other Religions, the Individual (I 9.
Philosophy of Religion, Apologetics (f 8).

Lines of Advance (t 4).

m. British and American Theology.
Three Divisions (f 1).

Tendendes in Dogmatics (| 2).

L History of the Idea: The name and even
the notion of theology, to some extent^ extends
back into the scientific usage of the Qreeks. In the
Christian Church it appears first not in the New
Testament but in the apologists. Taken over
from Greek science it soon won features of its own.

In AiktoUe's " Metaphysics " (VI., i. 19, cf. XL,

vii. 15) there are distingoished three branches of

theoretical philosophy—mathematical,

I. Early physical, thediogical. In Clement of

Use and Alexandria the expression " metaphys-

Msaning ics " is identified with theology as coo-

ofthe ceived by Aristotle {Siram. L 28).

Tenn. Aristotle appears to have thoiight of

the doctrine of God as among
the questions of fundamental philosophy: "The
terms theologos, theologein (JtheUogia) have in Ais-

totle . . . the fixed meaning ... of poetical

(mythical) narratives of the gods (Gdttersage), cor-

reqx>nding to the expressions mifthologo^ nn/thd-

ogia, mifiholoffein (Natorp, in PkUosaj^dache MonaU-
hefie, no. xxv., 1888); thus it was a preseientifie

stage of reflection concerning things. Aooofdiiig to

Natorp, the Stoa was the creator of the idea of a

science of theology. With the theology of the poeis

came their philosophical (physical) interpretation

as philosophical theology. Neoplatonism (q.v.),

of importance for the theology of CThristianity, was

the first to impress the Platonic and Aristotelian

philosophy upon thediogy. At the outset Neopla^

tonism developed a view of the worid on the foun-

dation of religious notions in philosophical form and

with philosophical methods. Before ScholasticifiDi

(q.v.)y however, there were only side movements
ruled by Neoplatonism. It was common ev^ into

the fiftii century to designate the ancient poets

(Orpheus, Hesiod, Musaeus, Homer) as theologiana.

Athenagoras distinguishes between a "woridly"
and a " theological " wisdom {Supply, x.). For

Gement of Alexandria the " philosophy whic^ really

is philosophy" is identical with " true theology"

(Strom., V. 9). Augiistine speaks of a '' natural

theology/' i.e., especially in distinction from my-
thology (City of God, viii. 1, Eng. transl., NPNF, 1

ser., ii. 144). For Christian reflection, the men d
the Bible took the place of the " poets " and as-

sumed the r61e of " theologians." To Philo, Moses

was the theologian par excellence. How early and

in what respect John became specifically the " the-

ologian " is not certain (cf. G. A. DeiBwrnarm, lAtM

von Oden, pp. 252-253, Tubingen, 1908). The an-

cient Church's allegorical science of the Bible infhh

enced by Philo belongs with the ancient (Stoie)

myths which the theologians of an eariier time

used. The theology of the philosophere became the

foundation of the apologists. Whether the iqiokh

gists or the Gnostics are to be regarded as the

creators of a peculiar Christian theology may be

left undecided.

Hamack with justice repeatedly indicates (cf.

DogmengeschichU, 123 sqq., Freiburg, 1898^ &«.
transl. of earlier ed., vol. i., Boston, 1895) that tbe

establishing of a specific religious doctrine is a aango-

lar and at bottom a surprising act of the Oizistias

conununity. This is ultimate^ ooa-

2. Develop- nected with the influence of Paul. For

ment till It was this apostle who neoeesarily had

Schleier- theories in order to render the Goepri

macher. intelligible and who in particular had

to create a Christology. By an inacf

necessity piety was impelled to fashion a view d
the worid which corresponded to itself. Here t^
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facts, especially of the life of Jesus, could not be

drawn out to mere allegories, for this depended too

much on the actuality of the same as events. Chris-

tology and soteridogy took accoimt of realities in

the life of Jesus. But how Jesus as the Christ was
essentially to be considered was a problem in which
allegory had no place. The solution was foimd in

the use of a theologizing on the person of the Lord
which never submitted itself to mere " philosophy."

In Justin's consideration of the predicate theos as

belonging to Jesus as Messiah (Dialogue 5, 6) is the

foundation for that religious doctrine which became
the religioiis center of Christian dogmatics, comr
pleting itself in the doctrine of the Trinity which in

the early Church received the title of theologia in

the restricted sense. With this came as a second

foundation of Christian doctrine the incarnation of

the Logos for the redemption of man. In the early

Church, however, the term " theology " was not

used as in present custom to designate all Christian

doctrine. In the Middle Ages sacra dodrina was
the name for Christian doctrine as a whole; theologia

was and remained the term for the doctrine of God
in the narrow sense. Gradually the title " theol-

ogy " came to include the complex of the church
disciplines which are in any way concerned with
God. The Reformation brought no discussion con-

cerning the scientific idea or scope of theology (see

£nctclofedia, Theolooical, § 4). Granted that

the doctrine was drawn from legitimate sources and
rightly defined, it remained only to ask what doc-

trine meant and did not mean for the faith, but
this was not condensed into a theology. At the

time of the consolidation of Evangelical doctrine

into a new orthodoxy, in another tendency was es-

sentially reproduced what the Middle Ages had
already worked out in the universities (cf. E.

Troeltsch, Vemunft und Offenbarung bei Johann
Gerhard und MelancfUhon, GOttingen, 1891; E.

Weber, Die philosophiache Schoiastik dee deutschen

ProteetanHsmua im ZeitaUer der Orthodoxie, Leipsic,

1907; 0. Ritschl, Dogmengeschichte dee ProteetarUia-

tnus, vol. !., Leipsic, 1908). What was new as in-

troduced by the period of the Enlightenment (q.v.)

-was at first weighty and fruitful when rationalism

and with it the mere recourse to the reason and
natural religion retreated.

The significance of Schleiennacher (q.v.) for the-

ology consists in this, that relying on philosophy

Tirhich had outgrown dogmatism, after long critical

disintegration of the idea of the Bible

3. Schleier- as the " sure book of God's revelation,"

macher, he prepared an end for the remainder

De Wette, of dogmatism in dogma, and for faith

and Strauss, in certain universal religious ideas,

anchored in the reason, innate, in

such a way, however, that he established for faith

a separate spiritual function—a new basis for the-

ology—^from which the character of all modem the-

ology is determined. Theology originates in a sci-

ence of God and of faith; and theology ceased to

believe in phOosophy. For his method of organi-

sing theology with reference to " Encyclopedia,"

aee Entctclofedia, Theological, § 4 (cf. Schleiei^

xnacher's Kurze DarsteUung dee theologiachen Stu-

diumSf Berlin, 1811). For Schleiermacher thedogy

has always a " given " object, wherein he agrees

with the orthodox conception. There lie in the

background conceptions as to faith and dogma
which require examination before his theory of the-

ology can be accepted. Of real importance for this

is the final section of the introduction to Der Chriat-

liche Olavbe with the heading " Of the Relation of

Dogmatics to Christian Piety," especially § 15.

In § 17 Schleiermacher expressly discusses the worth
of the dogmatic propositions and affirms that these

are of a double nature—ecclesiastical and scientific,

but points out only the scientific. As the foimda-
tion of theology he laid down a discipline which he
named " philosophical theology." This can take its

point of departure only with reference to Christian-

ity in the general notion of the pious community.
With this proposition Schleiermacher unites theol-

ogy-and general science. W. M. L. de Wette's Ueber

Religion und Theologie (Berlin, 1815) presents

thoughts which are really not far *from those of

Schleiermacher, yet they have a peculiarity which
is not without subsequent influence. Schleier-

macher points back to Kant, Spinoza, and Goethe,

De Wette to Fries and Herder; yet both are inde-

pendent theologians. The view of De Wette (q.v.)

concerning the nature of theology as science is

foimded on a double or threefold way of persuasion—^the imderstanding which produces science; the

ideal-esthetic which presents itself as faith and as

feeling. Religion is faith and likewise feeling. Re-
ligion is an inner life which has been historically

formed for us through Christ in a long process of

spiritual church dogmas. It rests on revelation,

which theology conceives in ideas and esthetic sym-
bols. De Wette reflected on a philosophical theol-

ogy which was to be nothing else than a description

of himian natiue or anthropology. D. F. Strauss

(q.v.) as scholar of Hegel formed a type of theology.

In his dosing discussion of his Life of Jesus, and es-

pecially in his introduction to his Dogmatic (1840),
'

he allots to theology no other task than its trans-

formation into a philosophy of religion. Bieder-

mann with affecting love for Christianity as such
has more completely than Strauss sought to realise

his program for dogmatics. Recently F. R. lipsius

(Kriiik der theciogiaehen Erkenntnis, Leipsic, 1904),

with other means than Strauss, presented as aim
for theology that it transfonn itsdf into (monistic)

philosophy.

n. Scientific Presentation: Every theory of

theology is accompanied by presuppositions. To
Gottschick ecclesiastical Christianity appears as a
simple reality, and he undertakes to prove that this

is both an imdoubted and an unde-
I. Relation rived fact of consciousness which must
to Religion, be scientifically isolated; hence the-

ology may be set forth as a science sui

generis. But as yet a scientific understanding of

the nature of Christianity has not been attained, and
this is beset by greater (Ufficulties than were former-

ly conceived (d, Kattenbusch, Die Lage der sys^

tematischen Thedogie in der Oegentoart, in ZTK,
1905, pp. 103-146; idem, in ChrisUiche Wdl, no.

22, 1901). The most significant factor in the re-

cent history of theology must be seen in the widen-

ing of the perspective for the historical considera-
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Fev win olqeel if theokgr be
t €i ChrigliMiitj .'' Botitisper-

diffienb tlMUi ever to answer the qnee-

tion. What is the esenee ol Cfaiirtieiiitj as leQ^onT
All theologjane will eo far Mgjne in the drtagnniUm

€i Ctam^daidtf mmptym n^i^oa. But the qnestian

immfidiatcly aiieei what lei^sion is and what notes

in paitkiilar eliancteriae the Cliristian icOpoOy both

as piety and as eonlent ol the CfaoFdi; it is debated
in what degree the " ezperienees " ol the indiiidiial

or of the cxenm iiHity eome into eoosderation;

whether the foundalkm of reVgkn is reached by the

aaaple observation of the " bmg " of reiisian or at

the same time—if not ivtead of th»—of the " ob-

Hgadon " in it; whether a detennmation of what is

empirical in piety or of the setf-jadgmeni of the

same aeeoiding to a nonn most take the lead. One
may perhaps say thai all are to be combined. WiOk
SeUeiennaeher (eertainly with De Wette) it was
stways a common conviction that religion and the-

ology were to be hdd apart. This has led to regard-

ing theology as a speeiBc discipline—only a branch
of general science, hence as not belonging to the

chureh (ef. G. Kroeger, DU imisrtWdhe ThtaUtgU,

in ChridUehe WeU, no. 34, 1900; F. Tranb, JTtrdb-

Uche und vnkirehiidie Thtdogitf m ZTK, voL Tiii.,

pp. 30 sqq., 1903; J. F. Gottsehick, Die EfOddnmg
dor Ldmmg dor UnkirehliehkeU dor Theolagie, in the

same, pp. 77 sqq.). It is admitted that theology as a
mdvernty study should serve the diureh, hence no
one will deny a pedagogical place to theologians

in its instruction. One must, however, make it

dear to himself that the expresoioo " chureh '' has
two strata—the legsl» the religious community, and
the rdigious, not only believing individuals, Init a
"society of faith and of the Holy ^^irit.'' The task

of theology concerns the latter.

To many the idigious hisUmcal method appeara
to involve the treatment of Christianity by theol-

ogy on the same lines as all religions. As a rdjgion

Qiristlanity does indeed bdong with
a. Chris- the other religions in some one sense

tianity, under a common thou^t, and it has
Other Re- been realised in the hMrts of men in

ligknut the wholly distinct historical connections.

IndividuaL But it is a prejudgment that it is there-

fore to be treated as all religions are.

If one will be taught by Christianity how it regards

and judges itself, he can not Aelp admitting that it

knows itself as over against the other religions and
ascribes to itself a suprahistorical basis. Sdeoce
can neither simply accept nor simply ignore the self-

judgment of Christianity; it tests the matter even
if it ends with a non liquet. In this way it may
perhaps be convinced that Christianity and the
other religions have at bottom even common expe-
riences and perceptions. The Chureh will not deny
the reference to Rom. i. 19-20, yet this does not
prevent the Christian religion from " peihaps

"

standing by itself according to its essence and truth

(cf. 8. Dunkmann, NZ, xiz. 265 sqq., 1906; H.
Mulert, in ZTK, xviiL 325 sqq., 1906). A peculiar

turn of the discussion concerning the character of

thedogy in relation to religion has lately been occa-
sioned by W. Herrmann (cf. KvUur der Oegemoart,

TeU I, Abt. 4, Die ChriMdie Bdigi^m, 2d half, 5yt-

neslifie,]

ooly (

ftdth k and |yy what means it is futsWidhfid For
every msn the inner meetiQg with the ducist of the

New Testament is the mooient where he leams to

know the ethical power whidi can indeed* bring him
to fuQ subowliiiatinn in perfect freedom and ao ts

ftdth in God. Faith need not renounce fizii^ in

thflj^ght eveiy thing which it expa ienccjt, but no one
should deehue the result as nonnative; sinee evtrj
one 4*-*|^J H'4iCBS the same thiqg differently.

Another series of qoestiooB emerges in a eompari-
son of theology with the philosopliy of rrifginn In

wbmiewer sense one sets up a formula for the ciwrnff

of rdigkm or of Christianity, he toucfaeB

3. Pldfeso- the problems of episteraolqgy, psy-

pl^of diology, metaphyBCfl^ ethics. Natural-

and dhmliBm,

and personal theisni are as-

sociated with theology and philosophy.

The notions of the soul, freedom, and immortality

vibrate between theology and phitosnphy. Within
theology itself, in the questions coQcemii^ meChodi
and l"£'iiiiiite t^^*"^'yfsl judgments aO if™A» of

points of viewmeet. The conylerity of the ptumt

situation is evinced by the premature reemugtinpe
of the apologetic problem—now indeed the ruling

one. The so-called modem " positive " theology ii

predominant^ apologetic (cf. K. Beth, Die Me-
deme unddie Primxipieii der Theolagie, BaiiI^ 1907;

G. Wobbermm, TheoUtgie tmd Meiapkyeik^ Beriin,

1901; G. Viseher, let die WakrhtU dee Ckrieieml^au

gu beweieenf Tobingen, 1902; R. Otto, NahmdieL-
iedie tmd rdigidee WeUanetkmnmg, ib. 1904; A.

Titius, Rdigien und Natwrwieeeneekafl, ib. 1901;

A. W. Hunsiiiger, Zur opdegeHeeken A^gobe der

evangeUeektH KinAe tn der Gegenwari, Leipsie, 1907;

idem, ProUeme und Airfgaben der gegenwdttigem
egalemaiieehen Theologie, ib. 1906). The diseusaion

of the theses of religious faith and the ethical con-

seiousneBB, especially those theses which are €hrii>

tian with opposing antitheses, will be carried on
under favofable auspices only when the theses at

least are plainly formulated. That this is now the

case no one wiU aseert.

When theology seeks to be fundamental, it movei
under much uncertainty in three directioM.
(1) Schleiermacher's psychologieal conception of

rdigion as a purely natural datum in the humaa
spirit is stiD influential. Tliis feding of " aboohite

dependence " is a pereeptibie ^onent
4. Lines of of the soul, but it is no more than just

Advance, this. The religious feeling can be com-
bined with the other fedinge and ele-

ments of the soul; in itself it can be only " dearer,"

not richer in content, than it is, so far as it points

to a source. It is involved in the notion of abeolute

dependence that it works out in the coosriousnesi

of man together with the all—as a pieoe of it, not

so much " to five " as " bdng fived." Religion ii

the profoundest, though it is a mere, aspect of be-

coming eonsdous. Thusit is fundamentally rationsL

Theology will be fcnnned in the concrete eomino-
mty partly positively, partly philosophically.

NatuiaDy the peychdogy oi religion can be seisD-

tifically devdoped in a far more concrete inamKr
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than by Schleiennacher, and religious historical

investigations will be of great service especially if

coupled with religious p^ychopathology (for the re-

lation oi the confessional school of theology to

Schleiermacher, cf. F. Kattenbusch, Von SMeier-
mocker zu Riiachl, 3d ed., Giessen, 1903). In the

Erlangen school, the feeling of absolute dependence
has been reinterpreted by the thought of " expe-

rience " of " regeneration." '* Faith " as a special
" oi^n " of the spirit reminds of De Wette. Filially,

endeavors to press theology on the path of psychol-

ogy can appeal to Schleiennacher (cf . W. Vorbrodt,

Zur Rdigumspsychologie: Primipien und PcUhologie,

in TSK, 1906, pp. 237 sqq.; W. James, Varieties of

Reliffiaue Experience, New York, 1902; J. 0. Scheel,

Die Modeme ReUgionepeychologie, in ZTK, xviii. 1

sqq., 1908; E. W. Mayer, Ueber Rdigionapeycho-

logie, in the same, pp. 293 sqq.). (2) Gver against

the mere pgychdogical conception of religion, A.

Ritschl's can be conceived as merely historical.

Ritschl's idea, however, orients itself not in one's

own " feeling " or even " experience," but in a
closed revelation, i.e., the objective content of the

Gospel or the person of Jesus. With the making of

the personal quality of God as strong as possibley

there is affirmed a contact of the hvunan spirit with

a supramundane reality susceptible of personal ex-

perience but never imiversally demonstrable. Be-

cause rationalizing has been avoided, the reproach

of idiosyncrasy has had to be met. The absoluteness

of Christianity has gained a sharpness which is often

conceived as a return of the old "dogmatism."
The followers of Ritschl have tried to guud against

misunderstanding of his thought (cf. W. Herr-

mann, Die Religion im VerhSUnie gum Wdterkennen
und zur SitUichkeit, Halle, 1879; idem, Der Glaube

an OoU und die Wieeenachaft unaerer Zeii, in ZTK,
1905, pp. 1 sqq.; O. Kim, Glaube und Oeeckichte,

Leipsic, 1900; J. Kaftan, Die Einheit dee Erkennene,

Tobingen, 1908). (3) For Traltschit is a postulate of

historical science to regard even religion as a stead-

ily developing reality. Even Christianity will not

be the final form of religion, but only a contribution

to its histoiy. The epochs of Christianity are more
or less different aspects of it which have to be con-

sidered when one discusses its nature (cf. Die Ab$o-

lutheU dee Chrietentunu und die Religionageschichte,

Tubingen, 1902; idem, Peychologie und Erkenntnie-

theorie in der Rdigioneerkenntnielheorie, 1905). All

religions have an absolutely fixed point in mystical

"experiences," but Traltsch attempts no formula

for ^ese as did Schleiennacher; to the pious it is

a vital certainty of experience, but for others it is

in itself irrational and debatable. God's influence

on the spirit is always combined with the entire

content of the spirit in contemporary culture.

C^lhristian theology has three essential tasks: (1) the

purely historical psychological reception of Chris-

tianity in the frame of its development and of uni-

versal religious history; (2) the treatment of its

experiences and notions in connection with all ele-

ments of the spiritual life, especially with the high-

est ideals and convictions to be reached in philoso-

phy, therein confirming its right; (3) the thorough

blending of its worid-view with that of modem
science. TrMtsch's judgment concerning the Gos-

pel is not supported by an investigation which is

due from a theologian. The next task of theology
lies in a comprehensive consideration of the Gos-
pel which naturally shaU not be partial.

(F. Kattbnbttsch.)
nL British and American Theology: In Great

Britain and America until a recent period Protes-

tant theology followed the Reformation program
both in its point oi view and in its order dl topics.

The three doctrinal divisions have
z. Three been the Calvinist, the Arminian, and
Divisions, the Socinian. To whatever school of

philosophy theologians belonged, they
never doubted that metaphysics was a va^d hand-
maid of theology. For ^e Calvinists and Armin-
ians the Scriptures were the supreme authoritative

source of doctrine and their principles of interpre-

tation were in agreement. A secondary authority,

often scarcely less than the first, was attributed to

creeds and great names. Among the earlier Socin-

ians the Scriptures were accepted as authoritative,

the difference between them and the Calvinists

and Arminians being in the.method of interpre-

tation; gradually, however, the Trinitarian and
other traditional views came to be regarded as

extra-Biblical and greater reliance was placed on
the reason as an independent source of religious

truth. During the eighteenth century the previous

distinction between Sodnians and Arminians was
obscured and Socinian notions appeared under the

general name of " Arminian." During the last cen-

tury these were again differentiated, the Socinians

being gradually identified with the Unitarians and
Universalists (qq.v.), the Arminians swinging back
into the Evangelical ranks under the lead especially

of the Methodist chureh, and becoming a powerful

leaven even in the Calvinist bodies (see Arhinianb
AND Arionianibm; New England Thegloot).
Two general chi^acteristics of English and Axner-

ican theology are to be noted: first, lade of thor-

oughgoing gystematising or strict unfolding of doc-

trine from an ideal principle. This is due in part

to a practical interest; the Anglo-Saxon mind cares

less for absolute theoretic consistency than for the

pragmatic value of ideas. Secondly, during the last

three-quarters of a century perhaps the most quick-

ening and influential contributions to theology have
been not the systematic presentations of theologians

but suggestions lodged in sermons or embodied in

discussion of particular subjects (cf. works by F. W.
Robertson, Horace Bushnell, Heniy Drummond,
John Fiske, and Joseph LeConte).

The past century, like other ages of the CSiureh,

has been a transitional one. Many endeavors have
been made to unite the old and the new in varying

proportions in one presentation. Some
3. Tend- have indeed continued steadfastly in

encies Ui the traditional paths, making the least

Dogmatics, possible concessions to modem thought

and with only a polemic interest in its

conclusions (C. Hodge, SyetemaHc Theology, Phila-

delphia, 18G5; W. G. T. Shedd, Dogmatic Theology,

New York, 1888). Others, although yielding a mod-
ified assent to evolution, to the sufficiency but not

the inerrant infallibility of the Scriptures, and to

some form oi divine immanence, still represent
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eflsentially the traditional positions (cf. J. Orr, The
Ckrittian View of God and the World, New Yoik,

1893; H. C. Sheldon, System of Chrutian Doctrine,

ib. 1903; J. A. Beet, A Manual of Theology, London,
1906; M. S. Terry, Biblical DogmaUce, New Yoric,

1907; A. H. Strong, Syttematic Theology, Philar

delphia, 1907-08). On the other hand, several

tendencies have appeared which propose modifica-

tions in the traditional modes of conceiving the

realities of the Christian faith. (1) A Christocen-

trie basis for theology has been advocated from two
points of view, dther constituting Christ as the

heart and controlling principle of interpretation

(advocated but not carried out by H. B. Smith,

System of Christian Doctrine, New Yoric, 1890, and
by L. F. Steams, Present Day Theology, ib. 1893),

or regarding the consciousness of Christ as the norm
of theological construction (A. M. Fairbaim, The
Place of Christ in Modem Theology, New York,

1893; W. N. Oarke, An OuUine of Christian Theol-

ogy, ib. 1898; idem. The Use of the Scriptures in

Theology, ib. 1905). (2) A reconstruction of theol-

ogy has been indicated which rises out of the

Ritschlian background and has for its immediate
aim a fresh evaluation of faith, especially as affected

from the historical and social side (H. C. King, Re-

construction in Theology, New York, 1901; idem,

Theology and the Social Consciousness, ib. 1902).

(3) Among the attempts to relate theology to a vital

religious experience as interpreted through its his-

tory both in the Scriptures and the Church may be
mentioned G. B. Stevens, The Christian Doctrine of

Salvation (New York, 1906); O. F. Curtis, The
Christian Faith, Personally Given in a System of
Doctrine (ib. 1905); C. A. Beckwith, Realities of
Christian Theology (Boston, 1906); W. A. Brown,
Christian Theology in Outline (New York, 1906).

This method finds in experience its immediate source

of theology and in history the form which that ex-

perience has taken in its rational development, and
accordingly devotes particular attention to these

two aspects of life. (4) In the doctrine of the im-

manence of God lies the basis for several discussions

in theology, as, e.g., by R. J. Campbell, The New
Theology (London, 1907), and by Sir Oliver Lodge,

The Substance of Faith Allied with Science (ib.

1907). The point of view is that of an essentially

pantheistic monism, characterized by two signifi-

cant bearings—a tendency to eliminate the fact of

sin, and a finn emphasis on the social aspect of

Christianity. Endeavors to adjust the claims of

monism to the ethical demands of consciousness

have been made by J. Caird, An Introduction to the

Philosophy of Religion (London, 1880), by J. Royce,
The World and the Individual (vol. ii., Boston, 1901),

and by B. P. Bowne, Theism (ib. 1902), and The
Immanence of God (London, 19»()5; cf. God, IV.).

(5) Evolution has been accepted by most recent

theologians as on the whole tiie method of God in

his cosmic action. Some have so described the re-

demptive purpose as to isolate this from the uni-

form activity of God in the creation (cf. C. Hodge,
ut sup.); others, as W. N. Garke and A. H. Strong,

have admitted evolution but with reservations;

while others have adopted this as the constant mode
of God's working, not only in creation and provi-

dence, but also in redemption, and have made it

the key to their entire presentation (L. Abbott^ The
Theology of an Evolutionist, Boston, 1897; E.

Griffith Jones, Ascent through Christ, London, 1901).

(6) Psychology occupies a far more definite and
influential place in theology than at any previous
period. While Augustine and Edwards had un-
equaled insight into the nature and workings of the

religious consciousness and expressed themsel^'es

with a subtilty and force never surpassed, yet as

theology has busied itsdf with the human side of

divine grace, it has been compelled to make a greater

use of psychology in its discussions of man and san,

of the person and work of Christ, of conversion and
sanctification, of futiue punishment, and not least

of all in its determination of the character of God
(for a single aspect of this subject, see Convebsion,
supplement; and in addition to the works there in-

dicated, cf. G. B. Cutten, The Psychological Phe-
nomena of Christianity, New York, 1908). (7) The
so-called " positive theology " has for its key-note
the " primacy of the given." There is an objective

content of revelation. Christ was in relation to God
what he himself and his first disciples thought him
to be. In him, in his cross God redeemed the worid.

This action was not merely a saving influence but a
saving deed; it changed God's relation to men ob-

jectively and once for all. This fact is creative of

Christian experience. It is not, however, mediateH
by the Bible as authoritative, nor is it assured by
historical criticism. A present-day experience which
involves the supernatural offers a firm basis for the

existence of the supernatural in the New-Testa-
ment times and in the New Testament itself. With
reference to this objective gospel faith is not some-
thing which the Christian shares with Christ in imi-

tation of him, but is directed to him as the one in

whom the objective revelation centered and was de-

clared (cf. D. S. Cairns, Christianity in the Modem
World, New York, 1906; P. T. Fonyth, PonUve
Preaching and the Modem Mind, ib. 1907; S.

Mathews, The Church and the Changing Order, ib.

1907; R. Seebeig, The Fundamental Truths cf the

Christian Religion, London, 1908). (8) The " crit-

ical " theology seeks the revelation of (jod in the

orderly processes of the natural world and in the

rational consciousness. The supernatural is the

natural regarded from its divine causative ground;
the natural is the regular method of God's activity.

Hence no conflict arises between the scientific and
the religious view of the world. The traditional

apologetic in defense of miracles is thus unnecessary;

the true apologetic is the actual adaptedness of

Christianity to Uie social needs of men. Redemption
emptied of its miraculous content is an ethical eman-
cipation. The power of the cross lies in its capacity

to quicken in the souls of men a spirit of sacrifice

and service like that of Jesus (cf. G. B. Foster, The

Finality of the Christian Rdigion, Chicago, 1906).

In the foregoing description no attempt is made
at an exhaustive account of any one of the various

treatises referred to. In aU of these the lines of

tendency cross and recross and each shares to some
degree in all the features of the modem spirit. The
purpose is to indicate only the dominant notes in

the respective presentationa* The aim of theolosr
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to-day, whether consciously or not, is, as it has al-

ways been, to relate its findings to the actual as

nrell as the ideal Christian life; in this endeavor it

M powerfully aided by many interests which have
lot been available at any previous time.

C. A. Beckwith.
3ibuoobapht: The subject is disoiufled in the works named
in the article on ENcrciiOPBDiA, Thbglooical. So, too,

the manuab and treatisee on eyetematic theology (see

under Dogma, Dogmatics) treat the matter. The most
important literature ia named in the teact. Coneult fur-

ther: A. E. Biedennann, Chridliche Dogmaiik, 2d ed.,

2 vols., Berlin, 1884-^; A. Rltflchl, TheoUxne und Meta-
phynk, 2d ed., Qottingen. 1887; C. A. Bernoulli, Die wm-
senschafUicKen und die kirchlicKen Melhoden in der Theol'

ogie, Tflbingen, 1897; P. Lobetein, EitdeUung in die eoanr

gelieche Doomatik, Freiburg, 1897; Q. Wobbermin, in

ZeiUehnfi fitr Theologie und Kirche, z (1900), 375 sqq.,

and O. latschl, in the same, zii (1902), 202 sqq., 256 sqq.;

J. Kaftan. Zur DogmaHk, TQbingen, 1904; M. Reiachle,

Theologie und ReHgionaoeechichie, TQbingen, 1904; N. H.
Marshall. Theology and Truth, London, 1906; K. Beth,
Die Modeme und Prinzipien der Theologie, Berlin, 1907;
M. Schian, Zur BeurtheUung der modemen poeitiven Theo-
logie, Qiessen, 1907; P. Wemle. BinfUhrtmg in doe theo-

logieehe Studium, TQbingen. 1908; A. Eckert. BinfoK-
rung in die Pringipien und Melhoden der evangdiechen
Theologie, Leipeic, 1909; A. W. Hunsinger, Probleme und
Aufgaben der gegenuArtigen wytAematiechen Theologie,

Leipeic. 1909; A. Miller. The Problem of Theology in Mod-
em Life and Thought, New York, 1908; R. Seeberg. Zur
eystematiechen Theologie, Leipeic, 1909; F. Traub, Theo-
logie und Philoeophie. Eine Unterauehung fiber daa Ver-
hdUnis der theoretiaehen Philoeophie turn OrundprobUm
der Theologie, TQbingen. 1910; E. Melier, Der Beweie fUr
daa Daaein und aeine Pera&nliehkeit mii RHekai^ auf die

herkammliehen Oottetbeweiae, Neiaae, 1910; KL, zL 165fr-
1571.

THEOLOOT, MONUMENTAL. See Monttmsmtal
["hegloot.

THEOLOGY, MORAL, ROMAN CATHOLIC
VIEW OF.

Notion (t 1).

DivieioQ {% 2).

Sources (% 3).

History till lliirteenth Century (t 4).

Till the Renaissance (t 5).

The Modem Period {% 6).

Divine revelation has at all times contained, in

ddition to truths to be believed and accepted as

coming from God, certain precepts to

I. Notion, be submitted to as the expression of

his will. These divine commands, em-
hasizing the natural law and supplementing it in

iew of the higher condition to which man has been
lised and of the means vouchsafed for the attain-

lent of his ultimate supernatural end, constitute,

hen arranged in logical and systematic order, the

.*ience of Cliristian ethics (see Ethics; Moraustb,
•ritish; Moralitt, Moral Law), or, as it is com-
lonly called in the schools, moral theology. It in-

udes in principle, besides the precepts of the nat-

ral and divine law, the ordinances emanating from
^clesiastical and civil authority, and covers the

itire field of moral and religious duty. In a broad
;nse it is sometimes made to include what is known
i ascetic and mystic theology, but, strictly speak-^^

ig, it has for its object the laws of right and wrong
lat should govern the Christian life, while ascetic

id mystic theology deal with the laws of Christian

Affection and with the higher processes of the spir-

ual union of the soul with God. The importance

:tached to this branch of ecclesiastical science in

Roman Catholic theological schools is based on the

conviction that nothing is so practically essential

to the Christian as a right knowledge of his duty
toward God and his fellow men, on the proper dis-

charge of which depends his eternal salvation.

Moral theology is generaUy divided into two
parts. In the first are treated the general or funda-

mental questions pertaining to man's ultimate end,

the true nature and norm of right and
2. Dh wrong, the morality of human acts,

ision. law and authority, conscience, and
the like. In the second, which is called

special, various categories of means are discussed,

viz., the different Christian virtues (theological and
moral, with the precepts of the Decalogue, q.v.),

the obligations pertaining to particular occupations

or states of life, and likewise the sacraments, since

they are the recognized sources of the graces neces-

sary for the proper (i.e., supernatural) fulfilment

of aU Christian duties.

The sources of moral theology are in the main
the same as those of Roman Catholic theology in

general, viz., Holy Writ, ecclesiastical

3. Sources, tradition and authority, and reason.

Scripture being the chief depository of

divine revelation is naturally the most important

soiu'ce of moral science, for " aU Scripture, inspired

of God, is profitable to teach, to reprove, to correct,

to instruct in justice, that the man of God may be
perfect, fumiedied to every good work " (II Tim.
iii. 16, 17). The Scriptures indeed abound in moral

instruction in the form of both precept and exam-
ple. It goes without saying that in making use of

the Old Testament for the purposes of moral as well

as dogmatic theology, account must be taken of

the constantly progressive character of divine rev-

elation, and, consequently, isolated texts and pre-

cepts, to be of real value, must be considered in the

light of this doctrinal and ethical evolution. More-
over, the ceremonial and judicial precepts of the

Jewish law, being of a temporary nature, are con-

sidered as abrogated tmder the new dispensation,

and, while the moral precepts and the concrete ex-

amples of virtue retain a true value, they must
nevertheless be used with discretion and with due
regard for the higher ideals of Christian ethics.

Even as regards the New Testament, a certain doc-

trinal and ethical progression must be admitted,

though naturally in a far less degree; and, finally,

the principle of progressive development, under the

guidance of the Holy Ghost abiding in the Church,

is recognized dtuing the ages that have elapsed

since the close, with the death of the apostles and
inspired writers, of what may be termed the final

era of authentic or official revelation. It should be
noted also in connection with the ethical significance

of the New Testament, that it contains, besides

formal precepts which oblige under pain of sin,

counsels of perfection (e.g.. Matt. xix. 16-21), and,

although these are sometimes set forth in mandatory
terms, they shoiild not be confounded with the

former; hence in moral theology the distinction be-

tween evangelical precept and counsel. The final

determination of what belongs to each of these lies

with the authority of the Church, and the general

consensus of tradition and of the theologians. In
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like manner is also determined which of the New-
Testament precepts have a universal and permanent
binding force, and which are only of a temporary
or local character (cf. Acts xv. 2^29). Here, as in

matters of faith, the Scriptural data are interpreted

officially, when necessary, by the t<eaching Church,

aided by the testimony of tradition and by the ex-

pert opinions of recognised theologians. Thus papal
and conciliary decrees, condemned propositions,

and similar authoritative pronotmcements become
sources of moral theology. Chief among the Roman
Catholic congregations which, with the approval of

the pope, render decisions bearing on the subject-

matter of moral science, are the Congregation of the

Council, the Congregation of the Inquisition, and
the Sacra PentterUiaria, The first is empowered to

interpret officially the decrees of the Council of

Trent (q.v.) in disciplinary matters. Its decisions

relative to the meaning of these decrees are binding

and apply to all cases which they cover, but its ap-

plication of a decree to a particular case does not
necessarily oblige in all similar contingencies. The
Cbngregation of the Inquisition has jurisdiction in

matters of hereey and schism, apostasy, abuse of

the sacraments, and the like, and it has issued many
decrees bearing on the moral as well as the dog-
matic aspect of these questions. The doctrinal au-

thority of this congregation is very great, but its

decisions are not considered irreformable unless

so indorsed by the pope as to make them his

own in a special bull or brief. The Sacra PenUen-
Haria does not deal with speculative moral quee-

tions or controversies. Its fimction is to settle

practical and concrete cases of conscience, and its

decisions, while useful, do not of themselves possess

a legal binding force. The place occupied by the

writings of the Church Fathers and theologians as

sources of moral theology is much the same as in

doctrinal matters. Tlieir consensus as witnesses of

a constant tradition is more important than as ex-

ponents of their own views, and their testimony is,

in all cases, subject to the authoritative rulings of

the official Church. Finally, since God is the au-

thor of human reason as well as of revelation, and
since even the revealed precepts should be reason-

ably tmderstood, moral theology makes extensive

use of the ethical principles of natural law by way
of comparison, illustration, and proof. Indeed, these

principles can never be in real opposition to the

revealed expressions of the divine will, though they
are supplemented and elevated by them. like-

wise the enactments of dvil authority are utilised

as remote and secondary sources of moral science.

While the value of human reason is duly recog-

nised by theologians and the teaching Church in

questions of mend science, its independence in the

rationalistic sense is consLstently denied; it remains

amenable to the higher light of divine revelation

properly understood or interpreted by church au-

thority. Besides the great utility of rational ethics

in the study of moral theology, other branches of

science have an important though less direct bear-

ing on its various problems. Among these may be
mentioned psychology both speculative and experi-

mental, sociology,, political economy, dvil jurispru-

dfiDOC; and history.

In outlining the histoiy of moral theology in tic

Christian Church it is customary to distinguish 1»-

tween the period of the Fathers and that of tb

theologians. The first extends from the eaziert

moral treatises down to the time d
4* History Bernard of Clairvaux (q.v.), idio

till called the last of the Fatliers. Tit

Thirteenth ethical history of this period, howem
Centnry. belongs rather to the history of tk

patristic sources of moral theology, fas

the Fathers made no attempt to expound either doe-

trine or morals in a sjrstematic or scientific manner^

and further reference to it may be omitted here (d.

A. Tanquerey, Synopsis theologia mcraUs, voL il^

pp. XXX.-X1., New York, 1906). The period of muil
theology properly so called begins with the esdf

schoolmen in the twelfth century. Their work vis

preparatory to the great development of schohalir

science in the century following—called the gddot
age of scholasticism. Suffice it to mention the mo*

nastic school of Bee in Normandy (see Bec, Abbet
of), founded by Lanfranc (q.v.) and made ilhisbi-

ous by Anselm (q.v.), who was one of the first to

introduce the scholastic methods; the schod of

Abelard (q.v.), who, in his Inirodudio ad theologican

sets forth a summary of theology in general, and in

his Scito teipsutn traces a compendium of ethics fran

the standpoint of human reason; the school of St
Victor in Paris, which though more mystical than

didactic, contributed not a little to the progresB of

moral sdence. Forenu3et among the writers of tbii

school is Hugo of St. Victor (q.v.), who in his trea-

tises De sacramenUs embodies a brief discusaioD of

nearly all topics pertaining to moral theology. The

most famous doctor, however, of this period vai

Peter Lombard (q.v.), professor of theology and

later bishop of Paris. In the Quaiiiar libri satloh

Harum he discusses in scholastic form the entiic

cyde of moral as well as dogmatic theology derived

from the Scriptures and the writings of the Fatheis.

In the thirteenth century the monastic schools

were superseded by the great universities, and a

powerful impetus was given to the

5. Tin the study of theology which in its compK-
Renaissance, hendve treatment absorbed neaiiy al

the other branches of knowledge. Its

practical or moral aspect was not yet so sharply di^

ferentiated from the speculative as in later times,

and thus the great dogmatic theologians of the

epoch were also the great masters of moral scieDee.

Tliis period was marked by the rise of the great

rival theological schools of the Dominicans (see

DoiONic, Saint) and the Franciscans (see Fhamos
Saint, or Assisx). Among the Doininican theo*

logians two deserve special mention: Albertus Mar
nus (q.v.) and Thomas Aquinas (q.v.). The fonoer,

who was professor successively in Paris andCologiM^

besides discussing many of the fundamental ques-

tions pertaining to moral theology in his Summa
thMlcguB, has much bearing on the same subject in

his Summa de creaturU. Thonuis Aquinas, viw

taught philosophy and theology in P^izis and ia

some of the Italian universities, is considered the

greatest of all the medieval theologians. He was the

first to apply sucoessfuUytheAristotelian {^ulosopbj

to the systematic elucidation of revealed truths, aad
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his ludd logical order and clearness of exposition

have never been equaled by any of the Schoolmen.
His greatest work is the Summa theologica, which
has remained a classical standard in Roman Cath-

olic theological schools down to the present time.

The second part of the Summa is devoted to moral
theology in its highest and broadest as well as its

more practical aspects. In treating of the virtues

he does not confine the discussion merely to what
constitutes right or wrong (sin), but deals equally

ydih the higher ideals of Christian perfection, thus

combining moral and ascetic theology. Among the

illustrious masters of the Franciscan school may be
mentioned, besides Alexander of Hales (q.v.), who
joined the order when already advanced in years,

the mystical St. Bonaventm-a (q.v.) and Johannes
Duns Scotus (see Duns Scorns), whose moral as

well as doctrinal principles, speciilatively consid-

ered, are often divergent from those of Aquinas,

whence many animated and subtile controversies

between the representatives of the Dominican and
Franciscan schools. The secular clergy of this epoch

is well represented by writers such as William of

Paris (d. 1249), who composed divers treatises on
moral subjects, e.g., Summa virtutum et viHorum,

Defide et legibua, De remediis ierUoHonum, De daus-

tra animcBj De pcenitentia, and others. During the

ensuing period covering the fourteenth and fifteenth

centuries scholasticism suffered a marked decadence

due to various causes, chief among which may be
reckoned the rivalry and controversies between the

schools, particularly the disputes concerning nom-
inalism and realism, and the great schism with its

demoralizing influences. The broad, S3mthetic treatr-

ment of theological questions was abandoned and
scholastic discussion became overcharged with in-

ane subleties and hair-splitting distinctions. Moral

theology shared in the general decadence and no
works of importance were produced during these

two centuries.

Roman Catholic theologians were again aroused

to activity by the satire of the Hiunanists and still

more by the aggressive doctrinal controversies in-

cidental to the Protestant Reformation. Moral
science also received a fresh impetus

6. The which lasted until nearly the dose of

Modem the seventeenth century. Among the

Period, distinguished writers on this and other

subjects during this period may be

mentioned Cardinal Thomas Cajetan (q.v.), Fr. de
Victoria (d. 1546), Bartholomew Medina (d. 1581),

Domingo de Soto (q.v.), Petrus de Soto (q.v.), Jo-

annes a S. Thoma (d. 1664), J. B. Gonet (d. 1681),

and Joannes Martinez Prado (d. 1668), all Domin-
icans. The Franciscan school was represented by
Antonius Cordubensis (d. 1578), Em. Rodriguez (d.

1613), Martinus de S. Josepho (d. 1649), J. M. de
Castilento (d. 1653), and Petrus Marchant (d. 1661).

The order of the Jesuits produced many illustrious

theologians and moralists, among whom may be
mentioned Petrus Canisius (q.v.), Francis Tolet

(q.v.), E. Sa (d. 1596), Luis Molina (q.v.), Greg-

ory of Valentia (d. 1603), Johannes Azor (d. 1608),

Francisco Suarez (q.v.), Gabriel Vasquez (d. 1604),

Thomas Sanchez (d. 1610), Johann Martinez de
JUpalda (d. 1648), and, perhaps the greatest of sM
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THEONAS, th^-d'niui (THEON): Arian bishop of

Biarmarica, in the Egyptian province of Cyrenaica,

in the fourth century. He is mentioned in the
synodal letter of Bi^op Alexander (given in Ath-
anasius, Select Works and LeUera, in NPNF, 2 ser.,

iv. 69 sqq.) as an adherent of Arius. He and Se-

cundus of Ptolemais were the only two Egyptian
bishops who sided with Arius; and it is probable
that their line of conduct was regulated by political

rather than by theological reasons. At all events,

they absolutely refused at the Council of NicaBa

(325) to condemn Arius, and were consequently de-

posed and banished.

Bibuoorapht: Theodoret. Hi§i. ecd., i. 7, Eng. transl.

in NPNF, 2 aer., iii. 43-46; Socmtes, HiaL teeL, i. ix.,

Enc* tranal., ut sup., u. 12-17; E^phaniiu, Htgr., Ixix. 8;
Tillemont, Mhnotrea, vi 2.

THEOPASCHITES, the-d-pos^oits: A term desig-

nating in its widest sense all Christians who recog-

nize as correct the formula " God has suffered " or
" God has been crucified." In very early times
(Ignatius, Ad Epk., i. I, Ad Rom., vi. 3; Tertullian,

De came Ckritti, v.) naive expressions like the
" blood of God," the " suffering of God " were used.

Then came Modalism (q.v.) and Patripassianism

(see Christoloot, II., §§ 1-2; Monarchianism),
and finally theopaschitic terms became suspicious

to pious ears since they could be used in a Sabel-

lian sense. They had some attractiveness, how-
ever, for those who spoke of Mary as theolokos; if

God could be bom, why could he not die? What
from the standpoint of the Trinity was imendurable
was not so from a christological point of view. As
an ecclesiastical matter occasion for controversy

came from Peter the Fuller's (see Monophtsites,

§§ 4 sqq.) addition to the Trisagion (q.v.), making
it read " Holy God, Holy the Mighty One, Holy the

Immortal One who was crucified for us." The Pa-
triarch Calandion attempted to relieve the baldness

of the expression by preceding it with the words
" O Christ the King." Of the preceding events in

Antioch no reports have come down, since the let^

ters of Felix from Rome, of Acazius from Constan-
tinople, and of other bishops, to Peter are falsified,

though they have value as showing how in certain

circles the new expression was decided; the situation

both with reference to the Trinity and to incarna-

tion was missed. The history of the Monc^hysitic
controversy shows that the unionists decided other-

wise, and they are justified from the point of view
of the Henoticon (q.v.). But Hamack is right in

asserting (Dogma, iv. 231) ** That attempt (to ex-

tend the Trisagion in a theopaschitic sense) was
rejected because it involved an innovation in wor-
ship and because it could be interpreted in a Sa^

bellian sense."

After the death of Anastasius the theopaschitic

controversy broke out again. At the beginning of

the year 519 there appeared in the capital many
monks (called in the sources Scythic monks, who
in the great schism between Rome and Constanti-

nople had held with Rome) with the motto " one
of the Trinity has suffered in the flesh," which seems
to have called forth opposition. But they found
support for their formula in the sentences of the

Senoticon. At Constantinople at that tioie all

thoughts were directed to the consummatioa of

union with Rome. After the stoppage of negotaa-

tions under Anastasius, Justinian did not rest until

he had reached an agreement with Hormisdas; at

the time of the monks' coming, the pope's legates

were expected, and after their arrivid on Mar. 25,

519, the schion ended. The monks alienated la

various ways the sympathy of the papal legates,

who, however, acted upon the direction of the pope
not to become involved in anything except that

which was their only concern, the matter of union.

The legates also took the position that they could
receive only what the four coimcils had settled and
what Leo's letters contained; their leader, Dios-

curus, expressed his opinion against the formula of

the monks. But these despatched to Rome par-

tisans to plead their case before the pope—Johannes
Maxentius, Leontius, Achilles, Mauritius, and per-

haps others. Their leader, in a writing directed to

the legates, had traversed the position of Dioeeuius
cutting off additions to statements of belief, and
supporting the monks' position by citing Qyril,

Augiistine, Flavian, Produs, and others. He saw
neither a trinitarian nor a christological problem;
but sought to illustrate a long-fixed article of faith.

Letters from the legates and Justinian to the pope,

however, put the monks in an unfavorable light,

and Justinian demanded that they be sent home.
The pope found himself in a dilenmia; he did not
care to disavow his legates in favor of the monks
nor to come to a disagreement with Justinian; on
the other hand, he did not care to dismiss the monks.
He therefore temporized; a letter from Justinian in

July he answered on Sept. 2 to the effect that he
was awaiting the return of the legates, and to the
latter he said that he was referring the matter to

John of Constantinople, while the l^atee repeated
their accusations (of the monks). Meanwhile Jus-

tinian was coming to think that the monks were
being treated badly, but did not wish to mix in a

dogmatic affair and anew wrote the pope to decide,

for the matter was one ofwords or terms only, and
the monks need not fear to return home. In Decem-
ber the pope wrote his legates, and letters from Jus-

tinian (Jan. 19, 520) and from the pope (end of

March) show that the whole question was trinita-

rian. The monks appealed to the senate aixl also

sought support outside Rome, where they gained a
point in confirmation of the orthodoxy of their posi-

tion. In a letter to the African Bishop Possessor,

then in Constantinople, the pope expressed his de-

jection over the querulous spirit manifested, which
drew a bitter reply from Maxentius and is the last

trace of the Scjrthic monks. On July 9, 520, Jus-

tinian had appealed again for a decision from the

pope, calling the attention of the pope to the fact

that it was ambiguous to speak of " one of the

Trinity " without prefixing the name of Christ. Not
till Mar. 25, 521, did Hormisdas reply, and then

avoided committing himself on the point in con-

troversy; yet he asserted that according to the con-

clusions reached in the eynods against Nestorius

and Eutyches and according to the pronouncements
of Pope Leo, new dogmatic distinctions were not

feasible. While this was the pope's last word, Jus-

tiniaQ did not give the case up; the monks' formub
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^ seemed to him worthy, he used it as a means to

win over the Severians and received the sentence
' into the confession of faith incorporated into the
' codex which in 533 he sent to Pope John II., which

I

that pope (534) and his successor Agapetus I. (536)

confirmed, while the Acoimetes mo^cs were excom-
' municated by John, and the fifth ecumenical coun-

cil at Constantinople pronounced excommunication
' against those who did not confess that " the Lord
' Jesus Christ, crucified in the flesh, was true God
and lord of f^ory and one of the holy Trinity." The
right to the admission of the now widely accepted sen-

' tence in the trisagion was not expressed. The exten-

sion of the trisagion remained a peculiar possession of

the Monophysites, and in 692 the Trullan council

anathematized it (canon 81). (G. KRt)aER.)

Bibuoobapht: The literature of DocimiioB, Histobt or,
and MoNOPHTBiTBS dJMUBses the matter—also that under

[ the articles to which cross reference is made in the text.

Consult further: H. de Norris, Hutoria Pttagianat appen-
dioes, Louvain, 1702; C. W. F. Welch, Hittorie dm- Kti-
sereien, viL 232-261, Leipsic, 1776; F. Loofs, in TV, in,

Z-A (1885); A. Kneoht. Dis Rdigunupoliiik Kauv Jw
HnUvM I., pp. 71-91, WOrsbuxK, 1896; Hamaok, Dogma,
vol. iv. passim; and the literature on the church hvtoiy
of the period.

THEOPHANES, the-ef'a-nlz, OF BYZANTIUM.—
1. Theophanes the Confessor: Bysantine chronog-
rapher; b. c. 758; d. in Samothrace c. 817. On the

eve of his marriage he bound himself and his bride

to continence, ,then became a monk, and soon after

founded the monasteiy " of the great field " near
Sigriane on the Sea of Marmora. He advocated
image worship at the Second Council of Nicea in

787, and as a partisan of image worship was im-
prisoned in Constantinople under Leo the Armenian
in 814-815 and then was banished to Samothraoe.
He wrote his chronography between 810-811 and
814-815 at the request of Geoigius Syncellus (d.

810), continuing the hitter's chronicle. It com-
prises the years 284-813 and incorporates material

from Socrates, Sosomen, and Theodoret as found
in an epitome by Theodorus Lector; also a Constan-
tinopoUtan chronicle. Theophanes' work has the

faults of an ascetic turned historian and writing in

haste, yet it is better than most of the Bysantine
chronicles. A Latin translation by Anastasius

Bibliothecarius made between 873 and 878 was much
used in the West during the Middle Ages.

8. Theophanes Prokopovich: Bishop of Pskov and
archbishop of Novgorod; d. 1736. He was Peter the

Great's right hand in his ecclesiastical reforms and
wrote theological text-books which were long in use

in Russia. He was opposed to Rome and had sym-
pathies with Lutheranism. (N. Bonwxtbch.)
BnuoGRAPmr: On 1 : The " Chionociaphy " was edited by

J. Qoar and issued by Gombefls, Paris. 1656; is in C8HB,
2 vols., 1839-41 : inMPO, oviii. ; and ed. C. de Boor, 2 vols.,

Leipsic, 1883-86. Consult C. de Boor, in Hemut, zvii

(1882), 480-490, xxv (1890). 301 sqq.; in ZKO, vi (1884),
489-490, 673 sqq.; J. N. Sarrashi, Z>« Thwdoro UUof
Theophania fonU vrweipus, Jena, 1881; H. Qelser, 8extH9
Julitu AfirieanuB und die byMonHniache Chronographie, ii.

1, pp. 176 sqq., Leipsio. 1886; E. W. Brooks, in Byaan-
Hnuehe ZmtachnfU viii (1899), 82-97; Knimbaoher. Q^
achiehU, pp. 342-347 (eontafais list of Uteratuxe).

THEOPHANT: A manifestation or appearance

of deity. The pagan Greeks understood by theoph-

any (theaphania), in the parrower sense, the ap-

pearance oi a god (as at the festivals at Delphi); in

the broader sense, every sensuous sign whereby
deity revealed its approach, particularly its benefi-

cent proximity. In the ancient Church the term
theaphaneia, the same as epiphaneia, was almost ex-

clusively restricted to the manifestation of Qod
and the divine glory in Christ. The application of

theophama or epiphania to designate Jan. 6, is proof
that by the above was implied principally the mani-
festation of Qod in the incarnation of the Logos.
Indeed, hX theophania was occasionally applied to
the baptism of Christ; yet decisive was the distinc-

tion between the epiphanies as the manifestation and
self-witness of God at the baptism of Christ (height-

ened to the impartation of deity by some of the
Gnostics), and the theophanies, namely, the festival

of the birth of Christ. The tatter name was main-
tained, even after the removal of the festival of the
birth to Dec. 25, while for Jan. 6, as the festival of

the baptism, and, further, the manifestation of the
glory of Christ to the heathen, the name of epiphany
was retained. F. L. Steinmeyer in Chridologie

(vols. ii.-iii., Berlin, 1881-^2) restores the order of

the ancient Church by designating, as epiphanies in

the life of the Lord, the baptism, the temptation,

and the transfiguration; while as theophanies in

the life of the Lord he names the cleansing of the
temple, the walking on the sea, and the entrance

into Jerusalem. A third instalment follows on the

christophanies of the glorified Christ. From the
New Testament the restriction of the concept of

the theophany to the incarnation of the Logos is

amply justified by such passages as John i. 14, xiv.

9; Cd. i. 15, 19, ii. 9. Not less did the testimony of

Paul, I Cor. X. 4, and the. practise of the Greek
Fathers from Justin Martyr, who identified the
" angel of the Lord *' with the Logos, furnish ex-

cuse for conceiving also the theoplumies of the Old
Testament as christophanies. The Logos thus be-

came universal as medium of manifestation. The
later Biblical theological as well as the secular

scientific terminology has, however, returned to the

conception of theophany in the wider sense, every
extraordinary manifestation of God reported by the

Biblical authors, apprehensible by the human
senses; but especially, in the narrower sense, those

manifestations of God in which, equipped with the
attributes of his divine glory, he appears upon
earth, to command, aid, or punish. In the widest

possible sense, according to the above, within the

scope of theophanies would come generally all the

manifestations of God which result in a direct im-
partation of his will and Word. The illustrations of

theophanies would then coincide with the modes of

revdation. - Such an extension of the conception

would be inapplicable, since in the innumerable
manifestations of God by Word and spiritual opera-

tion the entrance of his person into the sphere of

human realisation is out of question. Theophany
in reality presupposes that somehow the person of

God enters into relation with man in terms of space.

Assuming this, classes of theophanies appear in the

Biblical accounts; those reported as historical facts,

those depending on prophetic vision or announce-
ment, and those which serve simply as literary in-

tegument or introduction to religious truths.
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Of the historically reported are, first, those where
the fact is simply stated without elaboration (Gen.

xii. 7, xxvi. 2). To this category belong also the

accounts of dreams (xv. 1, xx. 3, 6), where there is

an underlying suggestion of God's form (further

Ex. iv. 24; I Sam. iii. 21; I Kings iii. 5). Next
follow the manifestations more or less in hmnan
form (Gen. xviii. 1 sqq.; cf. Angel). The Biblical

narrators were here conscious of the distinction be-

tween the real being of God imapproachable to man,
and his temporary manifestation; thus, in the

passage Ex. xxxiii. 20, whatever of the person of

God enters the visible represents only a partial

revelation of his being as adaptable to human weak-
ness and limitation. In Ex. xiv. 19, the angel,

though distinct from Qod, is yet representative of

him, inasmuch as he bears " the name " with its

peculiar efficacy (see Nambs). In a similar sense in

Ex. xxxiii. 14, the face of God is to guide the peo-

ple. Here a distinction is implied between the com-
plete personality and the outward appearance, just

as in the more definitely detailed historical theo-

phanies, the majority of which occurred in the legis-

lation of Sinai and the journey through the wilder-

ness, the pillar of fire or of cloud, which is an outward
accident of the inner fire, is employed to hide the

full majesty of God (Ex. xix. 9, 16, 21, cf. xxiv. 12

sqq., and xxxiv. 29 sqq.). Upon the erection of the

tabernacle, this became the scene of the theoph-

anies. Only here the accounts vary. According to

one the cloud descends immediately after its com-
pletion to prevent the entrance of Moses, because

the glory of God filled the tabernacle (xi. 34 sqq.).

According to other and older passages the cloud

descends when Moses enters and it remains station-

ary at the door (xxxiii. 9; cf. Lev. ix. 23; Num. xi.

25, xiv. 10). Althotigh the theophany is referred to

in Ex. xvl. 10, xxiv. 17, and again on extraordinary

occasions (Lev. ix. 6, 23; Num. xiv. 10, xvi. 19),

as the appearance of the glory of Yahweh, yet this

is not to be understood as an advance beyond the

concealment of the divine majesty in the cloud.

Originally the " glory of Yahweh " referred to the

halo visible to sight and enoanating from Yahweh
himself when he appeared in the storm or cloud at

Sinai; but this, like " angel of God," was afterward

reduced to apply to the revelation of his being, to

the majesty of God in its operations which was to

fill all the earth (Num. xiv. 21-22; Ps. Ixxii. 19).

That this was not to be absolutely identified with
the fulness of the divine majesty is apparent from
I Kings viii. 11; the glory of Yahweh in the form
of a cloud filled the house when the ark was brought
in, yet the heaven and heaven of heavens (verse

27) can not contain God, much less the house. No
more can a theophany of another sort, i.e., of the
absolute disclosure of the divine being, be inferred

from the passages which represent Moses as con-
versing with God face to face (Deut. xxxiv. 10;
'' as a man speaketh unto his friend," Ex. xxxiii.

11; " mouth to mouth," Num. xii. 8).

That only an intermediate intercourse is meant in

these instances is shown in Ex. xxxiii. 18 sqq.,where
direct vision of the glory is denied and only an after

glimpse is permitted when Yahweh has passed by.
The more remarkable is therefore the one instance

(Ex. xxiv. 9-10) in which no mention of eoDceal-

ment or mediate manifestation of the divine majesty
occurs. The writer, aware (verse 11) of the injunc-

tion that no man shall see God and live, seems to

have been under the impression that at this moat
pregnant moment of the histoiy of the theocracy,

immediately after the sprinkling with the blood of

the covenant (verses 6 sqq.), an exception, though
indeed relative, was granted.

Beside those in connection with the account of

the journey through the desert, only two other the-

ophanies receive special mention; the covenant
sacrifice of Abraham (Gen. xv. 17 sqq.), and the

episode on Horeb, where the presence of God is an-

nounced to Ellijah (I Kings xix. 11 sqq.). In both

cases the representation is restricted to the outa
form of the appearance.

In the prophetic theophanies a distinction must
likewise he drawn between general announcements
of the appearance of God for judgment (Isa. iL 21;

Zech. ii. 8) or redemption (Isa. xl. 10), and soeh

proclamations as involve a closer proximation to

an actual appearance; such as for judgment oo

the heathen (Isa. xix. 1, xxx. 27 sqq., bdiL 1; Nah.
i. 3 sqq.), of desired vengeance (Isa. bdv. 1 sqq.),

even on Israel (Mic. i. 9). In almost all the in-

stances the accompaniment is some element of «

storm, as lightning or hail, or the earthquake; and
the glory of God is always enveloped in the cloud.

Instruments of war and weapons of God are sag-

gested (Nah. ii. 4-5; Isa. Ixvi. 15), and in further

detail (Hab. iii. &-9, 11, 15), with the representa-
tion of Yahweh as a man of war (Ex. xv. 3; Isa.

xlii. 13; Ps. xlvi. 8-9; cf. II Kings vi. 17; Ps. Ixvifi.

17). Among prophetic theophanies relating to vi-

sions some are sparing of detail (I Kings xxiL 19

sqq.; Amos vii. 7, ix. 1), while others afford more
elaborate delineation (Isa. vi. 1 sqq.; Elaek. L 4 sqq.;

cf. iii. 12 sqq., viii. 4 sqq., x. 1 sqq., 18, xliiL 2

sqq.). In Dan. vii. 9 sqq., the Ancient of <lays is

pictiued in human form.

Theophanies in literaiy description (always in

the introduction of the descriptions of God's worics

of redemption and judgment) almost invariably
appear in some form of the storm synibol; to sus-

tain his own against foes (Judges v. 4; Pis. xvin.

7-8, Ixviii. 7-9, Ixxvii. 16 sqq.), and for veogea&ee
desired (cxliv. 5 sqq.); likewise to judge his peo-
ple (Ps. 1. 3), or reason with his accuser (Job xxxvin.
1 ) . As point of departure for the theophanies in the
instances quoted the heavens are sometimes express-
ly named as the permanent location of the throne of
God (Ps. xviii. 9, cxliv. 5), and sometimes Sinai as
the mountain of God and the scene of his eariier

revelations to Israel (Deut. xxxiii. 2; cf. Judges t.

4-5 and Hab. iii. 3). For the post-Biblical construc-
tion of theophanies, namely, of the efforts in the

times of the Septuagint and of Philo to replace the

immediate operation of God bysecondarycauses, and
thus get rid of anthropomorphisms, aeeJikH^ehe TJke-

doffie by F. Weber (issued by F. Delitasch and G.
Schnedermann, Leipsic, 1897). (E. Kautssch.)
Bzblioorapht: Besides the oommantaries on the pwnf*

oited in the text, oonsult: C. J. Trip. Dis Tkmpknniim m
den OeachichttbUchem de8 A, T,. Leyden, 1858; Kmtm,
in ThT, 1876, pp. 309-416; C. A. BrigCB, Strndw of B^
Scripttare, pp. 337, 642 aqq.. New Yoik, 1880; H. Gi«i-
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nuum, D€t Uraprung der imwiUiaeh^Hdiachen EteKatologie,

pp. 8 sqq., GOttinceii* 1906; P. Vob, Dmr CMH Chttet und
dtr venoandUn Bnefuinunoen imA, T. und im oiMcMte*-
MMlm Judmttum, TQbincw, 1010; BB, ir. 6033-36;
JB, ziL 137-138; alio the works on the Biblical theology
of the O. T.

THBOPHILANTHROPISTS: A French religious

organization of the Revolutionaiy period. In ^pt.,
1796, during the reign of the Directory, a small

pamphlet appeared in Paris, under the title Manuel
dea The&pkUanihropea, by Chemin. The divine

worship described in that book had originated as

a kind of family worship. During the period when
all religious service was positively prohibited, five

house fathers used to galjier together their families

for common prayer, singing of hymns in honor of

God, and listening to moral and patriotic speeches.

The basis of the whole organization was pure deism,

the last trace left of true religion among the aberra-

tions of atheism. The first public meeting took
place on Jan. 5, 1797, in a house in Rue St. Denis.

God, virtue, and the immortality of the soul formed
the three articles of the Theoplulanthropist creed;

and any one who agreed on those three points could

become a member of the association, even though
he belonged to some special sect with respect to the

further details of his creed.

The movement met at first with great success;

Thomas Paine was a member, while Heveilldre Le-
peaux of the Directory was its leader; and the

Directory granted it the use of ten churches in Paris.

The service it instituted was very simple; the walls

of the churches were ornamented with some few
moral maxims; the altar was a plain table covered
with flowers or fruit; the ministering officer was
any one who felt disposed; and the ceremonies were
reduced to a minimum of forms. The Ghristian bap-
tism became a mere presentation and naming of the

child; Christian wedding, a mere announcement of

the civil marriage contracted, accompanied with
congratulations and admonitions. New members
were admitted after a short catechization upon the

three articles above mentioned. As the Theophilan-
thropists considered their religion the only true uni-

versal religion, because the only true natural relig-

ion, they were averse to all kinds of propaganda,

but they took much care of the education cj their

children, and their instruction in good morals.

During the first and second years of their exist-

ence the Theophilanthropists formed associations

also in the provinces. But by degrees, as the Chris-

tian feelingbecame reawakened in the French people,

the Theophilanthropist movement died away, and in

1802 the First Consul Bonaparte deprived ihem of

their churches, which he restored to the Roman
Catholics.

BiBUOOBAnrr: H. Qr^coire, HitL dM Mcto rdioietuet^ 2
ols.. Paris, 1810; N. M. D., La MoH dst TfOopkOaninpeB,
ib. 1790; ReeueU d« eanHquM, odm, et Aymnet . . . dM
ThSos^tilantropet, ib. 1797; Hynuu en Naiwral Moral, and
TIMoffieal SiAjecU, for . . . th§ Thtophaanthropiti 8o-
eUiw, Olascow, 1816; R. Cartile. Th* D§i$t; or. Moral
PhOomphor, vol. L, Ixmdoii. 1810.

THBOPHJLUS OF ALEXANDRIA: Patriarch

of Alexandria from 386 to 412; d. at Alexandria

Oct. 16, 412. Of the events of his life before his

elevation to the archiepisoopate nothing certain is

known, but soon after this event he was consulted

by the Emperor Theodosius with regard to the ad-
justment of the differences between the Alexandrine
and Roman reckonings of Easter, 387, a matter
which Theophilus was able to arrange to the emper-
or's satisfaction, especially as he prepared a paschal
cycle for 418 years, besides reckoning the dasrs on
which Easter would fall for the century 380-480.
About 389 Theophilus either obtained permission
from Theodosius to destroy the pagan temples at
Alexandria, or, according to other accounts, was
granted the privilege of building a church on the
site of a temple of Dionysus. At all events the
patriarch incurred the bitter hostility of the pagans
by public insults to their sacred emblems, and,
after working vengeance on the Christians, they
made a stand in the famous Serapeum of the city.

When the pagans surrendered in terror at the shouts
acclaiming the receipt of an imperial edict for the
destruction of all pagan shrines, Theophilus and his

foUowers were enabled to enter the Serapeum,
where he caused the image of Scrapie to be cut
down, this being followed by wide-spread demoli-
tion of temples of the ancient faith, only one image
(that of an ape, preserved for obvious uncompli-
mentary reasons) being spared.

In 391 or 392 Theophilus was appointed by the
Council of Capua to arbitrate in the controversy
between Flavian of Antioch (q.v.) and Evagrius,
which he ultimately decided, following the lead of

Chrysostom and some time after the death of Eva-
grius, in Flavian's favor in 398 (see Meletius of
Antioch). In 394 he was at Constantinople, at-

tending a coimcil in which he ui^ged that deposi-

tions from the episcopate should be pronounced
not merely by three bishops (the number required by
the canons of the Council of Nicsea for a consecra-

tion), but, if possible, by all bishops of a province.

With the year 396 the character of Theophilus, un-
der the sinister influence of the Origenistic Contro-

versies (q.v.), imderwent a lamentable change.

He had himself been in sympathy with Origen's

revolt against anthropomorphism, and in his

paschal letter of 399 had insisted sharply that the
divine nature must not be construed in anthropo-
morphic fashion. This aroused the violent antag-
onism of the Scetic monks, and before their open
threats the patriarch descended to ambiguous
phrases more politic than honorable. With this

change of attitude there would even seem to be
connected personal antipathy for certain of his old

friends, notably Isidore, whom he had proposed for

the see of Constantinople in 398, and some of the
" Long Brothers "—all these being in sympathy
with Origenism. Late in 399 or early in 400 he
convened a efynod at Alexandria at which Origen-

ism was condemned, following up his attack in his

paschal letter of 401. In this same year, fortified

by an imperial edict forbidding any monk to read

Origen, Theophilus proceeded to Nitria and se-

cured the expulsion of all those monks who would
not subscribe to entire anthropomorphism. The
accounts of this procedure are, unfortunately, so at

variance that it is difficult to say whether it was
carried out with violence, as Theophilus' bitter

enemy, Palladius (q.v.), asserts, or, as Theophilus

himsdf declared in a synodical letter (transl. by Je-
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rome, EpiM. xcii., Eng. tranal. in NPNF, 2 ser., vi.

185-186), after a further weighing of the obnoxious

tenets of Origen. Late in the year some of the

exiled monks made their way to ChiysostcMn at

Constantinople, entreating him to use his good
offices in their behalf that they might be per-

mitted to return to £g3rpt. Chiysoetom accord-

ingly ^Tote to Theophilus, but the result of the

correspondence, stiJl further complicated by the

injudicious activity of the monks, was that the

patriarch of Alexandria became bitteriy hostile to

his fellow patriarch of Constantinople. Theophflus

accordingly urged Epiphanius to secure a synodal

condemnation of Origenism, and the reading oi

any of the writings of Origen was accordingly for^

bidden in Cyprus. Meanwhile, however, the exiled

monks at Constantinople had not been idle, but
had induced the emperor, Arcadius, to summcm
TheophUus for trial before the patriarch of Coo-
stantinople, while the charges lodged against the

monks were pronounced baseless. After a delib-

erate delay in obeying the summons, Theophihis

finally landed at Constantinople late in June,

403, and, after flouting Chiysoetom openly, prac-

tically secured his deposition and banishment at

the synod ad Quercum, then accepted a perfunc-

tory apology from the " Long Brothers," ibe most
important of whom were dead. But the people

would have none of Theophilus, and soon Chrysos-

tom was recalled, while Theophilus sailed in haste

for Egypt. Within two months the patriarch of

Constantinople was again in imperial disfavor, and
his old enemy was urged to make a fresh attack upon
him. He declined, however, to come in person, but
his creatures worked his will, and Chiysoetom was
again sent into banishment, from which he was
never to return (for further details see CHBTBoe-
TOM, {{ 4-5).

In his paschal letter of 404 Theophilus, whfle not
mentioning Chrysostom's name, returned to his at-

tack upon Origenism. He now informed Pope Inno-

cent that he had deposed Chiysostom, but the pontiff
ignored the sentence and directed that a new synod
be convened to try the entire case with fairness. All

was in vain— the commands of the pope and the ap-

peal of Honorius, emperor of the West, to his brother

Arcadius, who stubbornly upheld Theophilus.

Of the remainder of Theophilus' life little is

known, and of his writings comparatively scanty

portions have survived, the most ccmvenient edition

being in MPG, Ixv. 33-68. Here belong the paschal

letters of 401, 402, and 404, preserved only in Latin

translation by Jerome and sharply attacking Ori-

genism, as well as ten " canons " dealing with ordi-

nation and the sexual relations of the cleigy; but
his most important work, the treatise " Against

Origen," like his "Against the AnthropomorpUtes
"

(both recorded by Oennadius, De vir, iU., xxziv.,

Eng. transl. in NPNF, 2 ser., iii. 3W), has dis-

appeared.

BiBUooRAPHT : DCB, !. 090-1006 (detailed, mdispaiaft-

ble); A OaUandi, BMiotheea veterum patrum, viL 601-

602. 14 vols.. Venice. 1766-81; Fabtieiue-HarieB, Bib-

Hoth^ca Or900, vii. 106 aqq., Hambuxs, 1601; B. Csapla.

OeKnadiua aU LiUawhuioriker, p. 73. Mtlnater, 1606;

CeilUer, AuUwn taerU, vii. 438-447 (alio courolt Index);

MPG, Ixv. 33-68; KL, xi. 1670-81.

THEOPHILUS»the-ori4uB,OFAmOCH: Biabap
of Antioch in the second eentmy. His birti^iiaa

was not far from the Eiqihiales and Tigns and he

did not become a Oiristian tiD he had nerhrd
mature years, while his mother toQgae and edoea-

tion were Gre^ He was sixth btduap of Antiodh,

sucecasor of Eros and predeeeasor of Maximfngs or

Maximus (Eusebius, HiM. eed^ lY., xx^ xziv. 3).

The only determined ehroiMlogical datmn is

that be wrote his third book to Autoiycus nac

before 181 (cf. A. Hamadr, Die Zeit da Ignatimg

und die Chronologie der atUioehemm^en Biaduft^

pp. 42-43, Leipsk, 1878; idem, LUieratur, n.

208 sqq.).

Theophilus devdoped a many-eided IHemrjr ac-

tivity sind for a time his works (sometimes aaeribed

to Thec^hilus of Alexandria) were nuich read and
used. After the fourth century th^ were focs<o^^cs^

They included (Eusebius, HiM, eed., IV., zxIt.)

three hooka to Autolycus, polemical wiitiogs against

Hermogenes and Marcion, and certain books of in-

struction and edification; furth^ (Jerome, />r rir.

m., XXV.), c<Mnmentaries on the Cxospeb (see CEcu-
MXNius) and Pkoverbe, and a work in several books
of which TfaeophOus himself eites the first as Peri

historic. Only the three books to Autolyeas are

preserved and these in but a single manuscript.
The first book is i^ogetie, defmding the Chris-

tian faith against the derision of Autolycus^ an old

heathen friend of Theophilus. The second is po-

lemic, declaring the popular rdigion of the heathen
as wdl as the specuations oi philosc^hers and poets

absurd or, in so far as true at aQ, taken from the

prophets. The third book compares the Christian

Scriptures with heathen literature to the di^arage-
ment of the latter. The genuineness of this wcnk is

commonly acknowledged. On the other hand, the

conmientaiy on the Goq)els is regarded by Uter
schdars with the exception of Zahn (Forschunffen,

vol. ii., Erlangen, 1883) as not the wcHk of the

Antiocldan bishop of the second century. Hamack
assigns the work to the eariy Middle A^es (e. 500)

and thinks it consists of excerpts from the older

Latin Fathers (cf. Bomemann in ZKG, x., 1889, pp.

169 sqq., and Hauck in ZKW, . 561 sqq.). The
commentary does not belong to Theophilus of An-

tioch and is a compilation from older writingB

made before 700. (A. Hauck.)
BtBUOGBAPHT: Hm text was edited by J. FriotiiB-Qeaner,

Zuiieh. 1646: by J. Fell, Oxford. 10S4; end by C. Otto,

in CorpuM Apoloo^laruin, vol. viii., Jeoa, 1861; and there

M an Eng. tnneL with introdactoiy note in ANF, iL 85

aqq. Consult: P. Paaquet, Bami 9%ir Im Crou inrta h

AutoivcuM d* TkSophiU ^AnHoche, StnMbuxs. 1857; L
Paul, in JPT, 1S75, pp. 546-550; A. Harnaek. I>U Zmi
da lanatiuM von AmUoehtn, pp. 42-44, T^gpaie, 1S78;

idem, TV, L 1-2 (1882), 282-298, and 4. pp. 97-175;

idem, in ZKO, xi (1889), 1-21; idem. L«ttera(«a-, L 496-

502, 845, ii. 2, pp. 208-213, 319-320, 534-535; C. Eibei,

in JPr, V (1879), 464-485, 618-653, xiv (1888). 611-632;

W. Sanday, in StMdia BibUea, t (1885). 89-101; W. Bonn-
mann, in ZKO, x (1888), 169-292; G. Karabaaoeles. Dm
QotUdthrt dot Tkeophilut von Antioehen, Leipaic 1891;

A B. Oook, in Th9 Clataieal Review, 1894. pp. 246-248;

O. QraaB, Dm WeUeniMtehuiHfd^re dm TAeopMia «M
AfiHoehem, Jena, 1895; idem. Die GotUaUkn dm Tkeo-

pkHue von Antioehen, Chemnits, 1896; A. Pommricfa. Dw
OoUev und LogoeUhre dee TheopkUue von AnHockia, Leip-

aic, *1904; Bardenhewer, Patroloffie^ pp. 58-60. &«.
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transl.. St. Louis. 1908; idem, OemAiehte, L 278-200;
T. Zahn, Kanon, vols, ii.-iii.; KrOcer, HiMtory, pp. 132-
135; DffB, iv. 993-999 (detaUed); Ceillier, AuUutm
sacrU, i. 475-480. A veiy full list of litentore is given
by Richardson in ANF* Bibliography, pp. 35-36.

THEOPHYLACT, the-ef'i-lakt: Archbishop of

A.clirida (the modem Ochrida in Albania^ 100 m.
n. of Janin). He was a native of Eubcsa and for

ikis great learning was chosen teacher of the young
Prince Constantine, son of Emperor Michael Ducas
(1071-78), to whom he dedicated a treatise on the
•' Education of a Prince" (Opera, iii. 629-648).

About 1078 he became archbishop of Achrida and
he survived the accession of Alexius Comnenus
C 108 1 ), but by how many years is not known. The-
ophylact was a many-sided representative of the

I3yzantine churchman. He was a disciple of Michael

Psellus (q.v.) and learned from his master no small

liegree of classical culture. As archbishop he ruled

in large measure independently of Constantinople

and he grappled faithfully with the difficulties of

an arduous position; in his letters he often com-
plains of the rude ways and the wickedness of the

rough Bulgars who composed his flock. He was far

from narrow-minded and judged leniently in the

controversies between East and West. As exegete

he was skilful and sensible; though dependent in

his views on the eariier Fathers like all medieval

Greek commentators, he conceived rightly the aim
and method of exegesis, and the precision of his in-

terpretation makes his commentaries still worthy
of consideration. They treat of the entire New Tes-

tament with the exception of the Apocalypse, and
of portions of the Old Testament. An edition of

Theophylact's " Works," in Greek and Latin, was
published in four volumes at Venice, 1764-63 (re-

printed in MPG, cxxiii.-cxxvi.). It includes, be-

sides the commentaries (vols, i., ii., and part of

iii.), certain homilies, of which those on the adora-

tion of the cross and the presentation of Mary in the

Temple (iii. 460 sqq.) are the best. An accoimt of

the fifteen martyrs of Tiberiopolis (iii. 477 sqq.)

uses old sources. There are also a noteworthy pane-

gyric on the Emperor Alexius (iii. 649 sqq.) and 130

letters (in. 669 sqq.) to important and well-known
personages of his time. (Phiupp Meter.)
Bibuoobafht: Fabiioius-Harles, Bibliotheca Oraea, vii.

586-698, Hamburg, 1801; Knimbacher, Oeaehiehte, pp.
133-136, 463^166; K. Prechter. in Bytaniiniaehe Zeit-

mchrift, i. 399-414. and J. Drftseke, in the same, x. 616-
629; and the dissertation by B. M. de Rubeis. meet ao-

eeasible in MPO, czziii. 9-137.

THEOSOPHY.
!• Doetrines.

The Univene (f 1).

Man (S 2).

Reincarnation (f 8).

Karma (i 4).

Liberation (i 6).

n. llkeosophical Society in America.
m. Univeisal Brotherhood and TheosopUeal Soeiety.

I. Doctrines: The main teachings of Theosophy
(Gk. iheatophia, " divine wisdom **), which are at

the same time religious, philosophic, and scientific,

may be summed up as follows: it postulates one

eternal, immutable, all-pervading principle, the root

of all manifestation. From that one existence

comes forth periodically the whole universe, mani-
festing the two aspects of spirit and matter, life and

fonn, positive and negative, " the two poles of na-

ture between which the imiverse is woven." Those
two aspects are inseparably united,

X. The therefore all matter is ensouled by
UniverM. life while all life seeks expression

through forms. All life being funda-

mentally one with the life of the Supreme Existence,

it contains in germ all the characteristics of its

source, and evolution is only the unfolding of those

divine potentialities brought about by the conditions

afforded in the various kingdoms of nature. The
visible universe is only a small part of this field of

evolution. As ether interpenetrates the densest

solid, so matter, still subtler, interpenetrates ether,

and these different grades of matter constitute seven
distinct regions, spoken of as the seven great planes

of the imiverse. The physical is the densest; the

one next to it is called astral; still subtler than the

astral plane is the mental. The four higher spiritual

planes are as yet mere names to all except initiates

and adepts. The materials being thus prepared,

the divine life begins the evolution of consciousness,

building for itself forms on the various planes, pass-

ing slowly through the elemental, mineral, vegetable,

and animal kingdoms, and finally reaching self-con-

sciousness and individualization, when it passes into

the human stage.

Man, being a part of the whole, is also evolving

toward the perfect manifestation of the divine

characteristics latent in him. That perfection, how-
ever, implies not only the attainment

2. Man. of sainthood, but also the possession

of divine power and full knowledge of

the imiverse, visible and invisible. As he needs a
phjnsical body to work with on the physical plane,

so does he need bodies composed of the matter of

those higher planes, in order to cognize them, and
the organizing of such bodies is the task upon which
men are engaged, consciously, in the more advanced
members of the race, but unconsciously in the vast

majority. The physical body, then, is not the only

one man uses, even during this physical life. In
connection with it and interpenetrating it, even as

the planes of the imiverse interpenetrate each other,

he has an astral body, by means of which he feels

and desires, a mental body, by means of which he
thinks. The higher four spiritual bodies are still un-
organized at the present stage of evolution, save in

rare instances. But the three just mentioned are

already fairly developed and constitute the normal
working instruments of man. This does not mean
that the astral and mental bodies are as yet organ-

ized so as to take direct cognizance of the planes to

which they belong by constitution; in the majority,

they work only in connection with the physical

body. But some individuals have already de-

veloped the senses belonging to those higher bodies.

The phenomena of clairvoyance, telepathy, pro-

phetic dreams, etc., are merely manifestations of the

activity of those finer senses. Unreliable at first,

like the infant's vision, they can be developed and
trained, until the subtler worlds stand as an open
book before the man. This constitutes the evolu-

tion of the form, which proceeds pari passu with

the evolution of the consciousness, the activities of

which in the subtler bodies mav be termed the soul.
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latent in man. Assent to the first of these objects is

required for membership, the remaining two being

optional. ** The Society has no dogmas or creed, is

entirely non-sectarian and includes in its member-
ship adherents of all faiths and of none, exacting

only from each member the tolerance for the be-

liefs of others that he would wish them to exhibit

toward his own." In 1895, William Quan Judge,

then vice-president of the society, led a secession

movement which resulted in a separation therefrom

of a large number of the American and some of the

European members. The seceding body, however,

soon divided into two bodies, one of which is known
as the Universal Brotherhood and Theosophical

Society (see III., below). The other body, known
as the Theosophical Society in America, again sub-

divided; one division located at 244 Lenox Avenue,

New York City, now publishes The Ward, a monthly
magazine, and the other division, headed by Charles

Johnston, 159 Warren Street, Brooklyn, N. Y., pub-

lishes the Theosophicai Quarterly, The parent society

is international, with headquarters at Adyar, Mad-
ras, India. The last yearly report of its president,

Mrs. Annie Besant, shows in Dec., 1907, a total of

655 branches all over the world, 77 of which are in

America. A large literature has grown up within

the society, including the regular publication of

forty-seven magazines. The general secretary of

the American section is Weller Van Hook, 103

State Street, Chicago, HI. Majob Poutz.

m. Universal Brotherhood and Theosophical

Society: The original name of the society founded

by Madame Blavatsky in New York, 1875, was
The Theosophical Society. In this she hdd no
official position except that of corresponding sec-

retary, but nevertheless she possessed the highest

authority, and was the inspiration and heart of the

movement. Through her the teachings of theosophy

were given to the world, and without her the theo-

sophical movement could not have been. In 1878

she visited Great Britain and India, in both of which

countries she founded branch societies. The parent

body in New York became later the Aryan Theo-

sophical Society and has always had its headquar-

ters in America; and of this William Quan Judge

was president until his death in 1896. In 1888
M«^<twifl Blavatsky, then in London, on the sug-

gestion of Judge, founded the Esoteric School of

Theosophy for students, of which she wrote that it

was " the heart of the Theosophical Movement,"

and of this she appointed Judge her sole represen-

tative in America. This is only one of the evidences

0[ Madame Blavatsky's regard for Judge, a regard

which continued undiminished until her death, in

1891, when he became her successor. In 1893 there

openly began what had been going on beneath the

surface for some time, a bitter attack ostensibly

against Judge, but in reality against Madame Bla-

vatsky. ThL attack threatened to disrupt the whole

Bociety and to thwart the main purpose of its exist-

ence, the cause of universal brotherhood. Finally,

the American members decided to take action and,

at the annual convention held in Boston in 1895,

reasserted the principles of theosophy as laid down

by liadame Blavatsky, and elected Judge presi-

dent for life, the majority of the active members

throughout the worid concurring in this action,

which relieved the society of those who had joined

it for purposes other than the furtherance of uni-

versal brotherhood. One year later, 1896, Judge
died, leaving as his successor Eatherine Tingley,

who had been associated in the work for some years.

Mrs. Tingley put into actual working practise the

ideals of theosophy for which Madame Blavatsky
and Judge had laid the foundations. To safeguard

the work, a further reorganization of the society was
adopted at the annual convention at Chicago, 1898.

The full title of the oiganization is now the Univer-

sal Brotherhood and Theosophical Society. '' The
principal purpose of this organization is to teach

brotherhood, demonstrate that it is a fact in nature

and make it a living power in the life of humanity.
The subsidiary purposes are: to study ancient and
modem religion, science, philosophy, and art; to

investigate Uie laws of nature and the divine powers
in man."

In 1898 Mrs. Tingley established the Interna-

tional Brotherhood League, the department of the

Universal Brotherhood for practical humanitarian
work, and under its auspices rendered aid to sol-

diers at Montauk after the dose of the Spanish-

American war. Later she took a relief expedition

into Cuba, the United States government a^ording

her free transportation for physicians, nurses, and
supplies. Thus began her work in Cuba, which re-

sulted in the establishment of Raja Yoga schools at

Santiago and Pinar del Rio and now on San Juan
battlefield, which she has recently purchased. Other
Raja Yoga schools besides that at Point Loma have
been established by her in the New Forest, Eng-
land, also on the Island of Visingsd, Sweden. In

1900 the headquarters were moved from New York
to Point Loma, which is now the international cen-

ter of the theosophical movement throughout the

worid. This organisation is unsectarian and non-
political; none of its officers or workers receives any
salary or financial recompense. j. h. Fussell.

Bibuoobapht: Hie authoritative writioci of modern the-

oeophy are the foUowinc by Madame H. P. Blavatsky, all

publjabed in London unlev othenriae noted, and edi-

tions, some of them noteworthy, of the principal works
of Blavatsky and Judse have been issued at Point Loma,
Gal., 1007-10: Itia UnoeOsd, 2 vols.. New York, 1877;
Voice of the SUenee, 1899; The Secret Doctrine, 3 vols.,

new ed., 1897, index to vols. i.-ii.. 1899; The Key to The-
oeophy, 1893; and Studiee in OceuUiem (an edition at
Point Loma, 1910); by Annie Besant, all published in

London: BuiUHno of the Koemoe, 1894; Path of Dwctple-
s&ip. 1896; The Ancient Wiedom, 1897; Four Great Retio-

ioiM, 1897; Rnineamation, 3d ed., 1898; Evoluiion of Life
and Form, 1899; Man and Hie Bodiee, 2d ed., 1900; Re-
ligioue PnMeme in India, 1902; Thought Power, iU Control

and CuUure, 1908; A Study in Coneeioueneee, 1904; The-
oeophy and the New Peyehdtogy, 1904; Changino Wodd*
and Leduree to Theoeophical Studente, 1909; and Popular
Leoturee on Theoeophy, 1910; by Annie Basant and C. W.
Leadbeater, Thought Forme, London, 1905; by C. W. Lead-
beater, all published in London exoept the last; Cknrooy*
once, 1899; Ineieible Helpere, 1901; Dreame, 2d ed., 1903;

The Aetral Plane, 4th ed., 1904; The Chrietian Creed, 2d

ed., 1904; and Man VieibUandlnoieibU, New York, 1903:

O. R. 8. Mead, FragmenU of Faith Forgotten, London,

1900; A. P. Sfamett, The OceuU World, London, 1882;

idem, Beoteric Buddhiem, ib. 1888; idem. Growth of the

Soul, ib. 1896. Also Mabel Collins, Light on the Path,

London, new ed., 1896; H. S. Oloott. Old Diary Leavee, 3

series, New York, 1896-1904; Satherine Tingley, Myeteriee

ofthe Hectrt Doctrine, 2d ed„Foia,thomtL,lWa; idem and
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Ab the soul grows in power, love, and wisdom, it

needs a better form in which to manifest itself; as

the form grows in perfection, it becomes a better

instrument for the soul. Here again evolve side by
side die two poles of the universe, life and form,

8|nrit and matter.

This unfddment of man's powers is slow and
gmdual; hence the necessity of repeated incarna-

tions, each life on earth being like a day in schooL
At death, man drops his physical body,

3. Reincar- and, clothed in his subtle bodies, lives

nation, a life of purification, rest, and bliss,

rich and full in proportion to his stage

in evolution and the deeds of the life just ended.

This is the time when he assimilates the experiences

of that life, changing them into faculties. As this

work is being done, he drops one after the other his

worn-out astral and mental bodies, and, finally, hav-

ing enjoyed all the bliss to which his achievements
entitle him, he clothes himself in new bodies and
returns to earth to take up the woik where he had
left it, each life being thus a progress on the pre-

ceding one. The fact that man does not remember
his past incarnations is no proof against their real-

ity, for the memoiy of those lives is stored up in

the soul and not in the brain, which belongs to the

present incarnation only and therefore can not have
kept the record of experiences it never went through.

But man is so absorbed by earthly interests and
ambitions that he identifies himself with the body
and has no time to listen to the " still small voice "

within. As soon as he turns his attention inward
and knows himself as the soul, then his long past

will lie imroUed before his vision, as it has done in

the case of the sages of all times. But even at the

present stage, that past shows itself in the accu-

mulated faculties and powers of the man and the

voice of conscience, which is but the effort of the

soul to guide its lower nature along lines found by
experience to be the best.

Evolution proceeds imder a law as unerring as

any well-established scientific law, namely, that of

karma or the law of cause and effect. Each action,

each desire, each thought, produces its result with
nnfaih'ng certainty. ''As a man

4. Karma, soweth, so shall he also reap." This

makes perfection possible, for knowl-

edge is power, and when man knows the law and
works with it, he can produce any result he chooses,

he becomes master of his destiny. Thought is the

most potent factor in the creation of causes. Each
thought affects the mental body for good or evil,

and as mental faculties are the powers of the soul

working in the mental body, the mentality shown
in any one life is the result of repeated thinking in

past lives. Hence the splendid mental apparatus
of the man of genius is not a gratuitous gift, but is

due to hard work in the past. Thought is also the

parent of action, and its subtle vibrations, travel-

ing through space, affect others, awakening similar

thoughts in the minds attuned to the same key.

Many a thought has thus urged other men to ac-

tions, good or evil, in which the thinker has his

share of responsibility. As thoughts evolve the

mental body, so desires evolve the astral body, and
also influence others by their far-reaching idbra-

tions. By ccmtrolling his desires, purifying them,

turning them toward spiritual things, man refines

his astral body and rises above his animiil ixistinct&

Actions, speaking broadly, determine future phys-

ical surroundings; those surroundings are favor-

aUe or unfavorable, according as the man has made
othershappy or unhappy. ReiDcamation and karma
explain the apparent injustice in the woiid, the

mental and moral differences among men, and the

inequality of mental, moral, and physical cooditiaDS

amid which men are placed.

But a time will come when man, having reached
the full perfecti(Mi attainable in the human sta^,
shall need no longer these earth-experienoes, and

shall pass on to spheres of usefulness

5. Libera- whose glory is beyond our conception,

tkm. One of the missions of theosophy is to

proclaim anew the possibility of tread-

ing the " ancient narrow path " which leads to
adeptship and liberation, when a man need not re-

turn to earth unless he choose to remain and help
his less-advanced brothers. The more advanced
members of humanity, a mere handful as yet, have
already reached that level, and from their lodge
come forth from time to time the great founders of

religions, the spiritual teachers €i the race. This
common source explains the oneness of fundamental
teachings in all religicms; the form only varies,

according to the needs of the times and peoples.

Now, as in olden times, these Elder Brothers are

willing to accept as pupils those who possess the

necessaiy qualifications. Those qualifications are:

a conviction of the impermanenoe of mere earthly

aims, a perfect indifference to the fruit of one's own
actions; perfect control of mind and conduct; tol-

erance; endurance; confidence in the master and
himself; balance, and desire for liberaticm. But
his motive for seddng liberation must be an intense

desire to help humanity, for only when this con>-

plete foigetfulness of self is attained, can a man's
powers be safely developed. So long as selfishness

luiks in his hesirt, there is danger of his becoming
a ciuse to the race, instead of the helper he should be.

n. Theoeophical Society in America: The
teachings are not new; they represent a body of

traditions preserved from time unmemorial. Re-
incarnation was tau^t in the eaiiiest history of

India and Egypt, in Greece even before Pythagoras;
it is foimd in the teachings of Plato, Plotinus, the

Cabala (q.v.), the early Christians, the Alexandrian
Gnostics, Neoplatonists (see Neofiatonibm), Par-
acelsus, and Giordano Bruno (q.v.). During the
Middle Ages traces of it appeared in Freemasonry
and among the Rosicrudans. In modem times, this

wisdom-tradition was revived by Helena Pelxovna
Blavatsky (q.v.), who had been for years the pupil

of great oriental adepts or sages. Aided by Heniy
Steel Olcott, she founded the Theoeophical Society

in New York Gty, Nov. 17, 1875. For the devd<^
ment see III., below.

The three objects of the society are: (1) to fonn
a nucleus of the universal brotheriiood of human-
ity, without distinction of race, creed, sex, caste,

or color; (2) to encourage the study of compara-
tive religion, philosophy, and science; (3) to inves-

tigate the unexplaineidlaws of nature and the powers
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latent in man. Assent to the first of these objects is

required for membership, the remaining two being

optional. " The Society has no dogmas or creed, is

entirely non-sectarian and includes in its member-
ship adherents of all faiths and of none, exacting

only from each member the tolerance for the be-

liefs of others that he would wish them to exhibit

toward his own." In 1895, William Quan Judge,

then vice-president of the society, led a secession

movement which resulted in a separation therefrom

of a large number of the American and some of the

European members. The seceding body, however,

soon divided into two bodies, one of which is known
as the Universal Brotherhood and Theosophical

Society (see III., below). The other body, known
as the Theosophical Society in America, again sub-

divided; one division located at 244 Lenox Avenue,

New York City, now publishes The Word, a monthly
magazine, and the other division, headed by Charles

Johnston, 159 Warren Street, Brooklyn, N. Y., pub-
lishes the Theosophical Quarterly. The parent society

is international, with headquarters at Adyar, Mad-
ras, India. The last yearly report of its president,

Mrs. Annie Besant, shows in Dec., 1907, a total of

655 branches all over the world, 77 of which are in

America. A large literature has grown up within

the society, including the regular publication of

forty-seven magazines. The genend secretary of

the American section is Weller Van Hook, 103

State Street, Chicago, 111. Majob Poutz.
m. Universal Brotherhood and Theosophical

Society: The original name of the society founded

by Madame Blavatsky in New York, 1875, was
The Theosophical Society. In this she hdd no
official position except that of corresponding sec-

retary, but nevertheless she possessed the highest

authority, and was the inspiration and heart of the

movement. Through her the teachings of theoeophy

were given to the worid, and without her the theo-

sophical movement could not have been. In 1878

she visited Great Britain and India, in both of which

coimtries she founded branch societies. The parent

body in New York became later the Aryan Theo-

sophical Society and has always had its headquar-

ters in America; and of this William Quan Judge

was president until his death in 1896. In 1888

Madame Blavatsky, then in London, on the sug-

gestion of Judge, foimded the Esoteric School of

Theosophy for students, of which she wrote that it

was " the heart of the Theosophical Movement,''

and of this she appointed Judge her sole represen-

tative in America. This is only one of the evidences

of Madame Blavatsky's regard for Judge, a regard

which continued undiminished until her death, in

1891, when he became her successor. In 1893 there

openly began what had been going on beneath the

surface for some time, a bitter attack ostensibly

against Judge, but in reality against Madame Bla-

vataky. This attack threatened to disrupt the whole

society and to thwart the main purpose of its exist-

ence, the cause of universal brotherhood. Finally,

the American members decided to take action and,

at the annual convention held in Boston in 1895,

reasserted the principles of theosophy as laid down

by liadame Blavatsky, and elected Judge presi-

dent for life, the majority of the active members

throughout the worid concurring in this action,

which relieved the society of those who had joined

it for purposes other than the furtherance oi uni-

versal brotherhood. One year later, 1896, Judge
died, leaving as his successor Eatherine Tingley,

who had been associated in the work for some years.

Mrs. Tingley put into actual working practise the

ideals of theosophy for which Madame Blavatsky
and Judge had laid the foundations. To safeguard

the work, a further reorganization of the society was
adopted at the annual convention at Chicago, 1898.

The full title of the organization is now the Univer-

sal Brotherhood and Theosophical Society. ** The
principal purpose of this organization is to teach

brotherhood, demonstrate that it is a fact in nature

and make it a living power in the life of humanity.
The subsidiary purposes are: to study ancient and
modem religion, science, philosophy, and art; to

investigate Uie laws of nature and the divine powers
in man."

In 1898 Mrs. Tingley established the Interna-

tional Brotherhood League, the department of the

Universal Brotherhood for practical humanitarian
work, and under its auspices rendered aid to sol-

diers at Montauk after the dose of the Spanish-

American war. Later she took a relief expedition

into Cuba, the United States government avoiding

her free transportation for physicians, nurses, and
supplies. Thus began her work in Cuba, which re-

sulted in the establishment of Raja Yoga schools at

Santiago and Pinar del Rio and now on San Juan
battlefield, which she has recently purchased. Other
Raja Yoga schools besides that at Point Loma have
been established by her in the New Forest, Eng-
land, also on the Island of Visingsd, Sweden. In
1900 the headquarters were moved from New York
to Point Loma, which is now the international cen-

ter of the theosophical movement throughout the

world. This oiganization is imsectarian and non-

political; none of its officers or workers receives any
salary or financial recompense. j. h. Fussell.

Bibuoobapht: Hie authoritative writioci of modem the-

oeopKy are the foUowinc by Madame H. P. Blavatsky, all

publiabed in Loodon unlev otherwise noted, and edi-

tions, some of them noteworthy, of the piineipal works
oi Blavatsky and Judgfi have been issued at Point Loma,
Gal.. 1007-10: Itia Unv^Otd, 2 vols.. New York, 1877;
Votes of the StUnee, 1899; Tke Secret Doctrine, 3 vols.,

new ed., 1897, index to vols. i.-ji., 1899; The Key to The-
oeophy, 1893; and StutUee in OceuUiem (an edition at
Point Loma, 1910); by Azmie Besant, all published in

London: BuHdifUf of the Koemoe, 1894; Path of Diecipie-

ehip, 1896; The Ancient Wiedom, 1897; Four Great ReUg-
ione, 1897: Reinoamaiion, 3d ed., 1898; Evoltdion ofLife
and Form, 1899; Man and Hie Bodiee, 2d ed., 1900; Re-
ligiotie PnMeme in India, 1902; Thought Power, ite Control

and CvUure, 1908; A Study in Coneeioueneee, 1904; The-
oeophy and the New Peychotogy, 1904; Changino World*

and Ijecturee to Theoeophical Studente, 1909; and Popular
Leeturee on Theoeophy, 1910; by Annie Basant and C. W,
Leadbeater, Thot^ Forme, London, 1905; by C. W. Lead-
beater, all published in London except the last; CUnrvoy*
once, 1899; IneieibU Hdpere, 1901; Dreame, 2d ed., 1903;

The Aetral Plane, 4th ed., 1904; The Chrietian Creed, 2d

ed., 1904; and Man VieibUand InvieiMe, New York, 1903i

O. R. S. Mead, FragmenU of Faith Forgotten, London,

1900; A. P. Sfamett, The OceuU World, London, 1882;

idem, Beoterie Buddhiem, ib. 1888; idem, Ormeth of the

Soul, ib. 1896. Also Mabel Collins, Light on the Path.

London, new ed., 1896; H. S. Oloott, Old Diary Leaeee, 3

series. New York, 1896-1904; Satherine Tingley, Myeteriee

o/tikaffsarfDoclrtfM, 2d ed.. Point Lama, 1903; idem and

1
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others, Piih and Mamw ofSome 8aer<ed WriiitHf, lb. 1006;
and W. Q. Judge. Bchoea from t/U Orieni, 3d ed.. New York,
1893; idem. Epitome of Theoeopfty* Point Loma, 1906;

J. H. FuMell. IneuUnU in the Hiel. of the Tkeoeopkieai
Movement, Point Loma, 1910; Tkeoeopkieai MamuaU, ib„
1910 (18 numbers).
Other works, for and acainst, are: J. C. F. Zoelhier,

Traneeendental Pkyeiee, London. 1882; W. J. Colville.

Vnivereai Tkeoeopky, Chicago. 1888; J. H. Dewey. Tke
Way, ike Tr%dK and tke Life, Builato. 1888; C. Behxe,
Spiritieten, Myetiker und Tkeoeopken, Leipeic. 1800; J. L.
Harder-Hiokey. La TkSoeopkie, Parv, 1800; W. R. Old.
What ie Theoeophy t London. 1891; J. Murdoch, Thweoj^y
Bzpoeed: or, lire. Beeant and ker Ouru, Madias. 1893;
idem. Tke Theoeophie Croee: ite Hietory; how lire. Beeani
wae befooled and depoeed, Madras, 1894; J. A. Andenon,
ReineamaHon, San Francisco, 1894; L. L. de Bosny, Le
Bottddhieme Sdeetiqne, Paris, 1894; C. F. Wright, OvtUne
of the Prineiplee of Modem Thebeopky, Boston. 1894; H.
Qoering, Tkeoeopkiecke Sekriften, 30 parts, Bmnawick,
1894-96; W. Kingsland, Tke Beoterie Baeie of CkriaHam-
ity, London. 1895; A. Lillie, Madawie Blavaieky and ker
" Tkeoeopkyr London, 1896; J. W. BoisBevain, Inimding
tot de Tkeoeopkie, Amsterdam, 1902; C. Bleibtiea, Die
Vertreler dee JahrkunderU, voL iii., Tkooeopky, Beriin.

1904; W. Bruhn, Tkeoeopkie und Tkeotogie, GlOekstadt,
1907; A. B. Kingsford and E. Maitland. Tke Perfect Way
or tke Findino ofCkriet, New York. 1908; G. Sulaer, Mo-
deme indiecke Tkeoeopkie und Ckrielonhan, Leipaie, 1909;
C. Bragdon. Tkeoeopky and tke Tkeoeopkieai Society,

Rochester. N. Y.. 1909; J. H. FusseU. Mre. An»ie Beeant
and tke Morai Code, Pomt Loma, 1909; Q. F. Moore. Notee
from India, Tkeoeopky and Co-Maaomry, ib. 1910; R.
Steiner. Tkeoeopky; an Introduetym to tfks CHpsrssiMAle
Knowiedoe of tke World and tke DietmeHom of Man, New
Yoik and Chicaco, 1910.

THEOTOKES, the-ot'o-klg (THEOTOKIS),
HICEPHORUS: Greek scholar and distinguished

preacher, archbishop of Oatharinoslav [Slavensk

and Kherson] and of Astrachan; b. on the island of

Corfu Feb., 1731 (so Strahl; others 1736); d. in

Moscow May 31, 1800. He began his studies at a
school of his native island, and continued them in

Bologna and Padua. After returning to his father-

land he became hierodiakonos in 1748 and hiero-

monachos in 1753. Until 1765 he was preacher and
teacher in the school of Ccnrfu, where he had studied.

He was then preacher in Constantinople and re-

sided in Germany for some years from 1770; schocd-

director at Jassy, 1774-77, after which he joined his

friend Eugenios Bulgaria (q.v.) in Russia, whom
he succeeded as archbishop of Catharinoslav in 1779,

and in 1786 was translated to Astrachan. In 1796
he was removed and thenceforth lived in retirement

in the Danielovsld monastery in Moscow.
Theotokes' most cherished wish was to elevate

his people religiously and spiritually. He therefore

cultivated learning and used the modem Greek
speech in his writings, with no slight literaiy skill.

He is to be classed with Adimantios Korias and
Eugenios Bulgaris and anoong the most influential

Greeks of the eighteenth centuiy who prepared the

way for Hellenic independence, though he differed

from these in that he held more closely to the

traditional orthodoxy. In the West he is known
chiefly in connection with the modem interest in

the Catenie (q.v.). He edited, though not critically,

the so-called Catena Lijmenmt (2 vols., 1772->73;

cf. H. Karo and J. Liezmann, Catentintm Orwcarum
eaialogus, Naehrichien der QetdUchoft der Wi&mn-
Bchaften m Omingen, pka.-hul. Klaase, 1902) from
a manuscript of the deventh century containing the
entire Oktateuch which he found in the libraiy of

Prince Ghikas and another manuscript of the year

1104 which he obtained from Constantinople. An-

other work more widely known in the West is Theo-
tokes' edition of the Greek translation of the aaoedt

woiks of Isaac of Nineveh (q.v.; cf. Fabridus-
Haries, xi. 120) made by the monks Patricius and
Abraamius (Leipsic, 1770). He abo tranalmted the
" CSolden Book " of Rabbi Samuel (Lapaie, 1769;.

This work, said to have been written in Arainc and

translated into Latin by a Spaniard, Alfonsus Bono-
sus, presents Samuel, a rabbi of Morocco, writing

to Rabbi Isaac and expressing his fear that Jesm
was the Messiah, basing the apprehensioo on the

thousand years' duration of the oppression d the

Jews, the (M Testament, and the Talmud. It was
as preacher, however, that Theotokes was besi

known to his contemporaries, and his inflnencp on

the future development of Greek preaching was

great. His sennons have been collected (5 vds.,

vd. L, Leipsic, 1766, vols. iL-v., Moscow, 1796-

1808). Theotokes' general repute was such that

questions of dogmatics and practical problems in

the cure of souls were often referred to him for

answer. In this way a number of minor writings

arose which are hi|^y esteemed by the orthodox and

exist in both Greek and Russian translation. A col-

lection of letters of this sort was published at Aihens

in 1890 by Johaimes Sakkelion under the title " Un-

published Works." He abo left works on mathe-
matics and geography. [An Evangelical and Exegd-

teal Commentary upon Select Portione of the Sev
Tedament Founded on the Writingt cf Nicephonu
Theoloeee, by S. Nieolaides, was published in Lon-

don in I860.] (Phiufp Msteb.)

Bduoqbafht: P. StxaU, Dae odekrU Rvtaiand, Leipaie;

1828; A. C. DometnusopukM, Ormeia orlkodoan, ib. 1872;

A. D. Kyriakoa, OeeekiekU der oriemaHeekem Kirekem, i».

1002. The liteimture m Greek is given in Haock-Hcnos,
EJV,ziz.673.

THE0T0K08, thf-ot'5-kes C'Gk)d«4>earing"): A
term applied in the eariy CSiurdi to Mary the mother
of Christ in order to lay the strictest emphasis upon
the incarnation in opposition to those who taught

that God could not be bom of a human parent and

in defense of the doctrine that the birth of Christ in-

volved his two natures. It was adopted at the

Councils of Ephesus (431) and Chaloedon (451)

against Nestorianism (see Nbstobius; also Neb-

TORiANs). The term is now a favorite designation

in the Gredc Church for the Virgin Mary.

THERAPBUTiBy ther'^a-piO'ti or pQ't£: Name
of a reputed sect of ascetics. A treatise attributed

to PhQo has come down, entitled Peri bum tiOt-

riUkon (F. C. Conybeare, PhOo: about the Contem-

plative Ltfe, Oxford, 1896), in which the Therapeutr
are represented as ascetics, learned in Scripture,

dwdling in colonies, and following the contemplative

hfe. Thou^ scattered in many parts of the world,

the majority were said to be in Egypt with head-

quarters near Alexandria beyond Lake Mareotis.

There th^ dwdt securely in separate huts eoOeeted

in villages; and in each dwelling there was a sacred

chamber (eemnclon or manaderion), irtiere, whollj

seduded from the worid, the myBtenn of the per-

fect life were realised. Into these they took neither
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food nor drink, but only the law, the prophecies,

songs of praise, and the like. All day they con-

templated the (Old Testament) Scriptures, deci-

phering the hidden sense from the words assumed
as symbols. As models they had also the writings of
** ancient men,'' or the memoriids of their founders.

Besides, they had songs and hymns in different

meters. Their devotional chsjnbers they left

only after sunset for food and sleep, without cross-

ing, as a rule, the threshold of the house. Fasting

was carried on from three to six days in the week.

On the seventh day as well as the forty-ninth and
fiftieth, after anointing themselves with oil, they

assembled in common celebration, the sexes being

separated by a partition. On such days, they

arrayed themselves in white garments and partook

of a common meal, prescribed to consist of bread,

salt, hyssop, and water. The leader delivered a
discourse, which was followed by philosophising on
the part of the members, interspersed with singing.

Then the holy table was brought in, containing the

most sacred viands, leavened bread and salt. The
allegorical significance referring to the table in the

temple and the distinction of the holy ones (priests)

from others is obscure. Then followed an all-night

vigil, consisting of exhilarating choral song and
dance, in imitation of that of Miriam upon the de-

liverance from the Red Sea (Ex. xv. 1-21).

The first to mention this writing was Eusebius

(Hist, ecd,, II., xvi.-xvii.; Eng. transl., NPNF,
2d ser., i. 11&-119), who, professing to quote from
Philo, regarded the Therapeut® as the oldest Alex-

andrine Christians, and they and their practises

were to him the weightiest proof that the Christian

asceticism of his day, the philosophising monas-
ticism, was original Christianity itself. Ttaa was a
strong support to the conception of Christianity

which prevailed in the Church at the time. Philo

roee in estimation and Jerome placed him among
the illustrious men of the Church, a dignity which
remained unchallenged for a thousand years. Prot-

estant criticism easily overturned this assumption,

and declared the Therapeutse to have been a society

of philosophizing Jews. Until recently this verdict

prevailed, and the appearance of the Therapeutse in

the time of Christ was industriously employed to

illustrate the diversification of the Jews in Alexan-

dria. They were presumed to be the Alexandrine

parallel to the Palestinian Essenes. H. Graets first

pointed out that they must be Christian monks of

the third century (Getchichte der Jttden, m, 463 sqq.,

2d ed., Ldpsic, 1882). The result of the reinvesti-

gation of P. F. Lucius (Die Therapeuten und ihre

Siellung in der GeachuJue der Askeae, Strasburg,

1879) was as follows: the woric was produced not

long before the two of Eusebius by a literaiy philo-

sophic author of ascetic temperament es a pane-

g3rric of asceticism; and to secure the weight of aur

tiquity and authority he attached Philo's name.

That the existence of the sect was most improbable

among the Jews of the Alexandrine period was
shown on internal grounds. Besides, al^ough rep-

resented to be scattered world-wide no writer be-

fore Eusebius mentioned them, nor did Philo in

any other of his writings. Philo could neither have
intended nor composed it as an appendix to the

QuiOd omnis probua liber. Not only the details but
the philosophic-ascetic ideals of the author with

their rude attacks upon Plato and Hellenism are

inconsistent with Philo's sympathy for Hellenic

culture. That it was a Christian work of about the

year 300 was shown because (1) Eusebius, who
knew Christian monasticism, rediscovered Christian

monks in the Therapeutse; (2) sects based on the

Old Testament but who stripped off the Jewish na-

tional character are unknown in Judaism; (3) if

Christian monks are at the basis, the writing can
not be earlier than the middle of the third century.

In conclusion, Lucius, from his thorough acquaint-

ance with monasticism before Constantine, was
able to point out the detailed correspondence of the

Therapeutse to Christian monks, even after the

author had veiled unequivocal Christian marks.

Nevertheless, if this prove conclusive, yet the wri-

ting would open glimpses in many points into an
ancient Christian monasticism hitherto unknown.
At least not in every respect would it stand isolated

to modem knowledge (see Hibracas, Hibracitbs);

it would locate itself in some offshoot from Origen,

but in detail would contain much that is new and
striking, since reference to Gnostic communities is

not to be thought of. But new light has been

brought to bear on the work by F. C. Conybeare,

and by P. Wendland (Die Therapeuten, Leipsic,

1896). The latter showed that the woric accords

philolQgically with the genuine tracts, and points

out, from traditional historical considerations, that

it was already in existence by the middle of the

third century. He made it seem probable, further,

that the inconsistency with other works of Philo

does not necessarily invalidate unity of authorship;

and that the tract was a continuation of the de-

scription of tlie Essenes, and therefore a part of the

lost He l^fper JudaiOn apologia, which is identical

with the Hypo^tetika. If, until further proof to the

contrary, the work is to obtain as genuine, then

the Therapeutse are to be recognised as a circle oi

Jewish contemplative students oi Scripture settled

on Lake Ifareotis. If the whole is literally true,

Philo has introduced much that is extra-JewiBh

and strange; and that he is sUent about them
eiB&wbere remains striking. With the Essenes the

Therapeutse have no connection.

(A. Habnack.)

Bduoobapht: The oomplfltflneM of the editkm <^ PhOo'a

De 9tta eonitmpiaHva by F.'C. Conybeare noted in tiM

teztt inffhH»"g the oommeataiy and a most oomprehen-
ive eerieB of eacounuees oovering all queationa raBpeetang

the Tlimapeatn, tocether with the annotated bibliocraphy

(pp. 801-dOd), makea unneoesBaiy here a list of works.

Investigatkm of thia aubjeet ahould not be undertaken

without a maateiy of what Conybeare has offered. Later

diBCTifliri^mB do little beaide traverM hia work. Cf. W.
Bounet, Dm Rdioian ds9 JydmUwM, pp. 443 aqq., Beriia,

1903; DCS, iv. 868-371.

THBREMIH, LUDWIG FRIBDRICH FRAHZ:
Distinguished preacher and professor in Berlin; b.

at Gramsow (56 m. n.e. of BerUn) Mar. 19, 1780; d.

in Berlin Sept. 26, 1846. He studied at Halle, and

was ordained in Geneva in 1805. From 1810 he

lived in Beriin, first as French preacher of a Re-

formed congregation, after 1814 as (German) court

preacher. He became superior consistorial coun*
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cilor and member of the department of education
in 1824 and professor of homiletics in the Univer-

sity of Berlin in 1839. His preaching was charac-

terized by scrupulous adherence to purity and cor-

rectneiB of form, with earnest striving to enforce

the truth by all the arts of eloquence; its content
was the Biblical Christ, the pure Evangelical truth.

Ten volumes of sermons (Berlin, 1818 sqq., in re-

peated editions and various forms) preserve his dis-

coiu'ses, and Die Beredsamkeil eine Tugendf oder

Orundlinien einer systematischen Rhetorik (Berlin,

1814; Eng. transl. by W. G. T. Shedd, Eloquence a
Virtue, Andover, 1850, new ed., 1872) expounds
his homiletical principles. In Die Lehre vam gdtU
lichen Reiche (Berlin, 1823) Theremin seeks to de-

velop the entire moral and dogmatic basis of Chris-

tianity from the concept of the kingdom of God.
Adalberts Bekenntnisee (Berlin, 1828; Eng. transl.,

Confeseuma of Adalbert, London, 1838) is apologetic

in character, presenting the story of a life long rest-

less and troubled because of devotion to the world
and imbelief, then by providential leading and
subjective receptivity brought to faith and Chris-

tian fellowship. Ahendetunden (3 vols., Beriin,

1833-39) was Theremin's most popular work; it is

a collection of religious poems, stories, letters, and
the like, often showing more rhetoric than true

poetic form, yet containing many meritorious pro-

ductions. His last publication was Demoethenea

und MaseiUon, ein BeUrag zur GesMchle der Bered-

aamkeit (Berlin, 1845). (C. von PALMBRf.)
Bibuoobapht: ADB, xxxvii. 724.

THERESA, te-ri'sa or t^r^'sa (TERESA DE
JESUS), SAINT: Spanish mystic and monastic

reformer; b. at Avila (53 m. n.w. of Madrid), Old
Castile, Mar. 28, 1515; d. at Alva Oct. 4, 1582. The
deeply pious and ascetic ideal after the example of

saints and martyrs was early instilled in her by her

father, the knight Alonso Sanchez de
Cloister Cepeda, and especially by her mother.

Life. Beatrix d'Avila y Ahumada. Leaving
her parental home secretly one morn-

ing in 1534, she entered the monastery of the In-

carnation of the Carmelite nuns at Avila. In the

cloister she suffered much from illness. Early in her

sickness she experienced periods of spiritual ecstasy

through the use of the devotional book, Abecedario

eepirUital, commonly known as the " third " or the
" spiritual alphabet " (published, six parts, 1537-

1554). This work, following the example of similar

writings of the inedieval mystics, consisted of di-

rections for tests of conscience and for spiritual self-

concentration and inner contemplation, known in

mystical nomenclature as araHo recoUectianis or

oratio mentalie. Besides, she employed other mys-
tical ascetic works; such as the Tradaius de oror

tione et meditatione of Peter of Alcantara (q.v.),

and perhaps many of those upon which Ignatius

Loyola based his Exercitia, and not improbably this

ExerciHa itself. She professed, in her illness, to

rise from the lowest stage, " recollection," to the
" devotions of peace " or even to the " devotions of

union," which was one of perfect ecstasy. With
this was frequently joined a rich " blessing of tears."

As the merely outer and void Roman Catholic dis-

tinction between mortal and venial sin dawned

upon her, she came upon the secret of the awful

terror of sinful iniquity, and the inherent nature of

original sin. With this was correlated the conscious-

ness of utter natiual impotence and the necessity

of absolute subjection to God. The intimation on

the part of various of her friends (c. 1556) of a dia-

bolical, not divine, element in her supernatural

experiences led her to the most horrible self-inflicted

tortures and mortifications, far in excess of her

ordinary asceticism, until Francisco Borgia, to

whom ^e had made confession, reassured her. On
St. Peter's Day of 1559 she became firmly ocm-

vinced that Christ was present to her in bodily

form, thotigh invisible. This vision lasted almost

uninterruptedly for more than two years. In an-

other vision, a seraph drove the fieiy point of a

golden lance repeatedly through her heart, causing

an unexampled, as it were, spiritual-bodily pain.

The memory of this episode served as an in^ira-

tion in determining her long struggle of love and

suffering, from which emanated her life-long pas-

sion for conformation to the life and endurance of

the Savior, to be epitomized in the cry usually in-

scribed as a motto upon her images: *' Lord, either

let me suffer or let me die."

The incentive to give outward practical expres-

sion to her inward motive was inspired in Therea
by Peter of Alcantara (q.v.). Ind-

Activities dentally, he became acquainted with

as Founder her early in 1560, and became her ^nzi-

and Re- tual guide and counselor. She now re-

former, solved to found a Carmelite monasteiy
for nims, and to reform the laxity

which she had foimd in the Cloister of the Incamft-

tion and others. Giumara de UUon, a woman d
wealth and a friend, supplied the fimds. The ab-

solute poverty of the new monastery established

in 1562 and named St. Joseph's, at first excited a

scandal among the citizens and authorities of Avila.

and the little house with its chapel was in peril of

suppression; but powerful patrons like the bishop

himself, as well as the impression of well-aecumi

subsistence and prosperity, turned animosity into

applause. In Mar., 1563, when Theresa remo^
to the new cloister, she received the papal sanction

to her prime principle of absolute poverty and re-

nunciation of property, which she proceeded to

formulate into a *' Constitution." Her plan vas

the revival of the earlier stricter rules, supple-

mented by new regulations like the three disciplhies

of ceremonial flagellation prescribed for the divine

service every week, and the discalceation of the

nims, or the substitution of leather or wooden san-

dab for shoes. For the first five years Theresa re-

mained in pious seclusion, engaged in writing, in

1657 she received a patent from the Carmelite gen-

eral, Rubeo de Ravenna, to establish new houses of

her order, and in this effort and later visitationi

she made long journeys through nearly all the

provinces of Spain. Of these she gives a descrip-

tion in her Lihro de lae FundacUmes (a late ed.,

Madrid, 1880; Eng. transl., Bookofthe FaundaHtm,
London, 1871). Between 1567 and 1571, refom
convents were established at Medina del Gan^
Malagon, Valladolid, Toledo, Pastrana, ^filfiTiit**^

and Alba de Tonnes. After her spirit and ^r^^f^
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a similar movement for men was begun by Juan de
la Cnu. Another friend, Geronimo Gradan, Car-
melite viBttator of the older observance of Andalusia
and apostolic oommissioiner, and later provincial of

the Theresian reforms, gave her powerful support
in founding convents at Segovia (1571), Yeas de
Segura (1574), Seville (1575), and Caravaca in

Murda (1576), whOe the deeply mystical Juan, by
his power as teacher and preacher promoted the
inner life of the movement. In 1576 began a series

of persecutions on the part of the older observant
Carmelite order against Theresa, her friends, and
her reforms. Pursuant to a body of resolutions

adopted at the general chapter at Piaoenza, the
" definitors " of the order forbade all further

founding of convents. The general condemned her
to voluntary retirement to one of her institutions.

She obeyed and chose St. Joseph's at Toledo. Her
friends and subordinates were subjected to greater

trials. Finally, after several years her pleadings by
letter with Philip II. secured relief. As a result, in

1579, the processes before the Inquisition against

her, Gracian, and others were dropped, and the

extension of the reform was at least negatively per-

mitted. A brief of Gregory XIII. allowed a special

provincial for the younger branch of the discalceate

nuns, and a royal rescript created a protective

board of four assessors for the reform. During the

last three years of her life Theresa founded con-

vents at Yillanueva de la Xara in northern Andu-
lusia (1580), Palencia (1580), Soria (1581), Burgos,

and at Granada (1582). In sJl seventeen nimneries,

all but one foimded by her, and as many men's
cloisters were due to her reform activity of twenty
years. Her final illness overtook her on one of her

journeys from Burgos to Alba de Tonnes. Forty
years after her death she was canoniEed, and her

church reveres her as the '' seraphic virgin." The
Cortes exalted her to patroness of Spain in 1814,

and the imiversity previously conferred the title

Doctor ecdesuB with a diploma. The mysticism in

her works exerted a formative influence upon many
theologians of the following centuries, such as

Francis of Sales, F^nelon, and the Port Royalists.

The kernel of Theresa's mystical thought through-

out all her writings is the ascent of the soul in four

stages (" Autobiography," chap, x.-xxii.). The
first, or " heart's devotion," is tiiat of devout con-

templation or concentration, the withdrawal of the

soul from without and spedaUy the devout ob-

servance of the passion of Christ and penitence.

The second is the " devotion of peace,"

HerMysti- in which at least the human will is

cism. lost in that of God by virtue of a char-

ismatic, supernatural state given of

(3od, while the other faculties, as memory, reason,

and imagination, are not yet secure from worldly

distraction. While a partial distraction is due to

outer performances such as repetition of prayers

and writing down spiritual things, yet the prevail-

ing state is one of quietude. The "devotion of

union " is not only a supernatural but an essentially

ecstatic state. Here there is also an absorption of

the reason in (Sod, and only the memory and imag-

ination are left to ramble. This state is character-

ised by a blissful peace, a sweet slumber of at least

the higher soul faculties, a conscious rapture in the
love of (Sod. The fourth is the " devotion of ec-

stasy or rapture" a passive state, in which the
consciousness of being in the body disappears
(II Cor. xii. 2-3). Sense activity ceases; memory
and imagination are also absorbed in Qod or in-

toxicated. Body and spirit are in the throes of a
sweet, happy pain, alternating between a fearful

fiery glow, a complete impotence and unconscious-

ness, and a spell of strangulation, intermitted

sometimes by such an ecstatic flight that the body
is literally lifted into space. This after half an hour
is followed by a reactionary relaxation of a few hours
in a swoon-like weakness, attended by a negation

of all the faculties in the union with Gpd. From
this the subject awakens in tears; it is the climax

of mystical experience, productive of the trance.

Theresa's writings, produced for didactic pur-

poses, stand among the most remarkable in the

mystical literature of the Roman Catholic Church:
the " Autobiography," written before

Her 1567, under the direction of her con-

Writings, fessor, Padro Ibafies (La Vida de la

Santa Madre Teresa de Jeeue, Madrid,

1882; Eng. transl.. The Life of S. Teresa of Jeeus,

London, 1888); Candno de Perfedon, written also

before 1567, at the direction of her confessor (Sala-

manca, 1589; Eng. transl., The Way of Perfection^

London, 1852); El Castillo Interior, written in 1577

(Eng. transl., The Interior Castle, London, 1852),

comparing the contemplative soul to a castle with

seven successive interior courts, or chambers, anal-

ogous to the seven heavens; and Rdadones, an
extension of the autobiography giving her inner and
outer experiences in epistolary form. Two smaller

works are Conceptos dd Amor and Eocdamaciones.

Besides, there are the Cartas (Saragossa, 1671), or

correspondence, of which there are 342 letters and
87 fragments of others. Theresa's prose is marked
by an unaffected grace, an ornate neatness, and
charming power of expression, together placing her

in the front rank of Spanish prose writers; and her

rare poems {Todas las poesUis, Munster, 1854) are

distinguished for tenderness of feeling and rhythm
of thought. Of complete editions of Theresa's

works should be noted: Obras, novisima edicion (6

vols., Madrid, 1881), by Y. de la Fuente; and for

beauty and accuracy of style, the French transla-

tion by Amauld d'Andilly, Les (Euxres de Sainte

Thtrkse (Paris, 1855, new ed., 1867-69).

(O. ZOCKLEBf.)
Bibuoobapht: The *' Life " by Therwa's father oonfeasor,

F. de RttHsra, was fint issued, Madrid. 1690. exists hi Fr.

transls. issued at Paris. 1632. 1646. 1867. 2 vols.. 1884.

Her autobiography, preserved in the monssteiy of S.

Lorenso in the Esourial. was issued anew. Madrid. 1882.

and is in Fr. transl.. Paris. 1601. 1867. 1880, Qenn. transl..

Aachen, 1868, Recensbuiv. 1868. Eng. transl., London.
1006. A very full ooUection of early material is in ASB,
Oct., vii 100-700. Later Uves are by IHetn Yepes. Ma-
drid. 1600; Juan de Jesus Maria, ib. 1606; G. Gracian. ib.

1611; A. de 8. Joaquin, 12 vols., ib. 1733-66; F. a S.

Antonio. Venice, 1764; M. de Tft«sia, Madrid. 1807;

J. B. A. Boucher, 2 vols.. Paris. 1810; F. B. CoUombet.
Lyons. 1837; J. H. Hennes. 2d ed.. Frankfort, 1866; Luis

de Leon, BiographiMn atts dtr GemshiehU der tpaniachen

In^uuUion, p. 366, HaUe. 1866; Ida, Countess Hahn-
Hahn, Mains, 1867; P. Bousselot, Lea MyaUquet «spa-

onola, pp. 308^78. Paris, 1867; E. Hofele, Regensbuic.

1882; J. Loth, Rouen, 1883; Mme. Estienne d'Orvss,
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Paris, 1800; Prins von Oettiiiam-8|iidlMm, B^gwubuig,
1800; H. Joly. 2d ed.. Puii, 1001; M. Q. LMst. Munster.
1001; W. Fairweather, London. 1007; Helen H. Golvffl,

SaifU Terma of Spain, London, 1000. Oonsult further:

O. Zdckler, Petrua von AkaniarOf Terooia von AvUa, und
Jdhannn de Crtiee, in ZeiUchrift fUr lulhoruchs Thooiooit
vnd Kirche, xzvi (1806), 08-100. 281^303; H. Heppe,
OeochiehU der quiotiatudien MyaHk in der kaihdUi^en
Kirehe, pp. 0-22, Berlin, 1876; G. Hahn, Let PMnomiiMf
hyaUnquea ot U» HvUaHana do S. ThMao, Bruaeeb, 1883,
Germ, iransl.. Leipetc. 1006; A. Barine, in RDM, Izxv
(1886). 640-n670; L. de Sau. ttudo pathcUviohtMolooitu*
our S, ThirUe, Lourain, 1886 (anawen Hahn); H. Deia-
eroix, ttudeo (Tkioi. et do poyehoiogio du myoticiome, Paris,

1008; Saint Thorooa: iho Hiotory of hor FotmdationM,
Tranol, from Svamoh hy BitUr Agnoo Maoon, Loodon,
1000.

TCESSALOHICA, thes^'a-lo-nd'oa: A city of

ICacedonia, the modem Saloniki, situated at the

northeast comer of the Theraoaic Gulf. Its original

name was Themia, or Thenng, ''Hot Bath," so

called from the hot salt-springs found about four

miles from the present city. Its later name was
probably given to it by Gassander, king of Mace-
donia, who rebuilt it in 315 B.C., and called it after

his wife. Being well situated for commerce, it was
JL U>wn of importance from very early times. It

was taken from the Maoedoniana, and occupied by
Athenians, about 432; restored soon after; re-

peopled by Cassander, 315; became the great Mace-
donian naval station; surrendered to the Romans
after the battle of Pydna, 168, and was made the

capital of the second of the four divisions of Mace-
donia, or Macedonia Secunda, between the Strymon
and the Axius; and when the four were reduced to

one province, under the jurisdiction of a proconsiil,

it was the virtual metropolis, and there the pro-

consul lived. There Cicero lived from April till

Nov., 58, during his exile; and there the party of

Pompey and the senate had their headquarters

during the first civil war, 49. It took the side of

Octavius (Augustus) against Sextus Pompeiua (42-

39), and lA reward was made a free city. At the

opening of the Christian era it was the capital of

the whole country between the Adriatic and the

Black Sea, and the " chief station on the great

Roman road, called the Via Egnatia, which con-

nected Rome with the whole region to the north of

the .£gean Sea." Before Constantinople was built,

it was virtually the capital of Greece and lUyricum,

as well as of Macedonia, and shared the trade of the

iEgean with Ephesus and Corinth. In the middle
of the third Christian century it was made a Roman
colony, soldiers being settled there in order to in-

crease its strength as a bulwark against the Gothic
hordes. In 390 a.d., in a sedition there, the prefect

Botericus was murdered; in dreadful revenge, near-

ly 7,000 persons were massacred by Theodosius I.

(q.v.; cf. Ambrose, Saint, of Milan). From the

fourth to the eighth centuiy Thessalonica withstood
many attacks from Goths and Slavs. On July 30,

904, it was taken by the Saracens; on Aug. 15,

1185, by the Normans of Sicily, and by the Turks in

1380; it was ceded to the Greek Emperor Manuel,

1403, eold to the Venetians by Andronicus, and
finally taken by the Turks from the Venetians, 1430.

The modem city had in 1907 a population of 150,-

000. Its commerce is extensive, and it retains its

ancient (mportanoe.

The apostle Paul introduced Chiistiaiiity into

Thessalonica upon his second miwionaiy jouzney.

He came with Silas and Timothy, preached for thrae

Sundays in the synagogue there, and, as the resuh

of the woric, a church was gathered, principally

compoefidf however, of Gentiles. Among the con-

verts ware Gaius, Aristarchus, Secundus, and per-

haps Jason (Acts xvii. 1-13, xx. 4, xxvii. 2; cf. PhiL

iv. 16; n Tim. iv. 10). Paul wrote to the ThesaB-

Ionian Church two epistles from Corinth (aee Paul,

II., 2, {) 1-2). In striking proof of the minute
accuracy of Luke, upon the arch of the Vardar gate,

so called because it leads to the Vazdar, or Axius,

there occurs the word iroXiTapxobvTuv (politarcfas)

as the designation of the seven magistrates of the

city, a word unmentioned in ancient literatuie, yet

the word which I^uke employs to designate them
(Acts xvii. 8).

From Thessalonica the Gospel spread quickly all

around (I Thess. i. 8). " During several centuriee

this city was the bulwark, not simply of the later

Greek Empire, but of Oriental Christendom, and
was laigely instrumental in the conversion of the

Slavonians and Bulgarians. Thus it received the

designation of the ' Orthodox City ' " (Howson).
Its see had well-nigh the dignity of a patriarchate;

and it was because Leo the Isaurian severed the

trana-Adriatic provinces, which had been under its

immediate jurisdiction, from the Roman see, that

the division between the Latin and Greek was in

great measure caused. It was the see-city of Eusta-

thius of Thessalonica (q.v.). From 1205 to 1418

there were Latin archbishops in Thessalonica. At
the present day it is the seat of a Greek metropoli-

tan, and contains numerous churches and schools

of different denominations. Many of the mosques
were formerly churehes.
Bibuoorapht: T. L. F. Tafd, DiooertaUo de TkeomUmie*,

Berlin, 1839 (the cUef authority); G. F. Bowen, Mouoi
Athoo, Thoaoaly, and Epirvo, London, 1852; H. F. Toaer,

OeoQraphy of Greece, p. 204, London, 1873; W. Smitli.

Dictionary of Oreek and Roman Geography, u. 1170-1174.
London, 1878; W. M. Ramaay, Church in the Roman Em-
pire, paasim, London, 1893; idem, St. Paul the Traveller

and the Roman Citisen, chap, x., ib. 1896; Abbe BeUe>-.

in MSmoiree de VacadSmie dee ineeriptione, xxxviiL 121-

14«; DB, iv. 749-750; BB, iv. 6046-48; KU x. 65S-
660; and, in general, the works on Paul the Apostle, the

intioduotionfl to the commentaries cm TtitwnaUinisus and
the commentaries on Acts.

THEUDAS, tha^das: A Jewish factionary named
by Gamaliel, Acts v. 34-^. A Theudas is named
also by Josephus {Ant.y XX., v. 1), who states that

this man was a magician who in tiie time tA Fadus
the procurator (44-46 a.d.) claimed to be a prophet,

drew many people after him, promising to divide

the waters of the Jordan for their passage, but that

his company was dispersed by a troop which Fadus
sent against them; many of them were killed, while

Theudas was caught and beheaded. This Theudas
was anterior in time to Judas, according to Gamaliel,

therefore before 6-7 a.d., so that Gamaliel could

not on this basis have meant the same person as

Josephus, whose affair took place ten years later

than Gamaliel's speech. Since the time of Origen

{Contra Cdgum, i. 6) many have sought to see two

Theudases, though a Theudas of the period indi-

cated by Gamaliel is not known, and arbitrary iden-
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tificationB of others with the Theudas of Acts fail

to convince. Blass conjectures a father or grand-

father of the Joeephan Theudas and of the same
name, relying' upon ancient custom, but without any
testimony to the fact. Again Blass conjectures that,

while many regard Josephus as the basis of Luke in

Acts, some one has inserted Theudas in the text of

Josephus, basing his supposition in part upon a
variant reading in Codex D. Some scholars like

B. Weiss, Clemen, and Hilgenfeld suppose the ref-

erence to time in Acts is due to an editor whose
chronology was wrong.

Recently the passage is newly adduced to show
Luke's dependence upon Josephus. Josephus fol-

lows his report of Theudas with one of the revolt

of the sons of Judas imder Quirinius. Moreover,

there are verbal coincidences between the narra-

tive of Luke and that of Josephus; both also name
Judas, though Josephus knows his origin; both
apeak of Quirinius' taxing. These lead to tl&e con-

clusion of interdependence. On the other hand,
Luke knows the number of the adherents of Theu-
das, Josephus speaks of " a great part of the people,"

though his narrative shows that a squadron of

cavalry (about 500 men) broke up the combination;

Luke has employed little of the detail of Josephus.

In that ease Luke must have misunderstood Jo-

sephus, assumed the relative order in Josephus'

narrative as historical, and transferred the events

from Judas' sons to the father. Schmiedel supposes

that Luke had made notes, meager, however, from
Josephus, not noting the dates of the events, in-

deed reading hastily the account of Josephus, and
so misplaced the events. But this is all conjecture.

Acts does not show traces of such a method. While
the notice of Judas goes back upon Ant., XVIII., i.

1, other events mentioned by Luke come from other
sources, and follow other traditions than those of

Josephus.
It is better to consider that in the case under

consideration Luke was not dependent upon Jo-

sephus, that the coincidences of the two writers

depend upon the common tradition of the period,

that the two cases were connected in Luke's mind
as those of revolts, and that the chronological coin-

cidence in order is accidental. (P. Feine.)
Bibuoorafht: Scnmtac, TSK, 1887, pp. 022-662; K. T.

Keim, Aiu dem Urekridenthum, i. 1-27. Zurich, 1878; C. C.
Clemen, Chronotogie der pauUniaehen Briefer pp. 6(HI0,
HaUe. 1893; M. Krenkel. Jo9ephu» und Lueas, pp. 162-
174, Leipeio, 1894; A. Hausrath, NeuteatanunOich^ Z§U-
oeaehiehU, Iv. 239-243, Heidelbex«, 1877, Eng. traiul.,

London, 1895; W. M. Ramaay, Was Chrial bom at Btthlo-

hem, pp. 262-260, London, 1898; CroeB, in BxpOMtory
Timet, 1899-1900, pp. 638-^640; P. Feine. TheoUfoiteKea

LUeratwiflaU, 1900, pp. 60H)1; DB, !. 760; BB, iv.

6049-67; JB, xiL 140; and oommentaries on the AotB.

THIBIIS, ti'me, KARL: German Protestant;

b. at Spremberg (53 m. s.s.w. of Frankfort), Saxony,
July 20, 1862. He was educated at the Univer-

sity of Leipeic (Ph.D., 1887; Uc. theol., 1889),

where he became privatdocent in 1890, and as-

sociate professor of qnstematic theology in 1894.

In theology he is a moderate liberal, and has writ*-

ten, Olauben und Wissen hei Lotze (Leipeic, 1888);

Die ntOiche THAkraft dea Glaubens (1895); Eine
kaihoUfche Bdeuchlung der augtburgiedten Kon^
feinon (1898); Luthen TeetamerU wider Rom

(1900) ; Der Offenbarungaglavbe im Streii vber Bihd
und Babd (1903); Die chrieUiche Demut (vol. i.,

1906) ; Jesua und seine Predigt (Giessen, 1908) ; Die
Theologie der HeUsUUeachen und das Evangelium
Jesus (1909); and Zu Wundts Religionspsychohgie

(Leipsic, 1910).

THIERSCH, tirsh, HEINRICH WILHELM
JOSIAS: German Irvhigite; b. at Munich Nov. 5,

1817 ; d. at Basel Dec. 3, 1885. He studied philology

at Munich (1833-35; chiefly imder his father, but
also heard Schelling and Gbrres), theology at £r-

langen (1835-37, where he heard Olshausen and
Harless), and at TQbingen (1837-38); became rep-

etent at Erlangen (1839), privatrdocent (1840) and
professor of theology at Marbuig (1843); mean-
while, as early as 1836 he had become interested

in Irvingism, and received that faith (1847),

and resigned his professorship in 1850 in order to

labor in the interests of the Catholic Apostolic

Church (q.v.) which was then being organized in

Germany by " evangelists " from England. Among
these the Apostle Carlyle exercised the deepest in-

fluence upon him: Thiersch received ordination

from the Irvingites, and subsequently resided suc-

cessively in Marbuig, Munich, Augsbuig, and Basel,

exercised a general ministry over the scattered Ir-

vingite congregations, was privat-docent at Mar-
buig (1853-^), but in general his university life

was closed with his acceptance of Irvingite prin-

ciples. During the later years of his life he cor-

responded frequently with D5llinger and other Old
Catholic leaders.

Thiersch was a man of sincere and profound piety,

of rare classical, theological, and general culture, an
enthusiastic teacher, and might have become the

successor of Neander in Berlin; but, in obedience to

what he believed to be a divine call, he sacrificed a
brilliant academic career to his religious convic-

tions. He lived in poverty and isolation. He was
lame; but had a very striking, highly intellectual

and spiritual coimtenance, and an impressive voice

and manner. He was the most distinguished Ger-

man convert to Irvingism. He sincerely believed

that the Lord had restored the apostolic office and
the prophetic gifts of the Apostolic Church in the

Irvingite community; and, notwithstanding the

apparent failure of the movement, he adhered to it

till his death.

His chief Mnritings are: Versuch zur HersteUung des

hMtorischen Standpunkts fUr die Kritik der neu-

teetamenaichen Sckriften (Erlangen, 1845; against

the TQbingen school of Baur, who answered in

Der KriHker und der FanaHker, in der Person des

Herm H, W. J. Thiersch. Zur CharakterisHk der

neuesten Theologie^ Stuttgart, 1846); Vorlesungen

aber Katholicismus und ProiesUmtismus (2 vols.,

Erlangen, 1846; able, Mnritten in an irenic spirit, and
in el^ant style); Die Kirche im apostolischen

ZeitaUer (Frankfort, 1852; Eng. transl. by Carlyle

the Irvingite, London, 1852); Ueber ckrisUidies

Familienld>en (1854); DdUinger's Auffassung des

Urckristenthums hdeacktet (1861); Die Gleickriisse

ChrisH (Frankfort, 1867); Die Bergpredig{ ChrisH

(Basel, 1867); Die Sirafgeseize in Bayem zum
SchuU der SitUichkeU (1868); Luther, Gustav Ado^
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und Max L von Bayem (Nordlingen, 1868); Das
Verbal der Eht innarhalb der nahen Verwandisehafi

nach der heUigen Schrifi und naeh den GnindsSUen
der chriadiehen Kirche (1869); Die Oeneeis (Baad,
1869; £ng. tranal.. The Book of Oeneeis, London,
1878); Ueber den ehriedichen Stoat (1875); Chris-

tian Heinrieh ZeUer^s Ld>en (2 vols. Basel, 1876);

Die An/dnge der heUigen GeschickU, nach dem 1.

Buche Moeis hetraehUt (1877); Ue&er die Gefahren
und die Boffnungen der chrisUichen Kirche (1877);

Blieke in die Lebensgesckichte des Propheten Daniel

(1884); Jnbegriffder chrisUichen Lehre (1886; pos-

thumous, containg a manual of Christian doctrine

and Christian life which he used in his catechetical

instruction). (P. ScHArFf.) D. S. Schaff.

Bibuoomapht: P. Wiesand, H. W. J. Thieneh*M Lebe^
B«m1, 18SS (partly autobiographical); Hauok-Heisoc
RE, xix. 0M-«O2; ADB, zzxviiL 17.

THIBTlfAS, tit'mOr (DITHMAR): Bishop of

Meraeburg; b. July 25, 975; d. Dec. 1, 1018. He
was a Qaxtm, son of Count Sigefrid of Walbeck, and
related to the imperial family. He studied in the

abbey of Quedlinburg and in Magdebui^, and be-

came bishop of Merseburg in 1009. Starting with

the intention of writing a history of his diocese, he
produced a " Chronicle " (ed. J. M. Lappenbeig,

MGH, Script,, iii., 1839, pp. 723-871; re-ed. F.

Kurse, Script, rer, Oerm., 1889) which is in fact a
history of the empire with the neighboring Gei^

manic and Slavic states, and forms the most im-

portant source for the later Saxon emperors. A
manuscript preserved in Dresdoi [published in

facsimile by L. Schmidt, Dresden, 1905] written by
Thietmar himself shows how he worked, amending
and adding to the original draft with untiring indus-

try. Naturally this method creates the impression

that Thietmar did not fully master his subject;

his judgment and opinions are narrow, and his style

is dry. But he knew and saw much, was a lover of

truth, and was devoted to his fatherland. For the

manners and customs of his time he has almost the

same importance as Gregory of Tours for the

Merovingian period. (A. Hauck.)
BiBUoaaAFBT: W. Maurenbrecher, De hiatorim deeimi •eetdi

•eriptorOnUf Ktaicibexs, 1870; idem, Forachimaen dtr

tUui$ehen Oeaehieht*, ziv. 347 aqq.; Kune, in iVX, ziv.

593 iqq., zvL 459 aqq.; W. Qnindlach, HddenHeder, i.

114 aqq.. Innabniek, 1894; Hauok. KD, liL 940-950;
ADB, zzzviiL 26.

THILO, tno, JOHAHH KARL: Professor in

Halle; b. at Langensalsa (19 m. n.w. of Erfurt),

Thuringia, Nov. 28, 1794; d. in Halle May 17, 1853.

He studied at Schulpforte 1809-14, then in Leipsic,

and a final semester in Halle. In 1817 he became
teacher in the Latin school of the Halle orphan
asylum and also in the Royal Pedagogium of

Franke's foundations, and filled the position five

years. From 1819 he was privat-docent in theology

in the imiversity and in 1822 became professor.

Thilo lectured on the history of dogma, church

history, symbolics, patristics, and the New Testa-

ment, taking up the last-named subject after the

death of his father-in-law, G. C. Knapp (q.v.).

He early gave attention to the New Testament
apocrypha, to elucidate which his studies and
toowledge peculiarly fitted him, and planned a

comprehensive edition of the entire aeries of wntiogs
with two volumes of comment ; but in sfRie of maeh
labor he published only the Acts of Thomas (Leipae,

1823), Peter and Paul (1838), Andrew and Matthew
(1846), fragments of the Acts of John by Leudns
Charinus (1847), and Codex apoaypkus Non
TestamenU, vol. I., containing the gospeb (1832).

His last great undertaking, a BOdioiheea patrum
Graeorum dogmatica, also remained incomplete,

only one volume (SancH AthanasU opera dogmadoa
seUeUij Leipsic, 1853) having appeared. Gertain

dissertations (Eusetni Alexandrud oraUo, HaDe,
1834; De ado empyreo eommentatUmes iii, 1839-40;

CommenlaJbiones in Synesii hpnnum U, 1842-43)

were the fruit of deep studies of tiie Neoi^atonistB.

In Crerman Thilo published a Kritisehes Sendschrei'

ben an AugusU uber die Sckriften des Eusebius van

Alexandrien und des Eusebius von Emisa (1832)

and an introduction to an edition of Knapp's
Voriesungen (2 vols., 1827). He belonged to none
of the theological parties of the first half of the nine>

teenth century, though he often pronovineed

Schleiermacher the greatest theologian of the Ger-

man Chureh since Luther, and he maintained cordial

relations with the two schools into which tpachpra

and scholars in Halle were dividing in his time,

desiring most of all to study with mind ever open to

receive new truth. (E. HENxxt)
Bibuoorapht: The funeral oration by H. L. l>rymadK
was published at HaUe» 1853. Consalt fortiier ADB,
zzzyiiL 40 aqq.

THUtLWALL, theriVSl, COHHOP: English bish-

op and historian; b. in London Feb. 11, 1797;

d. at Bath July 27, 1875. He displayed such re-

markable precocity, that in 1809 he published, under
his father's direction, a volume of essays and poons
entitled Primitice, He was educated at the Charter-

house and Trinity (College, Cambridge (B.A., 1818;

fellow, 1818); entered Lincoln's Inn, 1820, and was
called to the bar 1825; abandoned law and returned
to Cambridge, 1827; was ordained deacon, 1827.

and priest 1828. He then took a full share of

university and college work, and was assistant tutor,

1832-34; was vicar of Over, 1829; rector of Kirby
Underdale, Yorkshire, 1835-40, and bishop of St.

David's, 1840-74. He was an active member of

the Old Testament Revision Company. He t3an»-

lated with J. Hare from Niebuhr vols. i. and ii. of

The History of Rome (London, 1828 sqq.); and was
the author of A History of Greece (8 vols., 1835-47);
Our Works (1845; vol. i. of Watson and Cros-

thwaite's Practical Sermons, 1845-46); The /ru4
Church. A Speech ddivered in the House of Lords

(1869); Remains Literary and Theological (3 vols..

1877-78); and Letters Literary and Theologicd

(1881).

Bxbuoobafht: A Memoir by Rev. Loois Stokes is pvefixed
to the Letters, ut sup. Consult further: F. W. OochUl
The EnoHeh Church in the 19th CetOury, paasim, Londoa.
1910 (quite fuU); DNB, IvL 13^-141 (giT« raCereoooi to
aoattered allusioiu).

THIRTLE, JAMES WILLIAM: English Non-
conformist; b. at Lowestoft (40 m. nji.e, of Ips-

wich), Suffolk, Jan. 23, 1854. He was privately

educated and was on the editorial staff of the

Staffordshire Sentinel (1875-84) and the Tor^way
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^imes (1885-87). Since 1888 he has been one of the

ditors of The ChriaHan, and has written Tides of
he F'salms (London, 1904) and Old TeatamerU
Problems: Critical Studies in the Pealma and
sctiah (1007).

THIRTT-NIlfB ARTICLES, THE.

Earliest Attempta to Formulate an Knglmh Creed (I 1).

lie Forty-two Articles (I 2).

•"ormulation and Adoption of the Thirty-nine Artiolea (f 3).

V>ntetit and Character of the Articles (I 4).

nterpretation ((5).
rhe Protestant Episcopal Church (( 6).

The Thirty-nine Articles di£fer from the more
elaborate confessions of the sixteenth century in

brm, but agree with them in spirit. As com-
>ared with the later canons of the S3mod of Dort
Lnd the Westminster Confession, they are more

genial in tone and lack the metaphys-
I. Earliest ical element so prominent in the latter.

Attempt to The Ten Articles of 1536 (q.v.), and the

Formulate Six Articles of 1539 (q.v.) issued in

an English the reign of Henry VIII., prepared
Creed. the way for a final statement of

doctrinal controversies. King Henry
VIII. was hardly a Protestant, but he advanced the

English Reformation by abolishing the jurisdiction

of the pope in England and pronouncing his au-

thority to be no greater than that of any other

bishop, as well as by suppressing a large number of

English monasteries and sequestrating their reve-

nues. The positive Reformation was first fairly

introduced during the reign of Edward VI.

(1547-^3) under the lead of Archbishop Cranmer.
Cranmer at first entertained the noble but pre-

mature project of framing an Evangelical catholic

creed, in which all the Reformed churches could

agree in opposition to the Chiutsh of Rome, then
holding the Council of Trent, and he invited the

surviving continental Reformers—^Melanchthon,

Calvin, and Bullinger—^to London for the purpose.

Calvin was willing to cross ten seas for such a work
of Christian union, and so replied to Oanmer in

1552 (the correspondence is in Cranmer's Works,
Parker Society ed., ii., 430-433, 1846). But political

events prevented the conference, and so the formu-
lation of the doctrinal consensus of the Reformed
churches.

Failing in this scheme, Oanmer framed, with the
aid of his fellow Reformers, the Forty-two Articles

of Religion for the English reformed church. As
early as 1540 he had drawn up a series

a. The of articles which were submitted to

Forty-two licentiates before licensure. These he
Articles, revised and the council submitted them

to a commission consisting of Grindal,

Home, John Knox, and others for examination.
They were completed in their final form Nov., 1552,
and published in 1553 by " royal authority." The
title-page states also that they had the official

sanction of convocation. But Cranmer stated at a
later time that this was not true (cf. Dixon, 514
sqq.; J. Giairdner, A History of the English Church
from Henry VIII to Mary, p. 311, London, 1903).
The reestablishment of the papacy imder the short
reign of Mary (155^-58) set them aside.

Under Elizabeth (1558-1603) the Artides were
XI.—27
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doctrine of transubstantiation is declared to be " re-

pugnant to the plain words of Scripture." The
decree of reprobation is not referred to and in the
statement of the decree of election the more mild
form of the Second Helvetic Confession is imitated.

In the political sections they teach the Erastian
doctrine of the spiritual as well as temporal suprem-
acy of the sovereign as the supreme governor of the
Church of England. They have, therefore, an eclec-

tic and comprehensive character, which distin-

guishes the Anglican Church from the Lutheran and
the strictly Calvinistic churches of the continent
and Scotland, and from the dissenting denomina-
tions of England.
The Thirty-nine Articles must be understood in

their plain grammatical sense; and, when this is

doubtful, the private writings of Cranmer and
other Ekiglish Reformers and the Elizabethan

divines must be called to aid. The
5. Interpre- leaders of the tractarian movement

tation. disparaged the Thirty-nine Articles,

and John Henry Newman in Tract 90,

Remarks on Certain Passages in the Thirty-nine

Articles, tried to show that art. xi., on justification

by faith only, does not exclude the doctrine of

justification by works, that art. xxv. does not deny
that the five sacraments are sacraments in some
sense, that arts. vi. and xx., on the authority of

Scripture, do not exclude the doctrine of the au-
thority of Catholic tradition, etc. The doctrinal

decisions in the Gorham (see Gorham Case),

Bennet, and other controversies, favor great latitude

in their interpretation. High-churchmen give to

the Articles a place subordinate to the Book of

Common Prayer, which is followed when the Articles

really are, or seem to be, in contradiction to it,

as in the implications it allows in the doctrines of

baptismal regeneration, the real presence in the

Eucharist, and the sacerdotal character of the
ministry.

The Protestant Episcopal Church in the United
States, after effecting an independent organisa-

tion and episcopate in consequence of the American
Revolution, formally adopted the Thirty-nine

Articles of the mother-church at the

6. The general convention held in Trenton,

Protestant N. J., Sept. 12, 1801, but with sundry
Episcopal alterations and omissions in the politi-

Church, cal articles (xxi., xxxvii.) which the

separation of Church and State made
necessary. The American revision omits all allu-

sion to the Athanasian Creed (Art. viii.), which is

also excluded from the American edition of the
Prayer-Book. By this omission the Episcopal

Church in the United States has escaped the agitar

tion of the English dliurch on that creed.

(PhIUP ScHAPFf.) D. S. SCHAFF.

BiBiJoaBAPBT: The text (Latin and English, with the
American ohanges) is given in Schaff, Creeds, iii. 486-516,
cf. i. 592-667. Consult: Thomas Rogers, ExponUon of
ihe Thirty^ime ArHcUa, London, 1579, Cambridge, 1854:
Gilbert Burnet, History of the Reformation of the Chitreh

of Bnoland, London, 167^1715 and often; idem. Ex-
poeiiian of the Thiriy^ine Articlea, Oxford, 1715 and
often; R. Laurence, An Attempt to lUuetrate thoee AriicUe
of the Church of England which the CalmniaU improperly
consider ae Calviniatical, Bampton Lectures, 3d ed., Ox-
ford. 1838; J. Lamb. An Historical Account of the Thirty-

nine ArUdes, Gambridge, 1835; E. H. Browne, An Ex-
position of the Thirty-nine Articles, London, 1850 aad
often (the most useftd commentary. Am. ed. by J. Wil-
iams. Bishop of Connecticut, New York, 1809); C. Haxd-
wick, A History of the Articles of Relioian, Cambridges,
1851, rev. ed. by F. Procter. London, 1876; W. S. Pcny,
Journals of the General Convention of the PraiestaM
Episcopal Church in the United States, 178S-1SS5, I
279 sqq., New York, 1861; A. P. Forbes, An£xplamaiim
of the Thirty^ine Articles, 2 vols., London, 1867-68;
W. White. Memoirs of the Protestant Episcopal Churdk n
the United States of America, Philadelphia, 1820, ed. B. F.

Da Costa, New York. 1880; R. W. Dixon, History ofiU
Church of Enoland, iii. 520 sqq. London, 1885; £. T-

Green, The Thirty-nine Articles to the Age of the Reforma-
tion, London, 1896; E. F. K. Mailer, Die Bekanmims-
schriften der reformierten Kirche, pp. xl.-xliii., 506-522,
Leipsio, 1903 ; A. J. Tait, Lecture Ovilineson the Thtwi^Nim
Articles, London, 1910.

THIRTY YEARS' WAR, THE: The great relig-

ious struggle of the seventeenth century (161^
1648) between the Protestants and the Roman
Catholics, Germany being the chief area of conflict

Of how mixed a character the whole affair was, may
be seen from the circumstance that, though Roman
Catholics on the one side (headed by Austria, Spain,

and Bavaria), and Protestants on the other side,

imder various leaders (Bohemia^ Denmark, and
Sweden), always formed the groundwork of the

party position, Roman-Oatholic powers, as, for

instance, France, would at times ally themselves
with the Protestants, and Protestant princes with

the Roman Catholics, as, for instance, the electoTB of

Brandenbuig and Saxony.
The war began in Bohemia. In 1617 Ferdinand

of Styria, a brother of the Emperor Matthias,

a pupil of the Jesuits, and a fanatical enemy of

Protestantism, was crowned king of Bohemia; and
persecutions were immediately instituted against

the Protestants. But the Protestants, under the

leadership of Coimt Thum, penetrated into the

castle of Prague, threw the imperial commiasianers
out of the window (May 23, 1618), organised a gear

eral rising throughout the countiy, entered into al-

liance with Bethlen Gklbor, prince of Transylvania,

and the Evangelical Union in Germany; and as

Matthias died on Mar. 20, 1619, and Feidinand
shortly after succeeded him as emperor, they de-

clared the Bohemian throne vacant, and offered

it to the young elector-palatine, Frederick V., a

son-in-law of James I. of England. He accepted the

offer, but was veiy unfortunate. The Protestant

army was completely routed in the battle at the

White Hill, just outside the walls of Prague, Nov.

8, 1620, by Tilly, the commander of the imperial

army, which chieiSy consisted of the contingent of

the Holy League; and Bohemia was speedily re-

duced to order; that is, more than thirty thoiMand
families belonging to the Lutheran or the Re-

formed denomination were driven out of the oountiy,

and their property, valued at more than fortjr

million crowns, was confiscated. Next year the

Palatinate was invaded by a Spanish army under

Spinola; and at the diet of Regensburg, March 6,

1623, Frederick V. was put under the ban of the

entire, and the Palatinate was given to M<tYimil«m

of Bavaria. Li 1625 the Protestant princes of

Germany again rallied under the head of ChristiaD

IV., king of Denmark; but he was utterly defeated

in the battle at Lutter, Aug. 27, 1626, by TUly. Hie
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Danish peninsula was flooded with imperial troops;

and the peace of Labeck, May 22, 1629, made an
end of the direct participation of Denmark in the

In June, 1630, Gustavus Adolphus, king of

Sweden, landed in Germany; and in a very short

time conquered Pomerania and Mecklenbuiig. Gu»-
tavna Adolphus w^as a Christian hero, a great general,

and a great statesman. The hope of conquest, of

making the Baltic a Swedish sea, was, no doubt, one
of Ills motives in taking up the cause of the Protes-

tants in Germany, but his conviction of the justice

of that cause was as surely another, and perhaps
tlie stronger one. His army was a model of an
army, infinitely superior in moral character to the

armies of Tilly and Wallenstein. The Swedish
soldiers of Gustavus Adolphus resembled the Iron-

sides of Cromwell. Tilly was defeated at Brietenfeld,

and on the Lech. In the latter battle he was killed

and his army scattered. But Ferdinand chaiged

Wallenstein with the formation of a new army,
which encountered that of Gustavus Adolphus at

Latzen. Wallenstein was defeated; but Gustavus
Adolphus fell, and the emperor found breathing-

room again. Though Wallenstein remained inactive

in Bohemia, where he finally was assassinated at

Eger, Feb. 25, 1634, the standard of the Swedish
army rapidly simk after the death of Gustavus
Adolphus; and the Protestant army suffered a

severe defeat at Nordlingen, Sept. 6, 1634, after

which the electors of Brandenbuig and Saxony
deserted the Protestant cause, made peace with the

emperor, and turned against the Swedes.

Nevertheless, the position of the emperor con-

tinued to be very critical, and his prospects of final

success were very small. Richelieu, whose whole

foreign policy turned upon the humiliation of the

house of Austria as its true pivot, and who for that

very reason had subsidized the Swedes from the

very beginning, now took the army of Duke Bern-

hardt of Saxe-Weimar into the French service; and
the war against Austria and her allies was carried

on with a fierceness and cruelty hitherto unheard
of. In 1646 no less than a hundred villages were

burned down in Bavaria, and the inhabitants driven

away. And at the same time the Swedish general

Torstenson developed an activity which seemed
to threaten the very existence of the Hapsburg
dynasty. He defeated one Austrian army under
Piccolomini at Brietenfeld, Nov. 2, 1642, and
another, under Hatzfeld, at Jankow, Mar. 6, 1645;

and he actually approached Vienna in order to form
a connection with Prince Rakoczy of Transylvania,

and laid siege to the city. The immediate danger

drifted away by the somewhat peculiar proceedings

of Rakoczy. But Austria was completely exhausted
and the peace of Westphalia (see Westphalia,
Peace of), Oct. 24, 1648, was as necessary to her as

it was welcome to Germany, which lay prostrate,

and cruelly devastated from one end to the other.

Bibuoobapht: The best bibliography is that in Dahbnann-
WaiU, QiteUenkunde der deutachen Geachichte, 7th ed. by
E. BnuidenbuiiK, Leipeic. 1905-06. On the bibliography
consult B. Erdmannaddrfer, in Hiatariaehe ZeUachrift^

ziv (1865). Note also the very extensive classified list

in Cambridoe Modem Hialory, iv. 801-953, New York,
1906. The most important ooUeotkm of souroes is Briefe

und Akten zur OeaehichU dea dreisnojilhrioen Kriega, be-
gun in Munich in 1873, the 2d series issued at Leipsic and
Munich (vols. viii. and xi., 1910). The best book for the
English reader is the volume in the Cambridge Modem
Hiatory already referred to. Consult further; A. W. Ward.
Tha Thirty Yeara* War, London, 1869 (popular); S. R.
Gardiner, The Thirty Yeara* War, ib. 1874 (admirable sum-
mary); E. Shebek, Die Lfiaung der WaUenateinfirage, Berlin,
1881; F. Des Robert, Campagnea de Charlea IV., due de
Lorraine, 2 vols., Paris, 1883; J. W. De Peyster. The Thirty
Yeara' War. With Reference to the Operaiiona of the
Swedea, PhiUdelphia, 1884; A. Gindely, lUuatrirte Oe-
aehichU dea dreiaaigj&hrigen Kriegea, 3 vols., Prague, 1884,
Eng. transls., Hiatory of the Thirty Yeara* War, 2 vols.,

London, 1885 (based on original documents) ; G. B. Mal-
leson, BatUefielda of Germany from the Outbreak of the
Thirty Yeara* War, London, 1884; J. C. F. von Schiller,
Hiatoire de la guerre de trente ana, Paris, 1884; J. Buehring,
Venedig, Ouatav Adolf und Rohan, Halle, 1885; A. Gaedeke,
Wallenateina Verhandlungen mii den Schweden, Frankfort,
1885; T. V. Bilek, BeUrOge zur Geachichte Waldateina,
Prague, 1886; R. C. Trench, Gualavua Adolphua in Ger-
many, London, 1886 (gives social aspects) ; A. C. Henne-
quin, TiUy, 1618 & 1632, Lille, 1887; G. Dioysen, Daa
ZeitaUer dea dreiaaigj&hrigen Kriegea, Berlin, 1888; A.
Ledieu, Eaquiaaea de la guerre de trenle ana, Lille, 1888;
M. Ritter, Deutsche Geachichte im Zeitaiter der Gegenrefor-
motion und dea dreiaaigj&hrigen Kriegea, 3 vob., Stuttgart,
1889-1908 (authoritative); A. Weskamp, Daa Hear der
Liga in Weatfalen, 162t-2S, MOnster, 1891; O. Klopp,
Der dreiaaigi&hrige Krieg bia turn Tode GuUav Adolfa,
1632, 3 vob., Paderbom, 1891-96; G. Winter, Geachichte
dea dreiaaigiahrigen Kriegea, Berlin, 1893; W. Leinung
and R. Stumvoll, Aua Magdeburga Sage und Geachichte,

Magdebuiig, 1894; W. Struck, Johann Georg und Oxen-
atiema. Von dem Tode Guatav Adolfa, Nov. 1632, bia

1633, Stralsund, 1899; G. Egelhaaf, Guatav Adolf in
Deutachland, 1630-32, Halle, 1901; F. Lippert. Geachichte

der Gegenreformation im Oberpfah-Kurpfala zur Zeit dea
dreiaaigj&hrigen Kriegea, Freiburg, 1901; J. Wagner, Die
Chronik dea J. Wagner liber die Zeit der achufediac?ien Ok-
kupation in Augaburg, 1632-36, Augsburg, 1902; C. Jahnel,
Der dreiaaiojdhrige Krieg in Auaaig, Prague, 1903; C.
Jacob, Von LiUxen nach Nordlingen 1633-34, Strasburg,

1904; W. Stubbs (Bp. of Oxford), Lecturea on European
Hiatory. Europe during the Thirty Yeara' War, London,
1904; H. Teitga, Die Frage nach dem Urheber der Zer-

at&rung Magdeburga 1631, Halle, 1904; J. B. Mehler,
General TiUy, der Siegreiche, Mimich, 1905; F. Pieth, Die
FeldxUge dea Herzoga Rohan im Veltlin und in Graubunden
1635-37, Bern. 1905; £. Noel, Guatav Adolf, King of
Sweden, London, 1905.

THISTED, WALDEMAR ADOLPH: Danish poet;

b. in Aarhus (100 m. n.w. of Copenhagen), Denmark,
Feb. 28, 1815; d. in Copenhagen Oct. 14, 1887.

He became a teacher in 1845; a minister in Sles-

wick, 1855; and, in 1862, m Tommerup, Zealand.

His romances and stories were very popular; he
was the author, under pseudon3rm of Rowel, of Breve

fra Helvede (Copenhagen, 1866; English translation.

Lettersfrom Hdl, 2 vols., London, 1866; 1 vol.. New
York, 1885) ; and, under the pseudonyms of Em.
Saint Hermidad and Herodion, of many other pub-

lications.

THOBURN, JAMES MILLS: Methodist Episcopal

bishop; b. at St. Clairsville, O., Mar. 7, 1836. He
was educated at Alleghany College, Meadville, Pa.

(A.B., 1857); was circuit preacher in Ohio (1857-

1859) ; went to India asa missionary, being stationed

successively at Naini Tal, Pauri, Moradabad, Luck-

now, Calcutta, and Simla from 1859 to 1886. He
was then presiding elder of the Indian conference in

the United States (1886-88), and in 1888 was elected

missionary bishop of his church, with residence at

Calcutta until 1896 and subsequently at Bombay.

His jurisdiction extends over the Philippines. He



York, 1884); Mimanary SemumB (1888); /tuiia

ofuf Malayna (1803); TAa Z)0aam6M on^ Aer Foco-
ium (1893); L^A< in (A« £aa< (1894); Ths ChrisOeu
Nation* (1895); The Church of PmiUcoat (1899);

Ltfe o/Iaabdla Thobum (1903); rA« ChrUUan Con-
quest of India (1906); and India and Souihem Ana
(1907).

BouoamAnrr: W. H. dftwfoid, ad., Tkabtmn and ImUki^
New Yoik. 1900.

THOLUCK, toauk, PRIEDRICH AUGUST GOTT-
REU: German divine and pulpit orator; b. at
Breslau Mar. 30, 1799; d. at HaUe June 10, 1877.

Descended from very humble parentage, he first

learned a trade, but by the asaiatance of frienda at-

tended the gymnasium of hia native dty, and the
university of Berlin. When he left college, he de-
livered an address on ''The Superiority of the
Oriental World over the Christian," which was
chiefly a eulogy on Mohammedanism. But during
his university course he was thoroughly converted
from his pantheism and skepticism, under the in-

fluence of the lectures of Schldermacher and
Neander, and more especially by personal inter-

course with Baron Ernst von Kottwits, a member
of the Moravian brotherhood, who combined
high social standing and culture with an amiable
type of piety. In 1821 he was graduated as licen-

tiate of theology, and began to deliver lectures as
privat^ocent; in 1824 he was appointed extra-

ordinary professor of oriental literature. In 1825
he made a literary journey to Holland and England
at the expense of the Prussian government, ajod in

1826 was called to the university of Halle aa ordi-

naryprofessorof theology, which position he occupied
till his death, with the exception of a brief period

(1827-29), which he spent in Rome as chaplain

of the Prussian embassy. In Halle he had at first

to suffer much opposition and reproach from the
prevailing rationalism of his colleagues (Geeenius
and Wegscheider), but succeeded in effecting a radi-

cal change; and the whole theological faculty of

Halle later became decidedly Evangelical. On Dec.
2, 1870, his friends celebrated the jubilee of his

professorship. The university and magistrate of

Halle and delegates of several universities and of all

schools of theology took part in it; and his pufuls in

Europe and America founded a seminary adjoining
his own home, for beneficiaiy students of theology,

as a perpetual memorial of his devotion to students.

He was always in delicate health, but by strict

temperance and great regularity of habits he man-
aged to do an imusual amount of work till within
the last years of his life. He waa incessant in his

lectures, preached regularly as university chaplain,

and found time to write many books.
His principal works are as follows: Die Lehrt von

dor SUnde und dem Veradlmer, oder die wahre
Weihe dea Zweiflera (Berlin, 1823, and often; Eng.
transl., Chddo and Jvliua. The Doctrine of Sin and
the Propitiator, Jjondon, 1836; and The TwoStudenie,
Quido and Jtditu, 1855), written in answer to De
Wette's Theodor, oder dee Zweiflere Weihe (Bei^
lin, 1822); BliUheneammlung aus der morgerddnd-
ischen Myatik (1825), a collection of translations
from the mystic poets of the 'E&st; Commentary on

1848), the first ex^etical fruit of the new Evia-

gelical theology; on John's Cioq>el (Hambuii,

1827; Eng. transl. Edinburgh, 1836, Philadelphia.

1859), less thorough and permanent, but more popu-

lar, and better adapted for students, than his other

conmientaries; on the Sermon on the Mount (1835:

Eng. transls., 2 vols., Edinburgh 1834-^37, 1860), hL^

most learned, elaborate, and valuable ex^tid
production; on Hebrews (1836; Eng. transl.

Edinburgh, 1842); and on Pfiakna (1843; Enc

transl., Philadelphia, 1858); DieGtaubwHrdigkeUdeT

evangdiechen Qeechichte (1837), a vindication of the

Gospels against the mjrthical theory of Strauss; ani

Stunden chrieilichen Andacht (1840; several Eng

transls., Houra of Devotion, London, 1853, 1S70.

Edinburgh, 1873), containing several original hymn^.

In this book he pours out his fervent EvaDgelicoi

piety with all the charm of fresh enthusiasm. He

waa one of the most eloquent German preachers of

his day, and published a series of university ser-

mons (collected in 5 vols., 3d ed., Gotha, 1863-&1.

Eng. transl. of one volume. Light from the Crm,

Sermons on the Paaeion of our Lord, Pluladelphu^

1858). He issued also two very interestiiig vols, of

*' liisoellaneous Essays " (1839). His last worb

were contributions to German church history sinoe

the Reformation, derived in part from manuscript

sources; namely, Lutheriache Theologen WiUenbergt

im 17, Jahrhundert (Hamburg, 1852), Das akadf-

miache Lfben dea 17. Jahrhundert (2 vols., Haznbun:

1852, 1854), and Qeechichte dee RationaUsntus (pan

i., Berlin, 1865, never finished). A complete editioo

of his works appeared 1863-72, in 11 vols. He abo

republished the commentaries of Calvin on tbe

QoepeAa and Epistles, and hia InetituHo Christma

religionia. He conducted for several yean a litenrv

periodical, and contributed largely to the first edi-

tion of the Realeneyklopddie fUr protestafduAt

Theologie und Kirche of Hersog.

Tholuck was one of the most fruitful and in-

fluential German theologians and authors during the

second and third quarters of the nineteenth centun-.

and better known in England and America than any

other. He was original, fresh, brilliant, suggesti\t,

eloquent, and full of poetry, wit, and humor. Be

can not be classed with any school. He was in>

fluenced by Pietism, Moravianism, Schleiennacber,

Neander, and even Hegel. His elastic mind was

ever open to new light; and his heart was al^ayi

right, and never shaken from faith and Iotc to

Christ. He had an extraordinary talent for lan-

guages, studied nineteen foreign tongues before be

was seventeen, and spoke English, French, Italian.

Greek, Arabic, and several other tongues, ancieot

and inodem, almost like a Jiative. His leaniing

was extensive rather than thorough and exhaustivt.

He was one of the regenerators of German theolosr<

leading it from rationalism to the Scriptures and the

literature of the Reformation. Bia oommentari«

broke a new path. His personal influence was as

great and good as that exerted by his works, and

yields only to that of Neander among his conteo>-

poraries. He was gifted with personal magnetism.

and brilliant powers of conversation. Having n<)

children, he devoted all his paternal affection to his
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' students, and was nobly assisted by his second
wife, a most amiable, refined Christiaii lady. He

' loved, as he said, candidates for the ministry more
I than the ministers, and students more than candi-

dates, because he was more interested in the process
' of growth than in the results of growth. His life

was a life with the yotmg, fruitful in blessings. He
' was in the habit of taking long walks with two or

three students every day from deven to twelve, and
from four to five: he invited them freely to his

house and table, tried experiments on their minds,

proposed perplexing questions, set them disputing on
high problems, inspired and stimulated them in

the pursuit of knowledge, virtue, and piety. He had
great regard for individuality, and aimed to JEUt>use

in every one the sense of his peculiar calling rather

than to create a school. His chief aim was to lead

them to humble faith in the Savior, and to infuse

into them that love which was the ruling passion of

his own heart. He adopted, as he says, Zinsendorf's

motto, " I have but one passion, and that is He, and
He alone." His lecture-room was truly a school of

Christ. And herein lies his chief significance and
merit. Thousands of students from different lands

owe to him their spiritual life. To Americans he
was especially attached, and a most useful guide in

the labyrinth of German theology. He was veiy

intimate with Edward Robinson, Charles Hodge
(who studied at Halle in 1827, and was daily in his

company), Henry B. Smith, George L. Prentiss

(who studied there in 1840), and Edwards A. Park
of Andover. He was invited to the General 0>n-
ference of the Evangelical Alliance in 1873, and
promised to come (with the humorous remark,
" I am afraid of your American mobs, your hot cakes
for breakfast, and eapeciaUy of your kindneaa").

But his feeble health prevented Idm; and he sent

one of his favorite pupils, Leopold Witte, as his

representative, with a modest ^tch of his labors

and the condition of theology in Germany. It is

the last public document from his pen (except

some letters), and gives a faithful idea of this lover

of youth, who loved them for Christ's sake.

(PhIUP ScHAFPf.) D. S. SCHATF.

Kbuoobapht: His Lekre von der Sunde, vt sop., h in part
autoblographioal, Guido reprawintJng him. Letten will

be found in the biocraphy of Chariei Hodfe by A. A.
Hodge, New York, 1880, in that of H. B. Smith, by Mn.
H. B. Smith, ib, 1880. of. that of PhiUp Schaff by D. S.

SchafF, paasim. The authorised " Life " is by L. Witte,

2 yob., Bielefeld, 1884-«6; an atttobiographieal sketoh

with a paper by Witte is in the PfwsoedifHf of As Bvan-
gMaU AUianee Conference of J87S, pp. 8&-89, New York,
1874. Consult further: P. Sohaff, Germamy; <te Untoer-

svfies, TheoUvy, and ReUoion, chap, zxvi., Philadelphia,

1857; idem, in Pretbvterian Review, 1871, pp. 206-300;
M. llioluek. Erimteninoen an Thdvek'e Heimoono* Leip-

io. 1892; M. Kfthler, Avoud Tholudu CMnehinie, ib.

1890; idem, Erinnenaioen an Avtfuti fluid IfolMUs Tho-
htek, ib. 1800.

THOMA, t6'ma, ALBRECHT: German Protes-

tant; b. at Dertkigen (a village near Wertheun,

20 m. w. of WOrzburg), Baden, Dec. 2, 1844. He
was educated at the universities of Heidelberg

(1865-07) and Jena (1867-e8)i and at the seminary

for preachers at Heidelberg (1868-69); after which

he was euiate in Baden (1869-71), Bremen (1871-

1S72), Nemildrohen (1872), Freiburg (1872-73),

Lttirach (1873-75), and Mannheim (1875-«0).

Since 1880 he has been professor of German and
histoiy At the normal school in Carlsruhe. In theol-

ogy hia position is liberal. Among his numerous
writings mention may be made of his OeschiMe der

ckrisOichen Sitterdehre in der Zeit dea Neuen TmUp-
menta (Haarlem, 1879); Die Genesis des Johannes-

Evangdiums (Berlin, 1882); Dr, Luthers LebenfUrs
deuUche Haus (1883); Bin RiU ins OdchU Land,
Ix^ndund LeiUeinPaldstinavor SjOOOJahren {1SS7);

Das Leben Qustav Adolfs fUrs deutsche Volk (Carls-

ruhe, 1894); Unterm Chris&Mumy Weinachtsge-

sckichten (1895); Pkilipp Mekmchihons Ldrni (1897);

OesMchie des Khsters Frauenalb (Freiburg, 1898);

Kaiharina von Bora (Berlin, 1900); Konrad Wider-

hoU, der Kommandant von Hoheniwid (Munich,

1903); Bemhard von Weimar (Weimar, 1904);

Der Stemensohn. OesckichUiche ErgOhhrng aus der

Zeit des Kaisers Hadrian (Bielefeld, 1908); and
Jesus und die Apostd (Gotha, 1910).

THOMAS A BECEBT. See BscKflfr, Thomas.

THOMAS A JESU: Portuguese Augustinian

ascetic, brother of Didacus (Diogo) Andrada (q.v.);

b. at Lisbon 1529; d. among the Moors in NorUi
Africa Apr. 17, 1582. He entered the Augustinian

order in 1548; studied philosophy and theology at

Cdmbra, and then went to Lisbon, where he became
master of novices; he developed a tendency toward
extreme asceticism, for the furthering of which he

proposed to found a monastery under stricter rules,

though this met with opposition; he carried out

his own ideal in person at Penhaferma, where he
became a preacher; he was taken as field chaplain

to Africa by King Sebastian in his campaign against

the Moors, by whom he was wounded and taken
prisoner, and in prison wrote his Trabalhos de Jesus

(Lisbon, 1602), which was translated into several

European languages. He was sold as a slave, but
was released through the efforts of the Portuguese

ambassador, but preferred to stay in Morocco to

minister to the needs of other prisoners and the

poor, for the accomplishment of which he sought

and obtained the help of the wealthy. His last ill-

ness waa contracted while engaged in these works
of mercy. He wrote also a '' Life " of Louis de
Montroya (Lisbon, 1618); Praxis vera fidei (Co-

logne, 1629); and also De oratUms Dominica (Ant-

werp, 1623).

Bibuoorapht: Hif " Ltfe " by A. da MoaeM Ib prafized

to an edition of the TmboMoe, pubUahed at Uabon. 1788.

Cf. KL, sd. 1671-73.

THOMAS A KSMFIS. See KsifFra.

THOMAS THE APOSTLE: In the Synoptic lists

of the apostles (Matt. x. 3; Mark iii. 18; Luke vi.

15) Thomas is paired with Matthew, but in the Acts

(i. 13) with Philip. The name (translated into the

Greek Didymus, John xi. 16, zz. 24, xxi. 2) means
'' twin " and was doubtless the personal name of the

apostle, most likely as recalling the facts at his birth,

possibly given after the dea^ of the other twin.

It surely was not given by Jesus on account of

Thomas's native disposition toward doubt. Thomas
does not figure in the Synoptic Gospels outside of the

lists of the apostles, while in the Fourth Gospel he
stands out clearly with marked characteristics

(zi. 6, ziv. 5, zz. 25-28). His nature is positive,
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like Peter's, but with contrary leanings, since Peter

was optimistic and Thomas pessimistic. He is

noted for his desire for certain and experiential

knowledge, without which he was uncertain and un-

determined (cf. John xiv. 5), as when he wished

personal and irrefutable experience of the fact of

Jesus' resurrection (John xx. 25-28).

All extra-Biblical reports are untrustworthy,

including those which identify him with other Bibli-

cal personages especially in the Syrian Church. The
Curetonian and Sinaitic Syriac furnish examples of

identification with Judas in John xiv. 22, others are

in the Syriac Didache, Abulfaraj (Ckron. ecd., iii. 2),

Ephraem Syrus (cf. Burkitt, in TSy vii. 2, 4), Euse-
bius (HUt. ecd.f i., xiii., Syriac text). The defense

of this identification by Resch (TU., x. 3, pp. 824

sqq.)» who explains Judas-James as brother of James
and sees the other twin in James-Alpheus and dis-

tinguishes Lebbteua-Thaddeus from Judas-James,

has no foundation. Still more startling is the
^ identification of Thomas with Judas son of Joseph

and brother of Jesus, which makes him the twin

brother of Jesus; this occurs first in the Acts of

Thomas [§ 31], at the basis of which is probably a
Sjrriac original, but outside the Syrian Church is

found only in Priscillian, who in this twin brother

sees the apostle (John xx. 26 sqq.) and the author
of I John (cf. Zahn, Far9chungen, v. 116, 123, vi. 346
sqq .) . As untrustworthy as these suppositions is the

statement that Thomas was a native of Paneas in

Galilee (cf. R. A. Lipsius. Apohyphen, Apostd-

gescfdehten und AposUUegenden, i. 246, Brunswick,

1883). Similarly the reports of ecclesiastical

tradition are pure fiction, llie earliest form of this

sends him to work in Parthia (Eusebius, Hist. ecd.

III., i., and often elsewhere), and his grave was
sought in Edessa (S. J. Assemani, BiUiotheca

crierUalis, i. 49, Rome, 1710) and his death naturally

was located there (Clement of Alexandria, Strom.,

IV.f ix. 73), while this report brings him into con-

nection also with the Abgar legend (see Abgab).
A later development in the beginning of the fourUi

century sends him to India, where he suffers a
martjnr death. This is brought into relation with

the Edessa story by reporting the carrying of his

body back to Edessa, a stoiy with9ut historical

foundation (in spite of W. Germann, Die Kirche
der Thomaachriateny pp. 20 sqq., Gatersloh, 1877).

l*he source of these later stories is the Gnosidc Acts
of Thomas (ed. M. Bonnet, Supplementum codicie

apocrypM, vol. i., Leipsic, 1883). A later redaction

of tUs legend dates from the seventh century,

affirming that Thomas converted Parthians, Medes,
Persians, and Indians and died a martyr in Calamine
in India (J. J. Gr3mftus, MonumerUa patrum or-

thodoxagrapha, ii. 589, Basel, 1569). The Thomas
Christians (see Nestorianb) have a tradition, con-

ditioned by the Gnostic Acts of Thomas, which
makes him a martyr in Mailapur.

^^ Sieffert.)

Bibuoobapht: The souroes are quite folly indioated in the
text. The reader is referred to the Bible dictionaries*

notably: DB, iv. 753-764; SB, iv. 6057-69; DCG, ii.

728-720. MoGiffert discusses the eariy accounts in his

tnnsl. of Eusebius, HiH. ecd., hi NPNF, 1 ser.. i. 100.
101. 104. 132, 166. 171. The fullest account of the leg-

ends concerning Thomas are in the work of Lipsius named
in the text, L 225-347. Consult further W. Wiight,

Apocrvphal AeU of the ApotHet, London. 1871; T.
mann, PropheUn imd ApotUHegeitdent Leipaie, 1907; F.

Wilhelm, Detdache L^gendtn und Leaeitdare, ib. 1907.

The apociyphal Gospel according to Thomas was edited

by C. Tiachendoif in BvanoeLia, Apocrypha, Jjmpmc, 1853.

2d ed., 1876. and an Eng. transl. is furnished by B. H.

Cowper, The Apocryphal Gotpda, pp. 118-170, Laodoa.
1867; and by A. Walker. Apocryphal GoapaU, Ada, aad
Revdatitnu, pp. 78-99. ib. 1873, who gives also tzaa^ of

tEe Acts of Thomas, pp. 389-422. The text of the Aeti
of Thomas are in C. Tisehendoxf. Ada ApoMoiorwm mpoe-

rypha, pp. 190-234, cf. pp. lziii.-lxix.. 236-342. For fiw.
transL of the *' Preaching " and ** Martyrdona off St
Thomas " cf. Agnes Smith Lewis, Harm SemiHcm, hr. 80-

99, London. 1904. B. Pick, in Apocryphal Adm, jgp, 222-
362, Chicago, 1909, gives Eng. tnmsl. of the Aists of

Thomas. Consult also A. E. Medl3roott, India amd At
ApodU Thomas: an Ingmry: wt(^ a cniieai Amniifriw «t
ths Ada Thomm, London, 1905.

THOMAS AQUINAS.
Life (i 1).

Personality and Ghaiacter (f 2).

Writinffi (i 3).

The Summa, part i.; Theology (f 4).
The Summa, part iL; Ethics (f 5).

The Summa, part iii.; Christ (f 6).

Tlie Sacraments (| 7).

Ertimation (f 8).

The birth-year of Thomas Aquinas is oomnuHilj
given as 1227, but he was probably bom early in

1225 at his father's castle of Roocaseoca (75 m.

e.s.e. of Borne) in Neapolitan territory. He died at

the monasteiy of Fossanova, one mile from Soo-

nino (64 m. s.e. of Rome), BCar. 7, 1274.

z. Life. His father was Coimt Landulf of an

old high-bom south Italian family,

and his mother was Countess Theodora of Theate,

of noble Norman descent. In his fifth 3rear he was
sent for his early education to the monasteiy of

Monte Oassino, where his father's brother SinihaM
was abbot. Later he studied in Naples. Probably
in 1243 he determined to enter the Dominican
order; but on the way to Rome he was seined by

his brothers and brought back to his parents at the

castle of S. Giovanni, where he was held a captive

for a year or two and besieged with prayers, threats,

and even sensual temptation to make him lelinquiah

his purpose. Finally the family yielded and the or-

der sent Thomas to Cologne to study under AlbettoB

Magnus (q.v.), where he arrived probably toward
the end of 1244. He accompanied Albertus to I^iis

in 1245,remained there with his teacher, continuing

his studies for three years, and followed Albertus

at the latter's return to Cologne in 1248. For

several years longer he remained with the famous
philosopher of scholasticism, presumably teaching.

This long association of Thomas with the gicst

polyhistor was the most important influence in his

development; it made him a comprehensive scholar

and won him permanently for the Aristotelian

method. In 1252 probably Thomas went to Puis
for the master's degree, which he found some dif-

ficulty in attaining owing to attacks, at that time^

on the mendicant orders. Ultimately, however, be

reodved the degree and entered ceremcmiously upon

his office of teaching in 1257; he taught in Piaris for

several years and there wrote certain of his works

and began others. In 1250 he was present at an\

important chapter of his order at Yaloicien&es.

At the solicitation of Pope Urban lY. (therefore
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not before the latter part of 1261), he took up his

residence in Rome. In 126^71 he was again active

in Paris. In 1272 the provincial chapter at Florence

empowered him to found a new ^udtum generale

a.t> such place as he should choose, and he selected

^N'a.ples. Early in 1274 the pope directed him to at-

tend the Council of Lyons and he undertook the

journey, although he was far from well. On the

-way he stopped at the castle of a niece and there

became seriously ill. He wished to end his days in a
monastery and not being able to reach a house of

the Dominicans he was carried to the Cistercian

Fossanova. There, first, after his death, his re-

mains were preserved.

Thomas made a remarkable impression on all

^who knew him, as represented in contemporary
biographies. He was placed on a level with Paul
and Augustine, receiving the title doctor angdicus.

In 1319 the investigation preliminary

2. Person- to canonization was begun and on
ality and July 18, 1323, he was pronounced a
Cfaaiacter. saint by John XXII. at Avignon.

Thomas is described as of large stature,

corpulent, and dark-complexioned; he had a laige

heskd and was somewhat bald in front. His manners
and bearing accorded with his noble birth; he was
refined, affable, and lovable. In argument he
maintained self-control and won his opponents by
his superior personality and great learning. His
tastes were simple and his requirements few. His
associates were specially impressed by his power of

memory; but the passion of his soul was the search

for the truth involving the inner struggle for the

knowledge of God. Absorbed in thought he often

forgot his surroundings. His admirers honestly be-

lieved him to be inspired, and it was reported that

Peter, Paul, and Christ instructed him in visions.

What he attained by such strenuous absorption he
knew how to express for others Gfsrstematically,

with remarkable clearness and simplicity. In his

writings he does not, like Duns, make the reader

his associate in the search for truth, but he teaches

it authoritatively. Thomas became the teacher

of his church and has always remained such. The
consciousness of the insufficiency of his works in

view of the revelation which he believed to have
received was often to him an oppressive burden.

The writings of Thomas may be classified as,

(1) exegetical, homiletical, and litui^cal; (2)

dogmatic, apologetic, and ethical; and (3) philo-

sophical. Among the genuine works of the first

class were: Commentaries on Job (1261-65);

on Psalms i.-Ii., according to some a

3. Writings, reportatumj or report of oral deliver-

ances furnished by his companion
Raynaldus; on Isaiah; the Catena aurea (1475,

and often; Eng. transl., ed. by J. H. Newman, 4
vols., Oxford, 1841-45), which is a running com-
mentary on the four Gospels, constructed on
numerous citations from the Fathers; probably a
Commentary on Canticles, and on Jeremiah; and
wholly or partly reporUUaf on John, on Matthew,
and on the epistles of Paul, including, according to

one authority, Hebrews i.-x. Thomas prepared for

Urban IV., Officium de corpore ChrisH (1264) ; and
the following works may be either genuine or

reportata: Ei
kUus de decern

poeitio; Semt
eanctorum aoU
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to the whole, he is Just: in so far as he thereby does
away with miseiy, he is merciful. In eveiy work
of God both justice and Toetcy are united and, in-

deed, his justice always presupposes his metcy,
since he owes no one anything and gives more
bountifully than is due. As God rules in the world,

the " plan of the order of things " preexists in him;
i.e., his providence and the exercise of it in His

govemmrait are what condition as cause every-

thing which comes to pass in the world. Hence
follows predestination: from eternity some are

destined to eternal life, while as concerns others
" he permits some to fall short of that end." Repro-
bation, however, is more than mere foreknowledge;

it is the *^ will of permitting anyone to fall into sin

and incur the peaialty of condemnation for sin."

The effect of predestination is grace. Since God
is the first cause of everything, he is the cause of

even the free acts of men through predestination.

Determinism is deeply groimded in the sjrstem of

Thomas; things with their source of becoming in

God are ordered from eternity as means for the

realisation of his end in himself. On moral grounds
Thomas advocates freedom energetically; but,

with his premises, he can have in mind only the

psychological form of self-motivation. Nothing
in the world is accidental or free, although it may
appear so in reference to the proximate cause. From
this point of view miracles become necessary in

themselves and are to be considered merely as

inexplicable to man. From the point of view
of the first cause all is unchangeable; although

from the limited point of view of the secondary cause

miracles may be spoken of. In his doctrine of the

Trinity Thomas starts from the Augustinian system.

Since God has only the functions of thinking and
willing, only two processionea can be asserted from
the Father. But these establish definite relations

of the persons of the Trinity one to another. The
relations must be conceived as real and not as

merely ideal; for, as with creatures relations arise

through certain accidents, since in God there is no
accident but all is substance, it follows that " the

relation really existing in God is the same as the

essence according to the thing." From another

side, however, the relations as real must be really

distinguished one from another. Therefore, three

persons are to be afikmed in God. Man stands

opposite to God; he consists of soul and body. The
" inteUectual soul " consists of inteUect and will.

Furthermore the soul is the absolutely indivisible

form of man ; it is immaterial substance, but not one
and the same in all men (as the Averrhoists as-

sumed). The soul's power of knowing has two sides;

a passive (the inteUedus posHbilis) and an active

(the irUdlectus agena). It is the capacity to form
concepts and to abstract the mind's images (apeciea)

from the objects perceived by sense. But since

what the intellect abstracts from individual things

is a universal, the mind knows the univer^
primarily and directly, and knows the singular

only indirectly by virtue of a certain reflexio

(cf. ScHOLASTicisiff). As Certain principles are im-
manent in the mind for its speculative activity,

so also a " special disposition of works," or the

synderesia (rudiment of conscience), is inborn in the

'* practical reason," affording the idea of the moral

law of nature, so important in medieval ethics.

The first part of the Summa is summed up in the

thought that (jod governs the world as the '' uni-

versal first cause." God sways the inteUect in that

he gives the power to know and impresses the

species inUUtgOnUs on the mind, and he sways the

will in that he holds the good before

5. The it as aim, and creates the virtus voiendL

SomnuLf " To will is nothing else than a certain

Part H; inclination toward the object of the

Ethics, volition which is the imiversal good.**

God works all in all, but so that things

also themselves exert their proper efficiency. Here
the Areopagitic ideas of the graduated effects of

created thiiigs play their part in Thomas's thought.
The second part of the Summa (two parts, prima
aecundcB and sccutuUb secunda) follows this complex
of ideas. Its theme is man's striving after the

highest end, which is the blessedness of the vieio

beata. Here Thomas develops his system of ethics,

which has its root in Aristotle. In a chain of bcU
of will man strives for the highest end. They are

free acts in so far as man has in himself the knowl-
edge of their end and therein the principle of acticm.

In that the will wills the end, it wills also the ap-
propriate means, chooses freely and completes the
consensus. Whether the act be good or evil depends
on the end. The '' human reason " pronounces
judgment concerning the character of the end, it is,

therefore, the law for action. Hmnan acts, how-
ever, are meritorious in so far as they promote the
piurpose of (jod and his honor. By repeating a good
action man acquires a moral habit or a quality
which enables him to do the good gladly and easily.

This is true, however, only of the inteUectual and
moral virtues, which Thomas treats after the manner
of Aristotle; the theological virtues are imparted
by Ciod to man as a " disposition," from which the
acts here proceed, but while they strmgthen, they
do not form it. The " disposition " of evil is the
opposite alternative. An act becomes evil through
deviation from the reason and the divine moral law.

Therefore, sin involves two factors: its substance
or matter is lust; in form, however, it is deviation
from the divine law. Sin has its origin in the wiR,
which decides, against the reason, for a *' change-
able good." Since, however, the will also moves
the other powers of man, sin has its seat in these
too. By choosing such a lower good as end, the
will is misled by self-love, so that this works as
cause in every sin. (jod is not the cause of sin,

since, on the contrary, he draws all things to him-
self. But from another side Ciod is the cause of aO
things, so he is efficacious also in sin as ucUo but
not as ens. The devil is not directly the cause of

sin, but he incites by working on the imaginatiop
and the sensuous impulse of man, as men or thii^^

may also do. Sin is original. Adam's first sin

passes upon himselfand all the succeeding race; be-

cause he is the head of the human race and " by
virtue of procreation human nature is transmitted
and along with nature its infection." The powers
of generation are, therefore, designated espe-

cially as "infected." The thought is involved
here by the fact that Thomas, like the other
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scholastics, held to creationism, therefore taught
that the souls are created by God. Two things

according to Thomas constituted man's righteous-

ness in paradise

—

the jtiatitia originalis or the harmo-
ny of all man's powers before they were blighted by
desire, and the possession of the gratia gratum
/aciens (the continuous indwelling power of good).

Both are lost through original sin, which in form is

the " loss of original righteousness." The con-

sequence of this loss is the disorder and maiming of

n^an's nature, which shows itself in " ignorance,

malice, moral weakness, and especially in corv-

cupiscentia, which is the material principle of

original sin." The course of thought here is as fol-

lows: when the jQrst man transgressed the order of

his nature appointed by nature and grace, he, and
with him the human race, lost this order. This

negative state is the essence of original sin. From
it follow an impairment and perversion of human
nature in which thenceforth lower aims rule con-

trary to nature and release the lower element in

man. Since sin is contrary to the divine order, it is

guilt and subject to punishment. Guilt and punish-

mient correspond to each other; and since the
'' apostasy from the invariable good which is in-

finite," fulfilled by man, is imending, it merits ever-

lasting punishment.
But God works even in sinners to draw them* to

the end by " instructing through the law and aiding

by grace." The law is the '* precept of the prac-

tical reason." As the moral law of nature, it is the

participation of the reason in the all-determining
'' eternal reason." But since man falls short in his

appropriation of this law of reason, there is need of a
" divine law." And since the law applies to many
complicated relations, the practices disposUumea of

the himian law must be laid down. The divine law
consists of an old and a new. In so far as the old

divine law contains the moral law of nature it is

universally valid; what there is in it, however, be-

yond this is valid only for the Jews. The new law
is " primarily grace itself " and so a " law given

within," " a gift superadded to nature by grace,"

but not a " written law." In this sense, as sacrp^

mental grace, the new law justifies. It contains,

however, an '^ ordering " of external and internal

conduct, and so regarded is, as a matter of course,

identical with both the old law and the law of nature.

The consUia {eee Consilia Evangelica) show how
one may attain the end '* better and more expedient-

ly " by full renunciation of worldly goods. Since

roan is sinner and creature, he needs grace to reach

the final end. The " first cause " alone is able to

reclaim him to the ** final end." This is true after

the faU, although it was needful before. Grace is,

on one side, '' the free act of God," and, on the

other side, the effect of this act, the gratia infusa

or gratia creaia, a habitus infusus which is instilled

into the " essence of the soul," " a certain gift of

disposition, something supernatural proceeding
from God into man." Grace is a supernatural

ethical character created in man by God, which
comprises in itself all good, both faith and love.

Justification by grace comprises four elements:
'* the infusion of grace, the influencing of free will

toward God through faith, the influencing of free

will respecting sin, and the remission of sins." It

is a '' transmutation of the human soul," and takes

place "instantaneously.*' A creative act of God
enters, which, however, executes itself as a spiritual

motive in a psychological form corresponding to the
nature of man. Semipelagian tendencies are far

removed from Thomas. In that man is created

anew he believes and loves, and now sin is fpigiven.

Then begins good conduct; grace is the ** begin-

ning of meritorious works." Thomas conceives

of merit in the Augustinian sense: God gives the

reward for that toward which he himself gives the
power. Man can never of himself deserve the prima
gratia, nor meritum de congruo (by natural ability;

cf . R. Seebeig, Lekrbuch der Dogmengeachichlef ii. 105-

106, Leipsic, 1898). After thus stating the principles

of morality, in the secunda secunda Thomas comes
to a minute exposition of his ethics according to the

scheme of the virtues. The conceptions of faith and
love are of much significance in the complete S3rs-

tem of Thomas. Man strives toward the highest

good with the will or through love. But since the

end must first be " apprehended in the intellect,"

knowledge of the end to be loved must precede love;
" because the will can not strive after God in perfect

love unless the intellect have true faith toward him."
Inasmuch as this truth which is to be known is

practical it first incites the will, which then brings

the reason to " assent." But since, furthermore,

the good in question is transcendent and inacces-

sible to man by himself, it requires the infusion

of a supernatural " capacity " or "disposition" to

make man capable of faith as well as love. Ac^
cordingly the object of both faith and love is God,
involving also the entire complex of truths and com-
mandments which God reveals, in so far as they

in fact relate to God and lead to him. Thus faith

becomes recognition of the teachings and precepts

of the Scriptures and the Church (" the first sub-

jection of man to God is by faith "). The object

of faith, however, is by its nature object of love;

therefore faith comes to completion only in love

(" by love is the act of faith accomplished and
formed ").

The way which leads to God is Christ: and
Christ is the theme of part iii. It can not be as-

serted that the incarnation was absolutely neces-

sary, " since God in his omnipotent
6. The power could have repaired human
Summa, nature in many other ways "

: but it

Pfcrt iiL; was the most suitable way both for

Christ the pmpose of instruction and of

satisfaction. The Unio between the

Logos and the himian nature is a " relation " be-

tween the divine and the himian nature which
comes about by both natures being brought to-

gether in the one person of the Logos. An incarna-

tion can be spoken of only in the sense that the

human nature began to be in the eternal hypostasis

of the divine nature. So Christ is unum since his

human nature lacks the hypostasis. The person of

the Logos, accordingly, has assumed the impersonal

human nature, and in such way that the assumption

of the soul became the means for the assumption

of the body. This union with the human soul is the

gratia unumis which leads to the impartation of the
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gratia habitualis from the Logos to the human
nature. Thereby all human potentialities are made
perfect in Jesus. Besides the perfections given by
the vision of God, which Jesus enjoyed from the

beginning, he receives all others by the gratia habi-

tualis. In so far, however, as it is the limited human
nature which receives these perfections, they are

finite. This holds both of the knowledge and the

will of Christ. The Logos impresses the species

inteUigibiles of all created things on the soul, but
the inieUectus agens transforms them gradually into

the impressions of sense. On another side the soul

of Christ works miracles only as instrument of the

Logos, since omnipotence in no way appertains to

this human soul in itself. Furthermore, Christ's

human nature partook of imperfections, on the one
side to make his true humanity evident, on another
side because he would bear the general consequences
of sin for humanity. Christ experienced suffering,

but blessedness reigned in his soul, which, however,

did not extend to his body. Concerning redemp-
tion, Thomas teaches that Christ is to be regarded

as redeemer after his human nature but in such
way that the hiunan nature produces divine effects

as organ of divinity. The one side of the work of

redemption consists herein, that Christ as head of

humanity imparts crdo, perfectio, and virtus to his

members. He is the teacher and example of hu-

manity; his whole life and suffering as well as his

work after he is exalted serve this end. The love

wrought hereby in men effects, according to Luke
vii. 47, the foi^veness of sins.

This is the first course of thought. Then follows

a second complex of thoughts which has the idea

of satisfaction as its center. To be sure, God as the

highest being could forgive sins without satisfaction;

but because his justice and mercy could be best re-

vealed through satisfaction he chose this way. As
little, however, as satisfaction is necessaiy in itself,

so little does it offer an equivalent, in a correct

sense, for guilt; it is rather a ** superabundant sat-

isfaction," since on account of the divine subject in

Christ in a certain sense his suffering and activity

are infinite. With this thought the strict logical

deduction of Anselm's theory is given up. Christ's

suffering bore personal character in that it proceeded
" out of love and obedience." It was an offering

brought to God, which as personal act had the char-

acter of merit. Thereby Christ " merited " salva-

tion for men. As Christ, exalted, still influences

men, so does he still work in their behalf continually

in heaven through the intercession (interpeUatio)

.

In this way Christ as head of humanity effects the

foigiveness of their sins, their reconciliation with

God, their immunity from punishment, de-

liverance from the devil, and the opening of heaven's

gate. But inasmuch as all these benefits are al-

ready offered through the inner operation of the

love of Christ, Thomas has combined the theories

of Anselm and Abelard by joining the one to the

other.

The doctrine of the sacraments follows the Chris-

tology; for the sacraments " have efficacy from
the incarnate Word himself." The sacraments are

signs, which, however, not only signify sanctification

but also effect it. That they bring spiritual gifts

in sensuous form, moreover, is inevitable because
of the sensuous nature of man. The res sensir

biles are the matter, the words of in-

7* The stitution the form of the sacraments.
Sacraments. Contrary to the Franciscan view that

the sacraments are mere symbols
whose efficacy God accompanies with a directly fd-

lowing creative act in the soul, Thomas holds it not

unfit to say with Hugo of St. Victor that *' a sacra-

ment contains grace," or to teach of the sacraments
that they ** cause grace." The difficulty of a sensu-

ous thing producing a creative effect, Thomas
attempts to remove by a distinction between the

causa principalis et instrumentalis. God as the

princip^J cause works through the sensuous thing

as the means ordained by him for his end. " JusI

as instrumental power is acquired by the instru-

ment from this, that it is moved by the principal

agent, so also the sacrament obtains spiritual powo-
from the benediction of Christ and the application

of the minister to the use of the sacrament. There is

spiritual power in the sacraments in so far as thej

have been ordained by God for a spiritual effect."

And this spiritual power remains in the sensuous
thing until it has attained its purpose. At the same
time Thomas distinguished the gratia sacramentaHs
from the gratia virtutum et donarunif in that the

former in general perfects the essence and the

powers of the soul, and the latter in particular

brings to pass necessary spiritual effects for the

Christian life. Later this distinction was ignored.

In a single statement the effect of the sacraments is

to infuse justifying grace into men. What Christ

effects is achieved through the sacraments. Christ's

humanity was the instrument for the operation of

his divinity; the sacraments are the instruments

through which this operation of Christ's humanity
passes over to men. Christ's humanity served his

divinity as instrumentum conjunetum, like the

hand: the sacraments are instnim^nla separata,

like a staff; the former can use the latter, as the

hand can use a staff. For a more detailed ex-

position cf. Seeberg, ut sup., ii. 112 sqq. Of Thomas'
eschatology, according to the commentary on the
" Sentences," only a brief account can here be

given. Everlasting blessedness consists for Thomas
in the vision of God : and this vision consists not in

an abstraction or in a mental ima^e supematurally

produced, but the divine substance itself is beheld,

and in such manner that God himself becomes inir

mediately the form of the beholding intellect:

that is, God is the object of the vision and at the

same time causes the vision. The perfection of the

blessed also demands that the body be restored to

the sold as something to be made perfect by it.

Since blessedness consist in operatioy it is made
more perfect in that the soul has a definite operatis

with the body, although the peculiar act of blessed-

ness (i.e., the vision of God) has nothing to do

with the body.

For two gifts before all others is Thomas to be

praised; namely, his great talent for systematiiiiii:

and his power of simple and lucid exposition. To

be sure the work of preceding generations, espectally

of Alexander of Hales, had lightened his task as

concerns the selection and ordering of the material:
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but on the other hand it had added to the number
of problems and expanded the learned apparatus

enormously, thereby impairing the
8. Sstima- unity and clarity of the progress of

tion. thought. It was Thomas who nxade a
single connected and consistent whole

of all this unwieldy mass of stuff. Next his decided
Aristotelianism, not without an admixture of

Neoplatonic elements, must be noted. He owed
not only his philosophical thoughts and world-
conception to Aristotle, but he also took from him
the frame for his theological system; Aristotle's

metaphysics and ethics furnished the trend of

his system. Herein he gained the purely rational

framework for his massive temple of thought,
namely of God, the rational cause of the world, and
man's striving after him. Then he filled this in with
the dogmas of the Chiux;h or of revelation. And
at all points he succeeded in upholding the church
doctrine as credible and reasonable. This is the
final characteristic of Thomas to be noted, his

blameless orthodoxy. For opposition to Thomas
and the reaction in the fifteenth century, see Scho-
LiASTiciSM, III., 2, § 2. This position as the teacher

of the church has grown ever stronger from Leo X.
to Leo XIII. ; and even to-day the Roman Catholic

Church preserves the inheritance of the ancient

world-conception and the old church dogmas in

the form which Thomas Aquinas gave them. For
the relation of theology to philosophy and the

sphere of the former and its sources, see Scholas-
ticism. (R. SeeBERG.)
BxBUoaBAPHT> EditioDfl of the Optra may be noted as fol-

lows: 17 vols.. Rome, 1570-71; 17 vols., Venice, 1593-
1594; 19 vols., Antwerp, 1612; 23 vols., Paris, 1636-41;
20 vols.. Venice. 1775-78; 25 vols., Parma, 1852-72; 34
vols.. Paris. 1871-80; and the new ed. begun imder the
auspices of Leo XIII., Rome, 1882 sqq. For a compact
statement of the principal editions of single works con-
sult Baldwin, Dictionary^ iii. 1, pp. 513-514. Eng. trans-
lations to be mentioned are: Doctrinea of . . . Aquinas
on the RvUn and Membert of Christian Stales, London,
1860; Memoranda of Angelical Doctrine; from Lady Day
to the Ascension, ib. 1867; Homilies of St. Thomas . . .

lipon the EpisUes and Gospels, ib. 1867, 1873; St. Thomas
Aquinas on the Two Commandments of Charity and the

Ten Commandments of the Law, ib. 1880; his commentary
on the Lord's Prayer, ib. 1880 and 1893; The Maxims of
St. Thomas Aquinas and the Prayers, ib. 1890; The Ven-
erable Sacrament ofthe Altar, ib. 1871, 1890, 1893; Aquinas
Ethicus; or, the moral Teaching of St. Thomas. A Transl.

of the principal Portion of the second Part of the Summa
Theologia unth Notes by J. Rickaby, vols, i.-ii., ib. 1896;
The Religious StaU, the Episcopate and the Priestly Office,

ib. 1902; An Apology for the Religious Orders by St. Thomas
Aquinas, ib. 1902; New Things and Old in St. Thomas
Aquinas. A Translation of various WriHnos and Treatises

of the Angdic Doctor, ib. 1909.

For the eariiest accoimts of the life of the saint (e.g.,

XtksX by Bernard Guido), miracles, etc., consult the col-

lection in ASB, March, i. 657-747, and cf. Histoire lit-

tiraire de la France, xix. 238-266. Biographies are by
A, Pietro. Venice, 1543; P. Frigcrio, Rome, 1668; A.
Touron, Paris, 1757; E. J. de Lecluse, Grlgoire VII.,

Saint Francois d^Assise et Saint Thomas d'Aquin, 2 vols.,

Paris, 1844; M. Carle, Paris, 1846; H. Hdrtel, Augsbui^.
1846; E. D. Hampden. London, 1848; D. Mettenleiter,

Regensburg, 1856; K. Werner, Regensbui«, 1858; J. F.
Bareille, Paris. 1859; R. B. Vaughan. 2 vols., Hereford.
1871-72; F. J. V. de Gioot, Utrecht, 1882; Mme. E. Des-
mousseaux de Givre, Paris, 1888; R. Majocchi, Modena,
1889; P. Cavanagh, London, 1890; M. Didiot. Louvain,
1894; J. Jansen, Kevelaer, 1898.

On his philosophy, theology, etc., consult: Q. H. Bach,
De VHat des Ames apris la mart, daprU 8, Thomas «i

DanU, ib. 1836; H. R. Feugeray. Essai sur les doctrines
politiques de S, Thomas, Paris. 1857; C. Jourdain, La
Philosophie de S. Thomas d^Aquin, 2 vols., ib. 1858;
J. N. C. Oischinger, Die speculative Theologie des Th. v.
Aquinas, Landshutt, 1858; H. E. Plassmann. Die Lehre
des heUigen Thomas von Aquin liber die Bescheidenheit und
Demuth, Paderbom, 1858; A. Rietter, Die Moral des
heiligen Thomas von Aquinas, Munich, 1858; C. M. G.
Breohillet-Jourdain, La Philosophie de S. Thomas d^Aquin,
Paris, 1858; J. Walker, Essay on the Origin of Knowledge
according to the Philosophy of St. Thomas, London, 1858;
£. Naville, Stude sur Voeuore de St. Thomas d^Aquin, Paris,

1859; A. Schmid, Die thomistische und scotistische Oe-
wissheitslehre, Dillingen. 1859; A. Goudin, Philosophie
suivant les principes de S. Thomas, Paris, 1864; J. De-
Utisch, Die Ootteslehre des Thomas von Aquino kritisch
dargestdU, Leipeic, 1870; A. Reali. S. Thomas <rAquin et

rinfaiUibilitS des pontifes romains, Paris, 1870; M. Gloas-
ner. Die L^re des heiligen Thomas vom Wesen der gdttli-

ehen Gnade, Mains, 1871; F. X. Leitner, Der heUige
Thomas von Aquin liber das unfehlbare Lehramt des Papstes,
Freiburg, 1872; A. Muigue, Questions dontologie: itudes
sur S. Thomas, Lyons, 1876; £. Lecoultre, La Doctrine de
Dieu d^apr^s Aristote et Thomas d'Aquin, Lausanne, 1877;
F. A. R. de la Bouillerie. UHomme, sa nature, son Ame
etc., d'apris la doctrirM de S. Thomas, Paris. 1880; A. L. C.
Bourquard. Doctrine de la connaissance, cTapr^s la doe-
trine de Thomas, ib. 1880; A. Otten, AUgemeine Erkennt-
nisslehre des heiligen Thomeu, Padeibom, 1882; J. As-
tromoff, Inirodttctio ad intelligendam doctrinam Angdid
Doctoris, Rome, 1884; A. Fai^Ees. £tudes 'philosophiques

pour vulgariser les thSories d'Aristote et de S. Thomas, 8
vols.. Paris. 1887-1902; E. C. Lesserteur. S. Thomas et

la predestination, Mayenne. 1888; G. Feldner, Die Lehre
des heiligen Thomas aber den Ein/luss Oottes auf die Hand-
lungen der vemUnftigen OeschOpfe, Gras, 1889; B. An-
toniades, Die Staatslehre des Thomas ab Aquino, Leipsic,

1890; G. Feldner, Die L^re des heiligen Thomas v. Aquin
uber die WHlensfreiheit, Gras, 1890; V. Lipperheide,
Thomas von Aquino und die platonische Ideenlehre, Munich,
1890; P. E. Neumayer, Theorie des Strebens nach Thomas
von Aquin, 2 parts. Leipsic. 1890; W. H. Nolens. De leer

van den h. Thomas von Aquin over het recht, Utrecht, 1890;
F. J. Van de Groot, Summa apologetica de ecclesia catholica

ad mentem S. Thoma Aquinatis, 2 vols.. Regensburg. 1890;
J. Gardier, Philosophie de S. Thomas, 4 vols., Paris, 1892-
1896; J. J. Berthier, De Vitude de la Somme thiologique,

Freiburg, 1893; A. Portmann, Das System der theologir

schen Summa des heiligen Thomas von Aquin, Lucerne,
1894; F. T. Eraser, Die Lehre des heiligen Thomas von
Aquino Hiber die Moglichkeit einer anfanglosen Sch6pfung,
Monster, 1895; H. Gayraud, S. Thomas et le pridUer-
minisme, Paris. 1895; Guiliemin, S. Thomas et le pridHer-
minisme, ib. 1895; A. Cappellassi, Persona nella dottrina

di S. Tommaso dTAquino, Siena. 1900; C. Alibert. La
Psychologic thomiste et les thiories modemes, Lyons. 1902;

J. Gdttler. Thomas von Aquin und die vortridentinischen

Thomislen Uber die Wirkungen des BuassakramerUs, Frei-

burg. 1904; F. Brommer, Die Lehre vom sakramentalen
Charakter in der Scholastik bis Thomas v. Aquin inklusive

nach gedruckten und ungedruckten Quellen dargestellt, Pader-
bom. 1908; A. Ott. Thomas von Aquin und das Mendi-
kantentum, Freiburg. 1908; P. Rousselot, L'Intellectual-

isme de Saint-Thomas, Paris, 1908; W. Walker, Greatest

Men of the Christian Church, Chicago, 1908; R. Eucken,
Die Philosophie des Thomas von Aquine und die Kultur der

NeuzeU, 2d ed.. Bad Sachsa, 1910; A. D. Sertillanges, SL
Thomas d^Aquin, 2 vols., Paris, 1910; P. Mandonnet, Des
Scrits autherUiques de S. Thomas d'Aquin, Freiburg, 1910.

THOMAS OF CELANO: Franciscan author

(thirteenth century). Of his life little is known;
he is supposed to have lived last at the monastery

of Tagliacozzo (44 m. e.n.e. of Rome) . The one thing

certain is that in 1221 he took part in the mission to

Germany that was prompted by Francis of Assisi;

and that in Germany he had charge of the stations

at Mainz, Worms, and Cologne. He returned to

Italy after 1223. He can hardly have been one of

the most intimate disciples of Francis; it is accord-

ingly remarkable that Gregory IX. detailed him to



write the l^end of the founder of that order, which

was officially confirmed, Feb. 25, 1229. The value

of this legend, Vila I., has latterly becon^ stoutly

contested, and the upshot of the controversy may
be simmiarized fairly as follows: (1) its main de-

fect is its rhetoric, which clouds the portraiture of

the saint. (2) As a writer under officiid commission,

Thomas had to assume a certain politic reserve;

hence he silently ignores the crisis of 1219-20,

the friction within the order, and the warnings of the

saint against privileges, while he lavishes exuber-

ant praise on Gregory DC. and Elias of Cortona.

(3) Nevertheless he meant to tell the truth, and so

wrote without conscious opposition to the intimate

disciples of Francis. For its contemporary proxim-

ity as well as for the author's conscientiousness, the

Vita I, remains a source of the first rank. In 1230,

Thomas was in a position to entrust some precious

relics of St. Francis (hair and articles of clothing) to

Jordanus de Giano; it is, therefore, not impossible

that he wrote also the legend of St. Anthony of

Padua (1232). This hypothesis was held to be
probable by Ferdinand Marie d'Araules (La Vie de

St. ArUoine par Jean Rigauldf Paris, 1899); yet this

probability may scarcely be maintained, because the

style as a whole is distinctly different in the two
legends (cf. Lton de Kerval, S, ArUonii de Padua
vita ductf in CoUectian d* Hudea et dee docutnenUf v.

7-8, Paris, 1904). Thomas himself made an ex-

tract from Vita I. for liturgical use, after 1230,

Legenda in usum chari; but without new matter.

The chapter general of 1244 commissioned the

founder's associates to supplement the previous leg-

ends; and they then compiled their materials as

directed by the letter, which, at all events, is surely

genuine, and prefaces the so-called legend of the

three associates (** not according to the usual marmer
of a legend, but, as if from a lovely meadow, have
we culled some flowers "). There is no small dispute

as to what this garland is; but the probability at

least is, as a later source reports, that the General

Crescentius delivered the material to Thomas, on
which basis he produced the Vita II. This legend

was composed in 1247, and purports to supplement
Vita I. It takes account of the progressive devel-

opment of the order, suppresses the name of the

deposed General Elias, and combats the relaxing

tendencies within the order. On the other hand,

there is silence on the testament of the saint, his

admonition concerning privileges, and the care of

lepers. Yet here the author appears to be subject-

ively honest, and only a man of politic reserve. It

is further supposed that by command of General

Giovanni da Parma Thomas wrote a iractatue de

miraculis. Such a document has been recently dis-

covered and issued by F. d'Ortroy; but no compel-

ling proof can be adduced that it was the work of

Thomas. Whether the l^end of St. Clara, com-
posed between 1255 and 1261, was written by
Thomas, as Paul Sabatier supposes, is doubtful.

According to the Liber ccnformUatum, a work dating

from the close of the fourteenth century, Thomas
also composed the Diee ir<B, dies iUa (cf. Julian,

Hymnology, pp. 1559, 1629).

[The Die8 ira^ one of the most celebrated h3rmns

of the Middle Ages, based on such passages as Zeph.

i. 15; PS. xcvi. 13, xcvii. 3, di. 26, may have beai

suggested by similar judgnient-hymns of an earlier

date, like the Libera me Damine, a responaoiy in &

manuscript in the British Museum. It was writtsi

in three-line stanzas and intended for private de-

votion. In its time it was renuirkably improve
by its solemn grandeur and awful majesty. (X. H.

A. Daniel, Theeaurua hymnologieus, ii. 103-131.

V. 110-116 (Leipeic, 1855); Abraham Cole, Z>te» /rs

in Thirteen Original Versions (4th ed., New York,

1866). The best English translations are by W. J.

Irons, H. Alford, A. Cole, and R. C. French. Tbeie

is a fivefold trarislation in verse of various metei?.

issued with the text, by President M. W. Stnker

(privately printed, Clinton, N. Y., 1910)].

E. Lempp.

Bibuookapbt: The bait edition of the Ojmn so fv a» tbev

nUte to St. Frands is by Edward d'Alencoc. Rook

1006; and the best diseussioa is W. 06ts, Die QiuUa t^

OeaekiehU dm heOigm Franu von A99ui, Goths. 190i

Consult mko KL, zi. 1668-70.

THOMAS CHHISTIAlia SeeNxflrroRiANs,|| 2$

THOlCASy GOSPBL OF. See Apocbtfha, B, I^ 5.

THOMAS. OF VILLANOVA: Spanish Room
Catholic; b. at Fuenlana, near Yillanueva (40 m.

n.w. of Valladolid), in the diocese of Leon, 148S; d

at Valencia Sept. 8, 1555. He studied at Aleak;

lectured on moral science at the University of Sala-

manca, 1513-15; entered the order of the Augie-

tinian hermits in 1517; became the provincial of

his order for Andalusia and CastUe; was confessor

to Charles V., and bishop of Valencia, 1544-55,

In IG58 he was canonised by Alexander VII. Frag-

ments of the beginnings of his Commentaries on

Canticles, Job, and Revelation were collected ad

published (best ed., with biography, Laurentfus

a Sancta Barbara, 2 vols., UGlan, 1760). Open:

omnia was edited and published (5 vols., Sab-

manca, 1761-^; another ed., Augsbuig, 1757).

Bibuoorapht: ASB, Sept., v. 700 sqq.; F. PtaU U>m ia
I

heaioifi ThomoB von ViUanova, Monster, 1860; Bndir

Bemardt Aphorimnen iAer hathoUat^ Handhmg der BU
pp. 19 sqq., Fieiburg, 1862; ThomoM von VtOanoM Bvdf

Uin von dor odttKehon LiAe, HbondbA von F, Kedm, Fier

buxs. 1896; KL, zi. 1602-4M.
|

THOMAS WALBBNSIS. See Nsiteb (Wiidb>-

sis), Thomas.

THOMAS, ALLEN CLAPP: Friend; b. at Balth

more, Md., Dec. 26, 1846. He was educated st i

Haverford College, E-verford, Pa. (A.B., 18^5).

and after ftngayng in mercantile pursuits, 1S6£^<^

became professor of history and librarian of H&tc-

ford College, which position he still holds. He ha

written Edward Lawrence SeuU, a Memoir (pnviUij

printed, Cambridge, Mass., 1891); A Hittoi ^

the United Stales far Schools and Academies (Bosksi

1894); History of the Society of Friends in Anerisi

(in collaboration with R. H. Thomas; New Yort

1894, 4th ed., 1905); and Elementary History ^^
United States (Boston, 1900).

THOMAS, DAVID: CongregatioiuJiflt; b. st

Hollybush-Vatson, near Tenby (10 m. c. of Phb-

broke). South Wales, Feb. 1, 1813; d. at Ran^
(15 m. n.e. of Canterbury), England, Dec. 90, 1^'
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After following a mercantile course for some years,

he turned to theology, and studied at Newport
Pagnel, now Cheshunt College, Buckingham, imder
T. B. and J. Bull; was minister of the Congrega-
tional Church at Chesham, 1841-44; of Stockwell

Independent Church, London, 1844-77. He founded
in 1855 the National Newspaper League Company,
for cheapening and improving the daily press,

which numbered ten thousand members; also the

Working Men's Club and Institute, 1861, and was
originator of the University of Wales, at Abeiyst-
with, 1862. He was a man of broad ideas. In all

his writings he recognized the fact that as Christ is

the only revealer of absolute truth, he is not to be
interpreted by the Old-Testament writers or by the

apostles, but they are all to be interpreted by him.
He conducted The HomUist (50 vols., London, 1852

sqq.) ; contributed to various volimies of The PvlpU
Commentary (London and New York, 1880 sqq.);

and was author of a homHetical commentary on
Matthew (London, 1864), and on the Acts (1870);

The Crisis of Being. Sis Lectures to young Men on
religious Decision (1840); The Core of Creeds, or St,

Peter's Keys (1851); The Progress of Being. Six
Lectures on the true Progress of Man (1854) ; Prcb-

lemata Mundi. The Book of Job exegetically conr

sidered (1878); and his complete works appeared
as the Homilistic Library (1882 sqq.).

Bibuoorapht: Exiglish Contfregaiional Year Book, 1896,

pp. 237-239; DNB, Ivi. 177-178.

THOMAS, JESSE BURGESS: Baptist; b. at

EdwardsvUle, III., July 20, 1832. He was educated
at Kenyon College, O. (A.B., 1850). After prac-

tising law for a number of years, he held pastorates

at Waukegan, HI. (1862-64), First Baptist Church
(now the Baptist Temple), Brooklyn, N. Y. (1864-

1869), First Baptist Church, San Francisco, Cal.

(1860-70), Michigan Avenue Baptist Church,

Chicago, HI. (1870-74), and was recalled to the

First Baptist Church, Brooklyn, in 1874, serving

until 1888. From 1888 to 1005 he was professor

of church history in Newton Theological Institute,

Newton Center, Mass., and in 1005 he was made
professor emeritus. In theology he is a progressive

conservative. He is the author of The Old Bible

and the New Science (New York, 1877) ; and The
Mould of Doctrine (Philadelphia, 1885).

THOMAS, NATHANIEL SEYMOUR: Protestant

Episcopal missionary bishop of Wyoming; b. at

Faribault, Minn., June 20, 1867. He was educated
at the University of Minnesota (B.A., 1880), the

University of Cambridge, and the Theological

School of the diocese of Kansas, and was ordered

deacon in 1801 and advanced to the priesthood in

1803. After being stationed at Ottawa, Kan.
(1801-03), and Topeka, Kan. (1803-04), he was
professor of New-Testament exegesis in liie Theo-
logical School of the diocese of Kansas, dean of

the Atchinson deanery in the same diocese, and
priest-inrchaige of St. John's and St. Paul's, Leaven-
worth, Kan., until 1807, when he became rector of

St. Matthew's, Wheeling, W. Va. From 1000 until

1900 he was rector of the Church of the Holy
Apostles, Philadelphia, and in 1000 was conse-

crated missionary bishop of Wyoming.

THOMASIUS (THOMAS), to-mCl'di-Qs, CHRIS-
TIAN: German Lutheran; b. at Leipsic Jan. 1,

1655; d. at HaUe Sept. 23, 1728. He studied philos-

ophy at Leipsic (M. A., 1672), and jmisprudence at
Frankfort, 1675-78; was lawyer and privat-docent

at Leipsic, advocating with great boldness the na-

tural law of Samuel Pufendorf (q.v.). In a dis-

putation, De crimine bigamies (1685), he asserted

that polygamy was not contrary to nature. In
the footsteps of Pufendorf he published Instiiutiones

jurisprudenticB divines (1688), in which he advanced
his views on natural right, disclaiming that it was
derived from the primitive state of nature. His
caricature of the pedantry of the scholars and the

intolerance of the theologians, as well as personal

attacks, led to many complaints and finally to an
order, in 1600, from the superior consistory forbid-

ding him to lectins or to publish. Oit off from all

self-support, he went to Berlin, where Elector

Frederick appointed him to the council and to lec-

ture at Halle. Thomasius quickly gathered a laige

number of students, and laid the foundation for the
University of Halle, which was dedicated in 1604,

of which he became second professor of juris-

prudence, and first professor in 1710.

Thomasius was not a creative spirit, but with a
firm grasp he seized the progressive thoughts of his

time and stood for them with intrepid courage.

Endowed with a thorough, open, wam^hearted
nature, he, too impulsively sometimes, combated
and ridiculed the current prejudices, faith in au-

thority, pedantry, and intolerance, thus becoming
the first successful champion of the Enlighteimient

(q.v.) in Germany. His weapon was reason; but he
was not a profound thinker going back to ultimate
principles; his reasoning was that of common sense.

He held the syllogism in contempt; and the mathe-
matical method of Christian Wolff Thomasius re-

garded as merely a revised scholasticism. He was
an empiricist, mentally related to Locke, by whom
he was influenced in more than one respect. He
was a typical representative of the practical ten-

dency of the Enlightenment, the highest aim of

which was common utility and happiness. Against
speculation and logic in religion he defines faith as
" trust of the heart in God," and is fond of lauding
the influence of providence in the incidents of his

life. He depreciates the Fathers, rejects the dicta-

tion of the creeds, regards the churches as sects,

and scourges the heresy-hunting and domineering
theologians. He was long reganied as a colleague

of the Pietists at Halle. Agreeing with Pietism in his

opposition to theological systems and the philosophy
of the schools, the emphasis upon practical piety,

recourse to Scripture, and liberality on the creeds,

and choosing Fnncke as his confessor, and ad-
miring Spener very highly, yet he was not in touch
with the central points of Pietism, sin and grace.

His efforts in behalf of the Enlightenment were
untiring. His services to learning were in the fields

of jurisprudence and philosophy. His only basic

philosophical activity was his psychological ground-
work; the investigation of man's nature is to him
the basis of all science. Otherwise his philosophy is

popular, practical. Testimonies of his practical

tendency are, Einleitung eu der Vemunftlehre (1601)

;
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AtaHbung der Vemunftlehre (1691); EinleUung xur

SitterUekre (1692); and AusHbung der Sittenlekre

(1696). Between the spheres of revelation and
philosophy Thomasius drew a sharp distinction.

In his specialty, he further upheld the principle of

natural right in Fundamenta ivris natures (1705).

In a series of works on church law, he recognizes the

State as purely secular and the Church as a society

within its domain. The power of the sovereign

is supreme over the theologians and the Church,

limited only by revelation. He opposed certain

forms of severity, such as those against Witchcraft
(q.v.), which he denied (De crimine magicB, 1701),

and the rack (De tortura ex forUy 1705) ; and he
favored the exercise of the right of pardon on the

part of the sovereign, in cases of homicide.

(Heinbich Hoffman.)
Bibuoorapht: J. O. Walch, RilioionutreitigkeUien dtr

evangdiacf^ltOherxBchen Kireke, ill. 1-78, 10 vols., Jena,
1733-39; H. Luden, ChriHian Tfwmtuiu* nock teinen

Schickaale und Schriften dargeatelU, Berlin, 1805; R. E.
Pruti, OetcMchU dea deultchen Joumalimnua, Hanover,
1845; F. C. Biedermann, DeutMchland im 18. Jahrhunderl,
Leipeic, 1854; A. Tholuck, Das kirchiiche Leben dea 27.

Jahrhunderts, ii. 71-76, Hamburg, 1854; J. C. Bluntschli,

Oetchichle dea aUoenteinen StaaiarecfUa, Munich, 1864;
H. Dembuis, Thonuuiua und die Stiftyng der Univeraitdt

Haile, Halle, 1865; B. A. Wagner, ChriaUan Thomaaiua:
ein Beitrag xur WUrdioung aeiner Verdienate urn die deutaehe

Litteratur, Berlin, 1873-; Klemperer, Chriatian Tfunntiaiua,

ein VorkAmpfer der Volkaaufklaning, Landsberg, 1877;
A. Ritschl, Geachichte dea Pietiamua, ii. 545 eqq., Bonn,
1884; A. Nicoladoni, Chri^ian Thonuuiua: ein Beitrag

nar Geachichte der Aufkl&rung, Berlin, 1888; £. Landa-
berg, Zur Lebenag^chichte dea Chr, Thomaaiua, Halle,

1894; idem, ADB, xxxviii. 93-103; A. Rauch, Chriatian
Thomaaiua urui A. H. Francke, Halle, 1898; R. Kayser,
Thojnaaiua und der Pietiamua, Hamburg, 1900; idemi in

MonatahefU der Comeniua-OeaeUachaft, 1900.

THOMASIUS, GOTTFRIED: Professor in Er-
langen; b. at Egenhausen (circuit of Nagold,
WQrttemberg, 16 m. w. of Tabingen), Bavarian
Franconia, July 26, 1802; d. at Erlangen Jan. 24,

1875. He was a lineal descendant of Christian

Thomasius (q.v.). He attended the gymnasium in

Ansbach, entered the University of Erlangen in

1821, removed to Halle after a year and a half, and
finished his academic studies in Berlin, where he
was attracted by Schleiennacher, Hegel, liar-

heineke, and Tholuck. Leaving the university in

1825, lliomasius spent seventeen years in the ac-

tive work of the pastorate, first in a village between
Erlangen and Nuremberg, after 1829 in Nurembei^.
Here his preaching attracted the intellectual mea of

the city and his success as religious instructor in the

gymnasi\mi led to his call to Erlangen as professor

of dogmatics in Mar., 1842. He had previously

published his Grundlinien turn ReligiansurUerricht

an den mitUeren und cberen Klasaen gdekrter Schulen
(Nuremberg, 1830), which met with wide approval
(8th ed., 1001). lliomasius contributed his share to

a development at Erlangen which combined strict

adherence to the standards with the truly scientific

spirit and genuine theological progress. The sub-

jects on which he lectured were dogmatics and
church history, and he excelled in the deep and
lasting character of the impression he made. For
ahnost thirty-three years he exerted an influence

equalled by few teachers of his time.

His influence as writer was hardly less than that

as teacher. An early work, Origenes, Ein Beitrag

zur Dogmengeeckichte dee dritten Jakrhundertt

(Nuremberg, 1837), helped to pave the way for bis

transition from the pulpit to the professor's chair.

Three preliminary treatises (Beitrdge zur kirchHckai

Christologie, Nuremberg, 1845; Dogmatis de obedien-

tia Chrieti acHva historia et progressicnes inde a

confeasione Augustana ad/ormtdam tuque concordimj

3 parts, Erlangen, 1845-46; Das Bekenntnia dtr

evangelischrlutherischen Kirdve in der Konseguent
seines Primips, Nuremberg, 1848) preceded hn
greatest work—ChrisH Person und Werk, Dor-

steUung der evangdischrlutherischen DogmaHk row
Mittdpunkte der Ckristologie aus (3 parts, Erlangen,

1852-61), which treats the whole field of dogmatics
in comprehensive expositions which are always
based on the Scriptural proof and the consensus of

the Church. For Thomasius's developnoent of the

doctrine of Kenosis (q.v.), see Christoloot, X., 4,

§ 4. His exposition of the doctrine of the Trinity

was criticized, but his teaching conoeming the

work of Christ is complete and satisfactory, com-
bining the truth in the view of Anselm and in the

old-Lutheran doctrine into the true conception of the

atonement. The final treatment of the thenoe is to

be sought in the third part of the DogmaHk; an

earlier work. Das Bekenntnis der lutheriechen Kireki

von der Versdhnung und die Versohnung^ehre D.

von Hofmanns (Erlangen, 1857), treats the same
questions less conclusively. Die ckrisUiche Dogmen-
geschichte als Entwickelungsgesckichte dee kirchiiche*

Lehrbegriffs (2 vols., Erlangen, 1874-76; 2nd ed.,

by N. Bonwetsch and R. Seeberg, Leipsic, 1885-88)

was Thomasius's last publication. It combines the

enthusiasm of youth and the maturity of a^ with

learning, keen judgment, clearness of presentation,

and thoroughness of investigation. The first

volume treats of the ancient Church; the second,

comprising the Middle Ages and the Reformation,
was not fully completed at the author's death and

was published posthumously by G. L. Plitt.

For thirty years from 1842 Thomasius was uni-

versity preacher. A deep and conscientious de-

pendence upon Scripture, a joyous and powerfiil

faith, a dear and comprehensible form elevated

by its content and even poetically inspired, are the

characteristics which win attention in his published
sermon3 (5 vols., Erlangen, 1852-60). His con-

fessional point of view and inner development ap-

pear most clearly in Wiedererwachen des evat^et-

ischen Lebens in der lutherischen Kirche Bayemt.
Ein Stuck suddeutscher KirchengesMchtey 1800-18J/D
(Erlangen, 1867). (A. von SrXHUxt.)
Biblioohapbt: A. von St&hlin. Lohe, ThomaaiMe, HaHeaa.

Drei Lebena- und OeachichtabUder, Leipeic, 1887; F. Fnnk.
Geachichte und Kritik der neueren Theologie, p. 244, Er-

langen, 1894; G. Frank, Die TheoUtgie dea 19. J^ahHkm-
derta, pp. 460 aqq., Leipsio, 1905; ADB, xzxviiL 102 iqq.

THOMASSnV, LOUIS: French dene and canonist;

b. at Aiz (17 m. n. of Marseilles), Provence, Aug. 28,

1610; d. in Paris Dec. 24, 1607. He was educated in

the Congregation of the Oratory, entered the eoD-

gregation in 1632, and taught successively at Lyons,

Saumur, and in the Seminary of St. Magloire >t

Paris. In 1668 he retired and devoted himself to

study, supported by the French deigy. His dad
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work was the Andenne et nouveUe discipline de

Viglise tauchatU les bhUfices et lee h&nificiere (^ vols.,

Paris, 1678-79; Lat. transl., by himself, 1688),

which is still one of the chief sources for the sub-

ject and made so great an impression on Pope In-

nocent XI. that he would have called the author to

Rome and made him a cardinal had not Louis XIV.
refused to allow so great a scholar to leave France.

Besides many minor writings, Thomassin pub-
lished Diseertatianee in concilia genercdia et parHcu-

laria (Paris, 1667); Mimoirs sur la grdce (1668);

Dogmata thedogica (3 vols., 1680-^9; ed. F. Ecalle,

6 vols., Paris, 1864-70); and a Gloeearium unin

versale Hebraicum (1697), in which he tried to prove

that the Hebrew was the original language and the

mother tongue. (E. FRiEDBERof.)

Bxbuoorapht: L. E. Dupin, NouveUe hibliotMque, xviiL
187-196, 35 vols., 1689-1711; C. Thomaasin, Lowe de
TAomoMtn, der groeee Theologe Frankreiche, Munich, 1892.

THOMPSON, CHARLES LEMT7EL: Presbyte-

rian; b. at Allentown, Pa., Aug. 18, 1839. He was
educated at Carroll College, Wis., (A.B., 1858),

Princeton Theological Seminary (1858-60), and
McCormick Theological Seminary, Chicago (1860-

1861). He held pastorates in his denomination at

Juneau, Wis. (1861-62), Janesville, Wis. (1862-67),

First Presbsrterian Church, Cincinnati, O. (1867-72),

Fifth Presbyterian Church, Chicago (1872-78),

Third Presbyterian Church, Pittsbuig, Pa. (1878-

1882), Second Presbyterian Church, Kansas City,

Mo. (1882-88), and Madison Avenue Presbyterian

Church, New York aty (1888-98). Since 1898 he
has been secretary of the Presbyterian Board of

Home Missions. He was editor of The Interior

(Chicago) in 1877-79, and has written: Timee of

Refreshing: A History of American Revivals

(Chicago, 1877); Etchings in Verse (New York,

1890); and The PreOtyterians (1903).

THOMPSON, JOSEPH PARRISH: Congrega-
tionalist and Egyptologist; b. in Philadelphia, Pa.,

Aug. 7, 1819; d. in Berlin, Germany, Sept. 20,

1879. He was graduated from Yale, 1838; studied

theology at Andover Theological Seminary and at

Yale, 1838-40, when he was ordained; was pastor of

Chapel Street Church, New Haven, 1840-45; in

1843 was a founder of the New Englander; pastor of

the Broadway Tabernacle, New York, 1845-71; in

1848 helped to establish The Independent^ of which
be was also an editor for many years. He visited

Palestine and Egypt, 1852-53, and wrote much on
that branch of study. During the whole period of

the civil war he labored with assiduity for the main-
tenance of national unity on principles of universal

freedom. Because he found in Cermany a state of

things which seemed to call for a defense of American
institutions, and an exposition of American ideas,

he took up that line of work, and became a link be-

tween the United States and Germany. During the
" centennial " year, 1876, he vindicated his native

land against European prejudices by a course of six

philosophical lectiires on American political history,

which he delivered in Berlin, Florence, Dresden,

Paris, and London, and published as The United

Stales as a Nation (Boston, 1877). He resided in

Gennany, 1872-79, where he was active in oriental

studies, political, social, and scientific discussions,

and in various foreign societies. In 1875 he went to

England to explain publicly Germany's attitude

in regard to Ultramontanism. His personal in-

fluence secured the insertion, in the Berlin Treaty
of 1878, of a clause favoring religious liberty; and
among his last works was the preparation, for the

Evangelical Alliance at Basel (1879), of a memorial
in behalf of religious liberty in Austria. He was the

author of Man in Genesis and Geology (New York,

1869); Theology of Christy from his awn Words
(1870); Home Worship (Boston, 1871); Jesus of
Nazareth: his Life for the Young (1875); and The
Workman (New York, 1879).

THOMPSON, RALPH WARDLAW: English

Congregationalist; b. at Bellary (270 m. n.w. of

Biadras), South India, Aug. 28, 1842. He was
educated at South African College, Cape Town,
(B.A., University of the Cape of Gk>od Hope)
and at Cheshunt College, England (1861-65). He
entered the Congregational ministry and was
minister of the Ewing Place Congregational Chureh,
Glasgow (1865-70), and of the Norwood Con-
gregational Chureh, Liverpool (1871-80). Since

1881 he has been foreign secretary of the London
Missionary Society. In 1908 he was chairman of the

Congregational Union of England and Wales. He
has at various times made official visits to the

society's stations in India, China, South Africa,

Madagascar, New Guinea, and the South Seas. His
publications embrace. My Trip in the John Will-

iams (London, 1900); and Griffith John, Story of

Fifty Years in China (1906, new ed., 1908).

THOMPSON, ROBERT ELLIS: Presbyterian; b.

near Lurgan (19 m. s.w. of Belfast), County Ar-
magh, Irdand, Apr. 5, 1844. He left Irehmd for

the United States in early life, and was educated at

the University of Pennsylvania (A.B., 1865) and
the Reformed Presbyterian Theological Seminary,
Philadelphia (1868). He was licensed to preach by
the Reformed Presbytery of Pliiladelphia in 1867
and was ordained to the Presbyterian ministry in

1874. From 1868 to 1892 he was connected with
the University of Pennsylvania, where he was pro-

fessor successively of Latin and mathematics
(1868-71), social science (1871-81), and history and
English literature (1881-92). In 1894 he became
president of the Central High School in Philadelphia.

He was editor of The Penn Monthly (1870-81), and
of The American Weekly (1881-92). Since 1892 he
has been a member of tiie staff of The Sunday-
School Times, His writings of theological interest

are: De civitate Dei: The Divine Order of Human
Society (Stone lectiures; Philadelphia, 1891); The
National Hymn-Book of the American Churches

(1893); History of the Presbyterian Churches of
America (New York, 1895); The Hand of God in

Human History (1902) ; Harvard University Lectures

on Protection to Home Industry (IQOS); The Apostles

as Everyday Men (1910); and The Historic Epis-
copaU (Philadelphia, 1910).

THOMSON, ANDREW MITCHELL: Presbyte-

rian; b. at Sanquhar (50 m. s.w. of Edinburgh)
July 11, 1779; d. at Edinburgh Feb. 9, 1831. He
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was educated at the University of Edinburgh; was
schoolmaster at Markinch, Fife, 1800-02; became
parish minister at Sprouston, Roxburghshire, in

1802; of East Church, Perth, in 1808; of Greyfriars,

Edinburgh, in 1810, and of St. George's in the same
dty in 1814, where he remained till his death. Soon
after he took up his work at Greyfriars he was rec-

ognized as one of the strongest preachers in the

city, and his labors for the enrichment of the service

were well recompensed, especially in the depart-

ment of music, to which he was a contributor, com-
posing several times for hymns. His influence con-

tinued to increase, and he became leader of the

evangelical party in the Church of Scotland. He
was also active in the work of education. The
" Apocrypha controversy " was in part excited by
him when, in 1827, he gave up his membership in

the British and Foreign Bible Society and assailed

that organization for binding the Apocr3rpha with

the Bible. He edited The Christian Instructor, in

which his attack upon the Bible Society appeared;

wrote a Catechism for the Instruction of Communi-
cants (Edinburgh, 1808); Lectures Expository and
Practical (1816); Lovers ofPleasure more than Lovers

of God (1818; ed. Dr. Candlish, 1867); The Doc-

trine of Universal Pardon (1830) ; and issued several

volumes of sermons.

Bibuoobapht: A Memoir was prefixed to hw Sermons and
SacramenUd EzhortationB, Boston, 1832; cf. DNB, Ivi. 234.

THOMSON, WILLIAM McCLURE: Presbyte-

rian missionary; b. at Springfield (now Spring

Dale), O., Dec. 31, 1806; d. in Denver, Col., Apr. 8,

1894. He was graduated from Miami University,

Oxford, O., 1826; studied at Princeton Theological

Seminary, N. J., 1826-27; was ordained an evangel-

ist, 1831 ; wasmissionary in Syriaand Palestine under

the A. B. C. F. M. and the Presbyterian Board of

Foreign Missions, 1833-49, 1860-57, and 1859-76.

He then resided in New York City. He was an
authority in the department of archeological Biblical

research, and was the author of The Land and the

Book, or Biblical IllustrationsDrawnfrom theManners
and Customs, the Scenesand Scenery, of the Holy Land
(2 vols., New York, 1859; new ed. revised and re-

written, withnumerous illustrations, 3 vols., 1880-86,
^

vol. i., Southern Palestine and Jerusalem, vol. ii.. Cen-

tral Palestine and Phcmida, vol. iii., Lebanon, Danuts-

cus, and Beyond Jordan; reissue, 1 vol., 1911).

THORN, COIIFERBNCE OF: A Polish con-

ference of 1645 held to prevent religious strife be-

tween Roman Catholics, Lutherans, and Refonned.

About the middle of the seventeenth century in

Poland party spirit was rife, and religion played an
important part in the political struggles; the

Roman Catiiolic party and in it especially the

Jesuits possessed the greatest influence while the

Protestants, Reformed, Lutherans, and Bohemian
Brethren (q.v.) were not in harmony, and not a few

were antitrinitarian Socinians. Officially, Protes-

tantism had enjoyed political toleration since 1573,

but the Roman Catholic party tried by every

means to lead the Protestants back, after the Jesuits

had gained ascendency over Sigismimd III. (1587-

1632) and his successor. This was the chief and
final reason why King Ladislaus IV. issued a call to

the representatives of the three Christian con-

fessions to a religious conference at Thorn on the

Vistula, beginning Aug. 28, 1645. The dissidentB

were permitted to procure foreign speakers. The
Polish Lutherans secured Johann HOlsemann (q.v.),

orthodox professor of theology at Wittenberg, and
Abraham Calovius (q.v.), rector of the gymnasium
in Dansig. For the Kdnigsberg Lutherans, the

great elector of Brandenburg sent Geoig Calixtus

(q.v.), but the two former secured his rejection as

a Lutheran representative (see Syncretism, Stn-
CRETisTic Controversies). The king sent the

grand chancellor of the crown, (jeorge of Tecsyn,
duke of Ossolin, as his deputy and conductor of the

proceedings. The Roman Catholics chose twenty-

six theologians for the conference, Professor Gr^or
SchSnhof being their most prominent speaker.

The Reformed party was represented by twenty-four

theologians, among them Johannes Bythner,

superintendent of the congregations of Greater

Poland, who was joined by Amos Comenius (q.v.),

Johann Berg, court preacher of the Elector Frederic

William of Brandenburg-Prussia, and Professor

Reichel of Frankfortron-the-Oder. The Lutherans,

numbering twenty-eight, were under the leadership

of HOlsemann and Calovius. In an instruction

issued by the king it was required that each of the

three parties first give a statement of its doctrine;

not till then should the correctness or incorrectness

of the doctrines be (amicably) discussed; and,

finally, a statement of customs and usages. The
Roman Catholics evidently tried to prevent from
the beginning every criticism of their ofiicial church

doctrines. Each party deliberated in a sp)ecial room
of the town-hall, and conferred with the others only

through the exchange of documents or through

deputies. The conference consisted of thirty-six

sessions, of which only four were public. After

the formal preliminaries the Reformed on Sept. 1

drew up a general confession of faith; on the same
day the Roman Catholics followed their example,

and after these had presented their confession to the

Lutherans on Sept. 7, the latter answered with a

reply that essentially referred to the unchanged

Augsbuig Confession. After that there was to fol-

low a detailed representation of the doctrine of the

different parties. Such a dociunent was issued first

by the Roman Catholics, on Sept. 13, repeating only

the teachings of the Coimcil of Trent with plain

ultramontane additions concerning the power of

the pope. The Reformed presented their doctrine,

a statement which later obtained great fame as the

DedaraHo Thonmiensis, more accurately Specialior

dedaratio doctrina ecdesiarum Reformatorum Cath-

oliccB de prcBcipudsfidei controversiis (original printed

in Scripta partis R^ormatai). The Lutherans pre-

sented Kurzer Inbegriff der Lehre der augA^irgischen

Kor\fession, The Roman (Catholics were so embit-

tered over the Lutheran document, as indeed they

had been over the Reformed before, that they refused

to receive it, much less to permit its reading, and the

presiding grand chancellor Ossolinski had himself

recalled. Coimt Johazm Lescsinski, his successor,

tightened the reins in behalf of his party, and stated

Sept. 25, that no progress had been made because

of wandering from the king's instruotioiis. To ex-
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plain these he called upon the Jesuit Schfinhof, who
Attempted intiinidation of the Protestants. The
third public session, Sept. 26, was passed in ro-

sriminatoiy debate. The fourth, on Oct. 3, con-

tinued the same way, the more energetically on the

part of the Protestants, who regarded the presiding

officer as the advocate of the Roman Catholic party.

The many speeches that were delivered developed
into personal abuses. Allusions to Charles V. and
the elector of Saxony aroused the national pride of

the Poles, and their lay representatives now refiised

to speak except in the Polish language. As the

Protestants adhered firmly to their demands, Schdn-
hof stole a march by a personal journey to the king,

from whom he obtained a "declaration of his will

in regard to the instruction for the conference of

Thorn," containing about everything that the Ro-
man Catholics had hitherto demanded. The king

instructed that the declarations of the Lutherans
and Reformed be received after being purged of the

offensive and the superfluous; and that the confer-

ence was to be restricted to his representative, the

presiding heads of the parties, and, respectively,

two s|>eaker8 and alternates, the scribe, and seven

hearers of each. Consequently the Lutherans sent

Guldenstem and the Reformed their confidant Rey
to the king in order to present the situation from
the standpoint of the Evangelicals. Two Roman
Catholics, however, arrived a day ahead, Oct. 10,

and were joined by Sch&nhof on the 18th. The king,

aiming to show an attitude of fairness, had the

two Protestant positions of doctrine submitted in

writing, and, summoning all three representatives,

Oct. 20, asked that his first instructions be carried

out, and, in the written replies to the Lutherans
and Reformed, they were directed to prove their

obedience by expunging from their doctrinal posi-

tion the disputed theses for later consideration.

Upon the return of the deputies on Oct. 23, the

Evangelicals rejoiced over the freedom of conscience

guaranteed by the king in his domain, but declined

to revise their doctrinal presentations, which the
Roman Catholics now demanded. During Novem-
ber the Reformed entered into private conferences

with the Roman Catholics, drawing on themselves
the suspicion of the Lutherans, who were excluded.

These conferences, though without result, proved
that the Roman Catholics wished to create the im-
pression that they would have been willing to con-
fer upon material considerations on the rule of faith.

The conference broke up unceremoniously. The
Lutherans tarried a few days to draw up fifty griev-

ances against their treatment and a revision of the

protocol as it should have been from their point of

view, both of which were officially filed. The con-
ference was a failure. In Polsoid the lot of the

Evangelicals became less favorable, and in

Germany a result was the embitterment of the
Lutherans against the Reformed, bearing fruit in the

syncretistic controversies (see Stncretibm, Stn-
CRETISTIC CONTROVEBSIES, I., J 2; II., 1, § 1).

(P. TsCHACKBRTt.)

Bibuoobapbt: The official Acta eotwrnhu Thorwuentit
was publiahed at Waraaw, 1646, and repeated in the Hia-
*o^f^ 9Vnereti$iiea of A. Caloviua (q.v.), and In Seripta
jMrta Rtformata in eoUoQuio TAonmwiwt. Berlin, 1646.
^^ Confngio fidei in Latin and Gennan was printed at

XI.—28

Daniig. 1735. The literature under Cauxtus, Gkoro,
and CAjboviua, Abraham, is to be consulted, as well as
the wiitincB of those men. Consult further: C. Hart-
knoeh, Prmutiiche KireKen-Hutoriaf pp. 034 sqq., FranJc-
fort, 1686; J. Lukassewics, O^aehiehU der reformierten
XtreAm in lAthauen, i. 167 sqq., Leipsic, 1848; Ilder, Daa
JCottovdvm Charilaiivum, Halle, 1880; F. Jaoobi, Daa
'liAraiehe Ralioionaoaaprdeh au Them 1045, Gotha, 1896;
ZKQ, voL XV.. parts 3-4 (best).

THORNDIKE, HERBERT: Churoh of Enghmd;
b. probably in Llnoolnshiro in 1598; d. at Chiswick

(0 m. 8.W. of Charing Cross, London) July 11, 1672.

In 1613 he became a pensioner at Trinity College,

Cambridge (scholar, 1614; B.A., 1617; minor fel-

low, 1618; M.A., and major fellow, 1620). He was
prebendaiy of Layton Ecclesia in Lincoln cathedral,

1636-40; held the crown living of Claybrook, Leicea-

tershiro, 1640-42; was Hebrew lecturer to Trinity

College, Cambridge, 1640-44 (-46, officially); rector

of Barley in Hertfordshire, 1642-44. Being a stanch
churohman of the Anglo-Catholic type, he was
ejected from his preferments during the civil wars,

but, with the Restoration, he regained them as well

as his fellowship at Trinity. He, however, resigned

them on being appointed to a stall at Westminster
Abbey in 1661. He assisted at the Savoy Confer-

ence (q.v.) in 1661, and had a share in the revision

of the Prayer-Book the same year, being then a
member of convocation. He resumed his residence

at Cambridge, 1662, and afterward divided his time
between the university and the abbey. The plague
drove him from Cambridge in 1666; and in 1667 he
vacated his fellowship, retiring to his canonry at

Westminster. He was a most learned, systematic,

and powerful advocate of Anglo-Catholic theology
and High-chureh principles in the seventeenth cen-

tury. The book which most succinctly imfolds his

scheme is entitled An Epilogue to the Tragedy of the

Church of England (1659), in which he treats of the

principles of Christian truth, the covenant of grace,

and the laws of the chureh. The covenant of grace

is his central idea. He dwells upon the condition of

the covenant as being baptism, the necessity of the

covenant as arising out of original sin, the mediator
of the covenant as the divine Christ, and the method
of the covenant as an economy of grace. In the

treatment of this branch, he brings out the Anglican
doctrines of salvation as distinguished from those

of Puritanism. His trains of thought were prolix

and excursive, and his style was crabbed and un-
readable; his works could never be popular, but
they are of value to theological scholars. He was
the author of a Hebrew, Syriac, and Arabic lexicon

(London, 1635); The Due Way of Composing the

Differences on Foot (1660); Just Weights and Mea^
ures (1662); and Theological Works (6 vols., Ox-
ford, 1844-56). He also assisted Walton in the

preparation of his Polyglot (see Bibles, Polyglot,
IV.).

Bxblioorapht: The Life by A. W. Haddan is in vol. vi. of

the Theological Worka, ut sup. Consult DNB, Ivi. 290-
292, where references to scattering notices are given; W.
H. Button, The Bngliah Chureh U6S6-17J4), pp. 179. 329,
830, London, 1903.

THORHWELL, JAMES HBNLET: American
Presbyterian, and educator; b. in Marlborough Di£h

trict, S. C, Dec. 9, 1812; d. at Charlotte, N. C, Aug.

1, 1862. He obtained the elements of a good educar
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ticm, and was graduated from South Carolina Col-

\eget 1829; studied law for a while, but turned to

theology; after teaching for two years he studied

at Andover Theological Seminary, and at Harvard
Divinity School. Returning to the South he was
licensed to preach, 1834; ordained, 1835; was pas-

tor of the Presbyterian church at Lancaster, 1835-

1837; professor of logic and belles-lettres in South
Carolina College, 1837-39; pastor at Columbia,

1839-^1; professor of sacred literature and evi-

dences of Christianity at South Carolina College,

1841-51
;
pastor of Glebe Street Church, Charleston,

1851 ;
president of South Carolina College, 1852-55;

professor of theology in the Presbyterian Theological

Seminary, and pastor of the church at Coliunbia,

1855-62. He took a leading part in the oiganiza-

tion of the Southern General Assembly in 1861. He
had high logical and metaphysical faculties, and
was a champion of the old school Presbyterian the-

ology.

He was the author of Romanists from the In/aUi-

hility of the Church and Testimany of the Fathers on
Behalf of the Apocrypha^ Discussed and Refuted (New
York, 1845); Discourses on Truth (1854); and his

collected writings, ed. John B. Adger, appeared (4

vols., Richmond, 1871-73).

BtBUOoKArar: B. M. Palmer, Life and LdUn of Jamm
Henley Thamwell, New York, 1876.

THOROLD, ANTHONY WH^SON: Church of

England, bishop; b. at Hougham (17 m. s. of Lin-

coln), England, Jime 13, 1825; d. at Winchester

July 25, 1895. He was educated at Queen's Col-

lege, Oxford (B.A., 1847; M.A., 1850; D.D., 1877);

ordained deacon, 1849; priest, 1850; was curate of

Wittington, Lancashire, till 1854; at Holy Trinity,

Marylebone, 1854-57; rector of St. Giles-in-the-

Fields, London, 1857-67; minister of Cunon Chapel,

Mayfah-, 1868-69; vicar and rural dean of St. Pan-
eras, London, 1869-74; resident canon of York,
1874-77; bishop of Rochester, 1877-90; and of

Winchester, 1890-95. He was also examining chap-
lain to the archbishop of York for a niunber of years

ranging about 1874; and select preacher at Oxford,

1878-80. He had a faculty for grasping detail and
for organisation. He was the author of The Pre^
ence of Christ (London, 1869); The Gospd of Christ

(1881); The Claim of Christ on the Young (1882);

The Yoke of Christ in the Duties and Circumstances

of Life (1883) ; Questions of Faith and Duty (1892)

;

The Tenderness of Christ (1894); and a volmne of

sermons, The Gospel of Work, included in Preachers

of the Age (1891 sqq.). He had a rare spirituality

and great felicity of expression, so that his practical

writings are much-admired books of devotion.

Bibuooraprt: C. H. 8impkinfl(m, Life and Work ofBithop
ThoroUU London, 1896; DNB, IvL 312-313.

THREE-CHAPTER CONTROVERSY: One of

the most important, though least edifying, episodes

in the ecclesiastical policy of Justinian I. (q.v.), in-

timately connected with the Monophysite move-
ment (see MoNOPHTBiTEs). The conditions made
it desirable to retain the powerful Monophysite party
for the church by concessions, if it could be done
without abandoning the position of the Council of

Chaloedon. For this purpose it was thought ad-

visable to teke some action against the doctrines of

the scho<^ of Antioch, which was especially obiios-

ious to the Monophysites. Theodorus Aactdas, who
had been bishop of Caesarea inCappadodafrom 537, t

sealous Origenist, hoped by thusadvising the empenr
at the same time to divert attention from the Ori-

genisUc controversy (see Orioen, Origenxbtic Cqx-
TROVEBSIES). In 544 (according to F. DiekBmp, in

543) Justinian issued an edict in which hecondemned
the so-called Three (Jhapters (the term kephaiaia, or

capitula, is used for formulated statemente, then for

special pointe mentioned in them, or even for per-

sons or writings directly designated by them):
namely, (1) the person and writings of Theodore of

Mopsuestia (q.v.); (2) the writings of Theodoret of

Cyrua (q.v.) in defense of Nestorius and against

Cyrii; and (3) the letter of Ibas of Edeasa (q.v.) to

the Persian Mares. As Theodore had died at peaee

with the CSiurch, while Theodoret and Ibes had been

expressly recognised as orthodox at Chaloedon, the

concession to ^e Monophysites contained in the im-

perial edict appeared to undennine the authority of

the coundl. There was, however, very little oppo-
sition to it in the Greek Church. In the West the

controversy became the more violent, thou^ the

Roman Bishop Vigilius yielded to the wishes of the

emperor in a way which aroused great acandal In

a synod held at Constantinople imder Vigilius (548),

the bishops were prevailed upon to give written

verdicte for the condemnation of the Three Chap-
ters, and Vigilius did the same in his Judicaium of

Apr. 11, 548, at the same time insiHting on the au-

thority of the Coimcil of Chaloedon. In the West
the opposition foimd a leader in Bishop Facundus
of Hermiane (q.v.), and an African synod excom-
municated Vigilius. For a while he continued his

imoertain policy; but when the emperor by a

second edict (homologia pisteOs) pushed things to

extremes, he arose in decisive opposition and had
repeatedly to take sanctuary from the wrath of Jus-

tinian. He refiised to be present at the fifth gen-

eral coimcil (Constantinople, May, 553), which con-

sidered the heresies of Theodore and the writings of

Theodoret, and tried to prove that only individual

members of the coimcil of dialcedon and not the

council itself had approved of the epistle of Ibas.

The Constiiutum de tribus capituUs (Bftay 14, 553)

drawn up by Vigilius and signed by many Western
bishops, which eneigetically opposed the condem-
nation of the Three (Chapters, was not accepted by
the emperor, who acquainted the synod with the

terms in which Vigilius had formeriy pledged him-
self in secret to the emperor's position. On June 2,

553, the coimcil decided in aooordanoe with the

wishes of the emperor. The Greek Church yielded

without succeeding in winning the Manof^ysites.
The resistance of Vigilius was soon broken, and ibe

opposition of the African Church was overcome by
the endeavors of Primasius of (Carthage after 559.

But tlie churches of northern Italy, with Aquileia

and Milan at their head, broke off communion with

Rome, on account of .the recognition of the fiftb

council by Vigilius and his successor, and this s^
aration lasted, under the peculiar conditions caused

by the Lombard conquest, till Gr^;ory the Grest

succeeded in winning over Milan and Theodelinde.

queen of the Lombards, who was under the are^
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bishop's influence; though he attained this end by
completely casting into the shade, or virtually re-

pudiating, the fifth general council, of which the

West had taken but little notice. The patriarchate

of Aquileia, which as a result of the Lombard con-

quest had been transferred to Grado, resumed com-
mimion with Rome, imder Greek rule, soon after

the death of Gregory in 604; but the Roman Catho-

lic bishops imder the Lombard kings and the duke
of Friali set up an opposition patriarchate, which
renoained separated from Rome till U>ward the end
of the seventh century. G. KrCger.
Bibuoobapbt: The aouroes are easily accessible in MPL,

Ixvu. 621-«78, 021-^28. 1167-1254, Ixviii. 956-960. 1049-
1096; MPO, Izxuv. 455-548. Consult: H. Noris, Opera,

ed. Ballerini. L 550-^20, cf. iv. 985-1050, Verona. 1729
(highly necessaiy); J. G. Walch. HuAorU der Ketzereien,

iii. 4-468, Leipeic. 1778; J. M. Schroeckh, Chrisdiche

KinhenoesehichU, xviix. 570-608, Leipeic, 1793; Scha£f,

ChriaHan Chureht iii. 768-772; J. Sohwane, Doomenge'
•ehichU der pairitHtehen Zeit, pp. 374-378, Freibuig. 1895;
A. Kneoht, Die Rdiffionapolitik Kaiser Juatiniafu /.. pp.
125-140. WQnbuis. 1896; H. Button, The Church of the

eth CerUwy, pp. 162-179. London, 1897; F. Diekamp, Die
orioeniatiachen Streitiokeiten im 6. Jahrhundert, MOnster,
1899; A. de Meissas, in Annates de philoaophie chrUienne,

July, 1904; Hefele, ConeUiengeachichUt iii. 1 sqq., Eng.
transl, iv. 258 sqq., Fr. transl., iii. 1, pp. 1 sqq. (valuable

for the discussion of literature and notes); Hamack,
Dogma, iv. 245 sqq., 346-349, v. 283; Mann, Popes, vol.

L passim.

THREE CHILDREN, SONG OF THE. See Afoo-
BTPHA, A, IV., 3.

THXTEMMEL, tOm'mel; WILHELM: Evan-
gelical theologian; b. at Barmen (27 m. n.n.e. of

Cologne) May 6, 1866. He received his education

at the universities of Bonn and Leipsic; became as-

sistant preacher at Geldem, and later at Lohne then
near Soest; returned as pastor at Geldem in 1881,

went in the same capacity to Remscheid, where, be-

cause of a harsh criticism of the Roman Catholic

doctrine of transubstantiation, he was subjected to

a three-weeks' term of imprisonment, on the ter-

mination of which he wrote the sharply worded
tract in self-justification: Rheinische Ric?Uer und
r&mische Priester. Eine trostreiche Bdekrung uber

die r&miache Mease (Barmen, 1888) ; he later brought
hiiuself imder police jurisdiction through a lecture

on the pilgrimage to Aachen, and once again because

of his Antwort an der pdpstlichen Priesterschaft in

Bredau (1894); he became privatrdocent in church
history at Berlin, 1900; extraordinary professor in

1901; and professor of practical theology at Jena
in 1903, where he is also director of the homiletical

and catechetical seminary. Besides the works al-

ready mentioned, he has issued: Offener Brief an
dem Herm Erzbischof Krementz van CSln (1889);

Die Asche Clarenbach% des Mdrtyrers der bergischen

Kirche (Berlin, 1890); Zur BeurtheUung des Donor
tistnue (Halle, 1893) ; Der Versagung der kvrchUchen

Beeiattungsfeierj ikre gesckichtliche Entwickelung und
gegenwdrtige Bedeutung (Leipsic, 1902); and Der
Rdigionsechutz durch doe Strafrechi (190(5) ; besides a
considerable nimiber of polemic tracts directed

against the Roman Catholic Church or its doctrines.

THUMB BIBLE. See Bible Versions, B, IV., § 9.

THUNDERING LEGION: Name of a Roman
legion about which a celebrated legend arose. The
story is that the Emperor Bfarcus Aurelius, when

conducting a campaign against the Quadi in Him-
gary about 174 a.d., was surprised with his forces

by a superior number of the enemy. At the same
time his army was suffering so greatly from the
lack of water that annihilation seemed imminent.
The emperor prayed to the gods for rain, but no re-

sponse was forthcoming. A legion, consisting wholly
of Christians, was summoned to the emperor's aid,

the soldiers of which prostrated themselves in

prayer, and the response was a cold rain upon the
Romans, which took the form of severe hail as it

reached the Quadi, whom it discomfited. In con-

sequence of this, the legion received the name
" Legio fulminatrix"
The story has received the attention of many

writers of chim^h history, and its difficulties have
been summarized as follows: A legion with this

name was known before the time of liarcus Aure-
lius (Dio Cassius, Iv. 23), though the exact form of

the name was Legio fulminata; the proper station

of this legion was in the East, not in Hungary. It

is seen, however, that these data are not decisive

against the story, since the legion might have been
present owing to the emergency, such transfers not
being unknown, and the slight change in the form
of the name is not decisive. The principal incident

is shown not to be improbable by the sculptures on
the Antonine column at Rome, erected not long

after, showing Jupiter Fluvius, from whose beard
streams of water are caught in the soldiers' shields,

while the enemy are overwhelmed by lightning.

The least probable element in the story is that a
whole legion was composed of Christians. In favor

of a substantial basis of the legend is that it is first

mentioned by Claudius Apollinaris (q.v.), who ad-

dressed his apology to Marcus Aurelius, while a con-

temporary of the assumed event who mentions it

was Tertullian (ApoL, v.; Ad Scaptdamt iv.). It is

only miraculous through the interpretation, the

event is not at all improbable.

BxBXJoaRAPHT: BesideB the refeimioe to Tertullian in the
text (Eng. tranal. in ANF, iii. 22, 107), and Dio Caesiui,

Ixzi. 8-9, cooBuIt: EuaebiuB, Hiat. ecd., V., v., in NPNF,
2 ser., i. 219-220; W. Moyle, De miractdo quod Legio Ful-
minatrix feeiaae dicitur, in Mosheim, DiaaerUxtio, G5iiits,

1733; W. Whiston, Of the Thundering Legion, London,
1726; T. WoolBton, A Defence of the Mirade of the Thun-
dering Legion against . . . W.Movle,ib. 1720; T. Heame,
An Apology for the WriHnga of W. MoyU, ib. 1727 (against

Whiston and Woolston); B. Aub4, Hiat. dea peraecxdiona

de riglise, i., ohap. viii., Paris, 1875; J. B. Lightfoot,
Apostolic Fathers, II., i. 469-476, London, 1885; Sohaff,

Christian Church, ii. 56; Neander, Christian Church, i. 11&«
117; DNB, iv. 1023-24.

THURIBLE. See Censeb.

THURIFICATI. See Lapsed.

THXJRIN6IA: A collective name applied to a
group of small duchies and principalities situated

between Prussian Saxony on the north and Ba^
varia on the south, and between the

General kingdom of Saxony on the east and
Statistics. Hesse-Nassau on the west. The duchies

are Saxe-Weimar, Saxe-Meiningen,

Saxe-Altenburg, and Saxe-Cobuig-Gotha; the prin-

cipalities are Reuss-Schleiz, Reuss-Greiz, Schwarz-
burg-Rudolstadt, and Schwarzburg-Sondershausen.

The combined area is 4,744 square miles, and the

population (1905) 1,503,125. Of these 1,455,949
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were Evangelical; 38,046 Raman Catholic; and
4,143 Jews. The church year^Mok of 1907 ahows a
Rfffnayi Catholic increaee, by immigration, in Wei*
mar of 27 p«;r cent, and a Protestant inczcaae of 6 per

cent; in RudoLstadt, Roman Catholic increase 57
per cent, and Protestant, only 4 per cent. Thnzxn-

gian Roman Catholics are distributed among five

bishoprics; Weimar (with 9 parishes) belongs to

Fulda, Meiningen (5) to WOrzfouzg, Altenbuxg (I)

and the two principalities of Reuse (3) belong to the

apostolic vicariate of Saxony at Dresden, Gotha (I)

and the two Schwarzburga (3) to Paderfoom, and
Coburg (1) belongs to Bambog. In the citiea of

Weimar church schools are mftintanii»d mostly

through the '' Society of Boniface," except in the

Eisenach Hif^lands, where state sefaoola prevail

The Unity of the Brethren have a setdement at

£bersdorf, Reuas-dchleiz, with female seminary and
mission-school, and a location at Neudietendorf near

Gotha. There is a small scattering of Mensooztes,

Baptists, Methodists, and Irvingites. At Blankpn-

burg the Evangelical AlHance of Germany l»s a
great hotel and andttonma where the radical wing
of that society assembles the last week of August
every year. The history of the dmrefa govenunent
in the various states is practically the same. There

existed ccmaistcmal governments until

thf period of 1848-66, when they were
acflt of tbe abolished and their functiGaa siwgned

State to a department of the t»rrtanal min^
Cbmnh, istry of public worship and edocaticm.

Under these departments there is a so-

perviskm of the churches by ephors or superintend-

ents of respective districts. At the same time a
local church gov^nment was instituted eonsiBting

in church meetings and church eouneib; in Mein-
ingen the former have, besides the electkm of the

church council, to decide upon the raising of funds,

alt»ations in the liturgy, the use of catechisms and
hymnals, the change of the parish, and tbe like. The
local church councils, of which the pastor and local

magistrate are generally tx-n^fido members, have to

see after good morals uid church <»der, the admin-
istration of property, legal representation, and local

charity, in cooperation with civil boards, if such
exist. In AHenburg and the two Schwarsburgs they
exercised the xatkoa negathoumj or right of protest

against tbe doctrine, conduct, or person of the pas-

tor. In the Schwarxburgs (as abo in Weimar) ^ere
are general church coimcils under the department
of the ministry of public worship and educatkm,
which presides over them; its functions are ex-

amination of candidates, supervision of official con-
duct, and introduction of measures kxddng to the

appointment and promotion of the clergy. To the
local church coundls belongs tbe prerogative of re-

moving deficits by taxation. In Cobuig the admin-
istration under the ministry of public worship and
education is exercised through the division of the
State Church into six ephories, each under the jcnnt

control of the local state councflor, or magistrate if

in the dty, and the magistrate's councilor, and tbe
ephor; in Gotha each of the eight official church
districts is under a board composed of the councilor

or city magistrate, a senator, and the epbor. Ex-
ceptionally the old consistorial order yet exists in

Reuui Grrii; to it was added in 1880 Smited hxal

church rule with gjjvemiog^ wHiiir.il, Gencxal^, the

ehnzdies have no igpiiBii iUtive fimrtinnK. Onlr
in Weimar and Mirnifngim are there aynods in. vbidL
the local churches and the guvemmegt hnve icdr-
sBitatives. With tile exeeption of four delegates

out of thirty-five in Weimar and two out o£ twottr-

two in Meiningen appointed by the dnkes^ and in

the fiocmer one representative of J«oa Univenxty, aQ

are deeted by the larger eteetive unions eumptjued of

the (fioeeses of the superintendents^ These sfyiMxfa,

however, have cmly advisory power; they have no

voiee in the levy of taxes or adoptian of measures.
The church gDVcmment of Thnringia may be de-

scribed, on the whole, as epraeopal under strict con-

trol by the heads of the states^ with a presbyteiial

appfudagp for locat purpuses^ The official designa-

tion in Weimar and Meiningen is Evangefieai State

Church; in Altenbur^ Evangefieai Protestant; and
in the Sehwazaburgs and Reuas-Greis, Evangefieai

Lutheran. The chureb govenments of Thuringis
are all repfesented at the Eisenach Cooferenee (q.v.).

AE exB^ Memingen have assumed part in the

Evangefieai church unioiK (see Birsn, Etakgku-
l). In cooBnon the Tkiaingianehureb govein-
have a loose affifiation and enter intomntai

conference as oeeaaonmay reqpnre.

The grand-duchy of Weimar, with 21 dioeeses,

having each a supointeDdent and adjunct and a

judge inspeetor of the.cireuit on the secular aide,

had (1906) 312 clerical positions with

ftuockisi c. 270 pastors and vicars. Many pas-

Statirtica toratesy in tbe cities chiefly, are fiDed

by cfaotee of the governing eofrnd!,

about one-fourth by tbe patron, usually by virtue

of his patronage a member of the council, and the

majority by the civil church government. Exam-
ination of candidates takes place before tbe council

at Weimar and is participated in by a few Jena pro*

fessors. Vustations take place at stated periods on
the part of the general dtnrch council and members
of tbe synodal committee. In Meiningen, where the

order of aiqpointment and visitation is the same as

in Weimar, the State Church counts 14 epborieB, 144

parishes, and about 130 deigy; in Altenburg 8

^[ihories, 116 pariahes, and about 130 clergy; in

Gotha 12 ephories, about 100 parishes, and about
120 deigy; in Coburg 4 ephories, 37 parisfaea, and
about 35 clergy; in Sonderahausen, 4 ephories, 58

parishes, and about 60 clergy; and in Rudcrfstadt

5 ephories, 65 parishes, and about 60 dogy. There
is throughout a graduated system of ground in-

come with increment, of retiring aDowanoea, and
widows' penaons. In catechetics, fituigy, and me
of hjrmnals there is much diversil^; the system of

perieopes is still firmly prevalent, limiting the min-

ister in the use of Biblical materiied and in reoewing
interest. The church attendance is small, more so

in the country and towns than in the dties. Qiar-

itable orders and institutians are semi-philanthropie

and semi-eoclesiastical, owing to the cloae historical

connection of C]3iurch and State. A network d
women's associations overspreads Wdmar, feder^

ated in the " Patriotic Institute of Women's Soci-

eties"; but, although possesBing tbe CSiurch u
their main support, yet they do not constitute •
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ecclesiastical army of deaconesses. Orphanages have

everywhere a firm footing; in Weimar this institu-

tion is an organic link of ^e State Church. Charity

is in the hands of the local churches. The churches

are devoting increasing attention to the Innere

Mission (q.v.); and in all the states are juvenile

asylums, hospices, houses for the fallen, and insti-

tutions for the feeble-minded and convalescent.

Two institutions of deaconesses have been planted;

one, the Sophia House in Weimar, with 146 sisters

(1905), and the other the mother-house at Eisenach,

w-ith 115. The outer nussion centers in the compre-

hensive annual Thuringian mission conference. Be-

sides, there is a special Evangelical Lutheran mis-

sionary union. The University of Jena representing

Thuringia as a whole reached its flourishing state

in the nineteenth century, when K. A. Hase (q.v.)

taught church history and R. A. Lipeius (q.v.) dog-

matics. After their death, the general decline of

theological study of the time specially affected the

university. Recently there has occurred some in-

crease in attendance, although the duchies are capa-

ble of furnishing but a small number of theological

students, and the principalities prefer to send theirs

elsewhere. For the promotion of the clergy, the

Thuringian Church Conference assembles at Paulin-

zella in the autimm for addresses and discussions,

and theologians take the autumn vacation course of

three days at Jena conducted by the faculty, while

in all state churches are conducted the diocesan and
other monthly or qiiarterly free conferences.

(F. W. THtJMMBL.)
BiBuooaAPBT: L. Tfimpel, Die OctUadienttofdnvno der

thurinaitehm Kirehen, Qotha, 1861; W. Rein, Tkurim/ia
aacra, 2 vols., Weimar, 1863-65; C. A. H. Burkhardt,
Oeachichte der eOehnachen Kirehen^ und SchulviaitaHonent

Leipsic, 1870; H. Gebhardt, Pfairer in MofUechUben bei

Ootha, 33 voIb., Gotha, 1881 ; O. FOBslein, AnUahandbuch fUr
GeiaUiehe und LArer dee Hereogtume Sacheen^Meiningen,
Hildbuisbauaen, 1883; E. Friedbeis. Die geltenden Ver-

faeettngegeeelMe der evangdiechen deiUechen Landeekirehen,

2 vols., Fieibius, 1885; A. Gillwald. ThiLringen in Oe-
eehichte, Eisenach, 1887; G. Einioke. BO Jahre echwarz-

btirgiecKe Re/ormatumegeeehichte, 16£1-41, part 1, Nord-
hausen, 1004; J. Freisen, Stoat und katholieche Kirche in

den detdeehen Bimdeeetaaien, Stutt^urt, 1006; O. Holder-
Egger, StwUen eu thUringiechen OeechichtequeUen, in NA,
vol. jExi.; £. Sehling, Die evangdiechen KircKenardnungen
dee 16. Jdkrhwnderte, 2 parts, Leipsio, 1002-04; P. Glaue,
Dae kirchliehe Leben der evangdiacKen Kirehen in ThUrin'
gen, Tobinsai. 1010.

THWIN6, CHARLES FRANKLIN: Congrega^
tionalist; b. at New Sharon, Me., Nov. 9, 1863. He
was graduated from Harvard (A.B., 1870) and An-
dover Theological Seminary (1879). He was then
pastor of North Avenue Congregational Church,

Cambridge, Mass. (1879-86), and Plymouth Church,

Minneapolis, Minn. (1886-90), and since 1890 has
been president of Western Reserve University and
Adelbert College, Cleveland, O. He was editor of

The Chicago Advance in 1888-91 and is now asso-

ciate editor of the Bibliotheca Sacra^ and has written

American Colleges: Their Students and Work (New
York, 1878); The Reading of Books: Its Pleasures,

Profits, and Perils (Boston, 1883); The FamUy:
Historical and Social Study (in collaboration with
wife; 1887); The Working Church (New York,

1888); Within College WaUs (1893); The College

Woman (1894); The American College in American
Life (1897); The Best Life (1898); The Choice of a

College for a Boy (1899); College Administration

(1900); The YwMs Dream of Life (Boston, 1900);

QodinHisWwldiX^GG)) If I were a College Student

(New York, 1902); A Liberal Education and a
Liberal Faith (1903); College Training and the Busi-

ness Man (1904); History of Higher Education in

America (1906); and History of Education in the

U, S, Since the CivU War (1910).

THYATIRA. See Asia Minor, IV.

TIARA. See Vestments and Insignia, Eccle-
siastical.

TIBERIAS. See Galilee, § 4.

TICHONIUS (TYCHONIUS), tik-o'nl-Os: African

Donatist of the late fourth century. He is first men-
tioned by Gennadius, who places him between
Rufinus (d. 410) and Sulpicius Severus (d. after

420), and states that he was learned in the Scrip-

tures, history, and profane sciences, that he was
full of zeal for the Church, and that he wrote De
bdlo intestino, Expositiones diversarum causarum,

and also a book containing seven rules for exegesis

and a spiritual interpretation of the Apocaljrpse.

He denied the future thousand-years' reign of the

righteous on the earth after the resurrection, hold-

ing that the twofold resurrection described in the

Apocalypse denoted, on the one hand, the growth
of the Church, where those who were justified by
faith were awakened by baptism from the deadness

of their sins to the service of eternal life, and, on
the other hand, the general resurrection of all flesh.

Gennadius furthermore states that Tichonius was a
contemporary of Rufinus, and that he flourished

during the reign of Theodosius and his sons. The
only later writer to add information concerning

Tichonius isJohannes Trithemius (q.v.), who gives an
extended list of the Donatist's writings, mentioning

three books of the De beUo intestino and also alluding

to " numerous letters to divers persons, and many
other things " (De scriptorihus ecdesiasticis, xcii.).

The exegetical rules of Tichonius (MPL, xviii. 15-

66) were given in detail and exhaustively criticized

by Augustine in De doctrina Christiana (iii. 30-37;

MPL, xxxiv. 81-90; best by F. C. Burkitt, in TS,
iii. 1, 1894, superseding entirely former editions;

Eng. transl. of the chapters of Augustine in NPNF,
1 ser., ii. 668-673), and they thus received an ap-

proval which secured them long influence. The first

rule, " on the Lord and his body," shows how, when
the head and the body (or Christ and the Church)

are set forth under one person, one may acciirately

determine what is said of each. Thus, the " stone

that smote the image," according to Dan. ii. 36, is

Christ, and the " great mountain " which it became
is the Church. The second rule, " on the twofold

body of the Lord," deals with the division into right

and left, so that when the Church is described as
" black, but comely " (Cant. i. 6), the first adjective

refers to her left side and the second to her right.

The third rule, " on the promises and the law,"

shows how, though no one is justified by the works
of the law, some have fulfilled the law and have
been justified. The fourth rule, '' on species and
genus," deals with those passages of Scripture in

which there is a transfer from species to genus or vice

I versa. Thus, the words of Christ, " the dead . . .
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that hear shall live " (John v. 25), refer to the finrt,

or spiritual, resurrection, while " all that are in the
tombs . . . shall come forth " (John v. 28) alludes

to the second, or general, resurrection. The fifth

rule, " on times," gives the mystic measure of time
in the Bible either by synecdoche or by formulaic

Dumbers. In the case of synecdoche, the three days
between the death and resurrection of Christ (Matt,

xii. 40) imply that the hour of his biirial stands for

the entire dayand the preceding night, while the hour
of the night at which he arose stands for the entire

night and the following day, a whole day and a whole
night intervening between the two parts. The
"formulaic numbers'* include seven, ten, and twelve,

together with their squares and tenth powers. The
sixth rule, '* on recapitulation," affirms that what
leems to be a continuation of a narrative in reality

refers either to what has recently taken place or to
tfhat will occur in the future; and the seventh rule,
" on the devil and his body," stresses the importance
of determining in every case whether what is said

oonoeming the devil refers to himself or to his body.
These rules were practically applied by Tichonius

in his commentary on Revelatioii, which was pre-

served in manuscript in the libiaiy of the monas-
tery of St. (3all as late as the ninth oentuzy. It has
disappeared, however, and must be constructed
from the extracts from it preserved by later exegetes
of the Apocalypse. Here belong the five books of

the commentary on Revelation by Primasius, bishop
of Hadrumetmn {MPL, Ixviii. 793-036); and these

are supplemented in part by the ten books of the
commentary of Ambrosius Autpert (q.v.), who was
followed by Alcuin {MPL, c. 1086-1156) and Haimo
of Halberstadt {MPL, cxvii. 937-1120), the latter

serving in his turn as the source of Walafried Strar-

bo's OhBta crdinaria (MPL, cxiv. 710-752). Cas-

siodorus, in his Camplexionea in epistoUu et Acta
Apo8iolorum et Apocalypsiny also cites briefly from
Tichonius; and Bede, in his ExplanaHo Apooalypsis

{MPL, xciii. 130-206), explicitly cites the com-
mentary of Tichonius on a number of passages.

Jerome likewise incorporated certain passages from
Tichonius in his revision of the commentary of Vio-

torinus of Petau. The pseudo-Augustinian homilies

on the Apocalypse {MPL, xxxv. 2415-^52) are de-

Donatised extracts from Tichonius with additions

from 'N^ctorinus; and all Donatism has likewise

been expunged from the fragments on Rev. ii. 18-

iv. 1 and vii. 10-xii. 6, preserved in a Turin manu-
script and edited in SpicUegium Ccainenae, III., i.

261-^1 (Monte Gassino, 1897). One of the most
important sources for a reconstruction of Tichonius'

commentary is the oonmientary of Beatus, a Span-
ish presbyter of libana (ed. H. Flores, Madrid,

1770), who wrote in 776 and united in his work the

most diveigent tendencies of the earlier Latin exe-

gesis of the Apocalypse. Finally, the heterogeneous

production entitled Etherii et Beatii advereua El-

pandum (MPL, xcvi. 894-1030) contains not only

fragments from the commentary of Tichonius, but
also, to all appearance, from his De beUo intestino,

a fact which is the more important since the latter

woric is otherwise unknown. The difficulty of the

reconstruction of the commentary of Tichonius from
the sources enumerated lies in the detenmnation |

which text represents in each instance not only the
thoughts, but also the words, of Tichonius.

(J. Hausbleiter.)
Biblioorapbt: The '* IntioductKn " to Burkitt's ed. of

'* The Rules," ut sup.; F. Rlbbeck. DofuHiw und Auaua-
tinua, pp. 198-206, Elberfeld. 1858; J. HauMleiter, m
ZKW, vii (1886). 23»>-257; idem, in T. Zahn. Fonckmfgm
gur Oeachichte det neutetla$nenUi(Aen Kanon*^ iv. 1-224.
Leipsic, 1891; F. W. Farrar, Hisl, «/ Inierpniaiian, pp.
24-26. 276, 279. New York. 1886; T. Hahn, Tyetmim^-
Studien, Leipeic. 1900; M. Schana. GetchichU <Ur r&mimdtm
LUtentwr, iv. 350-353. Munich. 1904; W. Bouaeet, m hk
oommentaiy on Revelation, pp. 56-60, 65-72. 461, Qat-
tinsen. 1906; Ceillier. AvUwrt Boeria, v. 100-105; KL, ziL
153-156; DCB, iv. 1025-26.

TIDEICAHN, JOHAHH. See Timann.

nEFTRUnK, JOHANH HEINRICH: German
theologian; b. at Stove near Rostock 1759; d. at
Halle Oct. 7, 1837. He studied theology and phi-
lology at the University of Halle, became private
tutor, and in 1781 rector of the town school and
preacher in Joachimstal in Uckermark. In 1792 he
was appointed professor of philosophy at Halle.
His importance lies in his works on the philosophy
of religion, through which he became one c^ the
first and most effective mediators betweoi Kant
and the theology of his time. Tieftrunk enei^tical-
ly advocated the assertion of reason in the sphere
of religion. like Kant, he bases religion upon
ethics. The religious objects can not be proved by
theoretical reason, but by practical reason in ad-
vancing from the a priori law of morals to the con-
ditions imder which alone this can be thought pos-
sible. Tieftrunk is firmly convinced that the moral
faith established in this way is a faith based on
reason. Knowledge of God obtained in this way Is

symbolical. To make any assertions regarding the
essential being of God in view of the limitations of

reason is vain; hence all speculation is to be re-

noimced. Tieftrunk's own contribution to this

Kantian platform was to apply this rational faith

to Christianity. The sole fundamental law of the
religion of Jesus is love to God and neighbor; but
this is identical with the religious principle of reason,

"Act in accordance with the law of freedom as the su-

preme sanctity of the will." Prophecy, miracle, and
revelation admit neither proof nor dogmatic denial.

Revelation affords no new truths transcending rea-

son, but only sensualises the religious truths and
hastens conscious apprehension. To interpret the
rational moral content of thedogmaswasthe purpose
of Tieftrunk's main work, Zeneur dee chrisffidien pro-

testantiechen Lehrbegriffs (3 vols., Berlin, 1791-95).
In his Rdigian der MUndigen (1799-1800) he ad-
vances further to the liberation of all religion from
the statutory and historical and to the pure religion

of reason rising above all authority, even that of

Jesus. It is a broad transcription of the ^»"f^yB
philosophy of religion, without regard for Ohriirtian

dogmas. (Heinrich HoFniANH.)
Bibijoobapht: Q. Kerta, Dm Rdigiongphiiompkie J. ff.

TWtnmka, Beiiin, 1907; F. C. Baur. Dm chriaMekm Ldbv
9on der VeniiknuMo, pp. 568 sqq., TObincen, 1S38; irtf.
Dniemiokeit und Menachwerdumg, in. 782 eoq.. ib. 1843;
W. Gaaa, 0€9Mehi§ der proteekattieeken DegmaUk, it. aoo
sqq.. Berlin. 1867; G. Trmnk,GeeckidUeder gtrnUttamHnkm
Theolooie, iiL 180 aqg., Leipne. 1875.

TIELE, tile, CORHSUS PSTRUS: Dutdi
theologian; b. at Leyden Dec 1^ 1830; d. then
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Jan. 11, 1002. He received his education at the
Remonstrants' Seminary and the Athenssum Illus-

tre at Amsterdam; became Remonstrant pastor at
Moordrecht, 1853; and at Rotterdam, 1856; pro-

fessor at the Remonstrants' Seminaiy, 1873, which
was moved in that year to Leyden, dealing with
practical theology, homiletics, and history of the

Remonstrant Church. The classes were small and
he had abimdant leisure for study. From the be-

ginning he displayed a remarkable literary activity.

His pastoral work earned for him a reputation as a
brilliiant and eloquent preacher, and to this was
added the impression made by his dignified but
gracious personal bearing. But his type was rather

intellectual than emotional; he avoided easUy the

ecclesiastical dissensions of his times. He was the

venerated leader of the Remonstrants of his day,

the number of whom was greatly increased by the

ecclesiastical measures in the great Dutch Re-
formed Church.

His chosen field was the soienoe of religions, in

which he gained high repute at home and abroad,

a repute deserved by the pioneer work which he did.

Much of his work was path-breaking. The national
" University Act " (1877) gave him an opportunity

to express his belief as to the place in the curriculum

of the science of theology, and while the results were

only a partial embodiment of his ideas, the total

effect was the establishment at Amsterdam and
Leyden of chairs in this branch; that at Leyden
naturally and rightly went to him. He had long be-

fore begun work in his De Godadienst van Zarathtuira

van hoar orutaan in BaktrU tot den vol van het Ovdr
Perziuhe Rijk (Haarlem, 1864), continued in Ver-

gdijkende OeadiiedenU van de Egyptische en Meeo-
potamiache Oodediensten (Amsterdam, 1872; Eng.

tiansl., Comparative Hilary of the Egyptian and
Meeapoiamian Rdigiona, London, 1882). This was
intended as the first part of a work Vergdijkende

Oeackiedenia der oude Godsdiensten, of whidi the

second part came out only in 1891-1002. In 1870

appeared Oeeckiedenia van den Godadienet tot aan de

heerachappij der Wereidgodadienaten, in which he

characterised the religions of antiquity. This was
translated into most of the continental languages

(Eng. transl., Oudinea of the Hiatory of Rdigion to

the Spread of the Univeraal Bdigiona, London, 1877).

In 1886 he issued a '* History of Babylonia and
AaByxiA '* in two volumes. Between 1891 and 1902

appeared Geackiedenia van den Godadienat , , , tot

op Alexander den Groote, which treated the Asiatic

religions, including those of the Ar3ran group, and
was enriched by a bibliography. Tlie crown of his

work in this direction was his Gifford Lectures on

Elementa of the Science of Rdigion^ published at the

same time in 1«^gli«h and Dutch. This publica-

tion reveals both Tide's strength and his weakness—^his talent for analysing religious Ufe and the lesser

degree of aptitude for philosophy. In all his liter-

ary work he proved himself a master in methodical

arrangement and deamess of style.

The aim which Tide set himself at the outset was
not the investigation of particular religions, but to

learn the history of religion as a universal historical

faet. To this purpose he hdd steadfast throughout

lus life. Undc^ying this was profound belief in the

truth of evolution as applied to religion. The vari-

ous processes of evolution he discovered in the
growth of religion in general. Thus a unity is dis-

covered in his life and accomplishments which is not
diminished when the many contributions to period-

ical literature are examined. His life was a singu-

larly happy one, to which his own cheerful disposi-

tion and continuous and consdous unity of direction

made its own contributions. His worth and emi-
nence were recognised in his own lifetime by suit^

able academic and other honors, and especially by
the position which was accorded him in his own
country. S. Cramer.
BzBLioa]U.PHT: P. D. Ghantepie de la Sauasaye, in Jaar-

boek der Koninklijke Akademie van Wdenachappen, Am-
sterdam, 1902; De Qoeje, in Sigen Boards 1898; W. B.
Kriatenaen, in Woord en Bedd, 1899; Mannen en Vrou-
wen van fratodbmit, pp. 358-364, Haarlem, 1902; M. Jaa-
trow, in The Independent (New York), Uv (1902), 510 aqq.;
L. H. Jordan, Comparative Religion, its Oeneeia and Orovih,
panim (oonault Index), New York, 1905; idem, in BibU^
cat World, xd (1903), 32 aqq., 124 aqq.

TIFFANT, CHARLES COMFORT: Protestant

Episcopalian; b. at Baltimore, Md., Oct. 5, 1829;

d. at Northeast Harbor, Mt. Desert, Me., Aug. 20,

1908. He was educated at Dickinson College, Car-

lisle, Pa. (A.B., 1850), at the universities of Halle,

Heidelberg, and Berlin, and at Andover Theological

Seminary (1854). He was a curate at Germantown,
Pa. (1866-68), rector of St. James', Fordham, N. Y.
(1868-71), curate on the Green Foimdation, Trinity

Church, Boston, Mass. (1871-74), rector of the

Church of the Atonement, New York (1874-^), and
of Zion (Church, New York (1880-90); examining
chaplain to Bishop Potter (1882-1902), and arch-

deacon of New York (1894-1902). During the last

year of the Gvil War he was chaplain of the Sixth

Connecticut Volimteers, and at the taking of Fort
Fisherhewasaide to General Terry. He isthe author

of Modem Atheiam (New York, 1874) ; Hiatory of the

Proteatant Epiacopal Church (New York, 1895); and
The Prayer Book and the Chriatian Life (1898).

TIGERT, JOHN JAMES: Methodist Episcopal

Church, South; b. at Louisville, Ky., Nov. 25, 1856;

d. at Tulsa, I. T., Nov. 21, 1906. He was educated

at Vanderbilt University (A.B., 1877); was tutor

and professor of moral philosophy thero (1881-90);

was a pastor in Kansas Gty, Mo. (1890-94), and
book editor of the Methodist Episcopal Church,

South, and editor of the Methodiat Quarterly Review

(1894-1906). In 1906, only six months before his

death, he was elected bishop. He wrote Handbook

of Logic (Nashville, Tenn., 1885); Theology and
PhOowyphy (1888); The Preacher Himaelf (1889);

A Voice from the South (1882); Conatituticnal Hia-^

tory of American Epiacopal Methodiam (1894); The
Journal of Thomaa Coke (1894); The Making of
Methodiam (1898); Theiam—A Survey of the Patha

that Lead to God (1901); and The Doctrinea of the

Methodiat Epiacopal Church in America (2 vols.,

New York, 1902). He edited T. O. Sumner's Sya-

tematic Theology (2 vols., Nashville, 1886); H. N.

McTyeue's Paaaing through the Galea (1889); and
J. S. Banks' Manual of Chriatian Doctrine (1897).

TI6LATH-Pn.ESER. See Assthia, VI., 3, {S 6, 9.

TIKHON. FLrst Russian archbishop of America;

b. in the Russian province of Pskov in 1866. He

1
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graduated from the St. Petersburg Theological

Academy, and was immediately appointed profeft-

Bor in the seminary at Cholm. In 1897 he was con-

secrated bishop of Lublin, assistant to the bishop

of Warsaw; was transferred to San Francisco as

bishop of Alaska and the Aleutian Islands, 1899;

became the presiding bishop of the Russian church
in America, 1904, when that year the number of

bishops of the Russian church in America increased

to three, and in 1905 was elevated to be archbishop
of North America with his see at New York. His
relations with the Episcopalians were friendly till

the ordination to the priesthood of the Russian
church of a deposed Episcopalian minister. In 1905
Archbishop Tikhon introduced a new departure, in

holding at the New York cathedral the Sunday eve-

ning service in English. He was succeeded In 1907

by Dr. Flaton as archbishop of North America.
A. A. Stamouu.

TILy SALOMON YAH: Dutch preacher and
professor; b. at Weesp (8 m. s.e. of Amsterdam)
Dec. 26, 1643; d. in Leyden Oct. 31, 1713. He
studied theology in Utrecht and \mder the influence

of Frans Burman (q.v.) became a moderate adher-
ent of Ck>cceianism. Later he studied at Leyden
under Cocceius, who soon entertained great hopes
of the promising disciple. In 1666 Van Til became
preacher in Huisduinen, in 1676 in De Rijp, in 1682
in Medemblik, and in 1683 in Dort, where he more
than fulfilled the high expectations caused by his

faithful service in smaller places. In 1684 he was
appointed professor of sacred history and languages,

retaining his office as preacher, and in 1685 profes-

sor of theology. In 1702 he went to Leyden as pro-

fessor of theology. Here his lectures on the proph-
ets, on Cocceius' De fiBdere, and on homiletics were
heard by crowds of students, who welcomed him as

a teacher and loved him as a personal friend.

In philosophy Til was a Cartesian and he rec-

ognised the right of reason even in the domain
of theology. This led him to distinguish between
natural and revealed theology (cf. his Theologia

tUriiLBque, cum naturdlis turn revdaUx^ compendium^
Leyden, 1704). He had a good knowledge of orien-

tal languages and used it especially in studies of the
Old-Testament prophets, publishing a conmientary
on the song of Moses and the prophecy of Habak-
kuk (Leyden, 1700), Malachiae iUuetrahu (1701),

and CommerUaria analytica in varioe Ubros prO"

pheHcoe (3 vols., 1744), in which he proved hiinself

more than mere ex^;ete or federal theologian. Other
exegetical works treated of the Psalms (4 books in

Dutch, Dort, 1693, 1696, 1699), the Go^l of Mat-
thew (Dort, 1683), the Epistles to the Romans and
Philippians (Haarlem, 1721), and I Corinthians,

Ephesians, Philemon, and Colossians (Amsterdam,
1726). An archeological treatise on the tabemade
(Dort, 1714) belongs in the same class of works. A
series of apologetic lectures delivered in Dort was
published imder the title Het Voorhof der Heidenen
voar aUe ongdaovigen geoperU enz (Dort, 1694; con-
tinued 1696), and two collections of sennons (Dutch,

Leyden, 1714; Latin, Utrecht, 1714) preserve

specimens of his preaching, which was considered

masterly in his time. A Methods concianandi

(Franeker, 1712) contains some of the mat<ftrial of

his homiletical lectures. Salems vreede in lA^dt,

Trcuw en Waarheit behartigt (Dort, 1680) testifies

to the author's hatred of dissension and desire to

promote the peace of the Church. He was a man
of moderate powers of thought but great learning,

open-hearted, simple in his manner of life, and of

upright piety. (S. D. van Veen.)
BiBLioaBAPHT: A VUa by H. van de Wall is prefixed to

Til's commentaiy on the Tabemsde, AmsterdsLin, 1714.

Oonsult further: Q. D. J. Schotel, Xerlbalyfc Donlrecht, ii.

15-60, Utrecht, 1845; B. Glasius. Oododeerd NedeHamL
111. 431-437. Bois-le-Duc, 1866; C. Sepp, Het ffodgeUerd

Ondartffift in Nederland, vol. ii. pssBim, Leyden, 1874.

ULLEMONT, ttl^'mdn', LOUIS S^ASTIEH LE
HAm DE: French Roman Catholic church his-

torian; b. of noble family in Paris Nov. 30, 1637;

d. at his estate, Tillemont, near Paris (between Yin-

oennes and Montreuil) Jan. 10, 1698. His family

name was Le Nain, but he called himself Tillemont

after his estate and is commonly so known. He was
educated in the school of Port Royal and through-

out his life shared the views and fortunes of the

Port Royal Jansenists. He first took orders in 1676.

Historical studies were always his chief delight and
he furnished material, notes, and even entire chap-

ters for historical works by his friends, including

biographies for editions of several of the Church
Fathers. Not until the fifty-third year of his life

did he publish (anonymously) the first volume of

his first great work, Histaire des empereun et dee

atUres princes qui cni rSgni durant lee six premiers

sikdes de Viglise, des persScutUms quails cni failes

contre les Ckritiens, de leur guerres centre les Juifs,

des ^crivains profanes et des personnes iUustres de

leur temps (Paris, 1690). Thiee more volumes fol-

lowed during the author's Ufetime and the fifth and
sixth after his death (1701, 1738), bringing the his-

tory down to Anastasius I. in the beginning of the

sixth oentuiy. This work was intended as part of

another which is Tillemont's greatest achievement,

the Mimoires pour servir d Vkistoire eccUsiastigye

des six premiers sikdes jusHfiis par les dtatums des

auleurs criginaux; avec une chronologie d des notes.

The first three volumes appeared (Paris, 1693 sqq.)

during Tillemont's life; thirteen more were pub-

lished from his manuscripts after his death (1698-

1712; Eng. transl. by T. Deacon, Eodesiastical

Memoirs of the First Six Centuries, 2 vols., London,

1733-36; The History of (he Arians and of the Cow^
eil of Nice, trandated from TiUemont^s Memoirs, 2

vols., London, 1721), extending to the year 513.

A Viede Saint Louis, roi de France, was published

from Tillemont's manuscript preserved in the Royal

Library by J. de Gaulle in six voliunes at Paris,

1847-61. Tillemont's church history was the first

to be produced in France with faithful leferoice

directly to the sources. It consists for the most part

of a chronological arrangement of citations from

ancient writers without critical examination. Tille-

mont's remarks are included in parentheses, and

such investigations as he made into difficult ques-

tions are added in notes. The method of presenta-

tion is diy, but such a collection of the older souroes

was of great use in its time for the study of church

histoiy, and while Tillemont's criticism does not
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meet the requirements of modem standards, in no
small nimibcar of cases he refuted error and opened
the way to sound judgment. (C. PncNDKR.)
Bduoobapht: M. Tronchay, IdSe de la vit ti d» Vupril d»
Ia Nam de THUmont, Naaoy. 1706; Fontaine, M&moiret
pour MTTtr b FkisL de Port-Royal, vol. ii, Utreoht, 1736;
B. Radne, AhrMfi de VhioR eedSnatHque, zu. 382-403, 18
vob.. Pant, 1748-66; J. Bcaoisne, Hist, de VtAbaye de
Fori Royal, v. 75-101. Oolosne, 1863; Liohtenbeiser, BSR,
ziL 164-166.

TELLETT, WILBUR FISK: Methodist Episco-

palian. South; b. at Henderson, N. C, Aug. 25,

1854. He was educated at Trinity College, Dur-
ham, N. C. (1871-73), Randolph-Macon Ck>llege,

Ashland, Va. (A.B., 1877), and Princeton Theo-
logical Seminary (1880); was pastor of the church
of his denomination at Danville, Va. (1880-82).

Since 1882 he has been connected with Vander-
bOt University, Nashville, Tenn., where he has
been chaplain and instructor in S3rstematic theology
in the Biblical department (1882-83), adjunct
professor of the same subject (1883-84), and full

professor of systematic theology (since 1884).

Since 1886 he has also been dean of the theological

faculty and ea^offido vice-chancellor of the umver-
sity. In 1886-^ he was the secretary of the com-
mittee which prepared a new hymn-book for his

denomination and was the editor of that publica-

tion, while in 1902-05 he was a member of the joint

committee of the Methodist Episcopal Church,
South, and the Methodist Episcopal CJnirch which
prepared a new hymnal for the two bodies, being

again the editor. In theology he terms himself " a
liberal and progressive conservative," and has
written Diaetusiana in Theology (Nashville, 1887);
Our Hymns and their AtUhort (1889); Personid

Salvation : Studies in Christian Doctrine pertaining

to the Spiritual Life {1902); said Doctrines and Polity

of the Methodist Episcopal Church, South (1903).

XILLOTSON, JOHN: Archbishop of Canterbury;

b. at Sowerby, Halifax, England, 1630 (baptised

Oct. 10, 1630); d. m London Nov. 22, 1694. He
studied at Clare Hall, Cambridge (B.A., 1650;

fellow, 1651; MA., 1654; and D.D,, 1666), where
Piuitan principles were inculcated, but he did

not imbibe Puritan doctrines, leaning rather in a
latitudinarian direction. Chillingworth, through his

vrritings, is also said to have molded Tillotson's

opinions. Early in 1657 he went, as private tutor,

to London; he was ordained, and was preaching

in 1661, apparently for the Ptesbyterian party, but
in 1662 he submitted to the Act of Uniformity (q.v.),

and in 1661 became curate to Thomas Hacket, who
was vicar of Cheshimt, Hertfordshire. He was
rector of Kedington, Suffolk, 1663-64; preacher

at Lincoln's Inn, 1663-91; Tuesday lecturer at

St. Lawrence Jewry, 1664r-91 ; as chaplain to Charles

n. he became second prebend at Canterbury, 1670,

and dean 1072; was also prebend at St. Paul's,

1675-77; became clerk of the closet to the king,

1689; dean of St. Paul's, 1689; was appointed to

exercise archiepiscopal jurisdiction, 1689; and be-

came archbishop, 1091. He began as an author in

1664, by publishing a sermon on The Wisdom ofbeing

BeUgiaus (London, 1664), and The Rule qf Faith (2

fMtttB., 1666). It was as a preacher and as an author

of sermons that he became most distinguished; his

plain, almost colloquial style, free from learned

quotations, artificial arrangement, and endless sub-

divisions, made him popular with the middle classes,

while his good sense and cultured mind made him
acceptable also to the learned. He was a thorough
Protestant, and at home in the Roman Catholic con-

troversy, and appealed to reason as well as to revela-

tion in support of his opinions. He was a Vhig in

politics, opposed to the despotism of the Stuarts, and
an advocate of ecclesiastical comprehension. He
welcomed the Revolution of 1688; and took part, in

1689, in the ecclesiastical commission for revising the

Prayer Book. He showed moderation to non-
jurors and non-conformists, though hearing their

animosity, and exercised a liberal hospitality. T.

Birch's edition of his works with his life appeared

(3 vols., London, 1752; best ed., 12 vols., 1757).

Bibuoorapht: Baiides the Lifs by Birch, ut sup. oonmilt:
Q. Bumet, A Sermon , , . at Uie Funeral of John, Arch^
Hehop of Canterbury, London. 1694; N. Tate, An Elegy on
. . John . . . Arthbiehop of Canterbury, ib. 1605; L.
Atterbuiy, A Vindieation of Arehbiahop TiUoteon'e 3er-
mone, ib. 1700; F. H., The Life of . . . John TUlotaon,
ib. 1717; Q. WhiteBeld, Three Letters from G. Whitefield,

ib. 1740; J. Hunt, Retigioue Thought in England, vols. II.-

lii., ib. 1871-73; W. G. Humphiy, in J. E. Kempe, The
Claaeie Freaehere of the English Church, 2 ser., ib. 1878;
W. H. Button, The English Church . . . U6S6-1714), ib.

1908; DNB,lvLZ92-99S,

TIMANH, JOHARN JOHANNES AMSTERDAMUS
TIDEMANN): Lutheran Reformer; b. at Amster-
dam before 1500; d. at Nienburg (30 m. n.w. of

Hanover) Feb. 17, 1557. In 1522 he came to Wit-
tenberg and the next year, accompanied by Jakob
Propst (q.v.), he went to Bremen, and on the recom-
mendation of Heinrich von Zfltphen (q.v.) was
called as pastor to the Church of St. Martin. After
the departure of Zotphen, Nov., 1524, Timann and
Propst led the Reformation in Bremen, and in 1525
German hymns and the administration of both
elements fi the Eucharist were introduced. With
Johann Pelt, pastor of St. Ansgar, Timann was
called to Emden in 1529 by Count Enno U. of East
Friesland to counteract the influence of the Anabap-
tists. Having accomplished little, they returned to
Bremen, 1529-30. On account of an uprising of the
peasants in 1532, Timann and Propst removed for a
month to Btinkum, after which they returned to
their congregations. Timann had probably a
prominent part in the drafting of the church order

which, after submission to Luther and J. P. Bugenr
hagen, was adopted by the council. He represented

Bremen at the convention at Hambuig which took
measures against the Anabaptists, and also at

the conference at Schmalkald, and at the Colloquy
at Worms (1540-41), and he attended the Confer-

ence of Regensburg (q.v.) as ecclesiastical adviser of

the councilors of Bremen. In the Hardenberg con-

troversy on the Eucharist he wrote the pamphlet,
Farrago sententiarum conseniientium (Frankfort,

1555) . For his part in that controversy see Habdbn-
BKRO, AlBSBRT RiEABUS. ^ (CaRL • BXRTHBAU.)
BnuooaAPBT: Lettera by Timann wro In 0. H. W. StUem's
Brtefnmmlung dee Joachim Weetphal, pp. 08, 172, 197,
289, Hfunbuis, 1903. Consult: AUee und Neuee aue dm
Herwogthltmem Bremen und Verden, Ir (1771), 99-128$
H. W. Botennund, Lexikon aller GeUkrten, ii 218 mn^

1818; ADB, xxxvUL 362 sqq.
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TIME, BIBLICAL RECKONING OF.

. The Chionologioa] System,
Creation to the Flood (f 1).

The Flood till the Exodus (f 2).

The Exodus to Solomon (fi 3).

Solomon tm the Return (f 4).

. The Historical Data.

Lack of a Basal Era (f 1).

Synchronisms in I-II Kings (fi 2).

Results from Assyrian Sources (fi 3).

General Result (S 4).

m. The Abrahamic Date.
1. The Hebrew CJhionology.

Chronology of P ({ 1).

(Chronology Based on the Exodns
(«2).

Uasher's Basis (fi 3).

2. Egyplaan Chronology.
3. Babylonian Chronology.

L Chronological System: There is doubtless a
system of chronology in the Old Testament, indeed

more than one, and these cross each other; the age
and origin are unknown, though in the nature

of things such systems are relatively late. It is a
special and significant peculiarity of the Hebrew

spirit that the Hebrews earlier than
I. Creation any other people conceived the idea of

to the a common relationship of the nations

Flood, and of a definite ordering of all events

to a common purpose, leading them to

orient their own history in universal history. The
Hebrew chronological system comes out of this idea.

attached to the Babylonian system have long beoi

known. The names of the patriarchs correspond

to those of some of the Babylonian kings; the reigns

of the latter covered long world-periods, correspond-

ing to the lives of the patriarchs, except that the

latter are systematically abbreviated. In the Baby-
lonian system from the creation to Alexander the

Great was 215 myriads of years; from the beginning

to the end of creation 168 myriads, in the Bible 24 x

7 (« 168) hours; the Babylonians reckon from the

first king Alorus to the flood 432,(XX) years (i.e^

72 X 6,0(X)), in the Bible from Adam to Noah covers

1656 years (i.e., 72 z 23 years or 72 z 1,200 weeks).

'
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the first table under Masoretic text represent the

original tradition, those in the second table claim

attention because of their modesty;

some, however, think those of the Sar

maritan text earlier, according to which
Methuselah, Jared, and Lamech died

in the year of the flood. It is to be re-

marked that 100 years of Shem may be deducted
from the last table, and this results in the following:

8. The
Flood
till the
Bxodufl.
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In this acfaeme Jbere are two otni—iong; the minor
judges are not taken into aoooimt. Then Jephthah
has no place among the major judges, the 6 jnean

being phieed among the count of the minor
judges (cf. Judges xii. 7 with z. 8). Tins leaves 76
years to account for, which vitiates the entire

calculation. The sum of the twelve "reigns"
noted, if either Jefhthah or Eli receive only 20
years, gives 406 years, 74 short of the 480 called for.

But the governance of the number forty i^ipeare

especially in the firet six periods of the last table.

And this predominance of the number 40 (cf. the
confirmation in I Chron. v. 2)^-34, ^ vL 3&-88) il-

lustrates the llasoretac chronology. To the 2,666

years between creation and the exodus (66}
tions) 480 (12 generations) are now to be added.

For the next step assurance is not in our
sion. Yet it seems significant that from the time of

Solomon's ascent to the throne (c. 1015} to the re-

turn from exile (536 b.c.) almost ex-

4. Solomon actly covms 480 years; and it is note-

tm flie worthy that from Zadok's son Ahimaas
Setncn. to the beginning of the exile are deven

generations (I Chron. vL 8-15). Iliis

scheme may have arisen just before or just after the
end of the exile. In that case, the chronologist

had before him the 66} generations + 12+12,
leaving 9} generations, if he was reckoning on the

worid era of 4,000 years; he must then have ex-

pected Messianic times shout 157 B.C. The fore-

going attempt at solving the schone of Maaoretic

chronology, based upon the 2,666 years, is not the

only one. Bouaset starts from the data given in the

Apocalypse of Eire is. 38 sqq. and Josephus, AtU.,

Vin. ii 61^2, and X. SS 147-148 (Greek text),

and reaches the conclusion that the beginning of the
temple cult (twenty jrears afto' the beginning of the

building of the temple) fell in the year 3000 from
eroation. Bousset hMs that the Septuagint sys-

tem is secondary to the Maaoretic, arranged in the

time when the H^rews b^gan to ccMnpare their

chronology with that of E^ypt and Babjdon and so

discovered that their own was too short. Tins

system would work out thus:

upon the nmnber 260, giviqg a total of 3,106, <

posed of 260x12+46, from ereatian to the <

erstion of the Temple. The first is a popular reck-

oning, the seeondis purely theoretieal and under

foreign inflnenee.

IL lbs Historkal Snta: It has abeady beea

noted that the use of an aitifieial chrooologiol

system does not exehide the presence of histarial

datBy which were probably taken from tradition and

broo^^ together and airanged or changed. Hov
far this was the ease may be seen by comparisoii

of, e^., theBook of Judges with other parts of Seiip-

ture. If such a combination appears

I. Lack of a in the Books of Kingp, it would anioQiit

Bead Bn. to proof that two systems were brought
together, one systematically chzonokg-

ieal and one based on traditionally transmitted

numbcfs. In atten4)ting to fix the dates of events

the one essential thing lacking is a date of reckoning
an "era," in the earlier period; the attempt is not

made to connect events with a reoogoiaed and fixed

date. The reference to Adam or to the flood can

not, in the nature of the case, give a definite start-

ing point. More promising appean the referenoeb
I Eing^*vL 1 to the exodus; Inrt, apart from the fact

that tibe event itsdf has been called in question, a

fixed date for that ia not yet determined. Only
in very late Biblical times dki an era come into use.

that of the Sdeueids (X Mace. xiiL 41-12). The
lack of a fixed date within laraelitic chronologv
forces a complete dependence upon foreign data, so

far as conten^wraneity can be estabKriied; and this .

comes first in comparatively late times—in the As-

syrian period. Above all regrettaMe is the fact that

no connection exists such that a starting point may
be derived from Egypt. For there a calends^' ex-

isted which carries one back to July 10, 4241, the

oldest fixed date in history, dqwaiding upon the

fact that the Egyptian new year's day Qn a year

of 365 days) theoretically b^gan on the day when
l&ius (Sothis) rose with the dawn at Mfgnphia
The year being fixed for 365 days, eveiy four yesos

aday was lost, and 1,460 Julian years- 1,461 SotUc
years. The coineklence of the Sothic and the Julian
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Ionian dates aaeand, ihey would be usable for

Biblical ohitmology only were definite points of

chronology (synchronisms) settled. Such synchro-

nisms are practically entirely lacking. No stringently

binding connection exists with a fixed date for the

contacts of Abraham or Joseph with Egypt; even
for the entrance into and exodus from f^gypt the

reigning Pharaoh is not known with absolute cer-

tainty—assuming the historicity of these events.

Similarly with Babylonia; the wandering of the

patriarchs in the East, the stay of Abraham in

Babylonia or Haran, his stay in Canaan—onoe more
granting the historicity of these events—^none of

these pennit of connection with fixed early Baby-
lonian history. Even Gen. xiv. with the kiiigs there

mentioned does not afford a relationship, since it is

not certain that Amraphel is the Hammurabi (see

Hammxtbabi and hib Code) whose date is ap-

proximately fixed. All of earlier Biblical chronology

depends upon conclusions from later Biblical events

BO far as earlier and later events can be connected.

The first real synchronisms occur in the regal

period, when certain settled events are related with

Assyrian events. A supposed flynchronism with the

founding of Carthage and the list of Phenieian

(Tyrian) kings is only apparent.

3. Synchro- Josephus (Apion, i. 18) gives from
nisms in Menander a list of ten kings of Tyre,

I-n Kings, and also (Ant., VIII., iii. 1) says that

Solomon began the Temple in Hiram's

eleventh year. But both sets of data are inconclu-

sive. For the foimding of Carthage Timsus ach

signs the year 814, but without corroboration and
definite knowledge of the source this can not be
accepted as basis for chronology. In the books of

Kings there appears what looks like an extraordi-

narily exact system of reckoning, in which are two
series of figures which seem to support and guarantee

one another, though as a matter of fact they do not

agree. The one series gives the lengths of the reigns

of the rulers of both kingdoms, the other gives

synchronisms, stating in what regnal years of the

contemporazy monarch of the other kingdom the

kings of the one began their reigns. Were the sys-

tem correct and the figures correctly transmitted,

this would have high i^ue. But the two sjrstems

are not by the same hand, the books having \mder-

gone a double redaction, the second at the earliest

toward the end of the exile, probably after the exile.

This second naturally used, at least for the later

parte, traditional numbers, though it may have

altered them to fit into the system. Bensinger in

his commentary on Kings has sought to show that

the period of 480 years (cf. I Kings vi. 1) rules for the

time between Solomon and the end of the exile,

that between the division of the kingdom and the

faU of Samaria is half of this, 240 years (according

to another reckoning 203 years). If between the

fall of Samaria and of Jerusalem be reckoned 136

years, for the exile a duration of 50, and for Solo-

mon's reign after beginning the Temple 36 yean, the

sum is 240 (263)+136+50+ 36-462 (485) years.

Simple addition of the Biblical numben to Hoshea

gives in the Judean series 260 and in the Israelitic

aeries 242 years, with a total to end of exile of 464

and 482 yean. This suggests that Bennnger'a atr

tempt has probability behind it, though nothing
more. As to the manner of reckoning the length of

reigns, it is assumed that the first full year was
reckoned to a king, the preceding year being given

to his predecessor, though it has been otherwise

assumed that the last year of a king

3. Results should be given also to his successor,

from As- this leading to a doubling and re-

syrian quiring a subtraction of one year
Sources, from each except the first of the series.

For assured reckoning points the

Aaeynan chronology furnishes a means, through
the Eponym Canon and the eclipse of 763 b.c.

(see AJasTBiA, VI., 1, § 1). Syncluonisms rule as

follows:

ShalmaneMf II. ruled 860-^835

BhalmaneBer fought at Karkar 854
ShalmaneMf fouslit with Damaeeua, Jehn'a tribute 842
Tlgiath-PUeaerniled 746-727
Tigiath-Filewr received Menahem's tribute 738
Tigiath-PUeeer foui^t Aram and lerael 734
Tigiath-Fileeer took Damaeeua 732
Shalmaoeeer lY. ruled 727-722
Sargonniled 722-706
Sennacherib ruled 706-681
Seonacherib moved on Judah 701

In addition to these data there is the Canon of

Ptolemy which gives a survey of Babylonian and
Persian rulers of Babylon, and from Alexander of

the Ptolemies in Egypt. Usable here are the data

that

Nabopoiaeear ruled 626-605
Nebuchadraeaar ruled 604-662
Nebuehadreaaar took Jeruealem 687-^6

From these numbers can be gained certain dates

for Israel. From the last the dates of at least the

latest kings can be obtained; in the battle of Karkar
Ahab or Jehoram took part, while Jehu's tribute

year was S42 when he must have been on the

throne; 734 or 733 was Pekah's last regnal year and
722 Hoshea's last. There are several synchronisms

between Israel and Judah: Jeroboam and Reho-

boam, Jehu and Athaliah, respectively, entered upon
their reigns in the same year. Mesha records (see

MoABFTB Stone) that Israel during forty years, i.e.,

during Omri's reign and half of the days of his sons

(Ahab, Ahasiah, Joram), oppressed Moab. But
Ahab, Ahasiah, and Joram reigned only 36 years,

hence Omri's 12 + half of 36 - 18 are only 30

years, and the 40 of Mesha is a round number. It

furnishes, however, an example of the reckoning by
generations or forties. Remembering the inaptitude

of modem orientals for exactness in figures, it is easy

to see how in the absence of written

4« OcoAnd records the exact numbers become

Rmslt. lost and a system of ro\md niun-

hers grows up, illustrated also by the

number in Judges.

A general but provisional scheme as the result of

the foregoing investigation results as follows.

EzoduB 0.1850(1400)
Judiee' period 1260-1120

Philistine rule, Eli o. 1120

Samuel e. 1080

Saul 1087-1017

David 1017-977
077- 937
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jDi. 40, " The aojouming of the children of Israel in

the land of Egypt, and in the land of Canaan was
430 years." This reduces the sojourn in Egypt
from 430 to 215 yearSi which is exactly equal to the

sojourn in Canaan, and this was, as shown above,

25 + 60 + 130 years. It is quite evident that this

can not be genuine chronology based on ancient

data, for it is highly improbable, to say the least,

that the sojourns in Canaan and in Egypt should

be of exactly the same duration. These figures are

the result of computation and reckoning, not the

result of exact records. But, in the second place,

there are no data for locating the exodus chrono-

logically in the book of Exodus or Numbers. To
find its date according to the priestly compilers and
computators it is necessary to come farther down in

the Biblical books.

The passage used for this purpose by Archbishop
Ussher is found in I Kings vi. 1 as follows: " And

>P^^^^
eightieth year after the children of

Israel were come out of the land of

£]gypt, in the fourth year of Solomon's reign over

Israel, . . . that he began to build the house of

Jehovah." This passage, far from easing the dif-

ficulties, simply increases them. In the first place

the number 480 seems to be nothing else than a
computation made by the writer of books of Kings
who, about the beginning of the exile, compiled

books with the object of presenting a complete

chronology of Israel's historical life. There are a
l^ood many appearances of " forty " in the work of

chronologists like him, for example in Judges, and
it is probable that the number forty is either a
roimd nimiber or more likely the computed length of

a generation. On this latter supposition 480 would
mean twelve generations, a suggestion which finds

support, if not confirmation, in the list of names with

which he was operating, namely Moses (in the wil-

derness), Joshua, Othniel, Ehud, Deborah, Gideon,

Jephthah, Samson, Eli, Samuel, Saul, and David.

His method would seem to be plain. He computes
twelve generations between the exodus and the

Temple, and then simply translates these into 480
years. But even if it be assumed that the 480 was
an exact number, the goal would still be no nearer,

for the book of Kings gives no certain method of

determining the fourth year of Solomon. To secure

that it would be necessary to go on down through

the book of Kings, hoping somewhere to find a king

w^ho could be located through his contemporaneity

with some ruler or some event known from the out-

side world. This was Ussher's method, and it led

him to date the fourth year of Solomon at 1012

B.C., and the exodus at 1491 ; if now to this be added
the 645 years, the result would be 2136 B.C. as the

date of Abraham's call, and this would give as the

real Biblical date of Abraham's life 2211-2036 b.c.

This date must now be tested by the application

to it of such comparisons and checks as Egypt and
Babylonia may be able to furnish. It is best to

begin with Egypt.
2. BsTptlan Ohronoloffy: Prior to the begin-

ning of the eighteenth d3masty Egyptian chro-

nology provides many and complicated questions

and few certainties, but from Ahmose I., the first

king of this dynasty about 1580 b.c. [J. H. Breasted,
Hist, of the Ancient Egyptians, p. 426, New York,
1908], there is substantial agreement among Eg3rpt-

ologists and the error is demonstrably small in any
case. It was during this dynasty that the corre-

spondence between the kings of Egypt and various
rulers and governors of western Asia occurred.

(See Amarna Tablets.) The two Egyptian kings
Amenophis III. and Amenophis IV. are by Breasted
located at 1411-1375 and 1375-1350, and other
Egyptologists would but slightly change these fig-

ures. The correspondence shows quite clearly that
during these reigns Egypt was completely master of

Palestine, and only during the latter are there signs

of a brealdng of Egyptian supremacy through the

attacks of small bodies of peoples seeking new
homes. Among these the pabiri find frequent men-
tion, and efforts have been made by some scholars

to identify them with the Hebrews under Joshua,

but without success (see Amarna Tablets, IV.,

§ 1) . They are indeed probably of the same or of a
closely related stock, but they are not the Hebrews
of the Old Testament. Indeed the very allusions

to these marauders, the IQEabiri, show quite plainly

that the conquest described in the summary in

Judges i. was not taking place. The date of the
exodus at 1491 is, therefore, shown to be impossi-

ble, for down to 1350 Egypt was still mistress of

the whole territory of Canaan. If now this date
be thus disposed of, one has next to ask whether
any more suitable date may be discovered by the
help of the Eg3rptians. For such a search Exodus
i. 11 reports that the Israelites, before the exodus,

built two store cities, Pithom and Rameses, for

the Egyptians. Now the excavations of Edouard
Naville have proved that Pithom was built by
Rameses II. of the next, or the nineteenth, dynasty,

and the very name of the city Rameses supports

this deduction. Unless, therefore, the Hebrew his-

torical recollections concerning these two cities are

in hopeless error, it follows that Rameses II. was
the Pharaoh of the oppression and his successor

Memeptah the Pharaoh of the exodus (see Egypt,
I., 4, § 3). Breasted dates these two kings at
1292-1225 and 1225-1215 B.C., Petrie locates the
former at 1300-1234, Maspero at 1320-1255, and
Meyer 1310-1244. The differences between the ex-

perts are small, and according to these it is required

to date the exodus at about 1230 instead of 1491.

If now this date be taken as a point of departure

and the 645 years be added, it is necessary to locate

the date of Abraham's call at 1875 B.C., and adding

the seventy-five years of his life before that date,

Abraham's date would be given as 1950-1775.

8. Babylonian Ohronolonr: This date must now
be tested by the data to be derived from Babylonia.

Gren. xiv. 1 makes Abraham the contemporary of a
certain Amraphel, king of Shinar. Schrader was the

first to suggest that Amraphel was a corruption of

the name of the well-lmown Babylonian king

Hammurabi. The difficulties in this identification

felt at first gradually vanished as other forms, more
closely approximating the Hebrew form of the name,
were found in Babylonian documents. There re-

mained, however, a very great difficultv in bringing

Hammurabi far enough down, or Abraham far
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enough back, in the chronologies of the two peoples

to make an identification at all probable. Prior to

1907 AssyriologifltB generally dated Hammurabi to

the twenty-third or twenty-fourth centuiy, as will

appear from the following figures as given by
several wnters: 2376-2333 (Sayoe), 2342-2288
(Rogers), 228&-2242 (Johns). These dates can not,

on any hypothesis, be brought into even approxi-

mate relationship with any of the calculated BibUcal

dates. But in 1907 Dr. L. W. King made a most
happy discovery in the British Museum ot new
chronicles of early Babylonian kings which at once
set the chronology of the first Babylonian dynasty
in quite a new light. It had been supposed that the

second dynasty followed upon the first and the third

upon the second, but these new chronicleB abowed
conclusively that the second dynasty was partly

contemporaneous with the third, and that, there-

fore, the date of the first dynasty must be much
reduced. The most probable date for Hammurabi,
yielded by this reduction, is 2130-2088 B.C. (so

Thureau-Dangin and Ungnad), though King would
date the beginning of this dynasty not much earlier

than 2000 or 2050, which would znake Hammurabi's
date 1938-1883 or 1888-1833 B.C. These dates are

ahnost certainly too low and the dates 2130-2088
B.C. may safely be regarded as a much closer ap-

proximation. If King's date were correct there

would result a most striking correspondence be-

tween it and the date of Abraham's call 1875 B.C.

as reckoned above from the exodus date at 1230
B.C. King is himself so much struck by this that

he remarks: '' We may conclude that the chron-

ology of the Pentateuch, with regard to the length

of time separating Abraham from Moses, exhibits

far greater accuracy than we have hitherto had
reason to believe " {Ckromdes concerning Early
BabyUmian Kings, i. 25). 0>nsidered in the light of

all that is said above, this statement should prob-

ably be regarded as stronger than is warranted. If

the date circa 2100 be the date of Hammurabi and
1875 the date of Abraham's call, the discrepancy

between them is two centuries and a quarter, and
there appears to be no means of bringing them
closer together. This, of course, does not prove

that Hammiu^bi is not Amraphel; it also does not

prove that Gen. xiv. 1 is in error in making Amra-
phel and Abraham contemporaries. It merely
proves that the chronological system of the Priest

code is subject to the same errors as.appear so abun-
dantly in the chronological synchronisms which
the books of Kings have worked out for the kings

of Israel and Judah. Robert W. Rogebs.
Biblioorapht: ICany of the oommeiitariM on the books

of Oenesis, Samuel. Kinci, Chioniolee, and Eira-Nehemiah
contain important disoussions oonceming the ohronology,

and the same is true of the works on the histoiy of Israel

(under Ahab; and Israel, Bistort of). Besides this

literature, consult: M. Niebuhr, OtachichU A9*un ynd
BabeU, Berlin, 1857; W. 6. Qalloway, Effvpt^t Record of
Time to the Exodua . . . critically IfwettiooUd: wih . . .

Survey of the patriarchal Hiet. and the Ckronclogy of Scrip-

ture, London. 1860; T. NSldeke. UfOerewhunig stir KriiOB

dee A. Te., pp. 173-108. Kiel. 1860; H. Brandes, Ahhandr
lung Mur Oeeehichte dee OrierUe im AUertum, Halle. 1874;

E. de Bunsen, Chronoloov of the Bible, connected with Ccfnr

temporaneoue Bvente in the Hiet. of BabyUmiane, Asevriane,

tmd Bgyptiane, London. 1874; B. Neteler, Z%teammenhana
der altteetamentlichen Zeitrechnungen mit der Profanoe-

^iehte, 3 parts, Monster^ 1870*86; A. I^amphaa<ieq,

Ckremaloaie der hebriieehem K&miae, Bonn. 1883; V. A.
Domaz. Bieieiom et reconwHtution de tm cktvmeiogit bMifm
et profane. Park, 1886-02; E. Mahler, BMieekm Cknme-
lagie und ZeUreehmwtg der B^brUr, Vienna. 1887; C
Ledersr, Die bibiieehe ZeUreehmwtg, Eriaosen, 1888; J.

Orr. in Preebgtenan Review, Jan.. 1880; IC. M'^^'^^^rM,
Harwumu of Ancient BieL and Ckronoion of the EgupOant
and Jewe, Philadelphia, 1801; A. A. van Hooaaeker.
Zorobei>d et U eeeond temple, Ghent. 1802; H. Winekkr.
AltteelamentUehe Unteremchemoen, pp. 77 siiq., l^^jptii^,

1802; W. H. KoateiB. Bet Beretd van lerad, Leydeo,
1803; £. Kautasch. Die heOtge Sehrifi dee A. Te^ Bc>-

lacsn, pp. 110-136. Freibuic 1804; E. Meyer. Bnietekm^
deeJudentwne, Halle. 1886; kl«n. In SBA, 1004 and 1007
(on Egyptian duoookicy); C. Niebohr, Die CkromolegU
der Oeeckiehte lerade, Aegyptene, Babyloniene und Aeagr-
iene 9000-700 vor Chrieti, Leipne, 1886; C. G. Tor^. ia

ZATW, 1886; C. F. Tiriimann, Zwei BauptprvbUme der
altorienkiHerhm Cknmoloaie, ib. 1808; W. Bouasei. 'm

ZATW, 1000, pp. 136 sqq.; J. Urquhart. Haw Oid it

Mont Seme mieunderetood Chaptere in Scripture Cknmal-
on, London, 1004; J. H. Brsaated, BieL of Egppt from
the Barlieet Timee, New York, 1005; idem. Short HieL of
the Bovptiane, ib. 1007; W. T. Lynn. BibU Chronaiogp,
London, 1005; L. W. King. ChronieUe coneeminff earig

BdbpUmian Kinge, 2 vob., ib. 1007; O. A. Toffteen, An-
dent Ckronelogy, Chieaco. 1007, new ed.. 1000 (oomes down
to 1060 B.C.); W. J. Beeoher. The Dated BvenU of the Old
TeetamenL- being a Pretentation of Old iTeetameni Ckro-

nologtt, Philadelphia. 1008; D. R. Fotheringham. The
Chronology of the OU Teelament, Cambridge. 1906; R.

Sehiam. Kalendariographieche und ehronologieehe Taffb^
Leipaie. 1006; S. Euzinger. Die Chronologie dor bihlieehen

Urgeeehiehte {Gen. v.. xi,). Monster, 1000; F. A. Henoc.
Die Chronologie der beidon K&nigtbHeher, MOnstar. 1000;

F. A. Jones, The Datee of Oeneeie. A Comparieom of Ae
BibUeal Chronology with that of other Natione, London,
1000; F.WoBlhetu. Die bibiieehe Chronologie naehJooephme
und dae Todeejahr Jeeu, Leipsio, 1010; Smith. Frophete,

pp. 145-161. 401-404. 413-410; Sehzader, KAT; DB. L
807-403; BB, i. 773-700; JE, iv. 64-70.

TDfOTHEXIS ALURUS. See MoiroFHTBcraB,

§§ 3 Bqq.

TDfOTHT THE DISCIPLE OF PAUL. '

In the Chief PauUne Epistles (i 1).

In Acts (i 2).

hk the Pastoial Letters and Hebrews (| 8).

Other Supposed or Apoeiyphal Beferanoes (| 4).

Timothy may be called Paul's disciple^ com-
panion, and feUow worker before all othen. In ax
of the New-Teetament epistles (II Cor., Phil., Col., I

and II. ThesB., Philemon) his name is joined with

Pftyl's In the superscription. In the superscrip-

tions, to I and II Thess. (also in

I. In the n Cor. i. 19) Thnothy is named after

Chief Silvanus, which implies that the latter

Panline held a positiim of precedence and was
Episdet. probably the older; but too great streas

must not be laid on Timothy's youth.

To be sure, the two epistles addressed to Tixnotfay

represent him as the type of a youthful bishop (I

Tim. iv. 12; II Tim. ii. 22; cf. the Gk. iOaum in I^

i. 18; II., i. 2). But this is one reason among many
for suspecting the genuineness of these epistles:

the representation does not fit the man entrusted

by Paul with difficult duties. The Timothy of the

genuine epistles is by no means Paul's perBonal

attendant or amanueosis, but his " workfeDow

"

and helper like Aquila and Prisdlla (Rom. xril 3»

21), a man competent to eetablish in the faith and

strengthen the young congregation in llienaknioi
(I Thess. iil. 2) and to repeat Pftul's preaching for

the CJorinthians (I Cor. iv. 17; cf. Phil. ii. 19-23)

Timothy aeenvs to haye hesitated to undertftb
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the mission to Corinth and Paul sent Titus to help

him. But the Timothy of the genuine Pauline

letters was clearly a fellow worker on equal terms
ivith Paul—an apostle, in the language of the later

Church—and, therefore, no doubt from the begin-

ning old enough to undertake religious instruction

according to current Jewish notions; furthermore

he was devoted to Paul as a child to its father and in

Paul's estimation was the most trustworthy inter-

preter of his gospel. Probably he studied in no
other school than that of Paul; from Paul he

learned Christianity, and he was free from all desire

to develop a theology of his own.
The Acts adds but few details to this picture.

From xvii. 14-15, xviii. 5, xiz. 22, xx. 4, it appears

that Silas and Timothy were with Paul on the

second missionary journey in Macedonia and Achaia,

afterward on the third journey in Ephesus, and still

later Timothy and others accompanied
2. In him in Macedonia. It is noteworthy

the Acts, that in all these passages Timothy is

mentioned as member of a pair and in

subordinate position; the Acts does not present

Timothy as the trusted friend of the apostle. The
most considerable notice of Timothy in .the Acts

is found in xvi. 1-3. He appears there as a Chris-

tian (Gk. mathiUs; cf. Acts zxi. 16) of either

I>erbe or Lystra, who was highly spoken of by the

brethren in Lystra and Iconium, and on this recom-

mendation Paul chose him as companion on the

second missionary journey. Presumably he was
converted on the first journey (Acts xiv.). Whether
his home was in Derbe or Lystra has been much
disputed, and the question seems hardly worth the

controversy it has occasioned; the connection in

Acts xvi. 1-2 favors Lystra (cf. Wohlenberg's

commentary, p. 1, note 2; for Derbe, K. Schmidt,

Apostdgeschichtej p. 42, note). It is learned further

'from Acts xvi. 1, that Timothy's father was
a " Greek "—and doubtless not a Christian, as the

fact is not mentioned—and his mother a believ-

ing Jewess. Verse 3 says that Paul circumcised

Timothy '' because of the Jews which were in those

-quarters; for they all knew that his father was a
Greek." If Acts is entirely from the hand of Luke,

".- this statement must be accepted, for it is incredible

that Luke did not know the facts or that he mis-

stated them. But if it be admitted that the text has
^ been worked over by a redactor, there may be here a

[nistake or at least a clumsy statement of fact. The
datum of verse 3 can not be reconciled with the

: 3pistle to the Cralatians. It is not necessary to deny
that Timothy was circumcised, or that he was cir-

sumcised after he became a Christian ; but it must be
denied that Paul, immediately after the Apostolic

. Council at Jerusalem (q.v.) and after his rebuke of

Peter (Gal. ii. 11 sqq.), required a Christian to be
circumcised before he would accept him as a com-

. panion in missionary labor.

The twp epistles to Timothy, even if they be

.genuine, add nothing of importance to knowledge

3f the man to whom they were addressed—^his

mother was named Eunice, his grandmother Lois

;
(II Hm. i. 5); from a child he had known the

Scriptures (II Tim. iii. 16); he was Paul's faithful

and trusted djjsciple, whom he wishes to be with

XL—29

him in his Roman imprisonment (I Tim. i. 2, 18;

II Tim. i. 2, 6, ii. 1, iii. 10-12, iv. 9-11, 13, 21); and
various similar personal details (I Tim.

3. In the i. 3, 18, iv. 14). But in these two
Pastoral epistles, as in the one to Titus, the pei^

Letters and sonal notices are merely a framework
Hebrews, for a catechism on the duties of a

bishop. The three epistles are evi-

dently by one hand, and weighty external as well

as internal grounds are adduced to show that it

was not Paul. The three epistles were not known
to Marcion and have points of contact with the
older '' apostolic " fathers only in a coincidence of

certain pastoral expressions. In content they lack

all specifically Pauline ideas and present rather the

post-Pauline Church. The style sometimes reminds
of Paul's, it is true, for the author had doubtless

read Paul's epistles; but more often a discrepancy

is evident both in vocabulary and syntax. Even
if fragments of genuine Pauline writings are in-

corporated in these letters, it can not be assumed
that all the personal notices of those to whom the

letters are addressed are such. Indeed it is in these

personal notices that the address appears most
clearly as purposed. The pastoral letters present

the Timothy of the Acts only a littie altered. From
the Acts and the genuine episties of Paul they draw
their historical material (see Paul, II.). The last

New-Testament passage in which Timothy is named
is Heb. xiii. 23, where it is said that he '^ is set at

liberty," and the writer adds '' with him, if he come
shortiy, I will see you." Nothing is known from any
other source of an imprisonment of Timothy.

Certain hypotheses by which it has been thought
to increase knowledge of Timothy are mentioned
here only for the sake of completeness; all are more
or less fantastic and none of them can be accepted.

Hengstenberg identified Timothy with the Perga-

menian martyr Antipas of Rev. ii. 13; D. Volter

with the " true yokefellow " of Phil.

4. Other iv. 3; Spitta thinks he was responsible

Supposed for the form of II Thess. and that

or Apocry- ii. 1-12 is a fragment of the eschato-

phal logical speculation of this half-Greek

References, disciple; Sorof makes him the redactor

of the Acts and assumes that he fol-

lowed written sources, for the Pauline parts chiefly

the journal of Luke. Others who distrust the tra-

dition of Luke's authorship (e.g., De Wette and
Bleek) ascribe the '' we " portion of Acts (chaps,

xvi. sqq.) to Timothy. The oldest church tradition

concerning Timothy is an inference from the epistles

addressed to him: he is named '' the apostle," is

coimted as one of the seventy disciples, and ap-

pears in the lists as first bishop of Ephesus, con-

secrated by Paul. In 356 Constantius transferred

Timothy's remains from Ephesus to Constantinople

and placed them beneath the altar of the Church of

the Apostles built by his father. In the next year
the relics of Andrew and Luke were added. The Acts
of Timothy contain no reference to these well-known
events and say nothing concerning Timothy's doc-

trine and miracles. The author relates that Paul
made his favorite disciple bishop of Ephesus under
Nero and in the consulship of Maximus. In Ephesus
he was associated with the Apostie John, who lived
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there after Nero's peraecutioii. Domitian ban-

ished John to Patmos, and during John's absence

Timothy openly rebuked the excesses of the Ephe-
sians at a heathen feast, was stoned by the mob,
died on the third day (Jan. 22, under Nerva, when
Peregrinus was proconsul of Asia), and was bur-

ied on the hill ** where now stands the holy church

of his martyrdom." After his death John returned

to Ephesus and filled the bishopric till the time of

Trajan. Usener, the first editor of these Acts,

dated them before 356 and, probably wrongly,

thought that they were based on a veritable history

of the Ephesian church. In the time when the

traditions of both John and Timothy in Ephesus
were current, an Ephesian may well have tried to

utilize both traditions to exalt the greatness of his

city. The definite data are suspicious because thepro-

consuls of Asia named are not known from any other

source; the author of the Acts introduced them
probably imitating Luke^ as he did in his prologue.

Actual knowledge of Timothy is not preserved except
in the New Testament. (A. JOlicheb.)

Bibuogkapbt: The chief soarcee are of ooune the Pauline
epistles. For the Acta Timothei consult: R. A. Lipsius,

Die Apokruphen, ApostelgeachichUn, und ApotUUegenden,
ii. 2, pp. 372-400, Brunswick, 1884; idem, Acta Apoato-
lorwn apocrypha^ vol. i., Leipsic, 1891; and cf. the od. by
H. Usener, Bonn, 1877. The principal discussions aie to

be found in the commentaries on the Pauline episUes, par-

ticularly the pastoral epistles; in the works on the life of

Paul; and those on the history of the Apostolic Ace, e.g.,

A. C. MoOiffert, 1807. Consult further: M. Sorof, Die
ErU$tehvng der Apoaidoetchichte, Berlin, 1890; F. J. A.
Hort, Judaxttic Chriatianity, London, 1894; idem, Ths
Chriatian Eecleaia, ib. 1897; E. Kautssoh, Die Apokryphen
und Paeudepigraphen dea N. Ta., pp. 46, 48, 102-103, 106-
107, 110-111, TQbingen, 1900; W. Wrede, Daa litterariacKe

RaUel dea HebrOerbriefa, Qdttingen, 1906; O. Pfleiderer, Daa
UrchriaUnihum, 2d ed., Berlin, 1902, £^ transl.. Primi-
tive Chriatianity, 2 vols., New York, 1906-09; DB, iv.

767-768; SB, iv. 5074-79.

TIMOTHY, EPISTLES TO. See Patjl, IL, 6;

and Timothy.

TINDAL, MATTHEW: English deist; b. at Beer
Ferrers (5 m. n. of Plymouth), England, probably
about 1653; d. in London Aug. 16, 1733. He studied

L t Lincohi and Exeter Colleges, Oxford (B.A., 1676;

B.G.L., 1679; D.C.L., 1685; and law fellow at All

Souls', 1678) . Under James II. he joined the Roman
Catholic Church, but returned to the Church of

England, 1688. He was admitted as an advocate at

Doctor's Commons, 1685. His principal work,

Christianity as Old as the Creatian, or the Gospel a
Republicatum of the Law of Nature (vol. i., London,
1730), marks the culminating point of the deist

controversy. The second volume of this work was
withheld by Bishop Gibson, to whom the author
had intrusted the manuscript. (For a discussion

of the work see Deism, I, § 6.) Conybeare, James
Foster, Leland, and others attacked Tindal's work;
and it was to it, more than to any other, that Bishop
Butler's Analogy was meant to be a reply. Tin-

dal's other works were The Rights of the Christian

Church Asserted (2d ed., 1706), an attack upon
High-church assumptions; A Drfenoe of the Rights

of the Christian Church, in Two Parts (1709); and
some essays and pamphlets.

BiBiioaRAFBr: E. C, Jfsmoirt of the lAfe oind Writinoa of
Matthew TindaUf London. 1733; The BeKQioue, Rational

and Moral Conduct of Matthew Tindal, ib. 1736; J. Hm^
Hial. of Rdigioua Thought in England, iL 431--462, ft.

1871 ; L. Stephen, Hiat. of Bngliah Thought in the 18th Cem-
tury, i. 134-163, New York, 1881 ; DNB, 1vL 403-4OS. The
ocmtrovexBud literature called oat 0y his wdiIcb is irdl aoBft-

mariied in the Britiah Muaeum Catalogue under Ida i

TINGLET, KATHERIRE: Theosophist; b. at

Newburyporty Mass., July 6, 1852. She was edu-
cated privately, and, becoming interested in theo-

sophy, made in its interest two tours of the wcnid
in 1896-97 and 1904. In 1897 she establifihed the

International Brotherhood League, and nmnng the

many homes and educational institutions founded fay

her are the School of Antiquity and the Raja Yoga
Academy at Point Loma and San Di^go. Sinoe
1898 she has been the official head of the Universal
Brotherhood and Theoeophical Society througboixt
the world, as well as the " outer head " of tibe

Inner School of Theosophy (see Thbobofht). Be-
sides editing the Century Path, the organ of her
branch of the theoeophical society, she haff written
Mysteries of the Heart Doctrine (2d ed., Point Lomay
Cal., 1903) and Pith and Marrow of Same Saeni
Writings (1905).

TIPHSAHy tif'stt: 1. A proper name found in I

KiDgs iv. 24 (Heb. text; v. 4), indicating with Gasa
(A. V.y " Azzah ") the boundaries of the distriot

(properly the Persian province) called in certain

Assyrian documents and in Persian times after

Darius I. " Beyond the River " (Hd>. *ebher Aai»-

nahar; Ezra viii. 36; Neh. ii. 7, 9, iii. 7; I Kii^
V. 4) . As Grasa evidently marks the southwest limit,

Tiphsah is to be sought in the northeast and (cf. I

Kings iv. 21 [v. 1]; II CSiron. ix. 26) on the Eu-
phrates. It was doubtless the classical Thapeacos
(Xenophon, AnabasiSf L, iv. 11; Arrian, Anabasis,
ii. 13, iii. 7; Strabo, ii. 79-80, xvi. 741; cf. C. Ritter,

Erdkunde, x. 11 sqq., 1114-15, Berlin, 1843; IL
Hartmann in ZDPV, xxii., 1899, p. 137), which was
an important center of trade and intercourse in

Persian times and has been identified with the vil-

lage of Dibsah on the Euphrates two and one quarter
hours below Balis (cf. Mordtmann in Petermanns
MittheUungeny 1865, pp. 54-55; B. Merits in Ab-
handlungen der Berliner Ahademiey 1880, Anhang^
p. 31; J. P. Peters, Nippur, i. 96-99, New York,
1897). Extensive ruins of the ancient city lie about
one quarter of an hoiu: from the modem village.

The common derivation from the Hebrew pasah,
giving the meaning " ferry " or " ford," does not
fit wdl with the meaning of pasah (" to leap "), and
Lagarde's suggestion (Uebersichi Hber die im aramd-
isdhen, arabischen, und hebrdischen iSbUche Bildung
der Nomina, p. 131, Cr5ttingen, 1889) of the As-
syrian tapshahu, " resting-place," is better. The
passage in I Kings iv. 24 (v. 4), which gives to Solo-

mon's realm a fabulous extent, is late; the woids
" from Tiphsah even to Gaza " seem not to have
been in the original Septuagint text.

. d. A town named in II Kings xv. 16. From the

reading of theLudanic Septuagint-text {TaphOe)^ the
" Tappuah " oi Josh. xvii. 7-8 is probablymeant, sit-

uated on the boundary between Ephraim and M«-
nasseh; cf. the commentaries. (H. Guthe.)
Bzbuogbafbt: J. P. Peten, in The Nation^ May 28, 1880;

klem, Nippur, L 96 aqq.. New Yoric, 1887; B. Monti, io
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the Beriehie of the Berlin Academy, July 25, 1880s DB,
iv. 778; BB, iv. 6097.

TIPPLE, EZRA SQUIER: Methodist Episco-

palian; b. at Camden, N. Y., Jan. 23, 1861. He was
educated at Syracuse University (A.B,, 1884) and
Drew Theological Semmary (1887). He then held

pastorates in New York aty at St. Luke's (1887-

1892), Grace (1892-97), and St. James' (1897-1901),

after which he was executive secretaiy of the Metro-

politan Thank-Offering Commission until 1904.

He was again pastor of St. Luke's (1904-05), and
was appointed to his present position of professor of

practical theology in Drew Theological Seminary

in 1905. He 1ms written The Heart of Admry'e
Journal (New York, 1904); The Minieter of Ood
(1905); Drew Semuma: First Series (1906); Drew
Sermons on the Golden Texts for 1909 (1908); and
Freeborn Garrettson (1910).

TISCHENDORF, tish'en-dOrf, LOBEOOTT (iBNO-
THEnS)FRIEDRICHCONSTANTINVON: German
textual critic; b. at Langenfeld (53 m. s. of Leipsic),

in the Saxon Voigtland, Jan. 18, 1815; d. at Leipsic

Dec. 7, 1874. He studied theology at the University

of Leipsic, 1834-38. To his theological

Early professor at the university, Johann G.

Career. B. Winer (q.v.) , he owed the impetus to

theological criticism of the fundamental

text of the New Testament, in which he was aided

by his thorough philological training, the founda-

tion of which was laid at the gymnasium of Plauen,

182^-34 ; and he dates his critical study of the Bible-

text from 1837. He was instructor in a school at

Grosstadeln near Leipsic, 1838-39; and then re-

turned to Leipsic to qualify in the theological

faculty. His essay De recensionibits quae dicunt

Ni, Ti, rations potissimum habiia Scholeii appeared
also as prolegomena to an edition of Novum
Testamentum OrcBoe (Leipsic, 1841). In his work
on the edition of the New Testament he came to

realize the necessity for a new investigation of the

Greek New-Testament manuscripts and other textual

sources. Accordingly he went to Paris, Oct. 30, 1840,

where, until 1843, he continued his original stud-

ies. He compared seven of the eight uncials, tran-

scribing the greater part of their contents; and by
means of the Giobertine tincture he was able to read

not only almost the entire codex Ephraemi Syri, also

the fragments of the Old Testament, but to distin-

guish tiie original characters from those made by
two later correctors. He then published an edition,

Codex Ephraemi Syri rescripius (Leipsic, 1843-45).

Three editions of the Greek New Testament were

also published in Paris (1842). The so-called editio

eatholica always prefers the readings lying pre-

sumably at the basis of the Vulgate, and is printed

parallel with the Vulgate. Another was the editio

rum eathoUca. The text of this was practically the

same as that of the Leipsic edition of 1841, but in

some places, especially the Gospels, other readings

were preferred. The prolegomena were rewritten.

In the mean time Tlschendorf had visited Utrecht,

Cambridge, Oxford, and London, where he exam-
ined the hbraries. In Feb., 1842, he went to Rome,
where he spent four months and thirteen in

Italy; but in spite of his recommendations from the

most eminent sources and the personal good-will

of the pope, he was allowed only six hours in which
to search the Codex Vaticanus, on account of the
opposition of Angelo Mai, who had himself prepared
an edition. Yet he was able, in this short time, to

ascertain much for its correcter determination, and
later obtained also certain renderings from Mai.

However, he was well compensated for his dis-

appointment at the Vatican by obtaining rich

treasures in the Angelica at Rome, and in Naples,

Florence, Venice, Modena, Milan, and Turin; and
it is impossible to estimate the number of manu-
scripts that he examined, one of which was the

Codex Amiatinus in Florence. His work now ex-

tended to the New-Testament Apocrypha and Pseu-

depigrapha; and he completed his collection for

Philo. In Apr., 1844, he entered upon an extensive

journey by way of Egypt, Sinai, Palestine, the

Orient, Italy, Vienna, Mimich, making researches in

libraries, and discovering and gathering treasures

from imknown manuscripts, in Greek, Arabic, Cop-
tic, Hebrew, Ethiopian, and other languages, many
of which he brought home with him. Reise in den
Orient (2 vols., Leipsic, 1845) is an account of this

journey, and in Anecdota sacra et profana (1855) he
tells of the acquired manuscripts. Foremost among
these were the forty-three leaves of an old Greek
Bible on parchment (later called the Codex Sinaitir

cue), containing portions of the Old Testament,
which were given to him in the Catherine Convent at

the foot of Sinai. Eighty-six other leaves which he
saw there, he could not obtain. He published a lith-

ographic facsimile of the leaves which he had
brought, named Codex Friderico Augustanus (1846),

in honor of the king of Saxony. Soon after his return

in Jan., 1845, Tischendorf was made associate pro-

fessor of theology at Leipsic; and in 1859 regular

professor of the same and of Biblical paleography.

His literary labors are, however, of more value to

theological science than his lectures. He furnished

the treasures brought from European libraries, and
the orient, in two lines of publications; first those

works to which he afterward gave the collective

name of " Library of Christian Monuments," and his

editions (twenty) of the Greek New Testament.
Among the former are the Monumenta sacra inedita

(1846; nova coUectiOy vols, i.-vi., ix., 1855-70), con-

taining fragments of New-Testament manuscripts;

the Evangdium PalaUnum (1847); the Codex Ami-
atinus (only the New Testament, 1850); and the

Codex ClaramontaniLS (1852). The Anecdota sacra

et profana (1855) may be considered as a comple-
ment of these works.

At the same time Tischendorf prepared a new
edition of the Greek New Testament, the Editio

Lipsiensis secunda (1849). Among all his editions,

this, although antiquated after the octava^ was the

epoch-making one, so far as the labor of

Editio the author is concerned, and was so

Lipsiensis considered by Tischendorf's contempo-
Secunda. raries. The text derived from it, with

a few changes, had the most extensive

circulation at the time, and of the twenty Greek
New-Testament editions that appeared in Germany
during his lifetime, under his name, thirteen,

including this one, contain the text of the edition
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of 1849, the Hannony not included. An octavo

edition (1850) followed without commentary,
with five changed readings, and with variations

from the textua receptua. The Triglottum Qrceoe

LaHne Oermanice (1854) deviates, in the Greek text,

from the edition of 1849 more frequently than that

of 1850, especially in Matthew (sixteen times).

Under the texts are variants of the textus receptua as

well as noteworthy readings of other editore. The
text of the Vulgate is critically revised according to

the best manuscripts, in particular. Codex Amiatinus
and Codex FtUdennSf the variations in the edUio

Clementina and in the above codices being given

under the text. Special care is given to the edi-

tion of Luther's translation; the edition of 1545
is followed but earlier editions are also considered.

A Synopsis evangdica (hannony) appeared (1851).

Soon after completing the edition of 1849, Tischen-

dorf undertook a version of the Septuagint, and the

apocr3rphal New Testament. He went in the au-

tumn of 1849 to Paris, London, and Oxford, and
besides comparing anew the Codex Claramantantis,

and making a transcript of the pap3rrus fragments
of the Psalms in'London, he devoted himself in par-

ticular to a comparison of the manuscripts of the

New-Testament Apocr3rpha. He did not ventvuie to

give his own recension of the text of the Septuagint;

but contented himself with appending to a much
improved reprint of the text of the Sixtine the

variants of the Codex AlexandrinuSf the Codex Ephr
raend, and the Codex Friderico-Atigustanus (1850).

The prolegomena contained valuable studies on
the history of the text of the Septuagint. While
waiting on the king of Saxony for the means to make
a three-years' journey for the discovery and study of

sourees for the Septuagint, he published the De
evangdicorum apocrypharum origine et usu, a prise

essay for ** The Hague Society for the Defence of

the Christian Religion," published in Verhandelinr

gen, part xii. (L^den, 1851); Ada apostolorum

apocrypha (Leipsic, 1851); and Evangdia apoo
rypha (1853). Tischendorf undertook a second ori-

ental journey in Jan., 1853. He at once visited the

Convent of St. Catherine on Sinai, but could not find

the manuscript seen in 1844, and concluded that it

had been taken to Europe, probably England. He
foimd only a scrap of the codex, containing a few
verses of Cren. xxiii. as a book-mark in a codex of

a history of the saints. He brought back with him
sixteen palimpsests, some of considerable extent,

several Greek uncial manuscripts, and a series of

papyrus fragments in various languages, all of which
were noted in the Anecdata and most of them de-

posited later at St. Petersburg and published in

Monumenta, nova coUectio, In the introduction to

vol. i., he aimounoes the lost manuscript and claims,

if found, the credit of its recovery. The vacations

of 1854-57 were spent in researches in European
libraries. A new edition of the Greek New Testa-

ment was under way. His aim was not only to

construct consistently his critical apparatus which
was more nearly perfected since 1849, but also a new
critical elaboration of the Greek New Testament,
the editio septima major (1859), accompanied by a
sepHma nUnor. This recension deviat^ least from
the Uxtus reeeptus.

In Jan., 1859, Tischendorf entered upon his thini

oriental journey, under the auspices of the Risebss

government. After a fruitless search of the fibraiy

of the Convent at Sinai he was abor.

Codex to depart, when, on the evening o:

Sinaiticus; Feb. 4, the young econome produced

Editio from a comer of his cell, wrapped in 4

Octava red cloth, not only the elghty-eix leaves

ICajor. but 112 in addition on the Old Testa-

ment, besides a complete New TesU-
ment, the Epistle of Barxuibas, and fragments c^

Hennas. The Codex Sinaiticus, first loaned to

make a copy at Cairo, then for publication, was

finally (1869) presented by the monks to Czar Alex-

ander II. Returning in 1859 to St. Petersburg with

the Codex and a large number of other manuscripu
among which were twelve palimpsests, twenty

Greek unciab, eight minuscules, and many oriental

manuscripts, Tischendorf devoted himself for the

next two and a half years to the preparations for the

publication of the codex. He published Notiik

ediHonis oodicis bibliorum SinatHci (Leipsic, I860,:

and Aus dem heiligen Lands (1862), an ac-

count of his latest journey. The BibUorum coda

Sinaiticus Petropolitanus (4 vols., Leipsic, 18^:.

with prolegomena, conunentary, and facsimile

plates, now appeared; and the first edition was

presented to the czar. The Novum Te^amentun
Sinaiticum cum epistula Bamaba et Jragmentis Pa^
toris (1863), with prolegomena and commentary
was also produced, as well as a Novum Testamentu^
Grmce. Ex Sinaitico codice (1865), with later cor-

rections and variations of the Codex Va^canus acd

the textus reeeptus. The complete recension of the

Greek New Testament based on the Codex SinaiticTi?

is the famous editio octava major (2 vols., 1864-72>.

On a journey to Rome, in 1866, he was permitted,

by the grace of Pope Pius DC., to compare for forty-

two hours the Codex Vaticanus with Mai's edition :

but he was enabled to issue a new Novum Testamen-

turn VaHcanum (1867). Meanwhile he published

Apocalypses apocrypha (1866); PhUonct inedita

altera (1868); and The New Testament (1869), the

authorised English version with the variants from

the Codex Sinaiticus, the Codex VatieanuSy and

the Codex Alexandrinus. The last three years c^

Tischendorf's activity, 1870-72, were devoted

mainly to further work on the octava. Vol. ix. of

the ifonumenta (1870) contained the important

Codex Laudianus of the Acts. A fourth edition of ihe

Synopsis (1871) followed the text of the Sinaitiaa:

and a special roprint of the Epistles of Clemcst,

based on the first edition in the Appendix (1867),

was issued (1873). The prolegomena of the octava,

which he expected but was unable to prepare ss

vol. i., were elaborated by Caspar Ren^ Gregory,

Prolegomena (3 vols., 1884-94). S. P. Tr^elles

(q.v.; Bible Text, II., 2, § 7) had the use of the

text of Codex Sinaiticus in the preparation of tl^t

part of the New Testament following the Gospels,

and Ezra Abbot is of the opinion that " Hschs)-

dorf must have derived great advantage from tbe

publication of the successive parts of TregeSes'

elaborate edition." The opponents of his cnticgi

work have censured Tischendorf for departing so

copiously from the septima, F. H* A. Scriveoer
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notes that the text has been changed in 3,369 places

"to the scandal of the science of comparative
criticism"; but, after the issue of the septima,

Tischoidorf had become thoroughly familiar not
only with the Sinaiiicua and VaticantUf but with
manuscripts, translations, and the Fathers to such
an extent that he could well undertake to determine

the text alone according to the material results of

the proofs of the witnesses, eliminating all personal

prejudice. Though he may not infrequently have
followed the Codex SinaiHcua more than was proper,

yet the correspondence to the texts of Tregelles

and Westcott and Hort (unknown to Teschendorf

during the recension of the octavo) is so great that the

result may be taken as gratifying to New-Testa-
ment criticism. This is above a!u essentially ad-

vanced by the odawi upon the way recognised since

Carl Lachmann (see Bible Text, II., 2, § 5) as, on
the whole, the correct one, because leading to

relatively sure results. The enormous critical

apparatus of the octava will continue to maintain

its great value. An edition octava minor followed

(1872-77) and three hand editions of the major.

Two were reprints of the octavo edition (1850,

1862), of the eeamda and of the ediUio academica

(the Greek text of the triglottum separately; 1855,

and often) as editio stereotypa tertia (1873) and
oiUio aeademioa sepHma (1873), both characterized

as ad ediHonem viii. criiicam majorem conformaia.

The last of the three and the last directed by
Tischendorf himself was the reprint of the text of

the octava (1873) which with an edition of the

Septuagint was to form the entire Greek Bible.

He issued also the edition of the Vulgate (1873)

begun by Theodore Heyse; and furnished the text

of the translation of Jerome, Liber Pealmorum
(1874), for the commentary on that book by S.

Baer and Franz Delitzsch. See also Bible Text,
n., 2, §§ 6-7. [The death of Tischendorf was
caused by paralysis.] (Cabl Bertheau.)
Bduoomapht: J. E. Volbedinc, ConatanHn Titehendarf in
uintr BS-iUhriom Wirkwrnkeit, Leipeie, 1862; E. Abbott,
in Unitarian Rtview and Rdigiotu Magagine, Mareh, 1876;

P. Sdmff. Campamon to the Orttk Teatamtml, paarim. New
York, 1888; C. R. Oratory, Novum TmUanentum Orace.

. . . PrttUgomma, i. 3-22, Leipsie, 1884; idem. Text-

kriHk dm N. r«., i. 18-29, ii. 975-980, ib. 1900-03; idem.
Canon and Text of the N. T., pp. 329-340, 466-459 et

paanm, New York, 1907; Q. Salmon, Hietorieal InJtnduc-

tUmtothe , . . Booke of the N. r., 6th ed.. London, 1892;

F. H. A. Scrivener, Plain Introduction to the Critidem of
Ae N, r., 2 vote., paarim, 4tb ed.. London, 1894; C. A.
Brig^ Study of Holy Ser^pHtre, pasum. New Yoik, 1899;

ADB, zxzviiL 371 aqq.

TITHES.
L Hebrew.

In Deatenmomy and the Piieet Obde (I Ih
Attempts to Raoonoile the Two Oodes (jk t^*

n. EfffilfffiiMftifttt]

Doetrine and Pnetiae tffl 1617 (i 1).

Chance after the Bflfonnatkm (| 2).

Oaaaifioation (| 8).

Tfthe Law (i 4).

Ifathods of Payment (i 6).

I. Hebrew: The tithe as a secular tax is men-
tioiied in the Bible (Gen. xlvii. 24, a double tenth

for Fhamoh; I Sam. viii. 15, 17, and Amos vii. 1

impfy a tax on the first-fruits); but that it was
levied originally for the king and only later for the

deity is opposed by Gen. zxviii. 22. In late times

the SeleuddA levied a secular tithe from the Jews,

which was afterward remitted (I Maoc. z. 31, xi. 35).

The tithe imposed by the Maccabees was rather a

sacred tax in virtue of their high priesthood. The
sacred tithe was common to many Semitic peoples,

and may have combined the ideas of tribute, gift,

upkeep of the cultus, thank-offering, or consecration-

offering (Lev. XXvii. 30; Num. xviii. 24). The
history among the Hebrews is far from clear;

two situations appear, that in Deuteronomy and
that in P.

Deut. xiv. 22 sqq. requires a tithing of agricul-

tural products and of the products of pastoral life,

to be devoted to a communal meal at the central

sanctuary. In case the home was too distant, the

tithe might be commuted and material

I. In Deu- for the meal purchased at the sanc-

teronomy tuary. The purpose of the tithe in this

and the case was not the support of the serv-

Priest ices at the Temple, but a joyous meal
Code. of the agriculturist and his establish-

ment with the Levites of his locality,

the latter being included because they had no
landed possessions. It did not go to the priests or

temple officers. Purity of the participants was
required. Deut. xiv. 28-29, xxvi. 12-15 require that

in the third year the tithe shall be deposited at the

home (not at the sanctuary) for the benefit of the

Levite, stranger, fatherless, and widow; this is not

a second tithing but a special employment of the

tithe of the third year for charitable purposes. It

may have been a sort of compensation for abolition

of the early public offering and meal of which the

needy partook. Of a second tithing expressly for

the Levites Deuteronomy knows nothing. The rela-

tion of the tithe to the offering of first-fruits in Deu-
teronomy is not clear; possibly the two are identical,

as it seems iinUkely that each generation of the

herd should be subjected to a double tax, and Deut.

xxvi. 1-15 puts first-fruits and the tithe in close con-

nection. In this case the basket of first-fruits brought

to the priest is simply a part of the tithe which is

devoted as a whole to the joyous meal. Against

this Deut. xviii. 4 is no objection, even as a later

insertion. And with this conception many difficul-

ties vanish. " Tithe " becomes an expression for

the entire offering of first-fruits, over which a sort

of control is introduced (by supplementary provi-

sions). The early law omits mention of the tithe,

then, because it is identical with the offering of

first-fruits. The treatment of the tithe in P must be

considered an extension of the situation in Deute-

ronomy. Num. xviii. 26-28 gives the whole tithe

to the Levites, and this was again tithed for the

Aaronites (Neh. x. 38). Lev. xxvii. 31-33 requires

the addition of a fifth of the tithe of the firsi-fruits

when it is commuted, and aims to procure honesty

in payment of tithes of cattle. This law is first

mentioned in II CJhron. xxxi. 5-6; it is not found in

Neh. X. nor Mai. iii., hence it is deduced that it arose

between the time of Nehemiah and that of the

CJhronicler.

In attempting to reconcile D and P William

Robertson Smith supposes that the support of the

sanctuaries was undertaken by the court while in

connection with the sanctuaries, but when the
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fonner removed or fell, other arrangements weze
necessary. The one pre-Deuteronomic sanctuary,

it is noticeable, was the royal one at

3. Attempts Bethel (Qen. xxviii. 22; Amoe vii. 13).

to Reconcile Smith stresses the fact that the tithe of

the Two D is different from the tribute gifts to

Codes, the northern sanctuaries; the feasts

of Amos are not the joyous feasts

of the Deuteronomic agriculturists, they are the

luxurious banquets provided from the tribute

wrung from the people, in which Smith sees the

original character of the tithe. But there is no
hint that in Judah the tithes were handed to the

headmen, and that abuse arose from this which D
attempts to correct. Smith seems to think the tithe

for the poor is the only officially required tenth,

while that for the other two years was a free-will

offering, and this does not correspond with the

presentation of D. The ordinary Srautio tenth for

the cultus seems to have existed among the Hebrews
with adaptations to their own religious genius.

Some have thought that D had in view a second

tenth, which came to light first after the tenth of the

tithe had been deducted (ut sup.), though mention
of such a thing seems to fail entirely. Even though
in P earlier legislation than in D may be found, the

law for the tithe is clearly a step in advance and
later. The later practise (Tob. i. 6-^) seems to

show the tithes of P and of D both claimed by the

Levites. Theoretically there were three tithes, ac-

cording to P for the Levites, according to D for the

public meal, and that each third year for the poor.

The first accrued wholly to the Levites and covered
all that came from the earth (cf. Matt, xxiii. 23);

the second was for the offerers' meal, though Philo

gives it to the Levites, and so raises the question

whether the twofold or threefold tithing was merely
theoretical.

How the system worked out is not known. From
II Chron. xxxi. 4 it has been inferred that till the

time of Hesekiah the tithes were too small for the

support of the personnel of the cultus, and from
Deut. xii. 17 a misuse of the tithes is deduced.
Evidently the people did not like the tithes (cf.

Neh. xiii. 5 sqq.; Mai. iii. 8). But there is no report

of the actual exaction of both the tithes of P and
D, and Josephus mentions only the Levitical tenth
which was converted into money on the spot (JAfe,

xii. 15) ; so at the second temple a second tenth does
not appear. But the Jews who were true to the law
seem to have recognised loyally their duty in the
matter of tithes (Ecclus. xxxv. 11; I Mace. iii. 49;
cf. Matt, xxiii. 23). See Pbiest, Priesthood, I.,

§ 6. (Br. Zehnpfund.)
n. Ecclesiastical: Hthes (" tenths '0 are in

general contributions of the tenth part or of some
other defined portion of the yield of a piece of land
or active property paid to the lawful claimant as

ground rental. These are customary
I. Doctrine in connection with both spiritual and
and Practise temporal domains, and are subject to

till 1517. both public and private law. As a rule,

however, the term tithes is confined
to contributions payable to the Church, with which
alone this article is concerned. The tithe customary
with the Hebrews (see I., above) passed from the

synagogue to the Church at a time when the l&tte <

officiant came to be viewed as priest and the pries-

hood of the Church as the continuation and fuIL-

ment of that in the Old Testament. Hence it mc

now required of all Christians to pay tithes as i

religious obligation (cf. Apostolic Constitutions, E.

XXV., XXXV., VII., xxix., VIII., xxx., ANF, vii, 4(r

413, 471, 494; Apostolic Canons, IV., v., etc.; for

the history of the introduction and extension of tk

tithes coiunilt L. Thomassin, Vdu» clc nova eodetA

discipUna, part HI., book I., chaps, i.-x., cf. xiL-

xiv., Paris, 1728). However, some time eUpeed

before this requirement was generally recogniied.

The tithes actually paid bore the appearance of i

volimtary contribution, and so continued till tk

sixth century. On the other hand, the second Sjnoi

of Macon (585) commanded payment imder throa

of excommunication, and from that time forth par-

ment was enjoined in various ways, espeoaLV

through the confessional, where the omisaon to pay

tithes was treated as a sin. Moreover, the liberalitT

of princes had its effect, and when this fell short,

recourse was had to legislation. The provision wis

made that of the goods of the Church which the

State leased as benefices subject to reversion to tk

Church, the tithe, and, furthermore, a ninth of tbe

remaining ninety per cent, or two tithes in all.. 'v«t

to be contributed. On this point, chap. xiii. of Htn

CapUulare HaristaUeMe (779 a.d.) reads as follovs:

" Of church property now under assessment, let

the tithe and the ninth be paid conjointly with the

rating itself." This ruling was afterward often re-

peat^, and the obligation to pay tithes, as ^
Church affirmed it, was recognised on piindpk

even apart from these benefice arrangements, e^^

King Pepin's letter to Bishop Lul of Mainz: '' Yen

nu&y provide and ordain by our mandate, that e^err

man, willing or not, shall pay his tithe." Asd

Charlemagne repeated this in chap. vii. of the Cap-

Uulare dted above. The bishops were thereby em-

powered to receive and to distribute tithes. Tk
obligation was transferred to the newly conver1«i

Saxons, in the so-caUed Capitulatio de paridfiii

SaxonicBt chap. xvii. This position was thenoefo^

ward stoutly maintained, and the mandate wss

enforced under threat of severe penalties. Froan

that lime onward, the tithes were in continual use

in Germany and France, also in other countnes.

coining in with the introduction of GhiistiazutT,

though often fiercely opposed. Thus they srerp

established in Portugal not until the close of tbe

eleventh century, about the same time in Deunark

and Iceland, and in Sweden not till the beginou^

of the thirteenth century. Moreover, the Church

confirmed the tithe right by means of special pro-

visos, many of which occur in the canonical collec-

tions. Some of these last aim to insure to tbe

Church such tithes as had been withdrawn through

alienation or otherwise. Possession of tithes bj tbe

laity was pronounced a sin. All attempts to con-

test the claims of the Church to tithes were op-

posed by the Council of Trent (session XXV., chip

xii., De reformaiione).

In consequence of the Reformation, the Oiuidi

of Rome suffered momentous losses in tbe tithes

which she had hitherto drawn, which now were ap*
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plied to Evangelical objects. For the point was
baxxily anywhere affirmed, that the exaction of the

tithe is reprehensible. Only the Ana-
2. Change baptists in Switsserland maintained that

after the Christians owed neither interest nor
Reforma- tithes; even the turbulent [German]

tion. peasants, in their twelve articles of

1525 A.D., did not deny the obligation.

Luther generally approved the payment of tithes

and, in view of their practical convenience, regarded
them as the most expedient form of taxing {Werke,

ed. Walch, x. 1006, xvii. 46, 85). In Luther's opm-
ion, tithes were to be paid to the temporal sover-

eignty; but in this he was not seconded. In the
Evangelical State Churches, the tithes were re-

tained, though with readjustments, and were more
strictly defined. In the duchy of Prussia and in

Saxony the church-inspectors were directed to de-

vise the necessary measures for tithe pa3rments (cf

.

the regulations of 1527 and 1528, in E. Sehhng, Die
evangdischen Kirchenordnungen, i. 144, 145, 172,

Leipsic, 1902). Contributions in kind were fre-

quently commuted, although the natural tithe con-
tinued legally in practise. But in the course of

time, there grew up a dislike of tithes, partly on
economic grounds, partly because of alienation from
the Church; e.g., in France it provoked formal re-

peal of the tithes without indemnity (cf. art. 5 of

the National Assembly's decrees, from Aug. 4 to

Nov. 3, 1789). In other countries there was re-

peal with compensating indemnity, and only ce>
tain peculiar kinds of tithes were abolished. Even
at present either the tithes direct, or some substitute

ratings, are much in vogue, thus calling for a state-

ment of the principles governing the application.

Originally viewed, the tithes are either temporal

(for civil needs) or ecclesiastical (for the Church).

A further distinction is into lay and
3. Classlfi- clerical tithes, which distinction turns

cation* on the question whether the recipient

of the tithe is a layman or a cleric.

La3rmen may chance to be in possession of church

tithes, and clerics in possession of temporal tithes,

a change in ownership having been brought about
through alienation or other circumstances. Theo-
retically this was forbidden, and the possession of

ecclesiastical tithes by laymen was pronounced
criminal. The distinction has continued to be of

practical moment since certain obligations devolv-

ing upon the originally ecclesiastical tithes still rest

upon the holder. The tithe is either paid from the

proceeds of some industry and other personal prof-

its, as a personal tithe (less frequently), or it is

paid on the basis of other increments, as the " real

tithe.'' But from time immemorial, the real tithe

appears generally in practise, whether based on
field, grain, sheaf or fruit, or on cattle. There also

exist subdivisions into great and small tithes. Nor-
mally, the great natural tithe includes the so-called

major fruits of the field, and the great live-stock

tithe includes domestic and farm animals. Pope
Alexander III. defines as articles under the small

tithe fodder and garden products. The same cate-

gory also includes the so-called small cattle—sheep,

lambs, foals, calves, poultry, bees, etc. When the

produce tithe is paid in kind from the soil itself, it

becomes known as natural, sheaf, or almond tithe.

Distinct from this is the sack, bushel, or village

tithe, which is paid from grain already threshed
and sacked, or is commuted, including therefore
the money tithe as a cash equivalent.

Certain other frequently mentioned subdivisions
of tithes belong more properly to the survey of the
tithe law and obligation as follows: The tithe right

is based either on canon or other law,

4. Tithe or on tradition, contract, or custom.
Law. By legal definition, the tithes generally

accrue to the Church, and modes of

tithe payments were subject to the same principles

as governed other ecclesiastical revenues. The bish-

op received the tithes for distribution to the several

churches; but where the parish pastors drew the
tithes, they were expected to transact the distribu-

tion in the presence of witnesses. The tithes paid
to parish churches and baptisteries were to be em-
ployed for these alone, without any partial transfer

to the cathedral or to the bishop. Subsequently,
the traditional division of the church property into

four portions, as observed at Rome, was also applied

to the tithes, and the fourth part was assigned to

the bishop, although this payment gradually lapsed

and survived only locally. The bi^op is therefore

no longer entitled to the quarter of the tithes ac-

cruing to the parishes, though he may claim the
tithes of such districts in his. diocese as are not
especially referred to some parish church. In aU
other cases the collection of tithes appertains to the
parish churches by ordinary law. In this matter
canon law proceeds from the premise that the par-

ish pastors are entitled to demand tithes within the
entire parish bounds, except as exemptions exist.

Hence new tithes (those yielded by hitherto viigin

soil) are also accredited to the parish church. The
tithe right has its corresponding circumscriptions,

and, within a given district, may cover either all

or only certain particular fields, may embrace all

fruits, or only stated kinds of produce, and the

amount of the contribution itself may vary, except
that there is a strong presumption to fix it as the

actual tenth part. Concurrently with the tithe

right goes the tithe obligation. While legislation

once ruled that the duty to pay tithes was univer-

sal, this ruling fell short of unqualified expressness

and eventually became a dead letter. Accordingly,

the legal presumption in favor of the tithe obliga-

tion is not everywhere in force, and usually evi-

dence is required of one who affirms that right.

Another consideration qualifies the tithe obligation,

viz., the distinction between real and personal

tithes, as well as the religious belief of the persons

obligated. Wherever the obligation attaches to

real estate, the personal ownership is immaterial,

since the real tithe is payable even by non-Christian

owners. But the personal tithe is paid only by the

actual parishioners. According to the maxim,
" tithes are to be paid from the natural yield,"

tithes are due from the fruits produced, and from
these directly. Hence the obligation attaches to

the fruits, even when these are alienated, so that the

tithe can be required of the third party who con-

trols the produce. Where a release from the tithe

obligation is affirmed, such release must be proved
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by exceptional ruling, as by appealing to laws,

privileges, contract, or inveterate usage. More-
over, the clergy never tithe one another.

Methods of payment are controlled by legal

provisos, custom, contracts, and the nature of the
transaction. Personal tithes are paid, as a rule, at

the close of the year. In case of ani-

5. Methods mals, usually the tenth head is taken,

of Payment just as it comes, nor is selection al-

lowed. Of tithes in produce it is gen-
erally provided that so soon as the same is ready for

division, the tithe-payer notifies the receiver, so that

the division may be accomplished. The removal
of the tithed portion devolvcR on the payer, al-

though in practise the opposite custom has very
generally grown up. The holders of tithes are ca-

nonically subject to various customary duties, such
as that of contributing toward the building and
maintenance of ecclesiastical edifices. Redemption
of the tithes by means of fixed payments was usual

even in medieval times; and tjie Curia sanctioned
this custom in so far as it benefited the Church. On
poUtical and economic grounds the State promoted
the repeal of tithes, though not always with due
regard to the weal of the institutions which en-

joyed the tithes and were partly founded thereon,

as in France, some parts of Germany, and in Switzer-

land. Canon law views the tithes as objects col-

lateral to things spiritual, and accordingly claims

that any disputes in the matter must come before

spiritual tribunals. This ruling, however, proved not
to be permanently tenable against the State, and
was modified at least in part. £. Sehung.

Bibxjoorapht: For the Biblical tithe the best diacuarioiiB

are to be found in the oommentaries on the paoracee cited
and in the works on O. T. theology and antiquities. Con-
milt particularly: L. SaalechQti, D<u moaai»ch€ Rechlf
Berlin, 1863; S. R. Driver, Commentary on Deuteronomy,
pp. 166-173, New York, 1895; H. LanadeO, The Sacred
Tenth, 2 vols., London, 1906; idem. The Tithe in Scrip-
ture. Being Chaptere from the Sacred Tenth, With a re-

vieed Bibliography on Tithe Paving and eyelemaHe and
proportionate Giving, ib. 1908; Smith, Rd. of Sem, 2d
ed.. pp. 245-253; Scharer, GeechichU, ii. 244-246, 261-
252 et panim, Eng. transl., II., i. 233, 239 et paasim;
Nowack, ArchAologie, ii. 257-259; Benzinger, Arehdt^ogie,

pp. 384 eqq., 397; 2>B, iv. 780-781; EB, iv. 5102-05; JE,
zii. 150-152.

For the ecdesiaatical tithe consult: Bingham, Originee,
v., .-i. (gives full and exact references to the earlier
literature); J. Selden, The Hitt. of Tithee, in Worke, iii.

1069-1298, London, 1726; W. H. Hale, The Antiquity of
the Church-raU Syetem, London, 1837; R. Swan. The
Principle of Church-ratea, from the Earlieat Evidence of their
Existence to the Present Time, London, 1837; W. Qoode,
A Brief Hiat, of Chureh-ratea, 2d ed.. London, 1838; £.
Ldning, Geechichte dee devteehen Kirehimreehta, ii. 676 sqq.,
Strasburg, 1878; K. Lamprecht, Deutachea Wirtechafta-
leben im MittdaUer, i. 113 sqq., 608 sqq., Leipsic, 1885;
A. L. Riehter, Kirchenrecht, 8th ed., by W. Kahl, pp.
1313 sqq., Leipeic, 1886; W. Easteiby, The HiaL of the
Law of Tithea in England, Cambridge, 1888; M. J. Fuller,
Our Title Deeds, London, 1890; P. Fabre, Reeherchea sur
le dernier de S, Pierre en Angleterre, in MUangea Q. B. de
Rossi, pp. 15(^182, Paris, 1892; Roundell Pahner, Earl
of Selbome, Ancient Facta and Picliona concerning
Churehea and Tithea, 2d ed.. London, 1892; H. W. Clark.
A Hiat. of Tithea, 2d ed., London, 1894; C. Meuxer, Zdint
und Bodenginsrecht in Bayem, Stuttgart, 1898; E. Perels,
KircKliche Zthnten im karolingiachen Reiehe, Berlin. 1904;
E. Hennig, Die pApatlichen Zehnten aua Deutachland im
Zeitalter dee avignonesischen Papsttums und wAhrend des
grossen Sehismas, Halle, 1910; Hauok, KD, I 137 eqq., iL
222 sqq.; Pastor, Popea, iv. 83.

TIXIUS^ ti^tt-Qs or ti^t^l-Qs, ARTHUR BEHEDIKT
WILHELM: German Protestant; b. at Sensbmg
(67 m. s.e. of Konigsberg) July 28, 1864. He vas
educated at the universities of Konigsbei^ (1883-

1885) and Berlin (1885-90; lie. theol., 1890), and in

1891 became privat-dooent for systematic theokigj

at Berlin. In 1895 he was appointed associate

professor of g3rstematicStheology and New-Testament
exegesis in the University of Kiel, and full profeasor

five years later. Since 1906 he has been professor of

systematic theology at Cj(H;tingen, and since 1910

one of the chief editors of the Theologuche Liieratfr"

geUung, He has written Die neiUeUamenUi^te Ldm
von der SdigkeU und ikre Bedeutung fur die Gegen-

vtart (4 parts, Freiburg, 1895-1900); Das Ver-

hdUnis der Hermworte zu den Logia des Mattiutus
(Gottingen, 1897); Rdigion und Wissensdiaft
(Tobingen, 1904); and Der Bremer RadikaUsmus
(1908).

TTTTMAini, tit^mOn, JOHANN AUGUST HEDI-
RICH: Professor in Ldpsic; b. in Langensalia
(10 m. n. of Gotha) Aug. 1, 1773; d. in Leipsic Dec.

30, 1831. He studied in Wittenbeig (M.A., 1791),

where his father was professor, and from 1792 in

Leipsic, where he became bachelor of theology and
morning preacher at the university in 1795, at the

same time beginning to deliver lectures in theokigy.

He was made professor extraordinary in philoec^fay

in 1796 and in 1800 was transferred to a like por-
tion in the theological faculty, becoming profesor
primarius in 1818. A Ciceronian gift of oratory and
marked ability in practical matters enabled him to

render valuable services to his city and universitj

in his various honorable and responsible portions in

C!hurch and State. His theological position was that

of a rationalistic supematuralism, which in his time
passed for orthodoxy. Of his nimierous publica-

tions the most noteworthy were a theological en-

cyclopedia (Leipsic, 1798) ; a text-book of homiletics

(1804); ProffmaHsche GeschichU der Theologie und
Religion in der protestantiechen Kirche wdhrend der

zweUen HOlfte dee 18. Jahrhunderts (Breslau, 1805);

InstUuHo syrnboluxL ad eentenHam ecdesice evangd-
icfB (Leipsic, 1811); Ud)er Supranaiuralismus, Ra-
iionalismuSf und Atheismus (1816) ; an edition of the

symbolical books (1817); an edition of the New
Testament (1820); and a series of programs on

New-Testament synonyms (1820-29; collected into

book i. 1829; book ii. ed. G. Beecher, 1832; Eng.
transl., vols. iii. and xviii. of The Biblical Cabinet
Edmburgh, 1833-37). (E. ScHWAMf)
Bzbuooxapht: AUgemeine Kirdiemeitung, 1832» no. 9;

G. W. Frnnk, Geaehichte der proteatanOschen Theoiegie, m,
304, Leipsio. 1875; ADB, zxrviii. 385.

TITULAR BISHOP. See Bishop, TrruLAB.

TITUS: A prominent personage in the drde of

Paul's disciples, known solely hom the Pauline
letters. From Gal. ii. 1-^, it appears that he was
the son of heathen parents, that he was not dr-

cimicised on becoming a Cluistian, and that he re-

mained uncircumcised after the Apostolic 0>undl at

Jerusalem (q.v.). It is not stated that he was con-

verted by Paul, but such an assumption is natunl;
if it be true, Titus came from one of the provinces
where Paul preached before the Apostolic Council,
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i.e., Syria or southeastern Asia Minor; most com-
mentators think that his home was in Antioch.

Paul's taking him to Jerusalem implies that he was
competent to help in pleading the cause which called

tliem thither and Titus can hardly have been new in

the faith at that time; that he was a young man is

pure imagination. In II Cor. (ii. 13, vii. 6-16, viii.

23, xii. 18) Titus appears as Paul's trusted friend

and fellow-worker, who reconciled the Corinthian

congregation to Paul when it was estranged from
him; evidently Titus possessed both tact and
enei^. Paul sent him back to Corinth from
Macedonia to collect the contributions for Jerusalem
(II Cor. viii. 6, 16-17). To these data the epistle to

"Pitus (i. 4-^, iii. 12), if it be genuine (see TiicoTHY,

§ 3), adds that Titus organized the churches in Crete

founded by Paul. The Acts of Paul tell nothing

that is not founded on II Tim. iv. 10, and the later

Church has no independent tradition of Titus.

One can not help asking why Titus is not men-
tioned in the Acts and where he was between the

Apostolic Council and his sudden appearance at

£phesu8 about six years later. Both questions are

answered if he is the same as Silas or Silvanus, as

assumed by some (e.g., by F. Zimmer; against the

assumption, cf. JPT, 1882, 638 sqq.), and one at

least if he completes the " we " of Actsxvi., xx., xxi.,

xxvii., xxviii. (so e.g., Krenkel). He can not be the

redactor of the Acts because of Acts xv. Possibly

Titus did not belong to the number of Paul's steady

companions, but like Barnabas and Apollos went
his own way and chose his own fields of labor. He
is not mentioned in the Acts because interest there

is concentrated on Paul. So far as is known Titus

was the first purely Greek missionary. He may
well have carried the Gospel to Crete and to Dalma-
tian perhaps to other provinces in the neighborhood
of Achaia and Macedonia, and have labored in

these regions after the death of Paul. Herein may be
the historical kernel of the pastoral letters; probably

too, it was not pure invention which transferred

Timothy to Ephesus (see Timothy, § 5).

(A. JtJlicher.)
Bxbuoorapht: Besides the articles in the Bible diction-

aries, the literature cited \mder Timothy is to be consulted.

TITUS OF BOSTRA: Bishop of Bostra in the

Hauran; d. about 370. He had a severe conflict

with Emperor Julian, apparently not of his seeking.

At the Synod of Antioch (363) he signed a letter to

Emperor Jovian which contained a new Nicene

formula of faith. According to Jerome he died imder
Valens. His discourses against the Manicheans,

which originated doubtlessly soon after the death of

Julian, treat of the barbaric and illogical character

of their writings, the problem of sin and providence,

the Old and New Testament, and the relation of the

Manicheans to the latter. These orations manifest

a rich cultiu^, and Titus furnished the best anti-

Manichean polemic from a literary point of view.

The extant fragments from his exegetical writings

show that he followed the Antiochian traditions.

(J. Leipoldt.)
Bxbuoorapht: The sources are Titus* own works—ed. from

the Qreek and the Ssniac by P. de Lagarde, 2 vols., Ber-
lin. 1850; Socrates. Hist, eccl., iii. 25. and Sosomen. Hiat,

eecl,, iii. 14, vi. 4. both in NPNF, 2 ser., vol. U.; Epipha-
niuB, Hot., Ixvi. 21; and Jerome, De vir, iU., oii., and

Birial., bcx.. both in Eng. tnuosl., in NPNF, 2 ser., iiL,

vi. Consult: J. Sickenberger, in TU, xxi. 1 (1901);
Gallandi, Btbliotheca patrum moQna, pp. 415-477, Leyden,
1677; CeiUier, ilutour* soct^. iv. 339-345; DCB, iv.

1035-36.

TO REICAIN BIBLE. See Bibud Vbbsions, B,
IV., § 9.

TOBAGO. See West Indies.

TOBIT: Apocryphal book. See Afocbtpha, A,
IV., 7.

TOBLER, TTTUS: Authority on Palestinian

geography; b. at Stein (26 m. n.e. of Zurich),

Switzerland, June 25, 1806; d. in Munich Jan. 21,

1877. He studied medicine at Zurich and Vienna,

and undertook for medical purposes a journey in

Palestine, 1835-36; the result of which was Lustreise

im Morgenland (2 pts., Zurich, 1839). Having be-

come interested in the geographical and topograph-

ical investigations of the holy land, he made three

more journeys to Palestine, the first in 1845, and as

the literary results of this journey appeared, Bethle-

hem (St. Gall, 1849); Golgotha (1851); Die SUoahr
quelle und der Odberg (1852) ; Denkhldtter aus Jerur

salem (1853) ; Topographie von Jerusalem und aeinen

Umgebungen (2 vols., Berlin, 1853-54); Beitrag zur

mediziniscfien Topographie von Jerusalem (1855).

After the second he published Planographie von
Jerusalem (Gotha, 1858); and Dritte Wanderung
nach PalcBsiina (1859). In 1865 he undertook his

last journey to Palestine, and published Bibliogror

phia geographica Paloutina (Leipsic, 1867); Nazor
reth in PalOsHna (Berlin, 1868); PalesHna descrip-

tUmes ex scsculo iv., v., et vi. (St. Gall, 1869); and
Descriptumes terra sancta ex scsculo viii., ix., xii.,

et XV. (Leipsic, 1874). In 1871 he went to Munich,

where he became active in the French society
" Orient latin." He was the first authority of his

day on the topography of Palestine, and although

some of his results have been superseded by exca-

vations, yet he remains unexcelled a^ a systematic

investigator in archeology and topography from
the sources.

Bibuograpbt; H. J. Heim. Dr. Titiu Tabler, der Paid*-

Hnafahrer, Zurich, 1879; R. Rfthrioht, Bibliotheca geo-

graphica PalaeUna, no. 1824, Berlin, 1890.

TODD, HENRY JOHN: Church of England; b.

about 1763 (baptized at Britford, 2 m. s.e. of Salis-

bury, Feb. 13, 1763) ; d. at Settrington (18 m. n.e. of

York) Dec. 24, 1845. He studied at Magdalen Col-

lege, Oxford (B.A., 1784) ; became fellow tutor and
lecturer at Hertford College, M.A., 1786; in 1785 he
was ordained deacon as curate at East Lockinge,

Berkshire; took priest's orders, 1787; was curate

of St. John and St. Bridget, Beckermet, 1787-1803;

became a minor canon in Canterbury Cathedral;

was sinecure rector of Orgarswick, 1791-92; vicar

of Milton, near Canterbury, 1792-1801 ; rector of All

Hallows, Lombard St., London, 1801-10; rector of

Woolwich, 1803-05; vicar of Edlesbrough, Bucking-

hamshire, 1805-07; rector of Coulsdon, Surrey,

1807-12; vicar of Addington 1812-20; royal chap-

lain in ordinaiy 1812-45; rector of Settrington,

1820-45; prebendary of York, 1830-45; and arch-

deacon at Cleveland, 1832-45. He was also keeper

of manuscripts at Lambeth Palace, 1803-07, and in
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1824 became a member of the Royal Society of

Literature. He edited the poetical works of MUton
(London, 1801); and the works of Spenser (1805);

wrote the life of Brian Walton (2 vols., 1821) ; and
of Archbishop Cranmer (2 vols., 1831); also Some
Account of Oie Deans of Canterbury (Canterfoiiry,

1793); Illu9tratum8 of the Lives and Writings of
Oawer and Cfumcer (London, 1810) ; A Catalogue of
the Arckiepiscopal Manuscripts in the Library of
Lambeth Palace (1812); Original Sin, Free-WHl,
Grace, Regeneration, Justification, Good Works, and
Universal Redemption (1818) ; A Vindication of our

Authorized Translation and Translators of the Bible

(1819); An Account of Greek Manuscripis, chiefly

Biblical, of the Late Professor Carlyle (1823); A
History of the College of Bonhommes, at Askridge

(1823); Of Confession and Absolution (1828); and
Repertorium Theologicum (1838).

Bibuoobapbt: J. Nichols, Literary Aneodoiet of the 18th
Century, ii. 672, iii. 192, 9 vols., London, 1811^-16; idem,
lUuetraiume of the Literary Hiat, ofthe 18th Century, vi. 620.
681-686, viL 64, 68^59, 8 vob., ib. 1817-«8: DNB. IvL
428-430.

TODD, JOHN: American Oongregationalist;

b. at Rutland, Vt., Oct. 9, 1800; d. at Pittsfield,

Mass., Aug. 24, 1873. He was graduated from Yale
College, 1822; taught for a year; studied four years

at Andover Theological Seminary; was pastor in

Groton, Mass., 1827-33; Northampton 1833-36;
of the First Congregational Church, Philadelphia,

1836-42; and Pittsfield, 1842-72. He was a man of

national reputation, and took an active interest in

educational progress. He was the author of Lectures

to Children (Northampton, 1834-58), translated into

various languages, printed in raised letters for the
blind, and used as a school-book for the liberated

slaves in Sierra Leone; the Student's Manual (1835),

which had a wide circulation and laige influence;

and numerous stories for the young. A collected

edition of his books appeared (London, 1853, new
ed., 6 vols., 1882).

Bibuooraivt: J. Todd. The Story ofhU lAfe told mainly hy
huneelf. New York, 1876.

TOELLNER, tol'ner, JOHANN GOTTLIEB: Pro-
fessor in Frankfort-on-the-Oder; b. in Charlotten-
burg (a suburb of Berlin) Dec. 9, 1724; d. in

Frankfort-on-the-Oder Jan. 26, 1774. He entered
the University of Halle in 1741, living in the house-
hold of S. J. Baumgarten (q.v.) and having the
care of his library. After being tutor in Pomerania
and in Berlin, in 1748 he became chaplain of Count
Schwerin's regiment at Frankfort; in 1756 professor

of philosophy and theology in the university,

where he endeared himself to the students by the
warm personal interest he took in all their affairs.

His health was never robust; and an extreme devo-
tion to work brought on a complete breakdown and
led to his death at the early age of forty-nine.

After Semler and J. D. Michaehs, TdDner was the
most important representative of the semirationalis-

tic tendency in Protestant theology of the eighteenth
century, theoretically founded by Wolf but prao-
ticAlly the outcome of Hallensian Pietism, which
strove to retain the supernatural character of Chris-
tianity as a divine revelation, to hold fast to the
divine mission of Jesus and above all to the ** beauti-

fid morality of Christianity," while it rejected the

positive dogmas of the Church as untcsiable, ior

different, or morally worthless. He rqi^arded creeds

as a necessary evil; the Church or the papacy
might set forth its system, but no one has the right

to propound a sfystem for all time and it is unreaaon-
able and unchristian to reproach anyone for deviar

tion from orthodoxy in merely theological matten.
He makes inspiration assistance from God, but in

no way extraordinary. The doctrine of the Trinity

involves so much that is improbable and contxa-

dictoiy that one does best to disregard it. Origjinal

sin is opposed to both reason and Scripture. Of
TdUner's many books, all dry and prolix, yet show-
ing dogmatic acuteneas and indepkidence of judg-

ment, the following are most noteworthy: Predigien

(Frankfort, 1755); Das Abendmahl des Herm gegen

alle Verdchier dessdben (1756); Leiden des ErUieers

(1757); Bin Christ und Hdd oder Nachrichten van

Fddmarschall Schwerin (1758); Gedanken van der

wahren Lehrart in der dogmatischen Theologie (1759),

which best presents hb views on the controversiea of

his time; a translation and continuation of Turre-

tin's church history (1759); manuals of dogmatic
theology (1760), moral theology (1762), hermeneu-
tics (1765), and pastoral theology (1767); Der
thatige Gehorsam Jesu untersucht (Breslau, 1768),

and Zusdtze (Berlin, 1770), which raised much
controversy because of its departure from orthodox
teaching; Meine Uebeneugungen (1769); Unier-

richt von symboUschen BUehem (ZOllichau, 1769);

GMiche Eingebung der heUigen Sckrtft (Mitau, 1772),

important for his doctrine of inspiration (cf. also an
earlier treatise, Vam Unterschied der heUigen Schrifi

unddes Wartes Gattes, 1767); Meine Vorsdtee (1772);

VersucheinesBeweises derchristUchenReligion (1772);
Theologische Untersuchungen (2 vols., Riga, 1772-

1774); Commentatio de potestate Dei legidatoria non
mere arbitraria (Frankfort, 1775). A System der

dogmatischen Theologie (2 vols., Nuiembetg, 1775),

claiming to have been publi^ed from a manu-
script of TdUner's, is thought by many not to be his

work or, if so, not to present his mature views

(cf.Gass,1898qq.). (J. A. WAGENMANxf.)
Bibuographt: F. C. Q. HixBchinc, Hietorieeh-Htteranadkee

Hanfdbueh berUhmter . . . Pereonen, jdv. 2, pp. 5 sqq.,

17 vob.. LeiiMio, 1704-1815; C. W. F. Waleh, NetieeleRe-
ligionegeachichte, iii. 300 sqq., parts, Lemco, 1771-83;
W. OasB. Geeehiehte der proteetantieehen Dogmaitk, iv. 188
sqq., 270 aqq., Beriin, 1867} M. A. van Landerer, Neueele
Doffmengeecki(Me, Tabincen, 1881; ADB, zzzviiL 427.

TOFFTBEN, OLAF ALFRED: Protestant £{»»-

copal, orientalist; b. in the parish of Sproge, Island

of (Gotland, Sweden, Jime 26, 1863. He rec^ved hb
education at the higher State College of Visby,

Sweden (B.A., 1885), the Univeraty of Upeala,

Johns Hopkins University, and Chicago University
(fellow in Semitics, 1903-05; Ph.D., 1905); served

as rector of St. Angarius' Church, Minneapolis,

1892-1901; was made priest, 1893; dooent in

Assyriology, University of Chicago, 1906; became
professor of Semitic languages and Old-Testament
literature in the Western Theological Seminazy,
Chicago, 1906; curator of the Oriental Society of

the same institution in the same year; and librarian

of the Hibbard E^gyptian Library of that institutioi
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in 1907. He is the author of Ydra FdderB Kyrka
(Minneapolis, 1897); Myths and the Bible (1899);

AncierU Chronology, part i. (Chicago, 1907); Re-
searches in Assyrian and Babylonian C^eography,

part i. (1908); and The Historic Exodus (1909).

TOGARMAH. See Table of thb Nations, § 4.

TOKEN, COMMUNION: A small plate of lead

marked on one side with one initial or more or with

some device, referring to the place or the minister

or the date of the congregation, given to intending

commimicants and collected from them just prior to

their receiving the communion. Such articles,

differing very much in sise, in workmanship, and in

intrinsic worth, were at one time in general use in

Presbyterian churches, but probably now they are

not used at all. Their origin has been traced to the

earliest times of the Christian Church and even be-

fore and beyond it. It is well known that the initiates

in the Gredc and Latin mysteries had marked stones

or other articles as means of proving their member-
ship in such brotherhoods, aJso that the primitive

Christians had giTnilar tna^ns of identification and
that by showing these they were sure of reception

and khid treatment from their fellow Christians.

Such articles would be of particular value in times

of persecution. It is probably not possible to write

a consecutive history of the token but it can be
shown that its use was known from time to time.

At the present day printed cards with emblems on
them are in use among the Roman Catholics of Italy,

Bavaria, and other countries. So the use of similar

means of evidence of membership in Protestant comr
munions can be shown to have existed in England
in Reformation times. They were once much used
in France among the Huguenots. But the Scotch
Presbyterians and their children in Ireland, Canada,
and the United States were the first to adopt as a
regular practise the use of tokens in connection with
the Lord's Supper. The tokens for such use were
part of the church outfit. Those who intended to

commune and were entitled to do so applied for

them on a specified day before the communion and
brought them with ^em when conmiimion-day
came. It was the conmion practise for the com-
municants to sit at long tables and be served by
the church officers, but before the elements were dis-

tributed the officers went along the tables and col-

lected the tokens. It was a rare and thrilling ex-

perience to discover a person who had not the token.

This o£Fender was denied the sacrament. There are

several large collections of these communion tokens
in private hands and some on public exhibition.

Biblioobatht: R. Shields, The Story ofthe Token, New York,
1891; 2d ed.. Philadelphia, 1902; R. Dick, ScotHah Com-
mtmion Tokene other than thoee of the Betabliehed Church,
Ediobuzsh, 1902.

TOLAND, JOHN: English deist; b. near London-
derry, Irekmd, Nov. 30, 1670; d. at Putney (Lon-
don, W.) Mar. 11, 1722. He was bom of Roman-
Catholic parentage, changed his original name,
Junius Janus, at school, and became a Protestant at
the age of sixteen. From 1687 he studied at the uni-

versities of Glasgow, Edinburgh (M.A., 1690), and
Leyden, 1692-94. He spent several years at Chrford,

and published his principal work, Christianity not

Mysterious (1696; 2d. enlarged ed., London, 1696),

wMch made a great sensation (see Deism, § 5). The
book was burned by the hangman at Dublin, Toland
being in the city at the time. The rest of his career

is obscure. He spent much of hb time on the con-
tinent receiving favors. He engaged in miscellane-

ous literary work and in writing pamphlets, lapsing

into distress. Other works were. An Apology for
Mr. Toland (London, 1697) ; Nazarenus, Containing

the History of the Oospel o/Bcumabas, the Gospel of the

Mahometans, Also the Original Plan of Christianity

(1718). Paniheisticon (1720); and Tetradymus, con-

taining Mangoneutes (1720).

BiBUoaRAPBT: To A CoUeetion of Several Piecea of Mr,
John Toland, 2 vote., London, 1726, there is prefixed a
Life by Des Maiseaux. Consult further: An Hietorical

Account of the Life and WriUnoe of . , . Mr. John Toland,
London, 1702; J. L. Mosheixn, in Vindicia anHqum Chrie-
iianorum diaciplina, 2d ed., HambuiSt 1722; V. Leohler,
Geeehiehte dee engliechen Deiemue, pp. 180-209, Stuttgart,

1841; J. Hunt, in Contemporary Reoiew, vili (1868), 178-
198; idem, Rdigioue Thovght in England, ii. 236-262,
London, 1873; J. F. NouniBson, PhQoeophiee de la nature,

Pazifl, 1887; DNB, Ivi. 438-142; and Uterature under
DUSM.

TOLEDO, CITY, BISHOPRIC, AND SYNODS OF.
X. City and Bishoprio.

Histoiy and Remains ({ 1).

The Bishoprio (f 2).

n. Synods.
The Three Eodesiaslical Ssmods (| 1).

The Semi-Political Synods (f 2).

L City and Bishopric: Toledo, one of the most
ancient and famous of the cities of Spain, is situated

in the central part, 41 m. s.s.w. of Madrid. It rises

on a bold promontory surroimded on three sides by
a deep gorge of the river Tagus. Under the name
Toletum it is mentioned by livy in connection with

the year 192 b.c. as a " small town but
I. History strong in its situation." After the

and Roman time it fell to the Visigoths,

Remains, becoming their capital under King Leo-
vigUd (568-686)). Under the Moors

(from 714) it was the center of Mohammedan power
in Spain and enjoyed a long period of prosperity.

On May 25, 1085, Alfonso VI. the VaUant, of Leon
and Castile, wrested the city from the Mohammed-
ans and gave the name of New Castile to the region.

The city thenceforth was a favorite residence of the
Castilian monarchs; it became the political and in-

tellectual center of old Spain and no less important
ecclesiastically. Its churches, convents, chapels,

and hospitals occupied more than half of its area,

while the archbishops of Toledo—with title of pri-

mate of all Spain—^wielded a powerful influence.

Their names are connected with the weightiest

events in Spanish history; they commanded armies;
with their immense wealth they built schools, hos-

pitals, and public works; and, representing the best

and lidghest civilisation of their time, they fostered

art and science. The cathedral of Toledo is an
enormous structure occupying the site of a Christian

church of the Visigothio period and dedicated to the
Virgin by King Recared Apr. 12, 587. The Moors
made this church their principal mosque. The
foundation of the present structvuie was laid in 1227,

and the work of building went on till 1492, when it

was completed as at present: of the two projecting

towers the southern is still unfinished. The style is
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early Gothic with later features corresponding to the

long period of building. The forty chapels, pro-

fusely decorated and nch in art treasures, are of

later date than the main structure. In the chapel

of the Holy Sacrament the Mosarabic Lituigy (q.v.)

is still used, and the CapiUa de la Viigen del Sagrar

rio contains an ancient wooden statue of the Viigin

overlaid with silver which is considered the pal-

ladium of the city. Many of the former churches

and convents of Toledo are now in ruins; or, like

the palace of the inquisition, have been converted

to secular uses. The population, once estimated at

200,000, had fallen to 23,375 in 1000, but the city

is rich in historical remains. Its surviving churches,

not a few of them formerly Mohammedan moeques
or Jewish synagogues, its hundred towers and lofty

walls, its narrow tortuous streets with houses opien-

ing within on spacious courts and gardens, and the

like, make it the most medieval city in modem
Europe and the most Moorish city in presentKlay

Spain. The provincial library of 70,000 volumes
and numerous manuscripts is preserved in the archi-

episcopal palace. The university, founded in 1400,

was cQscontinued in 1S45. The manufacture of

ecclesiastical vestments is still, as formerly, one of

the most important of the city's industries.

According to tradition the first bishop of Toledo
was EugeniuSi a disciple of Dionysius the Areopagite,

by whom he was sent from Paris. The bishopric was
certainly in existence in the early fourth oentuiy,

since Bishop Melantius of Toledo was at the Synod
of Elvira (300). Bishop Montanus (522-531) was

proclaimed metropolitan at the eynod
3. The of 527 [or 531; see (3), below], not-

Bishopric withstanding the claim of the bishop of

Carthagena to the dignity. Under
Aurasius (603-615) the influence of Toledo began
to increase owing to the residence of the Visigothic

kings in the city. From 653 its archbishops pre-

sided at s3mods and were the first to sign their can-

ons, and canon vi. of the synod of 681 [see (12), be-

low] attests that the archbishop of Toledo had at-

tained the prinmcy, triumphing over his rivals, the

metropolitans of Seville and Tarragona. Bdephon-
sus (q.v.), archbishop 657-667, is honored in the

Spanish church for his seal for the veneration of

Mary. Sindered (707-721) made little effort to check
the corruption which found entrance among clergy

as well as laity in the latter days of the Gothic rule

and fled from his see to Rome before the Arabs.

Elipandus (c. 783-808) became involved in the

Adoptionist controversy (see Adoptionibm, §§ 2-4).

King Alfonso, after he had regained the city,

exerted himself to increase its Christian population,

and was ably seconded in the restoration of the dio-

cese by Bernard, a French monk whom he caused to

be chosen archbishop in 1086. Bernard received

the pallium from Pope Urban II., and was declared

primate of all the Spanish realm at Rome in 1088.

Rodrigo Ximenes de Rada (1200-47) was one of the

most learned and zealous of the archbishops of

Toledo. He fought against the Moslems, won the

affection of the poor by his benevolence, helped to

foimd and build the new cathedral, stoutly defended
his right to the primacy against the other arch-

bishops, and wrote several historical works (col-

lected by A. Schott in Hispania iUuttrata, vol. ii.,

Frankfort, 160^-08). Cardinal Ximenes (see

XmsKES DE CiSNEBOS, Francibcg; 1495-1517),

as archbishop and statesman, exerted a naughty in-

fluence; he was chief inquisitor and a promoter of

science and art. Bartolome Carranaa (q.v.) is said

to have expended more than 1,000,000 ducats in

charitable foundations. Feniandes de Cordova
(1755-71), whose philanthropy was inexhaustible,

was expelled from court because of ssmipathies with

the Jesuits. The revenues of the archdiocese have
greatly declined and its influence has been weak-
ened. The suffragan bishoprics at present are

0>ria, Cuenca, Madrid, Plasencia, and Siguenza.

The chapter consists of sixty-four members, the

number of priests is 600, of parishes 445, and of

souls, 508,250.

XL Synods: The usual oflldal reckoning of eighteen

synods of Toledo is incorrect and arbitrary; since,

on the one hand, not all were Spanish-Visigothic

national synods; and, on the other hand, two which
met in the city on the Tagus are not

I. The included. Naturally the Aiian synod
Three discussed in connection with that of

Ecdesiaft- 589 [see (3) below] would be passed by
tical with silence. (1) Of a Spanish national

Synods, synod, of the year 400, twenty canons
and two documents concerning the

reinstatement of Priscillianist bishops are preserved
Canons i., iii., iv., and viii. expressly contend for the

celibacy of the priesthood. (2) The acts of the

national synod of 447 contain eighteen anathemas
against the Priscillianists and a symbol of faith

(wrongly attributed to the first B3mod of Toledo},

noteworthy since it first pronounces the orthodox
doctrine of the Trinity, and thus early emphasises
the procession of the Holy Spirit from the Father
and the Son (see Filioqus Contboverst). (3) The
third Bjmod in 527 or 531 is not included in the

official list, being a provincial, not a national, synod.
Two letters of Archbishop Montanus concerning the

consecration of the chrisn are an appendix to this

synod. The third official synod, May 8, 589, was
the most important of the synods of Teredo, since

the religious policy of Leander and Recaied I.

(586-601) here reached its highest point. The
disciplinary decrees (capitula) degraded the State

to the position of mere beadle of the Churdi, exalted

the hierarchy above the crown, made the higher

elerfSf princes, and transformed the national synods
into diets of the realm in which the bishops had
the decisive voice. The synod waa preceded by a
conference of Arian and Catholic prelates, in the

course of which Recared went over to the Catho-
lics and induced a considerable part of his peo-

ple to abjure Arianism. The first thirteen canons
are condemnatory of Arianism. The third is note-

worthy as the first decided repudiation by a great

western synod of the Greek view of the processioa

of the Holy Spirit. (}anon xiv., at least indirectly,

disapproves of the semi-Arian doxology, ^a/ria patri

per fiUum in spiritu aancto. Canon xv. condemns
the Arian practise of rebaptising converts. Canoo
xvi. condemns the semi-Arianism adopted by the

Arian synod of 580, namely, of receiving proselytes

from the Roman Church by the laying on of handSf
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the acceptance of the Lord's Supper (Arian), and
the above-mentioned doxology. Canons zx.-xxiii.

concern the acceptance of the first four ecumenical
councils. Happily the decisions of the fifth ecu-

menical council (Second Constantinople, 553) were
not submitted, and by tacitly rejecting them, the
Spanish-Visigothic church was still in latent schism
with Rome at the time of the Arab incursion in 711.

The first of the twenty-three disciplinaiy chapters

declares the old canons, the ordinances of the

councils, and the synodal letters of the Roman
bishops valid. Chapter v. enjoins the celibacy of the
clergy. Chapter ziii. forbids clerics to bring suit

against their fellows before a secular tribunal. Chap-
ter xiv. excludes Jews from judicial positions and
offices with power of inflicting punishment on
Christians, and prohibits marriage or concubinage
with a Christian woman, and possession of Chris-

tian slaves. Chapter xvi. reads: " Spiritual and
secular judges shall work together to uproot the
idolatry [i.e., old heathen practises retained by
Christians] so wide-spread in Spain and Gaul [Septi-

mania] ." Chapter xvii. is directed against abortion,

and shows the same tendency to make civil officials

aid and serve the ecclesiastical. Chapter xviii.

requires annual instead of semi-annual synods and
makes judges and fiscal agents mere tools of the

bishops. In like manner chapter xix., placing the

care of all chmtsh property in the hands of the

episcopal consecrator, and chapter, xxi. exalt the

episcopal power.

(4) A national synod of Dec. 5, 633, was called by
King Sisenand and presided over by Isidore of

Seville. Seventy-five chapters were issued, the

most noteworthy (Ivil.-lxvi.) relating to the Jews.

Chapter Ivii. forbids the compulsory baptism of

Israelites, but declares that the Jews already con-

verted by force during the reign of

2, The Sisebut (612-620; see Sibebut) must
Semi- remain Christians. Chapters Iviii.-

Political Ixvi. imposed the harshest penalties

Synods, upon Jews who returned to the faith

of their fathers after baptism. (5) A
national synod in 636, convened by the new King
C^iintila, and presided over by Archbishop Eugenius
I., adopted in eight chapters what was merely a
stronger repetition of chapter Ixxv. of the preceding

council in confirmation of the power of the throne.

(6) Another national sjmod, 638, under King Chin-

tila reviewed, in the nineteen chapters, all the anti-

Jewish decrees of the fourth synod. Chapter iii.

orders the expulsion of all Jews who refused bap-
tism. Chapter xv., against the greed of the bishops,

orders that the diiutsh retain whatever the kings or

others have donated. (7) A national synod, Oct. 18,

646L was called by King Chindasvinth, who by the

deposition of Tulga had gained the throne. After

suppressing a revolt he summoned the synod, and
his purpose of drastic retaliation against the spirit-

ual and temporal nobility appears in the Draconian
measures and penalties of the first of the six chap-

ters. (8) A national synod, Dec. 16, 653, called by
Recesvinth, son of Chindasvinth, relaxed the harsh

penalties provided by the preceding synod but
reenacted the anti-Jewish laws of the fourth synod.

(9) A provincial synod, Nov., 655, presided over by

the metropolitan Eugenius II., adopted seventeen
canons mostly in favor of the bishops. Celibacy of

the deigy is enforced, and the last canon requires

the baptised Jews always to be present at divine

service conducted by the bishop, under penalty of

beating or fasting. (10) A national synod, Dec. 1,

656, decreed the deposition of clerics tainted with
high treason, and forbade the clergy to sell Chris-

tian slaves to the Jews. (11) A provincial synod,
Nov. 7, 675, called by King Wamba, revised the

Apostles' Creed, and issued sixteen canons, which
testify to the unexampled coarsening of the cleigy,

including the bishops. Canon i. forbids boisterous

irreverent conduct at the Efynod. Canon ii. relates

to the ignorance of the Scriptures on the part of the
clei^. (}anon v. is directed against bishops who
commit murder and other acts of violence or seise

the property of others. Canon vi. forbids the cleiigy

to pronounce a sentence of death or impose a mutila-
tion (12) A national synod, Jan. 9-25, 681, pre-

sided over by Archbishop Julian, adopted thirteen

chapters, the first of which shows that Julian knew
of the p^dy of the reigning king, Ervig, against his

predecessor and benefactor Wamba. Chapter vi.,

contrary to the existing canon law, invests the

metropolitan with the primacy, doubtless in reward
for Julian's support of the usurper. Chapter ix.

approves of the twenty Antisemitic laws of Ervig,

a codification of all legislation against the Jews since

the time of Recared and Sisebut. Chapter xi. pre-

scribes very severe measures against the renmants of

heathenism. (13) A national synod, Nov. 4, 683,

likewise presided over by Julian, aimed to protect

the royal family against assassins. With an aston-

ishing simulation of regard for continence the widow
of Wamba is forbidden to marry. Chapter ix. re-

affirms the primacy of Julian. (14) A synod, Nov.
9, 684, officially provincial but national by repre-

sentation and validity, again presided over by
Julian, was aimed to secure the ratification, by the
Spanish church, of the acts of the sixth ecumenical
council (Third Constantinople, 680-681), in partic-

ular the condemnation of the Monothelites (q.v.)

and thdr doctrine. To secure this Pope Leo II.

had sent four letters to Spain in 682. The chapters

approved of the acts, including the teaching of the
two wills and two eneigies in Christ, and accepted
the council as ecmnenical. (15) A national synod,

May 11, 688, was called by King Egiza. Two years

previously the Spanish bishops had sent to Rome
a memorial, composed by Julian, expressing their

agreement with the orthodox doctrines of the sixth

ecumenical coimcil. Pope Benedict II. asked for

changes in certain dogmatic passages. The Span-
iards, however, led by Julian, resented this interfer-

ence of the Curia and now adopted a second apology
drawn up by the militant primate and sent by him
to Benedict's successor, Seigius, who seems to have
been discreet enough to treat the matter with silence.

(16) A national synod, called by King Egiza in 693,

after a renewed condemnation of Monothelitism

set up thirteen disciplinary chapters. Chapter i.

reaffirms the old Antisemitic laws, but provides for

Jewish converts exemption from the special taxes

and almost equality with other subjects. Canon ii.

enjoins bishops, priests, and judges to exterminate
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heathenism under penalty of a year's suspension and
excommunication. Chapter iii. decrees for sodomy
the penalties of deposition and banishment for life

upon clericals; and the old law in general for that
offense enforcing exclusion from all communion
with Christians, scoui^ging with rods, and banish-

ment, is retained. Chapter ix. deposes, excom-
mimicates, strips of all property, and banishes
Archbishop Sisbert of Toledo, who plotted against

the life of the king and his children. (17) On Nov.
9, 604, a national synod met under the same king,

on account of a Jewish conspiracy. Of its eight

chapters, the fifth imposes anathematisation and
exconununication on priests who said masses for

the dead in behalf of the living that they might soon
die. Chapter viii. ordains that Jews who had ac-

cepted baptism, as it proved by appearance only,

and revolted should lose their prop^ty and become
slaves forever; their children must be taken from
them at the age of seven and later be married to

Christians. (18) The acts of a general synod about
701 are lost; they are probably destroyed by clerical

fanatics through hatred of Witisa, a king of the

£n>88e8t licentiousness, who declared the law of

celibauy abolished, and whose sons afterward

brought in the Saracens, which terminates this

period. (Fkaks GOrrbs.)
Bibuoobapbt: A. Helfferioh, SnitUhvno und OmehiehU

<Ub WeatoothenrR^chU, Beriin, 1858; 0. Peres Pastor, La
ImprwUa en ToUdo, Madrid. 1887; Simonet, Bl Coneilio
in. de ToUdo, ib. 1801; J. Moraled* y Eateban. Uymtda*
hutdrieaa de ToUdo, Toledo, 1892; J. Jaooba, Soureet of
SpaniahnJewiah Hiat., London. 1806; H. lomeh, ToUdo,
London. 1898; J. L6pei de Ayala, ToUdo «n d aiglo xvi,,

Madrid. 1901; L. Waiiams. ToUdo and Madrid, London.
1903; F. QArres. in ZWT, xl. 2. pp. 284-296. xU. 270-^22,
zlv. 41-72. xlvi. 524-563. xlviii. 1. pp. 90-111; Hefele.
Coneilienoeaehiehta, vols, ii.-iii. paasim. and the Eng. and
Fr. tranals.; DCA, ii. 1906-72; JB, xii. 176-182; and
the literature under Spain, partioulariy the works of
Qams, Lembke. and Lederoq.

TOLBDOTH YESHU (" Generations [i.e.. History]

of Jesus"): A Jewish anti-Christian medieval
apocryphal polemic made up of fragmentary Tal-

mudic legends, which pretends to be a life of Jesus,

but is in reality a clumsy and stupid fiction of un-
known authorship. There are two widely different

recensions. J. C. Wagenseil published a Latin
translation of one in his Tela ignea SatancB (Altdorf

,

1681), and J. J. Huldrich of the other, in his Hi^
(aria Jeschu<B Ncuareni a Jitdcna blaapkems cor-

rupta (Leyden, 1705). According to the first, Jesus
was b. in the reign of Jannseus (10&-179 B.C.); ac-

cording to the second, 74-70 B.C.

BiBUoaRAPHT: R. demeos. Die 0M«tifi0«Aatteiisn oder aa-
genannten apokryphiaehan Bvanoalient part v., Stuttcart,
1850; R. Aim. Die UrtheiU heidniacher und iOdiaeher
Schriftaldler der vier eralen ehriallichen Jahrhundmie Hher
Jaaua und die eralen Chriaten, Leipsio, 1864; G. Rosch. in
T3K, 1877. pp. 77-115; S. Baring-Qould. The LoH and
HoetOe GaapeU, pp. 76-116, London. 1874; JB, vii. 170-
173.

TOLERATION. See Liberty, Relioxous.

TOLERATION, ACT OF: A statute passed by
the English parliament in the first year of the reign

of William and Mary (Biay 24, 1689) to relieve the
legal disabilities of Protestant dissenters. The
stated purpose of the act was to bring about union
of English Protestants. It first restricted the ap-

plication of laws against non-conformity passed is

the reigns of Elisabeth, James I., CSiarles I., and

Charles II. (see England, Chubch of, LI., §S 1-6:

UNn^RMrrr, Acts op). Protestant dissoiters.

upon taking the oaths of allegiance and supremacy
(which might be required by any justice of the

peace), were not to be subject to legal action, either

civil or ecclesiastical, under the laws noted above
against attending "conventicles." But meetings
behind locked doors were forbidden, and the pay-

ment of tithes and parochial duties was still obliga-

tory. Even those who refused the oaths named
might hold certain offices, but the duties were to

be performed by deputies. Dissenting ministers

who took the oath were exempt from jury duties

and from holding parochial offices. Quakers might
make affirmation of loyalty; but " Papists " and
those who denied the doctrine of the Trinity were

excepted from the benefits of the act. Protection

to the worship of dissenters was furnished by pro-

viding penalties for those who should " disturb or

disquiet " such worship. But the place of worship
was to be certified to the bishop of the diocese, the

archdeacon of the archdeaconry, or the justice of

the peace having jurisdiction in the place. Thus a

good beginning was made toward liberty of worship
and conscience, though a long list of legislative acts

was required to attain the present degree of liberty

enjoyed by English subjects. The statute known as

53 George III., chap. 160, extended the benefits of

the Act of Toleration to Unitarians; 18 George III.,

chap. 60, 31 George III., chap. 32, and 43 George
III., chap. 30, removed the disabilities of Roman
Catholics; the " Catholic Emancipation Act,'' 10

George IV., chap. 7, restored to Roman Catholics ail

civil rights; and 2-3 William IV., chap. 115, put

Roman Catholics and Protestant dissenters on the

same footing. Roman Catholics and Jews were ad-

mitted to full constitutional rights h^ 7-^ Victoria,

chap. 102, and ^10 Victoria, chap. 59. Still other

statutes were required for various details, such as

regulation of marriages performed by disspinting

ministers (19-20 Victoria, chap. 119).

Bibuoqbapht: The text of the act is in Oee and Hardy.
DocumenU, pp. 054-664. Consult J. H. Overtoa. The
Church in Bnoiand, ii. 178-179, London, 1897.

TOLET, FRANCIS: Jesuit writer; b. in Cordova
Oct. 4, 1532; d. at Rome Sept. 14, 1596. After
studying at Salamanca, he becnime, in 1555, doctor
of theology, and teacher of philosophy there, and
later at Rome. He entered the Jesuit order in

1558; became court preacher to Pius V., in 1569, and
remained such till 1593. A succession of popes held

him in the highest esteem, and employed him in

diplomatic offices. Clement VIII. made him car-

dinal, 1593; he was the first Jesuit to receive this

honor. Sixtus V. and Clement VIII. appointed him
one of the laborers upon the new edition of the

Vulgate. Among Tolet's niunerous commentaries
and philosophical works are IfUrodttctio in djalectieam

Aristotdia (Rome, 1561); Instructio sacendofum de

septem pecciuis mortalibiu (1601), which was trans-

lated into French and Spanish, and has frequently

appeared under the title Summa oeuuum conseimtiet.

A collection of philosophical works appeared (Lyons.

1587).
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Bibuog&apbt: Besides the prefaces prefixed to various
editions of Tolet's writines, oonault: C. Veroellonet Varim
Uctionea VulgatoB Lcdina bibliorttm, vol. i., prolegomena,
Rome. 1860; Der Katholik, i (1864). 408 sqq.; F. Kaulen,
GeschicfUe der Vulgata, Mains, 1868; A. and A. De Backer,
BibliotMque de la eompagnie de Jieue, viiL 64 sqq., Paris,

1898; KL, zi. 1870-72.

TOLLIIV, HENRI GmLLAUME NATHANAEL:
Crerman Reformed pastor and church historian;

b. in Berlin, where his father was pastor of a French
colony, May 5, 1833; d. in Magdebuig May 11, 1902.

He studied at the universities of Berlin and Bonn,
and then taught in the French gymnasium in Berlin

where he had received his early education. In 1862
he became pastor of the French congregation at
Frankfortron-the-Oder. Thence after several years

he was transferred to a peasant congregation at

Schulzendorf (circuit of Ruppin), a post little suited

to his scholarly tastes and attainments. After a
stormy pastorate of five years, in 1876 he went to the
French Chm*ch in Magdebuig. The congregation

there was small but wealthy, so that the new pastor

foimd time and liberal support for the historical

studies to which he devoted himself. He became
preeminently the historian of the Huguenot refugees

in Germany and a specialist on the life and time of

Michael Servetus. In his many publications relating

to Servetus he sought to apportion praise and blame
with fairness, but recognizing that blame belongs

often to the age rather than to individiials. His
views concerning the story of Servetxis are sum-
majized in a preface which he wrote for the drama,
Servetf by his friend. Professor Hamann of Potsdam
(cd. Tollin). With all his devotion to study and
science he was a faithful pastor. Diuing the war
between Prussia and Austria in 1866 he served the

wotmded in the hospitals of Frankfort with self-

sacrificing faithfulness, undeterred by an epidemic

of cholera which added to the horrors of war. He
founded a society in Magdeburg for the education

of poor children and was active in Sunday-school

and home-mission work. He was first president and
founder of the " German Huguenot Society " and
wrote many of the articles in its yearly OesckichU-

hl^Uter. Other noteworthy publications were:

BiographUche Beitrdge zur Geschichte der Tcleram
(Frankfort, 1866); Geschichte der frarudsichen

Kolonie in Frankfurtranrder-Oder (1868); H. W.
Beecher's geistliche Reden n^t Biographie (Berlin,

1870) ; Dr. Martin Luther und Servet (1875) ; PkUipp
Afelanchthon und Servet (1876); Charakterbild

Michad ServeCs (1876); Die Entdeckung des Blutr

kreislaufa durch Michad Servet (1876), for which the

author received the degree of doctor of medicine

from Bern; Das Lehrsystem Michad Serveta (3 vols.,

Gatersloh, 1876-78); Servet und Martin Butzer

(Berlin, 1880); Geschichte der framdsischen KoUmie
von Magdeburg (vols, i.-ii., Halle, 1886-87; vol. iii.,

part 2, Halle, 1889; vol. iii., parts 1, 3, Magdebuig,
1892-94). (F. H. Brandes.)
Bibuographt: Dr. Brandes gives an aooount of the life

of Tollin, based on original and autograpbio sounes, in
CreechiehUbUUter dee deuteehen Btmenottetk-Vereine, voL
ii.. Magdeburg, 1902.

TOLSTOY, tal-stoi', COUNT LEO: Novelist,

dramatist, essayist, and religious reformer; b. on
bis mother's estate, Ydsnaya Poly^^, near TtUa

(130 m. s. of Moscow), Aug. 28 (O. S.; Sept. 9. N. S.),

1828; d. at Astdpova, Russia, Nov. 20, 1910. He
studied at Kazan University, but left without taking

a degree. In 1851 he entered the army
Early Life; in the Caucasus, became a lieutenant;

Religious in 1853-^ he served in Turkey and
Views, then in the Grimea. His " Sevastopol

Sketches," written at the time, may
be considered precursors of all that he subsequently
wrote against war. After the end of hostiUties he
retired from the army. In 1861-62 he devoted him-
self to work in peasant schools which he established

at and near Y^bnaya Polydna. In 1862 he married
Sophia Behrs, and diuing the next fifteen years
managed his estates and wrote his great novels
" War and Peace " (describing Napoleon's invasion

of Russia) and " Anna Xar^nina," a story of con-

temporaiy life. A great change in his activities oc-

curred from 1880 onward. He carefully examined,
and ended by totally rejecting, the claims of

the Russo-Greek Church, and incidentally those of

the Roman Catholic and Protestant churches also.

For some years he devoted himself to an ardent
study of the (jospels, rejecting the miraculoxis ele-

ments as well as all that seemed unreasonable or in-

comprehensible in them. From what remained, he
constructed a consecutive narrative, which his vivid

insight into the great problems of life renders inter-

esting and suggestive, though his rendering is not
always justified by tiie text. His object was to

rescue what he believed to be the real teaching of

Christ, and to combat what he thought the Church's
false interpretations—a process which he has com-
pared to " depolarizing a magnetized watch."

Following this, he produced a series of works in

which he elaborated his theory of non-resistance,

inspired by abhorrence of physical violence, detesta-

tion of the legalized exploitation of the poor, and
antipathy to the autocratic and bureaucratic
government. The same theory is held in a fluid

state by many Russian peasant sects, and traces of

it can be found among the early Chris-

Theory tians, the early Protestant Reformers
of Hon- (especially Peter of Clielcid—see Bo-

Resistance. HEiOAN BRBTHBiof, I., § 1—and some
of the Anabaptists), as well as among

the (Quakers, and more recently in the writings of
Adin Ballou and William Lloyd Garrison. In the
extreme form to which Tolstoy ultimately reduced
it, it comes to this : all use of physical force employed
by one man to restrain anoUier, is a sign of malev-
olence and is immoral. Starting with this (which
is his reading of the text " Resist not him that is evil;

but whosoever smiteth thee on thy right cheek, turn
to him the other also ") as an axiom, Tolstoy de-
duces the conclusion that all civil and criminal law,
as well as the prison system and executions, are im-
moral. No man, he sa3rB, has any right to condemn
another to suffer any penalty. More than that, all

police force, as well as all armies and navies, are,

on the same ground, immoral; as also are all war
and all governments (imperial, federal, or local)

which employ a policeman. To hold property which
anyone wishes to take he also considers immoral.
^thout defending the Tolstoyan theoiy of non-

resistance, it may be pointed out how admirably it
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florved to undermine the moral prestige of a brutal

govenmient and a persecuting church. Tolstoy
practically said: " There are two kinds of people:

the good, who rely on example, persuasion, exhor-

tation; and the bad, who z«ly on physical force:

police, gendarmes, and soldiers." Had the govem-
m«nt banished him to Siberia, by so doing it would,
apparently, have confirmed his indictment. Hesita-

ting to crush him by brute force, it had to endure
from him a continual stream of scathing criticism

which the partisans of the Church and the autocracy
were quite unable to meet. In another aspect

Tolstoy's theory of non-resistance served a useful

purpose. A curious superstition exists which causes

people to assume that any amount of slaughter and
destruction are justifiable provided they are under-
taken for national aggrandisement. As a direct

challenge to this came Tolstoy's proposition that to

slay a man (or even to coerce a man) is always im-
moral and harmful. It served also as a challenge to

what is brutal and vindictive in the criminal codes.

Tolstoy popularised his views in a series of short

stories (" What Men Live By," " Ivan the Fool,"

ete.), which had an immense circulation among all

classes, and carried the germs of his teaching far and
wide. From about 1888 he commenced a series of

interesting essays on a variety of questions: manual
labor, stimulants and narcotics, the

Publication famine, vegetarianism, war, the sex-

of his Views, problem, religion and morali^, patriot-

ism, corporal punishment, the agrarian
question, ete. He gave his views of the connection
between art and religion in '' What is Art? " a work
which at first met with a storm of hostile criticism,

but the true value of which is gradually being recog-

nised. In 1899 appeared his novel " Resurrection,"

in which he incidentally gave a scathing description

of the head of the Holy Synod (M. Pobiedonostzeff

;

q.v.). After a preliminary threat, a decree of

excommunication was launched at Tolstoy in 1901,

to which he retorted with an outspoken " Reply to

the S3mod," and followed this up by a bold letter
" To the Csar and his Assistants."

Concerning Tolstoy's simplification of his own life

there has been much exaggeration. The plain facto

are these. After some friction with his wife, whose
views did not agree with those he adopted, he handed
over to her, and to his children, the whole of his es-

tates, as well as the copyrights in all his works pub-
lished before 1880. His own position

Manner of in the house became that of a guest who
Life. is very much at home. He declined to

accept payment for his later works or to
retain any righto in them. To this rule he made an
exception when he accepted money for Remrreo-
Harif in order to assist the Dukhobors to migrate
to Canada. Before this, in 1891-92, with several

members of his family, he spent many months in

the famine district to oiganise soup-kitehens and to

administer the famine-relief funds which were sent to
him with great liberality from all parte of Europe
and America. Wishing to master a handicraft, he
learned to make boote, but never devoted much time
to this occupation. Even in early life he had been
fond of plowing; and for about ten years (1880-90)

be devoted a good part of each summer to manual

labor out of doors, doing all the field woik durinf

one summer for a peasant woman who could not

afford to hire a laborer.

Of no modem writer, probably, is it so difficult to

compile a correct bibUography as of Tolstoy. 31aL}

of his works were forbidden in Russia and had to a^v-

pear abroad (in Switzerland, GermanT

WritingB. and England), and in addition to tLi>

his rejection of copyrights led to mar;.

of his works being published wiUi little attention

:

their proper sequence. With regard to the immeD.-^

number of translations that have appeared in :it

languages, the case is even worse. Some of tbeiL

have appeared with titles selected at the fancy •.

:

the publisher or translator. The following is a li:>T o:

the chief of Tolstoy's works dealing with religion

with the year in which each work was completi->i.

A CrUieism of Dogmatic Theology (1881); My Co-

fession (1882; written as an introduction to tbt

preceding) ; Four Gospds Harmonized and Trat «•

lated (1882) ; Gospel in Brief (1883) ; What I Be-

lieve (1884); What Then Must We Dot (ISStj

On Life (1887); The Kingdom of God is Within 1'.

(1893); Patriotism and Christianity (1895): Wk:

is Art f (1898); The Christian Teaching (189S); Th

Slavery oJOwr Times (1900) ; Patriotism and (hvcr^-

ment (1900); A Reply to the Synod's Decrte rv

Excommunication (1901); What is Religum, a"
Wherein lies its Essence t (1902). Two collccv.

editions of Tolstoy's works have appeared in t":

United States: an earlier one published by T. V
Crowell A Co. (also by Chas. Scribncr's Sons), and .

later one (more nearly complete to 1902) by Daib

Estes. Neither of these supplies a version which
:

'

all reproduces the mastery with which Tolstoy stat.-

his case in Russian. The booklcte issued by tb-

Free Age Press, Christehurch, Hampshire, Engui::

(though the versions of different works are by dif-

ferent hands and of unequal quality), are generally

fairly reliable. In the World's Classics 5en>,<, tk

Oxford University Press has published excelieut

versions (specially commended by Tolstoy) of h.-

tales for the people: Twenty-three Tales, and a s^

lection, including the last three works in the abovr

list, of his Essays and Letters. The latter volui>

is published in the United States by the Funk i.

Wagnalls Company, which has also an edition of an

authorised translation of What is Art f Of L^

works of fiction, the best versions of Sevastopol a::^:

Resurrection, and also of his Plays, are by Loul'^^

Maude, and the best versions of War and Peace ace

Anna Kar&nina are by Constance Gamett.
Atuosb Maude.

Bibuogbapbt: Ths litenture on Tolstoy is rolomiiKn:^

and the following is but a selection: A. Mande, T*te f"'

of ToUioy: fir$l CO Yean, London and New York. 19>o

and Later Ymra, ib. 1910; idem, Tolaloy and hit Prchl'^-

ib. 1901: C. A. Behn, RtecUeetiona of Couni Tolttoi. h'
don. 1893: G. H. Perns. Leo Tolttoy, the Grand ¥»">

London, 1898; Alice B. Stockham. Toleltri: a .Vo"

Peace, London and New York, 1900; J. C. Kcnvort •

Toletoy, hie Life and Works, London. 1902; D. Merpjl^ov

ski, Toletoi ae Man and AHiel, London and New V"*^ l

1902; J. A. Hutton. PO^nfiM ta the Region of Faith, Us^
I

don and New York. 1907; E. A. Steiner. ToUio§. the A/n

a hioompikical InterprHation, Ifesw York. 1907; idem. T^-

stay, the Man and hU Meeeage, ib. 1909; J. A. T. Ud>^
7*100 Riueian Reformen: Ivan Turgenev, Leo ToUte^, Ixxr

don, 1910.
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TOMBES» JOHN: Baptifit; b. at Bewdley
(13 m. nji.w. of Worcester), England, 1603 (or

1602?); d. at Salisbuiy May 22, 1676. He studied

at Magdalen Hall, Oxford (B.A., 1621; MJ^., 1624;
B.D., 1631); became catechism lecturer; gained a
reputation as a tutor; took orders, 1624, and was a
lecsturer of St. Martin Carfax, 1624-30. He quickly

came into note as a preacher, and was for a time, in

1630, preacher at Worcester, but from 1630 to the

Bestoration, except for the interval of 1643-^,
he was vicar of Leominster, Herefordshire; of All

Saints, Bristol, 1643; rector of St. Q<^>ziel, London,
1643-45; master of the Temple, 1645-47; curate

of Bewdley, 1647-50. While at Bewdley he was for

awhile rector of Roes, Herefordshire, and later

niaster of St. Catherine's Hospital, Ledbury. In
1654 he became one of Cromwell's triers. In 1660
he went to London and wrote in favor of the royal

supremacy in both ecclesiastical and civil matters.

He conformed in a lay capacity there, and had
Clarendon for a friend. After 1661 he lived chiefly

at Salisbuiy. He was a vigorous, learned, and un-
wearied opponent of infant baptism. He had public

debates upon this topic with Baxter and others, and
wrote numerous treatises upon it. Of his writings

may be mentioned Two Treaiisea and an Appendix to

them Concerning In/ant Baptism (2 parts, London,
1645); Apology for the Tv>o Treatieea (1646); Antir

poBdobaptism (3 parts, 1652-57); A Pt^lic Dispute

TaucMng Infanl-BapHsm (1654); Emmanud, Con-
cerning the Two Natures in Christ (1669); Animad-
versiones in librum O, BuBi, Harmoma apostolica

(1676).
Bibuoorapbt: A & Wood, Ai/unts OxowUnan, ed. P. BUflS,

iii. 1002-63, and FatH, it 397, 416, 461, 4 vols., London.
181d-20; DNB, IWL 2-4 (when rafermooB to soatterinc
notiooi are given).

TONGUES, GIFT OF* See Sfbaxing witb
Tongues.

TOHSTJRB: In Roman Catholic usage, a round-
shaven spot on the top of the head which serves to

ciigtinguish clerics from laymen. It is regarded as

a " preparation for receiving orders " (Roman
catechism, de ordimbus sacris, iii.), hence is con-

ferred previous to ordination, at present usually in

connection with the lower grades. Bishops, car-

dinal priests (for their titular churches), and ab-

bots (for regular members of their houses) have
the right to confer it. No special time or place is

prescribed for the ceremony. The recipient must
be confirmed, must know the elements o^ the faith,

and must be able to read and write; hence the ton-

sure can not be conferred before the completion of

the seventh year. Some Roman Catholic liturgical

writers conjecture without proof that it was intro-

duced by Peter, and symbolises the crown of thorns,

the ro3rad dignity of the priesthood, renunciation of

the world and its vanities, and the like. It guaran-

tees to the recipient the rights and privileges of a
cleric, must always be retained, and is renewed
monthly except for good reason, but clerics of

lower ^rade without benefice may neglect renewal.

Tonsure is a heathen custom whidb entered the

Church by way of monasticism. The priests of Isis

and Serapis shaved the head, and CJhristian ascetics,

both male and female, in Egypt and Syria imitated

XI.-30

them as early as the middle of the fourth century.
The practise spread rapidly and from the monastic
discipline was transfemd to both penitents and the
cleigy» leading in the latter case to the tonsure.
Originally clerics were merely forbidden to let the
hair grow long. The tonsure proper first appears
in Christian monuments at the beginning of the fifth

century. It was usual in Rome in the time of Greg-
oiy I. (d. 604) and was conferred there not only on
clerics and monks but als6 on laymen who peiformed
any sort of church service. The custom became
general in the Frankish realm about the same tune.

The Fourth Synod of Toledo in 633, canon xii., at-

tests it for Spain. Aldhehn (d. 709) and C;eoIfrid

(d. 716) are witnesses for England. For the East,
cf. canon xxxiii. of the Trullan Synod of 602 (Mansi,
CancUia, id. 958-059).

There were three kinds of tonsure: (1) The
Roman or coronal tonsure, that described above,
which leaves a circle of hair around the head. Since

Peter, according to legend, wore this tonsure, it b
called also St. Peter's crown or tonsure. This was
the prevalent fonn in Italy, the Frankish kingdom,
England, and Spain. Durkig the Middle Ages the
sLse of the shorn spot tended to become smaller, not
without opposition, which led to attempts to regu-

late the matter. Gradually it became customary
for the sise of the spot to increase by regular grades
with the rank of the wearer from subdeacon to

bishop. (2) The Iro-Soottish or British tonsure,

called also tonsure of St. John or of St. James by
its opponents, who regarded it as heretical (the

tonsure of Simon Magus), differed from the Roman
tonsure in that the ring of hair about the head was
broken, the shaven spot being continued forward
to the forehead. It was genend in the old British

Church until the seventh century and later, and
was introduced here and there on the continent by
British missionaries (see Cedtic Cbxjbch in Britain
AND Ireland). (3) The Greek tonsure or St. Paul's

tonsure (cf. Acts xxi. 24, 26) consisted originally in

shaving the entire front of the head. The Greek
Church, in which entrance into clerical rank is sig-

nified by the tonsure, has now modified the custom
into cutting the hair short over the whole head.

The earliest mention of St. Paul's tonsure as dis-

tinguished from St. Peter's is in Bede (Hist, ecd.,

IV., i.), who remarks of Theodore, archbishop of

Canterbury, that he *' wore the oriental or St. Paul's

tonsure." (A. Hauck.)

BnuoGBAPBT: Bini^iam, Originm, VI., iv. 1^17, VII.,

iii. 6; O. Chamillard. De corona, kmtmu, Paris, 1659; L.
Tfaomaasin, Vetua ei nooa eedtnm ducipUna, I., ii. 34, Paris,

1728; E. Martens, Db antiqwB ocoUtiw ritSbvM, ii. 14, Bas-
saai, 1788; P. Hiosehius, Kinhmrtchi, i. 104 sqq., Berlin,

1860; £. L6ning, Omckickf dm deutochm KircKennchta,
iL 276 sqq., Strasbuii, 1878; N. Miiaaeb, Kirehmreeht dor

moromU>ndiodien Kirche, p. 270, 2d ed., Mostar, 1005;
DCA, ii 1060-lOOa

TOORENBNBBRGBH, ttl'ren-en-b&rH''en,JOHAN
JUSTUS VAN: Dutch Reformed; b. at Utrecht

Feb. 12, 1822; d. Dec. 12, 1903. He was educated

at the university of his native city; was pactor at

Elspeet (1844-48); and Flushing (1848-^); di-

rector of the missionary society at Utrecht (1864-

1800) and gave instruction in dogmatics and other

Bobjeots; pastor at Botterdam (1869-^; and pro-
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fenor of chuieh hktoiy at Amsteitlam (1880-02).

Theologically he wafl Evangelical and ocmfeasional.

In doipias he emphaoiied the ethical side, being

thus aidn to A. R. Vinet (q.v.) whom he greatly

admired* Hie historical creeds he xegarded as his-

torical memorials and as binding only in so Car as

they were in harmony with the Gospel. The main
thing in the Gospel was what was essentially vital

to stdvation. His views on the creeds are presented

in the introduction to his Eene Uadrijde uit de ge-

BchMenu dor nederlandsehe gdoo/tbeUjdeniM (Tlie

Hague, 1862), in which he published the original

edition of such a confession. With it was connected

his edition of De aymboUache wehriften dor nddar-^

land$ch€ Hervormde Kerk (Utrecht, 1800). In criti-

cism of J. H. Scholten (q.v.) on the doctrine of the

Netherland church, he published his Bijdragen tot

de verklaring, toetnng en imiwikkeUng van de leer der

Hervormde Kerk (1865), a storehouse of dogmatic
and historical learning. His dogmatic point of view

may be studied best in his De chrittdijke gdoo/deer

((Xilemborg, 1876; 2d improved ed., 1803). Too-
renenbergen was most important, however, as a
church historian. In 1870 he was one of the founders

of the Mamix-Vereeniging, and among his contri-

butions to its publications of noteworthy documents
for the history of the Reformed Church were: Aden
van coUoquia der nederlandeche gemeenten in Enge-

land 1675-1609. tde etuk 1612-24 (Utrecht, 1872),

with appendix containing selected acts till 1706;

Oheeckiedeniesen ende handdingen die voomeme-
lidt aengaen de nederduyteche naiie ende gemeynien

tooonende in Engdant ende int byeonder tot London
(1873); Stukken hetreffende de diaeonie der vreemr

ddingen te Emden (1876); Handdingen van den

kerkiraad der nederlandetJie gemeenU te KeuUn
1671-91 (1881); and Acten van daeeicale en eynodaU
vergaderingen der veretrooide gemeenten in het land

van Cleef, Stieht van Keulen en Aken, 1671-89 (1882;

the latter two in collaboration with H. Q. Janssen).

He specially devoted himself to the study of the

works of Philips van Mamix (q.v.), and produced

an admirable edition, Philipe van Mamix godeHen-

etige en kerkdijke geachiften (3 vols.. The Hague,
1871-01), followed by his Mamixiana anonyma
(1003). Toorenenbeigen was also the editor of Het
oudste nederlandeche verboden boek 16tS. (Econ-

omioa chrietiana. Summa der godliker echri/iuren

(Leyden, 1882). (S. D. van Vbbn.)

BnuooBAPBT: A life by L. W. B>khqlMn van dfla Brink
hmlAMnAeriehUnderafifetiorvenemedtisdMnvandBMaat-'
mkttn^d0rN9di$Hand, LttUHnmda U Leidtn, pp. 133-160,

Loydin, 1906.

TOPLADT, AUGUSTUS H0NTA6XTE: Calvinist

and hymnist; b. at Famham (20 m. s.w. of Wind-
sor), England, Nov. 4, 1740; d. in London Aug. 11,

1778. He was for a while at Westminster school;

removed to Ireland, 1755, and studied at Trinity

(College, Dublin (B.A., 1760; M. A., later); was con-

verted, 1755; turned to extreme Calvinism, 1758;

was ordained deacon, 1762; licensed to the curacy

of Blagdon, 1762; ordained priest, 1764; was
curate of Farleigh, Hungeiford, 1764-66; held

the benefice of Harpford with Venn-Ottery, 1766-

1768; and that of Broad Hembury, 1768-78. In

1775, imder leave of non-residence from his living

at Broad Hembury, he removed to London, whet

he ministered in the French Calvinist Refoime-i

chuieh in Orange Street. Toplady's talent aai

earnestness were great. He and W^ey clashed m
Calvinism and Anninianism, and as a result his

works, filled with the most advanced doctrine, ak
contained the most conscientiously acrimonious

controversy. His poetry was better than hLs po-

lemic. He was the author of the noted hynm
" Rock of Ages," published in the Goepd Magazi'.'.

(London, 1776); and Poeme on Sacred Subjea^

(Dublin, 1750) ; Hietoric Proof of the Doctrinal Ca^

viniem of the Church of England (London, 1774:

collected Pealme and Hymne (1776); and wrote A

Couree of Prayer (17907). A new edition of Lb

works with a memoir appeared (6 vols., 1825) ; and

his Hymne and Sacred Poeme (reprint, 1860).

BnuooBAPHT: lUeidm the Memoir in the Works aad »

ksteh of the lif« in the Hymn$ a$ui Sacred Poems, ut 107.

eoosttlt: Memoir of Some Fnneipal Cireumetaneem is Hit

Life , . , of , . , A,M. TopUMdy, London. 1778; Mewim
of the Rev. Mr. TopUady, fb. 1704, Boston. 1817; W. Wc-
ten, Memoire of the lAh and Writinge of the Boo. A. M.

TopiadVf London. 1872; DNB, IviL 57-^50.

TO RSMAni BIBLE. See Bible Vebsions, B,

IV., i 9.

T0R6AU ARTICLES. See AnoBBima Coy-

rBSSION, { 1.

TORGAU, BOOK OF. See Formui^ of Co5-

CORD, { 3.

TORIE, FREDBRIK EMANUEL: I>am5L

theologian; b. at Chef00, China, Aug. 24, 1870. h
1874 his parents moved to Copenhagen, and he wa^

graduated from the Metropolitan school then

(1888), and from the University of Gopenha^
(candidate in theology, 1894); and continued Li>

studies in Italy, Cermany, and England (1895-97

He published En kritiek FremetHUng af Novatians-

Liv og For/attervirkeomhed (1901), and in the saroi

year ValenHnianiemene Hietorie og Lcere, for whirl:

he was granted the degree of Lie. theol. In 1899 b
became a coeditor of Theologisk Tidsekrifty for

which he has written many articles and review^

and in 1903 was made professor of New-Testamoit
exegesis in the University of Copenhagen. He i^

on tiie Danish Board of Missions which works amco?
the Jews. John O. 'E^vtes.

Bbuoobafbt: O. F. Briekm, Doeuk hiooraiiak LesAe^
XTtt. 488. 10 vole., OopenhacBO. 1887-1905.

TORQXTEMADA, tdr^'k^-ma'da, JUAH D£
(JOHANNES DE TURRECREMATA) : Spani^
theologian; b. at Valladolid 1388; d. at Rome Sep'.

26, 1468. He entered the Dominican order, and. be-

ing distinguished for pietyand leaming, aocompsnieii

the Dominican superior, P. Luis, to the Council of

Constance. He obtained the doctor'sdegree at Parii

in 1423, and appeared next as prior of his cioiste:

at Valladolid, later at Toledo. Eugenius IV. calk«:

him to Rome in 1431, appointed him magieter aorr

palatii, and sent him as theologian to the Counr.i

of Basel, where he appeared as indefatigable duus-

pion of the curialists. He was among ihox wb'

left Basel to hold an opposing oouncU at Ferran-

He became cardinal in 1439. Most of his writiofs
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are delated to the yindioataon of ouiialism, though
thej indudei aa well, an expodtion of the Psalma
(Borne, 1476; Maina, 1478), and QuestUmeB tpiri-

tuatea ntper evangeUa MiuM anm (Rome, 1477;

Brizen, 1498; and often). E. Bbnrath.

BkBUOGBArHT: FoT eiaot knowledge of TVnqoienuKlft's wii-

ttawt vm N. Antonio, BiUioiheea Bitpana m^im, U. 288-
203, Borne, 1096. Consult further: S. Lederar, D«r
9panueh€ lEoitKnaJ Johaim von Torquemada, Frsiburi,

1879; J. Quetil and J. Eohard, Ser^piorm ordinu pntdieth

tontm, L 837-«43, Pane. 1719; H. C. Lea, HUt, of Me
Inguuiium of Spain, vols. i.-ui.. New York, 1906-07; H.
Gaultier de Saint-Amand, Torqumnada. Bmai mr rtuffni-

mtian ^Bwpagne en 14SS, St Denis, 1910; PMtor, Popes,

vob. iiL-4v.; Creiabton, Papaey, iu. 46-86; KL, xL 1888-
1886; Sohaff, CkritHanChimeh, . 2, psMim; and Utemtove

r iMQUiainoiff*

TORQXTEMADA, TOMAS DB: Spanish inquifi-

itor; b. at Valladolid 1420; d. In a monasteiy at

Avila (53 m. n.w. of Madrid) Sept. 16, 1498. He
belonged to the Dominican order, waa prior of the

doiater at Segovia for twenty-two years, and gave
himself up wholly to the oiganiiation of the Spanish

Inquisition, introduced in 1478 (see Inquibition,

n., { 5). In 1483 the pope appointed him general

or grand inquisitor of Castile and Aragon. He set

op four tribunals at Seville, Cordova, Jaen, and
Villa Real (later removed to Toledo), and the laws

and methods pursued there were his work. The laws

were published under the title, CopUaeUm delaswr
gIrtteiimesddoJIUiodelaaantainguiaM

el muy reverendo aenor Fray Thomas de Tarquemada
(Madrid, 1576). At his instance Ferdinand and
Isabella issued, Oct 31, 1492, an edict by which all

Jews who refused CSiristianity were to Imvc Spain.

Many professed conversion but secretly practised

their old religion, and the inquisition long directed

its operations against these " Maranos." Equal
sternness was manifested sgainst all others who
were mistrusted of lack of fidelity to the Church.

Naturally Torquemada's name became a byword
among opponents of the inquisition, and stood for

fanatical persecution. Toward the end of lus lif

e

Torquemada retared«to the monasteiy near Avila,

where he died.

TORRBTy CHARLES CXITLBR: Oongregation-

aliat; b. at East Hardwick, Vt, Dec. 20, 1868. He
was educated at Bowdoin College (A.B., 1884),

i^iere he was tutor hi Latin In 1885-86; he studied

also at Andover Theological Seminaiy (1889), and
for three years at the University of Stntsbuig

(FhJ>., 1892). He was instructor in Semitic lan-

guages at Andover Theological Seminaiy (1892-

1900), and since 1900 has been professor of the same
subject in Yale University. He was director of

the American School of Oriental Research in Pdes-

tine in 1900-01, and since 1900 has been associate

editor of the Jawmal of the American Oriental So-

eieiy. He has written The CommerdaJrTheologieal

Terms in the Koran (Leyden, 1892); The Compomr
Hon and historical Value ofEsra-Nehemiah (Giessen,

1896); a translation of Ibn 'Abd-«1-Hakim's "Mo-
hammedan Conquest of E|gypt and North Africa in

the Years 643 to 705 aj>." In BUdMi and SemiHe

SkOies (New York, 1901); and Btra Siudies

(CSilcago, 1910).

TORRBT9 JOSEPH: American Congr^gationalist;

b. at Rowley, Mass., Feb. 2, 1797; d. at Burling-

ton, Vt., Nov. 26, 1867. He was graduated from
Dartmouth College, 1816, and from Andover Theo-
logical Seminary, 1819; preached for a time as a
missbnary; was pastor at Royalton, Vt., 1819-27;

professor of Latin and Greek in the University of

Vermont, 1827-42; of intellectual and moral phi-

losophy, 1842-67; and president of the university,

1862-66. He edited witii memoirs, the Remains of
Presideni James Marsh (1843); and the Select Ser-

mons of President Worthinffton Smith (Andover,

1861); wrote A Theory of Fine Art (lectures, New
York, 1874); and finished a masterly translation of

Neander's General History of the Christian Religion

and Church (9 vols., Edinburgh, 1847-55; 12th ed.,

6 vols., Boston, 1881-82).

TORRBT, REUBEH ARCHER: Congr^gational-

ist, evangelist; b. at Hoboken, N. J., Jan. 28, 1856.

He was graduated from Yale University (B.A.,

1875) and from the theological department there

(B.D., 1878), and studied at the universities of Leip-

sic and Erlangen. He was pastor of the Congrega-

tional Caiuroh, GJanetsville, O. (1878-82), Open
Door Church, Minneapolis (1883-86); superintend-

ent of the Minneapolis Qty Missionary Society

(1886-89); pastor of People's Church, Minneapolis

(1887-89); superintendent of Chicago Evaiigelisa-

tion Society and Moody Bible Institute (1889-1908),

having meanwhile been pastor of the Chicago

Avenue Church, C3iicago (1894-1905); and since

Dec., 1901, has been engaged in evangelistic work,

part of the time in a tour of the world, preaching in

China, Japan, Australia, Tasmania, New Zealand,

India, Gmnany, in the United Kingdom, and at

home. He holds to the divine origin and absolute

inerrancy of the Scriptures, to the virgin birth and
bodily resurrection of Jesus Christ, to the doctrine

that men are saved only through the atoning death

of Christ and on condition of faith in him, to the

resurrection of the body at the second coming of

Christ, to the endless blessed consdousness of those

who accept CShrist in this life and the endless con-

scious misery of those who in this life reject Christ.

He has written among other works How I Bring

Men to Christ (New York, 1893); Baptism with the

Holy SpirU (1895); How to Study the Bible wUh
Greatest PrcffU{18d6); What the Bible Toadies (IS9S);

Divine Origin of the Bible (1899); How to Promote

and Conduct a Successful Revival (1901); How to

Work for Christ (1901); Revival Addresses (1903);

Talks to Men (1904); Anecdotes and Illustrations

(1907); Siudies in the Life and Teachings of our

Lord(lW&); ThePersonandWorkof the Holy Spirit

as Revealed in the Scriptures and Personal Experience

(1910); and commentaries and helps on the Inter-

national Lessons Series.

BnuoGBAFHT: G. T. B. Davh, Torrey and Alexander; the

Siorp of a Wort^^gide ReoML, New York, 1906; J. K." -
- - - - I. 1906.

TORTOSA. See Phbnicia, Phbnicianb; I., § 9.

T06BPHTA. See Talmud.

TOSSAHUa SeeTo^QSAQf.
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TOTAL ABSTINBHCB.

L The Teim and its Use.
Meaainc of the Term (| 1).

n. Histoiy of the Total-Abstinaiee Icte.
The Modem Problem Venus the Aneiflnft (| 1).

OpinioDB Chanced with the Problem (| 2).

Nineteenth-Century Movement (| 3).

Results of the Movement (f 4).

m. Good and Bad Reasons for Total-AbstinflnM.

Argument from the Evils of Drunkennev (| 1).

From the Evils of Moderate Use (| 2).

The Ethical Afgument (f 3).

Arguments from the Scriptures (| 4).

IV. Total Abstinenoe and Temperance Lswik

L The Term and Its Use: Human society can

not hold together, much leas be prosperous and
tolerable to live in, unless most persons voluntarUy

practise total abstinence from the grosser forms of

crime, and an abstinence more or less stringent

from many other possible acts and habits. Noth-
ing is more essential to successful living, either in-

dividual or social, than the exercise of this form of

the virtue of self-control. Opportunities for it

occur in all regions of our experience; but the term

is especially associated with the use of certain drugs

which affect the nerves and the brain, and result

in disastrous habits. Intoxicating alcoholic bever-

ages are the best-known of these, and with them
ttds article will mainly concern itself. But similar

dangers arise, and the same principles apply in the

case of opium, oocain, tobacco, hashish, and many
other substances.

The term ** total abstinence " has a history, and
a historical meaning. There is an advantage in

employing it in this historical mean-
I. Meaning ing, and guarding against the perver-

of the sions that have naturally crept in.

Term. The taking of the pledge was an im-

portant item in the temperance reform

movements, and several different pledges were in

use. They were alike in that they applied, with pos-

sible rare exceptions, only to liquids that might
produce intoxication, and to these solely in their

use as a " beverage " or " conmion drink." The
substitution, in the pledges, of " alcoholic " for
" intoxicating " came later; and whatever the re-

formers thought concerning alcoholic wine in the

sacrament, for example, or the use of alcohol as

medicine or in flavoring-extracts, they ordinarily

left these uses outside the pledge. But there were

other particulars in which the pledges differed, and
sometimes two or three different pledges were offered

at the same meeting, the people being invited to

choose which pledge they would sign. One pledge

was against the excessive use of intoxicants, as dis-

tinguished from the so-called moderate use. Another
was against distilled liquors as distinguished from
wine or beer or cider. Another was against all use

as beverages of drinks that can intoxicate, whether
distilled or fermented. This third was the total-ab-

stinence pledge—total as including all intoxicants

and not some only, and total as being against all

use of intoxicants as a beverage, and not against

excessive use only. There was a longer form of this

pledge in which one promised not to sell or give

away intoxicating drinks for beverage purposes, as

well as not to drink them. Total abstinence, tee-

totalism, is therefore, historically, not abstinence

from everything that contains alcohol, but fros

everything which so contains alcohol that one might

get drunk upon it; not abstinence from such liqukL

for all purposes, but abstinence from them as &

beverage. The historical total-abstinence poa^
Hinfingiiighftw the medicinal and other uses of alooba

from its use as a beverage, though it demands th&t

it shall not be recklessly or needlessly used for these

other purpoees. It does not place the veiy ligte

wines and beers on the same footing with tiios

that will intoxicate, though it disapproves them as

a matter of prudence, on account of their relations

to the stronger beverages.

n. History of the Total-Abetinence Idea: In-

toxicants, in the form of wine and beer at least,

have been known from the earliest historical times:

and the vice of dnmkenness has aho

z. The been known. This is evident from Ik

Mbdeni familiar Biblical instances of Noah ul
Pkoblem Nabal and others, from the figures asd

Vemis the inscriptions on the Egyptian and Meso-

Aocieat. potamian monuments, from the Greek

myths concerning Dionyaos, and froiL

many other sources. But the conditions of tb

problem of dnmkenness have been very matemlh.

changed within the last few centuries by the extent

to which the art of distillation has deve^ped. ThL'

art has long been known and practised; but it vsf

not unto a comparatively recent period that it caiK

to be the powerful means it now is for increaacf

and cheapening the world's stock of intoxicatiiu:

beverages. According to Theodore W. Dwight (/»-

dependent^ Apr. 27, 1882) the earliest reoogDitku

of the existence of distilled liquors to be found in

English legislation is in the year 1629; and it W3^

not until much later in the seventeoith oentuiy tbt

these came to be recognuEcd as in general use. A*

might have been expected, their introduction great-

ly increaaed the evils of intemperance. Says tbe

Encydopcidtia Briiannioa, in its article on " Gin ":

"In the ottriy part of the eighteenth eeatory, gin-«h<^

multiplied with great rapiditym London; and the use of tk

bererage increased to an extent lo demoralicine that retsL-

eri aottially exhibited plaoarda in their window, intiraatiit

that there people micht get drunk for a penny, and dtit

olean straw, in comfortable cellan, would be provided Kr

ouatomen.'*

Contemporaneously with these changes in ^
facilities for the practise of drunkenness occmrpd

certain other changes in men's habits of H^ins

which also greatly affected the question of the ii^

of alcoholic drinks. Coffee was known as early ^
875 A.D., but it was first brought from Abysani-

into Arabia early in the fifteenth century. Cofe-'

houses were established in Constantinople aboit

the middle of the sixteenth century, and in Londaii

in 1652; and, before the close of the seventeenu

century, coffee was a customaiy beverage in Europe.

Chocolate and tea came to be generally used, amoos

Europeans, within a few years of the same time. Ii

both these directions, throughout Europe and Aik?-

ica and parts of Asia and Africa, the gener&tioD d

men who were of middle age about the year ITW

witnessed a radical revolution in the oondilioD^ ^^

hiunan Hfe. In their childhood, fermented alcohoSi:

drinks were the one resource of men, not only :V^'

purposes of intoxication, but for all the puxpo^
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for which tea, cocoa, and coffee are now employed.

They lived to see the fennented beverages laigely

superseded, in the one use of them by distilled

liquors, and in the other use of them by the hot
dzinks which have ever since been on our tables.

In their childhood, however relatively plentiful

wine and ale may be said to have been, they were

yet so scarce that habitual drunkenness was beyond
the reach of any except those who had access to

the cellars of the rich. Before they died anybody
could get drunk for a penny. It should be added to

this, that the use of tobacco became general during

the seventeenth century. And as having a real,

though less direct, connection with the temperance
problem, account must be taken of all the marvel-

ous discoveries and inventions which have rendered

human Ufe in these later centuries so much more
complicated and strenuous than it was before.

These radical changes of condition naturally led

to corresponding changes in the convictions of men
in regard to the use of alcoholic drinks.

3. Opinions To trace the development of these oon-

Chimged victbns would be to sketch the history

with the of the modem temperance reform in

KroUem. America and the Old World. Until the

nineteenth century, the general opinion

of mankind certainly did not condenm the use of

intoxicating drinks, nor even occasional drunken-

ness, provided the drinker kept himself prudently

g;uarded from further bad results. Phik> the Jew,

just before the Christian era, wrote extensive trear

tises on " Drunkenness " and " Sobriety." These in-

clude a formal discussion of the question, " Whether
the wise man will get drunk." Philo replies by
citing the expressed opinions of men, as well as evi-

dence of other sorts, on both sides of the question.

He says that " the sons of physicians and philoso-

phers of high repute . . . have left behind 10,000

commentaries entitled treatises on drunkenness,"

and censures these for the narrowness of their treat-

ment of the subject. He insists on the difference

between the drinkmg of '^ unmixed wine," which

will produce intoxication, and that of lighter or di-

luted wines. He calls unmixed wine a poison and

a medicine, and condemns the drinldng-contests

which were common in his day. But he none the

less indorses what he represents to be the current

opinion, namely, that a wise man may occasionally

get drunk. His helplessness when drunk no iooore

disproves his wisdom than if it resulted from a bil-

ious attack, from sleep, or from death. Philo mti-

mates that the opposite opinion is quite respectably

defended, but proves, to his own complete satisfac-

tion, that it is indefensible. His opinions concern-

ing the drinking-habit are certainly those which have
been commonly heki until the last century. But, as

far back as traces exist, there is foimd a highly rep-

utable line of opinion in favor of total abstinence

fn>ni intoxicating beverages. Of this, in the eight-

eenth century, the distinguished Samuel Johnigon

is an instance. Earlier in the century, Le Sage sar-

castically admires " the patriotic forecast of those

ancient politicians who established places of public

resort, where water was dealt out gratis to all cus-

tomers, and who confined wine to the shops of the

apothecaries, that its use might be permitted but

under the direction of physicians "; and the wis-

dom of those who frequented these resorts, not for
" swilling themselves with wine, but ... for the
decent and economical amusement of drinking

warm water " {Adveniiarea of Gil Bias, book ii.,

chap. 4). This sarcasm must have been aimed at
opinions held by respectable contemporaries of the
author. In 1743 Jolm Wesley, in his Oeneral Rulea,

mentions as sinful, " drunkenness, bu3ring or selling

spirituous liquors, or drinking them, unless in cases

of extreme necessity." It is said tiiat in 1733 the
trustees of the colony of Georgia, who were living

in London, enacted that " the drink of rum in

Georgia be absolutely prohibited, and that all which
shall be brought there be staved." In the colonies

and in Great Britain, diuing that century, there

were several instances of sin^lar legislation. Sam-
uel Pepys, in his Diary, 1659-09, figures as an in-

consistent total abstainer. Going back with a bound
to the times of Philo, he asserts (Treatise on Drunk-
ennesSf ii.) that '' great numbers of persons, who,
because they never touch unmixed wine, look upon
themselves as sober," yet display the same foolish-

ness, senselessness, lack of self-control, and the like,

as are displayed by a drunken person. Still earlier

familiar instances are those of the Rechabites and
the Naiirites (q.v.), of Samuel, and Daniel. Nearly
up to the present time, therefore, the world has been
aware of the dangers and evils attendant upon the

use of inebriating beverages, has been in possession

of the idea of total abstinence from them, and has

been compelled to look upon total abstainers with

high respect, but has, on the whole, approved the

use of such beverages, not merely in what is now
sometimes called n^eration, but up to the line of

occasional and discreet drunkenness.

The revolution of opinion, at least as a great and

.

controlling movement, began in America. A repre-

sentative incident will indicate its

3. mile- nature. The incident is taken from
tecntb- the CottecHans of the Cayuga County
Centoiy Historical Society, 1882. Joseph Tall-

Ho^emcat cot was a member of the Society of

Friends, living a few miles south of the

town of Auburn, N. Y. In all that vicinity, in 1816,

the crops were so short that poor people found it

difficult to procure breadstuffs for food. At the

same time, Tallcot noticed, the distilleries kept in

operation. He says:

- The oiroumstaaoM affected me not a little, and induoed
me to write an addraes to the sober and influential part of

the community, inviting them to a serious consideration of
the melancholy situation, and the evils and calamitous con-
sequences of intemperance. I insisted that nothing short of
the example of that put of society which gives habits to the
worid, of abstaining altogether from the use of ardent spirits,

except for medical purposes, would correct this alarming
eviL"

It occurred to Joseph Tallcot to offer his views

for the consideration of the members of the Presby-

terian Synod of Geneva. In his narrative he says:

" I found my way to the house of Henxy Aztell, the Pres-

byterian clergyman. . . . His brethren from the sunound-
ing country soon began to come into the village, and call on
him for instruction where they might find entertainment
among their friends. The master of the house appeared
veiy hospitable, inviting them to partake of his brandy;
which they did, with what wouM be thought moderatioQ.
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He turned to me, and pleaMntly aid he ' euppoeed it would
be UMle« to invite me to perteke.' oooaidefinc my burinem.
I as pleasantly repUed, th*t * we had been in the Mme habit,
but, Maine the evil of it, we had abandoned it,' and I hoped
they would do theaame."

Joseph Talloot read hie paper, fint before a oofli*

mittee, and afterward More the synod, and went
his way. The synod, after duly considering it, pub-
lished it, with resolutions ** fully approving it, and
solemnly declaring, that from that time they would
abandon the use of ardent spirits, except for med-
ical purposes; that they would speak against its

common use from the pulpit, . . . and use their

influence to prevail with oth^s to follow their

example." Similar incidents were occurring in dif-

ferent parts of the country and among people of
various religious persuasions. In 1789, 200 farmers
of Litchfield, Conn., pledged themselves for that
season not to use distilled liquors in their farm
work. In 1794 Dr. Benjamin Rush of Philadelphia

published his Medical Inquiry, in which he insisted

tliat the use of distilled liquors as a beverage ought
to be entirely abandoned. In 1812 the Presbyterian
general assembly made a deliverance "not only
against actual intemperance, but against all those
liabite and indulgences which may liave a tendency
to produce it." In the same year the General Asso-
ciation of Connecticut recommended entire absti-

nence from ardent spirits; while the Consociation
of Fairfield County adopted the principle of total

abstinence from aJl intoxicating drinks whatever,
especially for " those whose appetite for drink is

strong and increasing." The Temperate Society,

formed at Moreau, N. Y., 1808, and the Boston So-
ciety for the Suppression of Intemperance, 1813,

were not total-abstinence bodies. In 1818 the Pres-

byterian Assembly planted itself squarely on the
principle that men ought to " abstain from ' even
the common use ' of ardent spirits." In 1823
President Nott of Union CoUege published his Ser-

mons on the Evils of Intemperance. In 1826 the
American Temperance Society was organised, The
National Philanthropist was started, and Lyman
Beecher published his Six Sermons on Iniemper"
once. In the same year Rev. Calvin Chapin, in The
Connecticut Observer, advocated abstinence from all

intoxicating drinks, and not from distilled spirits

merely. From about 1836 this principle came to be
generally accepted by the reformen.
The spread of the movement was very rapid in

Great Britain, and marvelously rapid in the United
States. Societies, local and general, were organ-

ized. Temperance books, pamphlets, and news-
papers were published in great numbers. Public

meetings were held. The pledge was dreulated.

Total abstainers came to be counted by millions.

In 1840 six hard drinkers in Baltimore suddenly
signed the pledge, and started the " Washingtonian"
movement. In a few months, about 1838, the Irish

Roman Catholic priest, Father Mathew (see

BIathew, Theobald) administered the pledge to

nearly 150,000 persons in Cork alone. He was end-
nently successful in temperano»-work in different

parts of Great Britain, as well as in the United
States.

In the United States the movement may be said

to have culminated in the decade that began about

1846 A.D. Very seldom has a rru>veinent gaioec

so oomplete control over public opinion. Amm
other forms of organisation the tei&-

4. Rssolti peranoe knightly orders appealed to

of the the imagination of the young peopk;

Mofiniitnt the order of the Sons of Temperance
being founded in New York in 1S42.

that of the Rechabites being introduced from Great

Britain about the same time, and that of tht

Good Templan originating in 1851. Temperaiioe

organisation reached every hamlet, and the churcl^
and Sunday-schools. Bands of Hope and the lik

were organised for the children. The habitual u»
of inebriating drinks became so rare among the

membera of the Protestant churehes that those wk>

used them attracted attention thereby, though thl^

was more the case in the country than in the laift-

dties. It was easy to pass prohibitory laws, an::

nuuiy were passed. They did not, however, propr

as successful as their advocates had hoped. Mo^t

of them were either pronounced unoonstitutionai.

or were repealed, or became a dead letter. Then th^

temperance interests were overshadowed by those

that led to the Gvil War. Since the war elaborate

organisations have appeared, notably politick

prohibition parties, the Women's Christian Temper-
ance Union, the Anti-Saloon League. Novel tG&-

perance movements have at times made great

headway—blue-ribbon movements, white-ribboc

movements, and praying " crusades " in the places

where liquors are sold. There have been recurrmi;

waves of success and defeat in the matter of prohib-

itory and local-option laws. The total-abstinencf

tradition has been generally maintained by the d^
scendants of those who originally accepted it. Ther
have been sermons and addresses, the circulation oi

temperance literature, regular temperance lessofi5

in the Sunday-schools, and compulsory tempenDce
instruction in the public schools. A little has beea

done in the providing of substitutes for the saloon.

Business interests have more or less rigidly inast^i

upon total abstinence as the condition of responsil^?

empbyment. Athletic interests have powerfully m-
fluenced jroung men by requiring abetinenoe during

the period of training; however, this may haTie

been neutralised by the debauch that has too often

followed the contest. In the navies of the world it

is recognised that temperance is the condition d
efficiency. Sociological and charitable interests are

allies of temperance.

m. Good and Bad Reasons for Total Abstinence:

Nevertheless, present temperance convictions have

less dynamic vitality than they ought to have. In-

teii^)erance is rife, and the public is apathetic. Un-

enforced temperance laws db harm by fostering dis-

respect for law. The dominance of the saloon b
not checked except locally and temporarily. So far

as this is due to weak elements in the tempoanoe
propaganda, the remedy is in the hands of the ad-

vocates of temperance; for it is in their power to

searoh out and eliminate such elements.

The argument which experience has shown to be

the most effective is that from the evils of drunk-

ermess. These evils, moral and economical, indi-

vidual and social, are monstrous, and total absti-

nence from the use of intoxicants as a beverair
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providee the only known adequate remedy. This

ars^ument is sound, and is by itself sufficient. It

appeals to common experience. Its

I. Axgor facts are facts which all intelligent per-

ment from sons know. But many advocates of

the Evils of temperance are not satisfied with this

Drunken- conmionsense presentation. They are

nesB. fascinated with the idea of making the
argument scientific, and so they rein-

foit» it with statistics, and with theories of social

science. Tim is admirable provided they use
sound theories and correct statistics; but when
men advocate temperance on the basis of crude
social theories and fake statistics, intelligent persons
hear and disbelieve and become apathetic.

The experience of some generations of total ab-
stainers proves that alcohol is not necessaiy as food.

Total abstainers live longer than moderate drink-

ers. It is an established fact that intoxicants injure

one who uses them habitually, even if

2. From the he never gets drunk. This is in itself

Evils of a valid and sufficient argument for

ICodexate total abstinence; but the temperance
Use. advocate misuses it if, in his laudable

ambition to be scientific, he deals in

facts which he only half understands, and which
he fails to state correctly. If one mi^es his fight

against the chemical agent called alcohol rather

than against intoxicants as such; if instead of using

incontrovertible facts he insists mainly on propo-
sitions that are in dispute, for example, the proposi-

tion that alcohol has no food value, or the propo-
sition that the character of alcohol as a poison is

unaffected by dilution, he injures the cause which
he is advocating. Such false reasonings are none
the less weak for the fact that persons are some-
times convinced by them; when persons so con-
vinced discover their error they become either luke-

warm or hostile. Another misuse of this argument
consists in putting it into the principal place. To
do this is to treat the drink problem as if it were on
the same footing as the question of a pork diet, or
of ill-cooked food; and this involves a disastrous

belittling of the moral and social issues.

The ethical principle in the case is that a person
has no right to degrade himself, to injure others or
the oonmiimity, or to run undue risks of injuring

himself or others. And there is sJways

3. The a double reply to the person who thinks

Ethical that he is so strong that there are for

Argument, him no risks in moderate drinking.

First, no one knows oeforehand what
risks the drink-habit may have for him; second,

even if he knew, he might still be imder the obliga-

tion which rests upon the strong to deny themselves
for the sake of the weak. Probably all advocates of

total abstinence agree as to the existence of these

obligations, and regard them as sufficient to cover

the whole case. They should never be left in the

backgroimd while weak though specious substi-

tutes are pushed to the front.

From the beginning the total-abstinence move-
ment has been deeply religious. This is true not-

withstanding the fact that some of its advocates
have been irreligious, and have even used temper-
ance doctrines for venting their dislike to the Bible

and the churehes. Such instances attract atten-

tion mainly because they are exceptional. The
movement bdng religious, both its ad-

4. Argu- vocates and its opposers appeal to the
ments from Scriptures. In rdatively few passages

the the Scriptures speak of wine and
Scriptures, strong drink as being good, and of

their strength as being a good quality

in them. They commend them for medicinal and
for sacrificial uses. Very likely the writers of Scrip-

ture thought of them as being, in forms too diluted

to be intoxicating, the natural drink of all who
could afford them. Different from this is the ques-

tion of the moderate drinking of liquids of intoxica-

ting strength; whether the Scriptures for their o^n
times approve this is a matter of uncertain inference,

and is an academic question. In interpreting these

utterances of the Scriptures the facts adduced in

the earlier part of this article are important. One
who approved the use of the light fermented bever-

ages in the ancient world might now disapprove

them, substituting such drinks as tea or coffee.

Before intoxicants were made cheap by the art of

distillation the evils and risks from them were im-

mensely less than now. Most of the hundreds of

passages in which the Scriptures mention or imply
wine or strong drink are unsparing condenmations
of the social drinking usages which then prevailed

(e.g., Matt. xxiv. 49; Rom. xiii. 13; Gal. v. 21;

I Oor. vi. 10; Isa. v. 11, 12, 22, xxviii. 7; Amos. iv.

1; Prov. XX. 1, xxiii. 30, 31). As a r^nedy they

sometimes prescribe total abstinence, but never

moderation in drinking. In their avoidance of any
explicit approval of moderate drinking they are in

significant contrast with such ancient literature as

Ecclesiasticus or the writings of Philo. One should

read these passages and observe that they contem-
plate habitual drunkenness as exclusively the vice

of the rich and the aristocratic. They especially

scathe the men and women who are the natural

leaden of the people, and who through drink are

ineffective in their public duties. In contrast with
this the drunkeimess of the twentieth century is

especially prevalent among the poor. It is not now
a question of relatively a few aristocrats drinking

themselves to death, but of a drink ciu-se affecting

the millions of the common people, and bringing

with it starvation and squalor and crime and whole-

sale race deterioration. The modem problem differs

from the ancient. Supposably the teaching of the

prophets and apostles may be that total abstinence

is a duty for our time and environment, even though
it could be proved not to be a imiversal duty for all

times and environments. It can not be proved that

Jesus drank beverages that would intoxicate, nor

that the apostles and prophets approved even the

limited common drinking of such beverages; but
if this could be proved for the conditions then exist-

ent, the proof would not apply in the different

conditions that now exist. The Scriptures either pre-

scribe or commend total abstinence from intoxi-

cants as a practise that should be followed in a good
many cases (e.g., Ninn. vi.; Lev. x. 9; Jer. xxxv.;

Dan. i.; Prov. xxiii. 31; Luke i. 16; I Tim. v. 23).

They thxis by implication prescribe total abstinence

in aU cases that are parallel to these. Are there now
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any caaes that would not come under this {wofaibi-

tion? Finally, the Scriptures emphasise the prin-

ciples on wl^ch the doctrine of total abstinence

rests, particularly the principle of abstinence when
indulging might result in harm to persons weaker
than him who indulges (e.g., Rom. ziv.; I Cor. viii.,

X.). It is this that defines the position of the Scrip-

tures on the subject. Particular statements may
refer to local and temporaiy conditions, but these

ethical principles are univerHj.

As the Scriptures, rightly understood, are thus

the strongest bulwark of a true doctrine of total

abstinence, so false exegesis of the Scriptures by
temperance advocates, including false theories of

unfermented wine, have done more than almost

anything else to discredit the good cause. The full

abandonment of these bad premises would strength-

en the cause immeasurably.

IV. Total Abstinence and Tempeimnce Laws: It

is a mistake to think that the c^ort to secure the

legal suppression of the liquor traffic is a later and
more advanced stage of the temperance movement
than the efforts for total abstinence. The leaderB

of the great movement attempted to restrict the use

of liquors by moral suasion, but they accompanied
this by demands for legislation. Lyman Beecher's

Six SennoTiBf for example, emphati<»lly declare that

the remedy for intemperance includes " the banish-

ment of ardent spirits from the list of lawful arti-

cles of commerce," and invoke the interference of

legislation to this end, as well as that of public

sentiment (ed. of 1828, p. 64) . As noted above, that

movement led to the general passing of prohibitory

laws. But no conceivable legislation can do away
with the need of voluntary sdf-control in this mat-
ter. The greatest thing that restrictive laws can
possibly accomplish is to facilitate correct practise by
individuals. To regard total abstinence as mainly
a mere incident to prohibitory law is periiaps the

most fatal mistake that can be made in the tem-
perance propaganda. W. J. Beecher.
Bibuogbapht: The Ittemtore on toCsl abstiiMOM (and

temperance reform) ia very laise and very imevea in

quality, much of it in fiction. Some of the atatea have
graded text-booka for uae in the aehoola. The review*
have many articlea on the aubjeot, eg., PreabvUrian
Quarlerly, voL i., Predn/terian Btview, vola. i.-iiL. North
Ameriean Review, voL czli., and Fonim^ voL i. Oooault
further with reference to the Biblical aide: E. Nott, Leeturee

on BibHeal Temperance, Wiih an Introduction by T. Lewie,
London, 1863; G. Duffield, The Bible Ryle of Temperance;
total Ahetinenee from aU IntaancaHno Drink, NewYoric,
1868; L. G. Field, Oinoe: a Diecueeion on the BibU Wine
Queetion, ib. 1883; G. W. Samaon, The Divine Law ae to

Winee, EetabHehed by the Teelimony of Sagee, Phyeieiane
and LegieUOore, new ed.. Philadelphta, 1884; G. G. Brown,
TheHcly BihleRepudiatee** Prohihiiion'*: Compilation of
aU Vereee eoniainino the Worde " Wine " or" Strong Drink '*

provino that the Scripturee commend and command the tern-

peraU Uee ofaUohoLie Beoeragee, Louiaville, Ky., 1910.
On the history conaolt: 8. Ooulinc» Hietory of the Tem-

perance Movement in Cheat Britain and Irdand, wUh bio-

graphical Notices of departed Worthies, London, 1862;
Centennial Temperance Volume, Philadelphia, 1876; W.
H. Danieb. The Temperance Reform and ite Oreat Reform-
ere. New York. 1878; G. F. Clark, Hietory of the Temr
peranee Reform m Maeeaehveette, 181S-8S, Beaton, 1888;
D. Buma, Temperance Hietory: a Consecutive Narrative
of the Riee, Devdopment and Bxteneion of the Temperance
Reform, with an Introductory Chapter, London. 1889;
Cyclopedia of Temperance and Prohibition, A Reference
Book of Facte, Siatieties, and general Information in aU
Phaees ofthe Drink Queetion, the Temiperaitee Movement and

the PnMbman Agitation, New York, 1891; J. N. Steame.
Temperattee in aU Natione. Hietory of the Cauee in aU
Countries of the Globe, together with the Papers, Beeays,
Addreeees, and Discussions of the WorUfs Temperance So-

ciety in Chicago, HL, June, 189S, ib. 1893; A. F. Fehlandt.
A Century of Drink Reform in the U. S., Cincinnati. 1904;

Katharine L. Stevenson. Brief HieL of the Woman*e Chris-

tian Temperance Union, Evanston. lU.. 1907; W. F. Cnfu
and others. Intoxicating Drinke and Druge in AU Lands
and Tiesee: a Twentieth Century Survey of Intemperanct;
baeed on a Symposium of Testimony from one hundred Mis-
eionariee and Travdere, Washington, 1909.
For the legal aspects consult: F. A. McKenaie, Sober

by Act of Parliament, New York, 1896 (oompaies the

liquor laws of various countries); A. ShadweU, Drimk^
Temperance and Legislation, ib. 1902; E. A. Pratt, Li-

eeneing and Temperance in Sweden, Norway and Den-
mark, ib. 1907. The medical aspect is treated in: W. B.

Carpenter, On the Uee and Abuse of AleohoUc Liquors in

HeaUh and Dieeaee, London, 1850; A. Gustafeon. Tks
Foundation of Death: a Study of the Drink Queetion, Bos-
ton, 1884; C. A. Story. Alcohol: iU Nature and Effects,

New York, 1874; J. S. Billingi. Physiological AepecU o/

the Lituor Problem, Boston. .1903; T. N. Kelynack. Drink
Problem in its Medieo-eoeiologieal Aepecte, by Fourteen
Medical Authoritiee, New York. 1907.

On the moral and aocial aides consult: E. C. Delevaa,
Consideration of the Temperance Argument and Hietory,

New York, 1865; J. Parton, WiU the Coming Man Drink
Winef in Atlantie Monthly, Aug.. 1868; J. T. Cimne, Arts

of Intoxication: the Aim and Reeulte, ib. 1870; W. Har-
greavea. Our Wasted Reeources; the Missing Link in tks

Temperance Reform, ib. 1881; R. B. Grindrod, The Nation's
Vice: the CUnme of Temperance upon the Chrietian Chmtk,
ed. by hia aon, London, 1884; H. W. Blair, The Temperana
Movement; or, the Confliet between Man and Alcohd, 4di

ed.. Boston, 1888; E. J. Wheeler, Prohibition: the Prind-
pts, the Policy, and the Party, New York, 1889; J. C.

Femald, The Beonomiee of Prohibition^ ib. 1894; J. Rowa-
tree and A. Sherwell, Temperance Problem and Social St-

form, 4th ed., ib. 1899; H. C. Trumbull. Border lAnee in the

Fidd ofDotAtful Practices, ib. 1899; R. Calkins, S%bstitide»

for the Saloon, Boston, 1901; S. H. Maneval. Prohibitien

of Intoxicating Liguore, Canton, O., 1903; G. B. Cultea.

Psychology ofAlooholiem, New York, 1907; A. A. Hopkins.
Profit and Loee in Man, ib. 1909; H. S. Warner, Socid
Wdfare and the Uquor Problem; A Seriee of Studies in

the Sourcee of the Problem and how they rdaU to ite SoluHem,

Chicago, 1909. The varioua temperance aoctetiea are con-

thiually iasuing tracts, pamphlets, and books, lists of

wfaidh can be obtained on applioatlona to the sooietaeB.

TOTEmSlL See CoiiPARiLTiVB Rkuoion, VL,
l,b.,||2^

TOULMIH, JOSHUA: English Unitarian, and

biographer; b. in London May 11, 1740; d. at Bir-

mingham July 23, 1815. He studied at St. Paul's

school, 1748-^ (or -66); prepared for the ministiy

at the independent academy supported by the

Coward trust, 1756-61; was minister of the Ptes-

bjrterian congregation of Coiyton, Devon^iire,

1761-^; of Mary Street General Baptist chapd,

Taunton, 1765-1803; and colleague to John Ken-

tish at the New Meeting, Birmingham, 1804-15.

He was a founder of the Western Unitarian Sociely,

1702. He was a voluminous writer, and is of note

for his biographical and historical work. He pub-

lished Sermons, principaily addressed to FouA
(Honiton, 1770); Dissertations on the Internal Bn-
dences and Exodlence o/ChrisHaniiy (London, 1785);

The Practical Efficacy of the Unitarian Docbvu
(1706); Sermons (Batii, 1810); Four Discourses m '

the Nature, Design, Uses, and History of the Ond^
nance of Baptism (London, 1811); An Historied

View of the State of the Prote^ani Dissenters in En^-

land (Bath, 1814); the lives of Faustus Sochras

(London, 1777), J. Biddle (1789), S. M. Savage
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[1796), Charles Bulkley (London? 1802), and S.

Bourn (Birmingham, 1808); and edited with mem-
oir a new edition of Neal's History of the PurUana
(5 vols., Bath, 1793-97).

Bibuoobapht: Tlie funeral seimona by J. Kentish and I.

Woreley were published Ixmdon, 1816-16. A Memoir
by the former is in Monthly Repo&itorv, 1815, pp. 065 sqq.

Consult further: J. R. Wreford. Skdch of the HitL ofPret^
byUrian Noneonformiiy in Birminoham, pp. 69* 89 sqq.,

Birmingham, 1832; DNB, IviL 82-83.

TOULOUSE, ta^'luz': Important town of southern

France, and seat of a number of synods. The an-

ient Tolosa, it was the sacred capital of the Tec-

tosages; was taken by the Romans 106 B.C.; was
the capital of the Visigoths, 419-507; came under
the power of the Franks, 507, but later regained its

ndependenoe; was a county of hereditary princes,

r78-1271, enjoying prosperity up to the Albigen-

dan wars, after which it was imited to France, 1271

;

t came under the influence of the Inquisition, and
ater became notorious for intolerance, in gross con-

trast to its earlier attitude. Its university, founded
n 1229, is, after that of Paris, the oldest in France.

[t is also the seat of an archbishopric. At the sug-

gestion of Louis, a synod was convened in Toulouse,

^29, but the decrees are lost. One was held in 883
X) adjust the complaint which Jews had made to

I^harles the Fat of being abused by clergy and laity.

3ne in 1056, summon^ by Pope Mctor II., con-

usted of eighteen bishops, and passed thirteen

»uions forbidding simony, insisting upon the rule

)f celibacy, and placing the age of ordination to

Driests' orders at thirty, and to deacons' orders at

iwenty-five. The synod of 1 118 was concerned with
^he inception of a crusade against the Moors in

^pain. The synod of 1119, which Pope Caliztus II.

3resided over in person, reiterated the laws against

jimony, confirmed the right of the bishops to tithes,

md in three of the ten canons teachers of false

ioctrine were anathematized. The synod of 1160,

it which the kings of France and England, 100

3ishop8 and abbots, and legates of Pope Alexander
[II. and his rival, Victor III., were present, declared

Alexander pope, and pronounced excommunication
ipon Victor. The synod of 1219 forbade the con-

'erment of offices upon the Cathari (see New TdANi-

::heans, II.), and forbade all work upon church-

'estival days which were mentioned by name.
The synod of 1229, in the pontificate of Gr^goiy

[X., is important. It obligated archbishops and
bishops, or priests, and two or three laymen, to

)ind themselves by oath to search out heretics, and
3ring them to punishment. A heretic's house was
X) be destroyed. Penitent heretics were to be
)bliged to wear a cross on their right and left side,

ind might not receive an office until the pope or

lis legate should attest the purity of their faith. All

nen of fourteen years and over, and all women of

twelve years and over, were to be required to deny
lU connection with heresy and heretics. This oath
jras to be repeated every two years. Laymen were
ilso forbidden the possessbn of the Old and the

Sew Testament; and the suppression of vernacular

translations was especially commended. In 1590 a
synod under Archbishop Francis II. of Joyeuse de-

i^lared the Tridentine decrees binding, and took up
various subjects, such as relics, the consecration of

churches, oratories, and the administration of hos-

pitals. As late as 1850 a provincial synod was held

under the presidency of Archbishop d'Astros, which
declared against the tendencies of modem thought,

indifferentism, and socialism.

BzBuoaRAPBT: M. R. Vinoent, In the Shadow of the Pyre-
neee, pp. 211-^2, New York. 1883; J. de Lah<mdte,
Uigliee Saint Btienne» Toulouse, 1890; L. Ariste and L.
Brand, Hiet, pojndaire de Toulotue, ib. 1898; L. V. De-
lisle, La Prttendue C^Ubraiion d^un conciU h Totdotue en
1160, Paris, 1902; Hefele, ConeiUenoeachichte, vols., iv.-

TOUSSAIN, ta^san' (TOSSANUS), DANIEL:
French Reformed; b. at Montb^liard (36 m. w. of

Basel) July 15, 1541; d. at Heidelbeig Jan. 10,

1602. His father was Pierre Toussain (q.v.), and
the son was educated at Basel and Tobingen. Re-
tmning to France he preached for six months in his

native town, and went to Orleans, 1560, where, after

being a teacher of Hebrew, he was ordained mini&-

ter of the local Reformed church in 1561. In 1568

he waa forced to flee with other Protestants, but
was soon discovered and imprisoned over two weeks.

He then fled with his family to Montaigis, where he
was protected by the duchess of Ferrara until the

king of France demanded the expulsion of all Hu-
guenots. He now sought refuge in Sancdrre, and,

after one year, returned to Montbdliaid. Here he

was charged with teaching Calvinistic and Zwinglian

heresies, his reply being an affirmation of his Lu-
theran belief. In 1571 he was recalled to Orleans,

and held services in the castle Isle, a few miles

away, but at the news of the massacre of St. Bar-

tholomew's Day, he fled just in time to escape the

total massacre and pillage of Isle the next day; and
he was concealed by a Roman Catholic nobleman
at Montargis and later by the duchess in a tower of

her castle. In Nov., 1572, he was able to return to

his father at Montb^liard, but Lutheran intolerance

again drove him out, and he accepted a call of the

French refugees at Basel. In Mar., 1573, he was
appointed cbAplain to the Count Palatine Frederick

III. at Heidelberg, but in 1576 the Calvinistic

Frederick was succeeded by his son, the Lutheran

Louis VI., and the Reformed were expelled. They
found a Calvinistic patron, however, in John Casi-

mir, the brother of the count, at Neustadt, where

Toussain became inspector of churches and also

helped found an academy in which he was one of

the teachers. After the death of Zacharias Ursinus

(q.v.) he was also preacher to the refugees' church

of St. Lambert. In 1583 Louis VI. died, and John
Casimir became regent. Calling Toussain into his

council, he expelled the Lutherans from Heidelberg,

and Toussain later became professor of theology,

and, in 1584, rector. As an author he was prolific,

beirig credited with no less than thirty-three works,

for a list of which and his correspondence of. F. W.
Cuno, Danid Touanua (Amsterdam, 1898).

(John Vi*not.)
Bzbuoobapbt: P. Tosranua, Vitm et chitue D. Toeaani . . .

narratio, Heidelbeis, 1603; A. Mailer, Daniel Toetanue,
LAen und Wirken, 2 vols., Fleosbnzs. 1884; F. W. Cuno,
Danid Toeeanue, Amsterdam, 1898; J. Vitoot, Hiet, de

la rSforme dona U paye de MonibSliard, Montb^liard, 1900.

TOUSSAIN (TOSSANUS), PIERRE: French Re-

former of Montb^liard, and father of the preceding;

b. at St. Laurent, near Marville (145 m. e.n.e. of
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Paris), 1499; d. at Montb^liatd (36 m. w. of Basel)

Oct. 5, 1573. Educated at Metz, Basel, Oologne,

Paris, and Romei he became a canon of Mets in

1515, where he first heard of Protestant doctrines,

and, being suspected of adherence to them, he was
forced to flee to Basel. After a sojourn at Paris, he
attempted to introduce the new doctrines into Metz,

only to be imprisoned at Pont k Mousson. On Mar.
11, 1526, deprived of his benefice, he was expelled

from Metz. He now returned to Paris, where he
became an almoner of Margaret of Navarre, but in

1531 was again obliged to flee from France. After

visiting Zwingli in Zurich, Gillaume Farel in Grand-
son, and Simon Sulser in Basel, he went to Witten-
berg. While in Tabingen on his return, he gladly

accepted the invitation of Duke Ulrich of Wttrt-

tembeig to continue the Reformation begun by
Johann Gayling and Farel in Montb61iard. y^ithin

ionr years (1535-^) Protestantism was definitely

established, the mass was abolished, and the most
of the canons retired to Besan^on. Toussain be-

came the head of the new ecclesiastical oiganisa-

tion, which, being French and Swiss in chuacter,

became involved in serious controversies with the

German chaplains of Count Christopher of WOrt-
tembeig, who took up his residence at Montb^hard
in 1642. As a result he retired to Basel, 1545-46,

but returned to Montb^liard when the difficulty

was finally adjusted. He was one of the few clergy

undisturbed during the interim (154S-62), and on
the second suppression of the Roman CaUiolics in

Montb^liard in 1552 he resumed his position as su-

perintendent at the head of the Protestant clergy.

In 1559, under the guardians of the new count,

Frederick, the WOrttemberg agenda were intro-

duced, but the stubborn resistance of Toussain and
his clergy forced the count's guardians to make
concessions, especiallyto permit the use of Toussain's

liturgy for the time being. In 1568, however, all

pastors who refused to adopt the WOrttemberg
agenda were deposed. When, in 1571, Jakob An-
dre& (q.v.) was sent by the WOrttemberg govern-

ment to Montb^liard, the clergy were strictly ex-

amined, Daniel Toussain (q.v.), the reformer's son,

was banished, and his fatiier was pensioned and
replaced by a Lutheran. All the clergy who pro-

fessed either Zwinglianism or Calvinism were grad-

ually removed, and the Tobingen dogmas were
enforced. Strict in life. Evangelical in spirit, Tous-
sain was a model pastor and wise organiser. His
sole literary production was L'Ordre qu'on tierU en

I'Sglise de MonSbUiard en instniMarU les en/ana, et

administrarU lee eairUe eacramene avec la forme du
mortage et dee priiree (1559), of which only a single

copy seems to exist. (John ViiNOT.)

Bibuookapbt: J. Vi^Dot, ffitt. d9 2a HJotrnM doHB U pay*
dB ManAUiard, 2 vols., MontMUard, 1903.

TOWIISEND, LUTHER TRACT: Methodist

Episcopal; b. at Orono, Me., Sept. 27, 1838. He
spent his early life in New Hampshire; studied at

New Hampshire Conference Seininaiy; was grad-

uated from Dartmouth College, Hanover, N. H.,

1859; from Andover Theological Seminary, Mass.,

1862; served as private and adjutant of the Six-

teenth New Hampshire regiment, 1862-63; entered

the Methodist Episcopal ministry, 1864; was pro-

fessor of Hebrew, Chaldee, and New-Testament
Greek at Boston University, 1868-70; of historical

theok)gy there, 1872; of practical theology snd
sacred rhetoric, 1872-93; and since then emeritus
professor. Of his works may be mentioned Credo
(Boston, 1869); The Sword and Qarment (1871);
Ood-Man (1872); Loet Forever (1874); Arena and
Throne (IS74); The Supernatural Factor in Rdiffiout
Revivale (1877); The IniermediaU World (1878);
BMe Theology and Modem Thought (1883); Evolu-

tion or Creation (CSiicago and New Yorlc^ 1896);
Story ofJonah in the Light ofHigher Criiiciem (1897)

;

Anaetaeie (1902); God'e Qoodneee and Sevaity, or

Endleee Puniehment (1903); Adam and Eve—Hie-
tory or Myth (1904); CoUapae of Evolution (1905);

God and the Nation (1905); The Dduge—Hietory
or Myth (1907); and Bible Inepiratian (1909).

TOWnSBlTD, Wn^LIAM JOHN: English Meth-
odist; b. at Newcastle-upon-Tyne Jan. 20, 1835.

He was educated at Percy Street Academy in his

native city, and was then engaged in business for

several years, after which he studied for the min-
istry of the Methodist New Connection for a year
(1859-60) under James Stacey, of Sheffield.- He
was minister of various churches of his denomina-
tion in Birmingham, Manchester, Leicester, Ches-
ter, Halifax, Stockport, and Newcastle until 1886,

when he became president of the Methodist New
Connection Conference, as well as general mission-

ary secretary of the same body, a position which he
hdd until 1891. In addition to Uie pastoral work
which he then resumed in Birmingham and Loiubn,
he was editor of the Methodist New Connexion in

1894-97 and was reappointed in 1902. In theology
he "holds generally by Evangelical Christianity

as expounded by leading modem Methodist theo-

logians," and " has views on inspiration and the

last things which differ from a hard and twprhaninJ
view of inspiration, or an arbitrary view of future

retribution." He has written The Great Schoolmen

of the Middle Ages (London, 1880); Robert Morris
eon, the Pioneer of Chinese Missions (1888); Alex-
ander Kilham, the First Methodist R^ormer (1890);
Reminxsoences and Memorials of Rev. James Stacey,

D.D. (1891); Madagascar, its Missionaries and
Martyrs (1892); Strength perfected in Weakness
(1893); Handbook of Christian Doctrine (1897);
Handbook to the Methodist New Connexion (1899);

Life of Oliver Cromwdl (1899); The Great Symbols
(1901); History of Popular Education in Engkmd
and Wales (1903); As a King ready to the BatOe
(1904); The Story of Methodist Union (1906); and
A New History ofMethodism (1909; in collaboration

with others).

TOT, CRAWFORD HOWELL: Theist; b. at

Norfolk, Va., Mar. 23, 1836. He was educated at

the University of Virginia (AM., 1856) after which
he taught three years (1856-59), and studied for a
Srear (1869-60) at the Southern Baptist TheoIo|pcai

Seminaiy, Greenville, S. C. He was professor of

Greek in Richmond College, Richmond, Va., in

1861, but left to enter the Confederate Army, in

which he served until 1863. In 1864-65 he was
professor in the University of Alabama, and after
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two years at the University of Berlin (1866-68),

was professor of Greek in Furman University,

Greenville, S. C, in 1868-69. From 1869 to 1879 he
was professor of Hebrew in Southern Baptist Theo-
logii^ Seminary, which was located first at Green-

ville and after 1877 at Loiiisville, Ey., and since

1880 has been professor of Hebrew and oriental lan-

guages at Harvard University. Besides his work as

editor of the Hellenistic department of the Jewish
Sneydopediaj he has written History of the Rdigion

of Israel (Boston, 1882); Quatatums in the New 7e»-

iament (New York, 1884); Judaism and Christtan-

ity (Boston, 1890); and Commentaxy on. Proverbs

(New York, 1899), and likewise prepared the He-
brew text and English translation of Esekiel for the

Polychrome Bible (New York, 1899).

TRACHOHrriS, trac^'o-noi'tis (TRACHOH): A
district of Palestine belonging to the Tetrarch

Philip, son of Herod the Great (Luke iii. 1). The
name, which is Greek and signifies *' rough country,"

is sometimes used in the Targums and other Jeindsh

writings to render the Argob of Deut. iii. 4, 13-14;

I Kings iv. 13. Josephus, who repeatedly mentions

Trachonitis, beside Auranitis (the Qauran) and
Batanea (Bashan), describes it (Ant., XV., x. 1)

as a rocky inaccessible region, abounding in arti-

ficial reservoirs and caves and infested with robbers.

It evidently lay to the east and northeast of Bashan,

and an inscription found at al-Mismiyah, the site of

the ancient Phsena, between twenty-five and twenty-

eight miles south of Damascus, describes the place

as *' the chief village of Trachon." This point is

situated on the northern edge of the Lejjah. The
Onomastican of Eusebius locates Trachonitis be-

yond Bostra in the desert south of Damascus, and
Ptolemy (V., xv. 26) places the Arabs of Trachonitis

east of Batanea. In 1858 J. G. Wetzstein studied

the two Trachons, or rugged tracts, to the southeast

and south of Damascus mentioned by Strabo (II.,

ii. 755-756). Of these only the latter has any con-

nection with Bible history. It is now called al-

Lejjah, or " place of refuge," and is a lava plateau,

extending for twenty-eight miles northwest from

the range of the Qauran. The upper surface, whose
outer edge averages thirty-three feet above the sur-

roimding region, is a sharply undulating plain of

lava-stones, covered with heaps of basalt blocks.

The jagged surface is rent by abrupt ravines. The
intense humidity has made vegetation possible,

while the winter rains are preserved in subterra-

nean reservoirs easily concealed. The entire region

corresponds closely to the description of Josephus,

the name Trachdn itself being possibly an equiva-

lent of the Arabic wa'r, ** stony, inaccessible di»-

trict," which is applied to the ^ah in the east and
the Lejjah in the west.

After the death of Lysanias, king of Iturasa (36

B.C.), Zenodorus leased the southern parts of his

domain from Cleopatra, and seems to have remained

tributary ruler after her death in 30. They were

located between Trachonitis and Galilee, and in-

cluded Ulatha and Panias (Ant,, XV., x. 3). To
increase his revenues Zenodorus had the inhabi-

tants of Trachonitis make forays, especially against

the people of Damascus. Augustus accordingly

oommanded that Trachonitis, Batanea, and Aura-
nitis be assigned to the interests of Herod the Great
(23 B.C.), to whom he also gave the domain of Zeno-
dorus at his death (20 B.C.). Attempts to make the
nomads of the country an agricultural people
meeting with scant success, Herod settled 3,000
Idunueans there (10-9 B.C.). A few years later he
likewise placed a colony of 600 Babylonian Jews in

Trachonitis, and built for their leader Zamaris the
fortress of Barthyra (probably the modem Bait An
in the Jaulan). On the death of Herod (4 B.C.),

Augustus made his son Philip ruler of Trachonitis,

Batanea, Auranitis, and a part of the territory of

Zenodorus (hence tetrarch of Trachonitis). At
Philip's death (34 a.d.), his territory was incorpo-

rated with Syria, but in 37 was given by Caligula to

King Agrippa, a grandson of Herod, who ruled it

until his death in 44 a.d. (see Herod and Hia Fam-
ily). The district then came under the control of

Roman procurators until, in 53 a.d., Claudius gave
it to A^ppa II., who seems to have held it until

his death (100 a.d.) . Under Roman rule Trachonitis

and the surrounding territory seems to have reached
a high degree of prosperity, which was apparently
destroyed by the Persian invasions about 615.

(H. GUTHB.)

Bibuookapbt: O. A. Smith, Hittorieal Cfeograjthy of Pales-
tine, pp. 629 aqq., London and New York, 1896; J. L.
Porter, Five Yean in Damaacue, 2 vols., London, 1865;
idem, Oiant Citiee ofBashan, pp. 12 aqq.. New York, 1871;
J. G. Wetntein, Reiaeberieht Hber Hauran und die Tra-
ehonen, Berlin, 1860; M. de Vogufi, Syrie CtntraU, 2 vols.,

Paris. 1866-77; P. Le Baa and W. H. Waddington, /n-
eeriptiona greoQuee ei laUnee, vol. iii., noe. 2624, 2396,
Paris, 1870; 8. Merrill, Baai ofthe Jordan, pp. 10 aqq., new
ed.. New York, 1883; H. Hildesheimer, BeiMloe eur Oeo-
graphie PalAetinae, pp. 66-67, Berlin, 1886; A. Stubela,
'* Journey to Ttdul and Hawan, 1882** ed. H. Guthe. in
ZDPV, xil (1889), 226-302: Maj.-Gen. A. Hebez^Perey.
A Visit to Bashan and Argob, London, 1896; G. Rind-
fleiaoh, in ZDPV, xxi (1898), 1-46; SobOier, Oeschichte,

L 426 aqq., Enc. tnnaL, I., ii 11 aqq.; DB, iv. 801; EB,
iv. 6142-46.

TRACT: [In general literary use, a small work in

which some subject of small range, or some aspect
of a subject, is discussed (Lat. tractare, " to treat a
subject "). It is distinguished from a treatise by
being shorter, and by its persuasive as distinguished

from its pedagogical aim. In its religious sense its

Latin equivalent was much used in the Middle Ages,

and continued to be used after the Reformation. In
its modem use the word designates a brief exhorta-
tion to a religious life (see Tract Societies)].

Liturgically it is an extension of the Gradual (q.v.)

by a number of verses, especially from the Psalms,
used from Septuagesima to Easter on Sundays and
festivals, and also after Ash Wednesday on Mondays,
Wednesdays, and Frida3rB, except in masses for the
dead. The tract, like its name, seems to date back
to the early Church. It essentially implies humility,

and its designation is explained (as by the Pseudo-
Alcuin, De divinis offidis, ix., in MPL, ci. 1186) as

due to the fact " tiiat it is sung slowly or sadly
(tractim), and signifies the groaning of holy mother
Chiirch." (A. Hauck.)

TRACT AlID C0LP0RTA6B SOCIETY OF
SCOTLAND. See Tract Socibtibs, III., 3
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L Oricia and GbAmetar.
n. In Qennaay.
HL In Great Britain.

1. Tb0 Balicioua Tract Sodetgr.

TRACT SOCIETIES.

Oiism and Pevelopmant (| 1).

Ite Tncta (| 2).

Its Imam of Books (| 3).

Aids to Foraisn Miasiaos (| 4).

2. Society for

Knowledge.
3. Other Societies.

IV. In America.

L Origin and Chaxacter: Tract sodeties are

anociationa for the diasemination of brief popular

religiouB treatiaes, especially on preaent^lay prob-

lems and questions of personal life, among wider

circles than are immediately reached by the Church,

thus seeking to counteract the circulation among
the masses of tenets and principles either meager
in faith or hostile to Christianity. The tract may
be said to begin with the Reformation, as in Lu-
ther's ninety-five theses of 1517, which he followed

with a long series of pamphlets, being imitated in

this respect by other German, Swiss, and French
Reformers. Later, Finglish Puritans and Method-
ists, German pietists, and Moravians affected the

circulation of tracts; but it was especially the Augs-

burg senior Johann Urlsperger and the English

Hannah More, in the Utter part of the eighteenth

century, who were responsible for the formation of

tract societies. In 1782 the former established at

Basel the Deutsche Christentumsgesellschaft to

unite Christians against the rationalism of the peri-

od; while the latter, after having combated French
atheism by tracts which reached a circulation of

2,000,000, found her work carried on by the Edin-

buigh Tract Society (founded in 1796) and the

London Religious Tract Society (established in

1799). On the model, and partly with the aid, of

the latter oiganisation, associations were soon

formed in a number of places for the circulation of

tracts, their work being carried on more or less in

connection with home missions.

n. In Oermany: The most important tract

societies in Germany are as follows: Christlicher

Verein im ndrdlichen Deutschland (Eialeben, 1811);

Wupperthaler Traktatgesellschaft (Wupperthal,

1814); Hauptverein fOr christliche Erbauungs-
schriften in den preussiachen Staaten (Berlin, 1814);

Niedersftchsische Geeellschaft sur Verbreitung

christlicher Erbauungsschriften (Hambuig, 1820);

Evangelische Ciesellschaft (Stuttgart, 1832) ; Evan-
gelische Bacherstiftung in Stuttgart, or Calwer
Verein (Calw, 1833); Evangelische Geeellschaft in

Strassbuig (Strasbutg, 1834); Verein sur Verbreit-

img christlicher Schriften (Basel, 1834); Agentur
des Rauhen Hauses (Hamburg, 1842); Evangel-
ischer BOcherverein (Berlin, 1845); Evangelische

Gesellschaft fOr Deutschland (Elberfeld, 1848);

Evangelischer Verein fOr die protestantische Pfals

(1848); NOmberger evangelischer Verein fQr

innere Mission (Nurembeig, 1850); Schriftenab-

teilung der Gesellschaft fOr innere Mission im
Sinne der lutherischen Kirche (1850); Christlicher

Kolportageverein in Baden (1867); Nassauisoher

Kolportageverein (Herbom, 1873); Deutsche
evangelische Traktatgesellschaft (Berlin, 1879);

and Christlicher Zeitschriftenverein (Berlin, 1880).

The circulation of pfennig sermons begun by the

Berlin city mission in 1881 serves a like purpose;

the Verein fOr christliche Volksbildung fOr Rhem-

land und Westfalen (Cologne, 1882); and the

Deutsche Zentralstelle sur Forderung der Volks-

und JugendlektOre (Hambuig, 1905), and the pop-

ularly scientific Lekr und Wekr fun deuUche Ycik

(Hambuig, 1904 sqq.). The chief problems of Ger-

man tract societies at the present time are, on the

one hand, popular demonstration of the applica-

bility of the Gospel to the problems of social and
economic life to controvert the false glamour of So-

cial Democracy, and, on the other hand, the de^

fense of Christianity against rationalistic critidsm
and the theories of evolutionistic monifim The
circulation of tracts is carried on chiefly by branch
establishments of the societies and by oolporteurs;

and the desired results are best attained on the

basis of personal acquaintance and with regaid to

the requirements of each case, inferior results h&nz
gained by promiscuous distribution of religious

literature. (H. Rahjlsnbeck.)
m. In Great Britain.—1. The Balidoiis Txact

Boolety: The great development of missionary in-

terest which marked the last years of the eighteenth
century led in 1799 to the formation by Cieor|!e

1 Oriffin
^^^^^^ *^** others of the Religious

L^at!^ Tract Society. Their act was the more

eloinnent. ^^^^1 in the case of Christian litera-

ture as, in 1804, its founders also orig-

inated the British and Foreign Bible Society. Start-

ing with the production of simple tracts for home
use, the society's work rapidly developed. T^
production of books and periodicals was add^;
work was undertaken for Roman Catholic countries
on the continent of Europe; and, as early as tha

year 1814, assistance was given to Christian litera-

ture for China on the appeal of Drs. WiDiaxn MUm-
and Robert Morrison (qq.v.); while other parts <^

the heathen and Mohammedan world rapidly C3z&c>

under the society's influence. Its present opera-
tions extend to every quarter of the globe, the si}-

dety continuing to be an agency for producing Chris-
tian literature in or for the mission fields of the

world. So far it has used 272 languages and dia-

lects in the course of this work, and every year sees

some addition to this total.

Placing first its original work of producing Eksf-
Ush tracts, the society still provides literature o:

this type for all classes of the community. lX& Rres^

2 Its
^"^^ ^^ Tracts and its TraeU f<m- iSf

^^^ Timts^ written by men of leaimng an.
position in the churches, address Ibeci.-

selves to the greater problems of theological crit--

dsm and social life. In its biographical aeilcs thr

lives of men and women eminent in the duisdas
Church of all ages are treated by writers of postk^a.
The necessity of producing special tracts for di=>

tribution among men originated its series of Let^r-
to My Brothers and The Men's Own. Much of trar
distribution being conducted upon a regtil&r st«>

tern, requiring a constant supply of newr tracis
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several aeries piovidiDg these at low prices are reg-

ulariy issued. Special proviaion is made of tracts

for women and children; and in the arrangement
of the various series, regard is had to the particular

needs of such classes as soldiers, sailors, and rail-

way men. The work of providing tract literature

hapiMly has the sympathy of men distinguished

both for scholarship and for position in the Christian

CSiurch. Thus nuxiem authors of tracts published

by the society include Bishop Handley Moule, the
Earl of Northbrook, Sir William Muir, Alexander
McLaren, Hcoiry Wace, Griffith Thomas, Eobert
Forman Horton, Arthur Tappan Pierson, John Wat-
son (Ian Ifadaren), and Robert £. Speer. The
method of the committee in choosing tracts is to-

day what it was when the society b^an its work.

'Each tract is read by every member of the commit-
tee and a vote tal^ upon it. It is still required

that the evangelical message be definite, and it is

satisfactory to know that perhaps never in the his-

tory of the society have there been more frequent

and more remarkable evidences of direct spiritual

bleeaing through the reading of tracts than have
been received during the last few years. It is clear

that, although from time to time inexperienced ob-

servers allege that the day of the tract is past, the

Evangelical and pastoral use of tracts has suffered

no check.

In book publication the society has continued

along the Ihies followed for many years. While
primarily anxious to produce that which definitely

oonvejrs the Gospel message, or in some way illus-

JL italun ^^ ^' supports its clsims, the society

of Books!*^'^ ^^^ increasingly the need of pro-

viding literature which, though not so

definitely religious in its message, is decisively

Christian in tone and character. The provisbn of

such literature has again and again b^en pressed

upon the society as a public duty in the face of the
overwhelming development of literature, low or

even debasing in moral tone, or, if otherwise beyond
criticism, still anti-Christian in its influence. In re-

cent years the more definitely theological part of

the society's catalogue has been widely known for

its series By-Paths of Bible KnawUdge, to which
authors of the standing of Professor Archibald

Hcouy Sayce, Wallace Budge, Sir William Dawson,
and others contributed; by such helps to Bible

study as were furnished by Alfred Ederaheim's vol-

umes on Bible Hietory and on The TempUf by Dr.

Samuel Gosnell Green's Handbook to Old TeeUment
Hebrew, and Handbook to the Grammar of the Greek

TesUuneni; and by devotional works from the pens
of such authors as Newman Hall, John Angell James,
and Canon Edward Hoare. Still more recent ad-

ditions include the volumes of a Devotional Com-
mentary by Bishop Handley Moule, Frederick

Biothcaion Meyer, Griffith Thomas, and other

authors; an important series of works dealing with

the contiovergy with Rome, including a translation

with notes, of Kari August von Hase's ProteetanJtr

iache PoUmik by Dr. Annesley William Streane; the

Handbook of the Bible, of Dr. Joseph Angus, thor-

oqghly revised by Dr. S. G. Green; together with

practical and devotional works from the pens of

9iieh loen as Bishop Welldon, Dr. Sortony WiUimn

L. Watkinson, John Henry Jowett, and Dr. Eugene
Stock.

In general literature features in recent years have
been the provision of full biographies of distinguished

missionaries such as James Chalmers, Griffith John,

and Geoige Grenfell, and of finely illustrated works
on natural history by Richard Kerr and others. No
recent British artist engaged in illustration work
is now more widely known than Harold Copping,
whom the society sent to the East in order to pro-

vide Bible illustrations. The society has accord-

ingly produced a Bible illustrated from Copping's
sketches and in addition two finely illustrated works
—The Goepd in the Old Teetament and Soenee in the

lAfe of our Lord, the letterpress of which was con-

tributed by Bishop Handley Moule. In fiction the

society has continued to produce books for adult

readers as well as for the young, retaining old favoi^

ites and adding later autiiors of repute.

The periodicals of the society have always been
a distinctive part of its work. The Child's Com-
panion, begun in 1824, is still issued. The Sunday
at Home has now more than fifty years of work be-

hind it. The Girl's own Paper, started in 1880, has
reoentiy been entirely recast. The Boy's own Paper
is still perhaps the most widely known publication

of its Jdnd. Other periodicals appealing to various

classes continue the work originated nearly a cen-

tury ago.

The aid of Foreign mission work has, from the
earliest days of its existence, been an intimate con-
cern of the society. As early as the year 1814, Mor-
rison and Milne applied to it on behalf of China and
promptiy received aid. In the previous year, the

first application for help in vernacular
*• ^[***^ work came from India, and the first

w^!!!Si_ auxiliary tract society was formed at
Bellary in 1817. Nearer home the so-

ciety began to publish in Italian as early as 1806,

and in Russian in 1814. The first effort on the part

of France was made in 1819, and the work in Austria

was begun ten years later. The society now main-
tains its own book and tract depot at Madrid for

Spain; at Lisbon for Portugal; at A^enna for Aus-
tria; at Budapest for Hungary, and at Warsaw for

Poland. In fSrance it assists the Paris society, the

McAll Mission (q.v.), and the Toulouse society; in

Belgium, the work of the " Evangelical Mission
"

of Brussels; in Switzerland, the colportage work of

the " Evangelical Society of Geneva "; in. Italy,

that of the "Evangeli<»l Publication Society of

Florence "; in Turkey and Bulgaria, the publica-

tion work of the American Board of Commissioners
for Foreign Missbns; in Greece, the " Evangelical

Society's " work; and in Russia, Norway, Sweden,
and Denmark, the publication and distribution of

Christian literature through various societies and
individual workers. The Religious Tract Society
has thus for many years been a powerful supporter

of those IVotestant communities which, on the con-

tinent of Europe, are struggling against the power
of Rome. It has continued this work in the face of

many obstacles, but has gradually seen the liberty

of the press and of the individual more and more
freely conceded. By the aid and operations of the

AmericaQ Presbyterian press the society has pro-
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duoed at, and distributed from, Beirut in Syria, a
large and varied amount of Arabic literature, both
definitely Christian in its message as well as some
amount of general literature (see Stbia, VI., 1, S 2).

^ ^isyP^ i^ luifl lei^t important aid to the publica-

tion work of the Church Missionary Society, period-

ical and otherwise. Elsewhere in Africa, the missbn
of the Church Missionary Society in Uganda has
received important help, while many other missions

in diUerent parts of that continent have been helped

to produce Christian literature in various forms or

have received grants of publications from home.
In India the work is mainly carried on through
subsidiary societies at Calcutta, Bombay, Madras,
Lahore, Allahabad, Kottayam, and Nagercoil, while

help has also been given to the Christian literature

and Religious Tract Society of Ceylon. Grants have
been made, as in other fields, to individual work-
ers among non-Christians as well as those working
among the British soldiers and civilians. In China,

as in India, the work is mainly done through the

subsidiary tract societies organised at Shajighai,

Hankow, Chungking, Peking, Foochow, Amoy, and
Mukden. But here, too, individual grants are also

made. The society has its own agent in China for

the supervision of its work, more especially for that

of the special China Fund started in the year 1908.

In Japan, its chief agent is the Japan Book and Tract
Society, Tokyo; and in Korea the Korean Tract
Society. Scarcely a year passes in which one or

more new languages is not added to the society's

list, and it has already assisted to publish the Pil'

grim*8 Progress in 112 languages and dialects.

The missionary operations at home consist in

the supply of literature free, or at reduced prices, for

pastoral and evangeUstic work, for the help of min-
isters and students; for the encouragement of

Evangelical missions, and for the instruction of in-

mates in hospitals and other institutions. In the ten

years ending 1911, a special fund of £20,000 was
also expended in the distribution of literature more
especially directed against the daims of the Church
of Rome.

8. Soolety for Promoting OhrlstiaB Snofwledg*:
This is not exclusively a tract society. Founded in

1698, it justly claims (Report^ 1908) that its origina-

tors " were the first to care for settlers and oobnists,

the heathen in India and the Mohammedans in the

Far East." But its grant operations have included

help in founding bishoprics, in aid of church build-

ing and of education, as well as in providing Chris-

tian literature for the home and the mission fields.

Its constitution confines its control and its opera-

tions to the Church of England and churches in

communion with her. For these it has been a
Bible society, a Christian literature society, and a
tract society. It has been of great help to mission-

aries in its readiness to print works connected with
the study of various languages used in their fields;

in its generous provision for the printing of prayer-

books and definite church literature; and in its

aid of tract work. Its catalogue of English books
is especially strong in works explaining and defend-

ing tiie failJi and the position of the Anglican church.

Qreat attention has been given to Christian evi-

donoe and to devotional literaturei as w^ll 84 ^ thQ

issue of popular fiction. Its tract catalogue Is lioh

in tracts dealing with Anglican church doctxine,

church seasons, and the defense of the church. The
Report for 1908 gives the total number of works sold

during the year (other than Bibles and prayer-books)

as a Uttie over 13,000,000. For the mission field,

twenty-four works were produced in London and
aid was given to thirty-two published abroad. For-

eign publications were granted to the value of

£1,360; and the total grants of publications (ex-

cluding half-price libraries) amounted to £5,815.
8. Other Soototias: The Stirling Tract Bntv-

prlse was originated by Peter Druimnond, of Stir-

ling, in the year 1848, in order to meet a purely

looal need. The work met with so much local suis

cess that it was gradually extended. The BrUish
Messenger (formed on the model of the American
Messenger) was started in 1853, the Oospd Trumpet
in 1857, and Qood News in 1862. On the death of

Drummond in 1877, the Enterprise passed und»
the care of a body of trustees. It now produces
books as well as magazines and tracts, and tracts

are published in several continental languages as

well as in English. The circulation amounts to

about 10,000,000 publications per annum. The
Tract and Colportage Society of Sootbad, founded
in 1793, and the oldest Bible, tract, and col-

portage agency, is rather an evangelistic and
distributing society than a publishing house.

Its colporteurs are mainly employed in Scotland,

but a few work in Englimd. They sell the Scrip-

tures, evangelistic literature, and wholesome publi-

cations popular in type. There is also a depository

in Edinburgh. About 700,000 tracts were distrib-

uted in the year last reported on. The Children's

Special Service Mission^ which began its work in

1867 as an agency for holding seaside services for

children, while continuing its home work, now has
an office and missioner in India, with native evan-
gelists in India, Ceylon, and Japan. Its leaflets are

now published in several continental languages, and
are also issued for use in CSiina, Japan, and other

mission-fields.

Any survey of tract work done by British socie-

ties would be incomplete without reference to the

Christian Literature Society for China, and the

Christian Lltentnre Socie^ for India. These or-

ganizations confine tiieir work exclusively to the

fields stated in their titles, but, as nussionary organ-

isations, are large producers <^ tract and other

literature. A fuller account of thdbr work would
more properiy belong to a review of missionary en-

terprise in tLese two fields. A. R. Bucxlakb.
TV. In America: Tract societies are volimtary

associations of Christians to publish and circulate

religious tracts, including volumes. The impor-
tance of adding to the influence of spoken tnith

and the permanent effectiveness of the printed page
were early felt by (yhristians. What a good hook
can do and how its influence n^y germinate is

shown in the history of Baxter's conversion aided

by reading Dr. Gibbs's book entitied. The Bruised

Beedf and Baxter's instrumentality in the conver-

sion of Doddridge, by whose Rise and Progress Wil-

berforoe was led to embrace tiie truth. It became
Qvid^t that much good would be wioii^t by short,
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earnest, and strong tracts. Oonsequently efforts

were early made by individuals to furnish these

cheaply in such forms and quantities that they
could be widely diffused.

One of the first American societies was the
Connecticnt Rellgioiis Tnet Sodsty at Hartford,

founded as early as 1808; in 1812 the Hew Tork
Rellgioiss Tract Society arose, and in 1814 the

Hew England Tnct Society of Andover, afterward
transferred to Boston, which in 1823 changed its

name to the American Tract Society. The friends of

this form of Christian activity, however, were soon
convinced that the needed work could be carried

forward advantageously and effectively only by a
national association, centrally located, and securing

the confidence and support of all Evangelical Chris-

tians and denominations. Hence, there was organ-
ised in May, 1825, the American Tract Society at

New York City. The movement received general

approval and rapidly expanded, and took rank with
the Bible Society among the chief interdenominar
tional Christian charities of the nation. The socie-

ty's first publications were tracts, and at the end
of two years volumes were issued; hand-bills, leaf-

lets. Christian tracts, illustrated cards, waU-roUs,

etc., followed in quick succession. Publicatbns
have been issued in 174 languages, dialects, and
characters.

Its publications are for all ages and classes, and
treat all ordmaiy phases of trutii and duty. As
early as 1843 the publication of periodicals began.

These have varied in number from .time to time

—

The American Messenger, Amerikamecher BoUchc/ter,

Apples ofQMf and Mamamu De Oro being the peri-

odicals now issued. The society fumi^ies huge
quantities of its publications either gratuitously or

at reduced prices in order to aid missionaries and
Christian workers in their efforts to reform and save.

Its publications go to soldiers, sailors, to freedmen
and immigrants, to hospitals, prisons and asylums,

to needy mission-churches and Sunday-schools, to

the destitute and n^ected in cities, and thiou^iout
the entire country.

A laige number of colporteurs have been emptoyed
to visit from house to house, supplying some of its

publications to all, eitherby sale or grant, conversing

with the household, holding meetings for prayer, and
organising Sunday-schools. The importance, neces-

sity, and efficiency of this plan of evangeHsation has
been only partially recognised. The time undoubt-
edly must come when it will be fully understood

that tiie nation's greatest need is the need of the
nation's homes, and that this need lies in the ne-

cessity of the moral and spiritual uplift of botii

parents and children unreached by saving InflnMiAwif

The one essential lesson yet to be learned is tiiat

national transfonnation can be effected only through
the nation's homes. The Society, therefore, has
never failed to prosecute this line of work to the full-

est extent of its ability, and during seventy years of

colportage hasmade 17,361,611 family visits and cir-

culated 17,002,881 volumes. Its publications issued

at the home office during eighty-four years are 466,-

164,267 tracts, 34,206,914 volumes, and 285,634,668
periodicals, making a grand total of 775,095,849, not
including the millions of tracts published at the
mission stations abroad by aid of the society's ap-
propriations. Its foreign work has been indi^)ensa-

ble through the supplying of grants in money to

create Christian literature in the vernacular at
mission stations in the Orient. The total now
reaches $779,267.43, not including many thousands
of dollars in electrotypes. Special mention should

be made of the pubHcation of Christian literature in

Benga, Bulu, BulubarLulua, Fan, Umbundu, and
Mpongwe for missionary work in Africa, and the

much-needed literature in the Portuguese language.

The gratuitous distribution of literature has reached

two and a half millions of dollars, more than
$30,000 worth being sometimes distributed in a
single year. The society has issued over 300 distinct

publications in Spanish, which have been indispens-

able in successfully prosecuting nussionaiy work in

all Spanish-spealdng countries. Its operations are

directed by an executive committee, composed of

constituent committees, known as publishing, dis-

tributing, and finance, six members each. The pub-
lishing committee represents six different denom-
inations, which assures the interdenominational

character of its publications, and the action of its

committee must be unanimous. There is one gen-

eral secretary with assistants and helpeni to carry

forward the work.
The sodetjr's work is wholly dependent upon

donations and legacies. It makes an earnest ap-

peal to all people for sufficient offerings to carry the

Gospel truth into every non-Christianhome through-

out the land. The Western Tract Society of Cin-

cinnati (1851) cooperates with the American Tract

Society of New York. JunsoN Swift.

BtBUoasLkrmti The Btentiin ii to be
pofit, eto.f of Ifai

bkihsRe-

L Pnttminaiy Inflimoei.
n. The TKactariMi Deveiopmanti

The Ozfoid Onmp (f 1).

The Traets ({ 2).

John Houy Newman (| 8).

I (I 4).

TRACTARIAHISM.
nLPuMyina.

DoetriiuJ Oootioveiay (1 1).

Papia Interfennee (f 2).

IV. Bitoalkm.
V. TheBodMiMtieal Servioei of i

Qiiuni I

By Tractarianism is commonly understood the

ecdesiastical-thedlogical movement starting out
from Oxford in 1833 and profoundly affecting the

Church of England. It was an effort to overoome
the rehgwus decline of the beginning of the eight-

eenth century not by recourse to the deeper native

reocMiroes, but tp tb« QMcr eedemtin^i tinMUtioQe;

PmalML hdtamem (f 1).

Doetrine; The Chnreh (| 2|.

ApoetoUo Suoeeaaion (f 8).

The Saonmeots; Baptinn Q 4^
The Real Pnaeooe (f 6).

8aoradArt(|6).

such as the conversion of the creedal faith into de-

vout mystidsmy and an inner approximation to

Roman Catholic principles. FoUowing its course in

the three forms of Tractarianism, Pus^]dsm, and
Ritualism, the new movement turned, on the baaia

of the Old Anglican theology, against the voiding

of valuable le^fious aawts, undertaken by the a^
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greanve liberalism of the time, and against the en-

cioachmentfl of the State upon the righta of the

Church. Theolo^cally, it was an attempted an-

swer to the inquiry oonceming the nature of the

Church and its attributes. Practically, it was an
effort worthily to constitute the Christian life, and
to elevate divine worship.

L Preliminary Influences: The English Refoi^

mation of the sixteenth century had been political

and ecclesiastical rather than religious. Deism two
centuries later was sterile and depressing upon in-

tellectual life m the Church. John Wesley and the

Evangelical movement exerted a great redeeming

power; however, their emotional one-sidedness

forestalled the requisite influence upon the eocle-

aastical theobgy. The undercurrent in the change

of ideas which now set in was due to the idealism of

Kant, Fichte, Coleridge, and Carlyle. A part of the

wave of liberation which swept over Europe in the

eighteenth century meant the annihilation of eccle-

siastical despotism and the rising desire for the sep-

aration of Qiurch and State, even a menace to the

place of the Church itself. This was attended by a
reaction on the soil of romanticism that rallied to

the aid of the Church. Everywhere in Europe the

order was the same; the hunger for freedom, which
promised to make the individual absolutely self-

dependent, turned into doubt and philosophic an-

guish, and resulted for many in the swallowing up of

personality by the strongly authoritative spirit-life

of the Roman Catholic Church. This gave rise in

England to the new ecclesiastical devotion of the

cultured. Following the tide back to nature which
had borne along Wordsworth and Shelley, Walter

Scott's revival of medieval romanticism included

its picturesque piety and ecclesiastical enthusiasm.

In Samuel Taylor Coleridge (q.v.), defender of the

faith of the CSiurch against rationalistic voidance,

and advocate for the freer establishment of the

traditional theology, the two tendencies which
marked the English theology of the early nineteenth

century were as yet combined. A new valuation

came to be placed by the English national spirit,

particularly at Cambridge, upon the heritage of the

Church, that of faith exercised in love. Creed made
way for personal faith; sacrament for preaching.

The dividing-line between state church and dissent

became dim, and the sole right of the state church

as such came into question. With the beginning of

the third decade, the ecclesiastical-political lib^al-

ism, following in the wake of the individualism of

the French Revolution, endeavored to enforce its

demands for freedom and equality. TiCading the

attacks on the historic rights of the Established

Church by means of parliamentary measures was
the ministry of John Russell, which represented the

principle of freedom of conscience in the repeal of

the Test Act (q.v.). This meant not only the ad-

mission of Non-conformists (q.v.) to parliament,

but their participation in eccleeiasticid meastves

and reforms. The foUowing year (1829) Sir Robert

Peel, to pacify Ireland, introduced the Roman Cath-

olic relief bill despite High-church opposition. Re-
form of the Chim:h or disestablishment was generally

expected as a consequence of political reform. Still

more perilous became the situation when the Whigs

came in power and, in deference to a violeot na-

tional demand, proceeded to press the pariiameo-

tary reforms against the house of lords sod the

bishops. They succeeded in transferring appeals in

ecclesiastical cases from a spiritual court nominated

by the king to a lay committee of the privy council,

whereby the voice of the bishops was silaiced also

in parliament and in tiie higher instance of die

privy council even on fundamental church questions.

The doom of the Established Church was not onhr

announced in parliament, but the passbn of ih

populace vented itself in various acts of violence in

London and elsewhere. The drift away from tk

church spread over all the land. The Reform BiL

had placed the power in the hands of those most

inimical to the church and most friendly toward

dissent. The Church of England, it was said, was

about to wrap itself in its shroud to die mih dig-

nity. The climax for a final rally to resistance w^«

reached when the parliament of 1833 aboli^ied

one-half of the bishoprics of Ireland, professedly as

an act of justice.

n. The Tractarian Development: Tlus counts-

movement came forth from Oxford, the fijgb*

church citadel. The call proceeded from Oriel Col-

lege, where, under the guidance of Richard What^j

(q.v.), a group of young men, including Thomas

Arnold, R. D. Hampden, J. H. New-

I. The man, R. H. Froude, John Keble, uti

Oiford E. B. Pusey (qq.v.), had become, as it

Oioup. were, the spiritual leaders of the uni-

versity. The attacks of Whately ca

the orthodox doctrines of election and justificatioD.

and the theses of Arnold affirming the idea of a

national church, in which the distinction between

clericals and laity would be obliterated, and wLk-ii

relegated dogma, ritual, and organization to second-

ary importance, broke the group into two camps.

The right wing of Keble, Froude, Newman, ani

Pusey forthwith espoused a church reform lookxDg

for relief beyond the sixteenth oentuiy. Abom

this time Newman returned from a trip to the Medi-

terranean, Rome, and Paris in the ferment of i^

tering views. Breaking with Whately and enc

with the High-church Edward Hawkins, to wIide&

he owed his teachings of baptismal regenentics

and Apostolic Succession (q.v.; see also SuoaB-

SIGN, ApoaTOUc), he reentered Oriel, now moi^

congenial to him, and became more and more op-

posed to his old friends, the Evangelicals. E&^
he was aided by his close association with Fiode,

from 1S26, the fanatical protagonist of the z^w

High-church ideas. The most gifted of the Oxlo?i

circle, intolerant and uncompromising, and po^

sesang an ardent passion for truth and an ascetf

purity of life, Froude had early seen the imposabi^^
of reaching the truth by reason alone, and b^i

consequently turned to the Chtuxih. Reverting: u^

the past, he was repeUed by the subjectivity of tk

advocates of the Reformation of the sixteenth e^
tury, kindling particularly in his Remains (Loikd:^

1838) his fevered animosity against it. Turnip'

first to his own church of the period of Laud. ^
presentiy passed to the medieval Roman C3iuiri: ii

the standard and type of all others, by its *' afwav?

everywhere, and by all " and doctrinal fulness. U
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England he hoped for a restoration of the Boman
Church with a revival of medieval piety, fasting,

good works, asoetioisni, celibacy, and the viigin

cuH. To this end he advocated the separation of

Church and State. As late as the beginning of the
fourth decade, Froude held reunion with Borne
possible and desirable, but his journey to Rome
changed his view and convinced him that the Ro-
man Church likewise must be transfonned to the
model of the primitive Church. The spirit of a man
who hated IVotestantism and combated Rome, a
Roman Catholic without a pope, and an Anglican
without IVotestantism, yet was the prophetic ante-

cedent of the Tractarian system in all its phases.

On their return from the south of Europe, Froude
and Newman found Oriel in ferment. John Keble,

then a member of Oriel and a man of deep piety and
gentieness, had published his famous Christian

Year (1827), a collection of poems which profoundly
influenced Newman, who about this time broke
with Whately. On the Sunday after Newman's
return Keble preached before the university the

Assise Sennon, published under the titie On the

Natumal Apoetaey, which became the alarmrcry

for the assembling of the associates. A few days
later Hugh James Rose, rector of Hadleigh, Suf-

folk, of his own accord, invited Froude, William
Palmer, and A. P. Perceval to the famous Hadleigh
Conference to consider the best means to avert the

threatening liberalising dangers. Keble and New-
man, though invited, were unable to be present.

The result of the conference was the fonnation of

the Association of Friends of the Church, and
Palmer was directed to frame two addresses to the

primate, Archbishop Howley, one of which, within

El few weeks, was signed by 7,000 clergy (more than
balf the total number in the country) and the other

[drawn up by Joshua Watson) by 230,000 heads
>f households. The Scottish and American episco-

pates likewise subscribed, and the former requested

izchiepisoopal sanction, thoqgh in vain. The only
point of difference was that of the separation of

jhurch and State, which Keble and Froude strongly

uged, while Newman wavered. In the interests of

waoe the point was not debated. Early in Septem-
yer Keble set forth the program of the new move-
nent as follows: (1) the sole way to salvation is to

sat the flesh and drink the blood of Christ; (2) the

neaos ordained is the Holy Eucharist; (3) the right

idministration of the sacrament is guaranteed by
lie apostolic conmussion given to bishops and
wiesta; (4) all possible means must be taken to im-

weBB and perpetuate the inestimable prerogative

if ocsmmunion with the Lord through the suoces-

on of the aposties, to strive for daily communion
od worship in the churches, and oppose every al-

eration of the esteblished lituigy. This was fol-

owed by The Churdiman'e Manual (Oxford, 1834)

fy Perceval, as the cxprcssbn of the conservatives.

A new phase opened with the tracto undertaken

iy Newman, fixing a name upon the entire devel-

pment. Newman was averse to oiganiaation and
ommittees, preferring a wide popular movement
tirred by personal sacrifice. The fitting pointo of

liHiwiiniiintinn were the universities, centers of in-

eDeotoal and religbus influence in England, such

XI.—31

as Oxford. The method must be by tracto or
pamphlets, the favorite form of religious propa-

ganda in that countiy. As histoxy
a. The proved, Newman was the one peoul-
TractL iariy gifted to prepare tiie brief theo-

logical reviews. Of his own accord he
issued Tract 1 (Sept. 9, 1833), followed by dghty-
nine others (seventy before Nov., 1835) under the
title of Trade far the Timee (6 vols., Oxford, 1833-
1841). These, seldom over eight or ten pages in

length, treated primarily of oiganisation, discipline,

andyworship, of the nature of the Chureh and her re-

lation to the primitive Church, on historic objections

to the privileges, doctrines, and liturgy of the Angli-

can Church, her forms of prayerand her burial serv-

ice, proposed changes in the liturgy, lax discipline,

andthe needs of the individual churches. The Ro-
man Catholic problem, however, had not yet become
prominent. Newman was the author of nos. 1, 2, d-^
10, 11, 19-21, 34, 38, 41, 45, 47, 71, 73, 75, 82, 83, 85,

88, and 90. Next to him was Keble, and then Pusey
(no. 18, on fasting; nos. 40, 67-69, on baptism);
Froude contributed but one (no. 63). The Traete

were supplemented, after 1833, by a series of ex-

tracto from such Chureh Fathers as Ignatius, Jus-

tin, and Irenfius, prepared by the other Oxford
leaders under the titie Beeorde of the Chureh; while

in 1838 Pusey, Keble, Newman, and Charles Mar-
riott began a translation of all the Fathers, which
appeared as the Library of the Fathere of the Hdy
Catholic Church, Anterior to the Division of the East
and West (50 vols., 1838-^). All three works were
polemical, and passed beyond the initiative of Keble
and Rose, in demanding not only religious but
ecclesiastical and ecdesiastioo-political r^orm, the

return development of the present Church to the

Church of the first three centuries, before the rise

of the cult of images, angels and saints, purgatory,

transubstantiation, the restriction of the cup to the

clergy, auricular confession, indulgences, and papal
infallibility. By Newman's presentotion of the doc-

trine of the visible Chureh as the source of all spuv

itual gifto and the channel of all grace, set forth in

the t«eaching and usage of the early English Chuich,
the Tracts at firstgai^d a most cordial welcome, fui^

nishing the bishops with the argument of divine right
through apostolic succession, in their struggle with
parKament, and the High-diurchmen with a weapon
against Evangelicals and Dissenters. Later TraetSp

however, began to exceed the demand for the resto-

ration of the system represented by the great An-
glican divines oif the sixteenth and seventeenth cen-

turies, and were deeoned suspidously akin to Roman
Catholic tenets, by their foggmg of words and ideas

and submerged sense becoming transparent (see

bek>w, High-chureh Doctrines). The Evangelical

organ. The Christian Observer, elesity perceived the

issue and began battle against the manifest tendency
toward Rome. The old popular cry of the eighteenth

century, " no popery/' resoimded again irmn press

and thoroughfare.

In rep^ Newman, undisputed leader horn 1834,

came forward (Trade 38, 41) with his doctrine of

ihibviamedia. He maintained that it was the gtory

of the Anglican Church to have taken the middk
course between the sonnlled Reformation and
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Eoman Catholidsm. The later English Church had
fallen from the faith of- the sixteenth century, had

disregarded the Prayer-Book, neg-

3* John lected the sacraments, and forsaken

Henry the church discipline. The teaching of

Hewman. the apostles and the early Church was
the rule of faith, not the Thirty-nine

Articles, which were no more than protests against

gross errora. As the first Reformation retained the

principles of the ancient Church shorn of their un-

sound accretions, so now the Thirty-nine Articles

were not to be revolutionised, but interpreted,

amended, and amplified, and the fundamental
primitive ideas at their basis were to be revived

and further unfolded, as an effective protest

against the amalgamation of Church and State

and the modem latitudinarianism. Alas, how-
ever, the via media was nothing else than the old

road to Rome and proved repugnant specially to

the religious sensibility of the nation. The first

blow was dealt by Hampden in 1834, demanding
that subscription to the Thirty-nine Articles by
members of the university be dispensed with.

Newman, supported by High - churchmen and
Evangelicals alike, violently opposed the recom-
mendation, which the university declined. When
two years later Hampden was appointed r^us
professor of divinity, the Tractazians again assailed

him, charging that he was a freethinker. He was,

accordingly, oondenmed by the heads of the col-

leges witii a vote of no confidence, but the two
proctors of the university vetoed the condemna-
tion. At the same time Thomas Arnold, the leader

of the liberal theology at Oxford, sided with Hamp-
den, and brought the menace to freedom of con-

science to the attention of the lay public, with the

result that in press and pamphlet the diwdmulated
aims of the '' Malignants " and " Oxford Conspira-

tors," were held up to public opprobrium. A tre-

mendous gain was made when, in the latter part of

1834, Pusey, one of the most distinguished profes-

sors of the university, finally gave the weight and
influence of his name to the party composed hither-

to of yoimg men. A power in high ecclesiastical

circles, a scholar of renown, and descendant of a
noble house with wide social connections, he was
eminentiy fitted for leadership by character, serv-

ices, and position. The effort became an organ-

ised movement and the adherents were from this

time styled Puseyites. Moderated seal, dignity, and
discreetness in scientific presentation took the place

of the extravagances and vagaries of the earlier

tracts. His Scriptural Views on Holy Baptism
(Tracts 67-69; 1835) was a solid doctrinal treatise

instead of a series of flighty appeals; and the

CatencB patrum (nos. 71, 76, 78, 81) was designed to

prove the historic continuity and the authority of

the early Church. The Roman Catholic Church was
not to be declined as such, since its doctrines were
Scriptural and not contrary to the Thirty-nine

Articles, but because it had violated the spirit of

the Gospel, and had been materialised by the lust

for power. On the other side the matter in hand
was not Romanism, nor even reformulation, but
simply the recognition and securing of the Anglican

doctrine and cult, in their pristine purity, as repre-

senting the native national faith. Meanwhile the

Tracts pursued this tendency, leaving behind the

via mtdia. Tract 75 recommended the Romaa
Breviary as a book of devotion, and In TVaets SO,

87 Isaac Williams advocated the doctrine of raer-

vation, holding that the holiest subjects should not

be discuased before every one and on evezy oeo-

sion. Such reserve had been observed by Chiist

and the apostles; and the indiscriminating revdft-

tion of all truths of doctrine before the indifferent

and unbelieving, like the general dislnbation d
Bibles and tracts, was to be rejected as contrary to

esoteric Christianity. Religious truth was revcakd

only to obedient faith, not to speculative investigi-

tion; and religious charact^ was formed by the

discipline of t^ Church, not by preaching, studj,

or piety of life. In Tract 89 Keble defended tb
mystical exegesis of Scripture employed by pa-

tristic allegory, and in Tract 90 Newman, with a

subtie sophistication and legal dialectic, advanced

the view that Roman Catholic oonvictaons did not

preclude subscription to the Thirty-^iine Articles.

The problem was not what the Articles teach, but

what they do not reject. What the authors had in

mind is immaterial, for they are no authorities.

Thus the Articles were neither refuted, attacked,

nor was their binding authority denied; but the

meaning of their aooeasories was skilfully changed,

and they were supplemented from what they did

not state. The supplements were strained to prove

that the Articles were directed purely agiunut doc-

trinal opinions and not against the essential im-

port, and under this view subscription was to be

permissive. This tract marked Newman's inner

break with his Church.
All Oxford was in commotion, the friends of the

movement rejoicmg that Roman tenets could find

place in the Anglican Church, and its foes filled with

indignation that the Thirty-nine Articles, the chief

bulwark of the F^ngliRh Church against Rome, were

broken down. The terror spread over the whofe

country, and the old cry of malignancy or moiaJ

depravity was again raised. Both

4. Reprea- sides uigod that the matter be decided,

tiim. and finally, in the middle of March,

1841, the vice-chancellor, heads of ool-

l^ges, and proctors declared their condemnation of

the Tracts. Bishop Bagot, of Oxford, hitherto well

disposed toward the Tractarians, hkewiae wrote

Newman that Tract 90 was offensive and periloiB

to the peace of the Church, and that the smes eoold

not be continued. To the authority of his boshop

Newmann yielded. The unity of the Oxford schcol

was broken by the stem consequences of TViki^ 90,

and in the summer of 1841 Newman, feeHi^ that

the Traotarian cause was defeated, and convinced

that he must seek peace and truth elsewhere, re-

tired to littiemore. The proposed Angio-Pne-
Stan bishopric of Jerusalem brought the struggle

within him to an end, and in 1845 he entered the

Church of Rome. Individual conversions to the

Roman Catholic Church had begun in 1840, and is

1842 the real exodus commenced. The more mod-

erate drew back, others modified their views by ex-

cluding Romanising ideas, and others still boiq^
peace in labors in country parishes. W, G. Wud,
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''the faziatical advocate of private judgment," until

he followed Newman in 1845, led the extreme right,

Keble and Williams the right center, and Perceval

the left. The leadership of the Oxford Movement,
as a whole, however, devolved, after 1841, on Pusey,

partly in consequence of the need of giving a scien-

tific and historical basis to the concepts of the

Tractarians to remedy the weakness resulting from
their loss of unity.

in. Puseyism: The second period of the Oxford
Movement was chaiacteriEed, 1840-60, by the

scientifio foundation of the system, and, 1860-70,

by the struggle for the recognition of

X. Doctrinal Anglo-Catholic doctrine and lituigy in

Controversy, the Established Church. Under Pusey's

guidance the movement assumed more
moderate forms, and, gradually leaving dogmatics,

lealously advocated the use of older rituals, closely

akin to the Roman, and in the effect of which some
rather precipitately with Carlyle foresaw the disso-

lution of the State Church. The rejection by Ox-
ford of Ward's advocacy of the " non-natural sense

"

of the Articles upon individual conjecture was a
decisive blow to the Tractarians; a result was that

some retired, and others went over to the opposi-

tion, thus swelling the High-church nucleus. About
150 clerics, among them F. W. Faber (q.v.), and
distinguished laymen followed Into the Roman
Catholic Church in 1845-46. On this turn of events

followed energetic efforts to effect Romanizing con-

sequences also in the matter of ritual; namely, to

replace the wooden communion-table with the

stone altar, and, against the spirit if not the letter

of the English FVayer-Book, to introduce crucifixes,

candles, the piscina, and the like; and as the Anglo-
Catholic leaders stood by without protest, the old

cry of " no popery " arose again. While on the
one hand the Evangelicals were driven to closer

union, the spread of this movement not only over
England but into Wales and Scotland threatened

the disorganization of the State Church. The doc-

trinal battles, beginning with 1847, turned upon the

essential character of the Holy Chiu*ch Catholic and
its relation to the State, and whether the doctrines

of the same are adequately reflected in creed and
catechism to answer the necessity of the times. In
Dec., 1847, the prime minister, Lord Russell, ap-
pointed Hampden to the diocese of Hereford. He
was accused by his old opponents of holding un-
sound doctrines, was opposed by them and thirteen

bishops, and rejected by the dean and the chapter,

but was triumphantly sustained by the Court of

Queen's Bench. The Gorham Case (q.v.)i which, in

contradiction of the Thirty-nine Articles, involved

the denial of spiritual regeneration in connection

with baptism, despite the remonstrance of Bishops

Philpotts and Blomfield and of more than 1,500

distinguished clergy and laymen, representing the

Tractarian trend, resulted in the assertion of the

fimal authority of the crown (the lay instance of

the privy council) in matters purely ecclesiastical.

[Grorham and his Evangelical supporters maintained
that his denial of baptismal regeneration was in

accord with the letter and the spirit of the Thirty-

nine Articles, and in this contention they were
Bustained by the courts, a. h. n.] Without the

approval of convocation, then in abeyance, an act

of parliament in 1832 transferred the jurisdiction

of the delegates to the privy council, and in the

following year to a committee of the privy council,

the judicial committee, a purely civil body whose
members were not necessarily drawn from the

cleigy. Pusey, deeply incensed, threatened the sep-

aration of Church and State, and he and his follow-

ers, including Manning, Keble, and the bishops of

Oxford, London, and Salisbury, showed their disap-

proval by the sensational dedication of the Church
of St. Barnabas with the display of a considerable

Roman pomp. Throughout the country associa-

tions were formed for the defense of the church,

supported by Non-tractarians and Tractarians alike.

A second exodus to Rome began, including H. E.

Manning (q.v.), R. J. Wilberforce, H. Dodsworth
(Pusey's assistant), and sixty members of a single

London church (from 1833 to 1876, 385 cleigy).

In the latter part of August more than 600 High-
churchmen, many of tiiem belonging to distin-

guished families, migrated to New Zealand, that

they might realise ^eir ideal in the Canterbury
Settiement.

A deep sense of fear and hope seized the nation,

like the presentiment of an impending fate, threat-

ening, perhaps, a transformation of the religious and
moral conditions of life, when, suddenly, in Oct.,

1850, the news came to England that Pius IX., in

private consistory, had created the Vicar Apostolic

Wiseman cardinal and archbishop of Westminster,

and had provided England with a Ro-
2« Papal man Catholic hierarchy of twelve dio-

Inter- ceses. The land echoed with agitation

ference. and protests, demanding national

interference and forcing the Tracta-

rians to declare against the hierarchy, while Lord
Russell, who could not but regard the reestablish-

ment of Roman Catholicism in England as a result

of his Roman Catholic emancipation, attempted to

meet the papal advance by the futile Ecclesiastical

Tities Act of Feb., 1851. A series of High-church
bishops, like Pusey himself, opposed the Roman
presumption sharply. The restoration of convoca-

tion, at first declined by the government, was
granted in 1852, at least so far as the permission to

receive petitions was concerned, which served as a
first step toward its complete reestablishment.

This was the first triumph for the Oxford movement,
which subsequentiy, by the pure separation of the

powers of Church and State, proved a great benefit

to both. In the Denison controversy, it did not
fare so well. G. A. Denison (q.v.), archdeacon of

Taunton, was accused of teaching the real presence

by virtue of consecration. A decision against him
by the archbishop's court was reversed by the Ju-

dicial Committee on a formal technicality. The
verdict of the archbishop's conunission, however,

denied the Tractarian claim to read between the

lines of the Thirty-nine Articles and appeal to the

Fathers of the English Church. Thus, a second
time, the contention nearest to the heart of Trao-

tarianism, the independent jurisdiction of the

Church over its own affairs, was set at naught by
the interference of the highest temporal court, a
blow from which, on the dogmatic side, the Oxford
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movement never recovered. From about 1860,

therefore, it turned into the ohannelw of ritualiflm.

IV. Ritualism: See eeparate article, RrruAuaii.

V. The EcdatiaatkalServicet of the Oxford lldf»-

flMStt: 80 long as the Oxford School preeerved

its prime object in its original purity, the war upon
a liberalism which sought to encroach upon the

rights of the church to control its own affairs, it was
a power in the national church; but Newman's

subtle dialectic proved fatal to further

z. Piao- development, the Puseyites gained a fu-

tical In- tile triumph in the vain battle against

fluence. a state power of splendid heritage, and
the ritualists diverted their strength

in their special aim. Though stirring the Kngliwh

Church profoundly, yet in Geological science, dog-

matic, historical, and ezegetical, it proved lunent-

ably fruitless. It, however, paved the way for

patristics in Pusey's Library 0/ the Fathers (ut sup.)

followed by Library of AngUhCatholic Theology (89

vols., Oxford, 1841 sqq.), consisting of the writings

of fifty-six great Anglicans of the school of Laud.
Both works being '' tendency " productions, they

can not be regarded as scientific contributions.

Unquestioned results, however, stand to the credit

of tiie Anglo-Catholics in the field of practical the-

ology. They succeeded where the first Oxford
movement of Wesley and Whitefield had failed, vis.,

in converting the torpid church into a vital national

power. Methodism the church expelled; Anglican-

ism it could not shake off. To the Oxford move-
ment is due largely the awakening in the Established

Church of profound devotion to tiie Catholic Church
of the Fathers, which was abundantiy fruitful in

modem labors of love. Its crowning merit is the

revived church spirit in the Establishment. By
fifty years of labor in the cure of souls, its represent-

atives created a new epoch. Not only have they

won many of the higher circles that had become
estranged from the Qiurch, but by their unselfish

work among the poor, the sick, and the outcast, the

lower levels of society, too, were induoed to love

the Church. They built hospitals, asylums, schools,

and missions; to them are due nine new English

dioceses; and the number of foreign sees under the

archbishop of Canteri>u]y roee ^m 23 in 1877

to 170 in 1900. In London and throughout Eng-
land model parishes arose in which this new eneigy
flourished, and developed a multiple variety of

philanthropic organization and effort, flowing even
beyond parish boimdaries. All these agencies are the

result of an organization which, rivaling in refine-

ment that of the Roman CathoUc Church, scarcely

has its like in anything else in all practical England.

The center of this organization, which embraces
Great Britain and the colonies, is the priestiy

Society of the Holy Cross, founded in 1853, but
known publicly only since 1873. Its work, which is

carried on secretly, is to supervise home and foreign

missions, questions of ritual, the distribution of

tracts aiid books of devotion, the eonfesrional,

public assemblies, and gilds and societies. The
Cowley Fathers (Society of St. John the Evangel-
ist; see Protestant Eflscopauans, II., { 7), who
work among the imperiled and Protestants, and
are bound by the triple vow, seem to be allied to

the former. In 1862 was founded the Cootniet'

nity of the Blessed Sacrament^ with its thousBsda

of members, including bishops, priests, and laity,

leagued for the ritual adonmient of the serriees

and the churches, fasting, prayers for the des^i,

the exaltation of the Euclurist, and daily oonfesskn
and mass. The Association for Promoting tbe

Unity of Christendom, whose membership is not

publiiBhed, seeks the reunion of the AngKfsan, Ro-

man, and Greek communions; and there are, be-

sides, the Order of Corporate Reunion, which re-

ordains the cleigy of the State Church and holds

the Roman pope to be the first bishop and viable

head of the Church, the Gild of All Souls, the Alcuh
Club, and the Church Extension Association. The
Rngliali Church Union has The Church Union Ga-

zette, The Church Times, and The Church RecUv,

as oigans for the public defense and promotion cf

the Anglo-<>atholic cause. To these agencies miisi

be added the network of gilds, orders, brotherhoods,

and sisterhoods, among them the English Bene-

dictines, the founder of whom. Father Ignatius

(see Ltnb, Joseph Leycester) founded a monas-

tery in Wales for the training of missioners; aztd

the English Order of St. Augustine, preparing candi-

dates for ordination in strict seclusion and dlad-

pline. The sistertioods, of which the first was es-

tablished by Pusey, devote themselves to the care

of the sick and now oontrol nearly all the great

hospitals of London, aided by the money and the

services of thousands of women of the upper and

middle classes.

Absorbed in ecclesiastical antiquity, where of

necessity it planted its main standard of apostolic

succession, and prooeeding no further than the

revival and adaptation of the bodr
a. Doctrine; of dogmas of the djcteenth and seven-

The teenth centuries, the Oxford movem^t
Church, added no new thoughts and revealed do

new facts or laws. Purely historical,

it owed a great deal of its impetus to the contem-
porary rise of scientific historical method and, by

its doting upon the past, contributed no little to the

revival of romanticism. Without a creed or doc-

trinal writings of its own, except those of the An-

glican Church, and having for its objects of oonteo-

tion far-reaching fundamentals affecting the right

of ecclesiastical autonomy and outiying ritualistic

adjustments rather than specific dogmas, it is dif-

ficult properly to present its teaching. To the pri-

vate Tractarian literature, predominantly ascetic,

belong, J. Purehas' Directorium Ang^oanum (Lon-

don, 1858; 4th enlareed ed., by F. G. Lee, 1879);

T. T. Carter's Treasury ofDefXftUm (London, 1869);

William Qresley's Ordinancs of Confession (Lon-

don, 1861); The PeopU's Hymnal (1867) by R. F.

LittJedale;* besides a formidable array of breviaries,

manuals, and ordinances, to be treated with pre-

caution against their subjective, imwholesome modes
of thought. A picture of the Tractarian teaching in

outline therefore narrows itself to the deviations

from the Thirty-nine Articles, and a oonsmsus of

the promulgations of the Oxford jschool; namely,

on the sources of religious knowledge, the means of

grace, the Church, the apostolic succession, the

real presence, and the derivative ideas from these
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Bobjects. The absolute truth is given objectively;

the function of thought or sinrit is not speculative

inquiry but the interpretation of authoritative dog-
ma given by the primitive Church. The Scriptures

are held in a general sense only to be the nile of

faith; but they require exegesis because of their

manifold meaning, and supplementing because of

theb incompleteness. Valuable for right doctrine,

they contain practically nothing concerning diurch
discipline, lituigy, and government, and must be
explained by tradition, which preceded the New
Testament and formed the canon. They must be
supplemented by the uniform consensus of the

Fathers, the Roman Catholic bishops, and the ecu-

menical councils. For example, the witness of the

entire Church at Nic»a determined the doctrine of

the Trinity as true according to Scripture for the

entire Church, whether understood or not. The
Church is the sole divinely appointed authority for

the interpretation of the Scriptures, the mediator
of the doctrine and grace of the sacraments, and
the total organic spring and norm of all its activ-

ities in liturgy, oiganization, and discipline. Pre-

sented as the original, generic, prophetic tjrpe, the

Church is to be an object, like Word and sacrament,

of reverent awe, the absolute foundation of all truth,

even in the deeper mysteries and ssrmbolic inter-

pretations in which the entire teaching is not al-

ways revealed, thus leading, among the more ad-

vanced wing, to a distinction between exoteric and
esoteric truth. Established on the apostolic foun-

dation in faith and practise, the Church is the source

of grace for all ages. This grace is commimicated
alone through the objective power of the sacra-

ments. The only way to salvation is through the

acceptance of the Eucharist, the efficacy of which
depends on its ministration by the priest In virtue

of his power derived by the succession of the bish-

ops from the apostles, whereby the perpetuation

and right dispensation of the sacrament are guar-

anteed.
This doctrine of the apostolic suocessbn was

central to all the factions of the movement in com-
mon, from its inception to its ultimate issues. Pto-

noimced the arch-pillar of the priestly office, the

defense against the encroachment of

3. Apostolic the power of the State upon the Church
Socceision. made it of necessity the ecclesiastical

bulwark. Assumed to be implied in

the ancient Anglican formula of ordination, it was
brought to the front by the Tractarians in their re-

sistance to the State. The gift depends on the lay-

ing on of hands and not on any formula attending

the act, nor is it necessarily involved in the over-

seeing function of the episcopate, seeing that the

apostles conferred it upon priests and deacons also.

Tbsiefore, to avoid, in consequence of this state-

ment, the claim advanced by non-episcopal com-
munions, the Oxford school maintained that history

shows that horn the apostolio age to the Rofor-

mation, and horn that time in all true dhurehes,

ordination has been given by bishops. Nor is this

floceession merely a foUowing in preaching, minis-

tmtion of the sacraments, cmd the power of the

k^TB, but a holy gift (Keble), preserved through

time by the apostolio succession alone and its essen-

tial significance (Froude). Whoever is not a link

in this chain has no right either to the office or to
the administration of the sacrament. Inasmuch as
the commission of Christ alone gives efficacy to
Word and sacrament, this teaching leads furth^ to
the doctrine of the sole and necessary mediatorship
of the priesthood between Christ and believers, and
to the distinction between the clergy and the laity.

The Oxford school sought to demonstrate also the
historical continuity of the State Church from the
apostles. The proof if\ individual detail bcdng re-

linquished as impossible, it was replaced, histori-

cally, by the aigument of probability found to be
in the ratio of 8,000 to one, and dogmatically by
Newman's theory of knowledge, that theoretical,

inadequate probability becomes certainty by the
supplement of the assumption of faith. Admitting
that away from the proofs of reason and the facts of

histoiy and experience, the argument of emotional

probability lends itself alike to faith and supersti-

tion, Newman finally converts it to one of positive

authority, construing I Cor. xi. 23-24 in the sense

that Christ conferred on the disciples as priests the

gift of consecration. Linking this with the pro-

motion of Titus and Timothy as bishops and the

epuBcopate in the primitive Church, he thought that
he had established the absolute necessity of episco-

pal consecration, falling back on the authority of the

Church where Scripture was insufficient. To sum
up, the sacrament is the material principle to

wldch the Church is the correlate means or formal

principle, representing the mediatorship of Christ.

Fundamentid and supreme is the principle of the

sacrament as the sole means of saving grace. The
visible Church assures participation in the invisible,

and without the former there is no salvation; but,

in turn, the essential mark of the true Churdi, in-

clusive of catholicity, apostolicity, and autonomy,
is the apostolic succession. Hence the Anglican is

the most perfect on earth. The Roman Catholic

has the apostolio communion but has departed from
the apostolic traditbn (papal power and infallibil-

ity). The Greek Church has preserved this com-
munion and doctrine more purely. Other episcopal

churches, beside the Anglican, are healthy branches,

while the non-episcopal churches, or sects, are am-
putated limbs, which may have retained the apos-

tolic teaching or not, yet possess no apostolic office

and no means of salvation.

The sacramental doctrine of the Oxford move-
ment starting upon the basis of the Anglican Con-
fessbn is an attempt to extend and deepen the

Roman Catholic by strong emphasis upon regenera-

tion. To the Calvinistic concq)tion defined in the

catechism, that the sacraments are effectual testi-

monies of divine grace, was opposed that they were

the channels which conduct divine grace to the soul,

closed by unbelief and opened by faith. Both sacra-

ments are essentially one, natural man being regen-

erated throiigh baptism, and tihis new
4. The Itfe being developed by the Eucharist,

Sacraments; so that, as Pusey and Newman state,

Baptism, they fonn the sole means or rites of

justification for atonemoit. Those
who allege that the new spiritual life is due to the

act of faith, not to the gift of Ood in the saoramsDl^
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are met by the declaration of the objective reality

of grace in the sacrament (ex apere aperaio). Peni-

tent faith that justifies is a divine act in the sub-
ject, impotent without prevenient and cooperating
grace. Man is justified before works, but potentially

the future new obedience is contained through the
grace of God in the justifying faith. God gives

eternal life according to one's works and not aa a
free gift according to his good pleasure. The An-
glican Confession had represented baptism as a
testimony invariably associated with profession

and regeneration, but prominent theologians of

the State Church, under the influence of the West-
minster Confession, had departed from this teach-

mg, holding that the baptism of the Spirit was
restricted to the elect, not in virtue of the sacra-

mental act, but of the *' absolute decree," while the

non-elect were merely sprinkled with water. In the
Gorham Case the judicial committee has declared

this modification admissible, despite the Tractarian

protests. Pusey opposed the new construction on
the basis of John iii. 5; Titus iii. 5; I John ill. 9;

I Pet. i. 23, as well as a strong array of patristic and
creedal authority. Regeneration is instantaneous
with baptism, by an act of God, contrary to the
opinion of Evangelical parties that it taJiea place

through the life of repentance, faith, prayer, and
love. Several in the heat of emphasis, like New-
man, Ward, and Carter, advanced to extremes with
difficulty to be distinguished from the Roman Cath-
olic; while admitting imputation in baptism, they
laid main stress on the infusion of the Holy Spirit.

According to the Thirty-nine Articles, the Eu-
charist is not only a token of love among Christians,

but a sacrament of redemption by Christ's death
(xxviii.); the body of Christ is given and eaten in

a heavenly and spiritual manner by
5. The faith. The Catechism, on the other

Real hand, distinguishes between the " sign
"

Presence, (bread and wine) and the " thing sig-

nified " (the body and blood of Christ).

Tractarianism strongly emphasized the element of

imparting and based its Eucharistic views on the

Fathers and early Anglicanism^ The consecrated

elements become truly, though mystically, the body
* and blood of Christ; and Clurist really present com-
municates himself to the believing unto salvation,

but to the unbelieving unto daimiation. This is

the doctrine of the real presence, represented as thf

essential in the sacrament by all Tractarians in

common, amid all the variants of opinion as to the
manner or means. Perceval declares that he and
his colleagues take the real presence as sacramental,

spiritual, and mystical, while the Roman Catholics

regard the same as substantial, corporeal, and mir-

aculous. According to Wilberforoe the sacrament
is an objective fact, independent of the cooperation

and assent of the recipient and carr3ring out the re-

demption begim in the incarnation of Christ. Pusey
(The Presence of Christ in the Holy Eucharist, Ox-
ford, 1853; Doctrine of the Real Presence as Con-
tained in the Fathers, 1855; The Real Presence, 1857)
sums up his view that the consecration elements be-

come by virtue of the words of consecration of Christ

(not the priests*) truly and actually, though in a
spiritual and inexpressible way, his body and blood.

To him all centers upon the consecration,

mitted by Christ to authorised persons, through
the apostolic commission to the bishops and under
them to the priests. Without the act of the ri^t
priest there is no consecration and no sacranient.

It ia the Roman conception and the sacrament is

an opus operatum. As to the manner, most of the

Tractarians represent a consubstantiation or con-

junction of the elements with the body and blood
of Christ objectively created by Christ's words of

consecration. In view of the thorough adheraice
to the real objective presence in the dements, this

consubstantiation can be regarded only in the sense

of transubstantiation, though in a more refined and
spiritual way, as also Newman would have it. Hie
doctrine of the real presence develops into the fur-

ther concept of the Eucharist as a sacrifice. This
is not, however, a repetition of the sacrifice on the

cross, for Christ was sacrificed once for all time, but
by the sacrifice at the altar are appropriated the for>

givenesB of sins and the justification and reoeptk)o

of the sinner in the sight of God, rendered possible

by the sacrifice on Calvary. This is involved in the
larger thesis that not only is Christ offered as the
subject of the sacrament, but the Church as the
mystical body is included. The Eucharist, there-

fore, represents the offered coUective Church and
Christ, as well as the offering Christ and mystical
body, the Church. Finally, from the doctrine ol

the real presence followed the conclusion, on the

one hand, upon the objective real efficacy of the
Eucharist, when it came to be generally held that
not only the elements, but also the present Chiist

is received by worthy and unworthy alike, by the
former to salvation and the latter to Hamna^fjftti

On the other hand, the doctrine led to the adora-
tion of the body and blood of Christ, which woe
said to be really and truly present in the species of

bread and wine; though to the elements themselves
no adoration may be paid (Denison). Confession,

in the Church of England, is left to the discretion

of the individual. Tractarianism, however, made
both confession and absolution sacraments and in-

dispensable aids to salvation, ascribing to both the

restoration of baptismal regeneration lost by sin,

and the perfecting of the spiritual life. Absolution
was not to be a declaratory act, but the judicial act

of the priest. (The man who confesses to God may
be foigiven, but who confesses to a priest must be
forgiven.

—

Tract for the Days, 1.) Since, moreover,
the priest, to give absolution, must have the con-

fession not alone of the general sinful state of the

penitent, but also of his individual sins, auricular

confession, not required by the official Church, neces-

sarily follows. It was also lealously promoted by
the ritualists, calling forth a rich ascetic literature

(cf. William Gresly, ut sup.; T. T. Garter's Doctrine

of Confession, London, 1865; and the anonymous
The Priest in AhsoluHan, part i., 1866, and part iL,

1886, as guide for the clergy only).

In historical retrospect the Tractarian movement
signifies the attempted logical conclusion of the

uncompleted reaction on the part of the great

Anglicans from Bishop Andrewes to Bishop Ken
against the non-Cathofic elements of the Reforma-
tion of the sixteenth century; or the restoration of
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the national Church according to the tendency of

the reign of Edward YI. On the claim of histori-

cal, dogmatic, and oiganic continuity

6. Sacred from the primitive Church and the re-

Art pudiation of Roman medieval abuses,

it insisted upon both names of re-

formed and Catholic. Dogmatically, the Oxford
movement signified the transmutation of the ideal

Bubjective life values into objective sensible facts;

of inner experience into outer representation, of

faith into works. Its aim was a church of outer

realities, for which, as a final oiganism, it cherished

the control of all activities, religious, educational,

domestic, economic, and political. The wide and
varied influence of the Oidford movement is in the

[lighest degree apparent in a revival and deepening
)f the church spirit. It redeemed the Establishment
from barren inactivity, spiritless superficiality, the

sase of indulgence, and slavish formalism. It

charged it with the priestly spirit, and spurred it

'jo those heroic deeds that spring from the depths
>f the soul and lead to the heights of the passion

:oT eternity. The truth and goodness that it

»ntained worked on, while only its extreme Romani-
ling tendencies were lost behind. Undisputed re-

mits appear on the field of social effort and redexnp-

ion. In its elevation of art Tractarianism created

in ecclesiastical esthetic which served to reclaim

nany from the upper strata of society estranged

rom the Chureh. The danger of " perversion to

Rome," so feared in the fifth and sixth decades of

Jae last century, no bnger exists, and it is now per-

»ived that the Tractarians give to those of a mys-
ical craving the satisfaction the lack of which
KTOuld lead ^em to the faith of Rome. The results

>f the Roman propaganda have been brought to

ibeyance, and in the High-church party, into which

t infused its cultus and cure of souls, ritualism has

obtained a broad footing in the life of the Church,

rhe Tractarian love for the early Catholic period

las likewise influenced ecclesastical architecture,

lainting, and music. Largely through its members,
jiticipated, as they were, by the Chureh Building

iociety in 181^33, many ancient cathedrals and
parish churehes have be^ restored to their early

leauty and stripped of hideous " improvements."

^ew churehes have been erected according to the

lest ancient models, and the interiors have been

ichly and tastefully decorated. In religious paint-

[ig they have been pioneers, and it is no mere coin-

idence that the Pre-Raffaelites found their inspi-

ation in the days of Tractarianism, seeking their

leal, like the Oxford movement, in the past, when
11 things visible confessed Christ, and when art,

he handmaid of the Chureh, endeavored to express

rat truth, and then beauty. In music, by retum-

1% to the classics and by the formation of admir-

ble choirs, the Tractarians checked the spreading

ilettanteisn, and, as in other instances, they

ransmitted tiieir wholesome influence to all chureh

ircles. (Rudolph BuDDENsisot.)

(rBUoaRATHT: Oonsalt the artieles in this work on the par-

ticipentB in the movement, the litenttiue named in and
under thoeo artides, and further, the followinc: TracU
jbr th€ Timea, by Memben of the Univenity of Oxford, 6
vob., and Index. London, 1833-42; J. B. Moiley. Ro-
flnotTM of Richard HwmU Proud^t 4 vole., ib. 1888^9;

J. Pridham, The Chureh of Bnoland, aa lo her SxeeUeneiee
and Defects, ib. 1842; W. Pahner, Narratwe of EvenU
Comneded with the PublicaOon of the TracU for the Timet,
ib. 1843; I. Taylor, Ancient Chrietianiiy and the Docttinee
of the Oxford TracU for the Timee, ib. 1844; W. S. Biick-
nell, The Judoment of the Biahope upon the Tractarian The-
oloffu, ib. 1845; H. H. Beamish, Truth Spoken in Love; or
Romaniam and Tractarianiam refuted by the Word of Ood,
ib. 1853; J. C. Hare, The Con teat with Rome, in Chargea
to the Clergy, vol. iii., Cambridse, 1856; £. O. Browne,
Awnada of the Tractarian Movement, 1842-60, London,
1861; C. H. CoUette, Dr. Newman and hia Rdiffioua Opinr
iona, ib. 1866; J. J. Overbeck. Catholic Orthodoxy <md
Anfflo-Catholiciam, ib. 1866; Sir J. T. Coleridge, A Memoir
of the Rev. Jt^n KAle, 2d ed., 2 vols., ib. 1874; J. Tul-
loch, Movementa of Reiigioua Thought . . . during the 19th
Century, new ed., Edinburgh, 1874; T. Mosley, Remir
niacencea chiefly of Oriel College and the Oxford Movement,
2 vols., Boston, 1882; N. Pattison, Memoira, London,
1885; £. A. Abbott, The Anglican Career of Cardinal
Newman, 2 vols., ib. 1892; R. W. Churoh, The Oxford
Movement . . . 184S-66, new ed., London and New York,
1892; W. Ward, WiUiam George Ward and the Oxford
Movement, 2d ed., London, 1890; idem, WiUiam George
Ward and the Catholic Revival, ib. 1893; O. Woriey, The
Catholic Revival of the 19th Century, ib. 1895; O. Wake-
ling, Oxford Chureh Movement, London and New York,
1895; J. Hunt, Reiigioua Thought in the 19th Century,
London, 1896; O. H. F. Nye, Story of the Oxford Move-
ment, ib. 1899; J. H. Rigg, Oxford High Anglicaniam and
iU chief Leadera, ib. 1899; W. Walsh, Secret Hiat. of the

Oxford Movement, ib. 1899; idem, Hiat. of the Romeward
Movement in the Chureh of England, ib. 1900; O. W. E.
RuaaeU, The Houaehold of Faith, ib. 1903; W. S. Lilly, in

his Studiea in Religion and Literature, London and St.

Louis, 1904; F. Meyriok, Memoriea of Life at Oxford,

London. 1905; Sir S. Hall, ShoH. Hiat. of the Oxford Move-
ment, ib. 1906; A. B. Donaldson, Five Great Oxford Leadera,

new ed., ib. 1908.

TRACT, CHARLES CHAPIN: Presbyterian;

b. at Smithfield, Pa., Oct. 31, 1838. He was edu-

cated at Williams College (B.A., 1864) and Union
Theological Seminary (1867). In 1867 he went to

Biarsovan, Turkey, as a missionary of the American
Board of CommissionerB for Foreign Missions. With
the exception of three years (1870-73) spent in

Constantinople, he has since remained at Marsovan,

where, in 1884, he established a high school that

developed into Anatolia College, of which he has

been president since 1886. Of his English works
the most important are Myra: or, A Child*s Story

of Missumary Life (Boston, 1876) and Talks on the

Venmda in a Far-Away Land (1893).

TRADITION: In present^iay Protestant usage,

the body of faith and practise resting upon oral tes-

timony in distinction from the written record of

Holy Scripture. This limitation of the term was
not known to the early Chureh. Primitive Chris-

tians received the apostolic message by word of

mouth as well as by pen and passed it on orally

from generation to generation by public preaching

and catechetical instruction (cf . Irenseus, Hear., III.,

iii., iv. 1-2; G. Thomasius, Doffmengeackichte, i. 37

sqq., Erlangen, 1874). Naturally, therefore, they

considered and called the entire and complete mes-

sage " tradition " {praditio from tradere, " to hand
on ") regardless of the form in which it was deliv-

ered or preserved. The manner of transmission was
rather that of free reproduction, yet the matter re-

ceived early more or less of a fixed form; and a
noteworthy agreement in essential content, which

had its beginnings at least before the controversy

with Gnosticism (cf. Irenimis, Hear,, I., x. 2), is at-
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tested almoet oontemponneouBly and for widely

separated sections of the Ghiueh by Irenaus, Ter-

tullian, and Origen (of. Thomasius, ut sup., p. 38).

There is no express statement of the oontent of this

current oral traditbn; but beyond doubt it is

summed up in the baptismal oonfessbn (the so-called

Apostles' Creed) and the " Rule of Faith " (see

BxoniA FiDEi). The third century also makes no
distinction between oral and written traditbn.

CSiurch Fathers who defended the authenticity

and validity of tradition nevertheless warned against

setting too high a value upon it (TertuUian, De vir-

ginibua velandU, i.; Cyprian, Bpui. Ixziv. [bcxY.]).

They also acknowledged the adequacy of Scriptitfe

(Athanasius, Oratio adv. geniet (vol. i., part, i.; Au-
gustine, De doctrina ChrMana^ ii. 9). Yet Augus-

tine declared ** I would not believe Scripture if the

authority of the Church catholic did not inupA me "

(Contra epitt. Maniehcri, v.)i meaning that the opin-

ion of the Church catholic determined the books

properly bebnging to Scripture (cf. F. Loofs, Doq-
mengeaMchte, i xliv. 1, Halle, 1906). The Church
settled the New-Testament canon by means of tra-

dition; and, being regarded as apostolic, tradition

came to be the test of apostolicity, and this easily

led to an overestimataon of it. It became a source

of Christian truth by the side of the Scriptures and
was appealed to in support of propositions which

are not found in the Bible or are found there only

doubtfully. Chrysostom regarded the ** unwritten

deliverances " of the apostles as much matter of

faith as their letters (on II Thess., Homilia iv., in

Opera, xii. 385, cited in W. MOnscher, Handbueh
der . , , DogmengeachichU, iii. 137, 4 vols., Mar-

buig, 1809-18), and, before turn, the orthodox Epi-

plumius expressly taught the validity of tradition

by the side of the Scriptures (Higr,, fad. 6). This

became the doctrine of the Eastern Church (John of

Damascus, De fide orthodoxa, iv. 12; Loofs, ut sup.,

S xliv.). Augustine, as already quoted, represents

the same tendency in the West; and his opponent,

Vincent of Lerins, declared that " the line of inter-

pretation of prophets and apostles must follow the

opinion of the Church catholic " (Commomtorium,
ii.), and fonnulated the canon of catholicity (" that

is catholic which has been believed always, every-

wh^ie, and by everybody," ib. iii.).

Throughout the Middle Ages it was orthodox doc-

trine that divine revelation flows in two streams

—

Bible and tradition. There was no advance In the

teaching concerning revelation in general except

that in the West, after Aristotle was made known
by Mohammedan scholars, the natural reason was
added as a third source of some knowledge of (3od

(e.g., of his existence and unity; cf. Thomas Aquinas
cited in MOnscher, ut sup., ii. 1, p. 100). In the

East the tendency was steadily to make the Bible

secondary to oral tradition. It is true that individ-

uals here and there in the West, influenced by widely

different motives, raised a voice of protest against

the supremacy of tradition; but they failed to pro-

duce any far-reaching or abiding ^ect. Abelard

set contradictory utterances of the Fathers side by
side in 157 rubrics in his Sic et non, and was con-

demned for it. The Waldenses fared still worse

when they promoted Bible reading and so in a

ure cut loose from tradition (cf. the edicts of the

councils of Toulouse in 1229 and Tarragona in 1234;

texts in MOnscher, ut sup., ii. 1, p. 109). It was the

so-called reformers before the Reformation who first

challenged tradition clearly and boldly as a second

source of Ouristian truth (cf. Wycllf, Tried, iv. 7,

p. 199; Loofs, ut sup., S hadi. 5); and it was in ti»

Reformation that the doctrine of Scripture was

thorouc^y and earnestly devebped.
The Reformation started with no special theoiy

of Scripture. But as Luther devek>ped his doctrine

of justifieation by faith he found himadf constantly

oonqwlled to appeal more and more to the written

word of (3od and to discard all traditions of the

Church. That sure testimony to the revelation of

salvation is offered only in the Bible became the

fundamental doctrine of the Reformation (ef.

Thomasius, ut sup., ii. 197). Since Protefltantasm,

however, believes that the Holy Spirit has always

been present in the Church, it does not reject indis-

criminately all tradition. It retains whatever d
doctrine has the certain support of Scripture (cf. P.

Tschackert, Polemik, pp. 3, 96, Gotha, 1885) and in

matters of rite and ceremony it keeps what is not

contradictory to Scripture. The Roman CSiureh,

on the other hand, decreed at Trent (session iv.) that

divine truth is derived from two sources, Scripture

and tradition, and that the latter is to be regarded

with the same reverence as the former. It prac-

tically made tradition the first source by declaring

that the Bible is to be interpreted by it (cf. Loofs,

ut sup., S Ixxiv. 2), the reason being that certain of

its dogmas and rites—^the mass and its ceremonies.

the consecration of priests, the tonsure, the marria^
sacrament, extreme unction, purgatory—have do

Biblical ground and must be justified by extra-Bib>

lical tradition. In promulgating the two latest Bo-

man dogmas—^the immaculate conception and the

universal episcopate of the pope—^the Roman CSiurch

has departed from Vincent of Lerins, and to cover

the infallibility dogma, the Jesuitical theoloigy has

made a new definition
—" tradition is what has been

taught as such in the Church of Rome." Further,

the pope becomes the Church. Pius IX. declared
" I am tradition," and wrote to the archbishop of

Cologne (text in Tschackert, ut sup., p. 407, note

16) that the mere fact that a dogma is defined by

the pope is sure and sufficient prcxvf for all that it

is founded in Scripture and tradition.

(P. TsCHACSERTt.)

Bduoobapbt: Tbe tobieot ia often treated in Piotettant
works on eyatematio tbeology (aea Dooma, Doomatigs),
ad in ftU complete treatieee of that sabjeot by Bomu
CKtholioe, sinoe in the Roman Chureh it is ao importaat
a theme. The woria on the histoiy of doetxine also desl

with it. Consult especiallsr: E. van Bb, Ckryoatemm
odtr Stiimmtn der Kirckenvdim- Hber daa niUdiche vad

§H)avlieh€ BibdU»en, Darmstadt, 1824 (Roman CathoJk>:
J. L. Jaoobi, Die k%rchlich« LAn von der TradUiotk vmd

heOiom SchHfU Berlin, 1847; J. H. Fxiedlieb, ScWl
Tradiiion tmd 8ekrifUnialtovi>¥f^ Braslaxu 1854 (Romfla
Cktholio); A. Neander, ChriMOkhe DogmtatgmekidiU. ed
J. L. Jaoobi. L 75 sqq., 286-293. ii. IM sqq., Berlin, 1857;

idem, Chrittian Chunky consult Index; H. J. Holtsmaob
Kanon und TradUian, LudwisBbuis. 1859; J. Sehvaae,
DoommiQmekiehiey 2 vols., Monster. 1883-90 (Rooob
Catholic); F. Spoil, Die L^rm der kaikoHeeken Kiftk*

geoenlAer der pnieeUmtuehen Polemik, Frobars. IS6S

(Roman (}athoUo); F. N'tawsh, Orundriea der ckrieltidum

DogmengeecMehte, I 248-268, Berlin. 1870; K. Hiw
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PoUmUk, pp. 64-04. 3d ecL. Leipaio, 1871: J. Baoh, Doo-
meng^tetuehie d*a MiUdaUen^ 2 parts, Viflnna, 1873-75
(RoDuui Catholic); C. Ullmann. R^fotnun b$J&n tke Rtf-
ormaHon, paasim, 2 vols., Edinbur^. 1874-77; H. R«a-
ter. OetchichU dtr rdigidsen AufklHrung im MiUtiaUtr, 2
vote., Berlin, 1875-77; J. B. Heinrieh, DofrmaHache The-
tdogte, vol. ii., Mainx. 1876 (Roman Catholic); P. Ttehaok-
ert, Ev€moduehe Polemik gegen die r&miadie Kirehe, pp.
91 aqq., Qotha, 1885; S. J. Hunter, OutitiMt of DoomaUe
Theoloov* il 77-«5. 93-109, 339, 795, 3 vols., New York.
1896; F. Kiopatscheok. Da» Schriftprvngip der lulher-

iechen Kirche, vol. i., Leipsic, 1904; Hamack, Dooma,
paasim, oonsolt Index (well worth notins); KL, xi. 1933-
1971; liohteaberier, B3R, jdi. 191-199.

TRABUCIANISM. See Soul and Spibtt.

TRAJAN, tr^'jon, MARCUS ULPIUS: Roman
emperor (98-117); b. at Italica (6 Roman m. n.w.

of Seville), Spain, Sept. 18, 52; d. at Selinus on the

west coast of Cilicia, Asia Minor, about Aug. 7, 117.

His father was a high provincial officer of Latin

origin; the son adopted his father's martial career,

and was long posted at various points occupied by
the Roman aimy both east and west. In the year

91 he obtained the consulate, but first came si^iifi-

cantly into public notice in 97, when Nerva put him
in conmiand of Upper Germany, and adopted him
in the same year. Trajan came to the throne Jan.

27, 98. He proved himself equal to the imminent
military dangers that menaced the realm, and di-

rected his energy to the task of girdling the Roman
Empire with secure defenses. He was distinguished

by sober judgment and maturely weighed action.

While he veiled the strong sense of his imperial sov-

ereignty under the semblance of freedom, his firm-

ness and strength of will left ample room for per-

sonal affability and the practical exercise of contem-
porary modes of benevolence. The latter trait found
particular' expression in comprehensive provision

for orphan children (cf . G. Uhlhom, Die chrisUiche

LiebestdHgkeii in der aUen Kirche, i. 16 sqq., Stutt-

gart, 1882; Eng. transl., Christian Charity in the

Early Church, p. 18, New York, 1883). His edu-

cation was of average compass, and he highly

cherished intercourse with poets and scholars. The
weal of the realm in equity and good order was the

iinselfish goal of his policy. Under him the classic

Roman Empire stands forth, for the last time, in

the entire fulness of its political magnitude.
Trajan's religious views appear in thorough har-

mony with conventional popuJar piety. But formal

piety was restricted within the general bounds of his

personal and imperial ideals; hence not his religion

but his political judgment was the root of that im-
perial decision which immediately connects his

name with the Christian Church.
After Trajan had brought the province of Bithynia

Pontus under control of the imperial government,
he sent thither to restore order the Younger Pliny,

a man stirred, like his chief, by the philanthropic

ideas of that age. In the progress of a journey
through the province, and dating down to the ben-

ginning of the year 113, he wrote sixty letters to

Trajan, wherein he communicated his observations,

and requested advice on all possible questions that

crossed his path. These letters, together with Tra-
jan's answers, are extant in chronological order (best

edition with notes by Hardy, London, 1889). This
province had a strong Jewish population. TheApo^

tie Paul once purposed to viait it, but was hindered

by the Spirit (Acts xvi. 7 sqq.); Christians are iih-

duded for Fbntus and Bithynia among those ad-

dressed in I Pet. i. 1. Only in the eastern districts,

perhaps at Amisus, was Pliny confronted with the

Christian issue, and the situation is described in his

famous letter no. 96. Trajan incisively adopted the

policy of surveillance of corporate life as inaugurated
by Julius CflBsar, especially in turbulent districts, and
enforced a rigorous execution of the prohibition of

cotUgia. It was in this sense that Pliny received a
strict command with regard to the province in his

charge.

PlLy perceived himself face to face with a wide
extension of Christianity in town and country. Both
sexes and all ages and ranks were implicated in the

new faith; consequently, the worship of the gods
was in nc^ect. Pliny felt that his responsibility

embraced the right maintenance of the state relig-

ion, and interfered by virtue of his office. Capital

sentence was executed upon persons confessing their

charge when duly brought to trial and found guilty,

save that Roman citisens were to be transported to

the metropolis. But the situation grew more com-
plex, and doubts possessed Pliny concerning the ex-

pediency or the justice of acts of repression. In
view of the difficulties, from which Pliny saw no
exit, an appeal was made to the emperor's decision.

The imperial answer recognised the fundamental
correctness of the course pursued by Pliny. Trajan

regarded the Christian confession as an offense

worUiy of capital sentence. The matter of supply-

ing standards of procedure for treating concrete

forms and instances was declined on grounds of im-

possibility; but secret inquisition and attention to

anonjrmous reports were fori>idden. Lastiy, those

who renounced their adherence to Christianity by
sacrificing to the gods were to go clear. Where such

allegiance was judicially prov^, the death sentence

was to follow.

Two points are significant in this rescript—^the

preconceived culpabiUty of the nomen ChrisHanum
and the offsetting legal alleviations. Opinions k>ng

diverged in respect to the import and bearings of this

decision; but Theodore Mommsen's basic study, Der
Rdigian^firevd nach rdmiachem Recht (Historiache

ZeiUchrift, 1890), has cleared up the subject. The
entire procedure rests in the so-called coercUio or

official repression, not tied down to any defined

forms of trial, but administered with reference to

the maintenance of public order (see Perbbcution
ofthbChbibtiansinthbRomanEmpirb). Among
eminent martyrs during Trajan^s administration

were Igpuitius of Antiocli and Simeon of Jerusalem

(qq.v.).

Trajan came into conffict with the Jews, who
started a furious insurrection in Egypt and Gyrene

(115 A.D.), which soon spread to C^rus. The em-
peror, just then detained in Mesopotamia, succeeded

only after a severe campaign in mastering the situa-

tion through his field commander, Marcus Turbo

(117). Victor Schultie.

BnuooBAnrr: An eztendve Hteratnre, miieh of wUeh la

pertinent, may be found under PBBSBCunoif or Cbbi»-
nAMS. Ooneult further: H. Freneke, Zwr OueMehU
Traiana, Leipeio, 1840; J. IHerauer, B§UrilQ9 9U einm' ttrit-

iaehm OetchiehU Tn^oiw. ib. 1868; F. Ovwfoeok. Studim
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rar OmehiehU dtr alUn Kirche, vol. i.. SoUom Ohamniti,
1875; T. Keim, Rom und dtu ChriaUnthum, Berlin. 1881;
H. Schiller, OeaehichU dtr rOmiaehmi KaueneU, voL L,

pert 2, Gothe. 1883; V. Duruy, HiaL of Roma and Iks

Roman People, 6 vols.. LondoQ, 1883-80: T. MommMD*
The Roman Provtneea, ib. 1887; F. Arnold, Studien ner
OeaehiehU dtr plinianitcken ChrUtenverJolgwto* Ktoii^
bers. 1887; P. Allaid, Hiai. daa paraScutiona pandani laa

deux pramiera aiMaa, chap, iii., Perie, 1892; W. £. Addis,
ChriaHanity and the Roman Empire, pp. 00-71, LoodoQ,
1893; W. M. Rammy, The Church in Iha Roman Smpira,
paaum. New York, 1803: E. Q. Hardy. ChriaHanity and
the Roman Oovammant, pp. 102-124. London, 1804:

SchafF. Chriatian Church, vol iL. ebap. li.. and in leneial
works on the histoiy of the Ghuieh and the history of

the Empire of the period; Qibboii, Dadima amd Fall,

chap. iiL

TRAHSCENDENTALISM HI HEW SHOLAHI).

Philoeophioal Baekground (f 1).

Preparatory Movements (f 2).

The ** Tiansoendental Qub " ({ 3).

The '* Atmosphere of Reform " (f 4).

Relation to Reforms and Relicion (f 5).

Influenoe of Transcendentalism ({ 0).

Toward the end of the eighteenth oentuiy and the

beginning of the nineteenth, a strong reaction took

place against materialism. As philosophy, it b^gan

in Germany. Voltaire brought from London to Paris

the ideas of Hume. From Fsiia they

I. Philo- went with him to the court of Freder-

iophical ick, king of Prussia, and became ruling

Bacl^^und. principles of thought. Kant subjected

them to searching analjrsis in his far

mous CrUique of Pure Reason, and became the

leader in a great philosophical reform. BlateriaUsm

took no deep root in the German mind. The great

names in German idealism are Kant, Fichte, Schel-

iing, and Hegel; and the sequence of their doctrine,

so far as it can be conveyed in few words, is as fol-

lows: Kant sounded the depths of the human mind;

Fichte imparted reality to the idea of the human
person; Schelling combined the inward and the

outnrard by supposing an Absolute, which he called

reason; Hegel transformed what was to him the un-

substantial reason into a being, thus completing, as

is claimed, the fimdamental ** catogorieo " of Kant.

Theword '' transcendentalism " is of Kantian origin.

It means that which is valid beyond the experience

of the senses, though present to the knowledge of

the mind. It describes a form of idealism. In the

judgment of James Hutchison Stirling, " The tran-

scendental philosophy is a philosophy of the merely
speculative pure reason; for all moral practise, so

far as it involves motive, refers to feeling, and feeling

is always of empirical origin." Again: " I call all

cognition transcendental which is occupied not so

much with objects as with the process by which
we come to know them, in so far as that process has
an a priori element. A system of sudi elements

would be a transcendental philosophy." In France,

materialism was represented by Condillac, Cabanis
(author of the sa3ring that " brain secretes thought,

as the liver secretes bile "), and others; idealism, by
Maiie do Berikn, Destutt do Tracy, Cousin, Jouffroy,

and others. In England, not to mention the poets
who are alwajns idealistic, Coleridge reflected Schel-

ling, and Carlyle, Goethe and Richter. Coleridge's

Aide to Reflection and Friend were early reprinted
in America. The writings of Carlyle—articles, re-

views, essays (produced from 1827 onward). Signs

of the Times, Characteristics, later. Sartor Rescatus—
were eagerly read in American editions. So far as

this goes, Transcendentalism was of foreign exteso-

tion, an invasion of the German intellect.

It would be a serious and unpardonable mwtate,
however, " to regard the transcendental movements
as a simple importation from abroad, a servile imi-

tataon of English, French, or German
a. Prepam- ideas. It was," says a somewhat lecoit

tory writer on the subject, " at the last re-

MovomontL move from this, and was full of the

sap of a spontaneity and freshness all

its own. . . . Nine-tenths of the early tranaoen-

dentalists rubbed but slightly against Kant, Fichte,

Goethe, Schleiermacher, Schelling; but it was fruc-

tifying pollen they bore away from the contact, and
by it their own minds were vitally impregnated."
The whole movement was a spiritual outburst, a
vital sense of newness, a local or New England
renaissance, the roots of which reached far back into

the past, but its flowers bloomed with a richness and
a fresh luxuriance such as were possible nowhere
else so well as on the shores of this new worid. The
soil for it had been carefully prepared. Materialism

was abroad in New England, sometimes implicitly,

sometimes by fonnal statement. Unitaiianism, from
which transcendentalism was an offshoot, if not in-

deed an outgrowth, was itself a protest, on the

ground of common sense, against " Orthodoxy "

and " Evangelicalism," and was infected with the

metaphysics of John Locke. It was a system of ra-

tionalism—^prosaic, critical, unimaginative. Its

teaching, like most of the religious teaching of the

day, was fonnal, and its wor^p at the time was
becoming uninspiring. It was, in the main, a nega-

tive system, its forms mechanical, its beliefs tradi-

tional, its associations conventional. The elder men,
like Channing and Lowell, retained the sentiments

of piety which they had brought with them from
the faitii they had left, but the new movement had
begun to lose something of its original enthusiasm.

Meanwhile a spirit of individualism was in the air,

running occasionally into deism and even atheism.

In 1832 Abner Kneeland founded The Inveatigalar;

in 1836 he was prosecuted for blasphemy. Tliere

was a general interest in clairvoyance, mesmerism,
and kindred doctrines. As early as 1824 F. H.
Hedge, a Unitarian minister, raised the banner of

revolt (in The Christian Examiner for November)
against the materialism implied in phrenology,

which even then was getting possession of the pub-
lic mind. There was a rage for the expositions of

Chill. The popular lectures of Spursheim were at-

tended by crowds. Later, Combe's book on the
" Constitution of Man " was hailed as a goepri. Re-
generation by bread was proclaimed in the name of

Graham. Every kind of medicament was caUed in

to do the work of the Holy Spirit.

At this Juncture, idealism appeared in the ahape
of a protest against the drift of the time toward
animalism and extemalism. The soil was prepared

by orthodox mystics, who proclaimed " the life of

God in the soul of man "; by the spiritualism taught
by Jonathan Edwards; by the Reformed Quakers,

with their doctrine of an aJl-sufiicing " inner light ";
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by the traditions of Abby Hutchinson, Mary
Dwyer, and the apostles of soul-freedom. Not

that the positions taken by these men
3. The and women were the same as those

"Tian- assumed by the transcendentalists.

scendental They were indeed quite different, in

Club." fact precisely opposite ; for those all rec-

ognized some supernatural authority,

whereas the transcendentalists as a class were piu^e

" intuitionalists/' believers in the inspiration of the

individual soul; but they looked only at apparent

results, disregarding adjacent beliefs. The leaders

were young men, almost without exception, edu-

cated for the ministry, Unitarians, members of the

best class in society, eloquent speakers and talkers,

scholars, men of liberal culture, outspoken in the

declaration of their opinions. Of these Ralph Waldo
Emerson was chief, most seraphic and persuasive,

most uncompromising, too, in his ecclesiastical ac-

tion. He resigned his chaiige as a Unitarian minister

in 1832, because of scruples in regard to the '' com-
munion service," which he regarded as a spiritual

rite and was willing to continue as such, but not as

an ordinance imposed by Church or Scripture.

Later, he was unwilling to offer public prayer, except

when so disposed, and retired from the pulpit alto-

gether, making the secular platform his sole visible

elevation above the multitude—an elevation not of

authority, but of convenience. A few young men
gathered around him. In September of 1836, at the

celebration of the two-hundredth anniversary of the

foundation of Harvard College, four persons—^Emer-

son, Hedge, Ripley, and Putnam—^met together in

Cambridge, and, after discussing the theological and
ecclesiastical situation, agreed to call a meeting of

a few like-minded, with a view to strengthen each

other in their opposition to the old way, and see

what could be done to inaugurate a better. At a
preliminary meeting at the house q^ George Ripley,

in Boston, there were present Emerson, Hedge,
Alcott, Bartol, Brownson, and Bartlett (a yoxmg
tutor at Cambridge). Then and there it was re-

solved, on invitation of Emerson, to hold a conven-

tion at his house in Concord diuing the same month
of September. Invitations were sent to as many as

were known or supposed to be in sympathy with the

objects of the meeting. From fifteen to twenty
came, among them, William Henry Channing, John
Sullivan Dwight, James Freeman Clarke, Ephraim
Peabody, Chandler Robbins, George P. Bradford,

Mrs. Samuel Ripley, Margaret Fuller, Elisabeth Pear

body, perhaps Theodore Parker. Convers Francis

and Caleb Stetson were the only men of the older

generation who took a practical interest in the

movement. Channing was in sympathy with its

general aims, but took no active part at the time.

His contemporaries either did not appear, or im-

mediately withdrew. The public got intelligence

of the Concord meeting, and gave to the little fel-

lowship the name of the "Transcendental Club,"

why, it is not easy to discover; for a club it was not

in any sense of the word. There was no organisa-

tion, there were no officers, there was no stated time

or place for assembling, there were no topics for dis-

cussion: in fact, there appears no good reason for

calling it '' transcendental," unless that term was

supposed to carry with it ridicule or opprobrium.

The meetings were fitful, and hastily prearranged.

In ten years there were scarcely more than as

many convocations. Some members remained in

the Church, attempting to combine transcendental

ideaswith ecclesiastical forms : others left the Church
for other vocations. Each followed the leading of

the individual disposition. The short-lived Dial and
the shorter-lived Massachusetts Quarterly were results

of the '' transcendental " spirit.

At the time when the transcendental movement
was at its height, the atmosphere of New England
was filled with projects of reform. Every kind of

innovation on existing social arrange-

4. The ments had its advocate, its newspaper,
" Atmos- its meetings, its convention. Temper-
phere of ance, non-resistance, woman's rights.

Reform." anti-slavery, peace, claimed attention

from those concerned for the progress

of mankind. Some of these projects were wild, vi-

sionary, and, in the eyes of some observers, gro-

tesque. It is not unlikely that they owed their

origin to the same impulse which produced tran-

scendentalism, though the historiciU and logical

connection has not been discovered. That a large

part of the ridicule which was vented on the tran-

scendentalists was owing to their presumed affilia-

tion with these summary iconoclasts is more than
probable. Nor was such a presiunption unreason-

able; for the transcendentalists not merely took

no pains to correct the impression, but rather gave
it encouragement. Elmerson's lecture on " Man the

Reformer " was an eloquent arraignment of society.
" One day all men will be lovers," he wrote, " and
every calamity will be dissolved in the universal

sxmshine." In his lecture on " The Times," deliv-

ered the same year (1841), he says:
" *' These refonnen are our oontemporaries: they are our-
elves, our own licht and sight and consdenoe; they only
name the relation which subsists between us and the vicious

institutions which they go to rectify. . . . The reforms
have their high origin in an ideal justice; but they do not
retain the purity of an idea. . . . The reforming movement
is sacred in its origin; in its management and details, timid

and profane. These benefactors hope to raise a man by im-
proving his circumstances: by combination of that which
is dead, they hope to make something alive. In vain. By
new infusions, alone, of the spirit by which he is made and
directed, can he be remade and reenforoed.*'

The transcendentalists by virtue of the very

principles which underlay their philosophy, and as

the foregoing quotations indicate, were interested

in reforms of all kinds, some of which were none
too sane or sober. Most of them were

5. Relation Abolitionists, many of them were

to Re- Woman Suffragists, and all of them
forms and were free and radical thinkers in one

Religion, direction or another. On the practical

side the movement took interesting

shape in the Brook Farm community, where a brave

and self-sacrificing attempt was made to put into

practise the principles of a social brotherhood.

Geoige Ripley, who had been settled over a Uni-

tarian parish, was the leading spirit. Channing was
deeply interested, and his hopes, though not ex-

travagant, were very high. Nathaniel Hawthorne
was a member of the commimity for a time. He
found, however, that a man's soul may be *' buried
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under a dung-heap as well as under a pile of money."
He asked himself on leaving, " Is it a praisewor&y
matter that I have spent five golden months in pro-

viding fodder for cows and horses ? " In religion the
typical transoendentahst might be a sublimated
theist; he was alwajrs an ideaJist, and essentially a
mystic. He believed in no spiritual authority ex-

cept that of his own soul. He was humanitarian
and optimistic. His faith had no backward look;

its essence was aspiration, not contrition. He had a
living and a glowing faith in the reality of spiritual

insight. " All are able to detect the supernatural/'

wrote Orestes Brownson, " because all have the su-

pernatural in themselves." The divine was every-

where. The " Inmianence of God " was not a doc-
trine; it became a reality.

"Tell me, brothen, what are w«f
Spirits bathing in a Sea

Of Deity."

So wrote a lesser, but a fervid poet of the faith.

It follows, therefore, that the transcendental be-

liever was impressed with the glory of life, its privi-

leges, its beauty. Very remarkable was his confi-

dence in nature—^in natural powers and capabilities,

in the results of obedience to natural law, in spon-
taneity, impulse, unfolding, growth. His love of

childhood, flowers, landscape, was proverbial. Emer-
son called transcendentatism ** the Saturnalia, or
excess of faith." But the faith was in human nature
as a possible realisation of the divine. It was a new
and joyous birth of the spirit. No strictly " rea-

soned doctrine " it was rather a " spiritual ferment,"
a wave of m3rstici8m, which found expression in

social, intellectual, esthetic, and chiefly religious

channels.

The movement, according to T. W. Higginson,
provided an ** ardent, e£hisive social atmosphere.
It was," he added, "a fresh, glowing, youthful,

hopeful, courageous period, and those
6. Infill- who were its children must always re-

•nce of joice that they were bom before it

Tranaceii- faded away. ... To its immediate
dentalism. offspring it bequeathed a glow and a

joy that have been of life-long perma-
nence. The material achievements, the utilitarian

philosophy of later years, may come or go, leaving
thdr ideal, their confidence, their immortal hope
unchanged. And now that much which transcen-
dentalism sought is fulfilled, and that which was
ecstasy has—as Emerson predicted—become daily
bread, its reminiscences mingle with all youth's en-
chantment, and belong to a period when we too
* toiled, feasted, despaired, were happy.' " Except
for a few local and incidental extravagances, the in-

fluence of the movement was noble, inspiring, and
beautiful, and the idealism which was the essence
of it is the foundation of all spiritual belief. As one
form of the great intuitive school of philosophy, it

has, perhaps, seen its best days; but its elements
will render vital other faiths, which will endure
when it is forgotten.

O. B. FBOTHiNOHAMt. Rcv. by P. R. Fbothdtgham.

Bibuoobapst: O. B. Frothfagham, TrantetndmiiaUam in
Ntw Knokuui, a HiaUfry, New York. 1876; F. Tiffany,
TnnueendmkUum: the Nm» BngUmd Rmiai$aanee, in C7«i»-

tarteninn; ita Origin and Hiaiory^ Boston, 1890^ J. Cbok.

TmnaetndmUaKtm, lb. 1877; H. C. Goddanl. StrnUm «
^•v Bn^and TrantotndmiaUmn, New York, 1908.

TRAlfSFIGURATIOir, THE: The history of tU
transfiguration of the Savior (liark ix. 2-10 sfid

parallds) is under severe fire. Schmedel's han-

dling of it (EB, IV., 45-70) may be taken as repre-

senting a pronounced tendency in oontemporaiy
criticism. The study of the sources ends in the dis-

solution of literary unity. Thus Schmiedel treats

the transfiguration as a part of the Petrine legend.

Along with this process of literary dissolution goes

the depreciation of the historical reality in the life

of Christ which is seen dimly, through the dijsl

raised by the study of the sources. The resdt

reached is that no considerable reality adheres ta

the story of the transfiguration. " It can make no

claim to historicity."

But this critical method, apparentiy objective

and judicial, starts with a faJse bias. The Synoptic

Gospels are taken apart by themselyes, dissected,

and reduced to separate sources. Then, to explain

the assembling of the sources into a so-called " life

of Christ," the corporate messianic oonaciouanesa of

the Apostolic Age is summoned into court. Strna
and the anal3rtical literary critic join forces. The

transfiguration becomes a personification and ob^

jectification of the genius of the messianic commu-
nity. But, before the analysis of the aouroes begins,

there is a fundamental fact that calls for explaoft-

tion. It is, first, the existence of the mewMnic
consciousness in question; second, it is the pe-

culiar quality of that consdousness. Without rais-

ing the question of the supernatural, students of

history may rightiy insist that vast reality must be

assigned to the person and work of Jesus in order

to account for tiie coiporate Christian messianism

which is supposed to account for the " life of

Christ." The ultimate source of knowledge ooo-

ceming Christ is the Christian consciousness whidi

he created. That consciousness drew upon Jewidi

messianism for all its raw material. But an im-

mense twofold revolution must have been carried

through in order to make Christian conaciousnpM

possible. In the first place, it is the conaciousnwH

of a triumphant mesHianic community, a thin^

without real parallel in the history of Judaism. H
the second place. Christian messianism was com-

pletely freed from the appeal to force whidi waa

inherent in all forms of Jewish messianism. Caoat-

quentiy, a sound historical method demands a pro-

digious spiritual and moral force and reality in the

life of the founder.

One can not, therefore, enter on the study of the

life of Christ with a predisposition to believe thst

Christian messianism accounts for the main ele-

ments in the portrait. The truth in such a positioD

must be admitted. But, taken as a contralling pnn-

dple, it invites history to stand on its head. Tlie

ordinary predisposition of the Christian b in the

other direction. In approaching the account of the

transfiguration, the normal Christian bias is the

direct opposite of Schmiedel's. One is prepared to

believe that the stoiy may be substantially^ his-

toric.

The threefold report at this point presents the

same phenomena of agreement in the main joined
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bo inceBsant difference in detail that characterises

it in its whole course. Mark gives a simple, straight-

fcK'waid narrative. In describing the effects of the

bEansfiguiation on the Savior's person, he takes his

iDuatration from the fuller's art. The disdples,

ipeaking to Jesus, address him in the current Ara-
maie as " Rabbi." Luke (iz. 28-36) differs consid-

srably. He changes the order of apostolic names,
Fohn taking precedence of James. The transfigura-

tion comes upon Jesus while he is praying. The dis-

siples address Jesus as EpUtata, " Master "—^pos-

ably a deliberate avoidance of the Palestinian
* Rabbi." He adds verses 31-32. In the voice

rom heaven " my chosen " takes the place of " my
beloved." The solemn and detiedled injunction of

fesus that the disciples should keep silent regarding

;he event is condensed into the simple statement,

'they held their peace." Matthew (xvii. 1-13)

ibounds in his own sense. The Christology is more
sonacious and more advanced. The divine majesty
if the Savior is brought out in every possible way.
Bfe is addressed as " Lord." His face and person

ihine " as the sun " and " tike the tight." In ad-
Ireesing him Peter says, " If thou wilt." The dis-

aples faU on their faces in fear. The words from
leaven are identical with the words used at the

Mkptism. In brief, Matthew's molding of tiie event

s deeply characteristic, in close keeping with the

nirpose and method of his Gospel.

In the light of the threefold narrative, the account

if the tiazisfiguration has quite as strong right to be
mnsidered historical as the happenings at CsBsarea

Pfailippi, with which it is connected. Possibly its

i^t is a shade better, for the variations are less

lubstantial. The account may even be compared
vith the baptism and come off weU. Unless, out-

ade the Synoptists, some reason can be found for

mpugning the historicity of the narrative, it must
le accepted as a sotid part of the veiy eartiest tradi-

ion regarding the Savior. By the test of position

J0O, it shows up well. It is fixed near the end of the

^kJilean ministry. Contrasted with the Sermon on
tie Mount or with the materials which Luke groups

mder the so-called " Persan ministry," it holds a
KMtion that does not vary. It is fixed as sotidly as

be baptism or the crucifixion. Tested, then, by
uch standards as an undogmatic criticism is able

o provide, the account of the transfiguration is the

^pOTt of a real event in the life of Jesus. Beyond
loubt the facts have been interpreted and molded.

The " life of Christ," as the Gospels give it, is not

, scientific history, but a religious history. It came
Eito literature out of the life, the spiritual warfare,

be unwritten memory and faith of Christians in the

Lpostotic Age. Unless Ood had worked an incon-

eivably immoral miracle, suspended all mental

,^V8, then, under the conditions of Christianity in

be fixtait century, it could not but happen that the

wctB in the life of the Savior and the Church's in-

erpretation of the facts should blend in the record.

:*berefore the fact of the transfiguration, like the

fther main facts in the Savior's Ufe, has been inter-

preted, and the interpretation has fused itself with

be fact reported. Matthew gives the most marked
rvidenoe of this process, particularly in the direction

£ developing the likeness between Jesus the su-

preme authority in spiritual matters and Moses the
great lawgiver. But in Mark and Luke also the in-

terpretative element appears.

None the less the threefold report makes the fact

the necessary presupposition of the interpretation.

The transfiguration was an event of vital moment
in the experience of the Savior. In its importance
for knowledge of his life and mind, it comes fairiy

near the levd of the baptism. To find its meaning,
the larger context, as sketched by Mark, wiU serve.

The Galilean ministry lay behind him. Jerusalem
is calling him to his passi(m and death. The tragedy
inherent in every great life whose purpose both
transcends its time and place and yet seeks intimacy
with its time and place, is at its height in the life of

Jesus. He had utterly failed to convert his own
people. Wa deepening experience of his nation's

incompetence and unbetief leads him to appropri-

ate Isa. tin. as the word of Holy Scripture that

makes his experience dear and intelligible to him.

But the tragic strain of the situation can be retieved

in only one way. In the intensity of communion
with the Father, his wiU and nature are taken up
into the wiU and being of God. On his mental side,

the Savior must be described as the supreme pro-

phetic mystic. So he realises the divine bdng and
piupose as every ancient mystic realised it» in terms
of the ** light " within the light. The experience of

his soul shines out through his face and transfigures

it. Science has nothing to say at this point which
can justiy interfere witii the betiever's rights.

The place where the transfiguration took place

has beoi the subject of much learned discussion.

A tradition as early as the fourth century fastened

on Mt. Tabor. But modem investigation, begin-

ning with Robinson, has made that site impossible.

P. Schaff {DieHorujory of the BiUe, Philadelphia,

1880) with other scholara fixed on some high peak
in the Anti-Lebanon range. If justification exists

for searching for a definite mountain-peak, no other

inference seems possible. The context in the Syn-
optists pcnnts in this direction. But it is to be re-

membered that the Synoptists, aside from vague
suggestion, give no real help. Mark and Matthew
say " a mountain." Luke writes " the mountain."
AU that the three make it safe to say is that the

transfiguration took place in dose connection with

the events recorded in Biark viu. 27-33 (Cesarea
Phitippi). The phrase " high mountain " does not

justify thinking of some very high. peak. The lan-

guage is relative and mystical, not scientific and
exact. The habit of climbing high mountain-peaks
is distinotiy modem. There is no reason to sup-

pose that the Savior did what no other ancient

ever did. The attempt at identification should be
abandoned. The geography of the episode concerns

the ways of the Spirit rather than the map made
with hands. Hbnbt S. Nash.
BnuooaApar: D. F. 8tr»uH, LAen Jmu, ii. 353 aqq.,
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O. Holtxmann, Life ofJesua, London, 1904; W. Sanday,
OtUlinea of the Life of Chriet, 2d ed.. EdinburKh, 1906;
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TRANSMIGRATION: A phase of metempsy-
chosis (see CoMPABATiyE Reugion, VI., 1, § 6)

which assumes the rebirth of a soul into another
body (reincorporation). Belief in transmigration

is common among primitive peoples, has had a huge
part in the philosophy of India, and in the West has
furnished the theme for a laige body of folk-lore;

in Greece it was advocated by Pythagoras and was
held by the Orphics; it reappeared in the Cabaia
(q.v.)) reminiscences of it are to be discovered
in early obscure Christian sects, and even in the
Middle Ages it was not altogether banished from
thought. But nowhere else has the conception had
so laiige and abiding influence as in India, where it

is practically the key to ahnost all theological sys-

tems and furnishes the reason for the fundamental
hope of the Indian of nearly every faith—eec&pe
from the sanuara or cyde of births.

I. Rise of the Concept.
Earliest Evidences (| 1).

Early Medieval Development
(§2).

II. Scholastic Development.
Nature of the Chanse (t 1).

Concomitance (| 2).

TRANSUBSTANTIATION.

Duration of Presence (| 3).

Unity of Celestial and Sacramental
Body (t 4).

m. Practical Results of the Dogma-
tisation.

Sacrifice; Adoration;
tion (t 1).

L Rise of the Concept: The doctrine of tran-

substantiation (namely, that in the Eucharist the

substance in the elements of bread and wine is

changed into the real substance of the body and
blood of Christ, though retaining the accidents of

the elements) was the result of four centuries of

development. It was fixed as a dogma by the fourth

Lateran Council in 1215, during the pontificate of

Innocent III. The creed then adopted, a revision

of the Apostolic, and promulgated against all here-

tics, forms the first chapter of the decrees, and is

sometimes called the fourth symbol. It declares as
follows: ** There is verily one universal Church of

the faithful, outside which no one at all is saved,

in which the same priest is himself the

X. Earliest sacrifice, Jesus Christ, whose body and
Evidences, blood are truly contained in the sacra-

ment of the altar under the species of

bread and wine, the bread being transubstantiated

into the body, and the wine into blood, by divine

power." The term itself had already long been in

use among theologians, and the concept longer still.

The first authentic use of the term seems to have
been m the Tractatua de sacramento aJUaris, xiii., xiv.

(MPL, clxxii. 1291, 1293), a treatise assigned by
Jean Mabillon to the first Stephen of Autun (d. 1139

or 1140), the former of the two bishops of Autun
known as Peter in the twelfth centuiy. The tenn,

further employed by various theologians during the

twelfth century, seems to have been freely current

previous to the council of 1215. Innocent himself

frequently used it as a current term in his i>e sac-

ramenti aUaria mysterio; and a citation from Alanus
of Lille (MPL, ccx. 359) shows that it played a part

specially in the controversy with the Cathari or AI-

bigenses (see New Manicheans, II.), against whom
the first chapter of the decree of the council was
aimed. William of Auxerre (d. c. 1230) deals in his

Summa with the special title De tranambstanHO'

Hone, followed by such scholars as William of Paris

(or of Auvergne; d. 1249), Alexander of Hales, and
Albert the Great. As to the concept it does not

Priestly Fimetion; Oommunioa m
One Kind (I 2).

rV. Doctrine in the Greek Chnroh.
y. Roman Catholic Arsumenta in De-

fense of the Doctrine.
Exegetical (| 1).

Historical (| 2).

VI. Opposition to the DoetrinoL

come to expression either in the " Sentences " of

Peter Lombard, who represented the simple realis-

tic idea of the Eucharist, or other text-books of that
period. Apparently the term emeiged imobeerved,
but may have been in circulation b^ore the twelfth
century. For indications discovered in a writer,

Haimo, probably of Halberstadt (d. 853), or poasi-

bly of Hirschau (abbot, from 1091), shows the idea
in its nascent stage. He employs the words: " There-
fore we believe . . . that that substance, namely,
of bread and wine, . . . that is, the nature of

bread and wine, [is] substantially changed into an-
other substance, that is, into flesh and blood ";

and again: " The invisible priest changes his visible

creatures into the substance of his flesh and blood "

(MPL, cxviii. 815-816). Among twelfthnsentuzy

authors, however, Peter of Poitiers (d. 1205) alone
seems to consider or justify the use of the term
tranwubstorUto for the change here indicated. Ooee-
]y following Peter Lombard, he considers the proo-

ess effected by consecration under the genoal eate-

goiy of " clumge " (eonversio). The Lombard had
already debated whether the " change " was formal
or substantial, or of some other spedes. Totally
denying the first, he, however, went no further as
to the second than to dte the approval of previ-

ously named authorities and to reply to '' others
"

who objected against it. He does not protest against

the accepted statement that through the pnest
bread is made into flesh, but how this takes place
is to him a mystery which is more wholesome to be-
lieve than to investigate. He classifies known views
as follows: (1) not the substance of bread beconkes
the body, except as bread is made out of flour, when
it may be said that flour is made, not is, bread;

(2) what was bread and wine was afterward body
and blood, so that the bread is no longer substanee,

and hence no longer bread; (3) '' after consecration

there is the substance of body and blood under those
accidents under which there was formerly the sub-
stance of bread and wine "; (4) the substance of

bread and wine remains, but in the same place, after
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the ooliseGration, are the body and blood of Chxist.

The latter doctrine is evidently consubstantiation;

the first, or theory of transformation, is the one
widely held in the Greek Church; while the combi-
nation of the second and third (the annihilation

doctrine), scarcely to be identified against the

second, unmistakably represents, virtually, the

doctrine of transubstantiation. Peter Lombard re-

frains from criticising only the third, which doubt-
less holds the mystery foibidding investigation, but
it is uncertain whether he accordingly does not dare
toventure for concisenessuponthe termtransubstan-
tiation, or that term had not yet appeared as avail-

able for the conception. Peter of Poitiers expressly

introduces the term transsttbstaniiatio for the out-

lined conception, with the apology that no adequate
t^m was previously afforded.

A new epoch in eucharistic doctrine had its in-

ception with Paschasius Radbertus (q.v.)» who,
surpassing his predecessors in the earnestness and
thrust by which he asserted the identity of the his-

toric body of Christ with the Eucharist, without
any intentional innovation on his part, furnished

the impulse for a scientific theologie^ treatment of

the eucharistic problem by his ^ corpare et sanr

gidne Domini (MPL, cxxi. 125 sqq.)- His work
was the first monograph in the West on the Eucha-
rist, preceded only by the homily of Faustus of

Hies (q.v.)y De corpare et sanguine

2. Bady CkrieH (MPL, xxx. 271 sqq.). At
Medieval bottom the Christological and so-

Devdop- teriological problem was at stake,

ment which at the outset of the dogmatic
development was thus afforded a

symptomatic interest beyond mere formal speo-

idation. The first real eucharistic eontroversy of

the West was that conjured up against Berengar
of Tours (q.v.) by his opponents, practically the
authors of the doctrine of transubstantiation. Of
these there were four: Hugo, bishop of Langres,

TraeUUua de corpare et eanguine Christi (c. 1048;
MPL, cxlii. 1325 sqq.) ; Durand of Th>am (q.v.)> De
corpare et sanguine ChrisU (MPL, cxlix. 1375 sqq.);

Lanfranc, De corpare et sanguine Domini (1069 or

1070; MPL, d. 407 sqq.); and Guitmund, later

archbishop of Aversa, De corporis et sanguinis

Domini verttaie in Eucharistia (between 1073 and
1078; MPL, cxlix. 1427 sqq.). Lanfranc was the

first to teach that the body of Christ is received

also by the unworthy, a view essentially impljring

the reality of the change of the bread. He appar-

ently wavers, however, when he afl&rros that in the

sacrament the flesh of Christ is daily sacrificed, dis-

tributed, and eaten, notwithstanding that accord-

ing to another mode of speech the whole Christ is

eaten, i.e., when he is longed for as eternal life by
spiritual desire. Both kinds of communion he deems
essential, the physical and the spiritual, though the

latter is impossible without the former. Most im-
portant was the work of Guitmund, amended by
Anselm and compiled and further developed by
Alger of Li^ (d. 1132) in his i>e sacramentis eai^

parts et sanguinis Daminiei (MPL, dxxz. 743 sqq.).

The latter stated: "In the sacrament, the sub-

stance, not the form, being changed, the bread and
wine do not become new flesh and new blood, but

the existing substance, both of bread and wine, is

changed into the coexisting substtuice of the body
of (Christ." He holds that " the whole host is so
the body of Christ that, nevertheless, each separate

particle is the whole body of Christ." In this latter

statement are contained four axioms of subsequent
theologians: (1) not a part of the body of Christ

(as the flesh), but the whole body, the whole Christ,

is present in the Eucharist in virtue of the change;

(2) the whole body, the whole Christ, is not only
in the entire host, but no less entirely in each part;

(3) even though a thousand masses are celebrated

simultaneously at different places, the whole body
of Christ is present in each individually and entirely

in all; (4) by the brealdng of the host and its crush-

ing by the teeth the indivisible body of CJhrist is

not divided. The views of Guitmund were further

systematised by Peter Lombard (d. 1064 or 1060 ?),

Anselm of Canterbury (d. 1109), Hugo of St. Victor

(d. 1141), and Robert PuUeyn (d. about 1150); and
by these pushed to their logical conclusions. An-
sdm, in De corpare et sanguine Domini (MPL, clix.

255), denied that with the blood oidy the soul of

Christ is received and with the body only the body,
but maintained that the entire Christ, both God
and man, is received in each. Henceforth it was a
standing formula that " the entire Christ exists and
is received under either species," and though the

conception of the Eucharist as spiritual sustenance

prevailed later, yet the argument was repeatedly

recalled. Guitmund also made an advance in a
closer determination of the process in the sacra-

ment. Of four alternative species of change (nvur

tatia) the one in which one thing becomes another
that already exists, like the sacramental bread
changed into the body of Christ existing aheady in

heaven, pertains exclusively to the Eucharist.

Raising the question how this is possible, Alger of

Li^, declining the view that thLs takes place by
flight from heaven through space, affirmed that the
human nature now exalted was capable by virtue

of omnipotence to remain undivided and substan-

tial where it is and at the same time to be at every
other place where it will. Guitmund applied the

logical categories of substance and accident to the
EiUcharist, in so far as he termed the surviving sense

quahties of the changed substance accidents, and
Alger further deduced the consequence that Crod

made the accidents to continue without a subject.

Both affirmed that as the substance of the bread was
no longer present, any disturbance of the inherent

substance (the body) was not only impossible but
a disturbance of the accidents was merely illusory.

The latter, however, seemed to their successors,

Hugo, Robert, and Thomas, to impair the verity of

the siMsrament^ and it was assumed that much could

occur to the accidents not affecting the body in

which they inhere, being not» according to Anselm
and the rest, i^tially circumscribed, gnawed by
mice, or taken into the abdomen like the elements.

A loose integration of the substance of the body
and the accidents of the bread was thus postulated,

yet it is to be taken as the first expression of a
thought which was to remain an integrating factor

in the Roman dogma. Radbertus had already rep-

resented the brei^ and wine as types or figwes of
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the body and blood into which th^ an changed,

but he reitricted the body to a qjiritual euatenanoe

in which the unworthy and unbelieving had no part;

thia involved a eelf-oontndiction, ainoe a eonae-

quenee of the reality of tnuuformation ia that theee

alao partake, though without the bleanng. Thia
view promulgated by Lanfranc waa further devel-

c^Md by Guitmund, teaching that the body present

in the Euchariat ia again a symbol of the rogenera-

taon of believers from the bosom of the Chinch, or

of the Church itself, the mystical body; and that it

Is a sign by which the memberB testify to their

qHritual birth. The unworthy, thus, do not par-

take of the spiritual communion in Christy though
partaking physically of the body and blood. Hugo
of St. Victor formulated these views into the dogma
that became permanent for scholasticism and the

Church. To him, (1) the species are merely a type,

not a fact; (2) the eucharistic body is at once faet,

and in turn type of (3) the blessing of the saera-

ment, i.e., the spiritual content of being memben
in Christ, provided by faith in his body and blood;

and tUs, finally, is objective fact, and type of noth-

ing else. In this sense the unworthy receive the

tpedes and the body as bom of man, in substance,

but not in efficacy, Le., participation in the mystical

union.

n. Scholastic Devatopment: Scholasticism gave
the doctrine of transubstantiation the final form,

as it appeared in the Roman Catholic catechism

and the works of Cardinal Bellarmin. The matter
on which the change is effected is unleavmed wheat
bread and wine somewhat diluted with water. The
" form " of the sacrament consists of the words Hoe
eti eorpua meumf hie eM oalix soti^ifiu met. The ef-

fect of the form upon the matter is to

I. nature change it in the Aristotelian sense into

of the the new, for which it possesses an in-

Change, herent capability. But just as regards

the operation of the sacrament one
tendency was to ocmsider the efficacy aa inmianent
and the other as concomitant, so Albert and Thomas
taught a created virtue residing in the words of con-

secration, while others like Bonaventura and Gap
briel Biel held to a mere assistanoe by divine om-
nipotence to the words of consecration in virtue of

the institution. The application of the form to the

matter is effected by the consecration of the priest,

with transubstantiation as the immediate result.

The use of the word, with its philosophic substruc-

ture, was 3ret open to scholastic diqmtes. Alger

represented that the substance of the bread ceases,

but his contemporaries, Hugo of St. Victor, Robert
Pulleyn, and Peter Loml^ird, insisted that the

substance of the elements only ceases to be what
it was and becomes something which it had not
been previously. Duns Scotus biinga the idea of

transubstantiation under the third form of the

Aristotelian category oi " mutation." While the

first form is from negative to positive (creation),

and the second vies versa (annihilation), transub-

stantiation demands both positive termini, and its

tranoition is from subject to subject or substance to

substance. This transition is not to be conceived

as though the substance of the " end to which "

was first originated; but as beginning to ezist in a

new place {oddaeHva). The body does not soeoepd

the bread according to the abeolute ftxi.^ytnfiiy of the

body, but the bread is changed into the body a£-

cording to the local eodstenoe of the same witii ref-

enoe to the preexisting bread. Here emei^ges to

view the element broadly underiying the growth d
the dogma &tnn the beginning, namely, the prese&ee

in the Eucharist of the preexisting body of Chiisl.

Inasmuch as the body gains the new presenoe witb-

out losing the old, while the bread undeigoes a mu-

tation of loss without gain, it would follow that the

question at first hand would be only cme of Iocs:

presence or non-presence, and it would be oondudei

that the bread <Ud not lose its substantial but ooir

its local existence, and so far did not undoigo de-

struction. If, however, the bread does not remain

in its substantial existence and from the ahovt

would appear not destrojred, it must cease in some

other way, and this is a change from mmple exist-

enoe to non-existence, which would virtuallT be

annihilation, only this term must not apply b^o&d
the '* terminus from which,'* i.e., the bread. As

further devel(^)ed by the nominalists, the Scotis:

view appears in the Roman catechism as fc^w^:
" The substance of bread and wine is so changed

into the very body of the Lord that the substance

of bread and wine entirely ceases to be." StUl more

sharp is the definition of BeUarmin, who holds [Lh

eudMritHOf iii. 18) that the concept of true transub-

stantiation presupposes four things: that something

ceases to be (duUio); that something takes the

place of what has ceased to be (aucoesHo) ; that de

sistanoe and succession have a teleological caussd

nexus, one thing oeasing to be that another maj

take its place; and that both the " end from which

"

and the " end to which " are positive in nature

The body of Christ, besides its presenoe in heavsa

obtains a new presenoe in the Eucharist; and tran-

substantiation depends not on a twofold but a single

act of the divine will whereby the bread ia made to

cease and the body of Chzist takes its place under

the accidents.

The one effect of consecration is that the bodj

and blood of Christ, and therefore their real pres-

ence under the accidents of the element^ have their

inception in the sacraments. Thomas Aquinas eoo-

tents himself with the fact of the real presence, to

be grasped by neither senses nor reason, but odI;

by faith depending on divine authority. SometinsF.

however, he refers to the ** true " body as it exists

in heaven in contrast with its sacramental presence.

Biel, following Occam, reasserts more strongly tl^

absolute identity of the two as taught by Radbertus.

The body of Christ is thus said to be

a. Concom- present in the Eucharist ihs same as

itance. enthroned at the right hand ci the

Father, a Hving, divine, immortal, and

gk>rified body, with all celestial qualities and acci-

dents. From this there issues a series of deductions,

abroad since Anselm and now groimded by Thoma?
on his theory of " real concomitance." By vii^jf

of the saoramental change not only the basic sub-

stance or the flesh, but the entire body is in the

Eucharist; this must imply Oirist as living is

heaven, possessed of a soul, and joined with God.

However, both soul and deity are not present by
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virtue of the sacramental change but of natural

concomitance. And because living body and blood

are inseparable the concept of real concomitance

affords the conclusion that blood is under the bread
and body under the wine as well, or the entire body
of Christ is under each. This, too, became a fixed

tenet of scholasticism, receiving very full elabora-

tion at the hands of Biel. That the body of Christ

may be present under the species of the host, the

substance of the bread must cease to be and only

it-s accidents remain. Scholasticism could not,

therefore, avoid the problem whether these acci-

dents could continue to exist without their subject.

Thomas aflirmed such possibility, proposing as

analogous proof that the divine omnipotence as the

first cause could sustain the efifect of a terminated

second cause, and assuming that after the substance

of the bread had ceased the accidents continued in-

hering in the dimensive quantitativeness of the

bread as a quasi-subject, llie validity of this view
was denied by Duns and specially by the nominal-

ists, who answered Thomas that such quantitative-

ness, after the change, belonged to the accidents

themselves; and they found less difficulty on their

theory in presuming the accidents to be self-sub-

sisting i^ter the chcuoge. It may be said that acci-

dents that may subsist without a subject can have
but a very lax connection with the body i^ter con-

secration. They do not inhere in or affect the body,

and the latter may not be accessible to transactions

affecting the accidents, such as the breaking of the

bread, where the body as a whole or as entirely in

each and eveiy part is not affected.

The question of how long the body of Christ is

present in the host was not answered conclusively

by the older scholasticism. Thomas maintained
that the presence continued in the species so long

as they would not undergo such change

3. Dura- as would alter the substance of the

tion of bread and wine were that substance

Presence, existent. This view was repeated by
Bid, who supplemented it by the con-

clusion of Occam, that when the body of Christ

ceased to be present in the host, its place was taken
either by the returning substance of bread or by
some new substance, thus giving rise to the paradox
that ** from non-substances," the substanceless ac-

cidents, " substance may arise." When the process

of digestion begins, the presence of the body of

Christ in the accidents ceases, and its place is taJcen,

by an absolute act of God, by a surrogate which has

the nutritive power lacking to the accidents as such.

The question likewise arose how the words, " this

is my body," were to be interpreted. The followers

of Berengar explained them, like Zwingli afterward,

as representative; Richard of St. Victor substituted

the future for the present; Bonaventura paraphrased
the words into, '* this which is as yet present under
these species as bread will be transubstantiated into

my body "; Alexander of Hales paraphrased the

words as " this which is designated by the symbol
is my body "; Thomas, followed by Bid and Bel-

larmin made hoc refer to a substance qualitativdy

undetermined, but considered present under the

spedes, and then more closely defined by the predi-

cate as the body of Christ. The proof of transub-

XI,-^?

stantiation is drawn from the hoc; for if the sub-
stance of bread had remained, Christ would have
said, " Hie panU est corpus meum,*'

The most difficult question concerned the quaxh-

tity of the eucharistic body and its relation to the
host. Since the celestial body of Christ is in all

points the same as it was on earth save its impassi-

bility and immortality, it must quantitativdy fill a
certain amount of space in " dimensive " or " dr-
cumscriptive " fashion, so that the whole occupies

its entire allotted room or space, and each part its

specific exclusive space; and apparently this heaven-
ly body aa such can not be present in tiie host. This

' objection could be met only by the

4. Unity doctrine that the sacramentid body of

of Cdestial Christ, though one and the same with
and Sacn- his cdestial body, has another mode
mental of existence in the sacrament; name-
Body, ly, without quantitativeness. The

earlier realistic scholastidsm attrib-

uted to quantitativeness, like other absolute acd-
dents, a real existence independent of substance
and of qualities, holding that through the union of

quantitativeness with unquantitative substance or
quality the latter first become quantitative things
gaining definite area and capadty. This quantita-

tiveness was, according to realism, thus separable

from material things without alteration to thdr
real entity. Realists could therefore affirm, as some
did, that the acddent of quantitativeness existed

only in the cdestial body of Christ, not in the sac-

ramental body. As to how this would be it was
proposed that God can provide that one part of the
body is entered by anotiier, and this in turn by an-

other (subintrare), so that each exists not under or

bedde but only in the other, and the whole has the
smallest imaginable natural quantity. This was
the subintration theory, and was objectionable;

because if non-quantitative in the Eucharist, the

body can not be living and organic and therefore

not identical with the cdestial body; or as Albert
and Duns questioned, without coUatml parts there

was no fonn and consequently no real soul-poe-

sessing body in the Eucharist. The problem now
assumed the shape of proving quantity without
spatial extendon not sdf-contradictory, as Bona-
ventura assumed. The first to attempt a dialectic

solution along these lines was Thomas on the bads
of transmutation and concomitance. The former
has for its termini not dimendons, but substances,

and accordingly only the substance of the bread is

changed into the substance of the body of Christ.

Since, however, the body of Christ is present in the

sacrament as it exists in heaven, its dimendve
quantity must also be present. But since this is in

Uie sacrament only " concomitantly " and some-
what as an acddent, it is present only according to

the mode of substance, i.e., the body is present not
as a dimendve quantity in dimendve space, but
like a substance under its own dimendons. Ao-
cordingly, the nature of the substance is contained
wholly in the entire body and wholly in each part,

analogous to the air. To the objection that the

spatial oapadty of the spedes would thus be oon-

odved as empty, he asserted that such was occupied
only by the spedes of bread retaining, after the
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transmutation of its former substance, its former

dimensions. The mediating thought of this theory

is, that that which is in the sacrament by virtue of

the change is there of necessity, although owing its

presence merely to concomitance, thus assuring

only an incidental existence, and liable to sacrifice

its individuality, if the sacrament requires it. The
dialectic fallacy is the confusion of substance with

the abstract nature of substance in the course of

the argument. As a consequence the idea of an
oiganic body in the sacrament is emptied and re-

duced to a mathematical point. Thomas gets no
further than the subintration theory; nevertheless,

the Thomistic theory was adopted by the Roman
catechism.

Duns Scotus, besides his objection to the oiganic

disintegration of the body, insisted that bread and
body must be present, each in all the attributes

essential to its concept. Accordingly, he distin-

guishes in the quantitative existence of an object

between a logical " intrinsic position " of the quan-
tity considered absolutely, by which there is a
differentiation and a correlation of distinct exclu-

sive parts in the whole, and an " extrinsic position
"

with reference to space; which is again differenti-

ated into the occupancy of space in general, and the

coextensive collocation of the parts respectively

with their spaces. The second distinction refers

more specifically to the mere coexistence of two
quantities, over against their coexistence together

with the coextension of the parts. In application,

the body is present in fact in its oiganic unity ac-

cording to the intrinsic position, but, by a miracle,

in the manner of coexistence without the coexten-

sion of parts. Hence, the presence is of " the whole
in the whole and entirely in any part whatsoever."
The fallacy lay in abstracting space from its integral

relation, and in its realistic treatment as a quantity;

nevertheless, the doctrine was thus assumed by
Bellsumin.

Occam attacked the realistic conception of quan-
tity. He rightly asserted that, since the concep-

tion of space is derived from the collocation of

plural objects or spaces, the order of parts in the

whole necessarily implies each part in its corre-

sponding space. The fiction of the coexistence of

quantities without coextension was thus exposed.

In place he now denied that quantitativeness or

extension was a thing, real and distinct, and inter-

mediate between substance and quality, but he
affirmed that it was one and the same with the

substance or quality to which it belongs as accident,

and denoted the thing itself so far as it was a quan-
tity; or it was " the thing drcumscriptively in

place," whether this, more definitely, were sub-

stance or quality. If, then, a substance or quality

coincided with space throughout, whole with whole

and part mth part, it was a quantum; and in-

versely, if a substance or quality coexists with space,

whole with whole and the whole with every part,

it must be a non-quantum. This be terms " de-

finitive existence," which he asserts may also be
applied to material, corporeal, divisible things, and
necessarily thus to the body of Christ. As to the

mode Occam points to concentration in digestion,

liolding that to djvine omnipotence both are equally

feasible. This doctrine termed " condensatian "

takes the place of that of subintration, though the
result is the same. The body exists in the sacra-
ment without extension as a mathematical point.

The contradiction of corporeity, or oiganic form,
without dimension is also referred to divine oin-

nipotence. Even in the bloom of ecclesiastical

scholasticism it was felt that the doctrine of tran-
substantiation was not beyond question, and such
men as Duns Scotus, Occam, and Pierre d'Ailly

(q.v.) entertained alternative or modified views,
though accepting and defending the orthodox doe-
trine because of the authority of the Church. The
Council of Trent sanctioned it officially as did Rus
VI. in his " Constitution,'* 1794.

nL Practical Results of the Dogmatizatkm:
With the establishment of the dogma of transub-
stantiation, 1215, it became more and more evi-

dent that the Eucharist w^ a sacrament utterly

different in kind from all others. They were effica-

cious only in their administration to such a degree
that (with the exception of marriage)

I. Sacrifice; their form came to consist only in the
Adoration; words of their exercise by the priest.

Reservatbn. In the Eucharist, on the contrary, the
consecration itself was the saoramen-

tal act, and the object of this consecration was not
communion, which remained a mere incident, but
the traasubstantiation of the elements, or the crea-

tion of the presence of Christ and of his body. The
purpose of the consecration, moreover, is the sacri-

fice, the act of the priest, not of the congregatioii;

this sacrifice was bc^eved to be commanded in the
words: "This do in remembrance of me." This
development was of gradual growth, the original

intention, as manifest from Radbert to Pulleyn,

being to assure the faithful of the real presence for

eucharistic communion; but when the perfectacm

of the sacrament came to subsist in the consecra-

tion, the conclusion of the real identity of the sacri-

fice of the mass with the sacrifice on Calvaiy from
the real presence proved inevitable. Berengar
points out that the solemn celebration is not the
passion of the Lord but its Efymbolic commemora-
tion. Though Thomas holds to the fact and sym-
bol, yet he not only identifies the real effects of the
original act of atonement with the symbolic ooe-
mony but explains that by the real presence, and
not merely by symbol and significance, the sacrifice

of the new law is to tower above tiie shadowed
sacrifices of the old; and containing Christ in real-

ity it is the culmination of all other sacraments^
through which alone the power of Christ is ink-

parted. If Christ be present from the moment
that the sacrament is completed by consecration,

and if he be present both in his humanity and
his divinity, then veneration is due him, present
in the host. Thomas emphasises already that
no bread substance must remain in the sacra-
ment, lest anything created may hinder worship.

Veneration presupposes the reservation of the
host. It is at least certain that in the ancient
Church not only were the consecrated elements
taken by the deacons to the houses of the sick, but
that many took with them some of the consecrated
bread; and it is also known that penitents, when
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in sudden danger of death, received the consecrated

bread as a viaticum, thus rendering probable the

practise of reservation in the churches, and conse-

quently the assignment of some place for preserva-

tion. In the sixth century the vessel for retaining

the host was called turris. With the rise of the doc-

trine of transubstantiation, however, the conse-

crated host was reserved for the adoration of the

worshipers, and to this end was placed in the mon-
strance (see Vessels, Sacred). The Roman ritual

requires that some consecrated particles must al-

ways be reserved for the communion of the sick

and other believers prevented from attending mass,

in a well-covered receptacle in the tabernacle, either

on the high altar or some other altar suitable for

the veneration and worship of so high a sacrament.

Veneration at the elevation of the host in the mass,

as well as when the host was borne through the

streets to the sick, was first required at Cologne in

1203 by the papal legate Cardinal Guido; and in

1217 the elevation of the monstrance was required

by canon law. Shortly afterward the feast of Cor-

pus Christi (q.v.) was established, and the Council

of Trent directed that latria, the worship due only

to God and to Christ as God and man, be paid the

blessed sacrament (Seasio ziii., De eucharUiia, v.).

A further consequence of the dogma of transubstan-

tiation is the increased care taken of what remains

over from the communion. Tertullian already

states that the Christians took extreme pains to

prevent any of the consecrated bread from falling

on the ground. In Constantinople, on the other

hand, the remaining particles of consecrated bread
were given the small school-children, and in Gaul in

585 it is known by the Synod of Mdxson that the

remnants were used in a children's communion (see

Lord's Supper, V.). Elsewhere it was the custom
to bum what was left» fire being regarded as a pure
element. The Roman Blissal, in the chapter De d»-

fecHbus in cdebratUme missarum occurrentibua, x.,

gives an entire series of rules in case a drop of con-

secrated wine falls from the chalice.

That the sacrament of the altar is the ofiice of the
priest, and of him alone, is a maxim of the Church,
unalterable from the days of CJjrprian. Even in the
ancient Church ** to consecrate " and " to produce
the body of the Lord " were synonymous, though
the latter phrase then implied merely that through

consecration the elements received an
2. Priestly importance and dignity for faith which
Function; they had not previously possessed.

Commu- With the rise of transubstantiation,

nion in on« however, the expression came to mean
Kind. the specific change wrought by the

priest by means of the consecrating

words and their divine efficacy, so that he, in a real

sense, creates the body of Christ and produces his

presence. This power, combined with the Power of

the Keys (q.v.), forms the material significance of

the priestly office, and at ordination is solemnly
conferred on the candidate as inseparable from his

person. The dogma of transubstantiation has thus
led to an increased distinction between the clergy

and the laity, so as to exalt the priest as a media-
tor between God and man. The doctrine of real

concomitance served to promote the practise on the

part of the laity of frequently refraining from the
cup. This usage led finally to the canonical with-
drawal of the cup from the laity (see Mass, II., § 5).

The fear of spilling some of the contents of the
chalice early led many communicants to refrain

from the cup, though not only teachers of the
Church but popes, such as Gelasius I. (cf. MPL,
lix. 141), opposed the practise of refraining. When,
however, Anselm of Canterbury declared that the
eucharistic body was not without the blood, the
practise was sustained by a new dogmatic basis.

Nearly all the great church teachers of the twelfth

century, as Bernard, Hugo, Peter Lombard, and
Peter of Blois, speak of communion in both kinds

as the right fonn, though their views were preceded
by many exceptions; and Alexander of Hales de-

manded that the laity be free to receive only the

bread, though he held that communion under both
kinds is more perfect and efficacious than imder
one. The general chapter of the Cistercians of 1261

restricted the chalice to the priests, and the Lam-
beth Synod of 1281 allowed the laity only the

chalice of ablution. Albert the Great declared

communion in one kind imperfect, since the blood
is not in the body in virtue of the sacrament but
through " natural union." Thomas Aquinas, de-

veloping this " natural union " into the theory of

concomitance, did not r^ard the cup as superflu-

ous, because it represents the shedding of blood
and its redeeming power; but as absolutely neces-

sary only for the priest. Deeming that the laity

should not receive Uie cup for reasons of expediency,

he answered the charge that communion in one
kind is imperfect by declaring that the perfection

of the sacrament depends on the consecration by
the priest, not on reception by the faithful. Bona-
ventura decided that communion in one kind was
as efficacious as in both, only that the symbolism
is less complete, a defect compensated by the com-
munion of the priest representing the Church. After

him Dominicans and Franciscans alike advocated
the withdrawal of the cup from the laity, a prac-

tise finally sanctioned by the Council of Constance

(1415) and the Coundl of Trent.

IV. Doctrine in the Greek Church: The Greek
term corresponding to the Latin transsubstantio is

meUmnMs, older (and less orthodox) appellations

being metaboU, metapoUns, and occasionally metor

rythmina (equaling the Latin tranaformatio, mutor

HOf conversiOf and tranafiguraUo), The transit from
a dynamistic to an essentially realistic interpreta-

tion of the effect of consecration on the relation

between the elements and the body of Christ was
accomplished, largely through the concept of metOr

boUf especially after Gregory of Nyssa. John of

Damascus taught a real change of the elements of

bread and wine, and through him this doctrine

became the common property of the Greek Church.
The teaching of earlier Greek theologians presup-

poses that the " substance " of the bread remains,

and that only its " form " is changed; whereas in

transubstantiation it is essential that the bread be
replaced. The doctrine of meUmsil^sia (the idea

is also expressed by metastoicheidsia), as well as

that of consubstantiation, never became an intense

problem among the Greeks, because the idea of
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oommunioii ranained uppermost. That by this

procesB the subetanoe of the breed wee affected

waa more or leas self-evident to their realistic minds;

but whetlier this was by " change " or " transub-

stantiation " was to th^ oi comparative indiffer-

ence. The latter has repeatedly been sanctioned by
the authorities of the Greek CSmroh, and is doubt-

less " official," though conveying an outer rather

than inner view of tiie miracle. The earliest pas-

sage in which mdoutiMa occurs is the letter, or

confession of faith, sent by the Emperor Michael

Palsologus to Gregory X. in 1247, and baaed on
Roman dictation. True appreciation of the doc-

trine of transubetantiation was shown, about 1360,

by the devoted Thomist Manuel Calecas, though he
translates tuhstantia not by ousio, but by hypokei-

mmon (" substratum "), thus not arriving aX the

term. Such in^wrtant theologians as Nioolaus

Cabasilas and Symeon of Thessalonica (qq.v.) do
not use the term metoimdns, but content themselves

with tnettdxdi and the like. Yet it was evidently

prominent at the Council of Florence (1438-39),

though it is not used by Marcos Eugenicos (q.v.).

In the fifteenth oentuiy Johannes Plusiadenus, de-

fending the CouncU oi Florence, declares it proper

to teach a metaboU from " out of substance into

substance"; but ki the next oentury the expression

makes its frequent and pronounced appearance.

The controversies roused by the "Calvinism" of

Cyril Lucar (q.v.) after 1029 led to the official sanc-

tioning of the term meUnuidnB, which was dog-

matised by the (synods of Constantinople (1038,

1691), Jassy (1642), and Jerusalem (1672), which
in a sense revised the entire doctrinal system of the

Greek Church, e^tedally the sacraments, and set

forth the documents which the Greeks are wont to

eall their *' symbolical books." However, the de-

orees d these synods do not occupy the eminence
nor exercise the authority of the one symbol erected

by tiie ancient Church, and deviation from those

not onbraoed in that symbol is not necessarily

a breach of orthodoxy. It seems that the doctrine

of meUnmdtu may to this day be declined, provided

the concept of metaboU, the full and unconditioned

reality of the real presence, be retained.

(F. Kattbnbttbch.)

V. Roman CatiioUc Arguments in Defense of

tfia Doctrine, witli their Refutation: (1) A literal

interpretatioa (beginning with Paschasius Rad^
btftus, q.v.) of the words of institution, " This is

my txxiy "; " this " (which, however, refers to the

preceding '* cup," the wine not being mentioned)
*' is my bkxxl of the covenant " (Matt. xxvi. 26, 27).

The Lutheran symbds agree with tUs
I* Bxsget- exegesis, but nevertheless reject tran-

icaL substantiation. The Reformed oym-
bob reject it for the following reasons:

(a) the word '' is " may indicate a figurative as well

as a real relationship between the subject and the

predicate, and often means " represents," or " sets

forth," in the Septuagint and the Greek Testament
(e.g.. Gen. xli. 26, 27; Matt. xiii. 38» 39; Gal. iv. 24;

Rev. i. 20). (b) The surrounding drtmmstances of

the institution of the Holy Supper (the living Christ

amidst his disciples, his body not yet broken, his

blood not yet shed, etc.) forl^d a strictly literal in-

terpretation and application to the first oelebratioa.

(c) The literal interpretation can not be carried out,

inasmuchastheliordhimself (Matt. xxvi. 27; Luke
xxii. 19-20) and the Apostle Paul, in quoting the

words of institution (I Cor. xi. 25, " this cup/' etc;

X. 16, " the cup of blessing," etc.), substitate the
" cup " which contains the wine, for the wine itself,

i.e., th^ use the figure of synecdoche, the container

for the contents, and yet no Roman Catholic as-

sumes the transubstantiaticm of the vessel. (2) TIk
mysterious discourse of our Lord in the synagogue of

Capernaum, about eating his flesh, and drinking his

blood (John vi. 52-^). To this may be objected,

that this discourse serves theologians ajs basis for

di£Ferent theories of the Lord's Supper; that the

reference of this section to the Lord's Supper is not

certain; that in any case the words of John vi. 63«

" It is the spirit that quickeneth; the flesh profiteth

nothing: the words that I have spoken unto yon

are spirit and are life," point to a spiriti^

reference in the preceding figures (so Ratramnus
as early as the ninth century); and that, finally,

if any theory of the Lord's Supper is favored br

that discourse, it is one which confines the fnution

of the Lord's flesh and blood to the believer, since

every one that eateth his flesh and drink^h hb
blood is said " to have eternal life," '' to abide in

duist and Christ in him," and " to live forever
"

(vi. 54, 56, 58),—all of which can be said of bdieveis

only; while the Roman Church teaches that ud-

worthy as well as worthy communicants partake

of the literal body and blood of Christy though with

opposite effect.

The Roman Church appeals to the Fatben, es-

pedally Cyril of Jerusalem, ChryBOBtom, Cyril of

Alexandria, and Ambrose. As has heea already in-

dicated, the conceptions o£ the real

a. His- bodily presence of Christ and its ma-
toricaL terialistic fruition are easily drawn

from the writings of Ignatius, Ju^an
Martyr, and Irenseus. But it must be remembered
that these writers had in mind chiefly, if not alto>

gether, the gracious effect the Eucharist had, paths'

than the nature of the elements. On the other hand
it is equally true that the representatioos of the

Fathers differ. The African divines, TertuUian.

Cyprian, and Augustine, teach a syznboiical ami

spiritual, rather than corporeal, presoaoe; and the

Alexandrian school of Clement and Qrigen put the

whole design of the Eucharist in feeding the soul od

the ^iritual life and the divine word of Chri^
Hence the Fathers have been appealed to for the

Lutheran, Calvinistic, and Zwinglian theory, as vdl
as for the Roman Catholic. Ratramnus already ap-

peals to Augustine for the spiritual inteipretatioiL

VL 0[ipo8itk>n to the Doctrine: This was bc^ua
by the forerunners of the Reformationy especially

by Wydif. He called transubetantiation a " doe-

trine of the modems." In 1381 he issued twelv?

theses against the doctrine, which he followed up
with an elaborate treatise on the Eudiarist, Ik
eucharistia (ed. J. Loserth for the Wydif Sodety,

London, 1892), and he returned to the subject again

and again in his writings, pronouncing the doctrine

idolatry and a lying fable. He taught the spirituil

though real presence of Quist's body. In its di-
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menaioiis it is in heaven. In the host it is present

efficacicnisly but in a symbol; the " symbol repre-

sents " (meanus eti) the body. Christ is in the

bread as a king is in all parts of his dominions and
as the soul is in the body. The doctrine of transub-

stantaation is subversive of logic, granunar, and all

natural science (De euehariatioy p. 11; Trialoffut,

ed. Lechler, pp. 248; 261, Oxford, 1869). The words
of institution are to be taken figuratively, just as

are the words " I am the vine." Transubetantia-

tion would necessarily demand transaccidentation

(a word Wydif used before Luther); for if acci-

dents can be separated from the thing itself, one
<:an not tell what a thing is or even wheti^er it exists,

l^ith reference to the discussion concerning the

mouse which partakes of the host, he aflSrmed the

first assumption to be false, because Christ is not
in the host in a corporeal manner. The chief charge

brought against Wydif by Gregory XI. and at the

Council of Constance (q.v.) was that he denied this

doctrine. The Reformers were unanimous in re-

jecting transubstantiation as a fundamental error,

contrary to Scripture, to reason, to*the testimony ojf

the senses, to the very nature of the sacrament, and
leading to gross superstition. There was, however,

a serious difference among the Reformers in the ex-

tent of opposition. Luther, adhering to the literal

interpretation of the words of institution, taught
" Consubstantiation " (q.v.); while Zwingli and
Calvin gave up the literal interpretation, and the

latter substituted for the idea of a corporeal pres-

ence the idea of a spiritual real presence, and for

manducation by the mouth and the teeth a spiritual

real fruition by faith alone. See Lord's Supper, II.

(P. ScHAFFf.) D. S. SCHAFF.

Beblioorapbt: Pertinent literature wiU be found under
EuGHABnr;! Lobd's Suppbr; and Mass. For the Ro-
man OathoUe ride consult: Paaoharius Radbertus, D*
corpon dt mnoyine Domini, in MPL, oxx.; J. de Lufo,
D* vmurabQi MieAorului aoeramento, in Migne*s Cumu
thmdoQUB eomplehu, zxiii. 10 eqq. (" the profoundeat and
most tboiou^ " on the scholastic ride); N. P. 8. Wise-
man, LsehiTM on ffts Roal Preaeneo of Iho Body and Blood
of our Lord JetuB Chrui in the Blo$»od Euehariat, new ed.,

London, 1862; F. X. ll^^ldt. ExjUancUio mtrabUium Qua
dioina poionHa in otKharitiim aoeramento operatuTt pp. 29
sqq., Bonn, 1808; J. H. Oswald, Die dogmatiocKe Lthro
von don KoUioon Sakramenlen der kaiholioehon Kirehe, L
375-427, Monster, 1870; G. Reinhold, Die Lthre der
^HUAen OeoenwaH Chrieti in der Euehariatie bei Thomat
von Aquin, Vienna, 1893; F. Schmid. in Zeitachrift fur
kaiKoUeche TheoUgie, 1894, pp. 108-128; J. Ernst, Die
Lehrt dee Paeehaeiue Radbertua von der Bueharietie, Fret-

burg* 1896; S. J. Hunter, OvUinee of Dogmaiie Theoloffy,

UL 249-262, New York, 1896; P. H. Batiffol, itvdee
ahidoire, Paris, 1906; F. W. D., Elucidation of the Doe-
irine of Tranevbetantiation, littleboroush, 1904; KL, xL
1977-1996.
For the Protestant side consult: T. Granmer, Wri-

tinge and DieptdaHone RdaUve to the Sacrament of the

Lor^e Supper, ed. J. E. Cox for Parker Society, pp. 239-
343. Gambridce, 1844; J. Jewel, Worke, ed. J. Ayre for

Paricer Society, I 445 sqq., Gambridce, 1845; J. Goain,
Hiet» of Popieh Tranevbetantiationt London, 1679, new
ed.. 185a- P. K Marheineke, Chrieaiehe Svmbolik, 3 vols.,

Heidelbeis, 1810-14; H. E. F. Guericke, AOgemeine
ekrieUiehe Svmbolik, Lriprio, 1839; G. S. Faber. Chriefe
Diecouree at Capernaum Fatal to the Doctrine of TranetA'
etanOation. London, 1840; K. F. A. Kahnis, Die Lehre vom
Abendmahl, Lriprio, 1851; T. B. Strong, The Doctrine of
the Real Pteeenee, London, 1899; Hamaok, Dogma^ paa-
rim (ooDSttlt Indoc); the works on the history of dodarine
by H. C. Shridon. New York, 1886, R. Seeberg, 2d ed..

Lriprio, 1907 sqq.. F. A. Loolb, new ed.. HaUe, 1906;

and the literature under Bbsbnoab; Radbbbtub. Pab-
cbabzub; and Ratbamnus.
For the Greek Chureh consult: X. R. Kiesling, ffiri.

eoneerioHonie Orweorum Latinorumque de traneeiAelan-
tione, Lripsic, 1754; Q. E. Strits, in JahrbHeher fUr
deuteehe Theologie, ziii (1868), 649-700; M. Jugie, in
Behoe ^orient, x (1907), 5 sqq., 65 sqq.

TRAPP, JOHN: Church of England; b. at
Croome d'Abetot (6 m. 8.8.e. of Worcester), Eng-
land, June 5, 1601; d. at Weston-on-Avon (30 m.
n.e. of Gloucester) Oct. 16, 1669. He studied at
Christ Church, Oxford (B.A., 1622; M.A., 1624);
became usher of the free school of Stratford-upon-

Avon, 1622, and headmaster, 1624; was znade
preacher at Luddington, near Stratford; became
vicar of Weston-on-Avon. He sided with the par-

liament in the civil war, and took the covenant of

1643; acted as chaplain to the parliamentary sol-

diers in Stratford for two years; was rector of Wel-
ford in Gloucestershire and Warwickshire, 1646-
1660; and again vicar of Weston, 1660-69. He was
most industrious, and an excellent preacher. Be-
sides Qod*B Lone Tokens (London, 1637), he issued

a Commentary on the Old and New Testaments (5

vols., 1654 sqq.; reprinted and ed. H. Martin and
W. Webster, with Memoir by A. B. Grosart, 5 vols.,

London, 1867-68). It is in some respects the best

of the Puritan commentaries.

Bduoorapbt: Besides the Memoir by Grosart, ut sup.,
oonsult: A. k Wood, Athenm Oxonieneee, ed. P. Bliss, iiL

843-«44. 4 vols., London, 1813-20; DNB, IviL 166. *

TRAPPISTS (REFORMED CISTERCIANS): A
Roman Catholic order distinguished by extreme
severity and renunciation of learning. It was
founded in the Gisterdan abbey of Notre Dame de
la liaison-Dieu (80 m. s.w. of Paris) established

about 1140 in an unhealthy valley of Normandy
accessible by a narrow defile, hence

The caUedLaTrappe ("The Trap"). The
Founder, abbey, increasing in luxury, gradually

declined in morality and popularity

untU, by the early part of the seventeenth century,

it had but seven monks. In 1636 it came as a bene-

fice to Armand Jean le Bouthillier de Ranc^ (b. at
Paris Jan. 9, 1626; d. at La Trappe Oct. 27, 1700),

who was to become its reformer. Before he was
eleven years old he was canon of Notre Dame at
Paris, abbot of La Trappe, and prior of other mon-
asteries, and, distinguished no less for scholarship

and ability as a preacher than for his lax mode of

life, he was ordained priest in 1651. The sight of

the severed head of a companion in 1660 and a nar-

row escape from death in 1662 exercised so pro-

found an influence on him that in 1664 he entered

upon a life of the most rigid asceticism. Surren-

dering all his other benefices or appl3dng them to

pious uses, he retired to La Trappe, restored the
buildings, and began a reform of the discipline, but
waa driven away, and retired to Perseigne in 1663,

but, becoming a professed in the following year, he
assumed the abbacy of La Trappe (1664), and with a
fanatical zeal enforced the original sterner rules. In
1664 and 1665 he visited Rome to secure the neces-

sary papal concesmons for his plans, which were
sanctioned by Innocent XI. in 1678. The Trappist
rule (ConeHhUuma et r^lementa de la Trappe, 2 vols.,

Paris, 1701) binds the monks to arise at two o'clock
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in the morning from their beds, which oonstst of a
sack of straw and a straw pillow laid on a plank and
covered with a rug. Eleven hours daily are de-

voted to prayer and masses, the remainder of the

day being given in silence to labor either on the
field or witldn the monastery. All literary work is

forbidden, since the monks are required to concen-
trate their thoughts on penance and death; and,

except for prayers and hynms, and the greeting,
" Remember that we must die," absolute silence is

enjoined, wishes and needs being communicated by
signs. The midday meal consists of roots, vege-

tables, fruit, bread, and water, though in spedal
cases the sick may have meat and ^ggs. The order
comprises lay brothers, professed (choir monks), and
frhres donnia (those connected with the monastery
only tenqx>raiily for penance). The habit of the
choir moi^ is a coarse, grayish, woolen cassock
with wide' sleeves, a cowl of black wool with two
broad strips hanging to the knee, a black leathern

girdle with a rosaiy and a knife (emblems of med-
itation and labor), and wooden shoes. The lay
brothers have brown cassocks. Great philanthropy
has been exercised; for instance, in one year of

famine, 1,500 dependents were lodged, and 4,000
guests were entertained annually. The founded of

the order was the object of many critictsms because
oi his severity and his disapproval of learning, aa set
forth in his TratU de la sainteti et des devcira de la

vie numoMtique (Paris, 1683), which led to a contro-

versy that lasted until the second quarter of the
eighteenth century. He resigned as abbot in 1695.

Trappist monasteries were founded near Florence

(1705) and at CJasamari (1777), and with the expul-
sion of the Trappists from France by the Revolu-

tion, they received a new home in Val-
Histoxy. sainte, Switzerland, which Pius VI.

made the abbey in 1794, destroyed
four yean later by the French. Meanwhile the
Trappists had founded monasteries at Poblat (Cata-

lonia), near Antwerp, in the diocese of Monster,
and in Piedmont. Chi the destruction of Valsainte,

they found a refuge through Paul I. of Russia in

Poland, only to be expelled in 1800. Wandering by
way of Dansig to Altona, and by way of Paderfoom
and Driburg to Freiburg and Sion in the Swiss can-

ton of Valais, they reestablished a monastery at
Valsainte, as well as houses at Rieddray and Ra-
pallo (near Naples). In 1804 a monastery was
founded near Rome by Louis Henri de Lestrange
(Dom Augustin), but it was destroyed in the French
invasion. Germany, like France, expelled the Trap-
pists, from the vicinity of Paderbom in 1802, from
Freiburg in 1811, from Darfeld (near Monster) in

1812. On the restoration of the Bourbons in 1827,

the Trappists were permitted to reenter France and
again to possess their old home, La Trappe; and,

by the time of the death of Dom Augustin (1827),

they numbered there about 700. In 1829 all the
Trappist monasteries were ordered closed by royal

decree, but at the Revolution of July there were
stiU nine houses. The order received new impetus
in 1834 by a papal decree imiting the Trappists of

all lands into the Gongregation d4s r^ligieux Cis-

terciens de Notre Dame de la Trappe. They then
increased rapidly, especially in the archdiocese of

Le Mans, and in 1S44 founded a house in Algiers,

besides sending a number of monks to North Amei^
ica in 1848. In 1851 a branch of the Trappists was
established at Pienequi-Vire (near Avallon) by
the " Trappist Preachers," which di£Fer8 from the
main order only in omitting the vow of silence with
the permission of the superior, and of acting as mia-
sioners. In 1870 there were some eighteen Trap-
pist monasteries, mostly in France; but ten years
later 1,450 monks of the order were driven froni

France. Though they soon returned, the " Associa-

tions' Law " of 1901 compelled them again to retire,

at least in part.

At present the Trappists have 56 monasteries (37
abbeys and 19 priories), with 3,700 members. Of

these 44 mcmasteries with 2,500 monks
Statistics, are in Eun^. The abbot general re-

sides at Rome. In 1869 the Bosnian
monastery of Mariastem was established, which
now conducts Kafir missions in Natal with 20 prin-

cipal stations, 50 substations, and 13,000 Roman
Catholics. Tn^pists are likewise to be found in

Asia Minor, Palestine, China, Japan, Algiers (sup-

pressed in 1904), the Kongo State, Crerman Cast
Africa, Ireland, England, Uie United States, C^an-

ada, and Braiil. A branch of Tn^pist nuns was
founded by Princess Louise de Cond6 in the nun-
nery of Les CLairets, near CSiartres, receiving its

rule from De Ranc^. The nuns number about
900, with nine nunneries in France, and four else-

where, with a priory in Japan. An order of Ter-
tiary Trappists nuns was likewise founded for mis-
sion-work by Abbot Fians Pfanner in 1881. They
are called " Missionary Sisters of the Precious
Blood," and number sc»ne 400 in Natal, German
East Africa, and Belgian Kongo. The union oi the
Trappists of all lands into £ sin^e Congr^tion in

1834 was broken in 1847, and for many years there
were five congregations, each with its own vicar

general, who was subject to the general of the Cis-

tercians. Since 1892, however, all the congrega-
tions have been reunited, and their abbot general

has been made independent of the Cistercians. This
new constitution was confirmed by Leo XIII. in

1894, and in 1902 a papal decree declared the mon-
astery of Citeaox (acquired by the Trappists in

1898) the mother-house. ^^^
(EiraBN L^CHEMIIANN.)

In the United States the Trappists have (1911)
three houses: Crcthsemane Abbey, in Nebon Coun-
ty, Ky., with 79 in the community; New MeDemy
Abbey, near Dubuque, la., with 35 members; and
Monastery of our Lady of Jordan, Scio, Linn
County, Ore., with 8 members. In Ireland they
are at Mt. Melleray (30 m. n.e. of Cork) and num-
ber 70; also at Roscrea.

Bibuoobapbt: The "Rale" wtm published Paris, 1671.
2 vols., 1701, and Gnui, 1887. Consult: L. I>[ul B(oh1,
HitL ... da raUaye ds la Trappe, Paris, 1824; E. L.
Ritfert, Der Orden der Troppiatem Dannstadt, 1833;
C. Qafllardin* Lm TrappitU* , . , au 19 mMs, 2 vols^
Pam, 1844; C. Tallon* Noticet , . . no- Im monaaUret
d€ Vardre de la Trappe, ib. 1855; La Trappe, oriffimA.

eeprit, orvameation, ib. 1870; E. FriedlAnder, Geeekieku
der Trappieten im MUntteHande, Padeibom, 1874; F.
Pfannenschmidt, GeachicfUe der TrappieUn, lb. 1874;
Fnns, Die Trappielen-Mieeion in Sudafnka, lins, 1889;
F. Bflttcenbaeh, Mariawald, «m Bild dee Trappiwitm
ordene, Aachen, 1897; K. Buff, Die TrappitUmtabUi OeUm-
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bmv, Fveibiiis, 1898; De Lettrange et let TrappiaUg, La
Trappe, 1898; Lea 7*rappMte« pendant la riooluUon, ib.

1898; A. Heeker (Schneider), Bin Beaueh bei den Trap-
pieUn auf Odenbenf, M6rUiofen, 1904; Suchier, Der
Orden der Tnppitten und die vegetarxaehe Lebenetveiee, 2d
ed.. Monloh, 1906; Helyot, Ordrea manaaH^uee, vi. 1 sqq.;

Heimbucher, Orden und Kongregationen, i. 480-473;
Cuzner, Religume Orden, pp. 135-140; KL, id, 1996-2008.

TREACLE BIBLE. See Biblb Vbbsions, B, IV.,

§9.

TRECHSELy trek^sel, FRIEDRICH: Swiss theo-

logian; b. at Bern Nov. 30, 1805; d. there Jan. 30,

1885. He studied in the university of his native

city, then in Paris, G5ttingen, Halle, and Berlin.

In 1829 he became chaplain of the city hospital at

Bern, and privat-docent in the academy; pastor at

Vechigen, 1837; of the Minster at Bern, 1859; re-

tired on a penaion, 1876. He was the author of

Ueber den Karum, die Kritik und Exegeae der Manir
chSer (Bern, 1832); Die protestantUchen AntUrini-

tarier vor Fauetue Sodn, nach QueQen und Urkunden
geeckuMich dargeetdU (2 vols., Heidelberg, 1839-

1844); BeOrdge zur Qeschiehie der schweizerischr

refomdrten Kirche, zundehst derjenigen dee KanUme
Bern (Bern, 1841-42) ; and BiMer aue der Geachichte

der proUstaniiachen Kirche (1889), which included

a sketch oi the author.

Bibuogsapbt: Besidet the sketch noted above, consult

ZeOaehrift aua der Schweia, u (1886), 312-314.

TREES. See FBTrnvTiUBEB in the Old Testa-
MSNT.

TREES, SACRED. See Gboves and Tiubbb,

Sacrsd.

TRE6ELLES, tre^'es, SAMUEL PRIDEAUX:
Textual critic of the New Testament; b. at Wode-
houee Place, near Falmouth (44 m. s.w. of Plym-
outh), Jan. 30, 1813; d. at Plymouth Apr. 24, 1875.

He attended the Falmouth classical school, 1825-28,

when he was compelled to earn his living, and was
engaged in the iron works at Neath Abbey, Gla-

moi^anshire, 1829-35; he then returned to Fal-

mouth and taught privately. All this time he was
zealous and intensely diligent in pursuing his own
education, was earnest in' his desire to contribute to

knowledge of the Bible, and from his twenty-fifth

year seems to have settled upon the New Testament
as his sphere of labor. His first book was Paasagee

in the Old Testament Connected vrith the Revelation

(1836). The first well-known piece of work was an
account of the English versions which served as in-

troduction to The English Hexapla (London, 1841).

He sought to further the study of Hebrew by a
series of text-books : H^ew Reading Lessons (1845)

;

a translation of Cfesenius' Hebrew and Chaldee Lexi-

con to the Old Testament (1847); Heads of H^ew
Grammar (1852); and The Interlineary Hebrew and
English Psalter (1852). Meanwhile he had taken

part in the publication of the Englishman's Hebrew
and Chaldee Concordance to the Old Testament and
the Englishman's Greek Concordance to the New Tes-

tament (1839-43), and had issued Remarks on the

Prophetic Visions in . . . Danid (1847), and De-
fence of the Authenticity of , . . Daniel (1852).

In his work on the New Testament in the study
of Griesbach's New Testament he found the latter

to agree too closeljr with the textus recepUia to be

in accord with what he r^arded as the best author-

ity, and proposed a plan for a new text, being in

unconscious agreement with the principles of Lach-
mann, finally setting himself to prepare one. Ac-
cordingly in 1844 he edited critically in Greek the
book of Revelation, with a new English version,

the favorable reception of which confirmed him in

his determination to carry out his project. He then
began a systematic examination of the uncial manu-
scripts then available, both in England and on the

continent, failing, however, to get permission to

collate Codex Vaticanus, though his journeys in

1845-46, 1849-^50, and 1852 resulted in correction of

collations of important manuscripts, among them the
noted Codex Colbertinus, a difficult manuscript the
work upon which endangered his eyesight. At this

period he made the acquaintance of Lachmann and
Teschendorf. While Tregelles edited only Codex
Zacynthixis, and did not, like some others, discover

numbers of manxiscripts, he so carefully collated

practically all of the uncials and important min-
uscules then known that his labors have lasting

and permanent value. He also examined anew the
citations of the Chureh Fathers down to Eusebius,

as well as the ancient versions. Before issuing any
portion of a new text, however, he prepared his

Account of the Printed Text of the New Testament

(1854), which served to expound his critical prin-

ciples, and rewrote that part of Home's Introduction

to the Study , . , of the Holy Scriptures which re-

lated to the textual criticism of the New Testament
(1856). In 1857 the first part of his New-Testament
text appeared, containing the Gospels of Matthew
and Mark, which contained, beside also the text of

Codex Amiatinus, a numbco* of important variant

readings and other critical apparatus, including the
notation of the Eusebian Canons. The second part

followed in 1861, and contained the Gospels of Luke
and John. In that year an attack of paralysis com-
pelled him to suspend his labors, and the third part

did not appear till 1865, and contained the Acts and
Catholic Epistles. The fourth part, making avail-

able his edition of the Pauline Epistles down to

II Thessalonians, was issued in 1869. Early in 1870
a second stroke of paralysis fell while he was revi-

sing the final chapters of Revelation; the fifth part,

containing the rest of the Pauline Epistles, was
issued that year as he had prepared it, and Revela-

tion in 1872, but without the prolegomena, this last

being issued posthumously with addenda and cor-

rigenda through the labors of Hort and Streane.

His edition remains as a work of abiding merit and
worth, being the fullest in critical apparatus after

the eighth edition of Tischendorf's work, his exact-

ness being extraordinaxy.

Tregelles regarded his labors upon the text, un-
dertaken out of pure love for the Word of God, as a
work of worship, and this was the spirit in which
his entire labors were carried on. His life was sim-

ple, homely, and charitable. In his last years he
received a pension on the civil service accoimt of

£200 a year. Tregelles was known also as a poet,

and the Lyra Britannioa and Schaff's Christ in Song
contain poems by him. (Carl BERTHEAuf.)

Bibuoorapht: His own Accounl of the Printed Text, ut
sup., is of hi^ value for statement of his principles of
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work. Consult further: E. Abbot, in (New York) In-
dependent, May 3, 1875; P. Sohaff, C<nnpa!num to the

Greek Teatament, pp. 262-266 et paasim. New York. 1883;
O. Salmon. Hxstoricdl Introduetion to the Study of the Booke
of the N. T., pp. 43. 160. 283. London, 1802; F. H. A.
Scrivener. Introduetion to the CrUiciam of the N. 7.. ii.

238-241 et passim. London. 1894; C. R. Qregoiy, Text-
kritik dee N. T., pp. 980-081. Leipeic. 1902; idem. Canon
and Text of N. 7., pp. 346, 460, 461, New York, 1907;
DNB, Ivu. 170-174.

TREMELLIUS, tre-melt-us, EMAlfUEL: Hebrew
scholar; b. at Ferrara, Italy, in 1510; d. at Sedan,
France, Oct. 9, 1580. His parents being Jewish,

Tremellius was thoroughly instructed in the He-
brew language; after 1530 he was in contact with
Christians, and about 1540 was baptized in the house
of Cardinal Reginald Pole (q.v.). In 1541 he be-

came teacher of Hebrew in the cloister school newly
instituted at Lucca by Retro Martire Vermigli
(q.v.), and published his first professional work,
MedUamenta (Wittenberg, 1541). Compelled to

flight by the introduction of the Inquisition, he
found, in 1542, a new field of labor as teacher of

Hebrew at the flourishing school in Strasburg, then
directed by Johann Sturm. When driven away by
the Schmalkald War, he accepted from Archbishop
Cranmer an invitation to England, and received ap-
pointment to the Hebrew chair at Cambridge, in

1549. But in 1553, upon the accession of Mary
Tudor, he and his family again had to flee. He then
went, on invitation from Duke Wolfgang of the Bi-

pontine Palatinate, as preceptor to the duke's three

children. When Calvin, in 1558, sought to attract

him to the Old-Testament professorship in Geneva,
he would gladly have accepted that offer. But
Wolfgang refused to let him go, and made him di-

rector of the new school in the former cloister of

Hombach, which was opened Jan. 16, 1559. Here
he served till Mar. 7, 1561, when he took leave of

Wolfgang in peace. Before his departure, Tremel-
lius rendered a service to the oppressed Evangelical

believers at Meti by taking pi^ in a deputation to

the royal court at Orleans, following the death of

King Frauds of France, in Jan., 1561, the result

being that the Huguenots of Metz were permitted
to use a house of prayer outside the city.

On Mar. 4, 1561, the Palatine Elector Frederick
III. (see Frederick III., the Pioxts) called him to

the high school at Heidcdberg. There, on June 22,

1561, Tremellius was graduated doctor in theology,

and, in full accord with Boquin, Olevianus, and
Ursinus, exhibited a fruitful academic industiy,

finding leisure also for laiger literary works. He
issued Butzer's lectures (Basel, 1562), which he had
heard and copied at Cambridge; a Latin translation

of Jonathan's Aramaic paraphrase of the twelve
Minor Prophets (Heidelberg, 1567) and an edition

of the Old S3rriac translation of the New Testament
which he supplemented with a Latin translation, as
also with an Aramaic and Syriac grammar (1569).

About 1570 he began his most important work, and
continued it from 1575 to 1579 in company with his

subsequent son-in-law, Francis Junius, a Latin
translation of the Old Testament, issued in five

volumes, and received with well-deserved favor (see

Bible Versions, A, U., 3). During his labors in

Heidelberg, Tremellius remained in close corre-

spondence with his friends in England, though be
gratefully declined a professorship there that was
offered him in 1565.

It was not permitted the a;ging Tremellius to end
his days at Heidelberg. After the death of Fred-
erick III., he was dismissed Dec. 5, 1577, and, after

a short sojourn at Mets, was called by Henri de la

Tour d'Auveigne as professor to the newly erected
academy at Sedan, where he devoted his powers to

the service of the French youth with the same ardor
that he had shown toward those of Italy, Oermany,
and England. He was one of the most learned

orientalists of his times. J. Net.
Bibuoobapht: Biocraphies have been written by F. Button.

Zweibrfloken. 1850; M. Becker, BnsUu, 1887; and A. Nea-
bauer, in WeetpfiUtiaehe GetchiehkbUUter, 1002, not. aqq.
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